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SENATE - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001  Resolution, By Massey, Alexander, Bennett, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Grooms, Hembree,
Martin, Peeler, Rankin, Shealy, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Leatherman, Rice, Senn, Talley and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO ADOPT RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR THE
SENATE AS PROVIDED IN ARTICLE III, SECTION 12 OF THE CONSTITU-
TION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895.
   12/06/16 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
   12/06/16 Senate Roll call Ayes-28  Nays-18 SJ-11
   12/07/16 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0002  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Bryant, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. JAMES  JIM  ST.
JOHN UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM
FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO HIS CONGRE-
GATIONS AND THE SENATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   12/06/16 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-86
S 0003  General Bill, By Rankin and Hembree
Similar (H 3668)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 47-1-145, TO ENACT THE  PROVISIONS FOR
COST OF ANIMAL CARE ACT OF 2017 , TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUSTO-
DIAN OF AN ANIMAL TAKEN INTO CUSTODY DUE TO CIVIL OR CRIM-
INAL VIOLATIONS BY ITS OWNER MAY PETITION THE COURT FOR
EXPENSES RELATED TO PROVIDING CARE TO THE ANIMAL, TO
ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR HEARING SUCH PETITIONS AND FOR
THE COLLECTION AND USE OF FUNDS ORDERED TO BE PAID, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO FAILS TO PAY SUCH FUNDS FORFEITS
RIGHTS OF OWNERSHIP TO THE ANIMAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DIS-
POSITION OF SUCH AN ANIMAL, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETURN
OF FUNDS WHEN A PERSON IS NOT FOUND TO BE IN VIOLATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-19
   03/29/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-18
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/30/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-28
   03/30/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/30/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-28
   04/04/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
S 0004  Joint Resolution, By Scott and McLeod
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO ESTABLISH A REVOLVING FUND TO
OPERATE A FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM TO PROVIDE
GRANTS TO DAM OWNERS TO CONDUCT ENGINEERING AND SAFETY
STUDIES ON THE DAMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-19
S 0005  General Bill, By Shealy and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 49-11-240 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE INSPECTION OF DAMS, TO REQUIRE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO INSPECT ALL
DAMS ON WHICH A STATE HIGHWAY TRAVERSES EVEN IF THE DAM
DOES NOT MEET THE DEFINITION CONTAINED IN SECTION 49-11-
120(4).
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-20
S 0006  General Bill, By Bryant, Hembree, Campbell and Senn
Similar (H 3243)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-630 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PENALTIES FOR TEASING, MALTREATING, AND INJURING POLICE
DOGS AND HORSES, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO TORTURES,
MUTILATES, INJURES, DISABLES, POISONS, OR KILLS A POLICE DOG
OR HORSE MAY BE FINED UP TO TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS, MAY BE
IMPRISONED FOR UP TO TEN YEARS, MUST PAY RESTITUTION TO
COVER THE COST OF RESTORING OR REPLACING THE DOG OR
HORSE INJURED OR KILLED, AND MAY BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE
UP TO FIVE HUNDRED HOURS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE FOR AN ANI-
MAL-RELATED ORGANIZATION OR FOUNDATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-20
   01/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-10
   02/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-21
   02/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   02/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-21
   02/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-48
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-54
   02/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-21-18 HJ-12
   02/21/18 House Amended HJ-26
   02/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Rutherford, Brown, Robin-
son-Simpson, Henderson, King, Toole, Williams, McK-
night, Clyburn, Bennett HJ-26
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-40
   04/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-10-18 HJ-54
   04/11/18 House Amended HJ-18
   04/11/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-18
   04/17/18 House Amended HJ-18
   04/17/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
S 0007  General Bill, By Campsen, Malloy, Johnson, Talley, McElveen,
Sheheen, Setzler, Courson, McLeod and Kimpson
A BILL TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK
REAUTHORIZATION ACT  BY AMENDING SECTION 48-59-75 OF THE
1976 CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR A PROPORTIONAL REDUCTION IN THE
TRANSFER OF RECORDING FEES IN THE ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS
ACT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND ACT 200 OF
2002, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNDING SOURCES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK, TO EXTEND FOR
TEN YEARS, THROUGH JUNE 30, 2028, THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER
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59, TITLE 48, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK ACT, OTH-
ERWISE SCHEDULED FOR REPEAL EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2018.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-20
S 0008  General Bill, By Campsen and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-5-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A HEALTH
CARE SHARING MINISTRY IS NOT ENGAGING IN THE BUSINESS OF
INSURANCE AND NOT SUBJECT TO REGULATION BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  HEALTH CARE
SHARING MINISTRY .
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-21
S 0009 (Rat # 0063, Act #  0042)  General Bill, By Hutto and Rankin
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-380 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
OPTIONAL INTOXICANTS AND NARCOTICS EXCLUSION PROVISION
CONTAINED IN CERTAIN INSURANCE POLICIES THAT REQUIRE THE
REPLICATION OF EXACT LANGUAGE AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 38-
71-370 DOES NOT APPLY TO A MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY, AND TO
DEFINE MEDICAL EXPENSE POLICY. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-21
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-14
   03/23/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-7
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-5
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-35
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-35
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-2 HJ-39
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-40
   05/05/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-4
   05/11/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-145
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-31  Nays-0 SJ-145
   05/11/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-145
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-24
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-24
   05/15/17 Ratified R 63
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 42
S 0010  General Bill, By Reese, Johnson and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-295 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE PROVIDERS TO PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT OF INFERTILITY, WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-22
S 0011  General Bill, By Davis, Campsen and M.B. Matthews
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-485, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HURRICANE
DAMAGE MITIGATION PROGRAM, SO AS TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM
TO INCLUDE FLOOD DAMAGE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-22
   02/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   02/16/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
23
   03/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-31
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-31
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-104
S 0012  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-39-180(E) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR DEFERRED PRE-
SENTMENT OR DEPOSIT OF CHECKS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
EFFECTIVE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE CHARGED ON A DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION CANNOT EXCEED THIRTY-SIX PER-
CENT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-22
S 0013  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-3-501 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SUPERVISED LOANS, BY ADDING SECTION 37-3-501(1)(c), TO PRO-
VIDE THAT SHORT-TERM VEHICLE SECURED LOANS ARE NOT
SUPERVISED LOANS; TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 39 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA UNFAIR TRADE PRAC-
TICES ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS AN UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE
FOR SUPERVISED LENDERS TO PROVIDE SHORT-TERM VEHICLE
SECURED LOANS; TO AMEND SECOND 37-3-413, RELATING TO SHORT-
TERM VEHICLE LOANS, BY ELIMINATING THE REPAYMENT TERM
FROM THE DEFINITION, BY CAPPING THE LOAN INTEREST RATE FOR
SPECIFIC LOAN AMOUNTS; TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 37 OF THE
1976 CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR A DATABASE TO PREVENT A PERSON
FROM HAVING A SHORT-TERM VEHICLE SECURED LOAN THAT
EXCEEDS A CERTAIN LIMIT AND TO TRACK LOAN TRANSACTIONS IN
GENERAL, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL SHORT-TERM VEHICLE
SECURED LOANS MAY ONLY BE MADE BY A LICENSEE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-22
S 0014  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-147 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PHARMACISTS PARTICIPATING IN HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGA-
NIZATIONS, TO EXPAND THE TYPES OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
ABLE TO PARTICIPATE WILLINGLY IN HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGA-
NIZATIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
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   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-23
S 0015  General Bill, By Young
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 63, TITLE 38 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO LIFE INSURANCE, TO PROVIDE THAT NO LIFE
INSURER MAY TERMINATE, FINE, OR OTHERWISE PENALIZE AN
AGENT FOR PRESENTING AN INSURED WITH OPTIONS UNDER HIS
POLICY OR FOR ASSISTING A POLICYHOLDER WITH SECURING BEN-
EFITS UNDER HIS POLICY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-23
S 0016  General Bill, By Rankin and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
RELATING TO AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, SO AS TO AMEND SECTION
38-77-30(1) TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF AUTOMOBILE INSUR-
ANCE TO INCLUDE UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 38-77-150 TO REQUIRE UNDERINSURED MOTORIST
COVERAGE ON ALL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICIES; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-77-160 TO SPECIFY UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVER-
AGE IS AVAILABLE ABOVE THE MANDATORY MINIMUM LIMITS AND
TO REMOVE PROVISIONS ALLOWING AN INSURED THE OPTION TO
PURCHASE UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 38-77-200 TO INCLUDE UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE
IN THE PROVISION PREVENTING INSURERS FROM REQUIRING ARBI-
TRATION OF CLAIMS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-210 TO PROVIDE
PROPERTY COVERAGE IS NOT REQUIRED IN UNDERINSURED
MOTORIST COVERAGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-260 SO AS TO
DELETE REFERENCES TO NON-EXISTENT CODE SECTIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-24
S 0017  General Bill, By Bennett, Hembree and Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO COASTAL TIDELANDS AND WETLANDS, TO REMOVE A PORTION
OF DORCHESTER COUNTY FROM THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
COASTAL ZONE. 
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-24
S 0018  General Bill, By Campsen, Hembree and Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-705 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT, UPON
RECEIPT OF THE NOTICE OF A PAROLE HEARING, THE VICTIM AND
MEMBERS OF THE VICTIM S IMMEDIATE FAMILY MAY SUBMIT WRIT-
TEN STATEMENTS TO THE BOARD OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PAR-
DON SERVICES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATEMENTS MUST BE
CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD IN MAKING ITS DETERMINATION OF
PAROLE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATEMENTS MUST BE
RETAINED BY THE BOARD AND MUST BE SUBMITTED AT SUBSE-
QUENT PAROLE HEARINGS IF THE SUBMITTING PERSON DECLARES
THAT THE STATEMENT STILL REPRESENTS THE PERSON S PRESENT
POSITION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
24
   01/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-8
   01/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   02/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   02/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   02/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-49
   02/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0019  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-1-300 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF CORRECTIONS SHALL ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT COR-
RECTIONAL EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE TRAINING PROGRAMS
WHICH CAN RESULT IN FISCAL SAVINGS AND A REDUCTION IN
RECIDIVISM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF CORREC-
TIONS CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE TRAINING
PROGRAMS SHALL BE COMPOSED OF THE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
AND SERVICES OF ALL INSTITUTIONS AND FACILITIES HOUSING
INMATES OPERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT AND SHALL BE SUPER-
VISED BY THE DEPARTMENT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-25
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
25
S 0020  General Bill, By Campsen and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-410, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PLACEMENT OF A
DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE
DEFENDANT IS CONVICTED OF OR PLEADS GUILTY TO AN OFFENSE
INVOLVING A VIOLENT ACT AGAINST A PERSON OR THE TAKING OF
PROPERTY FROM A PERSON AND THE DEFENDANT IS PLACED ON
PROBATION, THE DEFENDANT MAY NOT BE PLACED ON PROBATION
FOR A SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-25
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
25
S 0021  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-108 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY USE A FIREARM TO KILL OR ATTEMPT TO KILL ANY ANIMAL
DURING ANY SEASON IN SELF-DEFENSE, DEFENSE OF ANOTHER, OR
DEFENSE OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO USES DEADLY FORCE AGAINST A BIG GAME ANIMAL OR ALLI-
GATOR MUST REPORT THE INCIDENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NAT-
URAL RESOURCES, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ANIMAL CARCASSES
TAKEN PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION MAY NOT BE RETAINED, AND
TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO REPORT THE INCIDENT OR
SURRENDER THE CARCASS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-26




A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SIZE LIMITS FOR CERTAIN
FISH THAT MAY BE LAWFULLY TAKEN, POSSESSED, LANDED, SOLD,
OR PURCHASED, SO AS TO INCREASE THE SIZE LIMIT FOR FLOUN-
DER THAT MAY BE LAWFULLY TAKEN, POSSESSED, LANDED, SOLD,
OR PURCHASED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-26
S 0023  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 11 TITLE 49 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  WETLANDS RESTORATION ACT  WHICH PROVIDES THAT CER-
TAIN IMPOUNDMENTS THAT ORIGINALLY IMPOUNDED A PARCEL OF
TIDELAND OR MARSHLAND BUT NO LONGER COMPLETELY
IMPOUNDS THAT PARCEL MAY BE REPAIRED OR RESTORED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-26
S 0024  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SURFACE WATER STEWARDSHIP ACT ; TO
AMEND SECTION 49-4-35, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REGIS-
TRATION OF SURFACE WATER USE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
REGISTERED SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS MUST OBTAIN A SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL PER-
MIT RATHER THAN REGISTERING WITHDRAWALS, TO PROVIDE THAT
CERTAIN REGISTERED SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS ARE
EXEMPT FROM THE PERMITTING REQUIREMENT, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT INCREASES IN SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWALS BY REGIS-
TERED SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWERS ARE SUBJECT TO PERMIT-
TING REQUIREMENTS ON THE INCREASED AMOUNT UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-27
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-27
S 0025  General Bill, By Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 21, TITLE 50 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION OF WATERCRAFT,
TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON OPERATING A WATER DEVICE THAT
COLLIDES WITH ANOTHER WATER DEVICE RESULTING IN DEATH OR
GREAT BODILY INJURY MUST SUBMIT TO DRUG AND ALCOHOL
TESTS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTS MUST BE
ADMINISTERED IF A PASSENGER IN EITHER WATER DEVICE IS
UNABLE TO BE LOCATED AFTER THE COLLISION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-27
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-27
S 0026  General Bill, By McElveen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-20(A)(5) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CATAWBA HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES, TO BROADEN
THE SCOPE OF THE LICENSING TO ALLOW ALL NATIVE AMERICAN
INDIANS THE OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE FREE LICENSES; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-9-570(B), RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRD PER-
MITS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL MEMBERS OF RECOGNIZED NATIVE
AMERICAN INDIAN TRIBES IN SOUTH CAROLINA ARE NOT
REQUIRED TO CARRY MIGRATORY BIRD PERMITS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 50-11-515, RELATING TO AMERICAN INDIAN ARTISTS, TO
ALLOW AMERICAN INDIAN ARTISTS FROM RECOGNIZED TRIBES TO
SELL ART WITH WASTE PARTS FROM LEGALLY TAKEN GAME ANI-
MALS AND TO REQUIRE THE AMERICAN INDIAN ARTIST TO SUBMIT
AN AFFIDAVIT SIGNED BY THE CHIEF OF HIS TRIBE CERTIFYING THE
ARTIST S TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-28
S 0027 (Rat # 0194, Act #  0178)  General Bill, By Campsen, Young,
Hembree, Climer, Gregory, Scott, J. Matthews, Setzler, Turner and Timmons
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF THE STATE SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPOINTMENT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT BY THE GOVERNOR WITH
THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE TO SERVE AT THE PLEA-
SURE OF THE GOVERNOR, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF FILL-
ING VACANCIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPENSATION OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT, AND TO PROVIDE TIME LIMITS WITHIN WHICH
JUDICIAL CHALLENGES TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SUCH AN
APPOINTED SUPERINTENDENT MAY BE BROUGHT, ALL TO TAKE
EFFECT UPON THE APPROVAL AND RATIFICATION OF A CERTAIN
RELATED AMENDMENT TO THE STATE CONSTITUTION AND TO
BECOME APPLICABLE BEGINNING WITH THE 2018 GENERAL ELEC-
TION, AND TO PROVIDE REVISED ACADEMIC AND EXPERIENCE
QUALIFICATIONS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT WHICH IMMEDIATELY
TAKE EFFECT UPON APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNOR; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 1-30-10, RELATING TO THE  GOVERNING AUTHORITIES OF THE
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO MAKE A
CONFORMING CHANGE WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, TO TAKE EFFECT UPON THE APPROVAL AND RATIFI-
CATION OF A CERTAIN RELATED AMENDMENT TO THE STATE CON-
STITUTION AND TO BECOME APPLICABLE BEGINNING WITH THE
2018 GENERAL ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-1210, RELATING
TO THE SALARIES OF SPECIFIC STATE OFFICERS, SO AS TO MAKE A
CONFORMING CHANGE BY REMOVING THE STATE SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF EDUCATION, TO TAKE EFFECT UPON THE APPROVAL AND
RATIFICATION OF A CERTAIN RELATED AMENDMENT TO THE STATE
CONSTITUTION AND TO BECOME APPLICABLE BEGINNING WITH
THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERSON
ELECTED STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION IN THE 2018 GEN-
ERAL ELECTION SHALL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF HIS TERM, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF HIS SUCCESSOR IF HE
VACATES THE OFFICE BEFORE THE END OF THIS TERM, BOTH TO
TAKE EFFECT UPON THE APPROVAL AND RATIFICATION OF A CER-
TAIN RELATED AMENDMENT TO THE STATE CONSTITUTION AND TO
BECOME APPLICABLE BEGINNING WITH THE 2018 GENERAL ELEC-
TION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-3-20 RELATING TO VACANCIES IN
THE OFFICE OF THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION. - rati-
fied title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-28
   01/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-10
   01/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 Senate Special order, set for January 31, 2017 SJ-35
   02/01/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-38
   02/01/17 Senate Amended SJ-38
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-38
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-38
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   02/02/17 Senate Amended SJ-14
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   02/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-14
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-59
   03/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, Sandifer, Hiott, GR
Smith, Hixon, Govan, Douglas, King, Bamberg, McEach-
ern, Brawley, Toole, Clemmons, Fry, Jefferson, Henegan,
Anderson, Brown, Mack, Blackwell, Long, Forrester,
Robinson-Simpson, Dillard, Kirby, Hosey, West, Yow,
Williams, Crawford HJ-31
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-10-18 HJ-78
   04/11/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-12-18 HJ-19
   04/12/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-71
   04/24/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-85
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-26 HJ-85
   05/01/18 House Reconsidered HJ-101
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-33
   05/14/18 Ratified R 194
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 178
S 0028 (Rat # 0195, Act #  0179)  General Bill, By Campsen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-112, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELECTIVE CREDIT FOR RELEASED
TIME CLASSES IN RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION FOR HIGH SCHOOL STU-
DENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF
TRUSTEES MAY, AS A MEANS TO ENSURE EVALUATION OF INSTRUC-
TION ON THE BASIS OF PURELY SECULAR CRITERIA, ACCEPT
RELEASED TIME CREDITS AS TRANSFER CREDITS FROM AN
ACCREDITED PRIVATE SCHOOL THAT HAS AWARDED PRIVATE
SCHOOL CREDITS FOR A RELEASED TIME PROGRAM OPERATED BY
AN UNACCREDITED ENTITY; AND TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2018. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-29
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-29
   02/14/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-4
   02/14/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/06/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-5
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-4
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-9
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-107
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-37
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-20 HJ-37
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   05/14/18 Ratified R 195
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 179
S 0029  General Bill, By Goldfinch
Similar (H 3068)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 102, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ATHLETE AGENTS AND STUDENT
ATHLETES, SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNIFORM ATHLETE AGENTS ACT
OF 2017 , TO ADOPT THE INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR REGISTRATION
OF STUDENT ATHLETE AGENTS AND MAKE NECESSARY CONFORM-
ING CHANGES, TO REVISE VARIOUS PROVISIONS IN CONSIDERATION
OF THE EXPANDED IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON THE SOLICITATION
AND RECRUITMENT OF STUDENT ATHLETES BY ATHLETE AGENTS,
TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STUDENT ATHLETES AND ATHLETE
AGENTS, AND TO REVISE VARIOUS AVAILABLE REMEDIES, AMONG
OTHER THINGS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-29
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-29
S 0030  General Bill, By Rankin and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-17 SO AS TO REQUIRE A ONE-HALF
CREDIT COURSE OF STUDY IN PERSONAL FINANCE WITH AN END-
OF-YEAR TEST AS A REQUIREMENT FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUA-
TION BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-29
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-29
S 0031  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-39-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHALL AWARD A SPECIAL EDUCATION
DIPLOMA INSTEAD OF A CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE OR OTHER
CERTIFICATE TO A HANDICAPPED HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT LAW-
FULLY ASSIGNED TO A SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM AND WHO
COMPLETES AN INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION PLAN IN CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES BEGINNING WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR, TO
REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP AND TO
ADOPT RELATED ALTERNATE ASSESSMENTS TO EXISTING STATE-
WIDE ASSESSMENTS, TO PROVIDE THESE ALTERNATE ASSESSMENTS
MUST BE ADMINISTERED TO SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE A SPECIAL EDUCATION
STUDENT S INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM MUST SERVE
AS AN ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT FOR THE STUDENT, AND TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION DIPLOMAS AND THE
STATUS OF RECIPIENTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION DIPLOMAS AS
BEING HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-33-20,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOL-
OGY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-30
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-30
S 0032  General Bill, By McLeod
Similar (H 3027, H 3061, H 3945)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-67-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE
AUGUST 1, 2019, ALL SCHOOL BUSES MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH LAP-
SHOULDER SEAT BELTS FOR ALL PERMANENT SEATING ACCOMMO-
DATIONS, TO PROVIDE THIS REQUIREMENT IS IN ADDITION TO
EXISTING SCHOOL BUS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THESE
SEAT BELTS MUST BE PROPERLY FASTENED ABOUT PASSENGERS
DURING VEHICLE OPERATION, TO PROVIDE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
SHALL ENSURE THAT THESE SEAT BELTS ARE FASTENED ABOUT
EACH PASSENGER, AND TO PROVIDE NO CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES
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MAY ARISE FROM THE FAILURE OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS TO
ENSURE PASSENGERS WEAR THESE SEAT BELTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-67-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE TRANS-
PORTATION OF STUDENTS AND SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERM  LAP-SHOULDER SEAT BELT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-
67-40, RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL BUSES TO PRIVATE SCHOOL BUSES, SO
AS INCLUDE LAP-SHOULDER SEAT BELT REQUIREMENTS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-30
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-30
S 0033  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL PROVISIONS, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 59-1-500, TO REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, IN THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS
TO INSTALL, MAINTAIN, AND PROVIDE WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NET-
WORKS IN EVERY K-12 SCHOOL IN THIS STATE AND THEREAFTER TO
APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO INSTALL, MAINTAIN, AND PROVIDE WIRE-
LESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS IN EVERY SCHOOL BUS IN THIS
STATE; TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO ADOPT A PLAN TO MAKE
THE SCHOOL BUSES AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS ON NON-SCHOOL
DAYS; AND TO REQUIRE EACH DISTRICT TO ISSUE A REPORT
DETAILING THE USE OF THE FUNDS APPROPRIATED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-31
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-31
S 0034  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0035)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-156-120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE AVAILABILITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHILD EARLY
READING DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM, TO EXPAND
THE PROGRAM IN THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR TO QUALIFIED CHIL-
DREN RESIDING IN OTHER DISTRICTS BASED UPON THE DISTRICT S
POVERTY INDEX, TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM IN THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR TO ALL QUALIFIED CHILDREN IN ALL SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS, AND TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM TO INCLUDE ALL CHIL-
DREN WITHIN FIVE YEARS OF THE PROGRAM S EXPANSION FOR ALL
DISTRICTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-156-140 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO PROVIDER APPLICATIONS, TO MAKE A CONFORMING
AMENDMENT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-156-220 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO FUNDING OF THE PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO FUND THE PROGRAM IN THE ANNUAL GEN-
ERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, AND TO SET THE RATE FOR THE 2017-
2018 SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-31
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-31
S 0035  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0034)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-156-120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE AVAILABILITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHILD EARLY
READING DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM, TO EXPAND
THE PROGRAM IN THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR TO QUALIFIED CHIL-
DREN RESIDING IN OTHER DISTRICTS BASED UPON THE DISTRICT S
POVERTY INDEX, TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM IN THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR TO ALL QUALIFIED CHILDREN IN ALL SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS, AND TO EXPAND THE PROGRAM TO INCLUDE ALL CHIL-
DREN WITHIN FIVE YEARS OF THE PROGRAM S EXPANSION FOR ALL
DISTRICTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-156-140 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO PROVIDER APPLICATIONS, TO MAKE A CONFORMING
AMENDMENT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-156-220 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO FUNDING OF THE PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO FUND THE PROGRAM IN THE ANNUAL GEN-
ERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, AND TO SET THE RATE FOR THE 2017-
2018 SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-32
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-32
S 0036  General Bill, By Young and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 17, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS, BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-45, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THIS STATE MUST BE COMPRISED
OF AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN THE SCHOOLS OF THE DISTRICT IN ORDER TO
RECEIVE STATE APPROPRIATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN EXCEP-
TION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-33
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-33
S 0037  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 25, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING TEACH-
ERS, BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-35, TO PROVIDE THAT SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS MAY PAY LUMP SUM BONUSES TO AID IN RETAINING
TEACHERS WHO EXCEL IN PROVIDING QUALITY INSTRUCTION,
LEADERSHIP, OR BOTH; TO REQUIRE THAT BONUSES MUST BE
APPROVED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD; TO CAP BONUSES AT NOT MORE
THAN TWENTY PERCENT OF THE TEACHER S BASE SALARY; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT PAYMENT OF THESE BONUSES IS NOT A PART OF THE
EMPLOYEE S BASE SALARY AND IS NOT EARNABLE COMPENSATION
FOR PURPOSES OF EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS TO
RESPECTIVE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-33
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-33
S 0038  General Bill, By Malloy and Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE STATUTORY SCHOOL YEAR, TO REMOVE REQUIREMENTS
CONCERNING THE SPECIFIC NUMBER OF DAYS THAT MUST BE
INCLUDED IN A SCHOOL YEAR; TO PROVIDE THAT A DISTRICT
SHALL REPORT THE SCHOOL CALENDAR THAT IT SELECTS TO THE
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, ALONG WITH A RATIONALE BEHIND
THE STRUCTURE OF THE CALENDAR; AND TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN
DEVELOPING A CALENDAR, THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD
SHALL FOCUS ON STRUCTURING THE CALENDAR TO MAXIMIZE THE
EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT IN THE UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES OF EACH
SCHOOL BECAUSE CIRCUMSTANCES VARY AMONG DISTRICTS AND
SCHOOLS WITHIN DISTRICTS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-33
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-33
S 0039  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE STATUTORY SCHOOL TERM, TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL
SEEKING A WAIVER FROM THE STATUTORY SCHOOL TERM TO OPER-
ATE ON A YEAR-ROUND MODIFIED SCHOOL CALENDAR SHALL SUB-
MIT TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION A PLAN DETAILING THE
GOALS THAT SCHOOLS SEEK CONSEQUENTLY TO ACHIEVE, TO
REQUIRE APPROVAL OF THE PLAN BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-
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TION BEFORE A WAIVER MAY BE GRANTED, TO REQUIRE THAT THE
SCHOOL ANNUALLY REPORT ITS PROGRESS TOWARD MEETING
THESE GOALS TO THE STATE BOARD, TO REQUIRE THAT THE STATE
BOARD REVIEW THE REPORT AND MAKE A DETERMINATION ON
WHETHER THIS PROGRESS IS SATISFACTORY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STATE BOARD INITIALLY MAY NOT REVOKE A WAIVER OF A SCHOOL
FOR UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS, TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL
CONSIDERED BY THE BOARD TO HAVE MADE UNSATISFACTORY
PROGRESS MUST BE PLACED ON PROBATION FOR ONE YEAR
DURING WHICH TIME IT MUST DEVELOP WITH THE STATE BOARD A
PROBATION IMPROVEMENT PLAN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD
SHALL REVOKE THE WAIVER OF A SCHOOL THAT FAILS TO MAKE
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS ON A PROBATION IMPROVEMENT PLAN
AND DIRECT THE TRANSITION OF THE SCHOOL BACK TO THE STATU-
TORY SCHOOL TERM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL WHOSE
WAIVER IS REVOKED SUBSEQUENTLY MAY APPLY FOR A WAIVER.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-34
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-34
S 0040  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (H 3066)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO EDUCA-
TION, BY ADDING CHAPTER 138, TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS AND
PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES; TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE SERVICE OF TRUSTEES OR MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
OF CONSTITUENT INSTITUTIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT, ON THE EFFEC-
TIVE DATE OF THIS ACT, THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES OF THE STATE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE
STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION,
NOT INCONSISTENT WITH CHAPTER 138, TITLE 59, ARE DEVOLVED
UPON THE SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BOARD OF
REGENTS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-53-10, RELATING TO THE
STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION,
AND SECTION 59-103-10, RELATING TO THE STATE COMMISSION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-35
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-35
S 0041  General Bill, By Shealy and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-790 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SCHOOL BREAKFAST AND SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAMS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT BY SCHOOL YEAR 2018-2019, EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHALL IMPLEMENT IN EACH SCHOOL A NUTRITIONAL, WELL-BAL-
ANCED SCHOOL BREAKFAST AND LUNCH PROGRAM AT NO COST TO
THE STUDENT; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-800 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO WAIVER OF SCHOOL BREAKFAST AND SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAMS, TO DELETE THAT THE BOARD OF EDUCATION MAY
GRANT A WAIVER AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE SHALL BEAR
THE COSTS OF FACILITIES IF A SCHOOL LACKS THE EQUIPMENT OR
FACILITIES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE SCHOOL BREAKFAST
AND LUNCH PROGRAM; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 59-63-765 AND 59-
63-780 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-35
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-35
S 0042 (Rat # 0001, Act #  0100)  Joint Resolution, By Bryant, Gambrell and
Hembree
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE SCHOOL DAYS MISSED
BY STUDENTS ATTENDING TOWNVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN
ANDERSON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 4, FOLLOWING THE TRAGIC
EVENTS THAT OCCURRED ON SEPTEMBER 28, 2016, ARE EXEMPT
FROM THE MAKE-UP REQUIREMENT THAT FULL SCHOOL DAYS
MISSED DUE TO DISRUPTIONS BE MADE UP. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-17
   01/10/17 Senate Unanimous consent for second and third readings on next
two consecutive legislative days SJ-17
   01/11/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/11/17 Senate Read second time SJ-6
   01/12/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   01/17/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-14
   01/18/17 House Read second time HJ-28
   01/18/17 House Roll call Yeas-74  Nays-0 HJ-28
   01/19/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-12
   02/23/17 Ratified R 1
   02/28/17 Signed By Governor
   03/02/17 Effective date 02/28/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 100
S 0043  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-120(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE STUDY OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT EACH PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL MUST PROVIDE
INSTRUCTION CONCERNING THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION,
THE FEDERALIST PAPERS, AND THE DECLARATION OF INDEPEN-
DENCE TO EACH STUDENT FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR; TO AMEND
SECTION 59-29-130, TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF
OUR NATION S FOUNDATIONAL DOCUMENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 59-29-140.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-36
S 0044  General Bill, By Gregory and Reese
Similar (H 3079)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET
VALUE OF CERTAIN DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES AND TO
EXEMPT THE VALUE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE PROPERTY
FOR RESIDENTIAL USE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-36
   01/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
8
   02/01/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-26
   02/01/17 Senate Amended SJ-26
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-4 SJ-26
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
S 0045  General Bill, By McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-970 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A COORDINATED
STATEWIDE INITIATIVE TO PROMOTE DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN
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THE STATE WORKFORCE AND TO DEFINE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF
STATE AGENCIES UNDER THIS INITIATIVE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-36
S 0046  General Bill, By Campsen, Bennett, Young and Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-520, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS TO STATE INDI-
VIDUAL INCOME TAX BRACKETS, SO AS TO ENACT THE  TAXPAYER
INFLATION PROTECTION ACT , TO DELETE THE PROVISION LIMITING
THE INFLATION ADJUSTMENT TO ONE-HALF OF THE ACTUAL INFLA-
TION RATE AND THE OVERALL FOUR PERCENT LIMIT ON THE TOTAL
INFLATION ADJUSTMENT, AND TO DELETE REDUNDANT LANGUAGE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-37
   01/31/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
23
   02/01/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-8
   02/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-8
   02/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-8
   02/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-2
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-99
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-106
S 0047  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CAPITAL
INCENTIVES ACT  BY TEMPORARILY PROVIDING  BONUS  STATE
INCOME TAX EXPENSING DEDUCTIONS FOR NEW DEPRECIABLE
BUSINESS PROPERTY, BY EXCLUDING FROM SOUTH CAROLINA TAX-
ABLE INCOME NET CAPITAL GAINS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE SALE OR
EXCHANGE OF DEPRECIABLE BUSINESS PROPERTY RECEIVING THAT
BONUS  DEDUCTION, AND TO DEFINE TERMS BY APPROPRIATE REF-
ERENCES TO PROVISIONS IN CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE,
THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-37
S 0048  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1150, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX, SO AS TO
ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CAPITAL GAINS TAX ELIMINATION
ACT , TO INCREASE THE DEDUCTION ALLOWED FROM FORTY-FOUR
PERCENT TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE NET CAPITAL GAIN,
AND TO PHASE IN THIS INCREASE OVER TEN YEARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-37
S 0049  Joint Resolution, By Scott
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE STATE HOUSE COMMITTEE TO
COMMISSION A PORTRAIT OF THE LATE ELIZABETH EVELYN
WRIGHT MENAFEE, A NOTED HUMANITARIAN, EDUCATOR, AND
FOUNDER OF VOORHEES COLLEGE TO BE PLACED IN AN APPROPRI-
ATE PLACE IN THE STATE HOUSE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-38
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-38
S 0050  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-224, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY
TAXES FOR BOATS AND WATERCRAFT WITH CERTAIN FEATURES, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON MAY CLAIM A QUALIFYING BOAT
OR WATERCRAFT AS HIS PRIMARY RESIDENCE FOR PURPOSES OF AD
VALOREM PROPERTY TAXATION, TO PROVIDE FOR APPLICATION FIL-
ING REQUIREMENTS IF THERE IS A CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP, AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-38
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-38
S 0051  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  LONG-TERM CARE TAX CREDIT ACT  BY ADD-
ING SECTION 12-6-3395 TO ALLOW A STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
CREDIT OF FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PREMI-
UMS PAID BY A TAXPAYER PURSUANT TO A LONG-TERM CARE
INSURANCE CONTRACT, NOT TO EXCEED THREE HUNDRED FIFTY
DOLLARS IN A TAXABLE YEAR FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL, AND TO PRO-
HIBIT A DOUBLE BENEFIT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-38
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-38
S 0052  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3515, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE INCOME TAX CREDIT
ALLOWED FOR DONATIONS OF A GIFT OF LAND FOR CONSERVATION
OR A QUALIFIED CONSERVATION CONTRIBUTION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE CREDIT EQUALS TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL VALUE OF THE GIFT RATHER THAN TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT
OF THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION FOR THE GIFT ALLOWED ON THE
TAXPAYER S FEDERAL INCOME TAX RETURN, TO INCREASE THE
MAXIMUM ANNUAL CREDIT ALLOWED A TAXPAYER FROM FIFTY-
TWO THOUSAND, FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS TO ONE HUNDRED FIFTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS, TO ADJUST THE MAXIMUM ANNUAL CREDIT
FOR INCREASES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, AND TO DELETE
OBSOLETE PROVISIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-39
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-39
S 0053  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE III
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, BY ADDING SECTION 38 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL DESIGNATE, AS IT
DETERMINES, FUNDS IN THE STATE TREASURY AS TRUST FUNDS, TO
PROVIDE THAT MONIES APPLIED TO A TRUST FUND MAY BE APPRO-
PRIATED ONLY FOR THE DESIGNATED PURPOSE EXCEPT UPON THE
ADOPTION OF A SEPARATE PIECE OF LEGISLATION ADOPTED BY A
TWO-THIRDS VOTE IN EACH HOUSE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PRO-
VISION DESIGNATING A FUND AS A TRUST FUND MAY BE AMENDED
ONLY BY A SEPARATE PIECE OF LEGISLATION ADOPTED BY A TWO-
THIRDS VOTE IN EACH HOUSE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-39
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   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-39
S 0054  General Bill, By Bennett, Campbell, Turner, Hembree and Johnson
Similar (S 0384, S 0600, S 0813, H 3516)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA INFRASTRUCTURE AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REFORM ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-
28-310, RELATING TO THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE, SO AS TO PHASE
IN AN INCREASE OF TWELVE CENTS ON THE FEE, TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADJUST THE FEE FOR INFLATION, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS BE MET TO
PHASE IN THE FEE INCREASE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-11-410 AND
56-11-450, BOTH RELATING TO THE ROAD TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE
THE ROAD TAX IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE MOTOR FUEL USER
FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
DRIVERS  LICENSES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE FEE TO OBTAIN A
DRIVER S LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-620, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE BIENNIAL REGISTRATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE,
SO AS TO INCREASE THE FEE FOR THE REGISTRATION; BY ADDING
SECTION 56-3-645 SO AS TO IMPOSE A ROAD USE FEE ON CERTAIN
MOTOR VEHICLES THAT OPERATE ON FUEL THAT IS NOT SUBJECT TO
THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2110, RELAT-
ING TO THE MAXIMUM SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXI-
MUM TAX ON CERTAIN ITEMS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER 37,
TITLE 12, RELATING TO MOTOR CARRIERS, SO AS TO DEFINE TERMS,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE ARTICLE DOES NOT APPLY TO A SMALL COM-
MERCIAL VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN VEHICLES ARE
ASSESSED AND APPORTIONED BASED ON A ROAD USE FEE INSTEAD
OF PROPERTY TAXES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ROAD USE FEE IS DUE
AT THE SAME TIME AS REGISTRATION FEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROAD USE FEE, AND TO EXEMPT CERTAIN
SEMITRAILERS, TRAILERS, LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES,
AND BUSES FROM AD VALOREM TAXATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-
6-510, RELATING TO THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX, SO AS TO
DECREASE TWO INCOME TAX RATES AND TO PHASE IN AN
INCREASE IN THE SIZE OF EACH INCOME TAX BRACKET, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS BE MET TO PHASE
IN INCOME TAX BRACKETS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-520, RELATING
TO THE ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE INCOME TAX BRACKETS, SO
AS TO DELETE A PROVISION THAT LIMITS THE INFLATION ADJUST-
MENT TO ONE-HALF OF THE ACTUAL INFLATION RATE; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO INCOME TAX
DEDUCTIONS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE SUBSISTENCE DEDUCTION
FOR CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS BY A DOLLAR A DAY;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3330, RELATING TO THE TWO-WAGE
EARNER CREDIT, SO AS TO INCREASE A MULTIPLIER THAT DETER-
MINES THE MAXIMUM CREDIT AMOUNT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-
3385, RELATING TO THE INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR TUITION, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT FOR BOTH FOUR-YEAR
INSTITUTIONS AND TWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION
12-6-3632 SO AS TO ALLOW A CREDIT EQUAL TO THREE AND ONE-
HALF PERCENT OF ANY EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT ALLOWED;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
EXEMPTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PHASE IN AN EXEMP-
TION OF A PERCENTAGE OF MANUFACTURING PROPERTY AND BUSI-
NESS PERSONAL PROPERTY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-39
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-39
S 0055  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-625 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT STATE
EMPLOYEES EARNING ANNUAL LEAVE AT THE RATE OF THIRTY
DAYS A YEAR MUST RECEIVE A LUMP SUM PAYMENT FOR DAYS OF
ANNUAL LEAVE FEWER THAN THIRTY DAYS OR DONATED BY THE
EMPLOYEE IN A CALENDAR YEAR, TO PROVIDE ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT SUCH PAYMENTS ARE NOT
CONSIDERED EARNABLE COMPENSATION IN THE CALCULATION OF
RETIREMENT BENEFITS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-41
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-41
S 0056  General Bill, By Bryant and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-60-2950 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A PROP-
ERTY TAXPAYER OBJECTS TO A MOTOR VEHICLE TAX ASSESSMENT,
AND THE TAXPAYER PRODUCES A BILL OF SALE THAT REFLECTS A
SALES PRICE LOWER THAN THE ASSESSMENT, THEN THE AUDITOR
MUST REDUCE THE ASSESSMENT TO THE SALES PRICE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ANY REBATE OR OTHER SALES INCENTIVE MUST BE SUB-
TRACTED FROM THE ASSESSMENT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-41
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-41
S 0057  General Bill, By Allen and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-51-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO OVERAGES FROM A TAX SALE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT ONLY THE OWNER OF AN OVERAGE MAY CLAIM
THE OVERAGE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSONAL IDENTIFY-
ING INFORMATION THAT IDENTIFIES THE OWNER IS EXEMPT FROM
THE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, RELATING TO MATTERS EXEMPT FROM DIS-
CLOSURE, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-42
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-42
S 0058  General Bill, By J. Matthews, Hutto, Johnson, Malloy, M.B.
Matthews and Williams
Similar (S 0950)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE ACT ; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-6-3360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE JOB TAX
CREDIT, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-6-3367, RELATING TO THE MORATORIUM ON
CERTAIN TAXES FOR CERTAIN TAXPAYERS, SO AS TO EXTEND THE
MORATORIUM TO TAXPAYERS CREATING AT LEAST FIFTY NEW
FULL-TIME JOBS IN A PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-6-3375, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDIT FOR
PORT CARGO VOLUME INCREASE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXI-
MUM ANNUAL CREDIT AMOUNT FROM EIGHT MILLION TO NINE
MILLION DOLLARS AND TO PROVIDE THAT ONE MILLION DOLLARS
MAY BE AWARDED TO A NEW WAREHOUSE OR DISTRIBUTION FACIL-
ITY THAT MEETS CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS AND EMPLOYS AT LEAST
FIFTY NEW FULL-TIME JOBS IN A PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-10-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO JOB DEVEL-
OPMENT CREDITS, SO AS TO ALLOW EIGHTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE
MAXIMUM CREDIT TO BE CLAIMED BY BUSINESSES LOCATED IN A
PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-14-60, RELATING
TO THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT, SO AS TO DOUBLE THE AMOUNT
OF THE CREDIT FOR ANY QUALIFIED MANUFACTURING AND PRO-
DUCTIVE EQUIPMENT PROPERTY LOCATED IN A PORT ENHANCE-
MENT ZONE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO
EXTEND THE EXEMPTION FOR MATERIALS HANDLING TO A TAX-
PAYER THAT INVESTS AT LEAST TWENTY MILLION DOLLARS IN A
PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE, AND TO EXTEND THE EXEMPTION FOR
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS TO A TAXPAYER THAT INVESTS AT
LEAST FORTY MILLION DOLLARS, IN REAL AND PERSONAL PROP-
ERTY, IN A PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-42
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-42
   01/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
9
   01/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/26/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-15
   01/26/17 Senate Amended SJ-15
   01/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   01/26/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-15
   01/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   02/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
S 0059  General Bill, By Jackson and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3785 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INDIVIDUAL
TAXPAYER TO CLAIM AN INCOME TAX CREDIT IF THE INDIVIDUAL
SERVES AS A CAREGIVER FOR A PERSON WHO IS AT LEAST SIXTY-
FIVE YEARS OF AGE, AND TO SET THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-43
S 0060  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX
EQUAL TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE VALUE SUBJECT TO TAX
OF AN OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENCE IF THE OWNER HAS ATTAINED
THE AGE OF SEVENTY YEARS AND HAS MADE THE PROPERTY HIS
RESIDENCE FOR THIRTY YEARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-43
S 0061 (Rat # 0064, Act #  0043)  General Bill, By Hutto
Similar (H 3600)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR PARTICI-
PATION IN THE STATE HEALTH PLAN, SO AS TO ALLOW EMPLOYEES
AND RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS, OF ANY POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISION OF THE STATE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH PLAN. -
ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-44
   01/31/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-24
   02/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   02/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-10
   02/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-30
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-2
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-44
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-103
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-103
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-15
   05/15/17 Ratified R 64
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 43
S 0062  General Bill, By McElveen, McLeod and Timmons
Similar (H 3104)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA GIVING BACK TO OUR VET-
ERANS ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DEDUCTIONS FROM SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME OF
INDIVIDUALS, SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEDUCTION OF RETIREMENT
BENEFITS ATTRIBUTABLE TO SERVICE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-
1170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME
DEDUCTION, SO AS TO CONFORM THIS DEDUCTION TO THE MILI-
TARY RETIREMENT DEDUCTION ALLOWED BY THIS ACT; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 12-6-1171 RELATING TO THE DEDUCTION OF MILI-
TARY RETIREMENT INCOME FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE
INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-44
S 0063  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-27-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FUNDING OF THE LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT FUND, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT NOT LESS
THAN FOUR AND ONE-HALF PERCENT OF GENERAL FUND REVE-
NUES MUST BE APPROPRIATED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT APPROPRIA-
TIONS MUST BE NO LESS THAN THE GREATER OF THE ALLOCATION
RATIO OF THE LATEST FISCAL YEAR OR THE AVERAGE OF THE ALLO-
CATION RATIO OF THE LAST FIVE FISCAL YEARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-44
S 0064  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIMIT ON STATE SPENDING
IMPOSED PURSUANT TO SECTION 7(C), ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ANNUAL
LIMIT ON THE STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES AVAILABLE FOR
APPROPRIATION BY RESTRICTING ANY INCREASE TO A PERCENT-
AGE THAT IS EQUAL TO THE AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
CHANGE FROM THE PREVIOUS TEN COMPLETED STATE FISCAL
YEARS, TO CREATE A SEPARATE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND IN
THE STATE TREASURY TO WHICH MUST BE CREDITED ALL GENERAL
FUND REVENUES IN EXCESS OF THE ANNUAL LIMIT, TO PROVIDE
FOR DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND, TO
DEFINE EMERGENCIES AND TO PROVIDE FOR SUSPENSION OF THIS
APPROPRIATIONS LIMIT IN EMERGENCIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
DISBURSEMENTS OF SURPLUS FUNDS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-45
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-45
S 0065  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-9-25 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A STATE OFFICER
OR EMPLOYEE FROM AUTHORIZING AN EXPENDITURE OR OBLIGA-
TION OR INVOLVE THE STATE IN A CONTRACT OR OBLIGATION
WITHOUT APPROPRIATED FUNDS TO PAY THE EXPENDITURE OR
OBLIGATION, TO PROHIBIT A STATE OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE FROM
MAKING OR AUTHORIZING AN EXPENDITURE OR OBLIGATION
EXCEEDING FUNDS AVAILABLE IN A QUARTERLY ALLOCATION PRO-
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GRAM, TO PROHIBIT A STATE OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE FROM
EMPLOYING PERSONAL SERVICES EXCEEDING THOSE AUTHORIZED
BY LAW AND PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, TO PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT-
RELATED PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THESE PENALTIES ARE IN ADDITION TO AND NOT IN LIEU OF ANY
OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE OR CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING
OTHER SIMILAR PROVISIONS OF LAW.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-45
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-45
S 0066  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-7-61 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY SHALL NOT INCREASE OR IMPLEMENT A FINE OR PEN-
ALTY IN THE GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL AND MUST ONLY DO
SO BY SEPARATE ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE AGENCY, DEPART-
MENT, OR ENTITY MUST NOT INCREASE OR IMPLEMENT A FINE OR
FEE BY REGULATION OR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION, AND TO PRO-
VIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-46
S 0067 (Rat # 0196, Act #  0180)  General Bill, By Hutto
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-88, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REDEVELOPMENT FEES, SO AS TO
SPECIFY TO WHOM REDEVELOPMENT FEES MAY BE REMITTED; AND
BY AMENDING SECTION 31-12-70, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF A
REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A REDEVEL-
OPMENT AUTHORITY TO USE REDEVELOPMENT FEES ON CERTAIN
OPERATING COSTS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-46
   01/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
10
   01/26/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   01/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   01/26/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-12
   01/31/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   02/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
   05/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-26
   05/08/18 House Amended HJ-46
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-46
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-7 HJ-46
   05/09/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-29
   05/09/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-10
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-10
   05/14/18 Ratified R 196
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 180
S 0068  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 10-1-165, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ALTERATION, RELOCATION OR
REMOVAL OF CERTAIN MONUMENTS OR MEMORIALS ERECTED ON
PUBLIC PROPERTY, OR THE RENAMING OR REDEDICATION OF
STRUCTURES, STREETS, PARKS, OR OTHER PUBLIC AREAS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE PROVISIONS ONLY SHALL APPLY TO PROP-
ERTY UNDER STATE GOVERNMENTAL JURISDICTION AND CONTROL
AND DO NOT APPLY TO SUCH PROPERTY UNDER THE JURISDICTION
AND CONTROL OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING OR
UNDER THE JURISDICTION AND CONTROL OF POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SIONS OR SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THIS STATE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-46
S 0069  Joint Resolution, By Malloy
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE V
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, RELATING TO THE
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, BY ADDING SECTION 28, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS ACT, SHALL APPROPRIATE, OUT OF THE ESTIMATED REVENUE
OF THE GENERAL FUND FOR THE FISCAL YEAR FOR WHICH THE
APPROPRIATIONS ARE MADE, TO THE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT AN
AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE PERCENT OF THE GENERAL FUND REVE-
NUE OF THE LATEST COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR RELATED PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS IN REGARD TO THIS
REQUIREMENT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-47
S 0070  General Bill, By Senn, Grooms and Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 6 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER
14, TO ENACT THE  LOCAL OPTION MOTOR FUEL USER FEE ACT,  TO
PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY MAY IMPOSE BY ORDINANCE, APPROVED
BY REFERENDUM, A USER FEE ON RETAIL SALES OF MOTOR FUEL
FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS AND
ROAD MAINTENANCE WITHIN THE COUNTY, TO PROVIDE THE PRO-
CESS BY WHICH THE USER FEE MAY BE IMPOSED, AND TO PROVIDE
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE SHALL
COLLECT AND DISTRIBUTE THE USER FEE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-47
S 0071  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 3644)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1524 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO RESIDENT VENDOR PREFERENCE, TO PROVIDE THAT, PRIOR TO
MAKING A FINAL AWARD DETERMINATION, THE PROCUREMENT
OFFICER SHALL PROVIDE RESIDENT BIDDERS WITH THE OPPORTU-
NITY TO MATCH THE LOWEST NONRESIDENT BID AND GIVE PREFER-
ENCE TO A RESIDENT BIDDER WHO MATCHES THE LOWEST
NONRESIDENT BID PRICE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-48
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-48
S 0072  General Bill, By Bennett and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, TO EXEMPT FROM PROPERTY TAX
FORTY-TWO AND SEVENTY-FIVE ONE HUNDREDTHS PERCENT OF
THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF MANUFACTURING PROPERTY, AND TO
PHASE IN THE EXEMPTION OVER FIVE YEARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-48
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-48
S 0073  General Bill, By Verdin
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SECOND AMENDMENT WEEKEND TAX EXEMPTION FOR CER-
TAIN FIREARMS, TO INCLUDE AN EXEMPTION FOR RESIDENTIAL
HOME PROTECTION PRODUCTS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-48
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-48
S 0074  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-62-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA MOTION PICTURE INCENTIVE ACT, TO
PROVIDE THAT COMMITTED AND UNCOMMITTED FUNDS FROM THE
PRIOR YEAR SHALL BE CARRIED OVER FOR THE SAME PURPOSE,
AND TO REMOVE THE DISTINCTION OF REBATES SHOULD ONE FUND
BE DEPLETED IN ANY FISCAL YEAR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-48
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-48
S 0075  General Bill, By Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(c)(2) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO PROGRAMS AND UNIFORM ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR
COUNTY EQUALIZATION AND REASSESSMENT, TO PROVIDE THAT
AN OWNER ELIGIBLE FOR AND RECEIVING THE SPECIAL ASSESS-
MENT PURSUANT TO SECTION 12-43-220(c) WHO IS RESIDING AT A
NURSING HOME RETAINS THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATIO OF FOUR
PERCENT FOR AS LONG AS THE OWNER REMAINS IN THE NURSING
HOME.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-49
   01/31/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
24
   02/01/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-11
   02/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   02/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-11
   02/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-30
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-2
S 0076  General Bill, By Young and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 11 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE STATE BUDGET SYSTEM, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 11-11-135, TO PROVIDE THAT THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE
MUST COMPILE INFORMATION FROM EACH STATE AGENCY AND
INSTITUTION DETAILING THE CATEGORIES AND AMOUNTS OF
OTHER FUNDS  BALANCES CARRIED FORWARD FROM THE MOST
RECENTLY COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR INTO THE CURRENT FISCAL
YEAR AND THOSE USES TO WHICH THESE BALANCES WILL BE
APPLIED; TO REQUIRE THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE TO REPORT
ITS COMPILATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY NO LATER THAN
NOVEMBER FIRST OF EACH YEAR; AND TO DEFINE  OTHER FUNDS. 
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-49
S 0077  General Bill, By Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 19-1-180(G) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMISSIBILITY OF OUT-OF-COURT STATEMENTS MADE BY
CHILDREN, TO ADD AN EXCEPTION FOR STATEMENTS MADE TO
EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS OF CHILDREN S ADVOCACY CENTERS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-49
S 0078  General Bill, By Alexander, Goldfinch, Williams, McElveen and
Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 25-3-220 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT OFFICERS
AND EMPLOYEES OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, OR ANY
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OR DEPARTMENTS OF THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, WHO ARE COMMISSIONED OR ENLISTED FOR
SERVICE IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GUARD MUST BE ENTI-
TLED TO MILITARY LEAVE WITHOUT LOSS OF PAY, SENIORITY, OR
EFFICIENCY RATING, WHEN ATTENDING STATE GUARD ENCAMP-
MENT OR SCHOOLS FOR TRAINING, UNDER PROPER AUTHORITY,
AND ON ALL OTHER OCCASIONS WHEN ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY
IN THE SERVICE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM
INDIVIDUAL TAXABLE INCOME, SO AS TO REQUIRE A MEMBER OF
THE STATE GUARD TO COMPLETE A MINIMUM OF ONE HUNDRED
NINETY-TWO HOURS OF TRAINING OR DRILL EACH YEAR IN ORDER
TO QUALIFY FOR THE DEDUCTION; TO AMEND SECTION 25-1-635, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO LEGAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES FOR GUARD
MEMBERS AND IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBERS, SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GUARD JUDGE ADVOCATES TO PRO-
VIDE THESE SERVICES AND TO INCLUDE THEM WITHIN THE
PERSONAL LIABILITY EXEMPTION; TO AMEND SECTIONS 25-3-20
AND 25-3-130, BOTH RELATING TO THE GOVERNOR S AUTHORITY TO
CALL THE STATE GUARD INTO DUTY, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE CIR-
CUMSTANCES AUTHORIZING THE GOVERNOR TO CALL THE STATE
GUARD INTO DUTY AND TO PROVIDE THAT CIRCUMSTANCES
INVOLVING A NATURAL OR MANMADE DISASTER, EMERGENCY, OR
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS MAY WARRANT CALLING THE STATE
GUARD INTO SERVICE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 25-3-140, RELATING
TO PAY OF STATE GUARD MEMBERS ON ACTIVE DUTY, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT STATE GUARD MEMBERS MAY RECEIVE A DAILY STIPEND
OR PER DIEM PAY FOR REASONABLE EXPENSES, OR BOTH, IF
APPROVED BY THE ADJUTANT GENERAL.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-50
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-50
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-14
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-22
   03/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-23
   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
S 0079 (Rat # 0197, Act #  0181)  General Bill, By Jackson
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-220 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF
JULY OF EACH YEAR AS  FIBROID TUMOR AWARENESS MONTH  AND
RAISE AWARENESS OF THE IMPACT UTERINE FIBROID TUMORS HAVE
ON WOMEN S HEALTH. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-51
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-15
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
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   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-98
   03/08/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
   03/08/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-48
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-82
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-44
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-44
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/14/18 Ratified R 197
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 181
S 0080  General Bill, By Campbell and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-310(B)(3) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO CHILDREN S ADVOCACY CENTERS, TO PROVIDE THAT
RECORDS RELEASED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
FOR THE PURPOSES OF INVESTIGATION AND ASSESSMENT OF ALLE-
GATIONS OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT SHALL BE ACCOMPANIED
BY AN ORDER OF PROTECTION ISSUED BY A MAGISTRATE OR FAM-
ILY COURT JUDGE TO ENSURE THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF SUCH
RECORDS, AND TO PROVIDE WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN SUCH
AN ORDER OF PROTECTION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-51
S 0081  Joint Resolution, By Malloy and McLeod
Similar (S 0165)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  STUDY COMMITTEE ON
RACIAL PROFILING  TO REVIEW STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCE-
MENT POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES REGARDING
RACIAL PROFILING, AND TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONCERNING PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE
LAWS RELATING TO SUCH POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-51
S 0082  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (S 0104, S 0122, S 0576, H 3301, H 3886)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27, SO AS TO ENACT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION ACT OF 2017.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-51
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Climer, Gold-
finch
S 0083  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (H 3882)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-60 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, TO INCLUDE WITHIN THE DEFINI-
TION OF INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER THE SALE OR DELIVERY
OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, THEIR ANALOGUES, OR OTHER
UNLAWFUL SUBSTANCES THAT CAUSE THE DEATH OF THE USER
WHEN INGESTED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON CONVICTED OF
INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER MUST BE IMPRISONED NOT MORE
THAN FIFTEEN YEARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-52
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Timmons, Rice
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   03/30/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-40
   01/16/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 0084  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-1760 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO OFF-PREMISES SALES OR SHIPMENTS BY BREWPUBS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT BREWPUBS MAY SELL BEER AT CERTAIN SPECIAL
EVENTS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-52
S 0085  General Bill, By Bryant and Gambrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-430(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CARRYING WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY, TO ENACT
JACOB HALL S LAW TO CLARIFY THAT SCHOOL PERSONNEL AUTHO-
RIZED BY SCHOOL OFFICIALS MAY CARRY A WEAPON ON SCHOOL
PROPERTY IN ADDITION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND
PERSONNEL AND TO ALLOW THE SCHOOL OFFICIALS TO REQUIRE
WEAPONS TRAINING BEFORE AUTHORIZING SCHOOL PERSONNEL
TO CARRY WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-52
S 0086  Concurrent Resolution, By Grooms, Verdin, Rice, Young, Hembree,
Turner, Cromer, Goldfinch, Shealy, Campsen, Massey, Campbell and
Timmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION FOR A CONVENTION OF THE STATES, TO BE CALLED
BY CONGRESS, RESTRICTED TO PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO THE
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION IN ORDER TO IMPOSE FISCAL
RESTRAINTS ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, TO LIMIT THE POWER
AND JURISDICTION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, AND TO LIMIT
THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR ITS OFFICIALS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-53
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-53
S 0087  General Bill, By Verdin and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO OFFENSES AGAINST THE PERSON, BY ADDING ARTICLE 20,
TO PROVIDE FOR ENHANCED PENALTIES IF AN OFFENSE IS COMMIT-
TED AGAINST A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-53
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-53
S 0088  General Bill, By Verdin
Similar (S 0432)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EMPLOYER S POSTING OF A SIGN PROHIB-
ITING THE CARRYING OF A CONCEALED WEAPON ON THE EMPLOY-
ERS  PREMISES, TO CREATE A CAUSE OF ACTION FOR A CONCEALED
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WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER WHO IS INJURED WHILE ON THE PREM-
ISES OF AN EMPLOYER WHO HAS PROHIBITED THE CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER FROM CARRYING A CONCEALED
WEAPON; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF HANDGUNS AND EXCEPTIONS, TO
CREATE AN EXCEPTION TO ALLOW ANYONE TO CARRY A CON-
CEALED WEAPON DURING A MANDATORY EVACUATION ORDER
DECLARED BY THE GOVERNOR AND TO PLACE CERTAIN TIME PERI-
ODS ON THIS EXCEPTION; TO AMEND ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 31, TITLE
23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO CONCEALED WEAPONS PER-
MITS, BY ADDING SECTION 23-31-218, TO CREATE AN INSTITUTIONAL
CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT, TO REQUIRE THE STATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS RELAT-
ING THE CURRICULUM AND TRAINING REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AN
INSTITUTIONAL CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT, AND TO ALLOW
INSTITUTIONAL CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDERS TO
CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON IN SCHOOLS, DAYCARES,
CHURCHES, AND HOSPITALS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1230 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO LICENSE PLATE SPECIFICATIONS, TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES TO ISSUE A
STICKER TO EACH CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER WHO IS
A VEHICLE OWNER THAT MUST BE AFFIXED TO THE VEHICLE
OWNER S LICENSE PLATE TO INDICATE THE VEHICLE OWNER IS A
CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-53
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-53
S 0089  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-5-70(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO UNLAWFUL CONDUCT TOWARD A CHILD, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON WHO HAS CHARGE OR CUSTODY OF A
CHILD TO PLACE THE CHILD UNDER THE CARE OR SUPERVISION OF
A PERSON WHO HAS A SUBSTANTIATED HISTORY OF CHILD ABUSE
OR NEGLECT OR HAS PLED GUILTY OR NOLO CONTENDERE OR HAS
BEEN CONVICTED OF AN OFFENSE AGAINST THE PERSON AS PRO-
VIDED FOR IN CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16; AN OFFENSE AGAINST MORAL-
ITY OR DECENCY AS PROVIDED FOR IN CHAPTER 15, TITLE 16; THE
OFFENSE OF CONTRIBUTING TO DELINQUENCY OF A MINOR AS PRO-
VIDED FOR IN SECTION 16-17-490; THE COMMON LAW OFFENSE OF
ASSAULT AND BATTERY OF A HIGH AND AGGRAVATED NATURE
WHEN THE VICTIM WAS A PERSON SEVENTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR
YOUNGER; CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS DEFINED IN SECTION
16-25-20; CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OF A HIGH AND AGGRA-
VATED NATURE AS DEFINED IN SECTION 16-25-65; A FELONY DRUG-
RELATED OFFENSE UNDER THE LAWS OF THIS STATE; UNLAWFUL
CONDUCT TOWARD A CHILD AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 63-5-70;
CRUELTY TO CHILDREN AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 63-5-80;
CHILD ENDANGERMENT AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 56-5-2947; OR
CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT WITH A MINOR IN THE FIRST DEGREE
AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 16-3-655(A).
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-54
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-54
S 0090  General Bill, By Campsen, Johnson, Hembree and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-2-5(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ELIGIBILITY EXAMINATION FOR MAGISTRATES, TO EXTEND
THE TIME PERIOD FOR THE VALIDITY OF THE EXAMINATION SCORES
FROM SIX MONTHS BEFORE AND SIX MONTHS AFTER THE TIME THE
APPOINTMENT IS TO BE MADE TO ONE YEAR BEFORE AND TWO
YEARS AFTER THE TIME THE APPOINTMENT IS TO BE MADE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-55
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-55
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
   02/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-11
   02/14/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   02/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-23
   02/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
S 0091  General Bill, By Gregory, Bennett, Fanning and Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 20, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DIVORCE IN THIS STATE,
SO AS TO PROVIDE A PUBLIC POLICY OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA REGARDING THE AWARD OF ALIMONY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-55
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-55
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), Climer, McLeod
S 0092  General Bill, By Gregory, Bennett, Fanning and Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-130(C), CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AWARD OF ALIMONY AND
OTHER ALLOWANCES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN EARNINGS
OF A SUBSEQUENT SPOUSE ARE NOT TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE
COURT WHEN MAKING, MODIFYING, OR TERMINATING THE AWARD
OF ALIMONY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-55
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-55
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), Climer, McLeod
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Committee Amendment Amended SJ-131
   05/08/18 Senate Motion to Recommit to Senate Committee on Judiciary
Failed SJ-4
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-18  Nays-23 SJ-4
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0093  General Bill, By Gregory, Bennett, Fanning and Shealy
Similar (S 0094, H 3122)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-130(B), CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AWARD OF ALIMONY AND
OTHER ALLOWANCES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR TWO NEW FORMS OF
ALIMONY AND TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF COHABITATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 20-3-150, RELATING TO SEGREGATION OF ALLOW-
ANCE BETWEEN SPOUSE AND CHILDREN AND THE EFFECT OF
REMARRIAGE OF A SPOUSE, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF
COHABITATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-56
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), Climer, McLeod
S 0094  General Bill, By Gregory, Bennett, Fanning and Shealy
Similar (S 0093, H 3122)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MODIFICATION, CONFIRMATION, OR TER-
MINATION OF ALIMONY, SO AS TO PROVIDE FACTORS FOR THE
COURT TO CONSIDER WHEN DETERMINING THE EXISTENCE OF
CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE THAT RETIREMENT BY
THE SUPPORTING SPOUSE IS SUFFICIENT GROUNDS TO WARRANT A
HEARING, IF SO MOVED BY A PARTY, TO EVALUATE WHETHER ALI-
MONY SHOULD BE MODIFIED OR TERMINATED IN AMOUNT OR
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TERM AND TO PROVIDE FACTORS FOR THE COURT TO CONSIDER;
AND TO PROVIDE THAT PAYMENT OF ALIMONY FOR A PERIOD THAT
EXCEEDS THE DURATION OF MARRIAGE CONSTITUTES SUFFICIENT
GROUNDS FOR THE COURT TO MODIFY, TERMINATE, OR ESTABLISH
A FIXED DURATION OF TIME FOR ANY FURTHER PAYMENT OBLIGA-
TION, IF SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-56
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), Climer, McLeod
S 0095  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 7, TITLE 30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE RECORDATION ESSENTIAL FOR THE VALIDITY OF PUB-
LIC RECORDS, BY ADDING A SECTION TO PROHIBIT COMMERCIAL
SOLICITATION OF A PERSON IF USING MORTGAGE INFORMATION
OBTAINED FROM ANY DOCUMENT RECORDED WITH THE REGISTER
OF DEEDS OR CLERK OF COURT, AND TO IMPOSE PENALTIES FOR
THAT COMMERCIAL SOLICITATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-56
S 0096  General Bill, By Young and Hembree
Similar (H 3184, H 3204, H 3206, H 4043)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ELECTION OF JUSTICES AND JUDGES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
NAMES OF EACH QUALIFIED CANDIDATE, RATHER THAN THE
NAMES OF THE THREE CANDIDATES THE COMMISSION DEEMS BEST
QUALIFIED, MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-57
S 0097  General Bill, By Young and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1308 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE FILING OF CAMPAIGN REPORTS BY CANDIDATES AND COM-
MITTEES, TO REQUIRE CANDIDATES AND COMMITTEES TO CONTEM-
PORANEOUSLY FILE CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNT STATEMENTS FOR
THE PREVIOUS QUARTER S CAMPAIGN REPORT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-57
   03/01/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Hutto, Johnson,
Turner, Gambrell
S 0098  General Bill, By Courson and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-360 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO A PLACE TO WRITE IN NAMES ON BALLOTS FOR GENERAL AND
SPECIAL ELECTIONS, TO PROVIDE THE BALLOTS SHALL ALSO CON-
TAIN A PLACE FOR VOTERS TO WRITE IN THE NAME OF ANY OTHER
PERSON FOR WHOM THEY WISH TO VOTE FOR THE ELECTION OF
THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-57
S 0099  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (S 0481, H 3352, H 3482, H 4396)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-23-665 AND AMENDING SECTION 1-23-500 TO
CREATE THE OFFICE OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REVIEW
WITHIN THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION, FUNCTIONS, AND RELATED PROCEDURES OF THE
OFFICE, ITS HEARING OFFICERS, AND APPEALS FROM DECISIONS OF
THE OFFICE; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-30, RELATING TO THE RIGHT
TO INSPECT OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS, SO AS TO EXPAND THE
RIGHT TO INCLUDE RECEIPT OF EXISTING ELECTRONIC TRANSMIS-
SIONS OF PUBLIC RECORDS, TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH
RELATED FEES AND CHARGES MAY BE ESTABLISHED AND COL-
LECTED, TO REDUCE THE TIME IN WHICH A PUBLIC BODY MUST
RESPOND WITH NOTICE OF ITS FINAL DETERMINATION CONCERN-
ING A RECORDS REQUEST FROM FIFTEEN TO TEN DAYS, TO PROVIDE
TWO SETS OF TIME LIMITS WITHIN WHICH RECORDS SUBSE-
QUENTLY MUST BE FURNISHED OR MADE AVAILABLE FOR INSPEC-
TION OR COPYING BASED ON WHETHER THE DOCUMENTS ARE LESS
OR MORE THAN TWO YEARS OLD, TO INCLUDE AMONG THOSE
RECORDS THAT MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR COPYING AND INSPEC-
TION WITHOUT WRITTEN REQUEST DURING NORMAL BUSINESS
HOURS ALL DOCUMENTS PRODUCED BY THE PUBLIC BODY OR ITS
AGENT THAT WERE DISTRIBUTED TO OR REVIEWED BY ANY MEM-
BER OF THE PUBLIC BODY DURING A PUBLIC MEETING FOR THE
PRECEDING SIX-MONTH PERIOD, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC
BODY MAY COMPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS FOR MAKING CERTAIN
RECORDS AVAILABLE FOR COPYING AND INSPECTION WITHOUT
WRITTEN REQUEST DURING NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS BY MAKING
THE RECORDS AVAILABLE ON A PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INTERNET
WEBSITE; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-100, RELATING TO REMEDIES
AVAILABLE FOR VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE HEARINGS BEFORE
THE OFFICE OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REVIEW TO SEEK
SPECIFIC ENFORCEMENT, TO CHALLENGE THE REASONABLENESS
OF FEES, AND TO SEEK RELIEF FROM UNDULY BURDENSOME,
OVERLY BROAD, AND OTHERWISE IMPROPER REQUESTS TO PUBLIC
BODIES; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-110, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO REMOVE EXISTING CRIMINAL PENALTIES, TO
PROVIDE A PRIVATE CAUSE OF ACTION FOR A VIOLATION, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE AWARD OF DAMAGES AND ATTORNEY FEES;  AND
TO AMEND SECTION 30-2-50 TO PROHIBIT THE OBTAINMENT OR USE
OF PERSONAL INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM A LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THE STATE FOR COMMERCIAL
SOLICITATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-57
S 0100  General Bill, By Scott and Johnson
Similar (H 3144)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO ESTABLISH EARLY VOTING
PROCEDURES; TO AMEND SECTION 7-3-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE ELECTION
COMMISSION, SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE HIS DUTIES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 7-15-320, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PERSONS
QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSENTEE BALLOT, SO AS TO INCLUDE
VOTING DURING THE EARLY VOTING PERIOD.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-59
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-59
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Young, Fan-
ning
S 0101  General Bill, By Scott and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-420, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RECEIPT, TABULA-
TION, AND REPORTING OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS, SO AS TO ALLOW
THE TABULATION OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS TO BEGIN AT 9:00 A.M. ON
THE CALENDAR DAY IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING ELECTION DAY.
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-59
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-59
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Young, Fan-
ning
S 0102  Joint Resolution, By McLeod and Climer
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED SIX FULL TERMS OR TWELVE
YEARS IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WHETHER OR NOT ANY
OF THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN CONSECUTIVE, THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE
TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; AND
TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE
ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE
AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER
SERVED THREE FULL TERMS OR TWELVE YEARS IN THE SENATE,
WHETHER OR NOT ANY OF THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN CONSECUTIVE,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-59
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-59
S 0103  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-20-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY S PROCESS OF
SCREENING NONJUDICIAL CANDIDATES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THE HEARING BE CONDUCTED NO LATER
THAN TWO WEEKS PRIOR TO THE DATE SET FOR THE ELECTION, TO
PROVIDE THAT CANDIDATES MAY NOT OBTAIN PLEDGES OR COM-
MITMENTS UNTIL THE TWELFTH DAY AFTER THE NAMES OF THE
NOMINEES HAVE BEEN RELEASED, AND TO REQUIRE THAT A PERIOD
OF TWENTY-TWO DAYS ELAPSE BETWEEN THE DATE THE REPORT OF
NOMINATIONS IS RELEASED AND THE TIME SET FOR THE ELECTION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-60
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-60
S 0104  General Bill, By Rankin
Similar (S 0082, S 0122, S 0576, H 3301, H 3886)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CIVIL JURISDICTION IN MAGISTRATES
COURT, SO AS TO ADD A SUBSECTION TO PROVIDE THAT MAGIS-
TRATES COURT SHALL HAVE CIVIL JURISDICTION OVER ACTIONS
BETWEEN HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS AND OWNERS REGARDING
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AND ACCESS TO THE OFFICIAL RECORDS
OF THE ASSOCIATION; TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27, SO AS TO
ENACT  THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION ACT ;
TO AMEND SECTION 27-50-30, RELATING TO CERTAIN TRANSFERS
THAT DO NOT REQUIRE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY CONDITION DIS-
CLOSURE STATEMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE PROPERTY
IS SUBJECT TO A HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, THE DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT MUST BE PROVIDED TO ANY PURCHASER, INCLUDING
THE FIRST SALE OF A DWELLING NEVER INHABITED; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 33-31-171, RELATING TO AUTHORIZING THE ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL TO INVESTIGATE THE ORGANIZATION, CONDUCT,
AND MANAGEMENT OF A NONPROFIT CORPORATION, SO AS TO
SPECIFY THAT AUTHORIZATION INCLUDES INVESTIGATION OF
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-60
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-60
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Climer, Gold-
finch
S 0105 (Rat # 0138, Act #  0134)  General Bill, By Rankin, Goldfinch and
Verdin
Similar (S 0112, H 3565)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-600, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HEARINGS AND PROCEEDINGS IN
CONTESTED CASES IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SO AS TO
FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE IMPOSITION AND DURATION OF STAYS
INVOLVING CONTESTED CASES BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
COURT, THE MANNER IN WHICH AND REQUIREMENTS UNDER
WHICH THESE STAYS MAY BE LIFTED, EXCEPTIONS TO THE GEN-
ERAL PROVISION REGARDING THE LIFTING OF STAYS, AND WHEN
THE COURT MUST RENDER A FINAL DECISION ON THE MERITS OF
THE CONTESTED CASE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-670, RELATING
TO FILING FEES AND RELATED MATTERS BEFORE THE ADMINISTRA-
TIVE LAW COURT, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE SANCTIONS
WHICH MAY BE IMPOSED REGARDING FRIVOLOUS CASES. - ratified
title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-61
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-61
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hembree (ch), McElveen,
Gambrell
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Gam-
brell
   02/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-9
   03/07/17 Senate Motion For Special Order Failed SJ-48
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-25  Nays-15 SJ-48
   03/07/17 Senate Made Special Order  Pursuant to Rule 33B SJ-48
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-24  Nays-15 SJ-48
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-53
   03/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-53
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-53
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-6 SJ-53
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-56
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
   01/23/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-13
   01/25/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Weeks, Fry, Hill, Anthony,
Bannister, West, Hardee, Wheeler, McGinnis, Clemmons,
Bernstein, Cobb-Hunter, Clary, Hiott, Murphy, Alexander,
Funderburk, Norrell, Mack, B. Newton, Gilliard, Crosby,
Hewitt, Ott, Hixon, Duckworth, Hosey, N. Newton, Doug-
las, Crawford, Erickson, McEachern HJ-34
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-55
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-36
   02/15/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-20-18 HJ-41
   02/27/18 House Read second time HJ-38
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-30 HJ-39
   02/28/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-16
   03/07/18 Ratified R 138
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 134
S 0106  General Bill, By Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-1-80, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEVELOPER OF
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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A COMMON INTEREST COMMUNITY TO TRANSFER CONTROL OF THE
HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIATION BY PHASING UNIT OWNERS ONTO THE
EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION AFTER A CERTAIN PER-
CENTAGE OF THE UNITS ARE CONVEYED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-62
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-62
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Climer, Gold-
finch
S 0107 (Rat # 0290, Act #  0261)  General Bill, By Campsen, Hutto, Massey,
Hembree and Fanning
Similar (S 1120, H 3159, H 4977)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTITIES WHOSE EMPLOYEES AND
RETIREES ARE ELIGIBLE FOR STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSUR-
ANCE PLANS, SO AS TO UPDATE A REFERENCE TO THE DEPARTMENT
ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE DEPART-
MENT ON AGING AS A DEPARTMENT WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-10,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO UPDATE TWO REFERENCES TO THE
DEPARTMENT ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTION 29-4-60, RELATING TO
INDEPENDENT INFORMATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES REGARD-
ING REVERSE MORTGAGES, SO AS TO UPDATE A REFERENCE TO THE
DEPARTMENT ON AGING; TO AMEND SECTIONS 43-21-10, 43-21-20, 43-
21-45, 43-21-60, 43-21-70, 43-21-100, 43-21-130, AND 43-21-190, ALL
RELATING TO THE DIVISION AND ADVISORY COUNCIL ON AGING, SO
AS TO UPDATE  REFERENCES TO THE DEPARTMENT ON AGING; AND
TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-36-20, 44-36-50, 44-36-310, 44-36-320, AND 44-
36-330, ALL RELATING TO THE ALZHEIMER S DISEASE REGISTRY OR
THE ALZHEIMER S DISEASE AND RELATED DISORDERS RESOURCE
COORDINATION CENTER, SO AS TO UPDATE REFERENCES TO THE
DEPARTMENT ON AGING. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-62
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-62
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Hutto, Massey
   02/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   02/14/17 Senate Special order, set for February 14, 2017 SJ-26
   02/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-26
   02/16/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-18
   02/21/17 Senate Committee Amendment Amended SJ-15
   02/21/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-15
   02/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-14
   02/22/17 Senate Amended SJ-14
   02/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   02/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-33
   02/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-113
   05/02/17 House Amended HJ-27
   05/02/17 House Read second time HJ-40
   05/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-12 HJ-43
   05/03/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-9
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/11/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-117
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-117
   05/11/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-117
   05/11/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-65
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-90 HJ-67
   05/11/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Campsen, Malloy, Massey SJ-142
   05/11/17 House Conference committee appointed GM Smith, JE Smith,
McCoy HJ-113
   02/01/18 House Reps. Simrill and Rutherford replaced McCoy and JE
Smith on conference committee HJ-3
   06/28/18 House Free conference powers granted HJ-55
   06/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-55
   06/28/18 House Free conference committee appointed GM Smith, Simrill,
Rutherford HJ-57
   06/28/18 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-28
   06/28/18 Senate Free conference committee appointed Campsen, Malloy,
Massey SJ-28
   06/28/18 Senate Free conference report received and adopted SJ-28
   06/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-28
   06/28/18 House Free conference report adopted HJ-59
   06/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-0 HJ-68
   06/28/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-70
   06/29/18 Ratified R 290
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/12/18 Effective date See Act
   07/12/18 Act No. 261
S 0108  Concurrent Resolution, By Campsen, Malloy and Hembree
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 1, 2017, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 5, UPON HIS SWEARING IN
AS CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, AND THE SUCCESSOR
WILL FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE, WHICH WILL
EXPIRE JULY 31, 2020;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE
OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE
JUNE 30, 2017;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2017;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE COURT
OF APPEALS, SEAT 9, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE COURT OF
APPEALS, CHIEF JUDGE, SEAT 5, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2022;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIR-
CUIT COURT, SEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIRE-
MENT ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 10, 2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR
WILL FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE, WHICH WILL
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2018;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE
OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 1, UPON HIS RETIREMENT
ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2016, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL
THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2021;  TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAM-
ILY COURT, EIGHTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIRE-
MENT ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2016, AND THE SUCCESSOR
WILL FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE, WHICH WILL
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022;  TO ELECT A JUDGE TO A NEWLY CREATED
SEAT ON THE FAMILY COURT, AT -LARGE, SEAT 7, WHOSE TERM WILL
BE FROM JULY 1, 2017, UNTIL JUNE 30, 2023;  TO ELECT A JUDGE TO A
NEWLY CREATED SEAT ON THE FAMILY COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 8,
WHOSE TERM WILL BE FROM JULY 1, 2017, UNTIL JUNE 30, 2023; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRA-
TIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE
JUNE 30, 2017, THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL A NEW TERM OF THAT
OFFICE WHICH WILL EXPIRE ON JUNE 30, 2022.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-64
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-64
   01/10/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   01/10/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-18
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   01/11/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-46
S 0109  General Bill, By McElveen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO TRESPASSES AND THE UNLAWFUL USE OF THE
PROPERTY OF OTHERS, BY ADDING SECTION 16-11-605, TO PROVIDE
THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO OPERATE AN UNMANNED AERIAL VEHI-
CLE WITHIN A CERTAIN DISTANCE OF A STATE OR FEDERAL MILI-
TARY INSTALLATION AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR THE
VIOLATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-65
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-65
   03/10/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), McElveen, Tim-
mons
   04/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   04/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Tabled SJ-38
   05/02/17 Senate Amended SJ-38
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Amended SJ-35
   05/03/17 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   05/03/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-35
   05/04/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   05/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-192
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-192
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-44
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Pitts, Rutherford, Murphy,
Stavrinakis, West, Hiott, GR Smith HJ-79
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). West, Murphy, Hiott
HJ-105
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-108
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-108
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-1 HJ-110
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-109
   05/10/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-109
   05/10/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-38
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed GM Smith, Weeks,
Rutherford HJ-142
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Shealy, McElveen,
Climer SJ-38
S 0110  General Bill, By Courson
Similar (S 0256, S 0782, H 3445, H 3446, H 3447)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 6 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE SPECIAL PUR-
POSE OR PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRICTS IN SOUTH CAROLINA, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 6-11-102, TO ALLOW THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION OF
A COUNTY TO REMOVE THE GOVERNOR S APPOINTMENT AUTHOR-
ITY OVER THE RECREATION COMMISSION AND DEVOLVE THE
POWER ON THE COUNTY S GOVERNING BODY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-65
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-65
S 0111  General Bill, By Courson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE APPOINTMENT OF BOARD MEMBERS OF COUNTY BOARDS OF
VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, TO ALLOW THE LEGISLA-
TIVE DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE THE GOVERNOR S
APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY OVER THE COUNTY BOARDS OF VOTER
REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS AND DEVOLVE THE POWER ON THE
COUNTY S GOVERNING BODY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-66
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-66
S 0112  General Bill, By Hembree and Goldfinch
Similar (S 0105, H 3565)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-600(H) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO TIMELY REQUESTS FOR CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS, TO ESTAB-
LISH AN AUTOMATIC STAY CONCERNING LICENSE ISSUANCES,
RENEWALS AND THE LIKE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUM-
STANCES UNDER WHICH THE AUTOMATIC STAY MAY BE LIFTED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-66
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-66
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hembree (ch), McElveen,
Gambrell
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Gam-
brell
S 0113  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FILING OF THE STATEMENT OF INTEN-
TION OF CANDIDACY AND PARTY PLEDGE, TO REDUCE THE NUMBER
OF SIGNED COPIES THAT MUST BE FILED WITH THE ELECTION COM-
MISSION FROM THREE TO ONE, AND TO PERMIT A CANDIDATE FOR
STATE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO FILE THEIR
STATEMENT OF INTENTION, PARTY PLEDGE, AND FILING FEE WITH
THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION OR THE COUNTY BOARD OF
VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS IN THE COUNTY OF THEIR
RESIDENCE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-66
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-66
S 0114 (Rat # 0065, Act #  0044)  General Bill, By Bennett and Senn
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-2-185 SO AS TO ALLOW NONPROFIT ORGANI-
ZATIONS TO APPLY FOR SPECIAL NONPROFIT EVENT LICENSES TO
ALLOW THEM TO SOLICIT AND ACCEPT DONATIONS OF ALCOHOL
TO BE SOLD FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION UNDER CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES, TO PRESCRIBE A PROCESS FOR SUPPLIERS AND
WHOLESALERS TO WORK TOGETHER TO PROVIDE DONATED ALCO-
HOL FOR LICENSED NONPROFIT EVENTS, TO ALLOW SUPPLIERS TO
FURNISH EQUIPMENT AND TRAINED REPRESENTATIVES TO SERVE
AND POUR ALCOHOL AT LICENSED NONPROFIT EVENTS, AND
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-67
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-67
   01/18/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-15
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-17
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-17
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-64
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-74
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-67  Nays-18 HJ-75
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   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-13
   05/15/17 Ratified R 65
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 11/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 44
S 0115  General Bill, By Rankin and Hutto
Similar (S 0126, H 4068)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 61, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BY
ADDING CHAPTER 3, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT,
IMPLEMENTATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF A MANDATORY ALCO-
HOL SERVER TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROGRAM; TO REQUIRE
SERVERS OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMP-
TION IN LICENSED OR PERMITTED BUSINESSES TO OBTAIN ALCO-
HOL SERVER CERTIFICATES; TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR THE
CURRICULA OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR APPROVAL OF
THE TRAINING PROGRAMS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALCO-
HOL SERVER CERTIFICATES; TO REQUIRE FEES FROM PROVIDERS OF
TRAINING PROGRAMS AND FROM APPLICANTS FOR ALCOHOL
SERVER CERTIFICATES TO COVER THE COSTS OF THE MANDATORY
TRAINING AND ENFORCEMENT; TO REQUIRE COORDINATION
AMONG THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, THE STATE LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION, AND OTHER STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT OF THESE PROVISIONS; TO
PROVIDE FOR FINES AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THESE
PROVISIONS; AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH, IMPLE-
MENT, AND ENFORCE THESE PROVISIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-67
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-67
   01/18/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-15
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-26
   03/16/17 Senate Amended SJ-35
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 Senate Amended SJ-29
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-29  Nays-10 SJ-29
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-42
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hiott, Whitmire, Forrest,
Brown, Atkinson, Finlay, Toole, Wooten, McGinnis,
Crawford, Ballentine, Hill, Gagnon, Thayer, Duckworth,
Crosby, Gilliard, Mack, Hosey, S Rivers, Bennett, Hayes
HJ-67
S 0116 (Rat # 0066, Act #  0045)  General Bill, By Rankin and Malloy
Similar (H 3932)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-2-145 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A PERSON
PERMITTED OR LICENSED TO SELL BEER, WINE, OR ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION SHALL MAINTAIN LIA-
BILITY INSURANCE WITH COVERAGE OF AT LEAST ONE MILLION
DOLLARS DURING THE PERIOD OF THE PERMIT OR LICENSE. - ratified
title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-68
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-68
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-16
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/16/17 Senate Amended SJ-22
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-2 SJ-22
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-63
   05/09/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Pitts, Bannister, Clary, Hiott,
Magnuson, DC Moss, Long, Hamilton, GR Smith, Chum-
ley, Loftis, McEachern, Douglas, Crawford, Thigpen, Ott,
Thayer, West, Hill, King, Hart, McKnight, Crosby, Ander-
son HJ-72
   05/10/17 House Read second time HJ-78
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-5 HJ-79
   05/11/17 House Read third time and enrolled
   05/15/17 Ratified R 66
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 45
S 0117  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-60, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR CER-
TIFICATION AS A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, SO AS TO INCLUDE
AMONG THOSE REQUIREMENTS A PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST CERTIFY-
ING THAT THE CANDIDATE FOR CERTIFICATION IS PSYCHOLOGI-
CALLY SUITED TO PERFORM LAW ENFORCEMENT DUTIES, TO
PROVIDE THAT IF A CERTIFICATE LAPSES, THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
TEST MUST BE PERFORMED BEFORE BEING REINSTATED, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING IS REQUIRED FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-68
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-68
S 0118  General Bill, By Campsen, Malloy, Hembree and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CIVIL JURISDICTION OF THE MAGIS-
TRATES COURT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE CIVIL JURISDICTION FROM
SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS TO TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS AND TO REQUIRE THAT, EXCEPT FOR LANDLORD AND
TENANT CASES, ANY CASE WITH AN AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY
EQUALING OR EXCEEDING FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS MUST BE
ORDERED FOR MANDATORY MEDIATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH
PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME
COURT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-69
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
SJ-13
   02/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   02/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
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   02/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   02/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-14
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-39
S 0119  General Bill, By Campsen and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-25-326, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ALTERATION, MODIFICATION, OR
RESCISSION OF A COURT ORDER, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COURT
SHALL NOT ALTER, MODIFY, OR RESCIND A DEFENDANT S CRIMINAL
SENTENCE, UNLESS THE COURT HAS HELD A HEARING ALLOWING
THE DEFENDANT, ATTORNEY GENERAL OR SOLICITOR, AND THE
VICTIM TO TESTIFY REGARDING THE DECISION TO ALTER, MODIFY,
OR RESCIND THE SENTENCE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-69
S 0120  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-311, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BURGLARY, HOUSEBREAKING, ROB-
BERY AND THE LIKE, SO AS TO ENACT THE  HOME INVASION PRO-
TECTION ACT , TO PROVIDE THAT BURGLARY IN THE FIRST DEGREE
MAY BE PUNISHABLE BY LIFE IMPRISONMENT IF THE BURGLARY
INVOLVES CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF THIS SECTION, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR SENTENCING OF A PERSON GUILTY OF BURGLARY IN THE FIRST
DEGREE OF NOT LESS THAN TWENTY YEARS IF A PERSON WHO IS
NOT A PARTICIPANT IN THE CRIME IS PRESENT IN THE DWELLING.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-69
S 0121  General Bill, By Campsen and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TIME PERIOD FOR JUDICIAL CANDI-
DATES SEEKING PLEDGES AND GIVING A PLEDGE BY MEMBERS OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PLEDGES FOR
JUDICIAL CANDIDATES MAY NOT BE DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY
SOUGHT OR GIVEN UNTIL TWELVE DAYS, RATHER THAN FORTY-
EIGHT HOURS, AFTER THE INITIAL RELEASE OF THE REPORT CON-
CERNING NOMINEES TO MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80, RELATING TO THE TIME BETWEEN
THE RELEASE OF THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION S
REPORT ON NOMINATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE
ELECTION OF JUDGESHIPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THERE BE A
PERIOD OF AT LEAST TWENTY-TWO DAYS, RATHER THAN TWO
WEEKS, AFTER THE TIME THE REPORT IS PRINTED IN THE JOURNALS
AND THE TIME OF THE ELECTION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-70
S 0122  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (S 0082, S 0104, S 0576, H 3301, H 3886)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION ACT , TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS, TO INSTRUCT THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE
COMMISSION TO OFFER AN ONLINE INSTRUCTION COURSE COVER-
ING THE BASICS OF ASSOCIATION GOVERNANCE AND THE RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF HOMEOWNERS, TO ENUMERATE WHAT
SUBJECTS MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE COURSE, TO REQUIRE A
HOMEOWNER SUBJECT TO AN ASSOCIATION THAT IS SELLING HIS
PROPERTY TO DISCLOSE THE GOVERNING DOCUMENTS TO A PRO-
SPECTIVE BUYER AND TO REQUIRE AN ASSOCIATION TO MAKE
GOVERNING DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE TO OWNERS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 22-3-10, RELATING TO A MAGISTRATES  CIVIL JURISDIC-
TION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MAGISTRATE HAS JURISDICTION
OVER ACTIONS BETWEEN A HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIATION AND A
HOMEOWNER REGARDING SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AND ACCESS
TO THE ASSOCIATION S RECORDS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-70
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Climer, Gold-
finch
S 0123  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  HEALTHY RENTAL HOUSING ACT OF 2017  BY ADD-
ING SECTION 27-40-635 SO AS TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR TENANTS
OF RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTIES WITH MOLD THAT MATERI-
ALLY AFFECTS THE HEALTH OR SAFETY OF THE TENANT OR AUTHO-
RIZED OCCUPANT OF THE RENTAL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION
27-40-210, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE RESIDENTIAL LAND-
LORD AND TENANT ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE ADDITIONAL NECESSARY
TERMINOLOGY; TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-420, RELATING TO CER-
TAIN WRITTEN DISCLOSURES THAT LANDLORDS MUST MAKE TO
RESIDENTIAL TENANTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE WRITTEN DISCLOSURE
OF VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF MOLD IN AREAS READILY ACCESSIBLE
WITHIN THE INTERIOR OF THE DWELLING UNIT, AND TO PROVIDE
OPTIONS FOR A TENANT TO WHOM THE LANDLORD DISCLOSES THE
PRESENCE OF SUCH MOLD; TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-440, RELATING
TO LANDLORD OBLIGATIONS TO MAINTAIN RENTAL UNITS AND
PREMISES, SO AS TO PROVIDE LANDLORDS SHALL MAINTAIN THE
RENTAL UNITS AND PREMISES IN A CONDITION APPROPRIATE TO
PREVENT THE ACCUMULATION OF MOISTURE AND THE GROWTH OF
MOLD, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN NOTICE REQUIREMENTS WHEN
SUCH MOISTURE OR MOLD IS FOUND; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-
40-510, RELATING TO THE OBLIGATIONS OF TENANTS WITH RESPECT
TO RENTAL UNITS AND PREMISES, SO AS TO PROVIDE TENANTS
SHALL USE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO MAINTAIN THE PREMISES IN
A CONDITION APPROPRIATE TO PREVENT THE ACCUMULATION OF
MOISTURE AND THE GROWTH OF MOLD, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN
NOTICE REQUIREMENTS WHEN SUCH MOISTURE OR MOLD IS
FOUND.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-71
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-71
S 0124  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (H 3641)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  REVENGE PORN ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 16-
15-260 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF UNLAWFUL DISSEMINA-
TION OF SEXUALLY EXPLICIT MATERIALS WITHOUT CONSENT OF
THE PERSON DEPICTED, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
S 0125  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16 ENTITLED  DATING
VIOLENCE  SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, CREATE THE
OFFENSE OF DATING VIOLENCE, AND PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
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   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
S 0126  General Bill, By Hutto
Similar (S 0115, H 4068)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY
ADDING CHAPTER 3 TO TITLE 61 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR MANDA-
TORY RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL SERVER EDUCATION FOR PERSONS
EMPLOYED BY PERMITTEES AND LICENSEES WHO ARE AUTHO-
RIZED TO SELL, SERVE, TRANSFER, OR DISPENSE BEER, WINE OR
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS FOR CONSUMPTION ON-PREMISES AND OFF-
PREMISES, TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
REVENUE TO APPROVE ALCOHOL SERVER EDUCATION COURSES
AND WHAT THE COURSE MUST INCLUDE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
PERMITTEE OR LICENSEE TO MAINTAIN COPIES OF EACH SERVER
PERMIT AND TO MAKE THEM AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST, TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO ISSUE PERMITS TO APPLICANTS WHO
COMPLETE THE PROGRAM AND ESTABLISH WHEN THE PERMIT
EXPIRES, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A LICENSE HOLDER WHO
SELLS, SERVES, TRANSFERS, OR DISPENSES BEER, WINE, OR ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUORS TO A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE, TO
REQUIRE A PERMITTEE OR LICENSEE TO SUBMIT PROOF THAT THEY
AND EACH MANAGER AND SERVER HELD A VALID LICENSE DURING
THE PRIOR PERMIT OR LICENSE PERIOD AND TO ESTABLISH THAT
CONTESTED CASES MUST BE HELD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-60,
RELATING TO THE PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE DEVELOPMENT,
IMPLEMENTATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL
SERVER EDUCATION COURSES; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-50, RELAT-
ING TO SALES OF BEER, ALE, PORTER AND WINE TO UNDERAGE PER-
SONS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION MUST COMPLETE TRAINING AND
OBTAIN A NEW SERVER PERMIT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4080,
RELATING TO SALES OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO UNDERAGE PER-
SONS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION MUST COMPLETE TRAINING AND
OBTAIN A NEW SERVER PERMIT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
   01/18/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
S 0127  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-321 SO AS TO ALLOW AN ELECTOR TO HAVE
CERTAIN PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION DECLARED CONFI-
DENTIAL; BY ADDING SECTION 7-17-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
POST-ELECTION AUDITS TO CORRECT OR VERIFY THE OUTCOME OF
ALL ELECTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE COUNTY BOARDS OF
VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS PRIOR TO CERTIFICATION OF
THE ELECTION PURSUANT TO REGULATIONS PROMULGATED BY
THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION AND THAT THESE REGULATIONS
SHALL INCLUDE A PROVISION THAT AUDIT DATA AND REPORTS
MUST BE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC; TO AMEND SECTION 5-15-100,
RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION
COMMISSIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MANAGERS OF AN ELEC-
TION SHALL CERTIFY THE RESULTS WITHIN TWO DAYS OF THE
ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-3-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL STATE ELECTION COMMISSION DIREC-
TIVES TO THE COUNTY BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND
ELECTIONS MUST BE IN WRITING AND SENT TO BOTH THE DIREC-
TORS AND THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNTY BOARDS; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-3-25, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NONCOMPLIANT
BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A COUNTY BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELEC-
TIONS MAY APPEAL TO THE FULL STATE ELECTION COMMISSION BY
A DIRECTIVE FROM THE STAFF OF THE STATE ELECTION COMMIS-
SION MADE TO THE COUNTY BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-15, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FILING OF THE STATEMENT OF INTEN-
TION OF CANDIDACY AND PARTY PLEDGE, SO AS TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF SIGNED COPIES THAT MUST BE FILED WITH THE ELEC-
TION COMMISSION FROM THREE TO ONE, AND TO MAKE CERTAIN
CONFORMING TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-
80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FORM OF THE NOMINATING
PETITION, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN ALTERNATE PAPER SIZE FOR
NOMINATING PETITIONS FOR CANDIDACY OR POLITICAL PARTY
CERTIFICATION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-35, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO NOTICE OF GENERAL, MUNICIPAL, SPECIAL, AND PRIMARY
ELECTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN THE EVENT AN ELECTION IS
POSTPONED, THE ELECTION MUST BE HELD ON THE FIRST TUESDAY
AFTER THE ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED ELECTION DAY; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-13-190, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO SPECIAL ELECTIONS
TO FILL VACANCIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN THE EVENT THE
GOVERNOR DECLARES A STATE OF EMERGENCY COVERING AN
ENTIRE JURISDICTION HOLDING AN ELECTION, THE ELECTION
MUST BE POSTPONED AND HELD ON THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY
AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR STATEWIDE PRIMARIES OR
GENERAL ELECTIONS UNLESS THE DECLARATION COVERS THE
ENTIRE STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-420, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE RECEIPT, TABULATION AND REPORTING OF ABSENTEE
BALLOTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ABSENTEE BALLOTS MAY NOT
BE TABULATED UNTIL AFTER THE POLLS ARE CLOSED ON ELECTION
DAY AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANYONE WHO PREMATURELY
RELEASES INFORMATION TO THE PUBLIC REGARDING THE TABULA-
TION OF BALLOTS IN VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION IS GUILTY OF A
MISDEMEANOR AND, UPON CONVICTION, MUST BE FINED UP TO
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS OR IMPRISONED NOT MORE THAN
NINETY DAYS; TO AMEND SECTION 7-17-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE MEETING AND ORGANIZATION OF COUNTY BOARDS OF
CANVASSERS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE MEETING TIME FOR THE COM-
MISSIONERS OF ELECTION FROM THE FRIDAY NEXT FOLLOWING
THE ELECTION TO THE MONDAY NEXT FOLLOWING THE ELECTION;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-17-20, RELATING TO THE CANVASS OF
VOTES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COUNTY BOARD OF CANVASSERS
TO SUBMIT THEIR RESULTS TO THE STATE BOARD OF CANVASSERS
BY NOON ON THE TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE ELECTION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-73
S 0128  General Bill, By Campsen and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-14-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
PUBLIC EMPLOYERS VERIFY THE EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION
OF ALL NEW EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A WORKER IS
NOT ELIGIBLE TO OBTAIN A SOUTH CAROLINA DRIVER S LICENSE
OR IDENTIFICATION CARD IF THE WORKER S ONLY PROOF OF IDEN-
TIFICATION IS A MATRICULA CONSULAR CARD OR A SUBSTAN-
TIALLY SIMILAR DOCUMENT ISSUED BY A CONSULATE OR
EMBASSY OF ANOTHER COUNTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 8-29-10,
RELATING TO THE VERIFICATION OF A PERSON S LAWFUL PRESENCE
IN THE UNITED STATES BY AN AGENCY OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION
OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN AGENCY OR POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION SHALL NOT ACCEPT A MATRICULA CONSULAR CARD
OR A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR DOCUMENT ISSUED BY A CONSUL-
ATE OR AN EMBASSY OF ANOTHER COUNTRY AS PROOF OF A PER-
SON S LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THE UNITED STATES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 59-101-430, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF AN ALIEN
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UNLAWFULLY PRESENT IN THE UNITED STATES FROM ATTENDING A
PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING IN THIS STATE, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING IN
THIS STATE SHALL NOT ACCEPT A MATRICULA CONSULAR CARD OR
A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR DOCUMENT ISSUED BY A CONSULATE
OR EMBASSY OF ANOTHER COUNTRY AS VERIFICATION OF A PER-
SON S LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THE UNITED STATES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-75
S 0129  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Hembree and Climer
Similar (H 4457)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE SECRETARY OF STATE FROM THE LIST
OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE MUST BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR
UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS
PROVISION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-76
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-76
   11/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0130  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-10, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COUNTY
BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THAT THE CHAIRMAN BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR
UPON RECOMMENDATION OF THE COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGA-
TION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPOINTED CHAIRMAN SHALL
CONTINUE TO SERVE UNTIL HIS SUCCESSOR IS APPOINTED AND
QUALIFIED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-76
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-76
S 0131 (Rat # 0198, Act #  0182)  General Bill, By McLeod, Hutto, Jackson,
Kimpson, M.B. Matthews, Fanning, Shealy, Senn and Malloy
Similar (H 3794)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-425 SO AS TO PROVIDE IT IS UNLAWFUL
FOR SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENTS TO MAKE THREATS TO TAKE
THE LIVES OF OR TO INFLICT BODILY HARM UPON OTHERS BY
USING ANY FORM OF COMMUNICATION WHATSOEVER, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE SECTION MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO REPEAL, REPLACE,
OR PRECLUDE APPLICATION OF ANY OTHER CRIMINAL STATUTE;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-420, RELATING TO OFFENSES
INVOLVING DISTURBING SCHOOLS, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE
OFFENSES TO PROVIDE A DELINEATED LIST OF THOSE ACTIONS
WHICH CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION, TO LIMIT ITS APPLICATION TO
ACTIONS BY PERSONS WHO ARE NOT STUDENTS, TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMINOLOGY, TO REVISE THE PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION
OF A DISTURBING SCHOOLS OFFENSE, AND TO ELIMINATE JURISDIC-
TION OF SUMMARY COURTS AND FAMILY COURTS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-77
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-77
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Timmons, Rice
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-6
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 Senate Amended SJ-29
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-8 SJ-29
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-114
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-44
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-80
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-2 HJ-80
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 198
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 182
S 0132  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS ELECTION REFORM
ACT , BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-940 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
DEFINITION OF  CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION REPORT ; TO PROVIDE
THAT CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
MUST FILE A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION REPORT WITH THE HOUSE
AND SENATE ETHICS COMMITTEE; TO PROVIDE THAT NO VOTE CAN
BE TAKEN ON A CANDIDATE FOR ELECTION UNTIL TEN DAYS AFTER
THE REPORT IS FILED; TO PROVIDE THAT A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBU-
TION REPORT MUST ACCOMPANY THE APPOINTMENT TRANSMIS-
SION TO THE SENATE; TO PROVIDE THAT AN APPOINTEE MAY NOT
BE CONFIRMED UNLESS THE REPORT ACCOMPANIES THE TRANS-
MISSION TO THE SENATE; AND TO PROHIBIT CAMPAIGN CONTRIBU-
TIONS FROM CANDIDATES AND APPOINTEES TO CANDIDATES FOR
OR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-77
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-77
S 0133  General Bill, By Campsen and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE
FAMILY COURT, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE FAMILY COURT TO
ESTABLISH A RECOVERY COURT PROGRAM IN EACH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1690, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO PLACEMENT PLANS IN CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES IN
WHICH SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS A BASIS FOR REMOVAL, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE FAMILY COURT IS ALLOWED TO PERMIT A PARENT
TO PARTICIPATE IN A RECOVERY COURT PROGRAM OPERATED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-78
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-78
S 0134  General Bill, By Jackson and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-5-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT AN OFFENDER SENTENCED TO NINETY OR FEWER
DAYS IMPRISONMENT WHO IS EMPLOYED AT THE TIME OF SEN-
TENCING AND IS ABLE TO MAINTAIN EMPLOYMENT MAY SERVE HIS
SENTENCE AT A TIME WHEN HE IS NOT WORKING AND THE SEN-
TENCE DOES NOT INTERFERE WITH HIS EMPLOYMENT, AND TO PRO-




   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-78
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-78
S 0135  General Bill, By Jackson and Johnson
Similar (H 3157)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION FOR MOTOR VEHICLE
DRIVER S LICENSE AND VOTER REGISTRATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT EACH STATE IDENTIFICATION CARD APPLICATION OR MOTOR
VEHICLE DRIVER S LICENSE APPLICATION, INCLUDING RENEWAL
APPLICATIONS, SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES SHALL SERVE AS AN APPLICATION FOR VOTER REGISTRATION,
TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE APPLICANT SIGN A
SEPARATE VOTER REGISTRATION PORTION OF THE APPLICATION IN
ORDER TO REGISTER, TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICANT SHALL
CONSENT TO THE USE OF HIS SIGNATURE FROM HIS STATE IDENTIFI-
CATION CARD OR DRIVER S LICENSE ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES FOR VOTER REGISTRATION PURPOSES, AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL TO DECLINE REGIS-
TRATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
S 0136  General Bill, By Goldfinch
Similar (H 3167)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 24 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNI-
FORM VOIDABLE TRANSACTIONS ACT , TO STRENGTHEN CREDITOR
PROTECTIONS BY PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR CERTAIN TRANSAC-
TIONS BY A DEBTOR THAT ARE UNFAIR TO THE DEBTOR S CREDI-
TORS, TO PROVIDE CHOICE OF LAW RULES, AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-79
   01/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected SJ-79
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Goldfinch (ch), Johnson, Sabb,
Climer, Talley
S 0137  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Hembree, Climer, Young, Turner and
Fanning
Similar (H 3036, H 3146)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION
FROM THE LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION
REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF EDUCATION MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR,
UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, TO SERVE AT THE
PLEASURE OF THE GOVERNOR BEGINNING IN JANUARY 2023, OR
UPON A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDU-
CATION AFTER THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS AMEND-
MENT, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES,
COMPENSATION, AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE OFFICE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-79
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-79
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), Young, Fanning
   01/24/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-26
S 0138  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES FOR CONTINUITY OF REPRESENTATION WHEN REAP-
PORTIONMENT LOCATES TWO OR MORE ELECTED MEMBERS IN THE
SAME ELECTION DISTRICT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-80
S 0139  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Hembree and Gregory
Similar (H 3564)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND
CONSENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE
GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATI-
FICATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-80
   11/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0140  Joint Resolution, By Campsen, Hembree, Climer and Gregory
Similar (H 3562)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
FROM THE LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION
REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSIONER
OF AGRICULTURE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON
THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, FOR A TERM COTERMI-
NOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM
OF THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE SERVING IN OFFICE ON
THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-80
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-80
S 0141  Joint Resolution, By Scott
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SECTION 16 TO
ARTICLE XVII RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS, SO AS TO
IMPOSE A MANDATORY MINIMUM WAGE FOR PEOPLE EMPLOYED IN
THE STATE WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE MINIMUM WAGE PROVIDED
BY FEDERAL LAW, IF ANY; TO PROVIDE A PRIVATE CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR A VIOLATION; TO PROVIDE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
MAY BRING A CIVIL ACTION; TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR CIVIL
ACTIONS BROUGHT PRIVATELY AND BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL;
TO PROVIDE A CLASS ACTION MAY BE USED TO BRING AN ACTION
UNDER THIS SECTION; TO REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DES-
IGNATE A STATE OFFICE OR AGENCY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS SECTION IN A CERTAIN MANNER; AND TO LIMIT THE
SCOPE OF AUTHORITY OF THIS STATE OFFICE OR AGENCY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-81
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   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-81
S 0142  Joint Resolution, By Scott
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR A STATEWIDE ADVISORY
REFERENDUM TO BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GEN-
ERAL ELECTION TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE QUALIFIED
ELECTORS OF THIS STATE FAVOR REQUIRING PAYMENT OF A MINI-
MUM HOURLY WAGE RATE OF ONE DOLLAR ABOVE THE FEDERAL
MINIMUM WAGE TO EMPLOYEES FOR ALL HOURS WORKED IN THIS
STATE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-81
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-81
S 0143  General Bill, By McLeod
Similar (H 3180, H 3181, H 3328)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 ENTITLED  FIRE-
ARMS CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS  SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A
NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK MUST BE
COMPLETED AND DELIVERY OF A FIREARM TO A PURCHASER OR
TRANSFEREE MAY NOT TAKE PLACE UNTIL THE RESULTS OF ALL
REQUIRED BACKGROUND CHECKS ARE KNOWN AND THE PUR-
CHASER OR TRANSFEREE IS NOT PROHIBITED FROM DELIVERY OF
THE FIREARM.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-82
S 0144  General Bill, By McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16 ENTITLED  DATING
VIOLENCE  SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, CREATE THE
OFFENSE OF DATING VIOLENCE, AND PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-82
S 0145  General Bill, By McLeod and Climer
Similar (S 0578, H 4066)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY SINE DIE
ADJOURNMENT DATE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE AND ACCOUNT FOR A BIENNIAL STATE GENERAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-60, RELATING TO THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEGINNING WITH ITS 2019 SESSION FOR THE ENSUING TWO FISCAL
YEARS, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL ENACT A BIENNIAL STATE
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-82
S 0146  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INSURANCE POLICIES
OFFERED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
AUTHORITY, SO AS TO REQUIRE ITS BOARD TO OFFER BOTH WHOLE
AND TERM LIFE INSURANCE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-82
S 0147  General Bill, By Allen
Similar (H 3196, H 3216, H 3955)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-11-510 AND 16-11-520, RELATING TO MALICIOUS
INJURY TO PERSONAL AND REAL PROPERTY, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR MALICIOUS INJURY TO REAL PROP-
ERTY OFFENSES AND TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR PER-
SONS WHO MALICIOUSLY INJURE PERSONAL OR REAL PROPERTY OF
ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN THAT PERSON.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-83
S 0148  General Bill, By Hutto, Johnson and Cromer
Similar (H 3744)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME MAGISTRATES
AND THEIR SALARIES, SO AS TO REVISE THE METHOD OF SETTING A
BASE SALARY FOR MAGISTRATES AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL SUP-
PLEMENTS TO FULL-TIME CHIEF AND ASSISTANT CHIEF MAGIS-
TRATES; AND BY ADDING SECTION 22-3-315 SO AS TO ADD AN
ASSESSMENT OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS TO ALL CIVIL FILINGS IN MAG-
ISTRATES COURT AND PROVIDE FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRO-
CEEDS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-83
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
   04/20/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0149  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-22-935 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
NONVIOLENT OFFENSES MAY BE EXPUNGED AND TO ESTABLISH
THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE EXPUNGEMENT MAY
OCCUR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-84
S 0150  Joint Resolution, By Jackson and Gregory
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 24,
ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, PROSECUTORS,
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS, AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SO AS
TO CHANGE THE WORD  SOLICITOR  TO  DISTRICT ATTORNEY .
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-84
S 0151  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (H 3193)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE CIVIL JURISDICTION OF THE MAGISTRATES COURT, TO
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INCREASE THE CIVIL JURISDICTION FROM SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS TO FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-84
   01/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
S 0152  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 47, TITLE 40 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PHYSICIANS AND MISCELLANEOUS HEALTH-
CARE PROFESSIONALS, BY ADDING SECTION 40-47-38, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PHYSICIAN MUST BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION TO PRACTICE MEDICINE IN THIS STATE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-84
S 0153  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-20(C)(a) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO STATUTORY AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCES APPLICABLE
TO THE PUNISHMENT FOR MURDER, TO ADD AS A STATUTORY
AGGRAVATING CIRCUMSTANCE CASES IN WHICH THE MURDER WAS
COMMITTED AGAINST A PERSON BECAUSE OF THE PERSON S
ACTUAL OR PERCEIVED RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, NATIONAL ORI-
GIN, GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER IDENTITY, OR DIS-
ABILITY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-85
S 0154  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS CONCERNING LAW ENFORCEMENT,
TO PROVIDE THAT EACH LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SHALL HAVE
A WRITTEN POLICY REGARDING THE INVESTIGATION OF OFFICER-
INVOLVED DEATHS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THE POL-
ICY; TO PROVIDE FOR INVESTIGATIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR REPORTS;
TO PROVIDE FOR THE RELEASE OF A REPORT IF PROSECUTION IS
NOT PURSUED; TO PROVIDE FOR NOTICES OF VICTIM S RIGHTS; AND
TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-85
S 0155  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-5-50 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
HINDERING A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON WHO HINDERS A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER IS GUILTY
OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT SUCH AN OFFENSE
DOES NOT APPLY TO A PERSON WHO PHOTOGRAPHS OR RECORDS A
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER PERFORMING THE OFFICER S OFFI-
CIAL DUTIES WHILE THE OFFICER IS IN A PUBLIC PLACE OR THE
PERSON IS IN A PLACE THE PERSON HAS THE RIGHT TO OCCUPY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
S 0156  Joint Resolution, By Malloy
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE XII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, RELAT-
ING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY PRO-
VIDE FOR THE SEPARATE CONFINEMENT OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS
FROM OLDER CONFINED PERSONS, TO CHANGE THE AGE FOR
WHICH THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE SEPA-
RATE CONFINEMENT OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS FROM  UNDER THE
AGE OF SEVENTEEN  TO  UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN. 
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-86
S 0157  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 25, TITLE 17 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO JUDGMENT AND EXECUTION, TO PROVIDE
THAT, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF LAW, A PER-
SON MUST NOT BE SENTENCED TO DEATH OR A TERM OF IMPRISON-
MENT FOR LIFE WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE IF THAT
PERSON WAS LESS THAN EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AT THE TIME THE
OFFENSE WAS COMMITTED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-86
S 0158  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0159)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO OFFENSES INVOLVING WEAPONS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 9, TO
REQUIRE THAT NO GUN TRANSFER PRECEDED BY A CRIMINAL
BACKGROUND CHECK MAY PROCEED, UNLESS THE CRIMINAL
BACKGROUND CHECK HAS CONCLUDED THAT THE SALE MAY PRO-
CEED, UNTIL AT LEAST TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS HAVE PASSED FROM
THE INITIATION OF THE BACKGROUND CHECK, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-86
S 0159  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0158)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO FIREARMS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 11, TO REQUIRE THAT NO
GUN TRANSFER PRECEDED BY A CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK
MAY PROCEED, UNLESS THE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK HAS
CONCLUDED THAT THE SALE MAY PROCEED, UNTIL AT LEAST
TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS HAVE PASSED FROM THE INITIATION OF THE
BACKGROUND CHECK, AND TO PROVIDE FOR CRIMINAL PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-87
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
S 0160  General Bill, By Malloy and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 24 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO COR-
RECTIONS, JAILS, PROBATIONS, PAROLES, AND PARDONS, TO REES-
TABLISH THE SENTENCING REFORM OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND AUTHOR-
ITY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-87




S 0161  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-920(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE EXPUNGEMENT OF YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS  RECORDS, TO
PROVIDE THAT EXPUNGEMENT DOES NOT APPLY TO OFFENSES IN
WHICH REGISTRATION ON THE SEXUAL OFFENDER REGISTRY IS
REQUIRED, EXCEPT IN CASES IN WHICH A DETERMINATION IS MADE
BY THE SENTENCING COURT THAT THE SEXUAL CONDUCT WITH A
VICTIM OF AT LEAST FOURTEEN YEARS OF AGE WAS CONSENSUAL.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-87
S 0162  Joint Resolution, By Malloy
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, RELAT-
ING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF OFFICERS, TO EXEMPT MEMBERS OF
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY BOARDS OF TRUSTEES FROM THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THEY POSSESS THE QUALIFICATIONS OF AN
ELECTOR, AND TO REMOVE ARCHAIC REFERENCES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-87
S 0163  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 22, TITLE 17 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CRIMINAL INTERVENTION PROGRAMS, BY ADDING ARTICLE
13, TO ENACT THE  DRUG COURT PROGRAM ACT;  TO DIRECT EACH
CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ESTABLISH A DRUG COURT PROGRAM FOR
ADULTS AND JUVENILES; TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR THE ELIGIBIL-
ITY OF PERSONS CHARGED WITH NONVIOLENT OFFENSES; TO
ALLOW EACH CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ESTABLISH AN OFFICE OF
DRUG COURT PROGRAM COORDINATOR; TO DIRECT THE COMMIS-
SION ON PROSECUTION COORDINATION TO ESTABLISH A STATE
OFFICE OF DRUG COURT COORDINATION; TO PROVIDE FOR FEES FOR
PARTICIPATION IN A DRUG COURT PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE FOR
ANNUAL REPORTS DETAILING THE ACTIVITIES OF DRUG COURT
PROGRAMS TO THE COMMISSION ON PROSECUTION COORDINATION,
WITH A COPY PROVIDED TO THE SENTENCING REFORM OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF DRUG
COURT JUDGES AND THEIR COMPENSATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-88
S 0164  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 0174, H 3374, H 3523)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-160 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITIONS OF  INJURY  AND  PERSONAL INJURY  IN WORK-
ERS  COMPENSATION, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR  FIRST
RESPONDER  AND TO MODIFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH AN
EMPLOYEE SEEKING WORKERS  COMPENSATION FOR PERSONAL
INJURY CAUSED BY POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER ARISING
FROM THE FIRST RESPONDER S DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN A SIGNIFI-
CANT TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-88
S 0165  Concurrent Resolution, By Malloy
Similar (S 0081)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  STUDY COMMITTEE
ON RACIAL PROFILING  TO REVIEW LAW ENFORCEMENT POLICIES,
PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES REGARDING RACIAL PROFILING
AND MAKE A REPORT OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE LAWS
REGARDING SUCH POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-89
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-89
S 0166  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 23-1-250, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN STATEMENTS MADE
DURING QUESTIONING OR INTERROGATION MUST BE AUDIO OR
VIDEO RECORDED, TO PROVIDE THAT A COURT MUST INSTRUCT A
JURY THAT IT MAY DRAW AN ADVERSE INFERENCE FOR A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO FAILS TO RECORD A STATEMENT AS
REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH A PERSON
S STATEMENT MAY BE USED FOR IMPEACHMENT PURPOSES, TO PRO-
VIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH A STATEMENT OBTAINED IN
ANOTHER STATE OR BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS ADMISSIBLE
IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT AN INAUDIBLE PORTION OF A
RECORDING DOES NOT RENDER IT INADMISSIBLE, AND TO DEFINE
CERTAIN TERMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-89
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-89
S 0167  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-710 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO A PRESENTATION OF IDENTIFICATION WHEN AN ELECTOR PRES-
ENTS HIMSELF TO VOTE, TO PROVIDE THAT ELECTORS WHO FAIL TO
PRODUCE A VALID AND CURRENT PHOTOGRAPH IDENTIFICATION
MAY COMPLETE A WRITTEN STATEMENT AT THE POLLING PLACE
AND AFFIRM THAT THE ELECTOR MEETS CERTAIN QUALIFICATIONS;
TO PROVIDE THAT, UPON COMPLETION OF THE WRITTEN STATE-
MENT, THE STATEMENT AND THE ELECTOR S PROVISIONAL BALLOT
MUST BE FILED WITH THE COUNTY BOARD OF REGISTRATION AND
ELECTIONS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT, IF THE COUNTY BOARD OF REG-
ISTRATION AND ELECTIONS DETERMINES THE VOTER WAS CHAL-
LENGED ONLY FOR THE INABILITY TO PROVIDE PROOF OF
IDENTIFICATION AND THE REQUIRED STATEMENT IS SUBMITTED,
THE COUNTY BOARD OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS SHALL
FIND THAT THE PROVISIONAL BALLOT IS VALID UNLESS THE BOARD
HAS GROUNDS TO BELIEVE THE STATEMENT IS FALSE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-89
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-89
S 0168  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 3847)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-15-90 AND 16-15-100 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PROSTITUTION, TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES
FOR SOLICITATION OF PROSTITUTION, ESTABLISHING OR KEEPING A
BROTHEL OR HOUSE OF PROSTITUTION, OR CAUSING OR INDUCING
ANOTHER TO PARTICIPATE IN PROSTITUTION; TO ESTABLISH THE
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE OF BEING A VICTIM OF HUMAN TRAFFICK-
ING; AND TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR SOLICITING, CAUSING,
OR INDUCING ANOTHER FOR OR INTO PROSTITUTION WHEN THE
PROSTITUTE HAS A MENTAL DISABILITY.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-90
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-90
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
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   01/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   02/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-7
   02/16/17 Senate Amended SJ-13
   02/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   02/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-13
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
S 0169  General Bill, By Shealy and McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, BY ADDING ARTICLE 8, TO CREATE
THE OFFENSE OF TEEN DATING VIOLENCE, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY,
TO ALLOW VICTIMS TO SEEK ORDERS OF PROTECTION OR
RESTRAINING ORDERS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PRO-
HIBIT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THE PROVISIONS OF THE ARTICLE
FROM PARTICIPATING IN A PRETRIAL INTERVENTION PROGRAM,
AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-
755 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO SEXUAL BATTERY WITH A STU-
DENT, TO REVISE THE STRUCTURE OF THE OFFENSE TO PROVIDE
THE SAME PENALTY FOR PERSONS WHO COMMIT THE OFFENSE
WHEN THE VICTIM IS SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER AND TO
PROVIDE A MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCE OF ONE YEAR FOR A
CONVICTION, NO PART OF WHICH MAY BE SUSPENDED NOR PROBA-
TION GRANTED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-90
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-90
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Sabb, Talley
   04/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   04/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-36
   05/03/17 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   05/03/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-36
   05/04/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   05/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-192
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-192
S 0170 (Rat # 0199, Act #  0183)  General Bill, By Shealy and Hutto
Similar (S 0171)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 17-5-541 AND 17-5-542 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE CORONER OF EACH COUNTY SHALL SCHEDULE A LOCAL CHILD
FATALITY REVIEW TEAM TO PERFORM A REVIEW OF A CASE WHERE
A CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN DIES IN THE COUNTY HE
SERVES AND TO PROVIDE THE PURPOSE OF THE REVIEW TEAM,
RESPECTIVELY; BY ADDING SECTION 17-5-140 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT FUNDS MUST BE DISBURSED TO THE COUNTIES EQUALLY TO
PAY THE DULY ELECTED FULL-TIME CORONER OR OTHER RELATED
PERSONNEL OR EQUIPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-130, RELAT-
ING TO THE CORONERS TRAINING ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DUTIES FOR THE COMMITTEE INCLUDING
TRAINING, GOVERNING QUALIFICATIONS, AND PERFORMANCE
REVIEWS OF CORONERS AND DEPUTY CORONERS, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; BY ADDING SECTIONS 17-5-543 AND 17-5-544 BOTH SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION RECEIVED
IN THE MEETINGS OF CHILD FATALITY REVIEW TEAMS AND OTHER
INFORMATION, DOCUMENTS, AND RECORDS OF THE TEAMS AND
THE RESULTING EXEMPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES
FROM THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND TO PROVIDE PEN-
ALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-91
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-91
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Rice, Timmons
   03/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-19
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-39
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 Senate Amended SJ-45
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-45
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-45
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-100
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-100
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-100
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-6
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-82
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Crosby, Felder, Daning, Bry-
ant, Forrest, S Rivers, Allison, Ott, Anthony, Long HJ-85
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Allison, Daning, S
Rivers, Crosby, Long, Bryant, Felder, Forrest HJ-55
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-99
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-99
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-104
   05/10/18 House Amended HJ-16
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-16
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-17
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-40
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-40
   05/14/18 Ratified R 199
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 183
S 0171  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (S 0170)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 17, OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO DUTIES OF CORONERS AND MEDICAL EXAMIN-
ERS, BY ADDING SECTIONS 17-5-541 AND 17-5-542, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE CORONER OF EACH COUNTY SHALL SCHEDULE A LOCAL CHILD
FATALITY REVIEW TEAM TO PERFORM A REVIEW OF A CASE IN
WHICH A CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN DIES IN THE
COUNTY HE SERVES AND TO PROVIDE THE PURPOSE OF THE
REVIEW TEAM; TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 17, RELAT-
ING TO CORONERS, BY ADDING SECTION 17-5-140, TO PROVIDE THAT
FUNDS MUST BE DISBURSED TO THE COUNTIES EQUALLY TO PAY
THE DULY ELECTED FULL-TIME CORONER OR OTHER RELATED PER-
SONNEL OR EQUIPMENT AND TO PROVIDE THAT EXCESS FUNDS
MUST BE USED BY THE CORONERS TRAINING ADVISORY COMMIT-
TEE TO PERFORM ITS DUTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-130(G),
RELATING TO THE CORONERS TRAINING ADVISORY COMMITTEE, TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DUTIES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-91
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-91
S 0172  General Bill, By Shealy, Verdin and McLeod
Similar (H 3662)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES AGAINST THE PER-
SON, TO PROVIDE THAT STRANGULATION IS THE RESTRICTING OF
AIR FLOW OR BLOOD CIRCULATION OF A PERSON BY EXTERNAL
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PRESSURE TO THE THROAT OR NECK, OR THE BLOCKING OF THE
NOSE OR MOUTH OF ANOTHER PERSON; TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON WHO COMMITS THE OFFENSE OF STRANGULATION IS GUILTY
OF A FELONY AND, UPON CONVICTION, MUST BE IMPRISONED FOR
NOT MORE THAN FIVE YEARS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS AN
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE IF AN ACT CONSTITUTING STRANGULATION
WAS THE RESULT OF A LEGITIMATE MEDICAL PROCEDURE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-92
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-92
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Senn, R.J.Cash
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-8
S 0173 (Rat # 0067, Act #  0046)  General Bill, By Sheheen, Turner and
Timmons
Similar (H 3466)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CLASS 1-LE,
CLASS 2-LCO, OR CLASS 3-SLE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER MUST
COMPLETE CONTINUING LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION CREDITS
IN MENTAL HEALTH OR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS DURING THE RECER-
TIFICATION PERIOD, AND TO PROVIDE THE CONTENT OF THE TRAIN-
ING; TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ACADEMY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING COUNCIL IS AUTHORIZED TO PROVIDE TRAINING FOR
OFFICERS TO RECOGNIZE TRAUMA AND STRESS-RELATED DISOR-
DERS IN OTHER OFFICERS AND RECOMMEND PARTICIPATION IN THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR OFFICERS
INVOLVED IN AN INCIDENT RESULTING IN DEATH OR SERIOUS
BODILY INJURY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-65, RELATING TO THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT ONE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM IS TO PROVIDE COUNSELING
SERVICES TO OFFICERS EXPERIENCING STRESS-RELATED DISOR-
DERS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-92
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-92
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Rice, Timmons
   03/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-19
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-115
   05/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-3-17 HJ-44
   05/03/17 House Amended HJ-12
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-90
   05/04/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-12
   05/10/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-75
   05/10/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-75
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-22
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-22
   05/15/17 Ratified R 67
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 46
S 0174  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (S 0164, H 3374, H 3523)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-160 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITIONS OF  INJURY  AND  PERSONAL INJURY  IN WORK-
ERS  COMPENSATION, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR  FIRST
RESPONDER  AND TO MODIFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH AN
EMPLOYEE SEEKING WORKERS  COMPENSATION FOR PERSONAL
INJURY CAUSED BY POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER ARISING
FROM THE FIRST RESPONDER S DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN A SIGNIFI-
CANT TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-93
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-93
S 0175  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-110 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TORT CLAIMS ACT S STATUTE OF LIMITA-
TIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTIONS 15-3-40
AND 15-3-555, ANY ACTION BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER
IS FOREVER BARRED UNLESS AN ACTION IS COMMENCED WITHIN
TWO YEARS AFTER THE DATE THE LOSS WAS OR SHOULD HAVE
BEEN DISCOVERED; PROVIDED, THAT IF THE CLAIMANT FIRST FILED
A CLAIM PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER THEN THE ACTION FOR DAM-
AGES BASED UPON THE SAME OCCURRENCE IS FOREVER BARRED
UNLESS THE ACTION IS COMMENCED WITHIN THREE YEARS OF THE
DATE THE LOSS WAS OR SHOULD HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-93
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-93
S 0176 (Rat # 0200, Act #  0184)  General Bill, By Sheheen and Young
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-1-300 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL TO OPERATE AN UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE NEAR A DEPART-
MENT OF CORRECTIONS FACILITY BY CERTAIN PERSONS, TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING THIS PROVISION, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE CONFISCATION AND RELEASE OF CERTAIN
UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES;
BY ADDING SECTION 24-5-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL TO OPERATE AN UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE NEAR A LOCAL
DETENTION FACILITY BY CERTAIN PERSONS, TO PROVIDE PENAL-
TIES FOR VIOLATING THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
CONFISCATION AND RELEASE OF CERTAIN UNMANNED AERIAL
VEHICLES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; BY ADDING SECTION
24-1-310 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF CORREC-
TIONS SHALL PETITION THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
(FAA) TO DESIGNATE CERTAIN DETENTION AND CORRECTIONAL
FACILITIES AS FIXED-SITE FACILITIES AND THE STATE AERONAU-
TICS COMMISSION SHALL PUBLISH DESIGNATIONS BY THE FAA ON
THE COMMISSION S WEBSITE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 24-1-320 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND
LOCAL DETENTION FACILITIES SHALL PROVIDE THE STATE AERO-
NAUTICS COMMISSION A LIST OF DESIGNATED SITES OR FACILITIES
AND UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE BOUNDARIES. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-94
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
94
   01/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-10
   01/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
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   02/01/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   02/01/17 Senate Amended SJ-29
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-29
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-15
   02/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   02/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-15
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-49
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-43
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-69
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-69
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-5 HJ-75
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-14
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-42
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-42
   05/14/18 Ratified R 200
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 184
S 0177  General Bill, By Gambrell
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 61, TITLE 44 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES, BY ADDING
SECTION 44-61-170, TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY
SERVICE SYSTEM BILLING AND INSURANCE COVERAGE PRACTICES
APPLICABLE TO NON-NETWORK EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
PROVIDERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-20, RELATING TO DEFI-
NITIONS USED IN THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES ACT, TO
ADD A DEFINITION FOR  INSURER. 
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-94
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-94
S 0178  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-66-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS
WHO MAY MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR A PATIENT WHO IS
UNABLE TO CONSENT ARE PROHIBITED FROM EXECUTING ARBI-
TRATION AGREEMENTS ON BEHALF OF A PATIENT, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR A NOTICE OF WAIVER OF LEGAL RIGHTS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-94
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-94
S 0179 (Rat # 0125, Act #  0095)  General Bill, By Hutto and Hembree
Similar (H 3818)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 19 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
LIMITED IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION FOR CERTAIN DRUG AND
ALCOHOL-RELATED OFFENSES FOR A PERSON WHO SEEKS MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR ANOTHER PERSON WHO IS EXPERIENCING A DRUG
OR ALCOHOL-RELATED OVERDOSE OR FOR A PERSON WHO IS EXPE-
RIENCING A DRUG OR ALCOHOL-RELATED OVERDOSE AND SEEKS
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, TO ALLOW THE COURT TO CONSIDER AS A
MITIGATING FACTOR IN PROCEEDINGS RELATED TO OTHER CRIMI-
NAL OFFENSES WHETHER OR NOT MEDICAL ASSISTANCE WAS
SOUGHT, TO LIMIT THE IMMUNITY TO ALLOW PROSECUTION OF A
PERSON FOR OTHER CRIMES ARISING OUT OF THE DRUG OR ALCO-
HOL-RELATED OVERDOSE, TO ALLOW FOR ADMISSIBILITY OF CER-
TAIN EVIDENCE, TO PROVIDE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL IMMUNITY FOR
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS RELATING TO CERTAIN ARRESTS IF
THE OFFICER MADE THE ARREST BASED ON PROBABLE CAUSE, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR OTHER PROCEDURAL AND RELATED PROVISIONS
PERTAINING TO THE ABOVE. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-95
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-95
   03/07/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-9
   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-24
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-113
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-65
   05/09/17 House Amended HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-88
   05/10/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-19
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/11/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-113
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-39 SJ-113
   05/11/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Fry, Bedingfield, Ridgeway HJ-16
   05/11/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Hutto, Hembree, Camp-
bell SJ-115
   06/06/17 House Conference report received and adopted
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0
   06/06/17 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-10
   06/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   06/06/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-15
   06/06/17 Ratified R 125
   06/10/17 Signed By Governor
   06/21/17 Effective date 6/10/17
   06/22/17 Act No. 95
S 0180  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 1-30-35, 44-20-30, 44-20-210, 44-20-220, 44-
20-240, 44-20-320, 44-20-350, 44-20-360, 44-20-430, 44-20-1120, 44-20-1130,
44-20-1140, 44-20-1150, 44-20-1160, AND 44-20-1170, ALL AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT IS HEADED AND GOVERNED BY A
DIRECTOR APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND
CONSENT OF THE SENATE AND THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA COM-
MISSION ON DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS SERVES AS AN ADVI-
SORY BOARD TO THE DIRECTOR; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-20-230
RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-95
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-95
S 0181 (Rat # 0025, Act #  0016)  General Bill, By Shealy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-56-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HAZARDOUS
WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT, SO AS TO MAKE THE FEDERAL SUPER-
FUND RECYCLING EQUITY ACT APPLICABLE TO THE ACT. - ratified
title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-96
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   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-96
   02/07/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-18
   02/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-12
   02/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-20
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-18-17 HJ-52
   04/18/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-19-17 HJ-17
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-11
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 25
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 16
S 0182  General Bill, By Hembree and Gregory
Similar (H 3450)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 47, TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO PHYSICIANS AND MISCELLANEOUS HEALTH CARE PROFES-
SIONALS, TO ENACT THE  ELECTROLOGY PRACTICE ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 11; TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN CONDUCT CONCERNING
THE PRACTICE AND TEACHING OF ELECTROLOGY WITHOUT LICEN-
SURE, TO CREATE THE ELECTROLOGY LICENSURE COMMITTEE AS
AN ADVISORY BOARD TO THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE COM-
MITTEE, TO PROVIDE THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COMMIT-
TEE, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN
ELECTROLOGIST AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN ELEC-
TROLOGY INSTRUCTOR, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CON-
DUCT OF LICENSEES, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR VOLUNTARY
SURRENDER OF A LICENSE AND SUBSEQUENT REINSTATEMENT, TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE DISCI-
PLINARY PROCEDURES FOR VIOLATIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS;
AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-96
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-96
S 0183  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-5-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE SUPREME COURT S AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE RULES AND
REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE PRACTICE OF LAW AND THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE SUPREME COURT MAY PROMULGATE RULES AND REGULA-
TIONS DEFINING AND REGULATING THE PRACTICE OF LAW SUBJECT
TO STATUTORY LAW AND DETERMINING THE QUALIFICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ADMISSION TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW
AND THE LICENSURE OF ATTORNEYS IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE
THAT ANY PROVISION OF LAW OR RULE THAT REQUIRES AN ATTOR-
NEY TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR IS SUPER-
SEDED AND OF NO FORCE AND EFFECT, AND TO DELETE
INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS RELATED TO THE BAR; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-5-310, RELATING TO PRACTICING LAW OR SOLICITING
THE LEGAL CAUSE OF ANOTHER WITHOUT BEING ENROLLED AS A
MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR, TO PROVIDE THAT NO PER-
SON MAY PRACTICE LAW UNLESS HE IS LICENSED BY THE SUPREME
COURT, AND TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A PERSON BE A
MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAR.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-97
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-97
S 0184  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 39 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO ACCEPTS A CHECK FOR A DEFERRED
PRESENTMENT TRANSACTION VIOLATES THE SOUTH CAROLINA
UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT, AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER 39, TITLE
34, RELATING TO DEFERRED PRESENTMENT SERVICES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-97
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-97
S 0185 (Rat # 0139, Act #  0135)  General Bill, By Shealy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-19-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE
REGULATION OF FUNERAL SERVICE PROVIDERS, SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-19-110, RELATING
TO THE PROHIBITED USE OF FALSE OR MISLEADING ADVERTISING
BY FUNERAL SERVICE PROVIDERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR FUNERAL SERVICE ADVERTISEMENTS. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-98
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-98
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-15
   03/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-13
   03/15/17 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/15/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-13
   03/16/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-122
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-15
   02/06/18 House Amended HJ-22
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-22
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-23
   02/07/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-14
   02/13/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-19
   02/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/07/18 Ratified R 139
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 135
S 0186  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 39 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO TRADE
AND COMMERCE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 12 TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULB FREEDOM ACT,  TO PRO-
VIDE THAT INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS MANUFACTURED IN THIS
STATE, WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT PARTS IMPORTED FROM ANOTHER
STATE, AND OFFERED FOR SALE AND SOLD FOR USE ONLY IN THIS
STATE ARE DEEMED ONLY TO BE IN THE STREAM OF INTRASTATE
COMMERCE AND THEREFORE NOT SUBJECT TO FEDERAL REGULA-
TION UNDER THE COMMERCE CLAUSE OF THE UNITED STATES CON-
STITUTION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
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   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-98
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-98
S 0187  General Bill, By Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-35-120 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DISQUALIFICATIONS FROM UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS, TO
REVISE THE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE BENEFITS OF A PERSON
DISCHARGED FROM EMPLOYMENT FOR ILLEGAL DRUG USE, GROSS
MISCONDUCT, AND FAILURE TO ACCEPT WORK; TO DEFINE CERTAIN
TERMS; TO SPECIFY CRITERIA FOR A LABORATORY QUALIFIED TO
PERFORM A TEST FOR ILLEGAL DRUG USE BY A PERSON SEEKING
OR RECEIVING UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS; TO LIMIT THE LIABIL-
ITY OF AN EMPLOYER FOR ACTS OR OMISSIONS IN THE DISCLOSURE
OF A DRUG TEST PERFORMED UNDER THIS SECTION; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE MISUSE OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL OBTAINED IN
THE COURSE OF DRUG TESTING CONSTITUTES A MISDEMEANOR
SUBJECT TO CERTAIN MONETARY PENALTIES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-99
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-99
S 0188  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA MINIMUM WAGE ACT ; BY
ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 10, TITLE 41 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
A CITATION AND THE PURPOSE OF THE ACT, TO PROVIDE EMPLOY-
ERS SHALL PAY EMPLOYEES A CERTAIN MINIMUM WAGE, TO PRO-
VIDE A MECHANISM FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND
WORKFORCE TO ADJUST THIS MINIMUM WAGE BY THE RATE OF
INFLATION ANNUALLY, TO PROVIDE IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR AN
EMPLOYER TO RETALIATE AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE WHO EXERCISES
HIS RIGHTS WITH RESPECT TO THIS MINIMUM WAGE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE CERTAIN REMEDIES TO THE EMPLOYEE AND STATE, TO PRO-
VIDE A STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ACTION
BROUGHT UNDER THE ACT MAY BE BROUGHT AS A CLASS ACTION,
AND TO LIMIT AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT WITH RESPECT TO
IMPLEMENTING THE ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-130, RELATING TO
THE SCOPE OF AUTHORITY OF A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THE
STATE TO SET A MINIMUM WAGE RATE, TO AMEND SECTION 44-22-
160, RELATING TO COMPENSATION OF MENTAL HEALTH PATIENTS
FOR THERAPEUTIC EMPLOYMENT, TO AMEND SECTION 53-1-100,
RELATING TO COMPENSATION FOR SUNDAY WORK BY MACHINE
SHOP EMPLOYEES, AND TO AMEND SECTION 53-1-110, RELATING TO
COMPENSATION FOR SUNDAY WORK BY A PERSON EMPLOYED IN
THE MANUFACTURE OR FINISHING OF TEXTILE PRODUCTS, ALL SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO DESIGNATE THE
EXISTING SECTIONS OF CHAPTER 10, TITLE 41 AS ARTICLE 1 ENTI-
TLED  PAYMENT OF WAGES GENERALLY .
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-99
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-99
S 0189  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 43 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNI-
FORM LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT OF 2017 , TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MANNER IN AND REQUIREMENTS UNDER WHICH LIMITED LIA-
BILITY COMPANIES ARE ORGANIZED, OPERATED, REGULATED, DIS-
SOLVED, TRANSFERRED, AND CONVERTED; AND TO REPEAL
CHAPTER 44, TITLE 33 RELATING TO THE  UNIFORM LIMITED LIABIL-
ITY COMPANY ACT OF 1996 .
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-100
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-100
   03/13/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-15
   03/28/18 Senate Amended SJ-29
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-29
S 0190  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 33 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  REVISED
UNIFORM UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION ACT , TO
AMONG OTHER THINGS, DEFINE TERMS, SPECIFY APPLICABILITY,
SET FORTH POWERS OF UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIA-
TIONS, TO SPECIFY LIABILITY, AND TO SET FORTH THE PROCESS BY
WHICH A LEGAL ACTION AGAINST AN ASSOCIATION IS ADJUDI-
CATED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-100
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-100
   03/13/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-15
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-39
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-95
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-8
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-49
   05/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-9-18 HJ-39
   05/09/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-62
S 0191  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews and McLeod
Similar (S 0192, H 3059, H 3062)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN EMPLOYER
MAY NOT INQUIRE, CONSIDER, OR REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE
CRIMINAL RECORD OR CRIMINAL HISTORY OF AN APPLICANT FOR
EMPLOYMENT UNTIL THE APPLICANT IS SELECTED FOR AN INTER-
VIEW BY THE EMPLOYER OR BEFORE A CONDITIONAL OFFER OF
EMPLOYMENT IS MADE TO THE APPLICANT, TO PROVIDE EXCEP-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE RELATED DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURES,
AMONG OTHER THINGS; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 TO
PROVIDE FOR A TAX CREDIT TO EMPLOYERS WHO HIRE A QUALI-
FIED EX-FELON; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-101
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-101
S 0192  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (S 0191, H 3059, H 3062)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  WORKFORCE OPPORTUNITY ACT  BY ADDING
SECTION 41-1-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE MAY NOT
INQUIRE, CONSIDER, OR REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE CRIMINAL
RECORD OR CRIMINAL HISTORY OF AN APPLICANT FOR EMPLOY-
MENT UNTIL THE APPLICANT IS SELECTED FOR AN INTERVIEW BY
THE EMPLOYER OR BEFORE A CONDITIONAL OFFER OF EMPLOY-
MENT IS MADE TO THE APPLICANT, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, AND
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TO PROVIDE RELATED DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURES, AMONG
OTHER THINGS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-101
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-101
S 0193  General Bill, By Goldfinch
Similar (H 3230)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 33-42-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF CHAPTER 43, TITLE 33 AS ADDED BELOW SHALL APPLY TO
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, EXCEPT INSOFAR AS THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 42, TITLE 33 PERTAINING TO LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS ARE
INCONSISTENT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 43, TITLE 33; BY
ADDING CHAPTER 43 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAR-
OLINA UNIFORM PARTNERSHIP ACT OF 2017 , TO PROVIDE FOR THE
FORMATION OF PARTNERSHIPS, THE NATURE OF PARTNERSHIPS, THE
RELATION OF PARTNERS TO EACH OTHER AND THE PARTNERSHIP,
AND TO PERSONS DEALING WITH THE PARTNERSHIP, THE TRANSFER
OF INTEREST AND RIGHTS, DISSOCIATIONS, DISSOLUTIONS, LIMITED
LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS, FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNER-
SHIPS, MERGER, INTEREST EXCHANGE, CONVERSION AND DOMESTI-
CATION, AND TRANSITION PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER
41, TITLE 33 RELATING TO THE FORMER UNIFORM PARTNERSHIP
ACT.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-102
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-102
S 0194  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO REPEAL SECTION 56-1-171, RELATING TO DRIVER S LICENSE SUS-
PENSION FOR FAILURE TO PAY CHILD SUPPORT; AND TO REPEAL
ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 17, TITLE 63, RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT THROUGH LICENSE REVOCATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-102
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-102
S 0195  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 140 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  HEARING
IMPAIRED  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES TO PERSONS WHO ARE HEAR-
ING IMPAIRED.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-103
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-103
S 0196  General Bill, By Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 140, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES MAY ISSUE LEGION OF MERIT SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-103
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-103
S 0197  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (H 3247, H 3884)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE ISSUANCE OF
DRIVER S LICENSES, TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS
AND TO ADD THE TERMS  MOPED,   DAYLIGHT HOURS,  AND  VEHI-
CLE  AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-30, RELAT-
ING TO PERSONS EXEMPT FROM OBTAINING A DRIVER S LICENSE,
TO DELETE THE TERM  ARTICLE  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM
CHAPTER ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-50, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE
OF A BEGINNER S PERMIT, TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT RELATES TO THE OPERATION OF
MOTOR SCOOTERS, LIGHT MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES, AND MOPEDS,
TO PROVIDE THAT A PERMITTEE MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A
MOTORCYCLE-LICENSED DRIVER WHEN DRIVING A MOTORCYCLE
DURING CERTAIN HOURS, TO PROVIDE THE LOCATION THAT AN
ACCOMPANYING DRIVER MUST BE POSITIONED, AND TO DELETE AN
OBSOLETE PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-175, RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCE OF A CONDITIONAL DRIVER S LICENSE, TO DELETE
THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A LICENSEE TO OPERATE A MOTOR
SCOOTER OR LIGHT MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE AND THE PROVISION
THAT DEFINES THE TERM  DAYLIGHT HOURS ; TO AMEND SECTION
56-1-180, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL RESTRICTED
DRIVER S LICENSE, TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS WHERE A
LICENSEE MAY OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE, TO MAKE A TECHNI-
CAL CHANGE, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A
LICENSEE TO OPERATE A MOTOR SCOOTER OR LIGHT MOTOR-
DRIVEN CYCLE, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT DEFINES THE
TERM  DAYLIGHT HOURS ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-185, RELATING
TO THE REMOVAL OF THE RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON A CONDI-
TIONAL OR SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER S LICENSE, TO PROVIDE
THAT A BEGINNER S PERMIT, CONDITIONAL LICENSE, OR SPECIAL
RESTRICTED LICENSE MAY NOT BE ISSUED TO A PERSON CON-
VICTED OF CERTAIN VIOLATIONS OF OPERATING A MOPED WHILE
UNDERAGE OR WITHOUT A LICENSE FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD OF
TIME; TO REPEAL SECTION 56-1-1710, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION
OF THE TERM  MOPED ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1720, RELATING TO
THE OPERATION OF A MOPED, TO REVISE THE FORM OF LICENSURE
A PERSON MUST POSSESS TO OPERATE A MOPED, TO REVISE THE
AGE OF A PERSON WHO MAY OBTAIN A MOPED OPERATOR S
LICENSE, TO REVISE THE TIME PERIOD WHEN CERTAIN PERSONS
MAY OPERATE A MOPED, TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLA-
TION OF THIS PROVISION, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT
PROHIBITS THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES FROM ISSUING
A BEGINNER S PERMIT OR A SPECIAL RESTRICTED LICENSE TO CER-
TAIN PERSONS CONVICTED OF A MOPED VIOLATION FOR A CERTAIN
PERIOD OF TIME; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1730, RELATING TO THE
ELIGIBILITY TO OBTAIN, SUSPENSION OF, AND REVOCATION OF A
MOPED OPERATOR S LICENSE, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-2-2740, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGIS-
TRATION AND PROPERTY TAXES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
MOPED VALIDATION DECALS, TO PROVIDE THE COST OF THE
DECALS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FEES COLLECTED FOR THE
DECALS MUST BE USED TO DEFRAY THE COSTS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES; TO AMEND CHAPTER 2, TITLE 56,
RELATING TO SPECIALIZED VEHICLES, BY ADDING ARTICLE 3, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION, TITLING, AND LICENSING OF
MOPEDS, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTI-
CLE, TO REGULATE THE OPERATION OF A MOPED, AND TO REGU-
LATE THE SALE OF A MOPED; TO AMEND ARTICLE 2, CHAPTER 2,
TITLE 56, RELATING TO SPECIALIZED VEHICLES, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 56-2-4000, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS
CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-20, RELATING TO CERTAIN
TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE REGISTRATION
AND LICENSING OF MOTOR VEHICLES, TO DELETE CERTAIN TERMS
AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-200, RELATING
TO THE REGISTRATION OF A VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT A CERTIFI-
CATE OF TITLE IS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER A MOPED; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-3-250, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
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OF A MOTOR VEHICLE ONCE ALL LOCAL PROPERTY TAXES ARE
PAID, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLYES CLAS-
SIFIED AS PRIVATE PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE REGIS-
TRATION FEE FOR CERTAIN VEHICLES, TO DELETE THE TERM
MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM  MOPED,
AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO REPEAL SECTIONS 56-5-
120, 56-5-130, 56-5-140, 56-5-150, 56-5-155, 56-5-165, 56-5-410, AND 56-5-
1550, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-361, RELATING TO THE TERM  PASSENGER CAR
AND ITS DEFINITION, TO DELETE THE TERM  MOTOR-DRIVEN
CYCLES  AND ADD THE TERM  MOPEDS ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-
1555, RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF A MOPED, TO RAISE THE
MAXIMUM SPEED AT WHICH A MOPED MAY BE OPERATED; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-4450, RELATING TO A DISPLAY OF LIGHTS BY A
VEHICLE DURING CERTAIN TIMES OF DAY, TO DELETE AN OBSOLETE
PROVISION AND MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION
56-9-20, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS
CONTAINED IN THE MOTOR VEHICLE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
ACT, TO DELETE AND REVISE CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS; TO REPEAL SECTION 56-9-110, RELATING TO THE APPLICABIL-
ITY OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT TO
CERTAIN ACCIDENTS OR JUDGMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-520,
RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF OPERATING AN UNINSURED MOTOR
VEHICLE, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS SECTION APPLIES TO THE OPERATOR OF AN UNINSURED
MOPED WHO IS NOT THE REGISTERED OWNER OF THE MOPED,
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-535,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES REQUIRING A
PERSON TO PROVIDE PROOF OF FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AFTER
A CONVICTION OF CERTAIN TRAFFIC OFFENSES, TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS SECTION APPLIES TO A REGISTERED OWNER OF A MOPED; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-15-10, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR
DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE
MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS, TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOTOR VEHICLE ; TO AMEND SECTION
56-16-10, RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING
THE REGULATION OF MOTORCYCLE MANUFACTURES, DISTRIBU-
TORS, DEALERS, AND WHOLESALERS, TO REVISE THE DEFINITION
OF THE TERM  MOTORCYCLE  AND REVISE THE TYPE OF VEHICLES
REGULATED BY THIS CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 56-19-10,
RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE
PROTECTION OF TITLES TO AND INTERESTS IN MOTOR VEHICLES,
TO DELETE CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-19-220, RELATING TO VEHICLES THAT ARE EXEMPT
FROM THE REQUIREMENT TO OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE, TO
MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE AND TO ADD MOPEDS TO THE LIST OF
EXEMPTED VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-30, RELATING TO
TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING AUTOMOBILE INSUR-
ANCE, TO DELETE THE TERMS  MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES,   MOTOR
SCOOTERS,  AND  MOPEDS ; TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO
SELLS, SOLICITS, OR ADVERTISES TO SELL CERTAIN MOPEDS PRIOR
TO JULY 1, 2018 MUST LABEL THE MOPEDS WITH THEIR SPECIFICA-
TIONS AND PROVIDE A METAL PLATE THAT IDENTIFIES THE VEHI-
CLE, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS
PROVISION, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO OPERATE CER-
TAIN MOPEDS WITHOUT A METAL IDENTIFICATION PLATE, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS PROVI-
SION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2941, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES REQUIRING A PERSON WHO VIOLATES
CERTAIN PROVISIONS TO HAVE INSTALLED ON CERTAIN VEHICLES
AN IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICE, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVI-
SION DOES NOT REQUIRE THE INSTALLATION OF AN IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICE ON A MOPED; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 3,
CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56, RELATING TO MOPED REGULATIONS.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-103
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-103
   01/24/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-27
   01/26/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   01/26/17 Senate Amended SJ-19
   01/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   01/26/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-19
   01/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   02/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-6
S 0198 (Rat # 0008, Act #  0002)  General Bill, By Shealy, Alexander,
McElveen and Bryant
Similar (S 0300, H 3242, H 3322, H 3580)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PERSONS WHO MUST SIGN AN
APPLICATION OF A MINOR FOR A BEGINNER S PERMIT, INSTRUCTION
PERMIT, OR DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
INSTRUCTION PERMIT , AND TO REVISE THE LIST OF PERSONS WHO
MUST SIGN THE APPLICATION OF AN UNEMANCIPATED MINOR. - rati-
fied title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-107
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-107
   01/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-13
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-30
   01/31/17 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   01/31/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-30
   02/01/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-19
   03/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-3
   03/07/17 House Amended HJ-26
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-11
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-1 HJ-11
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected SJ-11
   03/16/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-46
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-46
   03/16/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-46
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-58
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-0 HJ-59
   04/04/17 Ratified R 8
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 2
S 0199  General Bill, By Bryant, Alexander, Shealy and Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 21, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO REQUIRED STOPS FOR VEHICLES, BY ADDING A
NEW SECTION, TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY TO
OBTAIN A CIVIL PENALTY CITATION AGAINST THE REGISTERED
OWNER OF A VEHICLE VIOLATING SECTION 56-5-2770 AND TO PRO-
VIDE A METHOD TO APPEAL THE CITATION.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-107
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-107
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   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-10
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-48
   03/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-52
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-29  Nays-10 SJ-28
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-113
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
S 0200 (Rat # 0046, Act #  0027)  General Bill, By Grooms, Bryant, Campbell
and Alexander
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 57-25-150, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERMITS ISSUED BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION FOR THE ERECTION AND MAINTE-
NANCE OF CERTAIN OUTDOOR ADVERTISING SIGNS, SO AS TO
REVISE PROVISIONS THAT VOID PERMITS FOR CONFORMING AND
NONCONFORMING SIGNS REMOVED IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
TO PROVIDE PERMITS MUST BE MAINTAINED FOR NONCONFORMING
SIGNS STRUCTURALLY DAMAGED BY VANDALISM, AND TO PRO-
VIDE PROCEDURES FOR RESTORING NONCONFORMING SIGNS
STRUCTURALLY DAMAGED BY VANDALISM. - ratified title
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-107
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-107
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-10
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-30
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-30
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   04/26/17 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-72
   04/27/17 House Amended HJ-24
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-24
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-25
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-26
   04/28/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/04/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-57
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-57
   05/09/17 Ratified R 46
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 27
S 0201  General Bill, By McElveen, Campbell, McLeod, Talley and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-140(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DRIVER S LICENSES, TO CHANGE THE VALIDITY OF A DRIVER S
LICENSE FROM TEN YEARS TO EIGHT YEARS TO COMPLY WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL REAL ID ACT OF 2005; TO AMEND
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 56, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVI-
SIONS FOR DRIVER S LICENSES, BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-86 TO
DIRECT THE GOVERNOR TO TAKE ALL ACTIONS NECESSARY TO
IMPLEMENT THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL REAL ID ACT OF
2005; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 56-1-85, RELATING TO THE FEDERAL
REAL ID ACT OF 2005.
   12/13/16 Senate Prefiled
   12/13/16 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-108
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-108
   03/21/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-11
   03/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/22/17 Senate Amended SJ-39
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-39
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
S 0202  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BERNARD EDWARD  PETER  ROBINSON, AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-108
S 0203  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF RUTH CORLEY SIMONS, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-108
S 0204  Resolution, By Bryant and Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE
UNTIMELY PASSING OF JACOB HALL, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-108
S 0205  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND MCLEOD
FARMS FOR PROVIDING FRESH PRODUCE AND FARM TO TABLE
PRODUCTS TO SOUTH CAROLINIANS FOR ONE HUNDRED YEARS
AND TO CONGRATULATE THE MCLEOD FAMILY AND STAFF ON THIS
MOMENTOUS OCCASION.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-109
S 0206  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR PASTOR ANNIE BROUGHTON OF
JUST CALL ME SARAH MINISTRY (JCMS) IN THE GREENVILLE AREA
ON THE OCCASION OF HER SECOND YEAR OF CHRISTIAN TELEVI-
SION BROADCASTING AND TO WISH HER GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS
AS SHE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-109
S 0207  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR PASTOR JAMES W. JOHNSON OF
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST CHURCH IN GREENVILLE FOR HIS THIRTY
FOUR YEARS OF GOSPEL MINISTRY AT FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST, TO
CONGRATULATE HIM ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND
TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO
SERVE THE LORD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-109
S 0208  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WILLIE MAE OWENS-
ROSS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-109
S 0209  Resolution, By J. Matthews
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
BETHEL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME) CHURCH OF ST.
GEORGE ON THE OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR A CEN-
TURY AND A HALF OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-110
S 0210  General Bill, By Johnson and Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-3-619 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION TO IMPOSE A TOLL ALONG INTERSTATE HIGH-
WAY 95 WHERE IT CROSSES LAKE MARION IN EITHER ORANGEBURG
COUNTY OR CLARENDON COUNTY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
EXPENDITURE OF TOLL REVENUE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-110
S 0211  Joint Resolution, By Talley
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  SOUTH CAROLINA FAMILY
COURT STUDY COMMITTEE  TO REVIEW STATE FAMILY COURT POLI-
CIES, PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES REGARDING TEMPORARY
HEARINGS, THE GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, MEDIATION
REQUIREMENTS, CHILD SUPPORT, ALIMONY, AND OTHER ISSUES
RELATING TO THE FAMILY COURT SYSTEM, AND TO MAKE RECOM-
MENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONCERNING PRO-
POSED CHANGES TO THE LAWS RELATING TO SUCH POLICIES,
PRACTICES, AND PROCEDURES.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-110
   03/15/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), Climer, McLeod
S 0212  General Bill, By Davis, Hutto, Campbell, Kimpson, Jackson, McLeod
and M.B. Matthews
Similar (H 3521)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA COMPASSIONATE CARE ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE MEDICAL USE OF CANNABIS BY CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WITH
CERTAIN DISEASES AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS; TO AUTHORIZE
CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS TO ACT AS DESIGNATED CAREGIVERS IN
ORDER TO ASSIST QUALIFYING PATIENTS WITH THE MEDICAL USE
OF CANNABIS; TO AUTHORIZE PHYSICIANS TO RECOMMEND THE
MEDICAL USE OF CANNABIS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; TO CRE-
ATE A CONFIDENTIAL REGISTRY OF APPLICANTS AND HOLDERS OF
REGISTRY CARDS; TO REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VERIFICA-
TION SYSTEM FOR USE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AND MEDICAL CAN-
NABIS ESTABLISHMENTS; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFENSES AND
OTHER PROTECTIONS TO, AMONG OTHERS, QUALIFYING PATIENTS,
DESIGNATED CAREGIVERS, PHYSICIANS, AND LICENSED MEDICAL
CANNABIS ESTABLISHMENT PRINCIPALS AND AGENTS; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE OPERATION AND REGULATION OF MEDICAL CANNABIS
ESTABLISHMENTS, INCLUDING CULTIVATION FACILITIES, DISPENSA-
RIES, INDEPENDENT TESTING LABORATORIES, AND PROCESSING
FACILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SEED-TO-
SALE ELECTRONIC MONITORING SYSTEM TO TRACK CANNABIS
COMPONENTS FROM CULTIVATION TO POINT OF SALE; TO ESTAB-
LISH FEES AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES; TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; TO CREATE A MEDICAL CANNABIS
PROGRAM FUND; AND TO ESTABLISH A MEDICAL CANNABIS ADVI-
SORY BOARD AND TO PROVIDE FOR MEMBERSHIP AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT THE SALE
OF CANNABIS BY DISPENSARIES FROM STATE SALES TAX; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-110
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-110
   03/29/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-5
S 0213 (Rat # 0026, Act #  0017)  General Bill, By Peeler, Alexander and Scott
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 20, TITLE 2, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NONJUDICIAL SCREENING AND
ELECTION, SO AS TO CREATE THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
TRUSTEE SCREENING COMMISSION TO CONSIDER THE QUALIFICA-
TIONS OF CANDIDATES FOR TRUSTEES TO STATE-SUPPORTED COL-
LEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF
THE COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE INVESTIGATIVE, NOM-
INATION, AND ELECTION PROCESSES. - ratified title
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-111
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-111
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-16
   03/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-24
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-115
   05/02/17 House Read second time HJ-33
   05/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-33
   05/03/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-11
   05/04/17 Ratified R 26
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 17
S 0214  General Bill, By Kimpson and Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 36, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SALES AND USE TAX
ACT, BY ADDING SECTION 12-36-71, TO PROVIDE THAT A RETAILER IS
PRESUMED TO BE LIABLE FOR THE SALES TAX OR RESPONSIBLE FOR
COLLECTING AND REMITTING THE USE TAX IF THE RETAILER
ENTERS INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH A RESIDENT OF THIS STATE
UNDER WHICH THE RESIDENT, FOR A COMMISSION OR CONSIDER-
ATION, REFERS POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS, WHETHER BY AN INTER-
NET LINK OR OTHERWISE, TO REQUIRE SUCH RETAILERS TO OBTAIN
A RETAIL LICENSE AND REMIT SALES AND USE TAX ON ALL TAX-
ABLE RETAIL SALES, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-112
   01/24/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-31
   01/31/17 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   01/31/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-5 SJ-33
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-21
S 0215  Joint Resolution, By Kimpson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE SEPTEMBER 26, ANNUALLY,
MESOTHELIOMA AWARENESS DAY.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
S 0216  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 27, TITLE 58 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ELECTRIC UTILI-
TIES AND ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES, TO PROVIDE THAT NOTICE
MUST BE GIVEN TO RESIDENTS IN IDENTIFIABLE COMMUNITIES OR
NEIGHBORHOODS PRIOR TO A UTILITY COMPANY UNDERTAKING, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THE NOTICE, TO PROVIDE FOR A
PUBLIC MEETING RELATED TO THE MAINTENANCE PLAN, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT UTILITY COMPANIES CONSIDER COMMUNITY AND
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NEIGHBORHOOD CONCERNS WHEN FINALIZING THESE MAINTE-
NANCE PLANS, TO PROVIDE THAT UTILITY COMPANIES MUST USE
BEST EFFORTS TO ENSURE THAT MAINTENANCE PLANS DO NOT
DEGRADE THE CHARACTER AND VALUE OF THE AFFECTED AREAS,
TO PROVIDE FOR AN EXEMPTION IN THE CASE OF A NATURAL
DISASTER OR OTHER EMERGENCY, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-112
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-112
S 0217  General Bill, By Bryant, Rice, Cromer, Martin, Corbin, Verdin,
Turner, Young, Timmons, Talley, Shealy, Grooms, Peeler, Goldfinch, Climer,
Gambrell, Williams, Gregory, Cash and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE GOVERNMENT GENERALLY, BY
ADDING ARTICLE 5, TO ENACT THE PERSONHOOD ACT OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, TO ESTABLISH THAT THE RIGHT TO LIFE FOR EACH
BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN BEING VESTS AT FERTILIZATION AND
THAT THE RIGHTS OF DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION,
GUARANTEED BY ARTICLE I, SECTION 3 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF
THIS STATE, VEST AT FERTILIZATION FOR EACH BORN AND PREBORN
HUMAN BEING.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-113
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-113
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: M.B.Matthews (ch), Gambrell,
McLeod, Rice, Talley
   02/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-67
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-2 SJ-67
S 0218 (Rat # 0009, Act #  0003)  General Bill, By Massey, Bennett,
Alexander, Bryant, Rice, Gregory, Corbin, Martin, Campsen, Turner and
Young
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS OF THE STATE MAY NOT ESTABLISH, MANDATE, OR
OTHERWISE REQUIRE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS. - ratified title
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-113
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-113
   01/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-11
   01/31/17 Senate Special order, set for January 31, 2017 SJ-35
   02/02/17 Senate Debate interrupted
   02/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   02/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-32  Nays-8 SJ-14
   02/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-4
   03/09/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Toole, Forrest, West,
Whitmire, Allison, Bedingfield, Anderson, Loftis, Weeks,
Hart, Felder, Hixon HJ-12
   03/22/17 House Read second time HJ-69
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-29 HJ-73
   03/23/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-49
   04/04/17 Ratified R 9
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 3
S 0219  General Bill, By Campsen, Malloy, Johnson, Talley, McElveen,
Sheheen, Setzler, Courson, Alexander, Cromer, Hutto, McLeod, Young,
Nicholson, Fanning and Reese
A BILL TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK
REAUTHORIZATION ACT,  BY AMENDING CHAPTER 24, TITLE 12 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO DEED RECORDING FEES, BY ADDING
SECTION 12-24-98, TO PROVIDE FOR A PROPORTIONAL REDUCTION IN
THE TRANSFER OF RECORDING FEES IN THE ANNUAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS ACT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND ACT 200
OF 2002, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNDING
SOURCES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK, TO
EXTEND FOR TEN YEARS, THROUGH JUNE 30, 2028, THE PROVISIONS
OF CHAPTER 59, TITLE 48, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION
BANK ACT, OTHERWISE SCHEDULED FOR REPEAL EFFECTIVE JULY 1,
2018; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 48-59-75.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-113
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-113
S 0220  General Bill, By Shealy and McElveen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-920(C) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED DURING AN INVESTIGATION OF CHILD
ABUSE ALLEGATIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT HEARING IMPAIRED CHIL-
DREN SHALL BE INTERVIEWED USING A SIGN LANGUAGE INTER-
PRETER NOT RELATED TO THE CHILD, TO ALLOW FOR REMOTE
VIDEO INTERPRETATION, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES TO MAINTAIN A DATABASE OF QUALIFIED INTER-
PRETERS; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16, RELATING TO
CRIMINAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, TO PROVIDE THAT INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED DURING AN INVESTIGATION OF CRIMINAL DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE IN WHICH A HEARING IMPAIRED CHILD MAY HAVE BEEN
INVOLVED OR WITNESSED THE ACT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE MUST
BE CONDUCTED WITH THE USE OF A SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER
NOT RELATED TO THE CHILD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-114
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-114
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   01/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   02/01/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   02/01/17 Senate Amended SJ-33
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-33
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-168
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
S 0221  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO FREEDOM OF RELIGION FOR STUDENT ASSOCI-
ATIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-436, TO PROVIDE THAT NO PUBLIC
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL TAKE ANY ACTION OR
ENFORCE ANY POLICY THAT DENIES A RELIGIOUS STUDENT ASSO-
CIATION ANY BENEFIT AVAILABLE TO ANY OTHER STUDENT ASSO-
CIATION BASED ON THE RELIGIOUS STUDENT ASSOCIATION S
REQUIREMENT THAT ITS LEADERS OR MEMBERS ADHERE TO ITS
SINCERELY HELD RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OR STANDARDS OF CONDUCT;
AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-114
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-114
S 0222  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 25, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO TEACHERS, TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA TEACHER
PROTECTION ACT OF 2017,  BY ADDING ARTICLE 9, TO PROVIDE
THAT A TEACHER MAY BRING A CIVIL ACTION AGAINST A STUDENT
WHO COMMITS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE AGAINST THE TEACHER IF
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THE OFFENSE OCCURS ON SCHOOL GROUNDS OR AT A SCHOOL-
RELATED EVENT OR IF THE OFFENSE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE
TEACHER S PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES; AND TO PROVIDE
THAT NO TEACHER HAS CIVIL LIABILITY TO A STUDENT OR TO A
PARTY ACTING IN THE INTEREST OF THE STUDENT FOR AN ACT OR
OMISSION BY THE TEACHER THAT OCCURS WHILE THE TEACHER IS
ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE SCHOOL.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-115
S 0223  General Bill, By Massey
Similar (H 3590)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-120(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO TOPICS OF STUDY ON VETERANS DAY AND ATTENDANCE AT
VETERANS DAY ACTIVITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN
THIS STATE REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF INSTRUCTION ON
NOVEMBER ELEVENTH ON THE HISTORY AND MEANING OF VETER-
ANS DAY.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-115
S 0224  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-420 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE EXTENT OF SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED, TO
REVISE THE TRANSPORTATION OBLIGATION THAT THE STATE
ASSUMES FROM ONE AND ONE-HALF MILES TO ONE-HALF MILE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-115
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-115
S 0225  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE NEED TO HEAL THE
DEEP DIVIDES IN THE NATION S COMMUNITIES IN ORDER TO ESTAB-
LISH A MORE EQUITABLE AND JUST SOCIETY, AND TO RECOGNIZE
JANUARY 17, 2017 AS A NATIONAL DAY OF HEALING, SPONSORED BY
W.K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-116
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-116
S 0226  Resolution, By Campsen, Davis and M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE F-
35 AIRCRAFT TO THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO ENCOURAGE CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR FULL FUNDING OF
THE F-35 LIGHTNING II JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-116
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-116
   01/26/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-4
   01/26/17 Senate Adopted SJ-4
S 0227  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND DR. JAMES W.
ABRAMS, JR., PASTOR OF ST. JAMES BAPTIST CHURCH IN HOPKINS,
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL
MINISTRY AT ST. JAMES AND TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESS-
INGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-116
S 0228  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR FAITH
HOME ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF CHRIS-
TIAN MINISTRY AND TO WISH THIS FINE INSTITUTION GOD S RICH-
EST BLESSINGS AS IT CONTINUES TO SERVE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-116
S 0229  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH GREEN-
WOOD PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS CHURCH OF GREENWOOD ON ITS
ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH
FOR A CENTURY OF SERVICE TO GOD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-116
S 0230  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-39-410 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PROPERTY THAT MAY BE ORDERED TO BE APPLIED TOWARD THE
SATISFACTION OF A JUDGMENT, TO PROVIDE, INSTEAD OF A COM-
PLETE EXEMPTION OF THE EARNINGS OF A JUDGMENT DEBTOR FOR
HIS PERSONAL SERVICES, THAT ONLY SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF
THE EARNINGS OF THE DEBTOR FOR HIS PERSONAL SERVICES CAN-
NOT BE APPLIED, AND THAT THE EARNINGS OF THE JUDGMENT
DEBTOR FOR HIS PERSONAL SERVICES TO BE WITHHELD MAY NOT
EXCEED THE LIMITS SET FORTH BY THE FEDERAL CONSUMER
CREDIT PROTECTION ACT.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-117
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-117
S 0231  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO DRIVER S LICENSES, BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-45, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT, IN ADDITION TO OTHER REQUIREMENTS TO OBTAIN
FULL LICENSURE, A PERSON AT LEAST FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND
UNDER TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE WHO HAS NEVER HELD A
FORM OF LICENSE EVIDENCING PREVIOUS DRIVING EXPERIENCE
MUST ENROLL IN AND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE A DRIVER TRAIN-
ING COURSE CONDUCTED BY A DRIVER TRAINING SCHOOL
LICENSED UNDER CHAPTER 23 OF THIS TITLE OR, IF REGULARLY
ENROLLED IN A HIGH SCHOOL OF THIS STATE THAT CONDUCTS A
DRIVER S TRAINING COURSE, A COURSE TAUGHT BY A QUALIFIED
INSTRUCTOR; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON TWENTY-ONE
YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER WHO HAS NEVER HELD A FORM OF
LICENSE EVIDENCING PREVIOUS DRIVING EXPERIENCE MUST
ENROLL IN AND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE AN EIGHT-HOUR DEFEN-
SIVE DRIVING COURSE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-117
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-117
S 0232  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2910 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO RECKLESS VEHICULAR HOMICIDE, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO IS CONVICTED OF, PLEADS GUILTY TO, OR PLEADS NOLO CON-
TENDERE TO RECKLESS VEHICULAR HOMICIDE IS GUILTY OF A FEL-
ONY AND MUST BE FINED NOT LESS THAN FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS NOR MORE THAN FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS, OR
IMPRISONED NOT MORE THAN FIFTEEN YEARS, OR BOTH, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON MAY PETITION THE CIRCUIT COURT IN
THE COUNTY OF THE PERSON S CONVICTION FOR REINSTATEMENT
OF THE PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE AFTER ONE YEAR FROM THE
DATE OF REVOCATION OF THE PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE; AND TO
AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56, RELATING TO RECKLESS
HOMICIDE, RECKLESS DRIVING, AND DRIVING WHILE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF INTOXICATING LIQUOR, DRUGS, OR NARCOTICS, BY
ADDING SECTION 56-5-2925, TO DEFINE  GREAT BODILY INJURY  AS
BODILY INJURY THAT CREATES A SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF DEATH OR
THAT CAUSES SERIOUS, PERMANENT DISFIGUREMENT OR PRO-
TRACTED LOSS OR IMPAIRMENT OF THE FUNCTION OF ANY BODILY
MEMBER OR ORGAN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE OFFENSE OF FELONY
RECKLESS DRIVING, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PENALTIES OF FELONY
RECKLESS DRIVING, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCEDURE FOR REIN-
STATEMENT OF THE DRIVER S LICENSE OF A PERSON CONVICTED OF
FELONY RECKLESS DRIVING, AND TO PROVIDE THAT, IF THE PERSON
S PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE IS REINSTATED, A SUB-
SEQUENT VIOLATION OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS FOR ANY MOV-
ING VIOLATION REQUIRES THE AUTOMATIC CANCELLATION OF THE
PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE AND IMPOSITION OF THE FULL PERIOD
OF REVOCATION FOR THE FELONY RECKLESS DRIVING VIOLATION.
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   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-117
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-117
S 0233  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-85(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND GRANTS, TO PROVIDE THAT
GRANTS MAY ALSO BE AWARDED TO COUNTIES WITH A POPULA-
TION OF LESS THAN FORTY THOUSAND RESIDENTS AND MUNICI-
PALITIES LOCATED IN COUNTIES WITH A POPULATION OF LESS
THAN FORTY THOUSAND RESIDENTS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-118
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-118
S 0234 (Rat # 0068, Act #  0047)  General Bill, By Massey
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-160, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF
INFORMATION AND DATA COLLECTED OR PREPARED BY EMER-
GENCY MEDICAL SERVICES, SO AS TO MAKE THE IDENTITIES OF
PATIENTS AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS SUBJECT TO
SUBPOENA IN JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-
61-340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF
INFORMATION AND DATA COLLECTED AS PART OF THE EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN PROGRAM, SO AS TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES. - ratified title
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-119
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-119
   02/07/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-19
   02/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-13
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-13
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-117
   05/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-3-17 HJ-45
   05/03/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-4-17 HJ-13
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-18
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-20
   05/09/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-60
   05/11/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-62
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-39 SJ-62
   05/11/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Murphy, DC Moss, Bernstein HJ-15
   05/11/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Massey, Nicholson,
Corbin SJ-64
   05/11/17 House Conference report adopted HJ-69
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-0 HJ-71
   05/11/17 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-64
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-65
   05/11/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-67
   05/15/17 Ratified R 68
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 47
S 0235  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 57, TITLE 38 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO INSURANCE TRADE PRACTICES, BY ADDING SECTION 38-57-
190, TO PROVIDE THAT TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF HEALTH CARE
CONTRACTS ISSUED BY HEALTH INSURANCE ISSUERS THAT PRO-
VIDE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE IN THE INDIVIDUAL, SMALL
GROUP, OR LARGE GROUP MARKET DO NOT DISCRIMINATE UNREA-
SONABLY AGAINST OR AMONG HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS WILLING
AND QUALIFIED TO MEET THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PARTICI-
PATION ESTABLISHED BY A HEALTH INSURANCE ISSUER AND DO
NOT OTHERWISE PROHIBIT OR LIMIT PARTICIPATION BY A PRO-
VIDER WHO IS WILLING TO ACCEPT AN ISSUER S TERMS AND CON-
DITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN PROVIDING HEALTH CARE
SERVICES; BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-450, TO PROVIDE THAT INDI-
VIDUAL HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES OR CERTIFICATES OF COVER-
AGE MAY PROVIDE FOR WELLNESS CREDITS OR DISCOUNTS AND TO
DEFINE WELLNESS CREDITS OR DISCOUNTS; AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 38-71-815, TO PROVIDE THAT GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE POLI-
CIES OR CERTIFICATES OF COVERAGE MAY PROVIDE FOR WELLNESS
CREDITS OR DISCOUNTS AND TO DEFINE WELLNESS CREDITS OR
DISCOUNTS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-119
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-119
S 0236  Resolution, By Rankin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MOZELLE BARNETTE
OF YORK COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-120
S 0237  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1150 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO FREE VEHICULAR REGISTRATION FOR FORMER PRISONERS OF
WAR, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECTION APPLIES TO ALL FORMER
PRISONERS OF WAR; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220(B)(29),
RELATING TO GENERAL PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION FOR VEHICLES THAT IS
AFFORDED TO FORMER PRISONERS OF WAR APPLIES TO ALL FOR-
MER PRISONERS OF WAR.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-120
S 0238  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-750 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO REQUIREMENTS FOR THE RENEWAL OF POLICIES OF INSURANCE,
TO PROVIDE THAT AN INSURED MUST HAVE NOTICE OF AND GIVE
WRITTEN CONSENT TO ANY INCREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF A
DEDUCTIBLE PRIOR TO RENEWAL.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-120
S 0239  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6540 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMISSIBILITY AS EVIDENCE OF NEGLIGENCE IN A CIVIL
ACTION REGARDING THE USE OF SAFETY BELTS, TO REMOVE THE
PROVISION THAT A VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE IS NOT NEGLI-
GENCE PER SE OR CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE, AND TO REMOVE
THE PROVISION THAT A VIOLATION IS NOT ADMISSIBLE AS EVI-
DENCE IN A CIVIL ACTION.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-120
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-120
S 0240  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-122 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ISSUANCE OF AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COVERAGE AND
THE AMOUNT OF AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE PREMIUMS, TO PROVIDE
THAT INSURERS MAY NOT USE A NUMERICAL, CREDIT-BASED
INSURANCE SCORE OR OTHER CREDIT RATING AS A BASIS FOR
DETERMINING COVERAGE OR THE AMOUNT OF A PREMIUM; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 38-77-123, RELATING TO RENEWALS OF AUTOMO-
BILE INSURANCE POLICIES, TO PROVIDE THAT INSURERS MAY NOT
USE A NUMERICAL, CREDIT-BASED INSURANCE SCORE OR OTHER
CREDIT RATING AS A BASIS FOR DETERMINING RENEWAL OF A POL-
ICY FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-121
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   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-121
S 0241  General Bill, By Grooms and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-1145 TO AUTHORIZE A DEDUCTION FROM
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME UP TO SPECIFIED
AMOUNTS FOR TUITION PAID BY A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN
FOR THEIR CHILD OR WARD TO ATTEND AN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
OR A PUBLIC SCHOOL OUTSIDE THE CHILD S OR WARD S SCHOOL
DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE, AND TO ALSO AUTHORIZE A SIMILAR
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION UP TO A SPECIFIED AMOUNT TO A PARENT
OR LEGAL GUARDIAN FOR HOME SCHOOL EXPENDITURES; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 12-6-1146 TO AUTHORIZE A CREDIT AGAINST A
TAXPAYER S SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX LIABILITY OR CERTAIN
OTHER TAX LIABILITY FOR CONTRIBUTIONS MADE TO NONPROFIT
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDING ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROVIDE GRANTS
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE FEDERAL FREE OR
REDUCED SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM, WHO ARE  EXCEPTIONAL
NEEDS  CHILDREN, OR WHOSE FAMILIES MEET THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR FEDERAL MEDICAID BENEFITS TO ATTEND INDEPENDENT
SCHOOLS OF THEIR CHOICE, AND TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURES
FOR, AND CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF, THESE TAX CREDITS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-121
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-121
S 0242  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE LICENSING OF BIRTHING CENTERS, TO CHANGE DEFINI-
TIONAL TERMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-60, RELATING TO
THE REGULATION OF BIRTH CENTERS, TO REQUIRE BIRTH CENTERS
TO BE ACCREDITED AND COMPLY WITH STATE STATUTES AND REG-
ULATIONS, TO REQUIRE BIRTHS PLANNED TO OCCUR AT BIRTH CEN-
TERS TO BE EVALUATED BY PROFESSIONAL STAFF TO ASSESS FOR
RISK STATUS AND TO DOCUMENT EVALUATIONS IN CLIENT FILES,
TO ADDRESS PROFESSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR STAFF MEMBERS
WHO PROVIDE PATIENT CARE, TO REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
GUIDELINES, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES ADDRESSING, AMONG
OTHER PRACTICES, THE TRANSFER OF CLIENTS TO HOSPITALS, TO
REQUIRE BIRTH CENTERS TO COLLECT AND REPORT DATA, AND TO
ESTABLISH A DEADLINE FOR BIRTH CENTERS IN OPERATION TO
BECOME ACCREDITED.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-122
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-122
S 0243  General Bill, By Rankin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86(P), CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO EMERGENCY REFILLS
OF PRESCRIPTIONS BY PHARMACISTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
AMOUNT OF A PRESCRIPTION THAT MAY BE REFILLED WHEN
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE PRESCRIBER IS NOT OBTAINABLE FROM
A SEVENTY-TWO HOUR SUPPLY TO A THIRTY DAY SUPPLY, PRO-
VIDED CERTAIN CONDITIONS ARE MET.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-122
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-122
S 0244  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JULY 2017 AS  FIBROID
AWARENESS MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE
ALL CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE TO BECOME INFORMED
ABOUT THIS PERVASIVE WOMEN S HEALTH ISSUE.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-122
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-122
   02/07/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-19
   02/08/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-19
   02/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-15
S 0245  General Bill, By Hutto and Hembree
Similar (H 3860)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-370, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DRUG OFFENSES, SO AS TO
CONFORM THE LANGUAGE OF TRAFFICKING IN ILLEGAL DRUGS
PROVISIONS, INCLUDING OPIATES AND HEROIN, TO THE LANGUAGE
OF THE PROVISIONS CONCERNING POSSESSION AND DISTRIBUTION
OF CERTAIN ILLEGAL DRUGS WHICH WOULD INCLUDE SYNTHETIC
OPIATES, AMONG OTHER DRUGS.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-123
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-123
   01/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   01/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-14
   02/23/17 Senate Committee Amendment Tabled SJ-36
   02/23/17 Senate Amended SJ-36
S 0246  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-560(b) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE RIGHT TO COMPENSATION NOT AFFECTED BY LIABILITY OF
THIRD PARTIES, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS AND TO PROVIDE
THAT ATTORNEY FEES SHALL BE PAID FROM THE FUNDS RECOV-
ERED FOR THE CARRIER FROM THE LIABLE THIRD PARTY.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-123
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-123
S 0247  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 10 OF THE RULES OF THE
SENATE BY ADDING A PARAGRAPH AT THE END OF THE RULE TO
REQUIRE COMMITTEES TO REPORT TO THE FULL SENATE ON ALL
PROPOSED REGULATIONS WITHIN SIXTY DAYS OF REFERRAL, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT, IN THE EVENT A REPORT IS NOT MADE, A JOINT
RESOLUTION DISAPPROVING THE RESOLUTION IN THE NAME OF
THE COMMITTEE MUST BE INTRODUCED AND REFERRED.
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-123
   01/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Rules SJ-123
S 0248  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 40 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO BOARD REGULATION OF PROFESSIONS AND
OCCUPATIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 40-1-230, TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON WHOSE PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION IS REGULATED BY
THIS TITLE IS EXEMPT FROM COMPLETING CONTINUING EDUCA-
TION REQUIREMENTS FOR HIS PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION UPON
COMPLETION OF THIRTY YEARS OF LICENSURE, WHICH MAY
INCLUDE LICENSURE FROM ANOTHER STATE.
   01/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   01/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-2
S 0249  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CAPTAIN
CHARLES F. GANDY, JR. VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS POST 6734 OF
GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR ITS EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO SOUTH
CAROLINA S VETERANS AND THE COMMUNITY, AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THE STAFF AND COMRADES FOR THEIR NUMEROUS AWARDS
IN 2016 FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA VETERANS
OF FOREIGN WARS.
   01/11/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0250 (Rat # 0010, Act #  0004)  General Bill, By Leatherman, Setzler and
Alexander
Similar (H 5162)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO STATE INCOME TAX LAWS, SO AS TO
UPDATE THE REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO THE
YEAR 2016 AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
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SECTIONS ADOPTED BY THIS STATE ARE EXTENDED, THEN THESE
SECTIONS ALSO ARE EXTENDED FOR SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME
TAX PURPOSES. - ratified title
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-1
   01/24/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-31
   01/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   01/26/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   01/31/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-30
   02/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-59
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-41
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-20
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-21
   03/24/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   04/04/17 Ratified R 10
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 4
S 0251  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF MARCHITTA LORRAINE FRAYER, AND TO EXTEND THEIR
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-1
S 0252  Resolution, By Setzler, Young and Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FRELICIA
TUCKER OF AIKEN AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON WINNING THE
WENDY S HIGH SCHOOL HEISMAN.
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-1
S 0253  Resolution, By Setzler and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF REVEREND EVERETTE CHANDLER, AND TO EXTEND THEIR
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0254 (Rat # 0069, Act #  0048)  General Bill, By Cromer
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  OWN RISK AND SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT ACT
BY ADDING ARTICLE 8 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 38 SO AS TO EXPRESS
THE PURPOSE OF THIS ACT, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO
REQUIRE AN INSURER TO MAINTAIN A RISK MANAGEMENT FRAME-
WORK FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES, TO REQUIRE AN INSURER OR INSUR-
ANCE GROUP OF WHICH AN INSURER IS A MEMBER TO CONDUCT AN
OWN RISK AND SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT (ORSA) ON NO LESS THAN
AN ANNUAL BASIS, TO REQUIRE AN INSURER OR INSURANCE
GROUP TO SUBMIT AN ORSA REPORT TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE AND TO DESCRIBE WHAT THE REPORT
MUST CONTAIN, TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REPORTING
PROVISIONS IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO ALLOW AN
INSURER TO APPLY FOR A WAIVER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES, TO ESTABLISH THAT THE ORSA REPORT BE PREPARED IN A
MANNER CONSISTENT WITH THE ORSA GUIDANCE MANUAL, TO
PROVIDE THAT ALL DOCUMENTS, MATERIALS, AND INFORMATION
CREATED UNDER THE OWN RISK AND SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT ACT
ARE CONFIDENTIAL, TO PROHIBIT THE DIRECTOR OR ANYONE WHO
RECEIVES ORSA-RELATED INFORMATION FROM TESTIFYING IN A
PRIVATE CIVIL ACTION CONCERNING THE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMA-
TION, TO PERMIT THE DIRECTOR TO TAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS CON-
CERNING HIS REGULATORY DUTIES, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR
AN INSURER WHO FAILS TO FILE THE ORSA SUMMARY REPORT, AND
TO SET AN EFFECTIVE DATE FOR THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 38-21-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINED
TERMS FOR THE INSURANCE HOLDING COMPANY REGULATORY
ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  SUPERVISORY COLLEGE . - ratified
title
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-2
   02/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-8
   02/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-6
   03/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-46
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-46
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-1 SJ-46
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-3
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-31
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-31
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-1 HJ-32
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-33
   05/05/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-3
   05/10/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-62
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-62
   05/15/17 Ratified R 69
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 48
S 0255  General Bill, By Leatherman
Similar (H 3571)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300 OF THE 1976 CODE, TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS FOR  INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE  AND
ELECTION COMMUNICATION ; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 13, CHAP-
TER 13, TITLE 8, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN PRACTICES, TO PROVIDE
FOR DISCLOSURES AND DISCLAIMERS BY INDEPENDENT EXPENDI-
TURE COMMITTEES RELATED TO THE INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE
COMMITTEE S ELECTION COMMUNICATIONS.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   01/17/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
   03/01/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Hutto, Johnson,
Turner, Gambrell
S 0256  General Bill, By McLeod
Similar (S 0110, S 0782, H 3445, H 3446, H 3447)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-260 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE FOR CAUSE A DELEGATION
APPOINTEE TO A BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL, OR A MEMBER
OF A BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL WHOM THE COUNTY DELE-
GATION FORMALLY RECOMMENDED TO ANOTHER PUBLIC OFFICIAL
OR ENTITY FOR APPOINTMENT AFTER THE MEMBER IS GIVEN A
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REASONS AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE
HEARD.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   01/17/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
S 0257  General Bill, By McLeod
Similar (H 3599, H 4812)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
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ACT , BY ADDING CHAPTER 12 TO TITLE 41 SO AS TO PROHIBIT ON
THE BASIS OF SEX THE PAYING OF WAGES TO EMPLOYEES OF ONE
SEX AT A LESSER RATE THAN THE RATE PAID TO EMPLOYEES OF THE
OPPOSITE SEX FOR COMPARABLE WORK IN JOBS WHICH REQUIRE
THE SAME OR ESSENTIALLY THE SAME KNOWLEDGE, SKILL,
EFFORT, AND RESPONSIBILITY; TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, EXCEP-
TIONS, AND PROHIBIT SPECIFIC EMPLOYER ACTIONS WITH REGARD
TO THESE REQUIREMENTS; AND TO PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE
AND, WHERE APPLICABLE, JUDICIAL REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/17/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
S 0258  Concurrent Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE AND INTERCHANGE TO BE
CONSTRUCTED AT THE PROPOSED EXIT 3 ALONG INTERSTATE HIGH-
WAY 95 IN JASPER COUNTY THE  SENATOR CLEMENTA C. PINCKNEY
MEMORIAL BRIDGE AND INTERCHANGE  IN HONOR OF THIS DISTIN-
GUISHED SON OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNA-
TION.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   01/17/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0259  Concurrent Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE JASPER OCEAN TER-
MINAL JOINT PROJECT OFFICE BOARD OF DIRECTORS NAME THE
PROPOSED JASPER OCEAN TERMINAL TO BE LOCATED IN JASPER
COUNTY IN HONOR OF THE LATE SENATOR CLEMENTA C. PINCKNEY.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   01/17/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0260  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE ACCLAIMED SOUTH CARO-
LINA ARTIST MAJOR ROBERT  BOB  WINDSOR WILSON, SR., RETIRED
USAF/USAAC FOR HIS ARTISTIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA THROUGH HIS PAINTINGS OF HISTORICAL
EVENTS, ALLOWING US TO VISUALLY REMEMBER THE SACRIFICES
AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR STATE AND NATION.
   01/17/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0261  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 6 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS, BY ADDING CHAPTER 39, TO ENACT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL-PROPERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY
ACT (C-PACE), TO PROVIDE THAT GOVERNING BODIES MAY ESTAB-
LISH A DISTRICT BY ADOPTION OF AN ORDINANCE FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF PROMOTING, ENCOURAGING, AND FACILITATING CLEAN
ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHIC AREA; TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ORDINANCE; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT MEMBERS OF THE DISTRICT AND OWNERS OF
QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY MAY VOLUNTARILY EXECUTE A
WRITTEN AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COMMERCIAL-PROP-
ERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GOVERNING BODY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE AN ASSESS-
MENT ON THE QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
ASSESSMENT SHALL CONSTITUTE A C-PACE LIEN AGAINST THE
QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY UNTIL PAID, SUBJECT TO THE CON-
SENT OF EXISTING MORTGAGEES; TO PROVIDE HOW CLEAN
ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE FINANCED; TO PROVIDE THAT
CLEAN ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS MUST MEET ALL APPLICABLE
SAFETY, PERFORMANCE, INTERCONNECTION, AND RELIABILITY
STANDARDS; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/18/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
   03/16/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-9
   03/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-17
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-17
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-7
S 0262  General Bill, By Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE
A TEXTBOOK POLICY FOR PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU-
CATION THAT IS INTENDED TO HELP MINIMIZE COLLEGE TEXTBOOK
COSTS, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY, AND TO PROVIDE
RELATED OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCA-
TION AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION REGARD-
ING THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXTBOOK
POLICIES, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/19/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-17
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-21
   03/15/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/15/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-21
   03/16/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-123
S 0263 (Rat # 0005, Act #  0001)  General Bill, By Peeler, Malloy, Alexander,
Grooms, Campbell, Turner, Corbin, Gambrell, Martin and Rice
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 140 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL ISSUE  CLEM-
SON UNIVERSITY 2016 FOOTBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONS  SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES. - ratified title
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/19/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   01/26/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   01/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-24
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-7
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-7
   02/21/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
   02/22/17 House Amended HJ-17
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-18
   02/23/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-6
   02/28/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-38
   02/28/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-42 SJ-38
   02/28/17 Senate Reconsidered SJ-38
   02/28/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-38
   02/28/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-38
   03/02/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-18
   03/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-18
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   03/07/17 Ratified R 5
   03/10/17 Signed By Governor
   03/15/17 Effective date 3/10/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 1
S 0264  General Bill, By Peeler
Similar (H 3751)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 84 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
REGULATION OF GENETIC COUNSELORS; TO ESTABLISH THE BOARD
OF GENETIC COUNSELOR EXAMINERS; TO PROVIDE THE POWERS
AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD; TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOL-
OGY; TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA FOR LICENSURE BY
THE BOARD; TO PROVIDE RELATED DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE INVES-
TIGATION OF VIOLATIONS AND IMPOSITION OF PENALTIES; AND TO
PROVIDE CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
CHAPTER, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/19/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
S 0265  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE FELICIAN SISTERS OF
NORTH AMERICA FOR THEIR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF MINISTRY IN
SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND THEIR SELFLESS DEDICATION
IN PROVIDING COMPASSIONATE MINISTRY, EDUCATIONAL SER-
VICES, AND LOVING CARE TO THE PEOPLE OF WILLIAMSBURG
COUNTY AND BEYOND.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0266  Resolution, By Gambrell and Bryant
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TARA MOORE
OF ANDERSON COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON RECEIV-
ING THE TITLE OF DISTINGUISHED YOUNG WOMAN OF AMERICA
FOR 2016.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0267  General Bill, By Gambrell
Similar (H 3422)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1610, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS CONCERN-
ING THE STATE GRAND JURY SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDI-
TIONAL FINDINGS CONCERNING CERTAIN CRIMES INVOLVING
INSURANCE FRAUD; TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1630, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OF THE STATE
GRAND JURY, SO AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN CRIMES INVOLVING
INSURANCE FRAUD; TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-170, RELATING TO
CRIMES AND PENALTIES FOR PRESENTING FALSE CLAIMS FOR PAY-
MENT TO AN INSURER TRANSACTING IN THIS STATE, SO AS TO SUB-
JECT, UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, ASSETS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
FRAUDULENT SCHEME TO SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE, TO PROVIDE
WHEN THE STATE MAY PETITION FOR THE CONVERSION OF SEIZED
ASSETS, AND TO DESCRIBE WHEN THE ASSETS MAY BE DISPOSED OF
AND THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
38-55-540, RELATING TO CRIMES AND PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE
STATEMENTS OF MISREPRESENTATION IN VIOLATION OF THE INSUR-
ANCE FRAUD AND REPORTING IMMUNITY ACT, SO AS TO REVISE
CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS PENALTIES, AND SUBJECT, UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS, ASSETS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FRAUDULENT
SCHEME TO SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE, TO PROVIDE WHEN THE
STATE MAY PETITION FOR THE CONVERSION OF SEIZED ASSETS,
AND TO DESCRIBE WHEN THE ASSETS MAY BE DISPOSED OF AND
THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0268  General Bill, By Gambrell
Similar (S 0330, H 3774)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-10-108 SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES
IN WHICH PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS MAY BE ELI-
GIBLE FOR CERTAIN TAX CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
UNDER THE ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT OF 1995; BY ADDING SECTION
40-68-145 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF TAX
CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES BASED ON EMPLOYMENT
WITH RESPECT TO CLIENT COMPANIES OF PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-55, RELAT-
ING TO THE ABILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PRO-
VIDE BY REGULATION FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF AFFIDAVIT OR
CERTIFICATION OF APPROVAL OF QUALIFIED ASSURANCE ORGANI-
ZATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THESE FUNC-
TIONS BE PROVIDED BY REGULATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-60,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT ORGANIZATION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFES-
SIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES,
SO AS TO PROVIDE ORGANIZATIONS SHALL PROVIDE ASSIGNED
EMPLOYEES WITH CERTAIN WRITTEN NOTICE OF HOW THE AGREE-
MENT AFFECTS THEM; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-70, RELATING TO
THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT ORGANIZA-
TION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER
ORGANIZATIONS AND CLIENT COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT MUST BE ESTABLISHED BY WRIT-
TEN CONTRACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-150, RELATING TO
CERTAIN PROHIBITED ACTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS SHALL NOT ENGAGE IN THE SALE OF
INSURANCE OR ACT AS THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATORS, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE SPONSORING AND MAINTAINING OF EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT PLANS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE THE SALE OF INSURANCE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
S 0269  General Bill, By Gambrell and Turner
Similar (H 3410)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-560, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INSURANCE FRAUD DIVISION OF
THE OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MINI-
MUM FUNDING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DIVISION FROM TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS TO FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-9
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
17
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/02/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0270  General Bill, By Allen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-20-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VARIOUS FUNDING REQUIREMENTS
UNDER THE EDUCATION FINANCE ACT, INCLUDING CERTIFIED
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR SALARY REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO
REVISE THESE SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO ENSURE THAT, AT A MIN-
IMUM, CERTIFIED TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS ARE ALWAYS
PAID AT THE SOUTHEASTERN AVERAGE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
RELATED PROVISIONS TO IMPLEMENT THIS REQUIREMENT.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
S 0271 (Rat # 0070, Act #  0049)  General Bill, By Allen
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-220 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE TO
ALLOW AN INMATE WHO THE DEPARTMENT HAS DETERMINED IS
NOT A SECURITY RISK AND CONFINED IN A DEPARTMENT OF COR-
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RECTIONS  FACILITY TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL SERVICE OF CER-
TAIN INDIVIDUALS OR VISIT CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WHILE THEY
ARE HOSPITALIZED, TO PROVIDE FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF THE
INMATE AND TO PROVIDE THAT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
THE DEPARTMENT SHALL NOTIFY THE VICTIM AND RELATIVES OF
THE VICTIMS OF THE CRIME COMMITTED BY THE INMATE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-210, RELATING TO FURLOUGHS FOR QUALI-
FIED INMATES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS AN
INMATE TO ATTEND THE FUNERAL OF CERTAIN PERSONS. - ratified
title
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
10
   03/16/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-10
   03/23/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/23/17 Senate Amended
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-26
   03/23/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-26
   03/24/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-66
   05/09/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Tallon, Pope, Hixon, Taylor,
Blackwell, Felder, Magnuson, Martin, Cole, Allison,
Chumley, Daning, Arrington, Collins, Bennett, Elliott,
Atkinson, Rhyal, Forrest, Atwater, Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Bal-
lentine, Huggins, Bannister, Whitmire, Ridgeway, Doug-
las, Caskey, Finlay, Henegan, Govan, Hewitt HJ-201
   05/10/17 House Read second time HJ-81
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-2 HJ-81
   05/11/17 House Read third time and enrolled
   05/15/17 Ratified R 70
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 49
S 0272  General Bill, By Verdin
Similar (H 3177)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 31, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 1-31-60, TO REQUIRE THAT, ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF
THIS ACT, RECOGNIZED NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN GROUPS CON-
TINUE TO BE RECOGNIZED AND ELIGIBLE TO EXERCISE PRIVILEGES
AND OBLIGATIONS AUTHORIZED BY THEIR DESIGNATION, TO
REQUIRE THAT THE COMMISSION FOR MINORITY AFFAIRS CEASE TO
RECOGNIZE ADDITIONAL NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN GROUPS, TO
REQUIRE THAT ANY REGULATIONS PROVIDING FOR RECOGNITION
OF A NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN GROUP ARE REPEALED, AND TO
REQUIRE THAT THE COMMISSION REVISE ITS REGULATIONS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE PRIVILEGES AND OBLIGATIONS OF NATIVE AMERI-
CAN INDIAN GROUPS THAT CONTINUE TO BE RECOGNIZED.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
S 0273  General Bill, By Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-175 SO AS TO ALLOW SCHOOL DISTRICTS
AND SPECIAL SCHOOLS TO TRANSFER AND EXPEND CERTAIN FUNDS
AMONG APPROPRIATED STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EDUCA-
TION IMPROVEMENT ACT FUNDS, EDUCATION LOTTERY ACT FUNDS,
AND FUNDS RECEIVED FROM THE CHILDREN S EDUCATION ENDOW-
MENT FUND IN ORDER TO PROVIDE FOR SCHOOL PROTECTION AND
SAFETY, INCLUDING RESOURCE OFFICERS, BEGINNING WITH THE
2017-2018 FISCAL YEAR, AND TO PROVIDE FOR RESTRICTIONS ON
THE TRANSFER OF THESE FUNDS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
S 0274  General Bill, By Goldfinch and Sabb
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-270, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN GEORGETOWN COUNTY, SO AS TO RENAME FOUR
PRECINCTS, AND REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE
NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY
THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
S 0275 (Rat # 0071, Act #  0050)  General Bill, By Bennett
Similar (H 3851)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-1515, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BREWERIES, SAMPLES
AND SALES FOR ON- AND OFF-PREMISES CONSUMPTION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A BREWERY BREWING AND SELLING BEER ON ITS
PERMITTED PREMISES IN THIS STATE MAY APPLY FOR A PERMIT TO
SELL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BY THE DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION
WITHIN A SPECIFIED AREA UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 61-4-1720, RELATING TO BREWPUB PERMITS IN
LIEU OF OTHER REQUIRED PERMITS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
BREWPUB THAT BECOMES A BREWERY MUST RELINQUISH ITS
BREWPUB PERMIT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF
SECTION 61-4-1515. - ratified title
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-17
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-1 SJ-31
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-65
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-76
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-0 HJ-80
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/15/17 Ratified R 71
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 50
S 0276  General Bill, By Bryant
Similar (H 3546, H 4643)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 61, TITLE 38 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO INSURANCE CONTRACTS GENERALLY, BY ADDING SECTION
38-61-80 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A DIRECT PRIMARY CARE
AGREEMENT IS NOT A CONTRACT OF INSURANCE AND NOT SUB-
JECT TO REGULATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, AND TO
DEFINE THE TERM DIRECT PRIMARY CARE AGREEMENT.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-12
S 0277  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 15 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO CIVIL
REMEDIES AND PROCEDURES, BY ADDING CHAPTER 76, TO LIMIT
THE LIABILITY OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WHO PROVIDE VOLUN-
TEER TRANSPORTATION TO A SENIOR CITIZEN FOR INJURIES AND
LOSSES TO THE SENIOR CITIZEN AND TO THE SENIOR CITIZEN S
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SPOUSE, FAMILY MEMBERS, OR HEIRS AND ASSIGNS; TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS TO LIABILITY LIMITS IF THE INJURIES OR LOSSES ARE
THE RESULT OF GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER MISCONDUCT OF
THE VOLUNTEER; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0278  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE RECORDING OF PUBLIC RECORDS, BY ADDING SECTION
30-5-25, TO PROVIDE UNIFORM STANDARDS FOR FORMATTING DOC-
UMENTS SUBMITTED TO A CLERK OF COURT OR REGISTER OF
DEEDS FOR RECORDING, TO PROVIDE A SIX-MONTH GRACE PERIOD,
TO PROVIDE THAT AFTER THE GRACE PERIOD A NONCONFORMING
DOCUMENT MUST BE ACCEPTED FOR RECORDING WITH THE IMPO-
SITION OF A NONREFUNDABLE FINE TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE
COUNTY GENERAL FUND OR MUST BE REFUSED FOR RECORDING,
AND TO PROVIDE AN EXEMPTION FOR DOCUMENTS FILED ELEC-
TRONICALLY PURSUANT TO THE UNIFORM REAL PROPERTY ELEC-
TRONIC RECORDING ACT.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
S 0279 (Rat # 0052, Act #  0032)  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO ENACT THE  APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY REGIS-
TRATION ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 60, TITLE 40 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE
APPRAISER LICENSE AND CERTIFICATION ACT, TO PROVIDE CER-
TAIN DEFINITIONS, TO REQUIRE REGISTRATION FOR AN ENTITY
ACTING AS AN APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY, TO SPECIFY
REGISTRATION AND RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE
EXEMPTIONS FROM REGISTRATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONDUCT
OF APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANIES, AND TO PROVIDE REME-
DIES FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-60-10(B), RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS BOARD, TO
PROVIDE FOR EIGHT MEMBERS TO INCLUDE ONE MEMBER REPRE-
SENTING AN APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY; AND TO REDES-
IGNATE CHAPTER 60, TITLE 40 AS  REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS AND
APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANIES .
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
   02/14/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-19
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   03/07/17 Senate Amended SJ-19
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   03/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   03/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-2
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-5
   05/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill HJ-40
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-40
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-1 HJ-41
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-61
   05/09/17 Ratified R 52
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date See Act
   05/18/17 Act No. 32
S 0280  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 16-3-410 RELATING TO SENDING OR
ACCEPTING A CHALLENGE TO FIGHT, SECTION 16-3-420 RELATING
TO CARRYING OR DELIVERING A CHALLENGE AND SERVICE AS A
SECOND, SECTION 16-15-50 RELATING TO SEDUCTION UNDER PROM-
ISE OF MARRIAGE, SECTION 16-15-60 RELATING TO ADULTERY OR
FORNICATION, SECTION 16-19-20 RELATING TO ADVENTURING IN
LOTTERIES, SECTION 52-13-10 RELATING TO UNLAWFUL OPERATION
OF PUBLIC DANCING HALLS ON SUNDAYS, SECTION 53-1-40 RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL WORK ON SUNDAYS, SECTION 53-1-60 RELATING
TO THE PROHIBITED SALE OF CERTAIN ITEMS ON SUNDAY, SECTION
58-17-160 RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON RAILROADS REMOV-
ING THEIR LINES FROM TOWNS WITH MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED
INHABITANTS, SECTION 58-17-3400 RELATING TO UNLAWFUL
REMOVAL OF HAND OR LEVER CARS FROM TRACKS AND LEAVING
NEAR CROSSINGS, AND SECTION 63-19-2430 RELATING TO THE PRO-
HIBITION ON MINORS PLAYING PINBALL.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
S 0281  General Bill, By Massey
Similar (H 3786)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(d)(4) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO ROLL-BACK PROPERTY TAXES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPLI-
CABILITY OF ROLL-BACK TAXES TO CERTAIN PROPERTY THAT IS NO
LONGER USED AS AGRICULTURAL PROPERTY.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
S 0282  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE DEATH
OF HAROLD LEE NEWSOME OF GREENVILLE AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-14
S 0283  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 41, TITLE 44 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO ABORTIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 44-41-83, TO
ENACT THE  ABORTION COMPLICATION REPORTING ACT,  TO PRO-
VIDE THAT REPORTS OF COMPLICATIONS TREATED BY A MEDICAL
PROFESSIONAL ARISING FROM AN ABORTION SHALL BE REPORTED
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL,
TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS AND TIMING OF THE REPORTS, TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO MAKE CERTAIN REPORTS FROM THE AGGREGATE
DATA OF THE INDIVIDUAL REPORTS FILED BY MEDICAL PROFES-
SIONALS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THE REPORTS, TO
PROVIDE THAT REPORTS FILED BY MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS ARE
CONFIDENTIAL AND NOT SUBJECT TO PUBLIC DISCLOSURE, TO PRO-
TECT THE IDENTITY OF A WOMAN WHO OBTAINED OR ATTEMPTED
TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-14
S 0284  Resolution, By Campbell and Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS SINCERE GRATITUDE, IN CON-
JUNCTION WITH THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON, TO THE UNIVER-
SITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOR THEIR
AID GIVEN TO THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON DURING HURRICANE
MATTHEW.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0285  Resolution, By Williams and Hembree
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. DANIEL W. BLUE, JR., EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR OF DILLON COUNTY FIRST STEPS, ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXPRESS DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
SIXTEEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN OF
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SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0286  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DR.
FREDIS CLEON ( FRED ) FORE OF MARION COUNTY FOR HIS OUT-
STANDING PUBLIC AND MILITARY SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA AND THIS GREAT COUNTRY.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-13
S 0287  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
OWNERS AND EMPLOYEES OF BARRINGER S JEWELERS, INC., IN
MARION COUNTY FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THEIR COMMU-
NITY AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM AS THEY CELEBRATE THE SEV-
ENTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF PROVIDING PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER
SERVICE IN THE SALE OF QUALITY JEWELRY.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-16
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-14
S 0288  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND STANLEY C.
BAKER, JR., M.D., MEMBER OF THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA BOARD OF TRUSTEES, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT FROM THE BOARD AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-16
S 0289 (Rat # 0126, Act #  0096)  General Bill, By Shealy, Rankin, McElveen,
Sheheen, Hutto and McLeod
Similar (H 3827)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
ACT  TO RESTRUCTURE AND CONSOLIDATE VICTIM SERVICES; BY
ADDING ARTICLE 8 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1 SO AS TO CREATE THE
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VIC-
TIM SERVICES DIVISION, MOVE THE STATE OFFICE OF VICTIM ASSIS-
TANCE, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM OMBUDSMAN, AND
THAT PORTION OF THE OFFICE OF HIGHWAY SAFETY AND JUSTICE
PROGRAMS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY WHICH
ADMINISTERS CERTAIN VICTIM SERVICES GRANTS UNDER THE
NEWLY CREATED DIVISION, AND TO CREATE FOUR DEPARTMENTS
UNDER THE DIVISION TO OVERSEE AND ADMINISTER DIFFERENT
ASPECTS OF THE VICTIM SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEM; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-11-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO OFFICES AND DIVI-
SIONS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, SO AS TO
DELETE THOSE VICTIM SERVICES OFFICES AND OTHER ENTITIES
WHICH ARE MOVED TO THE NEW DIVISION; TO AMEND SECTIONS
14-1-203, 14-1-204, 14-1-205, 14-1-206, 14-1-207, 14-1-208, AND 14-1-210,
ALL RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN FILING FEES, ALL
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE
RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENERALLY RELATING TO
THAT PORTION OF THE FEES DISTRIBUTED TO THE VICTIM COMPEN-
SATION FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1110, AS AMENDED, AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-3-1120, 16-3-1140, 16-3-1150, 16-3-1160, 16-3-1170,
16-3-1180, 16-3-1220, 16-3-1230, 16-3-1240, 16-3-1260, 16-3-1290, 16-3-1330,
16-3-1340, AND 16-3-1350, ALL RELATING TO COMPENSATION OF VIC-
TIMS OF CRIME, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES
REFLECTING THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENER-
ALLY RELATING TO THE VICTIM COMPENSATION FUND AND CER-
TAIN RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME SERVICES DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM COMPENSATION; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 14, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16, RELATING TO THE VICTIM ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM, SO AS TO RENAME THE ARTICLE  CRIME VICTIM SER-
VICES TRAINING, PROVIDER CERTIFICATION, AND STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS , TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE
RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES ALL GENERALLY RELATING
TO THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION, DEPARTMENT
OF CRIME VICTIM SERVICES TRAINING, PROVIDER CERTIFICATION,
AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES TO THE VICTIM SERVICES COORDI-
NATING COUNCIL AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION SHALL SERVE
AS CHAIRPERSON; TO AMEND ARTICLE 16, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16,
RELATING TO THE CRIME VICTIMS  OMBUDSMAN OF THE OFFICE OF
THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO RENAME THE ARTICLE  CRIME VICTIM
OMBUDSMAN , TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE
RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES ALL GENERALLY RELATING
TO THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION, DEPARTMENT
OF CRIME VICTIM OMBUDSMAN AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR COMPLAINTS REGARDING THE OFFICE
OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SER-
VICES DIVISION AND ITS AFFILIATED DEPARTMENTS TO BE HAN-
DLED THROUGH THE OMBUDSMAN WITH APPEAL TO THE STATE
INSPECTOR GENERAL; BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE
16, SO AS TO ENTITLE THE ARTICLE  CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE
GRANTS , AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE GRANTS WILL BE RUN
BY A DEPUTY DIRECTOR WHO SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCESS TO
SOLICIT AND ADMINISTER CERTAIN VICTIM SERVICES GRANTS AND
THE DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS FROM THOSE GRANTS; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 23-6-500, 23-6-510, AND 23-6-520, ALL RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SAFETY COORDINATING COUNCIL, ALL
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES TO INCLUDE THE OFFICE
OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SER-
VICES DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE
GRANTS TO THE GRANT PROCESS UNDER CERT COUNCIL S MEM-
BERSHIP TO INCLUDE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND A VICTIM
WITH A DOCUMENTED HISTORY OF VICTIMIZATION APPOINTED BY
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-445, RELATING
TO THE SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE OF EQUIPMENT USED IN VIOLA-
TION OF A CRIME, SECTION 24-3-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRISONER
WAGES, AND SECTION 63-19-480, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
JUVENILE JUSTICE AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF JUVENILE WAGES,
ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE
RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENERALLY RELATING TO
THE VICTIM COMPENSATION FUND; TO AMEND SECTIONS 14-1-206,
14-1-207, AND 14-1-208, ALL RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF
CERTAIN FILING FEES, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES
REFLECTING THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENER-
ALLY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE UNIFORM SUPPLEMENTAL SCHED-
ULE FORM TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION;
AND BY ADDING SECTIONS 14-1-211.5 AND 14-1-211.6 SO AS TO COD-
IFY EXISTING BUDGET PROVISOS RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION
OF CERTAIN CRIME VICTIM FUNDS, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE GRANTS TO OFFER TRAINING
AND ASSISTANCE ON THE USE OF CERTAIN FUNDS AND PROVIDE
FOR AUDITING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES FOR VICTIM SER-
VICES PROVIDERS, RESPECTIVELY. - ratified title
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Rice, Timmons
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-7
   03/29/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
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   03/30/17 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/30/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-31
   04/04/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-109
   05/02/17 House Amended HJ-19
   05/02/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   05/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-0 HJ-26
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-4-17 HJ-87
   05/04/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-9
   05/10/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-67
   05/10/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Tallon, Weeks, McCoy HJ-46
   05/11/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Hutto, Shealy, Timmons
SJ-9
   06/06/17 House Conference report received and adopted
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0
   06/06/17 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-15
   06/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-0 SJ-19
   06/06/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-64
   06/06/17 Ratified R 126
   06/10/17 Signed By Governor
   06/21/17 Effective date 07/01/17
   06/22/17 Act No. 96
S 0290  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE DEATH
OF DORIS BARR JONES OF RICHLAND COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-19
S 0291  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 3538)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 63 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN S CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 21, TO
ENACT THE  PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES RIGHT TO PARENT ACT ;
TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-720, RELATING TO EMERGENCY PROTEC-
TIVE CUSTODY, TO PROVIDE THAT REASONABLE EFFORTS
REQUIRED TO PREVENT THE REMOVAL OF A CHILD FROM A PARENT
OR LEGAL GUARDIAN WHO HAS A DISABILITY MUST INCLUDE
EFFORTS THAT ARE INDIVIDUALIZED AND BASED UPON A PARENT S
OR LEGAL GUARDIAN S SPECIFIC DISABILITY, INCLUDING REFER-
RALS FOR ACCESS TO ADAPTIVE PARENTING EQUIPMENT, REFER-
RALS FOR INSTRUCTION ON ADAPTIVE PARENTING TECHNIQUES,
AND REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS WITH REGARD TO ACCESS-
ING SERVICES THAT ARE OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE TO A PAR-
ENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN WHO DOES NOT HAVE A DISABILITY; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-1640(A), RELATING TO FAMILY PRESERVATION,
TO PROVIDE THAT REASONABLE EFFORTS REQUIRED TO PRESERVE
OR REUNIFY A FAMILY IN WHICH THE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN
HAS A DISABILITY MUST INCLUDE EFFORTS THAT ARE INDIVIDUAL-
IZED AND BASED UPON A PARENT S OR LEGAL GUARDIAN S SPE-
CIFIC DISABILITY, INCLUDING REFERRALS FOR ACCESS TO
ADAPTIVE PARENTING EQUIPMENT, REFERRALS FOR INSTRUCTION
ON ADAPTIVE PARENTING TECHNIQUES, AND REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS WITH REGARD TO ACCESSING SERVICES THAT
ARE OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE TO A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARD-
IAN WHO DOES NOT HAVE A DISABILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
2570(6), RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL
RIGHTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT, AND ANY OTHER
COVERED ENTITY, MUST NOT TERMINATE THE RIGHTS OF A PARENT
OR LEGAL GUARDIAN WITH A DISABILITY SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF
THE DISABILITY.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
S 0292  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE SOUTH POINTE HIGH
SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A TREMENDOUS SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAP-
TURING THE 2016 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-20
S 0293  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
NORRIS B. TURNER UPON HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FIVE
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY MINISTRY, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-20
S 0294  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES E.
NICHOLSON OF OCONEE COUNTY FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED AND OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-21
S 0295  Resolution, By Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE POWDERS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-21
S 0296  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS PROFOUND SORROW UPON THE
DEATH OF TONY STEPHENS AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-21
S 0297 (Rat # 0135, Act #  0131)  General Bill, By Shealy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-18-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SECURITY OFFICER REGISTRATION
CERTIFICATES AND QUALIFICATIONS OF APPLICANTS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT, PENDING ISSUANCE OF A REGISTRATION CERTIFI-
CATE, A SECURITY OFFICER MAY PERFORM THE DUTIES OF A SECU-
RITY OFFICER FOR UP TO THIRTY DAYS AFTER RECEIPT BY SLED OF
HIS APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION. - ratified title
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-21
   02/14/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-19
   02/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-9
   02/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   02/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-9
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-40
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-15
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-20
   02/07/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-13
   02/08/18 Ratified R 135
   02/12/18 Signed By Governor
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   02/15/18 Effective date 2/12/18
   02/20/18 Act No. 131
S 0298  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-1-90(A)(4) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO REMEDIES FOR CAUSING OR PERMITTING POLLUTION OF
THE ENVIRONMENT, TO CLARIFY THAT PERSONS WHO MAY FILE A
PETITION WITH THE DEPARTMENT DO NOT INCLUDE A DEPART-
MENT, AGENCY, COMMISSION, DEPARTMENT, OR POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISION OF THE STATE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR DEPARTMENT
DECISIONS THAT ARE NOT SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL REVIEW IN A CIVIL
PROCEEDING; TO AMEND SECTION 6 OF ACT 198 OF 2012, RELATING
TO THE SAVINGS CLAUSE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SAVINGS CLAUSE
OF ACT 198 APPLIES ONLY TO CASES FILED BEFORE JUNE 6, 2012 AND
ANY FEDERAL PROJECT FOR WHICH A FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT WAS ISSUED PRIOR TO JUNE 6, 2012 BUT NO
RECORD OF DECISION WAS ISSUED PRIOR TO JUNE 6, 2012.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-21
S 0299  General Bill, By Bryant, Campbell, Alexander and Cromer
Similar (H 3438)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-24-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS IN THE DRUG PRODUCT SELECTION ACT, TO
AMEND THE DEFINITION OF  SUBSTITUTE  TO INCLUDE INTER-
CHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS; TO AMEND SECTION 39-24-
30, RELATING TO THE SUBSTITUTION OF EQUIVALENT DRUGS, TO
ALLOW A PHARMACIST TO SUBSTITUTE AN INTERCHANGEABLE
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT FOR A SPECIFIC BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-24-40, RELATING TO THE SUBSTITUTION OF PRE-
SCRIPTIONS BY PHARMACISTS, TO ALLOW PHARMACISTS TO SUB-
STITUTE INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS WHEN
APPROPRIATE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-30, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS IN THE PHARMACY PRACTICE ACT, TO ADD DEFINITIONS FOR
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT  AND  INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL
PRODUCT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86(H), RELATING TO
LABEL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCRIPTIONS, TO INCLUDE INTER-
CHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS AND LIMIT THE USE OF SUCH
PRODUCTS NOT APPROVED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRA-
TION, TO REQUIRE PHARMACIES TO KEEP RECORDS OF DISPENSED
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, AND TO REQUIRE THE BOARD OF PHAR-
MACY TO HAVE A DATABASE OF ALL APPROVED BIOLOGICAL PROD-
UCTS.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-22
S 0300  General Bill, By Bryant
Similar (S 0198, H 3242, H 3322, H 3580)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-100 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DRIVER S LICENSES, TO PROVIDE FOR MINORS TO BE ABLE TO
APPLY FOR A BEGINNER S PERMIT, INSTRUCTION PERMIT, OR
DRIVER S LICENSE UNDER THE AUTHORIZATION OF A RESPONSIBLE
ADULT WILLING TO ASSUME THE OBLIGATION IMPOSED.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-23
S 0301  General Bill, By Massey, Rice, Talley, Climer, Verdin, Turner, Young,
Timmons and Martin
Similar (H 3703, H 3784)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10(B)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT AND THEIR
GOVERNING BODIES, TO DELETE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-10, 57-1-20, 57-1-40,
57-1-90(A), 57-1-410, 57-1-430, 57-1-460, 57-1-470, 57-1-490, 57-3-20, 57-3-
50, 57-3-210(A), AND 57-3-700, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND ITS DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES, TO ELIMINATE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION COMMISSION AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES; TO REPEAL ARTI-
CLE 3, CHAPTER 1 OF TITLE 57, RELATING TO THE COMMISSION OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE
7, CHAPTER 1 OF TITLE 57, RELATING TO THE JOINT TRANSPORTA-
TION REVIEW COMMITTEE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-23
S 0302 (Rat # 0201, Act #  0185)  General Bill, By Sheheen and Bennett
Similar (H 3071, H 3821)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUIRED PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COURSEWORK IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE ACCEPTABILITY OF
ROTC TRAINING IN LIEU OF SUCH COURSEWORK, SO AS ALSO TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN MARCHING BAND INSTRUCTION MUST BE
ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF SUCH PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSEWORK,
SUBJECT TO CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE INCORPO-
RATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA ACADEMIC STANDARDS FOR PHYSI-
CAL EDUCATION AND APPROVAL BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION; BY ADDING SECTION 59-103-155 SO AS TO PROVIDE
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION DEGREE PROGRAMS IN
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONS WHICH ALLOW THE PRESCRIBING OF
CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES MUST INCLUDE COURSEWORK
ON THE PRESCRIBING AND MONITORING OF SUCH SUBSTANCES,
AND TO PROVIDE THESE INSTITUTIONS SHALL COORDINATE WITH
CERTAIN STATE AGENCIES AND BOARDS TO DEVELOP THE RELATED
CURRICULUM; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-20, RELATING TO THE
SELECTION OR ADOPTION OF CERTAIN INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS PUR-
SUANT TO THE COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION ACT BY THE
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE
AUGUST 1, 2018, AND AS LATER CONSIDERED NECESSARY THROUGH
THE CYCLICAL REVIEW PROCESS, THE BOARD ALSO SHALL
INCLUDE CERTAIN INSTRUCTION ON PRESCRIPTION OPIOID ABUSE
PREVENTION AND MAKE AVAILABLE TO DISTRICTS A LIST OF
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS THAT MEET APPLICABLE STATE STAN-
DARDS, AND TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS SHALL CONTINUE TO ADOPT
OR DEVELOP CURRICULUM LOCALLY. - ratified title
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-23
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-23
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-8
   03/22/18 Senate Amended SJ-31
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-31
   03/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-18
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-77
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-9
   05/01/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Pitts, Hiott, Bannister, Col-
lins, DC Moss, Blackwell, Young, Taylor, Hixon, Ander-
son, Hosey, Brown, Kirby, Hayes, Douglas, Willis, Hewitt,
Weeks HJ-107
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Hiott, Taylor, Doug-
las, Hayes, Pitts, Collins, Brown, Hixon, Blackwell, Kirby,
DC Moss, Weeks, Hewitt, Bannister HJ-105
   05/02/18 House Amended HJ-105
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, Anthony, Thigpen,
Weeks, Clemmons, Loftis, Stringer, Robinson-Simpson,
Brown, Fry, Williams, Clyburn HJ-110
   05/03/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Anthony, Brown,
Loftis, Hosey, Clyburn, Clemmons, Weeks, Robinson-
Simpson, Young, GR Smith, Anderson, Willis, Williams
HJ-23
   05/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-61
   05/08/18 House Amended HJ-42
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   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-42
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-44
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-25
   05/09/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-25
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-27
   05/09/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-125
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-125
   05/09/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-125
   05/09/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-133
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-91 HJ-134
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Sheheen, Bennett, Hembree SJ-67
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Felder, B Newton, Alex-
ander HJ-26
   05/10/18 House Conference report adopted HJ-116
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-2 HJ-118
   05/10/18 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-68
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-68
   05/10/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-120
   05/14/18 Ratified R 201
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 185
S 0303  Concurrent Resolution, By Bryant, Alexander, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Leatherman, Martin, Massey, Peeler, Rankin,
Rice, Senn, Shealy, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE HONORABLE DONALD
J. TRUMP, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TO
ADDRESS THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT
ASSEMBLY IN THE CHAMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
AT A TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SEN-
ATE.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced SJ-24
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-24
   03/02/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-10
   03/02/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-11
   03/07/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-51
   03/29/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-78
S 0304  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Bryant,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ELIZABETH
BETH  DINNDORF ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO COM-
MEND HER FOR HER YEARS OF OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AND
SERVICE AS PRESIDENT OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE, AND TO WISH HER
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-24
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-14
S 0305  Resolution, By Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DEPUTY KIM-
BER GIST, OF THE BERKELEY COUNTY SHERRIFF S OFFICE, WHO WAS
SHOT IN THE LINE OF DUTY IN FEBRUARY OF 2016.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0306  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE AND COMMEND PITCHER
CARL EDWARDS, JR., OF NEWBERRY COUNTY ON THE INSTRUMEN-
TAL ROLE HE PLAYED IN HELPING THE CHICAGO CUBS WIN THE 2016
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL WORLD SERIES.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0307  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (S 0427, H 3790)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-280(A)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE, AUTISM SPEC-
TRUM DISORDER COVERAGE, AND ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS, TO
PROVIDE THAT AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER MEANS ANY OF THE
PERVASIVE DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDERS OR AUTISM SPECTRUM
DISORDERS AS DEFINED BY THE MOST RECENT EDITION OF THE
DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS
OR THE EDITION IN EFFECT AT THE TIME OF DIAGNOSIS.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-10
S 0308  General Bill, By Talley, Rice and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2946(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO SUBMISSION TO TESTING FOR DRUGS AND ALCOHOL, TO
PROVIDE THAT, NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF
LAW, A PERSON MUST SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL TESTS OF HIS BREATH,
BLOOD, OR URINE FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING THE PRES-
ENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, OR A COMBINATION OF BOTH IF THERE
IS PROBABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE THAT THE PERSON VIOLATED OR
IS UNDER ARREST FOR A VIOLATION OF SECTION 56-5-2945 OR IF A
PERSON WAS KILLED OR REASONABLY BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN
KILLED AS A RESULT OF AN ACCIDENT INVOLVING A MOTOR VEHI-
CLE.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
S 0309  Joint Resolution, By Malloy
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE
XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS, BY ADDING SECTION 16 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LAW, IN SPECIFIED
AREAS OF THE STATE, MAY PROVIDE FOR THE CONDUCT OF GAM-
BLING AND GAMING ACTIVITIES ON WHICH BETS ARE MADE TO
INCLUDE PARI-MUTUEL BETTING ON HORSE RACING, SPORTS BET-
TING ON PROFESSIONAL SPORTS, CASINO ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS
CARD AND DICE GAMES WHERE THE SKILL OF THE PLAYER IS
INVOLVED IN THE OUTCOME, AND GAMES OF CHANCE WITH THE
USE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES OR GAMING TABLES, ALL OF WHICH
MUST BE STRICTLY REGULATED AND MAY BE CONDUCTED IN ONE
LOCATION OR IN SEPARATE LOCATIONS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED
AREA SUBJECT TO SPECIAL LAWS, INCLUDING CRIMINAL LAWS,
ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, APPLICABLE ONLY IN THE
SPECIFIED AREA, WITH THE REVENUE REALIZED BY THE STATE TO
BE ALLOCATED TO THE STATE S RETIREMENT SYSTEMS IN ORDER
TO ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN A RATIO OF THE ACTUARIAL VALUE OF
THE SYSTEMS ASSETS TO THE ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY OF
THE SYSTEMS THAT IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN NINETY PER-
CENT, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY REVENUE REALIZED ABOVE THE
AMOUNT NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN THAT RATIO
SHALL BE DEPOSITED IN THE STATE S GENERAL FUND; AND BY PRO-
POSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8, ARTICLE XVII OF THE CON-
STITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS, BY DELETING SECTION 8 WHICH
MAKES IT UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON HOLDING AN OFFICE OF
HONOR, TRUST OR PROFIT TO ENGAGE IN GAMBLING OR BETTING
ON GAMES OF CHANCE, AND REQUIRES THE OFFICER S REMOVAL
FROM OFFICE UPON CONVICTION FOR A GAMBLING OFFENSE.
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   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
S 0310 (Rat # 0002)  General Bill, By Sheheen
AN ACT TO PERMIT THE TOWN OF CAMDEN TO ANNEX CERTAIN
REAL PROPERTY BY ORDINANCE UPON FINDING THAT THE PROP-
ERTY IS BLIGHTED. - ratified title
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-12
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-7
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/07/17 House Referred to Kershaw Delegation HJ-7
   02/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable Kershaw Delegation HJ-21
   02/08/17 House Read second time HJ-7
   02/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-7
   02/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-21
   02/23/17 Ratified R 2
   02/28/17 Vetoed by Governor
   05/23/17 Senate Committed to delegation from Kershaw County SJ-43
S 0311  Resolution, By Shealy and McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH
MARCH 4, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK  IN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO COINCIDE WITH NATIONAL EATING
DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY,
MARCH 2, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   01/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
   02/23/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   02/28/17 Senate Adopted SJ-36
S 0312  Resolution, By Hembree and Corbin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE WEEK OF JANUARY 22
THROUGH JANUARY 28, 2017 AS  NATIONAL SCHOOL CHOICE WEEK
IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO CONGRATULATE STUDENTS, PAR-
ENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOOL LEADERS FROM K-12 EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS OF ALL VARIETIES FOR THEIR PERSISTENCE,
ACHIEVEMENTS, DEDICATION, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR
COMMUNITIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0313  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-1-190 SO AS TO ALLOW A COUNTY TO ESTAB-
LISH A WINDSTORM PROTECTION AND HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
PROGRAM TO ASSIST A HOMEOWNER WITH THE FINANCIAL COSTS
OF QUALIFIED WIND RESISTANCE IMPROVEMENTS, TO ESTABLISH
OPTIONS FOR FINANCING, TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN DETERMINA-
TIONS THAT MUST BE MADE, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NOTICE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A LIEN FILED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION IS
CONSIDERED TO BE AN AD VALOREM TAX, TO PROVIDE FOR CER-
TAIN RESTRICTIONS TO AN INCREASE IN PROPERTY TAXES; AND TO
ALLOW A LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO IMPOSE CERTAIN FEES.
   01/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-12
S 0314  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 5 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CHANGE OF CORPORATE LIMITS FOR MUNICIPAL CORPORA-
TIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-20, TO ALLOW MUNICIPALITIES
WITH FEWER THAN EIGHT THOUSAND RESIDENTS AND FEWER
THAN ELEVEN SQUARE MILES TO ANNEX CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY,
BY ORDINANCE, UPON FINDING THAT THE PROPERTY IS BLIGHTED.
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0315 (Rat # 0047, Act #  0028)  General Bill, By Cromer
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-470, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE HURRICANE, EARTHQUAKE,
AND FIRE ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE ADVI-
SORY COMMITTEE TO ADDRESS THE MITIGATION OF PROPERTY
LOSSES DUE TO FLOOD; TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-480, RELATING TO
THE LOSS MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM, SO AS TO ESTABLISH
THAT GRANTS MAY BE MADE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO MITI-
GATE LOSSES AND PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PROACTIVE HAZARD MITIGATION STRATEGIES
AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO ACCEPT
GRANTS IN AID FOR THE MITIGATION OF LOSSES FOR ELIGIBLE
PROPERTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-485, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HURRICANE DAMAGE MITIGATION PROGRAM, SO
AS TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN CRITERIA THAT A RESIDENTIAL PROP-
ERTY MUST MEET IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR A NONMATCHING
GRANT, TO PROHIBIT THE PROGRAM FROM ISSUING A GRANT FOR A
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY FROM EXCEEDING FIVE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS, TO ALLOW FOR MATCHING GRANT FUNDS TO BE MADE
AVAILABLE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND NONPROFIT ENTITIES
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO ESTABLISH A FORMULA
FOR DETERMINING NONMATCHING GRANT AWARDS BASED ON AN
APPLICANT S HOUSEHOLD INCOME. - ratified title
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
18
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-11
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-99
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-4
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-33
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-5 HJ-34
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-35
   05/05/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-2
   05/09/17 Ratified R 47
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 28
S 0316  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO AT-RISK STUDENTS, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4656, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   02/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-25
   02/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-7
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-59
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-87
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   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-197
S 0317  Concurrent Resolution, By Grooms and Peeler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CLEMSON
TIGERS FOOTBALL TEAM ON WINNING THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL
PLAYOFF NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP AND TO REQUEST THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNAGE IN THE STATE THAT CONTAIN THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0318  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-37-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO GROUNDS FOR EJECTMENT OF A TENANT, TO PROVIDE THAT AN
EVICTION PROCEEDING MUST BE EXPEDITED IF A TENANT OR
ANOTHER PERSON WHO IS ON THE PREMISES WITH THE TENANT S
PERMISSION OR WHO IS ALLOWED ACCESS TO THE PREMISES BY
THE TENANT DELIBERATELY OR NEGLIGENTLY DESTROYS,
DEFACES, DAMAGES, IMPAIRS, OR REMOVES ANY PART OF THE
PREMISES OR ENGAGES IN CRIMINAL ACTIVITY ON THE PREMISES.
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0319  Concurrent Resolution, By Courson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHIEF
ROBERT O.  BERT  POLK OF RICHLAND COUNTY, STATE FIRE MAR-
SHAL WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
LICENSING AND REGULATION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SER-
VICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   01/31/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0320  Concurrent Resolution, By Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. JAMES E.
WISEMAN ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND
HIM FOR HIS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP
TO THE NEWBERRY OPERA HOUSE FOUNDATION, AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   02/01/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-4
S 0321 (Rat # 0072, Act #  0051)  General Bill, By Verdin
Similar (H 3607)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 14 TO TITLE 56 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROCE-
DURES THAT REGULATE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECRE-
ATIONAL VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND
DEALERS OF RECREATIONAL VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-
10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MANU-
FACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOTOR VEHICLE  AND TO DELETE THE
TERM  MOTOR HOME  AND ITS DEFINITION; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 5,
CHAPTER 17, TITLE 31 RELATING TO THE SALE OF TRAVEL TRAILERS;
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MAY PROMULGATE REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE PRO-
VISIONS OF CHAPTER 14, TITLE 56. - ratified title
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-12
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-32
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-17
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-7
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-76
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-65
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-3 HJ-65
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-12
   05/15/17 Ratified R 72
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 51
S 0322  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT
DIVISION, BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-90, TO PROVIDE THAT, NOT-
WITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF LAW, AN AGENCY
AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT FINGERPRINT BACKGROUND CHECKS IN
THIS STATE MAY CONDUCT A FEDERAL FINGERPRINT REVIEW; TO
PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVI-
SION, UPON REQUEST, MAY SUBMIT THE FINGERPRINTS COLLECTED
BY AGENCIES AND INFORMATION RELATED TO THOSE PRINTS TO
THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION S NEXT GENERATION
IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION AND THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION MAY RETAIN COLLECTED FINGERPRINTS AND
SEARCH ANY RETAINED FINGERPRINTS AT A LATER DATE PURSU-
ANT TO AN APPROPRIATE INQUIRY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION MAY CHARGE A
REASONABLE FEE FOR THE COLLECTION AND RETENTION OF THE
FINGERPRINTS.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-16
S 0323  General Bill, By Campbell, Turner, Talley, Bennett, Climer,
Nicholson, Cromer, Reese, Grooms, Hembree, Verdin, Massey, Alexander,
Williams, Johnson, Gambrell, Sabb, Young, Shealy, Scott, Corbin and
Jackson
Similar (H 3653)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 31 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO HOUS-
ING AND REDEVELOPMENT, BY ADDING CHAPTER 24, TO PROVIDE
THAT MANUFACTURING AND INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES SHALL NOT
BE ELIGIBLE FOR NUISANCE SUITS.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-17
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-15
   03/13/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-24
S 0324  General Bill, By Peeler, Hutto and McElveen
Similar (H 3205)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS ALLOWED TO CARRY A
CONCEALABLE WEAPON WHILE ON DUTY, SO AS TO INCLUDE PER-
SONS WHO ARE RETIRED FROM CERTAIN OFFICES AND CLERKS OF
COURT IN THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
   02/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Timmons, Rice




   04/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/04/17 Senate Committee Amendment Amended SJ-24
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0325 (Rat # 0073, Act #  0052)  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (H 3617)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 43-33-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADVOCACY FOR HANDICAPPED CITI-
ZENS, INC., SO AS TO REVISE LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS TO REFLECT
THE CHANGE OF THE ORGANIZATION S NAME TO  PROTECTION AND
ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, INC. , AND TO MAKE
TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTIONS 43-33-330 AND 43-33-
340, BOTH RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY SYSTEM FOR THE HANDICAPPED,
INC., SO AS TO REFLECT THE CHANGE OF THE ORGANIZATION S
NAME TO  PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE WITH DIS-
ABILITIES, INC. , AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 43-33-350, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY SYSTEM FOR THE
HANDICAPPED, INC., SO AS TO REFLECT THE CHANGE OF THE ORGA-
NIZATION S NAME TO  PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES, INC. , AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE ORGANIZA-
TION SHALL ADMINISTER THE CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 43-33-370, 43-33-380, AND 43-33-400, ALL RELATING
TO THE OPERATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA PROTECTION AND ADVO-
CACY SYSTEM FOR THE HANDICAPPED, INC., SO AS TO REFLECT THE
CHANGE OF THE ORGANIZATION S NAME TO  PROTECTION AND
ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, INC. , AND TO MAKE
TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CERTAIN AGENCIES TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF ADMINISTRATION, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 43-33-320 RELATING TO THE
TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROTECTION
AND ADVOCACY SYSTEM FOR THE HANDICAPPED, INC. - ratified title
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-17
   03/16/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-62
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-70
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-70
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-13
   05/15/17 Ratified R 73
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 52
S 0326  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO REAL
ESTATE COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4711, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-17
   02/14/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
S 0327  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF BAR-
BER EXAMINERS, RELATING TO BARBERSHOP REQUIREMENTS;
APPLICATIONS FOR INSPECTION AND REGISTRATION AND SHOP
LICENSE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4713,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-18
   02/14/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
S 0328  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO PROCLAIM TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 2017 AS
SC PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA
AND TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED
BY THIS GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-18
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0329  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LAVINIA
THOMPSON, AN AFRICAN AMERICAN FEMALE CONFEDERATE VET-
ERAN.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-18
S 0330  General Bill, By Gambrell
Similar (S 0268, H 3774)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-10-108 SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES
IN WHICH PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS MAY BE ELI-
GIBLE FOR CERTAIN TAX CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
UNDER THE ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT OF 1995; BY ADDING SECTION
40-68-145 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF TAX
CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES BASED ON EMPLOYMENT
WITH RESPECT TO CLIENT COMPANIES OF PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-55, RELAT-
ING TO THE ABILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PRO-
VIDE BY REGULATION FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF AFFIDAVIT OR
CERTIFICATION OF APPROVAL OF QUALIFIED ASSURANCE ORGANI-
ZATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THESE FUNC-
TIONS BE PROVIDED BY REGULATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-60,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT ORGANIZATION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFES-
SIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES,
SO AS TO PROVIDE ORGANIZATIONS SHALL PROVIDE ASSIGNED
EMPLOYEES WITH CERTAIN WRITTEN NOTICE OF HOW THE AGREE-
MENT AFFECTS THEM; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-70, RELATING TO
THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT ORGANIZA-
TION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER
ORGANIZATIONS AND CLIENT COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT MUST BE ESTABLISHED BY WRIT-
TEN CONTRACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-150, RELATING TO
CERTAIN PROHIBITED ACTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS SHALL NOT ENGAGE IN THE SALE OF
INSURANCE OR ACT AS THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATORS, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE SPONSORING AND MAINTAINING OF EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT PLANS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE THE SALE OF INSURANCE.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-18
S 0331  Resolution, By Gambrell and Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE ABBEVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AND
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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COACHES AND TO CELEBRATE THEIR WIN OF THE 2016 CLASS AA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-19
S 0332  Resolution, By Goldfinch
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
MUSEUM AT YORKTOWN, VIRGINIA, UPON ITS GRAND OPENING AND
TO COMMEND ITS EFFORTS TO EDUCATE CHILDREN AND ADULTS
THROUGH INTERACTIVE EXHIBITIONS.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-20
S 0333  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1,
2017, AS  CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY  TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR
THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES AND
TOWNS MAKE TO OUR STATE S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH
THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES.
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-20
S 0334 (Rat # 0053, Act #  0033)  General Bill, By Senn and Kimpson
Similar (S 0777, H 3139)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-4-515 AND 61-6-2016 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PERMITS TO PURCHASE AND SELL BEER AND
WINE FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION AND A BIENNIAL LICENSE
TO PURCHASE ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS BY THE DRINK AT A MOTOR-
SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX OR TENNIS SPECIFIC COMPLEX,
TO INCLUDE BASEBALL COMPLEX, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION
FOR  BASEBALL COMPLEX .
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-20
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-10
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-38
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-38
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-112
   04/27/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, Hiott, Clary, Ban-
nister, McCoy, Blackwell, Toole, Cole, Bedingfield, GR
Smith, Magnuson, Crosby, Bennett, Forrester, Kirby,
West, Willis, Pope HJ-32
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-64
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-55  Nays-46 HJ-72
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-142
   05/09/17 Ratified R 53
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 33
S 0335  Resolution, By Courson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANN S. TIMBERLAKE ON
THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR HER
THIRTEEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE WITH CON-
SERVATION VOTERS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HER MUCH
HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0336  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM
HENRY  BILL  JOHNSON, JR., OF MARION FOR HIS DEDICATED SER-
VICE TO THE CITIZENS OF MARION COUNTY AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS
UPON HIS RECENT RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE PEE
DEE FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-16
   02/02/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-13
S 0337 (Rat # 0202, Act #  0186)  General Bill, By Davis, Grooms, Reese and
Shealy
Similar (H 5108)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF CREDIT UNIONS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CREDIT UNION MAY SELL CERTAIN FINAN-
CIAL INSTRUMENTS TO PERSONS IN THE FIELD OF MEMBERSHIP; TO
AMEND SECTION 34-26-500, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP IN A CREDIT
UNION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE FOR A CREDIT UNION
TO SERVE NEW COMMUNITY GROUPS AND UNDERSERVED COMMU-
NITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-640, RELATING TO BOARD MEET-
INGS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO MEET AT LEAST ONCE
EACH YEAR AND TO ALLOW PARTICIPATION REMOTELY IN CERTAIN
MEETINGS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-1020, RELATING TO PER-
MISSIBLE INVESTMENTS OF CREDIT UNION FUNDS, SO AS TO
ALLOW FOR AN INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN CHARITABLE DONATION
ACCOUNTS. - ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-16
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-10
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-42
   03/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   03/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-11
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-104
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-80
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). King, Gilliard, Brown,
Pendarvis, Hart HJ-100
   05/03/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Pendarvis, Brown
HJ-21
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-22
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-23
   05/04/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   05/14/18 Ratified R 202
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 186
S 0338 (Rat # 0003, Act #  0099)  Joint Resolution, By Hembree, Courson, J.
Matthews, Setzler and Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE OPENING DATE FOR
STUDENTS TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS DURING THE 2017-2018
SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE AS EARLY AS THURSDAY, AUGUST SEVEN-
TEENTH, IN THE DISCRETION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF
TRUSTEES. - ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-16
   02/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-4
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-15
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
   02/21/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-43
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-16
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-14 HJ-16
   02/23/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   02/23/17 Ratified R 3
   02/28/17 Signed By Governor
   03/02/17 Effective date 02/28/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 99
S 0339  General Bill, By Hutto, Allen, McElveen, Williams, Sheheen, Sabb,
Kimpson, McLeod, Reese, Nicholson, Fanning, Johnson, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, Scott, Setzler and Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA PROMISE SCHOLARSHIP ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59 SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION SHALL ADMINISTER THE SCHOLARSHIP PRO-
GRAM, TO PROVIDE RELATED POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COM-
MISSION, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-17
S 0340 (Rat # 0162, Act #  0153)  General Bill, By Sheheen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-230, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
S POET LAUREATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ARTS COMMISSION SHALL PROVIDE THE GOVERNOR WITH RECOM-
MENDATIONS OF QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AND TO ESTABLISH
TERMS OF OFFICE AND DUTIES. - ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-17
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-19
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-99
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-3
   03/07/18 House Rejected HJ-23
   03/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-51  Nays-54 HJ-23
   04/10/18 House Reconsidered HJ-18
   04/10/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   04/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-76  Nays-30 HJ-19
   04/11/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-10
   04/12/18 Ratified R 162
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 153
S 0341  Joint Resolution, By Setzler, McLeod, Fanning, Senn and Gregory
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CONSTITUTION, 1895, BY ADDING ARTICLE XVIII, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR AN INDEPENDENT REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSION, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION AND THE
MANNER IN WHICH MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION ARE CHOSEN,
TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE APPROVAL OF PROPOSED APPORTIONMENT PLANS, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR APPORTIONMENT IN THE EVENT THAT A PROPOSED
APPORTIONMENT PLAN IS NOT APPROVED BY REFERENDUM, AND
TO EXEMPT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE FROM THE PROVI-
SIONS CONTAINED IN ARTICLE III, SECTION 1 OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CONSTITUTION.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-17
S 0342 (Rat # 0027, Act #  0018)  General Bill, By Williams, Davis, Hembree,
Campbell, J. Matthews, Setzler, Grooms, Hutto, Allen, Johnson, Nicholson,
Scott, M.B. Matthews, Rankin, Sabb, Goldfinch, Alexander, Climer and
Senn
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-22-295, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENGINEER IMMUNITY FOR CERTAIN
VOLUNTARY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED AT THE SCENES
OF DECLARED STATE OR NATIONAL EMERGENCIES AT THE REQUEST
OF THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO EXTEND THE EXEMPTION TO SURVEY-
ORS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-22-280, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE EXEMPTION OF ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE EMPLOYEES FROM
THE STATE REGULATION OF ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS IN CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, SO AS TO REVISE THE CLASSIFICATION OF
EMPLOYEES TO WHOM THE EXEMPTION IS APPLICABLE AND TO
CORRECT AN OBSOLETE REFERENCE. - ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-18
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-16
   03/15/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   03/15/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/15/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   03/16/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-123
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-112
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-32
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-33
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-34
   04/28/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   05/04/17 Ratified R 27
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 18
S 0343  General Bill, By Campbell
Similar (S 0932, H 3739)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 57 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATE HIGHWAY
SYSTEM, BY ADDING SECTION 57-5-880, TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SHALL BEAR COSTS, NOT TO EXCEED SEVEN AND ONE-HALF PER-
CENT OF THE TOTAL PROJECT COSTS, FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJ-
ECTS OR IMPROVEMENTS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE SECTION DOESN T
GRANT THE DEPARTMENT THE AUTHORITY TO PREVENT OR MATE-
RIALLY LIMIT A PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM S UTILIZATION OF PROP-
ERTY LOCATED WITHIN A STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT S RIGHT-OF-WAY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT MAY ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS-OF-WAY TO FACILITATE
THE LOCATION OF UTILITIES OUTSIDE OF RIGHTS-OF-WAY CUR-
RENTLY CONTAINED IN THE PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-18
S 0344 (Rat # 0028, Act #  0019)  General Bill, By Corbin
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONTENTS OF AN
APPLICATION FOR A DRIVER S LICENSE OR PERMIT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AN APPLICATION FOR A DRIVER S LICENSE OR PERMIT
MUST ALLOW AN APPLICANT WHO HAS BEEN MEDICALLY DIAG-
NOSED WITH AUTISM TO VOLUNTARILY DISCLOSE THAT HE IS
AUTISTIC, WHICH MUST BE INDICATED BY A SYMBOL DESIGNATED
BY THE DEPARTMENT ON THE DRIVER S LICENSE AND CONTAINED
IN THE DRIVER S RECORD; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-3350, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL IDENTIFICA-
TION CARDS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO
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PROVIDE THAT AN APPLICANT FOR A SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION
CARD WHO WISHES TO OBTAIN A CARD THAT INDICATES THAT HE IS
AUTISTIC MUST PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION OF HIS CONDITION
WHICH MUST BE INDICATED BY A SYMBOL DESIGNATED BY THE
DEPARTMENT ON HIS SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION CARD. - ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-19
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-12
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-34
   03/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-34
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-34
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   04/26/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
   04/27/17 House Amended HJ-22
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-1 HJ-23
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   04/28/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/03/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-63
   05/04/17 Ratified R 28
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 19
S 0345 (Rat # 0203, Act #  0234)  General Bill, By Davis, McElveen, Scott and
Fanning
Similar (H 3772)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-33-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE NURSE PRAC-
TICE ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THESE DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-33-34, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PERFORMANCE OF MEDICAL ACTS, QUALIFICATIONS FOR LICEN-
SURE, AND SCOPE AND STANDARDS OF PRACTICE CONCERNING
ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSES, SO AS TO REVISE
THESE REQUIREMENTS, TO ALLOW THE PERFORMANCE OF CERTAIN
ADDITIONAL MEDICAL ACTS, TO REVISE THE PRESCRIPTIVE
AUTHORITY OF CERTAIN ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED
NURSES WITH RESPECT TO CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AND NAR-
COTICS, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-33-110, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR
DISCIPLINE UNDER THE NURSE PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE
ENGAGING IN PRACTICE AS A NURSE PRACTITIONER, CLINICAL
NURSE SPECIALIST, OR CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIFE WITHOUT A
COMPLIANT PRACTICE AGREEMENT, FAILING TO COMPLY WITH
SUCH A PRACTICE AGREEMENT, AND KNOWINGLY HOLDING ONE-
SELF TO BE MISREPRESENTED AS A PHYSICIAN; TO AMEND SECTION
40-47-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE BOARD OF
MEDICAL EXAMINERS, SO AS TO REVISE SEVERAL DEFINITIONS
AFFECTING THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF CERTAIN LICENSEES OF
THE NURSING BOARD;  TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-110, RELATING TO
GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINE CONCERNING LICENSEES OF THE BOARD
OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS, SO AS TO INCLUDE ENGAGING IN PRAC-
TICE WITH A NURSE PRACTITIONER, CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST,
OR CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIFE WITHOUT A COMPLIANT PRACTICE
AGREEMENT OR FAILING TO COMPLY WITH SUCH A PRACTICE
AGREEMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-195, RELATING TO PHYSI-
CIANS SUPERVISING MEDICAL ACTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE LICENSURE
QUALIFICATIONS AND PRACTICE AGREEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL STAFF WHO ENGAGE IN PRACTICE WITH
NURSE PRACTITIONERS, CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIVES, OR CLINICAL
NURSE SPECIALISTS, AND TO PROVIDE THE BOARD OF MEDICAL
EXAMINERS IS AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT RANDOM AUDITS OF
PRACTICE AGREEMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-935, RELATING
TO ACTS AND DUTIES THAT PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS ARE AUTHO-
RIZED TO PERFORM, SO AS TO INCLUDE TELEMEDICINE SUBJECT TO
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-955,
RELATING TO THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS,
SO AS TO INCLUDE THE PERFORMANCE OF TELEMEDICINE; AND TO
PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT TAKE EFFECT JULY 1, 2018. -
ratified title
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-19
   03/06/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-17
   03/14/18 Senate Committee Amendment Withdrawn SJ-22
   03/14/18 Senate Amended SJ-22
   03/15/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/20/18 Senate Amended SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-13
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-65
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-84
   05/02/18 House Amended HJ-89
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-89
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-92
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate House amendment amended
   05/08/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-20
   05/08/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-17
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 203
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 234
S 0346  General Bill, By Kimpson
Similar (H 4162, H 4954)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 6 SO AS TO ENACT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INCLUSIONARY ZONING ACT  TO PROVIDE THAT
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO USE INCLU-
SIONARY ZONING STRATEGIES TO INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-20
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0347  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-190(B), RELATING TO SPECIAL ELEC-
TIONS TO FILL VACANCIES, TO PROVIDE FOR AN INCREASE IN THE
NUMBER OF WEEKS FOR THE PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRIMARY, AND SPE-
CIAL ELECTION FOR OFFICES IN WHICH THERE ARE PARTISAN ELEC-
TIONS.
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-21
S 0348  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO PROCLAIM FEBRUARY 22, 2017 AS  PRO-
FESSIONAL ENGINEERS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOG-




   02/01/17 Senate Introduced SJ-21
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-21
   02/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
   02/02/17 Senate Adopted SJ-3
S 0349  General Bill, By Gregory, Peeler and Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POLICIES EXEMPT FROM PROVISIONS
CONCERNING ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE, SO AS TO MOD-
IFY THE EXEMPTIONS TO INCLUDE THE LONGSHORE AND HARBOR
WORKERS COMPENSATION ACT AND THE MERCHANT MARINE ACT.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-4
S 0350  General Bill, By Leatherman, Rankin, Grooms, Williams, Hembree,
Sabb, Fanning, Kimpson, Johnson and Sheheen
Similar (H 3793)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-103-15, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MISSION AND GOALS
OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE CER-
TAIN DOCTORAL DEGREE PROGRAMS SO LONG AS STATE GENERAL
FUNDS ARE NOT APPROPRIATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE
DEGREE PROGRAM.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 0351  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3620)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3790 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT FOR EACH CLINICAL ROTATION SERVED BY A PHYSICIAN,
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSE, OR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT AS A PRE-
CEPTOR FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
   02/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
10
   02/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-1 SJ-22
   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   03/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   03/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-2
S 0352  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10(A) OF THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO MOVE
THE PROCUREMENT SERVICES DIVISION TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-11-20, RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF OFFICES,
DIVISIONS, AND OTHER AGENCIES FROM THE STATE BUDGET AND
CONTROL BOARD TO APPROPRIATE ENTITIES, TO REMOVE THE PRO-
CUREMENT SERVICES DIVISION FROM THE STATE FISCAL AFFAIRS
AUTHORITY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-310(2), RELATING TO
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROCUREMENT CODE, TO CHANGE REFER-
ENCES TO THE STATE FISCAL AFFAIRS AUTHORITY TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF ADMINISTRATION.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0353 (Rat # 0074)  General Bill, By Massey
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 516 OF 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF
COMMISSIONERS OF THE BATH, LANGLEY, AND CLEARWATER
WATER AND SEWER DISTRICTS IN AIKEN COUNTY, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE COMMENCEMENT OF EACH COMMISSIONER S OFFICE
TO JANUARY FIRST IN THE YEAR FOLLOWING THE COMMISSIONER S
ELECTION AND TO CHANGE THE TERM EXPIRATION DATE TO
DECEMBER THIRTY-FIRST OF EACH EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR; AND
TO AMEND ACT 1006 OF 1958, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF COM-
MISSIONERS OF THE BATH, LANGLEY, AND CLEARWATER WATER
AND SEWER DISTRICTS IN AIKEN COUNTY, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
COMMENCEMENT OF EACH COMMISSIONER S TERM TO JANUARY
FIRST IN THE YEAR FOLLOWING THE COMMISSIONER S ELECTION
AND TO CHANGE THE TERM EXPIRATION DATE TO DECEMBER
THIRTY-FIRST OF EACH EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR, TO CHANGE THE
ELECTION DATE FOR COMMISSIONERS TO THE FIRST TUESDAY
AFTER THE FIRST MONDAY IN NOVEMBER AND TO PROVIDE FOR
STAGGERED TERMS, AND TO CHANGE THE FILING PROCEDURE FOR
COMMISSION CANDIDATES SO AS TO REQUIRE THEM TO FILE AN
INTENTION OF CANDIDACY WITH THE AIKEN COUNTY BOARD OF
VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS AND TO SET A FILING DEAD-
LINE. - ratified title
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-5
   02/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   02/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/09/17 House Referred to Aiken Delegation HJ-16
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Aiken Delegation HJ-62
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-7
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-7
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-8
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-9
   05/05/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-63
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-63
   05/15/17 Ratified R 74
   05/19/17 Vetoed by Governor
   05/23/17 Senate Referred to delegation from Aiken County
S 0354 (Rat # 0018, Act #  0010)  General Bill, By Alexander and Verdin
Similar (H 3666)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR THE
STATE CERTIFICATION OF NEED AND HEALTH FACILITY LICENSURE
ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE  CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT FACILITY ; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
REQUIREMENT FOR A CERTIFICATE OF NEED REVIEW, SO AS TO
EXEMPT CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT FACILITIES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 44-7-260, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR
LICENSURE FOR HEALTH FACILITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE CRISIS STA-
BILIZATION UNIT FACILITIES TO OBTAIN A LICENSE FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL. - ratified
title
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   03/16/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/24/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   04/05/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-23
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   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-23
   04/06/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   04/07/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   04/19/17 Ratified R 18
   04/24/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 4/24/17
   04/28/17 Act No. 10
S 0355  Concurrent Resolution, By Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF BARTLETTE STREET IN
THE CITY OF SUMTER FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH WASHINGTON
STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH GUIGNARD DRIVE  JAMES T.
McCAIN MEMORIAL STREET  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   02/07/17 House Introduced HJ-5
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-5
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-77
   05/01/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-82
S 0356  Concurrent Resolution, By Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF CAPITAL WAY IN THE
TOWN OF MANNING FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH COMMERCE
STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH PAXVILLE HIGHWAY  HOLMES
NATHANIEL SMITH, JR. MEMORIAL STREET  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS STREET CONTAINING THIS
DESIGNATION.
   02/02/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   02/07/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-31
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
S 0357  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE GIRL SCOUTS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, MOUNTAINS TO MIDLANDS AND GIRL
SCOUTS OF EASTERN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO CELEBRATE ONE
HUNDRED YEARS OF THE GIRL SCOUT ORGANIZATION S ICONIC
COOKIE SALE, AS IT PROVIDES GIRLS WITH VALUABLE FINANCIAL
LITERACY SKILLS.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0358  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3632 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT EQUAL TO TWENTY PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL EARNED
INCOME TAX CREDIT.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0359 (Rat # 0048, Act #  0029)  General Bill, By Cromer
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 39-5-325, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA 1976, RELATING TO UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES FOR
MOTOR FUEL RETAILERS, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 39-
5-350, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM MERCHANDISING UNFAIR
TRADE PRACTICES, SO AS TO REMOVE THE REFERENCES TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-16
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-117
   05/02/17 House Amended HJ-37
   05/02/17 House Read second time HJ-37
   05/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-38
   05/03/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-11
   05/04/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-58
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-58
   05/09/17 Ratified R 48
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 29
S 0360  General Bill, By Kimpson
Similar (H 3101)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 25, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT, BY
ADDING SECTION 12-6-3710, TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT FOR ANY TAX-
PAYER WHO EMPLOYS A FORMERLY INCARCERATED INDIVIDUAL AS
A FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE; TO SPECIFY THE TAXES FOR WHICH THE
CREDIT MAY BE APPLIED; TO ALLOW THE CREDIT FOR TWENTY-
FOUR CONSECUTIVE MONTHS FOR EACH FORMERLY INCARCER-
ATED INDIVIDUAL; TO SPECIFY ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS; AND
TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0361  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 41 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO LABOR
AND EMPLOYMENT, TO ENACT THE EARNED PAID SICK LEAVE ACT,
TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYEES SHALL ACCRUE EARNED PAID AND
EARNED UNPAID SICK LEAVE; TO PROVIDE FOR THE METHOD OF
AND LIMITS OF ACCRUAL; TO PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES
UNDER WHICH AN EMPLOYEE MAY USE EARNED PAID OR EARNED
UNPAID SICK LEAVE; TO PROVIDE FOR CERTIFICATION OF THE REA-
SONS FOR WHICH EARNED PAID OR EARNED UNPAID SICK LEAVE IS
USED; TO PROVIDE THAT AN EMPLOYER CANNOT HINDER AN
EMPLOYEE S USE OF EARNED PAID OR EARNED UNPAID SICK LEAVE;
TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYERS MAY NOT PENALIZE A PERSON FOR
PROPERLY USING EARNED PAID OR EARNED UNPAID SICK LEAVE; TO
PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYERS WHO ALREADY HAVE POLICIES THAT
EXCEED THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER DO NOT HAVE TO
CHANGE THOSE POLICIES; TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYEES MUST
PROVIDE REASONABLE NOTICE TO EMPLOYERS BEFORE USING
EARNED PAID OR EARNED UNPAID SICK LEAVE IF POSSIBLE; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR NOTICE OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER TO
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
S 0362  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 25, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO TAX CREDITS, BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3800,
TO ALLOW A TAXPAYER WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR A FEDERAL LOW-
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INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT TO CLAIM A LOW-INCOME STATE
TAX CREDIT IN AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE FEDERAL TAX CREDIT.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0363  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-24-10(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DEED RECORDING FEES, TO ALLOW AN INCREASE IN THE DEED
RECORDING FEE BY TWENTY CENTS AND TO REQUIRE TEN CENTS
OF THE INCREASE TO GO TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HOUSING
FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AND TEN CENTS TO
LOCAL AND REGIONAL HOUSING TRUST FUNDS FOR USE TOWARD
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0364  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 4 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO COUNTIES, BY ADDING SECTION 4-1-160, TO ALLOW COUNTY
GOVERNMENTS TO INCREASE BUILDING FEES UP TO TEN PERCENT
AND REQUIRE COUNTY GOVERNMENTS TO USE THE MONEY FROM
THE INCREASE FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAMS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 5-25-310, TO ALLOW MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS TO
INCREASE BUILDING PERMIT FEES UP TO TEN PERCENT AND TO
REQUIRE THE MUNICIPALITY TO USE THE MONEY COLLECTED
FROM THE INCREASE TOWARD AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAMS.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0365 (Rat # 0011, Act #  0005)  General Bill, By Rankin, Hembree,
Goldfinch, Sabb and Malloy
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 141 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL ISSUE  2016
BASEBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONS  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES. - rati-
fied title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   02/09/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   02/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-10
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-10
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-22
   03/02/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-16
   03/07/17 House Read second time HJ-27
   03/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-27
   03/08/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-8
   04/04/17 Ratified R 11
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 5
S 0366 (Rat # 0075, Act #  0093)  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3816)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MORTGAGE LENDING DEFINITIONS,
SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN CHANGES AND DEFINE THE TERM  LOAN
CORRESPONDENT ; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-140, RELATING TO
MORTGAGE LENDING LICENSE APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REMOVE
THE STATE FINGERPRINT-BASED CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD
CHECK REQUIREMENT, TO REQUIRE THREE HOURS OF PRELICENS-
ING EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULATIONS, TO
ALLOW THE LICENSURE OF A PERSONAL RESIDENCE UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO ALLOW FOR THE GRANT OF TRANSI-
TIONAL LICENSES PURSUANT TO THE SAFE ACT; TO AMEND
SECTION 37-22-150, RELATING TO EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF
LICENSES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO A STATE FINGER-
PRINT-BASED CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD CHECK; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 37-22-160, RELATING TO CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION, SO AS TO REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF ANNUAL
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA
LAWS AND REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-190, RELATING
TO PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES, SO AS TO REMOVE A REFERENCE TO
THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-210, RELATING TO THE
COMMISSIONER S RECORDS, SO AS TO UPDATE A REFERENCE; TO
AMEND SECTION 37-22-240, RELATING TO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
CHECKS, SO AS TO REMOVE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND
REGISTRY TO RETAIN FINGERPRINTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES; TO
AMEND SECTION 37-22-270, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN THE
NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGISTRY, SO AS
TO DELETE REFERENCES TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 37-23-75, RELATING TO LOAN
DISCLOSURES, SO AS TO REQUIRE A LOAN ESTIMATE TO BE MADE
UNDER THE TILA-RESPA INTEGRATED DISCLOSURE RULE, TO
AMEND SECTION 40-58-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING
THE LICENSING OF MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT, SO AS TO MAKE CER-
TAIN CHANGES AND DEFINE THE TERM  LOAN CORRESPONDENT ;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO MORT-
GAGE BROKER LICENSE APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REMOVE THE
STATE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIREMENT, TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGIS-
TRY TO RETAIN FINGERPRINTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES, AND TO
REQUIRE AT LEAST THREE HOURS OF PRELICENSING EDUCATION ON
SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
40-58-60, RELATING TO THE ISSUING OF A MORTGAGE BROKERS
LICENSE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GRANT OF TRANSITIONAL
LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-65, RELATING TO THE MAINTE-
NANCE OF RECORDS, SO AS TO REMOVE CERTAIN PHYSICAL PRES-
ENCE REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-67, RELATING TO
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF ANNUAL CONTINUING PROFES-
SIONAL EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-110, RELATING TO LICENSE
APPLICATIONS AND RENEWAL FEES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE
DEPARTMENT TO LICENSE A PERSONAL RESIDENCE UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO AMEND SECTION 48-58-130, RELATING TO
PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYS-
TEM REGISTRY, SO AS TO DELETE REFERENCES TO THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
   02/28/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
17
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-100
   05/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-6
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-73
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-3 HJ-75
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-62
   05/15/17 Ratified R 75
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   06/01/17 Effective date 09/16/17
   06/01/17 Act No. 93
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S 0367  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3577)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-870(B)(6) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO PROVISIONS THAT REGULATE THE OPERATION OF
VARIOUS TYPES OF WATERCRAFT, TO INCREASE THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN A WATERCRAFT AND ANOTHER OBJECT NEAR WHICH A
WATERCRAFT MAY BE OPERATED IN EXCESS OF IDLE SPEED, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN WATERCRAFT MAY NOT BE OPERATED
UPON THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN EXCESS OF IDLE SPEED
WITHIN FIFTY FEET OF CERTAIN OBJECTS.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   03/29/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-19
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-37
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-109
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-109
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-3 SJ-109
   04/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-7
   04/27/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   05/03/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Simrill, GR Smith, Hixon,
Bedingfield, Blackwell, Martin, B Newton, Cole, Brown,
Loftis, Herbkersman, Weeks, W Newton, Ridgeway,
McEachern, Govan, Ballentine, Hewitt, Huggins, Ott, Jef-
ferson, Henegan, Hill, Fry, Lowe, Erickson, Johnson, Cog-
swell, Forrest, Magnuson, Douglas, Kirby, Hosey,
Anderson, Long, Tallon, Pope, Gilliard HJ-24
   05/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-10-17 HJ-174
   05/10/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-1-17 HJ-77
   01/10/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-22-18 HJ-16
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-26-18 HJ-21
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-84
   05/03/18 House Continued HJ-62
S 0368  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (S 0626)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-8400 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO LIONS CLUB SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE LIONS CLUB SPE-
CIAL MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE PLATES TO OWNERS OF PRIVATE
PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLES AS DEFINED IN SECTION 56-3-630
REGISTERED IN THEIR NAMES.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 0369  General Bill, By Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 13, TITLE 24, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INMATES IN CORRECTION OR DETEN-
TION FACILITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON
TO INDECENTLY EXPOSE HIS PERSON IN A CORRECTIONAL OR
DETENTION FACILITY, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE SENTENCE IS TO RUN CONSECUTIVELY TO ANY OTHER
SENTENCE THE PERSON IS SERVING.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-8
S 0370  Joint Resolution, By Talley, Rice and Timmons
Similar (S 0386, H 5106)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AMEND SECTION 3, ARTICLE V OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF
SUPREME COURT JUSTICES, SECTION 8, ARTICLE V, RELATING TO
THE ELECTION OF JUDGES OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, SECTION 13,
ARTICLE V, RELATING TO JUDICIAL CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT COURT
JUDGES, SECTION 18, ARTICLE V, RELATING TO VACANCIES IN THESE
JUDICIAL OFFICES, AND SECTION 27, ARTICLE V, RELATING TO THE
JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT
SUPREME COURT JUSTICES, JUDGES OF THE COURT OF APPEALS,
AND CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVER-
NOR, SUBJECT TO THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELEC-
TION COMMISSION.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0371  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF EXAM-
INERS IN OPTICIANRY, RELATING TO EXAMINATIONS;
APPRENTICESHIP; AND CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4723, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-16
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-22
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-60
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-91
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-197
S 0372 (Rat # 0029, Act #  0110)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF LONG
TERM HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATORS, RELATING TO ADMINISTRA-
TOR-IN-TRAINING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS, DESIGNATED AS REG-
ULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4722, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-3 SJ-17
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-22
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-25
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-16
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 29
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 110
S 0373  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
Similar (S 0496)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SHELLFISH, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
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4736, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   02/14/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
S 0374 (Rat # 0030, Act #  0111)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
THE EVALUATION OF SCHOOL EMPLOYEES FOR TUBERCULOSIS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4704, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-10
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-18
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-22
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-25
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-0 HJ-18
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 30
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 111
S 0375 (Rat # 0031, Act #  0112)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
DRYCLEANING FACILITY RESTORATION, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4705, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-10
   02/14/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   02/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-24
   02/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-22
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-25
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 31
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 112
S 0376 (Rat # 0032, Act #  0113)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK CONTROL REGULATIONS, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4706, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-10
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-19
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-22
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-26
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-1 HJ-21
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 32
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 113
S 0377  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO GIRLS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ON FRIDAY, JUNE 16, 2017.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-16
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-16
   03/14/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-37
   03/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0378 (Rat # 0033, Act #  0114)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DISAPPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF
PHARMACY, RELATING TO MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS AND PRAC-
TICE STANDARDS GOVERNING PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS
ENGAGED IN NONSTERILE AND STERILE COMPOUNDING, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4734, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE. - ratified title
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   02/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   02/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-1 SJ-20
   02/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-23
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-26
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-22
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-7
   05/04/17 Ratified R 33
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 114
S 0379  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE REVEREND
ELLA DELORES WHITE FOR HER YEARS OF OUTSTANDING LEADER-
SHIP AND SERVICE TO THE MOUNT OLIVE BAPTIST CHURCH CON-
GREGATION AND THE COLUMBIA COMMUNITY.
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0380  Resolution, By Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE COURA-
GEOUS AND SELFLESS ACTIONS OF FIRST RESPONDERS, UTILITY
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WORKERS, LOCAL OFFICIALS, RESIDENTS AND OTHERS IN BEAU-
FORT COUNTY WHO RISKED THEIR OWN SAFETY BEFORE, DURING
AND AFTER HURRICANE MATTHEW IN ORDER TO KEEP THEIR
NEIGHBORS SAFE
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0381  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3777)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2870, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIGARETTES FOUND NOT HAVING
AFFIXED TO THE PACKAGE CERTAIN STAMPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT CIGARETTES FOUND AT ANY POINT NOT HAVING AFFIXED TO
THE PACKAGE CERTAIN STAMPS ARE CONSIDERED CONTRABAND.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
   02/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-10
   02/28/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   02/28/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
S 0382  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 30-9-37 SO AS TO PROHIBIT RECORDS OF CER-
TAIN MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS FROM APPEARING IN PUBLIC
INDEXES, AND TO DIRECT ALL COUNTY CLERKS OF COURT TO
REMOVE SUCH RECORDS WITHIN SIX MONTHS AFTER THE EFFEC-
TIVE DATE OF THIS ACT.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/02/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0383  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH
MARCH 4, 2017, AS EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK IN SOUTH
CAROLINA, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE OBSERVANCE OF NATIONAL
EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   02/23/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   02/28/17 Senate Adopted SJ-36
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0384  General Bill, By Sheheen, Sabb, Reese, Allen, McElveen, Jackson,
Hutto, Williams, McLeod, Scott, Johnson, M.B. Matthews, Setzler, J.
Matthews, Nicholson, Fanning and Kimpson
Similar (S 0054, S 0600, S 0813, H 3516)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-11-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FUNDS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO CREATE THE RURAL ROADS FUND FOR
ROAD AND BRIDGE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN THE RURAL
COUNTIES OF THIS STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-310, RELATING
TO THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE, SO AS TO PHASE IN AN INCREASE OF
EIGHT CENTS ON THE FEE OVER FOUR YEARS; TO AMEND SECTIONS
56-11-410 AND 56-11-450, BOTH RELATING TO THE ROAD TAX, SO AS
TO INCREASE THE ROAD TAX IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE MOTOR
FUEL USER FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-620, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE BIENNIAL REGISTRATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE, SO AS
TO INCREASE THE FEE FOR THE REGISTRATION; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 56-3-645 SO AS TO IMPOSE A ROAD USE FEE ON CERTAIN
MOTOR VEHICLES THAT OPERATE ON FUEL THAT IS NOT SUBJECT TO
THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE AND CERTAIN OTHER FUELS; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-36-2110, RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM SALES TAX, SO AS
TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM TAX ON MOTOR VEHICLES WITH A
VALUE OF GREATER THAN THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS; AND TO
AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12, RELATING TO MOTOR
CARRIERS, SO AS TO DEFINE TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ARTI-
CLE DOES NOT APPLY TO A SMALL COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT CERTAIN VEHICLES ARE ASSESSED AND APPORTIONED
BASED ON A ROAD USE FEE INSTEAD OF PROPERTY TAXES, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE ROAD USE FEE IS DUE AT THE SAME TIME AS REGIS-
TRATION FEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROAD
USE FEE, AND TO EXEMPT CERTAIN SEMITRAILERS, TRAILERS,
LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES, AND BUSES FROM AD
VALOREM TAXATION.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0385  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, BY DELETING
PROCEDURES TO REVIEW THE QUALIFICATIONS OF RETIRED
JUDGES FOR CONTINUED JUDICIAL SERVICE; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 2-19-100, RELATING TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF RETIRED JUDGES
FOR APPOINTMENT, TO PROVIDE THAT A RETIRED JUSTICE OR
JUDGE IS PROHIBITED FROM ENGAGING IN CONTINUED JUDICIAL
SERVICE FOLLOWING HIS RETIREMENT.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 0386  Joint Resolution, By Corbin
Similar (S 0370, H 5106)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AMEND ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL DEPART-
MENT, TO PROVIDE THAT SUPREME COURT JUSTICES, JUDGES ON
THE COURT OF APPEALS, AND CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES SHALL BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE SENATE RATHER THAN BEING ELECTED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, AND TO REPEAL PROVISIONS REQUIRING THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY TO ESTABLISH A JUDICIAL MERIT SCREENING COMMIS-
SION.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 0387  General Bill, By Corbin
Similar (H 5105)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION SHALL CONSIST OF
TWO MEMBERS FROM EACH OF THE SEVEN CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICTS WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DISTRICTS AND
ONE MEMBER FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC, APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, WHO
SHALL SERVE AS THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE
THAT NO MEMBER MAY SERVE FOR MORE THAN TWO TERMS; TO
PROVIDE THAT NO CURRENT MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
MAY SERVE ON THE COMMISSION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FOR-
MER MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY NOT SERVE ON
THE COMMISSION UNTIL FIVE YEARS AFTER LEAVING OFFICE.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0388  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1965 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO FREE PARKING FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS, TO PROVIDE THAT
A PERSON WHO IS HANDICAPPED MUST BE ALLOWED TO PARK IN
METERED OR TIMED PARKING PLACES, INCLUDING THOSE
METERED OR TIMED PARKING PLACES AT AN AIRPORT, WITHOUT
BEING SUBJECT TO FEES OR FINES.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 0389  General Bill, By J. Matthews, Rankin, Setzler and Hutto
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  TEACHERS OF TOMORROW CERTIFICATION ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 25, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN
ALTERNATE ROUTE TO TEACHER CERTIFICATION FOR PERSONS CER-
TIFIED BY TEACHERS OF TOMORROW.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
S 0390  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-3-414 SO AS TO REQUIRE A CONSUMER LITI-
GATION FUNDING COMPANY TO MAKE CERTAIN DISCLOSURES ON A
LITIGATION FINANCING CONTRACT, TO PROHIBIT A CONSUMER LIT-
IGATION FUNDING COMPANY FROM TAKING CERTAIN ACTIONS, TO
REQUIRE A CONSUMER LITIGATION FUNDING COMPANY TO PRO-
VIDE NOTICE AND DOCUMENTS TO A CONSUMER S ATTORNEY IF
THE CONSUMER IS REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, AND TO REQUIRE A
CONSUMER LITIGATION FUNDING COMPANY TO SUBMIT AN
ANNUAL REPORT CONTAINING CERTAIN INFORMATION RELATED TO
THE COMPANY S BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-9
S 0391  General Bill, By Turner, Shealy, Peeler, Grooms and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
LEARNING, GENERALLY, BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-440, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THIS STATE ARE PRO-
HIBITED FROM SCHEDULING A HOME INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL
GAME ON A FRIDAY.
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
S 0392  Resolution, By Young, Setzler, Massey, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin and Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HON-
ORABLE MYRTIS ELIZABETH  LIZ  GODARD UPON THE OCCASION OF
HER RETIREMENT AS AIKEN COUNTY CLERK OF COURT AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0393  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CERTAIN FUNDS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT EACH TAXPAYER REQUIRED TO FILE A STATE
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY BY DESIGNATING THE
CONTRIBUTION ON THE RETURN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CONTRI-
BUTIONS MADE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORICAL SOCIETY AS
PROVIDED IN THIS ACT MAY BE DESIGNATED ON AN INCOME TAX
RETURN FOR YEARS BEGINNING AFTER 2016.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0394  General Bill, By Sheheen, Jackson, Nicholson, Scott, Bennett and
Gambrell
Similar (H 3726, H 4868)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1085, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION RATES, SO AS TO
CHANGE FUTURE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION
RATES AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE UNFUNDED LIABILITIES OF THE
SYSTEM MUST BE ON A CERTAIN AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-11-225, RELATING TO THE POLICE OFFICERS
RETIREMENT SYSTEM EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION
RATES, SO AS TO CHANGE FUTURE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CON-
TRIBUTION RATES AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE UNFUNDED LIABILI-
TIES OF THE SYSTEM MUST BE ON A CERTAIN AMORTIZATION
SCHEDULE; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-335, RELATING TO THE
ASSUMED RATE OF RETURN, SO AS TO CHANGE THE ASSUMED RATE
OF RETURN TO SEVEN AND ONE QUARTER PERCENT AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE ASSUMED RATE OF RETURN EXPIRES EVERY FOUR
YEARS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-4-10, RELATING TO THE TERM OF
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY (PEBA), SO AS TO CHANGE
THE TERM FROM TWO TO FIVE YEARS AND TO REQUIRE THE BOARD
TO EMPLOY AN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; TO AMEND SECTION 9-4-40,
RELATING TO THE AUDIT OF PEBA, SO AS TO REQUIRE PEBA TO BE
AUDITED EVERY FOUR YEARS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEM FUNDS  FIDUCIARY
DEFINITION, SO AS TO ADD THE COMMISSION S  CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER  TO THE DEFINITION; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-90, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN INVESTMENT REPORTS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN REPORTS MUST CONTAIN A SCHEDULE OF
NET MANAGER FEES AND EXPENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-315,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVEST-
MENT COMMISSION, SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE
COMMISSION, TO ADD QUALIFICATIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THE
COMMISSION TO EMPLOY AN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; TO AMEND
SECTION 9-16-330, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN STATE-
MENTS OF ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND INVESTMENT OBJEC-
TIVES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR CERTAIN DELEGATIONS TO THE CHIEF
INVESTMENT OFFICER, AND TO REQUIRE THE INVESTMENT PLAN TO
INCLUDE THE FINAL AUTHORITY TO INVEST MADE BY THE COM-
MISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-380, RELATING TO THE AUDIT OF
THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMIS-
SION BE AUDITED EVERY FOUR YEARS; BY ADDING SECTION 9-16-
100 SO AS TO PLACE CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON LOBBYISTS AND TO
PROHIBIT THE COMMISSION FROM MAKING CERTAIN INVEST-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE TRUSTEE OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO CHANGE A
TRUSTEE FROM THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY
TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-1-1320, RELATING TO THE CUSTODY OF THE
ASSETS OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO CHANGE THE CUS-
TODIAN OF THE ASSETS FROM THE STATE TREASURER TO THE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PEBA; TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY THE GOV-
ERNOR, SO AS TO ADD THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT INVEST-
MENT COMMISSION MEMBERS AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC
BENEFIT AUTHORITY MEMBERS; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 9-4-45,
9-8-170, 9-9-160, 9-10-80, AND 9-11-250 RELATING TO POLICY DETERMI-
NATIONS AND THE CUSTODY OF FUNDS FOR THE RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM FOR JUDGES AND SOLICITORS, THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR
MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THE NATIONAL GUARD
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, AND THE POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
   02/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
11
   02/23/17 Senate Special order, set for February 23, 2017 SJ-31
   02/28/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-39
   03/01/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-8
   03/01/17 Senate Amended SJ-8
   03/01/17 Senate Read second time SJ-8
   03/01/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-8
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   03/02/17 Senate Amended SJ-35
   03/02/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-37
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-37
   03/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-12
S 0395  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT THE FIRST TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
OF VALUE OF A PERSONAL MOTOR VEHICLE OWNED OR LEASED BY
A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN A RESIDENT OF THIS STATE FOR AT LEAST
ONE YEAR AND HAS REACHED THE AGE OF SIXTY-FIVE YEARS.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0396  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-200 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ENTITIES
AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT REFERENDA, BALLOT MEASURES, OR
NONPARTISAN ELECTIONS, SHALL CONDUCT THE ELECTION EVENT
ON THE FIRST TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE FIRST MONDAY IN
NOVEMBER IN EACH EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0397  General Bill, By Davis
Similar (H 3747)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-280, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR AUTISM
SPECTRUM DISORDER TREAMENTS, SO AS TO REMOVE EXCLUSIONS
FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF INSURANCE AND TO DELETE CERTAIN ELIGI-
BILITY REQUIREMENTS.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
S 0398  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE NOLE BOYS
LOGGING, LLC, AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN, FAMILY OWNED AND OPER-
ATED LOGGING BUSINESS.
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0399  Resolution, By Setzler and J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE ROGER SMITH
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0400  General Bill, By Davis and Turner
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA RIGHT TO SHOP FOR HEALTH
CARE ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 16 TO CHAPTER 71, TITLE 38 SO AS
TO PROVIDE A CITATION; TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS; TO
PROVIDE THAT A HEALTH CARE PROVIDER MUST DISCLOSE THE
ALLOWED AMOUNT OF A NONEMERGENCY ADMISSION, PROCE-
DURE, OR SERVICE WITHIN A CERTAIN TIME FRAME; TO REQUIRE AN
INSURANCE CARRIER TO ESTABLISH ACCESS TO AN INTERACTIVE
MECHANISM ON ITS PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE WEBSITE TO ALLOW AN
ENROLLEE TO OBTAIN CERTAIN INFORMATION; TO PROVIDE THAT A
CARRIER MUST PROVIDE A GOOD FAITH ESTIMATE OF THE
ALLOWED AMOUNT AND OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS OF A PROPOSED
NONEMERGENCY PROCEDURE OR SERVICE UPON REQUEST; TO PRO-
VIDE ALL HEALTH INSURANCE CARRIERS SHALL OFFER SHARED
SAVINGS INCENTIVE PROGRAMS AS COMPONENTS OF ALL HEALTH
INSURANCE PLANS, SUBJECT TO CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS, TO PROVIDE
RELATED REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THESE PROGRAMS, AND THE OFFERING OF INCENTIVES TO HEALTH
PLAN ENROLLEES CONCERNING CERTAIN COVERED SHOPPABLE
HEALTH CARE SERVICES; TO PROVIDE SHARED SAVINGS INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS ARE NOT ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES OF THE CARRIER
WHO PAID THEM FOR RATE DEVELOPMENT OR RATE FILING PUR-
POSES; TO PROVIDE WAIVERS FROM THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS
ACT; TO REQUIRE CARRIERS TO ANNUALLY FILE REPORTS OF CER-
TAIN RELATED INFORMATION TO THE DEPARTMENT; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE DEPARTMENT MAY ADOPT RULES TO CARRY OUT THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
S 0401  General Bill, By Talley and McElveen
Similar (H 3137)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-6-1140 AND 61-6-1150 OF THE 1976
CODE OF LAWS, BOTH RELATED TO TASTINGS AND RETAIL SALES OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS AT LICENSED PREMISES OF A MICRO-DISTILL-
ERY OR MANUFACTURER, TO REVISE THE OUNCE AMOUNT OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS DISPENSED AT LICENSED PREMISES, TO
REVISE THE SALE AT RETAIL OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS AT LICENSED
PREMISES, AND TO ALLOW MIXERS TO BE USED IN TASTINGS.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 0402  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-525(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DISABILITY LICENSES FOR HUNTING AND FISHING, TO ALLOW
RESIDENTS RECEIVING BENEFITS FROM A STATE RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM TO OBTAIN A THREE YEAR COMBINATION OR FISHING LICENSE
AT NO COST.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   03/01/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-11
   03/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-4
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-14
   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   03/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
S 0403  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-35-87 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE RIGHT OF
A VULNERABLE ADULT, OR AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF A
VULNERABLE ADULT, TO FILE A CIVIL ACTION FOR FINANCIAL
EXPLOITATION OF THE VULNERABLE ADULT, WITH EXCEPTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 43-35-10, RELATING TO TERMS USED IN THE OMNI-
BUS ADULT PROTECTION ACT, SO AS TO ADD DEFINITIONS FOR
DECEPTION  AND  INTIMIDATION  AND TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION
OF  EXPLOITATION .
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   02/22/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   02/22/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0404  General Bill, By Campbell, Gregory, Reese, Williams and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3378 SO AS TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT TO
AN AGRIBUSINESS OPERATION OR AN AGRICULTURAL PACKAGING
OPERATION THAT INCREASES ITS PURCHASES OF AGRICULTURAL
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PRODUCTS WHICH HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED AS SOUTH CAROLINA
GROWN, AND TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS
ADMINISTERED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-80, RELATING TO
THE JOBS DEVELOPMENT CREDIT, SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN QUALI-
FYING SERVICE-RELATED FACILITIES ELIGIBLE FOR THE CREDIT.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
7
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-29
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
S 0405  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - REAL ESTATE COM-
MISSION, RELATING TO REAL ESTATE COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4724, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   02/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   02/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-11
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-40
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-61
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-197
S 0406  Concurrent Resolution, By J. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GEORGIA
S. GOOD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE RURAL ADVANCEMENT
FUND, AND TO EXPRESS PROFOUND APPRECIATION FOR HER SIGNIF-
ICANT ASSISTANCE IN RURAL AND FARMING COMMUNITIES FOR
MORE THAN FORTY YEARS.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-8
   02/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-18
S 0407  General Bill, By Campbell, Bennett, Verdin, Shealy, Cromer, Hutto,
Setzler, Hembree, Jackson and Scott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 69 TO TITLE 12 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA AGRIBUSINESS AND RURAL JOBS ACT , TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR AN APPLICATION AND APPROVAL
PROCESS, TO ALLOW FOR A TAX CREDIT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
REVOCATION OF TAX CREDIT CERTIFICATES, AND TO REQUIRE CER-
TAIN REPORTING.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
S 0408  General Bill, By Goldfinch, Leatherman, Hembree, Massey, Climer,
Davis, Shealy, Senn, Hutto, Grooms, Rankin, Gambrell, Williams, Rice,
Bennett, Campsen, Sabb, Cromer, Kimpson and McElveen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE OF LAWS, RELATING TO COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING GENERALLY, BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-182, TO
REQUIRE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BOARDS OF TRUSTEES TO
HAVE A GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE AND AN AUDIT COMMITTEE,
AND TO PROVIDE COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS AND
DUTIES.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
S 0409  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 17-3-30 AND 17-3-45, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO APPLICATION FEES FOR
PUBLIC DEFENDER SERVICES, AMONG OTHER THINGS, BOTH SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICATION FEE MUST BE COLLECTED BY
THE PUBLIC DEFENDER S OFFICE AND WAIVERS OBTAINED
THROUGH THE PUBLIC DEFENDER RATHER THAN THROUGH THE
CLERK OF COURT OR OTHER APPROPRIATE OFFICIAL.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0410  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND SUPPORT THE DEMOC-
RATIZATION EFFORTS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN) AND
THE NATION S MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION IN THE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION, THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZA-
TION, AND THE UN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE
CHANGE, AS WELL AS OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS,
AND TO EXTEND SINCERE BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED COOPERA-
TION AND SUCCESS.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
S 0411 (Rat # 0076, Act #  0053)  General Bill, By Sheheen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-53-1410, AS AMENDED, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CENTRAL CAR-
OLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE COMMISSION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
NUMBER OF MEMBERS APPOINTED FROM KERSHAW COUNTY AND
TO INCREASE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COMMISSION MEMBERS
ACCORDINGLY. - ratified title
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-10
   02/22/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-2
   02/28/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   02/28/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-21
   03/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-19
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   05/03/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-29
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-77
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-77
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-0 HJ-78
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-60
   05/10/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-65
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-65
   05/15/17 Ratified R 76
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 53
S 0412  General Bill, By Campbell, Massey, J. Matthews, Shealy, Gambrell,
Nicholson, Williams, Grooms, Allen, Talley, Rice and Turner
Similar (H 3842)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TAX
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CREDITS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE TAX CREDIT FOR COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS FROM THIRTY-THREE PERCENT OF
AMOUNTS INVESTED TO ONE-HUNDRED PERCENT OF AMOUNTS
INVESTED, TO DELETE AN AGGREGATE CREDIT PROVISION AND SET
AN ANNUAL LIMIT OF TAX CREDITS AT FIVE MILLION DOLLARS, TO
ESTABLISH TAX CREDIT RESERVE ACCOUNTS FOR THE FIRST THREE
QUARTERS OF EACH TAX YEAR SO AS TO AVOID THE DEPLETION OF
CREDITS BY AN INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER; TO DELETE THE PRO-RATA
DISTRIBUTION OF TAX CREDITS, TO ALLOW FINANCIAL INSTITU-
TIONS WITH TAX LIABILITIES IN THIS STATE TO INVEST IN CERTI-
FIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RECEIVING A TAX CREDIT, TO PROVIDE THAT RETURNS
ON INVESTMENTS IN CERTIFIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COR-
PORATIONS AND CERTIFIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FINAN-
CIAL INSTITUTIONS MAY NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE
INITIAL INVESTMENT, TO QUALIFY THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIA-
TION FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS A COMMU-
NITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND TO QUALIFY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMUNITY CAPITAL ALLIANCE AS A COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION
4 OF ACT 314 OF 2000, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, SO
AS TO EXTEND THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMU-
NITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT UNTIL JUNE 30, 2027.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
23
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-40
   04/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-34
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-34
   04/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-34
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
S 0413  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ALPHA KAPPA
ALPHA SORORITY FOR ITS PHILANTHROPIC WORK AND TO
DECLARE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2017,  ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
DAY  AT THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HOUSE.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-11
S 0414  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR OUR SENIOR NUTRITION
PROGRAMS, THE SENIORS THEY SERVE, AND THE VOLUNTEERS
WHO CARE FOR THEM AND TO DECLARE MARCH 2017 AS  MARCH
FOR MEALS MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-11
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-13
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-45
   03/07/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-45
   03/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-1
S 0415 (Rat # 0034, Act #  0087)  General Bill, By Malloy and Campsen
Similar (H 3511)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 62-1-112 SO AS TO CLARIFY THE PROBATE
COURT S AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE PENALTIES FOR CONTEMPT AND
TO GRANT A MOTION FOR A PARTY TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAU-
PERIS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-21-800, RELATING TO RELIEF FROM FIL-
ING FEES, COURT COSTS, AND PROBATE COSTS, SO AS TO CLARIFY
THAT THE PROBATE JUDGE MAY WAIVE FILING FEES FOR INDIGENT
PERSONS IN THE SAME MANNER AS OTHER CIVIL CASES; TO AMEND
SECTION 62-1-302, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION AND CONCURRENT JURISDICTION WITH FAMILY
COURT, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE COURT S JURISDICTION IN MATTERS
INVOLVING THE ESTABLISHMENT, ADMINISTRATION, OR TERMINA-
TION OF A SPECIAL NEEDS TRUST FOR DISABLED INDIVIDUALS AND
TO REVISE OUTDATED TERMINOLOGY; TO AMEND SECTION 62-1-401,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NOTICE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE NOTICE
TO BE MADE BY A QUALIFYING COMMERCIAL DELIVERY SERVICE
AND IS SIMILAR TO NOTICE BY REGISTERED MAIL OR CERTIFIED
MAIL; TO STRIKE PARTS 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 7, ARTICLE 5, TITLE 62, AND TO
ADD NEW AND REVISED PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE PROTEC-
TION OF PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY AND THEIR PROPERTY, SO AS
TO PROMOTE UNIFORMITY AMONG THE STATE S FORTY-SIX PRO-
BATE COURTS, TO SAFEGUARD ADEQUATE DUE PROCESS PROTEC-
TIONS FOR THE STATE S ALLEGED INCAPACITATED INDIVIDUALS, TO
ELIMINATE OVERRELIANCE UPON RESTRICTIVE FULL OR PLENARY
GUARDIANSHIPS, TO REDUCE THE COSTS OF PROCEEDINGS, TO
ESTABLISH CONSISTENCY BETWEEN GUARDIANSHIP AND CONSER-
VATORSHIP PROCEEDINGS, AND TO CREATE AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM
FOR MONITORING GUARDIANS AND CONSERVATORS. - ratified title
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Johnson, Turner,
Climer, Goldfinch
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-10
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-35
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-114
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
   04/25/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   04/26/17 House Read second time HJ-67
   04/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-68
   04/27/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-12
   05/04/17 Ratified R 34
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 87
S 0416  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR WINNING THE
2016 COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYOFF NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE, TO RECOGNIZE THE TEAM S NUMEROUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS
DURING THE SEASON, TO INVITE THE NUMBER ONE RANKED TIGERS
AND CLEMSON OFFICIALS TO JOIN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN
JOINT SESSION AT NOON ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2017,
WHEREBY COACH DABO SWINNEY IS INVITED TO ADDRESS THE
JOINT SESSION, AND TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
DURING THE JOINT SESSION.
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   02/16/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-10
S 0417  Resolution, By Courson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A TRE-
MENDOUS SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAPTURING
THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0418  Resolution, By Courson
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH
SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING THE
2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 0419  General Bill, By Turner
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND SOLICITORS, TO ENACT THE
TRANSPARENCY IN PRIVATE ATTORNEY CONTRACTS ACT,  BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 2, TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STATE MAY NOT ENTER INTO CONTINGENCY FEE CONTRACTS WITH-
OUT A WRITTEN DETERMINATION BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL; TO
SET THE MAXIMUM FOR CONTINGENCY FEE CONTRACTS; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS THAT MUST BE MET DURING
THE TERM OF THE CONTRACT; TO PROVIDE THAT, BY FEBRUARY
FIRST OF EACH YEAR, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL SHALL SUBMIT A
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE, THE
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND THE GOVER-
NOR DESCRIBING THE USE OF CONTINGENCY FEE CONTRACTS WITH
PRIVATE ATTORNEYS IN THE PRECEDING CALENDAR YEAR; AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF THAT REPORT
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0420  General Bill, By Corbin, Gambrell, Massey, Verdin and Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(d)(3) THROUGH (6), RELATING
TO ROLL-BACK TAXES, TO ELIMINATE THE ROLL-BACK PROVISION;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 12-43-222, RELATING TO THE ROLL-BACK
TAX FOR OPEN SPACE.
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0421 (Rat # 0077, Act #  0116)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and
Forestry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO GENERAL REGULA-
TIONS; AND ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO SPECIFIC
PROPERTIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4686, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-3
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-30
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-101
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-57
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-80
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-194
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-0 HJ-194
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-13
   05/15/17 Ratified R 77
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 116
S 0422 (Rat # 0078, Act #  0117)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and
Forestry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO SEASONS, LIMITS,
METHODS OF TAKE AND SPECIAL USE RESTRICTIONS ON WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT AREAS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4741, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-31
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-102
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-57
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-79
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-1 HJ-79
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-63
   05/15/17 Ratified R 78
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 117
S 0423  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and Forestry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO
BOARD OF REGISTRATION FOR FORESTERS, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4721, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/15/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   03/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   03/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-32
   03/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-102
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-61
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-198
S 0424  Resolution, By Campsen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR AMANDA
ROBINOVITZ AS A RECIPIENT OF A PRUDENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMU-
NITY AWARD; TO RECOGNIZE HER OUTSTANDING RECORD OF VOL-
UNTEER SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT; AND
TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAP-
PINESS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0425  Resolution, By Rankin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR H. NEYLE WIL-
SON, PRESIDENT OF HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT ON APRIL 1, 2017, AFTER
FORTY-SIX YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE COLLEGE AS
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0426  General Bill, By Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 41 TO TITLE 5 SO AS TO ENACT THE  MUNICI-
PAL TAX RELIEF ACT , TO ALLOW A MUNICIPALITY TO IMPOSE A
SALES AND USE TAX NOT TO EXCEED ONE PERCENT, SUBJECT TO A
REFERENDUM, FOR MUNICIPAL TAX RELIEF OR TO DEFRAY DEBT
SERVICE FOR CERTAIN AUTHORIZED PROJECTS, AND TO SPECIFY
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE TAX IS IMPOSED, COLLECTED, AND
EXPENDED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-970, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE USE OF REVENUES FROM THE LOCAL OPTION TOURISM
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DEVELOPMENT FEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE FEE IS IMPOSED
IN A MUNICIPALITY THAT IS IMPOSING THE SALES AND USE TAX
AUTHORIZED BY CHAPTER 41, TITLE 5, THEN AT LEAST TWENTY
PERCENT OF THE REVENUES MUST BE USED TO PROVIDE A PROP-
ERTY TAX CREDIT.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0427  General Bill, By Shealy and Corbin
Similar (S 0307, H 3790)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY, RELATED DISABILI-
TIES, HEAD INJURIES, AND SPINAL CORD INJURIES ACT , SO AS TO
ADD A DEFINITION FOR  AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER ; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-71-280, RELATING TO HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE
FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-21-510, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS, SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
S 0428  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-2295(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO ITEMS INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED FROM TERMS  SALES  AND
GROSS RECEIPTS , TO PROVIDE THAT RECEIPTS FROM THE PROVI-
SION OF DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE SERVICE ARE ATTRIBUT-
ABLE TO THIS STATE IN PRO RATA PROPORTION OF THE COSTS OF
PERFORMING THE SERVICE.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
7
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   03/21/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/21/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-16
   03/22/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-15
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-82
S 0429  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 8, TITLE 27 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT, BY ADDING SECTION
27-8-130, TO PROVIDE THAT CONSERVATION EASEMENTS ACQUIRED
USING PUBLIC FUNDS MUST BE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0430  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO FIREARMS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 3, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY
PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY SOLICITS, PERSUADES, ENCOURAGES,
OR ENTICES A DEALER OR SELLER OF FIREARMS OR AMMUNITION
TO TRANSFER A FIREARM OR AMMUNITION UNDER CIRCUM-
STANCES THAT THE PERSON KNOWS WOULD VIOLATE THE LAWS OF
THIS STATE OR THE UNITED STATES IS GUILTY OF A FELONY AND
MUST BE FINED NOT MORE THAN THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS,
IMPRISONED UP TO FIVE YEARS, OR BOTH; AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   04/19/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Fanning, Gold-
finch, Rice, Senn
S 0431  General Bill, By Senn, Campsen and Climer
Similar (H 5007)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES INVOLVING WEAP-
ONS, BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A PERSON TO THREATEN, SOLICIT ANOTHER TO THREATEN,
OR CONSPIRE TO THREATEN TO CAUSE DAMAGE, INJURY, OR DEATH
OR TO CAUSE DAMAGE TO OR DESTROY A BUILDING OR OTHER
REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY BY USE OF A FIREARM ON ANY
PREMISES OR PROPERTY OWNED, OPERATED, OR CONTROLLED BY A
PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SCHOOL, COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY, TECHNICAL
COLLEGE, OR OTHER POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION OR IN ANY
PUBLICLY OWNED BUILDING; TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO
VIOLATES THIS SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS SECTION RESULTING IN
PROPERTY DAMAGE IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS SECTION BY CAUSING
INJURY OR DEATH IS GUILTY OF A FELONY.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-9
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0432  General Bill, By Verdin
Similar (S 0088)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE EMPLOYER S POSTING OF A SIGN PROHIB-
ITING THE CARRYING OF A CONCEALED WEAPON ON THE EMPLOY-
ERS  PREMISES, TO CREATE A CAUSE OF ACTION FOR A CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER WHO IS INJURED WHILE ON THE PREM-
ISES OF AN EMPLOYER WHO HAS PROHIBITED THE CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDER FROM CARRYING A CONCEALED
WEAPON; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF HANDGUNS AND EXCEPTIONS, TO
CREATE AN EXCEPTION TO ALLOW ANYONE TO CARRY A CON-
CEALED WEAPON DURING A MANDATORY EVACUATION ORDER
DECLARED BY THE GOVERNOR AND TO PLACE CERTAIN TIME PERI-
ODS ON THIS EXCEPTION; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 31,
TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO CONCEALED WEAPONS
PERMITS, BY ADDING SECTION 23-31-218, TO CREATE AN INSTITU-
TIONAL CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT, TO REQUIRE THE STATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS
RELATING THE CURRICULUM AND TRAINING REQUIRED TO OBTAIN
AN INSTITUTIONAL CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT, AND TO ALLOW
INSTITUTIONAL CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT HOLDERS TO
CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON IN SCHOOLS, DAYCARES,
CHURCHES, AND HOSPITALS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0433  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 31, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE RENTAL OF PRIVATE PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES, BY
ADDING SECTION 56-31-70, TO PROVIDE THAT AN INSURANCE POL-
ICY THAT COVERS A PERSON OPERATING A RENTED OR LEASED
VEHICLE, REGARDLESS OF THE LIMITATIONS OR EXCLUSIONS IN
THE OPERATOR S POLICY, SHALL BE PRIMARY TO A MOTOR VEHICLE
INSURANCE POLICY IN WHICH THE NAME INSURED IS A RENTAL
COMPANY OR AFFILIATE OF THE RENTAL COMPANY, A QUALIFIED
SELF-INSURER, AND A BOND POSTED BY A RENTAL COMPANY OR
AN AFFILIATE OF THE RENTAL COMPANY FOR THE PURPOSE OF
COMPLYING WITH FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
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S 0434  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-15-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BAIL AND RECOGNI-
ZANCES AND PERSONS CHARGED WITH NONCAPITAL OFFENSES
AND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE, AMONG OTHER THINGS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A BAIL SCHEDULE TO SERVE AS A GUIDE FOR GENERAL
SESSIONS COURT OFFENSES TO BE USED WHEN SETTING BAIL FOR
PERSONS CHARGED WITH BAILABLE OFFENSES.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 0435  General Bill, By Sheheen and Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-53-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL ACTS BY A BONDSMAN
OR RUNNER, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A BONDSMAN OR RUNNER FROM
ACCEPTING ANYTHING OF VALUE FROM A PRINCIPAL EXCEPT THE
PREMIUM THAT MUST BE COLLECTED BEFORE THE EXECUTION OF
THE BOND, AND TO INCREASE THE MINIMUM FEE FROM TWENTY-
FIVE DOLLARS TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS OR FIVE PERCENT,
WHICHEVER IS GREATER.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
S 0436  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE NINETY SIX HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR LAUDABLE WORK AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
CLASS A STATE FINALS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0437  Resolution, By Rice, Alexander, Gambrell, Timmons, Allen, Turner,
Verdin, Reese, Talley, Martin and Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF KEITH A. FRAZIER AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0438  Resolution, By Verdin and Corbin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND SOUTH CAR-
OLINA S FFA MEMBERS (FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE FUTURE FARM-
ERS OF AMERICA) AND ALL WHO SUPPORT, PROMOTE, AND
ENCOURAGE THESE OUTSTANDING STUDENTS OF AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION AND TO JOIN THEM IN THE OBSERVANCE OF NATIONAL
FFA WEEK, FEBRUARY 18-25, 2017.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0439  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THOMAS
MCCLINTON AS A RECIPIENT OF A PRUDENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMU-
NITY AWARD; TO RECOGNIZE HIS OUTSTANDING RECORD OF VOL-
UNTEER SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT; AND
TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR HIS CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0440  Resolution, By Campsen, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE WARMEST CONGRATULA-
TIONS TO THE HONORABLE MICK MULVANEY OF LANCASTER,
FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE, UPON
HIS CONFIRMATION AS DIRECTOR OF THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET IN PRESIDENT TRUMP S CABINET, AND
TO WISH HIM THE VERY BEST AS HE UNDERTAKES THIS NEW ROLE
SERVING OUR NATION.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0441  Resolution, By Young, Setzler and Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE AIKEN
STANDARD NEWSPAPER FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF NEWSPA-
PER PUBLISHING IN THE AIKEN COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THE OWNERS, PUBLISHERS, REPORTERS, AND STAFF AS THEY
CONTINUE THIS NOTEWORTHY LEGACY.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0442  General Bill, By Corbin
Similar (H 3070)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 39, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO HIGH SCHOOLS, BY ADDING SECTION 59-39-105,
TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS MAY
OBTAIN OCCUPATIONAL CREDENTIAL CERTIFICATES DEVELOPED
AND ENDORSED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, TO
PROVIDE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THESE CERTIFICATES, TO
IMPOSE CERTAIN RELATED REQUIREMENTS ON THE DEPARTMENT
AND THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THESE
PROVISIONS DO NOT PROVIDE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS
WITH ADDITIONAL RIGHTS BEYOND THOSE SPECIFICALLY GUARAN-
TEED BY FEDERAL AND STATE LAW OR DISTRICT POLICY, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROGRAM BY DISTRICTS IS
VOLUNTARY.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
S 0443 (Rat # 0079, Act #  0088)  General Bill, By Campsen, Young,
McElveen, Williams and Corbin
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 50-11-700, 50-11-705, 50-11-715, AND 50-11-717 SO
AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR CERTAIN TERMS RELATING TO
NIGHT HUNTING OF CERTAIN WILDLIFE, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATING THE PROVISIONS THAT RESTRICT NIGHT HUNTING
OF CERTAIN WILDLIFE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE LAWFUL NIGHT HUNT-
ING OF CERTAIN WILDLIFE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF ARTI-
FICIAL LIGHTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBSERVING OR HARASSING
WILDLIFE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION
50-11-710, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NIGHT HUNTING OF CERTAIN
WILDLIFE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO NIGHT
HUNT RACCOONS, OPOSSUMS, FOXES, MINKS, OR SKUNKS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO REVISE THE PENALTY PROVISIONS,
AND TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO NIGHT HUNTING OF
FERAL HOGS, COYOTES, AND ARMADILLOS, A TERM AND ITS DEFI-
NITIONS, AND THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS AT NIGHT; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 50-11-740, 50-11-745, AND 50-9-1120, ALL AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE CONFISCATION AND RELEASE OF CERTAIN PROP-
ERTY USED FOR HUNTING, AND THE POINT SYSTEM USED TO ASSESS
HUNTING VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO ADD TURKEY TO THE LIST OF ANI-
MALS COVERED BY THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL
HUNTING OF WILDLIFE; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 50-11-708 AND 50-
11-720 RELATING TO THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS TO OBSERVE OR
HARASS WILDLIFE AND PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH NIGHT HUNT-
ING OF DEER AND BEAR. - ratified title
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-5
   03/01/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-12
   03/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-16
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   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   03/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   04/27/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   05/03/17 House Amended HJ-18
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-23
   05/04/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-13
   05/10/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-77
   05/10/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-77
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-62
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-63
   05/15/17 Ratified R 79
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date 05/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 88
S 0444 (Rat # 0054, Act #  0034)  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-10(15) AND 56-1-10(18) OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO DRIVER S LICENSE DEFINITIONS, TO CHANGE
AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  TO  AUTOCYCLE  AND PRO-
VIDE THE DEFINITION AND TO UPDATE REFERENCES TO THE DEFINI-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-130(C), RELATING TO LICENSE
EXAMINATIONS, TO CHANGE  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE
TO  AUTOCYCLE ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-20(30) AND 56-3-20(31),
RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
DEFINITIONS, TO CHANGE  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE
TO  AUTOCYCLE ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-145, RELATING TO THE
DEFINITION OF  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE , TO CHANGE
AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  TO  AUTOCYCLE ; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-5-155, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  MOTORCYCLE
THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE , TO UPDATE REFERENCES; AND TO AMEND
SECTIONS 56-19-10(44) AND 56-19-10(45), RELATING TO DEFINITIONS
REGARDING THE PROTECTION OF TITLES TO AND INTERESTS IN
MOTOR VEHICLES, TO CHANGE  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHI-
CLE  TO  AUTOCYCLE  AND UPDATE REFERENCES.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   03/21/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-11
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/23/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-18
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-24
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
   04/27/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-42
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-22
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-61
   05/09/17 Ratified R 54
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 11/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 34
S 0445  General Bill, By Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHARTER SCHOOLS ACT OF 1996, SO AS TO
REVISE CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-50, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF CHARTER
SCHOOL BOARDS, SO AS TO REVISE AND ADD REQUIREMENTS CON-
CERNING NONCERTIFIED TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS, GOVER-
NANCE, NEPOTISM, AND USE OF PROGRAM FUNDING FOR
TRANSPORTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-55, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CHARTER SCHOOL SPONSORS, SO AS TO REVISE
REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING CHARTER SCHOOL CONTRACTS,
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, NOTIFICATION OF IDENTIFIED PROB-
LEMS, ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES, LIMITS ON STATE APPROPRIA-
TIONS SCHOOLS MAY RECEIVE, AND RESERVE FUNDS, AMONG
OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-60, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO CHARTER SCHOOL FORMATION PROCEDURES, SO AS TO
REVISE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING CHARTER AMENDMENT PRO-
CEDURES, PUBLIC MEETINGS, AND TRANSFER OF GOVERNANCE
AND OPERATIONS OF NEW CHARTER SCHOOLS FROM CHARTER
COMMITTEES TO CHARTER SCHOOL LEADERS AND BOARDS; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-40-70, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CHARTER
SCHOOL APPLICATION PROCEDURES, SO AS TO REVISE PROCEDURES
CONCERNING SUBMISSION OF LETTERS OF INTENT, POWERS OF
SCHOOL BOARDS TO REQUEST INFORMATION FROM CHARTER
APPLICANTS, APPLICATION MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR SUBMIS-
SION, AND SPONSOR REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS AND RESPONSES TO
APPLICATIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-
80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONDITIONAL AUTHORIZATIONS OF
CHARTER SCHOOLS, SO AS TO ALLOW CERTAIN AMENDMENTS TO
CHARTER SCHOOL APPLICATIONS OR FORM AGREEMENTS CON-
CERNING PREOPENING BENCHMARKS REGARDING ENROLLMENT,
TO PROVIDE SPONSOR DECISIONS TO GRANT OR DENY CONDI-
TIONAL APPROVAL ARE NOT SUBJECT TO APPEAL, AND TO PROVIDE
OPTIONAL OUTCOMES FOR CONDITIONALLY APPROVED CHARTER
SCHOOLS THAT FAIL TO MEET CONDITIONS FOR CHARTER
APPROVAL; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-110, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DURATIONS, RENEWALS, REVOCATIONS, AND TERMINATIONS OF
CHARTERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CHARTER SCHOOLS MUST BE CON-
SIDERED ACCREDITED PUBLIC SCHOOLS UPON CHARTER APPROVAL
AND SUBMISSION OF REQUIRED ANNUAL REPORTS, AND TO SPECIFY
THE EVENT THAT BEGINS THE TEN-YEAR TERMS OF CHARTERS; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-40-115, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TERMINA-
TION OF CONTRACTS WITH SPONSORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH CHARTERS MAY SEEK AND OBTAIN ALTERNATE
SPONSORS, AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-140,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CHARTER SCHOOL FUNDING, SO AS TO
REQUIRE REPORTS OF CERTAIN FEDERAL FUNDS RETAINED BY
SPONSORS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-150, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DUTIES OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO DISSEMI-
NATE INFORMATION ABOUT CHARTER SCHOOLS  FORMATION AND
OPERATION AND TO PROVIDE A DIRECTORY OF AUTHORIZED CHAR-
TER SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REVISE THE SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS OF
THESE DUTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-170, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE DUTY OF THE DEPARTMENT TO MAINTAIN AND PRO-
VIDE A LIST OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS SUITABLE AND AVAILABLE FOR
CHARTER SCHOOL USE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE LIST BE MADE
AVAILABLE ONLINE AND BE UPDATED AT LEAST ANNUALLY; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-40-175, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CHAR-
TER SCHOOL FACILITY REVOLVING LOAN PROGRAM, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THE STATE TREASURER MAY USE PROGRAM FUNDS TO CREATE
A DEBT RESERVE FUND TO ENHANCE THE ABILITY OF CHARTER
SCHOOLS TO OBTAIN FAVORABLE FINANCING TERMS ON CERTAIN
BONDS TO FINANCE CHARTER SCHOOL CAPITAL PROJECTS AND
CREDIT ENHANCEMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE RELATED REQUIRE-
MENTS AND PROCEDURES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-180, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT TO PROMUL-
GATE CERTAIN REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES, SO AS TO REVISE
REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATIONS PRO-
CEDURES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-230, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD
OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING
VACANCIES ON THE BOARD; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-40-200
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RELATING TO THE EFFECT OF ESTABLISHMENT OF SOUTH CINA PUB-
LIC CHARTER SCHOOL DISTRICTS ON PENDING AND FUTURE APPLI-
CATIONS.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-47
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Education SJ-3
S 0446  General Bill, By Leatherman, Setzler, Williams and Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3585, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP FUND
TAX CREDIT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE AGGREGATE ANNUAL CREDIT
AMOUNT.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   04/18/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
9
   04/20/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   04/20/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   04/20/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-1 SJ-14
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-130
S 0447  General Bill, By Young, Sabb, Shealy, M.B. Matthews, Johnson,
Climer, Talley and McElveen
Similar (H 3823)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATED REPORTING
OF SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT, SO AS TO REQUIRE
REPORTING WHEN AN INFANT OR FETUS IS EXPOSED TO ALCOHOL
OR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
11
   03/29/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-39
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-39
   03/30/17 Senate Amended SJ-26
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   03/30/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-26
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
S 0448  General Bill, By Young, Shealy, Johnson, Climer, Talley and
McElveen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-940, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AUTHORIZED USES OF
UNFOUNDED CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT REPORTS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE RELEASE OF INFORMATION ABOUT CHILD FATALITIES
OR NEAR FATALITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1990, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT RECORDS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF INFOR-
MATION ABOUT CHILD FATALITIES OR NEAR FATALITIES.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-10
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-11
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Senate Amended SJ-20
   04/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-20
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-113
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-63
   05/09/17 House Amended HJ-199
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-199
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-0 HJ-200
   05/10/17 House Reconsidered HJ-15
   05/10/17 House Amended HJ-20
   05/10/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-23
   05/11/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-46
   05/11/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-115
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-37 SJ-115
   05/11/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Crawford, Norrell, Caskey HJ-54
   05/11/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Turner, Young, Allen SJ-
116
S 0449  General Bill, By Martin, Corbin, Rice, Shealy and Verdin
Similar (H 3700, H 3930)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ENACTING THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CONSTITUTIONAL CARRY
ACT OF 2017 , TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20 RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A FIREARM, TO AFFIRMATIVELY ASSERT
THAT IT IS LEGAL TO CARRY A HANDGUN IN THIS STATE, UNLESS
OTHERWISE PROHIBITED, WITH LOCATION EXCEPTIONS WHERE
FIREARMS ARE PROHIBITED; TO AMEND 16-23-50(A)(2) TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON WHO ENTERS A PREMISES WITH A SIGN PROHIBIT-
ING FIREARMS WHILE POSSESSING A FIREARM MUST BE CHARGED
WITH TRESPASS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-23-420 AND 16-23-430,
BOTH RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A FIREARM ON SCHOOL
PROPERTY, SO AS TO DELETE REFERENCES TO CONCEALED WEAPON
PERMITS, TO DELETE THE TERM  WEAPON  AND REPLACE IT WITH
THE TERM  FIREARM , AND TO PROVIDE THAT BOTH SECTIONS DO
NOT APPLY TO A PERSON WHO LAWFULLY IS CARRYING A WEAPON
SECURED IN A MOTOR VEHICLE; TO DELETE SECTION 16-23-460
RELATED TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A CONCEALED
WEAPON; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-465, RELATING TO PENALTIES
FOR UNLAWFULLY CARRYING A FIREARM ONTO THE PREMISES OF A
BUSINESS SELLING ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR, BEER, OR WINE FOR CON-
SUMPTION ON THE PREMISES, TO DELETE A REFERENCE TO A PER-
SON CARRYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON PURSUANT TO ARTICLE
4, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT
APPLY TO A PERSON LAWFULLY CARRYING A WEAPON WHO DOES
NOT CONSUME ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR, BEER, OR WINE WHILE CARRY-
ING A WEAPON ON THE BUSINESS PREMISES AND TO REMOVE REF-
ERENCE TO  CONCEALABLE WEAPON  AND REPLACE WITH  WEAPON
; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A
CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT
REQUIRES A PERMIT HOLDER TO POSSESS HIS PERMIT IDENTIFICA-
TION WHEN CARRYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON, THE PROVISION
THAT REQUIRES A PERMIT HOLDER TO INFORM A LAW ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICER THAT HE IS A PERMIT HOLDER AND PRESENT THE
PERMIT TO THE OFFICER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTIONS 23-31-220,
RELATING TO A PROPERTY OWNER S RIGHT TO ALLOW A HOLDER
OF A CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT TO CARRY A WEAPON ONTO
HIS PROPERTY, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO PROVIDE
THAT THIS PROVISION REGULATES BOTH PERSONS WHO POSSESS
AND DO NOT POSSESS A CONCEALABLE WEAPONS PERMIT; TO
DELETE SECTIONS 23-31-225 AND 23-31-230 RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A CONCEALED WEAPON INTO A RESI-
DENCE AND THE CARRYING OF A WEAPON BETWEEN AN AUTOMO-
BILE AND AN ACCOMMODATION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-235
RELATING TO THE POSTING OF SIGNS PROHIBITING  CONCEALED
WEAPONS  AND REPLACE WITH CONFORMING LANGUAGE OF
WEAPONS ; AND BY AMENDING SECTION 10-11-320 RELATED TO THE
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TRESPASSES AND OFFENSES OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS ON CAPITOL
GROUNDS, TO DELETE THE TERM  CONCEALABLE WEAPONS  PER-
MIT  AND REPLACE WITH THE TERM  FIREARM ;
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/19/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Fanning, Gold-
finch, Rice, Senn
S 0450  Resolution, By Gambrell and Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES
WADE WILLIAMS, THE DIRECTOR OF THE T. ED GARRISON ARENA,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FIVE
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AND
TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0451  General Bill, By Scott, Cromer and Alexander
Similar (H 3789)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH CHALLENGE ACAD-
EMY AND SOUTH CAROLINA JOBS CHALLENGE PROGRAM
EXPUNGEMENT ACT ; BY ADDING ARTICLE 10 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE
17 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR EXPUNGEMENT
OF A CRIMINAL RECORD PURSUANT TO SECTION 17-22-910 WHO
SUCCESSFULLY GRADUATE AND COMPLETE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
YOUTH CHALLENGE ACADEMY AND SOUTH CAROLINA JOBS CHAL-
LENGE PROGRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD MAY APPLY TO HAVE THEIR RECORD EXPUNGED
UPON SUCCESSFUL GRADUATION AND COMPLETION OF THE PRO-
GRAMS UNDER CERTAIN DELINEATED CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 17-22-940, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
EXPUNGEMENT PROCESS, SO AS TO INCLUDE A REFERENCE TO THE
DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH CHALLENGE ACAD-
EMY ATTESTING TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF THE CHARGE FOR
EXPUNGEMENT ON AN EXPUNGEMENT APPLICATION.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
S 0452  General Bill, By Campbell, Grooms, Gregory, Massey, Hembree and
Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 15 OF THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS, BY ADDING
CHAPTER 83, TO ENACT THE  ASBESTOS BANKRUPTCY TRUST
CLAIMS TRANSPARENCY ACT ; TO DEFINE TERMS; TO ESTABLISH
THE REQUIRED DISCLOSURES BY PLAINTIFFS; TO ESTABLISH DIS-
COVERY PROVISIONS; TO ESTABLISH THAT A COURT MAY STAY AN
ACTION; TO ESTABLISH THAT A DEFENDANT MAY IDENTIFY ADDI-
TIONAL OR ALTERNATIVE ASBESTOS TRUSTS; TO ESTABLISH VALU-
ATION OF ASBESTOS TRUST CLAIMS; TO ESTABLISH SETOFF
PROVISIONS; AND TO ESTABLISH SANCTIONS.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
S 0453 (Rat # 0035, Act #  0115)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
WIC VENDORS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4671, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-13
   02/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-25
   02/28/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   03/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-5
   04/18/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-26
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-23
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-1 HJ-24
   04/20/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-7
   05/04/17 Ratified R 35
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 115
S 0454  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR NEW
LIGHT BEULAH BAPTIST CHURCH OF HOPKINS AND TO CELEBRATE
WITH THE PASTOR AND MEMBERS THEIR ONE HUNDRED FIFTY
YEARS OF INDEPENDENCE AS A CONGREGATION FAITHFULLY SERV-
ING THEIR COMMUNITY.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-13
   02/22/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-35
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-35
   04/18/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
S 0455  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR VEJETHA H.
JONES FOR HER COMMITMENT TO THE EDUCATION OF THE CHIL-
DREN OF THE PALMETTO STATE AND FOR THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF
DEDICATION TO THIS SERVICE AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0456 (Rat # 0131, Act #  0127)  General Bill, By Grooms and Shealy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BEGINNER S PERMITS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO HOLDS A MOTORCYCLE
BEGINNER S PERMIT WHO HAS FAILED THE MOTORCYCLE DRIVER S
LICENSE TEST THREE OR MORE TIMES MUST COMPLETE SUCCESS-
FULLY A SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE MOTORCYCLE
SAFETY COURSE, OR ITS EQUIVALENT, IN LIEU OF PASSING THE
MOTORCYCLE DRIVER S LICENSE TEST, IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A
MOTORCYCLE LICENSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-770, RELAT-
ING TO POINTS REDUCED FOR COMPLETING A DEFENSIVE DRIVING
COURSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY DRIVER WITH A CLASS M
(MOTORCYCLE) ENDORSEMENT WHO HAS ACCUMULATED POINTS
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL HAVE THE NUM-
BER OF HIS POINTS REDUCED BY FOUR UPON PROVING TO THE SAT-
ISFACTION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES THAT HE HAS
COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY A SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COL-
LEGE MOTORCYCLE SAFETY COURSE OR ITS EQUIVALENT, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COURSE, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT NO PERSON S POINTS MAY BE REDUCED MORE THAN ONE
TIME IN ANY THREE-YEAR PERIOD. - ratified title
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-13
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-36
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-21
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   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   05/10/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-75
   05/11/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-9-18
   01/10/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   01/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-10
   01/11/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-600
   02/01/18 Ratified R 131
   02/05/18 Signed By Governor
   02/08/18 Effective date 2/5/18
   02/12/18 Act No. 127
S 0457 (Rat # 0006, Act #  0102)  General Bill, By Fanning
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 191 OF 1991, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE FAIRFIELD COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT, SO AS TO ALLOW BOARD MEMBERS TO RECEIVE A MONTHLY
STIPEND IN AN AMOUNT TO BE DETERMINED BY THE BOARD, AND
TO REQUIRE ACTUAL ATTENDANCE AT A DULY CONSTITUTED
BOARD MEETING IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE MONTHLY STIPEND. -
ratified title
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   02/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/23/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-25
   02/24/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time
   02/28/17 House Referred to Fairfield Delegation
   03/01/17 House Committee report: Favorable Fairfield Delegation HJ-3
   03/02/17 House Read second time HJ-15
   03/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-80  Nays-0 HJ-15
   03/02/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-16
   03/03/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   03/07/17 Ratified R 6
   03/13/17 Vetoed by Governor
   03/23/17 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-
34
   03/29/17 House Debate adjourned on veto consideration until Tues., 4-4-
17 HJ-8
   04/04/17 House Veto overridden Yeas-69  Nays-18 HJ-12
   04/06/17 Effective date 4/4/2017
   07/12/17 Act No. 102
S 0458  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 50 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SALE AND TRAFFICKING IN FISH, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 50-13-1640, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR
DEFINITIONS RELATED TO CARTILAGINOUS FISH, THEIR PARTS, AND
PERSONS WHO SALVAGE THEM FOR BAIT OR HUMAN CONSUMP-
TION, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR PERSONS WHO UNLAW-
FULLY SALVAGE FOR BAIT OR HUMAN CONSUMPTION CERTAIN
CARTILAGINOUS FISH.
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-4
S 0459  Resolution, By Talley
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE KALEB CHAPMAN FOR
HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0460  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LINCOLN L. PRIVETTE,
SR. ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO
WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPI-
NESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0461  General Bill, By Hutto
Similar (H 3663)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  HEALTHY YOUTH ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION
59-32-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM, SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TER-
MINOLOGY; TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
ADOPT CERTAIN RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE SUCH UNITS MUST BE EVIDENCE-BASED BEGINNING WITH
THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR; TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-30, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM BY
LOCAL SCHOOL BOARDS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES;
TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-40, RELATING TO STAFF DEVELOPMENT
RELATED TO THE PROGRAM, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-60, RELATING TO
REQUIREMENTS THAT THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ENSURE DISTRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROGRAM AND RELATED
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS SHALL
ENSURE THAT ALL COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION CON-
DUCTED WITHIN THE DISTRICT USES COMPLIANT CURRICULUM
AND ALIGNS TO ALL STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED BY
THE STATE BOARD, TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS SHALL PUBLISH CER-
TAIN RELATED INFORMATION ON THEIR WEBSITES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE PARTIAL WITHHOLDING OF FUNDS OF
NONCOMPLIANT DISTRICTS BY THE DEPARTMENT.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
S 0462 (Rat # 0080, Act #  0054)  General Bill, By Hembree
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNIFORM DIPLOMA
FOR GRADUATES OF ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE PERSONALIZED PATHWAYS FOR STUDENTS TO EARN THE
DIPLOMA AND TO PROVIDE RELATED COURSE OF STUDY-BASED
ENDORSEMENTS STUDENTS MAY EARN, TO REVISE THE COURSE-
WORK STUDENTS ENTERING NINTH GRADE DURING THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR MUST EARN FOR GRADUATION, TO PROVIDE THIS
REVISED COURSEWORK REQUIREMENT MUST SUPPORT THE PRO-
FILE OF THE GRADUATE, TO PROVIDE FOR A UNIFORM EMPLOYABIL-
ITY CREDENTIAL AVAILABLE FOR CERTAIN STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO DIPLOMA PATHWAYS, AND TO
PROVIDE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHALL MONITOR
NUMBERS OF DIPLOMAS AND EMPLOYABILITY CREDENTIALS
EARNED BY STUDENTS AND BIANNUALLY REPORT SUCH NUMBERS
TO STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. -
ratified title
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   03/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-10
   03/30/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-34
   03/30/17 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   03/30/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-34
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-7




   05/03/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hayes, Atkinson, M Rivers,
JE Smith, Bernstein, Hart, Weeks, Henegan, Cobb-Hunter,
Williams, Jefferson, McCravy, West, Hewitt, King, Fry,
Crawford, Brown, DC Moss, Mack, Anderson, Pope,
White, Hosey, Clyburn, Kirby, Alexander, Thayer HJ-28
   05/09/17 House Amended HJ-174
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-174
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-175
   05/10/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-34
   05/10/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-66
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-66
   05/15/17 Ratified R 80
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 54
S 0463 (Rat # 0081, Act #  0055)  General Bill, By Cromer and Gambrell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN
TITLE 38, SO AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN FORMS OF DISABILITY INSUR-
ANCE IN THE DEFINITION FOR THE TERM  SURPLUS LINES INSUR-
ANCE ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-100, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO INSURANCE PRODUCER LICENSING, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION TO RETAIN FIN-
GERPRINTS FOR USE IN IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES. - ratified title
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
17
   03/15/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/15/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/16/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-123
   04/27/17 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-43
   05/04/17 House Amended HJ-25
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-25
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-29
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-30
   05/05/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-3
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-79
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-79
   05/10/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-79
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-98
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-98
   05/15/17 Ratified R 81
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 55
S 0464  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-540 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO WHOLESALE MOTOR VEHICLE AUCTIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON MAY PURCHASE OR SELL MOTOR VEHICLES AT A WHOLE-
SALE MOTOR VEHICLE AUCTION ONCE EVERY TWELVE MONTHS.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
S 0465 (Rat # 0049, Act #  0030)  General Bill, By Campsen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-15, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND
THEIR DEFINITIONS PERTAINING TO SALTWATERS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE DEFINITIONS FOR THE TERMS  SHELLFISH MARICULTURE  AND
SHELLFISH SEED ; TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-360, RELATING TO
WHOLESALE SEAFOOD DEALERS, PEELER CRAB, AND MOLLUSCAN
SHELLFISH LICENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON REQUIRED
TO OBTAIN A WHOLESALE SEAFOOD DEALER LICENSE WHO
RECEIVES MOLLUSCAN SHELLFISH MUST COMPLETE ANY
REQUIRED DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL TRAINING; TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-945, RELATING TO A
SHELLFISH MARICULTURE PERMITTEE ACQUIRING A PERMIT TO
TAKE SHELLFISH FOR REPLANTING FROM STATE BOTTOMS DESIG-
NATED FOR THAT PURPOSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE
OF PERMITS TO SHELLFISH MARICULTURE PERMITTEES TO HAR-
VEST WILD SHELLFISH SEED FOR USE IN MARICULTURE; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-5-965, RELATING TO THE TAKING OF SHELLFISH FROM
BOTTOMS OR WATERS DESIGNATED FOR COMMERCIAL HARVEST, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL MAY PLACE CERTAIN CONDITIONS UPON HAR-
VEST PERMITS FOR THESE AREAS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-5-997 SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF OUT-OF-SEASON HARVEST
PERMITS TO SHELLFISH MARICULTURE PERMITTEES; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-5-1005, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF SHELLFISH
IMPORTATION PERMITS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE PLACING OF
GENETICALLY MODIFIED SHELLFISH IN THE WATERS IN THIS STATE
EXCEPT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO PERSONS WHO POS-
SESS, PRODUCE, PURCHASE, OR SELL GENETICALLY MODIFIED
SHELLFISH, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS WITH
CONDITIONS RELATING TO TESTING, TREATMENT OF EFFLUENT,
AND BIOSECURITY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-2500, RELATING
TO THE ASSIGNMENT OF POINT VALUES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES UPON PERSONS WHO VIOLATE PROVISIONS
RELATED TO THE MARINE RESOURCES ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS PROVISION ALSO APPLIES TO VIOLATIONS RELATED TO HAR-
VESTING AND HANDLING OF SHELLFISH. - ratified title
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-14
   03/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-37
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-37
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-19
   04/27/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-2 HJ-17
   05/04/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-15
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-2 HJ-16
   05/09/17 Ratified R 49
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 30
S 0466  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 2017
AS  UNCLAIMED PROPERTY DAY  AND TO URGE ALL CITIZENS TO
UTILIZE THE DATABASE OF THE OFFICE OF THE STATE TREASURER
TO SEARCH FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY FOR THEMSELVES, THEIR
FRIENDS AND FAMILIES, AND THEIR BUSINESSES.
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   02/23/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
S 0467  General Bill, By Martin and Verdin
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 41, TITLE 44 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA PAIN-CAPABLE UNBORN
CHILD PROTECTION ACT, BY ADDING SECTION 44-41-445, TO
REQUIRE ABDOMINAL ULTRASOUNDS BE CONDUCTED PRIOR TO
PERFORMING OR INDUCING AN ABORTION TO DETERMINE IF THE
ULTRASOUND DETECTS A FETAL HEARTBEAT; TO AMEND SECTION
44-41-450, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ABORTION CANNOT BE PERFORMED
OR INDUCED ON A WOMAN DURING THE THIRTEENTH THROUGH
NINETEENTH WEEK OF PREGNANCY IF THE ULTRASOUND DETECTS
A FETAL HEARTBEAT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-330(A)(1), TO
REQUIRE THAT A WOMAN BE NOTIFIED OF HER RIGHT TO KNOW IF A
FETAL HEARTBEAT WAS DETECTED DURING THE ULTRASOUND.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
S 0468  General Bill, By Campbell, Sheheen, Malloy, Rankin, Verdin, Young,
Shealy, Davis, Gregory, J. Matthews, Johnson and Goldfinch
Similar (H 3559)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 55, TITLE 46, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CULTIVATION OF INDUSTRIAL
HEMP, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITIONS OF TERMS CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERM  HUMAN
CONSUMPTION , TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL
HEMP PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT INDUSTRIAL HEMP IS AN AGRI-
CULTURAL CROP UPON WHICH AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCA-
TION MAY CONDUCT RESEARCH, TO PROVIDE THAT INDUSTRIAL
HEMP OR HEMP PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED AN ADULTER-
ANT, TO PROVIDE PROVISIONS THAT REGULATE THE GROWING,
SELLING, AND IMPORTATION OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP AND HEMP
SEED, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT EXCLUDES INDUSTRIAL
HEMP FROM THE DEFINITION OF MARIJUANA, TO REVISE THE PRO-
VISION THAT SPECIFIES THAT CERTAIN CONDUCT REGARDING THE
MANUFACTURING, DISTRIBUTION, PURCHASE, AND OTHER ACTIVI-
TIES RELATING TO DISGUISING MARIJUANA TO MAKE IT APPEAR TO
BE INDUSTRIAL HEMP, AND TO PROVIDE FOR LABORATORY TESTING
OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
S 0469  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SARAH
BLACKWELL OF ANDERSON COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RECENT RETIREMENT AFTER FIFTY-FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING
SERVICE AS AN ORGANIST AND CHOIR DIRECTOR FOR LATIMER
MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, AND TO WISH HER CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   02/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-34
S 0470  General Bill, By Gambrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-53-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF
A BAIL BONDSMAN LICENSE, SO AS TO ALTER THE EXPIRATION
DATE OF A BAIL BONDSMAN LICENSE AND TO INCREASE THE
RENEWAL FEES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-53-250, RELATING TO
REQUIREMENTS FOR DISCHARGE OF CUSTODY WHEN A DEFEN-
DANT HAS BEEN ADMITTED TO BAIL, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR A
DEFENDANT HELD IN A COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL CORRECTIONAL
FACILITY OR JAIL TO SECURE HIS IMMEDIATE RELEASE UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-10
S 0471  General Bill, By Talley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-540, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF ETHICS
INVESTIGATIONS AND HEARINGS, AND TO THE ETHICS COMMITTEES
FINDINGS AND REPORTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE ETHICS COMMIT-
TEES  POSSIBLE ACTIONS AFTER REVIEWING THE STATE ETHICS
COMMISSION S RECOMMENDATIONS AND RELEVANT EVIDENCE.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
S 0472  General Bill, By Campbell, Reese, Hembree, Williams, Gambrell and
Scott
Similar (H 3931)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-1-130 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NON-
PROFIT CORPORATIONS THAT RECEIVE MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS IN PUBLIC FUNDS TO SUBMIT A QUARTERLY EXPENDI-
TURE REPORT TO THE AWARDING JURISDICTION, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE AWARDING JURISDICTION MUST MAKE THE REPORTS
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
S 0473  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WALLINGFORD
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH FOR ITS DEEP HERITAGE IN CHARLESTON
AND TO COMMEND THE LEADERSHIP AND CONGREGATION FOR
THEIR YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0474  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE WEST-OAK HIGH
SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017
CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0475  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 2017
AS  SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS  DAY  AND TO COMMEND AND
RECOGNIZE SOUTH CAROLINA S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO OUR STATE S ECONOMY, THEIR EFFORTS TO PROMOTE
ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND THEIR LEADERSHIP IN PROVIDING SUS-
TAINABLE MATERIAL-MANAGEMENT OPTIONS.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0476  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CLEMSON UNIVER-
SITY FOOTBALL TEAMS  DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR BRENT VEN-
ABLES, ON BEING SELECTED TO RECEIVE THE FRANK BROYLES
AWARD.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0477  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOT-
BALL TEAMS  ASSOCIATE HEAD COACH AND DEFENSIVE TACKLES
COACH, DAN BROOKS, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AND
TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON BEING NAMED 2016 ASSISTANT COACH
OF THE YEAR FOR THE FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISION BY THE
AMERICAN FOOTBALL COACHES ASSOCIATION.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0478  General Bill, By Hutto, Jackson, Shealy, McElveen and Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-6410 AND 56-5-6420, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
CERTAIN CHILDREN MUST BE SECURED IN A CHILD PASSENGER
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RESTRAINT SYSTEM WHILE TRAVELING IN A MOTOR VEHICLE, AND
THE TRANSPORTATION OF CHILDREN IN A VEHICLE WITH AN INSUF-
FICIENT NUMBER OF CHILD RESTRAINT DEVICES, SO AS TO REVISE
THE AGE, WEIGHT, AND POSITION OF A CHILD WHO MUST BE
SECURED IN A CHILD PASSENGER RESTRAINT SYSTEM.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   04/05/17 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-19
   04/05/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-19
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-116
   04/06/17 Senate Read second time SJ-116
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-116
   04/06/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-116
   04/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
S 0479  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-2080 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO QUALIFICATIONS FOR A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE, TO
ESTABLISH THE INTRASTATE VISION WAIVER PROGRAM, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT CERTAIN VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS MAY
OBTAIN A WAIVER FROM THE SIGHT REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED
WITH A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE WAIVER, THE CIRCUM-
STANCES UNDER WHICH A WAIVER MAY BE GRANTED, AND THE
PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING A WAIVER.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   04/05/17 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-20
   04/05/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-20
   04/06/17 Senate Read second time SJ-120
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-3 SJ-120
   04/06/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-120
   04/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
S 0480 (Rat # 0082, Act #  0056)  General Bill, By Hutto
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-53-600 SO AS TO DEVOLVE TEMPORARILY
THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE DENMARK TECH-
NICAL COLLEGE AREA COMMISSION UPON THE STATE BOARD FOR
TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION, TO REQUIRE THE
STATE BOARD TO ISSUE QUARTERLY STATUS REPORTS AND TO
STUDY THE MOST EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT DELIVERY OF TECHNICAL
COLLEGE EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES IN CERTAIN COUNTIES; AND
TO REPEAL THIS SECTION ON NOVEMBER 1, 2018. - ratified title
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-11
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-107
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-107
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-107
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
   04/26/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
   04/27/17 House Amended HJ-26
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-0 HJ-28
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-29
   04/28/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-80
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-0 SJ-80
   05/15/17 Ratified R 82
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 56
S 0481  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (S 0099, H 3352, H 3482, H 4396)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO
AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN DATA FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE
MOUNTED VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDINGS IN THE LIST OF SPECIFIC
CATEGORIES OF PUBLIC INFORMATION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT LAW
ENFORCEMENT MAY APPLY TO OBTAIN A COURT ORDER PREVENT-
ING DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IN CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO PUBLIC RECORDS EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC
BODIES ARE NOT REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE ANY AUDIO RECORDING
OF THE FINAL STATEMENTS OF A DYING VICTIM IN A CALL TO 911
EMERGENCY SERVICES, TO PROVIDE ANY SUCH STATEMENTS MUST
BE REDACTED PRIOR TO RELEASE UNLESS THE PRIVACY INTEREST
IS WAIVED BY THE VICTIM S NEXT OF KIN, AND TO REVISE EXEMP-
TIONS FOR CERTAIN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PUBLIC SAFETY
AGENCY RECORDS ALSO TO EXEMPT RECORDS, VIDEO OR AUDIO
RECORDINGS, OR OTHER INFORMATION COMPILED FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
S 0482  General Bill, By Davis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-330, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CAPITAL PROJECTS
SALES TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE PROCEEDS OF THE TAX
ARE ONLY FOR ONE PROJECT, THEN THE LOCAL GOVERNING BODY
MAY PERFORM THE DUTIES OF ANOTHER COMMISSION, AND TO
PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
S 0483  Joint Resolution, By Williams, Malloy, Setzler, Sheheen, Hembree,
Rankin, Scott and Johnson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE TREASURER TO DISBURSE
CERTAIN FUNDS TO THE TOWN OF NICHOLS FOR RECOVERY
EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE AFTERMATH OF HURRICANE
MATTHEW.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
7
   03/16/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/16/17 Senate Amended
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-32
   03/16/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-32
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/17/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   03/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-123
S 0484  Joint Resolution, By Senate Finance
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A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO CIGARETTE TAXES, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4702, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-14
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/08/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-29
   03/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-4
S 0485 (Rat # 0083, Act #  0118)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMIS-
SION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL GUARD COLLEGE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4730, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - rati-
fied title
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-14
   03/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-26
   03/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-11
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-60
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-88
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-0 HJ-88
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 83
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 118
S 0486 (Rat # 0084, Act #  0119)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMIS-
SION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, RELATING TO FREE TUITION FOR RES-
IDENTS SIXTY YEARS OF AGE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4728, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-15
   03/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/14/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-11
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-60
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-89
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-89
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-65
   05/15/17 Ratified R 84
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 119
S 0487  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 126 AND 26 IN RICHLAND
COUNTY  MILTON KIMPSON INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERCHANGE CONTAINING THIS
DESIGNATION.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   04/06/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   04/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/18/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-29
   04/19/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   04/20/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-19
   04/25/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-20
S 0488 (Rat # 0085, Act #  0057)  General Bill, By Grooms, Johnson,
Campbell, Climer, Campsen, Peeler, Reese and Shealy
Similar (H 3937)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF MOTOR
VEHICLE DEALER LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
DEALER LICENSE PLATE MAY BE USED BY A PERSON WHOSE VEHI-
CLE IS BEING SERVICED OR REPAIRED BY THE DEALERSHIP, PRO-
VIDED THE VEHICLE DISPLAYING THE LICENSE PLATE IS PART OF A
MANUFACTURER PROGRAM AND THE PLATE IS GIVEN TO THE PER-
SON BY THE DEALER AT NO CHARGE TO THE CONSUMER FOR NOT
MORE THAN THIRTY DAYS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DEALER MAY
BE ISSUED TWO PLATES FOR THE FIRST FIFTEEN VEHICLES SOLD
DURING THE PRECEDING YEAR AND A DEALER PARTICIPATING IN A
MANUFACTURER PROGRAM MAY BE ISSUED TWO ADDITIONAL
PLATES FOR EACH FIFTEEN VEHICLES SOLD BEYOND THE INITIAL
TWENTY DURING THE PRECEDING YEAR. - ratified title
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   03/21/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-50
   03/29/17 Senate Amended SJ-50
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-50
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-1 SJ-50
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-101
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-102
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/15/17 Ratified R 85
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 57
S 0489  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. ROBERT M. SCOTLAND OF
SHILOH FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN WINNSBORO ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINISTRY
AND TO EXTEND HIM BEST WISHES FOR GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS
AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0490  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GERALD W.
JERRY  STOUDEMIRE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RECENT RETIRE-
MENT AS A FIREFIGHTER WITH THE LITTLE MOUNTAIN VOLUNTEER
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FIRE DEPARTMENT, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS FIFTY-TWO YEARS OF
SELFLESS SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-16
S 0491  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 COL-
LEGE FOOTBALL PLAYOFF NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO
SALUTE THEM FOR THEIR POSTSEASON RANKING AS NUMBER 1 IN
THE NATION.
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-16
S 0492  General Bill, By Senn, Climer, Talley, Timmons and Rice
Similar (S 0505)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-370(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION PLAN,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COM-
MISSION SHALL ESTABLISH PROJECT PRIORITY LISTS FOR EACH
PROGRAM CATEGORY PROPOSED TO BE INCLUDED IN THE STATE-
WIDE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN AND THE STATE
NON-FEDERAL AID PROGRAM; TO REPEAL SECTION 57-1-460, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY S EVAL-
UATION AND APPROVAL OF ROUTINE OPERATION, MAINTENANCE,
AND EMERGENCY REPAIRS; TO REPEAL SECTION 57-1-470, RELATING
TO THE COMMISSION S REVIEW OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND
EMERGENCY REPAIR REQUESTS APPROVED BY THE SECRETARY; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-1-310(A) AND (B), RELATING TO THE COMPOSI-
TION OF THE COMMISSION, TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF AT-
LARGE SEATS TO TWO; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-360(B), RELATING
TO THE STANDARDS FOR AUDITS, TO REQUIRE THAT FINAL AUDIT
REPORTS MUST BE PUBLISHED ON THE DEPARTMENT S AND STATE
AUDITOR S WEBSITES; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-430, RELATING TO
THE SECRETARY S DUTIES, TO REQUIRE THE SECRETARY TO PRE-
PARE AND PUBLISH ON THE DEPARTMENT S WEBSITE AN ANNUAL
REPORT OUTLINING THE DEPARTMENT S ANNUAL EXPENDITURES, A
LIST OF ALL COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS WITH THE DEPARTMENT,
AND THE AMOUNT SPENT ON THESE CONTRACTS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 12-28-2740, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GASO-
LINE USER FEE AMONG COUNTIES, REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXPEN-
DITURES OF THESE FUNDS, AND COUNTY TRANSPORTATION
COMMITTEES, TO CHANGE THE AMOUNT THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION ANNUALLY TRANSFERS FROM THE STATE
HIGHWAY FUND TO THE DONOR COUNTIES FROM NINE AND ONE
HALF MILLION DOLLARS TO SIXTEEN MILLION DOLLARS, AND TO
RENUMBER SECTIONS AS APPROPRIATE.
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
S 0493  Resolution, By Jackson, Kimpson and Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE DR. DAVID HOLMES SWINTON,
PRESIDENT OF BENEDICT COLLEGE IN COLUMBIA, ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO OFFER BEST
WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0494  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CORINE JOHNSON ON
THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A
JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0495  General Bill, By Grooms and Alexander
Similar (H 3743)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 140, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE
POWERING THE PALMETTO STATE  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES HON-
ORING SOUTH CAROLINA S ELECTRICAL LINEMEN.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0496 (Rat # 0012, Act #  0108)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
Similar (S 0373)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SHELLFISH, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4736, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   03/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-45
   03/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-45
   03/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-23
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-20
   03/22/17 House Recalled from Committee on Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-37
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-18
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   03/24/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-4
   04/04/17 Ratified R 12
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 108
S 0497  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 3926)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PHARMACY PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE ADDITIONAL TERMS;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, RELATING TO COMPOUNDING PHAR-
MACIES, SO AS TO REVISE MINIMUM GOOD COMPOUNDING PRAC-
TICES, TO PROVIDE A PHARMACIST MUST PERFORM A FINAL CHECK
ON A PREPARATION COMPOUNDED BY A PHARMACY TECHNICIAN,
TO MODIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AREA USED FOR COMPOUND-
ING IN A PHARMACY, TO PROVIDE PHARMACISTS SHALL ENSURE
CERTAIN EXPECTED FEATURES OF INGREDIENTS USED IN A FORMU-
LATION, TO PROVIDE A MEANS FOR DETERMINING THE MAXIMUM
BEYOND-USE DATE OF AN EXCESS AMOUNT OF A SPECIFIC COM-
POUND IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN WRIT-
TEN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO A COMPOUNDING
AREA, AND TO PROVIDE THAT MATERIAL DATA SAFETY MUST BE
READILY ACCESSIBLE TO PHARMACY PERSONNEL WHO WORK
WITH DRUG SUBSTANCES OR BULK CHEMICALS, AND TO DELETE
OBSOLETE LANGUAGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-88, RELAT-
ING TO THE HANDLING OF STERILE PREPARATION BY PHARMACIES,
SO AS TO REVISE ASSOCIATED STANDARDS AND TO BROADEN THE
APPLICATION OF THESE STANDARDS TO INCLUDE OTHER FACILITIES
PERMITTED BY THE BOARD, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
S 0498  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF MAY
2017  AS  MENTAL HEALTH MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN ORDER
TO RAISE AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF MENTAL ILLNESS
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AND THE NEED FOR APPROPRIATE AND ACCESSIBLE SERVICES FOR
ALL PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-2
   04/25/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-32
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-127
S 0499 (Rat # 0170, Act #  0159)  General Bill, By Malloy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-148, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE IDENTIFYING CODE AFFIXED TO
THE DRIVER S LICENSE OF A PERSON CONVICTED OF CERTAIN
CRIMES, SO AS TO REMOVE THE FIFTY DOLLAR FEE ASSOCIATED
WITH PLACING THE IDENTIFYING CODE ON A DRIVER S LICENSE. -
ratified title
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   04/18/17 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation
   04/18/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-9
   04/20/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/20/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-17
   04/25/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-131
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-5
   03/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-22-18 HJ-88
   03/22/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-29
   04/17/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/17/18 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-12 HJ-14
   04/18/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-13
   05/01/18 Ratified R 170
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/09/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 159
S 0500  Resolution, By Corbin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JAYNE ARLEDGE ON
THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS HEAD COACH OF NORTH
GREENVILLE UNIVERSITY S WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM, TO COM-
MEND HER FOR HER THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO
THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0501  Joint Resolution, By Young, Hutto and McElveen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE STATE TREASURER TO DIS-
BURSE FUNDS TO COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES THAT MAINTAIN
UNREIMBURSED EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE RECOVERY
FROM THE 2014 WINTER STORM.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0502  Concurrent Resolution, By Courson, Setzler, J. Matthews, Hembree
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ON ITS MANY YEARS
OF COMMITMENT TO QUALITY EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ORGANIZATION AT THE CELEBRATION
OF ITS FIFTY-YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF UNIFICATION.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-6
S 0503  General Bill, By Davis
Similar (H 3210)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-520, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES AND FORFEITURE PROCEDURES FOR PROPERTY SEIZED
ACCORDINGLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXPEDITED RETURN OF
CERTAIN PROPERTY AND MONIES SEIZED WHEN FORFEITURE PRO-
CEEDINGS HAVE NOT BEEN INSTITUTED AND CHARGES HAVE NOT
BEEN FILED WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF SEIZURE, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE LAWFUL OWNER MAY NOT BE REQUIRED TO PROVE THAT THE
PROPERTY OR MONIES SEIZED WERE LEGALLY ACQUIRED, TO PRO-
HIBIT THE SEIZING AUTHORITY FROM REQUIRING A LAWFUL
OWNER OF PROPERTY OR MONIES TO SIGN A RELEASE ABSOLVING
THE SEIZING AUTHORITY FROM CIVIL LIABILITY RELATING TO AN
UNLAWFUL SEIZURE BEFORE PROPERTY OR MONIES ARE
RETURNED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CRIMINAL CHARGES MAY BE
BROUGHT AT A LATER DATE IF EVIDENCE WARRANTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-53-530, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES AND FORFEITURE PROCEDURES FOR PROPERTY SEIZED
ACCORDINGLY, SO AS TO ALLOW FORFEITURE PROCEEDINGS TO BE
HELD IN THE MAGISTRATES COURT IF THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY
SEIZED DOES NOT EXCEED SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS, CHANGE THE METHOD OF ALLOCATING VARIOUS ASSETS
OBTAINED THROUGH DRUG FORFEITURES SO THAT AFTER THE
FIRST ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS RETAINED BY THE APPROPRIATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, THE REMAINING ASSETS MUST BE
FORWARDED TO THE PROSECUTING AGENCY, AND MAKE TECHNI-
CAL CHANGES REFLECTING THE NEW DISTRIBUTION OF THESE
ASSETS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-586, RELATING TO THE
RETURN OF SEIZED ITEMS UNDER DRUG FORFEITURE LAWS TO
INNOCENT OWNERS, SO AS TO ALLOW PROCEEDINGS TO BE HELD IN
THE MAGISTRATES COURT IF THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY SEIZED
DOES NOT EXCEED SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0504  General Bill, By Climer, Young, Timmons, Shealy, Gambrell,
Hembree, Talley, Senn, Goldfinch, Rice and Turner
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CODE OF LAWS, 1976, RELATED TO OFFENSES AGAINST
THE PERSON, TO ADD SECTION 16-3-620 TO CREATE THE OFFENSES
OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY OF A HIGH AND AGGRAVATED NATURE
ON A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, AND ASSAULT AND BATTERY
ON A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER IN THE FIRST, SECOND, AND
THIRD DEGREES; AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS AND PENALTIES.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
S 0505  General Bill, By Grooms and Campbell
Similar (S 0492)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-370(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION PLAN,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COM-
MISSION SHALL ESTABLISH PROJECT PRIORITY LISTS FOR EACH
PROGRAM CATEGORY PROPOSED TO BE INCLUDED IN THE STATE-
WIDE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN AND THE STATE
NON-FEDERAL AID PROGRAM; TO REPEAL SECTION 57-1-460, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY S EVAL-
UATION AND APPROVAL OF ROUTINE OPERATION, MAINTENANCE,
AND EMERGENCY REPAIRS; TO REPEAL SECTION 57-1-470, RELATING
TO THE COMMISSION S REVIEW OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND
EMERGENCY REPAIR REQUESTS APPROVED BY THE SECRETARY; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-1-310(A) AND (B), RELATING TO THE COMPOSI-
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TION OF THE COMMISSION, TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF AT-
LARGE SEATS TO TWO; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-360(B), RELATING
TO THE STANDARDS FOR AUDITS, TO REQUIRE THAT FINAL AUDIT
REPORTS MUST BE PUBLISHED ON THE DEPARTMENT S AND STATE
AUDITOR S WEBSITES; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-430, RELATING TO
THE SECRETARY S DUTIES, TO REQUIRE THE SECRETARY TO PRE-
PARE AND PUBLISH ON THE DEPARTMENT S WEBSITE AN ANNUAL
REPORT OUTLINING THE DEPARTMENT S ANNUAL EXPENDITURES, A
LIST OF ALL COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS WITH THE DEPARTMENT,
AND THE AMOUNT SPENT ON THESE CONTRACTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 57-1-310(A), RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, TO REQUIRE THAT THE
MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION REPRESENT THE TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS OF THE STATE AS A WHOLE AND MAY NOT SUBORDINATE
THE NEEDS OF THE STATE TO THOSE OF ANY PARTICULAR AREA OF
THE STATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-350, RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION S RULES AND
PROCEDURES, TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO HOLD A MINIMUM
OF SIX REGULAR MEETINGS ANNUALLY AND TO PROVIDE NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS, TO LIMIT A COMMISSIONER S PARTICIPATION IN
THE DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT, EXCEPT IN AN
OVERSIGHT ROLE WITH THE SECRETARY, TO PROHIBIT A COMMIS-
SIONER FROM TAKING PART IN CERTAIN FUNCTIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT, AND TO PROHIBIT A COMMISSIONER FROM HAVING
ANY INTEREST, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, IN ANY CONTRACT, FRAN-
CHISE, PRIVILEGE, OR OTHER BENEFIT GRANTED OR AWARDED BY
THE DEPARTMENT DURING THE TERM OF HIS APPOINTMENT AND
FOR ONE YEAR AFTER THE TERMINATION OF THE APPOINTMENT.
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
S 0506 (Rat # 0204, Act #  0187)  General Bill, By Shealy and Rankin
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF A PHARMACIST
TO DISPENSE A ONE-TIME REFILL OF A PRESCRIBED MEDICATION
DURING A STATE OF EMERGENCY DECLARED BY THE GOVERNOR,
SO AS TO INCREASE THE QUANTITY OF SUCH A REFILL FROM A FIF-
TEEN-DAY SUPPLY TO A THIRTY-DAY SUPPLY. - ratified title
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-11
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-22
   03/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-104
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-85
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-3-18 HJ-93
   05/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-9
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-39
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-40
   05/09/18 House Read third time and enrolled
   05/14/18 Ratified R 204
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 187
S 0507  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-20-45 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SELF-SERVICE STORAGE FACILITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT, AFTER A
FIFTY DAY DEFAULT PERIOD, THE OWNER OF A STORAGE FACILITY
MAY ENFORCE ITS LIEN BY ARRANGING FOR A COMMERCIALLY
REASONABLE PUBLIC SALE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER SO LONG AS,
AT LEAST SEVEN DAYS BEFORE THE SALE, THE OWNER ADVERTISES
THE PUBLIC SALE IN A COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE MANNER
AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS IN ITEM (F) OF
THIS SECTION; TO PROVIDE THAT, FOR PURPOSES OF THIS CHAPTER,
COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE SALE  INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIM-
ITED TO, THE OFFERING OF PROPERTY TO AN AUDIENCE OF BID-
DERS THROUGH AN ONLINE, PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE AUCTION
WEBSITE AND THAT THE ADVERTISEMENT WILL BE DEEMED TO
HAVE BEEN MADE IN A  COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE MANNER  IF
AT LEAST THREE INDEPENDENT BIDDERS ATTEND THE SALE AT THE
TIME AND PLACE AS ADVERTISED; TO PROVIDE THAT, IN THE EVENT
THAT THE PUBLIC SALE IS PLANNED TO BE HELD THROUGH A PUB-
LICLY AVAILABLE INTERNET WEBSITE, THE ADVERTISEMENT SHALL
INCLUDE THE WEBSITE ADDRESS, WHICH SHALL CONSTITUTE THE
PLACE  FOR PURPOSES OF FULFILLING THIS REQUIREMENT; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY SALE OR DISPOSITION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
FROM A COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE SALE MUST BE HELD IN A
COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE MANNER EITHER THROUGH A PUB-
LICLY ACCESSIBLE INTERNET WEBSITE, AT THE SELF SERVICE STOR-
AGE FACILITY, OR AT THE NEAREST SUITABLE PLACE TO WHERE
THE PERSONAL PROPERTY IS HELD OR STORED.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
S 0508  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARCH 14, 2017 AS  4-H DAY
IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND MS. CAREY HERNDON,
STATE 4-H TEEN COUNCIL PRESIDENT; DR. PAM ARDERN, STATE 4-H
PROGRAM LEADER; AND THE 2016-2017 4-H LEADERSHIP TEAM FOR
THEIR NUMEROUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FOR THE LEADERSHIP
THAT THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 Senate Adopted SJ-52
S 0509  Concurrent Resolution, By Hembree
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MRS.
JANELL LEWIS FOR HER SIGNIFICANT PARTICIPATION IN THE HORRY
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC., AND TO CONGRATULATE HER UPON
BEING NAMED THE COOPERATIVE S 2017 RURAL LADY OF THE
YEAR.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
S 0510  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR VANESSA
MARTIN AND SHANNON TAYLOR, FACULTY ADVISORS FOR THE
FAIRFIELD CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL BETA CLUB, AND TO CONGRAT-
ULATE THEM AND THE BETA CLUB MEMBERS FOR THEIR EXCEP-
TIONAL YEAR OF GROWTH AND SUCCESS.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
S 0511  Resolution, By Senn
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. AND MRS. CHRIS-
TOPHER JOSEPH PINCKNEY OF CHARLESTON COUNTY ON THE
OCCASION OF THEIR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY AND TO EXTEND BEST
WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSING AND FULFILLMENT.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0512  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE STEPHANIE M. JOHNSON
ON HER EXTENSIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE WORLD OF EDUCA-
TION AND TO HONOR HER FOR HER SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
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S 0513  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LAMAR
RICHARDS, A SOPHOMORE AT FAIRFIELD CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED PRESIDENT OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENIOR BETA CLUB.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
S 0514  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LONG CANE
AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME) CHURCH OF ABBEVILLE
AND TO CELEBRATE WITH THE PASTOR AND MEMBERS THEIR
FAITHFUL SERVICE AS A CONGREGATION TO THEIR COMMUNITY
FOR ONE HUNDRED FIFTY YEARS.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0515  Resolution, By Jackson, Courson and Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. BILL JONES
ON HIS APPOINTMENT AS CHANCELLOR OF COLUMBIA INTERNA-
TIONAL UNIVERSITY AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR GOD S
RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and adopted
S 0516  General Bill, By Gregory and Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-17-325 OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CODE OF LAWS, 1976, RELATED TO CLERKS OF COURT, TO REQUIRE
THAT EVERY CLERK OF COURT SHALL REPORT TO THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION WITHIN TEN DAYS, WEEK-
ENDS AND HOLIDAYS EXCLUDED, THE DISPOSITION OF EACH CASE
IN GENERAL SESSIONS, AND TO REPORT WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT
HOURS THE ISSUANCE OF A RESTRAINING ORDER, ORDER OF PRO-
TECTION, ORDER FOR THE PREVENTION OF POSSESSION OF A FIRE-
ARM, CONVICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
AND CONVICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO STALKING, INTIMIDA-
TION, OR HARASSMENT; TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 22 BY ADD-
ING SECTION 22-1-200 TO REQUIRE MAGISTRATES TO REPORT TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION WITHIN TEN DAYS,
WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS EXCLUDED, THE DISPOSITION OF EACH
CRIMINAL CASE, AND TO REPORT WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS THE
ISSUANCE OF A RESTRAINING ORDER, ORDER OF PROTECTION,
ORDER FOR THE PREVENTION OF POSSESSION OF A FIREARM, CON-
VICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, AND CON-
VICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO STALKING, INTIMIDATION, OR
HARASSMENT; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 25, TITLE 14 BY ADD-
ING SECTION 14-25-250 TO REQUIRE MAGISTRATES TO REPORT TO
THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION WITHIN TEN
DAYS, WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS EXCLUDED, THE DISPOSITION OF
EACH CRIMINAL CASE, AND TO REPORT WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT
HOURS THE ISSUANCE OF A RESTRAINING ORDER, ORDER OF PRO-
TECTION, ORDER FOR THE PREVENTION OF POSSESSION OF A FIRE-
ARM, CONVICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
AND CONVICTIONS OR ORDERS RELATED TO STALKING, INTIMIDA-
TION, OR HARASSMENT; TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 23 BY ADD-
ING SECTION 23-1-250 TO REQUIRE EACH LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY TO REPORT TO SLED WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS, THE
FILING OF EACH INCIDENT REPORT, ORDER OF PROTECTION,
RESTRAINING ORDER, ANY ORDER OR REPORT RELATING TO AN
INCIDENT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, OR ANY INCIDENT IN WHICH A
PERSON MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM OBTAINING OR POSSESSING A
FIREARM BY STATE OR FEDERAL LAW;  TO AMEND TITLE 14 BY ADD-
ING CHAPTER 32 TO CREATE THE JUDICIAL CRIMINAL INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE, TO ESTABLISH MEMBERSHIP, DUTIES,
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE TO INCLUDE THE
STUDY OF, AND TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR, THE IMPROVE-
MENT OF JUDICIAL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION TECH-
NOLOGY AND REPORTING; TO AMEND CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16 BY
ADDING ARTICLE 9, TO REQUIRE THAT NO GUN TRANSFER PRE-
CEDED BY A CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK MAY PROCEED,
UNLESS THE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK HAS CONCLUDED
THAT THE SALE MAY PROCEED, OR UNTIL AT LEAST FIVE DAYS
HAVE PASSED FROM THE INITIATION OF THE BACKGROUND CHECK
AND THE NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SYS-
TEM HAS NOT REPORTED THAT THE SALE WOULD VIOLATE STATE
OR FEDERAL LAW, AND TO PROVIDE FOR CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE; AND TO PROVIDE A SUNSET FOR THE
FIVE-DAY BACKGROUND CHECK PROVISIONS UPON THE FULL
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ACT
BUT NOT LATER THAN TWO YEARS FROM THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF
THE ACT.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-9
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0517  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-600 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DESTRUCTION OR DESECRATION OF HUMAN REMAINS OR
REPOSITORIES, TO PROVIDE FOR ENHANCED PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS MOTIVATED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY THE OFFENDER S BIAS
AGAINST A RACE, RELIGION, DISABILITY, ETHNICITY, OR GENDER.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0518  General Bill, By Senn
Similar (H 4479)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-80 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL, TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL IS AUTHO-
RIZED TO APPOINT ATTORNEYS EMPLOYED BY THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY TO SIT AS HEARING OFFICERS
FOR CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 23 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING COUNCIL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, BY ADDING
SECTION 23-23-150, TO PROVIDE THAT NO PERSON WHO HAS A PEND-
ING ALLEGATION OF MISCONDUCT MAY BE EMPLOYED AS A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OR AS A TELECOMMUNICATIONS OPERA-
TOR, HAVE THE AUTHORITY OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER,
PERFORM ANY DUTIES OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, OR
EXERCISE THE POWER OF ARREST UNTIL THE LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING COUNCIL OR AN APPELLATE COURT HAS ISSUED A DECI-
SION AUTHORIZING THE PERSON TO BE EMPLOYED IN THOSE
AREAS, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON AGAINST WHOM AN ALLEGA-
TION OF MISCONDUCT HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY SHALL BE NOTIFIED BY
CERTIFIED MAIL OF THE ALLEGATION OF MISCONDUCT AND HIS
RIGHT TO A CONTESTED CASE HEARING, TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON AGAINST WHOM AN ALLEGATION OF MISCONDUCT HAS BEEN
RECEIVED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY
MUST REQUEST A CONTESTED CASE HEARING WITHIN SIXTY DAYS
AFTER RECEIPT OF THE ALLEGATION OF MISCONDUCT AND RIGHT
TO A CONTESTED CASE HEARING, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCE-
DURES OF A CONTESTED CASE HEARING.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
S 0519  General Bill, By Rice and McLeod
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-117-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN LEGIS-
LATIVE FINDINGS CONCERNING THE PUBLIC INTERESTS SERVED BY
SAFEGUARDING AND PROTECTING STUDENT ACTIVITIES, TO PRO-
VIDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS MAY CONTRACT FOR ACCREDITED OR
CERTIFIED LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES FROM LOCAL GOVERN-
MENTS, THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL, THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING, AND COMMISSIONED STATE CONSTABLES TO
PROTECT AND POLICE FACILITIES OWNED OR USED BY THE DIS-
TRICT, AND TO PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS AND SCOPE OF AUTHOR-
ITY FOR SUCH OFFICERS IN THEIR CONTRACT CAPACITY.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
S 0520  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO CAREER OR TECHNOLOGY
CENTERS/COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4697, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-11
   03/14/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-16
   03/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-124
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-59
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-86
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-67
S 0521  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO DEFINED PROGRAM, GRADES
9-12 AND GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4700, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-12
   03/14/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-17
   03/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-124
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-59
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-87
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-196
S 0522  Concurrent Resolution, By Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE AUGUST 14-21, 2017, AS
IMMUNIZATION WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO SEEK TO
INCREASE THE POPULATION S AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF
RECEIVING VACCINATIONS.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   04/25/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-33
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-127
S 0523  Concurrent Resolution, By Hutto, Jackson and Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THAT ABUSE AND
NEGLECT OF CHILDREN IS A SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM, TO COMMEND
THE IMPORTANT WORK BEING DONE TO COMBAT THIS SERIOUS
PROBLEM, AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 2017, AS  CHILDREN
S ADVOCACY CENTER DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-12
S 0524  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson, Courson, McElveen, McLeod
and Scott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 126 AND 26 IN RICHLAND
COUNTY  MILTON KIMPSON INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERCHANGE CONTAINING THIS
DESIGNATION.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
S 0525  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LEXINGTON COUNTY REC-
REATION AND AGING COMMISSION MEALS ON WHEELS PROGRAM
AND THE DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS WHO SERVE THE PROGRAM S
SENIORS.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0526  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO ADVANCED PLACEMENT, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4696, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-13
   03/14/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/14/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   03/15/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-124
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-59
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-87
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-196
S 0527  General Bill, By Hembree, Kimpson, Gregory and Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-25, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SELL, OFFER TO SELL, DELIVER,
LEASE, RENT, BARTER, EXCHANGE, OR TRANSPORT FOR SALE IN
THIS STATE ANY HANDGUN TO A PERSON WHO IS UNDER THE AGE
OF EIGHTEEN AND TO PROVIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-23-30, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A HAND-
GUN, TO DELETE THE USE OF THE TERM  HANDGUN  AND REPLACE
IT WITH  FIREARM  OR  FIREARM AND AMMUNITION,  TO PROVIDE
THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SELL, OFFER TO SELL,
DELIVER, LEASE, RENT, BARTER, EXCHANGE, TRANSPORT FOR SALE
INTO THIS STATE, OR OTHERWISE DISPOSE OF ANY FIREARM OR
AMMUNITION TO A PERSON KNOWING OR HAVING REASONABLE
CAUSE TO BELIEVE THAT THE PERSON MEETS A CERTAIN CATE-
GORY; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, RELATING TO PENALTIES, DIS-
POSITION OF FINES, AND THE FORFEITURE AND DISPOSITIONS OF
HANDGUNS, TO DELETE THE USE OF THE TERM  HANDGUN  AND
REPLACE IT WITH  FIREARM  OR  FIREARM AND AMMUNITION,  TO
PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES FOR A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, EXCEPT SECTION 16-23-20, TO PROVIDE
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THAT A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY THAT RECEIVES A FIREARM
PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION SHALL ADMINISTRATIVELY RELEASE
THE FIREARM TO AN INNOCENT OWNER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; TO AMEND AND ADD NECESSARY TERMS TO SECTION 16-
23-10; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 16-23-500 AND 23-31-1040 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Hutto, Kimp-
son, Climer, Goldfinch
S 0528  General Bill, By Gambrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT TOYS PURCHASED BY THE
MARINES TOYS FOR TOTS FOUNDATION.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0529  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE JORY FLEMING
OF COLUMBIA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON BEING AWARDED A
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0530 (Rat # 0036, Act #  0020)  General Bill, By Talley
Similar (H 4004)
AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE PELHAM-BATESVILLE FIRE DISTRICT,
WHICH PROVIDES FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES TO PORTIONS OF
GREENVILLE AND SPARTANBURG COUNTIES, TO ISSUE BONDS TO
FINANCE CERTAIN NECESSARY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE AMOUNT AND PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE
BONDS MAY BE ISSUED. - ratified title
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   04/05/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Finance SJ-3
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-121
   04/06/17 Senate Read second time SJ-121
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-121
   04/06/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-121
   04/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   04/19/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-34
   04/20/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-25-17 HJ-13
   04/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed.,  4-26-17 HJ-12
   04/26/17 House Amended HJ-64
   04/26/17 House Read second time HJ-64
   04/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-65
   04/27/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-12
   05/02/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-48
   05/04/17 Ratified R 36
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 20
S 0531  General Bill, By Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-112-50(C)(2) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  COVERED INDIVIDUAL  FOR THE
PURPOSES OF IN-STATE TUITION AND FEES FOR CHILDREN AND
SPOUSES OF VETERANS AND ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFINITION INCLUDES A CHILD OR SPOUSE
ENROLLING WITHIN THREE YEARS OF A VETERAN S DISCHARGE
PROVIDED THAT THE CHILD OR SPOUSE WHO IS ENTITLED TO AND
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER SECTION 3319, TITLE 38 OF THE
UNITED STATES CODE, A CHILD OR SPOUSE OF ACTIVE DUTY MILI-
TARY PERSONNEL WHO IS ENTITLED TO AND RECEIVING ASSIS-
TANCE UNDER SECTION 3319, TITLE 38 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE,
AND A CHILD OR SPOUSE OF ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL
KILLED IN THE LINE OF DUTY WHO IS ENTITLED TO AND RECEIVING
ASSISTANCE UNDER SECTION 3311(b)(9), TITLE 38 OF THE UNITED
STATES CODE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-112-50(C)(4), TO PROVIDE
ELIGIBILITY FOR CONTINUOUS ENROLLMENT BEYOND THE THREE
YEAR INITIAL ELIGIBILITY PERIOD.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-12
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-41
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-41
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-8
S 0532  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler, Alexander, Scott and Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 2017, AT
NOON, AS THE DATE AND TIME FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES AND THE SENATE TO MEET IN JOINT SESSION IN THE HALL OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING
AN AT-LARGE MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS OF THE CITA-
DEL FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2023; FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ELECTING A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF COASTAL
CAROLINA UNIVERSITY FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, SEAT 2, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2021; A MEMBER
FROM THE FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 4, FOR A TERM
TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2021; FROM THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, SEAT 6, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2021, AND AT-LARGE
MEMBERS FROM SEATS 8, 10, 12, 14, AND 15, RESPECTIVELY, ALL FOR
TERMS TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2021; FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE COLLEGE OF
CHARLESTON TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FROM THE THIRD
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 6, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2020; FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF LANDER UNIVERSITY TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEM-
BER FROM AT-LARGE SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2018; FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO
FILL THE TERMS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSION MEMBERS FROM THE
THIRD AND SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS WHOSE TERMS WILL
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2018; FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING AN AT-LARGE
MEMBER FROM SEAT 8 FROM WINTHROP UNIVERSITY FOR A TERM
TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2023; AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING FOUR
AT-LARGE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE WIL LOU
GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL, ALL FOR TERMS TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2021; AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING AN AT-LARGE  MEMBER
OF THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL PURSUANT TO SECTION 2-15-
10 FROM AMONG THE CANDIDATES NOMINATED BY THE LEGISLA-
TIVE AUDIT COUNCIL NOMINATING COMMITTEE PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 2-15-20, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE ON JUNE 30, 2023.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   03/15/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-8
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-8
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-20
   03/22/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7




A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-1-200 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ELECTED
LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL WHOSE OFFICE IS
DECLARED VACANT DUE TO A CRIMINAL CONVICTION DURING THE
OFFICIAL S TERM OF OFFICE SHALL REIMBURSE THE APPROPRIATE
STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS AUTHORITY FOR THE ACTUAL COSTS
OF HOLDING THE ENSUING PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRIMARY, OR SPECIAL
ELECTION NECESSITATED BY THE OFFICIAL S REMOVAL FROM
OFFICE PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF HIS TERM; TO AUTHORIZE
THE PRESIDING JUDGE BEFORE WHOM AN INCUMBENT ELECTED
LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL WAS CONVICTED TO
ORDER THE OFFICIAL TO PAY, COMPENSATE, OR REIMBURSE THE
APPROPRIATE STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS AUTHORITY FOR THE
ACTUAL COSTS OF HOLDING THE ENSUING PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRI-
MARY, OR SPECIAL ELECTION; AND TO REQUIRE THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OR THE CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ASK THE PRESIDING
JUDGE TO INCLUDE AN ORDER REQUIRING THE ELECTED LOCAL,
STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL TO PAY, COMPENSATE, OR
REIMBURSE THE APPROPRIATE STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS
AUTHORITY FOR THE ACTUAL COSTS OF HOLDING THE ENSUING
PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRIMARY, OR SPECIAL ELECTION.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Young, Fan-
ning
S 0534  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (H 3969)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1940 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE EDUCATION
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE SHALL DESIGN AND PILOT CERTAIN DIS-
TRICT ACCOUNTABILITY MODELS THAT FOCUS ON COMPETENCY-
BASED EDUCATION; BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1950 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STATE LONGITUDINAL DATA
SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF
PUBLIC EDUCATION AND THE COLLEGE READINESS AND CAREER
READINESS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL GRADUATES, AND TO PROVIDE
RELATED FINDINGS; BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1960 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THE MEASURING OF STUDENT PROGRESS OR GROWTH USING
A VALUE-ADDED SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-100, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PURPOSE OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY
SYSTEM IN THE EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE ADDITIONAL PURPOSES CONCERNING THE PROFILE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA GRADUATE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-120, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE EDUCATION
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, SO AS TO REVISE AND ADD DEFINED TERMS;
TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
STATEWIDE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM FOR MEASURING STUDENT
PERFORMANCE, SO AS TO DELETE OBSOLETE LANGUAGE AND TO
DELETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE TIMING FOR ADMINISTER-
ING CERTAIN ASSESSMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-320, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF CERTAIN STATE-
WIDE STANDARDS-BASED ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO DELETE OBSO-
LETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND ACT,
AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING PERFORMANCE LEVEL
RESULTS IN VARIOUS CORE SUBJECT AREAS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
18-325, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COLLEGE AND CAREER READI-
NESS SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO REVISE PROCUREMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION PROVISIONS AND THE TIME AFTER WHICH
RESULTS OF SUCH ASSESSMENTS MAY BE INCLUDED IN SCHOOL
RATINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-330, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE COORDINATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE NATIONAL
ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATION PROGRESS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
STATE SHALL PARTICIPATE AS AN INDIVIDUAL EDUCATION SYSTEM
IN THE PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSESSMENT AND
TO PROVIDE ASSOCIATED RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-340, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE MANDATORY PROVISION OF STATE-FUNDED
ASSESSMENTS SO AS TO DELETE ONE SUCH ASSESSMENT AND
INCLUDE TWO ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
18-900, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL
REPORT CARD FOR SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE IT IS WEB-BASED,
TO REVISE THE PURPOSES OF THE REPORT CARD, TO REVISE AND
DEFINE CATEGORIES OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE RATINGS, TO
PROVIDE THE SAME CATEGORIES ALSO MUST BE ASSIGNED TO INDI-
VIDUAL INDICATORS USED TO MEASURE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE,
TO MAKE THE USE OF STUDENT SCORES IN CALCULATING SCHOOL
RATINGS BE OPTIONAL INSTEAD OF MANDATORY, TO DELETE STU-
DENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS, TO PROVIDE THE REPORT CARD
MUST INCLUDE INDICATORS THAT MEET FEDERAL LAW REQUIRE-
MENTS, TO INCLUDE DROPOUT RETENTION DATA AND ACCESS TO
TECHNOLOGY AMONG THE TYPES OF INFORMATION THAT SHOULD
BE INCLUDED IN REPORT CARDS, AND TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS
FOR RELATED SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL REPORTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-18-910, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMPRE-
HENSIVE CYCLICAL REVIEWS OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM,
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE INCLUSION OF CERTAIN RECOMMENDA-
TIONS DETERMINING THE READINESS OF GRADUATING STUDENTS
IN CERTAIN CATEGORIES RELATED TO THE PROFILE OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA GRADUATE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-920, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CHARTER SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE DATA
REQUIRED OF A CHARTER SCHOOL MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP A
RATING OF THE SCHOOL, TO DELETE EXISTING PROVISIONS CON-
CERNING THE CHARTER SCHOOL RATINGS, TO DELETE PROVISIONS
PROHIBITING USE OF CHARTER SCHOOL STUDENT PERFORMANCE
IN A DISTRICT S OVERALL PERFORMANCE RATINGS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-18-930, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT
THAT THE DEPARTMENT ANNUALLY ISSUE AN EXECUTIVE SUM-
MARY OF THE REPORT CARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT
INSTEAD MAY PUBLISH THE REPORT ON ITS WEBSITE IN A CERTAIN
MANNER, AND TO IDE CERTAIN NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORES
MAY BE INCLUDED; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-18-950 RELATING
TO CRITERIA FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT AND HIGH SCHOOL RATINGS.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   03/30/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-11
   04/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Education SJ-5
S 0535  Resolution, By Talley and Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
ON A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING THE
2017 CLASS 5A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0536  General Bill, By Rice, Verdin and Martin
Similar (H 4115)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ALLOWED TO VOTE IN A PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION OR
PARTISAN ADVISORY REFERENDUM UNLESS THE PERSON HAS REG-
ISTERED AS BEING A MEMBER OF THAT PARTY; TO AMEND SECTION
7-5-110, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF REGISTRATION IN
ORDER TO VOTE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT
ALLOWED TO VOTE IN A PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION OR PARTI-
SAN ADVISORY REFERENDUM UNLESS THE PERSON HAS REGIS-
TERED AS BEING A MEMBER OF THAT POLITICAL PARTY; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-5-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR VOTER REGISTRATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENT
OF STATING POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION, IF ANY, ON THE FORM
AND INCLUDING IT IN THE OATH, AND TO REQUIRE THE STATE ELEC-
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TION COMMISSION TO ASSIST IN CAPTURING THIS DATA; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 7-9-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE QUALIFI-
CATIONS FOR VOTING IN PRIMARY ELECTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE,
AS A REQUIREMENT, REGISTERING AS A MEMBER OF THE PARTY
AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR CHANGING POLITICAL PARTY
AFFILIATION OR NONAFFILIATION AFTER A SELECTION HAS BEEN
MADE.
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0537  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE FRED STROBLE,
A NATIVE OF CHARLESTON, WHO OVERCAME RACIAL BARRIERS
THROUGHOUT HIS FORTY-SIX YEAR CAREER IN LAW ENFORCE-
MENT.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0538  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-20-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL REPORTS FILED
BY CORPORATIONS, SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT A CORPORATION MUST
FILE ITS ANNUAL REPORT BY THE DATE THE CORPORATION S
RETURN IS DUE.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0539  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-335, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSING THE PROPERTY OF MER-
CHANTS AND OTHER RELATED BUSINESSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO FOLLOW CERTAIN NORTH AMERICAN
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM MANUAL PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL
SECTION 12-39-70 RELATING TO APPRAISING AND ASSESSING PER-
SONAL PROPERTY OF BUSINESSES UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF
THE COUNTY AUDITOR.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0540  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-21-1540 AND 12-21-1550, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION FOR PRODUCERS AND WHOLESALERS OF BEER AND
WINE, SO AS TO REQUIRE INVOICE DOCUMENTATION BE PROVIDED
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-6-
2910 AND 61-6-2920, RELATING TO A PRODUCER SHIPPING ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUORS INTO THIS STATE, SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN DOC-
UMENTS BE PROVIDED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0541  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 4094)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-20(6) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CHILD PROTECTION AND PERMANENCY DEFINITIONS TO
PROVIDE THAT A CHILD VICTIM OF SEX TRAFFICKING OR SEVERE
FORMS OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS IS A VICTIM OF CHILD ABUSE
OR NEGLECT.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Senn, R.J.Cash
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-9
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-13
   03/21/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
S 0542  General Bill, By Talley
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO EDUCA-
TION, BY ADDING CHAPTER 157, TO ENACT THE  STATE INSTITUTION
OF HIGHER EDUCATION ENTERPRISE ACT,  TO ALLOW THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES OF AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO
ESTABLISH BY RESOLUTION AN ENTERPRISE DIVISION AS PART OF
THE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ASSETS,
PROGRAMS, AND OPERATIONS OF THE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO THE ENTERPRISE DIVISION, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE ENTERPRISE DIVISION IS EXEMPT FROM VARIOUS STATE
LAWS GOVERNING PROCUREMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, PERSON-
NEL, AND THE DISPOSITION OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY,
WITH SOME SUCH EXEMPTIONS APPLYING AUTOMATICALLY AND
OTHERS REQUIRING ADDITIONAL ACTIONS BY THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, TO PROVIDE THAT BONDS, NOTES, OR OTHER EVIDENCE
OF INDEBTEDNESS MAY BE ISSUED FOR THE ENTERPRISE DIVISION,
AND TO PROVIDE AUDIT AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 11-35-710, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PROCUREMENT CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY MAY EXEMPT AN
ENTERPRISE DIVISION, IF A DIVISION IS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 157, TITLE 59 AND THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAS
ADOPTED A PROCUREMENT POLICY FOR THE DIVISION THAT WAS
APPROVED BY THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
S 0543  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4624, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-15
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-11
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-61
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-198
S 0544  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO MOTOR CLUB CERTIFI-
CATE OF AUTHORITY, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4708, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-16
   03/21/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-11
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-61
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-198
S 0545  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy, Davis and Senn
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A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPLY FOR A CONVENTION UNDER
ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION IN ORDER TO
PROPOSE A CONGRESSIONAL TERM LIMITS AMENDMENT.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0546  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-1-57 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE CLASSIFICATION OF A THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT CONVICTION OF
CERTAIN PROPERTY CRIMES, TO PROVIDE THAT ONLY VIOLATIONS
OCCURRING WITHIN TEN YEARS OF, INCLUDING AND PRECEDING,
THE DATE OF THE LAST VIOLATION SHALL CONSTITUTE PRIOR VIO-
LATIONS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THIS SECTION.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0547  Concurrent Resolution, By Massey, Grooms, Campbell, Young,
Verdin, Rice, Timmons, Senn, Climer and Campsen
Similar (H 3473)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION FOR A CONVENTION OF THE STATES TO BE CALLED,
RESTRICTED TO PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION TO IMPOSE FISCAL RESTRAINTS ON THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THROUGH A BALANCED BUDGET AMEND-
MENT.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   02/23/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Rice
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
S 0548  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 4040)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO PRO-
FESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS, TO ENACT THE  SIGN LANGUAGE
INTERPRETERS ACT,  BY ADDING CHAPTER 84, TO REQUIRE A SPECI-
FIED LEVEL OF COMPETENCE FOR SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
USED BY CERTAIN ENTITIES OF STATE GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, AND HOSPITAL SYSTEMS, TO PROVIDE SIGN LANGUAGE
INTERPRETATION SERVICES TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC WHO
HAVE CERTAIN HEARING AND SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 15-27-15,
RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRET-
ERS BY THE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT FOR PARTIES OR WITNESSES
WHO HAVE CERTAIN HEARING IMPAIRMENTS, TO MAKE CONFORM-
ING CHANGES AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-9
S 0549  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MULLINS
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0550  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy, Courson, Cromer, Massey and
Setzler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LEXING-
TON SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE FOR ITS SUPPORT OF SPECIAL OLYM-
PICS ATHLETES AND TO APPLAUD LEXINGTON HIGH SCHOOL ON
BEING SELECTED AS A NATIONAL BANNER UNIFIED CHAMPION
SCHOOL.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-10
   03/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-8
S 0551  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-54-265 SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE TO SUBMIT CERTAIN INFORMATION TO A FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION REGARDING A DEBTOR THAT HAS BEEN NAMED ON A
WARRANT FOR DISTRAINT, AND TO REQUIRE THE FINANCIAL INSTI-
TUTION PROVIDE CERTAIN INFORMATION TO THE DEPARTMENT.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
S 0552  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE
OF PRESTON JACK DAVIS, JR., OF RICHLAND COUNTY AND TO
EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY
AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 0553  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND SUBARTICLE 3, ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 35, TITLE 11
OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO SOURCE SELECTION AND CON-
TRACT FORMATION UNDER THE PROCUREMENT CODE, BY ADDING
SECTION 11-35-1526, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE PROCUREMENT
OFFICE SHALL ENTER INTO A MULTI AWARD, CATALOG-WIDE MAS-
TER AGREEMENT COMPRISED SOLELY OF PRODUCTS SOLD BY
SOUTH CAROLINA-HEADQUARTERED COMPANIES.
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
S 0554  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews and Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE PROCLAMATION OF THE
RECONSTRUCTION ERA MONUMENT ENCOMPASSING THE HISTORIC
SITES OF BRICK BAPTIST CHURCH, DARRAH HALL, THE PENN CEN-
TER, CAMP SAXTON, AND THE OLD BEAUFORT FIREHOUSE IN BEAU-
FORT COUNTY.
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0555  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (H 3936, H 4908)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN CHARLESTON COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THE CHARLESTON
COUNTY VOTING PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY
THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND TO STRIKE OBSO-
LETE REFERENCES TO THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS.
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0556  Resolution, By J. Matthews and Hutto
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RUBY SANDERS
UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN
TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0557  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE BURKE HIGH
SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING
THE 2017 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0558  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-710 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE RESALE OF TICKETS TO AN EVENT, TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON OR ENTITY WHO OFFERS FOR RESALE OR RESELLS A TICKET
FOR ADMISSION TO AN EVENT MUST REQUEST OR RECEIVE NO
MORE THAN ONE DOLLAR ABOVE THE PRICE CHARGED BY THE
ORIGINAL TICKET SELLER AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION
APPLIES TO ALL EVENT TICKETS, INCLUDING TICKETS OFFERED
FOR RESALE THROUGH AN INTERNET WEBSITE.
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0559  General Bill, By Cromer and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-660, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PALMETTO TREE S DESIGNATION AS
THE OFFICIAL TREE OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PROCE-
DURE FOR A DESIGN OF THE PALMETTO TREE TO BE PREPARED
WHICH, WHEN APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SHALL BE
THE APPROVED DESIGN OF THE PALMETTO TREE FOR OFFICIAL PUR-
POSES AND FOR INCLUSION ON THE STATE FLAG.
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-6
S 0560  General Bill, By Hutto, Jackson, Shealy and Allen
Similar (H 3948)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SEX OFFENDER REG-
ISTRY, SO AS TO GIVE FAMILY COURTS THE DISCRETION WHETHER
TO REQUIRE A CHILD FOURTEEN YEARS OR OLDER TO BE PLACED
ON THE REGISTRY, TO PROHIBIT FAMILY COURTS FROM PLACING A
CHILD UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS ON THE REGISTRY, AND TO ALLOW
PERSONS REQUIRED TO BE PLACED ON THE REGISTRY TO PETITION
THE COURT FOR REMOVAL UPON REACHING TWENTY-ONE YEARS
OF AGE; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-490, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY RECORDS, SO AS
TO LIMIT PUBLIC ACCESS TO VICTIMS, WITNESSES, SCHOOLS,
CHILDCARE FACILITIES, AND OTHER BUSINESSES THAT PRIMARILY
SERVE CHILDREN, WOMEN, OR VULNERABLE ADULTS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-3-510, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FAMILY
COURT JURISDICTION OVER CHILDREN, SO AS TO RETAIN JURISDIC-
TION TO REVIEW PETITIONS FOR REMOVAL FROM THE SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY.
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
S 0561  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-82(C) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THOSE ACTIVITIES THAT A SUPERVISING PHARMACIST MAY
AUTHORIZE A PHARMACY TECHNICIAN TO PERFORM, TO PROVIDE
THAT CERTAIN ACTIVITIES MAY NOT BE PERFORMED IN AN OUTPA-
TIENT SETTING; TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-82, BY ADDING A NEW
SUBSECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT PHARMACY TECHNICIANS ARE
EXEMPT FROM CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS DURING THE
FIRST RENEWAL PERIOD FOLLOWING INITIAL REGISTRATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-43-86(B)(4)(b), TO PROVIDE THAT A PHARMACIST
MAY NOT SUPERVISE MORE THAN FOUR PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
AT A TIME AND MAY SUPERVISE NO MORE THAN TWO NON-STATE
CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS AT A TIME; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-
130(G), TO PROVIDE THAT PHARMACY TECHNICIANS ENROLLED IN A
FORMAL PHARMACY TECHNICIAN PROGRAM ARE EXEMPT FROM
CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS DURING THE PROGRAM
AND FOR THE FIRST RENEWAL PERIOD FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF
THE PROGRAM.
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 0562 (Rat # 0086, Act #  0106)  General Bill, By McElveen and Johnson
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 321 OF 2010, RELATING TO THE CONSOLIDA-
TION OF THE SUMTER COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR TWO AT-LARGE MEMBERS OF THE SUMTER COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE INI-
TIAL APPOINTMENT AND SUBSEQUENT ELECTION OF AT-LARGE
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS, TO ABOLISH THE AT-LARGE SEATS FOL-
LOWING THE NEXT REAPPORTIONMENT AND TO ASSIGN THE FOR-
MER AT-LARGE SEATS TO NEWLY CREATED SINGLE MEMBER
DISTRICTS, AND TO STAGGER THE TERMS OF THE AT-LARGE SCHOOL
BOARD MEMBERS. - ratified title
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-8
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/23/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-17
   03/24/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/28/17 House Referred to Sumter Delegation HJ-11
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Sumter Delegation HJ-43
   05/09/17 House Amended HJ-58
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-58
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-59
   05/10/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-12
   05/11/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-147
   05/11/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-147
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-61
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-0 HJ-62
   05/15/17 Ratified R 86
   05/19/17 Vetoed by Governor
   05/23/17 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-
42
   06/06/17 House Veto overridden Yeas-101  Nays-0
   06/21/17 Effective date 6/6/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 106
S 0563  Resolution, By Leatherman and Malloy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF
MR. RALPH RAYMOND PORTER, JR. OF FLORENCE AND TO HONOR
HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE PEE DEE AREA.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0564  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-85 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PARTIAL BIRTH ABORTIONS, TO PROHIBIT DISMEMBERMENT
ABORTIONS AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 0565  General Bill, By Grooms, Young, Massey and Campbell
Similar (H 4033)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1535 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SPEEDING IN WORK ZONES AND PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH
SPEEDING IN WORK ZONES, TO DELETE THIS PROVISION, TO PRO-
VIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERMS  HIGHWAY WORK ZONE  AND
HIGHWAY WORKER,  TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF  ENDANGERMENT
OF A HIGHWAY WORKER,  AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR THESE
OFFENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-720, RELATING TO THE POINT
SYSTEM ESTABLISHED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DRIVING
RECORD OF PERSONS OPERATING MOTOR VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE
THAT  ENDANGERMENT OF A HIGHWAY WORKER  VIOLATIONS
RANGE BETWEEN TWO AND SIX POINTS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION
56-5-1536, RELATING TO DRIVING IN TEMPORARY WORK ZONES AND
PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL DRIVING IN TEMPORARY WORK ZONES.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
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   04/05/17 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-14
   04/05/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-14
   04/05/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
S 0566  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 25, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO INCOME TAX CREDITS, BY ADDING SECTION 12-
6-3785, TO PROVIDE THAT A TAXPAYER WITH A MOTOR VEHICLE
REGISTERED IN THIS STATE IS ALLOWED A REFUNDABLE CREDIT
AGAINST THE INCOME TAXES IMPOSED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 6,
TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE IN AN AMOUNT UP TO ONE HUNDRED
FIFTY PERCENT OF THE TAXPAYER S EXPENDITURES ON VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE DURING THE APPROPRIATE TAX YEAR.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0567 (Rat # 0205, Act #  0188)  General Bill, By Sheheen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 41-18-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF AND EXCEP-
TIONS TO THE  SOUTH CAROLINA AMUSEMENT RIDES SAFETY CODE
, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE SAFETY CODE APPLIES TO CONCESSION
GO-KARTS BUT DOES NOT APPLY TO SUPER-KARTS EXCEPT FOR
CERTAIN LIMITED PURPOSES CONCERNING THE AGE OF OPERATORS,
REQUIREMENTS OF ESTABLISHMENTS WHERE SUPER-KARTS MAY
BE OPERATED, AND LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF SUPER-KART OWNERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 41-18-40,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE  SOUTH CAROLINA AMUSEMENT
RIDES SAFETY CODE , SO AS TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
- ratified title
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-8
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-45  Nays-0 SJ-22
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-12
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
   05/02/18 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-111
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-18
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   05/04/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-2
   05/14/18 Ratified R 205
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 188
S 0568 (Rat # 0019, Act #  0107)  General Bill, By Sabb
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 471 OF 2002, RELATING TO THE COMPOSI-
TION OF THE WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD SHALL INCLUDE
TWO MEMBERS FROM THE COUNTY AT-LARGE, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MANNER OF INITIAL APPOINTMENT OF THE TWO AT-LARGE
MEMBERS, TO PROVIDE FOR STAGGERED TERMS OF THE TWO AT-
LARGE MEMBERS, AND TO CONFORM THE ADDITION OF TWO AT-
LARGE MEMBERS TO THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS TO THE BOARD
AND FILLING VACANCIES ON THE BOARD. - ratified title
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-8
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/23/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-18
   03/24/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   03/29/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   03/29/17 House Referred to Williamsburg Delegation HJ-3
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Williamsburg Delegation
HJ-75
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-78  Nays-0 HJ-14
   04/05/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   04/19/17 Ratified R 19
   04/25/17 Vetoed by Governor
   04/27/17 Senate Veto overridden by originating body Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-
62
   05/03/17 House Veto overridden Yeas-71  Nays-2
   05/08/17 Effective date 5/3/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 107
S 0569  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (H 4044)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-20(4) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF CHILDCARE FACILITIES, TO CLARIFY THE
TYPES OF DAYTIME PROGRAMS AND DAY CAMPS TO WHICH THE
DEFINITION APPLIES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-210, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE OWNER OR OPERATOR OF A CHILDCARE CENTER, GROUP
CHILDCARE HOME, OR FAMILY CHILDCARE HOME MUST CARRY LIA-
BILITY INSURANCE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 63, BY
ADDING SECTION 63-13-220, TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF ABC VOUCH-
ERS BY CERTAIN CHILDCARE FACILITIES AND TO REQUIRE THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS ANNUALLY; TO AMEND
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 63, BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-230, TO
PROVIDE EMPLOYEE AND FACILITY REQUIREMENTS AND CONDI-
TIONS; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 63, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 63-13-470, TO PROVIDE FOR LICENSING AND APPROVAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVATE CHILDCARE CENTERS AND GROUP
CHILDCARE HOMES.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-8
S 0570 (Rat # 0050, Act #  0031)  General Bill, By Massey
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 46-33-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE SHIPMENT AND SALE OF TREES, PLANTS, AND SHRUBS, TO PRO-
VIDE A NURSERY REGISTRATION FEE SCHEDULE AND A NURSERY
DEALER REGISTRATION FEE SCHEDULE AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 46-9-90, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATING THE CHAPTER ON THE STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION,
46-10-100, RELATING TO BOLL WEEVIL ERADICATION, 46-13-180,
RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING THE PESTICIDE CONTROL
ACT, 46-15-100, RELATING TO AGRICULTURAL MARKETING GENER-
ALLY, 46-23-80, RELATING TO NOXIOUS WEEDS, AND 46-49-70, RELAT-
ING TO THE SUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF MILK AND MILK
PRODUCTS, ALL SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCE TO REGULATIONS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 46-13-90, RELATING TO THE DENIAL, SUS-
PENSION, REVOCATION, OR MODIFICATION OF CERTAIN PESTICIDE
CONTROL LICENSES AND CERTIFICATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DIRECTOR MAY DENY, SUSPEND, REVOKE, OR MODIFY A
LICENSE OR CERTIFICATE IF THE HOLDER MADE A PESTICIDE APPLI-
CATION WITHOUT THE PROPER LICENSE. - ratified title
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
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   03/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-11
   04/04/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   04/04/17 Senate Read second time
   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-104
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-104
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-104
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   04/27/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-1 HJ-14
   05/04/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/09/17 Ratified R 50
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 31
S 0571  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy and Campbell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION, FOR CONGRESS TO CALL A CONVENTION OF THE
STATES RESTRICTED TO PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION REGARDING CAMPAIGN FINANCE REFORM.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
S 0572  Concurrent Resolution, By Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME RICHARD STREET IN RICHLAND COUNTY
DEACON JAMES KNOTTS STREET  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARK-
ERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS STREET CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   04/20/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/20/17 House Introduced HJ-23
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-23
   04/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-28
   04/26/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-64
S 0573  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LOWER
RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0574  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, McLeod, Fanning, McElveen,
Jackson and Setzler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION ATTACH A SIGN CONTAINING THE WORDS  WEL-
COME TO THE CITY OF COLUMBIA  ONTO THE CONGRESSMAN
JAMES E. CLYBURN PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS CROSSING THE SOUTH-
BOUND LANES OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 277 IN THE CITY OF
COLUMBIA.
   03/22/17 Senate Introduced SJ-2
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   04/06/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   04/06/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   04/25/17 House Introduced HJ-36
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-36
   05/04/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-100
   05/09/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-143
S 0575  General Bill, By Gregory, Jackson, Shealy and Scott
Similar (H 3664)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-625, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SURTAX ON CIGARETTES,
INCLUDING THE DEFINITION OF  CIGARETTE , SO AS TO REVISE THE
WEIGHT LIMITATION ON CIGARETTES FROM THREE POUNDS OR
LESS PER ONE THOUSAND CIGARETTES TO FOUR AND ONE-HALF
POUNDS OR LESS PER ONE THOUSAND CIGARETTES AND TO
EXEMPT THOSE WRAPPED TOTALLY IN TOBACCO LEAF WITH NO FIL-
TER, AND TO DEFINE  CIGARETTE  TO INCLUDE 0.325 OUNCES OF
TOBACCO LIKELY INTENDED TO BE PURCHASED TO ROLL YOUR
OWN CIGARETTES; AND TO REQUIRE THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO DETERMINE IF THERE ARE BARRIERS
TO THE ENFORCEMENT OR COLLECTION OF CIGARETTE TAXES, TO
MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO REMOVE THESE BARRIERS, AND TO
REPORT THEIR FINDINGS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   03/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0576  General Bill, By Jackson and Rankin
Similar (S 0082, S 0104, S 0122, H 3301, H 3886)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENTITLE THE CHAP-
TER  HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS , TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO REQUIRE OWNERS OF PROPERTY SUBJECT TO A HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION TO DISCLOSE THE ASSOCIATION S GOVERNING DOCU-
MENTS TO PROSPECTIVE OWNERS, TO PROVIDE HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATIONS SHALL PROVIDE HOMEOWNERS WITH PRINTED OR
ELECTRONIC COPIES OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND THE GOV-
ERNING DOCUMENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION UPON REQUEST AT NO
CHARGE, TO PROVIDE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION BOARDS MAY
NOT TAKE ACTION TO ADD OR INCREASE FEES AND THE LIKE WITH-
OUT GIVING CERTAIN NOTICE TO HOMEOWNERS AND TO PROVIDE
HOMEOWNERS MAY ATTEND MEETINGS AT WHICH SUCH ACTIONS
ARE TO BE TAKEN, TO AUTHORIZE THE OMBUDSMAN TO OFFER AN
ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE COVERING THE BASICS OF HOME-
OWNERS ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT AND THE RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF HOMEOWNERS, TO GRANT CONCURRENT
CIVIL JURISDICTION IN CERTAIN ACTIONS BETWEEN HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATIONS AND HOMEOWNERS, AND TO CREATE THE OFFICE OF
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION OMBUDSMAN IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, TO PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS, POWERS, AND
DUTIES OF THE OMBUDSMAN, AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND
SECTION 27-50-30, RELATING TO CERTAIN TRANSFERS THAT DO NOT
REQUIRE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY CONDITION DISCLOSURE STATE-
MENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO A
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, THE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MUST
BE PROVIDED TO ANY PURCHASER, INCLUDING THE FIRST SALE OF
A DWELLING NEVER INHABITED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-50-40,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO MANDATORY DISCLOSURE STATE-
MENTS SELLERS OF REAL PROPERTY MUST PROVIDE PURCHASERS,
SO AS TO INCLUDE PROVISIONS CONCERNING DISCLOSURES OF
PROPERTY SUBJECT TO HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION GOVERNANCE.
   03/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   04/03/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Johnson,
Turner, Gambrell
S 0577  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 39 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES, BY ADDING ARTICLE 7, TO
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ENACT THE  PYRAMID PROMOTIONAL SCHEME PROHIBITION ACT ,
TO PROVIDE THAT PYRAMID PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES CONSTITUTE
UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA UNFAIR
TRADE PRACTICES ACT AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 39-5-30, RELATING TO PYRAMID CLUBS
AND SIMILAR OPERATIONS.
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-50
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-6
S 0578  General Bill, By Talley, Rice, Timmons, Climer and Fanning
Similar (S 0145, H 4066)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE MANDATORY SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT DATE OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, TO PROVIDE AND ACCOUNT FOR A BIENNIAL STATE
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT AND TO PROVIDE THAT, IN EVEN-
NUMBERED YEARS, THE REGULAR ANNUAL SESSION OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY CAN BE EXTENDED IF A CONCURRENT RESOLU-
TION IS ADOPTED BY A TWO-THIRDS VOTE OF BOTH THE SENATE
AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES NOT LATER THAN FIVE O CLOCK
P.M. ON THE SECOND THURSDAY IN APRIL; AND TO AMEND SECTION
2-7-60, RELATING TO THE GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT, BEGINNING WITH THE 2019 SESSION FOR THE ENSUING
TWO FISCAL YEARS, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL ENACT A
BIENNIAL STATE GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT.
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0579  General Bill, By Alexander, Corbin, Climer, Campbell, Cromer,
Timmons and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-5 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
PUBLIC POLICY FOR BUILDING CODES, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL STATE
REGULATORY AGENCIES SHOULD ENFORCE THE SAME CODES
UNLESS OTHERWISE MANDATED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AND TO PROVIDE THE INTENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 9, TITLE 6, BY ADDING SECTIONS 6-9-8 AND 6-9-9,
TO PROVIDE THAT ALL TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEES SHALL BE
COMPOSED OF INDIVIDUALS WITH CURRENT APPROPRIATE SOUTH
CAROLINA STATE LICENSES, REGISTRATIONS, AND CERTIFICATIONS
FOR THEIR POSITION WITHIN THE COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION
6-9-10, RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF BUILDING CODES, TO
PROVIDE THAT AGENCIES SHALL ENFORCE BUILDING CODES; TO
AMEND SECTION 6-9-14, RELATING TO FEES AND PERMITS FOR
WHEELCHAIR RAMPS, TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPALITY OR
COUNTY MAY NOT CHARGE A PERMIT FEE OR REQUIRE A PERMIT
FOR A WHEELCHAIR ACCESS RAMP BUILT WITH MEDICARE OR MED-
ICAID DOLLARS AS LONG AS THE CONSTRUCTION IS PERFORMED,
OVERSEEN, OR INSPECTED BY A SOUTH CAROLINA-RECOGNIZED
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-40, RELAT-
ING TO THE BUILDING CODE ADOPTION PROCEDURE, TO PROVIDE A
TIMEFRAME IN WHICH THE COUNCIL IS AUTHORIZED TO REVIEW,
ADOPT, MODIFY, AND PROMULGATE BUILDING CODES FOR RESI-
DENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES, TO PROVIDE WHAT
INFORMATION MUST BE INCLUDED IN A NOTICE OF INTENTION TO
ADOPT OR MODIFY BUILDING CODES, AND TO UPDATE THE COM-
MITTEE RECOMMENDATION AND COUNCIL ADOPTION PROCEDURE;
TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-50(A), RELATING TO ADOPTION BY REFER-
ENCE OF NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CODES AND STANDARDS, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE COUNCIL MAY PROMULGATE VARYING CODE
REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERING USES AND MAY USE THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF A NATIONALLY KNOWN CODE, A NATIONAL MODEL
CODE, OR A NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CODE AS GUIDANCE; TO
AMEND SECTION 6-9-60, RELATING TO ADOPTION BY REFERENCE OF
CERTAIN NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED CODES AND STANDARDS, TO
PROVIDE THAT MUNICIPALITIES AND COUNTIES MAY ADOPT BY
REFERENCE ONLY THE LATEST EDITIONS OF THE CODE APPROVED
AND PROMULGATED BY THE COUNCIL; TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-63,
RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA BUILDING CODES COUNCIL, TO
UPDATE THE PRIMARY FUNCTION OF THE COUNCIL AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENS-
ING AND REGULATION SHALL PROVIDE THE COUNCIL AND
TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEES WITH A PRINTED OR AN ELEC-
TRONIC COPY OF THE RELEVANT CODES BEING ENFORCED OR
REVIEWED BY THE COUNCIL AND THE COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 6-9-105(A), RELATING TO VARIATIONS BASED ON PHYSICAL OR
CLIMATOLOGICAL CONDITIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT PROPOSED VARI-
ATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS BY A MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY
MUST BE SUBMITTED TO AND APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 6-9-55.
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
S 0580  General Bill, By Hutto, Shealy, Jackson and Allen
Similar (H 3946)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-820, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PLACING CHILDREN IN AN ADULT
JAIL, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN TO BE
TRIED AS AN ADULT AND TO DECREASE THE LENGTH OF TIME THAT
A CHILD MAY BE HELD IN A JUVENILE DETENTION FACILITY FOR
COMMITTING A STATUS OFFENSE OR FOR VIOLATING A RELATED
COURT ORDER; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1020, RELATING TO THE
RIGHT OF CERTAIN PERSONS AND ENTITIES INJURED BY DELIN-
QUENT ACTS OF A CHILD TO INSTITUTE LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
AGAINST THE CHILD, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE CHILD AND HIS
FAMILY SEEK COUNSELING WHEN THE STATUS OFFENSE IS OF
INCORRIGIBILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1440, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO COMMITMENT OF CERTAIN CHILDREN TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE, SO AS TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN STATUS AND CRIMINAL OFFENSES AND TO CHANGE THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR COURT ORDERS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-
1810, RELATING TO DETERMINATION OF RELEASE OF JUVENILES
ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT BY THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-2050, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EXPUNGEMENT OF CERTAIN COURT
RECORDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE AUTOMATIC EXPUNGEMENT
OF A JUVENILE S RECORDS FOR STATUS OFFENSES, WITH EXCEP-
TIONS.
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
S 0581  General Bill, By Campbell and Reese
Similar (H 4065)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3697 SO AS TO ALLOW FOR AN INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR THE INCREMENTAL COSTS OR CONVERSION COSTS
OF THE AMOUNT EXPENDED TO PURCHASE OR CONVERT AN ALTER-
NATIVE FUEL HEAVY-DUTY VEHICLE, ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE,
AND A BI-FUEL ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE, AND TO SPECIFY THE
AMOUNT OF THE CREDITS AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
CREDIT.
   03/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0582  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
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ING OF MAYOR PRO-TEM LEONARD DALE HARLEY, SR. AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   03/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0583  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SOUTH-
SIDE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAA STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/28/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0584  Resolution, By Malloy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARY MAGDLEN
MCFARLAND STEPHENS ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0585  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 12, 2017 AS  DONOR DAY
IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA; TO HONOR ALL THOSE WHO
HAVE MADE THE DECISION TO GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE; TO FOCUS
ATTENTION ON THE EXTREME NEED FOR ORGAN, EYE, AND TISSUE
DONATION; AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL RESIDENTS TO TAKE ACTION
AND SIGN UP ON SOUTH CAROLINA S ORGAN AND TISSUE DONOR
REGISTRY AT THEIR LOCAL SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES OFFICE OR AT DONATE LIFE SOUTH CAROLINA S
WEBSITE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0586  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CORINE JOHNSON ON
THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A
JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0587  General Bill, By Timmons, Talley, Rice, Turner, Climer and Young
Similar (H 3093)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(c) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO ASSESSMENT RATIOS, TO PROVIDE THAT, WHEN AN OWNER
RECEIVING THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO DIES, THE
PROPERTY SHALL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE THE SPECIAL ASSESS-
MENT RATE UNTIL THE DECEDENT S ESTATE IS CLOSED, SO LONG AS
THE PROPERTY IS NOT RENTED.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   01/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
6
   02/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   02/06/18 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   02/06/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-21
   02/07/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-39
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
S 0588  General Bill, By Timmons, Talley, Rice, Turner and Climer
Similar (H 4035)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-44-30(1)(a), (5), (6), AND (7) OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE HIGH GROWTH
SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, TO ALLOW INDIVIDUALS NOT
SUBJECT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX TO CLAIM THE
CREDIT, TO SPECIFY SERVICES FOR WHICH CONTRIBUTIONS ARE
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE CREDIT, AND TO SUBSTITUTE  CONVERTIBLE
FOR  SUBORDINATED  IN THE DEFINITION OF QUALIFIED INVEST-
MENT; TO AMEND SECTIONS 11-44-40(C) AND 11-44-50(1), BOTH
RELATING TO THE CREDIT, TO INCREASE THE ANNUAL AGGREGATE
CREDIT FROM FIVE MILLION DOLLARS TO TEN MILLION DOLLARS
AND TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 11-44-
60(D), RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF A QUALIFIED BUSINESS,
TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN INFORMATION BE
CONTAINED IN A REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND GOVER-
NOR; TO REPEAL SECTION 11-44-65, RELATING TO THE TAX TREAT-
MENT OF CERTAIN CAPITAL GAINS OR LOSSES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 1.B. OF ACT 80 OF 2013, RELATING TO THE HIGH GROWTH
SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, TO REAUTHORIZE THE ACT
FOR SIX MORE YEARS.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0589  General Bill, By Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-3-108, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ULTIMATE TIME LIMIT
TO COMMENCE A PROBATE, TESTACY, OR APPOINTMENT PROCEED-
ING, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMENCEMENT OF CERTAIN PRO-
CEEDINGS MORE THAN TEN YEARS AFTER A DECEDENT S DEATH IF,
IN THE DISCRETION OF THE COURT, EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUM-
STANCES PREVENTED THE COMMENCEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS
SOONER THAN TEN YEARS AFTER THE DECEDENT S DEATH AND IT
IS EQUITABLE TO DO SO.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0590  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO ENERGY STANDARDS APPEAL PROCEDURE,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4715, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 0591  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO ADOPTION OF MODEL CODES, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4714, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 0592  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R502.11.4 TRUSS DESIGN, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4716, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 0593  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
Similar (S 0592)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
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COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R703.4 FLASHING, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4717, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 0594  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R802.10.1 WOOD TRUSS
DESIGN, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4718,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
S 0595  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO MAXIMUM TIME FOR CERTIFICATION, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4719, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
S 0596  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Nicholson, Sheheen and Gambrell
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REMOVE THE CURRENT MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL AND DEVOLVE
THE BOARD S POWERS UPON AN INTERIM BOARD OF TRUSTEES
WHO SHALL SERVE UNTIL JUNE 30, 2019 OR UNTIL A FULL NEW
BOARD OF TRUSTEES IS APPOINTED AND QUALIFIED; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE INTERIM BOARD OF TRUSTEES IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
SELECTION, PERIODIC EVALUATION, RETENTION, AND TERMINA-
TION OF THE SCHOOL S PRESIDENT; TO PROVIDE FOR OTHER SPE-
CIFIC DUTIES OF THE INTERIM BOARD OF TRUSTEES; AND TO
DIRECT THE INTERIM BOARD OF TRUSTEES, IN CONSULTATION WITH
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SCHOOL, TO REVIEW EDUCATIONAL
ACCREDITATION AND THE PAST AND CURRENT FINANCIAL SITUA-
TION OF THE SCHOOL AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO DIRECT
THE SCHOOL OUT OF THE CURRENT FINANCIAL CRISIS, WITH AN
EMPHASIS ON DETERMINING THE MOST FEASIBLE PATH THE STATE
MUST PURSUE TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAST WILL AND
TESTAMENT OF JOHN DE LA HOWE.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   04/05/17 Senate Polled out of committee Education SJ-16
   04/05/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-16
   04/05/17 Senate Amended SJ-16
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-17
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-116
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   05/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-35
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-32
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-32
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-5 HJ-34
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-14
   05/10/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-62
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-62
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-91
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-97 HJ-92
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Sheheen, Massey, Young SJ-65
S 0597  Resolution, By Scott, Jackson, McElveen, McLeod, Grooms,
Hembree and Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOYCE KOH, AN
AWARD-WINNING POLITICAL AND GENERAL ASSIGNMENT
REPORTER WITH WLTX, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS IN HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS AS SHE LEAVES
COLUMBIA TO RETURN TO HER HOME STATE OF MARYLAND.
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0598  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE
OF BISHOP COLIE LEE LORICK, SR., OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, AND TO
HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO GOD, HIS FAMILY, COM-
MUNITY, AND COUNTRY.
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0599  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PASTOR JAC-
QUELINE FAIR OF GREENVILLE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
THREE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY AS PASTOR OF LITTLE RIVER BAPTIST
CHURCH.
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0600  General Bill, By Hembree, Campsen, Timmons, Goldfinch, Massey,
Turner, Bennett, Gambrell, Shealy and Talley
Similar (S 0054, S 0384, S 0813, H 3516)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-6-510 AND 12-6-520 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO INCOME TAX RATES, TO REDUCE THE NUMBER
OF TAX BRACKETS TO THREE AND TO PHASE IN OVER SIX YEARS AN
INCREASE OF THE INCOME SUBJECT TO TAXATION WITHIN EACH
BRACKET; TO AMEND SECTION 57-11-20(A), RELATING TO THE STATE
HIGHWAY FUND, TO ESTABLISH THE INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTE-
NANCE FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-310, RELATING TO THE
MOTOR FUEL USER FEE, TO INCREASE THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE
TWO CENTS PER YEAR OVER SIX YEARS FOR A TOTAL OF TWELVE
CENTS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-11-410 AND 56-11-450(A), BOTH
RELATING TO THE ROAD TAX, TO ADJUST THE AMOUNT DUE TO
ACCOUNT FOR THE INCREASE IN THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-3-620, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGIS-
TRATION FEES, TO INCREASE THE FEES DUE UPON REGISTRATION OF
A MOTOR VEHICLE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56,
RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY
ADDING SECTION 56-3-645, TO IMPOSE A ROAD USE FEE ON ELEC-
TRIC AND HYBRID MOTOR VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-
2110(A), RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM TAX THAT MAY BE IMPOSED
ON THE SALE OR LEASE OF CERTAIN ITEMS, TO PHASE IN A THREE
HUNDRED DOLLAR INCREASE IN THE MAXIMUM TAX THAT MAY BE
IMPOSED AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE REVE-
NUE GENERATED; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-140, RELATING TO FEES
ASSOCIATED WITH DRIVER S LICENSES, TO PROVIDE FOR
INCREASES IN DRIVER S LICENSE FEES; TO AMEND ARTICLE 23,
CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12, RELATING TO MOTOR CARRIERS, TO DEFINE
TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ARTICLE DOES NOT APPLY TO A
SMALL COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN VEHI-
CLES ARE ASSESSED AND APPORTIONED BASED ON A ROAD USE FEE
INSTEAD OF PROPERTY TAXES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ROAD USE
FEE IS DUE AT THE SAME TIME AS REGISTRATION FEES, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROAD USE FEE, AND TO EXEMPT
CERTAIN SEMITRAILERS, TRAILERS, LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR
VEHICLES, AND BUSES FROM AD VALOREM TAXATION; TO AMEND
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SECTION 56-3-376, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SYSTEM
OF REGISTRATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES ON A MONTHLY BASIS AND
THE ASSIGNMENT OF ANNUAL REGISTRATION PERIODS, TO PRO-
VIDE A CLASSIFICATION AND STAGGERED ANNUAL REGISTRATION
FOR LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION
56-3-120(5), RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM REGISTRATION AND
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT TRAILERS OR SEMI-
TRAILERS THAT ARE COMMONLY USED IN COMBINATION WITH
LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AND HAVE MET CERTAIN
REQUIREMENTS ARE EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
UNDER CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-610, RELAT-
ING TO THE BIENNIAL PAYMENT OF REGISTRATION AND LICENSE
FEES REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS FOR LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES OR
BUSES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-660(A), 56-3-660, AND 56-3-660(E),
RELATING TO FEES FOR SELF-PROPELLED PROPERTY CARRYING
VEHICLES, THE DETERMINATION OF VEHICLE GROSS WEIGHT, AND
REGISTRATION OF APPORTIONABLE VEHICLES FOR PAYMENT OF
ONE-HALF OF THE STATE S PORTION OF THE LICENSE FEE, TO PRO-
VIDE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE THAT FEES MAY BE
CREDITED OR PRORATED AS PRESCRIBED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION OF
LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES UPON THE PAYMENT OF
CERTAIN LICENSE AND ROAD FEES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-620,
RELATING TO SITUATIONS IN WHICH LOCAL FEES MAY OR MAY NOT
BE IMPOSED, TO PROVIDE A MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY FEE RATIO
FOR THE MOTOR CARRIERS OF PROPERTY THAT OPERATES BOTH
WITHIN AND WITHOUT THIS STATE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 21, CHAP-
TER 37, TITLE 12, RELATING TO THE ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY
TAXES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-2600, TO
PROVIDE THAT MOTOR CARRIERS ARE EXEMPT FROM AD VALOREM
TAXES ON LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AND BUSES; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-37-2610, RELATING TO TAX YEARS FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE THAT LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHI-
CLES AND BUSES MUST PAY ROAD USE FEES IN LIEU OF AD
VALOREM PROPERTY TAXES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2650, REE
ISSUANCE OF TAX NOTICES AND PAID RECEIPTS AND THE DELEGA-
TION OF THE COLLECTION OF TAXES, TO PROVIDE THAT LARGE
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AND BUSES MUST PAY ROAD USE
FEES IN LIEU OF AD VALOREM PROPERTY TAXES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 1-30-10(B)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT AND THEIR GOVERNING BODIES, TO
DELETE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-10, 57-1-20, 57-1-40, 57-1-90(A), 57-1-410, 57-1-
430, 57-1-460, 57-1-470, 57-1-490, 57-3-20, 57-3-50, 57-3-210(A), AND 57-3-
700, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION AND ITS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, TO
ELIMINATE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 1,
TITLE 57, RELATING TO THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 57,
RELATING TO THE JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COMMITTEE;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 12-36-2647, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBU-
TION OF TAX REVENUE DERIVED FROM THE SALE, USE, OR TITLING
OF A MOTOR VEHICLE REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED AND REGIS-
TERED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES.
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0601 (Rat # 0087, Act #  0120)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO CERTIFICATION REQUIRE-
MENTS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4698,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-15
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   04/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-57
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-57
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-81
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-81
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 87
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 120
S 0602 (Rat # 0088, Act #  0121)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO CREDENTIAL CLASSIFICA-
TION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4699, PUR-
SUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF
THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-16
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   04/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-57
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-58
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-82
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 88
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 121
S 0603 (Rat # 0089, Act #  0122)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDI-
TIONAL AREAS OF CERTIFICATION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4701, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   04/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-57
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-58
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-84
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-84
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 89
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 122
S 0604 (Rat # 0090, Act #  0123)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
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A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE AND PRO-
FESSIONAL PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, DUTIES AND WORK-
LOADS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4695,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-18
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   04/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-58
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-58
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-85
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-85
   05/09/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 90
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 123
S 0605  General Bill, By Climer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1140 OF THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS,
RELATING TO FILING A STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO
AS TO REQUIRE EACH STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICER AND
MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE A COPY OF PER-
SONAL FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR THE PREVI-
OUS CALENDAR YEAR BY APRIL TWENTY-FIFTH, UNLESS THE FILER
REQUESTED AN EXTENSION TO FILE TAX RETURNS, AND TO FUR-
THER PROVIDE THAT A FILER S IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER SUB-
MIT A COPY OF THEIR INCOME TAX RETURN IF THE FILER S INCOME
TAX RETURN DOES NOT INDICATE THE IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER
S SOURCE OF INCOME, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE THAT TAX
RETURNS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION ARE NOT SUB-
JECT TO PUBLIC DISCLOSURE AND MUST BE DESTROYED AFTER THE
TIME PERIOD FOR AUDIT OR INCOME VERIFICATION, AND TO FUR-
THER PROVIDE THAT THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, SENATE ETH-
ICS COMMITTEE AND HOUSE ETHICS COMMITTEE CONDUCT
RANDOM AUDITS TO VERIFY THAT SOURCES OF INCOME ON A
STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS ARE FULLY AND ACCU-
RATELY DISCLOSED.
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0606  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PASTOR DONNELL
PETERSON UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS INSTALLATION AS PASTOR
OF CITY OF PRAISE CHURCH OF COLUMBIA AND TO WISH HIM ALL
THE BEST IN LEADING HIS CONGREGATION.
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0607  General Bill, By Timmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-720(b) AND (c) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE NUMBER, QUALIFICATIONS, AND COMPENSATION
OF ARBITRATORS OF PROPERTY DAMAGE LIABILITY CLAIMS, TO
INCREASE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION AND TO
INCREASE CERTAIN FEES.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
S 0608  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 NCAA WOMEN S BASKETBALL
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0609  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR
THEM FOR THE TEAM S FIRST APPEARANCE IN THE NCAA FINAL
FOUR.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0610  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 39, TITLE 48 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA BEACH MANAGEMENT ACT, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 48-39-265, TO ESTABLISH A WORKING GROUP FOR THE
PURPOSE OF DEVELOPING A LONG-RANGE COMPREHENSIVE BEACH
MANAGEMENT PLAN IN ORDER TO QUANTIFY NOURISHMENT VOL-
UME NEEDS, RELATED COSTS, AND THE BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN
BEACH PRESERVATION, PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
FUNDING SOURCES, AND IDENTIFY A FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
STRATEGY; TO SET MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS; AND TO ADD
DEFINITIONS.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-4
S 0611  Concurrent Resolution, By Corbin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 2017 AS  HOMES-
CHOOL RECOGNITION MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO RECOGNIZE
THE DILIGENT EFFORTS OF HOMESCHOOLING PARENTS AND THE
ACADEMIC SUCCESS OF THEIR STUDENTS, AND TO EXPRESS SIN-
CERE APPRECIATION FOR THEIR FOCUS ON THE WELL-BEING AND
OVERALL ACHIEVEMENTS OF THEIR CHILDREN.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   04/04/17 House Introduced HJ-3
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-3
   04/20/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-18
   04/25/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-20
S 0612  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 23, SOUTH CAROLINA CODE OF
LAWS, 1976, BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-242 RELATING TO LAW
ENFORCEMENT BODY WORN CAMERAS, TO PROHIBIT THE DELE-
TION OR DESTRUCTION OF THE DATA FROM A BODY-WORN CAMERA
WITH THE INTENT TO ALTER OR INFLUENCE A CRIMINAL ACTION,
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION, AN INTERNAL POLICE INVESTIGATION,
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A CIVIL ACTION OR POTENTIAL CIVIL ACTION IF NOTICE IS PRO-
VIDED BY THE ADVERSE PARTY, OR IF LITIGATION IS REASONABLY
ANTICIPATED, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION DO NOT APPLY TO PERSONS FOLLOW-
ING THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY THE
AGENCY OR THE LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 23-1-240(D) TO PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES
IN WHICH THE POLICY AND PROCEDURES ESTABLISHED BY THE
AGENCIES MUST INCLUDE FOR THE ACTIVATION OF THE RECORD-
INGS, TO INCLUDE ACTIVATION AT THE SCENE OF VIOLENT CRIMES,
TRAFFIC STOPS, ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS, PUBLIC DRUNKEN-
NESS, PERSONS COMMITTING DISORDERLY CONDUCT, ARRESTS,
CONTACT WITH EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED PERSONS, OR INCI-
DENTS WITH WEAPONS, THE USE OF FORCE, OR ADVERSARIAL CON-
TACT.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 0613  Resolution, By Johnson and McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BILLIE JEAN
SHAW, A MULTIMEDIA JOURNALIST AND ANCHOR, UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF HER RELOCATION TO CHARLOTTE AFTER EXEMPLARY SER-
VICE FOR WIS-TV IN COLUMBIA SINCE 2015, AND TO WISH HER
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0614  Concurrent Resolution, By Malloy, Setzler, McLeod, Alexander,
Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis,
Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson,
Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, McElveen, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM ON WINNING
THE 2017 NCAA WOMEN S BASKETBALL NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE AND TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNAGE IN THE STATE
THAT CONTAIN THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   04/05/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-1
S 0615  Concurrent Resolution, By Malloy, Setzler, McLeod, Alexander,
Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis,
Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson,
Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, McElveen, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S AND MEN S BASKETBALL TEAMS
AND COACHES FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON, TO INVITE THE
WOMEN S AND MEN S GAMECOCK BASKETBALL TEAMS AND UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICIALS TO JOIN THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION AT A DATE AND TIME SCHEDULED BY
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE PRESI-
DENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE, WHEREBY COACH DAWN STA-
LEY IS INVITED TO ADDRESS THE JOINT SESSION, AND TO EXTEND
THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR DURING THE JOINT SESSION.
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   04/05/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-2
S 0616  Concurrent Resolution, By Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE THIRD FULL
WEEK OF APRIL 2017 AS  SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME AWARENESS
WEEK,  TO RAISE AWARENESS REGARDING SHAKEN BABY SYN-
DROME, AND TO COMMEND THE HOSPITALS, CHILD CARE COUN-
CILS, SCHOOLS, AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS THAT EDUCATE
PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS ON HOW TO PROTECT CHILDREN FROM
ABUSE.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   04/19/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-2
   04/19/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-56
S 0617 (Rat # 0037, Act #  0021)  General Bill, By McLeod, Setzler, Malloy,
Massey, McElveen, Rice, Bennett, M.B. Matthews, Gregory, Timmons,
Talley, Senn, Nicholson, Sabb, Jackson, Peeler, Davis, Alexander, Fanning,
Sheheen and Grooms
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 142 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL ISSUE  UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 2017 WOMEN S BASKETBALL
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES. - ratified title
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   04/05/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   04/06/17 Senate Read second time SJ-123
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-123
   04/06/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-123
   04/07/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-2
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
   04/20/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-15
   04/25/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/26/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/04/17 Ratified R 37
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 21
S 0618  General Bill, By Massey and Gambrell
Similar (H 5026)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-320(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO MILLAGE RATE INCREASE LIMITATIONS, TO CREATE A NEW ITEM
ALLOWING MUNICIPALITIES WITHOUT AN OPERATING MILLAGE ON
JANUARY 1, 2017, OR MUNICIPALITIES THAT INCORPORATE AFTER
JANUARY 1, 2017, TO IMPOSE AN OPERATING MILLAGE AND TO
IMPOSE LIMITATIONS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0619  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF REVEREND JAMES RONALD CANNION AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0620  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL
ON THE OCCASION OF THE ORGANIZATION S ONE HUNDREDTH
ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
FIFTY LIONS CLUBS IN THE PALMETTO STATE FOR THEIR MANY
YEARS OF SELFLESS COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0621  Resolution, By Fanning
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF DR. LAURENS WARREN FORT, JR., OF CHESTER COUNTY AND
TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING
FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0622  General Bill, By Massey, Bennett, Climer, Davis, Goldfinch, Grooms,
Hembree, Rice, Talley, Timmons and Turner
Similar (H 4308)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ESTABLISH THE  EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EDUCATION SCHOLAR-
SHIP ACCOUNT ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 8 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO
PROVIDE A CITATION, TO STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE CHAPTER, TO
PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE PARENTS OF ELIGI-
BLE CHILDREN MAY ESTABLISH AND FUND ACCOUNTS FOR USE IN
MEETING CERTAIN EDUCATION EXPENSES, TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES
FOR THE USE OF SUCH FUNDS AND PENALTIES FOR MISUSE, AND TO
PROVIDE CERTAIN RELATED POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE EDUCA-
TION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, AND TO CREATE A PARENTAL
REVIEW PANEL TO ASSIST IN DETERMINING WHETHER CERTAIN
EXPENSES CONSTITUTE QUALIFIED EDUCATION EXPENSES, AMONG
OTHER THINGS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
S 0623  Resolution, By McLeod and Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE
UNTIMELY PASSING OF ELLIS FITZGERALD HAWKINS, II AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0624  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory,
Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy,
Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen,
Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE ELAINE NICH-
OLS OF CHARLOTTE FOR HER WORK IN CURATING AND PRESERVING
AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0625  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE A JA WILSON OF RICH-
LAND COUNTY FOR HER ACCOMPLISHMENTS AS A UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S BASKETBALL PLAYER, AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HER ON THE TEAM S 2017 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP AND
HER SELECTION AS THE MOST OUTSTANDING PLAYER OF THE TOUR-
NAMENT AS WELL AS THE RECIPIENT OF MANY OTHER AWARDS.
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-52
S 0626  General Bill, By Senate Transportation
Similar (S 0368)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 140, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE
POWERING THE PALMETTO STATE  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES HON-
ORING SOUTH CAROLINA S ELECTRICAL LINEMEN; TO AMEND
CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION
AND LICENSING, BY ADDING ARTICLE 141, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  LEGION OF MERIT
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-8400, RELATING
TO  LIONS CLUB  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  LIONS CLUB  SPE-
CIAL MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE PLATES TO OWNERS OF PRIVATE
PASSENGER MOTOR VEHICLES AS DEFINED IN SECTION 56-3-630
REGISTERED IN THEIR NAMES; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56,
RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, BY
ADDING ARTICLE 142, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  VIRGINIA TECH  SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES.
   04/06/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-3
   04/19/17 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   04/19/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-13
   04/20/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   04/20/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-24
S 0627  Concurrent Resolution, By Grooms
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LAING MIDDLE
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN MT. PLEASANT ON
BEING NAMED NUMBER ONE STEM MIDDLE SCHOOL IN THE NATION
AND TO WISH THE STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND ADMINISTRATION
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/06/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   04/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-36
S 0628  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LANDER UNIVERSITY
WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND
TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS AND COACHES ON NETTING
THEIR THIRD STRAIGHT PEACH BELT CONFERENCE EASTERN DIVI-
SION TITLE.
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-1
S 0629  Resolution, By Nicholson and Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
STATE CHAMPIONS OF THE DUE WEST ROBOTICS TEAM, TORNADO
OF IDEAS, AND TO WISH THEM SUCCESS AT THE WORLD CHAMPION-
SHIP IN HOUSTON, TEXAS.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0630  Resolution, By Nicholson and Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD THE CONNIE
MAXWELL CHILDREN S HOME FOR THEIR ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-
FIVE YEARS OF COMMITMENT TO THE WELL-BEING OF CHILDREN IN
THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0631  Concurrent Resolution, By Campsen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR, COMMEMORATE, AND
CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA FORESTRY COMMISSION ON
ITS NINETIETH ANNIVERSARY ON APRIL 26, 2017 AND TO WISH THE
AGENCY ANOTHER NINETY YEARS OF PROSPEROUS SERVICE.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-6
S 0632  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 2017 AS  CYSTIC FIBRO-
SIS AWARENESS MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
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S 0633  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BISHOP COLIE L.  JOSH  LORICK, JR., OF COLUMBIA AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0634  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HEMINGWAY HIGH
SCHOOL BOYS  VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 1A BOYS  BASKETBALL STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0635  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE WILLIAM E.
TRADO, JR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF COMBINED FEDERAL
SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0636  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE SEPTEMBER AS  HUNGER
ACTION MONTH  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0637 (Rat # 0091, Act #  0058)  General Bill, By Talley, Martin, Peeler,
Reese and Corbin
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-490, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRE-
CINCTS IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD ANDERSON MILL
BAPTIST, D. R. HILL MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOPE, LYMAN ELEMENTARY,
AND TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN PRECINCTS; TO REMOVE THE FRIEND-
SHIP BAPTIST PRECINCT; AND TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER
ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - rati-
fied title
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   04/19/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   04/20/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   04/20/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   04/25/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   04/26/17 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-131
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
43
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-100
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-0 HJ-100
   05/10/17 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   05/15/17 Ratified R 91
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 7/1/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 58
S 0638  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE APRIL 27, 2017, AS
DONATED DENTAL SERVICES RECOGNITION DAY  AND TO HONOR
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DENTAL ASSOCIATION, THE DENTAL LIFE-
LINE NETWORK OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND THE HUNDREDS OF DEN-
TISTS AND DENTAL LABORATORIES THAT VOLUNTEER FOR THE
DONATED DENTAL SERVICES PROGRAM.
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-33
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-128
S 0639  Joint Resolution, By Alexander
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE PIONEER RURAL WATER DIS-
TRICT TO CEASE ACTIVITY RELATED TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
WATER TREATMENT PLANT UNTIL A COURT MAKES A FINAL DETER-
MINATION WHETHER OR NOT PIONEER RURAL WATER DISTRICT HAS
THE AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT A WATER TREATMENT PLANT.
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-3
   01/10/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0640  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HASELDEN BROTHERS
FORD OF HEMINGWAY ON WINNING THE 2015 PRESIDENT S AWARD
BY FORD MOTOR COMPANY.
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0641  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
SIGNIFICANT WORK OF YORK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT THREE
SOUTH POINTE HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL IN ROCK
HILL AS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 2017 DICK AND TUNKY RILEY
AWARD FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL EXCELLENCE FROM
THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL.
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-56
S 0642  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JAMES BOBBY ROBERTS OF KERSHAW AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0643  Concurrent Resolution, By Grooms
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE
LAING MIDDLE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR ITS
RICH HISTORY IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   04/20/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-2
S 0644  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE TYRONE ADAM
BURROUGHS, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT, AND CEO OF FIRST CHOICE
SALES AND MARKETING GROUP, INC., AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON THE OCCASION OF BENEDICT COLLEGE S SCHOOL OF BUSI-
NESS AND ECONOMICS BEING NAMED IN HIS HONOR.
   04/20/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0645  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JUDY K. JOHNSON-PASLEY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/20/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0646  General Bill, By Davis, Campsen and M.B. Matthews
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 4-3-75 AND 4-3-325 SO AS TO ALTER THE
BOUNDARY LINES OF BEAUFORT AND JASPER  COUNTIES BY
ANNEXING A CERTAIN PORTION OF JASPER COUNTY TO BEAUFORT
COUNTY AND A CERTAIN PORTION OF BEAUFORT COUNTY TO JAS-
PER COUNTY AND MAKE PROVISIONS FOR LEGAL RECORDS.
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   04/20/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/20/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0647  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE AND ANY AVAILABLE COMMITTEE HEAR-
ING ROOMS IN THE GRESSETTE BUILDING FOR ITS YOUTH IN GOV-
ERNMENT PROGRAM ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13 THROUGH FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 17, 2017.  HOWEVER, THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED
IF THE SENATE IS IN SESSION OR THE CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE
UNAVAILABLE.
   04/20/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   04/20/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-8
   04/27/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-50
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-50
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted SJ-46
S 0648 (Rat # 0206, Act #  0189)  General Bill, By Scott, Setzler, McLeod,
Jackson and McElveen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-53-1784, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROP-
ERTY BY THE MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ENTERPRISE CAM-
PUS AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE EXEMPTION OF THE
AUTHORITY FROM SURPLUS PROPERTY LAWS APPLIES TO REAL,
PERSONAL, AND MIXED PROPERTY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES;
AND TO PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2020. - ratified title
   04/20/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-28
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   05/03/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-86
   05/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-35
   05/08/18 House Amended HJ-48
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-48
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-49
   05/09/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-29
   05/09/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-13
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-13
   05/14/18 Ratified R 206
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 189
S 0649  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-13-10(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE STATE BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
BOARD IS COMPOSED OF NINE MEMBERS, TO PROVIDE THAT ONE
MEMBER MUST BE A REPRESENTATIVE FROM A COSMETOLOGY
SCHOOL LICENSED IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT ONE MEMBER
MUST BE A PERSON WHO IS APPROVED BY THE BOARD TO PROVIDE
CONTINUING EDUCATION TO COSMETOLOGISTS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE MEMBER WHO IS A SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE AND THE
MEMBER WHO PROVIDES CONTINUING EDUCATION MAY NOT REP-
RESENT THE SAME ENTITY.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
S 0650  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 14 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 14-1-250, TO PREVENT A COURT OR OTHER ENFORCE-
MENT AUTHORITY FROM ENFORCING FOREIGN LAW IN THIS STATE
FROM A FORUM OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES OR ITS TERRITO-
RIES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
S 0651 (Rat # 0092, Act #  0059)  General Bill, By Grooms, Bennett,
Campbell, J. Matthews and Sabb
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN BERKELEY COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD CARNES
CROSS ROAD 3, PIMLICO 1, AND PIMLICO 2 PRECINCTS; AND TO
REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE
PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   05/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-19
   05/04/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-19
   05/05/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-1
   05/09/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-193
   05/10/17 House Read second time HJ-24
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-0 HJ-24
   05/11/17 House Read third time and enrolled
   05/15/17 Ratified R 92
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 59
S 0652  Resolution, By Nicholson and Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF MAY 2017 AS
TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION MONTH  THROUGHOUT THE STATE
AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO WORK
TOGETHER TO REDUCE AND PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY FOR THE
FUTURE SUCCESS OF OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted SJ-3
S 0653  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR COACH GARY ADAMS FOR
THE IMPACTFUL CONTRIBUTIONS HE HAS MADE ON THE LIVES OF
THOSE IN HIS COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON HIS
PHENOMENAL WIN RECORD.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-128
S 0654  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES NAME THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES  FIELD OFFICE LOCATED AT 509 LIBERTY STREET IN BATES-
BURG-LEESVILLE  CORPORAL KYLE CARPENTER FIELD OFFICE  AND
TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION
THAT CONTAIN THE DESIGNATION.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   02/28/18 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-24
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-24
   03/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/01/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House
   03/06/18 House Introduced HJ-13
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   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-13
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-57
   04/03/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-30
S 0655  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF THE 12TH STREET
EXTENSION (SC-35) AND I-77 IN CAYCE  NOEL K. YOBS INTERSEC-
TION  AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS
LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   05/03/17 House Introduced HJ-78
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-78
   05/04/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-100
   05/09/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-143
S 0656  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SHUMPERT S
IGA FOR ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF SERVING THE
PELION COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATULATE THE OWNERS, MAN-
AGERS, AND EMPLOYEES AS THEY CONTINUE THIS NOTEWORTHY
LEGACY.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0657  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE INEZ HOLMES SMITH
ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO
WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPI-
NESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0658  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. SARAH
JANE BYARS OF LEXINGTON COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR HER FORTY-FOUR YEARS OF
FAITHFUL SERVICE TO THE LEXINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT TWO
PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND
FULFILLMENT IN HER RETIREMENT.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0659  Resolution, By Senn
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JAMES JAMES  JIM  LEVENTIS OF RICHLAND COUNTY AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0660  Resolution, By Senn
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JAMES LEIGH  JAMIE  LEVENTIS OF RICHLAND COUNTY AND
TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0661  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ELLA MAE GAINES-
PHILLIPS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0662 (Rat # 0127, Act #  0280)  General Bill, By J. Matthews and Hutto
AN ACT TO CONSOLIDATE THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN ORANGEBURG
COUNTY INTO ONE SCHOOL DISTRICT TO BE KNOWN AS THE
ORANGEBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE
ORDERLY TRANSITION TO A SINGLE SCHOOL DISTRICT; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ITS ELECTION,
POWERS, AND DUTIES; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DISTRICT SUPERIN-
TENDENT IS THE CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF THE DISTRICT AND
IS RESPONSIBLE TO THE BOARD FOR THE PROPER ADMINISTRATION
OF ALL AFFAIRS OF THE DISTRICT AND SUBJECT TO ALL OTHER
PROVISIONS OF LAW RELATING TO HIS DUTIES. - ratified title
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-9
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-96
   04/27/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-58
   05/03/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   05/03/17 House Referred to Orangeburg Delegation HJ-86
   05/10/17 House Recalled from Committee on Orangeburg Delegation HJ-
75
   05/11/17 House Amended HJ-27
   05/11/17 House Read second time HJ-27
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-0 HJ-45
   06/06/17 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
   06/06/17 Senate House amendment amended SJ-110
   06/06/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-110
   06/06/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0
   06/06/17 Ratified R 127
   06/09/17 Vetoed by Governor
   01/09/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-35  Nays-2
   01/09/18 House Veto overridden Yeas-86  Nays-3
   01/16/18 Effective date 01/09/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 280
S 0663  Resolution, By Talley, Martin and Reese
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE
TRAGIC PASSING OF JASON GREGORY HARRIS AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced and adopted
S 0664  Joint Resolution, By Timmons
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CLARIFY AND AFFIRM THAT THE GREEN-
VILLE HEALTH SYSTEM S BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAS THE POWER
AND AUTHORITY TO CREATE A HEALTH CARE SYSTEM THAT MEETS
ITS OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE ACCESSIBLE, QUALITY, AND AFFORD-
ABLE HEALTH CARE TO THE COMMUNITIES IT SERVES; TO ENTER
INTO A CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH LEGAL ENTITIES FOR
OPERATION AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT; AND TO TAKE STEPS
NECESSARY TO INCORPORATE THE UPSTATE AFFILIATE ORGANIZA-
TION AND THE STRATEGIC COORDINATING ORGANIZATION AND TO
FILL VACANCIES ON THEIR BOARDS.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-3
   05/08/17 Senate Tabled SJ-21
S 0665  Concurrent Resolution, By Talley, Martin, Peeler and Reese
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
INTERCHANGE OF I-585 AND EAST CAMPUS BOULEVARD, LYING
BETWEEN VALLEY FALLS ROAD AND BUSINESS I-85,  TONEY J.
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LISTER INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THE DESIGNATION.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   04/27/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   04/27/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-7
   05/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-177
   05/10/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-38
S 0666  General Bill, By Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-20 OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CODE
OF LAWS, 1976, RELATING TO HOMICIDE, TO REMOVE THE PENALTY
OF DEATH AS A PUNISHMENT FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF MUR-
DER, TO REMOVE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE DEATH PENALTY, TO REMOVE THE REQUIRED PROCEDURES
FOR A DEATH PENALTY TRIAL, TO REMOVE DESIGNATED AGGRA-
VATING AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES USED TO ENHANCE THE
PENALTY TO DEATH, TO REMOVE JURY INSTRUCTION REQUIRE-
MENTS AND THE PROCEDURES FOR APPEALS, AND TO MAKE OTHER
CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-655 TO REMOVE
THE PENALTY OF DEATH AS A PUNISHMENT FOR CRIMINAL SEXUAL
CONDUCT WITH A MINOR WHO IS LESS THAN ELEVEN YEARS OF
AGE, SECOND OFFENSE, TO REMOVE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEATH PENALTY, TO REMOVE THE
REQUIRED PROCEDURES FOR A DEATH PENALTY TRIAL, TO REMOVE
DESIGNATED AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES
USED TO ENHANCE THE PENALTY TO DEATH, TO REMOVE JURY
INSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS AND THE PROCEDURES FOR
APPEALS, AND TO MAKE OTHER CONFORMING CHANGES; TO
AMEND SECTION 10-11-325 TO REMOVE THE PENALTY OF DEATH AS
A PUNISHMENT FOR THE USE OF AN EXPLOSIVE DEVICE ON THE
CAPITOL GROUNDS RESULTING IN DEATH; TO AMEND SECTION 16-
23-490 TO REMOVE THE REFERENCE TO THE DEATH PENALTY AS AN
EXEMPTION TO THE FIVE YEAR CONSECUTIVE PENALTY FOR DIS-
PLAYING A FIREARM IN THE COMMISSION OF A VIOLENT CRIME; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-23-715 TO REMOVE THE PENALTY OF DEATH FOR
A PERSON CONVICTED OF USE OF A WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUC-
TION IN FURTHERANCE OF AN ACT OF TERRORISM; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-23-720 TO REMOVE THE PENALTY OF DEATH FOR A PERSON
CONVICTED OF INTENTIONAL USE OF A DESTRUCTIVE DEVICE; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-7-100 TO REMOVE THE OBLIGATION OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL TO ASSIST SOLICITORS BY ATTENDING THE
GRAND JURY IN CAPITAL CASES; TO AMEND SECTION 17-3-330 TO
DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE OFFICE OF INDIGENT
DEFENSE ROLL OVER UNEXPENDED FUNDS INTO A FUND FOR THE
DEFENSE OF CAPITAL CASES; TO AMEND SECTION 17-3-520 TO
REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A CIRCUIT PUBLIC DEFENDER BE
CERTIFIED TO DEFEND CAPITAL CASES AND TO REMOVE THE
REQUIREMENT THAT THE CIRCUIT PUBLIC DEFENDER MUST ESTAB-
LISH PROCEDURES FOR ASSIGNING COUNSEL IN CAPITAL CASES; TO
AMEND SECTION 17-17-10 TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO SOMEONE
CHARGED WITH A FELONY PUNISHABLE BY DEATH RELATING TO
THE ENTITLEMENT OF A WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 17-25-45 TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO CASES INVOLVING THE
DEATH PENALTY RELATING TO THE SENTENCING OF SERIOUS AND
MOST SERIOUS OFFENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 17-27-130 TO
REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT COUNSEL FOR A DEFENDANT
SENTENCED TO DEATH MUST MAINTAIN HIS FILES EXCEPT FOR
THAT WHICH WAS ADMITTED INTO EVIDENCE AT TRIAL; TO AMEND
SECTION 17-27-150 TO REMOVE THE PROVISION THAT A PARTY IN A
CAPITAL POST CONVICTION RELIEF PROCEEDING IS ENTITLED TO
DISCOVERY; TO AMEND SECTION 18-1-90 REMOVE THE REFERENCE
TO DEFENDANTS SENTENCED TO DEATH FOR THE EXCLUSION OF
THE RIGHT OF A DEFENDANT FOR BAIL; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-
310 TO REMOVE THE REFERENCE TO THE EXCEPTION OF CAPITAL
CASES RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF MAGISTRATES; TO
AMEND SECTION 24-3-40 TO REMOVE THE REFERENCE TO A PRIS-
ONER SENTENCED TO DEATH RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO HAVE
PRISONER S ESCROWED WAGES DISTRIBUTED TO THE PERSON OF
HIS CHOICE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 24-13-125, 24-13-150, AND 24-21-560
TO REMOVE THE EXCEPTION OF DEATH PENALTY CASES IN
REGARDS TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF WORK RELEASE, EARLY RELEASE,
DISCHARGE, OR COMMUNITY SUPERVISION FOR INMATES IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 25-7-40 TO
REMOVE THE PENALTY OF DEATH FOR SOMEONE WHO, DURING
TIMES OF WAR, COLLECTS, RECORDS, OR ATTEMPTS TO ELICIT CER-
TAIN MILITARY INFORMATION OR PLANS WITH THE INTENT TO COM-
MUNICATE THE INFORMATION TO THE ENEMY; TO REPEAL SECTION
1-7-340 RELATING TO THE ATTENDANCE AT INQUESTS AND PRELIMI-
NARY HEARINGS IN CAPITAL CASES BY SOLICITORS; TO REPEAL
SECTION 16-3-21 RELATING TO JURY INSTRUCTIONS IN CAPITAL
CASES; TO REPEAL SECTION 16-3-25 RELATING TO THE REVIF DEATH
PENALTY CASES BY THE SUPREME COURT; TO REPEAL SECTION 16-3-
26 RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL FOR INDIGENT
DEFENDANTS IN CASES WHERE THE DEATH PENALTY IS SOUGHT
AND THE PAYMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES BY THE OFFICE OF
INDIGENT DEFENSE; TO REPEAL SECTION 16-3-28 RELATING TO THE
RIGHT OF A CAPITAL DEFENDANT TO HAVE LAST ARGUMENT AT
TRIAL; TO REPEAL SECTION 17-19-80 RELATING TO THE RIGHT OF A
PERSON INDICTED FOR A CAPITAL OFFENSE TO HAVE A COPY OF
THE INDICTMENT; TO REPEAL SECTION 17-25-370 RELATING TO THE
EXECUTION OF THE DEATH SENTENCE UPON AFFIRMANCE OF
JUDGEMENT OR DISMISSAL OR ABANDONMENT OF APPEAL; TO
REPEAL SECTION 17-25-380 RELATING TO THE NOTICE FOR THE
IMPOSITION OF THE SENTENCE OF DEATH SENT TO THE DIRECTOR
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS; TO REPEAL SECTION 17-25-
390 RELATING TO THE RECEIPT OF THE NOTICE OF THE IMPOSITION
OF THE SENTENCE OF DEATH; TO REPEAL SECTION 17-25-400 RELAT-
ING TO THE SERVICE OF NOTICE OF THE IMPOSITION OF THE SEN-
TENCE OF DEATH ON THE DEFENDANT; TO REPEAL SECTION 17-27-
160 RELATING TO POST-CONVICTION RELIEF PROCEDURES FOR CAPI-
TAL CASES; TO REPEAL SECTION 18-9-20 RELATING TO REQUIRE-
MENT THAT THE SUPREME COURT REVIEW THE CONVICTION OF
EACH CAPITAL CASE; TO REPEAL SECTION 24-21-615 RELATING TO
THE REVIEW OF PRISONER BENEFITS FOR PERSONS CONVICTED OF
A CAPITAL OFFENSE BY THE PAROLE BOARD; AND TO REPEAL ARTI-
CLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 24 RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE IMPOSITION OF A DEATH SENTENCE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS, INCLUDING PROCEDURES, POSSIBLE WITNESSES TO
THE EXECUTION, PAYMENT OF EXPENSES, AND THE DISPOSITION OF
THE BODY.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 0667  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR.
JAMES GILL  JIM  KNOX III, PRINCIPAL OF LEWISVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER FIFTY-
TWO YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE IN EDUCATION, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/27/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0668  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler, J. Matthews, Grooms, Hutto,
Hembree, Young, Rice, Talley, Setzler, Rankin, Jackson, Malloy, Sheheen,
Nicholson, Turner and Senn
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SOUTH CARO-
LINA S 2017 DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR UPON BEING
SELECTED TO REPRESENT THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR THEIR DEDICATED SERVICE TO




   04/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   04/27/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0669  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. ROBERT O. BROCK
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE OCONEE
COUNTY BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, TO
COMMEND HIM FOR HIS THIRTY-SIX AND ONE-HALF YEARS OF DIS-
TINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO OCONEE COUNTY AND THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0670  Resolution, By Jackson, McElveen and McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JOHN L.  RABBIT  SCOTT, SR., OF RICHLAND COUNTY, TO
HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO HIS COMMUNITY, AND
TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING
FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-42
S 0671 (Rat # 0207, Act #  0269)  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTINUING AUTHOR-
ITY TO PAY THE EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT IF THE 2018-2019
FISCAL YEAR BEGINS WITHOUT A GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT
FOR THAT YEAR IN EFFECT, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS. - ratified
title
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-42
   04/27/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-42
   05/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-39
   05/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   05/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-39
   05/23/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-39
   06/06/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence
   01/10/18 House Committed to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
   05/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-62
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-85
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-85
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-86
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-15
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-44
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-44
   05/14/18 Ratified R 207
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 269
S 0672  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 9, ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, 1895,
WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 11, 2017, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO
MEET IN STATEWIDE SESSION AT 12:00 NOON ON TUESDAY, MAY 23,
2017, AND CONTINUE IN STATEWIDE SESSION, IF NECESSARY, UNTIL
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017, FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN SPECIFIED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN NOT LATER 12:00 NOON TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2018, THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE.
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced SJ-42
   04/27/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-42
S 0673  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
M.B. Matthews, Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer,
Davis, Fanning, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson,
Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE DED-
ICATION, HEROISM, AND IMPORTANCE OF FIREFIGHTERS IN THE
PALMETTO STATE AND TO DECLARE MAY 4, 2017, AS  INTERNA-
TIONAL FIREFIGHTERS  DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-43
   05/02/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-17
S 0674  Resolution, By Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory,
Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy,
Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE, RECOGNIZE, AND
HONOR ELECTRIC UTILITY LINEMEN FOR THE ROLE THEY HAVE IN
BUILDING, MAINTAINING, AND RESTORING IMPORTANT ELECTRICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND ACROSS THE NATION.
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-43
S 0675  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SERGEANT LEWIS E.
MARSHALL, SR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM
LAW ENFORCEMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS FIFTY YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0676  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DIANNE DOUGLAS
THOMPSON UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, TO COM-
MEND HER FOR HER YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO
THE CITY OF CAMDEN AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 0677  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. WILLIE LEE
WILSON, PHILANTHROPIST, BUSINESSMAN, RECORDING ARTIST,
AND GOSPEL TELEVISION HOST FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT PHILAN-
THROPIC EFFORTS.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 0678  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4391)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-101-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF STUDENT GOV-
ERNMENT PRESIDENTS OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING TO
SERVE AS EX OFFICIO TRUSTEES OF THEIR INSTITUTIONS, SO AS TO
MAKE SUCH SERVICE MANDATORY, TO PROVIDE SUCH BOARD MEM-
BERS ARE VOTING MEMBERS, TO PROVIDE SUCH BOARD MEMBERS
ARE NOT ENTITLED TO RECEIVE SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES AND
THE LIKE, AND TO EXEMPT TECHNICAL COLLEGES; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 59-117-10, 59-117-20, 59-119-40, 59-121-10, 59-121-20, 59-123-40, AS
AMENDED, 59-123-50, AS AMENDED, 59-125-20, AS AMENDED, 59-125-
30, AS AMENDED, 59-127-20, AS AMENDED, 59-130-10, AS AMENDED,
59-133-10, AS AMENDED, 59-135-10, AS AMENDED, AND 59-136-110, AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO THE BOARDS OF TRUSTEES OF CER-
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TAIN FOUR-YEAR STATE-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU-
CATION, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-5-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF
AN ELECTOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE A STUDENT WHO RESIDES FOR ONE
SEMESTER IN THE COMMUNITY IN WHICH HE ATTENDS COLLEGE
MUST BE CONSIDERED QUALIFIED TO BE AN ELECTOR AND MAY
REGISTER TO VOTE IF HE MEETS CERTAIN EXISTING REQUIRE-
MENTS; AND TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2018.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
S 0679  General Bill, By Talley
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE GOVERNMENT, BY ADDING ARTI-
CLE 26, TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING ON JULY 1, 2018, A STATE
AGENCY MAY NOT IMPOSE ANY NEW LICENSING FEE ON BUSI-
NESSES WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE
AGENCY THAT VIOLATES THIS SECTION IS BARRED FROM IMPOSING
LICENSING FEES ON BUSINESSES WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A STATE AGENCY MAY NOT IMPOSE ANY REGULATION
ON A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION BEYOND THOSE PROVIDED IN
TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, AND TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS; TO
AMEND TITLE 4 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO COUNTIES, BY
ADDING CHAPTER 2 TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING ON JULY 1, 2018,
A COUNTY MAY NOT IMPOSE ANY NEW LICENSING FEE ON BUSI-
NESSES WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY
THAT VIOLATES THIS SECTION IS BARRED FROM IMPOSING LICENS-
ING FEES ON BUSINESSES WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE
THAT A COUNTY MAY NOT IMPOSE ANY REGULATION ON A PROFES-
SION OR OCCUPATION BEYOND THOSE PROVIDED IN TITLE 40 OF
THE 1976 CODE, AND TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS; AND TO AMEND
CHAPTER 1, TITLE 6 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO MUNICIPAL
CORPORATIONS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 10, TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGIN-
NING ON JULY 1, 2018, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION MAY NOT
IMPOSE ANY NEW LICENSING FEE ON BUSINESSES WITHIN ITS
JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION THAT
VIOLATES THIS SECTION IS BARRED FROM IMPOSING LICENSING
FEES ON BUSINESSES WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION, TO PROVIDE THAT
A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION MAY NOT IMPOSE ANY REGULATION
ON A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION BEYOND THOSE PROVIDED IN
TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, AND TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
S 0680 (Rat # 0132, Act #  0128)  General Bill, By Leatherman
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-260, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN FLORENCE COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-21
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   05/10/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-74
   05/11/17 House Read second time
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0
   01/09/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-148
   02/01/18 Ratified R 132
   02/05/18 Signed By Governor
   02/08/18 Effective date 7/1/17
   02/12/18 Act No. 128
S 0681  Joint Resolution, By Senate Judiciary
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE WORKERS
COMPENSATION COMMISSION, RELATING TO CHAPTER REVISIONS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4735, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-15
   01/16/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 0682  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE ON U.S. HIGHWAY 76 OVER
JEFFERIES CREEK  JOHN  JACK  MOULTON ROBINSON, JR. BRIDGE
AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCA-
TION CONTAINING THE DESIGNATION.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   05/04/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-56
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 House Introduced HJ-188
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-188
   05/10/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-64
   05/11/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate
S 0683  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE ON OLD RIVER ROAD THAT
CROSSES BARFIELD MILL CREEK IN FLORENCE COUNTY  WILLIAM
CLYDE GRAHAM BRIDGE  AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THE DESIGNATION.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   05/04/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-56
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 House Introduced HJ-189
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-189
   05/10/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-65
   05/11/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate
S 0684  Resolution, By Bennett, Gregory, Hembree, Turner and Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 14 THROUGH MAY 20,
2017, AS  POLICE WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO HONOR THE
SERVICE AND SACRIFICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS KILLED
IN THE LINE OF DUTY WHILE PROTECTING OUR COMMUNITIES AND
SAFEGUARDING DEMOCRACY.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0685  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory,
Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy,
Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen,
Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 3, 2017 AS  TEN YEARS
OF TORI DAY  AND TO HONOR ASHLYE V. WILKERSON FOR HER
EFFORTS IN SUPPORTING LITERACY AND LEARNING THROUGH THE
TORI R.E.A.D.S MAGIC OF LEARNING INITIATIVE.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-16
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S 0686  Concurrent Resolution, By Climer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE INDUCTION OF WIN-
THROP S FOUNDING PRESIDENT DAVID BANCROFT JOHNSON INTO
THE OFFICIAL SOUTH CAROLINA HALL OF FAME.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-16
   05/03/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-79
S 0687  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE CRAY-
TON MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT CHAPMAN SOJOURNER LEE OF
RICHLAND COUNTY ON HIS OUTSTANDING SCHOLASTIC AND
EXTRACURRICULAR ACHIEVEMENTS AND TO WISH HIM MUCH CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AS HE BEGINS HIS HIGH SCHOOL STUDIES THIS
FALL.
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-16
S 0688  Resolution, By McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING 2016 SEASON.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0689  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and Forestry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO TERM AND CONDI-
TIONS FOR THE PUBLIC S USE OF STATE LAKES AND PONDS OWNED
OR LEASED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4727, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   05/08/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
2
S 0690  General Bill, By Rankin, Williams, Hembree, Goldfinch and Sabb
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 61, OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CODE OF LAWS, 1976, RELATING TO TEMPORARY
LICENSES, SO AS TO ADD SECTION 61-6-2017 TO AUTHORIZE A TEM-
PORARY LIQUOR BY THE DRINK LICENSE FOR A FESTIVAL THAT HAS
A MAJOR ECONOMIC IMPACT, WHICH INCLUDES THE FESTIVAL
PREMISES AND CONTINUES FOR THE DURATION OF THE FESTIVAL,
NOT TO EXCEED FIVE DAYS.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/03/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0691  Joint Resolution, By Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION
TO EXTEND THE RECEIPT OF BALLOTS CAST PURSUANT TO THE UNI-
FORM AND OVERSEAS CITIZENS ABSENTEE VOTING ACT AND TO
EXTEND CERTIFICATION OF THESE FEDERAL SPECIAL ELECTION
RESULTS FOR TWO WEEKS FOLLOWING A FEDERAL SPECIAL ELEC-
TION FOR WHICH THE PRIMARY WAS HELD ON MAY 2, 2017.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/03/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0692  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 9, ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, 1895,
WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 11, 2017, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO
MEET IN STATEWIDE SESSION AT 12:00 NOON ON TUESDAY, MAY 23,
2017, AND CONTINUE IN STATEWIDE SESSION, IF NECESSARY, UNTIL
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017, FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN SPECIFIED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN NOT LATER 12:00 NOON TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2018, THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-9
   05/03/17 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-79
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-62
   05/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-10-17 HJ-142
   05/10/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-36
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-36
S 0693  Concurrent Resolution, By Hembree
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MONDAY, MAY 1,
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 5, 2017, AS CHARTER SCHOOL WEEK IN THE
PALMETTO STATE AND TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE IMPORTANCE OF
EDUCATING THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN INNOVATIVE
CLASSROOMS AND SCHOOLS.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-9
   05/03/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-80
S 0694  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND JERRY M. HILL,
PASTOR OF MISSIONS AND OUTREACH AT BUNCOMBE STREET
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH IN GREENVILLE, FOR HIS SEVENTEEN
YEARS OF GOSPEL MINISTRY AT BUNCOMBE STREET, TO CONGRAT-
ULATE HIM ON THE OCCASION OF HIS JUNE 2017 RETIREMENT, AND
TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO
SERVE THE LORD.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0695  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SPRINGFIELD
BAPTIST CHURCH, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PASTOR AND CON-
GREGATION UPON THE OCCASION OF THE ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF MINISTRY TO THEIR COMMUNITY AND THEIR
GOD.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0696  Resolution, By Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MAYOR LARK JONES
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS MAYOR OF NORTH
AUGUSTA, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF DIS-
TINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE CITY OF NORTH AUGUSTA
AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0697  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ROSE ELLA  SUDIE
DUKES COOPER BRIGHT ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0698  Resolution, By Setzler and J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE LYNN S.
BARNES AND BRIAN BARNES FOR THEIR ENDURING CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO THE WELL BEING OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 0699  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GENE BRANHAM UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO KERSHAW COUNTY
AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
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S 0700  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GOOD HOPE CHRISTIAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH ON ITS ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY, TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHURCH FOR ITS
DEEP HERITAGE IN LEXINGTON COUNTY, AND TO COMMEND THE
LEADERSHIP AND CONGREGATION FOR THEIR YEARS OF SERVICE
TO THE COMMUNITY.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0701  Resolution, By Shealy, Hutto and Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE DEVASTATING IMPACT
OF CHILD HUNGER ON OUR STATE S YOUNGEST CITIZENS AND TO
ENCOURAGE ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS IN OUR STATE TO MAXIMIZE
ACCESS TO HEALTHY MEALS AT NO COST FOR CHILDREN IN POV-
ERTY BY ADOPTING THE COMMUNITY ELIGIBILITY PROVISION OF
THE HEALTHY, HUNGER-FREE KIDS ACT.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   05/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-7
   05/09/17 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-7
   05/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-7
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Adopted SJ-61
S 0702  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF ALLAN GEORGE ANDERSON III OF CHERAW AND TO EXTEND
THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0703  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Campsen, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARY KIDD OF
LONGVIEW, TEXAS ON THE OCCASION OF HER SEVENTIETH BIRTH-
DAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND
MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0704  Resolution, By McElveen, Johnson and Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE THOMAS
SUMTER ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION 2A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0705  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen, Jackson, Setzler, Malloy, Hutto,
Sabb, Kimpson, Nicholson, McLeod, Williams, J. Matthews, Scott, M.B.
Matthews, Johnson, Allen, McElveen, Reese and Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND TRAV
ROBERTSON ON HIS ELECTION AS CHAIR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEMOCRATIC PARTY.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-8
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-189
S 0706  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen, Jackson, Malloy, Sabb, Hutto,
Kimpson, McLeod, Setzler, J. Matthews, Williams, Nicholson, Scott, M.B.
Matthews, Johnson, Allen, McElveen, Reese and Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO THANK ORANGEBURG NATIVE
AND ATTORNEY JAIME R. HARRISON FOR HIS FOUR YEARS OF SER-
VICE AS SOUTH CAROLINA DEMOCRATIC PARTY CHAIRMAN AND TO
WISH HIM THE BEST IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-8
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-189
S 0707  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KEND-
ALL JOSEPH FROM ANDERSON COUNTY, VETERAN LINEBACKER FOR
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HIM FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE HISTORIC
SUCCESS OF THE CLEMSON TIGERS ON THE GRIDIRON.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-190
S 0708  General Bill, By Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-45-180, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DELINQUENT TAX PENAL-
TIES AND COLLECTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY TREA-
SURER OR OFFICE AUTHORIZED TO COLLECT DELINQUENT TAXES
MAY WAIVE LATE PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN GOOD CAUSES.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0709 (Rat # 0284, Act #  0256)  General Bill, By Hembree
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE OFFICE OF
THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION SHALL CREATE MODEL FIRE AND SAFETY POLICY AND PRO-
GRAM GUIDELINES AND MAKE SUCH GUIDELINES AVAILABLE TO
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND CHARTER SCHOOLS BEFORE THE
2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR, TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS
AND CHARTER SCHOOLS SHALL ADOPT CERTAIN FIRE AND SAFETY
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS BEFORE THE 2020-2021 SCHOOL YEAR
AND SUBMIT THESE POLICES AND PROGRAMS TO THE OFFICE OF
THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION FOR THEIR COLLABORATIVE REVIEW AND COMMENT BEFORE
JULY 1, 2021, TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND CHARTER
SCHOOLS MAY REQUEST RELATED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THESE POLICIES AND PROGRAMS, AND TO
EXCLUDE CHARTER SCHOOLS THAT PRIMARILY DELIVER INSTRUC-
TION ONLINE FROM THESE PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-
910, RELATING TO REQUIRED MONTHLY FIRE DRILLS IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOLS INSTEAD SHALL
CONDUCT A CERTAIN NUMBER OF FIRE DRILLS, ACTIVE SHOOTER/
INTRUDER DRILLS, AND SEVERE WEATHER/EARTHQUAKE DRILLS
DURING EACH SEMESTER, TO PROVIDE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION AND STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION SHALL
DEVELOP CERTAIN RELATED GUIDELINES AND DEVELOPMENTALLY
APPROPRIATE TRAINING MATERIALS IN CONSULTATION WITH THE
OFFICE OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL AND MENTAL HEALTH PRO-
FESSIONALS EMPLOYED BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE PERIODIC UPDATING OF THESE GUIDELINES, TO PROVIDE
THESE GUIDELINES MUST BE INCLUDED IN REQUIRED ANNUAL
TEACHER COLLEGIAL DEVELOPMENT, AND TO DELETE MONETARY
PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE BY PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS
AND SUPERINTENDENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-920, RELATING
TO OBSOLETE COMPLIANCE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND MON-
ETARY PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC SCHOOL
FIRE DRILL REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO INSTEAD REQUIRE DOCU-
MENTATION OF COMPLIANCE AND REMOVE THESE MONETARY PEN-
ALTIES; TO REPEAL SECTION 59-63-930 RELATING TO OBSOLETE
REQUIREMENTS THAT COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS OF EDUCATION
PRINT AND POST CERTAIN STATUTES RELATED TO MANDATORY
PUBLIC SCHOOL FIRE DRILLS; AND TO REDESIGNATE ARTICLE 9,
CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 AS  SAFETY AND SECURITY DRILLS . - ratified
title
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
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   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-8
   03/28/18 Senate Amended SJ-30
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-45  Nays-0 SJ-30
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-77
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-80
   04/26/18 House Amended HJ-20
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-23
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   04/27/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-3
   05/10/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-55
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-41 SJ-55
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Allison, Pendarvis,
Felder HJ-83
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Hembree, Turner, Nich-
olson SJ-57
   06/27/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-58
   06/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-61
   06/27/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-21
   06/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-1 SJ-21
   06/27/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-25
   06/28/18 Ratified R 284
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/12/18 Effective date 07/02/18
   07/12/18 Act No. 256
S 0710  General Bill, By Rankin, Hembree, Goldfinch, Williams and Sabb
Similar (H 4177)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 57, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TURNPIKE
PROJECTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE NONTAX REVENUES MADE AVAIL-
ABLE WITHIN THE DEFINITION OF  TURNPIKE FACILITIES REVENUES
, TO PROVIDE WHICH ROADS MAY BE DESIGNATED AS A TURNPIKE
FACILITY, TO ALLOW CONTRACTS WITH POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS,
TO PROVIDE THE MANNER IN WHICH TOLL AMOUNTS ARE DETER-
MINED, TO CLARIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH TURNPIKE BONDS MAY
BE AUTHORIZED, AND TO DEFINE  ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION
SYSTEM ; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-615, RELATING TO HIGHWAY
TOLLS, SO AS TO DELETE CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING TO TOLL
REVENUES AND TOLL PROJECTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-
2920, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF TOLL ROADS, SO AS TO
ALLOW TOLL REVENUES TO BE RETAINED IN A SPECIAL ACCOUNT
AND TO BE USED TO MAINTAIN THE TURNPIKE FACILITIES.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 0711  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 59-111-190, TO PROVIDE THAT A SOUTH
CAROLINA RESIDENT WHO OTHERWISE QUALIFIES FOR THE LIFE,
HOPE, OR PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLARSHIP BUT WHO ATTENDS
SCHOOL IN ANOTHER STATE BECAUSE NO PUBLIC COLLEGE OR UNI-
VERSITY OFFERS HIS CHOSEN MAJOR SHALL RECEIVE THE SCHOL-
ARSHIP FOR WHICH HE QUALIFIES TO BE USED FOR PAYMENT OF
TUITION AT THE OUT-OF-STATE INSTITUTION.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
S 0712  Joint Resolution, By Goldfinch
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT A STATEWIDE ADVISORY
REFERENDUM MUST BE CONDUCTED BY THE STATE ELECTION COM-
MISSION AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 PRIMARY ELECTION ON
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER OR NOT THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN
OFFSHORE OIL AND NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY SHOULD BE PERMIT-
TED IF CONDUCTED IN A MANNER THAT USES THE HIGHEST STAN-
DARDS OF SAFETY AND MOST ADVANCED AVAILABLE
TECHNOLOGY TO VIGILANTLY PROTECT SOUTH CAROLINA S PRE-
CIOUS NATURAL RESOURCES, VITAL TOURISM INDUSTRY, AND
UNIQUE QUALITY OF LIFE WHILE ADVANCING ECONOMIC GROWTH
THROUGH THE CREATION OF ENERGY INDUSTRY JOBS AND THE USE
OF INCREASED REVENUE TO THE STATE RESULTING IN A TANGIBLE
BENEFIT TO THE TAXPAYERS.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-6
S 0713  Resolution, By Sabb, Jackson, Scott and McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF ALMA WEAVER BYRD AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYM-
PATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0714  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR RETIRED MAJOR GEORGE MITCH-
ELL FOR HIS DEDICATED SERVICE TO HIS STATE AND NATION AND
TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON BEING AWARDED THE PURPLE HEART
FOR COURAGEOUS SERVICE IN THE LINE OF DUTY.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0715  Concurrent Resolution, By Climer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MAYOR A. DOUG-
LAS ECHOLS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS MAYOR
OF ROCK HILL, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO ROCK HILL AND THE STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-190
S 0716  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. RON K. PATTON
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0717  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE TAB-
ERNACLE BAPTIST CHURCH OF GREENWOOD ON THE OCCASION OF
ITS EIGHTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH
FOR NEARLY NINE DECADES OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMU-
NITY.
   05/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0718  Resolution, By Nicholson and Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE CAREY BOLT,
GREENWOOD COUNTY VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICER, FOR HIS SER-
VICE TO THE VETERANS OF GREENWOOD COUNTY AND TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OPENING OF THE NEW
GREENWOOD VETERAN S AFFAIRS OFFICE ON MAY 19, 2017.
   05/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
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S 0719  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SPARTAN-
BURG REENTRY CENTER FOR ITS SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN THE REHA-
BILITATION OF THOSE WHO HAVE PAID THEIR DEBT TO SOCIETY
AND SEEK TO RESIDE AS PRODUCTIVE CITIZENS IN THE PALMETTO
STATE.
   05/09/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0720  Resolution, By Talley, Reese, Martin, Corbin and Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE BUS DRIVER
TERESA STROBLE AND TO COMMEND HER HEROISM IN THE COURA-
GEOUS RESCUE OF THE CHILDREN UNDER HER CARE.
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0721  Resolution, By Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GEORGE
MILLER, A VETERAN OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
(RETIRED), FOR THIRTY YEARS OF MILITARY SERVICE AND
DECADES OF OTHER SIGNIFICANT AND EXTENSIVE SERVICE TO THE
PALMETTO STATE AND THE BEAUFORT COUNTY COMMUNITY.
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
   06/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0722  General Bill, By Timmons, Rice and Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 2 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 2-1-60, TO PROVIDE THAT NO PERSON SHALL BE ELIGI-
BLE FOR ELECTION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IF THAT
PERSON HAS SERVED SIX TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, THAT NO PER-
SON SHALL BE ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE SENATE IF THAT
PERSON HAS SERVED THREE TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT ANY TERM SERVED, FOR WHICH THE ELECTION WAS
HELD PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 2019, SHALL NOT BE COUNTED AS A
TERM SERVED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 2-3-20, RELATING TO THE
COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEWLY
ELECTED DURING 2018 OR LATER SHALL ANNUALLY RECEIVE AS
COMPENSATION FOR THEIR SERVICES FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
AND MILEAGE.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0723  Joint Resolution, By Timmons, Rice and Cash
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SENATORS AND MEMBERS
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, TO AUTHORIZE THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY TO ENACT TERM LIMITATIONS FOR ITS MEMBERS BY
LAW AND PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 19, ARTICLE III
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
COMPENSATION OF SENATORS AND MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, TO AUTHORIZE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO
ENACT BY LAW AN AMOUNT ITS MEMBERS SHALL ANNUALLY
RECEIVE FOR THEIR SERVICES BY STATUTE.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   04/30/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Timmons (ch), Climer, Fan-
ning, McLeod, Rice
S 0724  General Bill, By Campbell
Similar (H 4304)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-37-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT  OFFSHORE
WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES  MEANS INITIATIVES
UNDERTAKEN BY AN ELECTRICAL UTILITY FOR THE LONG-TERM
ADVANCEMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CLEAN ENERGY
BENEFITS RESULTING FROM OFFSHORE WIND, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION MAY ADOPT
PROCEDURES THAT ENCOURAGE ELECTRICAL UTILITIES SUBJECT
TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE COMMISSION TO INVEST IN OFF-
SHORE WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES THAT PROVIDE
COST RECOVERY FOR ENERGY SUPPLIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WHO
INVEST IN OFFSHORE WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
THAT ARE REASONABLY EXPECTED TO RESULT IN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURING AND DEPLOYMENT OF
OFFSHORE WIND.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 0725  General Bill, By Campsen, Malloy and Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-1210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL SALARIES OF STATE CON-
STITUTIONAL OFFICERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH
FISCAL YEAR 2018-2019 SALARIES FOR THE STATE CONSTITUTIONAL
OFFICERS MUST BE BASED ON RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE
AGENCY HEAD SALARY COMMISSION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY;
TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-160, RELATING TO THE AGENCY HEAD SAL-
ARY COMMISSION AND SALARY INCREASES FOR AGENCY HEADS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AGENCY HEAD SALARY COMMISSION
MUST MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR
THE SALARIES FOR STATE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS AND
SUPREME COURT JUSTICES; TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-165, RELATING
TO SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFIT SURVEYS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT SALARY SURVEYS BE CONDUCTED FOR STATE CONSTITU-
TIONAL OFFICERS AND SUPREME COURT JUSTICES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 14-1-200, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SALARIES
OF SUPREME COURT JUSTICES, COURT OF APPEALS, CIRCUIT COURT,
AND FAMILY COURT JUDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH FISCAL YEAR 2018-2019 SALARIES FOR  THE SUPREME COURT
JUSTICES MUST BE BASED ON RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE AGENCY
HEAD SALARY COMMISSION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0726  Concurrent Resolution, By Corbin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE THE RECENT ACTIONS OF
THE GREENVILLE HOSPITAL SYSTEM.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced, placed on local & uncontested calendar SJ-6
   05/11/17 Senate Recalled from delegation Greenville County SJ-9
   05/11/17 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-9
   05/11/17 House Introduced
   05/11/17 House Referred to Greenville Delegation
S 0727  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BRIAN FRANCIS KELLEY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0728  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BARBARA THORNTON SYLVESTER AND TO EXTEND THEIR
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0729  General Bill, By Reese
Similar (S 0756, H 3836)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE  DISABLED SELF-EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT TRUST FUND  TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO INDIVID-
UALS WITH DISABILITIES TO PURSUE ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, BY PROVIDING BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR THE STARTUP, EXPANSION, OR ACQUI-
SITION OF A BUSINESS OPERATED WITHIN THE STATE; BY ADDING
SECTION 12-6-3760 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A TAX CREDIT FOR TAX-
PAYER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FUND; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-
6-5060, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TAX RETURNS, SO AS TO ADD
THE FUND TO THE LIST OF FUNDS TO WHICH A TAXPAYER MAY CON-
TRIBUTE ON A STATE INDIVIDUAL TAX RETURN.
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0730  Resolution, By Massey and Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE JOHN POTTER
HAZZARD, V AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING SERVICE TO THE SENATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-37
S 0731  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR FLORENCE P. BELSER FOR HER
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AS DIRECTOR OF THE AMERICAN LEGION
AUXILIARY PALMETTO GIRLS STATE AND TO THANK HER FOR HER
ENDURING COMMITMENT TO THE YOUTH OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-37
S 0732  Resolution, By Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WILLIAM  BILL  FRANK-
LIN TRUESDALE, SR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
FROM SANTEE DRUG CENTER IN ST. STEPHEN, TO COMMEND HIM
FOR HIS YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-37
S 0733  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE REVEREND DR.
LATTA ROOSEVELT THOMAS FOR HIS YEARS OF OUTSTANDING
LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE TO THE SECOND CALVARY BAPTIST
CHURCH CONGREGATION AND THE COLUMBIA COMMUNITY.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-37
S 0734  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE IRIANA
MOLUSKY OF MILLION WOMEN MENTORS SOUTH CAROLINA FOR
HER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG WOMEN IN
HER COMMUNITY AND ACROSS THE STATE.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-37
S 0735  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE A. C.
FLORA HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-38
S 0736  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD RICHLAND
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE S SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER S
PROGRAM FOR ITS EXTRAORDINARY WORK IN ADDRESSING ISSUES
OF EQUALITY IN SCHOOLS AND FOR RECEIVING DUE RECOGNITION
FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION BY
WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA EXEMPLARY SCHOOL
RESOURCE OFFICER S RECOGNITION PROGRAM.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-38
S 0737  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE A.C. FLORA HIGH
SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM FOR AN IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND TO
CELEBRATE THE FALCONS CAPTURING OF THE 2017 CLASS AAAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-38
S 0738  Concurrent Resolution, By Climer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE NORTH-
WESTERN HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS 5A BASEBALL STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-38
   06/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
S 0739  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MATTHEW
AARON HOWARD FOR HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS ON THE UNIVERSITY
OF PENNSYLVANIA MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM.
   05/23/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-39
S 0740  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. DANNY R. WEBB,
PRESIDENT OF JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TEN YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AT
THE SCHOOL, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0741  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CAPTAIN WALTER B.
GOSS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE BATES-
BURG-LEESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0742  Resolution, By Climer and Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIONS CLUBS INTERNA-
TIONAL ON ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO RECOG-
NIZE AND SALUTE THE RIVER HILLS/LAKE WYLIE LIONS CLUB FOR
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO ITS COMMUNITY.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0743  Resolution, By Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND APPLAUD MARTY
KNIGHT OF ANDERSON COUNTY FOR HIS EXTRAORDINARY ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS IN THE WORLD OF KARATE AS A TWO-TIME WORLD
CHAMPION AND THREE-TIME NATIONAL CHAMPION.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0744  Concurrent Resolution, By Hutto
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 9, ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, 1895,
WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 11, 2017, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO
MEET IN STATEWIDE SESSION AT 12:00 NOON ON TUESDAY, MAY 23,
2017, AND CONTINUE IN STATEWIDE SESSION, IF NECESSARY, UNTIL
NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017, FOR THE
CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN SPECIFIED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN NOT LATER 12:00 NOON TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2018, THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   06/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-4
S 0745  Resolution, By Cromer
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ELIZABETH
TAYLOR UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER MORE
THAN THIRTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AT THE IRMO
CHAPIN RECREATION COMMISSION, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0746  Resolution, By J. Matthews and Hutto
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRENDA L. WILLIAMS,
VICE PRESIDENT OF STRATEGY AND COMPLIANCE AT THE
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER OF ORANGEBURG AND CALHOUN
COUNTIES, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO COM-
MEND HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0747  Resolution, By Johnson and McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HARVIN E. BROCK UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS
THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0748  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE COLONEL BEVERLY
BEN  SKARDON OF CLEMSON ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0749  Resolution, By Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LIMESTONE COL-
LEGE MEN S LACROSSE TEAM AND COACHES FOR AN EXTRAORDI-
NARY SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2017 NCAA DIVISION II
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0750  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MOUNT PLEASANT BAP-
TIST CHURCH OF CALHOUN COUNTY, ITS PASTOR AND CONGREGA-
TION AS THEY CELEBRATE THEIR RICH HISTORY DURING ONE
HUNDRED FIFTY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY CHRISTIAN MISSION AND
MINISTRY IN THE COMMUNITY.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0751  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN SCHOOL MEN S VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0752  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN WOMEN S VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2017
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0753  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman, Setzler and Massey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY SHALL PLACE THE SECURI-
TIZED PROCEEDS IT RECEIVED FROM THE SETTLEMENT MITIGATION
WITH THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR OF THE TWO ABANDONED
NUCLEAR REACTORS AT JENKINSVILLE IN AN ESCROW ACCOUNT
UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE JOINT BOND REVIEW COMMITTEE
APPROVES THE FURTHER USE OF THE FUNDS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-32
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-32
S 0754  General Bill, By Setzler and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-300 TO DISALLOW RECOVERY OF COSTS
FOR A BASE LOAD REVIEW PLANT NOT CURRENTLY GENERATING
POWER; TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-30(A)(13) TO PROHIBIT THE PUB-
LIC SERVICE AUTHORITY FROM INCLUDING COSTS FOR A JOINTLY
OWNED PROJECT THAT IS SUBJECT TO AN EXISTING BASE LOAD
REVIEW ORDER; TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION TO
REDUCE ELECTRIC RATES FOR SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS
BY EIGHTEEN PERCENT FOR THE PORTION ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
ABANDONED NUCLEAR UNITS; TO PROHIBIT THE PUBLIC SERVICE
AUTHORITY FROM CHARGING IN ITS RATES THE FOUR AND THREE-
TENTHS PERCENT ATTRIBUTED TO THE ABANDONED NUCLEAR
UNITS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-220(20) TO INCLUDE THE PUBLIC
SERVICE AUTHORITY IN THE DEFINITION OF  UTILITY  IN THE BASE
LOAD REVIEW ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-225 TO DELETE THE
PROVISIONS RELATED TO ABANDONMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 58-
33-275(A) TO REQUIRE THAT THE UTILITY PROVIDE ALL RELEVANT
INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF AND THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR A BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDER
TO BE A FINAL AND BINDING DETERMINATION AND TO PROVIDE
THAT ANY PARTY MAY CHALLENGE A BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDER IF
A UTILITY FAILS TO SATISFY THE ESTABLISHED PARAMETERS IN
THIS SECTION, WITH THE UTILITY BEARING THE BURDEN OF PROOF;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-277(A) TO REQUIRE A UTILITY TO PRO-
VIDE AN ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOLLOW-
ING THE ISSUANCE OF A BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDER, AS WELL AS
ANY OTHER INFORMATION THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY
REQUIRE; TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-280(K) and (L) TO DELETE THE
PROVISIONS RELATED TO ABANDONMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 58-
3-5(1) TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  BUSINESS WITH WHICH HE IS
ASSOCIATED;  TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-20 TO REDUCE THE NUMBER
OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONERS TO FIVE MEMBERS, AND TO
REMOVE QUALIFICATION EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND CHAPTER 3 OF
TITLE 58 TO ADD SECTION 58-3-21 TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION TO BALANCE CONCERNS OF THE CONSUMER, ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND JOB ATTRACTION AND RETENTION,
AND THE PRESERVATION OF THE FINANCIAL INTEGRITY OF THE
STATE S PUBLIC UTILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-60 TO REMOVE
THE PROHIBITION ON THE COMMISSION S ABILITY TO INSPECT,
AUDIT, OR EXAMINE PUBLIC UTILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-70
TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALARY FOR EACH COMMISSIONER MUST BE
THE SAME AMOUNT AS ESTABLISHED FOR A CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-130 TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION
MAY DEMAND CERTAIN INFORMATION, AND THAT THE INFORMA-
TION MUST BE FURNISHED TO THE COMMISSION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 58-3-140 TO ADD A SUBSECTION REQUIRING THE COMMISSION
TO SUPERVISE AND REGULATE ANY JOINT OWNERSHIP PROJECT
AND FACILITY, IN ITS ENTIRETY, BETWEEN A PUBLIC UTILITY AND
THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 58-3-190
AND 58-3-200 RELATED TO THE COMMISSION S ABILITY TO INSPECT,
AUDIT, OR EXAMINE ENTITIES SUBJECT TO THE COMMISSION S
JURISDICTION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-225 TO REQUIRE EACH
PARTY TO PROVIDE TO THE COMMISSION ALL INFORMATION RELE-
VANT TO A MATTER PENDING BEFORE THE COMMISSION AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A WILFUL AND INTENTIONAL FAILURE TO
PROVIDE THAT INFORMATION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-5(1) TO
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REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  BUSINESS WITH WHICH HE IS ASSOCI-
ATED;  TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-10 TO REQUIRE THE OFFICE OF REG-
ULATORY STAFF TO REPRESENT THE PUBLIC INTEREST BEFORE THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-20 TO ADD
A CONSUMER ADVOCATE TO THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-30(A) TO AMEND QUALIFICATIONS FOR
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY
STAFF; TO AMEND SUBSECTION 58-4-50(A) TO DELETE THE REQUIRE-
MENT THAT THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF HAS THE SOLE
RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE INSPECTIONS, AUDITS, OR EXAMINA-
TIONS OF PUBLIC UTILITIES AS REQUESTED BY THE COMMISSION;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-55 TO GIVE THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF THE ABILITY TO ISSUE SUBPOE-
NAS AND SUBPOENAS DUCES TECUM, AND TO PROVIDE A PENAL TO
PROVIDE INFORMATION; TO AMEND SUBSECTION 58-31-20(A) TO
PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS AND REVISE THE LENGTH OF TERMS FOR
THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-
30(A)(14) TO REQUIRE A REVIEW BY THE JOINT BOND REVIEW COM-
MITTEE AND AN APPROVAL BY THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABIL-
ITY AUTHORITY FOR ALL BONDS ISSUED IN EXCESS OF FIFTY
PERCENT OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY S BONDING CAPAC-
ITY, AND TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY TO NOTIFY
THE JOINT BOND REVIEW COMMITTEE OF BONDS LESS THAN THIS
AMOUNT; TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-30(B) TO REMOVE THE RESTRIC-
TION ON THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY TO EVALUATE THE FEA-
SIBILITY OF A SALE, LEASE, TRANSFER, DISPOSAL, OR
CONVEYANCE; TO AMEND 58-31-60 TO PROHIBIT THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE AUTHORITY FROM OFFERING RETIREMENT OR DEFERRED
COMPENSATION PROGRAMS THAT ARE NOT ADMINISTERED BY THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT BENEFIT AUTHORITY; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 31, ARTICLE 1 OF TITLE 58 BY ADDING SECTION 58-
31-205 TO REQUIRE JOINTLY OWNED PROJECTS BETWEEN THE PUB-
LIC SERVICE AUTHORITY AND A PRIVATELY OWNED ELECTRIC UTIL-
ITY TO BE SUBJECT TO REVIEW AND REGULATION BY THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION;  TO AMEND CHAPTER 1 OF TITLE 2 BY ADD-
ING SECTION 2-1-260 TO REQUIRE DEPARTMENTS, BUREAUS, OFFI-
CERS, COMMISSIONS, INSTITUTIONS, AND OTHER AGENCIES OR
UNDERTAKINGS OF THE STATE TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO THE
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE OR THE SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON REQUEST, TO EXEMPT CERTAIN
INFORMATION FROM DISCLOSURE, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 58-3-520 TO REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP FOR THE
PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
TWELVE MEMBERS AND FOR QUALIFICATIONS REGARDING ITS
MEMBERSHIP; TO REPEAL SECTION 58-3-10; TO PROHIBIT THE PUB-
LIC SERVICE COMMISSION FROM RECEIVING OR REVIEWING A BASE
LOAD REVIEW APPLICATION FILED ON OR AFTER NOVEMBER 21,
2017; TO PLACE THE BURDEN OF PROOF ON A UTILITY REQUESTING
RATE RECOVERY UNDER THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT IN A PRO-
CEEDING BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION; TO DIRECT
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE
STATE ENERGY ACTION PLAN IN ITS REVIEW OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF BEGIN-
NING ON JANUARY 1, 2019; AND TO PROVIDE FOR STAGGERED
ELECTIONS FOR THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-33
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-33
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
S 0755  General Bill, By Peeler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-362, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE TAKE-
BACK EVENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE SHERIFFS TO MAINTAIN AT LEAST
ONE ONSITE DROP-OFF BOX THROUGHOUT THE YEAR THAT IS
AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISPOS-
ING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-36
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-11
   03/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   03/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-12
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
S 0756  General Bill, By Reese
Similar (S 0729, H 3836)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE  DISABLED SELF-EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT TRUST FUND , TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO INDIVID-
UALS WITH DISABILITIES TO PURSUE ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, AND TO PROVIDE BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR THE STARTUP, EXPANSION, OR ACQUI-
SITION OF A BUSINESS OPERATED WITHIN THE STATE; BY ADDING
SECTION 12-6-3760 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A TAX CREDIT FOR TAX-
PAYER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FUND; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-
6-5060, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TAX RETURNS, SO AS TO ADD
THE FUND TO THE LIST OF FUNDS TO WHICH A TAXPAYER MAY CON-
TRIBUTE ON A STATE INDIVIDUAL TAX RETURN.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-36
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-36
   03/07/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   03/07/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Finance SJ-8
S 0757  Resolution, By Peeler and Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON
INTERSTATE COOPERATION TO CONDUCT A STUDY CONCERNING
THE FEASIBILITY AND THE ECONOMIC AND OTHER CONSEQUENCES
OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA EXEMPTING ITSELF FROM THE
PROVISIONS OF DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME AS PERMITTED BY FED-
ERAL LAW.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Interstate Cooperation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-37
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Interstate Cooperation SJ-37
   03/06/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Interstate Cooperation SJ-9
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted SJ-56
S 0758 (Rat # 0208, Act #  0190)  General Bill, By Reese
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-25-1330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WATERCRAFT RESTRICTIONS ALONG
LAKE H. TAYLOR BLALOCK, SO AS TO EXTEND THE PERIOD FOR
WATERFOWL HUNTING ON DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
LEASED PREMISES ON THE LAKE. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-37
   02/08/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-13
   02/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-17
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   02/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-17
   02/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
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   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-40
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-52
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-52
   05/09/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-25
   05/14/18 Ratified R 208
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 190
S 0759  General Bill, By Rankin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FOR THE DWELLING
HOUSE AND ONE ACRE OF LAND FOR A PERSON WITH A BRAIN OR
SPINAL CORD INJURY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-37
   01/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
6
   02/06/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   02/21/18 Senate Amended SJ-25
   02/28/18 Senate Amended SJ-34
   02/28/18 Senate Second Reading Failed SJ-34
   02/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-8  Nays-34 SJ-34
   03/01/18 Senate Reconsidered SJ-15
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0760  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 63 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN S CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 2, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE LICENSURE OF SUMMER CAMPS, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL MUST INVESTIGATE APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE, THEIR PRO-
POSED PLANS OF CARE FOR CHILDREN, AND THEIR PROPOSED
PLANS FOR OPERATING THE SUMMER CAMP, TO PROVIDE THAT A
LICENSE MAY NOT BE GRANTED TO AN APPLICANT CONVICTED OF
CERTAIN CRIMES, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON APPLYING FOR A
LICENSE PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER, A PERSON SEEKING
EMPLOYMENT WITH A SUMMER CAMP, OR A PERSON SEEKING TO
PROVIDE CAREGIVER SERVICES AT A SUMMER CAMP LICENSED
PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER SHALL BE SCREENED AGAINST THE
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, SHALL
UNDERGO A STATE FINGERPRINT REVIEW TO DETERMINE ANY
STATE CRIMINAL HISTORY, AND SHALL UNDERGO A FINGERPRINT
REVIEW CONDUCTED BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
TO DETERMINE ANY OTHER CRIMINAL HISTORY, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE A PROVISIONAL LICENSE IF THE
DEPARTMENT IS SATISFIED THAT THE REGULATIONS CAN AND WILL
BE MET WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME AND IF ANY DEVIATIONS DO
NOT SERIOUSLY THREATEN THE HEALTH OR SAFETY OF THE CHIL-
DREN, TO PROVIDE FOR A LICENSE RENEWAL PROCESS, TO PROVIDE
THAT EVERY SUMMER CAMP SHALL MAINTAIN A REGISTER SET-
TING FORTH ESSENTIAL FACTS CONCERNING EACH CHILD
ENROLLED UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN YEARS, TO PROVIDE
THAT ALL SUMMER CAMPS MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE CAREGIVER
ON THE PREMISES WITH A CURRENT CERTIFICATE FOR THE PROVI-
SION OF BASIC FIRST AID AND CHILD-INFANT CARDIOPULMONARY
RESUSCITATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL
ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR RECEIVING AND RECORDING COM-
PLAINTS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
PROCESS FOR HEARINGS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-13-20(4)(e) AND (f)
OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING CHILD-
CARE FACILITIES, TO INCLUDE SUMMER CAMPS AS DEFINED BY
CHAPTER 2; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-37
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-37
S 0761  Joint Resolution, By Timmons and Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR A REQUIREMENTS STUDY
CONCERNING A SINGLE, STANDARDIZED, FULLY INTEGRATED
PAPERLESS INCIDENT AND CASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO BE
USED BY THE STATE S SOLICITORS, PUBLIC DEFENDERS, COURTS,
AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES; AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE
RESULTS OF THE REQUIREMENTS STUDY BE COMPILED IN A REPORT
TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND MADE
AVAILABLE ON THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION S WEBSITE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-39
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-39
S 0762  General Bill, By Timmons
Similar (H 4486)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  RECOGNITION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
PERSONNEL LICENSURE INTERSTATE COMPACT ACT  BY ADDING
ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 61, TITLE 44 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO JOIN THE RECOGNITION OF EMER-
GENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL LICENSURE INTERSTATE
COMPACT IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE DAY-TO-DAY MOVEMENT
OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS) PERSONNEL ACROSS
STATE BOUNDARIES IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR ASSIGNED
EMS DUTIES AND TO AFFORD IMMEDIATE LEGAL RECOGNITION TO
EMS PERSONNEL IN A MEMBER STATE; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN EMS
LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE COMPACT, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF EMS PERSONNEL TO PRACTICE IN ANOTHER
MEMBER STATE AND IN REMOTE STATES, WITH EXCEPTIONS, AND
TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN LIMITATIONS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE
COMPACT DURING A STATE OF EMERGENCY; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN
LIMITATIONS ON THE PRIVILEGE TO PRACTICE UNDER THE COM-
PACT WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL S LICENSE IS SUSPENDED OR OTHER-
WISE RESTRICTED AND TO ENABLE A MEMBER STATE TO TAKE
ADVERSE ACTIONS AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL S LICENSE IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES; TO GRANT CERTAIN POWERS TO THE STATE S EMS
AUTHORITY; TO ESTABLISH THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR EMS
PERSONNEL PRACTICE AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP,
DUTIES, AND AUTHORITY; TO PROVIDE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE
COMPACT BY MEMBER STATES AND FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION;
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-20,
RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE  EMERGENCY MEDICAL SER-
VICES ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA , SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINI-
TION OF  INVESTIGATIVE REVIEW COMMITTEE .
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-39
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-39
S 0763  General Bill, By Timmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-9-40(3) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER OF THE RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHOSE EMPLOY-
MENT IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO RETIREMENT IS COVERED BY A
CORRELATED SYSTEM MUST RECEIVE RETIREMENT BENEFITS IN
THE AMOUNTS AS DETERMINED UNDER THE CORRELATED SYSTEM.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
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   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-40
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-40
S 0764  General Bill, By Timmons, Fanning and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, BY ADDING
SECTION 8-13-367, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION SHALL BE
GRANTED ACCESS TO A CANDIDATE S INCOME TAX RETURNS ON
FILE WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE IF THE
COMMISSION, BY A TWO-THIRDS VOTE DURING A PENDING INVES-
TIGATION OR OPEN COMPLAINT, DECIDES A CANDIDATE S INCOME
TAX RETURN IS RELEVANT TO A PENDING INVESTIGATION OR OPEN
COMPLAINT; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 4, TITLE 12 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, BY ADDING
SECTION 12-4-365, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT, WHEN
REQUESTED BY THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SECTION 8-13-367, SHALL PROVIDE INFORMATION CONTAINED
ON THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS OF A CANDIDATE, AS
DEFINED IN SECTION 8-13-1300(4), TO THE STATE ETHICS COMMIS-
SION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-40
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-40
S 0765  General Bill, By Timmons, Climer and Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-10(13) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF  LOBBYIST,  TO PROVIDE THAT  LOBBYIST
MEANS ANY PERSON WHO IS EMPLOYED, APPOINTED, OR RETAINED,
WITH OR WITHOUT COMPENSATION, BY ANOTHER PERSON TO
INFLUENCE CERTAIN OFFICIAL ACTIONS BY DIRECT OR INDIRECT
COMMUNICATION WITH PUBLIC OFFICIALS OR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-41
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-41
S 0766  General Bill, By Timmons
Similar (S 0915, S 0931)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1312 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNTS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS RECEIVED BY CANDIDATES SHALL BE DEPOSITED INTO AN
INTEREST ON CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT KNOWN AS AN  IOCA,  TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AN IOCA BENEFITS THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, TO
PROVIDE THAT AN IOCA SHALL BE ESTABLISHED WITH AN ELIGIBLE
INSTITUTION THAT VOLUNTARILY CHOOSES TO PARTICIPATE, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE RATE OF INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS PAYABLE ON
ANY IOCA, TO PROVIDE THAT ONE PERCENT OF ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS DEPOSITED INTO AN IOCA SHALL BE REMITTED TO BENEFIT
THE COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS REMITTED TO
THE COMMISSION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION SHALL BE USED BY
THE COMMISSION TO CREATE A POSITION OR POSITIONS WITHIN ITS
EMPLOY TO CHECK AND CONFIRM THE COMPLETENESS OF CANDI-
DATE FILINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-320 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE STATE ETHICS COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THOSE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
INCLUDE RECEIVING, ADMINISTERING, INVESTING, DISBURSING,
AND SEPARATELY ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS REMITTED TO IT PUR-
SUANT TO SECTION 8-13-1312; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-340 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE ETH-
ICS COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE ETHICS COMMIS-
SION AT THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL YEAR SHALL REPORT TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE GOVERNOR CONCERNING THE
ACTION IT HAS TAKEN, THE NAMES, SALARIES, AND DUTIES OF ALL
PERSONS IN ITS EMPLOY, THE MONEY IT HAS DISBURSED, AND THE
AMOUNT OF FUNDS IT HAS RECEIVED FROM IOCAS AND THAT THE
COMMISSION SHALL ALSO MAKE OTHER REPORTS ON MATTERS
WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
LEGISLATION AS MAY APPEAR DESIRABLE; AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-41
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-41
S 0767  General Bill, By Timmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 19-5-520(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ADMISSIBILITY OF CERTIFIED BUSINESS RECORDS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE ORIGINAL OR A COPY OF A FOREIGN RECORD THAT
IS CERTIFIED DOES NOT REQUIRE THE TESTIMONY OF THE CUSTO-
DIAN OR ANOTHER QUALIFIED WITNESS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-42
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-42
S 0768  General Bill, By Cash
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2570, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMINATION OF PAREN-
TAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR TER-
MINATION BASED ON CONCEPTION OF A CHILD AS A RESULT OF
CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-42
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-42
S 0769  General Bill, By Cash, Rice and Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO CONCEALED WEAPON PERMITS, BY ADDING
SECTION 23-31-232, TO ALLOW FOR A CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT
HOLDER TO CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON ON SCHOOL PROP-
ERTY LEASED BY A CHURCH FOR CHURCH SERVICES OR OFFICIAL
CHURCH ACTIVITIES IF THE CHURCH OR ITS GOVERNING BODY PRO-
VIDES EXPRESS PERMISSION TO THE PERMIT HOLDER; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THIS SECTION ONLY APPLIES DURING THE TIME THAT
THE CHURCH HAS ACCESS TO THE PROPERTY FOR ITS SERVICES OR
ACTIVITIES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-43
S 0770  Joint Resolution, By Setzler and Massey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE IMPROVED TRANSPARENCY AT
THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-43
S 0771  Joint Resolution, By Setzler, Massey and Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE A VALUATION OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-43
S 0772  Joint Resolution, By Setzler, Massey and Fanning
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE A VALUATION OF THE STATE S
FORTY-FIVE PERCENT OWNERSHIP IN UNITS 2 AND 3 AT THE V.C.
SUMMER NUCLEAR FACILITY IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-43
S 0773  General Bill, By Rice
Similar (H 3245)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-750, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FAILURE TO STOP A
MOTOR VEHICLE WHEN SIGNALED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHI-
CLE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS
PROVISION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-43
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-43
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Withdrawn SJ-59
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0774  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTIONS 58-36-60 AND 58-36-110 BOTH RELATING TO
NOTICE OF INTENT TO EXCAVATE OR DEMOLISH.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-44
S 0775  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-610, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MEMBERSHIP, ELECTION, AND TERM
OF COUNCIL MEMBERS IN COUNTIES THAT HAVE ADOPTED THE
COUNCIL-ADMINISTRATOR FORM OF GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE TERMS OF THESE MEMBERS SHALL COMMENCE ON
THE THIRD BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE CERTIFICATION OF
THEIR ELECTION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-44
S 0776  General Bill, By Rice, Campbell, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Turner and
Verdin
Similar (H 4496)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION (SLED) TO CREATE, PREPARE, MAINTAIN,
AND CERTIFY A REPORT LISTING BY NAME EACH SOUTH CAROLINA
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION IT HAS DETERMINED TO BE IN COMPLI-
ANCE WITH SECTIONS 17-13-170 AND 23-3-1100; TO DESIGNATE THIS
REPORT THE  IMMIGRATION COMPLIANCE REPORT  (ICR); TO DELIN-
EATE SPECIFIC DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATING TO THE
SUBMISSION OF DOCUMENTATION NECESSARY TO PREPARE THE
ICR; TO REQUIRE SLED ANNUALLY TO PROVIDE COPIES TO THE
GOVERNOR, GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND STATE TREASURER, TO PRO-
HIBIT THE STATE TREASURER FROM DISBURSING CERTAIN FUNDS
TO POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN CERTIFIED AS
COMPLIANT IN THE ICR, TO AUTHORIZE SLED TO CONDUCT CRIMI-
NAL INVESTIGATIONS RELATING TO ICR CERTIFICATIONS; TO PRO-
VIDE SANCTIONS FOR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS THAT HAVE BEEN
FOUND TO HAVE SUBMITTED FALSIFIED COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTA-
TION TO SLED; TO DEFINE  POLITICAL SUBDIVISION , AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE SANCTIONS AND REMEDIES DELINEATED IN THIS
ACT ARE IN ADDITION TO OTHER SANCTIONS AND REMEDIES PRO-
VIDED BY LAW.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-44
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-44
S 0777  General Bill, By Senn
Similar (S 0334, H 3139)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-4-515 AND 61-6-2016 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PERMITS TO PURCHASE AND SELL BEER AND
WINE FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION AND A BIENNIAL LICENSE
TO PURCHASE ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS BY THE DRINK AT A MOTOR-
SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX, TENNIS SPECIFIC COMPLEX, OR
BASEBALL COMPLEX, TO INCLUDE SOCCER COMPLEX AND TO PRO-
VIDE A DEFINITION FOR  SOCCER COMPLEX. 
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-45
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-45
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-9
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-43
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-43
   04/24/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   04/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
S 0778  General Bill, By Senn and Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-4-20(b)(iv) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO PROTECTIONS FROM DOMESTIC ABUSE; TO AMEND THE
DEFINITION OF  HOUSEHOLD MEMBER  TO INCLUDE ALL PERSONS
WHO ARE COHABITING OR FORMERLY HAVE COHABITED; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 16-25-10(3)(d) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, TO AMEND THE
DEFINITION OF  HOUSEHOLD MEMBER  TO INCLUDE ALL PERSONS
WHO ARE COHABITING OR FORMERLY HAVE COHABITED.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-45
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-45
S 0779  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES RELATING TO
FORGERY, LARCENY, EMBEZZLEMENT, FALSE PRETENSES AND
CHEATS, BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-20, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO, IN CONNECTION WITH ANY TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
OR IP-ENABLED VOICE SERVICE, CAUSES ANY CALLER IDENTIFICA-
TION SERVICES TO KNOWINGLY TRANSMIT MISLEADING OR INAC-
CURATE CALLER IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION WITH THE INTENT
TO DEFRAUD, CAUSE HARM, OR WRONGFULLY OBTAIN ANYTHING
OF VALUE WITHIN THIS STATE IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION, AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-46





A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 7, 2018, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JULY 31, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE
SUPREME COURT, SEAT 1, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE
REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES ON JUNE 30,
2018, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2024; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIR-
CUIT COURT, FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2,
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, SEVENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, EIGHTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT
2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE JUNE 30, 2018, AND THE
SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE A NEW TERM OF THAT OFFICE, WHICH
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2024; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1,
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 4, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE COURT OF
APPEALS, SEAT 9, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAIN-
DER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT, SIXTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, UPON HIS
RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2017, AND THE SUCCES-
SOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM,
WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CER-
TAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 9, AND THE
SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED
TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2021; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 2, UPON HER RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE JULY 1, 2018, AND
THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE,
WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CER-
TAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT
1, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 1,
AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEX-
PIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR
TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, SIXTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE
UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2020; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, EIGHTH JUDI-
CIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE
OCTOBER 1, 2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAIN-
DER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT,
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HER RETIREMENT ON
OR BEFORE JULY 8, 2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE
REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY
COURT, TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT
ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2018, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL
SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; AND AS THE DATE TO MEET IN JOINT SESSION
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY, FIFTH CONGRESSIO-
NAL DISTRICT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2020; TO ELECT A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
FOR A TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; AND TO ELECT A
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF WINTHROP UNIVERSITY,
FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 4, FOR A TERM WHICH
WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-46
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-46
   01/11/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   01/11/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-3
   01/16/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-26
S 0781  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-700, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FOSTER CARE
REVIEW BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD CONSISTS OF
SEVEN MEMBERS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-49
S 0782  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (S 0110, S 0256, H 3445, H 3446, H 3447)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-11-102 SO AS TO ALLOW THE LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE THE GOVERNOR S APPOINT-
MENT AUTHORITY OVER THE RECREATION COMMISSION AND
DEVOLVE THE POWER ON THE COUNTY S GOVERNING BODY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-49
S 0783  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR THE EXPUNGEMENT
OF CRIMINAL RECORDS FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR EXPUNGEMENT EVEN WHEN A PERSON HAS
HAD A PRIOR OFFENSE EXPUNGED PURSUANT TO SECTION 34-11-90;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-90, RELATING TO JURISDICTION OF
OFFENSES AND PENALTIES CONCERNING BANK DEPOSITS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR EXPUNGEMENT EVEN WHEN A PER-
SON HAS HAD A PRIOR OFFENSE EXPUNGED PURSUANT TO SECTION
22-5-910.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-49
S 0784  General Bill, By Goldfinch and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-280, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FORTY-YEAR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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RETREAT POLICY FROM THE SHORELINE, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
SEAWARD MOVEMENT OF THE BASELINE AFTER DECEMBER 31, 2019.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-49
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-49
   02/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-9
   03/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/13/18 Senate Amended SJ-36
   03/13/18 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   03/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-36
   03/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/14/18 Senate Reconsidered SJ-14
   04/25/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-6
S 0785  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-6-502, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMMISSION ON CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, SO AS TO REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-50
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-50
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-10
   02/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-41
   03/13/18 Senate Amended SJ-25
   03/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0786  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 4656)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-9-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REINSURANCE CREDITS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO
ADOPT ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REINSURANCE CREDITS,
TO REQUIRE A REINSURER TO DEMONSTRATE IT HAS ADEQUATE
FINANCIAL CAPACITY TO MEET ITS REINSURANCE OBLIGATIONS TO
QUALIFY FOR A CREDIT, TO ALLOW FOR THE REDUCTION OF A
TRUSTEED SURPLUS FOR AN ASSUMING INSURER WHO HAS PERMA-
NENTLY DISCONTINUED UNDERWRITING NEW BUSINESS, TO ALLOW
FOR CREDIT WHEN REINSURANCE IS CEDED AND ENUMERATE CER-
TAIN ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, TO ALLOW FOR AN ASSUMING
INSURER WHO IS NOT LICENSED, CERTIFIED, OR ACCREDITED IN
THIS STATE TO BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR A CREDIT UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ALLOW THE DIRECTOR TO SUSPEND OR
REVOKE THE ACCREDITATION OR CERTIFICATION, TO REQUIRE AN
INSURER TO MANAGE ITS REINSURANCE RECOVERABLES PROPOR-
TIONATE TO ITS BOOK OF BUSINESS, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
DIRECTOR TO ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 38-9-210, RELATING TO LIABILITY REDUCTIONS FOR REIN-
SURANCE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO ADOPT ADDI-
TIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ASSET OR REDUCTION FROM
LIABILITY FOR REINSURANCE CEDED BY A DOMESTIC INSURER
AND TO EXPAND THE ACCEPTABLE FORM OF SECURITY FOR A LIA-
BILITY REDUCTION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-50
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-50
S 0787  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-19-265(A)(4), SECTION 40-19-265(B)(4),
AND 40-19-265(D)(4) OF THE 1976 CODE, ALL RELATING TO PERMIT
REQUIREMENTS FOR FUNERAL HOMES, TO PROVIDE THAT DESIG-
NATED MANAGERS MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 40-
19-20(16) WHO ARE CURRENT AND IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE
BOARD MUST LIVE WITHIN A RADIUS OF FIFTY MILES OF THE
FUNERAL HOME.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-51
S 0788  General Bill, By Scott
Similar (H 4398)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 10-1-165 RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON
THE RELOCATION, REMOVAL, OR RENAMING OF CERTAIN MONU-
MENTS AND MEMORIALS ERECTED ON PUBLIC PROPERTY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-51
S 0789  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-710 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSOLIDATED PRO-
CUREMENT CODE, TO PROVIDE AN EXEMPTION FOR THE DEPART-
MENT OF CORRECTIONS FOR PURCHASES NECESSARY TO PROTECT
THE HEALTH, SAFETY, OR WELFARE OF THE DEPARTMENT S
EMPLOYEES OR INMATES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-51
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-51
S 0790  General Bill, By Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 10-1-165, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ALTERATION, RELOCATION OR
REMOVAL OF CERTAIN MONUMENTS OR MEMORIALS ERECTED ON
PUBLIC PROPERTY, OR THE RENAMING OR REDEDICATION OF
STRUCTURES, STREETS, PARKS, OR OTHER PUBLIC AREAS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE PROVISIONS DO NOT APPLY TO SUCH PROP-
ERTY UNDER THE JURISDICTION AND CONTROL OF POLITICAL SUB-
DIVISIONS OF THIS STATE, INCLUDING SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AND
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-52
S 0791  General Bill, By Campbell and Senn
Similar (H 4392)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO PRO-
FESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS, BY ADDING CHAPTER 21, TO ENACT
THE  MULTIFAMILY DWELLING SAFETY ACT,  TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION TO ADOPT A
MULTIFAMILY DWELLING BALCONY CODE ESTABLISHING MINIMUM
STANDARDS FOR BALCONY RAILINGS THAT ARE PRIMARILY CON-
STRUCTED OF WOOD AND ARE LOCATED IN MULTIFAMILY DWELL-
INGS, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT PERIODICALLY TO CONDUCT
INSPECTIONS OF SUCH BALCONIES TO ASCERTAIN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE CODE, TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52




S 0792  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2460 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE CREDITING OF AIRCRAFT PROPERTY TAXES, TO CREDIT THE
PROCEEDS OF TAXES TO THE STATE AVIATION FUND; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 55-5-280, RELATING TO THE STATE AVIATION FUND,
TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-52
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-52
S 0793  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PROPERTY TAX PROCEDURE ACT ; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-60-30, RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA REVENUE PROCE-
DURES DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-60-450, RELATING TO APPEALS OF PROPOSED ASSESS-
MENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO NOTIFY AFFECTED
COUNTIES IN CERTAIN INSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2120,
RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX APPEALS BY WRITTEN PROTEST, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL NOTIFY ANY AFFECTED
COUNTIES OF A WRITTEN PROTEST; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2140,
RELATING TO CERTAIN PAYMENTS AND REFUNDS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NO REFUND IS DUE FOR ANY TAX YEAR BEFORE THE
THREE TAX YEARS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE FINAL DETERMI-
NATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2150, RELATING TO FILING A
CLAIM FOR A REFUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN NOTIFICA-
TIONS AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FAILURE TO TIMELY ISSUE A WRIT-
TEN NOTICE IS CONSIDERED A DENIAL.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-53
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-53
   01/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
6
   02/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-10
   02/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   02/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-10
   02/06/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
S 0794  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (S 0795, S 0797, S 0798, S 0805, H 4674)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CHILDREN S SERVICES AGENCIES, BY ADDING ARTICLE 23,
TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE DEPARTMENT S POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1310, RELATING TO THE PUR-
POSE OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMO-
TIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-
1340, RELATING TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE
FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPOINTMENT OF A DIVISION DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUUM OF
CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-11-1360, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CON-
TINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN SHALL MAKE ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE GOVER-
NOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1510,
RELATING TO THE INTERAGENCY SYSTEM FOR CARING FOR EMO-
TIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO CONFORM WITH THE TRANS-
FER OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-11-700, RELATING TO THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARD, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SER-
VICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-730(A), RELATING TO BACK-
GROUND CHECKS FOR EMPLOYEES AND BOARD MEMBERS, TO
CONFORM WITH THE TRANSFER OF THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARD TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-11-500(A), RELATING TO THE CASS ELIAS MCCARTER
GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM
SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SER-
VICES; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 13, RELATING TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BY ADDING SECTION 13-1-55, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE SHALL ADMINIS-
TER THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY; TO AMEND THE FIRST
UNDESIGNATED PARAGRAPH IN SECTION 11-35-5270, RELATING TO
THE DIVISION OF SMALL AND MINORITY BUSINESS CONTRACTING
AND CERTIFICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIVISION MUST BE
ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10(A), RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO REFLECT THE TRANSFER OF
CERTAIN OFFICES AND PROGRAMS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION TO OTHER STATE AGENCIES AS PROVIDED IN THIS
ACT; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE CHILDREN S CASE RESOLUTION SYSTEM.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-53
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-53
S 0795  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (S 0794, S 0797, S 0798, S 0805, H 4674)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CHILDREN S SERVICES AGENCIES, BY ADDING ARTICLE 23,
TO ESTABLISH THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE DEPARTMENT S POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1310, RELATING TO THE PUR-
POSE OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMO-
TIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-
1340, RELATING TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE
FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPOINTMENT OF A DIVISION DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUUM OF
CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-11-1360, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CON-
TINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN SHALL MAKE ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE GOVER-
NOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1510,
RELATING TO THE INTERAGENCY SYSTEM FOR CARING FOR EMO-
TIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, TO CONFORM WITH THE TRANS-
FER OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-11-700, RELATING TO THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARD, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SER-
VICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-730(A), RELATING TO BACK-
GROUND CHECKS FOR EMPLOYEES AND BOARD MEMBERS, TO
CONFORM WITH THE TRANSFER OF THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARD TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-11-500(A), RELATING TO THE CASS ELIAS MCCARTER
GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM
SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SER-
VICES; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10(A), RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO REFLECT THE TRANSFER OF
CERTAIN OFFICES AND PROGRAMS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION TO OTHER STATE AGENCIES AS PROVIDED IN THIS
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ACT; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE CHILDREN S CASE RESOLUTION SYSTEM.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-55
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-55
S 0796 (Rat # 0163, Act #  0289)  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA AMERICAN
REVOLUTION SESTERCENTENNIAL COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE PURPOSE, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR RELATED RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM AND THE DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION OF
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN
OFFICERS OF THE COMMISSION; AND TO PROVIDE FOR COMPENSA-
TION OF EXPENSES TO COMMISSION MEMBERS. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-56
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
5
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   02/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   02/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-19
   02/21/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-65
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-110
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-44
   03/21/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-11-18 HJ-36
   04/11/18 House Read second time HJ-11
   04/11/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-11
   04/12/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   04/12/18 Ratified R 163
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 289
S 0797  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (S 0794, S 0795, S 0798, S 0805, H 4674)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 13 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BY ADDING
SECTION 13-1-55, TO TRANSFER THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPOR-
TUNITY TO THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 1-11-10(A), RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO CONFORM TO THE TRANS-
FER OF THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY TO THE DEPART-
MENT OF COMMERCE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-56
S 0798  General Bill, By Sheheen
Similar (S 0794, S 0795, S 0797, S 0805, H 4674)
A BILL TO AMEND THE FIRST UNDESIGNATED PARAGRAPH IN SEC-
TION 11-35-5270, RELATING TO THE DIVISION OF SMALL AND
MINORITY BUSINESS CONTRACTING AND CERTIFICATION, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DIVISION OF SMALL AND MINORITY BUSINESS CON-
TRACTING AND CERTIFICATION MUST BE ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE
STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 1-11-10(A), RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF ADMINISTRATION, TO CONFORM TO THE TRANSFER OF
THE DIVISION OF SMALL AND MINORITY BUSINESS CONTRACTING
AND CERTIFICATION TO THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AUTHORITY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-56
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-56
S 0799  General Bill, By Sheheen and Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-310, RELATING TO THE STATEWIDE
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM, TO REMOVE THE SOCIAL STUDIES TESTING
REQUIREMENTS AND TO DELETE THE FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-320(B), RELATING TO
THE ADMINISTRATION OF ASSESSMENT TESTING, TO REMOVE THE
SOCIAL STUDIES TESTING REQUIREMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
18-325, RELATING TO COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS ASSESS-
MENTS, TO REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT CAREER READINESS
ASSESSMENTS ARE ADMINISTERED, TO PROVIDE THAT A STUDENT
WHOSE PARENT OR GUARDIAN COMPLETES A FORM DEVELOPED BY
THE DEPARTMENT AND APPROVED BY THE DISTRICT MAY OPT THE
STUDENT OUT OF EITHER THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE ASSESSMENT
OR CAREER READINESS ASSESSMENT, TO REQUIRE SUMMATIVE
ASSESSMENTS TO MEET MINIMAL FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS AND
INCLUDE SCIENCE, TO REQUIRE A STANDARDS-BASED ASSESSMENT
IN SCIENCE BE ADMINISTERED IN GRADES FOUR AND SEVEN, AND
TO REMOVE FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT REQUIREMENTS; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 59-10-50, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PHYSICAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENTS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-57
S 0800  General Bill, By Sheheen and Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAX
INCENTIVE EVALUATION ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 70 TO TITLE 12
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO COMPLETE A
STUDY EVERY TWO YEARS TO ASSESS THE IMPACT, INCLUDING
BOTH THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND THE FINANCIAL COST, OF ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAX INCENTIVES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-57
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-57
S 0801  General Bill, By Grooms and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-10(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO MAGISTRATES  COMPENSATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINT-
MENT OF CHIEF MAGISTRATES BY SENATORIAL DELEGATION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-58
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-58
S 0802  General Bill, By Hutto
Similar (H 4853)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-225 SO AS TO DEFINE TERMS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE OFFENSES OF BREACH OF TRUST WITH FRAUDULENT
INTENT AND OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY FALSE PRE-
TENSES; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-13-230 AND 16-13-240, RELAT-
ING TO BREACH OF TRUST WITH FRAUDULENT INTENT AND
OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY FALSE PRETENSES,
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RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THE ELEMENTS OF
THE OFFENSES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-58
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-58
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-8
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-8
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 0803  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (S 0908, H 4681)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-2080 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO QUALIFICATIONS FOR A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE, TO
REQUIRE THAT A PERSON MAY NOT BE ISSUED A CLASS A COMMER-
CIAL DRIVER S LICENSE UNLESS THAT PERSON HAS COMPLETED A
HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION COURSE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-58
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-58
S 0804  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 24 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS INVOLVING THE
STATE PRISON SYSTEM, BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-975, TO PROVIDE
THAT, UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, IT IS UNLAWFUL TO POS-
SESS WITHIN OR INTRODUCE UPON THE GROUNDS OF A CORREC-
TIONAL FACILITY A TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICE, TO DEFINE THE
TERM  TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICE,  TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR
A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
COURTS IN WHICH A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION MUST BE ADJU-
DICATED.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-59
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
59
S 0805 (Rat # 0171, Act #  0160)  General Bill, By Shealy, Sheheen, Young,
McLeod, McElveen, Climer, Jackson, Turner, Davis, Talley, Verdin, Fanning,
Nicholson, Gambrell and Rice
Similar (S 0794, S 0795, S 0797, S 0798, H 4674)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 22 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 SO AS TO CREATE
THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S ADVOCACY, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT SHALL BE HEADED BY THE STATE CHILD ADVO-
CATE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL BE COMPRISED
OF DEPUTY CHILD ADVOCATES, INVESTIGATORS, AND OTHER STAFF
TO BE EMPLOYED AS NECESSARY BY THE STATE CHILD ADVOCATE,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE CHILD ADVOCATE IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR ENSURING THAT CHILDREN RECEIVE ADEQUATE PROTECTION
AND CARE FROM SERVICES OR PROGRAMS OFFERED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, THE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL
HEALTH, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, THE DEPARTMENT OF DISABILI-
TIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, THE JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL, THE WIL
LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL, AND THE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
AND THE BLIND, TO PROVIDE THAT RECORDS ACQUIRED BY THE
DEPARTMENT ARE CONFIDENTIAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT, INCLUDING THE
RIGHT TO PERFORM AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF A CRITI-
CAL INCIDENT OR REVIEW A COMPLETED CRITICAL INCIDENT
INVESTIGATION PERFORMED BY A STATE AGENCY, AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-360, RELATING TO MANDATORY
REPORTING TO THE CORONER, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE MEDICAL
EXAMINER OR CORONER TO REPORT SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE OR
NEGLECT FINDINGS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S ADVO-
CACY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-500, RELATING TO THE CASS ELIAS
MCCARTER GUARDIAN AD LITEM PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE PROGRAM IS ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN S ADVOCACY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-11-700 AND 63-11-
730, BOTH RELATING TO THE DIVISION FOR REVIEW OF THE FOSTER
CARE OF CHILDREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIVISION IS
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S ADVOCACY; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 63-11-1310, 63-11-1340, 63-11-1360, AND 63-11-1510, ALL
RELATING TO THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF
CARE IS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S ADVOCACY; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-11-1930, RELATING TO THE STATE CHILD FATAL-
ITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO ADD THE STATE CHILD ADVO-
CATE AS A COMMITTEE MEMBER; TO AMEND SECTION 59-36-20,
RELATING TO THE COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF SPECIAL EDUCA-
TION AND SERVICES, SO AS TO DELETE ANY REFERENCE TO THE
CHILDREN S CASE RESOLUTION SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
1990, RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF CHILD ABUSE OR
NEGLECT REPORTS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE RELEASE OF INFORMA-
TION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S ADVOCACY; BY ADDING
SECTION 1-3-60 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GOVERNOR TO DESIGNATE
THE AGENCY TO ADMINISTER THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEVELOP-
MENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCIL; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, SO AS TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11 OF
CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 RELATING TO THE CHILDREN S CASE RESOLU-
TION SYSTEM. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-59
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-59
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
6
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-26
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-58
   03/13/18 Senate Amended SJ-19
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House
   03/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-105
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-92
   04/24/18 House Amended HJ-41
   04/24/18 House Reconsidered HJ-44
   04/24/18 House Read second time HJ-44
   04/24/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-46
   04/25/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-36
   05/01/18 Ratified R 171
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/09/18 Effective date 07/01/2019
   05/14/18 Act No. 160
S 0806  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4500)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-365, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN ELECTRONIC FILING
SYSTEM FOR DISCLOSURES AND REPORTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO ESTABLISH A NEW ONLINE CAM-
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PAIGN ACCOUNT MONITORING AND AUDITING DEPARTMENT, TO
DELINEATE THE DEPARTMENT S DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES,
AND TO REQUIRE THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO ENSURE THE
DEPARTMENT IS STAFFED SUFFICIENTLY WITH ADEQUATELY
TRAINED LEGAL AND ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1312, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN BANK
ACCOUNTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL CANDIDATES AND ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIALS WHO ARE REQUIRED TO FILE CERTIFIED CAM-
PAIGN REPORTS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 13, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8 TO
LOCATE, HOST, OR MAINTAIN THEIR CAMPAIGN ACCOUNTS IN A
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION THAT SATISFIES THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THIS ACT AND OFFERS REAL-TIME ONLINE BANKING OR ACCESS TO
A CUSTOMER S ACCOUNT INFORMATION THROUGH THE INSTITU-
TION S INTERNET WEBSITE, TO REQUIRE ALL CANDIDATES AND
ELECTED PUBLIC OFFICIALS TO PROVIDE THE STATE ETHICS COM-
MISSION ACCESS TO THEIR CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT ONLINE BANKING
INFORMATION, AND TO REQUIRE ALL CANDIDATES AND ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIALS TO PAY, TRANSFER, OR REMIT TO THE STATE ETH-
ICS COMMISSION AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO FIVE PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BY THE CANDIDATE OR ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIAL DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-61
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-61
S 0807  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-121-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS OF THE CITADEL,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD OF VISITORS SHALL BE COMPOSED
OF THE GOVERNOR, EX OFFICIO, OR HIS DESIGNEE; THE ADJUTANT
GENERAL, EX OFFICIO, OR HIS DESIGNEE; THE STATE SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF EDUCATION, EX OFFICIO, OR HIS DESIGNEE; SEVEN MEM-
BERS WHO SHALL BE ELECTED BY JOINT VOTE OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY; THREE MEMBERS WHO SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR UPON RECOMMENDATION OF THE CITADEL ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION, AND ONE MEMBER WHO SHALL BE APPOINTED BY
THE GOVERNOR TO REPRESENT THE STATE AT-LARGE; TO AMEND
SECTION 59-121-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO TERMS OF THE
MEMBERS OF THE CITADEL BOARD OF VISITORS, TO PROVIDE THAT,
OF THE SEVEN MEMBERS TO BE ELECTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, ONE SHALL BE ELECTED FROM EACH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, TO PROVIDE THAT ELECTED SEATS ON THE BOARD ARE
NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY CORRESPONDING TO THE NUMBER OF
EACH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, TO PROVIDE THAT EACH REPRE-
SENTATIVE OF A CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT SHALL BE A RESIDENT
OF THE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT REPRESENTED AND SHALL
SERVE A TERM OF SIX YEARS, TO PROVIDE THAT EACH OF THE
THREE MEMBERS TO BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON REC-
OMMENDATION OF THE CITADEL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION SHALL
SERVE A TERM OF SIX YEARS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE AT-LARGE
MEMBER APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR SHALL OCCUPY SEAT
EIGHT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE TERM OF OFFICE OF THE AT-
LARGE MEMBER APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR SHALL BE EFFEC-
TIVE UPON CERTIFICATION TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND
SHALL BE SIX YEARS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-121-30 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE CITA-
DEL BOARD OF VISITORS, TO PROVIDE THAT VACANCIES MUST BE
FILLED IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE ORIGINAL APPOINTMENT FOR
THE UNEXPIRED TERM, TO PROVIDE THAT, REGARDING ELECTIONS
TO FILL VACANCIES OCCURRING DUE TO THE EXPIRATION OF
TERMS OF BOARD MEMBERS REPRESENTING A CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL HOLD THE ELECTION NO
EARLIER THAN THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL OF THE YEAR THE TERM
EXPIRES AND AS NECESSARY TO FILL UNEXPIRED TERMS THAT ARE
CAUSED BY THE DEATH, RESIGNATION, OR REMOVAL OF A MEMBER,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH INITIAL TERMS
SHALL BE FILLED.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-62
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-62
S 0808  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING GEN-
ERALLY, BY ADDING ARTICLE 5, TO PROVIDE THAT PARTICIPATING
INSTITUTIONS IN THIS STATE SHALL ANNUALLY AWARD STIPENDS
TO COLLEGIATE ATHLETES WHO PARTICIPATE IN AN INTERCOLLE-
GIATE SPORT AND MAINTAIN A GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING
DURING THE PREVIOUS YEAR AND TO PROVIDE CONDITIONS FOR
RECEIPT OF STIPENDS; TO AMEND CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59, RELATING
TO COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING GENER-
ALLY, BY ADDING ARTICLE 7, TO PROVIDE THAT PARTICIPATING
INSTITUTIONS IN THIS STATE SHALL CREATE A COLLEGIATE ATH-
LETE TRUST FUND AND FUND THE TRUST WITH A PERCENTAGE OF
THE INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORT GROSS REVENUE GENERATED FROM
CERTAIN SOURCES, TO PROVIDE THAT, FOR EACH YEAR A COLLE-
GIATE ATHLETE MAINTAINS GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING, FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS WILL BE DEPOSITED INTO THE FUND ON HIS
BEHALF, TO PROVIDE THAT THE TOTAL TRUST FUND AMOUNT MAY
NOT EXCEED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS PER COLLEGIATE
ATHLETE, TO PROVIDE THAT AFTER FULFILLMENT OF ALL ACA-
DEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION AND COMPLETION OF A
STATE-APPROVED FINANCIAL LITERACY COURSE, THE PARTICIPAT-
ING INSTITUTION SHALL PROVIDE A ONE-TIME PAYMENT TO EACH
COLLEGIATE ATHLETE IN THE FULL AMOUNT DEPOSITED IN THE
FUND ON HIS BEHALF, AND TO PROVIDE CONDITIONS FOR RECEIPT
OF THE TRUST FUND PAYMENT; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-63
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-63
S 0809  General Bill, By Turner and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1810 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DRIVING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF ROADWAYS, TO PROVIDE THAT
A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS SECTION MAY BE FINED UP TO TWO
HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR EACH VIOLATION, IN ADDITION TO THE
PENALTIES PROVIDED IN SECTION 56-5-6190, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
ONLY WARNING TICKETS MAY BE ISSUED FOR A VIOLATION OF THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION 56-5-1810 FOR A PERIOD OF NINETY DAYS
AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-64
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-64
S 0810 (Rat # 0209, Act #  0191)  General Bill, By Hembree
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RECORDKEEPING AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS REQUIREMENTS OF PAWNBROKERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
PAWNBROKERS KEEP DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF GOODS, ARTICLES,
OR THINGS PAWNED; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-90, RELATING TO
RECORDS PAWNBROKERS SHALL MAINTAIN FOR INSPECTION BY
CERTAIN PUBLIC OFFICIALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PAWNSHOPS OPER-
ATING IN THIS STATE SHALL PROVIDE ALL RECORDS OF PLEDGED
ITEMS BY ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER TO A DATABASE SYSTEM
ACCESSIBLE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AND APPROVED BY THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-39-145, RELATING TO HOLD ORDERS, SO AS TO
REVISE PROCEDURES FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT TREATMENT OF
PAWNED PROPERTY BELIEVED TO BE STOLEN OR MISAPPROPRI-
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ATED, AND RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF CERTAIN RELATED PAR-
TIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-160, RELATING TO PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR
CERTAIN KNOWING AND WILLING VIOLATIONS CONCERNING PAWN
TICKETS. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-64
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-64
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-8
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-17
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-17
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-78
   04/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Gilliard, King, Brawley,
Brown, Pendarvis, Fry, Clemmons, Hewitt, Elliott, Craw-
ford, Yow, Johnson, Duckworth, McGinnis, West, Ander-
son, Magnuson HJ-98
   05/03/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Clemmons, Johnson,
Crawford, Fry, Duckworth, Hewitt, Yow, West, Elliott,
McGinnis, Anderson HJ-23
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Pendarvis, Brown,
Gilliard HJ-53
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-88
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-88
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-95
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-15
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-49
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-49
   05/14/18 Ratified R 209
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 191
S 0811  Concurrent Resolution, By Hembree
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO URGE THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT TO WORK EXPEDITIOUSLY TO REMOVE BARRIERS TO CON-
DUCTING RESEARCH ON THE USE OF CANNABIS TO TREAT MEDICAL
CONDITIONS AND ILLNESSES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-66
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-66
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-8
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-53
   03/21/18 House Introduced HJ-2
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-2
S 0812 (Rat # 0210, Act #  0192)  General Bill, By Hembree
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 33-57-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RAFFLES CONDUCTED BY NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE VALUE OF NONCASH PRIZES ALLOWED FOR THESE
RAFFLES; TO AMEND SECTION 33-57-140, RELATING TO STANDARDS
FOR THESE RAFFLES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE ALLOWANCE FOR
THE PRICE OF A RAFFLE TICKET PRODUCED BY NONPROFIT ORGA-
NIZATIONS FOR CHARITABLE PURPOSES; AND BY ADDING SECTION
12-21-3925 SO AS TO ALLOW A BINGO VOLUNTEER TO PARTICIPATE
IN BINGO GAMES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-66
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-66
   02/13/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-9
   02/27/18 Senate Amended SJ-23
   02/27/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   02/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-23
   02/28/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-31
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-20
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-92
   04/24/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Long, Burns, Chumley, Lof-
tis, Trantham, Toole, GR Smith, McCravy HJ-40
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-102
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-82  Nays-16 HJ-103
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-34
   05/14/18 Ratified R 210
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 192
S 0813  General Bill, By Hembree
Similar (S 0054, S 0384, S 0600, H 3516)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-510 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATES, TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
TAX BRACKETS FROM FIVE BRACKETS TO THREE, INCLUDING A
THREE PERCENT BRACKET, A FIVE PERCENT BRACKET, AND A
SEVEN PERCENT BRACKET, TO PROVIDE THAT THE NEW BRACKETS
ARE EFFECTIVE FOR TAX YEAR 2019 AND SUCCEEDING YEARS, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR A FIVE YEAR PHASE IN OF EXPANDED INCOME
RANGES WITHIN EACH BRACKET BEGINNING WITH TAX YEAR 2019;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-520, RELATING TO ANNUAL INFLA-
TION ADJUSTMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL STATE INCOME TAX BRACK-
ETS, TO CONFORM WITH THE NEW BRACKETS AND INCOME RANGES
WITHIN THE BRACKETS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-66
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-66
S 0814  Concurrent Resolution, By Kimpson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF CALHOUN AND RUTLEDGE STREETS IN THE CITY OF
CHARLESTON  OFFICER JAMES OWENS, JR. MEMORIAL INTERSEC-
TION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCA-
TION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-67
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-67
   02/20/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   02/21/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-38
   02/22/18 House Introduced HJ-61
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-61
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-59
   03/22/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-46
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S 0815  General Bill, By Gambrell, Shealy, Senn and McLeod
Similar (H 5038, H 5044)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-2150 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROHIBITED
ACTS FOR PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGERS AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 38-71-2130, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF A PHARMACY
BENEFIT MANAGER, SO AS TO REQUIRE A PHARMACY BENEFIT
MANAGER TO REIMBURSE A PROVIDER WITHIN SEVEN BUSINESS
DAYS OF PAYMENT BY A PAYOR.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-67
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-67
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-11
   03/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   03/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-20
S 0816  General Bill, By Goldfinch, Fanning and Senn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190 SO AS TO PROVIDE TERM LIMITS FOR
MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY LIMITING PERSONS
ELECTED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO EIGHT TERMS IN
THAT BODY, AND PERSONS ELECTED TO THE SENATE TO FOUR
TERMS IN THAT BODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANY TERM SERVED
FOR WHICH THE ELECTION WAS HELD PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 2018,
MAY NOT BE COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-67
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-67
S 0817  Joint Resolution, By Goldfinch and Fanning
Similar (H 3141, H 3160, H 3161, H 3166, H 3467, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SENATORS AND MEMBERS
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ENACT TERM LIMITATIONS FOR ITS MEM-
BERS BY LAW.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-68
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-68
S 0818  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DATE OF PARTY PRIMA-
RIES, CERTIFICATION OF NAMES FOR PRIMARY BALLOTS, AND FIL-
ING FEES, SO AS TO CHANGE THE PRIMARY DATE FROM THE
SECOND TUESDAY IN JUNE TO THE FIRST TUESDAY IN MAY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-68
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-68
S 0819  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA BEVERAGE CONTAINER RECY-
CLING ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 97 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS; TO REQUIRE A DEPOSIT FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF
BEVERAGE CONTAINERS THAT IS REFUNDABLE UPON THE RETURN
OF THE BEVERAGE CONTAINER AND TO PROVIDE THAT A MANUFAC-
TURER OR DISTRIBUTOR REIMBURSE A RETAILER OR REDEMPTION
CENTER; TO PROHIBIT A RETAILER AND MANUFACTURER FROM
REJECTING BEVERAGE CONTAINERS AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS;
TO ESTABLISH LABELING REQUIREMENTS FOR BEVERAGE CON-
TAINERS SOLD IN THIS STATE; TO REQUIRE DISTRIBUTORS AND
MANUFACTURERS TO REGISTER BEVERAGE CONTAINERS SOLD IN
THIS STATE; TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR REDEMPTION CEN-
TERS; TO PROHIBIT A DISTRIBUTOR FROM SELLING AN IMPROPERLY
LABELED BEVERAGE CONTAINER AND THE REDEMPTION OF A BEV-
ERAGE CONTAINER THAT WAS PURCHASED OUTSIDE OF THIS STATE;
TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; AND TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-68
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-68
S 0820 (Rat # 0211, Act #  0193)  General Bill, By Fanning, Climer and Peeler
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-2010, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TEMPORARY ALCOHOL PERMITS
UPON A REFERENDUM VOTE, SO AS TO DELETE A PRIOR REFERENCE
TO A DATE AND PROVIDE A SUBSEQUENT REFERENDUM MAY NOT
BE HELD LESS THAN FORTY-EIGHT MONTHS FOLLOWING THE FAIL-
URE OF A QUESTION. - ratified title
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-69
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
   03/28/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-53
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-53
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-53
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-34
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-42
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-65
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-65
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-0 HJ-66
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-14
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-46
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-46
   05/14/18 Ratified R 211
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 193
S 0821  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-510, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN EMPLOYEES BEING ABLE TO
EXERCISE THE OPTION OF NOT BECOMING MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO ADD PART-TIME SCHOOL
CAFETERIA WORKERS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-69
S 0822  General Bill, By Fanning and McLeod
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Similar (H 4930, H 5178)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1790, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPEN-
SATION THAT MAY BE EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED
EMPLOYMENT UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM, SO AS TO EXEMPT CERTIFIED EDUCATORS FROM THE EARN-
INGS LIMITATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 9-11-90, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION THAT MAY BE
EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT UNDER THE
POLICE OFFICER RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO DELETE THE
EARNINGS LIMITATION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-69
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-69
S 0823  Joint Resolution, By Fanning and Johnson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE OPENING DATE FOR
STUDENTS TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS DURING THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE AS EARLY AS THE SECOND MONDAY IN
AUGUST, AT THE DETERMINATION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD
OF TRUSTEES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-70
S 0824  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-6-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT, COMPOSITION, POW-
ERS, AND DUTIES OF THE EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, SO
AS TO ABOLISH THE COMMITTEE AND DEVOLVE ITS FUNCTIONS,
POWERS, DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND AUTHORITY UPON THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-
TION BASED ON RECOMMENDATIONS REPORTED BY A JOINT COM-
MITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
COMPOSITION, FUNCTIONS, AND DUTIES OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-70
S 0825  Joint Resolution, By Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE WAIVER OF ONE DAY
THAT SCHOOLS CLOSED DUE TO THE STATE OF EMERGENCY
DECLARED FOR HURRICANE IRMA.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-70
S 0826  General Bill, By Fanning and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNIFORM START DATE
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT
AND VEST SOLE AUTHORITY FOR SETTING THE START DATE OF A
DISTRICT IN THE SCHOOL BOARD OF THE DISTRICT.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-70
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-70
S 0827  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-105 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE RECRUIT-
MENT OF STUDENT ATHLETES BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, INCLUDING
CHARTER SCHOOLS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-71
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-71
S 0828  General Bill, By Fanning, Johnson and Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1795, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF
CERTAIN RETIRED TEACHERS WITHOUT THE LOSS OF RETIREMENT
BENEFITS, SO AS TO ALLOW CERTAIN CERTIFIED EMPLOYEES TO BE
HIRED WITHOUT A LOSS OF RETIREMENT BENEFITS AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE MEMBER SELECTED FOR EMPLOYMENT MEETS THE
UNIQUE QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED BY THE HIRING SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-71
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-71
S 0829  Joint Resolution, By Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO REVIEW
THE EFFECTS OF ACT 388 OF 2006 ON THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF
PROPERTY, THE IMPACT ON SCHOOL DISTRICT FUNDING, AND ON
PROPERTY TAXPAYERS, TO PROVIDE FOR COMMITTEE MEMBERS,
AND TO PROVIDE A DATE AT WHICH THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS DIS-
SOLVED.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-71
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-71
S 0830  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-7-77 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO ADDI-
TIONAL APPROPRIATIONS OVER THOSE PROVIDED IN THE PREVIOUS
FISCAL YEAR S GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT MAY BE PROVIDED
IN THE CURRENT YEAR S GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT FOR ANY
K-12 PURPOSES OR PROGRAMS UNTIL THE CURRENT YEAR S BASE
STUDENT COST, AS DETERMINED UNDER THE EDUCATION FINANCE
ACT, IS FULLY FUNDED, AND TO PROVIDE FOR LIMITED EXCEP-
TIONS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-71
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-71
S 0831  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (S 0839, H 4501)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1332, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL CONTRIBU-
TIONS AND EXPENDITURES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT MEMBERS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OR CANDIDATES FOR THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY FROM SOLICITING OR ACCEPTING CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM A UTILITY, COMPANY, CORPORATION, ENTITY, JOINT VEN-
TURE, OR  PERSON , AS DEFINED IN SECTION 8-13-1300, WHO POS-
SESSES OR MAINTAINS AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO CONDUCT ITS
BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE, OPERATIONS, OR ACTIVITIES STATEWIDE
OR WITHIN A GEOGRAPHICALLY DEFINED AREA OR TERRITORY
PURSUANT TO AN ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
S 0832  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 33-49-410 OF THE 1976 CODE, TO PROVIDE
THAT EACH PERSON WITH AN OWNERSHIP INTEREST IN A PROPERTY
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WHO USES ELECTRIC ENERGY FURNISHED BY THE COOPERATIVE IS
ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-72
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-72
S 0833  General Bill, By Goldfinch
Similar (H 3896)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POWERS OF A COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENT, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNING BODY OF A
COUNTY TO ADOPT BY ORDINANCE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A
RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNER SHALL KEEP A
LOT OR OTHER PROPERTY CLEAN AND FREE OF RUBBISH, TO PRO-
VIDE A PROCEDURE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE ORDINANCE, AND
TO PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-73
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Goldfinch (ch), Johnson, Sabb,
Climer, Talley
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0834  General Bill, By Turner
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-146 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SURRENDER OF A DRIVER S LICENSE BY A PERSON CON-
VICTED OF CERTAIN CRIMES, TO AMEND THE DEFINITION FOR A
CRIME OF VIOLENCE.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-73
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   03/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
S 0835  Concurrent Resolution, By Goldfinch
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF GLENNS BAY ROAD AND UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 17
BYPASS IN HORRY COUNTY  GAVIN BRUNETTI INTERSECTION  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-73
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-73
   02/28/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-18
   02/28/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-18
   03/01/18 House Introduced HJ-17
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-17
   04/04/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/05/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-47
S 0836  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-2-105, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO GOLF CART PERMITS AND OPERATION OF
GOLF CARTS WHEN SUCH VEHICLES ARE OPERATED ON STREETS
AND HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN OWNER OF A GOLF CART TO
OBTAIN A PERMIT DECAL AND REGISTRATION FROM THE DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO
INCREASE THE REQUIRED PERMIT FEE FROM FIVE DOLLARS TO
FIFTY DOLLARS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE REVENUE OF THE FEE
INCREASE MUST BE REMITTED TO THE STATE TREASURER AND
CREDITED TO THE STATE NON-FEDERAL AID HIGHWAY FUND ESTAB-
LISHED PURSUANT TO SECTION 57-11-20, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT MUST PROVIDE A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, UPON
REQUEST, THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE OWNER OF A GOLF
CART REGISTERED WITH THE DEPARTMENT.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-73
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-73
S 0837  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3800 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR TAX CREDITS
OR REBATES AGAINST VARIOUS TYPES OF TAXES IMPOSED UNDER
STATE LAW FOR ELIGIBLE TAXPAYERS EQUAL TO TWENTY PERCENT
OF NEW TAX REVENUE PAID BY THESE TAXPAYERS IF THEY HAVE
MADE A QUALIFYING CAPITAL INVESTMENT AT THEIR BUSINESS
LOCATION WHERE THIS ADDITIONAL TAX REVENUE WAS GENER-
ATED, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR AND LIMITATIONS ON
THESE TAX CREDITS OR REBATES.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-74
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-74
S 0838  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-250 SO AS TO REQUIRE PROVISIONS IN
THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL THAT DIRECT THE
MANNER IN WHICH FUNDS ARE TO BE EXPENDED TO SPECIFICALLY
STATE THE SOURCE OF FUNDS, THE AUTHORIZED EXPENDITURES,
AND ANY PROGRAM WHICH FUNDS WILL BE REDUCED AS A RESULT
OF THE PROVISION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-74
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-74
S 0839  General Bill, By Senn and Fanning
Similar (S 0831, H 4501)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1332 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO UNLAWFUL CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES, TO PROHIBIT
MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, CANDIDATES FOR THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY, OR STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OR
CANDIDATES FOR STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL  OFFICES FROM
SOLICITING OR ACCEPTING CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS FROM A
UTILITY, AS DEFINED IN SECTIONS 58-5-10, 58-9-10, AND 58-27-10.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-75
S 0840  General Bill, By Talley, Fanning and Climer
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 63 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN S CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 10, TO
CREATE THE DEPARTMENT OF EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCA-
TION; TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT IS DIVIDED INTO TWO
DIVISIONS, THE EARLY HEALTH AND WELLNESS DIVISION AND THE
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EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION DIVISION; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
EARLY HEALTH AND WELLNESS DIVISION SHALL ADMINISTER THE
BABYNET PROGRAM, THE NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
FUNDED BY THE FEDERAL MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH BLOCK
GRANT PROGRAM, THE WOMEN, INFANTS, AND CHILDREN SUPPLE-
MENTAL FOOD PROGRAM, THE POSTPARTUM NEWBORN HOME VISIT
PROGRAM FUNDED BY THE FEDERAL MATERNAL AND CHILD
HEALTH BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM, AND THE QTIP FEDERAL DEMON-
STRATION GRANT FUNDED BY THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; TO PROVIDE THAT THE EARLY
CARE AND EDUCATION DIVISION SHALL ADMINISTER THE HEAD
START COLLABORATION OFFICE FUNDED BY THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE FIRST STEPS
TO SCHOOL READINESS INITIATIVE, THE OFFICE OF EARLY LEARN-
ING, THE ABC CHILDCARE PROGRAM FUNDED BY THE UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, THE
STATE CHILDCARE FIRE AND LIFE SAFETY OFFICE, THE STATE
CHILDCARE LICENSING OFFICE, THE CHILD CARE RESOURCE AND
REFERRAL NETWORK FUNDED BY THE FEDERAL CHILDCARE
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT; AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHILD
DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM, AS PROVIDED BY LAW; TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS; AND TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES
TO THE 1976 CODE TO REFLECT THE CREATION OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EARLY DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION.
   12/06/17 Senate Prefiled
   12/06/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-75
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-75
S 0841  General Bill, By Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-17(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MAGISTRATES, TO PROVIDE THAT
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR MAGISTRATES MUST REQUIRE TWO
HOURS OF EDUCATION IN THE AREA OF ANIMAL CRUELTY; TO
AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 47 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO CRU-
ELTY TO ANIMALS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 2, TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON WHO CRUELLY TETHERS A DOG IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR
AND, UPON CONVICTION, MUST BE PUNISHED BY IMPRISONMENT
NOT EXCEEDING NINETY DAYS OR BY A FINE OF NOT LESS THAN
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS NOR MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND DOL-
LARS, OR BOTH, FOR A FIRST OFFENSE, OR BY IMPRISONMENT NOT
EXCEEDING TWO YEARS OR BY A FINE NOT EXCEEDING TWO THOU-
SAND DOLLARS, OR BOTH, FOR A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT
OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-60 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DISPOSITION OF QUARANTINED OR IMPOUNDED ANIMALS,
TO PROVIDE THAT, UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, A LITTER OF
UNIDENTIFIABLE DOGS OR CATS FOUR MONTHS OF AGE OR
YOUNGER MAY BE TURNED OVER TO AN ORGANIZATION, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT ALL HEALTHY, UNIDENTIFIABLE CATS FOUND OR
PICKED UP FROM AN OUTSIDE AREA AND CONSIDERED STRAY MAY
BE STERILIZED WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AND THEN
RETURNED TO THE AREA IN WHICH THEY WERE FOUND TWENTY-
FOUR HOURS AFTER SURGERY; TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 47 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, BY ADDING
SECTION 47-1-145, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON, ORGANIZATION,
OR OTHER ENTITY THAT IS AWARDED CUSTODY OF AN ANIMAL
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 47-1-150 AND THAT PROVIDES
SERVICES TO AN ANIMAL WITHOUT COMPENSATION MAY FILE A
PETITION WITH THE COURT REQUESTING THAT THE DEFENDANT, IF
FOUND GUILTY, BE ORDERED TO DEPOSIT FUNDS IN AN AMOUNT
SUFFICIENT TO SECURE PAYMENT OF ALL THE REASONABLE
EXPENSES INCURRED BY THE CUSTODIAN; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-
9600(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE SPECIAL FUND TO SUP-
PORT LOCAL ANIMAL SPAYING AND NEUTERING PROGRAMS, TO
PROVIDE THAT AN AGENCY MAY APPLY FOR UP TO TWO THOUSAND
DOLLARS PER GRANT APPLICATION AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH
FISCAL YEAR AND MAY APPLY FOR MULTIPLE GRANTS DURING A
FISCAL YEAR, TO PROVIDE THAT GRANTS MUST BE FULFILLED
WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF RECEIVING FUNDS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE SHALL ENCOURAGE TIER 3
AND TIER 4 COUNTIES TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GRANT PROGRAM; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-69-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO LICENS-
ING REQUIREMENTS TO PRACTICE VETERINARY MEDICINE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT, SUBJECT TO THE JURISDICTION OF THIS STATE, DURING
AN EMERGENCY OR NATURAL DISASTER, A VETERINARIAN OR VET-
ERINARY TECHNICIAN WHO IS NOT LICENSED IN THIS STATE, BUT IS
LICENSED AND IN GOOD STANDING IN ANOTHER JURISDICTION,
MAY PRACTICE VETERINARY MEDICINE RELATED TO THE RESPONSE
EFFORTS IN LOCATIONS IN THIS STATE IF AN OFFICIAL DECLARA-
TION OF A STATE OF EMERGENCY HAS BEEN MADE BY THE GOVER-
NOR AND AN OFFICIAL INVITATION HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO THE
VETERINARIAN OR VETERINARY TECHNICIAN FOR A SPECIFIED
TIME BY THE GOVERNOR WITHIN OR OUTSIDE THE EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT; TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-
470(3), SECTION 47-3-480, AND SECTION 47-3-490 OF THE 1976 CODE,
ALL RELATING TO THE STERILIZATION OF DOGS AND CATS, TO
REPLACE THE TERM  ANIMAL REFUGE  WITH  RESCUE ORGANIZA-
TION ; TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 47 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DOGS AND OTHER DOMESTIC PETS, BY ADDING ARTICLE 16, TO
PROVIDE FOR SHELTERING STANDARDS AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANI-
MAL CONTROL OFFICERS SHALL HAVE THE DUTY TO ENFORCE
SHELTER STANDARDS, INCLUDING THE INVESTIGATION OF COM-
PLAINTS AGAINST, AND THE INSPECTION OF, ANIMAL SHELTERING
FACILITIES; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-76
   01/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/23/18 Senate Amended SJ-18
   01/31/18 Senate Amended SJ-19
   01/31/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   02/06/18 Senate Amended SJ-17
   02/06/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   02/06/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-17
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-62
S 0842  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR PASTOR BERNARD WHITE OF MT.
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH IN GREENWOOD COUNTY FOR HIS FORTY
YEARS OF GOSPEL MINISTRY AT MT. ZION, TO CONGRATULATE HIM
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM GOD S
RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-78
S 0843  Resolution, By Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE, HONOR, AND REMEMBER
ROBERT SPENCE  SKIPPER  PERRY, JR. OF AIKEN FOR HIS LIFELONG
SERVICE AND COMMITMENT TO BOTH THE PEOPLE AND THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-78
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
S 0844  Concurrent Resolution, By Talley
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MIKE AYERS
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS HEAD FOOTBALL
COACH FOR WOFFORD COLLEGE, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS
THIRTY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CON-
TINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-78
   01/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-53
S 0845  Resolution, By J. Matthews
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MAYOR JAMES
WILLIAMS OF RIDGEVILLE ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
AFTER OVER TWELVE YEARS OF PUBLIC SERVICE TO HIS COMMU-
NITY.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-78
S 0846  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE LINKS, INCORPORATED
FOR THEIR SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY AND TO RECOGNIZE THE
ORANGEBURG CHAPTER OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR HOSTING
LINKS DAY AT THE CAPITOL ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 2018.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-79
S 0847  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DOROTHY
BUCKHANAN WILSON, L.H.D., FOR RECEIVING THE LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD DURING THE PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY S
WOMEN OF EXCELLENCE EVENT ON SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2017,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR A TRULY DISTINGUISHED
CAREER IN THE PRIVATE AND NON-PROFIT SECTORS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-79
S 0848  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ANN S. TAYLOR
FOR HER MANY YEARS OF SERVICE AS MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF
HEATH SPRINGS AND, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT
FROM OFFICE, TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-79
S 0849  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BISHOP HARRY
L. SEAWRIGHT, PRESIDING PRELATE OF THE 9TH EPISCOPAL DIS-
TRICT OF THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, ON HIS
INVESTITURE AS LEADER OF HIS DISTRICT IN JULY 2016 AND TO
WISH HIM GOD S BEST AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-79
S 0850  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. HAZEL SNIPES
PARSON-STARKES OF DORCHESTER COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF
HER EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-80
S 0851  Resolution, By Goldfinch, Hembree, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B.
Matthews, Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer,
Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Gregory, Grooms, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler,
Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
TROOPER JOSEPH RAGAZZO FOR RISKING HIS SAFETY SO THAT OTH-
ERS MAY REMAIN SAFE AND TO WISH HIM A SPEEDY RECOVERY
FROM INJURIES SUSTAINED IN THE LINE OF DUTY.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-80
S 0852  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD AND ADMIRE MRS. WILLIE
DELL GRIMES FOR SHOWING A DEDICATION AND TENACITY THAT
FEW EVER FIND AND TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR OBTAINING HER
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-80
S 0853  Resolution, By McElveen, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Courson, Cromer, Davis,
Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson,
Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler,
Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE INCOMPA-
RABLE LIFE OF FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA CHIEF JUSTICE ERNEST
ADOLPHUS FINNEY, JR., AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY
TO HIS FAMILY.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-80
S 0854  General Bill, By Sheheen, Scott and Nicholson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 9-1-1540, 9-9-65, AND 9-11-80, ALL AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
DISABILITY RETIREMENT FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM, THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR MEMBERS OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND THE POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER IS
CONSIDERED TO BE IN SERVICE ON THE DATE THE APPLICATION FOR
DISABILITY RETIREMENT IS FILED IF THE LAST DAY THE MEMBER
WAS EMPLOYED IN THE SYSTEM OCCURRED NOT MORE THAN ONE
YEAR BEFORE THE DATE OF FILING.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-81
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-81
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-10
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-26
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-77
S 0855  General Bill, By Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 81 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO CREATE THE JOINT
COMMITTEE ON FEDERALISM TO EVALUATE CERTAIN FEDERAL
LAWS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE, TO
SPECIFY THE PROCESS OF EVALUATION, AND TO SET FORTH OTHER
DUTIES.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-81
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-81
S 0856  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 4655)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA INSURANCE DATA SECURITY ACT
BY ADDING CHAPTER 99 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS; TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT AND
MAINTAIN A COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM
BASED ON THE LICENSEE S RISK ASSESSMENT AND TO ESTABLISH
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SECURITY PROGRAM, TO PRO-
VIDE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR A LICENSEE S BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, IF APPLICABLE, TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO MONITOR
THE SECURITY PROGRAM AND MAKE ADJUSTMENTS IF NECESSARY,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE LICENSEE MUST ESTABLISH AN INCIDENT
RESPONSE PLAN AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN, TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO SUB-
MIT A STATEMENT TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE ANNUALLY; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS
FOR A LICENSEE IN THE EVENT OF A CYBERSECURITY EVENT; TO
REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO NOTIFY THE DIRECTOR OF CERTAIN INFOR-
MATION IN THE EVENT OF A CYBERSECURITY EVENT; TO GRANT
THE DIRECTOR THE POWER AND AUTHORITY TO EXAMINE AND
INVESTIGATE A LICENSEE; TO PROVIDE THAT DOCUMENTS, MATERI-
ALS, OR OTHER INFORMATION IN THE CONTROL OR POSSESSION OF
THE DEPARTMENT MUST BE TREATED AS CONFIDENTIAL AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO SHARE OR RECEIVE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER; TO PRO-
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VIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIREC-
TOR TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-81
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-81
S 0857 (Rat # 0212, Act #  0194)  General Bill, By Setzler
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-51-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE ALL MEMBERS OF
THE WIL LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SHALL COMPLETE TRAINING ON THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF BOARD MEMBERS AND HOW TO BEST SERVE
THE AT-RISK STUDENTS IN THEIR CARE, AND TO PROVIDE ALL PER-
SONS ELECTED TO THE BOARD AFTER JULY 1, 2018, SHALL COM-
PLETE THIS TRAINING WITHIN ONE YEAR OF TAKING OFFICE; AND
TO AMEND  SECTION 59-51-30, RELATING TO THE WIL LOU GRAY
OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO REVISE THE
COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD BY ELIMINATING TWO EX OFFICIO
SEATS, AND TO ELIMINATE THE BOARD OFFICES OF SECRETARY AND
TREASURER. - ratified title
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-82
   02/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-11
   02/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   02/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   02/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-32
   03/01/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-15
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-81
   04/26/18 House Amended HJ-24
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-24
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-1 HJ-25
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-27
   04/27/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-3
   05/08/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-91
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-91
   05/14/18 Ratified R 212
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 194
S 0858  General Bill, By Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-1300, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT
ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS OF THE EDUCATION
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS MAY OPT OUT
OF THESE REQUIREMENTS BUT MUST FORGO STATEWIDE APPROPRI-
ATIONS, AND TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE JULY 1,
2018.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-82
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-82
S 0859  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL
MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A SENSATIONAL SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON WIN-
NING THE 2017 AAA STATE MARCHING BAND CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-83
S 0860  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH
SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR A SUPERB SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAPTUR-
ING THE CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-83
S 0861  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL
VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
LEAGUE CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-83
S 0862 (Rat # 0213, Act #  0195)  General Bill, By Young
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 35-1-602, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SECURITIES COMMISSIONERS  INVES-
TIGATIONS AND SUBPOENAS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SEC-
TION DOES NOT PRECLUDE A PERSON FROM APPLYING TO THE
RICHLAND COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS FOR RELIEF. - ratified
title
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-83
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-83
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
11
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-13
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-41
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-62
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-62
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 213
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 195
S 0863  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 4654)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LICENSING REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND AGENCY INSURANCE PRODUCERS, SO
AS TO REQUIRE AN APPLICANT TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE SET OF
FINGERPRINTS WITH THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT FAILURE
TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE SET OF FINGERPRINTS CONSTITUTES
GROUNDS FOR DENIAL OF AN APPLICATION, AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS TO THE FINGERPRINTING REQUIREMENT UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance
S 0864  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-21-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A SCHEDULE OF CERTAIN
FILING AND RECORDING FEES, SO AS TO REVISE THE FILING AND
RECORDING FEES WHICH MAY BE CHARGED, INCLUDING A FLAT FEE
OF THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS FOR CERTAIN DOCUMENTS FILED OR
RECORDED WITH THE OFFICES OF THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OR
CLERKS OF COURT, AND A FLAT FEE OF TEN DOLLARS FOR CERTAIN
OTHER DOCUMENTS FILED OR RECORDED WITH THESE OFFICES,
AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-84
S 0865  General Bill, By Massey
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-240(C)(1)(m) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF OFFICERS BY THE GOVERNOR, TO
REMOVE THE GOVERNOR S ABILITY TO REQUIRE A DIRECTOR TO
RESIGN FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY WITHOUT CAUSE FOR REMOVAL.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-84
S 0866  General Bill, By Cromer, Scott, Reese, Verdin, J. Matthews and
Nicholson
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT TAX CREDITS FOR THE PURCHASE OF GEO-
THERMAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SHALL BE REPEALED ON
JANUARY 1, 2029.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-84
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-84
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
31
   02/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-9
   03/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/07/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-20
S 0867  General Bill, By Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1120(A)(4) OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, TO REQUIRE DISCLOSURE ON A STATEMENT
OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS FOR PAYMENT OR REIMBURSEMENT BY
AN ORGANIZATION TO THE FILER OR THE GOVERNMENT ENTITY
WITH WHICH THE FILER SERVES FOR THE FILER SPEAKING BEFORE
A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE GROUP OR ANY PAYMENT OR REIMBURSE-
MENT RECEIVED BY THE FILER OR THE GOVERNMENT ENTITY WITH
WHICH THE FILER SERVES OR IS EMPLOYED FOR ACTUAL EXPENSES
INCURRED BY THE FILER OR THE GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY FOR
WHICH THE FILER SERVES OR IS EMPLOYED FOR THE FILER S
ATTENDANCE OR PARTICIPATION IN AN EVENT BASED UPON THE
FILER S OFFICE OR POSITION.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-85
S 0868  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-7-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
INSURANCE PREMIUM TAXES, TO INCREASE THE CONTRIBUTION TO
THE SOUTH CAROLINA FORESTRY COMMISSION FROM ONE PER-
CENT TO TWO PERCENT.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-85
S 0869  General Bill, By Kimpson, Jackson, Hutto and McLeod
Similar (H 3053)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 112, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE DETERMINATION OF RATES OF TUITION AND FEES, BY
ADDING SECTION 59-112-45, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO HAS
A LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THIS STATE AND IS NOT PRECLUDED FROM
ESTABLISHING RESIDENCY UNDER FEDERAL IMMIGRATION LAW
MAY ESTABLISH DOMICILE IN THIS STATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
RECEIVING IN-STATE TUITION RATES AND FEES AT PUBLIC INSTITU-
TIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND FOR STATE-SUPPORTED SCHOL-
ARSHIPS AND GRANTS, PROVIDED THAT OTHER ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS ARE MET; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 1,
TITLE 40, RELATING TO BOARD REGULATION OF PROFESSIONS AND
OCCUPATIONS, BY ADDING SECTION 40-1-35, TO PROVIDE THAT A
PERSON WHO HAS A LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THIS STATE AND IS NOT
PRECLUDED FROM ESTABLISHING RESIDENCY UNDER FEDERAL
IMMIGRATION LAW MAY ESTABLISH RESIDENCY AND BE ELIGIBLE
FOR OCCUPATIONAL OR PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER, PROVIDED THAT OTHER LICENSURE
REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-85
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-85
S 0870  General Bill, By Bennett, Hembree, Turner, Campbell, Climer and
Corbin
Similar (H 4612)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-11-262 SO AS TO PROVIDE APPLICANTS FOR
GENERAL AND MECHANICAL LICENSURE SUBJECT TO FINANCIAL
STATEMENT REQUIREMENTS MAY INSTEAD PROVIDE CERTAIN
SURETY BONDS, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING
THE SURETY BONDS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-86
S 0871  General Bill, By Timmons
Similar (H 4629)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-580 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE DISCLOSURE OF THE IDENTITY OF A MEMBER OF AN EXECU-
TION TEAM AND PENALTIES RELATED TO THE UNLAWFUL DISCLO-
SURE OF THIS INFORMATION, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
INFORMATION REGARDING THE IDENTITY OF A PERSON OR ENTITY
THAT PARTICIPATES IN THE PLANNING OR ADMINISTRATION OF THE
EXECUTION OF A DEATH SENTENCE IS CONFIDENTIAL AND CLASSI-
FIED AS A STATE SECRET, TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE PURCHASE OF DRUGS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES USED
IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF A DEATH SENTENCE IS EXEMPT FROM
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROCUREMENT CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT
OUT-OF-STATE ACQUISITIONS OF A DRUG USED IN THE ADMINIS-
TRATION OF A DEATH SENTENCE ARE EXEMPT FROM PROVISIONS
ADMINISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL AND THE BOARD OF PHARMACY, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PHARMACY OR PHARMACIST INVOLVED IN SUPPLYING,
MANUFACTURING, OR COMPOUNDING ANY DRUG USED IN THE
ADMINISTRATION OF A DEATH SENTENCE IS EXEMPT FROM REGU-
LATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULA-
TION, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-86
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
86
   02/06/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-9
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0872  General Bill, By Timmons and Martin
Similar (H 4615)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-530 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DEATH BY ELECTROCUTION OR LETHAL INJECTION, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CAPITAL CRIME AND HAVING
IMPOSED UPON HIM THE SENTENCE OF DEATH SHALL SUFFER THE
PENALTY BY ELECTROCUTION OR, AT THE ELECTION OF THE PER-
SON, LETHAL INJECTION, IF IT IS AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF ELEC-
TION, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PENALTY
MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY ELECTROCUTION FOR A PERSON WHO
WAIVES THE RIGHT OF ELECTION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF EXECU-
TION BY LETHAL INJECTION UNDER THIS SECTION IS UNAVAILABLE
OR IS HELD TO BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL BY AN APPELLATE COURT
OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION, THEN THE MANNER OF INFLICTING
A DEATH SENTENCE MUST BE ELECTROCUTION REGARDLESS OF
THE METHOD ELECTED BY THE PERSON.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-87




   02/06/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-10
   02/28/18 Senate Special order, set for February 28, 2018 SJ-46
   03/01/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-30
   03/06/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   03/06/18 Senate Amended SJ-19
   03/06/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/06/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-12 SJ-19
   03/07/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-62
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-20
S 0873  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARCH 19, 2018, AS
WOMEN IN PUBLIC OFFICE DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-87
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-87
   01/30/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-7
   01/30/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-7
   01/31/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   02/06/18 House Introduced HJ-10
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-10
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-50
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
S 0874 (Rat # 0214, Act #  0196)  General Bill, By Talley
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF AUTHORIZED
EMERGENCY VEHICLES, SO AS TO ADD ORGAN PROCUREMENT
ORGANIZATION VEHICLES TO THE DEFINITION. - ratified title
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-88
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-9
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-78
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-80
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-41
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/14/18 Ratified R 214
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 196
S 0875  Concurrent Resolution, By Reese
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE WEDNESDAY, MARCH
14, 2018, AND THE SECOND TUESDAY IN MARCH OF EACH YEAR
THEREAFTER AS  SOUTH CAROLINA BANJO DAY  IN HONOR OF TODD
BANJOMAN  TAYLOR S MUSICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-88
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-88
   01/30/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-8
   01/30/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-8
   01/31/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-15
   02/06/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-10
S 0876  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 43, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE UNIFORM ACT
REGULATING TRAFFIC ON HIGHWAYS, BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-
6195, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY MAY
IMPOSE A FINE OF TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS IN ADDITION TO THOSE
PENALTIES PROVIDED IN SECTION 56-5-6190 IF A PERSON IS TRAVEL-
ING AT A SPEED OF OVER SEVENTY-FIVE MILES PER HOUR ON A
TWO-LANE HIGHWAY OR AT A SPEED OF OVER EIGHTY-FIVE MILES
PER HOUR ON A FOUR-LANE HIGHWAY.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-88
S 0877 (Rat # 0215, Act #  0197)  General Bill, By Alexander
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-60-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS THAT
APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANIES MUST PROVIDE WHEN REG-
ISTERING WITH THE REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS BOARD, SO AS TO
PROVIDE REGISTRANTS ALTERNATIVELY MAY CHOOSE TO PROVIDE
SURETY BONDS IN AMOUNTS NOT TO EXCEED FIFTY THOUSAND
DOLLARS, TO PROVIDE APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANIES ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COSTS OF SUCH SURETY BONDS, AND TO
PROVIDE THESE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS DO NOT APPLY TO
INDIVIDUAL APPRAISERS OR INDIVIDUAL APPRAISERS SERVING ON
APPRAISAL PANELS OF APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT COMPANIES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 40-1-70, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF
PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING BOARDS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE FILING CLAIMS AGAINST ANY SURETY BONDS ON BOARD-
APPROVED FORMS IN ACCORDANCE WITH BOARD-ESTABLISHED
PROCEDURES. - ratified title
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-88
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-88
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-11
   03/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/13/18 Senate Amended SJ-24
   03/14/18 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-107
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-78
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Williams, King, Brawley,
Pendarvis, Kirby, Hosey, Brown, Gilliard HJ-98
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Kirby HJ-105
   05/03/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Brawley, Brown,
Pendarvis, Hosey, King HJ-23
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-24
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-25
   05/04/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   05/14/18 Ratified R 215
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 197
S 0878  Joint Resolution, By Massey, Hembree, Timmons, Cromer, Shealy,
Young, Cash, Goldfinch, Rice, Turner, Verdin, Campbell and Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION TO THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO CALL A CONVENTION FOR PROPOSING
AMENDMENTS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION LIMITED TO PROPOSING AMENDMENTS THAT
IMPOSE FISCAL RESTRAINTS ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LIMIT
THE POWER AND JURISDICTION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,
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AND LIMIT THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR ITS OFFICIALS AND FOR
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN RESERVATIONS,
UNDERSTANDINGS, AND DECLARATIONS LIMITING THE APPLICA-
TION; AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN SELECTION CRITERIA FOR COM-
MISSIONERS AS WELL AS LIMITATIONS UPON THEIR AUTHORITY.
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-89
   01/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-89
S 0879  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR LEE ANN
LAWRENCE UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS HELP
DESK SERVICES MANAGER FOR THE LEGISLATIVE SERVICES
AGENCY, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HER TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY AND DEVOTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO OFFER HER BEST WISHES FOR
A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0880  General Bill, By Gambrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-3-353 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
OR A LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY MAY OPERATE AN ALL TER-
RAIN VEHICLE ALONG THE PUBLIC STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0881  General Bill, By Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(c)(1), RELATING TO PARTICU-
LAR CLASSIFICATIONS AND ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR COUNTY
EQUALIZATION AND REASSESSMENT TAXATION, TO PROVIDE THAT
ACCOMMODATIONS FURNISHED TO TRANSIENTS FOR LESS THAN
THIRTY CONSECUTIVE DAYS ON A SEPARATE PORTION OF THE PROP-
ERTY ON WHICH A LEGAL RESIDENCE LOCATED SHALL BE
ASSESSED AT A FOUR-PERCENT RATIO; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-
70(1)(b), RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF  RETAILER  AND  SELLER  FOR
THE SOUTH CAROLINA SALES AND USE TAX, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
TERMS EXCLUDE AN INDIVIDUAL FURNISHING ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR A CONSIDERATION ON THE SAME PREMISES WHEN THE ACCOM-
MODATIONS FURNISHED CONTAIN LESS THAN SIX SLEEPING
ROOMS;  TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-920(A),  RELATING TO TAX ON
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR TRANSIENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE TAX
DOES NOT APPLY WHERE AN INDIVIDUAL FURNISHES SLEEPING
ACCOMMODATIONS TO TRANSIENTS ON THE SAME PREMISES AS
THE INDIVIDUAL S PLACE OF ABODE WHEN THE ACCOMMODATIONS
FURNISHED TO TRANSIENTS CONTAIN LESS THAN SIX SLEEPING
ROOMS AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE THAT THE GROSS PROCEEDS
DERIVED FROM THE LEASE OR RENTAL OF SLEEPING ACCOMMODA-
TIONS SUPPLIED TO THE SAME PERSON FOR A PERIOD OF THIRTY
CONTINUOUS DAYS ARE NOT CONSIDERED PROCEEDS FROM TRAN-
SIENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220(c)(2)(iv), RELATING TO
PARTICULAR CLASSIFICATIONS AND ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR
COUNTY EQUALIZATION AND REASSESSMENT TAXATION, TO
REMOVE THE PROVISION THAT A RESIDENCE NOT RENTED FOR
MORE THAN SEVENTY-TWO DAYS IN A CALENDAR YEAR WILL
RETAIN ITS ELIGIBILITY FOR THE FOUR-PERCENT ASSESSMENT
RATIO AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE THAT INDIVIDUALS ENGAGING IN
SHORT-TERM RENTALS MUST ALSO PROVIDE THE ASSESSOR WITH A
SWORN AFFIDAVIT THAT HE IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH A SHORT-
TERM RENTAL ORDINANCE IN THE JURISDICTION WHERE THE PROP-
ERTY IS LOCATED, IF SUCH AN ORDINANCE EXISTS IN THE JURISDIC-
TION TO QUALIFY FOR THE FOUR-PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 0882 (Rat # 0133, Act #  0129)  General Bill, By Rankin
AN ACT TO ADOPT REVISED CODE VOLUMES 15A AND 18 OF THE
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, TO THE EXTENT OF
THEIR CONTENTS, AS THE ONLY GENERAL PERMANENT STATUTORY
LAW OF THE STATE; AND TO ADOPT THE 2017 CUMULATIVE SUPPLE-
MENTS TO THE CODE OF LAWS AS PART OF THE CODE AND PROVIDE
THAT THESE SUPPLEMENTS, VOLUMES AS SUPPLEMENTED BY
THEM, AND THE REPLACEMENT VOLUMES CONSTITUTE THE ONLY
GENERAL PERMANENT STATUTORY LAW OF THE STATE AS OF JANU-
ARY 1, 2018. - ratified title
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   01/16/18 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   01/16/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-9
   01/23/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   01/24/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-77
   01/25/18 House Read second time HJ-48
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-48
   01/25/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-49
   01/26/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   02/01/18 Ratified R 133
   02/05/18 Signed By Governor
   02/08/18 Effective date See Act
   02/12/18 Act No. 129
S 0883  General Bill, By Martin
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 25, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX CREDITS, TO
PROVIDE THAT A TAXPAYER WHO PURCHASES AND USES MOTOR
FUEL FOR A PURPOSE OTHER THAN TO OPERATE A PRIVATE PASSEN-
GER MOTOR VEHICLE AS DEFINED IN SECTION 56-3-630 IS ALLOWED
A REFUNDABLE INCOME TAX CREDIT.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0884 (Rat # 0140, Act #  0136)  General Bill, By Nicholson
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-290, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRE-
CINCTS IN GREENWOOD COUNTY, SO AS TO RENAME CERTAIN
PRECINCTS, AND TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH
THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAIN-
TAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/16/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   01/18/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/18 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   01/31/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-15
   02/01/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/06/18 House Referred to Greenwood Delegation HJ-12
   02/27/18 House Committee report: Favorable Greenwood Delegation HJ-2
   02/28/18 House Read second time HJ-12
   02/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-12
   03/01/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-28
   03/07/18 Ratified R 140
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 136
S 0885 (Rat # 0141, Act #  0137)  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (S 1144, H 4178)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRE-
CINCTS IN NEWBERRY COUNTY, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE
PROSPERITY PRECINCT, TO ADD THE PROSPERITY CITY PRECINCT
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AND THE PROSPERITY OUTSIDE PRECINCT, AND TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/16/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   01/18/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   01/31/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-17
   02/01/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-9
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/06/18 House Referred to Newberry Delegation HJ-12
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable Newberry Delegation HJ-21
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-26
   02/15/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-10
   03/07/18 Ratified R 141
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 137
S 0886  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE BOBBY JOLLEY
FOR HIS FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE AND ACTIVISM IN FLORENCE
COUNTY.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0887  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE
OF BILL NICK SKENTERIS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY UPON HIS PASS-
ING, AND TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE WORK ETHIC AND COMMIT-
MENT TO HIS COMMUNITY, AND TO EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO
HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0888 (Rat # 0216, Act #  0198)  General Bill, By Hembree, Gregory,
Bennett, Grooms, Climer, Shealy, Peeler, Goldfinch, Massey, Talley, Verdin,
Turner, Timmons, Alexander, Cash, Gambrell, Campbell, Senn, Young,
Cromer, Davis, Rice, Martin, Corbin and Rankin
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-47 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE GOVERNING
BODIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND CHARTER SCHOOLS
MAY ALLOW CERTAIN FACULTY AND STAFF TO BE COMPENSATED
FOR UNUSED ANNUAL LEAVE AND SICK LEAVE IN EXCESS OF
NINETY DAYS AT THE END OF EACH FISCAL YEAR, TO MAKE THIS
PROVISION APPLICABLE TO LEAVE IN EXCESS OF NINETY DAYS
ACCRUED AFTER JULY 1, 2018, AND TO CLARIFY THE IMPACT ON
EXISTING TEACHER INCENTIVE PROGRAMS AND LOCAL AUTHOR-
ITY RELATING TO SUCH PROGRAMS. - ratified title
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
   02/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-11
   02/21/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-45  Nays-0 SJ-12
   02/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-3
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-8
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-106
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-35
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-35
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   05/14/18 Ratified R 216
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 198
S 0889  General Bill, By Campbell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-330(A)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE CONTENTS OF BALLOT QUESTIONS UNDER THE CAPITAL
PROJECT SALES TAX ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ORDINANCE MUST
SPECIFY WHETHER THE PURPOSE OF THE TAX PROCEEDS WOULD
INCLUDE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, INFRASTRUCTURE, LAND PURCHASES, AND SITE
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES.
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
8
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/27/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   02/27/18 Senate Amended SJ-29
   02/28/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   02/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-31
   03/01/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
S 0890  General Bill, By Davis, Fanning, Rice, Leatherman, Talley, Timmons,
Shealy, Jackson, Gregory, Senn, Turner and Young
Similar (H 4796)
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 58 OF THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS, RELATING
TO PUBLIC UTILITIES, SERVICES AND CARRIERS, BY ADDING CHAP-
TER 41, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF LOWEST-COST
ENERGY FROM INDEPENDENT POWER PRODUCERS; AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   04/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-11
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
S 0891 (Rat # 0217, Act #  0199)  General Bill, By Shealy and Hutto
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-37-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INFORMATION THAT MUST BE MADE
AVAILABLE TO PARENTS OF NEWBORNS, SO AS TO INCLUDE SAFE
SLEEP PRACTICES AND THE CAUSES OF SUDDEN UNEXPECTED
INFANT DEATH SYNDROME IN THE INFORMATION THAT MUST BE
PROVIDED. - ratified title
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-20
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-107
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-82
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-86
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-86
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   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/14/18 Ratified R 217
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 199
S 0892  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DAN RADAKOVICH FOR
BEING NAMED THE 2017 ATHLETIC DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR.
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0893  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE INVESTIGATOR
TRACI M. BARR OF THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT SOLICITOR S OFFICE
FOR HER MANY YEARS OF PUBLIC SERVICE TO LEXINGTON COUNTY.
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0894  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE NINETY SIX HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR ADMIRABLE WORK AND TO APPLAUD THEM FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS A
STATE FINALS.
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0895  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CALVARY PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH (U.S.A.), IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF ITS
ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO CELEBRATE THIS
MOMENTOUS EVENT ON NOVEMBER 19, 2017.
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0896  Resolution, By Jackson, Kimpson, J. Matthews, Williams, Malloy
and Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF BISHOP JOHN HURST ADAMS, TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE
DEDICATION TO CIVIL RIGHTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0897  Resolution, By Setzler, Massey and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF ALLEAN COLEMAN HAMMOND, AND TO EXTEND THEIR
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0898  Resolution, By Malloy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF DR. LUNS C. RICHARDSON, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0899  Resolution, By Johnson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF HAYES F. SAMUELS, JR., AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0900  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MIKE GRAY UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT FOR UNITED WAY OF THE MIDLANDS, TO
COMMEND HIM FOR HIS THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE
ORGANIZATION, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0901  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA DANCE MARATHON UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS TWEN-
TIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ORGA-
NIZATION FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0902  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ST. PAUL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDRED
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY, TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHURCH
FOR ITS DEEP HERITAGE IN CAMDEN, AND TO COMMEND ITS LEAD-
ERSHIP AND CONGREGATION FOR THEIR MANY YEARS OF SERVICE
TO THE COMMUNITY.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   01/24/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-24
S 0903  Resolution, By Hembree
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE WEEK OF JANUARY 21
THROUGH JANUARY 27, 2018 AS  NATIONAL SCHOOL CHOICE WEEK
IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO HONOR STUDENTS, PARENTS, TEACH-
ERS, AND SCHOOL LEADERS FROM K-12 EDUCATIONAL ENVIRON-
MENTS OF ALL VARIETIES FOR THEIR PERSISTENCE,
ACHIEVEMENTS, DEDICATION, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR
COMMUNITIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0904  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LIMESTONE
COLLEGE MEN S LACROSSE TEAM AND COACHES FOR AN EXTRAOR-
DINARY SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2017 NCAA DIVISION II
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   01/24/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-24
S 0905  Concurrent Resolution, By J. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE
LIFE OF DR. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PAYTON AND TO HONOR HIS SIG-
NIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ACADEMIA.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   01/24/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-24
S 0906  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LOW COUNTRY
HEALTHY START (LCHS) FOR TWENTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SER-
VICE IN REDUCING DISPARITIES IN INFANT MORTALITY AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES TO THE ORGANIZATION FOR CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ITS WORTHY ENDEAVORS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 0907  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 31, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS TRAFFIC RULES, TO PROVIDE
THAT A VEHICLE IN A FUNERAL PROCESSION HAS THE RIGHT OF
WAY AT AN INTERSECTION AND MAY PROCEED THROUGH THE
INTERSECTION IF THE PROCESSION IS LED BY AN ESCORT VEHICLE
DISPLAYING FLASHING AMBER OR PURPLE LIGHTS, VISIBLE IN ALL
DIRECTIONS FOR A DISTANCE OF FIVE HUNDRED FEET IN NORMAL
SUNLIGHT AND ATTACHED SO AS TO BE CLEARLY VISIBLE TO
APPROACHING TRAFFIC; TO PROVIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS; AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
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   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
S 0908  General Bill, By Shealy
Similar (S 0803, H 4681)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-2080 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO QUALIFICATIONS FOR A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON MAY NOT BE ISSUED A COMMERCIAL
DRIVER S LICENSE UNLESS THAT PERSON COMPLETES AN IN-PER-
SON OR ONLINE HUMAN TRAFFICKING AWARENESS COURSE AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERSON MUST PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF COM-
PLETION TO THE DEPARTMENT WITH HIS APPLICATION FOR A COM-
MERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 0909  General Bill, By Davis, Fanning, Williams, Timmons, Rice, Johnson,
Young, Talley, Scott, McLeod, Setzler, J. Matthews, Allen, Massey,
Goldfinch, Campbell, Climer, Senn and Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-200 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO JOINT OWNERSHIP OF THE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC GENERATING
STATION IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE AUTHORITY IS JOINTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR PRESERVING ANY
PARTIALLY CONSTRUCTED NUCLEAR ELECTRIC GENERATION UNITS
ON THE SITE AT OR NEAR PARR SHOALS IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY; TO
PROVIDE THAT A PRIVATELY OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY PROVIDING
POWER TO RATEPAYERS PURSUANT TO SECTION 58-27-620 THAT IS A
JOINT OWNER WITH THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY OF A PAR-
TIALLY CONSTRUCTED NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PLANT SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR PRESERVING THE PARTIALLY CONSTRUCTED SITE
AS A CONDITION OF BEING APPROVED TO DO BUSINESS IN THIS
STATE; TO PROVIDE FOR COST RECOVERY; AND TO PROVIDE CONDI-
TIONS FOR PRESERVATION; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0910  General Bill, By Malloy
Similar (S 1122, H 4801)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-200 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SALARIES OF SUPREME COURT JUSTICES AND COURT OF
APPEALS, CIRCUIT COURT, AND FAMILY COURT JUDGES, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR A SALARY SCHEDULE FOR THOSE JUDGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-7-325 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO SOLICITOR COM-
PENSATION, TO PROVIDE THAT EACH FULL-TIME CIRCUIT SOLICI-
TOR SHALL EARN A SALARY NOT LESS THAN THE SALARY PAID TO A
CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE FOR THE 2016-2017 FISCAL YEAR; TO AMEND
SECTION 14-11-30 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO MASTER-IN-
EQUITY COMPENSATION, TO PROVIDE FOR A PAY SCHEDULE BASED
ON THE SALARY PAID TO A CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE FOR THE 2016-
2017 FISCAL YEAR; TO AMEND SECTION 17-3-510(C) OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO CIRCUIT PUBLIC DEFENDERS, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE CIRCUIT PUBLIC DEFENDER FOR EACH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
MUST EARN A SALARY NOT LESS THAN THE SALARY PAID TO A CIR-
CUIT COURT JUDGE FOR THE 2016-2017 FISCAL YEAR; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 22-8-40(B)(2) AND (3) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME MAGISTRATE SALARIES, TO PROVIDE
FOR A PAY SCHEDULE BASED ON THE SALARY PAID TO A CIRCUIT
COURT JUDGE FOR THE 2016-2017 FISCAL YEAR; TO AMEND SECTION
42-3-40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO SALARIES OF WORKERS
COMPENSATION COMMISSIONERS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ANNUAL
SALARY FOR EACH COMMISSIONER SHALL BE EIGHTY-FIVE PER-
CENT OF THE SALARY PAID TO A CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE FOR THE
2016-2017 FISCAL YEAR;
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Malloy (ch), Campsen, John-
son, Gambrell, Talley
S 0911  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 3106)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-39-360 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO A COUNTY S AUTHORITY TO EXTEND THE PAYMENT OF PROP-
ERTY TAXES FOR SERVICE MEMBERS IN OR NEAR A HAZARD DUTY
ZONE, TO REQUIRE EACH COUNTY TO ALLOW FOR A DEFERMENT,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFERMENT BEGINS ON THE TAX DUE DATE
AND ENDS NINETY DAYS AFTER THE LAST DATE OF DEPLOYMENT,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT NO INTEREST MAY BE CHARGED DURING
THE DEPLOYMENT UNLESS THE TAX IS NOT PAID WITHIN THE
NINETY-DAY GRACE PERIOD.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
   02/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
11
   02/21/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-14
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   02/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-45  Nays-0 SJ-14
   02/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
S 0912  General Bill, By Jackson, Allen, Reese, Shealy, Talley, Johnson,
Campbell, Sabb, Gambrell, Nicholson and Rankin
Similar (H 4879)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-18-75 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PRIVATE INVES-
TIGATION BUSINESS FROM KNOWINGLY REPRESENTING MULTIPLE
PARTIES WITH OPPOSING INTERESTS IN CIVIL OR CRIMINAL MAT-
TERS AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   03/13/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-15
   03/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Amended SJ-33
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-41
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-41
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-41
   04/10/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-44
   04/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
S 0913 (Rat # 0218, Act #  0200)  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (H 4828)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-740, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO YOUTH HUNTING DAYS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR A YOUTH HUNTING DAY FOR HUNTING ANTLERED
DEER ONLY AND TO PROVIDE A BAG LIMIT, TO PROVIDE THAT
YOUTH HUNTERS WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED THE HUNTER EDU-
CATION PROGRAM MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT, AND TO
PROVIDE THE LICENSE OR TAG REQUIREMENT IS WAIVED FOR A
YOUTH HUNTER ON A YOUTH HUNTING DAY. - ratified title
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-10
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-32
   02/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-15
   02/13/18 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   02/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-15
   02/14/18 Senate Amended SJ-10
   02/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-34  Nays-0 SJ-10
   02/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
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   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-41
   05/08/18 House Amended HJ-55
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-55
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-56
   05/09/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-29
   05/09/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-15
   05/09/18 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Hixon, Kirby, Yow
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Campsen, Goldfinch,
Bright Matthews SJ-72
   05/10/18 House Conference report adopted HJ-88
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-89
   05/10/18 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-74
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-74
   05/10/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-74
   05/14/18 Ratified R 218
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 200
S 0914  General Bill, By Shealy and Massey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-730 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO SALES BY PERMITTED WINERIES, TO PROVIDE THAT PERMITTED
WINERIES MAY APPLY FOR A RETAIL ON-PREMISES PERMIT FOR THE
SALE OF WINE PRODUCED BY THE LICENSEE FOR SALE IN A SEPA-
RATE LOCATION FROM ITS LICENSED PREMISES, TO PROVIDE THAT
PERMITTED WINERIES MAY APPLY FOR UP TO FIFTY SPECIAL EVENT
PERMITS PER YEAR FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE FOR
LOCATIONS THAT ARE NOT A WINERY S LICENSED PREMISES, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR QUALIFICATIONS FOR ON-PREMISES PERMITS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/05/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
S 0915  General Bill, By Timmons
Similar (S 0766, S 0931)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1312 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNTS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS RECEIVED BY CANDIDATES SHALL BE DEPOSITED INTO AN
INTEREST ON CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT KNOWN AS AN  IOCA,  TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AN IOCA BENEFITS THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, TO
PROVIDE THAT AN IOCA SHALL BE ESTABLISHED WITH AN ELIGIBLE
INSTITUTION THAT VOLUNTARILY CHOOSES TO PARTICIPATE, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE RATE OF INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS PAYABLE ON
ANY IOCA, TO PROVIDE THAT ONE PERCENT OF ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS DEPOSITED INTO AN IOCA SHALL BE REMITTED TO BENEFIT
THE COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS REMITTED TO
THE COMMISSION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION SHALL BE USED BY
THE COMMISSION TO CREATE A POSITION OR POSITIONS WITHIN ITS
EMPLOY TO CHECK AND CONFIRM THE COMPLETENESS OF CANDI-
DATE FILINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-320 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE STATE ETHICS COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THOSE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
INCLUDE RECEIVING, ADMINISTERING, INVESTING, DISBURSING,
AND SEPARATELY ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS REMITTED TO IT PUR-
SUANT TO SECTION 8-13-1312; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-340 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE ETH-
ICS COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE ETHICS COMMIS-
SION AT THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL YEAR SHALL REPORT TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE GOVERNOR CONCERNING THE
ACTION IT HAS TAKEN, THE NAMES, SALARIES, AND DUTIES OF ALL
PERSONS IN ITS EMPLOY, THE MONEY IT HAS DISBURSED, AND THE
AMOUNT OF FUNDS IT HAS RECEIVED FROM IOCAS AND THAT THE
COMMISSION SHALL ALSO MAKE OTHER REPORTS ON MATTERS
WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
LEGISLATION AS MAY APPEAR DESIRABLE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 3,
CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE STATE
ETHICS COMMISSION, BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-367, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE COMMISSION SHALL BE GRANTED ACCESS TO A CANDI-
DATE S INCOME TAX RETURNS ON FILE WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE IF THE COMMISSION, BY A TWO-THIRDS
VOTE DURING A PENDING INVESTIGATION OR OPEN COMPLAINT,
DECIDES A CANDIDATE S INCOME TAX RETURN IS RELEVANT TO A
PENDING INVESTIGATION OR OPEN COMPLAINT; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 3, CHAPTER 4, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, BY ADDING SECTION 12-4-365, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT, WHEN REQUESTED BY THE STATE ETHICS
COMMISSION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 8-13-367, SHALL PRO-
VIDE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX
RETURNS OF A CANDIDATE, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 8-13-1300(4), TO
THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
S 0916  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-52-870, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ENERGY EFFICIENT MANUFAC-
TURED HOMES INCENTIVE PROGRAM, SO AS TO EXTEND THE PRO-
GRAM TEN ADDITIONAL YEARS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
   01/25/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-4
   01/25/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
32
   02/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-10
   02/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   02/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-21
   02/21/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/27/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-3
S 0917  General Bill, By Kimpson, Scott and Campsen
Similar (H 4880)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 6-1-530, 6-1-730, AND 6-4-10, ALL AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE EXPENDITURE OF THE STATE ACCOMMODATIONS TAX,
LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX, AND LOCAL ACCOMMODATIONS TAX,
RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO ALLOW THE REVENUE TO BE EXPENDED
FOR THE CONTROL AND REPAIR OF FLOODING AND DRAINAGE AT
TOURISM-RELATED LANDS OR AREAS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
32
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 Senate Amended SJ-23
   02/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   02/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-16
   02/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
   05/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-26
   05/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-9-18 HJ-45
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   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-31
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, McCravy,
Wheeler, Hewitt, Toole, Crawford, Jefferson, Elliott,
Erickson, Stringer, Trantham, Loftis, Hamilton, Long,
Forrester, Dilliard, Huggins HJ-40
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Huggins, Jefferson,
McCravy, Wheeler, Long, Dilliard, Trantham, Hamilton,
Elliott, Crawford, Erickson, GR Smith, Forrester HJ-106
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-111
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-82  Nays-15 HJ-115
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-20
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-78  Nays-20 HJ-21
   05/10/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-58
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-41 SJ-58
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Pitts, Finlay, Crawford
HJ-83
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Davis, Scott, Goldfinch
SJ-59
S 0918 (Rat # 0219, Act #  0201)  General Bill, By Peeler, Malloy, Hembree
and M.B. Matthews
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESCRIPTIONS, SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH LIMITATIONS FOR INITIAL OPIOID PRESCRIPTIONS; BY ADDING
SECTION 44-53-1655 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO PROVIDE PRESCRIP-
TION REPORT CARDS TO PRACTITIONERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
44-53-1650, RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF PRESCRIPTION MON-
ITORING PROGRAM DATA, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR
PURPOSES OF PRACTITIONER PRESCRIPTION REPORT CARDS. - ratified
title
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-6
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-14
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-14
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-91
   04/24/18 House Amended HJ-32
   04/24/18 House Read second time HJ-32
   04/24/18 House Roll call Yeas-112  Nays-0 HJ-39
   04/25/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-35
   05/09/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-127
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-127
   05/09/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-127
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-135
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-136
   05/14/18 Ratified R 219
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 201
S 0919  General Bill, By Turner, Hembree and Talley
Similar (H 3769, H 3833)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO PUBLIC AID, ASSISTANCE AND RELIEF, GENERALLY, BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 13, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES TO ESTABLISH A COMPUTERIZED INCOME, ASSET,
AND IDENTITY ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION SERVICE TO VERIFY A
PERSON S IDENTITY AND ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT AND THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES TO USE THE SERVICE AS PART OF DETERMINING WHETHER TO
AWARD AN APPLICANT OR RECIPIENT PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, TO
ENABLE OTHER DEPARTMENTS PROVIDING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE TO
USE THE SERVICE, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN REPORTING TO THE ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL AND THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR
CASES OF SUSPECTED FRAUD, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
SERVICES TO SUBMIT REPORTS TO THE GOVERNOR AND OTHER
PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
S 0920  General Bill, By Turner, Hembree and Talley
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PUBLIC AID AND ASSISTANCE, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 43-5-260, TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
FROM APPLYING FOR, SEEKING, ACCEPTING, OR RENEWING A
WAIVER OF WORK REQUIREMENTS FOR A PERSON APPLYING FOR
OR RECEIVING SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
BENEFITS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
S 0921  General Bill, By Turner, Talley and Young
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PUBLIC AID AND ASSISTANCE, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 43-5-250, TO REQUIRE AN INDIVIDUAL APPLYING OR REAPPLY-
ING FOR BENEFITS THROUGH THE SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM TO COOPERATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES  DIVISION OF CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES AS A
CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR THOSE BENEFITS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
S 0922  General Bill, By Turner and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PUBLIC AID AND ASSISTANCE, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 43-5-255, TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
FROM ESTABLISHING FINANCIAL RESOURCE LIMITS APPLICABLE TO
DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR THE SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM THAT EXCEED FEDERAL LIMITS OR EXEMPT-
ING HOUSEHOLDS FROM THE RESOURCE LIMITS.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-15
S 0923  Concurrent Resolution, By Goldfinch
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JANUARY 31, 2018, AS
OMPHALOCELE AWARENESS DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OMPHALOCELE AND MORE ABOUT HOW THEY CAN SUPPORT
OMPHALOCELE PATIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   01/23/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-15
   01/30/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   01/30/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   01/31/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-70
S 0924  Resolution, By Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HON-
ORABLE JAMES P.  SONNY  DAVIS ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT FROM HONEA PATH TOWN COUNCIL AND TO THANK HIM FOR
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HIS DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF HONEA
PATH.
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 0925  General Bill, By Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-910 OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO KIDNAPPING, TO INCLUDE
THE OFFENSE OF ATTEMPT TO KIDNAP; AND TO AMEND ARTICLE 9,
CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 TO ADD SECTION 16-3-930 TO CREATE THE
OFFENSE OF LURING OR ATTEMPTING TO LURE A CHILD UNDER THE
AGE OF THIRTEEN WITH INTENT TO COMMIT A CRIME; TO ESTAB-
LISH PENALTIES AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES.
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0926  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 15-1-350 SO AS TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE CERTAIN FACILITIES CAN PRESENT AN ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT TO A PERSON FOR EXECUTION PRIOR TO RECEIVING
SERVICES FROM THE FACILITY, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0927  General Bill, By Campsen, Rice, Davis, Campbell, Cromer and Senn
A BILL TO ENACT THE  BEACHFRONT MANAGEMENT REFORM ACT,
BY AMENDING SECTION 48-39-280 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE FORTY-YEAR RETREAT POLICY FOR COASTAL TIDELANDS AND
WETLANDS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL ESTABLISH BASELINES AND
SETBACK LINES FOR ALL GEOGRAPHIC AREAS WHERE BASELINES
AND SETBACK LINES WERE ESTABLISHED ON OR BEFORE JANUARY
31, 2012, TO PROVIDE THAT THE BASELINES AND SETBACK LINES
MUST BE ESTABLISHED ANEW NOT LESS THAN EVERY SEVEN
YEARS BUT NOT MORE THAN EVERY TEN YEARS FOLLOWING AN
ESTABLISHMENT CYCLE AND MUST BE BASED UPON THE BEST
AVAILABLE DATA COLLECTED, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL PROVIDE FOR
A NOTICE AND COMMENT PERIOD TO THE PUBLIC REGARDING NEW
BASELINES AND SETBACK LINES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREST OF
A PRIMARY OCEANFRONT SAND DUNE MAY NOT BE LOCATED IN AN
AREA WITHIN ONE YEAR FOLLOWING A SIGNIFICANT STORM
EVENT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A REVIEW PROCESS FOR LANDOWN-
ERS WHO MAY BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A BASELINE OR SETBACK LINE; BY AMENDING SECTION 44-1-
60(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO APPEALS FROM DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND CONTROL DECISIONS, TO
EXEMPT THE DECISION TO ESTABLISH A BASELINE OR SETBACK
LINE FROM THIS SECTION; AND BY DEFINING NECESSARY TERMS.
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-3
S 0928 (Rat # 0220, Act #  0202)  General Bill, By Scott, Jackson, McLeod,
Campbell and Johnson
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO DELINEATE THE CONDITIONS
UNDER WHICH SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS MAY TRANSFER OWN-
ERSHIP OF WORKS OF ART ACQUIRED BY GIFT, BEQUEST, PUR-
CHASE, OR BY OTHER MEANS TO NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS
ORGANIZED FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISPLAYING WORKS OF ART. - rat-
ified title
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Talley (ch), McLeod, Senn
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   03/20/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-31
   03/21/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-44
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 House Amended HJ-82
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-82
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-83
   05/10/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-15
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-51
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-51
   05/14/18 Ratified R 220
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 202
S 0929  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2018
AS  CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY  AND TO HONOR THE VALUABLE
CONTRIBUTIONS THAT SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES AND TOWNS MAKE
TO THE STATE S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH THEIR RELA-
TIONSHIPS WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES.
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
   01/25/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
   01/25/18 Senate Adopted SJ-3
S 0930  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE JERUSA-
LEM MISSIONARY BAPTIST AND EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
ITS DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY OF GEORGETOWN
UPON THE OCCASION OF THE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION S
PRAYER AND PRAISE WEEKEND.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0931  General Bill, By Timmons, Climer, Talley, Massey, Davis, Hembree,
McElveen, Rice, Fanning, McLeod, Cash, Turner, Bennett, Rankin, Shealy,
Goldfinch, Gambrell and Senn
Similar (S 0766, S 0915)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1312 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNTS, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS RECEIVED BY CANDIDATES SHALL BE DEPOSITED INTO AN
INTEREST ON CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT KNOWN AS AN  IOCA,  TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AN IOCA BENEFITS THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, TO
PROVIDE THAT AN IOCA SHALL BE ESTABLISHED WITH AN ELIGIBLE
INSTITUTION THAT VOLUNTARILY CHOOSES TO PARTICIPATE, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE RATE OF INTEREST OR DIVIDENDS PAYABLE ON
ANY IOCA, TO PROVIDE THAT ONE PERCENT OF ALL CONTRIBU-
TIONS DEPOSITED INTO AN IOCA SHALL BE REMITTED TO BENEFIT
THE COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS REMITTED TO
THE COMMISSION PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION SHALL BE USED BY
THE COMMISSION TO CREATE A POSITION OR POSITIONS WITHIN ITS
EMPLOY TO CHECK AND CONFIRM THE COMPLETENESS OF CANDI-
DATE FILINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-320 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE STATE ETHICS COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THOSE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
INCLUDE RECEIVING, ADMINISTERING, INVESTING, DISBURSING,
AND SEPARATELY ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS REMITTED TO IT PUR-
SUANT TO SECTION 8-13-1312; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-340 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE ETH-
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ICS COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE ETHICS COMMIS-
SION AT THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL YEAR SHALL REPORT TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE GOVERNOR CONCERNING THE
ACTION IT HAS TAKEN, THE NAMES, SALARIES, AND DUTIES OF ALL
PERSONS IN ITS EMPLOY, THE MONEY IT HAS DISBURSED, AND THE
AMOUNT OF FUNDS IT HAS RECEIVED FROM IOCAS AND THAT THE
COMMISSION SHALL ALSO MAKE OTHER REPORTS ON MATTERS
WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
LEGISLATION AS MAY APPEAR DESIRABLE; AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   01/30/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0932  General Bill, By Campbell, Hembree, Bennett, Williams and Grooms
Similar (S 0343, H 3739)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 57 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATE HIGHWAY
SYSTEM, BY ADDING SECTION 57-5-880, TO PROVIDE THAT AN
ENTITY UNDERTAKING A TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROJ-
ECT SHALL BEAR THE COSTS RELATED TO RELOCATING WATER AND
SEWER LINES; TO PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR UTILITIES TO
BE ELIGIBLE FOR RELOCATION PAYMENTS; AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-9
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-78
S 0933 (Rat # 0221, Act #  0203)  General Bill, By Campsen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1705, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CATCH LIMITS FOR ESTUARINE AND
SALTWATER FINFISH, SO AS TO REVISE THE CATCH LIMIT FOR RED
DRUM. - ratified title
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-32
   02/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   02/13/18 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   02/13/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-16
   02/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-65
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-40
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-51
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-2 HJ-51
   05/09/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-25
   05/14/18 Ratified R 221
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 203
S 0934  General Bill, By Talley and Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-123-60(A)(3) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO PROVIDE AN
EXEMPTION FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROCURED IN ASSO-
CIATION WITH THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AUTHORITY.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
8
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0935  General Bill, By Talley
Similar (H 4699)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3775 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INCOME
TAX CREDIT TO AN INDIVIDUAL OR BUSINESS THAT CONSTRUCTS,
PURCHASES, OR LEASES CERTAIN SOLAR ENERGY PROPERTY AND
PLACES IT IN SERVICE IN THIS STATE, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINI-
TION OF  SOLAR ENERGY PROPERTY .
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0936  General Bill, By Johnson
Similar (H 3272)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 50 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-325, TO DEFINE THE TERM  HUNT-
ING DEER WITH A DOG ; TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON HUNTING
DEER WITH A DOG MUST CAUSE THE DOG TO BE IDENTIFIED WITH A
COLLAR; TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE WHEREBY A LOST DOG IS
RETURNED TO ITS OWNER; TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER OF A DOG
THAT TRESPASSES ON ANOTHER PERSON S PROPERTY IS LIABLE FOR
CIVIL DAMAGES; TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO STEAL,
HARM, OR KILL A DOG IN PURSUIT OF A DEER THAT HAS IDENTIFI-
ABLE OWNER INFORMATION OR TO REMOVE OR DESTROY ANY
MEANS OF IDENTIFYING OR TRACKING THE DOG; TO PROVIDE THAT
HUNTING DEER WITH A DOG IS UNLAWFUL ON A TRACT OF LAND
THAT CONTAINS LESS THAN ONE THOUSAND ACRES UNLESS THE
TRACT OF LAND IS ENCLOSED BY A FENCE; AND TO PROVIDE VARI-
OUS PENALTIES.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
S 0937 (Rat # 0172, Act #  0161)  General Bill, By Hutto and M.B. Matthews
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-53-600, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TEMPORARY DEVOLUTION OF
POWERS, DUTIES, AND OBLIGATIONS VESTED IN THE DENMARK
TECHNICAL COLLEGE AREA COMMISSION TO THE STATE BOARD
FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION, SO AS TO
EXTEND THE DEVOLUTION TO JANUARY 1, 2019, AND MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-53-600 EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1, 2019. - ratified title
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-8
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   02/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-19
   02/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-19
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-4
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-8
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-15
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-16
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/27/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-2
   05/01/18 Ratified R 172
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/09/18 Effective date 05/03/18
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   05/14/18 Act No. 161
S 0938  Concurrent Resolution, By Climer, Gregory, Peeler and Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF CAROWINDS BOULE-
VARD FROM THE NORTH CAROLINA-SOUTH CAROLINA BORDER TO
THE JUNCTION OF CAROWINDS BOULEVARD AND INTERSTATE 77 IN
YORK COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA  DETECTIVE MIKE DOTY MEMO-
RIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THE LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   01/30/18 House Introduced HJ-4
   01/30/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-4
   01/31/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-26
   02/01/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
S 0939  Resolution, By Martin, Corbin, Peeler, Reese and Talley
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL ATHLETES, COACHES, AND STAFF FOR AN OUTSTANDING
YEAR AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON THEIR SIGNIFICANT ATH-
LETIC ACHIEVEMENTS.
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0940  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE MONTH OF MAY
2018 AS  MENTAL HEALTH MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
RAISE AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF MENTAL ILLNESS AND
THE NEED FOR APPROPRIATE AND ACCESSIBLE SERVICES FOR ALL
PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS.
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   01/30/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   02/06/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-41
   02/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 0941  Concurrent Resolution, By Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND
SOUTH CAROLINA S FFA MEMBERS AND ALL WHO SUPPORT, PRO-
MOTE, AND ENCOURAGE THESE OUTSTANDING STUDENTS OF AGRI-
CULTURAL EDUCATION AND TO JOIN THEM IN OBSERVANCE OF
NATIONAL FFA WEEK, FEBRUARY 18-24, 2018.
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   01/31/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-70
S 0942  Resolution, By Corbin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Courson, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler,
Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SERGEANT DAR SHAW
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS NINETEEN AND ONE-HALF YEARS OF PUBLIC SERVICE WITH THE
GREENVILLE COUNTY FORENSICS DEPARTMENT S CRIME SCENE
UNIT, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0943  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS OF THE CLEMSON AREA UPON THE OCCASION OF
ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO RECOGNIZE CURRENT AND
FOUNDING MEMBERS FOR THEIR DEDICATED SERVICE AND OUT-
STANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR COMMUNITY.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 0944  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARCH OF DIMES UPON
THE OCCASION OF ITS EIGHTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO RECOG-
NIZE THE ORGANIZATION FOR ITS DEDICATED SERVICE AND OUT-
STANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0945  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews, Campbell, Campsen, Cromer and
Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 6-1-530 AND 6-1-730, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
THE USE OF REVENUE FROM THE LOCAL ACCOMMODATIONS TAX
AND HOSPITALITY TAX, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO REDUCE A
THRESHOLD FROM NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN
ACCOMMODATIONS TAXES COLLECTIONS TO SEVEN HUNDRED
FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0946  Resolution, By Peeler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. CLYDE P.
THOMAS, SENIOR PASTOR OF CHEROKEE AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH,
FOR HIS FORTY-THREE YEARS OF SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE TO THE
UPSTATE COMMUNITY.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 0947  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 24-3-965 RELATING TO EXCLUSIVE MAGIS-
TRATES COURT JURISDICTION FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES REGARDING
THE FURNISHING OF CONTRABAND TO INMATES.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-5
S 0948  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews, Massey, Nicholson, Johnson and
Williams
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 48, TITLE 15 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE UNIFORM ARBITRATION ACT, BY ADDING SECTION 15-
48-225, TO PROVIDE FOR A NOTICE OF WAIVER OF LEGAL RIGHTS TO
PATIENTS ENTERING INTO ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS WITH
HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS, TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS WHO
MAY MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR A PATIENT WHO IS
UNABLE TO CONSENT ARE PROHIBITED FROM EXECUTING ARBI-
TRATION AGREEMENTS ON BEHALF OF A PATIENT, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR A NOTICE OF WAIVER OF LEGAL RIGHTS.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 0949  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews, Malloy, Rice, Cash, Massey and
Senn
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 21, TITLE 24 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO PROBATION, BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-435, TO
PROVIDE THAT PROBATION OFFICERS, COURT PERSONNEL, COUNTY
AND MUNICIPAL PERSONNEL, PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AND PRIVATE VOL-
UNTEERS WHO PARTICIPATE IN COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS IN
WHICH A PROBATIONER IS COMPLETING COMMUNITY SERVICE AS A
CONDITION OF PROBATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 24-21-430 ARE
NOT LIABLE FOR CIVIL DAMAGES UNLESS AN INJURY OR DAMAGES
RESULT FROM THE GROSS NEGLIGENCE, RECKLESSNESS, OR INTEN-
TIONAL MISCONDUCT OF SUCH PERSON.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Corrections
and Penology SJ-12
   03/07/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
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   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-22
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
   04/18/18 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-43
   04/24/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-25-18 HJ-6
   04/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-26-18 HJ-39
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-8
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-23
   05/02/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-9
   05/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-9-18 HJ-38
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Stavrinakis, Rutherford, Pitts,
Williams, Fry, Jefferson, Caskey, Wheeler, West, Loftis,
Long, Blackwell, Atkinson, Bryant, Brown HJ-29
S 0950  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews
Similar (S 0058)
A BILL TO ENACT THE  SAVANNAH RIVER PORT ENHANCEMENT
ZONE ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3360(E)(1) AND (M) OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE JOB TAX CREDIT, TO PROVIDE FOR A
SAVANNAH RIVER PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO AMEND SECTION
12-6-3367(A) AND (B)  OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE MORATO-
RIUM ON CERTAIN TAXES FOR CERTAIN TAXPAYERS, TO EXTEND
THE MORATORIUM TO TAXPAYERS CREATING AT LEAST FIFTY NEW
FULL-TIME JOBS IN A SAVANNAH RIVER PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3375 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE
TAX CREDIT FOR PORT CARGO VOLUME INCREASE, TO INCREASE
THE MAXIMUM ANNUAL CREDIT AMOUNT FROM EIGHT MILLION TO
NINE MILLION DOLLARS AND TO PROVIDE THAT ONE MILLION DOL-
LARS MAY BE AWARDED TO A NEW WAREHOUSE OR DISTRIBUTION
FACILITY THAT MEETS CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS AND CREATES AT
LEAST FIFTY NEW FULL-TIME JOBS IN A SAVANNAH RIVER PORT
ENHANCEMENT ZONE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-80 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO JOB DEVELOPMENT CREDITS, TO ALLOW
EIGHTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE MAXIMUM CREDIT TO BE CLAIMED
BY BUSINESSES LOCATED IN A SAVANNAH RIVER PORT ENHANCE-
MENT ZONE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-14-60(A) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT, TO DOUBLE THE
AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT FOR ANY QUALIFIED MANUFACTURING
AND PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT PROPERTY LOCATED IN A SAVANNAH
RIVER PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-
2120(51) AND (67) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS
FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, TO EXTEND THE EXEMPTION FOR
MATERIALS HANDLING TO A TAXPAYER THAT INVESTS AT LEAST
TWENTY MILLION DOLLARS IN A SAVANNAH RIVER PORT ENHANCE-
MENT ZONE AND TO EXTEND THE EXEMPTION FOR CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS TO A TAXPAYER THAT INVESTS AT LEAST FORTY MIL-
LION DOLLARS, IN REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IN A SAVANNAH
RIVER PORT ENHANCEMENT ZONE.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 0951  Resolution, By Grooms
Similar (H 4960)
A SENATE RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING CONGRESS TO AUTHORIZE
A PILOT PROGRAM BETWEEN THE STATES OF GEORGIA, SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, AND NORTH CAROLINA GRANTING COMMERCIAL DRIVER S
LICENSE HOLDERS BETWEEN THE AGES OF EIGHTEEN AND
TWENTY-ONE THE RIGHT TO OPERATE IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE
AND TO HAUL INTERSTATE COMMODITIES WITHIN AND BETWEEN
THESE STATES.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   02/27/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-11
   02/28/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/18 Senate Adopted SJ-45
S 0952  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BROTHER I. V.
WHITE OF ABBEVILLE COUNTY FOR HIS SELFLESS SERVICE TO HIS
GOD, TO THE MEMBERS OF HAIGLER STREET CHURCH OF CHRIST,
AND TO THE CITIZENS OF ABBEVILLE COUNTY DURING A DISTIN-
GUISHED MINISTERIAL CAREER SPANNING SIXTY YEARS.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0953  Concurrent Resolution, By Leatherman, Setzler and Massey
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 9, ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, 1895,
WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 10, 2018, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, STAND ADJOURNED TO MEET SUBJECT TO
THE CALL OF THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE FOR THE HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE
FOR THE SENATE AT TIMES THEY CONSIDER APPROPRIATE FOR
THEIR RESPECTIVE BODIES TO MEET FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF
CERTAIN SPECIFIED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN THE
RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADJOURN NOT
LATER THAN FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2018, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
SHALL STAND ADJOURNED SINE DIE.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0954 (Rat # 0285, Act #  0271)  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman, Setzler,
Massey and Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC SERVICE COM-
MISSION SHALL NOT HOLD A HEARING ON THE MERITS BEFORE
NOVEMBER 1, 2018, FOR A DOCKET IN WHICH REQUESTS WERE
MADE PURSUANT TO THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT, EXCEPT THAT
THE COMMISSION MAY HOLD AN ADMINISTRATIVE OR PROCE-
DURAL HEARING FOR SUCH A DOCKET PRIOR TO A HEARING ON
THE MERITS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION MUST ISSUE
A FINAL ORDER ON THE MERITS FOR A DOCKET IN WHICH
REQUESTS WERE MADE PURSUANT TO THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT
NO LATER THAN DECEMBER 21, 2018; TO PROVIDE THAT NO FINAL
DETERMINATION OF MATTERS DESCRIBED IN THIS JOINT RESOLU-
TION, WHETHER BY A FINAL ORDER ISSUED BY THE COMMISSION
OR BY OPERATION OF LAW, SHALL OCCUR EARLIER THAN THE TIME
PERIOD PRESCRIBED ABOVE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMIS-
SION S FAILURE TO ISSUE A FINAL ORDER PRIOR TO THE TIME
PERIOD ESTABLISHED IN THIS JOINT RESOLUTION SHALL NOT CON-
STITUTE APPROVAL BY THE COMMISSION, AND A UTILITY MUST
NOT PUT INTO EFFECT THE CHANGE IN RATES IT REQUESTED IN ITS
SCHEDULE; AND TO SUSPEND PROVISIONS IN TITLE 58 OF THE 1976
CODE THAT ARE IN CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS JOINT
RESOLUTION FOR MATTERS RELATED TO THE V.C. SUMMER
NUCLEAR REACTOR UNITS 2 AND 3 UNTIL THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION ISSUES ITS FINAL ORDER IN THE MATTER. - ratified title
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
   02/07/18 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-32
   02/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-32
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 Senate Special order, set for February 8, 2018 SJ-16
   02/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-3 SJ-16
   02/13/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-21
   02/14/18 Senate Amended SJ-12
   02/14/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-12
   02/15/18 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   02/15/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-0 SJ-13
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-31
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   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   03/07/18 House Amended HJ-20
   03/07/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   03/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-1 HJ-21
   03/08/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-29
   03/28/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-56
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-16 SJ-56
   03/29/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-53
   04/18/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-36
   04/18/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-36
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-76
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-7  Nays-104 HJ-76
   04/26/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Setzler, Rankin, Massey SJ-14
   04/26/18 House Conference committee appointed Rutherford, McCoy, Fin-
lay HJ-76
   06/27/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-16
   06/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-16
   06/27/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-62
   06/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-0 HJ-65
   06/27/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-67
   06/28/18 Ratified R 285
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/12/18 Effective date 07/02/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 271
S 0955 (Rat # 0142, Act #  0270)  Joint Resolution, By Alexander, Hutto,
Setzler, Rankin, Massey and Leatherman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC UTILITIES
REVIEW COMMITTEE SHALL RESUME SCREENING CANDIDATES FOR
THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, SEATS 2, 4, AND 6, SHALL
ADVERTISE FOR THESE POSITIONS FOR AN ADDITIONAL TIME
PERIOD BEGINNING NO LATER THAN FEBRUARY 16, 2018, THROUGH
MARCH 23, 2018, AND SHALL ACCEPT APPLICATIONS FROM FEBRU-
ARY 22, 2018, THROUGH NOON ON MARCH 26, 2018. - ratified title
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   02/06/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-10
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   02/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-39
   02/14/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-65
   02/27/18 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-12
   02/28/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/18 House Amended HJ-13
   02/28/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-14
   03/01/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-28
   03/01/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-29
   03/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-29
   03/07/18 Ratified R 142
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 270
S 0956  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SARAH SUMTER JONES
OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 0957  General Bill, By Reese
Similar (H 4480)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-3890, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL USE OF A WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE WHILE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE,
SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS, TO REVISE
THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN IT IS UNLAWFUL TO USE A WIRELESS
DEVICE, TO REVISE THE PENALTIES, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE, TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROHIBITS A LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER FROM STOPPING A PERSON FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SEC-
TION UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL MAINTAIN STATISTI-
CAL INFORMATION REGARDING CITATIONS ISSUED  PURSUANT TO
THIS SECTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-720, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE POINT SYSTEM ESTABLISHED FOR THE EVALUA-
TION OF THE DRIVING RECORD OF PERSONS OPERATING MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DRIVING UNDER THE INFLU-
ENCE OF AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT
OFFENSE IS A TWO-POINT VIOLATION.
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
S 0958  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-40 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
MAGISTRATE SALARIES, TO PROVIDE THAT A MAGISTRATE WHO IS
LICENSED AND IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA
BAR SHALL HAVE TEN PERCENT ADDED TO HIS SALARY AS DETER-
MINED IN SUBSECTION (B).
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 0959 (Rat # 0222, Act #  0204)  General Bill, By Corbin, Hembree and
Timmons
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-770, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ILLEGAL GRAFFITI VANDALISM, SO
AS TO REVISE THE PENALTY FOR A FIRST OFFENSE. - ratified title
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-11
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-10
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-10
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-10
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-43
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-68
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-2 HJ-68
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 222
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 204
S 0960  Resolution, By Alexander
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE ALEXANDRA
DENNY OF WESTMINSTER, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR HER DEDICATED
SERVICE AND OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO HER COMMUNITY.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0961  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE HENRY T.
HOPKINS FOR HIS DEDICATED SERVICE AND OUTSTANDING CONTRI-
BUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   02/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-2
S 0962  General Bill, By Alexander
Similar (H 4601)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-75-225 SO AS TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR
LICENSURE AS AN ADDICTION COUNSELOR; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
75-5, RELATING TO CERTAIN PROVISIONS GENERALLY APPLICABLE
TO BOARD REGULATION OF PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS, SO AS
TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-
10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR
LICENSURE OF PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE AND FAM-
ILY THERAPISTS, AND PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS, SO AS
TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-
20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO MAKE REVISIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-75-30, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF
LICENSURE BY THE BOARD TO PRACTICE CERTAIN PROFESSIONS, SO
AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
75-50, RELATING TO THE BOARD, SO AS TO REMOVE DUTIES CON-
CERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNCTION OF STANDARDS
COMMITTEES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-110, RELATING TO DISCI-
PLINARY PROCEEDINGS CONCERNING BOARD LICENSEES, SO AS TO
INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-190,
RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS BY
LICENSEES, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS AND TO
REVISE EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-220, RELATING TO
REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR LICENSURE AND
FAMILY AND MARRIAGE THERAPIST LICENSURE, SO AS TO REVISE
THOSE REQUIREMENTS AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR ADDICTION COUNSELOR LICENSURE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
75-230, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL COUN-
SELOR SUPERVISOR LICENSURE AND FAMILY AND MARRIAGE THER-
APIST SUPERVISOR LICENSURE, SO AS TO MAKE THOSE
REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO ADDICTION COUNSELOR SUPERVI-
SOR LICENSURE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-240, RELATING TO
INTERN LICENSES, SO AS TO REPLACE THE TERM  INTERN  WITH
ASSOCIATE  AND TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELOR INTERNS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-75-250, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF DISPLAY
OF LICENSES ISSUED BY THE BOARD, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION
COUNSELOR LICENSES AND ADDICTION COUNSELOR ASSOCIATE
LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-260, RELATING TO RECIPROC-
ITY AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER STATES, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDIC-
TION COUNSELOR CREDENTIALS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-285,
RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 75, TITLE
40, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-75-290, RELATING TO PERSONS NOT APPLICABLE TO
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40, SO AS TO REMOVE PROVISIONS
CONCERNING CERTAIN ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO REDESIGNATE
CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40 AS  PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPISTS, ADDICTION COUNSELORS, AND PSYCHO-
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS , AND TO REDESIGNATE ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40 AS  PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPISTS, AND ADDICTION COUNSELORS .
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-4
   03/13/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-16
   03/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-24
   03/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-78
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-86
   05/02/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-3-18 HJ-94
   05/03/18 House Amended HJ-9
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-0 HJ-12
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-9-18 HJ-37
   05/09/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-10-18 HJ-106
   05/10/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-107
S 0963  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 11 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO PUBLIC
FINANCE, BY ADDING CHAPTER 60, TO ESTABLISH THE TRUST FUND
FOR PERFORMANCE ACCOUNTABILITY TO FUND PAY-FOR-SUCCESS
CONTRACTS, WHEREBY THE STATE CONTRACTS WITH A PRIVATE-
SECTOR ORGANIZATION TO ACHIEVE SPECIFICALLY DEFINED MEA-
SUREABLE OUTCOMES IN WHICH THE STATE PAYS ONLY TO THE
EXTENT THAT THE DESIRED OUTCOMES ARE ACHIEVED.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 0964  General Bill, By Jackson
Similar (H 3241, H 4855, H 5161)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT IN A
MOTOR VEHICLE IN WHICH A MINOR IS A PASSENGER AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
S 0965  Resolution, By Malloy and McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND SOUTH CAR-
OLINA LEGAL SERVICES, INC., UPON THE ANNIVERSARY OF SERVING
THE CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE FOR HALF A CENTURY, TO
CELEBRATE ITS MANY VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR STATE,
AND TO CALL ON ALL OUR CITIZENS TO HONOR SOUTH CAROLINA
LEGAL SERVICES, INC., FOR ITS UNSTINTING SERVICE TO OUR STATE.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0966  Resolution, By Setzler and J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND RECOGNIZE
ALSHON JEFFERY FOR SHOWCASING A STUPENDOUS EXAMPLE OF
ATHLETICISM IN SUPER BOWL LII AND FOR HELPING THE PHILADEL-
PHIA EAGLES TO THEIR FIRST EVER NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
SUPER BOWL WIN AND TO WISH HIM THE GREATEST SUCCESS
THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF HIS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
CAREER.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0967  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE EVELYN BENNETT
GUILE ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND
TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MANY
YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
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   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 0968  Joint Resolution, By Peeler
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT FOR THE 2018 GUBERNATO-
RIAL ELECTION AND ELECTION CYCLE, THE STATE ELECTION COM-
MISSION SHALL ESTABLISH THE PROCEDURES, TO INCLUDE
NECESSARY DEADLINES, BY WHICH A PERSON NOMINATED FOR THE
OFFICE OF GOVERNOR SELECTS A LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AS A
JOINT-TICKET RUNNING MATE PURSUANT TO SECTION 8, ARTICLE IV
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895.
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0969  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (H 4872)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 31-13-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS SHALL INFORM THE APPROPRIATE LOCAL GOV-
ERNING BODY BEFORE EVALUATING AN APPLICATION FOR A FED-
ERAL HOUSING TAX CREDIT AND THE APPLICABLE LOCAL
GOVERNING BODY SHALL APPOINT NINE MEMBERS TO A LOCAL
GOVERNMENT COMMISSION TO VOTE WITH THE BOARD ON THE
APPLICATION.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-24
S 0970  General Bill, By Kimpson and Malloy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 15, CHAPTER 15, TITLE 58 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION S REGULA-
TION OF RAILROAD CROSSINGS, BY ADDING SECTION 58-17-1555, TO
PROVIDE THAT IT IS NOT CONDUCIVE TO THE PUBLIC SAFETY FOR
CERTAIN RAILROAD COMPANIES TO OPERATE LOCOMOTIVES IN
THIS STATE THAT HAVE NOT BEEN EQUIPPED WITH POSITIVE TRAIN
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY; TO PROVIDE FOR FINES FOR VIOLATIONS
OF THIS SECTION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT FINES COLLECTED SHALL
BE USED TO FUND RAILROAD SAFETY INSPECTIONS AND PRO-
GRAMS.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-25
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-25
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 0971  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and Forestry
Similar (H 5275)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF REGIS-
TRATION FOR FORESTERS, RELATING TO LICENSURE FEES,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4769, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-25
   02/21/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
SJ-4
S 0972  Joint Resolution, By Senate Fish, Game and Forestry
Similar (H 5281)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO SEASONS, LIMITS,
METHODS OF TAKE AND SPECIAL USE RESTRICTIONS ON WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT AREAS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4799, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-25
   02/21/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry
SJ-4
S 0973  Concurrent Resolution, By Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE THIRD FULL
WEEK OF APRIL 2018 AS  SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME AWARENESS
WEEK , TO RAISE AWARENESS REGARDING SHAKEN BABY SYN-
DROME, AND TO COMMEND THE HOSPITALS, CHILD CARE COUN-
CILS, SCHOOLS, AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS THAT EDUCATE
PARENTS AND CAREGIVERS ON HOW TO PROTECT CHILDREN FROM
ABUSE.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-26
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-16
   02/13/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-12
S 0974  Concurrent Resolution, By J. Matthews and Hutto
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE IN THE CITY OF
ORANGEBURG THAT CROSSES CHESTNUT STREET THE  DR. EMILY
ENGLAND CLYBURN PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DES-
IGNATION.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced SJ-26
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-26
   02/21/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-33
   02/28/18 House Introduced HJ-1
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-1
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-59
   03/22/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-47
S 0975  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE FEBRUARY 2018 AS  AMERI-
CAN HEART MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO PROMOTE HEART
DISEASE AWARENESS TO THE CITIZENS OF THIS STATE.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced SJ-26
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-26
   02/15/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-24
S 0976  Joint Resolution, By Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 13 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA ATTORNEY GENERAL MAY FINANCE HIS CAM-
PAIGN WITH PUBLIC FUNDS AS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY
DETERMINE.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-26
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-26
S 0977  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4498)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 16 TO TITLE 8 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE ACT , TO PROVIDE A PROCE-
DURE BY WHICH CANDIDATES FOR THE OFFICE OF STATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL WHO AGREE TO LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO
RECEIVE A PREDETERMINED AMOUNT OF PUBLIC FUNDS FOR CAM-
PAIGNS AND TO REQUIRE ELECTRONIC DISCLOSURES OF ALL CAM-
PAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR STATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-27
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-27
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S 0978  General Bill, By Fanning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3360, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JOB TAX CREDIT, SO
AS TO PROVIDE A HIGHER CREDIT AMOUNT IN CERTAIN QUALIFY-
ING COUNTIES.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-27
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-27
S 0979  General Bill, By Talley and Scott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-210(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, TO
PROVIDE THAT, WHEN A PERSON WHO IS SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE
OR OLDER RENEWS HIS LICENSE, THE LICENSE SHALL EXPIRE ON
THE DATE RECOMMENDED BY THE LICENSED OPHTHALMOLOGIST
OR OPTOMETRIST CONDUCTING THE VISION SCREENING OR FIVE
YEARS FROM THE DATE IT WAS ISSUED, WHICHEVER IS EARLIER;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
VISION SCREENINGS REQUIRED FOR DRIVER S LICENSES, TO
REQUIRE A VISION SCREENING TO RECEIVE AN INITIAL LICENSE
AND A RENEWED LICENSE, AND TO REQUIRE THE SCREENING OPH-
THALMOLOGIST OR OPTOMETRIST TO CERTIFY THAT MINIMUM
STANDARDS HAVE BEEN MET.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-27
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-27
S 0980  General Bill, By McLeod and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE AFTER JULY 1, 2018,
A PERSON MAY NOT BE ELECTED OR APPOINTED TO AN OFFICE
THAT IS FILLED BY ELECTION OR APPOINTMENT OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY IF THAT PERSON IS AN IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER OF
A SITTING MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, OR A FORMER
MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHOSE MOST RECENT TERM
OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICE ENDED LESS THAN ONE YEAR PRIOR TO
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY S ELECTION OR APPOINTMENT OF THE
OFFICE IN QUESTION.
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-28
S 0981  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4889)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 8, TITLE 27 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT, BY ADDING SECTION
27-8-85, TO ALLOW FOR THE HOLDER OF A CONSERVATION EASE-
MENT TO CONTEST AN ACTION TO CONDEMN PROPERTY ENCUM-
BERED BY A CONSERVATION EASEMENT UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE FOR A CONTESTED
ACTION, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 0982  General Bill, By Hutto
Similar (H 4912)
A BILL AMEND SECTION 56-1-286, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUSPENSION OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT
OR DENIAL OF ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT TO PERSONS
UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO DRIVE MOTOR VEHICLES
AND HAVE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, SO
AS TO ALLOW A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO IS
SERVING A SUSPENSION OR DENIAL OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT TO
ENROLL IN THE IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICE PROGRAM; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-1-385, RELATING TO THE REINSTATEMENT OF
PERMANENTLY REVOKED DRIVER S LICENSES, SO AS TO LIMIT
APPLICATION TO OFFENSES OCCURRING PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1, 2014;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-400, RELATING TO SURRENDER OF A
LICENSE AND ENDORSING SUSPENSION AND IGNITION INTERLOCK
DEVICE ON A LICENSE, SO AS TO REORGANIZE FOR CLARITY,
REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A PERSON SEEKING TO HAVE A
LICENSE ISSUED MUST FIRST PROVIDE PROOF THAT ANY FINE OWED
HAS BEEN PAID, AND INCLUDE REFERENCE TO THE HABITUAL
OFFENDER STATUTE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1090, RELATING TO
REQUESTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A
MOTOR VEHICLE, SO AS TO ALLOW A PERSON CLASSIFIED AS AN
HABITUAL OFFENDER TO OBTAIN A DRIVER S LICENSE WITH AN
INTERLOCK RESTRICTION IF HE PARTICIPATES IN THE INTERLOCK
IGNITION PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1320, RELATING TO
PROVISIONAL DRIVERS  LICENSES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE PROVI-
SIONAL LICENSES FOR FIRST OFFENSE DRIVING UNDER THE INFLU-
ENCE UNLESS THE OFFENSE WAS CREATED PRIOR TO THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT; TO AMEND 56-1-1340, RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCES OF LICENSES AND CONVICTIONS TO BE RECORDED,
SO AS TO CONFORM INTERNAL STATUTORY REFERENCES; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-2941, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES, SO AS TO INCLUDE REFERENCE TO THE
HABITUAL OFFENDER STATUTE, REMOVE EXCEPTIONS TO IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES FOR OFFENDERS WHO ARE NONRESIDENTS
AND FIRST TIME OFFENDERS OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
WHO DID NOT REFUSE  TO SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL TESTS AND HAD
AN ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION OF LESS THAN FIFTEEN ONE HUN-
DREDTHS OF ONE PERCENT OR MORE, REQUIRE DEVICE MANUFAC-
TURERS PAY CERTIFICATION FEES ASSOCIATED WITH IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES, PERMIT THOSE DRIVERS WITH PERMANENTLY
REVOKED LICENSES AFTER OCTOBER 2014 TO SEEK RELIEF AFTER
FIVE YEARS, AND MAKE THE RECORDS OF THE IGNITION INTER-
LOCK DEVICES THE RECORDS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION,
PARDON AND PAROLE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2951, RELATING TO
TEMPORARY ALCOHOL LICENSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICE RESTRICTION ON A TEMPORARY ALCOHOL
LICENSE AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS RELATING TO ROUTE-
RESTRICTED LICENSES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2990, RELAT-
ING TO SUSPENSION OF A CONVICTED PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE
AND THE PERIOD OF SUSPENSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICE IF A FIRST TIME OFFENDER OF DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE SEEKS TO END A SUSPENSION.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-11
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-61
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 0983  General Bill, By Campsen
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 11, TITLE 49 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE DAMS AND RESERVOIRS SAFETY ACT, BY
ADDING SECTION 49-11-125, TO PROVIDE THAT AN OWNER OF A DAM
MAY SUBMIT SPECIFICATIONS OF A DAM TO THE DEPARTMENT FOR
A DETERMINATION THAT THE DAM IS EXCLUDED UNDER THIS ARTI-
CLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH 49-11-120(4), AND TO PROVIDE THAT A
PROPERTY OWNER INTENDING TO CONSTRUCT A DAM ON HIS PROP-
ERTY MAY SUBMIT SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED DAM TO THE
DEPARTMENT FOR A DETERMINATION THAT THE DAM WILL BE
EXCLUDED UNDER THIS ARTICLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH 49-11-
120(4); TO AMEND SECTION 49-11-160 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO ORDERS TO MAINTAIN, ALTER, REPAIR, OR REMOVE A DAM OR
RESERVOIR, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE AN
ORDER DIRECTING THE OWNER OF A DAM OR RESERVOIR TO MAKE
AT HIS EXPENSE THE NECESSARY MAINTENANCE, ALTERATION,
REPAIR, OR REMOVAL UPON A FINDING THAT THE DAM OR RESER-
VOIR IS OR HAS BECOME UNSAFE AND IS DANGEROUS TO HUMAN
LIFE OR THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS; TO AMEND SECTION 49-11-200
OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO APPROVAL FOR CONSTRUCTION OR
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ALTERATION OF A DAM OR RESERVOIR, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTION (A), SECTION 49-11-210, AND SEC-
TION 49-11-220 DO NOT APPLY IF THE LOCATION AND SIZE OF A PRO-
POSED DAM OR RESERVOIR WILL POSE NO SIGNIFICANT DANGER TO
HUMAN LIFE OR THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS IN CERTAIN INSTANCES,
OR IF THE ENLARGEMENT, REMOVAL, OR REPAIR OF AN EXISTING
DAM OR RESERVOIR WILL NOT CAUSE THE DAM TO POSE A SIGNIFI-
CANT DANGER TO HUMAN LIFE OR THE PROPERTY OF OTHERS; AND
TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-6
S 0984  Joint Resolution, By Hutto
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW A COUNTY WHERE ITS ONE PER-
CENT SALES AND USE TAX FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS WILL EXPIRE
UNLESS APPROVED IN A 2019 REFERENDUM TO HOLD A REFEREN-
DUM TO REIMPOSE THE TAX IN 2018.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 0985  Joint Resolution, By Peeler, Grooms, Hembree, Massey, Turner,
Cromer and Bennett
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO SUSPEND CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW
RELATED TO THE FILING DEADLINE FOR CANDIDATES IN THE 2018
ELECTION, TO SUSPEND CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW RELATED TO
THE DATE UPON WHICH PRIMARY ELECTIONS DURING THE 2018
ELECTION CYCLE SHALL BE HELD, AND TO PROVIDE FOR A NEW
CANDIDATE FILING PERIOD AND NEW PRIMARY AND RUNOFF
DATES.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0986  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LEWIS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR A
REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 0987  General Bill, By Gregory
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 58 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO PUBLIC
UTILITIES, SERVICES AND CARRIERS, BY ADDING CHAPTER 41, TO
PROVIDE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAM ACCESS TO CONSUM-
ERS; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0988  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4444)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1345 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON WHO
HAS MADE A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION TO A POPULARLY ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIAL WITHIN THE PREVIOUS FOUR YEARS FROM BEING
APPOINTED TO A PUBLIC OFFICE BY THAT PUBLIC OFFICIAL WHO IS
THE APPOINTING OR SELECTING AUTHORITY FOR THE POSITION,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR RELATED APPLICATIONS OF THE SECTION
AND FOR EXCEPTIONS.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 0989  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (S 1159, H 4456, H 5201)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ENTITLE THE CHAP-
TER  SOUTH CAROLINA REDISTRICTING COMMISSION , TO CREATE
AN INDEPENDENT REDISTRICTING COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT
MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION WILL BE APPOINTED EVERY TEN
YEARS AFTER THE FOLLOWING YEAR OF THE DECENNIAL UNITED
STATES CENSUS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP AND PRO-
CEDURES FOR THE COMMISSION TO FOLLOW IN REAPPORTIONING
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THE SENATE, AND THE STATE S
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0990  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (H 4443)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  CAN-
DIDATE  FOR PURPOSES OF THE ETHICS, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT-
ABILITY, AND CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT, SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT A
CANDIDATE  IS ALSO A PERSON THAT MAINTAINS AN OPEN BANK
ACCOUNT CONTAINING CONTRIBUTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-
1120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONTENTS OF STATEMENTS OF
ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE
SOURCE, TYPE, AND AMOUNT OF ANY INCOME RECEIVED IN THE
PREVIOUS YEAR BY THE FILER OR A MEMBER OF HIS IMMEDIATE
FAMILY FROM A DIRECT CONTRACTUAL OR EMPLOYMENT RELA-
TIONSHIP TO INCLUDE CONSULTING, ACTING AS AN INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR, SALARY, OR ANY OTHER ARRANGEMENT FROM
WHICH PAYMENT IN RETURN FOR SERVICES OR GOODS IS MADE BY
A LOBBYIST PRINCIPAL TO THE FILER OR A MEMBER OF HIS IMMEDI-
ATE FAMILY; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF  CANDIDATE  FOR PURPOSES OF THE ETHICS,
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, AND CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT, SO
AS TO SPECIFY THAT A  CANDIDATE  IS ALSO A PERSON THAT MAIN-
TAINS AN OPEN BANK ACCOUNT CONTAINING CONTRIBUTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 8-13-1302, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MAIN-
TENANCE OF RECORDS OF CONTRIBUTIONS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY OFFICE TO REQUEST IN WRITING
THE DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN MANDATORY RECORDS FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF VERIFYING CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE FORMS; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1308, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONTENTS OF
CERTIFIED CAMPAIGN REPORTS OF CANDIDATES AND COMMITTEES,
SO AS TO REQUIRE A CAMPAIGN REPORT TO BE FILED SEVENTY-
TWO HOURS BEFORE AN ELECTION SHOWING CONTRIBUTIONS OF
MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS AND EXPENDITURES TO OR
BY THE CANDIDATE OR COMMITTEE FOR THE PERIOD COMMENCING
AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION AND ENDING SEV-
ENTY-TWO HOURS BEFORE THE ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 8-
13-1314, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION
LIMITS AND RESTRICTIONS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM CERTAIN NONCANDIDATE COMMITTEES; TO AMEND SECTION
8-13-1340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON CONTRI-
BUTIONS BY ONE CANDIDATE TO ANOTHER AND COMMITTEES
ESTABLISHED, FINANCED, MAINTAINED, OR CONTROLLED BY A
CANDIDATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE CONTRIBUTION RESTRICTION
EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF COMMITTEES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1348, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE USE OF CAM-
PAIGN FUNDS FOR PERSONAL EXPENSES, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE
TYPE OF PROHIBITED EXPENSES.
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 0991  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE JOBS FOR
AMERICA S GRADUATES-SOUTH CAROLINA FOR ITS MANY YEARS
OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE YOUTH OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 0992  Concurrent Resolution, By Grooms
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A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA PORTS AUTHORITY S PORT AMBASSADOR PROGRAM AND TO
HONOR THE 2017-2018 PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-3
   02/15/18 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-1
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-52
   02/22/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-52
S 0993  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-53-170(e) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE PREMIUM AND COLLATERAL A BONDSMAN MAY
ACCEPT FROM A PRINCIPAL; TO PROVIDE THAT THE MINIMUM PRE-
MIUM A BONDSMAN MAY ACCEPT MUST BE AT LEAST FIVE PER-
CENT OF THE FACE AMOUNT OF THE BOND; AND TO AMEND
CHAPTER 53, TITLE 38 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO BAIL BONDS-
MEN AND RUNNERS, BY ADDING SECTION 38-53-175, TO PROVIDE
THAT A BONDSMAN OR RUNNER MUST ACCEPT AT LEAST FIVE PER-
CENT OF THE FACE AMOUNT OF A BOND BEFORE THE BOND MAY BE
EXECUTED.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
S 0994  General Bill, By Rice
Similar (H 4911)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-710, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY S DUTY
TO MAKE CERTAIN INSURANCE PLANS AVAILABLE TO STATE AND
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT
THE GROUP HEALTH PLAN COVER COLD CAP AND SCALP COOLING
SYSTEMS, BEGINNING AUGUST 15, 2019.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0995  General Bill, By Davis, Rice, Shealy, Corbin and Turner
Similar (H 4932)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3685 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCHOLARSHIP FUNDING ORGA-
NIZATION THAT PROVIDES GRANTS FOR STUDENTS TO ATTEND CER-
TAIN INDEPENDENT AND HOME SCHOOLS, TO SPECIFY THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS CLAIMED, TO SPECIFY THE PROCESS BY
WHICH CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS AND SCHOOLS BECOME ELIGIBLE,
TO SPECIFY CERTAIN INFORMATION WHICH MUST BE MADE PUBLIC,
AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO ENFORCE THE
PROVISIONS OF THE CREDIT.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 0996  General Bill, By Cromer and Shealy
Similar (H 4628, H 4724)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 20, TITLE 37 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CONSUMER IDENTITY THEFT PROTECTION, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 37-20-210, TO PROHIBIT A TELEMARKETER OR TELEPHONE
SOLICITOR FROM MAKING A CONSUMER TELEPHONE CALL WITH A
SPOOFED TELEPHONE NUMBER THAT DISPLAYS A SOUTH CAROLINA
AREA CODE ON THE RECIPIENT S CALLER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
UNLESS THE TELEMARKETER OR TELEPHONE SOLICITOR MAIN-
TAINS A PHYSICAL PRESENCE IN THE STATE, TO PROVIDE REMEDIES
FOR VIOLATIONS, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-4
S 0997  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
Similar (H 5276)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - REAL ESTATE
APPRAISERS BOARD, RELATING TO REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
BOARD, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4766,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
S 0998  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO REAL
ESTATE COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4776, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
S 0999  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION-MANUFACTURED
HOUSING BOARD, RELATING TO LICENSE RENEWAL, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4798, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
S 1000  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO
BOARD OF REGISTRATION FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND
SURVEYORS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4761, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 1001  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - OFFICE OF ELEVA-
TORS AND AMUSEMENT RIDES, RELATING TO FEE SCHEDULES,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4793, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
S 1002  Joint Resolution, By Cromer, Scott, Climer, Goldfinch, Bennett,
Timmons and Allen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
FLAG STUDY COMMITTEE CHARGED WITH PROPOSING AN OFFI-
CIAL, UNIFORM DESIGN FOR THE STATE FLAG.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-6
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-9
   02/27/18 Senate Amended SJ-24
   02/27/18 Senate Read second time SJ-24
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   02/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-31  Nays-8 SJ-24
   02/28/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-31
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
S 1003  General Bill, By Young and Shealy
Similar (H 5092)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-17-1420(C) AND (D); 63-17-1440(A)
AND (B); 63-17-1460(A), (E), (F) AND (G); 63-17-1470; 63-17-1480; 63-17-
1500; AND 63-17-1520 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO INCOME
WITHHOLDING TO ENFORCE CHILD SUPPORT, TO REMOVE ANY REF-
ERENCE TO  CLERK OF COURT  AND INSERT THE TERM  AUTHORIZED
AGENCY,  AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  AUTHORIZED AGENCY. 
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/02/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 1004  Resolution, By Setzler and J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE DUCE
STALEY, RUNNING BACKS COACH FOR THE PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
AND VETERAN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME,
FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN HELPING THE PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
TO THEIR STUNNING VICTORY IN SUPER BOWL LII AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS THROUGHOUT HIS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
COACHING CAREER.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1005  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE, UPON THE PASS-
ING OF RETIRED SERGEANT MAJOR BEDE ANYAELEZU NTIASAGWE
OF THE NIGERIAN ARMY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1006  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR CHESTER
COUNTY SHERIFF ALEX UNDERWOOD FOR HIS MORE THAN THIRTY
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT TO THE
PEOPLE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO EXPRESS DEEP GRATITUDE
FOR THAT SACRIFICIAL SERVICE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1007  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LEWIS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1008  Resolution, By Kimpson and M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE JUDGE RICH-
ARD E. FIELDS FOR HIS LIFETIME OF SERVICE AND ENDURING CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1009  General Bill, By Climer, Fanning, Young, Rice, Talley, Turner,
Gregory, Bennett, Davis, Campbell and Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-70 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
THE PROHIBITION AGAINST MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BEING ELECTED TO JUDICIAL OFFICE WHILE SERVING AND CON-
TINUING THIS PROHIBITION FOR AN ADDITIONAL PERIOD OF ONE
YEAR, TO EXTEND THE PROHIBITION TO AN IMMEDIATE FAMILY
MEMBER OF A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
S 1010  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-106(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE
PRODUCERS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE ONLY MAY APPROVE ETHICS COURSES
ADMINISTERED BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE
AND FINANCIAL ADVISORS AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT MAY NOT PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO THE CONTRARY.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-3
S 1011  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2938 SO AS TO ESTABLISH MISDEMEANOR
DEATH BY VEHICLE AS AN OFFENSE AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-720, RELATING TO THE POINT SYSTEM
ESTABLISHED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE DRIVING RECORD OF
PERSONS OPERATING MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE OFFENSE OF MISDEMEANOR DEATH BY VEHICLE IS A SIX POINT
VIOLATION.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-4
S 1012  Concurrent Resolution, By Gregory and Jackson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO LIFT THE MORATORIUM ON NEW
MONUMENTS ON THE STATE HOUSE GROUNDS, PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 2-1-240 OF THE 1976 CODE, FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF ERECT-
ING A MONUMENT TO ROBERT SMALLS.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), M.B.Matthews,
Goldfinch
S 1013  General Bill, By Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1790(A)(2) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE AMOUNT WHICH MAY BE EARNED
UPON RETURN TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT BY A RETIRED MEMBER
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, TO PROVIDE THAT
RETIRED PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS AND RETIRED PUBLIC SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR
EARNINGS LIMIT.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 1014 (Rat # 0164, Act #  0154)  General Bill, By Reese, Peeler, Talley and
Martin
Similar (H 4933)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-2060, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF A
REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT S BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INTEREST SHALL PREVAIL IF A
CONFLICT EXISTS BETWEEN THE ANTITRUST LAWS OF THE STATE
OR THE UNITED STATES AND THE EXERCISE OF POWER BY A
REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT WITH RESPECT TO THE
OWNERSHIP, OPERATION, MANAGEMENT, OR LEASE OF A HOSPITAL,
HEALTH CARE FACILITY, OR OTHER EXERCISE OF POWER. - ratified
title
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-9
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
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   04/03/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-80
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-33
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-33
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-34
   04/06/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-1
   04/12/18 Ratified R 164
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 154
S 1015  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE FEBRUARY 21, 2018 AS  PRO-
FESSIONAL ENGINEERS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN HONOR OF
THE ESSENTIAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY THIS GROUP OF PROFES-
SIONALS.
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
   02/14/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
   02/14/18 Senate Adopted SJ-5
S 1016  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE RILEY JOHN-
SON OF SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR HIS OUTSTANDING EFFORTS
AS A MEMBER OF THE OFFICIATING CREW FOR THE 2018 ROSE
BOWL.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1017  Resolution, By Campsen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE LEO FETTER
FOR HIS OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN POWERLIFTING AND
TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR SETTING THE STATE RECORD IN HIS
DIVISION OF THE UNITED STATES POWERLIFTING ASSOCIATION.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted
S 1018  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LATTA
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1019  General Bill, By Reese
Similar (H 4910)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-67-140 AND 12-6-3535, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDIT FOR
REHABILITATING AN ABANDONED BUILDING OR A CERTIFIED HIS-
TORIC STRUCTURE, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO SPECIFY THE MANNER
IN WHICH UNUSED CREDIT MAY BE CARRIED FORWARD AND ALLO-
CATED.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1020  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF RUSSELL H.  RUSS  MEEKINS AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1021  Resolution, By Corbin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ISABELLA MUNTEAN OF
GREER FOR RECEIVING A PRUDENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY
AWARD AND TO RECOGNIZE HER OUTSTANDING RECORD OF VOL-
UNTEER SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1022  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B. Matthews,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MARVIN
DAVANT FOR A LIFETIME OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS FOR THE DAYS TO
COME.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1023  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JANET LATIECE
PARKER, NEWS ANCHOR FOR WACH FOX NEWS, FOR HER MANY
YEARS OF EXCELLENCE AS A BROADCAST JOURNALIST.
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1024  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TARTAN DAY
SOUTH UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS JOINING IN THE TWENTIETH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL TARTAN
DAY.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1025  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ROBERT LOUIS HARRIS
ON BEING NAMED 2017-2018 RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONE TEACHER OF THE YEAR AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS YEARS
OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1026  General Bill, By Timmons
Similar (H 4945)
A BILL TO REPEAL SECTION 4 OF ACT 432 OF 1947, AS AMENDED BY
SECTION 2 OF ACT 105 OF 2013; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST
AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM
BOARD OF TRUSTEES; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST
AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF AN INTERIM PRESIDENT AND TO
PROVIDE DUTIES, TO PROVIDE FOR A NEWLY FORMED 501(c)(3) AND
ITS DUTIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACCRUED
INTEREST INCOME FROM MONIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ELEC-
TION OF BOARD MEMBERS AND FOR THEIR TERMS; TO AMEND ACT
432 OF 1947, AS LAST AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A
NEW SECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM
SHALL ENGAGE IN AND ESTABLISH A COMPETITIVE BIDDING PRO-
CESS; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF
2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBU-
TION OF ALL MONIES COLLECTED FROM THE SALE OF THE ASSETS;
TO PROVIDE THAT NO PUBLIC MONIES OR ASSETS MAY BE
EXPENDED OR LIQUIDATED TO PURSUE LEGAL CHALLENGES
RELATED TO THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERSONS HOLDING
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS WITHIN THE 501(c)(3) ORGANIZATIONS
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SHALL VACATE ALL OFFICE SPACE CONTROLLED BY GREENVILLE
HEALTH SYSTEM; TO REPEAL ANY PROVISION IN CONFLICT WITH
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE THAT, UPON FINAL DIS-
TRIBUTION OF THE ASSETS, ACT 432 OF 1947 AND ALL AMEND-
MENTS TO THE ACT ARE REPEALED WITH EXCEPTIONS; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT ARE VOID IF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT PUBLISHES AN OPINION DETER-
MINING THAT THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OPERATED WITHIN ITS
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   02/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/01/18 Senate Amended SJ-15
   03/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   06/28/18 Senate Referred to delegation from Greenville County
S 1027 (Rat # 0223, Act #  0205)  General Bill, By Young
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 41-27-370, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNEMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT CERTAIN FILING PROVISIONS IMPOSED PURSUANT TO A REGU-
LATION OR PROCEDURE OF THE DEPARTMENT DO NOT APPLY TO
EMPLOYERS IN THIS STATE WITH FEWER THAN FIFTY EMPLOYEES. -
ratified title
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-10
   03/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-80
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-78
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Williams, King, Brawley, Gil-
liard, Pendarvis HJ-98
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Pendarvis, Gilliard,
Williams HJ-54
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-98
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-3 HJ-98
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 223
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 205
S 1028  General Bill, By Bennett, Hembree and Turner
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 9-1-5 SO AS TO CLOSE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT SYSTEM; BY ADDING CHAPTER 22 TO TITLE 9 SO AS TO
ESTABLISH THE  SOUTH CAROLINA SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT
PLAN  TO PROVIDE EMPLOYEES WITH A DEFINED BENEFIT RETIRE-
MENT PLAN AND TO PROVIDE DETAILS OF THE PLAN; BY ADDING
CHAPTER 24 TO TITLE 9 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE  SOUTH CAROLINA
WEALTHBUILDER-PRIMARY RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN  TO PRO-
VIDE EMPLOYEES WITH A DEFINED CONTRIBUTION RETIREMENT
PLAN AND TO PROVIDE DETAILS OF THE PLAN; TO AMEND SECTION
9-1-310, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS, SO AS TO ADD A REF-
ERENCE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT
PLAN; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1340, RELATING TO CERTAIN CON-
FLICTS OF INTEREST, SO AS TO ADD A REFERENCE TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 9-11-40, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO ADD THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN  TO THE DEFINI-
TION OF  CORRELATED SYSTEM ; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-10,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO ADD THE  SOUTH CAROLINA
SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN  TO THE DEFINITION OF
RETIREMENT SYSTEM ; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-335, RELATING TO
THE ASSUMED ANNUAL RATE OF RETURN ON THE INVESTMENTS OF
THE SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ASSUMED ANNUAL RATE
OF RETURN ON INVESTMENTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SHARED-
RISK DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN MAY NOT EXCEED THE LESSER OF SIX
PERCENT OR THREE HUNDRED BASIS POINTS ABOVE THE THREE
YEAR AVERAGE OF TWENTY-YEAR TREASURY YIELDS; TO REPEAL
CHAPTER 20, TITLE 9 RELATING TO THE STATE OPTIONAL RETIRE-
MENT PROGRAM; AND TO DIRECT THE CODE COMMISSIONER TO
MAKE CERTAIN CHANGES.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 1029  Joint Resolution, By Jackson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A FACT-FINDING STUDY COM-
MITTEE TO REVIEW THE EVENTS OF FEBRUARY 8, 1968, REFERRED
TO AS THE  ORANGEBURG MASSACRE,  AND TO MAKE A REPORT TO
THE GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY CONCERNING THE HIS-
TORICAL, SOCIAL, AND ETHICAL RAMIFICATIONS OF THOSE
EVENTS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE S MEMBERSHIP,
STAFF, AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; AND TO ABOLISH THE
STUDY COMMITTEE UPON SUBMISSION OF ITS REPORT.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), M.B.Matthews,
Goldfinch
S 1030  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARCH 13, 2018 AS  WESLEY
BRYAN DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND WESLEY
BRYAN FOR HIS OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE SPORT
OF GOLF.
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-7
   02/28/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-18
   02/28/18 Senate Adopted SJ-18
S 1031  Resolution, By Rice
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
SERVICES OF PICKENS COUNTY ON BEING RECOGNIZED FOR ITS
TIRELESS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROTECTION OF ABUSED CHIL-
DREN BY THE FRIENDS OF PICKENS COUNTY GUARDIAN AD LITEM.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1032  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE POLO ROAD
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL S GIRLS ON THE RUN GROUP FOR THEIR OUT-
STANDING FUNDRAISING EFFORTS FOR PUERTO RICO.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1033  General Bill, By Shealy, Hutto, McElveen, Jackson, Hembree,
Climer, Young, Turner, Campbell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Bennett, Verdin and
M.B. Matthews
Similar (H 4854)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1640 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO FAMILY PRESERVATION AND REUNIFICATION, TO ALLOW THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO FOREGO REASONABLE
EFFORTS TO REUNIFY A FAMILY IN THE CASE OF TORTURE; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-2570, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR TERMINA-
TION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, TO ADD TORTURE, OR CONSPIRING TO
COMMIT TORTURE, AS A GROUND FOR TERMINATING A PARENT S
RIGHTS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-85, RELATING TO HOMICIDE BY
CHILD ABUSE, TO ADD DEATH OF A CHILD BY TORTURE, OR BY CON-
SPIRING TO TORTURE, AS ACTIONS CONSTITUTING THE OFFENSE,
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AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENALTIES; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976, RELATING TO HOMICIDE, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 16-3-100 TO PROVIDE THAT TORTURING A CHILD, OR
ALLOWING ANOTHER TO TORTURE A CHILD, IS A CRIMINAL
OFFENSE, AND TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES; AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-5
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
10
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Tabled SJ-38
   03/28/18 Senate Amended SJ-38
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-38
   03/29/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-28
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-28
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-80
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-41
   05/09/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Rutherford, King, Wheeler,
Pitts, Williams, Henegan, Gilliard, Erickson HJ-78
S 1034  General Bill, By Cromer
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 54, TITLE 48 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE TAKE PALMETTO PRIDE IN WHERE YOU LIVE COMMIS-
SION, BY ADDING SECTION 48-54-50, TO CREATE THE PALMETTO
PRIDE ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR THE PURPOSES OF PROVIDING
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE TAKE PALMETTO PRIDE IN WHERE YOU
LIVE COMMISSION.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 1035  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF COLONEL NORMAN P. HUGGINS AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   02/22/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-61
S 1036  Concurrent Resolution, By Verdin and Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION PROGRAM ON
THE OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY.
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   02/22/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-61
S 1037  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE TIM BOURRET UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS FORTY YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING SERVICE TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1038 (Rat # 0165, Act #  0155)  General Bill, By Hutto and J. Matthews
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-10-390 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FOR ANY
COUNTY WHICH BEGAN THE REIMPOSITION OF A CAPITAL PROJ-
ECTS SALES TAX ON APRIL 1, 2013, AND REIMPOSED THE TAX AT THE
2016 GENERAL ELECTION, THE REIMPOSED TAX THAT COMMENCED
ON APRIL 1, 2013, IS EXTENDED UNTIL APRIL 30, 2020, AND THE COM-
MENCEMENT OF THE TAX THAT WAS REIMPOSED AT THE 2016 GEN-
ERAL ELECTION IS DELAYED UNTIL MAY 1, 2020, AND EXPIRES ON
APRIL 30, 2027. - ratified title
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-25
   03/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-108
   04/04/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-30
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-35
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-37
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-38
   04/06/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-2
   04/12/18 Ratified R 165
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 155
S 1039  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5850, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TAGGING, REMOVAL, AND DIS-
POSITION OF A VEHICLE LEFT UNATTENDED ON A HIGHWAY OR
OTHER PROPERTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE COLORED TAG
PLACED ON THE VEHICLE BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER MUST
BE CAPABLE OF REFLECTING LIGHT.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 1040  General Bill, By Davis and Rice
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1085, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBU-
TION RATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING JULY 1, 2019, ALL
NEW EMPLOYEES SHALL PARTICIPATE IN A DEFINED CONTRIBUTION
PLAN, AND TO REQUIRE THE PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS OF THE
SYSTEM TO APPROPRIATE CERTAIN FUNDS.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1041 (Rat # 0173, Act #  0162)  General Bill, By Davis, Campsen and Young
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-6-119 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM
SOLICITING OR UNLAWFULLY OBTAINING THE MONEY, PROPERTY,
OR PERSONAL IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF A VULNERABLE
ADULT, TO PROVIDE A CIVIL REMEDY FOR THE VULNERABLE
ADULT, AND TO PROVIDE A CRIMINAL PENALTY. - ratified title
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
11
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-8
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-95
   04/25/18 House Debate interrupted HJ-65
   04/25/18 House Read second time HJ-65
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-74  Nays-0 HJ-66
   04/26/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-7
   05/01/18 Ratified R 173
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/09/18 Effective date 05/03/18
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   05/14/18 Act No. 162
S 1042 (Rat # 0224, Act #  0206)  General Bill, By Gambrell
Similar (H 4987)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO TITLE 38,
SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  INTERNATIONAL MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE  AND TO INCLUDE THIS FORM OF INSURANCE IN THE
DEFINITION FOR THE TERM  SURPLUS LINES INSURANCE . - ratified
title
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-6
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
17
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-33
   03/21/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-20
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-4
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-77
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-96
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-96
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   05/14/18 Ratified R 224
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 206
S 1043 (Rat # 0291, Act #  0265)  General Bill, By Turner and Talley
AN ACT TO EXTEND THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ABANDONED BUILDINGS REVITALIZATION ACT AS CONTAINED IN
CHAPTER 67, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2021;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-67-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDIT FOR REVITALIZING AN ABAN-
DONED BUILDING, SO AS TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH CER-
TAIN BUILDINGS MAY BE SUBDIVIDED; TO AMEND SECTION 12-65-20,
RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TEXTILES COMMUNITIES REVI-
TALIZATION ACT, SO AS TO MODIFY CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, RELATING TO SECTIONS OF THE INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE SPECIFICALLY NOT ADOPTED BY THIS STATE, SO AS
TO REMOVE THE ALTERNATIVE TAX ON QUALIFYING SHIPPING
ACTIVITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1110, RELATING TO MODIFICA-
TIONS OF INCOME, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 12-67-140 AND 12-6-3535, RELATING TO THE TAX
CREDIT FOR REHABILITATING AN ABANDONED BUILDING OR A CER-
TIFIED HISTORIC STRUCTURE, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO SPECIFY
THE MANNER IN WHICH UNUSED CREDIT MAY BE CARRIED FOR-
WARD AND ALLOCATED; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3378 SO AS TO
ALLOW A TAX CREDIT TO AN AGRIBUSINESS OPERATION OR AN
AGRICULTURAL PACKAGING OPERATION THAT INCREASES ITS PUR-
CHASES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS WHICH HAVE BEEN CERTI-
FIED AS SOUTH CAROLINA GROWN, AND TO SPECIFY THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS ADMINISTERED; TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-
80, RELATING TO THE JOBS DEVELOPMENT CREDIT, SO AS TO MAKE
CERTAIN QUALIFYING SERVICE-RELATED FACILITIES ELIGIBLE FOR
THE CREDIT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-2295, RELATING TO ITEMS
INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED FROM THE TERMS  SALES  AND  GROSS
RECEIPTS , SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT RECEIPTS FROM THE PROVISION
OF DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE SERVICE ARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO
THIS STATE IN PRO RATA PROPORTION OF THE COSTS OF PERFORM-
ING THE SERVICE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-30, RELATING TO
SOUTH CAROLINA REVENUE PROCEDURES DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-450,
RELATING TO APPEALS OF PROPOSED ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO NOTIFY AFFECTED COUNTIES IN
CERTAIN INSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2120, RELATING TO
PROPERTY TAX APPEALS BY WRITTEN PROTEST, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL NOTIFY ANY AFFECTED COUNTIES
OF A WRITTEN PROTEST; TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-2140, RELATING
TO CERTAIN PAYMENTS AND REFUNDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO
REFUND IS DUE FOR ANY TAX YEAR BEFORE THE THREE TAX YEARS
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE FINAL DETERMINATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 12-60-2150, RELATING TO FILING A CLAIM FOR A
REFUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN NOTIFICATIONS AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A FAILURE TO TIMELY ISSUE A WRITTEN NOTICE IS
CONSIDERED A DENIAL. - ratified title
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   04/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
11
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-22
   04/26/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-22
   04/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   05/01/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-62
   05/03/18 House Amended HJ-13
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-14
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   05/04/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/09/18 Senate House amendment amended SJ-132
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-132
   05/09/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-132
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-78
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-2  Nays-101 HJ-78
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reese, Grooms,, Talley SJ-17
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Cole, Simrill, Ruther-
ford HJ-87
   06/28/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-16
   06/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-16
   06/28/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-42
   06/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-1 HJ-54
   06/28/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-55
   06/29/18 Ratified R 291
   07/03/18 Vetoed by Governor
   10/02/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-31  Nays-8 SJ-11
   10/03/18 House Veto overridden Yeas-112  Nays-4 HJ-21
   10/08/18 Effective date See Act
   10/09/18 Act No. 265
S 1044 (Rat # 0225, Act #  0207)  General Bill, By Shealy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-260, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A  CATCH
AND RELEASE  FISHERY FOR TROUT, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A YEAR-
ROUND  CATCH AND RELEASE  ZONE ON THE LOWER REACH OF THE
SALUDA RIVER; TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES SHALL MAKE A STUDY OF THE LOWER SALUDA RIVER
TROUT FISHERY; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE REPEAL OF THIS ACT. -
ratified title
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-13
   03/28/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-18
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   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-25
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-81
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-40
   05/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-9-18 HJ-53
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-35
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-36
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 225
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 207
S 1045  General Bill, By Shealy and McLeod
Similar (H 4969)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 2, TITLE 61 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 61-2-115, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SOLD
AT RETAIL TO CONSUMERS WITHIN THE STATE MUST FIRST COME TO
REST AND THAT THE PHYSICAL TRANSFER OF ALCOHOLIC BEVER-
AGES TO CONSUMERS MUST OCCUR ON A RETAILER S LICENSED
PREMISES, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES THAT DO
NOT COME TO REST ARE CONTRABAND AND MAY BE SEIZED BY THE
DIVISION, TO PROVIDE THAT ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES THAT COME
TO REST BY THREE O CLOCK P.M. MAY BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR
SALE TO RETAILERS THE NEXT CALENDAR DAY, TO PROVIDE FOR
PENALTIES, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 1046  General Bill, By M.B. Matthews, McElveen, Johnson, Malloy, Hutto,
Nicholson and Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-53-360(b) AND (e) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO PRESCRIPTIONS OF NARCOTICS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THAT PRESCRIPTIONS FOR SCHEDULE II
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AS PROVIDED IN SECTIONS 44-53-210(b)
AND (c) AND PRESCRIPTIONS FOR SCHEDULE III CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES AS PROVIDED IN SECTIONS 44-53-230(d) AND (e) MUST NOT
EXCEED A SEVEN-DAY SUPPLY FOR A FIRST PRESCRIPTION, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT PRESCRIPTIONS FOR A SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT
PRESCRIPTION FOR THE SAME TREATMENT PLAN MUST NOT
EXCEED A FOUR-DAY SUPPLY.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
S 1047  General Bill, By Hutto
A BILL TO AMEND AN ACT OF 2017, BEARING RATIFICATION NUM-
BER 127, RELATING TO THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE THREE SCHOOL
DISTRICTS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY INTO ONE SCHOOL DISTRICT
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE ORANGEBURG
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT MUST BE GOVERNED BY A NINE MEM-
BER BOARD OF TRUSTEES ELECTED FROM SINGLE-MEMBER DIS-
TRICTS, AND TO PROVIDE DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
REGARDING THE ELECTION DISTRICTS.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-7
   02/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Amended SJ-20
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   04/26/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-20
   04/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-3
   05/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   05/01/18 House Referred to Orangeburg Delegation HJ-62
S 1048  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MILDRED R.
JOHNSON FOR HER DEDICATED SERVICE AND OUTSTANDING CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1049  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE JAMES BUTLER BONHAM
AND WILLIAM BARRET TRAVIS UPON THE OCCASION OF THE THREE
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
ALAMO.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1050  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-1-25(B) AND (C) OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, TO PROVIDE THAT A POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION MAY NOT REQUIRE EMPLOYERS TO PAY EMPLOYEES
ADDITIONAL WAGES OR PAY BASED ON ANY ALTERATION OR
ADJUSTMENT OF EMPLOYEE SCHEDULING NOR MAY A POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION FINE OR OTHERWISE PENALIZE EMPLOYERS WHO DO
NOT PAY EMPLOYEES ADDITIONAL WAGES BASED ON ANY ALTER-
ATION OR ADJUSTMENT OF EMPLOYEE SCHEDULING.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-3
S 1051  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (H 4715)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-11 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO WATERCRAFT DEALER DEMONSTRATION NUMBERS, TO PROVIDE
FOR A THIRTY-DOLLAR APPLICATION FEE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
EXPIRATION OF DEMONSTRATION NUMBERS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE USE OF FEE REVENUE; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-70, RELATING
TO MOTORCRAFT CERTIFICATE OF TITLE FEES AND CERTIFICATE OF
NUMBER DUPLICATES, TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES FROM ISSUING DUPLICATE DECALS WHEN AD
VALOREM TAXES ARE OUTSTANDING; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-340,
RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR A WATERCRAFT CERTIFICATE OF
NUMBER, TO REDUCE THE FEE TO TEN DOLLARS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-23-345(A), RELATING TO TEMPORARY WATERCRAFT CERTIFI-
CATES OF NUMBER, TO PROVIDE THAT A CERTIFICATE OF NUMBER
MAY NOT BE ISSUED UNTIL AD VALOREM TAXES ARE PAID FOR THE
YEAR IN WHICH THE CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED; TO AMEND SECTION
50-23-370, RELATING TO THE EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF WATER-
CRAFT CERTIFICATES OF NUMBER, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE
OF RENEWAL NOTICES AND PROCESSING OF RENEWALS BY COUNTY
AUDITORS, TO MAKE RENEWALS REQUIRED ANNUALLY INSTEAD OF
EVERY THREE YEARS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THESE PROVISIONS OVER A THREE-YEAR PERIOD; TO AMEND
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 50 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
TITLING OF WATERCRAFT AND OUTBOARD MOTORS, BY ADDING
SECTION 50-23-12, TO REQUIRE THE COMPLETION OF CERTAIN
CHANGE-IN-STATUS FORMS FOR WATERCRAFT AND OUTBOARD
MOTOR TRADE-INS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 50 OF
THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO TITLING OF WATERCRAFT AND OUT-
BOARD MOTORS, BY ADDING SECTION 50-23-35, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ISSUANCE OF WATERCRAFT TITLES UPON PROVIDING EVI-
DENCE OF AD VALOREM TAX PAYMENT, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEP-
TIONS; AND TO AMEND CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12, RELATING TO
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ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES, BY ADDING ARTICLE 26, TO PRO-
VIDE PROCEDURES CONCERNING ASSESSMENTS AND PAYMENTS
FOR PROPERTY TAXATION OF BOATS AND WATERCRAFT AND THE
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF NUMBER FOR BOATS AND WATER-
CRAFT.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-3
S 1052  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 17 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO DUTIES OF CORONERS AND MEDICAL EXAMIN-
ERS, BY ADDING SECTION 17-5-615, TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE
DEATH OF A PERSON IN HIS HOME, OWNERSHIP OF UNUSED SCHED-
ULE II, III, IV, OR V CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES PRESCRIBED TO THE
DECEDENT SHALL BE TRANSFERRED TO THE CORONER S OFFICE
FOR INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSE OF DEATH, TO PROVIDE THAT
EACH CORONER S OFFICE SHALL ESTABLISH A WRITTEN POLICY,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT SHALL COOPERATE
WITH THE CORONER S OFFICE IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSES
OF THIS SECTION.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 1053  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO GIRLS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ON FRIDAY, JUNE 15, 2018.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   03/15/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-9
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-9
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-53
   03/21/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-2
S 1054  Resolution, By Young, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin and
Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 2018 AS  BETTER HEAR-
ING AND SPEECH MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOUR-
AGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO BECOME INFORMED ABOUT THIS
CRITICAL HEALTH ISSUE.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-10
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted SJ-52
S 1055  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler, Alexander, Scott and Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL
11, 2018, AS THE TIME TO ELECT AN AT-LARGE MEMBER TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE WIL LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY
SCHOOL FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2021, AND TWO AT-LARGE
MEMBERS WHOSE TERMS WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF ELECTING TWO AT-LARGE MEMBERS TO THE BOARD OF
VISITORS FOR THE CITADEL FOR TERMS TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2024;
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES FOR FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY FROM THE FIRST
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 1, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2022, A MEMBER FROM THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT
5, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022, A MEMBER FROM THE
SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 6, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE
JUNE 30, 2022, AND AT-LARGE MEMBERS TO SEATS 8, 10, 12, 13, AND
14, RESPECTIVELY, ALL FOR TERMS TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; FOR
THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUST-
EES FOR WINTHROP UNIVERSITY FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT, SEAT 1, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2024, A MEMBER
FROM THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 5, FOR A TERM
TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2024, AND A MEMBER FROM THE SEVENTH CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 7, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2022; AND TO ELECT THREE MEMBERS TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AT LARGE, FOR TERMS TO EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2022.
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   02/28/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-2
S 1056  General Bill, By Bennett
Similar (S 1057, H 4966)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATORY MONTHLY FIRE DRILLS
IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO INSTEAD REQUIRE MONTHLY
SAFETY AND SECURITY DRILLS, OF WHICH AT LEAST SIX MUST BE
FIRE DRILLS; AND TO REDESIGNATE ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 63, TITLE
59 AS  SAFETY AND SECURITY DRILLS .
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
S 1057  General Bill, By McLeod, Senn, M.B. Matthews and Shealy
Similar (S 1056, H 4966)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATORY MONTHLY FIRE DRILLS
IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO INSTEAD REQUIRE MONTHLY
SAFETY AND EMERGENCY EVACUATION DRILLS OR ACTIVE
SHOOTER TRAINING DRILLS, TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION AND STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION TO COL-
LABORATE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CERTAIN RELATED TRAINING
MATERIALS, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN RELATED TRAINING ANNU-
ALLY FOR TEACHERS; AND TO REDESIGNATE ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER
63, TITLE 59 AS  SAFETY DRILLS .
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-19
S 1058  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-1210, 56-5-1220, AND 56-5-1230,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE
DUTIES OF A DRIVER OF A MOTOR VEHICLE INVOLVED IN AN ACCI-
DENT, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES IMPOSED FOR VIOLATIONS
OF THESE PROVISIONS.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-19
S 1059  Resolution, By Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE AND ANY AVAILABLE COMMITTEE HEAR-
ING ROOMS IN THE GRESSETTE BUILDING FOR ITS YOUTH IN GOV-
ERNMENT PROGRAM ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13 AND THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 15 AND FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2018.  HOWEVER, THE
CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE SENATE IS IN SESSION OR THE
CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced SJ-19
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-19
   03/15/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-10
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-10
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted SJ-52
S 1060  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO PROGRAM FOR ASSISTING,
DEVELOPING, AND EVALUATING PRINCIPAL PERFORMANCE
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(PADEPP), DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4754,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-20
   03/14/18 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-15
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-108
S 1061  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO CREDENTIAL CLASSIFICA-
TION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4788, PUR-
SUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF
THE 1976 CODE.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-20
   03/14/18 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-16
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-108
S 1062  Joint Resolution, By Senate Education
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO APPLICATION FOR TEACHING
CREDENTIAL, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4789, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-20
   03/14/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-17
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-108
S 1063  General Bill, By Campbell, Grooms, Scott and M.B. Matthews
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-51-67 SO AS TO PROVIDE PERMIT REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR LICENSED PODIATRISTS SEEKING TO INDEPENDENTLY
ENGAGE IN ANKLE SURGERY PROCEDURES, TO PROVIDE THESE PER-
MITS ARE ISSUED BY THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS, TO CRE-
ATE THE JOINT PODIATRIC SURGERY ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO
EVALUATE APPLICANTS FOR SUCH PERMITS, TO PROVIDE THE
BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS MAY INVESTIGATE VIOLATIONS
INVOLVING PERMITS, TO REQUIRE THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAM-
INERS TO PROMULGATE CERTAIN RELATED REGULATIONS, AND TO
PROVIDE THE ISSUANCE OF A PERMIT BY THE BOARD OF MEDICAL
EXAMINERS MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO OBLIGATE A HOSPITAL OR
OUTPATIENT SURGICAL FACILITY TO GRANT HIM PRIVILEGES TO
PERFORM SUCH PROCEDURES AT THE HOSPITAL OR OUTPATIENT
SURGICAL FACILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 40-51-20, RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE PODIATRISTS AND PODIATRY PRAC-
TICE ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-51-65, RELATING TO LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS
TO PRACTICE PODIATRY, SO AS TO PROVIDE LICENSED PODIATRISTS
MAY NOT INDEPENDENTLY ENGAGE IN THE SURGICAL TREATMENT
OF THE ANKLE WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE BOARD OF MED-
ICAL EXAMINERS.
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-21
S 1064  Resolution, By Sheheen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE BISHOP
THOMAS C. BELL FOR HIS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF MINISTRY TO
THE CAMDEN COMMUNITY.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1065  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JESSIERINE DAVIS
BRIGHT OF COLLETON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETY-
FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRA-
TION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HAPPINESS.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1066  General Bill, By Alexander, Sheheen, Goldfinch, Shealy, Hutto,
Gambrell, Nicholson, Johnson, Talley, Senn, McElveen and Kimpson
Similar (S 1096, H 3483)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-600(B)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO VARIOUS ASSAULT AND BATTERY OFFENSES, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON WHO UNLAWFULLY INJURES A HEALTH CARE PRO-
FESSIONAL, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, AN EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICE PROVIDER, A FIREFIGHTER, AN EMERGENCY
ROOM PHYSICIAN, AN EMERGENCY ROOM NURSE, OR AN ALLIED
HEALTH CARE WORKER DURING THE COURSE OF HIS DUTIES, AND
KNOWS OR HAS REASON TO KNOW OF THE INJURED PERSON S STA-
TUS COMMITS THE OFFENSE OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY OF A HIGH
AND AGGRAVATED NATURE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1067  General Bill, By Cromer, Scott, Bennett, Gambrell, Hutto, Williams
and Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA COVERING AUTISM RESPONSIBLY
FOR EVERYONE (SC CARES) ACT ; BY ADDING SECTION 38-74-65 SO
AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA COVERING AUTISM
RESPONSIBLY FOR EVERYONE PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FUNDING
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE PROGRAM, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE AWARD OF PREMIUM
ASSISTANCE FOR APPROVED APPLICANTS; AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 11-11-250 SO AS TO CREATE THE PALMETTO AUTISM TRUST
FUND.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Banking
and Insurance SJ-11
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 1068  General Bill, By Talley
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 67, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ABANDONED BUILDINGS REVITAL-
IZATION ACT, BY ADDING SECTION 12-67-145, TO PROVIDE CREDIT
LIMITS FOR CERTAIN BUILDING SITES THAT QUALIFY FOR THE
ABANDONED BUILDINGS REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1069  Joint Resolution, By Timmons, Rice, Fanning, Talley, Goldfinch and
Cash
A JOINT RESOLUTION CALLING FOR A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN-
TION TO REVISE, AMEND, OR CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS
STATE; RECOMMENDING TO THE VOTERS OF THIS STATE TO VOTE
FOR OR AGAINST THIS CONVENTION AT THE NEXT ELECTION FOR
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REPRESENTATIVES; AND PROVIDING THAT, IF APPROVED BY A
MAJORITY OF QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THIS STATE VOTING ON THE
QUESTION, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS NEXT SESSION SHALL
BY MAJORITY VOTE OF THE MEMBERSHIP PROVIDE BY LAW FOR
THE COMPOSITION, FUNDING, ORGANIZATION, AND PROCEDURAL
RULES OF THIS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 1070  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning and Rankin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT EXIT 32 IN
FAIRFIELD COUNTY ALONG INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 77 THE  COUNTY
COUNCILMEN DAVID BROWN & CARNELL MURPHY INTERCHANGE
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTER-
CHANGE THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS  COUNTY COUNCILMEN DAVID
BROWN & CARNELL MURPHY INTERCHANGE .
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   03/28/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   03/29/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-67
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-74
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-74
S 1071  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-1210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL SALARIES OF STATE OFFICERS,
SO AS TO REPLACE THE EXISTING LIST OF SALARIES WITH PROVI-
SIONS REQUIRING PERIODIC STUDIES OF CERTAIN STATEWIDE CON-
STITUTIONAL OFFICERS  SALARIES AND PROCEDURES FOR
SUBSEQUENT RELATED ADJUSTMENTS TO THESE SALARIES.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 1072  General Bill, By Turner and Hembree
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 59-103-15(B)(4) AND 59-103-15(C) OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE MISSIONS AND GOALS OF INSTITU-
TIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, TO AUTHORIZE AN APPLIED BACCA-
LAUREATE IN MANUFACTURING DEGREE IF STATE FUNDS ARE NOT
APPROPRIATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE DEGREE PROGRAM.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
S 1073  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
Similar (H 5278)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF NURS-
ING, RELATING TO NURSE LICENSURE COMPACT, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4779, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-24
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-109
S 1074  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR LICENSING HOSPITALS AND INSTITU-
TIONAL GENERAL INFIRMARIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4740, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-109
S 1075  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
Similar (H 5279)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, RELATING TO ARTICLES 4,
5, 7, AND 8 OF CHAPTER 126, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4746, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-26
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-109
S 1076  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
Similar (H 5277)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO
BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND
AUDIOLOGY, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4801, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-27
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-109
S 1077  Joint Resolution, By Senate Medical Affairs
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SOUTH CAROLINA STROKE CARE SYSTEM, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4760, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/13/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-18
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-110
S 1078  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,




A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND APPLAUD THE MANY
WOMEN WHO HAVE BEEN LEADERS AND CONTRIBUTORS TO, AND
WHO CONTINUE TO LEAD AND CONTRIBUTE TO, THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF OUR SOCIETY, OUR NATION, AND THIS GREAT STATE AND
TO DECLARE MARCH 2018 AS  WOMEN S HISTORY MONTH  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1079  General Bill, By Senn
Similar (H 4726)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5670 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO DUTIES IMPOSED ON A DEMOLISHER OR SECONDARY METALS
RECYCLER, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN THIS SEC-
TION APPLY TO AN AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLER, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT CERTAIN PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION SHALL
NOT APPLY TO SALES CONDUCTED AT SALVAGE POOL AUCTIONS, TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
S 1080  Concurrent Resolution, By J. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND EXPRESS DEEP
APPRECIATION TO THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI-
TIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA DURING  INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY WEEK,  APRIL 9 THROUGH 13, 2018, AND  INDEPENDENT
COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY DAY,  APRIL 6, 2018, AND TO HONOR
THEM FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS IN EDUCATING
FUTURE LEADERS FOR OUR STATE AND NATION.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
   03/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-13
S 1081  Resolution, By Massey
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE STROM THURMOND
HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A SPECTACULAR PERFORMING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM ON WINNING THE SOUTH CAROLINA BAND
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION 2A MARCHING BAND STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 1082  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220(B) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAX, TO PROVIDE THAT, NOT-
WITHSTANDING THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 12-37-950, A
LEASEHOLD INTEREST CONVEYED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUB-
LIC SERVICE AUTHORITY FOR RESIDENTIAL USE IS EXEMPT FROM
AD VALOREM TAXATION.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
S 1083 (Rat # 0226, Act #  0208)  General Bill, By Grooms, Campbell and
Verdin
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TIME PERIOD FOR PROCURING
REGISTRATION AND LICENSING, TEMPORARY LICENSE PLATES, AND
THE TRANSFER OF LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IS AUTHORIZED TO ADMINIS-
TER A PROGRAM FOR AND REGULATE THE ISSUANCE OF TEMPO-
RARY LICENSE PLATES FOR NEWLY ACQUIRED VEHICLES, TO
PROVIDE FOR DESIGN AND OTHER SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE
LICENSE PLATES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT IS AUTHO-
RIZED TO ADMINISTER AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM FOR COUNTY
AUDITOR S OFFICES, LICENSED MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS, LEASING
COMPANIES, AND OTHER ENTITIES AUTHORIZED BY THE DEPART-
MENT TO USE IN ISSUING TEMPORARY LICENSE PLATES, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ANY PERSON OR ENTITY AUTHORIZED BY THIS SECTION
TO ISSUE A TEMPORARY LICENSE PLATE SHALL MAINTAIN
RECORDS AS REQUIRED BY THE DEPARTMENT, TO PROVIDE FOR
EXEMPTIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
ALL ENTITIES AUTHORIZED TO ISSUE TEMPORARY PLATES MUST
COMPLY WITH ALL PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS WITHIN A CERTAIN
TIME PERIOD. - ratified title
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-11
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-26
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-81
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-10
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-38
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-38
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-5
   05/14/18 Ratified R 226
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 208
S 1084  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO POSTHUMOUSLY RECOGNIZE SKIPP
PEARSON AS THE AMBASSADOR OF JAZZ FOR SOUTH CAROLINA IN
HONOR OF HIS EXTRAORDINARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORLD
OF JAZZ MUSIC.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1085  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, GEN-
ERALLY, BY ADDING ARTICLE 4, TO ENACT THE CAMPUS FREE
EXPRESSION ACT, TO PROVIDE THAT OUTDOOR AREAS OF CAM-
PUSES OF PUBLIC COLLEGES AND INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARN-
ING IN THIS STATE SHALL BE DEEMED TRADITIONAL PUBLIC
FORUMS, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON WISHING TO ENGAGE IN
NONCOMMERCIAL EXPRESSIVE ACTIVITY ON CAMPUS SHALL BE
PERMITTED TO DO SO FREELY UNLESS THE PERSON S CONDUCT IS
UNLAWFUL OR MATERIALLY AND SUBSTANTIALLY DISRUPTS THE
FUNCTIONING OF THE INSTITUTION, TO PROVIDE FOR PERMISSIBLE
RESTRICTIONS THAT A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
MAY PLACE IN CERTAIN AREAS, TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC INSTI-
TUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL INCLUDE A RANGE OF DISCI-
PLINARY SANCTIONS FOR ANYONE WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION WHO
MATERIALLY AND SUBSTANTIALLY INTERFERES WITH THE FREE
EXPRESSION OF OTHERS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING
BOARD OF EACH STATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL
DEVELOP AND ADOPT A POLICY ON FREE EXPRESSION BY JANUARY
1, 2019, TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTENTS OF SUCH POLICY, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND PERSONS WHOSE
EXPRESSIVE RIGHTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED BY A VIOLATION OF
THIS ARTICLE MAY BRING AN ACTION IN A COURT OF COMPETENT
JURISDICTION TO ENJOIN ANY VIOLATION OF THIS ARTICLE OR TO
RECOVER COMPENSATORY DAMAGES, REASONABLE COURT COSTS,
AND ATTORNEYS  FEES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING BOARD
OF EACH PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING SHALL ISSUE
AN ANNUAL REPORT ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE HANDLING OF FREE
SPEECH ISSUES WITHIN ITS RESPECTIVE INSTITUTION, TO PROVIDE
FOR EXCLUSIONS TO THIS ARTICLE, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
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S 1086  General Bill, By Shealy
A BILL A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 17 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO CORONERS, BY ADDING SECTION 17-5-80,
TO PROVIDE THAT A CORONER SHALL, IN THE ABSENCE OF THE
NEXT OF KIN OF THE DECEASED PERSON, TAKE POSSESSION OR CUS-
TODY OF ALL PROPERTY OF VALUE FOUND ON OR ABOUT SUCH PER-
SON, MAKE AN EXACT INVENTORY THEREOF ON HIS REPORT, AND
SURRENDER THE SAME TO THE PERSON ENTITLED TO ITS CUSTODY
OR POSSESSION.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
S 1087  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-7-325 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DISPLAY OF A
BARBER POLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF OFFERING OR IMPLYING TO
OFFER BARBER SERVICES TO THE CONSUMING PUBLIC WITHOUT A
BARBER LICENSE OR BARBER SHOP LICENSE ISSUED BY THE BOARD
OF BARBER EXAMINERS.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
S 1088  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-220 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE THIRD
WEDNESDAY IN FEBRUARY OF EACH YEAR AS  BARBERS  DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-14
S 1089  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARCH 13, 2018 AS  4-H DAY
IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND MS. LINDSEY SCOTT, DR.
PAM ARDERN, AND THE 2018 4-H LEADERSHIP TEAM FOR THEIR
NUMEROUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-14
   03/07/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-7
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted SJ-7
S 1090  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 2018,
AS  UNCLAIMED PROPERTY DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO URGE
ALL CITIZENS TO UTILIZE THE OFFICE OF THE STATE TREASURER S
DATABASE TO SEARCH FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY FOR THEM-
SELVES, THEIR FRIENDS AND FAMILY, AND THEIR BUSINESSES.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-14
   03/15/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-11
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-11
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted SJ-53
S 1091  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 2018,
AS  FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO SAVE FOR COLLEGE WITH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 COLLEGE SAVINGS PLAN.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-14
   03/15/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-11
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-11
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted SJ-53
S 1092  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21,
2018 AS  SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS DAY
IN HONOR OF THE IMPORTANT SERVICES PROVIDED BY THIS GROUP
OF PROFESSIONALS.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1093  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-910(B)(3)(a), RELATING TO SALES
TAX ON COMMUNICATION SERVICES, TO EXCLUDE FROM THE IMPO-
SITION OF THE SALES TAX IMPOSED BY SECTION 12-36-910 VIDEO
STREAMING SERVICES RECEIVED BY THE CUSTOMER OVER THE
INTERNET.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-15
S 1094  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PASTOR JERRY
BLASSINGAME, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SOTERIA COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND SENIOR PASTOR OF SOTERIA
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP, FOR HIS VITAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIS
COMMUNITY.
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1095  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE NEWBERRY HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR
WINNING THE CLASS 3A GIRLS STATE BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1096  General Bill, By Alexander, Sheheen, Goldfinch, Shealy, Hutto,
Gambrell, Nicholson, Johnson, Talley, Senn, McElveen and Kimpson
Similar (S 1066, H 3483)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-600(B)(1) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO VARIOUS ASSAULT AND BATTERY OFFENSES, TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON COMMITS THE OFFENSE OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY
OF A HIGH AND AGGRAVATED NATURE IF HE UNLAWFULLY INJURES
A HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
AN EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE PROVIDER, A FIREFIGHTER, AN
EMERGENCY ROOM PHYSICIAN, AN EMERGENCY ROOM NURSE, OR
AN ALLIED HEALTH CARE WORKER, DURING THE COURSE OF HIS
DUTIES, AND KNOWS OR HAS REASON TO KNOW OF THE INJURED
PERSON S STATUS OR INJURES SOMEONE IN A HEALTH CARE FACIL-
ITY, AS DEFINED BY SECTION 44-7-130(10), OR A PHYSICIAN S OFFICE.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
S 1097  Concurrent Resolution, By Martin and Turner
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF I-385 AND
BRIDGES ROAD  TROOPER DANIEL K. REBMAN, JR. MEMORIAL
INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THE INTERSECTION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/02/18 Senate Amended SJ-54
   05/02/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-54
   05/03/18 House Introduced HJ-58




   05/09/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-137
   05/10/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-79
S 1098  Concurrent Resolution, By Shealy
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE TUESDAY, APRIL 10,
2018 AS  DONOR DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA; TO HONOR ALL THOSE
WHO HAVE MADE THE DECISION TO GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE; TO
FOCUS ATTENTION ON THE EXTREME NEED FOR ORGAN, EYE, AND
TISSUE DONATION; AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL RESIDENTS TO TAKE
ACTION AND SIGN UP ON SOUTH CAROLINA S ORGAN AND TISSUE
DONOR REGISTRY AT THEIR LOCAL SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES OFFICE OR AT DONATE LIFE SOUTH CAROLINA
S WEBSITE.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-12
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-53
   03/21/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-3
S 1099 (Rat # 0227, Act #  0209)  General Bill, By Campbell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 48-20-280, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ACTIVITIES EXEMPT FROM THE PRO-
VISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA MINING ACT, SO AS TO EXEMPT
CERTAIN ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE DIVISION OF PUBLIC
RAILWAYS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE. - ratified title
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   03/21/18 Senate Polled out of committee Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-13
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-19
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-82
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-78
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). King, Hart, Pendarvis, Braw-
ley, Gilliard, Brown, Anderson, M Rivers HJ-97
   05/03/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). King, M Rivers,
Brawley, Anderson, Brown, Gilliard HJ-19
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-20
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-21
   05/04/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   05/14/18 Ratified R 227
   05/15/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date 05/15/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 209
S 1100  General Bill, By Grooms
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO SECTIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE SPECIFICALLY NOT ADOPTED BY THIS STATE, SO AS TO
REMOVE THE ALTERNATIVE TAX ON QUALIFYING SHIPPING ACTIVI-
TIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1110, RELATING TO MODIFICA-
TIONS OF INCOME, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-14
S 1101 (Rat # 0166, Act #  0156)  General Bill, By Young, Hutto and Massey
Similar (H 5109)
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 205 OF 2016, RELATING TO AN EXEMPTION
OF PRIVATE, FOR-PROFIT PIPELINE COMPANIES FROM CERTAIN
RIGHTS, POWERS, AND PRIVILEGES OF TELEGRAPH AND TELE-
PHONE COMPANIES THAT OTHERWISE ARE EXTENDED TO PIPELINE
COMPANIES, SO AS TO EXTEND THE SUNSET PROVISION TO NOVEM-
BER 30, 2020. - ratified title
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   03/09/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-14
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/03/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-82
   04/05/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-10-18 HJ-35
   04/10/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-14
   04/11/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-10
   04/12/18 Ratified R 166
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 156
S 1102  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 5, TITLE 59 OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CODE OF LAWS, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-
TION, TO ADD SECTION 59-5-200 TO REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH REGULATIONS TO ALLOW INSTRUCTORS
OF MILITARY SCIENCE AUTHORIZATION TO A CARRY FIREARM ON A
SCHOOL CAMPUS IN WHICH HE IS EMPLOYED, TO INCLUDE THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF MINIMUM TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, CERTIFI-
CATION, AND EVALUATIONS; TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 19,
TITLE 59, BY ADDING SECTION 59-19-370 RELATING TO LOCAL
SCHOOL BOARDS OF TRUSTEES TO PROVIDE THAT A LOCAL SCHOOL
BOARD MAY AUTHORIZE AN INSTRUCTOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE TO
CARRY A FIREARM ON A SCHOOL CAMPUS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
POLICY REQUIREMENTS AND NECESSARY TRAINING; AND TO
AMEND CHAPTER 23, TITLE 23 BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-150 TO
REQUIRE THE LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL TO DEVELOP
A TRAINING PROGRAM RELATING TO POSSESSION OF FIREARMS ON
SCHOOL CAMPUSES.
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-14
S 1103  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE SECTION OF PENDERBORO ROAD
(SC 34-39) FROM THE INTERSECTION OF 501 BYPASS TO THE INTER-
SECTION OF WELLWOOD ROAD IN MARION, SOUTH CAROLINA,  REV-
EREND DR. A.C. ROBINSON HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS SECTION OF ROAD CONTAINING THE
DESIGNATION.
   03/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-2
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   03/14/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-24
   03/20/18 House Introduced HJ-72
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-72
   04/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-3
   04/11/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-17
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S 1104  General Bill, By Sheheen, Shealy, Grooms, Johnson, Williams,
Gambrell, Scott and McLeod
Similar (H 5150)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-140(3) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SUNSET PROVISION ON THE LIMITATION OF THREE RETAIL
DEALER LICENSES HELD BY ONE LICENSEE, TO CHANGE THE DATE
TO JULY 1, 2019.
   03/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
S 1105  General Bill, By Corbin, Davis, Rice, Campbell, Timmons, Climer,
Turner, Verdin, Shealy, Gambrell, Reese, Peeler, Cash and Leatherman
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 22 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO MAGISTRATES, BY ADDING SECTION 22-1-45, TO PROVIDE
THAT IT SHALL BE UNLAWFUL FOR A CURRENT MEMBER OF THE
SENATE TO APPEAR AS ATTORNEY AT LAW IN A MAGISTRATES
COURT LOCATED IN A COUNTY REPRESENTED BY THE SENATOR.
   03/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
S 1106  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SOUTH-
SIDE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1107  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
ABRAHAM L. SALLEY OF ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH IN NEWBERRY,
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1108  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PASTOR EDDIE W. DAVIS
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS THIRTY-FIFTH PASTORAL ANNIVER-
SARY WITH LITTLE ZION BAPTIST CHURCH IN BLYTHEWOOD.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1109  Concurrent Resolution, By Davis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE RBC HERI-
TAGE PRESENTED BY BOEING GOLF TOURNAMENT HELD EACH
YEAR ON HILTON HEAD ISLAND ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY THIS COMING APRIL AND TO RECOGNIZE AND
THANK THE HERITAGE CLASSIC FOUNDATION, THE TOURNAMENT
SPONSORS, AND COUNTLESS FRIENDS AND VOLUNTEERS WHO
HAVE MADE THIS SPECIAL EVENT SO SUCCESSFUL AND UNIQUE
AMONG PGA TOUR EVENTS.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   03/20/18 House Introduced HJ-72
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-72
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-57
   04/03/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-30
S 1110  General Bill, By Peeler, McElveen, Rice, Campbell, Grooms,
Alexander, Bennett, Kimpson, Senn and M.B. Matthews
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-30 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY INTENDS FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING
TIME TO BE THE YEAR-ROUND STANDARD TIME OF THE ENTIRE
STATE SHOULD THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS AMEND CERTAIN
RELATED FEDERAL LAW TO ALLOW STATES TO OBSERVE DAYLIGHT
SAVING TIME YEAR ROUND.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 1111 (Rat # 0228, Act #  0210)  General Bill, By Campsen
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-2730, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FEDERAL FISHING REGULATIONS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE A SPECIFIC SIZE AND POSSESSION LIMIT FOR COBIA.
- ratified title
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
14
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-21
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-26
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-82
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-41
   05/08/18 House Read second time HJ-54
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-54
   05/09/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-25
   05/14/18 Ratified R 228
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 210
S 1112  General Bill, By Jackson, Massey, Campbell, McLeod, Corbin, Davis,
Reese, Hembree, Campsen, Cromer and Kimpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADJOURNMENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DATE FOR THE MANDATORY
ADJOURNMENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM SECOND THURS-
DAY IN MAY TO THE SECOND THURSDAY IN APRIL, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE ADJOURNMENT DATE MAY BE EXTENDED IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-9-880, RELATING TO
THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS  FORECAST OF ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DATES OF THE FORECASTS.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 1113  General Bill, By Turner
Similar (H 4871)
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 80 OF 2013, RELATING TO THE HIGH GROWTH
SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, TO REAUTHORIZE THE ACT
FOR AN ADDITIONAL SIX YEARS.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
S 1114  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 2018 AS  SECOND
CHANCE MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND THIS
OBSERVANCE TO ALL CITIZENS OF THIS GREAT STATE.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-14
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-14
   03/22/18 Senate Adopted SJ-40
S 1115  Resolution, By Cromer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE MANY SACRIFICES AND
VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL GUARD MAKES TO PROTECT THE FREEDOM, DEMOC-
RACY, AND SECURITY OF OUR STATE AND NATION AND TO RECOG-
NIZE TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 2018 AS  NATIONAL GUARD DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
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   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-8
   03/14/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   03/14/18 Senate Adopted SJ-5
S 1116 (Rat # 0229, Act #  0274)  General Bill, By Timmons and Talley
Similar (H 4528)
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM, SO AS
TO CHANGE THE NAME TO GREENVILLE HEALTH AUTHORITY, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL POWERS OF THE AUTHORITY PER-
TAINING TO ENTERING INTO CERTAIN AGREEMENTS AND LEASES
WITH NOT-FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES TO FULFILL THE AUTHORITY S
PURPOSE; AND TO RATIFY AND CONFIRM THE ACTIONS OF THE
GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM IN ENTERING INTO THE AMENDED
MASTER AFFILIATION AGREEMENT AND THE LEASE AND CONTRI-
BUTION AGREEMENT BASED ON SPECIFIC PROVISIONS BEING
INCLUDED IN THE LEASE AND CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT. - ratified
title
   03/14/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-6
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-4  Nays-2 SJ-20
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-14
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-5  Nays-1 SJ-14
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-61
   04/18/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-94
   04/24/18 House Debate interrupted by adjournment HJ-48
   04/25/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, Trantham, Loftis,
Long, Chumley, Clary, Elliott, Hamilton, Sandifer, Bryant,
Felder, Taylor, Blackwell, Crosby, Burns, Magnuson,
Toole, Bannister, Spires, Hiott, Willis, Atwater, McEach-
ern, Henderson HJ-38
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Atwater
   05/03/18 House Amended HJ-63
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-63
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-82  Nays-2 HJ-68
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-69
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/04/18 House Read third time and returned to Senate with amendments
HJ-2
   05/08/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-23
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-6  Nays-1 SJ-23
   05/14/18 Ratified R 229
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 274
S 1117  General Bill, By McLeod
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF OFFICERS, BY
ADDING SECTION 1-3-235, TO ESTABLISH A SOUTH CAROLINA
AMBASSADOR OF JAZZ APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR.
   03/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-7
S 1118  General Bill, By Gregory
Similar (H 3183, H 4975)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 16 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES INVOLVING WEAP-
ONS, BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 TO PROHIBIT THE POSSESSION,
DISTRIBUTION, OR MANUFACTURE OF A DEVICE, PART, COMPO-
NENT, ATTACHMENT, OR ACCESSORY INTENDED TO ACCELERATE
THE RATE OF FIRE OF A SEMIAUTOMATIC FIREARM, TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION, AND TO ALLOW
EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23, RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF
RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS, BY ADDING SECTION 23-31-30, TO PROVIDE
THAT NO PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE MAY PURCHASE
A RIFLE; TO AMEND ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23, RELATING TO
THE USE AND POSSESSION OF MACHINE GUNS, SAWED-OFF SHOT-
GUNS, AND RIFLES, BY ADDING SECTION 23-31-335, TO PROHIBIT THE
SALE, TRANSFER, AND POSSESSION OF LARGE CAPACITY MAGA-
ZINES; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   03/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
S 1119  Joint Resolution, By Corbin
Similar (H 4944)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADVISORY REFERENDUM
TO BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY FAVOR THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM BEING GOV-
ERNED BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS NOMINATED AND APPOINTED
BY THE GREENVILLE COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION AND TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY FAVOR AGREEMENTS BY THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYS-
TEM TO LEASE ITS ASSETS TO A PRIVATE ENTITY FOR UP TO ONE
HUNDRED YEARS FOR ONE DOLLAR A YEAR BEING DEEMED NULL
AND VOID.
   03/14/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-8
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   06/28/18 Referred to delegation from Greenville County
S 1120  General Bill, By Campsen
Similar (S 0107, H 3159, H 4977)
A BILL TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
RESTRUCTURING ACT OF 2018  INCLUDING PROVISIONS TO AMEND
SECTIONS 1-3-620, 1-17-20, 1-23-125(B), 1-23-125(D), 2-3-30, 2-3-90, 7-11-
30(A), 7-17-10, 10-1-40, 14-27-20(10), 14-27-30, 14-27-40(2), 14-27-80, 44-56-
840(A), AND 59-6-15(A), CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
RELATING TO THE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR, SO AS TO REVISE STATUTORY REFERENCES TO
CONFORM TO CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY CHANGES CON-
CERNING SELECTION AS PART OF A JOINT TICKET AND TO MAKE
THE GOVERNOR RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EXISTING DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR SO THE GOVER-
NOR MAY DETERMINE HOW THOSE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED; TO AMEND SECTIONS 1-11-720(A)(9), 1-30-
10(A), 9-1-10(11)(g), 9-1-10(14), 29-4-60(D), 43-21-10, 43-21-20, 43-21-45, 43-
21-60, 43-21-70, 43-21-100, 43-21-130(A)(1), 43-21-190(2), 44-36-20(21), 44-
36-50, 44-36-310, 44-36-320(7), AND 44-36-330, RELATING TO THE OFFICE
OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, DIVISION ON AGING, SO AS TO
CREATE IN THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH A DEPARTMENT ON AGING; TO
REQUIRE, ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2019, THE CODE COMMIS-
SIONER TO PREPARE AND DELIVER A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF
THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES RECOMMENDING ANY ADDITIONAL APPROPRIATE AND CON-
FORMING CHANGES TO THE 1976 CODE OF LAWS REFLECTING THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; AND ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2019, TO
REQUIRE THE JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON AGING TO PRE-
PARE AND DELIVER A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES RECOM-
MENDING ANY ADDITIONAL CHANGES TO THE DEPARTMENT ON
AGING CREATED BY THIS ACT TO ENHANCE EFFICIENT AND COST
EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO THE AGING COMMUNITY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FEDERAL OLDER AMERICANS ACT.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-15
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   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-49
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-32
   04/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-32
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
S 1121  General Bill, By Young
Similar (H 5153)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-17-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HEARINGS BEFORE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA WORKERS  COMPENSATION COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE VENUE FOR HEARINGS SHALL BE IN DISTRICTS ESTAB-
LISHED BY THE COMMISSION.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
S 1122  General Bill, By Campsen and Malloy
Similar (S 0910, H 4801)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-1210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL SALARIES OF STATE OFFICERS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING IN 2018 AND EVERY FOUR
YEARS THEREAFTER, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE
FOR THE ANNUAL SALARIES OF THE STATE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFI-
CERS IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT FOR THE
DURATION OF EACH OFFICER S FOUR-YEAR TERM.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-4
S 1123  General Bill, By Hembree and Young
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-149-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE LEGISLATIVE INCENTIVES FOR
FUTURE EXCELLENCE (LIFE) SCHOLARSHIPS, TO ALLOW FOR AN
ANNUAL BOOK ALLOWANCE TO BE INCLUDED IN THE CALCULA-
TIONS FOR ANNUAL COST OF ATTENDANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
149-15(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO AN ADDITIONAL LIFE
SCHOLARSHIP STIPEND, TO PROVIDE THAT THE STIPEND IS AVAIL-
ABLE TO CERTAIN STUDENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-149-30 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO A FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT REQUIRE-
MENT, TO ALLOW A LIFE SCHOLARSHIP TO BE PRORATED UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-149-50 OF THE
1976 CODE, RELATING TO GRADE POINT AVERAGE REQUIREMENTS
FOR LIFE SCHOLARSHIP ELIGIBILITY, TO INCREASE THE REQUIRED
GRADE POINT AVERAGE AND INCREASE THE SAT REQUIREMENTS
FOR ELIGIBILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 59-149-60 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO THE DURATION OF THE LIFE SCHOLARSHIP, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE SEMESTER REQUIREMENTS ARE RELATED TO AN
APPROVED PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 59-104-20 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PALMETTO FEL-
LOWS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, TO ALLOW A PALMETTO FELLOWS
SCHOLARSHIP TO BE PRORATED UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
AND TO INCREASE THE REQUIRED GRADE POINT AVERAGE AND
INCREASE THE SAT REQUIREMENTS FOR ELIGIBILITY; TO AMEND
SECTION 59-104-25(A) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO AN ADDI-
TIONAL PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLARSHIP STIPEND, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE STIPEND IS AVAILABLE TO CERTAIN STUDENTS, AND TO
PRESCRIBE THE AMOUNT AVAILABLE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-
150-370 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE SC HOPE SCHOLARSHIPS, TO SPECIFY WHERE THE CRITERIA
USED TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY FOR A HOPE SCHOLARSHIP MUST
BE LOCATED.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
S 1124  General Bill, By Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-11-10 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE TIME FOR ELECTION OF SHERIFFS, TO PROVIDE THAT A
COUNTY MAY HOLD A SHERIFF S ELECTION EVERY FOUR YEARS
DURING THE GENERAL ELECTION IN NON-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
YEARS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-20 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE TIME FOR ELECTION OF CERTAIN COUNTY OFFICERS, TO
PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY MAY HOLD A SHERIFF S ELECTION EVERY
FOUR YEARS DURING THE GENERAL ELECTION IN NON-PRESIDEN-
TIAL ELECTION YEARS.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/22/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/29/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-27
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-82
S 1125  General Bill, By Corbin
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 1, TITLE 2 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, GENERALLY, BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-
260, TO PROVIDE THAT A GOVERNMENT AGENCY, BODY, COMMIS-
SION, COMMITTEE, OR COUNCIL FOR WHICH ITS GOVERNING
BOARD IS APPOINTED BY A LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION OF THIS
STATE MAY NOT ASSIGN, CONVEY, DEVOLVE, ENTRUST, OR TRANS-
FER TO ANOTHER BOARD OR ENTITY THE BOARD S GOVERNANCE
AUTHORITY, DUTIES, FUNCTIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES, OR OPERA-
TIONAL OVERSIGHT WITHOUT A PRIOR AFFIRMATIVE ACT OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 1126 (Rat # 0167, Act #  0276)  General Bill, By Sheheen
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 930 OF 1970, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE SCHOOL TRUSTEES FOR KERSHAW COUNTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT ELECTIONS FOR THE KERSHAW COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD OF
TRUSTEES MUST BE HELD AT THE TIME OF THE GENERAL ELECTION
IN THE APPROPRIATE YEARS. - ratified title
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-6
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/27/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-16
   04/03/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-6
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-6
   04/05/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-14
   04/12/18 Ratified R 167
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 276
S 1127  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-250, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE TO REQUIRE PAYMENT WITH IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE FUNDS, TO CHANGE THE REQUIREMENT FROM FIFTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, TO REQUIRE
THE SETTLEMENT OF THOSE FUNDS IN THE STATE S ACCOUNT ON
OR BEFORE TWO BANKING DAYS FOLLOWING THE DUE DATE OF
THE TAX AS PROVIDED BY LAW, AND TO PROVIDE A FINANCIAL
HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
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S 1128  Joint Resolution, By Rankin, Hutto, Massey, McElveen, Sabb,
Gambrell and Climer
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF TO FILE AN ACTION IN CIRCUIT
COURT TO REQUIRE THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS OR WIT-
NESSES IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES IF AN ENTITY HAS PROVIDED
GOODS OR SERVICES TO A UTILITY FOR THE DESIGN, CONSTRUC-
TION, OR OPERATION OF A FACILITY THAT HAS BEEN THE SUBJECT
OF A PROCEEDING CONCERNING THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT; TO
PROVIDE THAT THE ONLY RELIEF THE COURT MAY ORDER IS FOR
THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, REQUIRING THE APPEARANCE
OF WITNESSES, ALLOWING THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF TO
TAKE DEPOSITIONS, OR A COMBINATION THEREOF; TO REQUIRE THE
ACTION TO BE HEARD AS AND DECIDED AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS CON-
SISTENT WITH DUE PROCESS; AND TO PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES FOR
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH A COURT ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO
THIS JOINT RESOLUTION.
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-16
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-50
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-50
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-50
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-34
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
S 1129  General Bill, By Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 148 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  AIR
MEDAL  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-4
S 1130  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR APOSTOLIC
CHRISTIAN HARVESTCALL FOR ITS IMPRESSIVE MINISTRY IN SOUTH
CAROLINA AND TO EXTEND THE ORGANIZATION BEST WISHES FOR
GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS ITS FINE STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
CONTINUE TO SERVE THE LORD.
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1131  Joint Resolution, By Scott and Fanning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THE EARNINGS LIMITATION OF
TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR RETIRED MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM AND ANY OTHER SYSTEM DOES
NOT APPLY TO CERTAIN MEMBERS WHO WERE PARTICIPANTS OF
THE TEACHER AND EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCENTIVE PROGRAM
AS OF OCTOBER 31, 2017, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS
OF THIS JOINT RESOLUTION REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL JUNE 30, 2023.
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1132  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF JOHN WESLEY SCOTT OF BOWMAN AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1133  Resolution, By Talley, Corbin, Martin, Peeler and Reese
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE JOHN F. GREEN
SPARTANBURG SCIENCE CENTER UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS FOR-
TIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO RECOGNIZE THE CENTER FOR ITS
VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SPARTANBURG COUNTY COM-
MUNITY.
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1134  Concurrent Resolution, By Nicholson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR STEVE D.
REEVES, JR., GENERAL MANAGER OF THE GREENWOOD COMMIS-
SIONERS OF PUBLIC WORKS, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT AFTER TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-4
   03/22/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-3
S 1135  Joint Resolution, By Senate General
Similar (H 5248)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, RELATING TO WILDERNESS THERAPEU-
TIC CAMPS FOR CHILDREN, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4771, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   04/17/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on General SJ-3
S 1136  General Bill, By Allen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 15 TO CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ALLOW
PRINCIPALS OR SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS, AFTER CONSULTING
WITH A SCHOOL COUNSELOR, RESOURCE OFFICER, OR SAFETY OFFI-
CER, AND AFTER PROVIDING PARENTAL NOTIFICATION,  TO PETI-
TION THE PROBATE COURT TO DETERMINE WHETHER A STUDENT IS
IN NEED OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES IF, IN THE PRINCIPAL S OR
SENIOR ADMINISTRATION S OPINION, THE STUDENT POSES A
THREAT OF HARM TO HIMSELF OR OTHERS, TO PROVIDE EXCEP-
TIONS TO THE REQUIREMENT TO NOTIFY A PARENT OR LEGAL
GUARDIAN, TO PROVIDE IMMUNITY FROM SUIT FOR CERTAIN
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AND TO REQUIRE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO
ESTABLISH CERTAIN POLICIES AND GUIDELINES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-24-90, RELATING TO JUDICIAL ADMISSIONS OF CHILDREN IN
NEED OF SERVICES, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 44-24-140, RELATING TO DETERMINATIONS OF A
PETITION FOR THE JUDICIAL ADMISSION OF A CHILD IN NEED OF
SERVICES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COURT TO REPORT INFORMATION
ABOUT THE CHILD TO SLED FOR TRANSMITTING TO THE NATIONAL
INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SYSTEM (NICS) IN CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO PROVIDE A CHILD WHOSE NAME
HAS BEEN TRANSMITTED TO NICS THE RIGHT TO PETITION A COURT
TO REMOVE THE PROHIBITIONS PLACED INVOLVING THE RIGHT TO
POSSESS OR HAVE ACCESS TO FIREARMS.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
S 1137  General Bill, By Talley
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 15, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 47 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO THE PROTECTION OF GUIDE DOGS, BY ADDING
SECTION 47-3-980, TO PROVIDE THAT INTENTIONAL MISREPRESEN-
TATION OF A SERVICE ANIMAL IS A MISDEMEANOR AND TO ESTAB-
LISH PENALTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 47-3-920(4) AND 47-3-970,
RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN LAYLA S LAW AND RESTITUTION
REQUIREMENTS RESPECTIVELY, TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-4
S 1138  General Bill, By Climer
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A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 58 OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CODE OF LAWS, 1976, TO REQUIRE A WATER OR SEWER
UTILITY SUBJECT TO THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION S SUPERVI-
SION AND REGULATION MUST ESTABLISH CUSTOMER CLASSES
BASED UPON GEOGRAPHIC SERVICE LOCATION; TO PROVIDE THAT A
CLASS BASED UPON GEOGRAPHIC SERVICE LOCATION CONSISTS OF
CUSTOMERS WHO ARE SERVED BY A WATER OR SEWER UTILITY FOR
WHICH THE UTILITY S SYSTEM COMPONENTS THAT PROVIDE THE
SERVICE TO THOSE CUSTOMERS ARE PHYSICALLY CONNECTED AND
THIS CLASS IS IN ADDITION TO OTHER TYPES OF CUSTOMER
CLASSES; TO PROVIDE THAT A CUSTOMER IN A GEOGRAPHIC SER-
VICE LOCATION CLASS MUST NOT PAY FOR THE CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE OR IMPROVEMENT FOR THE UTILITY S PIPES OR
OTHER EQUIPMENT THAT PROVIDES SERVICE TO CUSTOMERS IN A
SEPARATE GEOGRAPHIC SERVICE LOCATION CLASS.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1139  General Bill, By Talley
Similar (H 5181)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  TAXPAYER TRANSPARENCY ACT  BY ADDING ARTI-
CLE 7 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 11 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE EXECUTIVE
BUDGET OFFICE TO DEVELOP AND MAKE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE A
SINGLE, SEARCHABLE BUDGET DATABASE WEBSITE FOR THE MOST
RECENT FISCAL YEAR.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1140  General Bill, By Talley
Similar (H 5180)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 6 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, OR SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL POST
CERTAIN INFORMATION ON ITS WEBSITE, DEVELOP, MAINTAIN, AND
MAKE PUBLIC A CERTAIN WEBSITE DATABASE, AND TO REQUIRE
THAT THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE WEBSITE BE EASILY
ACCESSIBLE.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
S 1141  Resolution, By Goldfinch
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND SUPPORT THE DEMOC-
RATIZATION EFFORTS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN) AND
THE NATION S MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION IN THE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION, THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZA-
TION, AND THE UN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE
CHANGE, AS WELL AS OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS,
AND TO EXTEND SINCERE BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED COOPERA-
TION AND SUCCESS.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
S 1142  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen and Campsen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF THE
SESTERCENTENNIAL OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION IN SOUTH
CAROLINA AND TO ESTABLISH THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION SES-
TERCENTENNIAL COMMISSION OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Amended SJ-52
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-48
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-48
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-32
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
S 1143  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME INTERNATIONALLY
RENOWNED EXPLORERS DR. GINO CASPARI AND TREVOR WALLACE
TO SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THEIR SIG-
NIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS ACROSS THE GLOBE.
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1144 (Rat # 0168, Act #  0157)  General Bill, By Cromer
Similar (S 0885, H 4178)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-420, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN NEWBERRY COUNTY, SO AS TO ELIMINATE
THE MIDWAY PRECINCT, AND TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER
ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - rati-
fied title
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-29
   03/29/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-29
   04/02/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-4
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   04/05/18 House Referred to Newberry Delegation HJ-11
   04/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Newberry Delegation HJ-2
   04/11/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/11/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/12/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-6
   04/12/18 Ratified R 168
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 157
S 1145  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 34 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR LIENS
FOR NONPAYMENT OF FEES, FINES, ASSESSMENTS, OR OTHER
CHARGES OWED TO A HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION AND, AFTER
THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT, TO PROHIBIT A HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION FROM FORECLOSING ON A LIEN IF THE LIEN IS
SOLELY FOR NONPAYMENT OF FEES, FINES, ASSESSMENTS, OR
OTHER CHANGES.
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 1146  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SMYRNA BAPTIST
CHURCH UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS 145TH ANNIVERSARY, TO REC-
OGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHURCH FOR ITS DEEP HERITAGE IN
SPRINGFIELD, AND TO COMMEND ITS LEADERSHIP AND CONGREGA-
TION FOR THEIR MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1147  General Bill, By Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-230, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN DORCHESTER COUNTY, SO AS TO CORRECT OUT-
DATED LANGUAGE AND REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON
WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   03/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1148  General Bill, By Bennett
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN BERKELEY COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE
MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE
FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE.
   03/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1149  General Bill, By Goldfinch
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 54-7-670, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HOBBY LICENSES, SO AS TO ESTABLISH
THAT A HOBBY LICENSE IS NOT REQUIRED TO COLLECT SHARKS
TEETH.
   03/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
S 1150  General Bill, By Massey and Sheheen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-17 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO
OUTSIDE LOBBYISTS, TO PROVIDE THAT A DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR,
CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICER, AGENCY DIRECTOR, STATE BOARD OR
COMMISSION, OR GOVERNING BODY OF ANY OTHER ENTITY OF
STATE GOVERNMENT MAY NOT EMPLOY OR CONTRACT WITH A
LOBBYIST WHO IS NOT A FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE OF THE STATE.
   03/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1151  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-100(1)(a) OF THE 1976 CODE, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEFINITION OF ANYTHING OF VALUE, TO ADD VOTE
TRADING.
   03/29/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/29/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
S 1152  General Bill, By Talley and Fanning
Similar (H 5216)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 4, TITLE 61 OF THE 1976
CODE, BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-45, TO PROVIDE THAT RETAILERS
MAY DELIVER WINE AND BEER FOR OFF-PREMISES CONSUMPTION
TO A CUSTOMER WHO HAS PURCHASED THE WINE OR BEER ONLINE
IN ADVANCE OF THE DELIVERY FOR CURBSIDE PICKUP TO THE CUS-
TOMER S VEHICLE IF THE VEHICLE IS LOCATED WITHIN A CLEARLY
DESIGNATED PICKUP AREA LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE RETAILER S
PLACE OF BUSINESS, TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO
THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   03/29/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/29/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1153  Concurrent Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF ROBERTSON
BOULEVARD AND SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 64 (HAMPTON
STREET) IN WALTERBORO, SOUTH CAROLINA  BISHOP LEWIS N. TAY-
LOR INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS
AT THE INTERSECTION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/29/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   03/29/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   05/10/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   05/10/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-5
   05/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-133
S 1154  Resolution, By Goldfinch
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WAC-
CAMAW HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT S CHAMPION ATH-
LETES ON THEIR EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCES AND TO WISH
THEM AND THEIR COACHES WELL IN ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1155  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND ROSLYN CLARK
ARTIS, J.D., ED.D., FOR EARNING THE DISTINCTION OF SERVING AS
THE FOURTEENTH AND FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT OF BENEDICT
COLLEGE AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
S 1156  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HEMING-
WAY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1157  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PINEVIEW ELEMEN-
TARY SCHOOL UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY.
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1158  Joint Resolution, By Fanning
Similar (H 5200)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING ARTICLE XVIII SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INDEPENDENT CITIZENS REDISTRICTING
COMMISSION TO BE KNOWN AS THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CITIZENS
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION , TO REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP AND FUNDING OF THE
COMMISSION AND THE MANNER IN WHICH MEMBERS OF THE COM-
MISSION ARE CHOSEN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY S ADOPTION
OF THE COMMISSION S REAPPORTIONMENT PLAN, TO PROVIDE
THAT THERE MUST BE NO MECHANISM FOR EXECUTIVE OR LEGIS-
LATIVE ALTERATION OR VETO POWER OVER THE COMMISSION S
FINAL REAPPORTIONMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY NOT ADJOURN SINE DIE UNTIL IT HAS
RECEIVED AND ADOPTED THE COMMISSION S PROPOSED REAPPOR-
TIONMENT PLAN.
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1159  General Bill, By Fanning
Similar (S 0989, H 4456, H 5201)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CITIZENS REDISTRICTING COMMISSION FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF SUBMITTING REAPPORTIONMENT PLANS TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE SELECTION, QUALIFICA-
TIONS, POWERS, DUTIES, AND TERMS OF THE COMMISSION AND ITS
MEMBERS.
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1160 (Rat # 0230, Act #  0273)  General Bill, By Campsen, Kimpson,
Goldfinch, Campbell, Bennett, Grooms, M.B. Matthews and Senn
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 340 OF 1967, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL
DISTRICT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES MAY ESTABLISH COMPENSATION FOR BOARD MEM-
BERS IN AN AMOUNT UP TO EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS PER MONTH,
AND NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS PER MONTH FOR THE CHARLESTON
COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD CHAIRMAN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ANY
COMPENSATION AMOUNT ESTABLISHED BY THE BOARD OF TRUST-
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EES MUST NOT TAKE EFFECT UNTIL AFTER THE NEXT REGULARLY
SCHEDULED ELECTION FOR BOARD MEMBERS. - ratified title
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-5
   04/18/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/19/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-12
   04/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   04/24/18 House Referred to Charleston Delegation HJ-4
   04/26/18 House Recalled from Charleston Delegation HJ-27
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-23
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-6
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-50  Nays-21 HJ-6
   05/03/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-4
   05/14/18 Ratified R 230
   05/19/18 Vetoed by Governor
   06/28/18 House Veto overridden Yeas-70  Nays-15 HJ-40
   06/28/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-54
   07/05/18 Effective date See Act
   10/16/18 Act No. 273
S 1161  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler, Scott, Alexander and Verdin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 2,
2018, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUST-
EES OF LANDER UNIVERSITY TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEMBER
FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022;
THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 9, WHOSE
TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR
THE AT-LARGE SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022;
THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 11, WHOSE
TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR
THE AT-LARGE SEAT 12, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022;
THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 13, WHOSE
TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR
THE AT-LARGE SEAT 14, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022;
THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 15, WHOSE
TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECT-
ING A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE MEDICAL UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEMBER
FOR THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A
TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE SECOND
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE
JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE
MEMBER FOR THE FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, LAY SEAT,
FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE FIFTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, LAY SEAT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT,
MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND THE
MEMBER FOR THE SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, LAY SEAT,
FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ELECTING A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEMBER
FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM
TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE FIFTH JUDICIAL
CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR
THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM
TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE ELEVENTH JUDI-
CIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER
FOR THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2022; AND THE MEMBER FOR THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND FOR THE PURPOSE
OF ELECTING A MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY TO FILL THE TERM OF THE
MEMBER FOR THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 1, FOR A
TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE SECOND
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 2, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2020; THE MEMBER FOR THE THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT,
SEAT 3, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FOR THE
FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 4, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE
JUNE 30, 2020; THE MEMBER FOR THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, SEAT 5, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER
FOR THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 6, FOR A TERM TO
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; THE MEMBER FOR THE SEVENTH CONGRES-
SIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 7, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE
TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM
WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-
LARGE SEAT 9, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE TERM
OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 10, WHOSE TERM WILL
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-
LARGE SEAT 11, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND THE
TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE SEAT 12, WHOSE TERM
WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A
MEMBER TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE COLLEGE OF
CHARLESTON TO FILL THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FROM THE FIRST
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 1, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2022; THE MEMBER FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT,
SEAT 3, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FROM
THE THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 5, FOR A TERM TO
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FROM THE FOURTH CONGRES-
SIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 7, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE
MEMBER FROM THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 9, FOR
A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE MEMBER FROM THE SIXTH
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 11, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2022; THE MEMBER FROM THE SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, SEAT 13, FOR A TERM TO EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; THE TERM OF
THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-LARGE, SEAT 15, WHOSE TERM WILL
EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022; AND THE TERM OF THE MEMBER FOR THE AT-
LARGE, SEAT 17, WHOSE TERM WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022.
   04/11/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   04/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
   04/12/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-5
   04/13/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-29
   04/18/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 1162  Resolution, By McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
COUNCILS OF SOUTH CAROLINA FOR FORTY YEARS OF CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT AT WORK IN PUBLIC EDUCATION.
   04/11/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1163  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MEADOWFIELD
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNI-
VERSARY TO BE CELEBRATED ON APRIL 27, 2018, AND TO EXPRESS
GRATITUDE FOR THE SERVICES THE SCHOOL HAS PROVIDED TO THE
COLUMBIA COMMUNITY.
   04/11/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1164  Concurrent Resolution, By Allen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF NORTH ACADEMY
STREET IN THE CITY OF GREENVILLE FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
EAST NORTH STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH NORTH MAIN
STREET  ROBERT PEABO BRYSON BOULEVARD  AND ERECT APPRO-
PRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   04/12/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House
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   05/03/18 House Introduced HJ-59
   05/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-59
   05/09/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-138
   05/10/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-80
S 1165  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RENEE
AND BOB MCCORMICK FOR THEIR TIRELESS WORK IN ESTABLISH-
ING AND MAINTAINING THE HONEA PATH FREE CLINIC AND FOR THE
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT THAT THE CLINIC HAS HAD ON THE HONEA
PATH COMMUNITY.
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   04/17/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-7
S 1166  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR PASTOR CURTIS L. JOHNSON OF
VALLEY BROOK OUTREACH BAPTIST CHURCH IN PELZER ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINIS-
TRY AT VALLEY BROOK AND TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESS-
INGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1167  Resolution, By Scott, Allen, McElveen, Hutto, Sabb, Williams,
Malloy, Setzler, Johnson, McLeod, Jackson, Kimpson, Sheheen, M.B.
Matthews, Fanning and Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
RICKY RAY EZELL, SR., PASTOR OF CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH IN
COLUMBIA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR TWENTY-ONE YEARS
OF FAITHFUL AND MEANINGFUL PASTORAL MINISTRY.
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1168  Resolution, By Malloy, Massey, McElveen, Young, Jackson, Senn, J.
Matthews, Sabb, McLeod, Kimpson, Fanning, Rice, Nicholson, Campsen,
M.B. Matthews, Shealy, Setzler, Gregory, Reese, Bennett, Davis and Turner
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 2018, AS  A
JA WILSON DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOGNIZE HER AS
THE GREATEST GAMECOCK ATHLETE OF ALL TIME.
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1169  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE MARTIN FAMILY FOR ITS
RICH HISTORY IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOGNIZE ITS SIGNIF-
ICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO BEAUFORT COUNTY AND THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1170  Resolution, By Setzler, Jackson, Scott, McElveen and McLeod
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE RICHLAND
COUNTY SHERIFF S DEPARTMENT FOR ITS PARTICIPATION ON THE
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK DOCUMENTARY SERIES
LIVE PD  AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THE LEGACY OF PROFES-
SIONALISM THE MEMBERS OF THE DEPARTMENT HAVE SHOWCASED
AND FOR THE PRESTIGE THIS HAS BROUGHT TO OUR GREAT STATE.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1171  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and Natural Resources
Similar (H 5283)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOC-
UMENT NUMBER 4810, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE
1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   04/19/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-13
   04/24/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   04/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-29
S 1172 (Rat # 0174, Act #  0285)  Joint Resolution, By Senate Agriculture and
Natural Resources
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY - STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO PLANT
NURSERY REGULATIONS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4808, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-5
   04/19/18 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   04/19/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-14
   04/24/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-17
   04/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   04/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-30
   04/25/18 House Recalled from Committee on Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-68
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   04/27/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-3
   05/01/18 Ratified R 174
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/09/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 285
S 1173  Resolution, By Nicholson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PATTY E. VOW-
ELL, FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF
TRANSPORTATION INSPECTOR, ON THE OCCASION OF HER RECENT
RETIREMENT FROM A DISTINGUISHED CAREER IN LAW ENFORCE-
MENT, TO THANK HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING
AND DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1174  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. JUDITH
SALLEY-GUYDON FOR HER SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE
FIELD OF CANCER RESEARCH.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1175  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. ROSLYN
CLARK ARTIS, PRESIDENT OF BENEDICT COLLEGE, FOR HER SIGNIFI-
CANT CONTRIBUTIONS AS THE FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT OF TWO
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1176  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MAYOR VIOLA
ALEXANDER LYLES FOR HER VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AS THE
FIRST AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMAN TO SERVE AS MAYOR OF CHAR-
LOTTE.
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1177  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE WEST-OAK HIGH
SCHOOL WRESTLERS, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON THEIR
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STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING SIX INDIVID-
UAL STATE TITLES.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1178  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE OCONEE COUNTY UPON
THE OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND
TO CELEBRATE ITS SPECTACULAR ASSETS AND THE NATURAL WON-
DERS THAT ARE UNIQUE TO THE AREA.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1179  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CHIEF ROBERT BROWN, SR., FOR
HIS ALMOST SIXTY YEARS OF SERVICE WITH THE GLENDALE FIRE
DEPARTMENT AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR HIS COMMITMENT
TO SELFLESSLY SERVING AND PROTECTING HIS COMMUNITY.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1180  Resolution, By Hembree
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE JULIET
CASPER FOR BEING THE FIRST WOMAN FROM NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH TO BE NAMED STATE PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL FEDERA-
TION OF WOMEN S CLUBS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1181  Concurrent Resolution, By Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE AUGUST 13 THROUGH
19, 2018, AS  IMMUNIZATION WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
SEEK TO INCREASE THE POPULATION S AWARENESS OF THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF RECEIVING AGE-APPROPRIATE VACCINATIONS.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-8
   04/19/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-5
S 1182  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews and Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE OREASE BROWN UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH
HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN
THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1183  General Bill, By Scott, Jackson, McLeod and McElveen
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT THE RICHLAND COUNTY LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATION MAY BY DELEGATION RESOLUTION DEVOLVE THE
GOVERNOR S AUTHORITY TO MAKE APPOINTMENTS TO THE RICH-
LAND COUNTY RECREATION COMMISSION TO THE GOVERNING
BODY OF RICHLAND COUNTY.
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-3
   04/19/18 Senate Unanimous consent for second reading on next legislative
day SJ-3
   04/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-1
   10/03/18 Senate Committed to delegation from Richland County SJ-3
S 1184  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 6-12, 2018 AS  MUNICI-
PAL CLERKS WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO HONOR THE VALU-
ABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MUNICIPAL CLERKS TO CITIES AND
TOWNS IN THIS STATE, AND TO CELEBRATE THE FORTIETH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS, CLERKS AND
TREASURERS ASSOCIATION, AN AFFILIATE OF THE MUNICIPAL
ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1185  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews and Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE VICTORIA
ETHERIDGE OF RIDGELAND, SOUTH CAROLINA FOR HER OUTSTAND-
ING ACHIEVEMENTS AND DEDICATED SERVICE TO HER COMMU-
NITY.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1186  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CAPTAIN STEVE CLARE
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS THIRTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE BATESBURG-
LEESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1187  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WESTERN
YORK COUNTY NAACP FOR FOUNDING THE OLDEST PARADE TO
HONOR DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., IN THE PALMETTO STATE,
AND TO WISH IT EVERY SUCCESS IN MAINTAINING THIS RICH SOUTH
CAROLINA TRADITION.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1188  Resolution, By Fanning
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE EXTRA EXTRAORDINARY
LADIES OF UNION BAPTIST CHURCH S WOMEN S MINISTRY AS THE
LADIES HOLD THEIR SECOND ANNUAL BANQUET OF 100 WOMEN IN
RED AND PEARLS.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1189  General Bill, By Martin, Davis, Timmons, Climer, Alexander and
Shealy
A BILL TO AMEND TITLE 16 OF THE 1976 CODE, BY ADDING CHAPTER
28, THE SOUTH CAROLINA ANTI-RACKETEERING ACT, TO PROVIDE
THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR ANY PERSON, THROUGH A PATTERN OF
RACKETEERING ACTIVITY OR PROCEEDS DERIVED THEREFROM, TO
ACQUIRE OR MAINTAIN ANY INTEREST IN OR CONTROL OF ANY
ENTERPRISE, REAL PROPERTY, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY OF ANY
NATURE, INCLUDING MONEY, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL
FOR ANY PERSON EMPLOYED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH ANY ENTER-
PRISE TO CONDUCT OR PARTICIPATE IN SUCH ENTERPRISE
THROUGH A PATTERN OF RACKETEERING ACTIVITY, TO PROVIDE
FOR PENALTIES, TO PROVIDE OTHER SPECIFICATIONS, AND TO
DEFINE  RACKETEERING ACTIVITY  AND OTHER NECESSARY TERMS;
TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-110 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING TO ADDI-
TIONAL ACTS PROHIBITED OF LOBBYISTS AND LOBBYISTS  PRINCI-
PALS, PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AND PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, TO PROVIDE
THAT A LOBBYIST MAY NOT PROVIDE ANY SERVICES, INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, MARKETING, ADVISEMENT, FUNDRAISING,
AND SCHEDULING FOR A CANDIDATE WHILE REGISTERED AS A LOB-
BYIST AND FOR TWO YEARS AFTER CEASING TO BE REGISTERED AS
A LOBBYIST; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-755 OF THE 1976 CODE,
RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON A FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIAL, MEM-
BER, OR EMPLOYEE SERVING AS A LOBBYIST, TO PROVIDE THAT A
CURRENT OR FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIAL OR PUBLIC MEMBER HOLD-
ING PUBLIC OFFICE OR MEMBERSHIP ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 2019
MAY NOT, FOR A PERIOD OF TWO YEARS AFTER TERMINATING HIS
PUBLIC SERVICE, SERVE IN ANY CAMPAIGN POSITION FOR A CANDI-
DATE OR PROVIDE ANY SERVICES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, MARKETING, ADVISEMENT, FUNDRAISING, AND SCHEDULING,
FOR A CANDIDATE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FORMER PUBLIC
EMPLOYEE HOLDING PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT ON OR AFTER JANUARY
1, 1992 MAY NOT SERVE AS A LOBBYIST OR REPRESENT CLIENTS
BEFORE THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT THAT HE FORMERLY
SERVED REGARDING A MATTER IN WHICH HE DIRECTLY AND SUB-
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STANTIALLY PARTICIPATED DURING HIS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OR
ACCEPT EMPLOYMENT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS FOR A PERIOD
OF ONE YEAR AFTER TERMINATING HIS PUBLIC SERVICE OR
EMPLOYMENT.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
S 1190 (Rat # 0231, Act #  0272)  Joint Resolution, By Sheheen, Campsen,
Verdin and Campbell
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO FOCUS THE RESOURCES OF THE
DEPARTMENT S DAMS AND RESERVOIRS SAFETY PROGRAM ON REG-
ULATING THE STATE S HIGH AND SIGNIFICANT HAZARD DAMS. - rati-
fied title
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   04/26/18 Senate Amended SJ-29
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-29
   05/01/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-22
   05/03/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-61
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-84
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-3 HJ-84
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 231
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 272
S 1191  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander, Rankin and Hutto
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX ELEVEN O CLOCK ON THURS-
DAY, MAY 10, 2018, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A MEMBER OF THE PUB-
LIC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICT FOR A TERM EXPIRING ON JUNE 30, 2022; TO ELECT A MEM-
BER OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR THE FOURTH CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICT FOR A TERM EXPIRING ON JUNE 30, 2022; TO
ELECT A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR THE
SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT FOR A TERM EXPIRING ON JUNE
30, 2022.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-6
   04/25/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-42
   04/26/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-101
S 1192  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell, Nicholson and Campsen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY
221/SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 72 IN GREENWOOD COUNTY, FROM
ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 25 TO ITS INTER-
SECTION WITH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 246,  EMMETT I. DAVIS,
JR. MEMORIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNA-
TION.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-7
   04/25/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-43
   04/26/18 House Introduced HJ-101
   04/26/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-101
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-39
   05/09/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-59
S 1193  Resolution, By Verdin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 2018
AS  SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS  DAY  AND TO COMMEND SOUTH
CAROLINA S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR STATE
S ECONOMY, THEIR EFFORTS TO PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY,
AND THEIR LEADERSHIP IN PROVIDING SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL-
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1194  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DELORES AND
ROGER RUCKER FOR THEIR TIRELESS EFFORTS TO SUPPORT VETER-
ANS AND ACTIVE SERVICE MEMBERS OF OUR NATION S ARMED
FORCES.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1195  General Bill, By Jackson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2956 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY ENTRY
IN THE DRIVING RECORD OF A PERSON THAT SHOWS HIS DRIVER S
LICENSE WAS SUSPENDED FOR FAILURE TO SUBMIT TO TESTING FOR
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION OR HE WAS ISSUED A TEMPORARY
DRIVER S LICENSE OR THAT HE WAS REQUIRED TO INSTALL AN IGNI-
TION INTERLOCK DEVICE ON A VEHICLE HE DRIVES AND WHO WAS
SUBSEQUENTLY ACQUITTED OF DRIVING WITH AN UNLAWFUL
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION MUST BE REMOVED FROM HIS DRIVING
RECORD.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
S 1196  General Bill, By Reese
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 46-1-170 SO AS TO CREATE THE  SOUTH CARO-
LINA FARMING INFRASTRUCTURE FUND  TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS AFTER CERTAIN ACTS OF GOD AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAKE CERTAIN APPROPRI-
ATIONS.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-8
S 1197  Resolution, By Talley, Peeler, Reese, Martin and Corbin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE LEE HANEY
FOR HIS HISTORIC BODYBUILDING CAREER.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1198  Resolution, By Setzler, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MIKE LEFEVER UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, TO
COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SER-
VICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1199  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SAMUEL GOOD-
WIN, FOUNDER AND PASTOR OF STEDFAST CHRISTIAN CENTER IN
COLUMBIA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM, A FORMER FOOTBALL
AND BASKETBALL STANDOUT FOR SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COL-
LEGE, ON HIS INDUCTION INTO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETIC
HALL OF FAME S CLASS OF 2018.
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1200  General Bill, By Young, Setzler, Massey, Hutto, Climer and Shealy
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A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 25, CHAPTER 6, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976
CODE, RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX CREDITS, BY
ADDING SECTION 12-6-3785, TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE
LIMITATIONS ON THE AMOUNT AN INDIVIDUAL OR CORPORATION
CAN CLAIM AS CREDITS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE AWARD OF CER-
TAIN TAX CREDITS.
   04/26/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   04/26/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-3
S 1201  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR WILLIAM F. SCHMIDT III, M.D.,
PH.D., A DIRECTOR AND FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CHILDREN S HOSPITAL COLLABORATIVE, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RECENT RETIREMENT FROM THE ORGANIZATION, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS A
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL, AND TO WISH HIM HAPPINESS AND FUL-
FILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1202  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE SIMON M. JEN-
KINS FOR HIS LIFELONG PUBLIC SERVICE TO REFUGE PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH AND THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNITY.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1203  Resolution, By McElveen and Johnson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MALACHI COF-
FEY OF SUMTER, SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND HIS HEROIC
EFFORTS IN COURAGEOUSLY RESCUING HIS NEIGHBOR.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1204  Resolution, By Kimpson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE REVEREND DOCTOR
ISAAC HOLT, JR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS TWENTY-FIFTH PASTO-
RAL ANNIVERSARY WITH ROYAL MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
AND TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE HIS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP
AND SERVICE TO HIS CONGREGATION AND THE NORTH CHARLES-
TON COMMUNITY.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1205  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MALACHI JONES FOR
WINNING A NATIONAL SCHOLASTIC ART & WRITING AWARD GOLD
MEDAL.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-5
S 1206  Resolution, By McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR COLONEL DAN-
IEL T.  SHIP  LASICA, COMMANDER OF THE 20TH FIGHTER WING AT
SHAW AIR FORCE BASE, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA;
TO THANK HIM FOR HIS SACRIFICES IN DEFENDING OUR COUNTRY;
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS AS HE CONTIN-
UES HIS ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1207  Resolution, By Leatherman, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews, McElveen, McLeod,
Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy,
Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND R. LESTER  LES
BOLES ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE POSITION
OF DIRECTOR OF BUDGET DEVELOPMENT FOR THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE AFTER THIRTY-NINE
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY PUBLIC SERVICE TO SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1208  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - RESIDENTIAL
BUILDERS COMMISSION, RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL SPECIALTY
CONTRACTORS LICENSE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4777, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-6
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-8
S 1209  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - OFFICE OF ELEVA-
TORS AND AMUSEMENT RIDES, RELATING TO FEE SCHEDULE,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4794, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-8
S 1210  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - RESIDENTIAL
BUILDERS COMMISSION, RELATING TO CLASSIFICATION OF RESI-
DENTIAL SPECIALTY CONTRACTORS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4778, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-9
S 1211  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - OFFICE OF IMMI-
GRANT WORKER COMPLIANCE, RELATING TO AUDIT PROGRAM,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4770, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-9
S 1212  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - OFFICE OF OCCU-
PATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, RELATING TO RECORDING AND
REPORTING OCCUPATIONAL INJURIES AND ILLNESSES, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4802, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-9
S 1213  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - PERPETUAL CARE
CEMETERY BOARD, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, DESIGNATED AS
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REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4768, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-9
S 1214  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - CONTRACTOR S
LICENSING BOARD, RELATING TO MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS -
AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING AND PACKAGED EQUIPMENT, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4796, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-10
S 1215  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO REAL
ESTATE APPRAISERS BOARD, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4763, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-8
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-10
S 1216  Joint Resolution, By Senate Labor, Commerce and Industry
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO AUC-
TIONEERS  COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4764, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-10
S 1217  Concurrent Resolution, By Corbin
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF HIGHWAY 276
AND HIGHWAY 288 (PUMPKINTOWN HIGHWAY) IN NORTHERN
GREENVILLE COUNTY  DR. JAMES E. BARNETT INTERSECTION  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THE INTERSECTION
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   05/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House
   05/03/18 House Introduced HJ-59
   05/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-59
   05/09/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-137
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 House Adopted, returned to Senate with concurrence HJ-80
S 1218 (Rat # 0232, Act #  0277)  General Bill, By Gregory
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 879 OF 1954, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE CREATION OF THE LANCASTER COUNTY NATURAL GAS
AUTHORITY, SO AS TO ALTER THE METHOD OF APPOINTING MEM-
BERS TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. - ratified title
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-44
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/18 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   05/03/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-10
   05/04/18 Senate Read third time and sent to House SJ-5
   05/08/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-15
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-21
   05/10/18 House Read third time and enrolled HJ-12
   05/14/18 Ratified R 232
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/24/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 277
S 1219  Concurrent Resolution, By Hembree
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MONDAY, MAY 7
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 11, 2018 AS  CHARTER SCHOOL WEEK  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE IMPORTANCE OF
EDUCATING THE CHILDREN OF THE PALMETTO STATE IN INNOVA-
TIVE CLASSROOMS AND SCHOOLS.
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-44
   05/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-59
S 1220  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE COACH STEVEN
SKIP  FRYE FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO SPARTANBURG
SCHOOL DISTRICT 3 AS AN EDUCATOR AND COACH.
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-44
S 1221  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE TROOPER STEVI J. PRICE
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL FOR BEING NAMED
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY S 2017 TROOPER OF THE YEAR
AND TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE HER DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE
TO THE PEOPLE AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-45
S 1222  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRAD CARRIGG OF THE
BLYTHEWOOD TELECOMMUNICATIONS CENTER FOR BEING NAMED
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY S 2017 TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS OPERATOR OF THE YEAR AND TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE
HIS DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE AND THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-45
S 1223  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE TROOPER CHRISTO-
PHER M. FLITTER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL FOR
RECEIVING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY S DIRECTOR S
MEDAL OF VALOR AND TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE HIS DEDICATED
PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-45
S 1224  Resolution, By Climer
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANDREW M.  ANDY
YOUNG UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE LEGIS-
LATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS
OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
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S 1225  Concurrent Resolution, By Peeler, Hembree, J. Matthews, Setzler,
Grooms, Hutto, Young, Talley, Jackson, Malloy, Sheheen, Nicholson, Turner,
Rice, Senn, Rankin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen, Cash,
Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory,
Johnson, Kimpson, Leatherman, Martin, Massey, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Reese, Sabb, Scott, Shealy, Timmons, Verdin and
Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SOUTH CARO-
LINA S 2018 DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR UPON BEING
SELECTED TO REPRESENT THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR THEIR DEDICATED SERVICE TO
CHILDREN, AND TO WISH THEM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE
FUTURE.
   05/03/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   05/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-14
S 1226  Resolution, By Campsen, Grooms, M.B. Matthews, Kimpson,
Campbell, Senn, Bennett and Goldfinch
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE STEPHANIE HAECHERL
FOR BEING NAMED THE 2018 CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT TEACHER OF THE YEAR AND TO COMMEND HER MANY
YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN OF THIS
STATE.
   05/03/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1227  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
DURWOOD  BO  BARTON, JR., A CRIMINAL PROFILER AND SUPERVI-
SOR IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE UNIT WITH THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT AFTER THREE DECADES OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1228  Resolution, By McElveen, Jackson, Nicholson, Scott, McLeod and
Johnson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HONORABLE STE-
VEN K. BENJAMIN, MAYOR OF COLUMBIA, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS INAUGURATION AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES CONFER-
ENCE OF MAYORS.
   05/03/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1229  Resolution, By Rankin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND LINDSEY DANIELLE KNIPP
FOR HER THREE AND A HALF YEARS OF OUTSTANDING AND DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS A PROOFREADER TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SEN-
ATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 1230  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LEO REDMOND UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS
TWENTY-THREE YEARS OF SERVICE AS DIRECTOR OF THE CAYCE
HISTORICAL MUSEUM, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 1231  Resolution, By Rankin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND ELEANOR KATHERINE WELLS
FOR HER FIFTEEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING AND DEDICATED LEGAL
SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE AND TO WISH HER
MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-11
S 1232  Resolution, By Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE COLONEL
TRACY L. SIMMONS, COMMAND INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE 311TH
EXPEDITIONARY SUSTAINMENT COMMAND, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING
SERVICE TO THE ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND UNITED STATES
ARMY RESERVE; TO THANK HIM FOR THE SACRIFICES HE HAS MADE
IN DEFENDING OUR COUNTRY; AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS AS HE CONTINUES HIS ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1233  Resolution, By Turner
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THOMAS  TIP  PRICE ON
WINNING THE BOYS 10 TO 11-YEAR-OLD DIVISION IN THE 2018
DRIVE, CHIP & PUTT NATIONAL FINALS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted
S 1234  Resolution, By Hembree
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE DAVID M. ROSS, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON PROSECU-
TION COORDINATION (SCCPC), ON THE OCCASION OF HIS DEPAR-
TURE FROM THE COMMISSION, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION
FOR HIS MORE THAN SEVEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO
THE ORGANIZATION, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND FUL-
FILLMENT IN HIS NEW ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-12
S 1235  Concurrent Resolution, By Gambrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JEFF
MAXEY, A SPECIAL EDUCATION RESOURCE TEACHER AT STARR ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL IN ANDERSON SCHOOL DISTRICT THREE, AND
CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED THE 2019 SOUTH CARO-
LINA TEACHER OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-12
   05/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-15
S 1236  Resolution, By Goldfinch
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA STU-
DENT LEGISLATURE TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SENATE FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE MEETING FROM
OCTOBER 24 THROUGH OCTOBER 26, 2018, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE SENATE IS IN SESSION OR
THE CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-13
   05/10/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-4
   05/10/18 Senate Adopted SJ-4
S 1237  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MAYOR JERALD
SANDERS FOR HIS VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AS THE FIRST AFRI-
CAN-AMERICAN MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF SWANSEA.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 1238  Resolution, By Sheheen
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DEBORAH POLSON
ANDERSON OF KERSHAW COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY, TO
COMMEND HER FOR HER MORE THAN THIRTY-NINE YEARS OF
EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-13
S 1239  General Bill, By Sheheen and Setzler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 11 SO AS TO PROVIDE
INCREASED FUNDING TO PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARN-
ING IN THE SAME PERCENTAGE AS GENERAL FUND REVENUES
INCREASE, TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR CERTAIN
SCHOLARSHIPS AND TO PROVIDE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE
FUNDING, AND TO ESTABLISH THE HIGHER EDUCATION FACILITIES
REPAIR AND RENOVATION FUND TO PROVIDE INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNDING FOR INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING; BY ADDING
SECTIONS 59-149-170, 59-149-180, 59-104-50, AND 59-104-60 SO AS TO
NORMALIZE THE TEN-POINT GRADING SCALE FOR PURPOSES OF
ELIGIBILITY FOR CERTAIN SCHOLARSHIPS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
150-370, RELATING TO THE HOPE SCHOLARSHIP, SO AS TO NORMAL-
IZE THE TEN-POINT GRADING SCALE FOR PURPOSES OF ELIGIBILITY;
BY ADDING SECTIONS 59-142-80 AND 59-143-40 SO AS TO APPROPRI-
ATE ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR THE NEED-BASED GRANT PRO-
GRAM AND TO PROVIDE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR FUTURE
FUNDING; TO AMEND SECTIONS 59-104-25 AND 59-149-15, RELATING
TO CERTAIN STEM STIPENDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STIPEND
IS AVAILABLE WHEN THE STUDENT BECOMES A JUNIOR INSTEAD OF
A SOPHOMORE; BY ADDING SECTION 59-142-80 SO AS TO REQUIRE
THAT THE FUNDING TO THE NEED-BASED TUITION GRANTS PRO-
GRAM MUST BE THE SAME AS THE FUNDING TO THE NEED-BASED
GRANTS; TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-105, RELATING TO AUTHORIZA-
TION FOR STATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
THAT THE BONDS BE ISSUED IN EVERY ODD-NUMBERED YEAR; TO
AMEND SECTION 2-47-40, RELATING TO THE JOINT BOND REVIEW
COMMITTEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN INFORMATION BE
GIVEN TO THE COMMITTEE THROUGH THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET
OFFICE; BY ADDING SECTION 2-47-65 SO AS TO INDEX FOR INFLA-
TION PROJECT COSTS FOR PURPOSES OF DETERMINING IF CERTAIN
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS ARE PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT PROJ-
ECTS; TO AMEND SECTION 2-47-55, RELATING TO A COMPREHENSIVE
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-103-110, RELATING TO APPROVAL
FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
CHANGE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 59-103-170 SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION SUBMIT POLICY STATE-
MENTS AND RULES AS REGULATIONS.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-13
S 1240  Concurrent Resolution, By Fanning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF EAST MADISON STREET
IN YORK, SOUTH CAROLINA, FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH NORTH
CONGRESS STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH HUNTER STREET
DANIEL LEE LOWRY BOULEVARD  AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAIN-
ING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   05/09/18 House Introduced HJ-151
   05/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-151
S 1241  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD AND HONOR THE TOWN THE-
ATRE OF COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THE OCCASION OF ITS
CENTENNIAL SEASON AND TO CELEBRATE THIS MOMENTOUS MILE-
STONE.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1242  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND VERSIE J. BEL-
LAMY ON THE OCCASION OF EARNING A DOCTOR OF NURSING
PRACTICE DEGREE AND TO APPLAUD HER FOR HER TIRELESS
EFFORTS TO OFFER EXEMPLARY HEALTHCARE SERVICES.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1243  Resolution, By Grooms
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANNIE RUTH BUR-
ROUGHS ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY
AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH
HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1244  Resolution, By Senn
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR.
ALYKHAN SHARIFF OF CHARLESTON COUNTY FOR HIS MANY CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO THE FIELD OF CHIROPRACTIC AND TO THE WELL-
BEING OF SOUTH CAROLINIANS THROUGH THE PROVISION OF CHI-
ROPRACTIC CARE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS,
HEALTH, AND HAPPINESS FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-15
S 1245  General Bill, By Senn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-43-140 OF THE 1976 CODE, RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
BANK BOARD OF DIRECTORS, TO MAKE THE GOVERNOR OF SOUTH
CAROLINA THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY FOR ALL MEMBERS OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1246  Resolution, By Malloy and McElveen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE SIGNING OF THE AGREEMENT ENDING HOSTILI-
TIES IN THE CONFLICT KNOWN AS THE GREAT WAR, OR WORLD WAR
I, TO EXPRESS THE GRATITUDE OF THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA FOR THOSE WHO VALIANTLY SERVED THIS COUNTRY DURING
THAT CONFLICT, AND TO DECLARE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2018, AS
ARMISTICE DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced
   05/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   05/10/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-3
   05/10/18 Senate Adopted SJ-3
S 1247  Concurrent Resolution, By Bennett
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF ORANGEBURG ROAD (S-18-22) AND DORCHESTER
ROAD (SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 642) IN DORCHESTER COUNTY
BENJAMIN JAMES SINGLETON, SR. MEMORIAL INTERSECTION  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   05/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
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S 1248  Resolution, By Rankin, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SAMUEL PATRICK
SPROUSE, OWNER OF SPROUSE CUSTOM FURNITURE AND THE
CHARLESTON WOODWORKING SCHOOL, ON HIS ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS, TO COMMEND HIS WORK IN TEACHING THE SPECIALIZED
ART OF HANDCRAFTING FURNITURE FOR THE HOME AND MARINE
LIVING, AND TO WISH HIM EVERY SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1249  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SENIOR SOLUTIONS OF
ANDERSON AND OCONEE COUNTIES UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND IT FOR ITS MANY
YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE SENIORS OF THIS STATE.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1250  Resolution, By Sheheen, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR JAMES
ROBERT  JIM  MELTON UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS
SERGEANT AT ARMS FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE, TO
EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS FORTY YEARS OF EXEM-
PLARY AND DEVOTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE,
AND TO OFFER HIM BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARD-
ING RETIREMENT.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1251  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Cromer, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR SHA-
RON PAIR, OFFICE MANAGER FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLA-
TIVE COUNCIL, ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND
DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HER FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF EXEMPLARY
AND DEVOTED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING
RETIREMENT.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-6
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-151
S 1252  Concurrent Resolution, By Sheheen, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb,
Scott, Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BRENDA
MELTON, DIRECTOR OF DRAFTING AND PUBLICATION SERVICES FOR
THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, FOR HER FORTY
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, TO CONGRATULATE HER ON THE OCCASION OF HER WELL-
EARNED RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HER ALL THE BEST FOR MUCH
ENJOYMENT AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-152
S 1253  Concurrent Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett,
Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning,
Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson,
Kimpson, Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B.
Matthews, McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams
and Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GLORIA
GENTRY SHACKELFORD, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT FOR THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HER RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY AND
STEADFAST SERVICE AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SATISFACTION
AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-152
S 1254  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE REVEREND
DOCTOR LILLIE A. BURGESS ON THE OCCASION OF HER SEVENTIETH
BIRTHDAY TO BE CELEBRATED ON JUNE 16, 2018, AND TO WISH HER
MANY MORE YEARS OF HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1255  Resolution, By Campsen, Davis and M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRYCEN LEE AMBROSE
OF BEAUFORT FOR HER OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENT AS THE
FIRST FEMALE TO EVER ACHIEVE A PERFECT SCORE ON THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES  BOATING CERTIFICATION
TEST FOR MINORS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1256  Resolution, By Scott, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell, Campsen,
Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch,
Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Senn,
Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and
Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND LILLIAN
MCBRIDE FOR HER TIRELESS COMMITMENT TO RICHLAND COUNTY
AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO WISH HER MUCH
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1257  Joint Resolution, By Leatherman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE CONTINUING AUTHOR-
ITY TO PAY THE EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT IF THE 2018-2019
FISCAL YEAR BEGINS WITHOUT A GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT
FOR THAT YEAR IN EFFECT, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-5
S 1258  General Bill, By Leatherman
Similar (H 5341)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA TAXPAYER PROTECTION
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AND RELIEF ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, RELATING TO THE
APPLICATION OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO STATE INCOME
TAX LAWS, SO AS TO UPDATE THE REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE SECTIONS ADOPTED BY THIS STATE ARE EXTENDED, THEN
THESE SECTIONS ALSO ARE EXTENDED FOR SOUTH CAROLINA
INCOME TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, RELATING TO PROVI-
SIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE NOT ADOPTED BY THIS
STATE, SO AS TO NOT ADOPT CERTAIN PORTIONS CONCERNING THE
STANDARD DEDUCTION, PERSONAL EXEMPTION, AND PASS-
THROUGH BUSINESS INCOME; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-520, RELAT-
ING TO ANNUAL ADJUSTMENTS TO THE INCOME TAX BRACKETS, SO
AS TO ADJUST THE BRACKETS USING THE CHAINED CONSUMER
PRICE INDEX AND TO DELETE A PROVISION THAT LIMITS THE INFLA-
TION ADJUSTMENT TO ONE-HALF OF THE ACTUAL INFLATION RATE;
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-1145 SO AS TO CREATE A SOUTH CARO-
LINA STANDARD DEDUCTION AND PERSONAL EXEMPTION AND TO
ADJUST THEM FOR INFLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1160,
RELATING TO THE ADDITIONAL DEDUCTION FOR DEPENDENTS
UNDER THE AGE OF SIX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEDUCTION
IS EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA PERSONAL
EXEMPTION; AND TO REPEAL THE PHASE-IN PROCESS OF CERTAIN
PORTIONS OF ACT 40 OF 2016, RELATING TO THE INCREASED
EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT AND TWO-WAGE EARNER CREDIT.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   05/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
S 1259  Resolution, By Gambrell
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR JOE
AARON GAMBRELL OF ANDERSON COUNTY FOR FIFTY-THREE
YEARS OF SELFLESS SERVICE AS A VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTER.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1260  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. FRANK
BERGER, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR COLON CANCER
RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT; TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE; AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-7
   05/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-134
S 1261  Resolution, By Hutto
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE MAYOR JESSIE MARTIN  MARTY
SCHUMPERT, MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF ELKO, WHO, HAVING SERVED
THE PUBLIC WITH DISTINCTION FOR MORE THAN FORTY YEARS, IS
WORTHY OF DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS DECADES OF COMMITTED
SERVICE AND OF BEST WISHES FOR MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS IN
THE YEARS TO COME.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1262  Resolution, By Young, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin and
Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARGUERITE B.  PEGGY
WERTZ UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS PRINCIPAL OF
ST. MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS CATHOLIC SCHOOL IN AIKEN, TO
COMMEND HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO
THE CHILDREN OF THIS STATE, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUC-
CESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1263  Resolution, By Young, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, Campbell,
Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis, Fanning, Gambrell,
Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson, Johnson, Kimpson,
Leatherman, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, M.B. Matthews,
McElveen, McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott,
Senn, Setzler, Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin and
Williams
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE KATHERINE B.  KITTY
GORDON UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS PRINCIPAL
OF MEAD HALL EPISCOPAL SCHOOL IN AIKEN, TO COMMEND HER
FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN
OF THIS STATE, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1264  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPACT OF LUPUS ON
THE MILLIONS OF INDIVIDUALS AFFECTED BY LUPUS WORLDWIDE,
AS WELL AS THE IMPORTANCE OF EFFORTS FOR FINDING THE
CAUSES OF AND CURE FOR THE DISEASE, AND TO PROCLAIM MAY
2018 AS  LUPUS AWARENESS MONTH  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1265  Resolution, By Hutto and J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE HONORABLE WILLIE
ROBINSON, JR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS MAGIS-
TRATE JUDGE, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO ORANGEBURG COUNTY, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-48
S 1266  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CAMPBELL CHAPEL
AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH UPON THE OCCASION OF
ITS 144TH ANNIVERSARY, TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHURCH
FOR ITS DEEP HERITAGE IN BLUFFTON, AND TO COMMEND ITS
LEADERSHIP AND CONGREGATION FOR THEIR MANY YEARS OF SER-
VICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   05/23/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-49
S 1267  Concurrent Resolution, By Cromer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MID-CARO-
LINA MIDDLE SCHOOL ACADEMIC TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS ON WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP OF ACADEMICS.
   05/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, sent to House SJ-49
   06/27/18 House Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence HJ-39
S 1268  Resolution, By McLeod and Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING
THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
AAA STATE BASEBALL CHAMPIONSHIP.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1269  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR PAMELA P. LACKEY, PRESIDENT
OF AT&T SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIRE-
MENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HER MANY YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE RESIDENTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING
RETIREMENT.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
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S 1270  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LAVERN PRIOLEAU
GLOVER UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND
HER FOR HER THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, AND
TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1271  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BEATRICE  BEE  FIELDS
GRAHAM ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY
AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH
HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-6
S 1272  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF HOWARD WILBUR DAVIS AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1273  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF ST. JOHN AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND TO RECOGNIZE THE CONGRE-
GATION FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE COT-
TAGEVILLE COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1274  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DAVE SPENCE UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT OF THE SOUTH-
ERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD AND TO COMMEND MR. SPENCE
AND THE SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD FOR THEIR
MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO SOUTH CAROLINA
AND THE SOUTHEAST.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1275  Resolution, By Setzler
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE TURNER MEMORIAL
AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH UPON THE OCCASION OF
ITS ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY, TO RECOGNIZE AND
HONOR THE CHURCH FOR ITS DEEP HERITAGE IN WEST COLUMBIA,
AND TO COMMEND ITS LEADERSHIP AND CONGREGATION FOR
THEIR MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1276  Resolution, By Alexander
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GREGORY P. DIETTER-
ICK UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM
FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE CITY
OF SENECA, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-7
S 1277  Resolution, By Scott and M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS SYMPATHY ON THE PASSING OF
REVEREND DR. JAMES DANIEL RILEY, JR., AND TO OFFER SINCERE
CONDOLENCES TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1278  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR SHARON
BURGESS MADISON ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT ON
JUNE 14, 2018, FROM THE ROLE OF DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND TO WISH HER
MUCH CONTINUED HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1279  Resolution, By Davis
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE PARRIS ISLAND
YOUNG MARINES FOR GARNERING SECOND PLACE FOR THE KIKI
CAMARENA AWARD IN THE 3RD DIVISION PRESENTED BY THE
UNITED STATES DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION AND TO
DESIGNATE OCTOBER 23 TO OCTOBER 31, 2018, AS  RED RIBBON
WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-8
S 1280  Joint Resolution, By Setzler
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROHIBIT THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMIS-
SION FROM HOLDING A HEARING ON THE MERITS FOR DOCKET IN
WHICH REQUESTS WERE MADE PURSUANT TO THE BASE LOAD
REVIEW ACT BEFORE NOVEMBER 1, 2018; TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION TO ISSUE AN ORDER FOR REQUESTS MADE
PURSUANT TO THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT BY DECEMBER 21, 2018;
TO CLARIFY THAT A FINAL DETERMINATION OF MATTERS OF THESE
REQUESTS SHALL OCCUR EARLIER THAN ESTABLISHED IN THIS
JOINT RESOLUTION; AND TO TEMPORARILY SUSPEND ANY STATUTE
IN TITLE 58 THAT CONFLICTS WITH THE PROVISION OF THIS RESO-
LUTION FOR PURPOSES OF UTILITY RATES FOR MATTERS RELATED
TO THE V.C. SUMMER NUCLEAR REACTOR UNITS 2 AND 3.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   06/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
S 1281  Joint Resolution, By Massey
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROHIBIT THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMIS-
SION HOLDING A HEARING ON THE MERITS FOR REQUESTS MADE
PURSUANT TO THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT UNTIL MARCH 1, 2019
AND TO REQUIRE A FINAL ORDER TO BE ISSUED SIX WEEKS AFTER
THE CONCLUSION OF A HEARING ON THE MERITS; TO PROVIDE FOR
DISCOVERY REQUEST DISPUTES; TO CLARIFY THAT THE COMMIS-
SION S FAILURE TO ISSUE A FINAL ORDER IN THE TIME PERIOD PRE-
SCRIBED BY THIS JOINT RESOLUTION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE
APPROVAL BY THE COMMISSION NOR MAY THE UTILITY PUT INTO
EFFECT ITS REQUESTED RATE CHANGE; AND TO SUSPEND ANY CON-
FLICTING STATUTES IN TITLE 58 FOR PURPOSES OF UTILITY RATES
RELATED TO V.C. SUMMER NUCLEAR REACTOR UNITS 2 & 3.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   06/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
S 1282  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE JULY 21, 2018 AS  BISHOP
EDWARD BLAIN, II DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO COMMEND BISHOP
BLAIN FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS FOUNDER
AND SENIOR BISHOP OF THE GLORIOUS UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH OF GOD, INC., AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS NINETY-FOURTH BIRTHDAY.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-9
S 1283  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HONORABLE
JAMES E. DOSTER, JR. UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
FROM THE WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY SUMMARY COURT, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE
TO WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 1284  Resolution, By Corbin
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A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE
UNTIMELY PASSING OF ISABELLA  BELLA  MUNTEAN AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 1285  Resolution, By Jackson
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND COMMEND THE
UNITED FAMILY REUNION ON ITS LAUDABLE EFFORTS TO RECOUNT
THE HISTORY AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF ENSLAVED AFRICAN AMERI-
CANS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS OF THE LANG SYNE, OAKLAND,
GOSHEN, SANDY LAWN, AND TRUE BLUE PLANTATIONS AT FORT
MOTTE IN CALHOUN COUNTY AND RECORD IT FOR FUTURE GENER-
ATIONS AS A LESSON IN THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE AND FAITH IN
FORMING A STRONG COMMUNITY AND STATE.
   06/27/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-10
S 1286  Resolution, By Leatherman, Alexander, Allen, Bennett, M.B.
Matthews, Campbell, Campsen, Cash, Climer, Corbin, Cromer, Davis,
Fanning, Gambrell, Goldfinch, Gregory, Grooms, Hembree, Hutto, Jackson,
Johnson, Kimpson, Malloy, Martin, Massey, J. Matthews, McElveen,
McLeod, Nicholson, Peeler, Rankin, Reese, Rice, Sabb, Scott, Senn, Setzler,
Shealy, Sheheen, Talley, Timmons, Turner, Verdin, Williams and Young
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CRAIG PARKS UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA SEN-
ATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/28/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1287  Resolution, By Sabb
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HONORABLE
ELAINE COX ELLIOTT UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AS
MAGISTRATE JUDGE FOR GEORGETOWN COUNTY, TO COMMEND
HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVICE TO
GEORGETOWN COUNTY, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/28/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1288  Resolution, By Leatherman
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. WENDELL
ESTEP, PASTOR OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF COLUMBIA, AND TO
COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF EXTRAORDINARY LEAD-
ERSHIP AND SERVICE TO HIS CONGREGATION AND THE COLUMBIA
COMMUNITY.
   06/28/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1289  Resolution, By Shealy
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE MARY D.
HAZELTON FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO VET-
ERANS IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/28/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-4
S 1290  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF REVEREND DR. EVELYN GELZER STEVENS AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1291  Resolution, By Martin
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE FRANK PRESTON HAYES
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO
WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPI-
NESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1292  Resolution, By Scott
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE TENTH ANNUAL SHOUT-
FEST, TO BE HELD SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2018, TO ENCOURAGE
ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO ATTEND AND ENJOY THIS FAMILY-
FRIENDLY EVENT, AND TO WISH ITS ORGANIZERS EVERY SUCCESS.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1293  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CALVIN WRIGHT, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN-ALLENDALE-BAMBERG
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY, INC., FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS COMMITMENT TO
ORANGEBURG, CALHOUN, ALLENDALE, AND BAMBERG COUNTIES.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-2
S 1294  Resolution, By J. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS PROFOUND SORROW UPON THE
PASSING OF THE HONORABLE WILLIE RICHARD DAVIS OF ST.
GEORGE AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1295  Resolution, By Allen
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE JAMES W. MADISON OF
GREENVILLE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTIETH
BIRTHDAY ON OCTOBER 28, 2018, AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   10/02/18 Senate Introduced and adopted SJ-3
S 1296  Resolution, By M.B. Matthews
A SENATE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SENATE UPON THE PASS-
ING OF REVEREND BERTHA L. GIVENS AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
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HOUSE - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3000  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR ALLOTTING
SEATS TO MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE
2017 AND 2018 SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/06/16 House Introduced and adopted
H 3001  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO ADOPT THE RULES OF THE HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES FOR THE 2017 AND 2018 SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
   12/06/16 House Introduced and adopted
   01/25/17 House Amended on floor
H 3002  General Bill, By Atwater, Elliott, Felder, B. Newton, G.M. Smith,
Taylor, Sandifer and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  REGULATORY FREEDOM ACT  BY ADDING
SECTION 1-23-138 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A REGULATION PRO-
MULGATED UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT
EXPIRES FIVE YEARS AFTER JULY 1, 2017 OR THE EFFECTIVE DATE
OF THIS ACT, WHICHEVER IS LATER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-
120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF REGULATIONS,
SO AS TO REMOVE LANGUAGE REQUIRING A STATE AGENCY TO
PERIODICALLY REVIEW THE REGULATIONS IT PROMULGATES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Regulations and Administrative
Procedures HJ-37
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer, Hug-
gins
   03/20/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Regula-
tions and Administrative Procedures HJ-56
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-39
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-39
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-40
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 3003  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, Wheeler, Pitts, D.C. Moss, Martin,
Funderburk, Govan, Thayer, Gilliard, Yow and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 15, TITLE 16 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION ACT , TO REQUIRE A BUSI-
NESS, MANUFACTURER, WHOLESALER, OR INDIVIDUAL THAT MAN-
UFACTURES, DISTRIBUTES, OR SELLS A PRODUCT THAT MAKES
CONTENT ACCESSIBLE ON THE INTERNET TO INSTALL AND OPER-
ATE A DIGITAL BLOCKING CAPABILITY THAT RENDERS OBSCENITY
INACCESSIBLE AND TO SET MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
BLOCKING CAPABILITY; TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR THE CON-
SUMER TO DEACTIVATE THE DIGITAL BLOCKING CAPABILITY; TO
ALLOW A REPORTING SYSTEM TO UNBLOCK CONTENT THAT IS NOT
OBSCENE, SUCH AS SOCIAL MEDIA WEBSITES, AND AUTHORIZE A
CONSUMER TO SEEK JUDICIAL RELIEF IF THE FILTERED CONTENT IS
NOT UNBLOCKED WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME; TO ESTABLISH
CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR A BUSINESS OR INDIVIDUAL THAT VIO-
LATES THIS ARTICLE; TO AUTHORIZE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO
SEEK INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST A BUSINESS, MANUFACTURER,
WHOLESALER OR INDIVIDUAL THAT MANUFACTURES, DISTRIB-
UTES, OR SELLS ANY PRODUCTS IN THIS STATE WITHOUT A DIGITAL
BLOCKING CAPABILITY, TO ESTABLISH THAT A CONSUMER OR THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL MAY FILE A SUIT AGAINST A PARTY THAT IS
UNRESPONSIVE TO A REPORT OF OBSCENE MATERIAL BREACHING
THE FILTER AND TO PRESCRIBE DAMAGES FOR EACH VIOLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
Martin, Funderburk, Govan
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
   04/05/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 3004  General Bill, By Collins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 29-3-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A REQUEST FOR ENTRY OF SATISFACTION
OF A MORTGAGE, SO AS TO REDUCE THE TIME PERIOD THAT A
MORTGAGE HOLDER HAS TO RESPOND TO FULL PAYMENT OR SATIS-
FACTION FROM THREE MONTHS TO THIRTY DAYS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 29-3-320, RELATING TO LIABILITY FOR FAILURE TO ENTER
SATISFACTION, SO AS TO PROSCRIBE PENALTIES AGAINST A MORT-
GAGE HOLDER WHO FAILS TO ENTER SATISFACTION AFTER THIRTY
DAYS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
H 3005  General Bill, By Collins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-25-1310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SMOKE DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS
FOR ONE-FAMILY AND TWO-FAMILY DWELLINGS, SO AS TO RECHAR-
ACTERIZE  SMOKE DETECTORS  AS  SMOKE ALARMS  AND TO
REQUIRE THAT ALL EXISTING ONE-FAMILY, TWO-FAMILY, AND MUL-
TIFAMILY DWELLINGS MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH APPROVED AND
PROPERLY FUNCTIONING SMOKE ALARMS; TO AMEND SECTION 5-
25-1320, RELATING TO BATTERY-OPERATED DETECTORS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE EXISTING LANGUAGE AND REQUIRE AN OWNER OF A
RENTAL PROPERTY TO COMPLETE A SMOKE ALARM COMPLIANCE
SHEET; TO AMEND SECTION 5-25-1330, RELATING TO THE RESPONSI-
BILITIES OF OWNERS AND TENANTS OF RENTAL DWELLINGS OR
HOUSES, SO AS TO DELETE OBSOLETE LANGUAGE AND TO UPDATE
OWNERS  RESPONSIBILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 5-25-1340, RELAT-
ING TO PROHIBITIONS ON TRANSFERS OF REAL ESTATE WITHOUT
INSTALLED SMOKE DETECTORS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 5-25-1370, RELATING TO PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS OF ARTICLE 11, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A FINE AS THE
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 11; AND TO RETITLE ARTI-
CLE 11, CHAPTER 25, OF TITLE 5 AS  SMOKE ALARMS .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-38
H 3006  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 1 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 52 SO AS TO REQUIRE
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS, SPORTING ARENAS, AND CONCERT
VENUES TO INSTALL AND OPERATE METAL DETECTORS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-39
H 3007  Resolution, By Gilliard and Cobb-Hunter
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND ASK IT TO END ITS ROLE AS
SOUTH CAROLINA S LEADING LOW-WAGE JOB CREATOR AND TO
URGE THE NEXT PRESIDENT TO ISSUE AN EXECUTIVE ORDER TO
AWARD FEDERAL CONTRACTS, LOANS, AND GRANTS ONLY TO
MODEL EMPLOYERS THAT PAY WORKERS A LIVING WAGE OF FIF-
TEEN DOLLARS AN HOUR, PROVIDE GOOD BENEFITS, AND ALLOW
WORKERS TO ORGANIZE WITHOUT RETALIATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-33
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-33
H 3008  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-75-65 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE FORMULA
THAT MUST BE USED FOR A HURRICANE, WIND, OR NAMED STORM
DEDUCTIBLE IN A POLICY FOR A PERSONAL LINES RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY INSURANCE AND TO PROHIBIT THE PARTIES FROM WAIV-
ING OR MODIFYING THE NAMED STORM DEDUCTIBLE FORMULA;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-75-755, RELATING TO POLICY RENEWAL
NOTIFICATIONS, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-39
H 3009  General Bill, By Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 16 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 47 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH STANDARDS FOR COMMERCIAL DOG BREEDERS, TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS TO REQUIRE A COMMERCIAL DOG BREEDER TO
BE LICENSED, TO ESTABLISH THAT A COMMERCIAL DOG BREEDER
ONLY MAY BREED A FEMALE DOG AFTER AN ANNUAL CERTIFICA-
TION EXAMINATION, TO GRANT AUTHORITY TO AN INVESTIGATOR
TO INVESTIGATE POTENTIAL VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE, AND TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES AND EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-39
H 3010  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIATION REGIME FEE FAIRNESS
TO DEPLOYED SERVICE MEMBERS ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 27-1-75
SO AS TO REQUIRE A SERVICE MEMBER WHO BELONGS TO A HOME-
OWNERS  ASSOCIATION TO NOTIFY THE HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIA-
TION OF ORDERS OF DEPLOYMENT, TO PROHIBIT A HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION FROM ENFORCING A LIEN OR IMPOSING A PENALTY
FOR REGIME FEES NOT PAID DURING THE TIME PERIOD THAT THE
HOMEOWNER IS DEPLOYED OR MOBILIZED OUTSIDE OF THIS STATE,
TO APPLY THESE PROTECTIONS TO DEPENDENTS RESIDING WITH
THE SERVICE MEMBER, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROTECTIONS TO
DEPLOYED HOMEOWNERS MAY NOT BE WAIVED BY CONTRACT, TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE PROVISIONS ONLY APPLY TO THE SERVICE
MEMBER S PRIMARY RESIDENCE, TO ESTABLISH THAT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUED TO WAIVE AN
OBLIGATION OF THE DEPLOYED SERVICE MEMBER FROM CONTINU-
ING TO MAINTAIN THE PROPERTY; AND TO DEFINE THE TERM
HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIATION  FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-40
H 3011  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-280, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AUTOMOBILE COLLISION COVER-
AGE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN AUTOMOBILE INSURER MAY NOT
CONSIDER CLAIMS SUBMITTED FOR THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT
OF AUTOMOBILE SAFETY GLASS WHEN DETERMINING THE PRE-
MIUM RATES TO BE CHARGED ON THE INSURED S POLICY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-40
H 3012  General Bill, By Long and Magnuson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 45-9-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO EQUAL ENJOYMENT AND
PRIVILEGES OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A LOCAL GOVERNMENT OR OTHER POLITICAL SUBDIVISION
MAY NOT ENACT A LAW, ORDINANCE, ORDER, OR OTHER REGULA-
TION THAT WOULD REQUIRE A PLACE OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODA-
TION, PRIVATE CLUB, OR OTHER ESTABLISHMENT TO ALLOW A
PERSON TO USE A MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY BATHROOM OR CHANG-
ING FACILITY REGARDLESS OF THE PERSON S BIOLOGICAL SEX AND
TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3013  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 62-1-115 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROBATE COURT SHALL ORDER A PROVIDER
OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SERVICES TO DISCLOSE TO A
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF AN ESTATE CERTAIN INFORMATION
REGARDING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, TO PROVIDE A PRO-
CEDURE FOR THE PROVISION OF THIS INFORMATION, AND TO PRO-
VIDE EXCEPTIONS TO DISCLOSURE AND NOTICE TO CURRENT
ACCOUNT USERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3014  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 15-75-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE A CIVIL CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR A PERSON HARMED BY THE MALICIOUS PUBLICATION
OF PHOTOGRAPHS ON A SOCIAL MEDIA WEBSITE AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3015  General Bill, By McKnight and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-7-155 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE OFFENSE OF
MALICIOUSLY PUBLISHING THE PHOTOGRAPH OF A PERSON WITH
THE INTENT TO INJURE THE CHARACTER OR REPUTATION OF
ANOTHER AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
H 3016  Concurrent Resolution, By V.S. Moss, Atwater, Long and Magnuson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REAFFIRM  IN GOD WE TRUST  AS
THE OFFICIAL MOTTO OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND TO
SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE THE DISPLAY OF THE MOTTO IN HOMES,
HOUSES OF WORSHIP, AND IN ALL PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-35
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-29
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-13
   02/22/17 Senate Polled out of committee General
   02/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General
   02/23/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-30
H 3017  General Bill, By Murphy, Arrington and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COASTAL TIDELANDS AND
WETLANDS, SO AS TO REDEFINE THE TERM COASTAL ZONE BY
REMOVING A PORTION OF DORCHESTER COUNTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-42
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-42
H 3018  General Bill, By Pope, Elliott and West
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 30-2-60 SO AS TO REQUIRE STATE AGENCIES
AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS TO DEVELOP AND MAKE AVAILABLE
A PROCESS BY WHICH A NONELECTED OFFICIAL MAY REQUEST THE
REMOVAL OF CERTAIN PERSONAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO THE
GENERAL PUBLIC FROM ANY WEBSITE MAINTAINED BY A STATE
AGENCY OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION, AND DEFINE THE TERMS
NONELECTED OFFICIAL  AND  POLITICAL SUBDIVISION .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled HJ-2
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
H 3019  General Bill, By Rutherford and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CORONER QUALIFICA-
TIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS ELECTED AS COR-
ONER AND COMPLETES NECESSARY TRAINING IS QUALIFIED TO
SERVE AS CORONER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-47
   03/28/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Cole, Tallon, Murphy, Taylor,
Brown, Whitmire, Sandifer, Forester, Allison, GR Smith,
McCoy, Douglas, Johnspn, Kinght, Williams, Henegan,
Spires, JE Smith, Bannister, Park, Hosey HJ-17
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-18-17 HJ-40
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-41
   04/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-27-17 HJ-74
   05/03/17 House Amended HJ-51
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-51
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-19 HJ-53
   05/04/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-59
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-49  Nays-47 HJ-59
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
H 3020  General Bill, By Rutherford and Robinson-Simpson
Similar (H 3478)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-90 SO AS TO GRANT THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION SPECIFIC AND EXCLUSIVE
JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION
OF ALL OFFICER-INVOLVED SHOOTINGS THAT RESULT, OR COULD
HAVE RESULTED, IN BODILY INJURY OR DEATH, TO ALLOW FOR AN
INVESTIGATION OF AN OFFICER-INVOLVED SHOOTING TO BE COM-
PLETED BY A SEPARATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ESTABLISH A PROTOCOL FOR EVIDENCE COL-
LECTION AND PROCESSING IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO
GRANT AN INVESTIGATING OFFICER THE SAME AUTHORITY AS HE
WOULD HAVE IN HIS HOME JURISDICTION FOR THE DURATION OF
THE INVESTIGATION, TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR THE FOR-
WARDING OF THE EVIDENCE TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL UPON
COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION, AND TO ESTABLISH PENAL-
TIES FOR THE FAILURE TO COMPLETE AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGA-
TION PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-42
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-42
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3021  General Bill, By Rutherford and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (H 3745)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNIFORM ANTIDISCRIMINATION ACT ; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-13-20, RELATING TO POLICY OF THE STATE
HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, SO AS TO EXPAND THE DEFINITION
OF DISCRIMINATION TO INCLUDE DISCRIMINATION BASED ON SEX-
UAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-80, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR AN EMPLOYER TO DISCRIMI-
NATE AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL BECAUSE OF THE INDIVIDUAL S
SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-32-60, RELATING TO
THE APPLICABILITY AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE RELIGIOUS FREE-
DOM ACT, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT
DOES NOT ALLOW A PERSON TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN INDI-
VIDUAL BASED ON THE INDIVIDUAL S RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN OR DISABILITY;
TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-40, RELATING TO FAIR HOUSING, SO AS TO
MAKE IT UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN
INDIVIDUAL BASED ON THEIR SEXUAL ORIENTATION WHEN SELL-
ING OR RENTING PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-50, RELATING
TO FAIR HOUSING, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DENIAL OF ACCESS TO,
OR MEMBERSHIP OR PARTICIPATION IN, A MULTIPLE-LISTING SER-
VICE OR SIMILAR SERVICE OR ORGANIZATION BASED ON THE PER-
SON S SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-60,
RELATING TO FAIR HOUSING, SO AS TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION
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IN RELATION TO RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE-RELATED TRANSAC-
TIONS BASED ON A PERSON S SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-69-80, RELATING TO HOME HEALTH AGENCIES, SO AS TO
PROHIBIT A HOME HEALTH AGENCY FROM DISCRIMINATING
AGAINST A PATIENT OR POTENTIAL PATIENT ON THE BASIS OF SEX-
UAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-71-90, RELATING TO HOS-
PICE PROGRAMS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A HOSPICE PROGRAM FROM
DISCRIMINATING AGAINST A PATIENT OR POTENTIAL PATIENT ON
THE BASIS OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 45-9-
10, RELATING TO HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND BOARDING-
HOUSES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST A PER-
SON OR SEGREGATION FROM A PLACE OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION
ON THE BASIS OF SEX OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-43
H 3022  General Bill, By Toole, Clyburn, Elliott, Long, Pitts and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-280, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COLLISION AND COMPREHENSIVE
AUTOMOTIVE INSURANCE COVERAGE, SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY FROM RAISING AN INSURED S
RATES FOR AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT THAT WAS NOT THE FAULT
OF THE INSURED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-44
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 3023  Joint Resolution, By Alexander, Cobb-Hunter and B. Newton
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO STUDY
THE FEASIBILITY AND COST EFFECTIVENESS OF CONSOLIDATING
SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN THE INDIVIDUAL COUNTIES OF THIS
STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE AND FOR
ITS MEMBERSHIP, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO REPORT ITS
FINDINGS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JANUARY 31, 2019, AT
WHICH TIME THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS ABOLISHED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
H 3024  Joint Resolution, By Alexander
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICERS, SO AS TO
EXEMPT A PERSON APPOINTED OR ELECTED TO SERVE ON THE GOV-
ERNING BODY OF A PUBLIC COLLEGE OR PUBLIC UNIVERSITY IN
THIS STATE AND DELETE ARCHAIC REFERENCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
H 3025  General Bill, By Atwater, G.R. Smith and Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA COURSE ACCESS ACT  BY ADDING
CHAPTER 8 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE A CITATION, TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS, TO CREATE A STATE COURSE ACCESS PROGRAM
THROUGH WHICH ELIGIBLE STUDENTS MAY TAKE COURSES
APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION TO BE
OFFERED BY CERTAIN PROVIDERS, TO PROVIDE CRITERIA AND PRO-
CEDURES RELATED TO THE AUTHORIZATION OF THESE COURSES, TO
PERMIT RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER STATES, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF TUITION RATES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE RELATED DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION AND SCHOOL
DISTRICTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 3026  General Bill, By Brown, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REPORTING REQUIRE-
MENTS OF CHARTER SCHOOLS TO THEIR SPONSORS AND THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THESE REPORTS
MUST INCLUDE INFORMATION CONCERNING ITS RACIAL COMPOSI-
TION AND THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE SCHOOL COMPLIES WITH
REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING ITS RACIAL COMPOSITION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3027  General Bill, By Clary, Robinson-Simpson and Whipper
Similar (S 0032, H 3061, H 3945)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-67-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE
AUGUST 1, 2018, ALL SCHOOL BUSES MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH LAP
SEAT BELTS FOR ALL PERMANENT SEATING ACCOMMODATIONS, TO
PROVIDE THIS REQUIREMENT IS IN ADDITION TO EXISTING SCHOOL
BUS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THESE SEAT BELTS MUST
BE PROPERLY FASTENED ABOUT PASSENGERS DURING VEHICLE
OPERATION, TO PROVIDE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS SHALL ENSURE
THAT THESE SEAT BELTS ARE FASTENED ABOUT EACH PASSENGER,
AND TO PROVIDE NO CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES MAY ARISE FROM THE
FAILURE OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS TO ENSURE PASSENGERS WEAR
THESE SEAT BELTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-10, RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS
AND SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  LAP SEAT BELT ;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-40, RELATING TO THE APPLICABIL-
ITY OF CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL BUSES TO PRI-
VATE SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS INCLUDE LAP SEAT BELT
REQUIREMENTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
H 3028  General Bill, By Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-165 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE GOVERNING
BODY OF EACH SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THIS STATE SHALL CREATE A
STUDENT BULLYING ADVISORY COUNCIL TO BE COMPRISED OF
STUDENTS, PARENTS, AND TEACHERS SELECTED BY THE GOVERN-
ING BODY TO ADVISE THE GOVERNING BODY ON MATTERS RELAT-
ING TO STUDENT-ON-STUDENT BULLYING PROBLEMS, AND ON
OTHER MATTERS THAT THE GOVERNING BODY CONSIDERS APPRO-
PRIATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-46
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3029  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  FREEDOM OF EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT ACT
BY REPEALING CHAPTER 7, TITLE 41 RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO
WORK.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-46
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3030  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-77 SO AS TO REQUIRE A STUDENT WHO
PARTICIPATES ON A SCHOOL-SPONSORED ATHLETIC TEAM TO BE
ADMINISTERED AN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TEST DURING THE STU-
DENT S PREPARTICIPATION PHYSICAL AND TO REQUIRE THE DOC-
TOR WHO ADMINISTERS THE TEST TO CLEAR THE STUDENT FOR
PARTICIPATION ON THE TEAM BEFORE HE IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICI-
PATE; AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-46
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3031  General Bill, By Collins, G.R. Smith and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-130 SO AS TO PROVIDE FRANCHISORS ARE
NOT CONSIDERED EMPLOYERS OR CO-EMPLOYERS OF FRANCHI-
SEES OR FRANCHISEE EMPLOYEES UNLESS THE FRANCHISOR
AGREES, IN WRITING, TO ASSUME THE ROLE OF AN EMPLOYER OR
CO-EMPLOYER OF THE FRANCHISEE OR THE EMPLOYEE OF A FRAN-
CHISEE; AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-47
   03/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3032  General Bill, By Crawford, Fry and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ON JULY 1,
2019, THE AREA OF EACH COUNTY OF THIS STATE ALSO MUST BE
CONSTITUTED AS A SCHOOL DISTRICT AND A COUNTY MAY NOT
HAVE MULTIPLE SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITHIN ITS BOUNDARIES, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LOCAL LAW
BEFORE JULY 1, 2019, SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE GOVERNANCE, FIS-
CAL AUTHORITY, AND ADMINISTRATIVE AND OPERATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR A COUNTY-WIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT WHERE
NO PROVISIONS OF LAW NOW APPLY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL
ACTS OR PARTS OF ACTS RELATING TO A SCHOOL DISTRICT THAT IS
NOT A COUNTY-WIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT REQUIRED BY SECTION 59-
17-160 ARE REPEALED AS OF JULY 1, 2019.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-47
H 3033  General Bill, By Crosby, Long and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-115, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ISSUANCE OF HIGH SCHOOL DIPLO-
MAS TO CERTAIN VETERANS OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY, SO
AS TO INCLUDE VETERANS OF THE ERAS ENCOMPASSING THE
KOREAN WAR AND VIETNAM WAR.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-47
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
H 3034 (Rat # 0038, Act #  0022)  General Bill, By Daning
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-112-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  COVERED INDI-
VIDUAL  FOR THE PURPOSES OF PROVIDING IN-STATE TUITION AND
FEE RATES FOR CHILDREN AND SPOUSES OF VETERANS AND ACTIVE
DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFINI-
TION INCLUDES A CHILD OR SPOUSE ENROLLING WITHIN THREE
YEARS OF A VETERAN S DISCHARGE PROVIDED THAT THE CHILD OR
SPOUSE IS ENTITLED TO AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER SEC-
TION 3319, TITLE 38 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE, A CHILD OR
SPOUSE OF ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL WHO IS ENTITLED
TO AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER SECTION 3319, TITLE 38 OF
THE UNITED STATES CODE, AND A CHILD OR SPOUSE OF ACTIVE
DUTY MILITARY PERSONNEL KILLED IN THE LINE OF DUTY WHO IS
ENTITLED TO AND RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER SECTION
3311(b)(9), TITLE 38 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE; AND TO PROVIDE
ELIGIBILITY FOR CONTINUOUS ENROLLMENT BEYOND THE THREE
YEAR INITIAL ELIGIBILITY PERIOD IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. -
ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
   03/21/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-136
   03/22/17 House Amended HJ-34
   03/22/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-36
   03/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   03/30/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-13
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-19
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-12
   05/04/17 Ratified R 38
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 22
H 3035  General Bill, By Daning, Long, Simrill, Bales, Bradley, G.M. Smith,
Weeks, W. Newton, Herbkersman, Jefferson, Mitchell, McKnight, Murphy,
Johnson, Yow, Fry, McCoy, Stavrinakis, Loftis, Chumley, Arrington,
Bennett, Alexander, Anderson, Gagnon, Kirby, Clyburn, S. Rivers, Davis,
Crosby, Cogswell, Sottile, Spires, Atwater, Brown, Gilliard, Mack, Whipper,
Martin, B. Newton, Felder, Pope, Taylor, Hixon, Elliott, V.S. Moss, G.R.
Smith, Hamilton, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Forrester, Allison, Hosey,
Hayes, Atkinson, Douglas, Ridgeway, Norrell, Norman, Funderburk, Neal,
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J.E. Smith, Erickson, Bernstein, Crawford, Henegan, West, Knight,
Blackwell and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-112-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO IN-STATE TUITION RATES
AT PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR CERTAIN PER-
SONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMED SERVICES OF THE UNITED
STATES, SO AS TO REVISE RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS AND PRO-
VIDE VETERANS WHO EVIDENCE THEIR INTENT TO ESTABLISH
DOMICILE IN THIS STATE AND THEIR DEPENDENTS MAY RECEIVE IN-
STATE TUITION RATES WITHOUT HAVING ESTABLISHED A PHYSICAL
PRESENCE IN THIS STATE, AND TO DEFINE RELATED TERMINOLOGY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-48
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Simrill, Bales,
Bradley, G.M.Smith, Weeks, W.Newton, Herbkersman,
Jefferson, Mitchell, McKnight, Murphy, Johnson, Yow,
Fry, McCoy, Stavrinakis, Loftis, Chumley, Arrington,
Bennett, Alexander, Anderson, Gagnon, Kirby, Clyburn,
S.Rivers, Davis, Crosby, Cogswell, Sottile, Spires, Atwa-
ter, Brown, Gilliard, Mack, Whipper, Martin, B.Newton,
Felder, Pope, Taylor, Hixon, Elliott, V.S.Moss, G.R.Smith,
Hamilton, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Forrester, Allison,
Hosey, Hayes, Atkinson, Douglas, Ridgeway, Norrell,
Norman, Funderburk, Neal, J.E.Smith, Erickson, Bern-
stein, Crawford, Henegan, West, Knight
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-8-17 HJ-26
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   02/08/17 House Amended HJ-10
   02/08/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   02/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-4 HJ-13
   02/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
H 3036  General Bill, By Delleney, G.R. Smith, Collins, Elliott, Long,
Magnuson, B. Newton, Pitts, G.M. Smith, Fry, Taylor, Martin, W. Newton,
Loftis, Burns, Hixon and Erickson
Similar (S 0137, H 3146)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF THE STATE SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF
THE SUPERINTENDENT BY THE GOVERNOR, BY AND WITH THE
ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
TERM, QUALIFICATIONS, AND FILLING OF A VACANCY IN THE
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-3-20
RELATING TO VACANCIES IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF EDUCATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-48
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry HJ-42
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-27
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/01/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). McCoy, Stavrinakis, GR
Smith, Clary, Kirby, Whipper, Sandifer, Whitmire, Weeks,
King, Ott, JE Smith, Atwater, Hosey, Toole, Powers-Nor-
rell, Dilliard, Robinson-Simpson, McKnight, R Brown HJ-
16
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, Burns
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   02/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-14-17 HJ-28
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   02/22/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
H 3037  General Bill, By Duckworth and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-470, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO LOWERING FLAGS UPON A DEATH IN THE
LINE OF DUTY OF FIREFIGHTERS OR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS,
SO AS TO INCLUDE EMS WORKERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-49
H 3038  General Bill, By Duckworth, Clemmons, Johnson, Atkinson, Daning
and Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 42 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
LICENSURE OF LOCKSMITHS; TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOL-
OGY; TO CREATE THE BOARD OF LOCKSMITHS AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE COMPOSITION, FUNCTION, AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD; TO
REQUIRE APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE TO SATISFY CERTAIN CRITE-
RIA, COMPLETE WRITTEN TESTING REQUIREMENTS, AND SUBMIT
TO FINGERPRINT-BASED NATIONAL CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
RECORDS CHECKS; AND TO REQUIRE LOCKSMITHS TO COMPLETE
CERTAIN CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS TO MAINTAIN
LICENSURE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-49
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-30
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   03/30/17 House Amended HJ-27
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-27
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-33
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-34
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-6
   05/08/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-17
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Withdrawn SJ-112
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-112
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-112
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-112
H 3039  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (H 4388)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  ADVANCED MANUFACTURING INSTRUCTION
ACT OF 2017  BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-250 TO PROVIDE THAT
BEGINNING WITH THE 2017-2018 ACADEMIC YEAR, EVERY SCHOOL
DISTRICT SHALL PROVIDE ELECTIVE INSTRUCTION IN ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING FOR STUDENTS IN GRADES SIX THROUGH
TWELVE, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
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   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-49
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Long
H 3040  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (H 3151)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
POLL MANAGERS MUST BE RESIDENTS AND REGISTERED ELECTORS
OF COUNTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN INDIVIDUAL WHO
SERVES AS A POLL MANAGER, ASSISTANT POLL MANAGER, OR POLL
WORKER MUST BE COMPENSATED IN AN AMOUNT NOT LESS THAN
FIFTEEN DOLLARS AN HOUR WHILE ATTENDING COMPULSORY
ELECTIONS TRAINING REQUIRED BY STATE LAW AND WHILE WORK-
ING THE DAY PRESCRIBED BY LAW TO CONDUCT GENERAL ELEC-
TIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-49
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-49
H 3041 (Rat # 0093, Act #  0060)  General Bill, By Huggins, Elliott, Long and
Hamilton
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-115, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
CHECKS REQUIRED FOR INITIAL LICENSURES BY THE REAL ESTATE
COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THESE BACKGROUND CHECKS
FOR LICENSURE RENEWALS AND TO REQUIRE BACKGROUND
CHECKS TO BE FINGERPRINT-BASED; TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-340,
RELATING TO LICENSURE RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REAL
ESTATE SALESPERSONS, BROKERS, AND BROKERS-IN-CHARGE, SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-
710, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR LICENSE DENIAL AND DISCIPLINE,
SO AS TO INCLUDE FAILURE TO DISCLOSE CIVIL JUDGMENTS
BROUGHT ON GROUNDS OF FRAUD, MISREPRESENTATION, OR
DECEIT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-510, RELATING TO PROPERTY
MANAGERS AND PROPERTY MANAGERS-IN-CHARGE, SO AS TO
REQUIRE FINGERPRINT-BASED BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR APPLI-
CANTS AND EVERY THIRD RENEWAL, AND TO PROVIDE LICENSEES
BE PLACED ON INACTIVE STATUS FOR FAILING TO SUBMIT TO
REQUIRED CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-50
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hamilton
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-29
   03/30/17 House Amended HJ-18
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-25
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-27
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-51
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   05/11/17 Senate Amended SJ-47
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-47
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-47
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-116
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-82  Nays-0 HJ-116
   05/15/17 Ratified R 93
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 60
H 3042  General Bill, By King and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-111-80 SO AS TO PROVIDE INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING SHALL PROVIDE CERTAIN WRITTEN NOTICE TO
STUDENTS BEFORE TERMINATING OR REDUCING SCHOLARSHIPS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3043  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-315 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFICE
OF AUDITING SERVICES IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SHALL CONDUCT AN AUDIT OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT OR INDIVIDUAL
SCHOOL AT THE REQUEST OF EITHER FIVE MEMBERS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY OR TWO MEMBERS OR MORE OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES THAT GOVERNS THE DISTRICT FOR WHICH THE AUDIT IS
BEING SOUGHT, OR IN WHICH THE SCHOOL FOR WHICH THE AUDIT
BEING SOUGHT IS SITUATED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT SUCH AN
AUDIT ONLY MAY BE PERFORMED EVERY THREE  YEARS FOR AN
INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT OR SCHOOL.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-50
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
H 3044  General Bill, By King and Long
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-425, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPENING DATE FOR
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL YEAR, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE PROVISION
REQUIRING THE OPENING DATE FOR SCHOOLS TO BE BEFORE THE
THIRD MONDAY IN AUGUST, AND TO REQUIRE SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TO ESTABLISH THE OPENING DATE FOR EACH OF ITS SCHOOLS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-51
H 3045  General Bill, By King and Long
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-67 SO AS TO PROVIDE BEGINNING JANU-
ARY 1, 2018, THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL SHALL CONDUCT A
MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF EACH PUBLIC INSTITU-
TION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE STATE EVERY TEN YEARS PUR-
SUANT TO A CERTAIN SCHEDULE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51




H 3046  General Bill, By King and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT
PRACTICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS AN UNLAWFUL EMPLOY-
MENT PRACTICE FOR AN EMPLOYER TO FAIL OR REFUSE TO HIRE AN
INDIVIDUAL BECAUSE OF THE CREDIT HISTORY OR CREDIT REPORT
OF THE INDIVIDUAL, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-51
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3047  General Bill, By King and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-785 SO AS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS DETER-
MINED ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE FREE LUNCHES AND STUDENTS
DETERMINED ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE REDUCED PRICE LUNCHES
MUST BE OFFERED THE SAME CHOICE OF MEALS AND MILK
OFFERED TO CHILDREN WHO PAY THE FULL PRICE FOR THEIR
MEALS OR MILK.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-51
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3048  General Bill, By King and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID EDUCATION ACT OF
2017 ; TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-410, RELATING TO TOPICS
INCLUDED IN HIGH SCHOOL FINANCIAL LITERACY PROGRAMS, SO
AS TO INCLUDE FINANCING SECONDARY EDUCATION AMONG THE
TOPICS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 59-103-165, 59-103-170, AND 59-103-190,
ALL RELATING TO POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION INFORMA-
TION PACKAGES AND COUNSELING FOR EIGHTH-GRADE STUDENTS,
SO AS TO EXPAND THE SCOPE OF STUDENTS TO WHOM PACKAGES
AND COUNSELING ARE OFFERED TO INCLUDE HIGH SCHOOL STU-
DENTS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS; AND TO RETITLE ARTICLE 2,
CHAPTER 103, TITLE 59, FROM  POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
OPTION INFORMATION  TO  POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION INFOR-
MATION AND COUNSELING .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-52
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3049  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-19-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE WHEN DEAD
HUMAN BODIES ARE TRANSFERRED FROM ONE FUNERAL SERVICE
PROVIDER TO ANOTHER FUNERAL SERVICE PROVIDER, THE TRANS-
FEROR MAY RECOVER CERTAIN UNPAID SERVICE FEES AND LEGAL
FEES FROM THE TRANSFEREE IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO
PROVIDE THESE ACTIONS MUST BE HEARD IN MAGISTRATES COURT
REGARDLESS OF THE JURISDICTIONAL AMOUNTS INVOLVED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-52
H 3050  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-63 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION SHALL ESTABLISH AND ENFORCE A STATE-
WIDE MANDATORY DRESS CODE PROGRAM REQUIRING SCHOOL
UNIFORMS BE WORN BY PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS BEGINNING
WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS
DURING PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES AND CERTAIN EXTRACUR-
RICULAR ACTIVITIES, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THESE UNI-
FORMS AND FLEXIBILITY FOR INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, AND
TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR
REDUCED SCHOOL LUNCHES IN OBTAINING AT LEAST FIVE SETS OF
SCHOOL UNIFORMS FOR EACH SEASON, CONTINGENT ON FUNDING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-52
H 3051  General Bill, By Neal, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-
Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-117 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CRIMI-
NAL JUSTICE ACADEMY SHALL DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A CUL-
TURAL COMPETENCY MODEL TRAINING PROGRAM CURRICULUM
FOR SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS, TO PROVIDE CONTENT REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE CURRICULUM, AND TO PROVIDE SCHOOL
RESOURCE OFFICERS SHALL COMPLETE RELATED TRAINING; BY
ADDING SECTION 59-26-120 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR, THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION SHALL REQUIRE ONE HOUR OF TRAINING IN CONFLICT
INTERVENTION AND RESOLUTION AS A REQUIREMENT FOR THE
RENEWAL OF CREDENTIALS OF TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS
EMPLOYED IN MIDDLE SCHOOLS OR HIGH SCHOOLS, TO PROVIDE
RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEPARTMENT AND SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS, AND TO PROHIBIT CAUSES OF ACTION FOR LOSS OR DAM-
AGE CAUSED BY ACTS OR OMISSIONS RESULTING FROM THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE PROVISIONS OR RESULTING FROM ANY
TRAINING OR LACK OF TRAINING REQUIRED UNLESS THE LOSS OR
DAMAGE WAS CAUSED BY WILFUL OR WANTON MISCONDUCT, AND
TO PROVIDE THIS TRAINING DOES NOT IMPOSE A SPECIFIC DUTY OF
CARE; BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-212 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
SCHOOL DISTRICTS SHALL ADOPT ZERO-TOLERANCE POLICIES
THAT MAY NOT BE RIGOROUSLY APPLIED TO PETTY ACTS OF MIS-
CONDUCT AND MISDEMEANORS, MUST APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL
STUDENTS REGARDLESS OF THEIR ECONOMIC STATUS, RACE, OR
DISABILITY, AND THAT ARE INTENDED TO PROMOTE SAFE AND SUP-
PORTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN SCHOOLS, PROTECT STU-
DENTS AND STAFF FROM CONDUCT THAT POSES A SERIOUS THREAT
TO SCHOOL SAFETY, AND ENCOURAGES SCHOOLS TO USE ALTERNA-
TIVES TO EXPULSION OR REFERRAL, AMONG OTHER THINGS; BY
ADDING SECTION 59-63-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE EACH PUBLIC
SCHOOL, PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION SHALL MAINTAIN RECORDS AND MAKE ANNUAL
REPORTS CONCERNING STUDENT SUSPENSIONS, EXPULSIONS, AND
REFERRALS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE WITH DATA
ABOUT THE AGE, RACE, AND GRADE LEVEL OF THE STUDENTS, AND
TO PROVIDE THESE RECORDS AND REPORTS ARE PUBLIC RECORDS
SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-12, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE ROLE OF
SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICERS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-420,
RELATING TO OFFENSES INVOLVING DISTURBING SCHOOLS, SO AS
TO RESTRUCTURE THE OFFENSES TO PROVIDE A DELINEATED LIST
OF THOSE ACTIONS WHICH INVOLVE DISTURBING SCHOOLS, TO
REVISE THE PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF A DISTURBING SCHOOLS
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OFFENSE, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR SCHOOL-SPON-
SORED ATHLETIC EVENTS; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 59-63-235 AND
59-63-240 BOTH RELATING TO SCHOOL EXPULSIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-53
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3052  General Bill, By Putnam, Long and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  JACOB HALL SCHOOL PROTECTION ACT  BY ADDING
ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES MAY AUTHORIZE
EMPLOYEES TO HOLD A PUBLIC SCHOOL CONCEALED WEAPONS
PERMIT FOR THE LIMITED PURPOSE OF RESPONDING TO LIVE
SHOOTERS OR THE IMMINENT THREAT OF LIVE SHOOTERS ON
SCHOOL PROPERTY, TO PROVIDE RELATED POWERS AND DUTIES
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS AND SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERIN-
TENDENTS, TO PROVIDE RELATED REQUIREMENTS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION, TO PROVIDE PROCE-
DURES THROUGH WHICH EMPLOYEES MAY OBTAIN THESE PERMITS,
TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE POSSESSION AND USE OF
CONCEALED WEAPONS PURSUANT TO THESE PERMITS, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THESE PERMITS MAY BE REVOKED, TO
PROVIDE THE IDENTITIES OF PERMIT HOLDERS ARE NOT SUBJECT
TO DISCLOSURE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND
MAY NOT BE PROVIDED TO THE PUBLIC, AND TO PROVIDE PROVI-
SIONS CONCERNING PRIVATE SCHOOLS, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-54
H 3053  General Bill, By Putnam, Long, Robinson-Simpson and Mace
Similar (S 0869)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-112-45 SO A TO PROVIDE THAT TUITION
RATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE IN-STATE STUDENTS AT PUBLIC INSTI-
TUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THIS STATE MAY NOT INCREASE
FOR A FOUR-YEAR OR EIGHT-SEMESTER TIME PERIOD BEGINNING
WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR; TO PROVIDE A SIMILAR BUT
MODIFIED INCREASE PROHIBITION FOR CURRENT STUDENTS AND
CERTAIN OTHERS; TO PROVIDE DISCRETION FOR SCHOOLS TO
EXTEND THESE PERIODS FOR PROGRAMS NOT NORMALLY CAPABLE
OF COMPLETION WITH THESE PERIODS AND IN OTHER EXTENUAT-
ING INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE MISCELLANEOUS
REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING WINTER AND SUMMER CLASSES,
TOLLING FOR PERIODS OF MILITARY SERVICE, AND FOR CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH STUDENTS DO NOT COMPLETE AN UNDERGRAD-
UATE DEGREE WITHIN THE FOUR-YEAR OR EIGHT-SEMESTER TIME
LIMIT, AMONG OTHER THINGS; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMI-
NOLOGY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
H 3054  General Bill, By Quinn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 30-2-325 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PUBLIC LAW
ENFORCEMENT AND CLERKS OF COURT IN THIS STATE SHALL DIS-
CLOSE  AND MAY NOT REDACT FULL NAMES AND BIRTH DATES
THAT APPEAR ON ARREST WARRANTS AND INCIDENT REPORTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-55
H 3055  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson, Clyburn, Gilliard, Mack, King
and Henegan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE RESTORATIVE JUVENILE PRACTICES AND
APPROACHES ACT BY CREATING THE JUVENILE RESTORATIVE
PRACTICES STUDY COMMITTEE TO REVIEW JUVENILE JUSTICE
LAWS AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING RELATED
REFORMS; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION, DUTIES, STAFF-
ING, AND DISSOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-56
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-50
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mack, King,
Henegan
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-35
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-35
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-4 HJ-39
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-11
   03/20/18 Senate Amended SJ-41
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-53
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-139
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-139
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-139
H 3056  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-150-365 SO AS TO PROVIDE SOUTH CARO-
LINA LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS TO COVER THE COST OF ATTEND-
ING A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH
CAROLINA FOR STUDENTS WHO DEMONSTRATE LEADERSHIP
POTENTIAL, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY, TO PROVIDE
CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP, TO PROVIDE
THE SCHOLARSHIP IN COMBINATION WITH ALL OTHER GRANTS
AND SCHOLARSHIPS MUST NOT EXCEED ACTUAL ATTENDANCE
COSTS, TO PROVIDE THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
MUST PROMULGATE RELATED REGULATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT ALL PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS MUST REPORT THEIR
ENROLLMENT AND OTHER RELEVANT DATA AS SOLICITED BY THE
COMMISSION WHICH MAY AUDIT THESE INSTITUTIONS TO ENSURE
THEIR COMPLIANCE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-355, RELATING
TO EDUCATION LOTTERY APPROPRIATIONS AND USES, SO AS TO
INCLUDE THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS
AMONG THOSE RECEIVING LOTTERY APPROPRIATIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-56
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H 3057  Joint Resolution, By Robinson-Simpson and Clyburn
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  PUBLIC SCHOOL FLEXIBILITY
AND PARITY STUDY COMMITTEE , AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEM-
BERSHIP, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TERMINATION OF THE STUDY
COMMITTEE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-57
H 3058  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-150-385 SO AS TO PROVIDE A DESIGNATED
LOTTERY GAME FROM WHICH PROCEEDS MUST BE USED TO PRO-
VIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO FACILITATE ACCELERATED LEARNING
FOR UNDERACHIEVING STUDENTS TO ELIMINATE DISPARITY IN
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT IN KINDERGARTEN THROUGH TWELFTH
GRADE, AND TO NAME THE GAME  THE BOOST LEARNING GAME .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-57
H 3059  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0191, S 0192, H 3062)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO JOB APPLI-
CATION MAY INCLUDE QUESTIONS RELATED TO CONVICTIONS OF A
CRIME, UNLESS THE CRIME FOR WHICH HE WAS CONVICTED
DIRECTLY RELATES TO THE POSITION OF EMPLOYMENT SOUGHT OR
THE OCCUPATION FOR WHICH THE LICENSE IS SOUGHT, TO PROVIDE
A RELATED POLICY STATEMENT, AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY
DEFINITIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS, IN ORDER TO GIVE A BETTER
CHANCE FOR APPLICANTS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR EMPLOYMENT
PRIOR TO THE STAGE IN THE APPLICATION PROCESS WHEN BACK-
GROUND CHECKS ARE CONDUCTED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-57
H 3060  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-52 SO AS TO ENACT THE STEP INCENTIVE
FOR SUCCESSFUL TEACHERS IN LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOLS
(STILPS) STUDY COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP A STEP INCREASE COM-
PENSATION PLAN FOR HIGHLY QUALIFIED TEACHERS WITH DEMON-
STRATED SUCCESS IN ELEVATING STUDENT ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT AND WHO SERVE IN LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOLS AS
A REWARD FOR GAINS IN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT BY THEIR STU-
DENTS; TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND DUTIES, AND TO
REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO MAKE A REPORT OF ITS FINDINGS
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, AND THE GOVERNOR, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR ITS TERMINATION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHALL PROMULGATE REGULATIONS
TO IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STUDY COMMIT-
TEE EFFECTIVE BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-58
H 3061  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson, Gilliard, Jefferson and
Williams
Similar (S 0032, H 3027, H 3945)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-67-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE
AUGUST 1, 2018, ALL SCHOOL BUSES MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH LAP-
SHOULDER SEAT BELTS FOR ALL PERMANENT SEATING ACCOMMO-
DATIONS, TO PROVIDE THIS REQUIREMENT IS IN ADDITION TO
EXISTING SCHOOL BUS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THESE
SEAT BELTS MUST BE PROPERLY FASTENED ABOUT PASSENGERS
DURING VEHICLE OPERATION, TO PROVIDE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
SHALL ENSURE THAT THESE SEAT BELTS ARE FASTENED ABOUT
EACH PASSENGER, AND TO PROVIDE NO CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES
MAY ARISE FROM THE FAILURE OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS TO
ENSURE PASSENGERS WEAR THESE SEAT BELTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-67-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE TRANS-
PORTATION OF STUDENTS AND SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERM  LAP-SHOULDER SEAT BELT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-
67-40, RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL BUSES TO PRIVATE SCHOOL BUSES, SO
AS INCLUDE LAP-SHOULDER SEAT BELT REQUIREMENTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-58
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
H 3062  General Bill, By Rutherford, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
Similar (S 0191, S 0192, H 3059)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  BAN THE BOX ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-25 SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO JOB APPLICATION MAY INCLUDE QUES-
TIONS RELATED TO CONVICTIONS OF A CRIME, UNLESS THE CRIME
FOR WHICH HE WAS CONVICTED DIRECTLY RELATES TO THE POSI-
TION OF EMPLOYMENT SOUGHT OR THE OCCUPATION FOR WHICH
THE LICENSE IS SOUGHT, TO PROVIDE A RELATED POLICY STATE-
MENT, AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, IN ORDER TO GIVE A BETTER CHANCE FOR APPLICANTS TO
BE CONSIDERED FOR EMPLOYMENT PRIOR TO THE STAGE IN THE
APPLICATION PROCESS WHEN BACKGROUND CHECKS ARE CON-
DUCTED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-59
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3063  General Bill, By Rutherford and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-440 SO TO PROVIDE A STUDENT MUST
BE EXEMPT FROM PAYING OUT-OF-STATE TUITION AT A PUBLIC
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND
MUST BE ELIGIBLE FOR CERTAIN STATE-SPONSORED SCHOLARSHIPS
AND TUITION ASSISTANCE IF HE ATTENDED A HIGH SCHOOL IN THIS
STATE FOR THREE OR MORE YEARS, GRADUATED FROM A HIGH
SCHOOL IN THE STATE OR RECEIVED THE EQUIVALENT OF A HIGH
SCHOOL DIPLOMA IN THIS STATE, REGISTERS AS AN ENTERING STU-
DENT OR IS CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION NOT EARLIER THAN THE FALL SEMESTER OF
THE 2017-2018 ACADEMIC YEAR, AND, IF LACKING LAWFUL IMMI-
GRATION STATUS, FILES AN AFFIDAVIT WITH THE INSTITUTION
STATING HE HAS FILED AN APPLICATION TO LEGALIZE HIS IMMI-
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GRATION OR WILL FILE AN APPLICATION WHEN ELIGIBLE; TO PRO-
VIDE A STUDENT WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR A STATE-SPONSORED
SCHOLARSHIP OR TUITION ASSISTANCE UNDER THIS ACT ALSO
MUST MEET OTHER QUALIFICATIONS OF THE STATE-SPONSORED
SCHOLARSHIP OR TUITION ASSISTANCE TO RECEIVE THE SCHOLAR-
SHIP OR TUITION ASSISTANCE; TO PROVIDE STUDENT INFORMATION
OBTAINED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS SECTION MUST BE
CONFIDENTIAL; AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION TO ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS NECESSARY TO
EFFECTUATE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-59
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3064  General Bill, By Rutherford, Gilliard, Williams and Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-185 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE BOARD OF
PHARMACY SHALL ISSUE A WRITTEN PROTOCOL IN COMPLIANCE
WITH WHICH PHARMACISTS, WITHOUT AN ORDER OF A PRACTI-
TIONER, MAY PRESCRIBE AND DISPENSE HORMONAL CONTRACEP-
TIVE PATCHES AND SELF-ADMINISTERED ORAL HORMONAL
CONTRACEPTIVES; TO PROVIDE THE BOARD ALSO SHALL ADOPT
CERTAIN RULES TO ESTABLISH STANDARD PROCEDURES FOR THESE
PRESCRIPTIONS AND DISPENSATIONS; AND TO PROVIDE THAT LAWS
GOVERNING INSURANCE COVERAGE OF CONTRACEPTIVE DRUGS,
DEVICES, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES MUST BE CONSTRUED TO
APPLY TO HORMONAL CONTRACEPTIVE PATCHES AND SELF-ADMIN-
ISTERED ORAL HORMONAL CONTRACEPTIVES PRESCRIBED AND
DISPENSED PURSUANT TO THIS ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-60
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-74
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/28/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Simrill, Hiott, GM Smith, Dil-
lard, S Rivers, Kirby, Bennett, Daning, Crosby, Whipper,
Brown, Cole, Tallon, Magnuson, Forester, Robinson-
Simpson, Bannister, Taylor, GR Smith, Stringer, Loftis,
Burns, McEachern, Erickson, Hart, Crawford, Hewitt,
Ryhal HJ-46
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-40
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-118
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-41
   04/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-27-17 HJ-74
   05/03/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-4-17 HJ-54
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-63
   05/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-10-17 HJ-145
   05/10/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-11-17 HJ-77
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams, Jef-
ferson
   01/10/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-24-18 HJ-15
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-54
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-35
   02/15/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-20-18 HJ-40
   02/27/18 House Amended HJ-18
   02/27/18 House Rejected HJ-18
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-33  Nays-69 HJ-20
   02/28/18 House Reconsidered HJ-16
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-34
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-107
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-107
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-50  Nays-47 HJ-108
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-43
   03/22/18 House Reconsidered HJ-44
   03/22/18 House Continued HJ-45
H 3065  General Bill, By Ryhal
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 32 TO TITLE 37 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFICE
OF HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION OMBUDSMAN IN THE DEPARTMENT
OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS; TO PROVIDE QUALIFICATIONS, POWERS,
AND DUTIES OF THE OMBUDSMAN; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
TO FACILITATE AND MAINTAIN A REGISTRY OF HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATIONS; TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR FILING AND
RESOLVING COMPLAINTS CONCERNING HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIA-
TIONS; AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-61
H 3066  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Atwater, Cobb-Hunter and
Pitts
Similar (S 0040)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 138 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE
SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS
AND PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, POWERS, DUTIES, AND
RESPONSIBILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE SERVICE OF TRUSTEES OR
MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF  CONSTITUENT INSTITU-
TIONS , DEFINED AS ALL TWO-YEAR AND FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES IN THIS STATE INCLUDING TECHNICAL COL-
LEGES; TO PROVIDE THAT ON JULY 1, 2018, THE POWERS, DUTIES,
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STATE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION AND THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPRE-
HENSIVE EDUCATION NOT INCONSISTENT WITH CHAPTER 138, TITLE
59 ARE DEVOLVED UPON THE SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE AND UNI-
VERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-103-10
RELATING TO THE STATE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION AND
SECTION 59-53-10 RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL
AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-61
H 3067  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Burns, Hamilton, Loftis,
Atwater, Long and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-5-170 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE OFFICE OF
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION AS THE SOLE GOVERNING BODY OF ATHLETICS IN SOUTH
CAROLINA PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT
OF A DIRECTOR AND STAFF OF THE OFFICE, TO REQUIRE THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION TO PROMULGATE CERTAIN RELATED REGU-
LATIONS, TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOLS THAT ENGAGE IN INTER-
SCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS WISHING TO
COMPETE WITH PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC
EVENTS SHALL SUBMIT TO THE GOVERNANCE OF ITS INTERSCHO-
LASTIC ATHLETICS BY THE OFFICE AND MAY NOT CONTRACT WITH,
JOIN, OR OTHERWISE ASSOCIATE WITH ANOTHER ENTITY THAT
OVERSEES OR AUTHORIZES INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS, TO PRO-
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VIDE RIGHTS FOR PRIVATE AND CHARTER SCHOOLS AND THEIR STU-
DENTS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ADVISORY
COMMITTEE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS, AND TO ESTAB-
LISH PROCEDURES FOR APPEALS FROM DECISIONS BY THE OFFICE
ON ALLEGED VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-39-160, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENT
PARTICIPATION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES, SECTION 59-40-50,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF CHARTER SCHOOL
STUDENTS IN CERTAIN INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETIC EVENTS
OFFERED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SECTION 59-63-70, RELATING TO
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS WHO PARTICIPATE IN INDEPENDENT
ORGANIZED SPORTS TEAMS, AND SECTION 59-63-75, RELATING TO
THE APPLICABILITY OF CONCUSSION PROTOCOLS APPLICABLE TO
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-61
H 3068 (Rat # 0233, Act #  0235)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Clyburn
Similar (S 0029)
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 102, TITLE 59, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ATHLETE AGENTS AND STU-
DENT ATHLETES, SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNIFORM ATHLETE AGENTS
ACT OF 2018 , TO ADOPT PORTIONS OF THE INTERSTATE COMPACT
FOR REGISTRATION OF STUDENT ATHLETE AGENTS AND MAKE NEC-
ESSARY CONFORMING CHANGES, TO REVISE VARIOUS PROVISIONS
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE EXPANDED IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
ON THE SOLICITATION AND RECRUITMENT OF STUDENT ATHLETES
BY ATHLETE AGENTS, TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STUDENT ATHLETES
AND ATHLETE AGENTS, AND TO REVISE VARIOUS AVAILABLE REME-
DIES, AMONG OTHER THINGS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-62
   01/23/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-12
   01/24/18 House Amended HJ-49
   01/24/18 House Read second time HJ-49
   01/24/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-66
   01/25/18 House Amended HJ-10
   01/25/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-26
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-4
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-81
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-81
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-150
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-150
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-129
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-2 HJ-130
   05/14/18 Ratified R 233
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 235
H 3069  General Bill, By Sottile and Mack
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 69, TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE REGULATION OF COMMERCIAL KENNEL OPERATORS AND
CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKERS, TO PROVIDE THE PURPOSE OF
THE ACT, TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, TO CREATE THE
COMMERCIAL KENNEL AND CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKERS
EXAMINERS BOARD AND PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERS, TERMS, POW-
ERS, AND DUTIES; TO PROVIDE FOR REGISTRATION, EXAMINATION,
AND CERTIFICATION OF CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKERS; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATES OF CERTI-
FIED ANIMAL CARETAKERS; TO PROVIDE FOR PUBLICATION OF A
ROSTER OF CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKERS; TO PROVIDE THAT IT
IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO WORK AS A CERTIFIED ANIMAL
CARETAKER WITHOUT COMPLYING WITH THE CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ACT OR TO KNOWINGLY PRESENT FALSE
INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING A CERTIFICATE; TO
PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON WHO IS NOT A CER-
TIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKER TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL BOARD-
ING KENNEL IN THIS STATE UNLESS THE ACTUAL OPERATION OF
THE BOARDING KENNEL IS UNDER THE DIRECT SUPERVISION OF A
CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARETAKER; TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL
FOR A KENNEL OWNER OR OPERATOR, A CERTIFIED ANIMAL CARE-
TAKER, OR ANOTHER PERSON TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL BOARD-
ING KENNEL THAT DOES NOT PROVIDE PROPER CARE AND
TREATMENT, INCLUDING EMERGENCY VETERINARY CARE WHEN
NECESSARY, ADEQUATE WATER, ADEQUATE FEED, PROPER AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE, SANITIZED BEDDING, SANITIZED PRIMARY ENCLO-
SURES, AND SANITIZED HOUSING FACILITIES FOR ALL ANIMALS
AND PETS BOARDED WITHIN THE KENNEL AT ALL TIMES; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS ACT BY THE DIRECTOR OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, AND
FOR INVESTIGATIONS INTO REPORTS OF VIOLATIONS OF THIS ACT,
AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ACT, AMONG
OTHER THINGS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-63
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mack
H 3070  General Bill, By Stringer, G.R. Smith, Long and Felder
Similar (S 0442)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-39-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN SPECIAL
EDUCATION STUDENTS MAY OBTAIN OCCUPATIONAL CREDENTIAL
CERTIFICATES DEVELOPED AND ENDORSED BY THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR
THESE CERTIFICATES, TO IMPOSE CERTAIN RELATED REQUIRE-
MENTS ON THE DEPARTMENT AND THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCA-
TION, TO PROVIDE THESE PROVISIONS DO NOT PROVIDE SPECIAL
EDUCATION STUDENTS WITH ADDITIONAL RIGHTS BEYOND THOSE
SPECIFICALLY GUARANTEED BY FEDERAL AND STATE LAW OR DIS-
TRICT POLICY, AND TO PROVIDE  PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROGRAM
BY DISTRICTS IS VOLUNTARY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-64
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 3071  General Bill, By Toole, Long, Yow and Felder
Similar (S 0302, H 3821)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INSTRUCTION ACCEPTED IN LIEU OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION REQUIRED IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO INCLUDE MARCHING BAND INSTRUCTION
BASED ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA ACADEMIC STANDARDS FOR THE
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS AND PARTICIPATION ON INTER-
SCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS TEAMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-64
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 3072  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-444 SO AS TO PROVIDE GRADUATING HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO ACHIEVE STATUS AS VALEDICTORIANS OR
SALUTATORIANS, ATTAIN MEMBERSHIP IN NATIONAL HONOR SOCI-
ETIES, RECEIVE OTHER HIGH ACADEMIC HONORS AWARDED BY THE
DISTRICT, OR ACHIEVE OTHER HONORS ARE ENTITLED TO WEAR
CORRESPONDING GRADUATION REGALIA ACCESSORIES TO DENOTE
THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-64
H 3073  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-15-915 SO AS TO LIMIT THE TIME A TRAIN
MAY BLOCK FOUR-LANE STREET INTERSECTIONS IN MUNICIPALI-
TIES DURING CERTAIN PERIODS OF TIME.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-65
H 3074  General Bill, By Alexander and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-250, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
ALLOWANCE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY SHALL ADJUST A
TAXPAYER S TAX BILL TO AUTOMATICALLY REFLECT THE HOME-
STEAD EXEMPTION WHEN THE TAXPAYER REACHES A CERTAIN AGE,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN REFUNDS FROM THE COUNTY; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRO-
CEDURE FOR CLAIMING CERTAIN PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT
RATIOS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE OWNER-OCCUPANT OF A PROPERTY
TO DISCLOSE HIS DATE OF BIRTH WHEN APPLYING FOR A CERTAIN
PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT RATIO.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
H 3075  General Bill, By Brown, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-1-200 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE
EMPLOYER SHALL ALLOW A STATE EMPLOYEE TO ATTEND AN EDU-
CATIONAL ACTIVITY AT THE SCHOOL OF THE EMPLOYEE S CHILD;
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3780 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR AN EMPLOYER WHO ALLOWS AN EMPLOYEE TO
ATTEND AN EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY FOR HIS CHILD; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 59-28-220 RELATING TO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
EMPLOYER TAX CREDIT INCENTIVES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3076  General Bill, By Crosby, Long, Thayer, Putnam and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-86 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A ZERO-BASE
BUDGET REVIEW ON A TEN YEAR SCHEDULE OF EACH STATE
AGENCY, BEGINNING WITH APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR
2018-2019, TO PROVIDE FOR ESTABLISHING THE SCHEDULE, AND TO
PROVIDE DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 3077  General Bill, By Duckworth
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ADD  EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN  TO THE
DEFINITION  ELIGIBLE OWNER  FOR PURPOSES OF A PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTION FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WHO PERMANENTLY AND
TOTALLY ARE DISABLED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
H 3078  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-686 SO AS TO DESIGNATE  DUM SPIRO
SPERO  TRANSLATED AS  WHILE I BREATHE, I HOPE  AS THE OFFI-
CIAL ANTHEM OF THE STATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Long
H 3079  General Bill, By Loftis, J.E. Smith, Funderburk, Pope, Clary, W.
Newton, Brown, Whipper, Blackwell and Norrell
Similar (S 0044)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE FAIR MARKET
VALUE OF CERTAIN DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES AND TO
EXEMPT THE VALUE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE PROPERTY
FOR RESIDENTIAL USE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pope
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary, W.New-
ton, Brown, Whipper
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 3080  General Bill, By McKnight, Atwater, Pitts, Thayer and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM INDI-
VIDUAL TAXABLE INCOME, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN INCOME TAX
DEDUCTION FOR PRIVATE SCHOOL TUITION PAID BY THE LEGAL
GUARDIAN OF A CHILD LIVING IN A SCHOOL DISTRICT THAT IS DES-
IGNATED AS  BELOW AVERAGE  OR  SCHOOL/DISTRICT AT-RISK .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
H 3081  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-240 SO AS TO CREATE THE  POVERTY
ELIMINATION BANK  TO FUND POVERTY REDUCTION INITIATIVES IN
SOUTH CAROLINA; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY
AN INDIVIDUAL BY MEANS OF THE INCOME TAX RETURN CHECK
OFF, SO AS TO ADD THE POVERTY ELIMINATION BANK.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-67
H 3082  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-2655 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN VALUA-
TION INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED ON A VEHICLE TAX NOTICE;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-930, RELATING TO THE VALUATION OF
PROPERTY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF
CERTAIN VEHICLES MAY NOT EXCEED NINETY-TWO PERCENT OF
THE PRIOR YEAR S VALUE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2680,
RELATING TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE ASSESSED VALUE OF A
VEHICLE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE VALUE OF A VEHICLE NOT
SET FORTH IN CERTAIN GUIDES OR MANUALS MAY NOT EXCEED
NINETY-TWO PERCENT OF THE PRIOR YEAR S VALUE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-67
H 3083  General Bill, By Whipper, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 10-1-165, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROTECTION OF CERTAIN MONU-
MENTS AND MEMORIALS, SO AS TO ALLOW A WAR BETWEEN THE
STATES FLAG TO BE REMOVED FROM A CHAPEL OR OTHER STRUC-
TURE HAVING A RELIGIOUS PURPOSE THAT IS LOCATED ON THE
PUBLIC PROPERTY OF A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
AND RELOCATED WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE INSTITUTION S
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-67
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3084  General Bill, By Brown and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-150-395 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADDITIONAL
FUNDING FOR PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN THROUGH GRADE TWELVE
SCHOOLS FROM PROCEEDS OF A DESIGNATED LOTTERY GAME AND
TO NAME THE GAME  THE K-12 GAME .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-68
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3085  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 41-10-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE MINI-
MUM WAGE IN THIS STATE IS THE GREATER VALUE OF EITHER TEN
DOLLARS AND TEN CENTS OR THE MINIMUM WAGE SET BY THE
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-130, RELAT-
ING TO THE SCOPE OF AUTHORITY TO SET MINIMUM WAGE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE MAY
NOT REQUIRE A MINIMUM WAGE THAT EXCEEDS THE ONE PRO-
VIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35; TO AMEND SECTION 44-22-160, RELATING
TO THERAPEUTIC PATIENT EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
A PATIENT EMPLOYEE MUST BE PAID THE MINIMUM WAGE PRO-
VIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 53-1-100 AND
53-1-110, RELATING TO SUNDAY WORK IN MACHINE SHOPS AND SUN-
DAY WORK IN MANUFACTURING OR FINISHING OF TEXTILE PROD-
UCTS, RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SUNDAY
WORK MUST BE COMPENSATED AT A RATE NO LESS THAN THE MINI-
MUM WAGE PROVIDED IN SECTION 41-10-35.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-68
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3086  General Bill, By Crosby and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO REQUIRE A COUNTY OR
MUNICIPALITY THAT OWNS AN OFF-STREET PARKING FACILITY TO
ASSESS A FIFTY CENT SURCHARGE ON EACH CUSTOMER USING THE
FACILITY, AND TO CREDIT THE REVENUE TO THE STATE HIGHWAY
FUND TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR ROAD AND BRIDGE REPAIR
AND IMPROVEMENT, AND FOR MASS TRANSIT PROJECTS; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 55-1-110 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN AIRPORT DISTRICT
OR AVIATION AUTHORITY IN THIS STATE THAT OWNS AN OFF-
STREET PARKING FACILITY TO ASSESS A FIFTY CENT SURCHARGE
ON ALL CUSTOMERS USING THE FACILITY, AND TO CREDIT THE REV-
ENUE TO THE STATE HIGHWAY FUND TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR
ROAD AND BRIDGE REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT, AND FOR MASS
TRANSIT PROJECTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-68
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
H 3087  General Bill, By Crosby and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 14-1-250 SO AS TO IMPOSE A FIFTY CENT SUR-
CHARGE ON ALL PARKING VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
REVENUE FROM THE SURCHARGE MUST BE CREDITED TO THE
STATE HIGHWAY FUND TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR ROAD AND
BRIDGE REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENT, AND FOR MASS TRANSIT PROJ-
ECTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-69
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
H 3088  Joint Resolution, By Daning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT A STATEWIDE ADVISORY
REFERENDUM MUST BE CONDUCTED BY THE STATE ELECTION COM-
MISSION AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION ON
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER OR NOT FOR THE NEXT TEN YEARS,
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THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE ON MOTOR VEHICLES GENERALLY AND
THE CORRESPONDING ROAD TAX ON MOTOR CARRIERS SHOULD BE,
OVER A THREE YEAR PERIOD, INCREASED BY A TOTAL OF TEN
CENTS PER GALLON WITH THE PROCEEDS OF THE INCREASE TO SUP-
PLEMENT EXISTING FUNDING FOR THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
OF AND IMPROVEMENTS TO EXISTING STREETS, ROADS, HIGHWAYS,
AND BRIDGES IN THE STATE HIGHWAY PRIMARY SYSTEM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-69
H 3089  General Bill, By Huggins, Ballentine, G.R. Smith, Daning and B.
Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-31-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE COMMISSION FOR
MINORITY AFFAIRS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT AT LEAST ONE MEM-
BER OF THE COMMISSION BE A NATIVE AMERICAN.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-69
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-69
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
H 3090  Joint Resolution, By King
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT A STATEWIDE ADVISORY
REFERENDUM MUST BE CONDUCTED BY THE STATE ELECTION COM-
MISSION AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION ON
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER OR NOT THE CONSTITUTIONAL PER
DIEM OF MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHOULD BE
INCREASED TO $42,830.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-70
H 3091  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-45-440 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A COUNTY TREA-
SURER FROM REFUSING TO ACCEPT FULL PAYMENT OF PROPERTY
TAXES ON A MOTOR VEHICLE OR REFUSING TO ISSUE A TAX
RECEIPT ON A MOTOR VEHICLE SOLELY BECAUSE THE TAXPAYER IS
DELINQUENT ON ANOTHER PROPERTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
H 3092  General Bill, By King, Clyburn and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX
EQUAL TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE VALUE SUBJECT TO TAX
OF AN OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENCE IF THE OWNER HAS ATTAINED
THE AGE OF EIGHTY YEARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3093  General Bill, By Loftis, Clyburn, Elliott, Long, G.M. Smith,
Whipper, Brown, Gilliard and S. Rivers
Similar (S 0587)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSMENT RATIOS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN AN OWNER RECEIVING THE FOUR PER-
CENT ASSESSMENT RATIO DIES, THE PROPERTY SHALL CONTINUE
TO RECEIVE THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATE UNTIL THE DECEASED
S ESTATE IS CLOSED, SO LONG AS THE PROPERTY IS NOT RENTED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-70
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-70
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-46
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard,
S.Rivers
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-28
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-2 HJ-29
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
H 3094  General Bill, By Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD
ATTENDING A STATE-FUNDED FOUR-YEAR-OLD KINDERGARTEN
PROGRAM IS CONSIDERED AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENT FOR
PURPOSES OF THE FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL RATE PROGRAM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-71
H 3095  General Bill, By McCravy and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SALES AND USE TAX
EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT FROM THE SALES AND USE TAX
ALL OF THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF THE LEASE OF A PORTABLE TOI-
LET INCLUDING GROSS PROCEEDS ATTRIBUTABLE TO SERVICE OR
OTHER MAINTENANCE PROVIDED WITH THE LEASE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-71
H 3096  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2680, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE
ASSESSED VALUE OF A VEHICLE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE TO POST ITS VALUE GUIDES AND MANUALS ON
ITS WEBSITE, AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO DETERMINE
VALUES IN A DIFFERENT MANNER IF THE NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
PUBLICATION PROHIBITS ITS PUBLIC PUBLISHING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-71
H 3097  General Bill, By McKnight and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-220 SO AS TO REQUIRE PUBLIC BUILDINGS
OWNED BY THE STATE OR ANY AGENCY, OFFICE, DEPARTMENT,
DIVISION, COMMISSION, OR INSTITUTION THEREOF, TO SUPPLY FEM-
ININE HYGIENE PRODUCTS IN EACH FEMALE PUBLIC RESTROOM,
FREE OF CHARGE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
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   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-71
H 3098  General Bill, By McKnight and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX, SO AS TO ALLOW A
DEDUCTION FOR ALL INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO CERTAIN EMPLOY-
MENT IN A TIER IV COUNTY, TO ALLOW THE DEDUCTION IN THE
FIRST FIVE YEARS THE TAXPAYER IS LICENSED TO PERFORM THE
QUALIFYING EMPLOYMENT, AND TO REQUIRE THE TAXPAYER TO
RESIDE IN A TIER IV COUNTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
H 3099  General Bill, By Ott, Cobb-Hunter, B. Newton, Alexander, Jefferson
and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 27, TITLE 6, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE AID TO SUBDIVISIONS
ACT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
FUND, TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE FUND RECEIVE
NOT LESS THAN FOUR AND ONE-HALF PERCENT OF THE GENERAL
FUND REVENUES OF THE LATEST COMPLETED FISCAL YEAR, TO
DELETE A PROVISION REGARDING MIDYEAR CUTS, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE APPROPRIATION TO THE FUND MUST BE INCREASED BY
THE SAME PERCENTAGE THAT GENERAL FUND REVENUES ARE PRO-
JECTED TO INCREASE, IF APPLICABLE, BUT NOT TO EXCEED FIVE
PERCENT, TO REQUIRE THAT THE PERCENTAGE INCREASE, IF APPLI-
CABLE, BE INCLUDED IN ALL STAGES OF THE BUDGET PROCESS, TO
AMEND THE DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGE OF THE FUND, AND TO
DELETE A PROVISION REQUIRING AMENDMENTS TO THE STATE AID
TO SUBDIVISIONS ACT BE INCLUDED IN SEPARATE LEGISLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Alexander
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson,
Knight
H 3100  General Bill, By Pope, Clyburn, Elliott, Felder, West, Yow, King,
Henegan and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT  ALICIA S LAW  BY ADDING SECTION 1-7-180 SO AS TO
CREATE THE INTERNET CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN FUND TO
INVESTIGATE, PROSECUTE, AND PREVENT INTERNET CRIMES
AGAINST CHILDREN.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-72
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Hen-
egan
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3101  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson
Similar (S 0360)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3710 SO AS TO ALLOW A FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLAR TAX CREDIT TO ANY TAXPAYER THAT EMPLOYS A FOR-
MERLY INCARCERATED INDIVIDUAL AS A FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE
FOR ONE YEAR, TO SPECIFY THE TAXES FOR WHICH THE CREDIT
MAY BE APPLIED, AND SPECIFY ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-73
H 3102  Joint Resolution, By Rutherford and Ott
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE
XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING
TO MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS, BY ADDING SECTION 16 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY LAW, IN SPECIFIED
AREAS OF THE STATE, MAY PROVIDE FOR THE CONDUCT OF GAM-
BLING AND GAMING ACTIVITIES ON WHICH BETS ARE MADE TO
INCLUDE PARI-MUTUEL BETTING ON HORSE RACING, SPORTS BET-
TING ON PROFESSIONAL SPORTS, CASINO ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS
CARD AND DICE GAMES WHERE THE SKILL OF THE PLAYER IS
INVOLVED IN THE OUTCOME, AND GAMES OF CHANCE WITH THE
USE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES OR GAMING TABLES, ALL OF WHICH
STRICTLY MUST BE REGULATED AND MAY BE CONDUCTED IN ONE
LOCATION OR IN SEPARATE LOCATIONS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED
AREA SUBJECT TO SPECIAL LAWS, INCLUDING CRIMINAL LAWS,
ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, APPLICABLE ONLY IN THE
SPECIFIED AREA, WITH THE REVENUE REALIZED BY THE STATE AND
LOCAL JURISDICTIONS TO BE USED FOR HIGHWAY, ROAD, AND
BRIDGE MAINTENANCE, CONSTRUCTION, AND REPAIR; AND BY PRO-
POSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8, ARTICLE XVII OF THE CON-
STITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS, BY DELETING SECTION 8 WHICH
MAKES IT UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON HOLDING AN OFFICE OF
HONOR, TRUST OR PROFIT TO ENGAGE IN GAMBLING OR BETTING
ON GAMES OF CHANCE, AND REQUIRES THE OFFICER S REMOVAL
FROM OFFICE UPON CONVICTION FOR A GAMBLING OFFENSE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott
H 3103  General Bill, By Ryhal and Long
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-1-130 SO AS TO REQUIRE A NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION TO PROVIDE CERTAIN FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES
BEFORE RECEIVING A CONTRIBUTION OF FUNDS FROM A STATE
AGENCY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
H 3104  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Yow and Henegan
Similar (S 0062)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA GIVING BACK TO OUR VET-
ERANS ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DEDUCTIONS FROM SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME OF
INDIVIDUALS, SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEDUCTION OF RETIREMENT
BENEFITS ATTRIBUTABLE TO SERVICE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-
1170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME
DEDUCTION, SO AS TO CONFORM THIS DEDUCTION TO THE MILI-
TARY RETIREMENT DEDUCTION ALLOWED BY THIS ACT; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 12-6-1171 RELATING TO THE DEDUCTION OF MILI-
TARY RETIREMENT INCOME FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE
INCOME OF INDIVIDUALS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
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H 3105  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Yow
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-10-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENSIONS FOR CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE
NATIONAL GUARD OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
AMOUNT OF THE PENSION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
H 3106  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Clyburn, West and Yow
Similar (S 0911)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-39-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A COUNTY S AUTHORITY TO EXTEND
THE PAYMENT OF PROPERTY TAXES FOR SERVICE MEMBERS IN OR
NEAR A HAZARD DUTY ZONE, SO AS TO REQUIRE EACH COUNTY TO
ALLOW FOR A DEFERMENT, TO PROVIDE THE DEFERMENT BEGINS
ON THE TAX DUE DATE AND ENDS NINETY DAYS AFTER THE LAST
DATE OF DEPLOYMENT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT NO INTEREST MAY
BE CHARGED DURING THE DEPLOYMENT UNLESS THE TAX IS NOT
PAID WITHIN THE NINETY-DAY GRACE PERIOD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
H 3107  General Bill, By G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-415 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LIMIT
ON GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATIONS FOR A FISCAL YEAR IS THE
TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE GENERAL FUND REVENUE ESTIMATE AS OF
FEBRUARY 15, 2017, FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017-2018, INCREASED ANNU-
ALLY AND CUMULATIVELY BY A PERCENTAGE DETERMINED BY
POPULATION INCREASES AND INCREASES IN THE CONSUMER PRICE
INDEX, TO EXCLUDE FROM THIS LIMIT CONSTITUTIONAL AND STAT-
UTORY REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE LIMITATION TO BE
SUSPENDED FOR A FISCAL YEAR FOR A SPECIFIC AMOUNT UPON A
SPECIAL VOTE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND TO DEFINE THIS
SPECIAL VOTE, TO ESTABLISH THE SPENDING LIMIT RESERVE FUND
TO WHICH ALL SURPLUS GENERAL FUND REVENUES MUST BE
CREDITED, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PRIORITY USES OF THE REVENUES
OF THIS FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPROPRIATION OF FUND REV-
ENUES AFTER THESE PRIORITIES ARE MET, TO REQUIRE THAT
APPROPRIATION OF REVENUES OF THIS FUND MUST BE BY A JOINT
RESOLUTION ORIGINATING IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS LIMIT FIRST APPLIES FOR FISCAL YEAR
2018-2019.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-75
H 3108  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 43 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNI-
FORM LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACT OF 2017 , TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MANNER IN AND REQUIREMENTS UNDER WHICH LIMITED LIA-
BILITY COMPANIES ARE ORGANIZED, OPERATED, REGULATED, DIS-
SOLVED, TRANSFERRED, AND CONVERTED; AND TO REPEAL
CHAPTER 44, TITLE 33 RELATING TO THE  UNIFORM LIMITED LIABIL-
ITY COMPANY ACT OF 1996 .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
H 3109  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 33 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  REVISED
UNIFORM UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION ACT , TO
AMONG OTHER THINGS, DEFINE TERMS, SPECIFY APPLICABILITY,
SET FORTH POWERS OF UNINCORPORATED NONPROFIT ASSOCIA-
TIONS, TO SPECIFY LIABILITY, AND TO SET FORTH THE PROCESS BY
WHICH A LEGAL ACTION AGAINST AN ASSOCIATION IS ADJUDI-
CATED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 3110  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-440 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A MEM-
BER OF THE GOVERNING BOARD OF A PUBLIC INSTITUTION OF
HIGHER LEARNING RECEIVES LODGING OR MEALS REIMBURSE-
MENTS IN EXCESS OF CERTAIN LIMITS, THEN THE STATE TREASURER
SHALL WITHHOLD THE AMOUNT OF THE EXCESS FROM THE INSTI-
TUTION S GENERAL FUND APPROPRIATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-76
H 3111  General Bill, By Whipper, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 12 SO AS TO IMPOSE
AN ADDITIONAL USER FEE EQUAL TO SEVEN CENTS A GALLON ON
CERTAIN MOTOR FUELS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE REVENUE BE CRED-
ITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY FUND, AND TO TERMINATE THE ADDI-
TIONAL USER FEE IF WHOLESALE PRICES EXCEED AVERAGES; AND
BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 56 SO AS TO IMPOSE
AN ADDITIONAL ROAD TAX IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE ADDI-
TIONAL USER FEE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-76
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3112  Joint Resolution, By Alexander and Robinson-Simpson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO DETER-
MINE THE NEED TO REFORM SOUTH CAROLINA S JUVENILE JUSTICE
SYSTEM, AND TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES TO STATE LAWS AND
TO THE POLICIES, PRACTICES, AND PROGRAMS OF AGENCIES AND
OTHER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS WHOSE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES IMPACT CHILDREN AT RISK OF ENTERING, OR WHO HAVE
ENTERED, THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3113  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 55, TITLE 44 SO AS TO REQUIRE
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF CERTAIN NATURAL FRESHWATER
LOCATIONS TO POST A NOTICE TO RAISE AWARENESS OF THE
AMOEBA NAEGLERIA FOWLERI AND HOW TO MINIMIZE THE RISK OF
INFECTION, TO REQUIRE THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO PROVIDE A STAN-
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DARD NOTICE FOR POSTING AND INSPECT LOCATIONS TO ENSURE
COMPLIANCE, AND TO CREATE CIVIL PENALTIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-77
H 3114  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, Long, G.R. Smith, Daning and
Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-1187 AND ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE
43 SO AS TO REQUIRE APPLICANTS FOR AND RECIPIENTS OF BENE-
FITS UNDER THE FAMILY INDEPENDENCE PROGRAM AND THE SUP-
PLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM WHOM THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES (DSS) REASONABLY SUSPECTS
ARE ENGAGED IN THE ILLEGAL USE OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
TO UNDERGO A DRUG TEST AS A CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY TO
RECEIVE THOSE BENEFITS, WITH EXCEPTIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT
AN INDIVIDUAL WHO TESTS POSITIVE FOR THE USE OF A CON-
TROLLED SUBSTANCE IN VIOLATION OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAW IS
INELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE CERTAIN BENEFITS FOR AN ESTABLISHED
PERIOD OF TIME, UNLESS THE PERSON SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETES
A SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM OR MEETS OTHER
EXCEPTIONS, TO REQUIRE DSS TO CONTRACT WITH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
SERVICES TO PROVIDE CERTAIN SERVICES, TO ESTABLISH CRITERIA
FOR DETERMINING WHETHER REASONABLE SUSPICION EXISTS TO
REQUIRE DRUG SCREENING AND TESTING, AND FOR OTHER PUR-
POSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 3115  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 6, TITLE 44 SO AS TO ENACT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE ACT , TO DIRECT THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO DESIGN
A HEALTH CARE COVERAGE PROGRAM COMPARABLE TO THE
ARKANSAS OPTION, BY ACCEPTING FEDERAL FUNDS ALLOWING
APPROPRIATE UNINSURED PERSONS TO OBTAIN PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE WITH PREMIUMS PAID FOR BY FEDERAL FUNDS, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM IS CONTINGENT UPON APPROPRIATE
APPROVALS OF THE PROGRAM DESIGN BY THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND FURTHER
PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM IS CONTINGENT UPON SPECIFIED
LEVELS OF FEDERAL HEALTH CARE FUNDING, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE STATE ASSUMES NO OBLIGATION TO ANY PRIVATE INSUR-
ANCE CARRIER PARTICIPATING IN THE PROGRAM OTHER THAN THE
PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS AS ALLOWED PURSUANT TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-78
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3116  General Bill, By Crawford, Norrell, Felder, Pitts, Yow, King,
Henegan, Erickson and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PLACEMENT OF INFANTS
AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS WITHOUT CRIMINAL LIABILITY, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE PLACEMENT OF AN INFANT NOT MORE THAN ONE
YEAR OLD AT A SAFE HAVEN AND TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF
INFANT .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-78
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Hen-
egan
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-47
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson,
Knight
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-43
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-43
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
H 3117  General Bill, By Dillard, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-20-755 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN FACILI-
TIES AND PROGRAMS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS TO INSTALL AND OPERATE
VIDEO MONITORING EQUIPMENT IN COMMON AREAS AND TO MAIN-
TAIN COPIES OF THE RECORDINGS, TO REQUIRE THESE FACILITIES
AND PROGRAMS TO POST A NOTICE THAT VIDEO MONITORING IS
CONDUCTED IN COMMON AREAS  AND OBTAIN CONSENT FROM OR
ON BEHALF OF RESIDENTS, TO PROHIBIT TAMPERING WITH OR
DESTROYING THE VIDEO MONITORING EQUIPMENT AND RECORD-
INGS, TO CREATE CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND SANCTIONS, AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-79
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson HJ-79
H 3118  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-262, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NURSING HOME STAFFING REQUIRE-
MENTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE  MINIMUM NUMBER OF STAFF WHO
PROVIDE NURSING CARE REQUIRED DURING ALL SHIFTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-79
H 3119  General Bill, By Gilliard and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-267 SO AS TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS
ADDRESSING PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS PERFORMED BEFORE
ADMISSION TO A NURSING HOME.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-79




H 3120  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-266 SO AS TO ESTABLISH MINIMUM STAFF-
RESIDENT RATIO REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
CARE FACILITIES AND TO PROVIDE FOR MANDATORY TRAINING OF
STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS; BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-355 SO AS TO
REQUIRE COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES TO PERFORM
A WRITTEN ASSESSMENT ON A RESIDENT AT THE TIME OF ADMIS-
SION, TO DEVELOP AN INDIVIDUAL CARE PLAN FOR A RESIDENT, TO
REGULARLY REVIEW THE INDIVIDUAL CARE PLAN AND MAKE REVI-
SIONS BASED ON CHANGES IN THE RESIDENT S PHYSICAL OR
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, AND TO ENROLL CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN THE
ALZHEIMER S ASSOCIATION SAFE RETURN PROGRAM; BY ADDING
SECTION 44-7-356 SO AS TO REQUIRE COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
CARE FACILITIES TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN A PHYSICAL ENVIRON-
MENT THAT ENSURES THE SAFETY OF RESIDENTS WITH A HISTORY
OF UNSAFE WANDERING OR ELOPEMENT AND TO REQUIRE CERTAIN
REPORTING; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-350, RELATING TO COMMU-
NITY RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-370, RELATING IN PART TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL S
RESIDENTIAL CARE COMMITTEE, SO AS TO CHANGE THE COMMIT-
TEE S MEMBERSHIP.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-79
H 3121  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-400, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SERVICE OF AN ARREST WARRANT
FOR FAILURE TO PAY CHILD SUPPORT, SO AS TO PROHIBIT SERVICE
AT THE PERSON S PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, WITH EXCEPTIONS, AND
TO PROHIBIT AN EMPLOYER FROM DISCHARGING OR TAKING
OTHER DISCIPLINARY ACTION AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS
SERVED WITH AN ARREST WARRANT, OR IS DETAINED OR
ARRESTED, FOR FAILURE TO PAY CHILD SUPPORT; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 63-17-490, RELATING TO  THE REQUIREMENT FOR CERTAIN
NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS VIOLATING CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS TO
PARTICIPATE IN AN EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAM OR PUBLIC
SERVICE EMPLOYMENT, SO AS TO ENABLE A NONCUSTODIAL PAR-
ENT WHO IS DETAINED OR IMPRISONED FOR FAILURE TO PARTICI-
PATE IN SUCH A  PROGRAM OR EMPLOYMENT TO BE RELEASED
UPON DEMONSTRATING THE WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-80
H 3122  General Bill, By Govan, Norman and Martin
Similar (S 0093, S 0094)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ALIMONY AWARDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE AWARD OF  TRANSITIONAL ALIMONY  PAYABLE BY ONE
PARTY TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR A DETERMINABLE PERIOD OF
TIME, TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF  CONTINUED COHABITATION ,
TO REQUIRE A COURT TO CONSIDER ALTERNATE FORMS OF ALI-
MONY OTHER THAN PERIODIC ALIMONY WHEN A MARRIAGE HAS
LASTED LESS THAN TEN YEARS AND TO MAKE FINDINGS IN CER-
TAIN CASES; TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-150, RELATING TO THE EFFECT
OF REMARRIAGE OR CONTINUED COHABITATION ON THE ALLOCA-
TION OF ALIMONY AND SUPPORT BETWEEN THE CHILDREN AND
THE SUPPORTED SPOUSE, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF
CONTINUED COHABITATION ; TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-170, RELAT-
ING TO MODIFICATION OF THE AMOUNT OF ALIMONY PAYMENTS,
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COURT TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION CER-
TAIN CONDUCT OF THE SUPPORTED SPOUSE AND, IN THE CASE OF A
MODIFICATION BASED ON THE RETIREMENT OF A SUPPORTING
SPOUSE, THE RECEIPT OF CERTAIN SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS BY
THE SUPPORTED SPOUSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-3-530, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY COURT,
SO AS TO INCLUDE DOMESTIC ACTIONS FOR THE ALLOWANCE OF
ALIMONY FOR A DETERMINED PERIOD OF TIME; AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norman
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
H 3123  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1680, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PLACEMENT PLANS FOR
CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE, SO AS TO REQUIRE A PLACEMENT PLAN
TO INCLUDE NOTICE THAT CASEWORKERS WHO FAIL TO MAKE THE
PRESCRIBED NUMBER OF PERSONAL CONTACTS WITH FOSTER CHIL-
DREN MUST BE TERMINATED FROM EMPLOYMENT, WITH EXCEP-
TIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2310, AS AMENDED, RELATING,
IN PART, TO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF CASEWORKERS TO MAKE A
PRESCRIBED NUMBER OF PERSONAL CONTACTS WITH FOSTER CHIL-
DREN, SO AS TO TERMINATE A CASEWORKER WHO FAILS TO COM-
PLY, WITH EXCEPTIONS, TO REQUIRE FOSTER PARENTS TO MAKE
FOSTER CHILDREN REASONABLY AVAILABLE TO FACILITATE CASE-
WORKER CONTACT WITH A FOSTER CHILD, TO REQUIRE COUNTY
DIRECTORS TO PERFORM AUDITS TO DETERMINE CASEWORKER
COMPLIANCE, AND TO TERMINATE COUNTY DIRECTORS WHO FAIL
TO PERFORM THE PRESCRIBED AUDITS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
H 3124  General Bill, By King, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Ridgeway
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 33, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SICKLE CELL DISEASE, SO AS TO
ENACT THE  SICKLE CELL DISEASE VOLUNTARY PATIENT REGISTRY
ACT ; TO REQUIRE THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN A
SICKLE CELL DISEASE VOLUNTARY PATIENT REGISTRY IN WHICH
PATIENTS DIAGNOSED WITH SICKLE CELL DISEASE MAY REGISTER;
TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR A PHYSICIAN TO SUBMIT THE
NAME AND OTHER IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF A PATIENT DIAG-
NOSED WITH SICKLE CELL DISEASE TO THE REGISTRY; TO PROHIBIT
RELEASE OF INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REGISTRY, WITH
EXCEPTIONS; TO ALLOW ACCESS TO INFORMATION IN THE REGIS-
TRY BY, AMONG OTHERS, TREATING PHYSICIANS AND OTHER
HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONERS TO VERIFY PATIENT REGISTRATION
AND HEALTH CARE RESEARCHERS; TO ALLOW A PATIENT TO
REVOKE A REGISTRATION; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-82
H 3125  General Bill, By McEachern, Pitts and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-7-645 SO AS TO ALLOW TEMPORARY PLACE-
MENT OF A CHILD WITH A RELATIVE OR ALTERNATIVE CAREGIVER
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PURSUANT TO A SAFETY PLAN, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR A
SAFETY PLAN, AND TO LIMIT THE DURATION OF A SAFETY PLAN TO
NINETY DAYS, WITH EXCEPTIONS; BY ADDING SUBARTICLE 10 TO
ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ALLOW DSS TO OFFER
PROTECTIVE SERVICES PURSUANT TO A CHILD AND FAMILY PLAN IN
CERTAIN CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT MATTERS, TO PROVIDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A CHILD AND FAMILY PLAN, TO LIMIT THE
DURATION OF A CHILD AND FAMILY PLAN TO SIX MONTHS, WITH
EXCEPTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR TERMINATION OF FAMILY PRES-
ERVATION SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-20, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN CHAPTER 7, TITLE 63, SO AS TO
ADD DEFINITIONS FOR  SAFETY PLAN ,  PLACEMENT PLAN , AND
TREATMENT PLAN ; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-650, RELATING TO
REQUIREMENTS BEFORE PLACING A CHILD WITH A RELATIVE OR
OTHER PERSON WHEN THE CHILD IS TAKEN INTO EMERGENCY PRO-
TECTIVE CUSTODY, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-690, RELATING TO PLACEMENT OF A CHILD
WITH A RELATIVE OR OTHER PERSON INSTEAD OF TAKING THE
CHILD INTO DSS CUSTODY, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-82
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-82
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-47
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-19
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-30
   03/29/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-25
H 3126  General Bill, By McKnight, Pitts, Hill, Magnuson, Bedingfield,
Putnam, Elliott, Long and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-15-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARENTING PLANS, SO AS TO CREATE
A PRESUMPTION THAT IT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD TO
SPEND APPROXIMATELY AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME WITH EACH
PARENT, WITH EXCEPTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-15-240,
RELATING TO CHILD CUSTODY ORDERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
COURT TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION CERTAIN FACTORS WHEN
DETERMINING WHAT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF A CHILD, TO
REQUIRE THAT A CHILD CUSTODY ORDER INCLUDE FINDINGS OF
FACT IF THE TIME-SHARING SCHEDULE DOES NOT ALLOCATE
APPROXIMATELY EQUAL PARENTING TIME TO EACH PARENT, AND
TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS TO MODIFY CHILD CUSTODY ORDERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-83
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts, Hill,
Magnuson
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
   04/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
H 3127  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-490, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
TARGETING UNEMPLOYED OR UNDEREMPLOYED NONCUSTODIAL
PARENTS WHO OWE CHILD SUPPORT, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE TO OFFER
EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND PLACEMENT PROGRAMS FUNDED BY
THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT AND TO UNDERTAKE EFFORTS
TO OFFER STIPENDS TO PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-83
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-83
H 3128  General Bill, By Rutherford, Cobb-Hunter and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PUT PATIENTS FIRST ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 22 TO
CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE REGISTERED PATIENTS
TO USE MARIJUANA FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, PHYSICIANS TO REC-
OMMEND THE MEDICAL USE OF MARIJUANA FOR THOSE PATIENTS,
AND INDIVIDUALS TO ACT AS REGISTERED CAREGIVERS FOR THOSE
PATIENTS, ALL WITH EXCEPTIONS; TO CREATE A CONFIDENTIAL
REGISTRY THROUGH WHICH TO ISSUE IDENTIFICATION CARDS TO
REGISTERED PATIENTS AND REGISTERED CAREGIVERS; TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN DEFENSES AND OTHER PROTECTIONS TO REGISTERED
PATIENTS, REGISTERED CAREGIVERS, AND PHYSICIANS FROM CRIM-
INAL LIABILITY AND PROFESSIONAL DISCIPLINE FOR CONDUCT
AUTHORIZED BY THIS ARTICLE; TO AUTHORIZE THE OPERATION OF
DISPENSARIES TO CULTIVATE, GROW, AND DISPENSE MARIJUANA
FOR MEDICAL USE; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFENSES AND PROTEC-
TIONS TO DISPENSARIES FOR CONDUCT AUTHORIZED BY THIS ARTI-
CLE; TO ALLOW ESTABLISHMENT OF FEES; TO CREATE CRIMINAL
PENALTIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROMULGATION OF REGULA-
TIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE AND FORMS; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44
RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES THERAPEUTIC RESEARCH.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-84
H 3129  General Bill, By Rutherford and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-63-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DUTY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO ESTABLISH A BUREAU
FOR THE REGISTRATION AND CERTIFICATION OF BIRTHS AND
OTHER VITAL STATISTICS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO
FACILITATE THE REGISTRATION OF BOTH SPOUSES OF A SAME-SEX
MARRIAGE AS THE PARENTS OF THE CHILD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-84
H 3130  General Bill, By Toole, Long, Pitts, Daning and V.S. Moss
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-35 SO AS TO PERMANENTLY DISQUALIFY
A PERSON FROM RECEIPT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE OR OTHER BENE-
FITS FROM ANY FEDERAL OR STATE MEANS-TESTED WELFARE OR
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IF THE PERSON HAS BEEN CON-
VICTED OF OR PLED GUILTY TO COMMITTING FRAUD, WITH EXCEP-
TIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-85
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
H 3131  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Loftis, G.R. Smith and Burns
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-215 SO AS TO ENTITLE THE DEPARTMENT
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OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (DHEC) TO HAVE
ACCESS TO CERTAIN DATA MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FIS-
CAL AFFAIRS OFFICE; TO AMEND SECTION 13-7-10, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO TERMS USED IN THE  ATOMIC ENERGY AND RADIA-
TION CONTROL ACT , SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF  NON-
IONIZING  RADIATION ; TO AMEND SECTION 13-7-45, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO REGULATION OF IONIZING SOURCES OF RADIATION,
SO AS TO REQUIRE ACCREDITATION OR CERTIFICATION FOR CER-
TAIN MEDICAL EQUIPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-60, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REVIEW OF CERTIFICATE OF NEED
DECISIONS OF DHEC BY THE BOARD OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL (BOARD), SO AS TO ELIMINATE BOARD REVIEW; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTIFICATE
OF NEED PROGRAM DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE CERTAIN DEFINI-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-150, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE USE OF CERTIFICATE OF NEED FEES, SO AS TO ALLOW DHEC TO
RETAIN ALL FEES COLLECTED; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-160, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A CERTIF-
ICATE OF NEED IS REQUIRED, SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
CERTIFICATE OF NEED EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO ADD NEW EXEMP-
TIONS AND MAKE CHANGES TO EXISTING EXEMPTIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-7-180, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE STATE HEALTH
PLAN, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE HEALTH PLANNING COMMITTEE
AND THE ROLE OF THE BOARD IN REVIEWING THE PLAN; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 44-7-200 AND 44-7-210, BOTH AS AMENDED, AND BOTH
RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED APPLICATION REVIEW
PROCESS, SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-7-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
A CERTIFICATE OF NEED DECISION, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND THE RIGHT TO FILE AN
OFFER OF JUDGMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-230, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE ONE-YEAR VALIDITY OF A CERTIFICATE OF NEED,
SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE ROLE OF THE BOARD IN GRANTING
EXTENSIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-260, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO LICENSING OF HEALTH CARE FACILITIES AND SERVICES, SO AS
TO ELIMINATE FREESTANDING OR MOBILE TECHNOLOGY; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-7-1590, RELATING TO APPROVAL OF HOSPITAL
BONDS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE RIGHT TO CHALLENGE A DHEC DECI-
SION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-120, RELATING TO THE PURPOSE OF
THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
STATED PURPOSE; BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-131 SO AS TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44; BY
ADDING SECTION 44-7-151 SO AS TO ESTABLISH DUTIES OF DHEC
UNDER ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44; TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-
320, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF DHEC UNDER
ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44, SO AS TO DELETE REFERENCES TO
CERTIFICATES OF NEED; TO REPEAL SECTION 44-7-225 RELATING TO
THE STATE HEALTH PLAN, SECTION 44-7-265 RELATING TO FREE-
STANDING OR MOBILE TECHNOLOGY, AND SECTIONS 44-7-130, 44-7-
150, 44-7-160, 44-7-170, 44-7-180, 44-7-190, 44-7-200, 44-7-210, 44-7-220,
AND 44-7-230 ALL RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PRO-
GRAM; TO RENAME ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 7, TITLE 44; TO REQUIRE
THE BOARD TO REVIEW CERTAIN PROJECTS FOR WHICH A CERTIFI-
CATE OF NEED WAS REQUIRED BUT NOT OBTAINED BETWEEN JULY
1, 2013, AND APRIL 14, 2014, TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE PROJECTS
MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUANCE OF A CERTIFICATE OF
NEED, AND TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES OF NEED IN APPROPRIATE
CASES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-85
H 3132 (Rat # 0094, Act #  0061)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and B. Newton
AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 71, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HOSPICE PROGRAMS, SO AS TO ADD
DEFINITIONS; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN LICENSING REQUIREMENTS;
TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION OF MULTIPLE OFFICE LOCA-
TIONS OF LICENSED HOSPICES; TO PROVIDE FOR EXPANSION OF
HOSPICE SERVICE AREAS; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO APPROVE APPLICA-
TIONS FOR REGISTRATION OF MULTIPLE OFFICE LOCATIONS AND
FOR EXPANSION OF HOSPICE SERVICE AREAS, WITH EXCEPTIONS;
TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL TO DENY, SUSPEND, OR REVOKE APPROVALS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSAL OF A
DECEASED PATIENT S UNUSED CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES IN CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-87
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-87
   03/21/17 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-136
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/23/17 House Amended HJ-12
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-17
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-18
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-15
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-47
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-17
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-38
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-96
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-96
   05/15/17 Ratified R 94
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 61
H 3133  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHAPTER DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO
CHANGE DEFINITIONAL TERMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-60,
RELATING TO REGULATION OF BIRTH CENTERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
BIRTH CENTERS TO BE ACCREDITED AND TO COMPLY WITH STATE
STATUTES AND REGULATIONS, TO REQUIRE BIRTHS PLANNED TO
OCCUR AT BIRTH CENTERS TO BE EVALUATED BY PROFESSIONAL
STAFF TO ASSESS FOR RISK STATUS AND TO DOCUMENT EVALUA-
TIONS IN CLIENT FILES, TO ADDRESS PROFESSIONAL REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR STAFF MEMBERS WHO PROVIDE PATIENT CARE, TO
REQUIRE DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES, POLICIES AND PROCE-
DURES ADDRESSING, AMONG OTHER PRACTICES, THE TRANSFER OF
CLIENTS TO HOSPITALS, TO REQUIRE BIRTH CENTERS TO COLLECT
AND REPORT DATA, AND TO ESTABLISH A DEADLINE FOR BIRTH
CENTERS IN OPERATION TO BECOME ACCREDITED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-87




H 3134  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Clyburn, Hixon and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE, SO AS TO ADD AS
A GROUND CONDUCT OR TREATMENT THAT DESTROYS THE WELL-
BEING, HAPPINESS, AND WELFARE OF A SPOUSE AND RENDERS CON-
TINUED COHABITATION UNSAFE OR UNENDURABLE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-88
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3135  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-380, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL AND CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS FOR SURGICAL TECHNOLOGISTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE CERTIFICATION BY CERTAIN ACCREDITED PROGRAMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-88
H 3136  General Bill, By Whipper and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-19-1060 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD OR
THE CHILD S PARENT OR GUARDIAN MAY NOT WAIVE THE CHILD S
RIGHT TO COUNSEL WHEN THE FAMILY COURT PROCEEDING MAY
RESULT IN DETENTION OR CONFINEMENT OF THE CHILD; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-19-830, RELATING TO JUVENILE DETENTION HEARINGS,
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION
63-19-1030, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO JUVENILE DETENTION PRE-
HEARING INQUIRIES AND INVESTIGATIONS, SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-88
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
H 3137 (Rat # 0095, Act #  0062)  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, McCoy, Bales,
J.E. Smith, Gilliard and Bedingfield
Similar (S 0401)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-6-1140 AND 61-6-1150, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO TASTINGS
AND RETAIL SALES OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS AT LICENSED PREM-
ISES OF A MICRO-DISTILLERY OR MANUFACTURER, SO AS TO REVISE
THE OUNCE AMOUNT OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS DISPENSED AT
LICENSED PREMISES AND TO REVISE THE SALE AT RETAIL OF ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUORS AT LICENSED PREMISES AND TO ALLOW MIXERS TO
BE USED IN TASTINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-1035, RELATING TO
SAMPLING OF WINES, SO AS TO ALLOW MIXERS TO BE USED IN
TASTINGS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-6-140 AND 61-6-150, BOTH RELAT-
ING TO ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR RETAIL LICENSES AND THE LIMIT ON
THE NUMBER OF LICENSES THAT MAY BE ISSUED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE SHALL NOT ISSUE MORE
THAN THREE RETAIL DEALER LICENSES; TO REPEAL SECTIONS 61-6-
140 AND 61-6-150 RELATING TO ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR RETAIL
LICENSES AND THE LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF LICENSES THAT MAY
BE ISSUED, AND SECTION 61-4-960(A)(13) RELATING TO THE PROHIBI-
TION ON TASTINGS HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH A TASTING IN A
RETAIL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR STORE, THAT IS ADJACENT TO AND
LICENSED IN THE SAME NAME OF THE RETAIL PERMIT AUTHORIZ-
ING THE SALE OF BEER ON APRIL 5, 2018; AND TO AMEND SECTION
61-4-1515, RELATING TO BREWERIES AND SAMPLES AND SALES OF
BEER, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM  LICENSED  AND REPLACE IT
WITH THE TERM  PERMITTED  THROUGHOUT AND DELETE REFER-
ENCES ALLOWING FOR SAMPLINGS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-88
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-49
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/28/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, Bannister, McCravy,
Willis, Gagnon, Loftis, Hill, Pitts, West, Yow, Thayer,
Henegan, Douglas, Knight, Crosby, Hosey, Sandifer, Mag-
nuson HJ-31
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-40
   04/05/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   04/05/17 House Amended HJ-115
   04/05/17 House Read second time HJ-115
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-13 HJ-117
   04/06/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-26
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-1
   04/24/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   04/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-9
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-58
   05/11/17 Senate Amended SJ-49
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-49
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-1 SJ-49
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-118
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-70  Nays-27 HJ-118
   05/15/17 Ratified R 95
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 62
H 3138  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, McCoy and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-550, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL PERMITS FOR USE
AT FAIRS AND SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE MAY ISSUE PERMITS TO SELL BEER AND
WINE AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS ON MULTIPLE DAYS AT A FESTIVAL
ON ONE APPLICATION, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR  FESTI-
VAL ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-2000, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO TEMPORARY PERMITS FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE MAY ISSUE
LICENSES TO SELL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BY THE DRINK AT MULTIPLE
LOCATIONS ON MULTIPLE DAYS AT A FESTIVAL ON ONE APPLICA-
TION, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF  FESTIVAL .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-89
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-64
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-72
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-15 HJ-72
   05/10/17 House Amended HJ-15
   05/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-80  Nays-18 HJ-18
   05/11/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7




   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/08/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-40
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-40
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-8 SJ-40
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-58
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-100 HJ-59
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Rankin, Hutto, Rice SJ-21
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Erickson, Stavrinakis,
Bannister HJ-84
H 3139 (Rat # 0234, Act #  0236)  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and McCoy
Similar (S 0334, S 0777)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 61-4-515 AND 61-6-2016, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERMITS TO PURCHASE
AND SELL BEER AND WINE AND ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, RESPEC-
TIVELY, FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION AND A BIENNIAL
LICENSE TO PURCHASE ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS BY THE DRINK AT
CERTAIN COMPLEXES, SO AS TO INCLUDE A SOCCER COMPLEX IN
THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTES, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION
FOR  SOCCER COMPLEX . - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-89
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-44
   02/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Toole HJ-47
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-47
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-79  Nays-28 HJ-47
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-48
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Withdrawn SJ-53
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-53
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-2 SJ-53
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-99
   05/14/18 Ratified R 234
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 236
H 3140  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-275 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION, AND THE
COUNTY BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS TO
ENSURE THAT A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT SEVENTEEN YEARS OF AGE
HAS COMPLETED A VOTER REGISTRATION FORM AND RECEIVED
INSTRUCTION IN A CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT OR THROUGH A
METHOD APPROVED BY THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT REGARDING
THE IMPORTANCE OF VOTING, TO ALLOW A STUDENT TO OPT OUT
OF THE PROCESS, AND TO REQUIRE A HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRANT
RECEIVE A VOTER REGISTRATION CARD BEFORE THE FIRST ELEC-
TION IN WHICH HE IS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-89
H 3141  Joint Resolution, By Ballentine, G.R. Smith, Elliott, Long, Pitts, G.M.
Smith, Yow, Crosby, Blackwell, Willis and Davis
Similar (S 0817, H 3160, H 3161, H 3166, H 3467, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SENATORS AND MEMBERS
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ENACT TERM LIMITATIONS FOR ITS MEM-
BERS BY LAW.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-90
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 3142  General Bill, By Ballentine, Long, Pitts, G.M. Smith, Yow and
Daning
Similar (H 3164)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED SIX TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE
SENATE IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED FOUR TERMS IN THE SAME
BODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TERM SERVED FOR WHICH THE
ELECTION WAS HELD BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2017, MAY NOT BE
COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-90
H 3143  General Bill, By Burns, Dillard, Chumley, Long and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MUNICIPALITIES CONTRACTING TO PRO-
VIDE POLICE PROTECTION BEYOND THE CORPORATE LIMITS OF THE
MUNICIPALITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICIPALITY ALSO
MAY CONTRACT WITH A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ACADEMIC INSTITU-
TION TO PROVIDE POLICE PROTECTION SERVICES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-90
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
H 3144  General Bill, By Clyburn and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0100)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO ESTABLISH EARLY VOTING
PROCEDURES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN EARLY VOTING PERIOD TO
BEGIN THIRTY DAYS BEFORE AN ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-3-
20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR OF THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO FURTHER
DEFINE HIS DUTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-320, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO PERSONS QUALIFIED TO VOTE BY ABSEN-
TEE BALLOT, SO AS TO INCLUDE VOTING DURING THE EARLY VOT-
ING PERIOD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-91
H 3145  Joint Resolution, By Crosby, Long, Yow, Daning and B. Newton
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A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A CANDIDATE FOR THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES MUST BE A QUALIFIED ELECTOR OF THE DISTRICT IN WHICH
HE IS A CANDIDATE FOR AT LEAST NINETY CONSECUTIVE DAYS
PRIOR TO THE FIRST DAY THAT CANDIDATES MAY FILE FOR THAT
OFFICE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 16 TO ARTICLE XVII SO AS TO
REQUIRE A CANDIDATE SEEKING ELECTIVE OFFICE TO BE A QUALI-
FIED ELECTOR OF THE DISTRICT IN WHICH HE IS A CANDIDATE FOR
AT LEAST NINETY CONSECUTIVE DAYS PRIOR TO THE FIRST DAY
THAT CANDIDATES MAY FILE FOR THAT OFFICE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-91
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-42
H 3146 (Rat # 0235, Act #  0267)  Joint Resolution, By Delleney, G.R. Smith,
B. Newton, Pitts, G.M. Smith, Daning, Taylor, Martin, W. Newton, Elliott,
Loftis, Burns, Hixon, Erickson and Willis
Similar (S 0137, H 3036)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION
FROM THE LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION
REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF EDUCATION MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR,
UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, TO SERVE AT THE
PLEASURE OF THE GOVERNOR BEGINNING IN JANUARY 2023, OR
UPON A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDU-
CATION AFTER THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS AMEND-
MENT, WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES,
COMPENSATION, AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE OFFICE. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-91
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-42
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   01/31/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Clary, Hiott, Bamberg
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-27
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/01/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). McCoy, Stavrinakis, GR
Smith, Toole, Dilliard, Hosey, Weeks, JE Smith, Ott, Jef-
ferson, Clyburn, Kirby, Robinson-Simpson HJ-16
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Loftis,
Burns
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-24 HJ-27
   02/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   05/03/18 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-3
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-3
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-93
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-6 SJ-93
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-181
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-6 SJ-181
   05/14/18 Ratified R 235
   05/14/18 No signature required
   05/14/18 Effective date 05/14/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 267
H 3147  General Bill, By Funderburk, Clyburn and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 7-13-330, 7-13-1340, AND 7-13-1640, ALL
AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL
RELATING TO ELECTIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS THAT
PROVIDE FOR STRAIGHT PARTY TICKET VOTING FOR GENERAL
ELECTION BALLOTS, STRAIGHT TICKET VOTING ON ANY TYPE OF
RECORDER, AND VOTING FOR ALL OF THE CANDIDATES OF ONE
PARTY BY USE OF A VOTING MACHINE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-92
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett
H 3148  General Bill, By Funderburk, Clyburn and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-23-1020, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF PROBATE JUDGES,
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE ELECTION OF PROBATE JUDGES TO BE NON-
PARTISAN, TO PROVIDE FOR NONPARTISAN SPECIAL ELECTIONS
WHEN A VACANCY OCCURS, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES AND THE CONDUCT OF THE NON-
PARTISAN ELECTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-92
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 3149  General Bill, By Funderburk, Clyburn and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-17-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF CLERKS OF COURT, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE ELECTION OF CLERKS OF COURT TO BE NON-
PARTISAN, TO PROVIDE FOR NONPARTISAN SPECIAL ELECTIONS
WHEN A VACANCY OCCURS, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES AND THE CONDUCT OF THE NON-
PARTISAN ELECTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-92
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 3150 (Rat # 0039, Act #  0015)  General Bill, By Funderburk
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-190, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL ELECTIONS TO
FILL VACANCIES IN OFFICES, SO AS TO ADJUST THE DATES ON
WHICH PRIMARIES, RUNOFF PRIMARIES, AND SPECIAL ELECTIONS
MUST BE HELD, AND TO REMOVE THE EXEMPTION FROM HOLDING
CERTAIN SPECIAL AND GENERAL ELECTIONS; AND TO REQUIRE THE
STATE ELECTION COMMISSION TO PROVIDE RANK CHOICE BALLOTS
FOR A FEDERAL SPECIAL ELECTION FOR WHICH THE PRIMARY IS
HELD ON MAY 2, 2017, TO INDIVIDUALS CASTING BALLOTS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE UNIFORMED AND OVERSEAS CITIZENS
ABSENTEE VOTING ACT. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-93
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-51
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-45
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-34
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   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-23 HJ-36
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/31/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Young, Fan-
ning
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/02/17 Senate Amended SJ-5
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-5
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-5
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-27
   05/03/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-55
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-1 HJ-55
   05/04/17 Ratified R 39
   05/04/17 Signed By Governor
   05/09/17 Effective date See Act
   05/15/17 Act No. 15
H 3151  General Bill, By Gilliard and Clyburn
Similar (H 3040)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
POLL MANAGERS MUST BE RESIDENTS AND REGISTERED ELECTORS
OF COUNTIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN INDIVIDUAL WHO
SERVES AS A POLL MANAGER, ASSISTANT POLL MANAGER, OR POLL
WORKER MUST BE COMPENSATED IN AN AMOUNT NOT LESS THAN
FIFTEEN DOLLARS AN HOUR WHILE ATTENDING COMPULSORY
ELECTIONS TRAINING REQUIRED BY STATE LAW AND WHILE WORK-
ING THE DAY PRESCRIBED BY LAW TO CONDUCT GENERAL ELEC-
TIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-93
H 3152  General Bill, By Hill, Long and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-25-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION
AGAINST A VOTER ALLOWING HIS BALLOT TO BE SEEN BY
ANOTHER PERSON AND OTHER VOTING OFFENSES, SO AS TO CLAR-
IFY THAT A VOTER MAY DISTRIBUTE OR SHARE AN ELECTRONIC OR
DIGITAL IMAGE OF THE VOTER S OWN MARKED BALLOT VIA
SOCIAL MEDIA OR OTHER MEANS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-93
H 3153  General Bill, By Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter and B. Newton
Similar (H 5151)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-35, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF GENERAL, MUNIC-
IPAL, SPECIAL, AND PRIMARY ELECTIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
NOTICE TO STATE THAT THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING THE RETURN-
ADDRESSED ENVELOPES CONTAINING THE ABSENTEE BALLOTS
MAY BEGIN AT 9:00 A.M. ON THE DAY IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO ELEC-
TION DAY; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE SIGNING AND WITNESSING OF THE OATH OF AN ABSENTEE BAL-
LOT APPLICANT, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE
ABSENTEE BALLOT APPLICANT S OATH BE WITNESSED; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-15-380, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE OATH OF THE
ABSENTEE BALLOT APPLICANT, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIRE-
MENT THAT THE ABSENTEE BALLOT APPLICANT S OATH BE WIT-
NESSED; TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-385, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE MARKING OF THE ABSENTEE BALLOT AND THE RETURN,
RECORDING, AND STORAGE OF THE RETURN-ADDRESSED ENVE-
LOPE, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE ABSEN-
TEE BALLOT APPLICANT S OATH BE WITNESSED; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 7-15-420, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE RECEIPT, TABU-
LATION, AND REPORTING OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING THE RETURN-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPES THAT HAVE BEEN RECEIVED BY THE COUNTY BOARD
OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS MAY BEGIN AT 9:00 A.M.
ON THE CALENDAR DAY IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING ELECTION DAY,
AND TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE ABSENTEE BAL-
LOT APPLICANT S OATH BE WITNESSED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
H 3154  General Bill, By Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 62-5-103, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PAYMENT OR DELIVERY TO A MINOR OR
INCAPACITATED PERSON, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE COURT TO
ORDER THE REASONABLE PAYMENT, EXPENDITURE, OR DISBURSE-
MENT OF FUNDS NECESSARY TO SATISFY A SPECIFIC NEED OF A
MINOR OR INCAPACITATED PERSON WHICH IS NOT SPECIFICALLY
AUTHORIZED ELSEWHERE IN THE CODE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-94
H 3155  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHOR-
ITY CHARGED BY LAW WITH CONDUCTING AN ELECTION SHALL
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY
REGISTER AND CAST A BALLOT ON THE SAME DAY, PROVIDE THAT A
QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY CAST A BALLOT DURING THE SEVEN-DAY
PERIOD PRECEDING THE ELECTION, AND PROVIDE FOR THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF ONE OR MORE EARLY VOTING LOCATIONS IN EACH
COUNTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-94
H 3156  General Bill, By King and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-9-32 SO AS TO REQUIRE COUNTY COUNCILS
TO PROVIDE OFFICE SPACE AND APPROPRIATE MONIES FOR THE
OPERATION OF THE COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION OFFICE, TO
REQUIRE THE APPROPRIATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL
COUNTY BUDGET, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DELEGATION IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EMPLOYMENT, SUPERVISION, AND DIS-
CHARGE OF ALL PERSONNEL EMPLOYED BY THE DELEGATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-95
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-42
H 3157  General Bill, By King
Similar (S 0135)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION FOR MOTOR VEHICLE
DRIVER S LICENSE AND VOTER REGISTRATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT EACH STATE IDENTIFICATION CARD APPLICATION OR MOTOR
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VEHICLE DRIVER S LICENSE APPLICATION, INCLUDING RENEWAL
APPLICATIONS, SUBMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES SHALL SERVE AS AN APPLICATION FOR VOTER REGISTRATION,
TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE APPLICANT SIGN A
SEPARATE VOTER REGISTRATION PORTION OF THE APPLICATION IN
ORDER TO REGISTER, TO PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICANT SHALL
CONSENT TO THE USE OF HIS SIGNATURE FROM HIS STATE IDENTIFI-
CATION CARD OR DRIVER S LICENSE ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES FOR VOTER REGISTRATION PURPOSES, AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL TO DECLINE REGIS-
TRATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-95
H 3158  General Bill, By Norrell, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-105 SO AS TO ENACT THE  LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT EFFICIENCY ACT  TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNING BODY OF A
MUNICIPALITY TO ANNEX AN AREA BY ORDINANCE IF THE AREA
DOES NOT EXCEED TWENTY-FIVE ACRES AND IS COMPLETELY SUR-
ROUNDED BY THE MUNICIPALITY, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS
AND PROCEDURES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
H 3159  General Bill, By Pope, G.R. Smith, G.M. Smith, West and Daning
Similar (S 0107, S 1120, H 4977)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-3-125 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN THE CASE
OF A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, THE
GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT, WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF
THE SENATE, A SUCCESSOR TO FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 7-11-12 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE
2018 GENERAL ELECTION, THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR AND GOV-
ERNOR MUST BE JOINTLY ELECTED AND TO DELINEATE JOINT CAN-
DIDACY PROCEDURES; TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-120, RELATING TO A
VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF BOTH GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR, SO AS TO ALTER THE LINE OF SUCCESSION AND DELETE
A REFERENCE TO PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE PRO TEMPORE; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-3-130, RELATING TO DISABILITY OF THE GOVER-
NOR, THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE
SENATE PRO TEMPORE, SO AS TO ALTER THE LINE OF SUCCESSION
AND DELETE A REFERENCE TO PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE PRO
TEMPORE; TO AMEND SECTION 1-3-620, RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF
THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR TO BE PART TIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT BEGINNING WITH THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR ELECTED IN
THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION, THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR SHALL
PERFORM THE DUTIES PERTAINING TO THE OFFICE OF THE GOVER-
NOR WHICH ARE ASSIGNED BY THE GOVERNOR, EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY LAW; TO AMEND SECTION 1-9-30, RELAT-
ING TO EMERGENCY INTERIM SUCCESSORS TO THE OFFICE OF THE
GOVERNOR, SO AS TO ALTER THE LINE OF SUCCESSION AND DELETE
A REFERENCE TO PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE PRO TEMPORE; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-17-20, RELATING TO THE COMMITTEE ON INTER-
STATE COOPERATION OF THE SENATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEGINNING WITH THE CONVENING OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN
2019, THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE MAY SERVE ON THE COMMIT-
TEE EX OFFICIO; TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-125, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE APPROVAL, DISAPPROVAL, AND MODIFICATION OF
REGULATIONS, SO AS TO REPLACE THE TERM  LIEUTENANT GOVER-
NOR  WITH  PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE ; TO AMEND SECTION 2-3-30,
RELATING TO SUBSISTENCE EXPENSES FOR MEMBERS AND THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR ON LEGISLATIVE DAYS, SO AS TO ELIMI-
NATE THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR S ELIGIBILITY FOR A SUBSIS-
TENCE ALLOWANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 2-3-90, RELATING TO THE
ELECTION OF READING CLERKS, SERGEANTS AT ARMS, AND ASSIS-
TANT SERGEANTS AT ARMS, SO AS TO REPLACE THE TERM  LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR  WITH  PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE ; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-11-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONVENTION NOMI-
NATION OF CANDIDATES, SO AS TO REMOVE A REFERENCE TO  LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR ; TO AMEND SECTION 7-17-10, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE MEETING AND ORGANIZATION OF COUNTY
BOARDS OF CANVASSERS, SO AS TO REMOVE A REFERENCE TO THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR ; TO AMEND SECTION 10-1-40, RELATING
TO THE STATE HOUSE COMMITTEE, SO AS TO REPLACE THE  LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR  AS THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY FOR THE
SENATE WITH THE  PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE ; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 14-27-20, 14-27-30, AND 14-27-40, ALL AS AMENDED, ALL
RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, SO AS TO REPLACE REFERENCES TO THE  LIEUTENANT GOV-
ERNOR  WITH  PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE ; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 14-27-80, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF CERTAIN MEMBERS
OF THE JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO
AS TO REPLACE THE TERM  LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR  WITH  PRESI-
DENT OF THE SENATE .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-44
H 3160  Joint Resolution, By Putnam, G.R. Smith and Pitts
Similar (S 0817, H 3141, H 3161, H 3166, H 3467, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED FOUR CONSECUTIVE TERMS,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES; AND TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELEC-
TION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PER-
SONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED TWO CONSECUTIVE TERMS, THEY
ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
H 3161  Joint Resolution, By Putnam, G.R. Smith and Pitts
Similar (S 0817, H 3141, H 3160, H 3166, H 3467, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED SIX CONSECUTIVE TERMS,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES; AND TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELEC-
TION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PER-
SONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED THREE CONSECUTIVE TERMS,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
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   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
H 3162  General Bill, By Rutherford and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-370, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
OFFENSES AND PENALTIES, SO AS TO LEGALIZE THE POSSESSION OF
TWENTY-EIGHT GRAMS OR ONE OUNCE OR LESS OF MARIJUANA OR
TEN GRAMS OR LESS OF HASHISH BY A VETERAN WITH AN HONOR-
ABLE DISCHARGE OR A GENERAL UNDER HONORABLE CONDITIONS
DISCHARGE, WHOM THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF VETER-
ANS AFFAIRS HAS DIAGNOSED WITH SERVICE-CONNECTED POST-
TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD) ARISING FROM THE VETERAN
S DUTY IN AN AREA THAT THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
DESIGNATED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER AS AN AREA IN WHICH UNITED
STATES ARMED FORCES ARE ENGAGING OR HAVE ENGAGED IN
COMBAT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
H 3163  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Toole
Similar (H 3168)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-367 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR
ALLOWING WRITE-IN VOTING FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESI-
DENT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-360, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO WRITE-IN BALLOTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROHIBITION
AGAINST WRITE-IN VOTING FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-99
H 3164  General Bill, By G.R. Smith and Daning
Similar (H 3142)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-190 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED SIX TERMS IN THE SAME BODY, TO
PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ELECTION TO THE
SENATE IF THAT PERSON HAS SERVED THREE TERMS IN THE SAME
BODY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TERM SERVED FOR WHICH THE
ELECTION WAS HELD BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2017, MAY NOT BE
COUNTED AS A TERM SERVED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-99
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
H 3165  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Burns, Chumley, Loftis, Stringer and B.
Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-260 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A GOVERN-
MENT AGENCY, BODY, COMMISSION, COMMITTEE, OR COUNCIL
WHOSE GOVERNING BOARD IS APPOINTED BY A LEGISLATIVE DELE-
GATION OF THIS STATE MAY NOT ASSIGN, CONVEY, DEVOLVE,
ENTRUST OR TRANSFER TO ANOTHER BOARD OR ENTITY THE
BOARD S GOVERNANCE AUTHORITY, DUTIES, FUNCTIONS, RESPON-
SIBILITIES, OR OPERATIONAL OVERSIGHT WITHOUT A PRIOR AFFIR-
MATIVE ACT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-99
H 3166  Joint Resolution, By G.R. Smith and Clyburn
Similar (S 0817, H 3141, H 3160, H 3161, H 3467, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2018 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED SIX FULL TERMS OR TWELVE
YEARS IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WHETHER OR NOT ANY
OF THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN CONSECUTIVE, THEY ARE NO LONGER
ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES; AND TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE MEMBERS OF THE
SENATE ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION OR WHO TAKE
OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PERSONS HAVE THEREAF-
TER SERVED THREE FULL TERMS OR TWELVE YEARS IN THE SEN-
ATE, WHETHER OR NOT ANY OF THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN
CONSECUTIVE, THEY ARE NO LONGER ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A
MEMBER OF THE SENATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
H 3167  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0136)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 24 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNI-
FORM VOIDABLE TRANSACTIONS ACT , TO STRENGTHEN CREDITOR
PROTECTIONS BY PROVIDING REMEDIES FOR CERTAIN TRANSAC-
TIONS BY A DEBTOR THAT ARE UNFAIR TO THE DEBTOR S CREDI-
TORS, TO PROVIDE CHOICE OF LAW RULES, AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-100
   01/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected SJ-100
H 3168  General Bill, By Toole
Similar (H 3163)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-360, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WRITE-IN BALLOTS, SO AS
TO DELETE THE PROHIBITION AGAINST WRITE-IN VOTING FOR
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
H 3169  General Bill, By Whipper, Clyburn and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (H 4007)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CANDIDATE
WHO EXECUTES A CANDIDACY PLEDGE WITH A POLITICAL PARTY
FOR PURPOSES OF OFFERING FOR ELECTION TO A PARTICULAR
OFFICE IN THAT PARTY S PRIMARY ELECTION AND WHO IS LATER
ELECTED TO THAT OFFICE IS REQUIRED TO RESIGN THIS OFFICE
BEFORE HE MAY CHANGE HIS POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
H 3170  Joint Resolution, By Whipper
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A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 8,
ARTICLE XVII OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF PUBLIC OFFICERS GAMBLING OR
BETTING ON GAMES OF CHANCE, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION
THAT ALLOWS PARTICIPATION IN LOTTERIES CONDUCTED BY THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA BY PUBLIC OFFICERS OTHER THAN
CERTAIN NAMED OFFICEHOLDERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
H 3171 (Rat # 0040, Act #  0101)  General Bill, By Whipper and Gilliard
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 340 OF 1967, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO REESTAB-
LISH THE BOUNDARY LINES THAT DEFINE THE CHARLESTON
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT S CONSTITUENT DISTRICTS; AND TO
AMEND ACT 245 OF 1979, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COOPER
RIVER SCHOOL DISTRICT NUMBER 4 BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO
REDRAW THE THREE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS IN WHICH THE MEMBERS
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MUST RESIDE, TO DESIGNATE A MAP
NUMBER ON WHICH THESE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS ARE DELINEATED,
AND TO PROVIDE DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION PERTAINING TO
THE REDRAWN AREAS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Charleston Delegation
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Charleston Delegation HJ-101
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Charleston Delegation HJ-33
   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   04/18/17 House Read second time HJ-15
   04/18/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-0 HJ-15
   04/19/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-4
   04/20/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   04/20/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-13
   04/21/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-1
   05/04/17 Ratified R 40
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor SJ-6
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 101
H 3172  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIVIL ACTIONS AGAINST AN
EMPLOYING PUBLIC BODY FOR RETALIATION AGAINST AN
EMPLOYEE WHO REPORTS A VIOLATION OF STATE OR FEDERAL LAW
OR REGULATION, SO AS TO CHANGE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF
ACTUAL DAMAGES AN EMPLOYEE MAY RECOVER FROM FIFTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS TO THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
H 3173  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-19-130 SO AS TO ADOPT  THE AGREEMENT
AMONG THE STATES TO ELECT THE PRESIDENT BY NATIONAL POPU-
LAR VOTE , AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS
7-19-70, 7-19-80, 7-19-90, 7-19-100, AND 7-19-120 ALL RELATING TO
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
H 3174  General Bill, By Allison, Elliott, Magnuson and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS ALLOWED TO CARRY A
CONCEALABLE WEAPON WHILE ON DUTY, SO AS TO INCLUDE VIC-
TIM ADVOCATES EMPLOYED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN
THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
H 3175  General Bill, By Clary, Clyburn, Elliott, Tallon, West, Daning and
Crosby
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMIS-
SION AND THE PROCESS OF NOMINATION OF QUALIFIED
CANDIDATES TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
COMMISSION S PROCESS FOR NOMINATING JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
FROM THE NOMINATION OF THREE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE
NOMINATION OF FIVE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
H 3176 (Rat # 0096, Act #  0063)  General Bill, By Clemmons, Daning, Pitts
and Norrell
Similar (H 3413, H 4002)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 15-41-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN INDIVIDUAL RETIRE-
MENT ACCOUNT BEING EXEMPT FROM ATTACHMENT, LEVY, AND
SALE, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT THE EXEMPTION
APPLIES ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IS PERMITTED IN SECTION
522(d) OF THE FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY CODE. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts
   02/08/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-17
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   02/14/17 House Read second time HJ-11
   02/14/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-1 HJ-12
   02/16/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-12
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-22
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-10
   05/15/17 Ratified R 96
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 63
H 3177 (Rat # 0175, Act #  0163)  General Bill, By Clemmons, G.R. Smith,
Bedingfield and Huggins
Similar (S 0272)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-31-60 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT ON THE
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EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT RECOGNIZED NATIVE AMERICAN
INDIAN GROUPS CONTINUE TO BE RECOGNIZED AND ELIGIBLE TO
EXERCISE PRIVILEGES AND OBLIGATIONS AUTHORIZED BY THAT
DESIGNATION, THAT THE COMMISSION FOR MINORITY AFFAIRS
CEASE TO RECOGNIZE ADDITIONAL NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN
GROUPS, THAT ANY REGULATIONS PROVIDING FOR RECOGNITION
AS A NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN GROUP ARE REPEALED, AND THAT
THE COMMISSION REVISE ITS REGULATIONS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
PRIVILEGES AND OBLIGATIONS OF NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN
GROUPS THAT CONTINUE TO BE RECOGNIZED. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith,
Bedingfield
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   04/04/18 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-30
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-38
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-38
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-39
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-12
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-30
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   05/01/18 Ratified R 175
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 163
H 3178  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter and Clyburn
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.3G., RULES OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE CONSIDERATION OF THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL AND SECTION-BY-SEC-
TION ROLL CALL VOTING REQUIREMENTS, AND RULE 10.3, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEFINITION OF  VETO  AND THE TWO-THIRDS VOTE
REQUIREMENT TO OVERRIDE A VETO, BOTH SO AS TO ALLOW
CUMULATIVE VOTING FOR A SET NUMBER OF SECTIONS OF THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL AND ANY OTHER APPRO-
PRIATIONS BILL, AND RELATED VETOES, RESPECTIVELY, AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR CUMULATIVE VOTING UNDER THESE
LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-34
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-34
H 3179  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-125, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MATTERS WHEN A RECORDED ROLL CALL
VOTE IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IS REQUIRED, SO AS TO ALLOW
FOR CUMULATIVE ROLL CALL VOTING ON SECTIONS OF THE
ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS BILL WHEN AUTHORIZED BY
THE RULES OF THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
H 3180  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0143, H 3181, H 3328)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 ENTITLED  FIRE-
ARMS CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS  SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A
NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK MUST BE
COMPLETED AND DELIVERY OF A FIREARM TO A PURCHASER OR
TRANSFEREE MAY NOT TAKE PLACE UNTIL THE RESULTS OF ALL
REQUIRED BACKGROUND CHECKS ARE KNOWN AND THE PUR-
CHASER OR TRANSFEREE IS NOT PROHIBITED FROM DELIVERY OF
THE FIREARM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
H 3181  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0143, H 3180, H 3328)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO REQUIRE
A NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK BEFORE
ANY SALE, EXCHANGE, OR TRANSFER OF A FIREARM IN THE STATE
AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR THE BACKGROUND CHECKS; TO
REQUIRE NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS AT
GUN SHOWS AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR THE BACK-
GROUND CHECKS; AND TO EXEMPT RECORDS KEPT FROM DISCLO-
SURE AS A PUBLIC RECORD UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
ACT AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THE ARTI-
CLE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
H 3182  General Bill, By Crosby
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VARIOUS OFFENSES
INVOLVING HANDGUNS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTY FOR THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A HANDGUN FROM ONE YEAR TO FIVE
YEARS AND INCREASE THE FINE FOR A VIOLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
H 3183  General Bill, By Gilliard, Cobb-Hunter and Thigpen
Similar (S 1118, H 4975)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF CERTAIN
OFFENSES INVOLVING WEAPONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE ASSAULT
WEAPONS IN THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE AND INCREASE THE
PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION AND CREATE A TWO-TIERED PENALTY
SCHEME; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-210, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS
FOR PURPOSES OF THE ARTICLE, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM
ASSAULT WEAPON ; TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-23-220, 16-23-230, AND
16-23-240, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL TRANSPORTATION; STOR-
ING, KEEPING, OR POSSESSING; AND SALE, RENTAL, OR GIVING
AWAY OF MACHINE GUNS, MILITARY FIREARMS, SAWED-OFF SHOT-
GUNS OR RIFLES, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO INCLUDE ASSAULT
WEAPONS IN THE LIST OF WEAPONS BANNED BY THE PROVISIONS
OF THE STATUTES; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 31,
TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO SELL OR GIVE
A FIREARM TO A PERSON WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THE TERROR-
IST WATCH LIST AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A PERSON WHO
VIOLATES THIS PROVISION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
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   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
H 3184  General Bill, By Atwater, Elliott, Pitts, Daning and Crosby
Similar (S 0096, H 3204, H 3206, H 4043)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS STATUS AS A LAW ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-105
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
H 3185  Resolution, By Ballentine, G.R. Smith, Elliott, Felder, Long,
Magnuson and Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1.9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
COMMITTEES AND THE ELECTION OF COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CHAIRMAN OF A COMMITTEE MAY NOT
SERVE MORE THAN FIVE CONSECUTIVE TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-34
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-34
H 3186  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 14-1-175 SO AS TO PROHIBIT COURTS OF THE
UNIFIED JUDICIAL SYSTEM FROM REQUIRING A CITIZEN TO SERVE
ON A JURY ON THE DATE OF A PRIMARY OR GENERAL ELECTION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-105
H 3187  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, Long, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Magnuson, West and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF HAND-
GUNS AND EXCEPTIONS TO UNLAWFUL CARRYING, SO AS TO ADD
AN ADDITIONAL EXCEPTION FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
PROVIDERS, FIREFIGHTERS, AND OTHER FIRST RESPONDERS
DURING AN EMERGENCY UNDER CERTAIN DELINEATED CIRCUM-
STANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-105
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts
H 3188  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Long, Atwater and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 14-1-250 SO AS TO PREVENT A COURT OR
OTHER ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY FROM ENFORCING FOREIGN
LAW IN THIS STATE FROM A FORUM OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED
STATES OR ITS TERRITORIES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-105
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-105
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
H 3189  General Bill, By Clary, Elliott, Tallon and West
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMIS-
SION MEMBERS AND RULES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION S
RULES TO INCLUDE PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATING COM-
PLAINTS AGAINST CANDIDATES FOR DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY
SEEKING PLEDGES IN VIOLATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE CHAP-
TER THROUGH THE TIME PERIOD EXTENDING TO ELECTION BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR SUCH INVESTIGATIONS PROVIDED IN THE CHAPTER; TO AMEND
SECTION 2-19-35, RELATING TO CRITERIA FOR INVESTIGATIONS AND
CONSIDERATION OF THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION SHALL MAINTAIN JURIS-
DICTION OVER CANDIDATES THROUGH THE TIME PERIOD EXTEND-
ING TO ELECTION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHEN A
COMPLAINT IS FILED ALLEGING A PLEDGING VIOLATION AND
AUTHORIZING THE COMMISSION TO REMOVE A CANDIDATE FROM
NOMINATION IF A VIOLATION IS PROVEN BY CLEAR AND CONVINC-
ING EVIDENCE TO HAVE OCCURRED IN ADDITION TO THE PENAL-
TIES OTHERWISE PROVIDED; TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-70, RELATING
TO THE TIME PERIOD FOR SEEKING OR GIVING A PLEDGE, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT PLEDGES FOR JUDICIAL CANDIDATES MAY NOT BE
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY SOUGHT OR GIVEN UNTIL FOURTEEN
DAYS, RATHER THAN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS, AFTER THE INITIAL
RELEASE OF THE REPORT CONCERNING NOMINEES TO MEMBERS OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-80, RELATING
TO THE TIME BETWEEN THE RELEASE OF THE COMMISSION S
REPORT ON NOMINATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND THE
ELECTION OF JUDGESHIPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THERE BE A
PERIOD OF NOT MORE THAN TWENTY-EIGHT DAYS, RATHER THAN
TWO WEEKS, AFTER THE FINAL REPORT OF NOMINATIONS TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND TO REQUIRE THAT CANDIDATES BE NOM-
INATED BY THE SECOND THURSDAY IN JANUARY EACH YEAR; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-90, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF
JUDGES BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR THE ELECTION OF JUDGES BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY IN JOINT SESSION TO BE HELD ONCE A YEAR ONLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-106
H 3190  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR OFFENSES INVOLVING
HANDGUNS, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE PENALTY FOR THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A HANDGUN AND TO PROVIDE A TIERED
PENALTY STRUCTURE FOR THE OFFENSE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
H 3191  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PENALTIES IMPOSED FOR THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A HANDGUN AND THE UNLAWFUL SALE
OR DELIVERY OF A HANDGUN, SO AS TO CREATE GRADUATED PEN-
ALTIES FOR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
H 3192  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF DISCHARGING FIRE-
ARMS AT OR INTO DWELLINGS, STRUCTURES, ENCLOSURES, VEHI-
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CLES, OR EQUIPMENT, SO AS TO EXPAND THE PURVIEW OF THE
OFFENSE TO INCLUDE SHOPPING MALLS, MOVIE THEATERS, PARK-
ING LOTS, AND ANY OTHER PUBLIC GATHERING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
H 3193  General Bill, By Huggins, Elliott and B. Newton
Similar (S 0151)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CIVIL JURISDICTION OF THE MAGIS-
TRATES COURT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE CIVIL JURISDICTION FROM
SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS TO FIFTEEN THOU-
SAND DOLLARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
H 3194  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-1-43 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DESTRUC-
TION OF ARREST RECORDS OF PERSONS ARRESTED AS A RESULT OF
MISTAKEN IDENTITY NOT LATER THAN ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY
DAYS AFTER AN INVESTIGATION BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT OR
PROSECUTION AGENCY REVEALS THAT THE PERSON WAS
ARRESTED AS A RESULT OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OR PROSECUTION AGENCY MAY NOT
CHARGE OR COLLECT A FEE FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF ARREST
RECORDS UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-108
H 3195 (Rat # 0236, Act #  0237)  General Bill, By King, Ridgeway,
Anderson, Brown, Pendarvis, Gilliard, Weeks and Henderson-Myers
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 53-3-85, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF THE NINETEENTH
DAY OF JUNE OF EACH YEAR AS  JUNETEENTH CELEBRATION OF
FREEDOM DAY , SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT ALSO IS RECOGNIZED
AS  SICKLE CELL DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA  IN COMMEMORATION
OF  WORLD SICKLE CELL DAY . - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-108
   02/08/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-20
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson,
Brown, Pendarvis, Gilliard
   02/13/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Allison, B. Newton, Bryant,
Felder, Taylor, Magnuson, Hiott, Loftis, Trantham, Cog-
swell, Daning, Toole, West, Yow, Martin, Atwater HJ-18
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-21-18 HJ-51
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/27/18 House Read second time HJ-24
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-26
   02/28/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-16
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-21
   04/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-10
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-24
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-37
   05/14/18 Ratified R 236
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 237
H 3196  General Bill, By King and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0147, H 3216, H 3955)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-11-510 AND 16-11-520, BOTH AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO MALICIOUS INJURY TO PERSONAL AND REAL PROP-
ERTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR MALICIOUS INJURY TO
REAL PROPERTY OFFENSES AND TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENAL-
TIES FOR PERSONS WHO MALICIOUSLY INJURE PERSONAL OR REAL
PROPERTY OF ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT,
INTIMIDATE, OR THREATEN THAT PERSON.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-108
H 3197  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-5-600, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERMITS FOR CREMATION WHICH MUST
BE ISSUED BY CORONERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO FEE FOR A
PERMIT FOR CREMATION MAY BE CHARGED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-109
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-6
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-89
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-89
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-90
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-91
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/13/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), Kimpson, Tim-
mons
H 3198  General Bill, By McKnight and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-722, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FILING FALSE
POLICE REPORTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
IN THE PURVIEW OF THE OFFENSE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
H 3199  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 20, TITLE 37 SO AS TO ENTITLE
THE ARTICLE  ONLINE IMPERSONATION PREVENTION ACT , TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF IMPER-
SONATING ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO HARASS OR
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HARM THROUGH THE INTERNET OR OTHER ELECTRONIC MEANS, TO
ALLOW A PERSON TO BRING A CIVIL ACTION, AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS; AND TO DESIGNATE THE EXISTING SECTIONS OF
CHAPTER 20, TITLE 37 AS ARTICLE 1 AND ENTITLE THEM  IDENTITY
THEFT .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
H 3200  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 22-3-350 SO AS TO ALLOW A PLAINTIFF WHO
HAS OBTAINED A JUDGMENT AGAINST A DEFENDANT IN MAGIS-
TRATES COURT TO FILE A PETITION WITH A JUDGE WITH JURISDIC-
TION OVER THE ORIGINAL JUDGMENT FOR A WRIT OF
GARNISHMENT OF THE STATE INCOME TAX REFUND OF THE DEFEN-
DANT, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR THIS GARNISHMENT
INCLUDING SERVICE OF THE WRIT OF GARNISHMENT UPON THE
DIRECTOR OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AND THE
DEFENDANT, OBJECTIONS TO THE WRIT OF GARNISHMENT, AND
DEPOSIT OF THE STATE INCOME TAX REFUND, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 15-19-220, RELATING TO PROP-
ERTY WHICH IS SUBJECT TO ATTACHMENT, SO AS TO INCLUDE
STATE INCOME TAX REFUNDS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
H 3201  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 22-5-515 SO AS TO LIMIT THE CIRCUMSTANCES
UNDER WHICH MAGISTRATES MAY PLACE A PERSON IN AN ELEC-
TRONIC MONITORING PROGRAM AS A CONDITION OF BOND TO A
PERSON CHARGED WITH A CRIMINAL SEXUAL CONDUCT OFFENSE
OR CERTAIN VIOLENT CRIMES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
H 3202  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-48-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VALIDITY OF ARBITRATION AGREE-
MENTS AND EXCEPTIONS FROM OPERATION OF THE CHAPTER, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ARBITRATION CLAUSES CONTAINED
IN ADHESION CONTRACTS WITH CONSUMERS ARE VOID, UNEN-
FORCEABLE, AND SEVERABLE FROM THE REMAINING TERMS OF A
CONTRACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
H 3203  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-48-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF ARBITRATION AGREE-
MENTS AND EXCEPTIONS FROM OPERATION OF THE CHAPTER, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE NOTICE PROVISIONS OF THE CHAPTER
APPLY REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE REMAINING PROVISIONS
APPLY TO A PARTICULAR CONTRACT CONTAINING AN ARBITRATION
CLAUSE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-110
H 3204  General Bill, By Pope, Elliott, Long, Magnuson, Daning, Pitts,
Hixon, Crosby, Taylor, W. Newton, Loftis, Erickson, Bedingfield, Thayer and
Putnam
Similar (S 0096, H 3184, H 3206, H 4043)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-35, 2-19-70, 2-19-80,
AND 2-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE COMMISSION S PROCESS FOR NOMINATING JUDICIAL
CANDIDATES FROM THE NOMINATION OF THREE QUALIFIED CANDI-
DATES TO THE RELEASE OF A LIST OF ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-
110
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts, Hixon
HJ-45
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-8
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-30
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   02/01/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Rutherford, Huggins, Atwa-
ter, Jefferson, Pitts, Ott, Knight, Fry, Neal, Mack, Hen-
egan, Douglas, McEachern, Weeks, Clary, Anderson,
Clyburn, Hosey, Pope, R Brown, Taylor, Blackwell, Rob-
inson-Simpson, Dilliard, McCoy, Stavrinakis, Hixon,
Knight HJ-28
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-12
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until We., 3-1-17 HJ-12
   03/01/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-2-17 HJ-14
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
   03/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-7-17 HJ-27
   03/07/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-8-17 HJ-83
   03/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Mon., 3-13-17 HJ-16
   03/22/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
H 3205  General Bill, By Pope, G.R. Smith, Elliott, Long, B. Newton, Thayer
and Putnam
Similar (S 0324)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS ALLOWED TO CARRY A
CONCEALABLE WEAPON WHILE ON DUTY, SO AS TO INCLUDE PER-
SONS WHO ARE RETIRED FROM CERTAIN OFFICES AND CLERKS OF
COURT IN THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
H 3206  General Bill, By Pope, G.R. Smith, Elliott, B. Newton, West,
Duckworth, Johnson, Jordan, Hewitt, Crosby, Erickson, Thayer and Putnam
Similar (S 0096, H 3184, H 3204, H 4043)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-600, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSAULT AND BATTERY
OFFENSES, SO AS TO ADD THAT ASSAULT AND BATTERY OF A HIGH
AND AGGRAVATED NATURE OCCURS WHEN A PERSON INJURES A
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FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER OR COR-
RECTIONS OFFICER IN THE DISCHARGE OF OR BECAUSE OF THEIR
OFFICIAL DUTIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duckworth,
Johnson, Jordan, Hewitt, Crosby
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
H 3207  General Bill, By Pope, Magnuson, Daning, Thayer and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-35, 2-19-70, 2-19-80,
AND 2-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO
REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION AND CHANGE THE
COMMISSION S PROCESS FOR NOMINATING JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
FROM THE NOMINATION OF THREE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE
RELEASE OF A LIST OF ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-45
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
H 3208  General Bill, By Pope, Elliott, West, Crosby, Bryant, W. Newton,
Johnson and Duckworth
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 8, TITLE 16 ENTITLED  TERROR-
ISM , TO PROVIDE FOR THE OFFENSE OF FURTHERING TERRORISM,
DEFINE THE ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE, AND TO PROVIDE A PEN-
ALTY; TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF MATERIAL OR FINANCIAL SUP-
PORT OF AN ACT OF TERRORISM OR CONCEALMENT OF THE
ACTIONS OR PLANS OF ANOTHER TO CARRY OUT AN ACT OF TER-
RORISM, DEFINE THE ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE, AND TO PROVIDE
A PENALTY; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE
OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY USED IN CONNECTION WITH AN
OFFENSE CONTAINED IN THE ARTICLE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bryant
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-58
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
Johnson, Duckworth
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-22
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-22
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-23
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
H 3209 (Rat # 0237, Act #  0254)  General Bill, By Pope, Robinson-Simpson,
Crosby, Whipper, Brown, M. Rivers, King, Magnuson, Norrell, Martin, B.
Newton, Long, Govan, Henegan, Dillard and Gilliard
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 17-22-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR THE EXPUNGE-
MENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES, SO AS TO
ADD FIRST OFFENSE SIMPLE POSSESSION OR POSSESSION WITH
INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE DRUGS TO THE LIST OF OFFENSES ELIGIBLE
FOR EXPUNGEMENT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR
EXPUNGEMENT OF OFFENSES SUBSEQUENTLY REPEALED WHEN
THE ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE ARE CONSISTENT WITH AN EXIST-
ING SIMILAR OFFENSE WHICH IS SUBJECT TO EXPUNGEMENT AND
TO CLARIFY THAT EXPUNGEMENT PROVISIONS APPLY RETROAC-
TIVELY TO THE OFFENSES DELINEATED; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-
910, RELATING TO SUMMARY COURT OFFENSES ELIGIBLE FOR
EXPUNGEMENT, SO AS TO EXPAND ELIGIBILITY BEYOND FIRST
OFFENSES AND CLARIFY THAT EXPUNGEMENT PROVISIONS APPLY
RETROACTIVELY; TO AMEND SECTION 22-5-920, RELATING TO
EXPUNGEMENT OF PERSONS CONVICTED AS YOUTHFUL OFFEND-
ERS, SO AS TO REDEFINE  CONVICTION  TO EXPAND ELIGIBILITY, TO
INCLUDE THAT A PERSON REQUIRED TO REGISTER ON THE SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR EXPUNGEMENT, AND
PROVIDE RETROACTIVE APPLICATION UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; BY ADDING SECTION 22-5-930 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
EXPUNGEMENT ELIGIBILITY FOR FIRST OFFENSE CONVICTIONS OF
CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OFFENSES; TO AMEND SECTION
63-19-2050, RELATING TO DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS OF PERSONS
ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR EXPUNGEMENT
OF ANY NUMBER OF OFFENSES FROM A SINGLE SENTENCING PRO-
CEEDING FOR CLOSELY CONNECTED OFFENSES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 17-22-940, RELATING TO FEES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
EXPUNGEMENT PROCESS, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE FEES PRO-
CESS AND ALLOW FOR THE COLLECTION OF PRIVATE DONATIONS,
AND TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND BY ADDING SECTION
17-22-960 SO AS TO PROVIDE IMMUNITY FOR EMPLOYERS WHO HIRE
PERSONS WHOSE CRIMINAL RECORDS HAVE BEEN EXPUNGED. - rati-
fied title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-112
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson HJ-112
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-40
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown, M.Rivers
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Magnu-
son, Norrell, Martin, B.Newton, Long
   04/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Caskey, Simrill, JE Smith,
West, Pitts, Jefferson, Ott, McCravy, Willis, Atwater,
Ryhal, Johnson, Hart, Tallon, Douglas, Clary, Kirby,
Brown, VS Moss, King, Hosey HJ-15
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-52
   04/05/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Hen-
egan, Dillard, Gilliard
   04/05/17 House Amended HJ-119
   04/05/17 House Read second time HJ-119
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-138
   04/06/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-26
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-1
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-1
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-13
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-46
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-46
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-123
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-123
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-2 SJ-123
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
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   05/10/18 Senate Reconsider vote whereby read third time and returned with
amendments SJ-123
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-123
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-123
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-2 SJ-123
   05/10/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-93
   05/10/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-93
   05/10/18 House Recalled from Senate HJ-122
   05/10/18 House Reconsidered amendments to Senate amendments HJ-127
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-127
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-13 HJ-128
   05/14/18 Ratified R 237
   05/19/18 Vetoed by Governor
   06/27/18 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-108  Nays-1
HJ-51
   06/27/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-35  Nays-5
   07/05/18 Effective date See Act
   07/12/18 Act No. 254
H 3210  General Bill, By Rutherford and G.R. Smith
Similar (S 0503)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-520, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES AND FORFEITURE PROCEDURES FOR PROPERTY SEIZED
ACCORDINGLY, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXPEDITED RETURN OF
CERTAIN PROPERTY AND MONIES SEIZED WHEN FORFEITURE PRO-
CEEDINGS HAVE NOT BEEN INSTITUTED AND CHARGES HAVE NOT
BEEN FILED WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF SEIZURE, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE LAWFUL OWNER MAY NOT BE REQUIRED TO PROVE THAT THE
PROPERTY OR MONIES SEIZED WERE LEGALLY ACQUIRED, TO PRO-
HIBIT THE SEIZING AUTHORITY FROM REQUIRING A LAWFUL
OWNER OF  PROPERTY OR MONIES TO SIGN A RELEASE ABSOLVING
THE SEIZING AUTHORITY FROM CIVIL LIABILITY RELATING TO AN
UNLAWFUL SEIZURE BEFORE PROPERTY OR MONIES ARE
RETURNED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CRIMINAL CHARGES MAY BE
BROUGHT AT A LATER DATE IF EVIDENCE WARRANTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-53-530, AS AMENDED,  RELATING TO CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES AND FORFEITURE PROCEDURES FOR PROPERTY SEIZED
ACCORDINGLY, SO AS TO ALLOW FORFEITURE PROCEEDINGS TO BE
HELD IN THE MAGISTRATES COURT IF THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY
SEIZED DOES NOT EXCEED SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS, CHANGE THE METHOD OF ALLOCATING VARIOUS ASSETS
OBTAINED THROUGH DRUG FORFEITURES SO THAT AFTER THE
FIRST ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS RETAINED BY THE APPROPRIATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY, THE REMAINING ASSETS MUST BE
FORWARDED TO THE PROSECUTING AGENCY, AND MAKE TECHNI-
CAL CHANGES REFLECTING THE NEW DISTRIBUTION OF THESE
ASSETS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-586, RELATING TO THE
RETURN OF SEIZED ITEMS UNDER DRUG FORFEITURE LAWS TO
INNOCENT OWNERS, SO AS TO  ALLOW PROCEEDINGS TO BE HELD
IN THE MAGISTRATES COURT IF THE VALUE OF THE PROPERTY
SEIZED DOES NOT EXCEED SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOL-
LARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-112
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-112
H 3211  General Bill, By Rutherford and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-25-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REDUCTION OF A SENTENCE FOR SUB-
STANTIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE STATE, SO AS TO ADD THAT THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL IS ALSO AUTHORIZED TO FILE A MOTION
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE SECTION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-113
   02/27/18 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-15
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-29
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/07/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-18
   03/08/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-29
   03/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-3
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
H 3212  General Bill, By Rutherford and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-11-460 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ORDER
CONCERNING IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION PURSUANT TO THE
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY ACT IS IMMEDIATELY
APPEALABLE AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DEFENDANT WHO DOES NOT
APPEAL THE ORDER IMMEDIATELY MAY APPEAL THE DENIAL AFTER
CONVICTION AND SENTENCING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-113
H 3213  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-485 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  TRACK-
ING DEVICE , CREATE THE OFFENSE OF UNLAWFUL TRACKING, TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
H 3214  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-20 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
INTENTIONALLY IMPERSONATING ANOTHER PERSON THROUGH THE
USE OF EMAIL, SOCIAL MEDIA, OR OTHER INTERNET WEBSITE, TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
H 3215 (Rat # 0097, Act #  0064)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-770 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
IMPERSONATING A LAWYER AND PROVIDE GRADUATED PENALTIES.
- ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-51
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-40
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-40
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/13/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), Sabb, Talley
   04/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-9
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-69
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-69
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-51
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   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-34  Nays-1 SJ-51
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-42
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-25
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-25
   05/15/17 Ratified R 97
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 64
H 3216  General Bill, By Whipper, King and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0147, H 3196, H 3955)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-11-510 AND 16-11-520, RELATING TO MALICIOUS
INJURY TO PERSONAL AND REAL PROPERTY, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR MALICIOUS INJURY TO REAL PROP-
ERTY OFFENSES AND TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR PER-
SONS WHO MALICIOUSLY INJURE PERSONAL OR REAL PROPERTY OF
ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN THAT PERSON.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
H 3217  General Bill, By Whipper
Similar (H 4464)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT  LIZZY S LAW  BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO
REQUIRE AN OWNER OR OTHER PERSON LAWFULLY IN POSSESSION
OF A FIREARM, RIFLE, OR SHOTGUN TO REPORT THE LOSS OR THEFT
OF EACH SUCH WEAPON, TO REQUIRE THE APPROPRIATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO COLLECT CERTAIN INFORMATION
REGARDING A LOST OR STOLEN WEAPON, AND TO PROVIDE GRADU-
ATED PENALTIES FOR THE FAILURE TO REPORT A LOST OR STOLEN
WEAPON.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-115
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-115
H 3218  General Bill, By Lucas, Hiott, V.S. Moss, Pitts, West and Crosby
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 49-11-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS UNDER THE DAMS AND
RESERVOIRS SAFETY ACT, SO AS TO REVISE CERTAIN DEFINITIONS
IN ORDER TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT FURTHER APPLI-
CABLE TO CERTAIN DAMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 49-11-150,
RELATING TO DAM OR RESERVOIR OWNERS BEING RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE SAFE MAINTENANCE OF THEIR DAMS OR RESERVOIRS,
NOTICE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL OF DAM OR RESERVOIR OWNERSHIP CHANGES, AND
EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIED DAM
OWNERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE ANNUAL REPORTING TO THE DEPART-
MENT BY DAM OR RESERVOIR OWNERS OF CERTAIN OWNER CON-
TACT AND OTHER INFORMATION, TOGETHER WITH A COMPLETED
OWNER CHECKLIST, AND TO REQUIRE THE OWNERS OF DAMS OR
RESERVOIRS CLASSIFIED AS A HIGH OR SIGNIFICANT HAZARD
ANNUALLY TO PROVIDE A CURRENT EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
INCLUDING CONTACT INFORMATION OF SPECIFIED OFFICIALS,
DOWNSTREAM RESIDENTS, AND BUSINESS OWNERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-115
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-115
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   01/31/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Lowe, Hill, Anthony, Murphy,
Toole, DC Moss, Bales, Weeks, Douglas, Ott, Finlay,
Atwater, Magnuson, Pope HJ-33
   02/01/17 House Objection withdrawn by Rep. Lowe HJ-40
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-42
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-42
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-3 HJ-44
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-31
   02/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-1 HJ-31
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-11
H 3219  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF KIDNAPPING, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A PERSON CONVICTED OF KIDNAPPING BEFORE JUNE 5,
1991, AND SENTENCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT MAY PETITION THE
COURT FOR A REDUCTION IN HIS SENTENCE TO THIRTY YEARS AND
THE COURT, IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION, MAY REDUCE THE SENTENCE
ACCORDINGLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-116
H 3220 (Rat # 0055, Act #  0035)  General Bill, By Allison, West, Collins,
Felder, B. Newton, Govan, Brown, Whipper, Davis, Anderson, Loftis and
Burns
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-59-175 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COORDI-
NATING COUNCIL AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP, DUTIES,
AND FUNCTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-116
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Whip-
per
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-3
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis, Ander-
son
   01/31/17 House Amended HJ-22
   01/31/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   01/31/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-1 HJ-22
   02/01/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/01/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-21
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, Burns
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-51
   05/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-22
   05/08/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
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   05/09/17 Ratified R 55
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 35
H 3221 (Rat # 0041, Act #  0023)  General Bill, By Allison, Collins, Felder,
Daning, Govan, Taylor, Knight and Anderson
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-20-90 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP AND ADOPT A STATEWIDE PRO-
GRAM FOR IDENTIFYING FISCAL PRACTICES AND BUDGETARY
CONDITIONS THAT, IF UNCORRECTED, COULD COMPROMISE THE
FISCAL INTEGRITY OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT AND FOR ADVISING THE
DISTRICT ON HOW TO TAKE APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS,
TO ESTABLISH THREE LEVELS OF FISCAL AND BUDGETARY CON-
CERNS WITH CONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH
EACH, AND TO DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT TO PROMULGATE REGU-
LATIONS TO CARRY OUT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 59-20-95 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE AUDITOR
TO ADOPT THE STATEWIDE PROGRAM CREATED BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION IN SECTION 59-20-90 AND USE IT TO IDENTIFY
FISCAL PRACTICES AND BUDGETARY CONDITIONS THAT, IF UNCOR-
RECTED, COULD COMPROMISE THE FISCAL INTEGRITY OF A STATE
AGENCY THAT IS ALSO A LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY AND TO
ADVISE THE STATE AGENCY THAT IS ALSO A LOCAL EDUCATION
AGENCY ON HOW TO TAKE APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS,
AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS TO ENABLE THE STATE AUDITOR TO
DIRECT THE DEPARTMENT TO IMMEDIATELY ASSUME EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT OF THE STATE AGENCY THAT IS ALSO A LOCAL EDU-
CATION AGENCY FOR WHICH IT HAS MADE A DECLARATION OF FIS-
CAL CAUTION OR FISCAL EMERGENCY, TO CONTINUE THIS
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT OF THE LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY
UNTIL THE STATE AUDITOR RELEASES THE STATE AGENCY THAT IS
ALSO A LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY FROM THE DECLARATION OF
FISCAL CAUTION OR FISCAL EMERGENCY, AS APPLICABLE, AND TO
DIRECT THE STATE AUDITOR TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO
CARRY OUT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-116
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-42
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-3
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   01/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-31-17 HJ-16
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   01/31/17 House Read second time HJ-24
   01/31/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-25
   02/01/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-21
   04/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
   04/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/18/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-21
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-21
   04/19/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/20/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-12
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-15
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-16
   05/04/17 Ratified R 41
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 23
H 3222  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL ESTABLISH A REVOLVING FUND WITH
SUCH MONIES AS MAY BE APPROPRIATED BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY TO OPERATE A GRANT PROGRAM TO PROVIDE RECURRING OR
NONRECURRING AID TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR ADDITIONAL
TEACHER FUNDING FOR THE COMPENSATION OF AN ADDITIONAL
TEACHER IN THOSE CLASSROOMS OF A SCHOOL DISTRICT WHERE
TWO TEACHERS ARE MOST NEEDED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-117
H 3223  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 68 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA SCHOOL BUS MODERNIZATION ACT OF 2017 , INCLUDING
PROVISIONS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA OR
ANY OF ITS SCHOOL DISTRICTS SHALL NOT OWN, PURCHASE, OR
ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL SCHOOL BUSES ON OR AFTER JULY 1, 2020,
WHICH ARE MORE THAN FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE FROM THE DATE
OF MANUFACTURE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT SCHOOL BUSES NOT
MEETING THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS MAY NOT BE USED IN
SCHOOL SERVICE EXCEPT UPON WAIVER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-460, RELATING TO CON-
TRACTS FOR SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES WITH PRIVATE
CONTRACTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS MAY CONTRACT WITH A PRIVATE
PROVIDER FOR A PORTION OF ITS SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES WHERE IT DETERMINES THE AGE AND CONDITION OF THE
SCHOOL BUS FLEET SERVING THAT DISTRICT IS INADEQUATE TO
CONSISTENTLY ALLOW ITS STUDENTS TO BE TRANSPORTED TO OR
FROM SCHOOL ON A TIMELY BASIS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-117
H 3224  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO ALLOW LOCAL SCHOOL
DISTRICTS AND SPECIAL SCHOOLS TO TRANSFER CERTAIN FUNDS
AMONG APPROPRIATED STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EDUCA-
TION IMPROVEMENT ACT FUNDS, EDUCATION LOTTERY ACT FUNDS,
AND FUNDS RECEIVED FROM THE CHILDREN S EDUCATION ENDOW-
MENT FUND IN ORDER TO MEET ANY LEGITIMATE SCHOOL PURPOSE
BEGINNING WITH THE 2017-2018 FISCAL YEAR, TO PROVIDE THAT A
SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY NOT TRANSFER FUNDS REQUIRED FOR DEBT
SERVICE OR BONDED INDEBTEDNESS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AT
LEAST SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT S PER PUPIL
EXPENDITURES MUST BE UTILIZED WITHIN THE CATEGORIES OF
INSTRUCTION, INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT, AND NONINSTRUCTION
PUPIL SERVICES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-118
H 3225  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, Loftis, Long and Magnuson
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A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT ON OR BEFORE JULY 1, 2017, THE STATE
FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY SHALL ISSUE A REQUEST
FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) SOLICITING BIDS FOR THE COMPLETE PUR-
CHASE OF OR A NONCONTROLLING PERCENTAGE OWNERSHIP
INTEREST IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY
BY A THIRD PARTY FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO STIP-
ULATE THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS, TO
PROVIDE THAT THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY
ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2018, SHALL OPEN THE BIDS AND MAY
ACCEPT THE HIGHEST SUITABLE BID, TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE AUTHORITY TO CERTIFY ITS ASSETS AND LIABILITIES, AND
PROVIDE ITS CERTIFIED INCOME STATEMENTS FOR THE LAST FIVE
YEARS AND BALANCE SHEET TO THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABIL-
ITY AUTHORITY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SOLICITATION, TO
ALSO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY TO COOPERATE
WITH INTERESTED BIDDERS IN THE PREPARATION OF THEIR BID,
AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL REMEDIES AND PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO
PERFORM THESE REQUIREMENTS, TO SPECIFY HOW PROCEEDS
DERIVED FROM THE SALE MUST BE USED IF A SUITABLE BID IS
ACCEPTED; AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER 31, TITLE 58, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SERVICE
AUTHORITY UPON FINAL CONSUMMATION OF A COMPLETE PUR-
CHASE AND SALE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-118
H 3226  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3632 SO AS TO ALLOW A REFUNDABLE
STATE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX CREDIT EQUAL TO THREE PERCENT
OF THE FEDERAL EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT OF A TAXPAYER
BEGINNING WITH TAX YEAR 2017 AND ANNUALLY TO INCREASE
THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT IN INCREMENTS OF ONE-HALF PER-
CENT UNTIL THE CREDIT EQUALS FIVE PERCENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-119
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-119
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
H 3227  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (H 5158)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-175 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNING
BODY OF A COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY TO IMPOSE AN IMPACT FEE
ON ANY PRIVATE DEVELOPER FOR EACH NEW RESIDENTIAL DWELL-
ING UNIT CONSTRUCTED BY THE DEVELOPER WITHIN THE COUNTY
OR MUNICIPALITY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUNDS MAY BE USED
ONLY FOR THE PREVENTION OF OR MEASURES TO COMBAT HOME-
LESSNESS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-119
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-119
H 3228  General Bill, By Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WHEN AND WHERE TO COMMENCE
AN ACTION AND THE REQUIREMENT OF A SPECIAL VERDICT TO
SPECIFY PROPORTIONATE LIABILITY UPON MULTIPLE DEFENDANTS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN CAUSES OF ACTION MUST BE
FILED IN MAGISTRATES COURT; TO AMEND SECTION 15-78-120,
RELATING TO LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY, THE PROHIBITION
AGAINST THE RECOVERY OF PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
OR PREJUDGMENT INTEREST, AND AN ATTORNEY S SIGNATURE ON
PLEADINGS, MOTIONS, OR OTHER PAPERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
A STATE AGENCY OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION MAY BE REPRE-
SENTED BY A DEPARTMENT MANAGER, STAFF PERSON, OR
ANOTHER OFFICIAL IN CERTAIN ACTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
22-3-20, RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE MAGISTRATES
COURT IN A CIVIL ACTION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE JURISDICTION
FOR CERTAIN CLAIMS BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THE TORT CLAIMS
ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
H 3229  Joint Resolution, By W. Newton, G.R. Smith, Cobb-Hunter, Felder,
Long, B. Newton and Erickson
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE VI
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SEC-
TION 7A SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE
TERM OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE
DATE OF THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION, HIS SUCCESSOR, WHO MUST
BE A CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT LICENSED TO PRACTICE IN THIS
STATE AND IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE REGULATORY ENTITY OF
THIS STATE LICENSING AND REGULATING CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS, MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR FOR A
TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THAT OF THE GOVERNOR.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3230  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0193)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 33-42-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF CHAPTER 43, TITLE 33 AS ADDED BELOW SHALL APPLY TO
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS, EXCEPT INSOFAR AS THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 42, TITLE 33 PERTAINING TO LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS ARE
INCONSISTENT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 43, TITLE 33; BY
ADDING CHAPTER 43 TO TITLE 33 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAR-
OLINA UNIFORM PARTNERSHIP ACT OF 2017 , TO PROVIDE FOR THE
FORMATION OF PARTNERSHIPS, THE NATURE OF PARTNERSHIPS, THE
RELATION OF PARTNERS TO EACH OTHER AND THE PARTNERSHIP,
AND TO PERSONS DEALING WITH THE PARTNERSHIP, THE TRANSFER
OF INTEREST AND RIGHTS, DISSOCIATIONS, DISSOLUTIONS, LIMITED
LIABILITY PARTNERSHIPS, FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNER-
SHIPS, MERGER, INTEREST EXCHANGE, CONVERSION AND DOMESTI-
CATION, AND TRANSITION PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL CHAPTER
41, TITLE 33 RELATING TO THE FORMER UNIFORM PARTNERSHIP
ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
H 3231 (Rat # 0098, Act #  0105)  General Bill, By Tallon, Cole and Mitchell
AN ACT TO PROVIDE THAT CONSISTENT WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS
OF SECTION 34, ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1895, CREATING A CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF SPARTANBURG FOR ITS POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS UNDER
SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL
PROVIDE, THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE CITY OF SPARTANBURG
BY ORDINANCE SHALL ESTABLISH THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, MEM-
BERSHIP, AND PROCEDURES OF THE CITY OF SPARTANBURG S CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE POLICE AND FIRE
DEPARTMENTS, AND TO REPEAL ACT 612 OF 1936 RELATING TO CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSIONS FOR MUNICIPALITIES OF A CERTAIN POPU-
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LATION THE SIZE OF THE CITY OF SPARTANBURG, AND ACT 345 OF
1965, ACT 991 OF 1966, AND ACT 618 OF 1992 RELATING TO A CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF SPARTANBURG FOR THE
POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-121
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cole
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mitchell
   02/21/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
   02/21/17 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-44
   02/28/17 House Committee report: Favorable Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
29
   03/01/17 House Read second time HJ-8
   03/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-9
   03/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/21/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-13
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-48
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-48
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-28
   05/15/17 Ratified R 98
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 105
H 3232  Joint Resolution, By Whipper and Cobb-Hunter
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SHALL CONDUCT, OR
CAUSE TO BE CONDUCTED BY A QUALIFIED OUTSIDE ENTITY, A
FEASIBILITY STUDY CONCERNING THE MOST EFFICIENT AND COST-
EFFECTIVE MANNER IN WHICH TO PROVIDE CLEAN DRINKING
WATER TO THE RESIDENTS OF ANY COMMUNITY IN THIS STATE
WHICH HAS NO PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE TO PROVIDE CLEAN
DRINKING WATER TO ITS RESIDENTS WITHOUT THE USE OF WELLS
WITH THE POTENTIAL OF CONTAMINATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-121
H 3233  Joint Resolution, By Taylor, Clemmons, Daning, Herbkersman,
Hixon, Forrest, Johnson, Fry, G.M. Smith, Duckworth, Bennett, Blackwell,
Elliott, G.R. Smith, B. Newton, Atwater, W. Newton, Hiott, Bedingfield,
Martin, S. Rivers, Sottile, Crosby, Norman, McCoy, Erickson, Putnam,
Whitmire, Toole, Pitts, Willis, Hamilton, Young and Arrington
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION TO THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO CALL A CONVENTION FOR PROPOSING
AMENDMENTS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION LIMITED TO PROPOSING AMENDMENTS THAT
IMPOSE FISCAL RESTRAINTS ON THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LIMIT
THE POWER AND JURISDICTION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,
AND LIMIT THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR ITS OFFICIALS AND FOR
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN RESERVATIONS,
UNDERSTANDINGS, AND DECLARATIONS LIMITING THE APPLICA-
TION; AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN SELECTION CRITERIA FOR COM-
MISSIONERS AS WELL AS LIMITATIONS UPON THEIR AUTHORITY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson, Hiott, Bedingfield, Martin, S.Rivers HJ-46
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile,
Crosby, Norman, McCoy, Erickson
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Whit-
mire
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hamilton
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Young,
Arrington
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sandifer
H 3234  General Bill, By McEachern and Sandifer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS TO THE PROVISIONS OF
THE RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT, SO AS TO DELETE
OCCUPANCY UNDER A RENTAL AGREEMENT COVERING THE PREM-
ISES USED BY THE OCCUPANT PRIMARILY FOR AGRICULTURAL PUR-
POSES AS AN EXEMPTION UNDER THE ACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-122
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 House Amended HJ-16
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-17
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/21/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   05/11/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-60
H 3235  General Bill, By Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-13-233 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE
WHEREBY REDUCTIONS IN AN INMATE S SENTENCE ARE CALCU-
LATED; BY ADDING ARTICLE 7, TO CHAPTER 27, TITLE 24 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH AN INMATE WHO HAS
BEEN INCARCERATED AT LEAST FIFTEEN YEARS MAY PETITION THE
COURT TO HAVE HIS SENTENCE MODIFIED; TO AMEND SECTION 24-
13-150, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE EARLY RELEASE OF AN
INMATE, SO AS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF YEARS AN INMATE
WHO HAS COMMITTED A  NO PAROLE OFFENSE  MUST SERVE
BEFORE HE MAY BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR EARLY RELEASE, DIS-
CHARGE, OR COMMUNITY SUPERVISION, AND TO PROVIDE A PROCE-
DURE THAT ALLOWS CERTAIN INMATES TO PETITION THE COURT TO
MODIFY THEIR SENTENCE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-210, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CREDIT GIVEN TO AN INMATE FOR GOOD
BEHAVIOR, SO AS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF GOOD BEHAVIOR
DAYS AN INMATE WHO HAS COMMITTED A  NO PAROLE OFFENSE
MAY RECEIVE; TO PROVIDE THAT THIS ACT APPLIES TO CERTAIN
OFFENSES COMMITTED BEFORE THE DATE OF ENACTMENT; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN PERSONS MAY PETITION THE COURT TO
HAVE THEIR SENTENCES REDUCED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-122
H 3236  General Bill, By Allison and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2930, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ALLOCATION OF STATE SOURCE
HIGHWAY FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND RENOVATION PROJECTS
TO FIRMS OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY DISADVANTAGED ETHNIC
MINORITIES AND WOMEN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION
ALSO APPLIES TO HIGHWAY FUNDS EXPENDED ON HIGHWAY CON-
TRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS, TO PROVIDE THAT IT APPLIES TO
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE PROJECTS, TO PROVIDE THAT IT APPLIES
TO CERTAIN SUBCONTRACTORS, TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION AND COUNTIES TO SET MINORITY BUSINESS
ENTERPRISE (MBE) AND WOMEN S BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (WBE)
SUBCONTRACTING GOALS ON CERTAIN CONTRACTS AND REQUIRE
PRIME CONTRACTORS TO SHOW GOOD FAITH EFFORT TO MEET THE
SUBCONTRACTING GOALS, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT
REQUIRES THE DEPARTMENT TO CONSIDER THE LOCATION AND
AVAILABILITY OF MBE OR WBE FIRMS WHEN DESIGNING PROJECTS
TO BE SET ASIDE, TO REQUIRE MBE OR WBE FIRMS TO BE CERTIFIED
IN THEIR AREA OF WORK PRIOR TO ADVERTISEMENT LETTING OF
CERTAIN PROJECTS, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ESTABLISHED
THE AMOUNT OF WORK AN MBE OR WBE ACTING AS A PRIME CON-
TRACTOR MUST PERFORM ON A PROJECT WITH ITS OWN FORCES
AND HOW THIS AMOUNT OF WORK IS COUNTED TOWARD THE MBE/
WBE SET-ASIDES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL SPEC-
IFY THE MINIMUM PERCENTAGE OF WORK THAT A PRIME CONTRAC-
TOR MUST PERFORM WITH ITS OWN FORCES, TO PROVIDE THE
AMOUNT OF WORK THAT MUST BE SET ASIDE BY THE  DEPARTMENT,
AND TO DELETE THE TERM  SET-ASIDES  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE
TERM  GOALS .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-123
H 3237  General Bill, By Allison, Felder and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTIONS 57-1-460 AND 57-1-470 RELATING TO THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION S DUTY TO EVALUATE AND
APPROVE ROUTING OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE REQUESTS OR
EMERGENCY REPAIRS FOR HIGHWAY FACILITIES THAT ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN THE STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM, AND THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMIS-
SION S DUTY TO REVIEW THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION S
REPORT THAT CONTAINS ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND EMER-
GENCY REPAIR REQUESTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-124
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-5
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   01/26/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   01/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-20
   01/26/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   01/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
H 3238  General Bill, By Allison and Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-820, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OBTAINING CONSENT FROM A MUNICIPALITY BEFORE PERFORMING
WORK ON A STATE HIGHWAY WITHIN A MUNICIPALITY, SO AS TO
DELETE A REFERENCE TO SECTION 57-5-830, TO PROVIDE THAT SUCH
WORK MUST BE APPROVED BY THE MUNICIPALITY PRIOR TO THE
PROJECT S INCLUSION IN THE STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND SUBJECT TO THE MUTUALLY
AGREED UPON DESIGN FEATURES AND TYPICAL SECTION FOUND IN
THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENT FOR THE PROJECT, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT APPROVAL IS NOT REQUIRED FOR WORK PER-
FORMED ON A BRIDGE THAT QUALIFIES FOR FEDERAL EMERGENCY
BRIDGE REPLACEMENT FUNDS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 57-5-830
RELATING TO THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A MUNICIPALITY TO
REVIEW AND APPROVE CERTAIN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN WITHIN A MUNICIPALITY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-124
H 3239  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Long, G.R. Smith and Magnuson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A PREMISES OWNER S RIGHT TO PER-
MIT A CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT HOLDER TO CARRY A WEAPON
ON HIS PREMISES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PREMISES OWNER OR
A PERSON IN LEGAL POSSESSION OF A PREMISES IS LIABLE FOR ANY
INJURY SUSTAINED BY A CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT HOLDER
FROM THE PERPETRATOR OF A CRIME WHILE ON A POSTED PREM-
ISES UPON WHICH A PERSON MAY NOT CARRY A CONCEALABLE
WEAPON, AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL LIABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS PROVISION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-125
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-125
H 3240  General Bill, By Clemmons, Lucas, Pope, Bannister, Rutherford,
Delleney, White, Sandifer, Hiott, Allison, G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, W.
Newton, Taylor, Yow, Murphy, Thayer, Finlay, D.C. Moss, Hayes, Crawford,
Ryhal, Duckworth, Johnson, Fry, Hewitt, S. Rivers, Huggins, Chumley,
Gagnon, Burns, Hill, Stringer, Loftis, Atwater, Clyburn, Elliott, Long,
Magnuson, B. Newton, G.M. Smith, West, Whitmire, Hixon, Daning,
Hamilton, Hardee, Crosby, Martin, V.S. Moss, Blackwell, Henderson,
Herbkersman, Willis, Forrest and McCravy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CON-
CEALED WEAPONS PERMITS, SO AS TO ENACT THE  NATIONAL CON-
CEALED WEAPONS PERMIT RECIPROCITY ACT  BY REVISING THE
CONDITIONS THAT ALLOW A HOLDER OF AN OUT-OF-STATE WEAP-
ONS PERMIT TO CARRY A WEAPON IN THIS STATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whitmire,
Hixon, Daning HJ-125
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hamilton HJ-
46
   01/17/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardee
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell




   02/21/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Clemmons, JE Smith, White,
Wheeler, Hewitt, Fry, Crawford, Yow, Hardee, Jefferson,
Williams, King, Knight, Thigpen, Weeks, McEachern,
Douglas, Ridgeway, Clary, Anderson, Pope, Hoitt, Hosey,
Gilliard, McCoy, Hixon, B Newton, Martin, Brown, Cly-
burn, Mack, VS Moss, Bedingfield, GR Smith, Robinson-
Simpson, Dilliard, Norrell HJ-32
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-21
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-19
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Herbkersman
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   03/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-23-17 HJ-61
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrest
   03/29/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-30-17 HJ-78
   03/30/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-4-17 HJ-60
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-37
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-80
   04/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-40
   04/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-27-17 HJ-73
   05/03/17 House Amended HJ-39
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-39
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-23 HJ-92
   05/04/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-58
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 3241  General Bill, By Clyburn
Similar (S 0964, H 4855, H 5161)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A DRIVER OR OCCUPANT OF A MOTOR VEHICLE TO
SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT WHILE A CHILD FIVE YEARS OLD OR
YOUNGER IS ALSO AN OCCUPANT OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-126
H 3242  General Bill, By Collins and Felder
Similar (S 0198, S 0300, H 3322, H 3580)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PERSONS WHO MUST SIGN AN APPLI-
CATION OF AN UNEMANCIPATED MINOR FOR A BEGINNER S PERMIT,
INSTRUCTION PERMIT, OR DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT IT MUST BE SIGNED BY A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR AN
UNEMANCIPATED MINOR S WELFARE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-126
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder HJ-126
H 3243  General Bill, By Collins, G.R. Smith, Elliott, Huggins and Ballentine
Similar (S 0006)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF  SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT  FARGO S AND HYCO S LAW ; TO AMEND ARTICLE
11, TITLE 47, RELATING TO THE TEASING, MALTREATING, AND INJUR-
ING OF POLICE DOGS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES ASSOCI-
ATED WITH WILFULLY OR MALICIOUSLY TORTURING, MUTILATING,
INJURING, DISABLING, POISONING, OR KILLING A POLICE DOG OR
HORSE, AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION
47-3-940, RELATING TO A PERSON WITH RECKLESS DISREGARD TO
INJURING, DISABLING, OR CAUSING THE DEATH OF A GUIDE DOG OR
SERVICE ANIMAL, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-960, RELATING TO A PERSON
INTENTIONALLY INJURING, DISABLING, OR CAUSING THE DEATH OF
A GUIDE DOG OR SERVICE ANIMAL, SO AS TO MAKE THIS OFFENSE A
FELONY RATHER THAN A MISDEMEANOR AND INCREASE THE PEN-
ALTIES FOR VIOLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-126
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins, Bal-
lentine
H 3244  General Bill, By Crosby and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-1885 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUM-
STANCES WHEN IT IS LAWFUL TO DRIVE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR
VEHICLE IN THE LEFT LANE OF AN INTERSTATE HIGHWAY, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SHALL ERECT
APPROPRIATE SIGNS ALONG THE STATE S INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS TO
GIVE NOTICE TO COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS OF
THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION, AND TO PROVIDE
THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A TRAFFIC TICKET MAY BE
ISSUED FOR THE VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-126
H 3245  General Bill, By Crosby
Similar (S 0773)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-750, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FAILURE
TO STOP A MOTOR VEHICLE WHEN SIGNALED TO STOP BY A LAW
ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE, SO AS TO INCREASE CERTAIN PENALTIES
ASSOCIATED WITH A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-127
H 3246  General Bill, By Crosby, G.M. Smith and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3815 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO DRIVE A VEHICLE WHILE DISTRACTED, TO PROVIDE
A PENALTY, AND TO ALLOW A WARNING TICKET TO BE ISSUED TO A
DRIVER WHOSE ACTIONS COULD RESULT IN A DISTRACTED DRIV-
ING VIOLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-127
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
H 3247 (Rat # 0099, Act #  0089)  General Bill, By Crosby, Collins, Daning,
Knight and Clemmons
Similar (S 0197, H 3884)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS REGARDING THE ISSUANCE OF DRIVERS  LICENSES, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS AND TO ADD THE
TERMS  MOPED ,  DAYLIGHT HOURS , AND  VEHICLE  AND THEIR
DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-30, RELATING TO PERSONS
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EXEMPT FROM OBTAINING A DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE
THE TERM  ARTICLE  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM  CHAPTER ;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-50, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A
BEGINNER S PERMIT, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS THAT
ALLOW A PERMIT HOLDER TO OPERATE A MOPED AND REVISE THE
TIME OF DAY AND CONDITIONS UPON WHICH A PERMITTEE MAY
OPERATE A MOTORCYCLE, AND TO DELETE AN OBSOLETE PROVI-
SION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-175, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
A CONDITIONAL DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVI-
SION THAT ALLOWS A LICENSEE TO OPERATE A MOTOR SCOOTER
OR LIGHT MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE, THE PROVISION THAT DEFINES
THE TERM  DAYLIGHT HOURS , AND TO PROVIDE THE LOCATION
THAT AN ACCOMPANYING DRIVER MUST BE SEATED WHEN THE
LICENSEE IS OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE, MOTORCYCLE, OR
MOPED; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-180, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE
OF A SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO MAKE A
TECHNICAL CHANGE, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A
LICENSEE TO OPERATE A MOTOR SCOOTER OR LIGHT MOTOR-
DRIVEN CYCLE, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT DEFINES THE
TERM  DAYLIGHT HOURS , TO PROVIDE THE LOCATION THAT AN
ACCOMPANYING DRIVER MUST BE SEATED WHEN THE LICENSEE IS
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE, MOTORCYCLE, OR MOPED, AND TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS THAT AN UNACCOMPANIED
LICENSEE MAY TRAVEL; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1710, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOPED , SO AS TO DELETE THIS
PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1720, RELATING TO THE OPER-
ATION OF A MOPED, SO AS TO REVISE THE FORM OF LICENSURE A
PERSON MUST POSSESS TO OPERATE A MOPED, AND TO DELETE THE
PROVISION THAT PROHIBITS THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES FROM ISSUING A BEGINNER S PERMIT OR A SPECIAL
RESTRICTED LICENSE TO CERTAIN PERSONS CONVICTED OF A
MOPED VIOLATION FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-1-1730, RELATING TO THE ELIGIBILITY TO OBTAIN, SUS-
PENSION OF, AND REVOCATION OF A MOPED OPERATOR S LICENSE,
SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-2-
2740, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION AND PROPERTY
TAXES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VALIDATION DECALS MUST NOT BE
ISSUED TO VEHICLES THAT DO NOT REQUIRE THE PAYMENT OF
PROPERTY TAXES; BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 2, TITLE 56 SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE REGISTRATION, TITLING, AND LICENSING
OF MOPEDS, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS
ARTICLE, TO REGULATE THE OPERATION OF A MOPED, AND TO REG-
ULATE THE SALE OF A MOPED; BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER
2, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF
CHAPTER 2, TITLE 56; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-20, RELATING TO
CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE REGIS-
TRATION AND LICENSING OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO DELETE
CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-
200, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF A VEHICLE, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE IS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER
A MOPED; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-250, RELATING TO THE REGIS-
TRATION AND LICENSING OF A MOTOR VEHICLE ONCE ALL LOCAL
PROPERTY TAXES ARE PAID, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVI-
SION DOES NOT APPLY TO A MOPED, AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL
CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-3-630, AS AMENDED, AND 56-3-760,
BOTH RELATING TO VEHICLES, CLASSIFIED AS PRIVATE PASSENGER
MOTOR VEHICLES AND THE REGISTRATION FEE FOR CERTAIN VEHI-
CLES, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM  MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE  AND
REPLACE IT WITH THE TERM  MOPED , AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL
CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-120 AND 56-5-130, RELATING TO
THE TERMS  VEHICLE  AND  MOTOR VEHICLE  AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS, SO AS TO DELETE BOTH PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-
5-140TO THE TERM  MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE  AND ITS DEFINITION, SO
AS TO DELETE THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-155,
RELATING TO THE TERM  MOTORCYCLE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE
AND ITS DEFINITION, SO AS TO DELETE THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-5-165, RELATING TO THE TERM  MOPED  AND ITS DEFINI-
TION, SO AS TO DELETE THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-
361, RELATING TO THE TERM  PASSENGER CAR  AND ITS DEFINITION,
SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM  MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES  AND ADD
THE TERM  MOPEDS ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-410, RELATING TO
THE TERM  OWNER  AND ITS DEFINITION, SO AS TO DELETE THIS
PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1550, RELATING TO THE OPER-
ATION OF A MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLE, SO AS TO DELETE THIS PROVI-
SION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1555, RELATING TO THE OPERATION
OF A MOPED, SO AS TO DELETE THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 56-5-4450, RELATING TO DISPLAY OF LIGHTS BY A VEHICLE
DURING CERTAIN TIMES OF DAY, SO AS TO DELETE AN OBSOLETE
PROVISION AND MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION
56-9-110, RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT TO CERTAIN ACCIDENTS OR JUDG-
MENTS, SO AS TO DELETE THIS PROVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-
15-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFI-
NITIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MANU-
FACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOTOR VEHICLE  TO EXCLUDE MOPEDS;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-16-10, RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFI-
NITIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTORCYCLE MANU-
FACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, AND WHOLESALERS, SO AS
TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOTORCYCLE  AND
REVISE THE TYPE OF VEHICLES REGULATED BY THIS CHAPTER; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-19-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TERMS AND
THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE PROTECTION OF TITLES TO
AND INTERESTS IN MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO DELETE CERTAIN
TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-19-220,
RELATING TO VEHICLES THAT ARE EXEMPTED FROM THE REQUIRE-
MENT TO OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE, SO AS TO MAKE A TECH-
NICAL CHANGE AND TO ADD MOPEDS TO THE LIST OF EXEMPTED
VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-30, RELATING TO TERMS AND
THEIR DEFINITIONS REGARDING AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, SO AS
TO DELETE THE TERMS  MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES ,  MOTOR SCOOT-
ERS , AND  MOPEDS , AND TO PROVIDE THAT MOPEDS ARE CONSID-
ERED TO BE MOTOR VEHICLES FOR THE PURPOSE OF CERTAIN
MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE COVERAGE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-
2941, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO INSTALL
IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICES ON THEIR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLY TO MOPEDS; AND TO
REPEAL ARTICLE 30, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 RELATING TO MOPED REG-
ULATIONS. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-127
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
   02/14/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-31
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   02/21/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, White, Jefferson,
Wheeler, Williams, Ott, Henegan, Gagnon, Ridgeway,
Douglas, McEachern, Weeks, West, King, Thigpen, Berns-
tien, Davis, Clary, Anderson, S Rivers, Kirby, Crosby,
Bennett, Cogswell, Hosey, Danning, Sottile, Mack, Gil-
liard, Forrester, Taylor, Allison, Govan, Pope HJ-21
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-17
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-15
   03/07/17 House Amended HJ-32
   03/07/17 House Read second time HJ-32
   03/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-75  Nays-29 HJ-67
   03/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-49
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   03/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
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   04/27/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   04/27/17 Senate Amended SJ-2
   04/27/17 Senate Read second time SJ-2
   05/02/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-22
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-45
   05/09/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-107
   05/09/17 House Returned to the Senate HJ-107
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-141
   05/10/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-71
   05/10/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Daning, Crosby, Kirby HJ-49
   05/11/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Hembree, Campbell,
Johnson SJ-12
   05/11/17 House Conference report adopted HJ-72
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-7 HJ-107
   05/11/17 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-68
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-72
   05/11/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-111
   05/15/17 Ratified R 99
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 89
H 3248  General Bill, By Fry, Crawford, Thayer and Putnam
Similar (H 3262)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A FIREARM ON A
POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION S PROPERTY SO AS TO DELETE THE
RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON A HOLDER OF A CONCEALED WEAPONS
PERMIT ON CARRYING A FIREARM ON POST-SECONDARY SCHOOL
PROPERTY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE INSTITUTION SHALL DEVELOP
POLICIES TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS THAT ALLOW A HOLDER
OF A CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT TO CARRY A FIREARM ON THE
INSTITUTION S PREMISES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-131
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
H 3249  General Bill, By Forrester
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-2-140 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A
PERSON WHO VIOLATES A PROVISION THAT REGULATES SPECIAL-
IZED VEHICLES WHEN THERE IS NO OTHER PENALTY THAT APPLIES
TO THE VIOLATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-131
H 3250  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (H 3253)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
CERTAIN DRIVERS AND OCCUPANTS OF MOTOR VEHICLES BEING
OPERATED ON THE PUBLIC STREETS AND HIGHWAYS OF THIS STATE
MUST WEAR A FASTENED SAFETY BELT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS REQUIREMENT APPLIES TO THE DRIVER AND OCCUPANTS OF
SCHOOL, CHURCH, AND DAY CARE BUSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-132
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-132
H 3251  General Bill, By Gilliard, Clyburn and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 55-3-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POINTING, AIMING, OR DISCHARGING
OF A LASER DEVICE AT AN AIRCRAFT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PEN-
ALTIES FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-132
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson HJ-132
H 3252  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-525 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO USE, TRANSPORT, MANUFACTURE,
POSSESS, DISTRIBUTE, SELL, OR BUY GREEN TIP AMMUNITION, AND
TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-132
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-132
H 3253  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (H 3250)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-6530, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT
CERTAIN DRIVERS AND OCCUPANTS OF MOTOR VEHICLES BEING
OPERATED ON THE PUBLIC STREETS AND HIGHWAYS OF THIS STATE
MUST WEAR A FASTENED SAFETY BELT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS REQUIREMENT APPLIES TO THE DRIVER AND OCCUPANTS OF
SCHOOL, CHURCH, AND DAYCARE BUSES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-132
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-132
H 3254  Joint Resolution, By Hill
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION SHALL INCREASE THE SPEED LIMIT ALONG A
PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 24 IN ANDERSON COUNTY
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ADJUST THE SPEED
LIMIT AFTER A TWO-YEAR PERIOD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-133
H 3255  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-405 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHOSE DRIVER S LICENSE WAS SUSPENDED FOR A MOVING VIOLA-
TION MUST COMPLETE A DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE BEFORE HIS
PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE MAY BE REINSTATED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-133
H 3256 (Rat # 0100, Act #  0065)  General Bill, By Jefferson and Daning
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AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLES 140, 143, 141, AND 142 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MAY ISSUE PALMETTO CROSS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, POWERING
THE PALMETTO STATE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, LEGION OF MERIT
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, AND VIRGINIA TECH SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, RESPECTIVELY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-8400, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE LIONS CLUB SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, SO AS TO SPECIFY TO WHOM THE LICENSE PLATES MAY BE
ISSUED. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-133
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
   03/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-2
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-10
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-42
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-42
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-42
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-175
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-110
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-110
   05/15/17 Ratified R 100
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 65
H 3257  General Bill, By Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-190, AND SECTIONS 56-3-1250 AND
56-10-225, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
RELATING TO A DRIVER CARRYING HIS DRIVER S LICENSE WHILE
OPERATING A VEHICLE AND DISPLAYING IT UPON DEMAND BY A
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, THE ISSUANCE, POSSESSION, AND
DISPLAY OF MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION CARDS, AND THE
MAINTENANCE AND DISPLAY OF MOTOR VEHICLE PROOF OF INSUR-
ANCE, ALL SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN OPERATOR OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE MUST MAINTAIN HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, VEHICLE REGIS-
TRATION, AND PROOF OF INSURANCE IN PLAIN VIEW ON THE DRIV-
ERS SIDE CORNER OF THE DASHBOARD OF A VEHICLE EQUIPPED
WITH A DASHBOARD AND IN HIS IMMEDIATE POSSESSION WHEN
OPERATING A VEHICLE THAT IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH A DASH-
BOARD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-133
H 3258  Joint Resolution, By King and Cobb-Hunter
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE A STUDY COMMITTEE TO EXAM-
INE METHODS TO ASSIST CONVICTED FELONS ON WAYS TO REEN-
TER THE WORKFORCE UPON COMPLETION OF THEIR SENTENCES, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE, TO
REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO PREPARE A REPORT WITH
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISSOLUTION OF THE STUDY COMMIT-
TEE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
H 3259  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS MUST UNDERGO A MENTAL HEALTH
EVALUATION BEFORE THEY CAN BECOME CERTIFIED OR RECERTI-
FIED AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE EVALUATION MUST BE CON-
DUCTED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING COUNCIL.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
H 3260  General Bill, By King, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-
Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CERTIFIED
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER ANNUALLY MUST COMPLETE CON-
TINUING LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION CREDITS IN DIVERSITY
TRAINING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3261  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-560 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO IS REQUIRED TO REGISTER AS A SEX OFFENDER MAY PETITION
THE COURT TO TERMINATE THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT TEN
YEARS FROM THE DATE OF INITIAL REGISTRATION UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-460, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO REQUIRING A SEX OFFENDER TO REGISTER FOR LIFE,
SO AS TO REDUCE THE MAXIMUM PERIOD OF REGISTRATION TO FIF-
TEEN YEARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
H 3262  General Bill, By Long, Burns, Chumley, Thayer and Putnam
Similar (H 3248)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A FIREARM ON A
POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTION S PROPERTY SO AS TO DELETE THE
RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON A HOLDER OF A CONCEALED WEAPONS
PERMIT ON CARRYING A FIREARM ON POST-SECONDARY SCHOOL
PROPERTY, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
CONCEALED WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO DELETE THE RESTRIC-
TION PLACED ON THE CARRYING OF A WEAPON INTO A COLLEGE
ATHLETIC EVENT, AND TO DELETE AN OBSOLETE CODE REFERENCE,
AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135




H 3263  General Bill, By McKnight
Similar (H 3285, H 3286)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SHALL NOT ENTER INTO A CONFIDENTIAL
AGREEMENT WITH A FEDERAL AGENCY TO EMPLOY CELL-SITE SIM-
ULATOR TECHNOLOGY WITHOUT OBTAINING A WARRANT FOR ITS
USE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135
H 3264  General Bill, By McKnight and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IS PROHIBITED FROM USING ANY PARTICI-
PANT IN A DRUG COURT PROCEEDING AS A CONFIDENTIAL INFOR-
MANT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3265  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY MAY NOT OPERATE AN UNMANNED
AERIAL VEHICLE EQUIPPED WITH FIREARMS INTENDED TO INFLICT
DEADLY FORCE UPON INDIVIDUALS OR PROPERTY, TO PROVIDE
THAT THIS PROVISION DOES NOT APPLY TO THE OPERATION OF A
VEHICLE EQUIPPED WITH FIREARMS INTENDED TO DETONATE AND
DISPOSE OF EXPLOSIVES, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135
H 3266  General Bill, By McKnight and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO SELL OR GIVE A FIREARM TO A PERSON
WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THE TERRORIST WATCH LIST AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS PROVI-
SION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-136
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-136
H 3267  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 140 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE TEAM SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-136
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-136
H 3268  General Bill, By McKnight, King and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAW-
FUL FOR A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TO KNOWINGLY
OBSTRUCT OR RENDER INOPERABLE A LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHI-
CLE S VIDEO RECORDING EQUIPMENT OR A BODY-WORN CAMERA
AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-136
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-136
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3269  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO IS A CANDIDATE TO BECOME A CERTIFIED LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER IN THIS STATE SUCCESSFULLY MUST PASS A DRUG TEST
THAT INCLUDES A TEST FOR THE UNLAWFUL USE OF ANABOLIC
STEROIDS BEFORE HE MAY RECEIVE HIS CERTIFICATION, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ALL  CERTIFIED LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS MUST
UNDERGO RANDOM DRUG TESTING THROUGHOUT THEIR PERIOD
OF CERTIFICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT ALL DRUG TESTING MUST BE
CONDUCTED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE LAW ENFORCEMENT
TRAINING COUNCIL, AND TO PROVIDE THAT LAWFUL USE OF ANA-
BOLIC STEROIDS SHALL NOT PROHIBIT A CANDIDATE FROM
RECEIVING OR MAINTAINING CERTIFICATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-136
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-136
H 3270  General Bill, By W. Newton, G.R. Smith, Felder and Erickson
Similar (H 3271)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-65-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM  STATEWIDE ACCOUNT-
ING AND REPORTING SYSTEM  FOR THE TERM  SOUTH CAROLINA
ENTERPRISE INFORMATION SYSTEM ; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-50, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN FINANCIAL REPORTS THAT
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES SUBMIT TO THE REVENUE AND FIS-
CAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM  COMPTROL-
LER GENERAL  FOR THE TERM  STATE TREASURER ; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-15-65, RELATING TO ANNUAL SALARY SUPPLEMENTS
APPROPRIATED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO CERTAIN COUNTY
OFFICERS, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM  COMPTROLLER GEN-
ERAL  FOR THE TERM  STATE TREASURER ; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-
60, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE  CAF-
ETERIA  PLAN, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS THE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TO
CONTINUE, MODIFY, AND IMPLEMENT ITS INDEPENDENT CAFETE-
RIA OR FLEXIBLE BENEFITS PILOT PLAN FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-3-540, RELATING TO A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION S
PAYMENTS TO THE CONTRIBUTION FUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE MUST BE NOTIFIED WHEN A POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISION IS DELINQUENT IN MAKING ITS PAYMENTS; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 11-3-20, 11-3-50, 11-3-170, AND 11-3-230, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL S SALARY, A BOOK KEPT BY
THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL IN WHICH ALL APPROPRIATIONS BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL BE ENTERED, PAYMENTS MADE BY
THE STATE TREASURER DRAWN UPON VOUCHERS DRAWN UPON
THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL, THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL S
DUTY TO ENTER IN BOOKS STATEMENTS OF THE ACCOUNTS OF PER-
SONS HAVING THE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC MONEY, AND COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL ACCOUNTS FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING AGENCIES, ALL SO AS TO DELETE THE
PROVISION THAT REQUIRES THAT FEES AND PERQUISITES OF THE
OFFICE SHALL BE PAID INTO THE STATE TREASURY, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE  COMPTROLLER GENERAL SHALL KEEP AN ACCOUNTING
IN SCEIS, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES THE COMP-
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TROLLER GENERAL TO PREPARE STATEMENTS OF EXPENDITURES
ON PRINTED FORM IN DUPLICATE, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISION
THAT PROVIDES HOW FUNDS CREDITED TO ACCOUNTS FOR PROFES-
SIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING AGENCIES ARE TO BE
SPENT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-2-70, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL CON-
DUCT COMMITTED BY A COUNTY AUDITOR, TREASURER, OR A
MEMBER OF A COUNTY BOARD OF TAX APPEALS, SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM  COMPTROLLER GENERAL  FOR THE TERM  DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE ; TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-180, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO TRANSPORTATION AND CLOTHING GIVEN TO AN
INMATE WHO HAS BEEN DISCHARGED FROM A STATE PRISON, SO AS
TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRED THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL TO COUNTERSIGN THE DRAFT THAT PAYS THE COSTS OF
THESE ITEMS AND PROVIDE THAT THE DRAFT MUST BE BASED ON A
WARRANT ISSUED; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-148, 56-1-170, 56-1-171,
56-1-220,  56-1-286, 56-1-390, 56-1-395, 56-1-400, 56-1-460, 56-1-550, 56-1-
740, 56-1-746, 56-1-2080, 56-3-210, 56-3-355, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTION
56-3-662, SECTIONS 56-3-1230, 56-3-1290, 56-3-1335, 56-3-2545, 56-3-3500,
56-3-3600, 56-3-3800, 56-3-3950, 56-3-4100, 56-3-4200, 56-3-4410, 56-3-4510,
56-3-4600, 56-3-4800, 56-3-5400, 56-3-6000, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS
56-3-6500, 56-3-7050, AS AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-3-7200, 56-3-7300, 56-
3-7310, 56-3-7320, 56-3-7330, 56-3-7340, 56-3-7350, AS AMENDED, SEC-
TION 56-3-7370, SECTIONS 56-3-7780, 56-3-7800, 56-3-7950, 56-3-8000, 56-
3-8100, 56-3-8200, 56-3-8300, 56-3-8600, 56-3-8710, ALL AS AMENDED,
SECTIONS 56-3-9400, 56-3-9500, SECTIONS 56-3-9600, 56-3-9710, 56-3-
10010, 56-3-10110, 56-3-10210, 56-3-10310, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS
56-3-11450, 56-3-12610, 56-3-13010, 56-3-13310, 56-3-13610, SECTIONS 56-
5-750, 56-5-2930, 56-5-2933, AND 56-5-2942, ALL AS AMENDED, ALL
RELATING TO THE IDENTIFYING CODE AFFIXED ON THE DRIVER S
LICENSE OF A PERSON CONVICTED OF CERTAIN CRIMES, THE SUS-
PENSION OF A PERSON  RENEW HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, THE SUSPEN-
SION OF CERTAIN PERSONS  DRIVER S LICENSES FOR DRIVING WITH
AN UNLAWFUL LEVEL OF ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, FEES
ASSESSED FOR THE REINSTATEMENT OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, THE
SURRENDER OF A DRIVER S LICENSE WHEN THE LICENSE IS SUS-
PENDED OR REVOKED, AND THE PLACEMENT OF AN INTERLOCK
DEVICE ON THE VEHICLES OF CERTAIN PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN
CONVICTED OF OPERATING A VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLU-
ENCE OF ALCOHOL OR ANOTHER SUBSTANCE, PENALTIES IMPOSED
UPON A PERSON WHO OPERATES A VEHICLE WITH A LICENSE THAT
HAS BEEN CANCELED, SUSPENDED, OR REVOKED, THE FEE IMPOSED
FOR EXPEDITING A REQUEST FOR A COPY OF  CERTAIN DEPART-
MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES DOCUMENTS, THE SUSPENSION OF A
DRIVER S LICENSE AND THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL RESTRICTED
DRIVER S LICENSE, THE ISSUANCE OF A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S
LICENSE, THE PERIOD FOR PROCURING A LICENSE PLATE FOR A
MOTOR VEHICLE, THE ISSUANCE OF TEMPORARY LICENSE PLATES,
AND THE TRANSFER OF A LICENSE PLATE FROM ONE VEHICLE TO
ANOTHER VEHICLE, THE SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A COM-
MERCIAL VEHICLE REGISTRATION CARD AND LICENSE PLATE, THE
FEE TO OBTAIN AN IDENTIFIER, LICENSE PLATE SPECIFICATIONS
AND THE ISSUANCE OF NEW LICENSE PLATES, THE TRANSFER OF A
LICENSE PLATE FROM ONE VEHICLE TO ANOTHER VEHICLE, THE
SUSPENSION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE  PLATE WHEN ITS
DRIVER FAILS TO PAY A TOLL, THE DISPERSEMENT OF FEES COL-
LECTED FROM THE ISSUANCE OF CONSERVE SOUTH CAROLINA SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, PENN CENTER  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
SOUTH CAROLINA NURSES SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, AMERICAN
LEGION SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, KEEP SOUTH CAROLINA BEAUTI-
FUL SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA ELKS ASSOCIA-
TION  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, CAROLINA PANTHERS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SHARE THE ROAD SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SPE-
CIAL COMMEMORATIVE LICENSE PLATES, HOMEOWNERSHIP: THE
AMERICAN DREAM SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SONS OF CONFEDER-
ATE VETERANS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, FRATERNAL ORDER OF
POLICE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, UNITED STATES ARMED SERVICES
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, ARTS AWARENESS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
SALTWATER FISHING SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SUPPORT OUR
TROOPS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND EAGLE
SCOUT SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, NATIVE AMERICAN SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA PEACH COUNCIL SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, CAREER RESEARCH CENTERS OF THE CAROLINAS
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, VIETNAM WAR VETERANS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA AQUARIUM SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, HUNTING ISLAND STATE PARK SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION GUIDELINES,
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, MARINE CORPS
LEAGUE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, DUCKS UNLIMITED SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, NASCAR SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, MORRIS
ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, GOD BLESS AMER-
ICA SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, NO  MORE HOMELESS PETS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, HERITAGE CLASSIC FOUNDATION SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, PARROT HEAD SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, OPERA-
TION DESERT STORM - DESERT SHIELD VETERANS SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM VETERAN SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM VETERAN SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, HISTORIC SPECIAL MOTOR VEHICLE SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE FEDERATION SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, 2010-2011 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS ALLIANCE SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA STANDS WITH ISRAEL SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, A MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVER S FAILURE TO STOP
WHEN SIGNALED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE, OPERATING A
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS,
DRIVING WITH AN UNLAWFUL ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, AND
THE IMMOBILIZATION OF CERTAIN VEHICLES, ALL SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM  COMPTROLLER GENERAL  FOR THE TERM  DEPART-
MENT S; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-2945, 56-5-2950, 56-5-2951, AND 56-
5-5670, ALL AS AMENDED, 56-9-430, 56-10-260, 56-10-660, AS AMENDED,
56-11-500 AND 56-19-420, AS AMENDED, AND SECTION 56-19-520, ALL
RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FELONY WHILE DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, OR A COMBINATION OF THOSE
SUBSTANCES, A PERSON WHO DRIVES A MOTOR VEHICLE S IMPLIED
CONSENT TO SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL TESTS TO DETERMINE THE
PRESENCE OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, OR A COMBINATION OF THOSE
SUBSTANCES, THE SUSPENSION OF A PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE
FOR REFUSAL TO SUBMIT TO TESTING TO DETERMINE CERTAIN LEV-
ELS OF ALCOHOL, THE DUTIES OF DEMOLISHERS, THE SUSPENSION
OF A PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE AND MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRA-
TION FOR THE NONPAYMENT OF A JUDGEMENT, PENALTIES FOR FIL-
ING A FALSE CERTIFICATE OR FALSE EVIDENCE TO OBTAIN MOTOR
VEHICLE INSURANCE, THE MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE DATABASE
PROGRAM, THE USE OF REVENUES COLLECTED FROM ROAD TAXES,
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES  AUTHORITY TO
ENFORCE PROVISIONS RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE TITLES, ALL
SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM
COMPTROLLER GENERAL  FOR THE TERM  DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES , TO DELETE THE TERM  COMPTROLLER GENERAL , AND
TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTIONS 58-5-940 AND
58-27-50, RELATING TO ASSESSMENTS AGAINST GAS UTILITIES FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES AND CHARGES, AND TO POWERS AND
DUTIES OF TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITIES, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE
THE TERM  COMPTROLLER GENERAL  FOR THE TERM  DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE , TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES FOR DEFRAY-
ING EXPENSES AND CHARGES INCURRED BY THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 59-101-185 AND 59-143-10, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
MAINTAINED BY GOVERNING BOARDS OF STATE INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING AND THE CHILDREN S EDUCATION ENDOWMENT,
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SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM  STATEWIDE ACCOUNTING AND
REPORTING SYSTEM  FOR THE TERM  SOUTH CAROLINA ENTERPRISE
INFORMATION SYSTEM .
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-137
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-137
   02/14/17 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-22
   02/14/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-22
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
H 3271  General Bill, By W. Newton, Felder and Erickson
Similar (H 3270)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-148, 56-1-170, AS AMENDED, SEC-
TION 56-1-171, SECTIONS 56-1-220, 56-1-286, 56-1-390, 56-1-395, 56-1-400,
56-1-460, 56-1-550, 56-1-740, 56-1-746, 56-1-2080, 56-3-210, 56-3-355, ALL
AS AMENDED, SECTION 56-3-662, SECTIONS 56-3-1230, 56-3-1290, 56-3-
1335, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTION 56-3-2545, SECTIONS 56-3-3500, 56-3-
3600, 56-3-3800, 56-3-3950, 56-3-4100, 56-3-4200, 56-3-4410, 56-3-4510, 56-3-
4600, 56-3-4800, 56-3-5400, 56-3-6000, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-
3-6500, 56-3-7050, SECTIONS 56-3-7200, 56-3-7300, 56-3-7310, 56-3-7320,
56-3-7330, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-3-7340, 56-3-7350, 56-3-7370,
56-3-7780, AS AMENDED, SECTION 56-3-7800, SECTIONS 56-3-7950, 56-3-
8000, 56-3-8100, 56-3-8200, 56-3-8300, 56-3-8600, 56-3-8710, ALL AS
AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-3-9400, 56-3-9500, SECTIONS 56-3-9600, 56-3-
9710, 56-3-10010, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-3-10110,  56-3-10210,
56-3-10310, 56-3-11450, 56-3-12610, ALL AS AMENDED, SECTIONS 56-3-
13010, 56-3-13310, 56-3-13610, SECTIONS 56-5-750, 56-5-2930, 56-5-2933,
AND 56-5-2942, ALL AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE IDENTIFYING CODE AFFIXED ON
THE DRIVER S LICENSE OF A PERSON CONVICTED OF CERTAIN
CRIMES, THE SUSPENSION OF A PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE WHO
FAILS TO PAY CHILD SUPPORT, VISION SCREENING REQUIRED FOR A
PERSON TO RENEW HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, THE SUSPENSION OF
CERTAIN PERSONS  DRIVERS  LICENSES FOR DRIVING WITH AN
UNLAWFUL LEVEL OF ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, FEES ASSESSED
FOR THE REINSTATEMENT OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, THE SURRENDER
OF A DRIVER S LICENSE WHEN THE LICENSE IS SUSPENDED OR
REVOKED, AND THE PLACEMENT OF AN INTERLOCK DEVICE ON THE
VEHICLES OF CERTAIN PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF
OPERATING A VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL
OR ANOTHER SUBSTANCE, PENALTIES IMPOSED UPON A PERSON
WHO OPERATES A VEHICLE WITH A LICENSE THAT HAS BEEN CAN-
CELED, SUSPENDED, OR REVOKED, THE FEE IMPOSED FOR EXPEDIT-
ING A REQUEST FOR A COPY OF  CERTAIN DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES DOCUMENTS, THE SUSPENSION OF A DRIVER S LICENSE
AND THE ISSUANCE OF A SPECIAL RESTRICTED DRIVER S LICENSE,
THE ISSUANCE OF A COMMERCIAL DRIVER S LICENSE, THE PERIOD
FOR PROCURING A LICENSE PLATE FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE, THE
ISSUANCE OF TEMPORARY LICENSE PLATES, AND THE TRANSFER OF
A LICENSE PLATE FROM ONE VEHICLE TO ANOTHER VEHICLE, THE
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A COMMERCIAL VEHICLE REGIS-
TRATION CARD AND LICENSE PLATE, THE FEE TO OBTAIN AN IDEN-
TIFIER, LICENSE PLATE SPECIFICATIONS AND THE ISSUANCE OF
NEW LICENSE PLATES, THE TRANSFER OF A LICENSE PLATE FROM
ONE VEHICLE TO ANOTHER VEHICLE, THE SUSPENSION OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE LICENSE  PLATE WHEN ITS DRIVER FAILS TO PAY A TOLL,
THE DISPERSEMENT OF FEES COLLECTED FROM THE ISSUANCE OF
CONSERVE SOUTH CAROLINA SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, PENN CEN-
TER  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA NURSES SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, AMERICAN LEGION SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
KEEP SOUTH CAROLINA BEAUTIFUL SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
SOUTH CAROLINA ELKS ASSOCIATION  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
CAROLINA PANTHERS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SHARE THE ROAD
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE LICENSE
PLATES, HOMEOWNERSHIP: THE AMERICAN DREAM SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SONS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, UNITED STATES ARMED SERVICES SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, ARTS AWARENESS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SALTWATER
FISHING SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SUPPORT OUR TROOPS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND EAGLE SCOUT SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, NATIVE AMERICAN SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
SOUTH CAROLINA PEACH COUNCIL SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
CAREER RESEARCH CENTERS OF THE CAROLINAS SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, VIETNAM WAR VETERANS SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES,
SOUTH CAROLINA AQUARIUM SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, HUNTING
ISROFIT ORGANIZATION SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION GUIDELINES,
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, MARINE CORPS
LEAGUE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, DUCKS UNLIMITED SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, NASCAR SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, MORRIS
ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, GOD BLESS AMER-
ICA SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, NO  MORE HOMELESS PETS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, HERITAGE CLASSIC FOUNDATION SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, PARROT HEAD SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, OPERA-
TION DESERT STORM - DESERT SHIELD VETERANS SPECIAL LICENSE
PLATES, OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM VETERAN SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM VETERAN SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, HISTORIC SPECIAL MOTOR VEHICLE SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE FEDERATION SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, 2010-2011 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS ALLIANCE SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, SOUTH CAROLINA STANDS WITH ISRAEL SPECIAL
LICENSE PLATES, A MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVER S FAILURE TO STOP
WHEN SIGNALED BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE, OPERATING A
VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS,
DRIVING WITH AN UNLAWFUL ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, AND
THE IMMOBILIZATION OF CERTAIN VEHICLES, ALL SO AS TO SUBSTI-
TUTE THE TERM  DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES  FOR THE
TERM  COMPTROLLER GENERAL , AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL
CHANGES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-142
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-142
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-76
   04/06/17 House Amended HJ-9
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-9
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-0 HJ-12
   04/06/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   04/07/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-2
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-2
H 3272  General Bill, By Ridgeway
Similar (S 0936)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-325 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  HUNT-
ING DEER WITH A DOG , TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON HUNTING
DEER WITH A DOG MUST CAUSE THE DOG TO BE IDENTIFIED WITH A
COLLAR, TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE WHEREBY A LOST DOG IS
RETURNED TO ITS OWNER, TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER OF A DOG
THAT TRESPASSES ON ANOTHER PERSON S PROPERTY IS LIABLE FOR
CIVIL DAMAGES, TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO STEAL,
HARM, OR KILL A DOG IN PURSUIT OF A DEER THAT HAS IDENTIFI-
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ABLE OWNER INFORMATION OR REMOVE OR DESTROY ANY MEANS
OF IDENTIFYING OR TRACKING THE DOG, TO PROVIDE THAT HUNT-
ING DEER WITH A DOG IS UNLAWFUL ON A TRACT OF LAND THAT
CONTAINS LESS THAN ONE THOUSAND ACRES UNLESS THE TRACT
OF LAND IS ENCLOSED BY A FENCE, AND TO PROVIDE VARIOUS PEN-
ALTIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-144
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-144
H 3273  General Bill, By Ridgeway
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-3-619 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION TO IMPOSE A TOLL ALONG INTERSTATE HIGH-
WAY 95 WHERE IT CROSSES LAKE MARION IN EITHER ORANGEBURG
COUNTY OR CLARENDON COUNTY AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
EXPENDITURE OF THE TOLL REVENUES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-145
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-145
H 3274  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-3-462 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE
TO ALLOW CERTAIN REGISTERED JUVENILE SEX OFFENDERS
NAMES TO BE REMOVED FROM THE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY, AND
TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE TO ALLOW CERTAIN JUVENILES WHO
HAVE BEEN ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT BY THE FAMILY COURT FOR
COMMITTING CERTAIN OFFENSES TO BE PLACED ON THE SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-145
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-145
H 3275  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-555 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY NOT BE PLACED UNDER CUSTODIAL ARREST WHEN STOPPED
FOR OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WITH A SUSPENDED DRIVER S
LICENSE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE REINSTATEMENT OF THE PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE AND THE
DISMISSAL OF THE DRIVING WHILE UNDER SUSPENSION CHARGE;
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-557 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN A PER-
SON APPEALS A CONVICTION THAT REQUIRES THE SUSPENSION OF
HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, THE DRIVER S LICENSE SUSPENSION MUST
BE STAYED WHILE THE CASE IS BEING APPEALED; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 56-1-365, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO A PERSON WHO SUR-
RENDERS HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY NOT SUSPEND A PERSON S
DRIVER S LICENSE IF IT FAILS TO RECEIVE NOTICE OF A CONVIC-
TION THAT REQUIRES THE LICENSE TO BE SUSPENDED WITHIN
THIRTY DAYS OF THE CONVICTION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-145
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-145
H 3276  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-4905 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE ALONG A HIGHWAY
WITHOUT A SPEEDOMETER THAT IS MAINTAINED IN GOOD WORK-
ING ORDER, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS PRO-
VISION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS CHARGED WITH
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE TWENTY MILES AN HOUR OR LESS
IN EXCESS OF THE POSTED SPEED LIMIT, MUST BE CHARGED WITH
OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WITHOUT A SPEEDOMETER THAT IS
MAINTAINED IN GOOD WORKING ORDER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-146
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-146
H 3277  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-1530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE HOME DETENTION ACT S NON-
APPLICABILITY TO A PERSON WHO HAS VIOLATED OR WHO HAS
BEEN CHARGED WITH VIOLATING CERTAIN ILLICIT NARCOTIC
DRUGS AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES LAWS AND ITS IMPACT ON
THE AUTHORITY OF THE COURTS, DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUS-
TICE, OR THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON
SERVICES TO REGULATE OR IMPOSE CONDITIONS FOR PROBATION,
PAROLE, OR COMMUNITY SERVICE, SO AS TO REVISE THE LIST OF
OFFENDERS WHO MAY BE PLACED IN A HOME DETENTION PRO-
GRAM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-146
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-146
H 3278  General Bill, By Rutherford, Clyburn, Gilliard and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-980 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE,
COUNTY, OR MUNICIPAL DETENTION FACILITY SHALL NOT PRO-
HIBIT AN IN-PERSON MEETING BETWEEN AN INMATE AND HIS
ATTORNEY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-147
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-147
   02/08/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-18
   02/14/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-15-17 HJ-13
   02/16/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-21-17 HJ-29
   02/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-2-17 HJ-18
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   02/22/17 House Amended HJ-9
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-9
   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-9
   02/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
12
H 3279  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-3-975 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE,
COUNTY, OR MUNICIPAL DETENTION FACILITY SHALL NOT INTER-
CEPT, RECORD, MONITOR, OR DIVULGE ANY COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN AN INMATE AND HIS ATTORNEY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-147
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-147
H 3280  General Bill, By Rutherford
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-7-90 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY NOT BE PLACED UNDER CUSTODIAL ARREST WHEN HE IS
CHARGED WITH CERTAIN TRAFFIC OFFENSES FOR WHICH A UNI-
FORM TRAFFIC TICKET IS ISSUED; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1240, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DISPLAY OF LICENSE PLATES ON A
MOTOR VEHICLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A VEHICLE MAY NOT BE
STOPPED FOR HAVING A FRAME ON ITS LICENSE PLATE THAT
OBSCURES THE LICENSE PLATE LETTERS OR NUMBERS IN THE
ABSENCE OF A VIOLATION OF ANOTHER LAW; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 56-5-4530, RELATING TO THE ILLUMINATION OF A REGISTRA-
TION PLATE, SO AS TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CHANGE, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A VEHICLE MAY NOT BE STOPPED FOR HAVING AN
INOPERABLE TAIL LAMP OR SEPARATE LAMP IN THE ABSENCE OF A
VIOLATION OF ANOTHER LAW.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-147
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-147
H 3281  General Bill, By Rutherford, Cobb-Hunter and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-1010 SO AS TO PERMIT A PERSON WHO
APPLIES FOR A PARDON FOR CERTAIN OFFENSES TO REQUEST THAT
THE BOARD OF PAROLES AND PARDONS RECOMMEND THE
EXPUNGEMENT OF CRIMINAL RECORDS, TO ALLOW RETROACTIVE
APPLICATION OF THE STATUTE, TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR
PERSONS PARDONED FOR A VIOLENT CRIME, TO PROVIDE AN APPLI-
CATION FEE, AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH CRIMINAL
RECORDS MAY BE EXPUNGED AND A NONPUBLIC RECORD MAIN-
TAINED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-148
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-148
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3282  General Bill, By Rutherford and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF PAROLE, PARDON, AND
CLEMENCY HEARINGS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL TESTIMONY
PRESENTED AT A PAROLE HEARING MUST BE TAKEN UNDER OATH,
AND THAT A POTENTIAL PAROLEE BEING CONSIDERED FOR PAROLE
OR THEIR COUNSEL HAS A RIGHT TO CONFRONT ANY WITNESS
THAT APPEARS BEFORE THE BOARD DURING HIS HEARING.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-148
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-148
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3283  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 24 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS MAY
CONDITIONALLY RELEASE AN INMATE WHO IS SERVING A SEN-
TENCE FOR THE UNLAWFUL POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, SALE, OR
DISTRIBUTION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-148
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-148
H 3284  General Bill, By Rutherford and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-490, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COLLECTION AND
DISTRIBUTION OF RESTITUTION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBA-
TION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL CONSIDER AN OFFENDER S ABILITY TO MAKE
RESTITUTION WHEN IT DETERMINES THE AMOUNT OF AN
OFFENDER S MONTHLY PAYMENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-148
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-148
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3285  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (H 3263, H 3286)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SHALL NOT PURCHASE CELL-SITE SIMULA-
TOR TECHNOLOGY FROM A COMPANY THAT REQUIRES THE PUR-
CHASER OF THIS EQUIPMENT TO ENTER INTO A NONDISCLOSURE
AGREEMENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-149
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-149
H 3286  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (H 3263, H 3285)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY SHALL NOT PURCHASE CELL-SITE SIMULA-
TOR TECHNOLOGY OR DEVICES, TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY THAT CURRENTLY POSSESSES OR USES
CELL-SITE SIMULATOR TECHNOLOGY SHALL DISCONTINUE ITS USE
AND DISCARD THE TECHNOLOGY OR DEVICES, AND TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-149
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-149
H 3287  General Bill, By Ryhal, Clemmons, Elliott and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3715 SO AS TO REGULATE THE OPERATION
OF A MOPED ALONG CERTAIN PUBLIC ROADS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 56-5-3710, 56-5-3720, AND 56-5-3730, RELATING TO THE OPERA-
TION OF A MOPED ALONG THE STATE S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT BOTH A PERSON OPERATING A MOPED AND HIS PAS-
SENGER MUST WEAR REFLECTIVE VESTS, TO REQUIRE THAT A
MOPED SOLD IN THIS STATE MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH A REAR RED
TAIL LIGHT THAT FLASHES CONTINUALLY WHILE THE MOPED IS IN
MOTION, AND TO REQUIRE A MOPED S REAR RED TAIL LIGHT THAT
FLASHES CONTINUALLY TO BE TURNED ON AT ALL TIMES WHILE
THE MOPED IS IN OPERATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-149
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-149
H 3288  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 24-1-120 RELATING TO THE EXECUTION OF
BOND BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
AND HIS OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND AGENTS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-150
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-150
H 3289 (Rat # 0101, Act #  0066)  General Bill, By G.R. Smith and Knight
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1930, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISTANCE THAT MUST BE MAIN-
TAINED BETWEEN VEHICLES TRAVELING ALONG A HIGHWAY, SO AS
TO REVISE THE TERM  DRIVER  TO  OPERATOR  IN REGARD TO THESE
VEHICLES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY
TO THE OPERATOR OF ANY NONLEADING COMMERCIAL MOTOR
VEHICLE SUBJECT TO FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY REGULA-
TIONS AND TRAVELING IN A SERIES OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
USING COOPERATIVE ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL OR ANY OTHER
AUTOMATED DRIVING TECHNOLOGY. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-150
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-150
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-5
   01/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-38
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-38
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-39
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   04/05/17 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-21
   04/05/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation
   05/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-28
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-2 SJ-28
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-12
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-57
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-57
   05/15/17 Ratified R 101
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 66
H 3290  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Clyburn, Gilliard and Henegan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-7-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKETS,
SO AS TO AUTHORIZE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND OTHER
PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO PROSECUTE THOSE OFFENSES TO REIS-
SUE A UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKET FOR ANOTHER OFFENSE INCIDENT
TO A PLEA NEGOTIATION OR AGREEMENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-150
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-150
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-41
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard, Hen-
egan
   04/04/17 House Read second time
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
H 3291  General Bill, By Wheeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER SHALL RELEASE A MOTOR VEHICLE OPER-
ATED BY A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN TAKEN INTO CUSTODY TO A
RESPONSIBLE PARTY IN LIEU OF HAVING THE VEHICLE IMPOUNDED
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-150
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-150
H 3292  General Bill, By Willis, Allison and Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-3350, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION
CARDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ONE IDENTIFICATION CARD MUST
BE ISSUED FREE TO CERTAIN PERSONS PER ISSUANCE CYCLE, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT A FIVE DOLLAR FEE MUST BE CHARGED TO
REPLACE A CARD BEFORE ITS EXPIRATION DATE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-150
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-150
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 3293  General Bill, By Willis and Allison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VISION SCREENINGS
REQUIRED OF A PERSON WHO RENEWS HIS DRIVER S LICENSE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES A PERSON TO COM-
PLETE A VISION SCREENING DURING THE FIFTH YEAR OF A TEN-
YEAR DRIVER S LICENSE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-151
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-151
H 3294  General Bill, By Willis, Allison, Long and Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-245, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PER DIEM FINE
ASSESSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES UPON A PER-
SON WHOSE MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE HAS LAPSED,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS FINE SHALL NOT BE ASSESSED
AGAINST A PERSON WHOSE INSURANCE HAS LAPSED DUE TO HIS
INCARCERATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-151
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-151
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-52
   02/15/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-24
H 3295  General Bill, By Willis, Allison and Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES  VISION SCREENING REQUIREMENT FOR A PER-
SON WHO RENEWS HIS LICENSE, SO AS TO ONLY REQUIRE VISION
SCREENING FOR PERSONS OBTAINING AN INITIAL LICENSE AND FOR
PERSONS WHO ARE SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER WHEN
THEY RENEW THEIR LICENSES, AND TO REQUIRE PERSONS WHO USE




   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-151
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-151
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 3296  General Bill, By Willis, Hamilton and G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 140 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE VIRGINIA
TECH SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-151
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-151
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-36
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-36
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-1 HJ-36
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
H 3297  General Bill, By Yow, West, Thayer, Govan and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-3350, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF SPE-
CIAL IDENTIFICATION CARDS AND DRIVERS  LICENSES THAT CON-
TAIN A VETERAN DESIGNATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN SEPARATED FROM THE NATIONAL
GUARD ARE ELIGIBLE TO OBTAIN A DRIVER S LICENSE THAT CON-
TAINS A VETERAN DESIGNATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-152
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-152
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-80
   04/06/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Wil-
liams
   04/06/17 House Amended HJ-17
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/06/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   04/07/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
H 3298  General Bill, By Bowers and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-1-304 SO AS TO REQUIRE A SELLER WHO
USES A CONSUMER S CREDIT SCORE TO DETERMINE THE PRICE OF A
SERVICE TO DISCLOSE THE SCORE TO THE CONSUMER ON THE CON-
SUMER S INVOICE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-152
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-152
H 3299  General Bill, By Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SAFE WATER ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 44-55-130 SO
AS TO REQUIRE A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC UTILITY OR MUNICIPALITY
OPERATING A PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM TO PROVIDE THE AVERAGE
WATER PURIFICATION LEVELS ON THE CUSTOMER S WATER BILL.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-152
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-152
H 3300  General Bill, By Corley
Similar (H 3837, H 4394)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS BY HOME SCHOOL,
CHARTER SCHOOL, AND GOVERNOR S SCHOOL STUDENTS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS IF THE PRIVATE SCHOOL
THEY ATTEND DOES NOT OFFER THE SAME ACTIVITY, AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-152
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-152
H 3301  General Bill, By Duckworth, Fry, Crawford, Johnson, Hewitt, B.
Newton and Crosby
Similar (S 0082, S 0104, S 0122, S 0576, H 3886)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27 SO AS TO ENACT THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION ACT, TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS, TO REQUIRE A PROPERTY OWNER SUBJECT TO A
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION TO DISCLOSE THE ASSOCIATION S
GOVERNING DOCUMENTS TO A PROSPECTIVE OWNER, TO INSTRUCT
THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION TO OFFER AN
ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE COVERING THE BASICS OF HOME-
OWNERS  ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT AND THE RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PROPERTY OWNERS, AND TO GRANT CONCUR-
RENT CIVIL JURISDICTION IN CERTAIN ACTIONS BETWEEN A HOME-
OWNERS ASSOCIATION AND A PROPERTY OWNER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-153
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-153
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
H 3302  General Bill, By Hill, Magnuson and G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-19-115 SO AS TO REQUIRE CANDIDATES FOR
MAGISTRATES COURT TO BE SCREENED BY THE JUDICIAL MERIT
SELECTION COMMISSION BEFORE THEY MAY BE APPOINTED, TO
PROVIDE HOW A VACANCY MAY OCCUR, AND TO ESTABLISH THAT
THE SCREENING PROCESS MAY BEGIN BEFORE THE ACTUAL DATE
OF A VACANCY; TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-20, 2-19-35, 2-19-70,
2-19-80, AND 2-19-90, ALL RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELEC-
TION COMMISSION, SO AS TO ALTER THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COM-
MISSION AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO RELEASE A LIST OF
ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY RATHER
THAN NOMINATING CANDIDATES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND JURISDICTION
OF MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MAGISTRATES MUST BE
SCREENED BY THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION AND
TO DELETE LANGUAGE ALLOWING A MAGISTRATES  TERM TO CON-
TINUE UNTIL A SUCCESSOR IS APPOINTED AND QUALIFIED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-153
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-153
H 3303  General Bill, By Huggins, G.R. Smith, Robinson-Simpson and
Bannister
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 101, TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE DUE PROCESS ACT ; TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS; TO ESTABLISH THE REQUIREMENTS OF A PRO-
CEEDING, TO ENUMERATE THE RIGHTS OF A STUDENT WHO IS SUB-
JECT TO A PROCEEDING, TO ESTABLISH STANDARDS FOR THE
DISCLOSURE OF EVIDENCE RELATING TO THE PROCEEDING, TO
REQUIRE WRITTEN STATEMENTS ENTERED AS EVIDENCE TO BE
NOTARIZED, TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN DOCUMENTS FROM BEING USED
AS EVIDENCE WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF BOTH PARTIES, TO ALLOW
FOR THE INFORMAL DISPOSITION OF A PROCEEDING IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROHIBIT IRRELEVANT, IMMATERIAL, OR
UNDULY REPETITIVE EVIDENCE FROM BEING ADMITTED, TO APPLY
THE STANDARDS FOR PRIVILEGE OF THE STATE TO A PARTY IN A
PROCEEDING, TO ALLOW THE SUBMISSION OF EVIDENCE IN WRIT-
TEN FORM IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO REQUIRE A RECORD OF
THE PROCEEDING BE MADE AND TO ENUMERATE THE REQUIRED
CONTENTS OF THE RECORD, TO ALLOW A PARTY TO REQUEST A
RECORDING OF THE PROCEEDING FOR TRANSCRIPTION, TO
REQUIRE THE PRESIDING PERSON TO BE IMPARTIAL, TO ESTABLISH
STANDARDS FOR THE PRESIDING PERSON TO MAKE A DECISION, TO
REQUIRE AN INSTITUTION TO PROVIDE A STUDENT THE INTERNAL
APPEALS PROCEDURE IF THE DECISION OF THE INSTITUTION IS
ADVERSE TO THE STUDENT, TO ALLOW THE STUDENT OR INSTITU-
TION TO APPEAL TO THE CIRCUIT COURT OR ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
COURT, TO ESTABLISH A PRESUMPTION OF NONVIOLATION FOR THE
STUDENT AND THE BURDEN OF PROOF FOR THE INSTITUTION, TO
REQUIRE ANY PUNISHMENT TO BE REASONABLE AND PROPORTION-
ATE TO THE VIOLATION, TO ALLOW THE CIRCUIT COURT OR ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE LAW COURT TO ISSUE AN INJUNCTION AND ALLOW FOR
THE AWARD OF ATTORNEY S FEES AND COSTS; AND TO ALLOW AN
INSTITUTION IMMEDIATELY TO SUSPEND A STUDENT FOR ALLEGED
MISCONDUCT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-154
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-154
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bannister
   01/25/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-50
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-50
H 3304  General Bill, By Loftis and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 39 TO TITLE 6 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL-PROPERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY
ACT  (C-PACE) TO PROVIDE THAT GOVERNING BODIES MAY ESTAB-
LISH A DISTRICT BY ADOPTION OF AN ORDINANCE FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF PROMOTING, ENCOURAGING, AND FACILITATING CLEAN
ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS WITHIN ITS GEOGRAPHIC AREA; TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ORDINANCE; TO PRO-
VIDE THAT MEMBERS OF THE DISTRICT AND OWNERS OF
QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY MAY VOLUNTARILY EXECUTE A
WRITTEN AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COMMERCIAL-PROP-
ERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GOVERNING BODY HAS THE AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE AN ASSESS-
MENT ON THE QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY; TO PROVIDE THAT THE
ASSESSMENT SHALL CONSTITUTE A C-PACE LIEN AGAINST THE
QUALIFYING REAL PROPERTY UNTIL PAID SUBJECT TO THE CON-
SENT OF EXISTING MORTGAGEES; TO PROVIDE HOW CLEAN
ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS MAY BE FINANCED; TO PROVIDE THAT
CLEAN ENERGY IMPROVEMENTS MUST MEET ALL APPLICABLE
SAFETY, PERFORMANCE, INTERCONNECTION, AND RELIABILITY
STANDARDS; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-155
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-155
H 3305  General Bill, By Magnuson, Chumley, Long, Hill, G.R. Smith,
Atwater, Crosby, McCravy, Martin, Delleney, B. Newton and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-55 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE TWENTY-
SIXTH DAY OF MARCH EACH YEAR AS  SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENCE DAY , TO PROVIDE EACH PUBLIC SCHOOL SHALL ENSURE
THAT THE HISTORY OF SOUTH CAROLINA LIBERTY AND INDEPEN-
DENCE BE TAUGHT TO ALL STUDENTS USING GRADE-APPROPRIATE
MATERIALS AND INSTRUCTION, TO PROVIDE RELATED REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, AND TO
ENCOURAGE THE GOVERNOR TO ANNUALLY PROCLAIM RECOGNI-
TION OF SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENCE DAY IN A CERTAIN MAN-
NER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-155
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-155
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy,
Martin, Delleney, B.Newton, Putnam
H 3306  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-3-105 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIREC-
TOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE MUST BE ELECTED TO
OFFICE BY THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE STATE IN THE GEN-
ERAL ELECTION AND PROVIDE FOR THE DIRECTOR S TERM OF
OFFICE, QUALIFICATIONS, VACANCY, AND RELATED MATTERS; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOV-
ERNING AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE IS THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE ELECTED TO
OFFICE UNDER THE LAWS OF THIS STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-
20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS UNDER THE INSUR-
ANCE LAWS OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN CHANGES TO
THE DEFINITION OF  DIRECTOR  OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSUR-
ANCE; TO AMEND SECTION 38-3-10, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF INSURANCE, SO AS TO DELETE CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING
TO THE DEPARTMENT S DIRECTOR, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIREC-
TOR IS ELECTED RATHER THAN APPOINTED, AND TO MAKE
CHANGES IN THE PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE REMOVAL OF THE
DIRECTOR; TO AMEND SECTION 38-3-100, RELATING TO THE DIREC-
TOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, SO AS TO, AMONG OTHER
CHANGES, DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT, IF THE DIRECTOR
BECOMES A CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC OFFICE OR BECOMES A MEM-
BER OF A POLITICAL COMMITTEE DURING TENURE, HIS OFFICE
IMMEDIATELY MUST BE VACATED; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
ELECTION OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
BEGINS WITH THE 2018 STATEWIDE ELECTION PROCESS AND THAT
THE DIRECTOR SERVING ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT
SHALL CONTINUE TO SERVE UNTIL HIS SUCCESSOR IS ELECTED AND
QUALIFIES FOR OFFICE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
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   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-156
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-156
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3307  General Bill, By Bowers and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSMENT RATIOS ON
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, SO AS TO ALLOW A TAXPAYER TO CLAIM
THE FOUR PERCENT ASSESSMENT RATIO ON A RESIDENTIAL PROP-
ERTY OTHER THAN THEIR LEGAL RESIDENCE IF THE ADDITIONAL
RESIDENCE IS THE LEGAL RESIDENCE OF EITHER A PARENT OR
CHILD OF THE TAXPAYER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-157
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3308  General Bill, By Corley and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLASSIFICATION AND
ASSESSMENT RATIOS OF CERTAIN PROPERTIES, SO AS TO DELETE
PROVISIONS RELATING TO ROLL-BACK TAXES; AND TO REPEAL SEC-
TION 12-43-222 RELATING TO ROLL-BACK TAX FOR OPEN SPACE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-157
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3309  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter and Crosby
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-1-75 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A HIGH SPEED
RAIL SYSTEM COMMISSION TO EXAMINE AND DEVELOP A PLAN FOR
ACTION FOR A HIGH SPEED RAIL SYSTEM IN THIS STATE, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION, AND TO REQUIRE THE
COMMISSION TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JANUARY 1, 2018.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-157
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
H 3310  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-780 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PENALTY,
FINE, OR OTHER ADDITIONAL COST MAY NOT BE IMPOSED WITH
RESPECT TO LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX PAYMENTS RECEIVED
WITHIN SEVEN DAYS OF THE DUE DATE THAT IN THE AGGREGATE
EXCEEDS FIVE PERCENT OF THE DELINQUENT TAX.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-157
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3311  General Bill, By White, G.R. Smith, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Pitts,
G.M. Smith, West, V.S. Moss, Thayer, Putnam, Loftis, Whipper, Brown and
Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 29 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO DEVELOP
AND IMPLEMENT A CAREER PATHWAYS INITIATIVE, TO ESTABLISH A
PATHWAYS TO FIRST CAREERS PROGRAM, TO ESTABLISH A PATH-
WAYS TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM, AND TO ADMINISTER THE
WORKFORCE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT FUND; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 12-6-3760 SO AS TO PROVIDE A TAX CREDIT FOR TAXPAYERS
WHO HIRE AN APPRENTICE; BY ADDING SECTION 59-53-110 SO AS TO
CREATE A  WORKFORCE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT FUND ; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 12-6-3765 SO AS TO PROVIDE A TAX CREDIT FOR
TAXPAYERS WHO CONTRIBUTE TO THE WORKFORCE SCHOLARSHIP
AND GRANT FUND.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-157
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-157
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer, Put-
nam
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-41
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown, Gilliard
   03/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-28-17 HJ-33
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-44
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-12
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-1 HJ-19
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
H 3312  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-460 SO AS TO ALLOW THE CREATION OF
PROMENADE PRIDE DISTRICTS AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE VALUE
OF ANY ADDITION OR IMPROVEMENT TO REAL PROPERTY LOCATED
WITHIN THE DISTRICT IS EXEMPT FROM ANY PROPERTY TAX LEV-
IED BY THE POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THAT CREATED THE DISTRICT
FOR SEVEN YEARS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-158
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-158
H 3313  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 29 TO CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12 SO AS TO IMPOSE A
UNIFORM STATEWIDE AD VALOREM TAX ON PERSONAL MOTOR
VEHICLES TO REPLACE ANY OTHER AD VALOREM TAX IMPOSED ON
PERSONAL MOTOR VEHICLES FOR SCHOOL OPERATING PURPOSES,
TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE TAX IS TO BE IMPOSED
AND ADMINISTERED, AND THE MANNER IN WHICH ITS REVENUE IS
APPROPRIATED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-158
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-158
H 3314  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 27 TO CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12 SO AS TO IMPOSE A
UNIFORM STATEWIDE AD VALOREM TAX TO REPLACE ANY OTHER
AD VALOREM TAX IMPOSED FOR SCHOOL OPERATING PURPOSES, TO
SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE TAX IS TO BE IMPOSED AND




   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-158
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-158
H 3315  General Bill, By Burns and Chumley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA VOLUNTARY INFRASTRUCTURE
FUNDING ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 12 SO
AS TO IMPOSE AN ADDITIONAL USER FEE EQUAL TO TEN CENTS A
GALLON ON CERTAIN MOTOR FUELS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE REVE-
NUE BE CREDITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY FUND, AND TO PROVIDE
EXEMPTIONS, INCLUDING A VOLUNTARY EXEMPTION FOR INDIVID-
UAL RESIDENTS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3765 SO AS TO
ALLOW AN INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER TO CLAIM AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT EQUAL TO TEN PERCENT OF THE ADDITIONAL USER FEE
PAID.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-159
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-159
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cogswell
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Cogswell
H 3316  Joint Resolution, By Collins and Daning
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE MILEAGE-BASED USER FEE
STUDY COMMITTEE TO DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY OF IMPLE-
MENTING A MILEAGE-BASED USER FEE PROGRAM IN LIEU OF THE
MOTOR FUEL USER FEE, TO ESTABLISH THE COMPOSITION OF THE
COMMITTEE, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE TO SUBMIT ITS
REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY DECEMBER 31, 2018.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-159
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-159
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-46
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cogswell
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Cogswell
H 3317  General Bill, By Corley and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 34 TO TITLE 12 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA FAIR TAX ACT , TO PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE
ACT AND DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR JUDICIAL GUIDANCE FOR
INTERPRETATION OF THE ACT AND THE IMPOSITION OF THE TAX, TO
PROVIDE FOR CREDITS AND REFUNDS, TO PROVIDE FOR A FAMILY
CONSUMPTION ALLOWANCE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE TAX BY THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, TO PROVIDE
FOR PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE ACT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
COLLECTIONS, APPEALS, AND TAXPAYER RIGHTS; TO PROVIDE FOR
SPECIAL RULES RELATED TO INTERMEDIATE SALES, TAXABLE GAM-
ING SERVICES, PURCHASES BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, GOV-
ERNMENT ENTERPRISES, MIXED USE PROPERTY OR SERVICES, AND
NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS; TO PROVIDE FOR TAXATION OF
FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION SERVICES, TO PROVIDE FOR ADDI-
TIONAL MATTERS RELATED TO THE SALE OF A COPYRIGHT OR
TRADEMARK, CERTAIN EXCLUSIONS FROM TAXATION, TAXATION
RELATED TO THE PURCHASE OF TAXABLE PROPERTY OR SERVICES
SUBJECT TO AN EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT, TAXABLE PROPERTY OR SER-
VICES GIVEN AS A GIFT, PRIZE, REWARD, OR AS RENUMERATION
FOR EMPLOYMENT BY A REGISTERED PERSON, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR TAX TREATMENT FOR INVENTORY HELD BY A TRADE OR BUSI-
NESS ON THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON DECEMBER THIRTY-FIRST OF
THE YEAR THAT THIS ACT IS ENACTED; TO PROVIDE FOR FUNDING
TO THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FUND, THE STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL
BUILDING FUND, THE SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION IMPROVE-
MENT ACT OF 1984 FUND, FUNDING FOR MUNICIPALITIES AND
COUNTIES, AND THE TOURISM EXPENDITURE REVIEW COMMITTEE;
TO PROVIDE FOR A SPECIAL VOTE TO AMEND OR REPEAL THIS ACT
WITHIN THREE YEARS OF ITS ENACTMENT AND REFERENDUM FOR
CHANGES AFTER THE FOURTH YEAR; AND TO REPEAL CHAPTERS 6,
8, 11, 13, 16, 36, 58, AND 62 OF TITLE 12.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-159
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-159
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3318  General Bill, By Pitts, G.R. Smith, Long, Tallon and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 18 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 23, SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH THE ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT UNIT WITHIN THE
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION; TO REPEAL SECTION 23-6-60
RELATING TO THE ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT UNIT
ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY; AND
TO TRANSFER ALL THE ASSOCIATED EMPLOYEES, AUTHORIZED
APPROPRIATIONS, ASSETS, AND LIABILITIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-160
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-160
   03/02/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   03/02/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-17
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-44
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-38
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-5 HJ-38
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-40
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/21/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
H 3319  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Long, G.M. Smith and Daning
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-85 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A ZERO BASE
BUDGET PROCESS BEGINNING WITH FISCAL YEAR 2018-2019.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-161
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-161
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
H 3320  General Bill, By Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCLUDE THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF
SALES OR THE SALES PRICE OF MACHINERY, MACHINE TOOLS, AND
PARTS OF THEM, USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY FROM
A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-161
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
H 3321  General Bill, By Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCLUDE THE GROSS PROCEEDS OF
SALES OR THE SALES PRICE OF ANY DEVICE, EQUIPMENT, OR
MACHINERY ACTUALLY USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRIC OR
HYBRID MOTOR VEHICLES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
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   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-161
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-161
H 3322  General Bill, By Collins, Long, Erickson and Felder
Similar (S 0198, S 0300, H 3242, H 3580)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-7-35 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO ESTABLISH A PROGRAM TO PAY FOR CER-
TAIN EXPENSES INCIDENTAL TO BECOMING LEGALLY AUTHORIZED
TO DRIVE FOR CHILDREN FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER WHO
RESIDE IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE, WITH EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 56-1-100, RELATING TO DRIVER S LICENSE APPLICATIONS FOR
UNEMANCIPATED MINORS, SO AS TO ALLOW, AMONG OTHERS, FOS-
TER PARENTS TO SIGN APPLICATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-110,
RELATING TO IMPUTED LIABILITY OF A PERSON SIGNING A DRIVER
S LICENSE APPLICATION FOR AN UNEMANCIPATED MINOR, SO AS TO
PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION TO LIABILITY FOR, AMONG OTHERS, FOS-
TER PARENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2310, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO FOSTER CARE, SO AS TO PROVIDE IMMUNITY FROM
LIABILITY FOR FOSTER PARENTS WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-161
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-161
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 3323  General Bill, By Stringer, Yow, G.R. Smith and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-35 SO AS TO ALLOW THE PAYMENT OF
INSURANCE PREMIUMS AND OTHER COST SHARING BY THIRD PAR-
TIES ON BEHALF OF INDIVIDUALS INSURED BY QUALIFIED HEALTH
PLANS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-162
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-162
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
H 3324  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-21-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INTENT OF THE FAM-
ILY SUPPORT SERVICES PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT INDI-
VIDUALS AND FAMILIES SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO SELECT A
SPECIFIC PERSON OR AGENCY TO PROVIDE SERVICES OFFERED
THROUGH THE PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 44-21-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO TERMS USED IN CHAPTER 21, TITLE 44, SO
AS TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR  SERVICE PROVIDER ; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 44-21-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT OF A
WRITTEN PLAN ADDRESSING SERVICES NEEDED BY AN INDIVIDUAL
OR FAMILY MEMBER, SO AS TO ADD REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDING A
STATEMENT OF SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED BY A SERVICE PROVIDER
AND THE SERVICE PROVIDER S COMPENSATION, THE RIGHT OF AN
INDIVIDUAL OR FAMILY TO REQUEST A SPECIFIC SERVICE PRO-
VIDER, WITH EXCEPTIONS, AND THE RIGHT OF AN INDIVIDUAL OR
FAMILY TO TERMINATE A REQUESTED SERVICE PROVIDER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-162
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-162
H 3325  General Bill, By Wheeler
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-23-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO HEARINGS ON THE FIT-
NESS OF A PERSON TO STAND TRIAL, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH TO REIMBURSE A SHERIFF OR A
COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT FOR CERTAIN COSTS OF
INCARCERATION OF PERSONS DETERMINED TO BE UNFIT TO STAND
TRIAL.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-162
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-162
H 3326  General Bill, By Williams
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-443, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF SCHOOLS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR A MINUTE OF MANDATORY SILENCE AT THE BEGINNING
OF EACH SCHOOL DAY, SO AS TO PERMIT SCHOOLS TO LEAD A
PRAYER AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL DAY, PROVIDED THE
SCHOOL ALLOWS A STUDENT TO LEAVE THE CLASSROOM IF THE
STUDENT DOES NOT WANT TO LISTEN TO OR PARTICIPATE IN THE
PRAYER.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-163
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-163
H 3327  General Bill, By Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 57 TO TITLE 44 ENTITLED  RESTROOM ACCESS
FOR RETAIL SALES CUSTOMERS  SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
RETAILER SELLING TANGIBLE PERSONAL GOODS IN A PLACE OF
BUSINESS SHALL PROVIDE RESTROOM FACILITIES FOR CUSTOMERS,
WHICH MUST BE AVAILABLE FOR USE UPON THE REQUEST OF THE
RETAIL STORE CUSTOMERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-163
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-163
H 3328  General Bill, By Bernstein, J.E. Smith and Norrell
Similar (S 0143, H 3180, H 3181)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 ENTITLED  FIRE-
ARMS CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS  SO AS TO REQUIRE A
TWENTY-EIGHT DAY WAITING PERIOD FOR PURCHASERS OR TRANS-
FEREES OF FIREARMS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-163
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-163
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
Norrell
H 3329 (Rat # 0238, Act #  0238)  General Bill, By Fry, Clemmons, Crawford,
Duckworth, Atwater, Cobb-Hunter, Elliott, B. Newton, Daning, Henegan,
Toole, King and Yow
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-2010, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR THE ARTICLE ON
TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEFINITION OF
TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-2020,
RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, PENAL-
TIES, AND DEFENSES, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE OFFENSE AND
PROVIDE A PENALTY WHEN THE VICTIM IS A MINOR UNDER THE
AGE OF EIGHTEEN AND TO FURTHER ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF
MINOR VICTIMS, AMONG OTHER THINGS. - ratified title
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   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-163
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-163
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-43
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-4
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, King,
Yow
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-29
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-29
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-34
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-36
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-42
   04/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-63
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0
   05/09/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-11
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-113  Nays-0 HJ-11
   05/09/18 House Reconsidered HJ-13
   05/09/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-10-18 HJ-13
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-45
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-46
   05/14/18 Ratified R 238
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 238
H 3330  General Bill, By Hill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-430, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CARRYING WEAPONS ON SCHOOL
PROPERTY, SO AS TO ENACT  JACOB HALL S LAW , TO PROVIDE THAT
SCHOOL PERSONNEL AND CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT HOLDERS
AUTHORIZED BY SCHOOL OFFICIALS MAY CARRY A WEAPON ON
SCHOOL PROPERTY IN ADDITION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS,
AND TO ALLOW SCHOOL OFFICIALS TO ALLOW CARRYING OF
WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY BY SCHOOL PERSONNEL OR CON-
CEALED WEAPON PERMIT HOLDERS, REQUIRE WEAPONS TRAINING
BEFORE AUTHORIZING SCHOOL PERSONNEL OR CONCEALED
WEAPON PERMIT HOLDERS TO CARRY WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROP-
ERTY, OR PROHIBIT SCHOOL PERSONNEL OR CONCEALED WEAPON
PERMIT HOLDERS FROM CARRYING WEAPONS ON SCHOOL PROP-
ERTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-164
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-164
H 3331  Resolution, By Hill and Magnuson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 6.3 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE ORDER OF BUSI-
NESS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO ADD THE OFFI-
CIAL PLEDGE TO THE FLAG OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO
THE DAILY ORDER OF BUSINESS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-164
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-164
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-11
   01/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-31-17 HJ-24
   02/01/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Rules HJ-41
H 3332  Resolution, By Hill and Magnuson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.10 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO SECOND READING PRO-
CEDURES FOR LOCAL AND STATEWIDE BILLS AND JOINT RESOLU-
TIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE LOCAL AND STATEWIDE BILLS AND JOINT
RESOLUTIONS THAT ARE AMENDED BY DELETING OR STRIKING ALL
AFTER THE ENACTING WORDS AND INSERTING NEW LANGUAGE TO
BE REPRINTED AND TO PROHIBIT THEM FROM RECEIVING SECOND
READING UNTIL THE NEXT STATEWIDE LEGISLATIVE DAY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-35
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: B.Newton
H 3333  General Bill, By Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-66 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE LEGISLATIVE
AUDIT COUNCIL TO CONDUCT A MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE
AUDIT OF THE OFFICE OF INDIGENT DEFENSE BEGINNING IN
DECEMBER 2017 AND EVERY THREE YEARS THEREAFTER INCLUD-
ING A REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION AND APPROVAL PROCESS FOR
INDIGENT DEFENSE REPRESENTATION, BUDGETS, EXPENDITURES,
AND RECEIPTS OF THE CIRCUIT PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 17-3-330, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE OFFICE
OF INDIGENT DEFENSE, SO AS TO REQUIRE INFORMATION ON BUD-
GETS, EXPENDITURES, AND RECEIPTS OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
OFFICES TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-164
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-164
H 3334  General Bill, By W. Newton, Herbkersman, Erickson and Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-311, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BURGLARY IN THE FIRST DEGREE, SO
AS TO INCLUDE IN THE PURVIEW OF THE OFFENSE ENTERING A
DWELLING WITHOUT CONSENT AND WITH INTENT TO COMMIT A
CRIME IN THE DWELLING WHEN THE ENTERING OR REMAINING
OCCURS DURING THE TIME PERIOD FOR WHICH AN EVACUATION IS
ORDERED OR TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AFTER AN EVACUATION ORDER
HAS BEEN LIFTED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-165
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-165
H 3335  General Bill, By Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-1-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC
UTILITY THAT SUPPLIES ELECTRICITY OR NATURAL GAS PURSUANT
TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 58 MAY NOT TRANSFER OR APPLY A
DELINQUENT, LATE, OVERDUE, OR UNPAID BALANCE FROM ONE
ACCOUNT TO ANOTHER ACCOUNT HELD INDIVIDUALLY OR JOINTLY
IN THE SAME CUSTOMER S NAME.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-165
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   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-165
H 3336  General Bill, By Ballentine, Funderburk, Bernstein and J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-35-650, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTRY OF CANCELLATION OF JUDG-
MENTS, PAYMENT OF MONIES INTO COURT AND METHOD OF SATIS-
FACTION OR RELEASE, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER JUDGMENTS
ARE CANCELLED OF RECORD AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES IN
SPECIFIED INSTANCES FOR THE TIMELY SATISFACTION OF JUDG-
MENT LIENS OR THE CANCELLATION OF JUDGMENTS AFTER FULL
TENDER OF PAYMENT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-165
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-165
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein,
J.E.Smith
H 3337  General Bill, By Ballentine, Funderburk, Bernstein and J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-21-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A SCHEDULE OF CERTAIN
FILING AND RECORDING FEES, SO AS TO REVISE THE FILING AND
RECORDING FEES WHICH MAY BE CHARGED, INCLUDING A FLAT FEE
OF THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS FOR CERTAIN DOCUMENTS FILED OR
RECORDED WITH THE OFFICES OF THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OR
CLERK OF COURT, AND A FLAT FEE OF TEN DOLLARS FOR CERTAIN
OTHER DOCUMENTS FILED OR RECORDED WITH THESE OFFICES,
AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-165
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-165
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein,
J.E.Smith
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-5
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-36
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-36
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-42
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-43
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Goldfinch (ch), Johnson, Tal-
ley
H 3338  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE A
STATE ENTITY MAY ENTER INTO A CONTRACT TO SELL OR LEASE
REAL PROPERTY OWNED BY IT OR THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
IT MUST CAUSE A STUDY TO BE MADE OF WHAT PUBLIC USES
COULD BE MADE OF THE PROPERTY IF IT WOULD BE PUT TO A NON-
PUBLIC USE, AND TO REQUIRE A PUBLIC HEARING IN THE COUNTY
WHERE THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED IF THE STUDY FINDS THAT
THERE ARE OTHER FEASIBLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE PUBLIC USES OF
THE PROPERTY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-166
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-166
H 3339  General Bill, By Funderburk, Cobb-Hunter, Clary, Norrell, Kirby,
Wheeler, J.E. Smith, Govan, Ott, Bernstein, Collins, Elliott, Stavrinakis,
Mack and Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSION CONSISTING OF
SEVEN MEMBERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBMITTING REAPPORTION-
MENT PLANS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE SELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE
COMMISSION AND ITS MEMBERS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-166
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-166
   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   04/20/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell, Kirby,
Wheeler, J.E.Smith, Govan, Ott, Bernstein, Collins,
Elliott, Stavrinakis, Mack, Rutherford
H 3340  General Bill, By Ott, Cobb-Hunter and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 49-11-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OWNER
OF A DAM WHICH FAILS OR FAILED ON OR AFTER OCTOBER 1, 2015,
WHICH HAS A PUBLIC ROAD OR HIGHWAY IN THE STATE HIGHWAY
SYSTEM RUNNING ACROSS THE TOP OF IT, MUST PROVIDE WRITTEN
NOTIFICATION TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT THE OWNER INTENDS TO
REPAIR THE DAM AND THE DATE BY WHICH THE REPAIRS ARE
ANTICIPATED TO BE COMPLETED, TO PROVIDE THE TIMELINES IN
WHICH THIS NOTIFICATION MUST BE PROVIDED, AND TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO PROCEED UNDER
CERTAIN CONDITIONS AND IN A SPECIFIED MANNER WITH THE PRO-
CESS OF REPAIRING THE PUBLIC ROAD OR HIGHWAY, IF THE DAM
OWNER INDICATES THE OWNER DOES NOT INTEND TO REPAIR THE
DAM.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-166
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-166
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   01/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-30
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-30
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-31
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-26
   02/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-26
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
H 3341  General Bill, By Putnam and G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-56-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS UNDER THE SETOFF DEBT
COLLECTION ACT SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEFINITION OF A
CLAIMANT AGENCY  INCLUDES NOT ONLY THE STATE ETHICS COM-
MISSION, BUT ALSO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ETHICS COM-
MITTEE AND THE SENATE ETHICS COMMITTEE TO THE EXTENT OF
ANY UNPAID FINES, OR OTHER MONETARY SANCTIONS LEVIED BY
THESE COMMITTEES ON BEHALF OF THEIR RESPECTIVE BODY.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-167
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   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-167
H 3342  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, J.E. Smith and
Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 12 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 8 ENACTING THE
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE EMPLOYEE EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
ACT  SO AS TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION BY GENDER REGARDLESS
OF GENDER IN COMPENSATION PAID STATE EMPLOYEES FOR SAME
KIND, GRADE, AND QUALITY OF STATE EMPLOYMENT, TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS, EXCEPTIONS, AND PROHIBIT SPECIFIC EMPLOYER
ACTIONS WITH REGARD TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS ACT, AND
TO PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE AND, WHERE APPLICABLE, JUDICIAL
REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-167
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-167
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 3343  General Bill, By White, Allison, Daning, B. Newton and Govan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 158 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA EDUCATION SCHOOL FACILITIES ACT  TO PROVIDE
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN ORDER TO
ACQUIRE SCHOOL FACILITIES BY USING GENERAL OBLIGATION
BONDS, AND OTHER FORMS OF ASSISTANCE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL DETERMINE AND SELECT ON A
PRIORITY BASIS, QUALIFIED SCHOOL PROJECTS WHICH SHALL
RECEIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FROM THE STATE, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
AND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IN THIS REGARD, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR OTHER RELATED PROVISIONS IN CONNECTION WITH
THE CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION OF SCHOOL FACILITIES; AND
TO REPEAL CHAPTER 146, TITLE 59 RELATING TO THE STATE SCHOOL
FACILITIES BONDS ACT WHICH AUTHORIZED THE ISSUANCE OF SPE-
CIFIC DOLLAR AMOUNTS OF STATE SCHOOL FACILITIES BONDS
WITHIN A SPECIFIED TIME PERIOD.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-167
   01/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning HJ-46
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-42
   03/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-28-17 HJ-33
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-45
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-20
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-1 HJ-32
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3344  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
Similar (H 4448)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO ENACT WITHOUT DELAY AN  AMERICAN
ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAM  WITH SUGGESTED PARAMETERS
AND SPECIFICS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MECHANISMS TO RESTORE
THE ECONOMIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING OF AMERICA AND ITS
CITIZENS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-35
H 3345  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Long, Atwater, West, Magnuson,
Martin, Trantham, McCravy, V.S. Moss, Loftis, Thayer and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-444 SO AS TO PROMOTE ACADEMIC FREE-
DOM FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS BY PROVIDING PUBLIC
SCHOOL TEACHERS MAY CONDUCT OR PARTICIPATE IN ANY STU-
DENT-LED PRAYER, STUDENT-ORGANIZED PRAYER GROUPS, RELI-
GIOUS CLUBS, AND OTHER SIMILAR ACTIVITIES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-168
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-168
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Martin, Trantham
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   05/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
H 3346 (Rat # 0042, Act #  0104)  General Bill, By Collins, Clary and Hiott
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 260 OF 1981, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE PICKENS COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE NUMBER OF BOARD MEMBERS FROM SIX TO SEVEN
AND TO PROVIDE FOR SEVEN SINGLE-MEMBER DISTRICTS BEGIN-
NING WITH THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION; AND TO PROVIDE FOR A
PROCEDURE FOR CLOSING A SCHOOL WITHIN THE DISTRICT. - ratified
title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Pickens Delegation
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-168
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Pickens Delegation HJ-168
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: B.Newton
   01/26/17 House Delegation report: Favorable Pickens Delegation HJ-4
   01/31/17 House Amended HJ-19
   01/31/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   01/31/17 House Roll call Yeas-64  Nays-4 HJ-21
   02/01/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to delegation from Pickens County
   03/29/17 Senate Recalled from delegation Pickens County SJ-3
   03/30/17 Senate Amended SJ-21
   03/30/17 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/30/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-21
   03/31/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-73
   04/18/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-30
   04/19/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Hiott, Clary, Collins HJ-2
   04/19/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Alexander, Rice, Fan-
ning SJ-10
   04/20/17 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-21
   04/20/17 Senate Free conference committee appointed Alexander, Rice,
Fanning SJ-21
   04/20/17 Senate Free conference report received and adopted SJ-22
   04/25/17 House Free conference powers granted HJ-22
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-1 HJ-22
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   04/25/17 House Free conference committee appointed Hiott, Clary, Collins
HJ-23
   04/25/17 House Free conference report adopted HJ-24
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-1 HJ-26
   04/25/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-27
   05/04/17 Ratified R 42
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 104
H 3347  General Bill, By Duckworth, Yow and Henegan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-160, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS OF  INJURY  AND  PER-
SONAL INJURY  IN WORKERS  COMPENSATION LAW, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITIONS TO MODIFY THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
FIREFIGHTERS SEEKING WORKERS  COMPENSATION FOR PERSONAL
INJURY CAUSED BY POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER ARISING
FROM HIS DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN A SIGNIFICANT TRAUMATIC
EXPERIENCE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-169
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-169
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
H 3348  General Bill, By Duckworth and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-11-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PRESUMPTION THAT CERTAIN DIS-
EASES SUSTAINED BY A FIREFIGHTER ARE OCCUPATIONAL
DISEASES FOR THE PURPOSES OF WORKERS  COMPENSATION, SO AS
TO PROVIDE CERTAIN ADDITIONAL MEDICAL CONDITIONS ALSO
MUST BE PRESUMED TO BE OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES FOR THE PUR-
POSES OF WORKERS  COMPENSATION, TO DELETE A MINIMUM AGE
FOR THE APPLICABILITY OF THIS SECTION, TO DELETE A REQUIRE-
MENT THAT ELIGIBILITY FOR THIS PRESUMPTION BE CONDITIONED
UPON THE MEDICAL CONDITION HAVING DEVELOPED WHILE THE
FIREFIGHTER WAS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN FIREFIGHTING OR
WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS FROM THE LAST DATE HE ENGAGED
IN FIREFIGHTING, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS CONSIDERED TO
HAVE PASSED THE REQUISITE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION IF THE FIRE
DEPARTMENT FAILS TO REQUIRE OR OBTAIN THIS EXAMINATION
UPON HIS ENTRY OF SERVICE, TO PROVIDE A FIREFIGHTER WITH
TEN YEARS OF SERVICE WHO SUSTAINS AN IMPAIRMENT OR INJURY
CAUSED BY CANCER IS ENTITLED TO A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION
THAT THIS IMPAIRMENT OR INJURY AROSE FROM AND IN THE
COURSE OF HIS EMPLOYMENT AS A FIREFIGHTER, TO PROVIDE THIS
PRESUMPTION IS CONDITIONED UPON CERTAIN MEDICAL EXAMINA-
TIONS AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE A PER-
SON IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE PASSED THE REQUISITE PHYSICAL
EXAMINATION IF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT FAILS TO REQUIRE OR
OBTAIN THIS EXAMINATION UPON HIS ENTRY OF SERVICE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-169
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-169
H 3349 (Rat # 0056, Act #  0041)  General Bill, By Erickson and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 15, CHAPTER 33, TITLE 40, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NURSE LICENSURE
COMPACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPACT TO
REFLECT CHANGES MANDATED FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE COMPACT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-170
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-170
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-1
   02/21/17 House Amended HJ-26
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-30
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-2 HJ-31
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-16
   04/27/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-60
   04/27/17 Senate Read second time SJ-60
   04/27/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-60
   05/02/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-21
   05/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-49
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-1 HJ-49
   05/09/17 Ratified R 56
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/19/17 Effective date 5/10/17
   05/25/17 Act No. 41
H 3350  General Bill, By Govan, Robinson-Simpson and B. Newton
Similar (H 4039)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-65-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMPULSORY ATTEN-
DANCE REQUIREMENT IN SCHOOLS, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM SEV-
ENTEEN TO EIGHTEEN THE AGE OF THE CHILD AT WHICH A PARENT
OR GUARDIAN NO LONGER HAS RESPONSIBILITY TO CAUSE THE
CHILD TO ATTEND SCHOOL.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-170
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-170
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
H 3351  General Bill, By Govan and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-48-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SPECIAL SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS, AND SECTION 59-50-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
ADMISSIONS CRITERIA AND STANDARDS FOR THE GOVERNOR S
SCHOOL FOR THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES, BOTH SO AS TO PRO-
MOTE INCREASED ACCESS TO THE SCHOOL BY DIVERSE STUDENT
POPULATIONS BY PROVIDING THE RACIAL COMPOSITIONS OF THE
SCHOOLS  ENROLLMENTS MUST REFLECT THAT OF THE STATE, DIF-
FERING FROM THAT STATEWIDE COMPOSITION BY NO MORE THAN
TWENTY PERCENT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETENTION BY THE STU-
DENTS  DISTRICTS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE OF ALL STATE AND
FEDERAL EDUCATION FUNDING ALLOCATED FOR THESE STUDENTS,
AND TO MAKE THESE REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-170
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-170
H 3352 (Rat # 0102, Act #  0067)  General Bill, By W. Newton, Taylor, Norrell
and Erickson
Similar (S 0099, S 0481, H 3482, H 4396)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RIGHTS TO INSPECT PUBLIC RECORDS
UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE
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ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS AMONG THE RECORD FORMATS
AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS
APPLICABLE TO PRISONERS, TO PROVIDE PUBLIC BODIES ARE NOT
REQUIRED TO CREATE ELECTRONIC VERSIONS OF PUBLIC RECORDS
TO FULFILL RECORDS REQUESTS, TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS CON-
CERNING RECORDS REQUEST FULFILMENT FEES, TO PERMIT PUBLIC
BODIES TO CHARGE CERTAIN DEPOSITS BEFORE SEARCHING AND
COPYING PUBLIC RECORDS IN RESPONSE TO RECORDS REQUESTS,
AND TO REVISE THE TIME LIMITS AND MANNER FOR RESPONDING
TO RECORDS REQUESTS AND COMPLYING WITH THE PROVISIONS OF
THE ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
MATTERS EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE IN THE FREEDOM OF INFOR-
MATION ACT, SO AS TO REVISE PROVISIONS CONCERNING LAW
ENFORCEMENT RECORDS; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-50, RELATING
TO CATEGORIES OF MATTERS DECLARED TO BE PUBLIC INFORMA-
TION IN THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE
LAW ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE-MOUNTED VIDEOS AND AUDIO
RECORDINGS OF CERTAIN INCIDENTS INVOLVING LAW ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICERS, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES THROUGH WHICH
ENFORCEMENT MAY SEEK EXEMPTION OF DISCLOSURE OF THE
RECORDINGS FROM THE CIRCUIT COURT IF THERE IS CLEAR AND
CONVINCING EVIDENCE OF SPECIFIC HARM FROM THE RELEASE OF
THE RECORDINGS, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR RELATED
COURT ORDERS; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-100, RELATING TO EQUI-
TABLE REMEDIES AVAILABLE UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMA-
TION ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE TIME CONSTRAINTS WITHIN WHICH
DETERMINATIVE HEARINGS ON THE REQUESTS FOR RELIEF MUST
BE MADE; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-110, RELATING TO PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO AS TO
REMOVE CRIMINAL PENALTIES, AND TO PROVIDE RIGHTS AND REM-
EDIES OF PUBLIC BODIES FROM WHOM REQUESTS ARE MADE AND
PERSONS WITH SPECIFIC INTERESTS IN EXEMPT INFORMATION FOR
WHICH DISCLOSURE IS SOUGHT, AMONG OTHER THINGS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 30-2-50, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON
OBTAINING PERSONAL INFORMATION FROM A STATE AGENCY FOR
COMMERCIAL SOLICITATION, SO AS TO EXTEND THE PROHIBITION
TO INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE STATE. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-171
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-171
   02/08/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-16
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   02/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/14/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-8-17 HJ-7
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   03/08/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-22-17 HJ-8
   03/22/17 House Amended HJ-18
   03/22/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-21
   03/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/20/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Campsen (ch), Young, Fan-
ning
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-14
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-64
   05/10/17 Senate Amended SJ-53
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-53
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-53
   05/11/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/11/17 Senate Amended
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-43
   05/11/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-63
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-0 HJ-64
   05/15/17 Ratified R 102
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 67
H 3353  General Bill, By Ryhal and Crosby
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-51-210 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN PODIAT-
RIC SURGERY MUST BE PERFORMED IN CERTAIN FACILITIES, TO
PROVIDE  A PODIATRIST WHO PERFORMS THESE PROCEDURES MUST
MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA, TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXTENSION OF PRO-
FESSIONAL PRIVILEGES TO THESE PODIATRISTS BY CERTAIN
HEALTH FACILITIES, TO REQUIRE HEALTH FACILITIES IN THIS STATE
PROVIDE THE RIGHT TO PURSUE AND PRACTICE FULL CLINICAL
AND SURGICAL PRIVILEGES TO PODIATRISTS WHO MEET CERTAIN
CRITERIA, TO PROVIDE AN ABILITY TO LIMIT THESE PRIVILEGES IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THIS SECTION DOES NOT
REQUIRE A HEALTH FACILITY IN THIS STATE TO OFFER A SPECIFIC
HEALTH SERVICE NOT OTHERWISE OFFERED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
IF THE FACILITY DOES OFFER A HEALTH SERVICE, IT MAY NOT DIS-
CRIMINATE AMONG CERTAIN HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AUTHO-
RIZED BY LAW TO PROVIDE THESE SERVICES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-51-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE,
DELETE, AND ADD CERTAIN DEFINITIONS.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-172
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-172
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
H 3354  General Bill, By Corley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  GAMECOCK PRESERVATION ACT  BY ADDING SEC-
TION 47-1-220 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS LAWFUL FOR GAME-
COCK PRODUCERS TO TEST GAMECOCKS FOR BREEDING PURPOSES
ONLY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH TESTING IS PROHIBITED, AND THE CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH A PERSON MAY LAWFULLY ENTER A GAMECOCK
TESTING FACILITY; TO PROVIDE THE VENUES IN WHICH SHOWING
OR EXHIBITING GAMECOCKS ARE LEGAL, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE REGULATION OF TOURNAMENTS IN WHICH GAMECOCKS ARE
ENTERED.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-173
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-173
H 3355  Concurrent Resolution, By Davis and Daning
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE MAIN STREET EXTENSION, FROM
REMBERT C. DENNIS BOULEVARD TO U.S. HIGHWAY 52 IN MONCKS
CORNER, AND S.C. HIGHWAY 6, FROM U.S. HIGHWAY 52 TO RANGER
DRIVE IN CROSS, THE JOHN TROUT MEMORIAL HIGHWAY AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS HIGHWAY
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-36




   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-31
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
   03/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-15
   03/07/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-46
   03/07/17 Senate Adopted SJ-46
   03/07/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-46
   03/21/17 House Concurred in amendment HJ-3355
   03/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-3356
   09/12/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3356  General Bill, By McCravy and West
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-2-2750 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL IMPLEMENT A PROCE-
DURE TO ALLOW IT TO COLLECT MOTOR VEHICLE PROPERTY TAXES
OWED TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WHEN A PERSON REGISTERS A
VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL REMIT THE
FUNDS COLLECTED TO THE APPROPRIATE GOVERNMENTAL ENTI-
TIES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY COLLECT A
FEE FOR PROVIDING THIS SERVICE.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-173
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-173
H 3357  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO GENERAL DEFINITIONS FOR THE RES-
IDENTIAL LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE THE
TERM PROTECTED TENANT; AND BY ADDING SECTION 27-40-460 SO
AS TO ALLOW A PROTECTED TENANT TO TERMINATE A RENTAL
AGREEMENT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ESTABLISH
RENTAL FEES FOR WHICH THE PROTECTED TENANT IS RESPONSIBLE
AFTER THE TERMINATION OF A RENTAL AGREEMENT, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE RENTAL AGREEMENT MUST CONTINUE TO ANY
REMAINING TENANTS RESIDING IN THE DWELLING UNIT.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-173
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-173
H 3358 (Rat # 0013, Act #  0006)  General Bill, By Willis, Allison, Collins,
Knight, West, Felder and Williams
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-1-87 SO AS TO  PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY HOLD ONLY ONE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES-ISSUED
CREDENTIAL AT A TIME, TO PROVIDE THAT A REAL ID CARD MAY BE
A DRIVER S LICENSE OR IDENTIFICATION CARD, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT MAY ISSUE A COMPLIANT OR NONCOMPLI-
ANT CREDENTIAL TO A PERSON WHO PRESENTS CERTAIN DOCU-
MENTS TO THE DEPARTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-85,
RELATING TO THE STATE S NONPARTICIPATION IN THE FEDERAL
REAL ID ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE SHALL MEET ALL
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL REAL ID ACT, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL NOT
PROVIDE DIRECT ACCESS TO ITS FULL DRIVER S LICENSE DATABASE
TO ANY OTHER JURISDICTION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-90, RELAT-
ING TO IDENTIFICATION NECESSARY TO OBTAIN A DRIVER S
LICENSE, SO AS TO REVISE THE CRITERIA THAT MUST BE MET TO
PROVE THE EXISTENCE AND VALIDITY OF A PERSON S SOCIAL SECU-
RITY NUMBER; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-140, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO REVISE
THE COST AND FREQUENCY OF THE RENEWAL PERIOD FOR A
DRIVER S LICENSE, TO REVISE THE CONTENT OF A DRIVER S
LICENSE, AND TO ELIMINATE THE FEE ASSOCIATED WITH THE
PLACEMENT OF A VETERAN DESIGNATION ON A DRIVER S LICENSE;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-210, RELATING TO THE EXPIRATION OF A
DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO REVISE THE EXPIRATION DATE OF A
LICENSE ISSUED AFTER OCTOBER 1, 2017, AND TO REVISE THE CRI-
TERIA THAT MUST BE MET BY A PERSON WHO SEEKS TO HAVE HIS
LICENSE RENEWED; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO VISION SCREENINGS REQUIRED FOR RENEWAL OF A
DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO REVISE THE CRITERIA THAT MUST BE
MET BY A PERSON WHO SEEKS TO RENEW HIS DRIVER S LICENSE;
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IS
AUTHORIZED TO EXPEND A CERTAIN AMOUNT IN THE CURRENT FIS-
CAL YEAR FROM ITS CASH BALANCES TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS ACT. - ratified title
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-174
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-174
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   01/20/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-2
   02/13/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   02/14/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-15-17 HJ-19
   02/16/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Willis, Hiott, Clary, Kirby,
Anderson, Crosby, Danning, Bennett, Long, Magnuson,
Martin, Sandifer, Whitmire, GR Smith, JE Smith, Clem-
mons, Weeks, Bradley, Hill, Jefferson HJ-29
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-16
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-14
   03/02/17 House Amended HJ-28
   03/02/17 House Read second time HJ-28
   03/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-3 HJ-30
   03/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-29
   03/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-9
   03/22/17 Senate Amended SJ-37
   03/22/17 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   03/22/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-37
   03/23/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   03/29/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-74
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-3 HJ-75
   04/04/17 Ratified R 13
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 6
H 3359  Concurrent Resolution, By Simrill, Pope, Norman, Felder, King,
Delleney, D.C. Moss, B. Newton and Norrell
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF DAVE LYLE BOULEVARD
FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 77 TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 21 IN ROCK HILL
DEPUTY JAMES BRENT MCCANTS MEMORIAL BOULEVARD  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/10/17 House Introduced HJ-174
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   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-174
   02/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   02/07/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-20
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   03/08/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   03/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-56
H 3360  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-2440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL PURCHASE, CON-
SUMPTION, AND POSSESSION OF CERTAIN ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
BY A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE, SO AS TO ELIMI-
NATE APPLICATION OF THE SECTION TO CONSUMPTION OF THESE
SUBSTANCES.
   12/15/16 House Prefiled
   12/15/16 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-175
   01/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-175
H 3361  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION INVITING HER EXCELLENCY, NIKKI
HALEY, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO
ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION AT 7:00 P.M.
ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11, 2017, IN THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   01/10/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-36
   01/10/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-124
H 3362  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE BRANCHVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND
TO CONGRATULATE THE TEAM S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES,
AND STAFF ON CAPTURING THE 2016 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3363  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BRANCHVILLE HIGH SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3364  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THE TEAM S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND
STAFF ON CAPTURING THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3365  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3366  Resolution, By Pope, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Norman and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE SOUTH POINTE HIGH
SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A TREMENDOUS SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAP-
TURING THE 2016 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3367  Resolution, By Pope, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Norman and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH POINTE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3368  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CHIEF LARRY MCNEIL OF BEN-
NETTSVILLE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND
DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS FORTY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SER-
VICE, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND
REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3369  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE BEN-
NETTSVILLE FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE ON THE OCCASION
OF ITS HISTORIC NINETIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE
CHURCH FOR NEARLY A CENTURY OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THE
COMMUNITY.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3370  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. HELEN ROVENDER
(MALLOY) HUMPHREY OF BENNETTSVILLE IN MARLBORO COUNTY
ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO
WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPI-
NESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3371  Resolution, By Delleney
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHAP-
TER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF TRIAL ADVOCATES TO USE THE
CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FOR THE ORGANIZATION S JAMES OTIS LECTURE SERIES, PROVIDED
THAT THE HOUSE IS NOT IN SESSION AND THE CHAMBER IS NOT
OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF THE
HOUSE CHAMBER ON ALTERNATE DATES AND TIMES AS MAY BE
SELECTED BY THE SPEAKER.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3372  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF EMMA GERTRUDE MCALISTER
SMALLS OF FLORENCE COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3373  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH
SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING THE
2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3374  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
Similar (S 0164, S 0174, H 3523)
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A TRE-
MENDOUS SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAPTURING
THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3375  Resolution, By Ballentine and Huggins
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3376  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BEN LIPPEN
VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3377  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE BEN
LIPPEN SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF RICHLAND COUNTY
WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND
TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2016
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3378  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A SENSATIONAL SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
ON WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCI-
ATION CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3379  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIREC-
TORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETER-
MINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED
AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3380  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE LAKE
VIEW HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR ANOTHER IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3381  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAKE VIEW HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF DILLON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3382  Resolution, By Johnson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
AYNOR HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3383  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
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Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DEBORAH ELLI-
SON WHITTLE OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY, A BLATT BUILDING
RECEPTIONIST FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON THE
OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO THANK HER FOR HER NEARLY
TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING AND DEDICATED SERVICE
TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3384  Resolution, By Yow, B. Newton, Norrell, Lucas, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, W. Newton, Norman, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BUFORD
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3385  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE PICKENS HIGH SCHOOL
MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A SENSATIONAL SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON WIN-
NING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3386  Resolution, By Hiott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PICKENS HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIREC-
TORS ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3387  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR FREDDIE ALONZO MACK OF DAR-
LINGTON FOR HIS MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS OF MUSIC MINISTRY
AS DIRECTOR OF THE WESLEY CHAPEL-ST. JOHN MASS CHOIR AND
TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO
SERVE THE LORD.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3388  Resolution, By Yow, Norrell, B. Newton and Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BUFORD HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM OF LANCASTER
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3389  Resolution, By Murphy, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Knight,
Mack and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE PINEWOOD PREPARATORY
SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM ON WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION REGION I CLASS
AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO HONOR THE TEAM AND
ITS COACHES FOR A SUPERLATIVE SEASON.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3390  Resolution, By Murphy, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Knight,
Mack and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PINEWOOD PREPARATORY SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZ-
ING AND COMMENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION REGION I CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3391  Resolution, By Wheeler
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR QUEENIE M.
BOYD OF LEE COUNTY FOR HER OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP IN PUB-
LIC EDUCATION, TO CONGRATULATE HER ON BEING ELECTED PRESI-
DENT OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION,
AND TO WISH HER WELL DURING HER TENURE AS PRESIDENT.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3392  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
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Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE HONORABLE MARY
BETH MABRY AND TO THANK HER FOR HER DEDICATED SERVICE TO
THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF SURFSIDE BEACH.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3393  Resolution, By Dillard, Williams, Clyburn and Jefferson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE JOHN
WESLEY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH OF GREENVILLE ON THE
OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE
TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 3394  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL S
RACHEL REISTROFFER ON WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA GIRLS
STATE SWIM CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE 500-YARD FREESTYLE AND TO
CONGRATULATE HER AND HER COACHES ON AN OUTSTANDING
SEASON.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 3395  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
STUDENTS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, TO RECOGNIZE THEM FOR A
DEMONSTRATION OF THEIR UNIQUE ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
   01/18/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3396  Resolution, By Ballentine and Huggins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 3397  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MRS. EVERETTE
CURL, DIRECTOR OF THE PICKENS COUNTY LITERACY ASSOCIATION
(PCLA), FOR HER OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE PICKENS COMMU-
NITY AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-26
H 3398  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson, Howard, Gilliard and Neal
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RAISE THE AWARENESS OF THE
BRADLEY BLAKE FOUNDATION SURROUNDING THE ISSUE OF GUN
VIOLENCE AND TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF JUNE 2017  GUN VIO-
LENCE AWARENESS MONTH .
   01/11/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-30
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
H 3399  Concurrent Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO ENACT LEGISLATION AND TAKE CERTAIN
MEASURES TO ENSURE THAT STUDENTS FROM SOUTH CAROLINA
AND THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES HAVE ACCESS TO DEBT-
FREE HIGHER EDUCATION AT PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE GROWING CRISIS OF STUDENT LOAN
DEBT AND DEFAULT, PARTICULARLY AMONG LOW-INCOME STU-
DENTS AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS DISPROPORTIONATELY
BURDENED BY THE CRISIS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced HJ-31
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-31
H 3400  Concurrent Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KATHER-
INE  KATIE  JOHNSON, A SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE AND FORMER
SLAVE WHO LEFT A LEGACY FOR HER DESCENDANTS THAT STILL
RESOUNDS AND INSPIRES TODAY.
   01/11/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-31
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-3
H 3401  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS AND URGE THEM TO PROPOSE THE REGULATION
FREEDOM AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.
   01/11/17 House Introduced HJ-31
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-31




   02/22/17 House Amended HJ-22
   02/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-23-17 HJ-26
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-2-17 HJ-7
   03/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-7-17 HJ-23
   03/07/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-8-17 HJ-82
   03/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Mon., 3-13-17 HJ-16
   03/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-23-17 HJ-60
   03/29/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-30-17 HJ-76
   03/30/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-4-17 HJ-59
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-36
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-80
   04/18/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-19-17 HJ-23
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-35
   04/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-26-17 HJ-19
   04/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-27-17 HJ-73
   05/03/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-4-17 HJ-32
   05/04/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-61
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 3402  Concurrent Resolution, By Felder, Allison, Arrington, Bennett,
Bernstein, Cobb-Hunter, Crawford, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson,
Funderburk, Henderson, Henegan, Knight, Norrell, Parks, Robinson-
Simpson and Thayer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JANUARY 18, 2017,  SC
UNITED IN TEAL & WHITE LOBBY DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND
ENCOURAGE ALL CITIZENS TO BE AWARE OF THE NEED FOR EARLY
SCREENING FOR CERVICAL CANCER.
   01/11/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-32
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   01/26/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   01/31/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-34
H 3403  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL
VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO APPLAUD THEM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-26
H 3404  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SCHSL CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 3405  General Bill, By Ridgeway
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-29-760, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURE FOR THE ENACTMENT
OF ZONING REGULATIONS OR MAPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ONLY
A LANDOWNER, HIS OR HER APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE, OR THE
GOVERNING BODY OF THE POLITICAL SUBDIVISION WHICH IS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ZONING REGULATIONS OR MAPS PERTAIN-
ING TO THE PROPERTY MAY APPLY TO AMEND OR CHANGE ANY
ZONING REGULATION OR MAP RELATING TO THAT PROPERTY.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-33
H 3406 (Rat # 0103, Act #  0068)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 95 OF 2013, RELATING TO THE MAINTE-
NANCE TAX IMPOSED BY THE WORKERS  COMPENSATION COMMIS-
SION ON SELF-INSURERS, SO AS TO DELETE AN UNCODIFIED
PROVISION THAT TERMINATES THE ACT FIVE YEARS AFTER ITS
EFFECTIVE DATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2420, AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
ADMISSIONS TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE THE AMOUNT
THAT AN ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY REQUIRES A SEA-
SON TICKET HOLDER TO PAY TO A NONPROFIT ATHLETIC BOOSTER
ORGANIZATION THAT IS EXEMPT FROM FEDERAL INCOME TAXA-
TION IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE RIGHT TO PURCHASE ATHLETIC
EVENT TICKETS. - ratified title
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-5
   01/26/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   01/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-22
   01/26/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-23
   01/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-21
   02/14/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   02/14/17 Senate Committed to Committee on Finance SJ-4
   05/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
19
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-32
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-0 SJ-32
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-39
   05/10/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-94
   05/10/17 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-94
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-95
   05/11/17 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-112
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-112
   05/15/17 Ratified R 103
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 68
H 3407  General Bill, By Huggins and Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 51-3-63 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SOUTH CAR-
OLINA RESIDENT WHO IS A CONSTABLE, RESERVE POLICE OFFICER,
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTER, OR MEMBER OF THE STATE GUARD MAY
ENTER ANY STATE PARK WITHOUT CHARGE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
H 3408  General Bill, By Huggins and Martin
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-537 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES MAY ISSUE A COMBINATION
LICENSE OR A FISHING LICENSE TO A CONSTABLE, RESERVE POLICE
OFFICER, VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTER, OR MEMBER OF THE STATE
GUARD AT NO COST, TO PROVIDE FOR RENEWAL OF THE LICENSES,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PRIVILEGES AFFORDED TO A HOLDER OF
THESE LICENSES.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-34
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
H 3409  General Bill, By Huggins and Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 60 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENT WHO IS A CONSTABLE,
RESERVE POLICE OFFICER, MEMBER OF THE STATE GUARD, OR VOL-
UNTEER FIREFIGHTER MAY ENTER THE STATE MUSEUM WITHOUT
CHARGE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-34
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
H 3410  General Bill, By Huggins
Similar (S 0269)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-560, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE INSURANCE FRAUD DIVISION OF
THE OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MINI-
MUM FUNDING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DIVISION FROM TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS TO FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-34
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-34
H 3411  Joint Resolution, By G.R. Smith
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE II OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL DISQUALIFICATIONS FOR VOT-
ING BY REASON OF MENTAL INCOMPETENCE OR CONVICTION OF A
SERIOUS CRIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO IS CON-
VICTED OF A CRIME WHILE HOLDING ELECTIVE OFFICE IS NOT ENTI-
TLED TO VOTE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
H 3412  General Bill, By Howard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARDS BE ATTIRED WITH GARMENTS OR EQUIPMENT
THAT CAN BE CLEARLY SEEN BY APPROACHING MOTORISTS, SO AS
TO SPECIFY THAT SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS SHALL CARRY AND
USE HANDHELD STOP PADDLES.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-35
H 3413  General Bill, By Clemmons
Similar (H 3176, H 4002)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-41-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN INDIVIDUAL RETIRE-
MENT ACCOUNT BEING EXEMPT FROM ATTACHMENT, LEVY, AND
SALE, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT THE EXEMPTION
APPLIES ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IS PERMITTED IN SECTION
522(d) OF THE FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY CODE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-35
H 3414  General Bill, By Clary, Collins, Bannister, Thayer, King, Stringer,
Elliott, Tallon, Stavrinakis and McCoy
Similar (H 4434)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 33, TITLE 59 SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO PROVIDE A UNIVERSAL
SCREENING TOOL FOR USE BEGINNING WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL
YEAR BY LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO SCREEN STUDENTS IN KIN-
DERGARTEN THROUGH SECOND GRADE FOR CHARACTERISTICS OF
DYSLEXIA, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE ADMIN-
ISTRATION OF THE SCREENING TOOL AND USE OF DATA YIELDED
FROM SCREENINGS, TO REQUIRE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO
CONVENE SCHOOL-BASED PROBLEM-SOLVING TEAMS TO ANALYZE
SCREENING DATA AND PROGRESS-MONITORING DATA TO ASSIST
TEACHERS IN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTION AND EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTIONS FOR ALL
STUDENTS, TO REQUIRE DYSLEXIA-SPECIFIC INTERVENTIONS FOR
STUDENTS INDICATED BY SCREENINGS TO HAVE CHARACTERISTICS
OF DYSLEXIA, AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE
RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES FOR EDUCA-
TORS; TO REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO PROMUL-
GATE CERTAIN RELATED REGULATIONS; TO CREATE A DYSLEXIA
ADVISORY COUNCIL TO ADVISE THE DEPARTMENT IN MATTERS
RELATING TO DYSLEXIA; AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS CONCERNING THE FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE BOARD.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-35
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis,
McCoy
H 3415  General Bill, By Clary, Collins, Bannister, Thayer, King, Stringer,
Elliott, Tallon, Knight, Stavrinakis and McCoy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-155-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN
TEACHER CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS AND FOR LITERACY
ENDORSEMENTS IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA READ TO SUCCEED ACT,
SO AS TO INCLUDE TRAINING IN IDENTIFYING AND ASSISTING STU-
DENTS WITH DYSLEXIA AMONG THE REQUIRED COURSEWORK, AND
TO MAKE THESE REQUIREMENTS EFFECTIVE BEGINNING WITH THE
2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-36
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis,
McCoy
H 3416  Joint Resolution, By Neal, Norrell, Clary, Cobb-Hunter, Govan,
Funderburk, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Kirby, Alexander, Weeks, Douglas,
Ott, King, Hayes, Atkinson, Parks, Williams, Jefferson, Ridgeway, Henegan,
J.E. Smith, Hart, Ballentine, McKnight, Loftis, Howard, Hosey, Brown and
Gilliard
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING SECTION 26 TO
ARTICLE I SO AS TO ENACT THE ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS,
TO GRANT STANDING TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS STATE TO ENFORCE
THEIR RIGHT TO CONSERVE AND PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT, AND
TO GRANT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS THE POWER TO ENACT LAWS,
REGULATIONS, ORDINANCES, AND CHARTER PROVISIONS THAT ARE
MORE RESTRICTIVE AND PROTECTIVE OF THE ENVIRONMENT THAN
LAWS ADOPTED BY THE STATE GOVERNMENT.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
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   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell, Clary,
Cobb-Hunter, Govan, Funderburk, Dillard, Robinson-
Simpson, Kirby, Alexander, Weeks, Douglas, Ott, King,
Hayes, Atkinson, Parks, Williams, Jefferson, Ridgeway,
Henegan, J.E.Smith, Hart, Ballentine, McKnight, Loftis,
Howard, Hosey, Brown, Gilliard
H 3417  General Bill, By Henegan, King, Yow, Gilliard, Mack and M. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-7-355 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE STATE
BOARD OF BARBER EXAMINERS TO ISSUE MOBILE BARBERSHOP
PERMITS, TO ESTABLISH PERMIT REQUIREMENTS, AND TO FURTHER
PROVIDE FOR THE REGULATION OF MOBILE BARBERSHOPS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-37
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard, Mack
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
   03/30/17 House Amended HJ-16
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-1 HJ-16
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-18
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
H 3418  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-122, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITED FACTORS FOR DETER-
MINING PREMIUM RATES, SO AS TO ADD MARITAL STATUS AND EDU-
CATION LEVEL TO THE LIST OF FACTORS THAT AN INSURER MAY
NOT CONSIDER WHEN DETERMINING PREMIUM RATES.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-37
H 3419  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-75-70 SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN INSURER FROM
REQUIRING A HOMEOWNER TO PURCHASE COVERAGE FOR AN
AMOUNT EXCEEDING THE VALUE OF ALL LIENS AGAINST THE
INSURED PROPERTY UNLESS THE HOMEOWNER AFFIRMATIVELY
CONSENTS TO WAIVE RIGHTS GRANTED BY THIS SECTION.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-37
H 3420  Joint Resolution, By Herbkersman and Henderson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  SHINGLES VACCINATION
STUDY COMMITTEE  TO STUDY WHETHER IT IS IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMEN-
TAL CONTROL TO ESTABLISH A SHINGLES VACCINATION PROGRAM
TO OFFER THE VACCINATION FOR SHINGLES (HERPES ZOSTER) TO
CERTAIN PERSONS, TO PROVIDE FOR MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDY
COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO PREPARE A
REPORT FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO INCLUDE A SUNSET
PROVISION FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-37
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Majority favorable, minority unfavor-
able Medical, Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-2
   02/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-29 HJ-14
   02/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   02/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-16
H 3421  General Bill, By Toole
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-77-122, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITED FACTORS FOR DETER-
MINING PREMIUM RATES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT AN INSURER FROM
CONSIDERING THE INSURED S CREDIT RATING OR METHOD OF PAY-
MENT FOR THE INSURED VEHICLE WHILE DETERMINING PREMIUM
RATES.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/11/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-38
H 3422  General Bill, By Huggins
Similar (S 0267)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1610, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS CONCERN-
ING THE STATE GRAND JURY SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDI-
TIONAL FINDINGS CONCERNING CERTAIN CRIMES INVOLVING
INSURANCE FRAUD; TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1630, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OF THE STATE
GRAND JURY, SO AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN CRIMES INVOLVING
INSURANCE FRAUD; TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-170, RELATING TO
CRIMES AND PENALTIES FOR PRESENTING FALSE CLAIMS FOR PAY-
MENT TO AN INSURER TRANSACTING IN THIS STATE, SO AS TO SUB-
JECT, UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, ASSETS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
FRAUDULENT SCHEME TO SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE, TO PROVIDE
WHEN THE STATE MAY PETITION FOR THE CONVERSION OF SEIZED
ASSETS, AND TO DESCRIBE WHEN THE ASSETS MAY BE DISPOSED OF
AND THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
38-55-540, RELATING TO CRIMES AND PENALTIES FOR MAKING FALSE
STATEMENTS OF MISREPRESENTATION IN VIOLATION OF THE INSUR-
ANCE FRAUD AND REPORTING IMMUNITY ACT, SO AS TO REVISE
CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS PENALTIES, AND SUBJECT, UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS, ASSETS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FRAUDULENT
SCHEME TO SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE, TO PROVIDE WHEN THE
STATE MAY PETITION FOR THE CONVERSION OF SEIZED ASSETS,
AND TO DESCRIBE WHEN THE ASSETS MAY BE DISPOSED OF AND
THE DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
H 3423  Resolution, By Quinn, Atwater, Ballentine, Caskey, Forrest,
Huggins, Ott, Spires, Toole, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman,
Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,




A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MARLEY STOKES, MISS SOUTH
CAROLINA TEEN USA 2016, AND TO COMMEND HER FOR THE DISCI-
PLINE, ASPIRATIONS, AND TALENT THAT ENABLED HER TO REPRE-
SENT THE PALMETTO STATE WITH DIGNITY AND POISE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 3424  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SURGICAL
STAFF AND NURSES ON THE THIRD FLOOR AT PALMETTO BAPTIST
HOSPITAL IN COLUMBIA FOR THE QUALITY MEDICAL CARE THEY
PROVIDE AND FOR THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEDICA-
TION TO THE PATIENTS IN THEIR CHARGE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 3425  Resolution, By Magnuson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHAPMAN
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 3426  Resolution, By Magnuson, Allison, Long and Chumley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHAPMAN HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF SPARTAN-
BURG COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 3427  General Bill, By Lucas, Loftis, Allison, Stringer, Erickson, Simrill,
G.R. Smith, McKnight, Robinson-Simpson, West, Long, Burns, Atwater,
McCoy, Hardee, Hewitt, Fry, Jordan, Murphy, Spires, G.M. Smith,
McCravy, Clemmons, McEachern, Taylor, Arrington, Johnson, Huggins,
Hamilton, Elliott, Funderburk, Bales, Bannister, Blackwell, Bradley,
Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Crawford, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Forrest, Forrester, Hayes, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hiott, Lowe,
D.C. Moss, B. Newton, W. Newton, Pope, Quinn, S. Rivers, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Tallon, Thayer, Whitmire, Hixon, Anderson, Anthony, Gagnon, Parks, Pitts,
Ott, King, Henegan, Willis, Yow, Williams, Jefferson, Duckworth, White,
Finlay, Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Bedingfield, Felder, Bennett, Davis, Mitchell,
Rutherford, Neal, Stavrinakis, Govan, Putnam, Collins, Brown, Weeks,
Hosey, Bowers, V.S. Moss, Howard, Kirby, Sottile, Whipper, Norrell,
Ballentine, Toole, Thigpen, Cogswell, Daning, Crosby, Knight and Wheeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION
INITIATIVE  BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
PURPOSE OF THE SECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING WITH THE
2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC CHAR-
TER HIGH SCHOOLS SHALL OFFER CERTAIN COMPUTER SCIENCE
COURSEWORK, TO REQUIRE THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO
ADOPT AND ENSURE IMPLEMENTATION OF GRADE-APPROPRIATE
STANDARDS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE AND COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS IN KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH TWELFTH GRADE, TO PROVIDE RELATED REQUIREMENTS
OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR TO ESTABLISH CRITE-
RIA AND PROCESSES FOR DESIGNATING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
ENGINEERING, AND MATH COMMUNITIES AND REGIONS, AND TO
PROVIDE RELATED REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH COMMUNITIES AND
REGIONS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-39
   01/12/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Ander-
son, Anthony, Gagnon, Parks, Pitts, Ott, King, Henegan,
Willis, Yow, Williams, Jefferson, Duckworth, White, Fin-
lay, Bernstein, J.E.Smith, Bedingfield, Felder
   01/17/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett,
Davis, Mitchell, Rutherford, Neal, Stavrinakis
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Put-
nam, Collins, Brown, Weeks, Hosey, Bowers, V.S.Moss,
Howard, Kirby, Sottile, Whipper, Norrell, Ballentine,
Toole, Thigpen
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cogswell,
Daning, Crosby
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-33
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wheeler
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-30
   02/01/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-2-17 HJ-29
   02/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-21-17 HJ-30
   03/21/17 House Amended HJ-127
   03/21/17 House Read second time HJ-127
   03/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-1 HJ-131
   03/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-17
   03/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-4
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-12
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3428  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Gilliard, Mack, Williams and Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 25-11-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIREC-
TOR OF THE DIVISION OF VETERANS  AFFAIRS SHALL RECEIVE AND
RESPOND TO COMPLAINTS FROM VETERANS REGARDING COUNTY
VETERANS  AFFAIRS OFFICERS.
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
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   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-39
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-75
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard, Mack
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-47
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams, Jef-
ferson
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-38
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-21 HJ-38
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
H 3429 (Rat # 0104, Act #  0069)  General Bill, By Clemmons and Norrell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 15-41-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM
BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS OR ATTACHMENT, LEVY, AND SALE, SO
AS TO REVISE EXEMPTIONS IN BANKRUPTCY. - ratified title
   01/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
   02/08/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-17
   02/14/17 House Amended HJ-7
   02/14/17 House Read second time HJ-7
   02/14/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-3 HJ-10
   02/15/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/16/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Turner (ch), Malloy, Kimpson,
Climer, Goldfinch
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-15
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-49
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-49
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-3 SJ-49
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-40
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-87
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-87
   05/15/17 Ratified R 104
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 69
H 3430  Resolution, By Parks and McCravy
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND RAYMOND
ADAMS OF MT. MORIAH BAPTIST CHURCH IN GREENWOOD ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINISTRY
AT MT. MORIAH AND TO EXTEND HIM BEST WISHES FOR GOD S RICH-
EST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-413
H 3431  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JONI CUTLER
AND THE LATE SHEP CUTLER FOR THEIR EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT
AND COMMITMENT TO THE CUTLER JEWISH DAY SCHOOL, AND TO
CONGRATULATE THE CUTLER JEWISH DAY SCHOOL ON ITS DEDICA-
TION.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-414
H 3432  Resolution, By Felder, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B.
Newton, Norman, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NATION
FORD HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO COM-
MEND THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-414
H 3433  Resolution, By Felder, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B.
Newton, Norman, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NATION FORD HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND OF YORK COUNTY
WITH THE BAND DIRECTORS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND CONGRATULATED FOR CAPTURING
THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-415
H 3434  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LAURENCE
MANNING ACADEMY VARSITY BOWLING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDE-
PENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-415
H 3435  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
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Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LAURENCE
MANNING ACADEMY SPEED AND STRENGTH TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON OF COMPETI-
TION AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH
CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-416
H 3436  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY SPEED AND STRENGTH TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-417
H 3437  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY BOWLING TEAM OF CLARENDON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-417
H 3438 (Rat # 0020, Act #  0011)  General Bill, By Henderson, G.M. Smith,
Sandifer, Hiott, Loftis and Robinson-Simpson
Similar (S 0299)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 39-24-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE DRUG PRODUCT
SELECTION ACT, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF  SUBSTI-
TUTE  TO INCLUDE INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-24-30, RELATING TO THE SUBSTITUTION OF
EQUIVALENT DRUGS, SO AS TO ALLOW A PHARMACIST TO SUBSTI-
TUTE AN INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT FOR A SPE-
CIFIC BIOLOGICAL PRODUCT; TO AMEND SECTION 39-24-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE SUBSTITUTION OF PRESCRIPTIONS BY
PHARMACISTS, SO AS TO ALLOW PHARMACISTS TO SUBSTITUTE
INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS WHEN APPROPRIATE;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-30, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE
PHARMACY PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO ADD DEFINITIONS FOR  BIO-
LOGICAL PRODUCT  AND  INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PROD-
UCT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, RELATING IN PART TO
LABEL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCRIPTIONS, SO AS TO ADDRESS
LABELING, PRESCRIBER NOTIFICATION, AND OTHER REQUIRE-
MENTS APPLICABLE TO INTERCHANGEABLE BIOLOGICAL PROD-
UCTS. - ratified title
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-420
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-420
   01/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer, Hiott
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-2
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   02/21/17 House Amended HJ-26
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-26
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-28
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   02/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/16/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   03/23/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-226
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-29
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-23
   04/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-34
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-35
   04/19/17 Ratified R 20
   04/24/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 4/24/17
   04/28/17 Act No. 11
H 3439  General Bill, By Henderson, Brown, Whipper, Gilliard, Mack,
Anderson and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-62-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMITTED
AND UNCOMMITTED FUNDS FROM THE PRIOR YEAR MUST BE CAR-
RIED OVER FOR THE SAME PURPOSE, AND TO REMOVE THE DISTINC-
TION OF REBATES SHOULD ONE FUND BE DEPLETED IN ANY FISCAL
YEAR.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-421
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-421
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Whip-
per, Gilliard, Mack, Anderson, Weeks
H 3440 (Rat # 0239, Act #  0239)  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 43-25-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION
FOR THE BLIND, SO AS TO REQUIRE THREE MEMBERS OF THE COM-
MISSION TO MEET THE LEGAL DEFINITION OF BLINDNESS; TO
AMEND SECTION 43-25-30, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 43-25-60, RELATING TO TEACHERS OF STU-
DENTS WITH CERTAIN VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
USE OF ITINERANT COUNSELORS TO ASSIST THOSE TEACHERS. - rati-
fied title
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-421
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-421
   01/17/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-75
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-47
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-47
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-48
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-10
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-10
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-25
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-37
   05/14/18 Ratified R 239
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
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   05/31/18 Act No. 239
H 3441 (Rat # 0043, Act #  0024)  General Bill, By Gagnon
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 42-9-450 SO AS TO PROVIDE WORKERS  COM-
PENSATION PAYMENTS BY EMPLOYERS  REPRESENTATIVES MUST BE
MADE BY CHECKS OR ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEMS. - ratified title
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
   01/17/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-422
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-422
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/26/17 House Amended HJ-13
   01/26/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   01/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-14
   01/26/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   01/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-21
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), Sabb, Talley
   04/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-9
   04/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-26
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-25
   05/04/17 Ratified R 43
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 24
H 3442 (Rat # 0152, Act #  0144)  General Bill, By Delleney, Felder, Pope,
Martin, Norrell, B. Newton, Simrill, Norman, Thayer, Putnam, Clary,
Hamilton, Yow, W. Newton, Kirby, Erickson, Knight, Hixon, Elliott,
Henderson, Bedingfield, V.S. Moss, Wheeler, Ballentine, King, Henegan and
West
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY ADOPT A CHILD,
SO AS TO ADD CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A NONRESIDENT
MAY ADOPT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RIGHT TO FILE A PETITION
FOR ADOPTION WITHOUT REGARD TO WHOM HAS CUSTODY OF THE
CHILD; TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-9-750 AND 63-9-1110, RELATING TO
ADOPTION HEARINGS AND STEPPARENT OR RELATIVE ADOPTIONS,
RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND BY
ADDING SECTION 63-9-370 SO AS TO ADDRESS THE RIGHT TO ADOPT
A CHILD IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES. - ratified title
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-422
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-422
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Clary,
Hamilton, Yow, W.Newton, Kirby, Erickson
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight,
Hixon, Elliott, Henderson
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-6
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield,
V.S.Moss
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wheeler
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-28
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
King, Henegan, West
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-17
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   04/06/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-15
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-47
   03/08/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-6
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-6
   03/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-6
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Recalled from House SJ-5
   03/13/18 Senate Reconsider vote whereby read third time and returned with
amendments SJ-5
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   03/22/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-39
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-40
   04/03/18 Ratified R 152
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 144
H 3443  General Bill, By Jefferson, King, Hosey, Clyburn, McKnight,
Robinson-Simpson, Mack, Norrell, Anderson, Cobb-Hunter, Dillard,
Thigpen, Whipper and Wheeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-6-120 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
JANUARY 1, 2018, AN ADULT SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE OR
YOUNGER WHOSE INCOME IS AT OR BELOW ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-
EIGHT PERCENT OF THE FEDERAL POVERTY LEVEL IS ELIGIBLE FOR
MEDICAID AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE PATIENT PROTECTION AND
AFFORDABLE CARE ACT, AND AMENDMENTS TO THAT ACT.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-422
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-422
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wheeler
H 3444  General Bill, By Bernstein
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT  CHARLIE S LAW ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5150, RELAT-
ING TO THE USE OF SAFETY DEVICES BY A VEHICLE WHICH IS TOW-
ING ANOTHER VEHICLE, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  VEHICLE , TO
REVISE THE TYPE OF EQUIPMENT THAT MUST BE USED TO ATTACH A
TOWING VEHICLE TO A TOWED VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS
SECTION DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH THE FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER
SAFETY REGULATIONS, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION
OF THIS SECTION, AND TO PROVIDE A LIST OF VEHICLES THAT ARE
EXEMPT FROM THIS SECTION.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-423
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-423
H 3445  General Bill, By Bernstein, Ballentine, J.E. Smith, McEachern and
Finlay
Similar (S 0110, S 0256, S 0782, H 3446, H 3447)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-11-102 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE LEGISLA-
TIVE DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO ABOLISH A COUNTY RECRE-
ATION COMMISSION BY DELEGATION RESOLUTION AND DEVOLVE
THE COMMISSION S POWERS ONTO THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE
COUNTY.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-423
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-423
H 3446  General Bill, By Bernstein, Ballentine, J.E. Smith, McEachern and
Finlay
Similar (S 0110, S 0256, S 0782, H 3445, H 3447)
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-260 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE FOR CAUSE A DELEGATION
APPOINTEE TO A BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL, OR A MEMBER
OF A BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL WHOM THE COUNTY DELE-
GATION FORMALLY RECOMMENDED TO ANOTHER PUBLIC OFFICIAL
OR ENTITY FOR APPOINTMENT AFTER THE MEMBER IS GIVEN A
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REASONS AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE
HEARD.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-423
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-423
H 3447  General Bill, By Bernstein, Ballentine, J.E. Smith, Finlay and
McEachern
Similar (S 0110, S 0256, S 0782, H 3445, H 3446)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-11-102 SO AS TO ALLOW THE LEGISLATIVE
DELEGATION OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE THE GOVERNOR S APPOINT-
MENT AUTHORITY OVER THE RECREATION COMMISSION AND
DEVOLVE THE POWER ON THE COUNTY S GOVERNING BODY.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-423
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-423
H 3448  General Bill, By Funderburk, Lucas, W. Newton, Bernstein, Norrell,
Pope, Wheeler, Clary, J.E. Smith, Stavrinakis, McCoy and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-27-05 SO AS TO ENTITLE CHAPTER 27 THE
SOUTH CAROLINA WHISTLEBLOWER AND PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PRO-
TECTION ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE CHAPTER, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DEFINITION OF  APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY  TO INCLUDE THE
STATE INSPECTOR GENERAL; TO AMEND SECTION 8-27-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO REWARDS FOR REPORTS RESULTING IN
SAVINGS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE TWO THOUSAND DOLLAR CAP
ON REWARDS AND PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR REWARDING MULTI-
PLE EMPLOYEES WHO REPORT THE SAME ABUSE; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 8-27-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CIVIL ACTIONS
AGAINST AN EMPLOYING PUBLIC BODY FOR RETALIATION AGAINST
AN EMPLOYEE WHO REPORTS A VIOLATION OF STATE OR FEDERAL
LAW OR REGULATION, SO AS TO REMOVE THE ONE-YEAR LIMITA-
TION ON THE PERIOD DURING WHICH THE EMPLOYEE IS PROTECTED
FROM ADVERSE EMPLOYMENT ACTIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
ADDITIONAL REMEDIES.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-424
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-424
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wheeler
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-3
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Hiott, Crosby, For-
rester, Clary, Whitmire, Toole, Crawford, B Newton, JE
Smith, Jefferson HJ-101
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis,
McCoy
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   04/04/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-71
H 3449  General Bill, By Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMP-
TIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX
EQUAL TO ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE VALUE SUBJECT TO TAX
OF AN OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENCE IF THE OWNER HAS ATTAINED
THE AGE OF SIXTY-FIVE YEARS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-424
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-424
H 3450  General Bill, By Spires
Similar (S 0182)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  ELECTROLOGY PRACTICE ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE
11 TO CHAPTER 47, TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE A CITATION, TO PRO-
VIDE PURPOSES, TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, TO PRO-
HIBIT CERTAIN CONDUCT CONCERNING THE PRACTICE AND
TEACHING OF ELECTROLOGY WITHOUT LICENSURE, TO CREATE
THE ELECTROLOGY LICENSURE COMMITTEE AS AN ADVISORY
BOARD UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE COSMETOLOGY BOARD, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE COM-
MITTEE, TO PROVIDE THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COMMIT-
TEE, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN
ELECTROLOGIST AND REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE AS AN ELEC-
TROLOGY INSTRUCTOR, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CON-
DUCT OF LICENSEES, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR VOLUNTARY
SURRENDER OF A LICENSE AND SUBSEQUENT REINSTATEMENT, TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE DISCI-
PLINARY PROCEDURES FOR VIOLATIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-424
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-424
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Majority favorable with amend.,
minority unfavorable Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-76
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-81
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-81
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-10 HJ-82
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
H 3451  Resolution, By Bowers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DEACON LEON WRIGHT OF ESTILL
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-418
H 3452  Resolution, By Funderburk
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARA HORTON
JONES OF KERSHAW COUNTY FOR HER TWELVE YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED AND OUTSTANDING SERVICE ON THE KERSHAW COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE BOARD, TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPI-
NESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-418
H 3453  Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman, W. Newton, Bowers,
Erickson and Pope
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES THE NEW
RIVER AT THE BEAUFORT/JASPER COUNTY LINE ALONG SOUTH CAR-
OLINA HIGHWAY 46 THE  MELANIE LOWTHER MEMORIAL BRIDGE
AND TO PLACE APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/12/17 House Introduced HJ-419
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-419
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-32
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
   01/31/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   02/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
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   02/01/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-15
H 3454  Concurrent Resolution, By Taylor
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND CELEBRATE
SOUTH CAROLINA SON CAMDEN RIVIERE FOR HIS IMPRESSIVE
ACCOMPLISHMENT OF WINNING THE 2016 REAL TENNIS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP AND TO WISH HIM WELL IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-419
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-3
H 3455  Concurrent Resolution, By Herbkersman, W. Newton and Bowers
Similar (H 3458)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE MEMBERS OF THE
JASPER OCEAN TERMINAL JOINT PROJECT OFFICE BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS NAME THE PROPOSED JASPER OCEAN TERMINAL TO BE
LOCATED IN JASPER COUNTY THE  HENRY PARKS MOSS, JR. MEMO-
RIAL PORT .
   01/12/17 House Introduced HJ-419
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-419
   01/18/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-32
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
H 3456  Concurrent Resolution, By Fry, Henegan, Yow, Crawford, Hewitt,
Felder, Hardee, Erickson, Jordan, Jefferson, M. Rivers, Huggins, Ott,
Douglas, Bennett, Davis, Lowe and Thayer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JANUARY 2017 AS
HUMAN TRAFFICKING AWARENESS MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA
AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL EFFORTS TO RAISE AWARENESS OF, AND
OPPOSITION TO, HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN ALL OF ITS FORMS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-420
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   01/24/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-32
   01/24/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-32
H 3457  Concurrent Resolution, By Govan, J.E. Smith, Williams and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MARCH 6, 2017, THE
ANNIVERSARY OF THE DATE OF THE FINAL SIEGE AND FALL OF THE
ALAMO FORTRESS IN SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, AS  ALAMO DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE SEVEN BRAVE
SOUTH CAROLINIANS, INCLUDING WILLIAM BARRET TRAVIS AND
JAMES BUTLER BONHAM, WHO DIED IN THIS FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
AND INDEPENDENCE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-420
   01/12/17 Senate Introduced SJ-4
   01/12/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-4
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-19
   02/28/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-36
   02/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3458  Joint Resolution, By Herbkersman, W. Newton and Bowers
Similar (H 3455)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO DIRECT THE SOUTH CAROLINA MEMBERS
OF THE JASPER OCEAN TERMINAL JOINT PROJECT OFFICE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS TO NAME THE PROPOSED JASPER OCEAN TERMINAL TO
BE LOCATED IN JASPER COUNTY THE  HENRY PARKS MOSS, JR.
MEMORIAL PORT .
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-425
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-425
   01/18/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/07/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   02/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-17
   02/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
H 3459  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A STATE
STATUTE THAT REGULATES HIGHWAY TRAFFIC PREEMPTS A LOCAL
ORDINANCE, RULE OR REGULATION THAT CONFLICTS WITH THE
STATUTE, AND THAT A LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL BODY MAY NOT
ENACT A PROVISION THAT CONFLICTS WITH A STATE STATUTE THAT
REGULATES HIGHWAY TRAFFIC; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-30,
RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF THE STATE S UNIFORM TRAF-
FIC LAWS UPON THE STATE S POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION
OF THE STATE TO ADOPT TRAFFIC REGULATIONS WHICH ARE NOT IN
CONFLICT WITH THE STATUTES THAT REGULATE HIGHWAY TRAFFIC.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-425
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-425
H 3460  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-13-200 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES
FOR CONDUCTING ELECTIONS BY MAIL.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-426
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-426
H 3461  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 15 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION SHALL CREATE AND
OPERATE A STATEWIDE SEXUAL ASSAULT KIT TRACKING SYSTEM.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-426
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-426
H 3462 (Rat # 0004)  General Bill, By Kirby, Jordan, Williams, Alexander
and Lowe
Similar (H 4067)
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 84 OF 2011, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF FLORENCE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NUMBER THREE, SO AS TO EXTEND THE TERMS OF THE MEMBERS
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF FLORENCE COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT NUMBER THREE TO FOUR YEARS, TO STAGGER THE TERMS OF
THE MEMBERS, TO REQUIRE THAT THE MEMBERS BE ELECTED AT A
GENERAL ELECTION HELD IN AN EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR, AND TO
PROVIDE THE PROCESS BY WHICH A VACANCY IS FILLED. - ratified
title
   01/12/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-426
   01/13/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/17/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   01/17/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-16
   01/18/17 House Amended HJ-25
   01/18/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   01/18/17 House Roll call Yeas-75  Nays-0 HJ-25
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-6
   01/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   01/31/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-28
   02/23/17 Ratified R 4
   02/28/17 Vetoed by Governor




H 3463  General Bill, By Martin, B. Newton, V.S. Moss, G.R. Smith,
Arrington, Elliott, Ott, West, Bennett, Atkinson, Govan, Hill, McCravy,
Hosey, Davis, Magnuson, Bedingfield, Felder, Blackwell, Brown, Clemmons,
Forrest, Hayes, Hiott, Hixon, Norrell, Pope, Putnam and Wheeler
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-43-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF PROP-
ERTY WAS ASSESSED AS AGRICULTURAL PROPERTY OR AS FARM
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN 2016, THE PROPERTY MUST CON-
TINUE TO BE ASSESSED WITH THE SAME ASSESSMENT RATIO
UNLESS A CHANGE OF USE OCCURS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-426
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-426
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-43
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Gagnon
   03/23/17 House Amended HJ-23
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-23
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-25
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
H 3464  Joint Resolution, By Anderson and Hewitt
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE WAIVER OF DAYS THAT
SCHOOLS IN GEORGETOWN COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT MISSED DUE
TO SNOW OR EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT
THESE WAIVERS ARE AVAILABLE IN ADDITION TO THOSE AVAIL-
ABLE BY STATUTE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THESE WAIVERS MAY BE
MADE REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE SCHOOLS FOR WHICH A
WAIVER IS SOUGHT HAVE MADE UP THREE FULL DAYS, OR THE
EQUIVALENT NUMBER OF HOURS, MISSED DUE TO SNOW, EXTREME
WEATHER, OR OTHER DISRUPTIONS REQUIRING THE SCHOOL TO
CLOSE DURING THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   01/12/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-427
   01/13/17 Scrivener s error corrected SJ-427
   01/17/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-18-17 HJ-18
   01/18/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 1-19-17 HJ-27
   01/19/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   01/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-78  Nays-0 HJ-13
   01/19/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   01/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-24
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-24
H 3465  General Bill, By Delleney, Felder, Martin, B. Newton, Knight,
Douglas, Putnam, Simrill, Pope, Norman, Thayer, Clary, Hamilton, Yow,
Hixon, Elliott, Henderson, Bedingfield, V.S. Moss, Kirby, W. Newton,
Ballentine, King, Henegan and West
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONAL TERMS USED
IN THE CHILDREN S CODE, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF A
PARTY IN INTEREST ; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1630, RELATING TO
CHILD PROTECTION HEARING NOTICE REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO PROVIDE
NOTICE IN ADDITIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
1700, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PERMANENCY PLANNING, SO AS
TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO PROVIDE
NOTICE OF PERMANENCY PLANNING HEARINGS TO CERTAIN INDI-
VIDUALS, TO ALLOW CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS TO FILE A MOTION FOR
REVIEW OF A CASE AT ANY TIME, AND TO GRANT CERTAIN INDIVID-
UALS THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN A CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT
ACTION; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1710, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
STANDARDS FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE CERTAIN EVIDENCE BEFORE SELECTING A PERMANENT
PLAN OTHER THAN TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-7-2530, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PETITIONS TO TER-
MINATE PARENTAL RIGHTS TO A CHILD, SO AS TO ALLOW A PARTY
TO SEEK ADOPTION OF THE CHILD; TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-60, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY ADOPT A CHILD,
SO AS TO ADD CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH A NONRESIDENT
MAY ADOPT AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RIGHT TO FILE A PETITION
FOR ADOPTION; TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-330, RELATING TO CON-
SENT AND RELINQUISHMENT, SO AS TO ALLOW A PERSON OR
AGENCY TO SPECIFY A PERSON TO WHOM CONSENT AND RELIN-
QUISHMENT IS DIRECTED; BY ADDING SECTION 63-9-370 SO AS TO
ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO THE ADOP-
TION OF A CHILD WHO IS IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-750, RELATING TO
ADOPTION HEARINGS, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-720, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD, SO AS TO CLAR-
IFY CERTAIN RIGHTS OF FOSTER PARENTS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-427
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-427
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary, Hamil-
ton, Yow
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Elliott,
Henderson
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-7
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bedingfield,
V.S.Moss, Kirby
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   01/31/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-1-17 HJ-28
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
King, Henegan
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-19
   02/01/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-2-17 HJ-19
   02/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-7-17 HJ-27
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: West
   02/07/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-1 HJ-15
   02/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3466  General Bill, By Hamilton, Burns, Bedingfield, G.R. Smith, Elliott
and Henderson
Similar (S 0173)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE  PURPOSE OF THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ACADEMY, SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR THE TERMS  CRISIS
INTERVENTION TEAM  AND  TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER
COUNCIL ; BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
CLASS 1-LE LAW ENFORCEMENT  OFFICER MUST COMPLETE CON-
TINUING LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION CREDITS IN MENTAL
HEALTH OR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL SHALL PROVIDE GUIDE-
LINES FOR AN EXEMPTION FROM THIS REQUIREMENT; TO AMEND
SECTION 23-23-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE LAW ENFORCE-
MENT TRAINING COUNCIL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL IS
AUTHORIZED TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A CRISIS INTERVEN-
TION TRAINING CENTER AND TO GOVERN AND SUPERVISE CRISIS
INTERVENTION TEAM TRAINING; AND BY ADDING CHAPTER 52 TO
TITLE 23 SO AS TO CREATE A CRISIS INTERVENTION TRAINING
COUNCIL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COUNCIL S DUTIES, AND TO PRO-
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VIDE THAT EVERY COUNTY SHALL ESTABLISH AT LEAST ONE CRISIS
INTERVENTION TEAM.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-428
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-428
H 3467  Joint Resolution, By Hamilton
Similar (S 0817, H 3141, H 3160, H 3161, H 3166, H 4497)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED FOUR CONSECUTIVE TERMS,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES; AND TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELEC-
TION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PER-
SONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED TWO CONSECUTIVE TERMS, THEY
ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-429
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-429
H 3468  General Bill, By Hamilton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-65-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TAX CREDITS ALLOWABLE
FOR A PORTION OF THE EXPENSES INCURRED BY A TAXPAYER IN
THE REHABILITATION, RENOVATION, OR REDEVELOPMENT OF A
TEXTILE MILL SITE, SO AS TO MAKE THE INCOME TAX CREDITS
ALLOWED TRANSFERABLE.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-429
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-429
H 3469  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 25-11-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF VET-
ERANS  AFFAIRS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DIVISION OF VETERANS  AFFAIRS MUST BE A VETERAN; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 25-11-40, RELATING TO COUNTY VETERANS
AFFAIRS OFFICERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  VETERAN
AND MINIMUM ACTIVE SERVICE REQUIREMENTS FOR APPOINT-
MENT TO COUNTY VETERANS  AFFAIRS OFFICER.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-429
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-429
H 3470  Joint Resolution, By Govan, J.E. Smith, Williams and Yow
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE ALAMO MONUMENT COMMIS-
SION TO DESIGN AND ESTABLISH ON THE GROUNDS OF THE CAPI-
TOL COMPLEX AN APPROPRIATE STATUE OR MONUMENT TO HONOR
THE MEMORY OF THE BRAVE SOUTH CAROLINIANS WHO DIED AT
THE ALAMO AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMISSION S MEMBER-
SHIP, DUTIES, AND RELATED MATTERS.
   01/12/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-430
   01/12/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-430
H 3471  Resolution, By Hamilton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 2017, AS
SPEECH AND DEBATE EDUCATION DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND
TO COMMEND THOSE WHO DEDICATE THEIR TIME OFFERING
SPEECH AND DEBATE OPPORTUNITIES TO STUDENTS IN THE PAL-
METTO STATE.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3472  Resolution, By Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE LIONEL SMITH, LTD., OF
AIKEN AT THE CELEBRATION OF ITS FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND
TO CONGRATULATE THE COMPANY ON FOUR DECADES OF OUT-
STANDINGLY SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL ENDEAVORS.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3473  Concurrent Resolution, By McCoy, Taylor, Elliott, Fry and Collins
Similar (S 0547)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION FOR A CONVENTION OF THE STATES TO BE CALLED
RESTRICTED TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION TO IMPOSE FISCAL RESTRAINTS ON THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT THROUGH A BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT.
   01/17/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Collins
H 3474  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Rutherford, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JEAN-YIH
(PETER) CHIOU, DIRECTOR OF THE TAIPEI ECONOMIC AND CUL-
TURAL OFFICE IN ATLANTA, FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS
TOWARD CREATING A CLOSER RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TAIWAN
AND THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3475  Resolution, By Howard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BERTHA SYDNEY WIL-
LIAMS STEWART OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
NINETY-FIRST BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER MANY YEARS OF CON-
TINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS AS SHE MOVES TO JOIN HER
DAUGHTER IN NORTH CAROLINA.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3476  Resolution, By Bales, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE STEPHANIE M. JOHNSON
ON HER EXTENSIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE WORLD OF EDUCA-
TION AND TO HONOR HER FOR HER SERVICE TO THE CHILDREN OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3477  Resolution, By Douglas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND NOR-
RIS B. TURNER UPON HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FIVE YEARS
OF EXEMPLARY MINISTRY, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED HAPPI-
NESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3478  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (H 3020)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-250 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A LAW ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICER FROM USING EXCESSIVE RESTRAINT WHEN DETAIN-
ING A PERSON OR EXCESSIVE FORCE WHILE MAKING AN ARREST
AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR AN OFFICER WHO USES EXCES-
SIVE RESTRAINT OR FORCE; AND BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-255, SO
AS TO GRANT THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
SPECIFIC AND EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY TO CON-
DUCT AN INVESTIGATION OF ALL OFFICER-INVOLVED USES OF
FORCE THAT RESULT, OR COULD HAVE RESULTED, IN SEVERE
BODILY INJURY OR DEATH, TO ALLOW FOR AN INVESTIGATION OF
AN OFFICER-INVOLVED USE OF FORCE TO BE COMPLETED BY A SEP-
ARATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
TO ESTABLISH A PROTOCOL FOR EVIDENCE COLLECTION AND PRO-
CESSING IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO GRANT AN INVESTIGAT-
ING OFFICER THE SAME AUTHORITY AS HE WOULD HAVE IN HIS
HOME JURISDICTION FOR THE DURATION OF THE INVESTIGATION,
TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR THE FORWARDING OF THE EVI-
DENCE TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL UPON COMPLETION OF THE
INVESTIGATION, AND TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES FOR THE FAILURE
TO COMPLETE AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3479  General Bill, By Clemmons, Willis, G.R. Smith and Bedingfield
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-517 SO AS TO  PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
AMERICAN INDIAN ARTISTS MAY USE WILD ANIMAL PRODUCTS
THAT ARE NOT PROHIBITED BY FEDERAL LAW IN ARTS AND CRAFTS
THAT ARE OFFERED FOR SALE AND SOLD TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
   01/18/17 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-29
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-29
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith,
Bedingfield
H 3480  General Bill, By McCoy, Stavrinakis, Fry, S. Rivers, Erickson and
Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS,
SO AS TO ESTABLISH  HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS WEEKEND
WHEREBY CERTAIN HURRICANE PREPAREDNESS ITEMS SHALL BE
EXEMPT FROM THE STATE SALES TAX.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 3481  General Bill, By McCoy and Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-1-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESTRUCTION OF
ARREST AND BOOKING RECORDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON OR ENTITY WHO PUBLISHES ON THE PERSON OR ENTITY S WEB-
SITE THE ARREST AND BOOKING RECORDS OF A PERSON WHOSE
CHARGES HAVE BEEN DISCHARGED OR DISMISSED, OR WHO IS
FOUND NOT GUILTY OF A CHARGE, WITHOUT FEE OR COMPENSA-
TION, SHALL REMOVE THE ARREST AND BOOKING RECORDS
WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF A WRITTEN REQUEST, AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3482  General Bill, By McCoy and Stavrinakis
Similar (S 0099, S 0481, H 3352, H 4396)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-2-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON KNOWINGLY
OBTAINING OR USING PERSONAL INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM A
STATE AGENCY FOR COMMERCIAL SOLICITATION BY A PRIVATE PER-
SON OR PRIVATE ENTITY, SO AS TO EXTEND APPLICATION OF THIS
PROHIBITION AND RELATED REQUIREMENTS TO INFORMATION
OBTAINED FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND OTHER POLITICAL
SUBDIVISIONS.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3483  General Bill, By McCoy, V.S. Moss, Douglas, Govan, Whitmire,
Sandifer and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 1066, S 1096)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-600, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO VARIOUS ASSAULT AND
BATTERY OFFENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON THAT
UNLAWFULLY INJURES A HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, AN EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE PRO-
VIDER, A FIREFIGHTER, AN EMERGENCY ROOM PHYSICIAN, AN
EMERGENCY ROOM NURSE, OR AN ALLIED HEALTH CARE WORKER
DURING THE COURSE OF HIS DUTIES AND THE INJURING PERSON
KNOWS OR HAS REASON TO KNOW OF THE INJURED PERSON S STA-
TUS COMMITS THE OFFENSE OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY OF A HIGH
AND AGGRAVATED NATURE.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Douglas
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Whit-
mire, Sandifer, Cobb-Hunter
H 3484  General Bill, By Hart
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3760 SO AS TO ALLOW A STATE TAX
CREDIT FOR EMPLOYERS HIRING AN UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUAL
RECEIVING UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION BENEFITS, TO PRO-
VIDE THE AMOUNT OF THE CREDIT, THOSE TAXES AGAINST WHICH
THE CREDIT IS ALLOWED, AND THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR CREDITABLE EMPLOYEES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE CREDIT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREDIT IS
ALLOWED FOR ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS HIRED AFTER JUNE 30, 2017,
AND BEFORE JULY 1, 2018, AND EXTENDS FOR FIFTY MONTHS FOR
EACH CREDITABLE EMPLOYEE.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3485  Joint Resolution, By Hart
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX AND THE METHOD OF VALUATION OF
REAL PROPERTY AND THE LIMITS ON INCREASES IN THE VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE BY LAW A DEFINI-
TION OF  FAIR MARKET VALUE  FOR REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES
OF THE PROPERTY TAX, TO ELIMINATE THE FIFTEEN PERCENT LIMIT
ON INCREASES IN THE VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY OVER FIVE YEARS
AND TO ELIMINATE AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTEREST AS AN
EVENT THAT MAY CHANGE THE VALUE OF THE REAL PROPERTY.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3486  General Bill, By Hart
Similar (H 3783)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIMIT ON ANNUAL PROP-
ERTY TAX MILLAGE INCREASES IMPOSED BY POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SIONS, SO AS TO RESTORE THE FORMER METHOD OF OVERRIDING
THE ANNUAL CAP BY A POSITIVE MAJORITY OF THE APPROPRIATE
GOVERNING BODY AND DELETING THE SUPER MAJORITY REQUIRE-
MENT FOR OVERRIDING THE CAP FOR SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES;
TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-150, RELATING TO THE TRUST FUND FOR
TAX RELIEF, SO AS TO RESTORE FUNDING FOR THE RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION AND FULL FUNDING FOR THE SCHOOL
OPERATING MILLAGE PORTION OF THE REIMBURSEMENT PAID
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR THE HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTION FOR THE ELDERLY OR DISABLED; TO AMEND SECTION
12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS,
SO AS TO DELETE THE EXEMPTION REIMBURSED FROM THE HOME-
STEAD EXEMPTION FUND FROM ALL SCHOOL OPERATING MILLAGE
ALLOWED ALL OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-37-251, RELATING TO THE CALCULATION OF
ROLLBACK TAX MILLAGE  APPLICABLE FOR REASSESSMENT YEARS,
SO AS TO RESTORE THE FORMER EXEMPTION ALLOWED FROM A
PORTION OF SCHOOL OPERATING MILLAGE FOR ALL OWNER-OCCU-
PIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-270 AND
ACT 388 OF 2006, RELATING TO THE REIMBURSEMENTS PAID LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS FOR PROPERTY TAX NOT COLLECTED AS A RESULT
OF THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FOR THE ELDERLY OR DISABLED
AND, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE APPLICATION OF PROPERTY TAX
CREDITS IN COUNTIES WHERE THE USE OF LOCAL OPTION SALES
TAX REVENUES GIVE RISE TO A CREDIT AGAINST SCHOOL OPERAT-
ING PROPERTY TAX MILLAGE, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
AMENDMENTS; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 10, TITLE 4 RELAT-
ING TO THE LOCAL OPTION SALES AND USE TAX FOR LOCAL PROP-
ERTY TAX CREDITS; TO REPEAL SECTIONS 11-11-157, 11-11-155, AND
11-11-156 RELATING TO THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION TRUST FUND;
TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 36, TITLE 12 RELATING TO THE
STATEWIDE ADDITIONAL ONE PERCENT SALES AND USE TAX THE
REVENUES OF WHICH REIMBURSE SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR THE
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX MILLAGE
IMPOSED FOR SCHOOL OPERATIONS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-37-
3130, 12-37-3140, AND 12-37-3150, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, VALUA-
TION, AND ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF INTEREST, FOR PURPOSES
OF THE  SOUTH CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM
ACT , SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE  POINT OF SALE  VALUATION OF
REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF THE PROPERTY
TAX AND RETURN TO THE FORMER VALUATION SYSTEM IN WHICH
REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY ARE
APPRAISED BY THE ASSESSOR AND PERIODICALLY ADJUSTED IN
COUNTYWIDE REAPPRAISALS, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN THE FIF-
TEEN PERCENT CAP OVER FIVE YEARS ON INCREASES IN FAIR MAR-
KET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY RESULTS IN A VALUE THAT IS
LOWER THAN THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE PROPERTY AS
DETERMINED BY THE ASSESSOR THAT THE LOWER VALUE BECOMES
THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF THE REAL PROPERTY AND IS DEEMED
ITS FAIR MARKET VALUE FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF PROP-
ERTY TAX, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTER-
EST IS A TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OR OTHER INSTANCE CAUSING A
STEPUP  IN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY TO ITS
FAIR MARKET VALUE AS DETERMINED BY THE ASSESSOR, TO
REQUIRE THE CAP ON INCREASES IN VALUE TO BE APPLIED SEPA-
RATELY TO REAL PROPERTY AND THE IMPROVEMENTS THEREON,
AND TO PROVIDE WHEN THE STEPUP VALUE FIRST APPLIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-60-30, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  PROP-
ERTY TAX ASSESSMENT  FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
REVENUE PROCEDURES ACT, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE NOTICES TO
INCLUDE PROPERTY TAX VALUE AND PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICA-
BLE ASSESSMENT RATIO APPLIES TO THE LOWER OF FAIR MARKET
VALUE, PROPERTY TAX VALUE, OR SPECIAL USE VALUE; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-60-2510, RELATING TO THE FORM OF ASSESSMENT
NOTICES ISSUED BY THE COUNTY ASSESSOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THESE NOTICES MUST CONTAIN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS IN ADDITION TO FAIR MAR-
KET VALUE AND SPECIAL USE VALUE; TO REPEAL ARTO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, IF CERTAIN
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS ARE RATIFIED; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTIONS AND SECTIONS 12-60-30 AND 12-60-2510, RELATING TO
TAX PROCEDURES, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING AMEND-
MENTS, AND MAKE THESE REPEALS AND AMENDMENTS CONTIN-
GENT UPON RATIFICATION OF AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE ELIMINATING THE
FIFTEEN PERCENT CAP OVER FIVE YEARS IN INCREASES IN THE
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF THE
PROPERTY TAX AND ELIMINATING AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF
INTEREST AS AN EVENT THAT MAY RESULT IN A CHANGE IN THE
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE IMPOSITION OF
THE PROPERTY TAX.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3487  General Bill, By Ridgeway, Govan, Duckworth, Hardee and Douglas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-78-15, 44-78-20, 44-78-30, 44-78-45, ALL
AS AMENDED, 44-78-50, AND SECTION 44-78-60, AS AMENDED, CODE
OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DO NOT RESUS-
CITATE ORDERS, SO AS TO ALLOW A PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN
OF A PATIENT WHO IS A CHILD TO REQUEST AND REVOKE A DO NOT
RESUSCITATE ORDER FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES FOR THE CHILD.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
   01/18/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-29
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-76
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-50
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   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-1 HJ-50
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-11
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-16
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3488 (Rat # 0105, Act #  0070)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 55, TITLE 38 SO AS TO ALLOW
AN INSURER TO DELIVER, STORE, OR PRESENT EVIDENCE OF INSUR-
ANCE COVERAGE BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN
CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE MET BEFORE A NOTICE OR DOCUMENT
MAY BE DELIVERED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, TO REQUIRE THE
INSURER TO DELIVER A HARDCOPY NOTICE OF CANCELLATION,
NONRENEWAL, OR TERMINATION BY FIRST-CLASS MAIL IF THE
INSURER KNOWS THE DOCUMENTS WERE NOT RECEIVED BY THE
INSURED WHEN DELIVERED BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, TO REQUIRE
THE PARTY TO VERIFY OR ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THE ELEC-
TRONICALLY DELIVERED NOTICE OR DOCUMENT IN CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THAT A WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT
DOES NOT AFFECT THE LEGAL EFFECTIVENESS, VALIDITY, OR
ENFORCEABILITY OF THE NOTICE OR DOCUMENT, TO REQUIRE AN
INSURER TO NOTIFY THE PARTY OF CERTAIN PRIVILEGES BEFORE
SENDING ADDITIONAL NOTICES OR DOCUMENTS SUBJECT TO CON-
SENT TO RECEIVE CERTAIN NOTICES OR DOCUMENTS, TO ALLOW
FOR A PARTY TO ELECTRONICALLY SIGN ELECTRONICALLY DELIV-
ERED DOCUMENTS, TO REQUIRE THE INSURER TO RETAIN RECORDS,
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS
TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION. - ratified title
   01/17/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/17/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
   01/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   01/26/17 House Amended HJ-10
   01/26/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   01/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-12
   01/26/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-13
   01/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-21
   02/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
19
   03/07/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   03/07/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-2 SJ-27
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-60
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-29
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-85
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-86
   05/15/17 Ratified R 105
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 70
H 3489  Resolution, By Bannister, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND A WARM WELCOME AND BEST
WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL VISIT TO OUR FRIENDS FROM LYCEE
JEAN BAPTISTE DE LA SALLE IN CLERMONT-FERRAND, FRANCE,
WHO ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDENT-EXCHANGE PROGRAM
WITH J. L. MANN HIGH SCHOOL OF GREENVILLE COUNTY.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3490  Resolution, By Gagnon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE ABBEVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AND
COACHES AND TO CELEBRATE THEIR WIN OF THE 2016 CLASS AA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3491  Resolution, By Gagnon
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
ABBEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/17/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3492  Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE PHYLLIS
BELFLOWER OF FLORENCE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
RECENT RETIREMENT ON JANUARY 1, 2017, AS PIANIST FOR LAKE
CITY BAPTIST CHURCH.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
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H 3493  Resolution, By Clemmons, Johnson, Anderson, Atkinson, Crawford,
Duckworth, Fry, Hardee, Hayes, Hewitt, Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby,
Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CELEBRATE THE
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY BASEBALL TEAM FOR WINNING
THE 2016 COLLEGE WORLD SERIES AND CAPTURING ITS FIRST NCAA
BASEBALL TITLE AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PLAYERS AND
COACHES ON A FABULOUS SEASON.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3494  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.12 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE LIMITS ON CONSID-
ERATION OF STATEWIDE BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS AND THE
EXCEPTIONS TO THESE LIMITATIONS, SO AS TO REVISE THE RULE TO
PROVIDE THE LIMIT ON THE CONSIDERATION OF A BILL OR JOINT
RESOLUTION INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE RECEIVED BY THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APPLIES TO BILLS AND JOINT RESOLU-
TIONS RECEIVED AFTER APRIL 10, AND PROVIDE THAT ANY BILL OR
JOINT RESOLUTION FAILING TO RECEIVE THE REQUIRED TWO-
THIRDS VOTE OF THOSE MEMBERS PRESENT AND VOTING TO WAIVE
THE RULE SHALL BE RETURNED TO THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-3
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-3
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-11
   01/25/17 House Adopted HJ-26
   01/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-26
H 3495  Resolution, By Clemmons, Johnson, Anderson, Atkinson, Crawford,
Duckworth, Fry, Hardee, Hayes, Hewitt and Ryhal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND HON-
ORED FOR WINNING THE 2016 COLLEGE WORLD SERIES AND CAP-
TURING ITS FIRST NCAA BASEBALL TITLE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3496  Resolution, By White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STAFF SERVING THE
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IS NOT REQUIRED
TO WORK ON GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 14, 2017.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3497  Resolution, By Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 4.16 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE HOUSE OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES LEGISLATIVE ETHICS COMMITTEE, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE REGARDING DETERMINING COM-
PLIANCE WITH DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS, TO REVISE COM-
PLAINT PROCEDURES AND TO PROVIDE MORE DETAILED
PROCEDURES RELATING TO COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATIONS, TO
ALLOW THE COMMITTEE TO LEVY AN ENFORCEMENT OR ADMINIS-
TRATIVE FEE TO REIMBURSE THE COMMITTEE FOR ASSOCIATED
COSTS OF AN INVESTIGATION AND HEARING OF A VIOLATION, AND
TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES AFTER A FINDING OF PROBABLE CAUSE
REGARDING WHEN CERTAIN DOCUMENTS BECOME PUBLIC
RECORD.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-4
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-4
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-12
   01/25/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/25/17 House Adopted HJ-27
   01/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-28
H 3498  Concurrent Resolution, By Hewitt, Fry, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR H. WESLEY GORDON, JR.,
FOR HIS MORE THAN FIFTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE
MURRELLS INLET-GARDEN CITY FIRE DISTRICT BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-8
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 3499  Resolution, By White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.3B. OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO GENERAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS AND SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS BILLS AND GERMA-
NENESS AND AMENDMENTS RELATED TO THESE BILLS, SO AS TO
REDUCE FROM FIVE MILLION TO ONE MILLION DOLLARS THOSE
AMENDMENTS REQUIRING CORRESPONDING APPROPRIATION
REDUCTIONS OR REVENUE INCREASES, AND TO ADD A REQUIRE-
MENT THAT THE SPEAKER MUST CONSULT WITH THE OFFICE OF
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS AND CONFIRM THE EXISTENCE OF
SUFFICIENT UNSPENT REVENUE OR BALANCE BEFORE THE HOUSE
MAY CONSIDER AN AMENDMENT WHICH IDENTIFIES UNSPENT PRO-
JECTED REVENUE OR BALANCE AS THE FUNDING SOURCE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-5
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-5
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-12
   01/25/17 House Adopted HJ-29
   01/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-87  Nays-24 HJ-30
H 3500  Resolution, By White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.13 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT
THAT EACH BILL EFFECTING THE EXPENDITURES OF MONEY BY THE
STATE MUST HAVE ATTACHED TO IT IN WRITING SUCH COMMENT OF
THE APPROPRIATE STATE OFFICE REGARDING THE BILL S IMPACT
ON THE FINANCES OF THE STATE, SO AS TO REVISE THE RULE TO
PROVIDE THAT EACH BILL OR JOINT RESOLUTION EFFECTING THE
EXPENDITURE OF MONEY BY THE STATE, BEFORE BEING DELIVERED
TO THE HOUSE DESK FOR PLACEMENT ON THE CALENDAR, SHALL
HAVE ATTACHED TO IT IN WRITING A FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT
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FROM THE OFFICE OF REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OR OTHER
APPROPRIATE STATE OFFICE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-5
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-5
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-13
   01/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Turs., 1-31-17 HJ-31
   02/01/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Rules HJ-41
H 3501  Resolution, By White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.14 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMITTEES ON CONFERENCE OR FREE CONFERENCE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A REPORT OF A COMMITTEE ON
CONFERENCE OR FREE CONFERENCE CONCERNING THE GENERAL
APPROPRIATIONS BILLS, SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS BILLS,
OR LEGISLATION APPROPRIATING THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND BE
PRINTED IN THE HOUSE JOURNAL.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-6
   01/24/17 House Committee report: Favorable Rules HJ-13
   01/25/17 House Adopted HJ-32
   01/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-34 HJ-32
H 3502  Resolution, By Mitchell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HEATHER MCT-
EER TONEY FOR HER SERVICE AS THE REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
FOR THE EPA S SOUTHEAST REGION AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AS SHE LEAVES HER POST.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3503  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 10 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY ADDING RULE 10.14 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT FOR EVERY LEGISLATIVE DAY THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES DOES NOT ADDRESS CERTAIN ISSUES, THE MEMBERS OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SHALL FORFEIT ONE DAY OF SUB-
SISTENCE ALLOWANCE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-7
H 3504  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 3.10 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE ALLOTMENT OF
SEATS IN THE CHAMBER, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROCESS BY WHICH
THE ALLOTMENT OF SEATS IN THE CHAMBER IS CONDUCTED.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-7
H 3505  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULES 8.5, 8.6, AND 8.11, RULES OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE CONSIDER-
ATION OF MOTIONS, WHEN THE PREVIOUS QUESTION MAY BE
INVOKED AND VOTE REQUIREMENTS OF CERTAIN MOTIONS, SO AS
TO INCREASE FROM A MAJORITY TO THREE-FOURTHS THE VOTE
REQUIREMENT TO INVOKE THE PREVIOUS QUESTION.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-7
H 3506  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF SAMMY HICKS, JR., OF RICHLAND
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE
AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3507  Concurrent Resolution, By D.C. Moss, Delleney and Douglas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 9 IN CHESTER COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH PILGRIM
ROAD TO THE CHESTER/UNION COUNTY LINE  MAJOR GENERAL
GARY T. McCOY ROAD  AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   01/18/17 House Introduced HJ-9
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
H 3508  Joint Resolution, By Allison, Henegan, Brown and Whipper
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE OPENING DATE FOR
STUDENTS TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS DURING THE 2017-2018
SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE AS EARLY AS THURSDAY, AUGUST SEVEN-
TEENTH, AT THE ELECTION OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF
TRUSTEES.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-10
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Whip-
per
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-2
   02/16/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-21-17 HJ-29
   02/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-2-17 HJ-18
   02/22/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-21
H 3509  General Bill, By Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-15-260 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
UNLAWFUL DISSEMINATION OF SEXUALLY EXPLICIT MATERIALS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3510  Concurrent Resolution, By Caskey, Atwater, Ballentine, Forrest,
Huggins, Ott, Quinn, Spires, Toole, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman,
Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
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Thigpen, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR DONALD VINSON MYERS
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RECENT RETIREMENT AS SOLICITOR OF
THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT AND TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIA-
TION FOR HIS OVER FORTY YEARS OF DEDICATION TO PROVIDING
JUSTICE FOR THE PEOPLE OF OUR GREAT STATE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3511  General Bill, By McCoy
Similar (S 0415)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 62-1-112 SO AS TO CLARIFY THE PROBATE
COURT S AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE PENALTIES FOR CONTEMPT AND
TO GRANT A MOTION FOR A PARTY TO PROCEED IN FORMA PAU-
PERIS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-21-800, RELATING TO RELIEF FROM FIL-
ING FEES, COURT COSTS, AND PROBATE COSTS, SO AS TO CLARIFY
THAT THE PROBATE JUDGE MAY WAIVE FILING FEES FOR INDIGENT
PERSONS IN THE SAME MANNER AS OTHER CIVIL CASES; TO AMEND
SECTION 62-1-302, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION AND CONCURRENT JURISDICTION WITH FAMILY
COURT, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE COURT S JURISDICTION IN MATTERS
INVOLVING THE ESTABLISHMENT, ADMINISTRATION, OR TERMINA-
TION OF A SPECIAL NEEDS TRUST FOR DISABLED INDIVIDUALS AND
TO REVISE OUTDATED TERMINOLOGY; TO AMEND SECTION 62-1-401,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO NOTICE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE NOTICE
TO BE MADE BY A QUALIFYING COMMERCIAL DELIVERY SERVICE
AND IS SIMILAR TO NOTICE BY REGISTERED MAIL OR CERTIFIED
MAIL; AND TO AMEND PARTS 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 7, ARTICLE 5, TITLE 62,
RELATING TO THE PROTECTION OF PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY
AND THEIR PROPERTY, SO AS TO PROMOTE UNIFORMITY AMONG
THE STATE S FORTY-SIX PROBATE COURTS, TO SAFEGUARD ADE-
QUATE DUE PROCESS PROTECTIONS FOR THE STATE S ALLEGED
INCAPACITATED INDIVIDUALS, TO ELIMINATE OVER RELIANCE
UPON RESTRICTIVE FULL OR PLENARY GUARDIANSHIPS, TO
REDUCE THE COSTS OF PROCEEDINGS, TO ESTABLISH CONSISTENCY
BETWEEN GUARDIANSHIP AND CONSERVATORSHIP PROCEEDINGS,
AND TO CREATE AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM FOR MONITORING GUARD-
IANS AND CONSERVATORS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3512  General Bill, By McCravy, Martin, D.C. Moss, Pope, Pitts, West,
Magnuson, Yow and Hill
Similar (H 4042)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-19-130 SO AS TO REQUIRE A MEMBER OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHO RECEIVED A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION
FROM A JUDICIAL CANDIDATE OR A FAMILY MEMBER OF A JUDICIAL
CANDIDATE WITHIN THE PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS OF THE ELEC-
TION TO RECUSE HIMSELF FROM VOTING ON THAT PARTICULAR
JUDICIAL SEAT, AND TO REQUIRE A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY TO RECUSE HIMSELF FROM VOTING FOR A SPOUSE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
H 3513 (Rat # 0153, Act #  0145)  General Bill, By Anthony and Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-26-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE RETIRED EDUCA-
TOR TEACHING CERTIFICATES TO ENABLE RETIRED EDUCATORS TO
MAINTAIN ELIGIBLE CERTIFICATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF SUBSTI-
TUTE TEACHING, TO PROVIDE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING AND RENEWING
CERTIFICATION, TO PROVIDE CERTIFICATION IS INVALIDATED UPON
ISSUANCE OF OTHER EDUCATOR CERTIFICATION IN THIS STATE, TO
PROVIDE RETIRED EDUCATOR TEACHING CERTIFICATE HOLDERS
ARE NOT EXEMPT FROM DISTRICT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS BY THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE
THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL PROMULGATE RELATED
REGULATIONS. - ratified title
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
   03/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-1
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hayes
   03/07/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   03/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-20
   03/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-17
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-26
   03/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-36
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-36
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-5
   03/22/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-38
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-38
   04/03/18 Ratified R 153
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 145
H 3514  General Bill, By Norrell and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1301 SO AS TO ENUMERATE FACTORS THAT
MUST BE CONSIDERED TO DETERMINE WHETHER A CERTAIN COM-
MITTEE HAS THE MAJOR PURPOSE OF SUPPORTING OR OPPOSING
ONE OR MORE CANDIDATES OR THE PASSAGE OF ONE OR MORE
BALLOT MEASURES; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1311 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH REQUIREMENTS OF INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE-ONLY COM-
MITTEES; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1313 SO AS TO REQUIRE A
PERSON WHO IS NOT A COMMITTEE AND WHO MAKES AN INDEPEN-
DENT EXPENDITURE IN AN AGGREGATE AMOUNT OR VALUE IN
EXCESS OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS DURING A CALENDAR YEAR
OR MAKES AN ELECTIONEERING COMMUNICATION TO FILE A
REPORT OF THAT EXPENDITURE OR COMMUNICATION WITH THE
STATE ETHICS COMMISSION; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1315 SO AS
TO PROHIBIT DIRECT OR INDIRECT COORDINATION BETWEEN AN
ELECTED OFFICIAL OR A CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC OFFICE AND AN
INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE-ONLY COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS PERTAIN-
ING TO CAMPAIGN PRACTICES, SO AS TO AMEND THE DEFINITION
OF THE TERMS  COMMITTEE ,  CONTRIBUTION ,  INDEPENDENT
EXPENDITURE ,  NONCANDIDATE COMMITTEE ,  INFLUENCE THE
OUTCOME OF AN ELECTIVE OFFICE ,  BALLOT MEASURE COMMIT-
TEE , AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR THE TERMS  ELECTION-
EERING COMMUNICATION , AND  INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE-
ONLY COMMITTEE ; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1312, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CAMPAIGN BANK ACCOUNTS, SO AS TO RESTRICT THE
NUMBER OF CAMPAIGN SAVINGS ACCOUNTS THAT A CANDIDATE OR
A COMMITTEE MAY ESTABLISH AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS AND
NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1322,
RELATING TO DOLLAR LIMITS ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMIT-
TEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONTRIBUTION LIMITS DO NOT
APPLY TO INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE-ONLY COMMITTEES REGIS-
TERED WITH THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
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H 3515  Joint Resolution, By Erickson, W. Newton, Yow, Loftis, Bowers,
Bradley and Herbkersman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR THE WAIVER OF FIVE OR
FEWER DAYS THAT SCHOOLS IN COUNTIES FOR WHICH FEDERAL
MAJOR DISASTER DECLARATIONS WERE MADE AS A RESULT OF
HURRICANE MATTHEW, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THESE WAIVERS
ARE AVAILABLE ONCE WAIVERS AVAILABLE UNDER THE AUTHOR-
ITY OF THE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND STATE BOARD OF EDU-
CATION ARE EXHAUSTED.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-13
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-1
   02/14/17 House Amended HJ-14
   02/14/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/14/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-17
   02/15/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/16/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-14
H 3516 (Rat # 0051, Act #  0040)  General Bill, By Simrill, Lucas, White,
G.M. Smith, Pope, Stringer, W. Newton, Bales, Clary, Cole, Delleney,
Herbkersman, Hixon, Sandifer, Douglas, Knight, Erickson, Henegan,
Ridgeway, Williams, Jefferson, Ott, Govan, Henderson, V.S. Moss, Martin,
Spires, Funderburk, D.C. Moss, Brown, Whipper, Cobb-Hunter, Felder,
Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Clemmons, Clyburn, Daning, Cogswell, Davis, B.
Newton, Anthony, Crosby, S. Rivers, Thigpen, Hosey, Murphy, Hardee,
Weeks, King, Sottile and Anderson
Similar (S 0054, S 0384, S 0600, S 0813)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 57-11-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPOSIT OF FUNDS
WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO CREATE
THE INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE TRUST FUND; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-28-310, RELATING TO THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE, SO AS
TO PHASE-IN AN INCREASE OF TWELVE CENTS ON THE FEE OVER SIX
YEARS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-11-410 AND 56-11-450, BOTH RELAT-
ING TO THE ROAD TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE THE ROAD TAX IN THE
SAME MANNER AS THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE; TO AMEND SECTION
56-3-620, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE BIENNIAL REGISTRATION
OF A MOTOR VEHICLE, SO AS TO INCREASE THE FEE FOR THE REGIS-
TRATION; BY ADDING SECTION 56-3-627 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE PAY-
MENT OF AN INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE FEE UPON FIRST
REGISTERING ANY VEHICLE AND CERTAIN OTHER ITEMS IN THIS
STATE AND TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE FEE IS CALCU-
LATED, CREDITED, AND ADMINISTERED; BY ADDING SECTION 56-3-
645 SO AS TO IMPOSE A ROAD USE FEE ON CERTAIN MOTOR VEHI-
CLES THAT OPERATE ON FUEL THAT IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE MOTOR
FUEL USER FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2110, RELATING TO THE
MAXIMUM SALES TAX, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM TAX ON
CERTAIN ITEMS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO
EXEMPT ANY ITEM SUBJECT TO THE INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTE-
NANCE FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-1710, RELATING TO THE
CASUAL EXCISE TAX, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MOTOR VEHICLES
AND MOTORCYCLES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE TAX; TO REPEAL
SECTION 12-36-2647 RELATING TO THE CREDITING OF CERTAIN
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX REVENUES; TO AMEND ARTICLE 23, CHAPTER
37, TITLE 12, RELATING TO MOTOR CARRIERS, SO AS TO DEFINE
TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ARTICLE DOES NOT APPLY TO A
SMALL COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN VEHI-
CLES ARE ASSESSED AND APPORTIONED BASED ON A ROAD USE FEE
INSTEAD OF PROPERTY TAXES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE ROAD USE
FEE IS DUE AT THE SAME TIME AS REGISTRATION FEES, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ROAD USE FEE, AND TO EXEMPT
CERTAIN SEMITRAILERS, TRAILERS, LARGE COMMERCIAL MOTOR
VEHICLES, AND BUSES FROM AD VALOREM TAXATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-3-376, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A REGISTRATION SYSTEM FOR LARGE
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AND BUSES; TO AMEND SECTION
56-3-120, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION PRO-
CESS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION
56-3-610, RELATING TO THE PAYMENT OF REGISTRATION FEES, SO AS
TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-660,
RELATING TO REGISTRATION FEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FEES
FOR LICENSING AND REGISTRATION AND THE ROAD USE FEE MAY
BE CREDITED OR PRORATED IF THE FEE EXCEEDS FOUR HUNDRED
DOLLARS INSTEAD OF EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS, AND TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-620, RELATING
TO THE IMPOSITION OF LOCAL FEES, SO AS TO APPORTION CERTAIN
LICENSE FEES AND TAXES; BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-2600 SO AS TO
EXEMPT MOTOR CARRIERS FROM AD VALOREM TAXES ON LARGE
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AND BUSES; TO AMEND SECTION
12-37-2610, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TAX YEAR FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-37-2650, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF TAX NOTICES,
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-
2355, RELATING TO INSPECTION FEE REVENUES, SO AS TO DELETE A
PROVISION THAT CREDITED THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
WITH TEN PERCENT OF THE REVENUES; TO REPEAL SECTION 12-28-
530 RELATING TO THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE ON FUEL INVENTORY;
TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2740, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF
THE MOTOR FUEL USER FEE TO COUNTIES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR
CERTAIN ADDITIONAL ALLOCATIONS, AND TO DISTRIBUTE ADDI-
TIONAL REVENUES TO EACH COUNTY; BY ADDING SECTION 57-1-380
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO PRE-
PARE A TRANSPORTATION ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE
STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 11-43-167, RELATING
TO FEES AND FINES CREDITED TO THE STATE HIGHWAY FUND, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO REDUCE
CERTAIN AMOUNTS TRANSFERRED TO THE STATE-FUNDED RESUR-
FACING PROGRAM; TO REPEAL SECTION 11-43-165 RELATING TO A
TRANSFER OF FUNDS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE BANK; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3780 SO AS TO
ALLOW FOR A REFUNDABLE INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR CERTAIN
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE ON A PRIVATE PASSENGER MOTOR
VEHICLE, AND TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS
CALCULATED AND OFFSET; BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-240 SO AS TO
CREATE THE SAFETY MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT TO OFFSET THE
AMOUNT OF THE PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE CREDIT; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 12-6-3632 SO AS TO PHASE- IN A CREDIT EQUAL TO ONE
HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF ANY EARNED INCOME TAX
CREDIT ALLOWED; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3330, RELATING TO THE
TWO-WAGE EARNER CREDIT, SO AS TO PHASE-IN AN INCREASE IN
THE MULTIPLIER THAT DETERMINES THE MAXIMUM CREDIT
AMOUNT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3385, RELATING TO THE INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR TUITION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THE
CREDIT FOR BOTH FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS AND TWO-YEAR
INSTITUTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAX, SO AS TO PHASE IN AN
EXEMPTION OF A PERCENTAGE OF MANUFACTURING PROPERTY; TO
REPEAL SECTION 57-1-460 RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION SECRETARY S EVALUATION AND APPROVAL OF
ROUTINE OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND EMERGENCY REPAIRS;
TO REPEAL SECTION 57-1-470 RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION S REVIEW OF ROUTINE MAINTE-
NANCE AND EMERGENCY REPAIR REQUESTS APPROVED BY THE
SECRETARY; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-310, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,
SO AS TO ADD AN AT-LARGE MEMBER AND TO SPECIFY THE MAN-
NER IN WHICH THE MEMBERS ARE APPROVED; TO AMEND SECTION
57-1-325, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE SUBMISSION OF TRANS-
PORTATION DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS, SO AS TO SPECIFY THE MAN-
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NER IN WHICH THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION MAY APPROVE THE
APPOINTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-340, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE OATH OF OFFICE FOR A COMMISSION MEMBER, SO AS TO
MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 1,
TITLE 57 RELATING TO THE JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COM-
MITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-350, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE RULES AND PROCEDURES OF THE COMMISSION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO REQUIRE A MINIMUM
OF SIX REGULAR MEETINGS ANNUALLY, TO PROHIBIT A MEMBER
FROM BEING INVOLVED IN THE DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT, AND TO PROHIBIT A MEMBER FROM HAVING AN
INTEREST IN A GRANT OR AWARD OF THE DEPARTMENT; TO AMEND
SECTION 57-1-360, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CHIEF INTERNAL
AUDITOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO
REQUIRE ALL FINAL AUDIT REPORTS BE PUBLISHED ON THE WEB-
SITE MAINTAINED BY THE DEPARTMENT AND THE STATE AUDITOR;
TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-430, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE SEC-
RETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE SECRETARY TO PREPARE AND PUBLISH CERTAIN
ANNUAL REPORTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-330, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE TERMS OF OFFICE FOR MEMBERS OF THE COM-
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO
MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE. - ratified title
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Douglas,
Knight, Erickson
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan,
Ridgeway, Williams, Jefferson, Ott, Govan
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin, Spires,
Funderburk, D.C.Moss
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Whip-
per, Cobb-Hunter
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder, Bern-
stein
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
Clemmons
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clyburn
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   02/14/17 House Committee report: Majority favorable with amend.,
minority unfavorable Ways and Means HJ-30
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cogswell
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis, B.New-
ton, Anthony, Crosby, S.Rivers, Thigpen, Hosey, Murphy
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hardee,
Weeks
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-12
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-13
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   03/01/17 House Amended HJ-15
   03/01/17 House Read second time HJ-15
   03/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-18 HJ-68
   03/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-20
   03/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   03/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
10
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/17 Senate Motion For Special Order Failed SJ-58
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-23  Nays-18 SJ-58
   04/06/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-136
   04/18/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-31
   04/19/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   04/19/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-21  Nays-17 SJ-18
   04/19/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-18
   04/20/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-25
   04/25/17 Senate Amended SJ-34
   04/25/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-34
   04/26/17 Senate Amended SJ-11
   04/26/17 Senate Read second time SJ-11
   04/27/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-45
   04/27/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-30  Nays-9 SJ-45
   05/03/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-29
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-7  Nays-107 HJ-31
   05/03/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Campbell, Sheheen, Turner SJ-21
   05/03/17 House Conference committee appointed Simrill, Rutherford,
White HJ-37
   05/08/17 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-49
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-32  Nays-11 SJ-49
   05/08/17 Senate Free conference committee appointed Sheheen, Campbell,
Turner SJ-49
   05/08/17 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-55
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-32  Nays-12 SJ-55
   05/09/17 House Free conference powers granted HJ-10
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-16 HJ-14
   05/09/17 House Free conference committee appointed Simrill, Rutherford,
White HJ-15
   05/09/17 House Free conference report adopted HJ-15
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-20 HJ-52
   05/09/17 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-57
   05/09/17 Ratified R 51
   05/09/17 Vetoed by Governor
   05/10/17 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-95  Nays-18
   05/10/17 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-32  Nays-12 SJ-44
   05/19/17 Effective date See Act
   05/25/17 Act No. 40
H 3517 (Rat # 0021, Act #  0012)  General Bill, By Hiott, Kirby, Duckworth,
Forrest, Hixon, Hewitt, Davis and Martin
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-9-750 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIREC-
TOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES MAY ISSUE SPE-
CIAL AUTHORIZATION FOR HUNTING AND FISHING TO ANY PERSON
WHO IS NOT MORE THAN TWENTY-ONE YEARS OLD WHO HAS BEEN
DIAGNOSED WITH A TERMINAL OR LIFE THREATENING ILLNESS OR
INJURY WHO IS SPONSORED BY CERTAIN NONPROFIT CHARITABLE
ORGANIZATIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT LICENSE, TAG, AND FEE
REQUIREMENTS FOR HUNTING AND FISHING ARE WAIVED, AND TO
ALLOW THE DIRECTOR TO DETERMINE THE PERIOD OF TIME IN
WHICH THE SPECIAL AUTHORIZATION IS VALID. - ratified title
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-14
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duckworth,
Forrest, Hixon, Hewitt
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-1
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   01/31/17 House Read second time HJ-31
   01/31/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-31
   02/01/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   02/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-22
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   03/29/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
19
   04/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-19
   04/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-34  Nays-0 SJ-19
   04/18/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-14
   04/19/17 Ratified R 21
   04/24/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 4/24/17
   04/28/17 Act No. 12
H 3518  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 29-1-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE NOTWITHSTANDING
ANOTHER PROVISION OF LAW OR CONTRACT, WHEN A MORTGAGEE
MAKES A PAYMENT ON A LOAN SECURED BY A MORTGAGE, THE
MORTGAGOR SHALL APPLY AT LEAST THIRTY PERCENT OF THE PAY-
MENT RECEIVED TOWARD THE PRINCIPAL BALANCE OF THE LOAN
SECURED BY THE MORTGAGE, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-14
H 3519  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 29-1-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE A MANDATORY MIN-
IMUM GRACE PERIOD OF TWENTY DAYS FOR A MORTGAGE PAY-
MENT, TO DEFINE THE TERM GRACE PERIOD, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A SIMPLE INTEREST OR OTHER
MORTGAGE IN WHICH INTEREST ACCRUES DAILY.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 3520  General Bill, By Atwater and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, A PARENT
RESIDING IN THIS STATE MAY ENROLL HIS DISABLED CHILD IN ANY
SCHOOL DISTRICT OR PRIVATE SCHOOL IN THIS STATE THAT HE
CONSIDERS BEST CAPABLE OF MEETING THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF HIS
CHILD S DISABILITY; TO PROVIDE THE CHILD MUST MEET OTHER
ADMISSIONS CRITERIA OF THE SCHOOL; TO REQUIRE THE TRANS-
MITTAL OF ONE HUNDRED PERCENT OF THE BASE STUDENT COST
FROM THE DISTRICT IN WHICH THE CHILD RESIDES TO THE DIS-
TRICT OF THE SCHOOL HE ATTENDS OR THE PRIVATE SCHOOL THAT
HE ATTENDS; TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN A CHILD ENROLLED IN A
SCHOOL UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT MOVES FROM THE
DISTRICT THAT TRANSMITTED FUNDS ON HIS BEHALF TO ANOTHER
DISTRICT, THE DISTRICT INTO WHICH THE CHILD MOVES SHALL
REIMBURSE THE DISTRICT FROM WHICH THE CHILD MOVED ON A
PRO RATA BASIS TO BE CALCULATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION; AND TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT SHALL DEVELOP
APPLICATION PROCEDURES FOR A PARENT SEEKING TO ENROLL HIS
CHILD IN A SCHOOL PURSUANT TO THE ACT.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-15
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3521  General Bill, By McCoy, Bedingfield, Herbkersman, Hill, Long,
Norrell, Putnam, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Stavrinakis, Wheeler, Bernstein,
Magnuson, King, Henegan, Taylor, Erickson, Gilliard, Govan, McKnight,
Cobb-Hunter, Bennett, Mace and Alexander
Similar (S 0212)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA COMPASSIONATE CARE ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE MEDICAL USE OF CANNABIS BY CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WITH
CERTAIN DISEASES AND MEDICAL CONDITIONS; TO AUTHORIZE
CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS TO ACT AS DESIGNATED CAREGIVERS IN
ORDER TO ASSIST QUALIFYING PATIENTS WITH THE MEDICAL USE
OF CANNABIS; TO AUTHORIZE PHYSICIANS TO RECOMMEND THE
MEDICAL USE OF CANNABIS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; TO CRE-
ATE A CONFIDENTIAL REGISTRY OF APPLICANTS AND HOLDERS OF
REGISTRY CARDS; TO REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VERIFICA-
TION SYSTEM FOR USE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AND MEDICAL CAN-
NABIS ESTABLISHMENTS; TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DEFENSES AND
OTHER PROTECTIONS TO, AMONG OTHERS, QUALIFYING PATIENTS,
DESIGNATED CAREGIVERS, PHYSICIANS, AND LICENSED MEDICAL
CANNABIS ESTABLISHMENT PRINCIPALS AND AGENTS; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE OPERATION AND REGULATION OF MEDICAL CANNABIS
ESTABLISHMENTS, INCLUDING CULTIVATION FACILITIES, DISPENSA-
RIES, INDEPENDENT TESTING LABORATORIES, AND PROCESSING
FACILITIES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SEED-TO-
SALE ELECTRONIC MONITORING SYSTEM TO TRACK CANNABIS
COMPONENTS FROM CULTIVATION TO POINT OF SALE; TO ESTAB-
LISH FEES AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES; TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; TO CREATE A MEDICAL CANNABIS
PROGRAM FUND; AND TO ESTABLISH A MEDICAL CANNABIS ADVI-
SORY BOARD AND TO PROVIDE FOR MEMBERSHIP AND RESPONSI-
BILITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO SALES TAX EXEMPTIONS, SO AS TO EXEMPT THE SALE
OF CANNABIS BY DISPENSARIES FROM STATE SALES TAX; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-15
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Hen-
egan, Taylor
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   04/20/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McKnight
   04/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Alexander
   05/01/18 House Committee report: Majority favorable, minority unfavor-
able Medical, Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-
53
H 3522  General Bill, By McCoy and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIMIT ON STATE SPENDING
IMPOSED PURSUANT TO SECTION 7(C), ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, SO AS TO IMPOSE AN ANNUAL
LIMIT ON THE STATE GENERAL FUND REVENUES AVAILABLE FOR
APPROPRIATION BY RESTRICTING ANY INCREASE TO A PERCENT-
AGE THAT IS EQUAL TO THE AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
CHANGE FROM THE PREVIOUS TEN COMPLETED STATE FISCAL
YEARS, TO CREATE A SEPARATE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND IN
THE STATE TREASURY TO WHICH MUST BE CREDITED ALL GENERAL
FUND REVENUES IN EXCESS OF THE ANNUAL LIMIT, TO PROVIDE
FOR DISBURSEMENTS FROM THE BUDGET STABILIZATION FUND, TO
DEFINE EMERGENCIES AND TO PROVIDE FOR SUSPENSION OF THIS
APPROPRIATIONS LIMIT IN EMERGENCIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
DISBURSEMENTS OF SURPLUS FUNDS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-16
H 3523  General Bill, By McCoy, Bennett, Duckworth, Yow and Davis
Similar (S 0164, S 0174, H 3374)
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-1-160, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITIONS OF  INJURY  AND  PER-
SONAL INJURY  IN WORKERS  COMPENSATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE A
DEFINITION OF  FIRST RESPONDER , TO MODIFY THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF A FIRST RESPONDER SEEKING WORKERS  COMPENSATION
FOR PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED BY STRESS, MENTAL INJURY, OR
MENTAL ILLNESS, AND TO INCLUDE MENTAL ILLNESS AMONG
RELATED CONDITIONS THAT MAY BE COMPENSABLE IF RESULTING
FROM A SIGNIFICANT TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duckworth,
Yow
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 3524  General Bill, By McCoy, S. Rivers and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO
REPORT CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT, SO AS TO ADD SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE ADMINISTRATORS, COACHES, FIREFIGHTERS, CAMP
COUNSELORS, SCOUT LEADERS, AND OTHER PERSONS WHO HAVE
DIRECT CONTACT WITH OR SUPERVISE CHILDREN AS MANDATED
REPORTERS, TO REQUIRE REPORTING WHEN MANDATED REPORTERS
ARE ACTING IN A VOLUNTEER CAPACITY, AND TO REQUIRE MAN-
DATED REPORTERS TO COMPLY INDIVIDUALLY WITH THE STATU-
TORY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS REGARDLESS OF EMPLOYER
INTERNAL REPORTING PROTOCOLS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
450, RELATING TO INFORMATION THAT MUST BE PROVIDED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO MANDATED REPORTERS, SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
H 3525  General Bill, By Rutherford and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-1-235 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ONLY CER-
TAIN ENTITIES MAY USE AN AUTOMATIC LICENSE PLATE READER
SYSTEM, TO PROVIDE THE LOCATIONS WHERE THE SYSTEM MAY BE
INSTALLED, TO PROVIDE HOW INFORMATION OBTAINED THROUGH
THE SYSTEM MAY BE USED, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A
VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
H 3526  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3895 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO OPERATE A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE
USING A CELLULAR TELEPHONE, PAGER, PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSIS-
TANT DEVICE, OR ANOTHER WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE
THAT IS NOT EQUIPPED WITH A HANDS-FREE MECHANISM, AND TO
PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
H 3527  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-15-150 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MANU-
FACTURER OF A NEW MOTOR VEHICLE THAT IS SOLD OR LEASED IN
THIS STATE WHICH IS EQUIPPED WITH AN EVENT DATA RECORDER
OR A SENSING AND DIAGNOSTIC MODULE SHALL DISCLOSE THIS
INFORMATION IN THE MOTOR VEHICLE S OWNER S MANUAL AND
ON ITS WINDOW STICKER, TO PROVIDE THAT A COMPANY THAT
RENTS A MOTOR VEHICLE THAT IS EQUIPPED WITH THIS DEVICE
MUST DISCLOSE ITS EXISTENCE IN THE COMPANY S RENTAL AGREE-
MENT, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERM  RECORDING
DEVICE , TO RESTRICT THE USE OF CERTAIN DATA OBTAINED BY A
RECORDING DEVICE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF A VEHICLE IS
EQUIPPED WITH A RECORDING DEVICE THAT IS CAPABLE OF
RECORDING OR TRANSMITTING CERTAIN INFORMATION AND THAT
CAPABILITY IS PART OF A SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE, THE FACT THAT
THE INFORMATION MAY BE RECORDED OR TRANSMITTED MUST BE
DISCLOSED IN THE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE AGREEMENT.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-18
H 3528  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN ELECTRICAL
UTILITY OPERATING IN THIS STATE SHALL BURY ALL OF ITS NEW
ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION LINES INSTALLED WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF A MUNICIPALITY IN THIS STATE AFTER JANUARY 2,
2017, AND SHALL BURY ALL OF ITS EXISTING ELECTRICAL POWER
TRANSMISSION LINES LOCATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF A
MUNICIPALITY IN THIS STATE ACCORDING TO A GRADUATED
SCHEDULE BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2023; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-
27-20, RELATING TO AREAS TO WHICH THE CHAPTER IS INAPPLICA-
BLE, SO AS TO MAKE THE CHAPTER APPLICABLE TO SECTION 58-27-
25.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
H 3529  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Sandifer, Hamilton, Forrester, Atwater,
Yow, Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Hill, Lowe, Pitts, Putnam, Anderson,
Martin, G.R. Smith, Williams, Hixon, Henegan and Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 77 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY
REGULATION REGARDING THE USE, DISPOSITION, SALE, OR ANY
IMPOSITION OF ANY PROHIBITION, RESTRICTION, FEE IMPOSITION,
OR TAXATION OF AUXILIARY CONTAINERS MUST BE DONE ONLY BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO DEFINE AUXILIARY CONTAINER, TO
PROVIDE FOR LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR EXCEP-
TIONS.
   01/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   01/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   01/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Henderson
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   02/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-1
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin,
G.R.Smith
   02/07/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bedingfield, Toole, Brown,
Hiott, Mack, Cogswell, Crosby, Danning, Arrington,
Clary, Bernstein, Stavrinakis, McCoy, Henderson, Burns,
B Newton, Martin, Forrester, Robinson-Simpson, Dilliard,
Mitchell, Norrell, GR Smith, VS Moss, Cobb-Hunter,
McEachern, Ridgeway, Douglas, W Newton, Erickson,
Clemmons, Williams, Ott, Knight, King, Bradley, Finlay,
Henegan, Johnson, S Rivers, Yow, Jefferson HJ-16
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-12
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-12
   03/01/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-17 HJ-14
   03/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-7-17 HJ-28
   03/07/17 House Amended HJ-83
   03/07/17 House Continued HJ-83
   01/10/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-24-18 HJ-14
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-53
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
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   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams,
Hixon, McGinnis
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: McGinnis
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/07/18 House Amended HJ-21
   02/07/18 House Read second time HJ-47
   02/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-41 HJ-47
   02/08/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-22
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   04/17/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-8
   04/18/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3530  General Bill, By Long, Burns, Bedingfield, G.R. Smith, Stringer,
Crawford, Quinn, Yow, McCoy, Huggins, Atwater, Magnuson, Hamilton,
Pope, Simrill, Elliott, D.C. Moss, Daning, Hill, Bannister, Collins, McCravy,
Chumley, Hardee, V.S. Moss, Allison, Ballentine, Bennett, Clemmons,
Duckworth, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hixon, Loftis, Lowe, Norman, Pitts,
Putnam, S. Rivers, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, Thayer, Toole, West, White,
Whitmire, Martin, Taylor, Willis, Forrester, Jordan, Hiott and Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PERSONHOOD ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA  BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT
THE RIGHT TO LIFE FOR EACH BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN BEING
VESTS AT FERTILIZATION, AND THAT THE RIGHTS OF DUE PROCESS
AND EQUAL PROTECTION, GUARANTEED BY SECTION 3, ARTICLE I
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, VEST AT FERTILIZATION FOR
EACH BORN AND PREBORN HUMAN BEING.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   03/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrester
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan
   04/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott, Tallon
H 3531 (Rat # 0057, Act #  0086)  General Bill, By Crawford, Clemmons, Fry,
Duckworth, Hixon, Hardee, V.S. Moss, Forrest and Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 2 TO TITLE 47 SO AS TO DEFINE CERTAIN
TERMS, TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN PERSONS FROM OWNING, POSSESS-
ING, IMPORTING, PURCHASING, OR SELLING A LARGE WILD CAT,
NON-NATIVE BEAR, OR GREAT APE, TO AUTHORIZE CONFISCATION
OF THESE ANIMALS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL BODIES MAY ADOPT ORDI-
NANCES THAT REGULATE THE POSSESSION OF THESE ANIMALS, TO
REGULATE THE TREATMENT OF THESE ANIMALS, AND TO PROVIDE
A PENALTY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 47-5-50, RELATING TO THE
PROHIBITION OF THE SALE OF WILD CARNIVORES AS PETS AND THE
SALE OF DOMESTICATED FERRETS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVI-
SION THAT ALLOWS THE PUBLIC DISPLAY, SHOWING, OR EXHIBITION
OF CERTAIN WILD CARNIVORES, PRIMATES, OR OTHER ANIMALS.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrest
   01/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   01/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   02/01/17 House Amended HJ-33
   02/01/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill HJ-34
   02/01/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   02/01/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-5 HJ-34
   02/02/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-14
   04/20/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-10
   05/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-29
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-26
   05/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-54
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-6 HJ-55
   05/09/17 Ratified R 57
   05/11/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date See Act
   05/31/17 Act No. 86
H 3532  Concurrent Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
OWNERS AND EMPLOYEES OF BARRINGER S JEWELERS, INC., IN
MARION COUNTY FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THEIR COMMU-
NITY AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM AS THEY CELEBRATE THE SEV-
ENTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF PROVIDING PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER
SERVICE IN THE SALE OF QUALITY JEWELRY.
   01/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-4
   01/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3533  Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SUSAN GORDON
WELCH, A TEACHER AT JOHNSONVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, UPON THE
OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER FORTY-TWO YEARS OF DIS-
TINGUISHED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HER CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
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H 3534  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MR. JAMES MOULTRIE ON HIS
RETIREMENT FROM DILLON MIDDLE SCHOOL AND TO EXTEND DEEP
APPRECIATION FOR HIS FIFTY-ONE YEARS OF SERVICE IMPARTING
KNOWLEDGE TO THE CHILDREN OF OUR GREAT STATE.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3535  Resolution, By Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PROFES-
SIONAL ENGINEERS WHO LIVE AND WORK IN THE GREAT STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO
HONOR OUR ENGINEERS FOR THEIR MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
PALMETTO STATE S QUALITY OF LIFE, AND TO DECLARE WEDNES-
DAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2017, AS SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSIONAL ENGI-
NEERS DAY.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3536  General Bill, By Henegan, Jefferson and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-21-55 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DIVISION ON
AGING OF THE OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR TO FUND A
PROGRAM TO PROVIDE SUBSIDIES TO SENIOR CITIZENS TO PUR-
CHASE A PERSONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   01/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-6
H 3537  General Bill, By Murphy and Mack
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION DISTRICTS FROM WHICH
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ARE ELECTED, SO
AS TO REVISE DISTRICT 98 AND DISTRICT 109, TO FURTHER PROVIDE
FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH THE LINCOLN PRECINCT IN DORCHES-
TER COUNTY IS REFLECTED IN BOTH DISTRICTS.
   01/19/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   01/24/17 House Amended HJ-32
   01/24/17 House Read second time HJ-32
   01/24/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-32
   01/25/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
H 3538 (Rat # 0058, Act #  0036)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0291)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES RIGHT TO PARENT ACT
BY ADDING CHAPTER 21 TO TITLE 63 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND THE
FAMILY AND PROBATE COURTS, AMONG OTHERS, TO PROTECT THE
PARENTING RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY BY ESTABLISH-
ING CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS AND SAFEGUARDS APPLICABLE IN
CHILD CUSTODY, CHILD PROTECTION, AND PROBATE GUARDIAN-
SHIP PROCEEDINGS TO ENSURE THAT PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
ARE NOT DENIED THE RIGHT TO PARENT OR TO HAVE CUSTODY OF
OR VISITATION WITH A CHILD BECAUSE OF THE DISABILITY; AND TO
PROHIBIT CHILD PLACING AGENCIES AND ADOPTION SERVICE PRO-
VIDERS FROM DENYING PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY THE RIGHT
TO ACCESS SERVICES BECAUSE OF THE PERSON S DISABILITY, WITH
EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-720, RELATING TO REASON-
ABLE EFFORTS REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBABLE CAUSE HEARINGS,
SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN EFFORTS IF A PARENT OR LEGAL
GUARDIAN HAS A DISABILITY TO INCLUDE REFERRALS FOR SER-
VICES PROVIDING INSTRUCTION ON ADAPTIVE PARENTING TECH-
NIQUES AND OTHER REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS WITH
REGARD TO ACCESSING SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1640, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO FAMILY COURT DETERMINATIONS
WHETHER TO REQUIRE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PRESERVE OR
REUNIFY A FAMILY WHEN THE PARENT OR LEGAL GUARDIAN HAS A
DISABILITY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COURT TO TAKE INTO CONSID-
ERATION THE DISABILITY AND WAYS IN WHICH TO ACCOMMODATE
THE DISABILITY TO PRESERVE OR REUNIFY THE FAMILY; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-2570, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO GROUNDS
FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT TER-
MINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF A DIS-
ABILITY.
   01/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   01/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-48
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-45
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-46
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-47
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-11
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-51
   05/03/17 Senate Read second time SJ-32
   05/03/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-32
   05/04/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-15
   05/09/17 Ratified R 58
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 36
H 3539  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
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Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND SUPPORT THE DEMOCRA-
TIZATION EFFORTS OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (TAIWAN) AND THE
NATION S MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION IN THE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION, THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZA-
TION, AND THE UN FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE
CHANGE, AS WELL AS OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS,
AND TO EXTEND SINCERE BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED COOPERA-
TION AND SUCCESS.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3540  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WELCOME THE NATIONAL COM-
MANDER OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, THE HONORABLE CHARLES E.
SCHMIDT, TO SOUTH CAROLINA AND INVITE HIM TO ADDRESS THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION IN THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AT 12:30 P.M. ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 2017.
   01/24/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced SJ-25
   01/24/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-25
   03/02/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-15
   03/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-16
H 3541  Resolution, By Collins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND JAMES
RODDY, DRUM MAJOR OF THE EASLEY HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING
BAND, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR HIS SELECTION TO THE
PRESTIGIOUS 2017 UNITED STATES ARMY ALL-AMERICAN MARCH-
ING BAND.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3542  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE WEEK OF JANUARY 22
THROUGH JANUARY 28, 2017, AS  NATIONAL SCHOOL CHOICE WEEK
IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO CONGRATULATE STUDENTS, PAR-
ENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOOL LEADERS FROM K-12 EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS OF ALL VARIETIES FOR THEIR PERSISTENCE,
ACHIEVEMENTS, DEDICATION, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR
COMMUNITIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3543  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND DR. DANIEL W. BLUE, JR., ON
HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE ROLE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF DIL-
LON COUNTY FIRST STEPS ON JANUARY 30, 2017, AND TO VOICE
EARNEST GRATITUDE FOR THE SIXTEEN YEARS OF SERVICE DEDI-
CATED TO HELPING THE CHILDREN OF THE PALMETTO STATE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3544  Concurrent Resolution, By Hayes
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF OLD RIVER ROAD IN THE
TOWN OF FORK FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH FIRST LOOP ROAD
TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 41
THOMAS NEAL ROGERS HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE SIGNS
OR MARKERS CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/24/17 House Introduced HJ-22
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-22
   02/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/07/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-20
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/03/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-63
H 3545  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JEFF
ALLEN, IRMO FIRE MARSHAL, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT AFTER TWENTY-TWO YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/24/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-25
H 3546  General Bill, By Thayer, Sandifer, Toole, Hill and G.R. Smith
Similar (S 0276, H 4643)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-61-80 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A DIRECT
PRIMARY CARE AGREEMENT IS NOT A CONTRACT OF INSURANCE
AND NOT SUBJECT TO REGULATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSUR-
ANCE, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM DIRECT PRIMARY CARE AGREE-
MENT.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-24
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, Hill
H 3547  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-580, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS
REGARDING THE SALE OF BEER AND WINE, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
PLACEMENT OF PORTABLE CONTAINERS OR COOLERS CONTAINING
BEER OR WINE NEAR DOORS USED FOR INGRESS OR EGRESS FROM A
LICENSED ESTABLISHMENT.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-24
H 3548  General Bill, By Bennett, Delleney, Yow, Stringer, Hardee, Erickson,
Long, Fry, Daning, S. Rivers, Davis, Allison, Hill, Crosby, B. Newton,
McCoy, West, McCravy, Tallon, Elliott, Henderson, V.S. Moss, G.R. Smith,
Pope, Toole, Huggins, Hamilton, Bedingfield, Atwater, Ballentine, Willis,
Simrill and Lowe
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA UNBORN CHILD PROTECTION
FROM DISMEMBERMENT ABORTION ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO
CHAPTER 41, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROHIBIT DISMEMBERMENT ABOR-
TIONS, WITH EXCEPTIONS, AND TO DEFINE RELEVANT TERMS; TO
PROVIDE FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND CIVIL REMEDIES TO
ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS OF THE ARTICLE; TO CREATE CRIMINAL
PENALTIES; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Hen-
derson
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-45
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pope, Toole
   03/27/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bennett, Delleney, Yow,
Stringer, Hardee, Erickson, Long, Fry, Daning, S Rivers,
Davis, Allison, Hill, Crosby, B Newton, McCoy, West,
McCravy, Tallon, Elliott, Henderson, VS Moss, GR Smith,
Pope, Toole HJ-40
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins,
Hamilton, Bedingfield
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater, Bal-
lentine, Willis, Simrill, Lowe
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-83
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-83
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-17 HJ-100
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-57
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-17 HJ-57
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-12
   04/25/18 Senate Motion For Special Order Failed SJ-44
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-18 SJ-44
   04/26/18 Senate Special order, set for April 26, 2018 SJ-51
   05/01/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-88
   05/02/18 Senate Amended SJ-56
   05/02/18 Senate Read second time SJ-56
   05/02/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-28  Nays-10 SJ-56
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/18 Senate Amended SJ-12
   05/03/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-31  Nays-11 SJ-12
   05/03/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
   05/03/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-24  Nays-21 SJ-12
H 3549 (Rat # 0282, Act #  0252)  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A PERMIT ISSUED FOR ON-PREMISES
CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR IN PROXIMITY TO A
CHURCH, SCHOOL, OR PLAYGROUND, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A
LICENSE MAY BE ISSUED IF THE DECISION-MAKING BODY OF THE
CHURCH, SCHOOL, OR PLAYGROUND AFFIRMATIVELY STATES THAT
IT DOES NOT OBJECT TO THE ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE AND TO
ALLOW THE DECISION-MAKING BODY OF A SCHOOL TO WITHDRAW
ITS STATEMENT DURING THE RENEWAL PERIOD FOR THE LICENSE. -
ratified title
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-42
   03/30/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). McCravy HJ-42
   04/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Gagnon, Atwater, Willis,
West, Huggins, Long, Pitts, Hiott, Brown, Hart, Magnu-
son, Chumley, Crosby HJ-20
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-52
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-140
   04/19/17 House Amended HJ-42
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-42
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-74  Nays-17 HJ-43
   04/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-17
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Shealy (ch), Hutto, Senn
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Amended SJ-36
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-44
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-9 SJ-44
   05/09/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-9
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-5 HJ-10
   05/23/18 Ratified R 282
   05/25/18 Signed By Governor
   06/01/18 Effective date 05/25/18
   06/01/18 Act No. 252
H 3550  General Bill, By Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1630, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF CHILD ABUSE AND
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NEGLECT HEARINGS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES TO PROVIDE TEN DAYS  NOTICE OF A HEARING
TO, AMONG OTHERS, FOSTER PARENTS AND TO REQUIRE THE
NOTICE TO INFORM FOSTER PARENTS OF THE RIGHT TO SUBMIT A
REPORT TO THE COURT; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1700, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO PERMANENCY PLANNING FOR CHILDREN
IN FOSTER CARE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE
NOTICE OF A PERMANENCY PLANNING HEARING TO FOSTER PAR-
ENTS AND OTHER PERSONS PROVIDING CARE FOR A CHILD; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-11-720, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FUNCTIONS
OF THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE FOS-
TER CARE REVIEW BOARD TO ADVISE FOSTER PARENTS ABOUT THE
RIGHT TO SUBMIT A REPORT TO AND BE HEARD BY THE COURT AT A
HEARING CONCERNING THE CHILD.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
H 3551  Resolution, By Thayer, West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE PALMETTO HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO
HONOR THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH
SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS AAA COMPETITIVE CHEER STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3552  Resolution, By Thayer and West
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PALMETTO HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING
RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH
CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS AAA COMPETITIVE CHEER
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3553  Resolution, By Thayer, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE PALMETTO HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3554  Resolution, By Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PALMETTO HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3555  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND PRESIDENT
ABDEL FATTAH EL SISI OF EGYPT FOR STRIDES TOWARD HARMONI-
OUS INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS, AND HIS EFFORTS FIGHTING
TERRORISM, AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THE AMICABLE
TRADE PARTNERSHIP EXPERIENCED BETWEEN OUR BEAUTIFUL
STATE AND EGYPT.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3556  Concurrent Resolution, By West, Gagnon, Hill, Putnam, White,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
BELTON-HONEA PATH HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEA-
SON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR CAPTURING THE 2016
SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   01/24/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-26
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H 3557  Resolution, By West, Gagnon, Hill, Putnam and White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BELTON-HONEA PATH HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM OF
ANDERSON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3558  General Bill, By Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PETIT AND GRAND LARCENY, SO AS TO
AMEND THE PENALTIES FOR GRAND LARCENY OFFENSES TO PRO-
VIDE MANDATORY MINIMUM TERMS OF IMPRISONMENT.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
H 3559 (Rat # 0059, Act #  0037)  General Bill, By Pitts, Ott, Putnam,
Gagnon, Atkinson, Dillard, Martin, West, Hill, Bedingfield, Gilliard, Kirby,
Davis, King, Whipper and Govan
Similar (S 0468)
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 55, TITLE 46, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CULTIVATION OF INDUSTRIAL
HEMP, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITIONS OF TERMS CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE TERM  HUMAN
CONSUMPTION , TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL
HEMP PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE THAT INDUSTRIAL HEMP IS AN AGRI-
CULTURAL CROP UPON WHICH AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCA-
TION MAY CONDUCT RESEARCH, TO PROVIDE THAT INDUSTRIAL
HEMP OR HEMP PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED AN ADULTER-
ANT, TO PROVIDE PROVISIONS THAT REGULATE THE GROWING,
SELLING, AND IMPORTATION OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP AND HEMP
SEED, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT EXCLUDES INDUSTRIAL
HEMP FROM THE DEFINITION OF MARIJUANA, TO REVISE THE PRO-
VISION THAT SPECIFIES THAT CERTAIN CONDUCT REGARDING THE
MANUFACTURING, DISTRIBUTION, PURCHASE, AND OTHER ACTIVI-
TIES RELATING TO DISGUISING MARIJUANA TO MAKE IT APPEAR TO
BE INDUSTRIAL HEMP, AND TO PROVIDE FOR LABORATORY TESTING
OF INDUSTRIAL HEMP.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-26
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Gag-
non
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atkinson,
Davis, Dillard
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: West
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hill, Beding-
field
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-4
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-59
   03/29/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Tallon, Burns, Loftis, GR
Smith, Long, Pitts, Ryhal, Hewitt, West HJ-59
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-47
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-50
   04/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-78
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-8
   04/20/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-10
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-31
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-35  Nays-1 SJ-31
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-26
   05/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-56
   05/09/17 Ratified R 59
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 37
H 3560  Resolution, By Clary, V.S. Moss, Ott, Bowers, Atkinson, Elliott,
McCravy, White, Tallon, Sandifer, Forrester, Whitmire, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brown,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C.
Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
FOOTBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 COL-
LEGE FOOTBALL PLAYOFF NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO
SALUTE THEM FOR THEIR POSTSEASON RANKING AS NUMBER 1 IN
THE NATION.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 3561  Resolution, By Clary, V.S. Moss, Ott, Bowers, Atkinson, Elliott,
McCravy, White, Tallon, Sandifer, Forrester and Whitmire
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND HONORED
FOR WINNING THE 2016 COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYOFF NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3562  Joint Resolution, By B. Newton, Martin, Elliott, Long and Magnuson
Similar (S 0140)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE FROM THE
LIST OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO
BE ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE MUST BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON THE ADVICE
AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH
THE GOVERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COM-
MISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE ELECTED IN THE 2018 GENERAL ELEC-
TION.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
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H 3563  Joint Resolution, By B. Newton, Martin, Elliott and Long
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE STATE TREASURER FROM THE LIST OF STATE
OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE ELECTED
AND PROVIDE THAT UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE
STATE TREASURER ELECTED IN THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION, THE
STATE TREASURER SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, UPON
THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FOR A
TERM OF FOUR YEARS COTERMINOUS WITH THAT OF THE GOVER-
NOR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL PRO-
VIDE BY LAW FOR THE DUTIES, COMPENSATION, AND
QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE STATE TREASURER AND THE PROCE-
DURES BY WHICH THE STATE TREASURER MAY BE REMOVED FROM
OFFICE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3564  Joint Resolution, By B. Newton, Martin, Elliott and Long
Similar (S 0139)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL FROM THE LIST OF
STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL MUST
BE APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CON-
SENT OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOV-
ERNOR UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL ELECTED IN THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
H 3565  General Bill, By Fry, Crawford, Elliott, Burns, Clemmons, Allison,
Jordan, Yow, Johnson, Atwater, Duckworth, Ryhal, Loftis, Hewitt, G.R.
Smith, V.S. Moss, D.C. Moss, Daning, Hardee, Felder, Erickson, Bales,
Hamilton, Huggins, Putnam, Anthony, Bedingfield, West, Atkinson, Bennett,
B. Newton, Lucas, Arrington, Ballentine, Chumley, Crosby, Davis, Delleney,
Forrester, Gagnon, Hixon, Long, Lowe, Murphy, Pitts, Pope, S. Rivers,
Sandifer, Simrill, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, White, Bannister, Tallon,
McCravy, Quinn, McEachern and McGinnis
Similar (S 0105, S 0112)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-600, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TIMELY REQUESTS FOR
CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS UNDER THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCE-
DURES ACT AND RELATED PROVISIONS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH AN
AUTOMATIC STAY CONCERNING LICENSE ISSUANCES, RENEWALS
AND THE LIKE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER
WHICH THE AUTOMATIC STAY MAY BE LIFTED.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
   01/24/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
Kirby
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Kirby
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bannister, Tal-
lon, McCravy
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Quinn
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   02/21/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, King, Hill, Wil-
liams, Pitts, Willis,Ott, Knight, Henegan, Wheeler, Craw-
ford, Johnson, Fry, Hardee, Bernstein, Ridgeway,
McEachern, Douglas, Forrester, Anderson, Murphy,
McCoy, Brown, Taylor, Hixon, Norrell, Robinson-Simp-
son, Clary, Dilliard HJ-33
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-22
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-20
   03/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-23-17 HJ-61
   03/29/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-30-17 HJ-79
   03/30/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-4-17 HJ-61
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-38
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-81
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-40
   04/26/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-27-17 HJ-74
   05/03/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-4-17 HJ-51
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-63
   05/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-10-17 HJ-144
   05/10/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-11-17 HJ-76
   01/10/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-16-18 HJ-14
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-20-18 HJ-53
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-35
   02/15/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-20-18 HJ-39
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McGinnis
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-28-18 HJ-37
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-17
   03/01/18 House Amended HJ-30
   03/01/18 House Read second time HJ-30
   03/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-3 HJ-33
   03/01/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-34
   03/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-15
H 3566  General Bill, By Lowe, Pitts, Jordan, White and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-150 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL SHALL DEVELOP GUIDELINES
FOR A ONE-WEEK TRAINING PROGRAM OFFERED BY THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE ACADEMY TO SCHOOL FIRST RESPONDERS THAT CERTIFIES
THEM TO POSSESS FIREARMS ON SCHOOL PREMISES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE CONDITIONS UPON WHICH SCHOOL FIRST RESPONDERS
MAY POSSESS FIREARMS ON SCHOOL PREMISES, AND TO PROVIDE
FUNDING TO CREATE THIS PROGRAM.
   01/24/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-28
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-47
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-73
   04/05/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Cobb-Hunter, Hill,
Norrell, Hart, McEachern, Thigpen, Clary, Anderson,
Brown, Tallon, Dilliard, Mitchell, Loftis, Hamilton, Lowe,
Henegan, Knight, Jordon HJ-9
   04/05/17 House Amended HJ-140
   04/05/17 House Read second time HJ-140
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-80  Nays-8 HJ-145
   04/06/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-26
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-27
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 3567  Concurrent Resolution, By Bedingfield, G.R. Smith, Hamilton,
Forrest, B. Newton, Elliott and Taylor
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION FOR A CONVENTION OF THE STATES TO BE CALLED
TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITU-
TION TO SET A LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF TERMS THAT A PERSON
MAY BE ELECTED AS A MEMBER OF THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF
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REPRESENTATIVES AND AS A MEMBER OF THE UNITED STATES SEN-
ATE.
   01/24/17 House Introduced HJ-24
   01/24/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
   01/25/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3568  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
FAITHFUL COMMITMENT OF THE FIREFIGHTERS OF THE BUFFALO-
MT. PISGAH FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT AND TO CELEBRATE WITH
THEM A HALF CENTURY OF THE DEPARTMENT S DEDICATED SER-
VICE TO THE COMMUNITIES OF BUFFALO AND MT. PISGAH.
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3569  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander, Kirby and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF 7 MILE ROAD IN FLOR-
ENCE COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 51 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH OLD RIVER ROAD  CORPO-
RAL THOMAS WILLIAM SPEARS MEMORIAL ROAD  AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGH-
WAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/25/17 House Introduced HJ-11
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-11
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-32
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
   02/23/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   02/28/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-36
H 3570  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Erickson, W. Newton and Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 4-1-190 SO AS TO ALLOW A COUNTY TO ESTAB-
LISH A WINDSTORM PROTECTION AND HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
PROGRAM TO ASSIST A HOMEOWNER WITH THE FINANCIAL COSTS
OF QUALIFIED WIND RESISTANCE IMPROVEMENTS, TO ESTABLISH
OPTIONS FOR FINANCING, TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN DETERMINA-
TIONS THAT MUST BE MADE, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NOTICE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A LIEN FILED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION IS
CONSIDERED TO BE AN AD VALOREM TAX, TO PROVIDE FOR CER-
TAIN RESTRICTIONS TO AN INCREASE IN PROPERTY TAXES; AND TO
ALLOW A LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO IMPOSE CERTAIN FEES.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-15
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bradley
H 3571  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, McKnight, Ott, Bernstein, McCoy,
Ballentine, Rutherford and Dillard
Similar (S 0255)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1375 SO AS TO REQUIRE INDEPENDENT
EXPENDITURE COMMITTEES TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DISCLOSURES
AND DISCLAIMERS REGARDING THE INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE
COMMITTEE S ELECTION COMMUNICATIONS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICA-
BLE TO SOUTH CAROLINA CAMPAIGN PRACTICES, SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERMS  INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE COMMITTEE  AND  ELEC-
TION COMMUNICATION .
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard
H 3572  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR KING ABDALLAH II BIN AL-HUS-
SEIN OF JORDAN FOR ADVANCES TOWARD HARMONIOUS INTERNA-
TIONAL RELATIONSHIPS, AND HIS EFFORTS IN FIGHTING
TERRORISM, AND PROVIDING REFUGE TO DISPLACED ARAB CHRIS-
TIANS AND OTHER PEOPLES WHO HAVE FLED THEIR COUNTRIES
DUE TO GENOCIDAL ATTACKS PERPETRATED BY ISLAMIC STATE IN
IRAQ AND SYRIA (ISIS), AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR AMICA-
BLE TRADE PARTNERSHIPS EXPERIENCED BETWEEN OUR BEAUTI-
FUL STATE AND JORDAN.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3573  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE HUNTER RENFROW OF THE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM FOR HIS INDISPENSABLE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO CLEMSON S SENSATIONAL WIN OF THE 2016
COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYOFF NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3574  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Neal, Rutherford, Thigpen,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE TRA-
DITION OF HARBISON INSTITUTE AND HARBISON JUNIOR COLLEGE
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IN PROVIDING OPEN-DOOR ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION FOR
DIVERSE STUDENTS FROM ALL BACKGROUNDS AND SOCIO-ECO-
NOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 22, 2017, AS  HARBISON HISTORY DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-11
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   01/31/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-14
   01/31/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-14
H 3575  Concurrent Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE VITAL ROLE OF
FIRST RESPONDERS THROUGHOUT OUR STATE AND TO PROCLAIM
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 2017, AS  SOUTH CAROLINA FIRST
RESPONDER PRAYER AND APPRECIATION DAY  AND THE FIRST
WEEK IN AUGUST 2017 AS  SOUTH CAROLINA FIRST RESPONDER
PRAYER AND APPRECIATION WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, BRINGING
AWARENESS, PRAYER, AND APPRECIATION FOR THE MEN AND
WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES WHO STAND IN THE GAP EVERY DAY
PROVIDING CIVILITY AND SAFETY TO OUR COMMUNITIES.
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-12
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   01/26/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   03/16/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/16/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 3576  Concurrent Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DR.
FREDIS CLEON ( FRED ) FORE OF MARION COUNTY FOR HIS OUT-
STANDING PUBLIC AND MILITARY SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA AND THIS GREAT COUNTRY.
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 3577  General Bill, By Huggins and McCravy
Similar (S 0367)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-870, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROVISIONS THAT REGULATE THE
OPERATION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF WATERCRAFT, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN A WATERCRAFT AND ANOTHER
OBJECT IN WHICH A WATERCRAFT MAY BE OPERATED IN EXCESS OF
IDLE SPEED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN WATERCRAFT MAY
NOT BE OPERATED UPON THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN
EXCESS OF IDLE SPEED WITHIN FIFTY FEET OF CERTAIN OBJECTS.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-15
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
H 3578  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-17-20, 2-17-25, 2-17-30, 2-17-35, AND 2-
17-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO
THE REGISTRATION AND REPORTING OF LOBBYISTS AND LOBBY-
ISTS  PRINCIPALS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE FILING FEE FROM ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS TO TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO REVISE THE
MANDATORY REPORTING PERIODS AND REPORTING DEADLINES;
AND TO MAKE CERTAIN TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3579  General Bill, By Pitts
Similar (H 4027)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1145 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE APPROPRIATE
SUPERVISORY OFFICE TO SEND CERTAIN ELECTRONIC NOTICES OF
OBLIGATION TO REPORT; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1337 SO AS TO
CLARIFY WHO MAY NOT SOLICIT CONTRIBUTIONS, NOR PROVIDE
EMPLOYMENT ADVANTAGES OR DISADVANTAGES BASED UPON
CONTRIBUTIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1530 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN FINED FOR A VIOLATION OF CHAP-
TER 13, TITLE 8, AND WHO HAS FAILED TO PAY THE AMOUNT OF THE
FINE MAY NOT BE A CANDIDATE FOR AN ELECTED OR APPOINTED
POSITION WITHIN A STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY; TO
AMEND SECTION 8-13-360, RELATING TO STATEMENTS AND REPORTS
FILED WITH THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO MAKE ELECTRONIC FILINGS
ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-780, RELAT-
ING TO REMEDIES FOR BREACHES OF ETHICAL STANDARDS BY PUB-
LIC OFFICIALS, MEMBERS, OR EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE A
REFERENCE TO THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION S REGULATION-
MAKING AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1110, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO PERSONS REQUIRED TO FILE STATEMENTS OF ECO-
NOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS AND
TO PROVIDE THAT ALL SALARIED MEMBERS OF A BOARD, COMMIS-
SION, OR AGENCY MUST FILE A STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTER-
ESTS AND TO REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT DIRECTORS OF A
DIVISION, INSTITUTION, OR FACILITY MUST FILE A STATEMENT OF
ECONOMIC INTERESTS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1120, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE CONTENTS OF THE STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC
INTERESTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE FORM AND REQUIRED CONTENTS
OF STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-
13-1170, RELATING TO TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS OF DISCLOSURE
REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE CONFIDENTIALITY OF TECH-
NICAL VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1364, RELATING TO
THE SENDING OF NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO REPORT AND FORMS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ELECTRONIC NOTICE OF OBLIGATION TO
FILE A REPORT WITH THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY OFFICE; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 8-13-1160, 8-13-1180, 8-13-1310, 8-13-1350, 8-13-
1358, 8-13-1362, AND 8-13-1366 ALL RELATING TO RIGHTS, DUTIES,
OBLIGATIONS, LIABILITIES, PROHIBITED ACTS, OR PENALTIES
ESTABLISHED OR IMPOSED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 11 OR ARTICLE
13, CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
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   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3580  General Bill, By Thayer, Herbkersman, Erickson, Jefferson,
Williams, Govan, Felder, Henegan, Yow, Long, Hosey, Anthony, Bales,
Spires, Willis, Allison, Arrington, Cogswell, Weeks, Norman, Chumley,
Martin, Burns, Clary, Loftis, Johnson, Bedingfield, McCravy, Collins,
Bennett, Blackwell, Clemmons, Crawford, Hamilton, Henderson, Hiott,
Hixon, Lowe, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, W. Newton, Pitts, Pope, S.
Rivers, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Toole, Whitmire and Elliott
Similar (S 0198, S 0300, H 3242, H 3322)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS WHO MAY SIGN AN APPLICA-
TION OF AN UNEMANCIPATED MINOR FOR A BEGINNER S PERMIT,
INSTRUCTION PERMIT, OR DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR ADDITIONAL PERSONS WHO MAY SIGN THE APPLICATION, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERSON MUST SIGN THE APPLICATION IN
THE PRESENCE OF AN EMPLOYEE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-17
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
H 3581  General Bill, By Thayer, Taylor, Williams, Jefferson, Felder,
Henegan, Anthony, Lucas, Bales, Erickson, W. Newton, Allison, Arrington,
Crawford, Henderson, Howard, Whitmire, Willis, V.S. Moss and Forrest
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2774 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE REGIS-
TERED OWNER OF A VEHICLE THAT UNLAWFULLY OVERTAKES A
SCHOOL BUS MAY BE SUBJECT TO A CIVIL PENALTY IF THE IDEN-
TITY OF THE VEHICLE OPERATOR CANNOT BE DETERMINED OR THE
VEHICLE S REGISTERED OWNER CAN BE DETERMINED, TO PROVIDE
A PROCEDURE TO ADJUDICATE A VIOLATION OF THIS PROVISION,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FINES AND FEES
THAT ARE COLLECTED.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrest
H 3582 (Rat # 0014, Act #  0007)  General Bill, By Anderson and Hewitt
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-270, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN GEORGETOWN COUNTY, SO AS TO RENAME
FOUR PRECINCTS AND REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH
THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAIN-
TAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   01/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-18
   01/26/17 House Read second time HJ-27
   01/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-27
   01/26/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-28
   01/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   01/31/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-22
   03/21/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-22
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-22
   04/04/17 Ratified R 14
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 7
H 3583  General Bill, By Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-104-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PALMETTO FELLOWS
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS ELIGIBLE
FOR THE AWARD MAY ELECT TO DEFER ENROLLMENT IN AN ELIGI-
BLE FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTION FOR TWO ACADEMIC YEARS AFTER
GRADUATION, WITHOUT DECLINING THE AWARD; AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT, REGARDLESS OF ITS EFFECTIVE
DATE, MUST BE CONSTRUED TO APPLY TO STUDENTS WHO GRADU-
ATE IN THE SPRING OF 2017.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   02/16/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-2
   02/21/17 House Amended HJ-35
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-35
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-5 HJ-36
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   02/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3584  Resolution, By Govan, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Hosey, Clyburn,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF WILLIE JOHNSON OF ORANGEBURG
COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE
AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3585  Resolution, By Taylor, Clyburn, Hixon and Blackwell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE AIKEN
STANDARD NEWSPAPER AND TO CONGRATULATE THE OWNERS,
PUBLISHERS, REPORTERS, AND STAFF AS THEY CONTINUE THE
NOTEWORTHY LEGACY OF A CENTURY AND A HALF OF NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHING IN THE AIKEN COMMUNITY.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3586  Resolution, By Felder, Pope, B. Newton, Simrill, Delleney, King, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss and Norman
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DON MURFIN
OF YORK COUNTY FOR HIS WORK AS FOUNDER AND OPERATOR OF
THE COMMUNITY CAFES IN FORT MILL AND LAKE WYLIE AND FOR
WINNING AARP SOUTH CAROLINA S COVETED ANDRUS AWARD FOR
COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 3587 (Rat # 0060, Act #  0125)  Joint Resolution, By Henderson, Knight
and Felder
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  SEIZURE SAFETY IN SCHOOLS
STUDY COMMITTEE  TO EXAMINE ISSUES RELATED TO EPILEPSY
AND SEIZURE SAFETY AWARENESS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TO PRO-
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VIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE STUDY COMMITTEE S TERMINATION.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-36
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-2
   03/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   03/07/17 House Amended HJ-23
   03/07/17 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-6 HJ-25
   03/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-17
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-16
   04/27/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-61
   04/27/17 Senate Read second time SJ-61
   04/27/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-61
   05/02/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-22
   05/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-51
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-1 HJ-51
   05/09/17 Ratified R 60
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 125
H 3588  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, West, White, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
DIXIE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-36
   01/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 3589  Resolution, By Gagnon, West and White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DIXIE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 3590  General Bill, By Atwater and Taylor
Similar (S 0223)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TOPICS OF STUDY ON VETERANS
DAY AND ATTENDANCE AT VETERANS DAY ACTIVITIES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN THIS STATE REQUIRE AT LEAST
ONE HOUR OF INSTRUCTION ON NOVEMBER ELEVENTH ON THE HIS-
TORY AND MEANING OF VETERANS DAY.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-37
H 3591 (Rat # 0161, Act #  0152)  General Bill, By Govan, J.E. Smith, Allison,
Erickson, G.R. Smith, Felder, Douglas, Martin, Ridgeway, Robinson-
Simpson, Yow, Williams, Wheeler, Loftis, D.C. Moss, Henegan, Ryhal,
Jordan, Fry, Ballentine, Henderson, Crawford, S. Rivers, Herbkersman, W.
Newton, Anthony, Lowe, Arrington, Thayer, Duckworth, Putnam, Gagnon,
White, Simrill, McCoy, Stavrinakis, Elliott, Daning, Crosby, Sottile,
Cogswell, Neal, McKnight, Hart, McEachern, West, Bamberg, Anderson,
Hayes, Norrell, Cobb-Hunter, Davis, B. Newton, Ott, Hosey, Knight,
Jefferson, Brown and Gilliard
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-152-32, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BENCHMARKS AND OBJECTIVES
REQUIRED AS PART OF THE FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS
COMPREHENSIVE LONG-RANGE INITIATIVE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
BENCHMARKS AND OBJECTIVES MUST BE APPROVED BY THE FIRST
STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND POSTED
ON THE INTERNET WEBSITE OF THE STATE OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS
TO SCHOOL READINESS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-152-33, RELATING
TO THE FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS ASSESSMENT, SO AS TO
IMPOSE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR REPORTING AND USES OF
THE RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 59-152-50,
RELATING TO MISCELLANEOUS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF THE
STATE OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-152-70, RELAT-
ING TO FIRST STEPS PARTNERSHIP BOARDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE
STATE OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS ANNUALLY
SHALL PUBLISH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLANS OF THESE BOARDS ON
THE INTERNET WEBSITE OF THE OFFICE, TO LIMIT THE PERIOD OF
TIME IN WHICH LOCAL OFFICES MAY INCREASE THEIR ESTAB-
LISHED OVERHEAD COST RATES, AND TO PROVIDE LOCAL PARTNER-
SHIPS THAT ARE NOT PART OF MULTICOUNTY PARTNERSHIPS AND
EXCEED THEIR OVERHEAD COST RATES ARE INELIGIBLE TO
RECEIVE STATE FUNDS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1710, RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READINESS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE BOARD ANNUALLY TO
PROVIDE ACCOUNTABILITY REPORTS REQUIRED OF STATE AGEN-
CIES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1720, RELATING TO THE STATE
OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS STUDY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO DELETE PRO-
VISIONS CONCERNING THE COMMITTEE AND TO PROVIDE FOR LEG-
ISLATIVE REVIEW OF THE STATE OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL
READINESS IF THE OFFICE IS NOT REVIEWED BY THE HOUSE AND
SENATE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES WITHIN A PRESCRIBED TIME
PERIOD; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1740, RELATING TO THE ADMINIS-
TRATION OF THE STATE OFFICE OF FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL READI-
NESS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO SUBMIT JUSTIFICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE SALARY OF ITS EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR TO THE AGENCY HEAD SALARY COMMISSION; TO
AMEND ACT 287 OF 2014, RELATING TO THE FIRST STEPS TO SCHOOL
READINESS INITIATIVE, SO AS TO REPEAL A SUNSET PROVISION
AND TO REAUTHORIZE THE INITIATIVE TO JUNE 30, 2025; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 63-11-1735 RELATING TO THE BABYNET INTER-
AGENCY EARLY INTERVENTION SYSTEM. - ratified title
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-37
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Douglas, Mar-




   01/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis,
D.C.Moss, Henegan
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ryhal, Jordan,
Fry, Ballentine, Henderson, Crawford, S.Rivers, Herbkers-
man, W.Newton, Anthony, Lowe, Arrington, Thayer,
Duckworth, Putnam, Gagnon, White, Simrill, McCoy,
Stavrinakis, Elliott, Daning, Crosby, Sottile, Cogswell,
Neal, McKnight, Hart, McEachern, West
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bamberg,
Anderson
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hayes, Norrell
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter,
Davis
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-3
   02/13/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton
   02/14/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-15-17
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hosey, Knight
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Gil-
liard
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-18
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-5 HJ-20
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-52
   03/20/18 Senate Amended SJ-36
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-36
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-15
   04/04/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-34
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-1 HJ-35
   04/12/18 Ratified R 161
   04/12/18 Signed By Governor
   04/17/18 Effective date 04/12/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 152
H 3592  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, Long, Bedingfield, Hamilton,
Loftis and Hill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-610, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENTRY ON ANOTHER S LANDS WITH-
OUT PERMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS WHO ENTER
WITH NOTICE ONTO LAND WITHOUT PERMISSION ARE GUILTY OF A
MISDEMEANOR, TO REQUIRE PERSONS WITH WRITTEN CONSENT TO
HUNT, FISH, OR TRAP ON LANDS THAT HAVE NOTICE POSTED PRO-
HIBITING ENTRY MUST CARRY A COPY OF THE WRITTEN CONSENT
WHILE ON THE LAND, AND TO DEFINE THE WORD  NOTICE .
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
   01/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3593  General Bill, By Bales, Clemmons and Long
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD OF
PYROTECHNIC SAFETY, SO AS TO DELETE PROVISIONS MAKING THE
STATE FIRE MARSHAL AN OFFICIAL CONSULTANT TO THE BOARD
AUTHORIZED TO ATTEND ALL MEETINGS, AND TO PROVIDE ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE SUPPORT PROVIDED BY THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL TO
THE BOARD IS BASED ON THE REQUEST OF THE BOARD; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-56-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE
BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE A NECESSARY DEFINITION; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-56-35, RELATING TO EXCEPTIONS FROM PARTIES
REQUIRED TO RECEIVE LICENSURE BY THE BOARD, SO AS TO
INCLUDE INSPECTORS APPOINTED BY THE BOARD; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-56-50, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT PROVIDED
TO THE BOARD BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND
REGULATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT SHALL APPOINT
TWO INSPECTORS TO WORK SOLELY FOR THE BOARD TO INSPECT
LICENSEES FOR REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, TO PROVIDE THE
APPOINTMENTS MUST BE MADE WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE BOARD, AND TO PROVIDE THE APPOINTEES SERVE AT THE
PLEASURE OF THE BOARD WITH RENEWABLE TERM APPOINT-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-70, RELATING TO POWERS AND
DUTIES OF THE BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE BOARD HAS SOLE
AUTHORITY TO DISCIPLINE LICENSEES AND TO PROMULGATE REG-
ULATIONS RELATING TO PYROTECHNICS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-
80, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF FIRE CHIEFS AND THEIR
INSPECTORS, SHERIFFS, POLICE CHIEFS AND THEIR OFFICERS, AND
AGENTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
TO PERFORM CERTAIN INSPECTIONS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THIS
AUTHORITY AND PLACE IT WITH INSPECTORS APPOINTED BY THE
BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-115, RELATING TO THE JURISDIC-
TION OF THE BOARD, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE SCOPE OF ITS JURIS-
DICTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-200, RELATING TO
REGULATIONS PROMULGATED PURSUANT TO THIS CHAPTER, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THE BOARD HAS SOLE AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE
SUCH REGULATIONS, TO PROVIDE LIMITED EFFECTS ON FIRE CODES
AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED BY THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL, TO
PROVIDE FIREWORKS BUSINESSES CONDUCTING BUSINESS ON JAN-
UARY 1, 2018, ARE NOT REQUIRED TO INSTALL SPRINKLERS IN THEIR
FACILITIES.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-38
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long
H 3594  General Bill, By Alexander, Anderson, Atwater, Williams, Kirby,
Daning, McKnight, Weeks, Neal, Clyburn, Atkinson, Ballentine, Cobb-
Hunter, Hayes, Pitts, Rutherford, G.M. Smith and Dillard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-37-3180 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO A RESIDENCE DAMAGED BY THE CATA-
STROPHIC WEATHER EVENT IN OCTOBER 2015 ARE NOT CONSID-
ERED AN IMPROVEMENT FOR PROPERTY TAX PURPOSES.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-39
   01/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard
H 3595  General Bill, By Thayer, Hardee, Ryhal, Hewitt, Clary, Hiott, V.S.
Moss, Williams, Taylor, Hixon, Young and Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-1537 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DRIVER
OF A MOTOR VEHICLE APPROACHING A VEHICLE COLLECTING
SOLID WASTE OR RECOVERED MATERIALS, AS PROVIDED IN SEC-
TION 56-5-2510, MUST PROCEED WITH CAUTION AND, IF POSSIBLE,
YIELD THE RIGHT OF WAY BY MAKING A LANE CHANGE INTO A
LANE THAT IS NOT ADJACENT TO THE VEHICLE COLLECTING SOLID
WASTE OR RECOVERED MATERIALS, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   01/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   01/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-40
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor, Hixon,
Young
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-51
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bales
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   02/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Rutherford, Weeks, JE Smith,
Hill, Delleney, M Rivers, Stavrinakis, Bernstein, Norrell,
Thigpen, Wheeler, Hart, Kirby, Bryant, Magnuson HJ-43
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-40
   04/03/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-55
H 3596  Resolution, By Martin, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MID-CAROLINA
MIDDLE SCHOOL OF NEWBERRY COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS, AND PARENTS
FOR BEING CHOSEN AS A 2017 NATIONAL SCHOOL TO WATCH.
   01/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3597  Resolution, By Jordan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE REVEREND CHARLES DOUGLAS
COOPER OF FLORENCE COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY
FRIENDS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3598  Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HELEN DOROTHY
MCCOY OF CHARLESTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3599  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, King, Henegan, Whipper and Brown
Similar (S 0257, H 4812)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
ACT , BY ADDING CHAPTER 12 TO TITLE 41 SO AS TO PROHIBIT ON
THE BASIS OF SEX THE PAYING OF WAGES TO EMPLOYEES OF ONE
SEX AT A LESSER RATE THAN THE RATE PAID TO EMPLOYEES OF THE
OPPOSITE SEX FOR COMPARABLE WORK IN JOBS WHICH REQUIRE
THE SAME OR ESSENTIALLY THE SAME KNOWLEDGE, SKILL,
EFFORT, AND RESPONSIBILITY; TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, EXCEP-
TIONS, AND PROHIBIT SPECIFIC EMPLOYER ACTIONS WITH REGARD
TO THESE REQUIREMENTS; AND TO PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE
AND, WHERE APPLICABLE, JUDICIAL REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Hen-
egan
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
H 3600  General Bill, By Felder, B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, King, Delleney and Norman
Similar (S 0061)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-720, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR PARTICI-
PATION IN THE STATE HEALTH PLAN, SO AS TO ALLOW EMPLOYEES
AND RETIREES, AND THEIR DEPENDENTS, OF ANY POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISION OF THE STATE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH PLAN.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
H 3601 (Rat # 0106, Act #  0071)  General Bill, By Clemmons, Pitts, Hiott,
Hardee, Duckworth, Crawford, Yow, Delleney, Lowe, White, Hewitt and
Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-665, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF BEAR
HUNTING TAGS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, SO
AS TO DELETE LANGUAGE WHICH PROVIDES THAT IN GAME ZONES
OTHER THAN GAME ZONE 1, APPLICANTS FOR BEAR TAGS, UPON
THE PAYMENT OF AN APPLICATION FEE, MUST BE CHOSEN BY RAN-
DOM DRAWING WHICH ARE VALID FOR A SPECIFIED GAME ZONE; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-430, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE HUNT-
ING OF BEAR, SO AS TO DELETE STATUTORY LANGUAGE AUTHORIZ-
ING THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TO ISSUE BEAR
TAGS TO ALLOW THE HUNTING AND TAKING OF BEAR IN ANY GAME
ZONE WHERE BEAR OCCUR, WITH SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR GAME
ZONES 2, 3, AND 4, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT MUST PRO-
MULGATE REGULATIONS TO SET THE CONDITIONS FOR TAKING OF
BEAR, INCLUDING METHODS OF TAKE, AREAS, TIMES, LIMITS, SEA-
SONS, AND OTHER CONDITIONS TO PROPERLY CONTROL THE HAR-
VEST OF BEAR, TO PROVIDE OTHER PROVISIONS, PROCEDURES, AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE HUNTING AND HARVESTING OF BEAR IN
GAME ZONES 2, 3, AND 4, TO PROVIDE A REQUIREMENT THAT ANY
BEAR TAKEN MUST BE TAGGED AND REPORTED TO THE DEPART-
MENT BY MIDNIGHT OF THE DAY OF THE HARVEST, TO MAKE IT
UNLAWFUL TO FAIL TO REPORT A BEAR HARVEST IN THE MANNER
PROVIDED BY LAW, TO PROVIDE THAT THE MAGISTRATE S COURT
RETAINS JURISDICTION FOR OFFENSES MADE UNLAWFUL BY THIS
SECTION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT, BY JULY 1, 2018,
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SHALL PROVIDE TO SPECIFIED RECIPIENTS A REPORT OF A ONE-
YEAR STUDY INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE HARVEST SUM-
MARY OF BLACK BEAR IN GAME ZONES 1 THROUGH 4. - ratified title
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-9
   01/31/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Kirby
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   03/29/17 House Amended HJ-54
   03/29/17 House Read second time HJ-54
   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-58
   03/30/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-9
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-16
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-51
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-51
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-51
   05/10/17 Senate Amended SJ-40
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-40
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-2 SJ-40
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-53
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-54
   05/15/17 Ratified R 106
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 71
H 3602  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-7-85, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO REIMBURSING THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
FOR REPRESENTING THE STATE IN CERTAIN MATTERS, SO AS TO
LIMIT THE REIMBURSEMENT TO CERTAIN SPECIFIED COSTS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3603  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1,
2017, AS  CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY  TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR
THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES AND
TOWNS MAKE TO OUR STATE S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH
THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL BUSINESSES.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3604  Resolution, By Ott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CRADDOCK
MORRIS OWNER, AND PUBLISHER OF THE CALHOUN TIMES, UPON
THE OCCASION OF ITS FINAL ISSUE AFTER OVER EIGHTY-FIVE
YEARS OF CONTINUED PUBLICATION, AND TO WISH MR. MORRIS
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3605  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-220 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA INFANTRY BATTLE FLAG OF THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF
AMERICA, OR ANY OTHER CONFEDERATE FLAG FROM BEING
FLOWN OR DISPLAYED IN OR ON ANY PUBLIC BUILDING EXCEPT A
MUSEUM.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3606  General Bill, By King, Henegan, Gilliard and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-1020, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
THROUGH LICENSE REVOCATION, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINI-
TION OF  LICENSE  TO NOT INCLUDE DRIVER S LICENSES, COMMER-
CIAL HUNTING, FISHING, AND TRAPPING LICENSES, AND BUSINESS,
OCCUPATIONAL, AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSES.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 3607  General Bill, By Hayes
Similar (S 0321)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 14 TO TITLE 56 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROCE-
DURES THAT REGULATE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECRE-
ATIONAL VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND
DEALERS OF RECREATIONAL VEHICLES; TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-
10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE MANU-
FACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND DEALERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DEFINITION OF THE TERM  MOTOR VEHICLE  AND TO DELETE THE
TERM  MOTOR HOME  AND ITS DEFINITION; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 5,
CHAPTER 17, TITLE 31 RELATING TO THE SALE OF TRAVEL TRAILERS;
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
MAY PROMULGATE REGULATIONS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE PRO-
VISIONS OF CHAPTER 14, TITLE 56.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
H 3608  Concurrent Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
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Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF CRYSTAL JADE DUNBAR, ECONOMIST AND
PROGRAM COORDINATOR II WITH THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC ADVI-
SORS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE, TO CELEBRATE HER LIFE AND ACHIEVEMENTS, AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-22
H 3609  General Bill, By Neal
Similar (H 3923)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TAX CREDITS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
A NONPROFIT CORPORATION TO TRANSFER CREDITS UNLESS THE
TRANSFER OF A CREDIT IS SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3610  General Bill, By Bamberg
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-11-55, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMPENSATORY TIME FOR
WORKING OVERTIME, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN OFFICER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL MAY ELECT EITHER COMPEN-
SATORY TIME OR PAYMENT AT ONE AND ONE-HALF TIMES THE OFFI-
CER S REGULAR RATE OF PAY IN EXCHANGE FOR WORKING
OVERTIME.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
H 3611  Resolution, By Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
FRED ALEXANDER OF ANDERSON COUNTY UPON HIS PASSING, AND
TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SYMPATHY OF THE MEMBERS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO HIS LOVING
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3612  Resolution, By Erickson, Herbkersman, W. Newton, Bradley, Bales,
Anthony, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, Norman, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF THE F-
35 AIRCRAFT TO THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO ENCOURAGE CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR FULL FUNDING OF
THE F-35 LIGHTNING II JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3613  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVER-
END WILLIAM PAUL  BILL  DIECKMANN, DIRECTOR OF MISSIONS
FOR THE COLUMBIA METRO BAPTIST ASSOCIATION, UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS OF
EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   01/31/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-23
H 3614  General Bill, By Atwater, G.R. Smith, S. Rivers and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  REGULATORY REVIEW AND RESCISSION ACT , BY
ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE TO PERFORM A COST-BENE-
FIT ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IS A PUBLIC DOCUMENT, TO ESTABLISH
WHEN A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IS NOT REQUIRED, TO ALLOW FOR
RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW AND COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF REGU-
LATIONS ADOPTED BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2014, TO PROVIDE CER-
TAIN FACTORS THAT MUST BE CONSIDERED IN THE RETROSPECTIVE
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNOR TO
TAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS WITH RESPECT TO REGULATIONS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   02/02/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
H 3615  General Bill, By Herbkersman, W. Newton, Duckworth, G.R. Smith,
Williams, Jefferson, Bernstein, Thayer, Elliott, Felder, Whipper and Brown
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  DYLAN PAUL MITCHELL BICYCLE AND PEDES-
TRIAN SAFETY ACT ; BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3520 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT BICYCLISTS OPERATING BICYCLES WITH HELPER
MOTORS SHALL BE SUBJECT TO ALL STATUTORY PROVISIONS APPLI-
CABLE TO BICYCLISTS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-990, RELATING TO
CERTAIN PEDESTRIAN CONTROL SIGNALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS SECTION ALSO APPLIES TO PEDESTRIAN CONTROL SIGNALS
THAT EXHIBIT THE SYMBOLS FOR  WALK  OR  WAIT , AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT FOR PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS EQUIPPED WITH COUNT-
DOWN INDICATORS, A PEDESTRIAN MAY CROSS IF HE CAN
COMPLETE THE CROSSING DURING THE REMAINING TIME; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-3130, RELATING TO A PEDESTRIAN S RIGHT OF
WAY IN A CROSSWALK, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DRIVER OF A
VEHICLE SHALL STOP TO YIELD TO A PEDESTRIAN CROSSING A
ROADWAY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION
56-5-3230, RELATING TO A DRIVER S DUTY TO EXERCISE DUE CARE
WHEN OPERATING A VEHICLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SEC-
TION APPLIES TO A DRIVER S DUTY TO AVOID COLLIDING WITH A
VULNERABLE ROAD USER, TO DEFINE THE TERM  VULNERABLE
ROAD USER , TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A MOTOR
VEHICLE DRIVER TO FAIL TO YIELD TO A VULNERABLE ROAD USER
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES AND PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT NOTHING IN THIS SECTION SHALL PREVENT A
PERSON FROM BEING CHARGED WITH ANOTHER OFFENSE; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-3425, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE
TERM  BICYCLE LANE  AND OPERATIONS OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND
BICYCLES ALONG BICYCLE LANES, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINI-
TION OF THE TERM  BICYCLE LANE ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-
10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MOTORCYCLE MANUFAC-
TURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, AND WHOLESALERS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR THE TERMS  BICYCLES WITH HELPER
MOTORS ,  ELECTRIC-ASSIST BICYCLES , AND  PERSONAL MOBILITY
DEVICE .
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-12
   02/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
Duckworth, G.R.Smith, Williams, Jefferson, Felder
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-80
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   04/06/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-18-17 HJ-20
   04/18/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Allison, Loftis, Taylor, Herb-
kersman, Forrester, Simrill, Hixon, Pope, Elliott, Hart,
West, Bedingfield, GR Smith HJ-19
   04/19/17 House Amended HJ-47
   04/19/17 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
H 3616  General Bill, By Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-1165 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN INCOME TAX
DEDUCTION FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS WHO EXHIBIT
SAFE DRIVING HABITS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
H 3617  General Bill, By Collins and J.E. Smith
Similar (S 0325)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-33-350, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF PRO-
TECTION AND ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, INC.,
FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROTECTION AND
ADVOCACY SYSTEM FOR THE HANDICAPPED, SO AS TO INCLUDE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE CLIENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-11-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN
AGENCIES TRANSFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRA-
TION, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; AND TO PROVIDE
FOR TRANSFER OF THE PROGRAM S ADMINISTRATION TO PROTEC-
TION AND ADVOCACY FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES, INC.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3618  General Bill, By Atwater, King, Cobb-Hunter, Henegan, Knight, J.E.
Smith, Yow, Spires, Putnam, Stavrinakis, Taylor, Bamberg, Huggins,
McKnight, Erickson, Ott, Ballentine, Elliott, Herbkersman, Hill, Howard
and McCravy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-5-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR. DAY AND MEMORIAL DAY MUST BE RECOGNIZED
AS HOLIDAYS FOR ALL LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THE STATE
AND THAT THE SCHOOLS AND OFFICES OF THE DISTRICTS MUST BE
CLOSED ON THOSE DATES.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-13
H 3619  General Bill, By Atwater and Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN REGARD TO CRUELTY TO
ANIMALS, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  COMPANION ANIMAL ; AND
BY ADDING SECTION 47-1-45 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE TATTOOING OR
PIERCING OF A COMPANION ANIMAL EXCEPT FOR SPECIFIED REA-
SONS AND, WHEN AUTHORIZED, PERFORMED BY SPECIFIED PER-
SONS, AND TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION
WHICH IS A MISDEMEANOR.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   02/01/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
   02/01/17 House Committed to Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-40
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   02/16/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-41
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-12 HJ-42
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-3
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-42
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-30  Nays-8 SJ-42
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-99
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-99
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-1 SJ-99
H 3620  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Yow
Similar (S 0351)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3790 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT FOR EACH CLINICAL ROTATION SERVED BY A PHYSICIAN,
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSE, OR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT AS A PRE-
CEPTOR FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS.
   01/31/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   01/31/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
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   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
H 3621  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 187 AND SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGHWAY 29 IN ANDERSON COUNTY  PAUL ROBINSON EARLE
MEMORIAL INTERSECTION , AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/01/17 House Introduced HJ-3
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-3
   02/21/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-47
   02/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-23-17 HJ-26
   02/23/17 House Amended HJ-11
   02/23/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/24/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced SJ-17
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-17
H 3622 (Rat # 0240, Act #  0240)  General Bill, By Ryhal, Burns, Duckworth,
Gagnon, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hixon, Johnson, V.S. Moss,
Ridgeway, Spires, Taylor, Thayer, Yow, Robinson-Simpson, Magnuson, Long
and Thigpen
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY ADD-
ING SECTION 40-51-67 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE JOINT PODIATRIC
SURGERY ADVISORY COMMITTEE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE PURPOSE,
COMPOSITION, TENURE, MANNER OF FILLING VACANCIES, AND
DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE; BY ADDING SECTION 40-51-210 SO AS
TO PROVIDE CERTAIN PODIATRIC SURGERY MUST BE PERFORMED IN
CERTAIN FACILITIES, TO PROVIDE A PODIATRIST WHO PERFORMS
THESE PROCEDURES MUST MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE EXTENSION OF PROFESSIONAL PRIVILEGES TO THESE
PODIATRISTS BY CERTAIN HEALTH FACILITIES, TO REQUIRE HEALTH
FACILITIES IN THIS STATE PROVIDE THE RIGHT TO PURSUE AND
PRACTICE FULL CLINICAL AND SURGICAL PRIVILEGES TO PODIA-
TRISTS WHO MEET CERTAIN CRITERIA, TO PROVIDE AN ABILITY TO
LIMIT THESE PRIVILEGES IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE
THIS SECTION DOES NOT REQUIRE A HEALTH FACILITY IN THIS
STATE TO OFFER A SPECIFIC HEALTH SERVICE NOT OTHERWISE
OFFERED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE FACILITY DOES OFFER A
HEALTH SERVICE, IT MAY NOT DISCRIMINATE AMONG CERTAIN
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AUTHORIZED BY LAW TO PROVIDE THESE
SERVICES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-51-20, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS, SO AS TO REVISE AND ADD CERTAIN DEFINITIONS. - ratified
title
   02/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
   05/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-54
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Kirby
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Long
   02/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Henderson, Elliott, Bannister,
Hiott, Bennett, S Rivers, Kirby, Chumley, Cole, Stringer,
VS Moss, Mace, Fry, Stavrinakis, McCoy, Cobb-Hunter,
Pendarvis HJ-16
   02/22/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). S Rivers, Chumley,
VS Moss HJ-51
   02/27/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Cobb-Hunter, Hiott
HJ-11
   02/27/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Kirby, Stringer,
Elliott HJ-36
   02/28/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Pendarvis HJ-15
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Atkinson
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-46
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-46
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-72  Nays-41 HJ-54
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-45
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   04/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-11
   05/08/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-52
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-52
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-52
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-35
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-35
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-66
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-67
   05/14/18 Ratified R 240
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 240
H 3623  Concurrent Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM
HENRY  BILL  JOHNSON, JR., OF MARION FOR HIS DEDICATED SER-
VICE TO THE CITIZENS OF MARION COUNTY AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS
UPON HIS RECENT RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE PEE
DEE FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK.
   02/01/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/01/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-23
H 3624  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JACOB ALLEN GODDARD
OF CHERAW FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3625  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JACKSON POTTER
MCLEOD OF CHERAW FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3626  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PHILLIP ADAM WIL-
LIAMS OF MARION FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3627  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MATTHEW TURNER FITZ-
GIBBON OF DILLON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3628  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CURT HARDING CAUDLE
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3629  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JUDSON BLAKE PARKER
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3630  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
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McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ASHTON OZELL NEW-
MAN II OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3631  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DENNIS RAY HUGHES II
OF LORIS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3632  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ADAM JEFFREY BROWN
OF LONGS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3633  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DAKOTA T. BRYANT OF
MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3634  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JACOB NOAH HELLABY
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3635  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DALTON CODY WAL-
DORF OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3636  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
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Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MICHAEL BRENDAN
MCDOWELL OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3637  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE IAN WARNER ROOT OF
MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3638  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ROBERT AUSTIN HARDIN
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3639  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHRISTIAN ALLAN
SUGGS OF CONWAY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3640  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
BYRON ALLAN EASTMAN, SR., OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO
HONOR HIS DEVOTION AND COMMITMENT TO HIS FAMILY, HIS
STATE, AND HIS NATION.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3641  General Bill, By Bernstein
Similar (S 0124)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  REVENGE PORN ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 16-
15-260 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF UNLAWFUL DISSEMINA-
TION OF SEXUALLY EXPLICIT MATERIALS WITHOUT CONSENT OF
THE PERSON DEPICTED, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 3642  General Bill, By Ballentine, Atwater, Yow, Erickson, B. Newton,
Wheeler, Spires, Arrington, Bennett, G.R. Smith, Martin, Stringer, Hamilton,
Henderson and Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-730, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY IN THE STATE
HEALTH AND DENTAL PLANS, SO AS TO DISALLOW CERTAIN FOR-
MER MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM PARTICIPATING
IN THE PLANS IF THE MEMBER IS CONVICTED OF, PLEADS GUILTY
OR NOLO CONTENDERE TO CERTAIN CRIMES.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3643  General Bill, By Clemmons, Bernstein, Rutherford, Loftis, Quinn,
Clyburn, Henegan, Sottile, Yow, Neal, Felder, Gilliard, Parks, Anderson,
Govan, Thigpen, Wheeler, G.R. Smith, Burns, Chumley, Martin, B. Newton,
Mack, Fry, Hardee, Lucas, Bedingfield, McCoy, W. Newton, Gagnon, Finlay,
Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Ballentine, Bannister, Clary, Cogswell,
Crawford, Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson, Forrester, Funderburk,
Hamilton, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hiott, Jordan, King, Lowe, Mitchell,
Murphy, Norrell, Pitts, Pope, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Whipper, Whitmire, Willis, Atwater,
Huggins, Long, Toole, D.C. Moss, Arrington, Bennett, Davis, West, Hewitt,
Bradley, V.S. Moss, Atkinson, Anthony, Weeks, Collins, J.E. Smith, Hayes,
Blackwell, Kirby, Johnson, Hixon, Williams, Jefferson, Knight, White,
Bamberg, McEachern, McCravy, Thayer, Elliott, Cole, Magnuson, Forrest,
Cobb-Hunter, Brown, Bowers, Hosey, Crosby, Spires, McKnight, Ott, Bales,
M. Rivers, Howard, Daning and Ryhal
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-101-220 SO AS TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS
CONCERNING ANTI-SEMITISM, TO PROVIDE INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING IN THIS STATE SHALL CONSIDER THIS DEFINI-
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TION WHEN REVIEWING, INVESTIGATING, OR DECIDING WHETHER
THERE HAS BEEN A VIOLATION OF AN INSTITUTIONAL POLICY PRO-
HIBITING DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES ON THE BASIS OF RELIGION,
AND TO PROVIDE NOTHING IN THIS ACT MAY BE CONSTRUED TO
DIMINISH OR INFRINGE UPON ANY RIGHTS AFFORDED BY THE FIRST
AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION OR SECTION 2,
ARTICLE I OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater, Hug-
gins, Long, Toole, D.C.Moss, Arrington, Bennett, Davis,
West, Hewitt, Bradley, V.S.Moss
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atkinson,
Anthony, Weeks, Collins, J.E.Smith, Hayes
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell,
Dillard, Kirby, Johnson, Hixon, Williams, Jefferson,
Knight, Hill, White, Bamberg, McEachern, McCravy,
Thayer, Elliott, Cole, Magnuson, Forrest
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson, Cobb-Hunter, Brown, Bowers, Hosey, Crosby,
Spires, McKnight
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott, Bales,
M.Rivers, Howard
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Dillard,
Robinson-Simpson
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Hill
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning, Ryhal
   03/08/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
   03/09/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   03/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-3 HJ-14
   03/09/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   03/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-9
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-36
   05/11/17 Senate Reconsider vote whereby read second time SJ-59
H 3644  General Bill, By Bernstein
Similar (S 0071)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1524, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RESIDENT VENDOR PREFERENCE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT, BEFORE MAKING A FINAL AWARD DETERMI-
NATION, THE PROCUREMENT OFFICER SHALL PROVIDE RESIDENT
BIDDERS WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO MATCH THE LOWEST NON-
RESIDENT BID AND GIVE PREFERENCE TO A RESIDENT BIDDER WHO
MATCHES THE LOWEST NONRESIDENT BID PRICE.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 3645  General Bill, By Ballentine, Atwater, Yow, Erickson, B. Newton,
Wheeler, Spires, Bennett, G.R. Smith, Martin, Stringer, Hamilton,
Henderson and Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 9-1-110 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT BEFORE TAK-
ING A PUBLIC OFFICE IN THIS STATE, A PERSON SHALL AGREE THAT
IF THE PERSON IS CONVICTED OF, PLEADS GUILTY OR NOLO CON-
TENDERE TO CERTAIN CRIMES, WHICH STEMMED FROM ACTIVITIES
THAT OCCURRED WHILE THE PERSON WAS IN OFFICE, THEN THE
PERSON FORFEITS RETIREMENT BENEFITS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
PERSON S SERVICE IN OFFICE, AND TO SPECIFY THAT THE FORFEI-
TURE PROVISIONS ONLY APPLY IF THE PERSON WAS NOT A MEMBER
OF THE APPLICABLE RETIREMENT SYSTEM BEFORE JULY 1, 2017.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
H 3646  General Bill, By Henderson, Allison, Herbkersman, Pitts, Willis and
Alexander
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-19-120 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY TRANS-
ACTION BY ANYONE ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF OPERATING A
JUNK YARD OR SALVAGE YARD THAT INVOLVES A JUNK AUTOMO-
BILE OR SALVAGE AUTOMOBILE AS DEFINED IN 28 C.F.R. 25.52 MUST
BE REPORTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES IN AN
ELECTRONIC FORMAT AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR FAILURE
TO COMPLY WITH THIS PROVISION.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-15
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Alexander
H 3647 (Rat # 0107, Act #  0090)  General Bill, By Sandifer, Clemmons,
Bedingfield, Forrester, Rutherford, Duckworth, Ott, Williams, Atwater,
McCravy, Erickson, Jefferson, King, Anderson, Simrill, Hixon, Bowers,
Hewitt and Forrest
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 27-32-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERN-
ING VACATION TIME SHARING PLANS, SO AS TO DEFINE AND REDE-
FINE CERTAIN TERMS CONCERNING RESALE SERVICES, AMONG
OTHERS; TO AMEND SECTION 27-32-55, RELATING TO FEES FOR THE
RESALE OF INTERESTS IN VACATION TIMESHARES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS OF RESALE VACATION TIMESHARE SERVICES
AND PROVIDERS OF THESE SERVICES, AND TO INCLUDE CONSUMER
PROTECTION PROVISIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-32-130,
RELATING TO ENFORCEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION PROVISIONS,
SO AS TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO VACATION TIME
SHARING ASSOCIATIONS. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   02/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Ander-
son
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Simrill
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
   03/13/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   03/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-22-17 HJ-132
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt, For-
rest
   03/22/17 House Amended HJ-23
   03/22/17 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-32
   03/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/24/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Johnson, Gambrell,
Goldfinch
   04/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-8
   05/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-29
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-29
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-12
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-55
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-55
   05/15/17 Ratified R 107
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date 05/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 90
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H 3648  General Bill, By G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 41-33-45, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REPORTS CONCERN-
ING THE UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND MADE BY THE DEPART-
MENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO
AS TO REMOVE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING COST-SHIFTING; AND
TO CREATE THE  DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE STATUTORY REVIEW
STUDY COMMITTEE  TO REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE LEG-
ISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL AND RECOMMEND STATUTORY CHANGES
NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COUNCIL.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
H 3649 (Rat # 0143, Act #  0138)  General Bill, By Crawford and Sandifer
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-3-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL EXAM-
INERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE BOARD MAY OFFER ADVICE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING
AND REGULATION CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CERTAIN
STATUTORY REVISIONS AND OTHER MATTERS AS THE DEPARTMENT
REQUESTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-3-115, RELATING TO JURISDIC-
TION OF THE BOARD, SO AS TO REVISE THIS JURISDICTION; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-22-280, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FROM PROVISIONS REGULATING ENGI-
NEERS AND SURVEYORS, SO AS TO EXEMPT SUCH PLANS AND SPEC-
IFICATIONS FOR CERTAIN BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES LESS THAN
THREE STORIES HIGH AND LESS THAN FIVE THOUSAND SQUARE
FEET IN AREA. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-16
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 House Amended HJ-25
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-25
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-27
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry
   04/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-23
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-23
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-39
   05/10/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-99
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-94 HJ-100
   05/11/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Scott, Davis, Bennett SJ-17
   05/11/17 House Conference committee appointed Crawford, Atwater,
Anderson
   01/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Scott, Davis, Corbin SJ-
7
   02/20/18 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-28
   02/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-28
   02/21/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-20
   02/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-22
   02/21/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-23
   03/07/18 Ratified R 143
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 138
H 3650  General Bill, By Sandifer, Simrill, Anderson, Atwater, Forrester,
Erickson, Hamilton, Jordan, McEachern, Bedingfield, Ryhal, Taylor, White
and Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-340 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CARO-
LINA BUSINESS LICENSE TAX STANDARDIZATION ACT , TO PROVIDE
THE SOLE MANNER IN WHICH A  COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL BUSINESS
LICENSE TAX MAY BE IMPOSED, INCLUDING DURATION, CALCULA-
TION, AND PAYMENT, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR
ISSUING A CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY, TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN
REFUNDS, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN SPECIAL ORDINANCES OR
FORMAL OR INFORMAL AGREEMENTS ENTERED INTO BEFORE THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT ARE CONSIDERED VALID, TO PROVIDE
THAT A SINGLE ISOLATED ACT DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY CONSTI-
TUTE DOING BUSINESS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY OR
MUNICIPALITY MAY NOT IMPOSE A HIGHER BUSINESS LICENSE TAX
ON CERTAIN BUSINESSES; BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-350 SO AS TO
CREATE THE BUSINESS LICENSE CLASS SCHEDULE BOARD, TO
RESTRICT COLLECTIONS IN THE 2019 LICENSE YEAR; BY ADDING
SECTION 6-1-360 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT
AND TO PROVIDE FOR AN APPEALS PROCESS; TO AMEND SECTION 4-
9-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE COUNTY
GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A WHOLESALER DELIVER-
ING GOODS TO RETAILERS IN A COUNTY IS NOT SUBJECTED TO THE
BUSINESS LICENSE TAX UNLESS HE MAINTAINS A CERTAIN WARE-
HOUSE OR MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-
30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POWERS CONFERRED UPON
MUNICIPALITIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A WHOLESALER DELIV-
ERING GOODS TO RETAILERS IN A COUNTY IS NOT SUBJECTED TO
THE BUSINESS LICENSE TAX UNLESS HE MAINTAINS A CERTAIN
WAREHOUSE OR MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENT, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-120, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF CERTAIN
INFORMATION, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE SHARING OF BUSINESS
LICENSE INFORMATION AMONG LOCAL GOVERNMENTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-4-310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POWERS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE, SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO
SHARE MUNICIPAL BUSINESS LICENSE INFORMATION AMONG
OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-7-160,
RELATING TO MUNICIPAL LICENSE FEES AND TAXES IN INSURANCE
LAW, SO AS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LICENSE FEES AND TAXES
MUNICIPALITIES MAY LEVY AND COLLECT FOR RISKS LOCATED
WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE MUNICIPALITY.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-17
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Mitchell
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-4
   02/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-34
   03/01/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-10
H 3651  General Bill, By Sandifer and Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE MUNICIPAL
ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA OR ANY OTHER POLITICAL SUB-
DIVISION FROM COLLECTING CERTAIN BUSINESS LICENSE TAXES
AND INSURANCE TAXES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF THE INSURANCE BRO-
KERS AND SURPLUS LINES INSURANCE, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEFI-
NITION OF  MUNICIPAL AGENT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 38-45-60,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ACCOUNTING OF THE STATE POR-
TION OF BROKER S PREMIUM TAX RATE PAYMENT COLLECTED AND
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THE DISTRIBUTION FROM EARMARKED FUNDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE AMOUNT MUST BE PAID TO THE MUNICIPALITY INSTEAD
OF THE MUNICIPAL AGENT.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-18
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Finlay
   02/15/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-4
   02/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed,. 3-1-17 HJ-33
   03/01/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-10
H 3652  General Bill, By Forrester, V.S. Moss, Clemmons, Allison, Loftis,
Burns, Chumley, Jefferson, Mack, Willis, Anderson, Ballentine, Duckworth,
Henderson, D.C. Moss, Norman, Pitts, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Tallon, Elliott
and Hixon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-35-3265 SO AS TO REQUIRE GOVERNMENTAL
AGENCIES TO CONSIDER ALL PIPING MATERIALS FOR DETERMINING
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN PROJECTS, TO PROVIDE PIPING MATE-
RIALS THAT MEET SUCH REQUIREMENTS AND COMPLY WITH SOUND
ENGINEERING PRACTICES MUST BE ALLOWED TO BE CONSIDERED
IN RELATED PROCUREMENT BIDDING PROCESSES, AND TO PROVIDE
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION DO NOT LIMIT THE DISCRETION
OF GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES FROM SELECTING PIPING MATERI-
ALS FOR PROJECTS SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sandifer
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   02/14/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-35
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   02/21/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Ott, Henegan, Hill,
Wheeler, Ridgeway, Douglas, Thigpen, Knight, Bernstein,
King, Bamberg, Quinn, Weeks, Jefferson, Anderson,
Hoitt, Hosey, Crosby, Arrington, Govan, Brown, Gilliard,
Sottile, Forrester, Allison, Magnuson, Robinson-Simpson,
McEachern HJ-25
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Sottile
   02/23/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-28-17 HJ-21
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Anthony
   02/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-1-17 HJ-19
   03/09/17 House Amended HJ-17
   03/09/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   03/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-55  Nays-47 HJ-20
   03/21/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-140
   03/21/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
H 3653 (Rat # 0136, Act #  0132)  General Bill, By Forrester, Yow, Loftis,
Henegan, Spires, Anderson, Burns, V.S. Moss, Crawford, Hamilton, Felder,
Norman, Anthony, Chumley, Erickson, Gagnon, Hayes, Henderson, Hosey,
Jefferson, S. Rivers, Ryhal, Sandifer, Thayer, Willis, Atkinson, Alexander,
West, Hixon, Murphy, Arrington, Bennett and Crosby
Similar (S 0323)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 24 TO TITLE 31 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE OPERA-
TIONS OR EXPANSIONS OF MANUFACTURING OR INDUSTRIAL FACIL-
ITIES MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED PUBLIC OR PRIVATE NUISANCES IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE THIS PROTECTED STATUS IS
TRANSFERABLE IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE THIS
PROTECTED STATUS IS NOT WAIVABLE BY TEMPORARILY CEASING
OPERATIONS FOR A PERIOD NOT TO EXCEED TWO YEARS OR BY
DIMINISHING THE SIZE OF OPERATIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PRO-
VISIONS OF THIS ACT MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO MODIFY OR
AFFECT STATUTORY EMINENT DOMAIN LAWS, STATUTORY ENVI-
RONMENTAL LAWS, OR COMMON LAW CLAIMS OF TRESPASS AND
NEGLIGENT OPERATION; AND TO PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
ACT DO NOT APPLY TO NUISANCE ACTIONS COMMENCED WITHIN
ONE YEAR OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS CHAPTER. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   02/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atkinson
   02/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Alexander
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: West
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-3
   03/08/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Hiott, Clary, Alli-
son, Hixion, Bedingfield, Martin, Henderson, Blackwell,
Toole, Brown, Anderson, Cogswell, Crosby, Danning,
Chumley, Long, VS Moss, Elliott, Cole, Hosey, Yow,
Erickson, Wheeler, Hewitt, Jordon, Williams, Douglas, W.
Newton, Hart, Hill, Tallon, Knight HJ-19
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Mur-
phy, Arrington, Bennett, Crosby
   03/22/17 House Read second time HJ-62
   03/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-78  Nays-27 HJ-62
   03/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-48
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-75  Nays-24 HJ-48
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-12
   04/18/17 Senate Polled out of committee Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   04/18/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-10
   01/16/18 Senate Special order, set for January 16, 2018 SJ-12
   01/23/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-27
   01/24/18 Senate Amended SJ-8
   01/24/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-8
   01/30/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-11
   01/31/18 Senate Amended SJ-10
   01/31/18 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   01/31/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-29  Nays-14 SJ-10
   02/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   02/07/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-19
   02/08/18 Ratified R 136
   02/12/18 Signed By Governor
   02/15/18 Effective date 2/12/18
   02/20/18 Act No. 132
H 3654  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED ON BEING SELECTED TO
REPRESENT THEIR INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AS TEACHERS
OF THE YEAR.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3655  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Davis, Cogswell, Sottile, Crosby, Daning,
Bennett, Arrington, Gilliard, McCoy, Mack, Blackwell, Brown, Jordan, S.
Rivers and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS SINCERE GRATITUDE, IN CON-
JUNCTION WITH THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON, TO THE UNIVER-
SITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOR THEIR
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AID GIVEN TO THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON DURING HURRICANE
MATTHEW.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3656  Concurrent Resolution, By Hardee, Hewitt, Crawford, Fry,
Anderson, Clemmons, Atkinson, Duckworth, Hayes and Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 9 AND HIGHWAY S-26-410
IN HORRY COUNTY  DEPUTY SHERIFF TIMOTHY CAUSEY MEMORIAL
INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THIS INTERSECTION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/02/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-35
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-28
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   04/18/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   04/18/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-5
H 3657  Concurrent Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME RACE STREET IN THE CITY OF CHARLES-
TON  FATHER NICHOLAS C. TRIVELAS MEMORIAL BOULEVARD  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS STREET CON-
TAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/02/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-36
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   03/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   03/07/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-47
H 3658  Concurrent Resolution, By Long and Magnuson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
FOUR LOCATIONS IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY THAT CONTAIN THE
WORDS  CHAPMAN HIGH SCHOOL PANTHERS 2016 CLASS AAA STATE
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS  AND ALLOW THE MARKERS OR SIGNS TO
REMAIN AT THESE LOCATIONS FOR A PERIOD OF TIME TO BE DETER-
MINED BY THE TOWN OF INMAN.
   02/02/17 House Introduced HJ-36
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-36
H 3659  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF SAMMY HICKS, JR., OF RICHLAND
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE
AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3660  Resolution, By Alexander, McKnight, Neal, Thigpen, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THOMAS L. BAT-
TLES, JR., THIRTY-THIRD GRAND POLEMARCH OF KAPPA ALPHA PSI
FRATERNITY, INC., FOR HIS DEDICATED SERVICE TO HIS FRATERNITY
AND HIS COUNTRY.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 3661 (Rat # 0015, Act #  0008)  General Bill, By Ott
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN CALHOUN COUNTY, SO AS TO DESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   02/02/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-37
   02/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   02/07/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-19
   02/08/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   02/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   03/21/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-23
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-22
   04/04/17 Ratified R 15
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 8
H 3662  General Bill, By Willis, Erickson, Yow, Collins, Bernstein, Anthony
and Pitts
Similar (S 0172)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-1095 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  STRAN-
GULATION , TO CREATE THE FELONY OFFENSE OF STRANGULATION,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS AN AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE IF AN ACT
CONSTITUTING STRANGULATION WAS THE RESULT OF A LEGITI-
MATE MEDICAL PROCEDURE.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
H 3663  General Bill, By Bernstein, Collins, Clary and Rutherford
Similar (S 0461)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  HEALTHY YOUTH ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION
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59-32-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM, SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TER-
MINOLOGY; TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
ADOPT CERTAIN RELATED INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE SUCH UNITS MUST BE EVIDENCE-BASED BEGINNING WITH
THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR; TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-30, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM BY
LOCAL SCHOOL BOARDS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES;
TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-40, RELATING TO STAFF DEVELOPMENT
RELATED TO THE PROGRAM, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-60, RELATING TO
REQUIREMENTS THAT THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ENSURE DISTRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROGRAM AND RELATED
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS SHALL
ENSURE THAT ALL COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION CON-
DUCTED WITHIN THE DISTRICT USES COMPLIANT CURRICULUM
AND ALIGNS TO ALL STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED BY
THE STATE BOARD, TO PROVIDE DISTRICTS SHALL PUBLISH CER-
TAIN RELATED INFORMATION ON THEIR WEBSITES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE PARTIAL WITHHOLDING OF FUNDS OF
NONCOMPLIANT DISTRICTS BY THE DEPARTMENT.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-37
H 3664  General Bill, By Bernstein, Erickson and Huggins
Similar (S 0575)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-625, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SURTAX ON CIGARETTES,
INCLUDING THE DEFINITION OF  CIGARETTE , SO AS TO REVISE THE
WEIGHT LIMITATION ON CIGARETTES FROM THREE POUNDS OR
LESS PER ONE THOUSAND CIGARETTES TO FOUR AND ONE-HALF
POUNDS OR LESS PER ONE THOUSAND CIGARETTES AND TO
EXEMPT THOSE WRAPPED TOTALLY IN TOBACCO LEAF WITH NO FIL-
TER, AND TO DEFINE  CIGARETTE  TO INCLUDE 0.325 OUNCES OF
TOBACCO LIKELY INTENDED TO BE PURCHASED TO ROLL YOUR
OWN CIGARETTES; AND TO REQUIRE THE DIRECTOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO DETERMINE IF THERE ARE BARRIERS
TO THE ENFORCEMENT OR COLLECTION OF CIGARETTE TAXES, TO
MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO REMOVE THESE BARRIERS, AND TO
REPORT THEIR FINDINGS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-38
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
H 3665 (Rat # 0108, Act #  0072)  General Bill, By Hixon, Kirby, Hewitt,
Atkinson, Sottile, Cogswell, Yow, Wheeler and Forrest
Similar (S 0022)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SIZE LIMITS FOR CERTAIN
FISH THAT MAY BE LAWFULLY TAKEN, POSSESSED, LANDED, SOLD,
OR PURCHASED, SO AS TO INCREASE THE SIZE LIMIT FOR FLOUN-
DER THAT MAY BE LAWFULLY TAKEN, POSSESSED, LANDED, SOLD,
OR PURCHASED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1705, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CATCH LIMITS FOR CERTAIN FISH, SO AS TO REDUCE
THE CATCH LIMIT FOR FLOUNDER. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-39
   02/16/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   02/21/17 House Amended HJ-38
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-38
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-38
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
16
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-23
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-10
   05/15/17 Ratified R 108
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 7/1/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 72
H 3666  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, McEachern and Yow
Similar (S 0354)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-130, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,  RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR THE
STATE CERTIFICATION OF NEED AND HEALTH FACILITIES LICEN-
SURE ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE  CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT FACILITY ;
TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
APPLICABILITY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROCESS TO CERTAIN
PROJECTS, SO AS TO MAKE THE PROCESS INAPPLICABLE TO CRISIS
STABILIZATION UNIT FACILITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-260,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSURE FOR
HEALTH FACILITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT
FACILITIES TO OBTAIN A LICENSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL.
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-39
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-43
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern,
Yow
   03/23/17 House Amended HJ-25
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-25
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-27
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-28
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-13
H 3667 (Rat # 0109, Act #  0073)  General Bill, By Clyburn and Forrest
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-480, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN SALUDA COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   02/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/02/17 House Referred to Saluda Delegation HJ-39
   04/19/17 House Committee report: Favorable Saluda Delegation HJ-50
   04/20/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/20/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/20/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   04/25/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/04/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-13
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-27
   05/15/17 Ratified R 109
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 73
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H 3668  General Bill, By McCoy
Similar (S 0003)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 47-1-145 SO AS TO ENACT THE  PROVISIONS
FOR COST OF ANIMAL CARE ACT , TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUSTO-
DIAN OF AN ANIMAL TAKEN INTO CUSTODY DUE TO CIVIL OR CRIM-
INAL VIOLATIONS BY ITS OWNER MAY PETITION THE COURT FOR
EXPENSES RELATED TO PROVIDING CARE TO THE ANIMAL, TO
ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR HEARING SUCH PETITIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE COURT SHALL SET A RENEWABLE BOND FOR THE
FUNDS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE THE CARE FOR AN ANIMAL TAKEN
INTO CUSTODY FOR THIRTY DAYS AND CRITERIA THE COURT
SHOULD TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ORDER
FOR FUNDS SHALL AUTOMATICALLY RENEW IF THE CUSTODIAN
FILES AN AFFIDAVIT WITH THE COURT STATING THAT THE CASE
AGAINST THE DEFENDANT HAS NOT BEEN RESOLVED, TO PROVIDE
THAT THE COURT MAY ORDER THE DEFENDANT TO DEPOSIT THE
FUNDS WITH THE COURT AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE FUNDS ARE
NOT DEPOSITED WITHIN FIVE BUSINESS DAYS, THE ANIMAL IS FOR-
FEITED TO THE CUSTODIAN, TO ESTABLISH THAT A DEFENDANT
MAY RECOVER CUSTODY OF THE ANIMAL IF THE COURT MAKES A
FINAL DETERMINATION IN HIS FAVOR AND SATISFIES ALL OUT-
STANDING OBLIGATIONS CONCERNING COURT-ORDERED DEPOSITS
FOR THE CARE OF THE ANIMAL, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO
FAILS TO PAY SUCH FUNDS FORFEITS RIGHTS OF OWNERSHIP TO THE
ANIMAL, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSITION OF SUCH AN ANIMAL,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE CUSTODIAN MAY SEEK PLACEMENT OF THE
ANIMAL BEFORE THE EXPIRATION OF THE THIRTY-DAY PERIOD IF
THE COURT MAKES A FINAL DETERMINATION OF THE CHARGES
AGAINST THE DEFENDANT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETURN OF
FUNDS TO THE DEFENDANT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO
AMEND SECTION 47-1-130, RELATING TO CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT AGENTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA SOCIETY
FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS, OR ANY OTHER
SOCIETY DULY INCORPORATED FOR THAT PURPOSE, MAY ASSIST
WITH A LAWFUL INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS CHAPTER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-140, RELATING TO
NOTICE PROVIDED TO THE OWNER OF ANIMALS WHICH HAVE BEEN
SEIZED FROM OTHERS UPON ARREST, TO REMOVE PROVISIONS
REGARDING LIENS HELD BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS FOR
ANIMAL CARE EXPENSES.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3669  General Bill, By McCoy
Similar (H 4064)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-320 SO AS CLARIFY THE MEANING OF THE
TERM  CONTIGUOUS  WHEN A MUNICIPALITY THAT IS LOCATED
ENTIRELY WITHIN THE BORDERS OF A SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT
ANNEXES UNINCORPORATED PROPERTY THAT IS ALSO LOCATED
WITHIN THE SAME SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT AS THE ANNEXING
MUNICIPALITY.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
H 3670  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROW-
ESS OF THE HOUSE S OWN HARRY THOMPSON  TOM  CONE AND CON-
GRATULATE HIM ON FURTHERING HIS ACADEMIC PURSUITS AND
COMPLETING LEGISLATIVE SERVICE AGENCY S INTRODUCTION TO
WORD 13 SEMINAR.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3671  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Allison, Arrington, Bennett,
Cobb-Hunter, Crawford, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson, Felder,
Funderburk, Henderson, Henegan, Knight, Norrell, Parks, Robinson-
Simpson, Thayer, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Duckworth, Elliott, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Ott,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH
MARCH 4, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK  IN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO COINCIDE WITH NATIONAL EATING
DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY,
MARCH 2, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   02/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-15
   02/23/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   02/28/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-37
H 3672  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL ANTHONY WAYNE
FREDERICK OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   02/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3673  Concurrent Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND
SOUTH CAROLINA S FFA MEMBERS (FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE
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FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA) AND ALL WHO SUPPORT, PROMOTE,
AND ENCOURAGE THESE OUTSTANDING STUDENTS OF AGRICUL-
TURAL EDUCATION AND TO JOIN THEM IN THE OBSERVANCE OF
NATIONAL FFA WEEK, FEBRUARY 18-25, 2017.
   02/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-4
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-16
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-16
   02/21/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-2
   02/21/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-2
H 3674  Concurrent Resolution, By Davis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE COLLEGE OF
CHARLESTON ON ITS OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS, TO CELE-
BRATE THE COLLEGE S HIGH-QUALITY ACADEMICS AND ATHLET-
ICS, TO HONOR THE LONG-LASTING IMPRESSION THE COLLEGE HAS
HAD ON CHARLESTON AND BEYOND, AND TO RECOGNIZE FEBRU-
ARY 8, 2017, AS  COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON DAY  AT THE STATE
HOUSE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-17
H 3675  Resolution, By Hart, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF REVEREND ISAAC KENNEDY CLOUD
AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND
LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3676  Concurrent Resolution, By Murphy, Knight, Arrington, Bennett,
Whipper, Mack and Jefferson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF OLD ORANGEBURG ROAD
IN SUMMERVILLE FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH BUTTERNUT
ROAD WESTWARD TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH WILLOW OAKS LANE
COACH PAT EIDSON WAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   02/07/17 House Introduced HJ-24
   02/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-24
   02/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-33
   02/14/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-29
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-15
   02/22/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   02/23/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-30
H 3677 (Rat # 0007, Act #  0126)  Joint Resolution, By Delleney
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ADOPT REVISED CODE VOLUMES 6 AND 16
OF THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, TO THE EXTENT
OF THEIR CONTENTS, AS THE ONLY GENERAL PERMANENT STATU-
TORY LAW OF THE STATE AS OF JANUARY 1, 2017. - ratified title
   02/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-25
   02/08/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-14
   02/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-21
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-15
   02/16/17 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/16/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-12
   02/23/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-23
   03/07/17 Ratified R 7
   03/10/17 Signed By Governor
   03/15/17 Effective date 3/10/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 126
H 3678  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson, Williams, Cobb-Hunter,
Wheeler, Parks, Clyburn, King, Douglas, McKnight, Whipper, McEachern,
Hosey, Brown, Ott, Allison, Norrell and Ridgeway
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HONORABLE
HENRY DARGAN MCMASTER ON ASSUMING THE OFFICE OF GOVER-
NOR OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE GOV-
ERNOR MCMASTER TO EXPAND MEDICAID TO PROVIDE HEALTH
INSURANCE TO HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF OTHERWISE UNIN-
SURED LOW-INCOME SOUTH CAROLINIANS AND TO PROMOTE THE
HEALTH OF THE STATE S ECONOMY AND JOB SECURITY FOR RESI-
DENTS OF THE PALMETTO STATE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-25
   02/07/17 Senate Introduced SJ-18
   02/07/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-18
H 3679  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE LAURENCE MANNING
ACADEMY BOWLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
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WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSO-
CIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
   03/28/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3680  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY BOWLING TEAM OF CLARENDON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3681  Resolution, By Clyburn, Blackwell, Taylor, Hixon, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE AIKEN HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3682  Resolution, By Clyburn, Blackwell, Taylor and Hixon
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM WITH THE TEAM
COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2016 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 3683  General Bill, By Erickson, Herbkersman, Bradley, Bowers and W.
Newton
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 589 OF 1986, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
BEAUFORT COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION, SO AS TO REQUIRE
THOSE CANDIDATES SEEKING TO FILL A BOARD VACANCY IN A SPE-
CIAL ELECTION TO SUBMIT A STATEMENT OF CANDIDACY RATHER
THAN SUBMIT SIGNED PETITIONS.
   02/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   02/07/17 House Referred to Beaufort Delegation HJ-25
H 3684  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Loftis, Hamilton, Elliott, Burns,
Bedingfield and S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-122, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TAX LIENS, SO AS TO ALLOW THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM OF FILING
AND INDEXING LIENS WHICH IS ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC OVER
THE INTERNET OR THROUGH OTHER MEANS.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-1
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-1
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-54
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hart, King, Gilliard, McEach-
ern, Brawley, Thigpen, M. Rivers, Weeks, Govan, McK-
night HJ-108
   04/11/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   04/11/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-3 HJ-21
   04/12/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
H 3685  General Bill, By Quinn and Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-190, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL ELECTIONS TO
FILL VACANCIES IN OFFICE, SO AS TO ADJUST THE DATES ON WHICH
PRIMARIES, RUNOFF PRIMARIES, AND SPECIAL ELECTIONS MUST BE
HELD IN ORDER TO COMPLY WITH THE  SOUTH CAROLINA UNIFORM
MILITARY AND OVERSEAS VOTERS ACT .
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-2
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-51
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-42
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-42
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-43
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3686  Resolution, By Lucas and Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES RECONSIDERS, REVOKES, AND REPEALS H.3678 of 2017,
WHICH CONGRATULATED GOVERNOR HENRY DARGAN MCMASTER
ON HIS BECOMING GOVERNOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND WHICH
REQUESTED HIM TO TAKE FURTHER ACTION IN REGARD TO THE 2010
FEDERAL PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT,
INCLUDING RECOMMENDED EXPANSION OF CERTAIN MEDICAID
COVERAGES.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 3687  Resolution, By Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017,
AS SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS DAY
THROUGHOUT THE STATE AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CARO-
LINIANS TO RECOGNIZE THE MANY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY
LAND SURVEYORS TO OUR COMMUNITIES.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3688  Resolution, By McCravy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
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Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PATRICIA BRY-
ANT SIMPSON, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER
THIRTY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 3689  Resolution, By Clyburn, Taylor, Blackwell, Hixon, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FRELICIA
TUCKER, A SENIOR AT AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL, AND CONGRATULATE
HER ON BEING SELECTED AS THE WENDY S HIGH SCHOOL HEISMAN
TROPHY WINNER.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 3690  Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOE TAYLOR,
CELEBRATED PERFORMER AND WORLD-CLASS STUDIO GUITARIST,
AND TO OFFER A PALMETTO STATE WELCOME TO THIS NATIVE SON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 3691  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE CHIEF WILLIAM
H. HOLBROOK AND TO EXPRESS DEEP-FELT GRATITUDE FOR HIS
DEDICATION TO THE COLUMBIA POLICE DEPARTMENT AND THE CIT-
IZENS OF COLUMBIA.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 3692  Resolution, By Gilliard, King, Mack, Brown, Whipper, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARGIE
SMALLS, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER FORTY
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3693  Resolution, By Gilliard, King, Mack, Brown, Whipper, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE CHARLESTON SCHOOL BUS MAINTENANCE SHOP
FOR THE SELFLESS DEDICATION AND EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE THEY
PROVIDED TO THEIR STATE AND COMMUNITY.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 3694  Concurrent Resolution, By Govan, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Hosey,
Clyburn, Anderson, Alexander, Allison, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
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Clary, Clemmons, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
THE REVEREND DR. J. HERBERT NELSON II, NEWLY ELECTED STATED
CLERK FOR THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.), AND TO WISH HIM
WELL AS HE TAKES UP HIS DUTIES AS HOLDER OF THE HIGHEST
ECCLESIAL OFFICE IN HIS DENOMINATION.
   02/08/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 3695  Concurrent Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DESHAWN BLAN-
DING OF MANNING ON BEING ELECTED 2016-17 NATIONAL FFA
SOUTHERN REGION VICE PRESIDENT AND TO WISH HIM WELL IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/08/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
   02/09/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 3696  Concurrent Resolution, By V.S. Moss, Yow, Hiott, Kirby, Ott,
Atkinson, Hewitt, Burns, Chumley, Long, Duckworth and Hixon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO TAKE CERTAIN MEASURES TO ENSURE THAT
SCIENCE-BASED DATA IS USED TO ASSESS IMPACTS ON AND THE
REGULATION OF MODERN AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGIES TO
INCLUDE, BUT TO NOT BE LIMITED TO, CROP PROTECTION CHEMIS-
TRIES, GENETICALLY ENGINEERED OR ENHANCED TRAITS, AND
NUTRIENTS, AND OPPOSE LEGISLATION OR REGULATORY ACTION
THAT MAY RESULT IN UNNECESSARY RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF
CERTAIN MODERN AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGIES.
   02/08/17 House Introduced HJ-25
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-25
   02/21/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-47
   02/22/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   02/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
   03/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-57
H 3697  Concurrent Resolution, By Magnuson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 26 AND SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 29 IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY  CAMP WADSWORTH MEMO-
RIAL INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS
AT THIS INTERCHANGE CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/08/17 House Introduced HJ-25
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-25
H 3698 (Rat # 0176, Act #  0164)  General Bill, By V.S. Moss, Duckworth,
Forrest, Hiott and Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-1-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES FOR CER-
TAIN BODIES OF WATER, SO AS TO PROVIDE GEOGRAPHICAL
BOUNDARIES FOR THE PORTION OF THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
LOCATED IN HORRY COUNTY; TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1556, RELAT-
ING TO LOCATIONS WHERE STRIPED BASS MAY BE TAKEN, SO AS TO
REVISE THE PERIODS OF TIME WHEN STRIPED BASS MAY BE TAKEN
IN VARIOUS BODIES OF WATER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-230,
RELATING TO THE TAKING OF STRIPED BASS WITHIN VARIOUS BOD-
IES OF WATER, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE TAKING OF STRIPED
BASS IN THE PORTION OF THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY IN HORRY
COUNTY, TO REVISE THE PERIOD OF TIME WHEN STRIPED BASS MAY
BE TAKEN WITHIN VARIOUS BODIES OF WATER, TO PROVIDE FOR
LIMITS FOR THE TAKING OF STRIPED BASS WITHIN VARIOUS BODIES
OF WATER, TO REVISE THE SIZE, LIMITS, AND PERIOD FOR THE TAK-
ING OF STRIPED BASS IN THE SANTEE RIVER, AND TO EXTEND THE
DEADLINE FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATU-
RAL RESOURCES STUDY OF THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY ON THE
SANTEE AND COOPER RIVER SYSTEMS. - ratified title
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-26
   02/16/17 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   02/21/17 House Read second time HJ-40
   02/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-40
   02/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-8
   03/27/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Fish, Game
and Forestry SJ-17
   05/10/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-57
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-57
   05/11/17 Senate Amended SJ-55
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-55
   05/11/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-1
   05/11/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-56
   05/11/17 House Roll call Yeas-1  Nays-74 HJ-57
   05/11/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Grooms,. McElveen, Rice SJ-58
   05/11/17 House Conference committee appointed VS Moss, Hixon, Kirby
HJ-55
   04/17/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-33
   04/17/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-33
   04/18/18 House Conference report adopted HJ-14
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-34
   04/18/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-35
   05/01/18 Ratified R 176
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 164
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H 3699 (Rat # 0177, Act #  0165)  General Bill, By Putnam, Whipper, Brown,
Knight, Henegan and Henderson-Myers
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 63-7-765, 63-7-770, AND 63-9-80 SO AS TO
ALLOW FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL HEALTH INFORMATION
ABOUT A CHILD TO CERTAIN CAREGIVERS AS PART OF CHILD PRO-
TECTION OR ADOPTION PROCEEDINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
1990, RELATING TO CONFIDENTIALITY OF CHILD ABUSE OR
NEGLECT RECORDS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES TO RELEASE RECORDS CONTAINING PERSONAL
HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHILD TO CERTAIN CAREGIV-
ERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2370, RELATING TO THE DISCLO-
SURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT A FOSTER CHILD TO A
FOSTER PARENT AT THE TIME OF PLACEMENT, SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES. - ratified title
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
   05/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight, Hen-
egan
   01/23/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-13
   01/25/18 House Amended HJ-35
   01/25/18 House Read second time HJ-35
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-40
   01/25/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-41
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   01/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/26/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   01/30/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-5
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-26
   03/22/18 Senate Amended SJ-32
   04/17/18 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   04/17/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-15
   04/18/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-21
   04/25/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-74
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-75
   05/01/18 Ratified R 177
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 165
H 3700  General Bill, By Hill, Putnam, Magnuson, Bedingfield, Long, Burns,
Chumley, Thayer, Forrest, Gagnon, Quinn, Toole, Martin, Huggins, Atwater,
Yow, G.R. Smith, Clemmons, McCravy, Willis and Sandifer
Similar (S 0449, H 3930)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CONSTITUTIONAL CARRY
ACT OF 2017 ; TO AMEND SECTION 10-11-320, RELATING TO CARRY-
ING OR DISCHARGING OF A FIREARM, SO AS TO DELETE THE TERM
CONCEALABLE WEAPONS PERMIT  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE
TERM  FIREARM ; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20, RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL CARRYING OF A HANDGUN, SO AS TO DELETE REFER-
ENCES TO A CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT ISSUED TO A PERSON,
TO REVISE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS A HANDGUN TO BE CAR-
RIED BY A PERSON IN A VEHICLE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO IS NOT PROHIBITED FROM POSSESSING FIREARMS UNDER
STATE LAW MAY CARRY A HANDGUN UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-23-420 AND 16-23-430, BOTH
RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A FIREARM ON SCHOOL PROP-
ERTY, SO AS TO DELETE REFERENCES TO CONCEALED WEAPON PER-
MITS, TO DELETE THE TERM  WEAPON  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE
TERM  FIREARM , AND TO PROVIDE THAT BOTH SECTIONS DO NOT
APPLY TO A PERSON WHO LAWFULLY IS CARRYING A WEAPON
SECURED IN A MOTOR VEHICLE; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-460,
RELATING TO CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS, SO AS TO DELETE
A REFERENCE TO ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23, TO PROVIDE
THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT APPLY TO A PERSON LAWFULLY CAR-
RYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SEC-
TION DOES NOT APPLY TO HANDGUNS; TO AMEND SECTION 51-3-145,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN ACTS THAT ARE UNLAWFUL
IN A STATE PARK, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 23-31-210, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CERTAIN TERMS
AND THEIR DEFINITIONS RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CONCEAL-
ABLE WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE
TERM  CONCEALABLE WEAPON ; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-465, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFULLY CARRYING
A FIREARM ONTO THE PREMISES OF A BUSINESS SELLING ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUOR, BEER, OR WINE FOR CONSUMPTION ON THE PREM-
ISES, SO AS TO DELETE A REFERENCE TO A PERSON CARRYING A
CONCEALABLE WEAPON PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 31,
TITLE 23, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT  APPLY TO
A PERSON LAWFULLY CARRYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON WHO
DOES NOT CONSUME ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR, BEER, OR WINE WHILE
CARRYING A WEAPON ON THE BUSINESS PREMISES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A
CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION
THAT REQUIRES A PERMIT HOLDER TO POSSESS HIS PERMIT IDENTI-
FICATION WHEN CARRYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON, THE PROVI-
SION THAT REQUIRES A PERMIT HOLDER TO INFORM A LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER THAT HE IS A PERMIT HOLDER AND PRES-
ENT THE PERMIT TO THE OFFICER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES, AND THE PENALTY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS PROVISION,
TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION TO THE PROVISION THAT PROHIBITS
THE CARRYING OF A CONCEALABLE WEAPON ONTO CERTAIN PREM-
ISES, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROVIDES FOR THE REVOCA-
TION OF A PERSON S PERMIT WHEN HE VIOLATES CERTAIN
PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT VALID
OUT-OF-STATE PERMITS TO CARRY CONCEALABLE WEAPONS BY A
RESIDENT OF ANOTHER STATE MUST BE HONORED BY THE STATE,
TO REVISE THE PROVISION THAT ALLOWS CERTAIN PERSONS TO
CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON WITHOUT A PERMIT, AND TO
DELETE THE TERM  RECIPROCAL STATE  AND REPLACE IT WITH THE
TERM  ANOTHER STATE ; TO AMEND SECTIONS 23-31-220 AND 23-31-
225, BOTH RELATING TO A PROPERTY OWNER S RIGHT TO ALLOW A
HOLDER OF A CONCEALED WEAPONS PERMIT TO CARRY A WEAPON
ONTO HIS PROPERTY, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES, TO
PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION REGULATES BOTH PERSONS WHO
POSSESS AND DO NOT POSSESS A CONCEALABLE WEAPONS PERMIT,
TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES THE REVOCATION OF A
PERMIT FOR A VIOLATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF LAW, AND TO
DELETE A REFERENCE TO THE PROVISION THAT PROVIDES FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF CONCEALED WEAPON PERMITS; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 23-31-240, RELATING TO PERSONS WHO ARE ALLOWED TO
CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON WHILE ON DUTY, SO AS TO DELETE
THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES THESE PERSONS TO POSSESS A
CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-27
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin, Hug-
gins
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow,
G.R.Smith
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons,
McCravy
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Willis
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer
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H 3701 (Rat # 0154, Act #  0146)  General Bill, By Putnam, Whipper, Brown,
Knight, Henegan and Henderson-Myers
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-7-735 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO INFORM A RELATIVE WITH WHOM A CHILD
MAY BE PLACED OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE LICENSED AS A FOS-
TER PARENT, INCLUDING THE LICENSURE PROCESS AND BENEFITS
OF BEING LICENSED AS A FOSTER PARENT, AND TO REQUIRE THE
COURT TO MAKE CERTAIN FINDINGS BEFORE SIGNING AN ORDER
APPROVING PLACEMENT OF A CHILD WITH A RELATIVE WHO IS NOT
A LICENSED FOSTER PARENT; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-650, RELAT-
ING IN PART TO THE DEPARTMENT MAKING AN INTERIM PLACE-
MENT OF A CHILD WITH A RELATIVE INSTEAD OF TAKING CUSTODY
OF A CHILD, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO EXPLAIN TO
THE RELATIVE ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME LICENSED AS
A KINSHIP FOSTER PARENT IF THE CHILD IS UNABLE TO RETURN
HOME; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2320, RELATING TO THE KINSHIP
FOSTER PROGRAM, SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO WAIVE
CERTAIN NONSAFETY LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS WHEN LICENS-
ING A RELATIVE AS A FOSTER PARENT AND TO INDICATE THE PREF-
ERENCE FOR PLACING A CHILD WITH A RELATIVE; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-7-2330, RELATING TO PLACEMENT OF A CHILD WITH A
RELATIVE AS PART OF A REMOVAL ACTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT TO INFORM THE RELATIVE OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO
BE LICENSED AS A FOSTER PARENT, INCLUDING THE LICENSURE
PROCESS AND BENEFITS OF BEING SO LICENSED; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 63-7-2350, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON FOSTER CARE
PLACEMENTS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE PROCESS THE DEPARTMENT
MUST FOLLOW TO DETERMINE WHETHER A PERSON HAS COMMIT-
TED A CRIME THAT MAKES THE PERSON INELIGIBLE TO BE A FOS-
TER PARENT; TO AMEND SECTION 43-1-210, RELATING TO
DEPARTMENT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
REPORTING OF KINSHIP CARE DATA; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-
20, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE CHILDREN S CODE, SO AS
TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT TO
INCLUDE CHILD TRAFFICKING IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. - rati-
fied title
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
   05/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight, Hen-
egan
   01/23/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-14
   01/24/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   01/25/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, Bannister, Hill,
Hosey, Mack, Whitmire, Ott, Crawford, Anderson, Cas-
key, Weeks, Davis, Alexander, Kirby, Pope, Bryant,
Brown, Fry, GR Smith HJ-41
   01/25/18 House Amended HJ-56
   01/25/18 House Read second time HJ-56
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-61
   01/25/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-62
   01/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/26/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/30/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-6
   02/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
27
   03/13/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-29
   03/14/18 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-18
   03/15/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   03/22/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-41
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-42
   04/03/18 Ratified R 154
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 146
H 3702  General Bill, By Sandifer, Allison, Bannister, Alexander, Clemmons,
Bedingfield, Taylor, Collins, Willis, G.R. Smith, West, Simrill, Hiott, Hixon
and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-25-150, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERMITS FOR ERECTING AND MAIN-
TAINING OUTDOOR SIGNS, SO AS TO REVISE THE CATEGORIES OF
PERMITS THAT ARE VOID, AND TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION SHALL REISSUE PERMITS FOR NONCONFORMING
SIGNS DAMAGED OR DESTROYED BY VANDALISM TO ANY EXTENT,
PROVIDED SUCH SIGNS ONLY MAY BE REERECTED IN KIND.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-30
H 3703  General Bill, By Elliott, Bennett, Forrest, B. Newton, Martin, West,
Atwater, Quinn, Long, Hamilton, Magnuson, Toole, Blackwell, Burns, W.
Newton, Hill, McCoy, Bedingfield, Putnam, Erickson, Collins, G.R. Smith,
Bannister, Cole, Forrester, Gagnon, Henderson, S. Rivers, Stavrinakis,
Thayer, Tallon, Clary, Huggins, Allison and Mace
Similar (S 0301, H 3784)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE
GOVERNMENT AND THEIR GOVERNING BODIES, SO AS TO DELETE A
REFERENCE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMIS-
SION; TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-10, AS AMENDED, 57-1-20, AS
AMENDED, 57-1-40, AS AMENDED, 57-1-90, 57-1-410, AS AMENDED, 57-
1-430, AS AMENDED, 57-1-460, 57-1-470, 57-1-490, AS AMENDED, 57-3-20,
AS AMENDED, 57-3-50, 57-3-210, AND 57-3-700, ALL RELATING TO THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND
ITS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION AND ITS RESPON-
SIBILITIES, TO DEVOLVE THE COMMISSION S RESPONSIBILITIES
UPON THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION WHO WOULD BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT S ANNUAL BUDGET MUST BE APPROVED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, TO DELETE THE TERMS  ROUTINE OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE  AND  EMERGENCY REPAIRS  AND THEIR DEFINI-
TIONS, AND THE  PROVISION THAT GRANTS THE SECRETARY
AUTHORITY TO APPROVE REQUESTS REGARDING THESE MATTERS,
TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES THE COMMISSION TO
APPROVE CERTAIN HIGHWAY PROJECTS, TO PROVIDE A PROCESS
WHEREBY AUDITS OF THE DEPARTMENT SHALL BE CONDUCTED, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LONG-RANGE STATEWIDE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND A STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 1, TITLE
57, RELATING TO THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 57,
RELATING TO THE JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COMMITTEE.
   02/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   02/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-30
   02/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon
   02/13/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Willis
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
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H 3704  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GAFTON JAMES KEEFE
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3705  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LUCAS WILLIAM POS-
TON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3706  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JULIAN MCLEOD PRICE
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3707  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANDREW LORAN RAINES
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3708  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HARRISON TROY
SMITHEY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3709  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRYANT CALLAWAY
STOKES FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
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H 3710  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HONG-WEI EVAN TAN
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3711  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HONG-MING JUSTIN TAN
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3712  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GRIFFIN JAMES WAL-
TERS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3713  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HUNTER JORDAN PURVIS
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3714  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PATRICK GLENN OAK-
DEN FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3715  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AARON JARRED PHILLIP
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
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H 3716  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NICHOLAS WILSON PHIL-
LIP FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS
OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELE-
BRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUT-
ING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3717  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NICHOLAS PULVER MIS-
SELDINE FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3718  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JAMES GATLIN
DOCHERTY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3719 (Rat # 0110, Act #  0074)  General Bill, By Burns, Hiott, Hixon,
Chumley, Bannister and G.R. Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 48-35-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATE FORESTER S AUTHORITY
TO DIRECT THAT CERTAIN FIRES NOT BE STARTED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE STATE FORESTER MAY PROHIBIT ALL OPEN BURN-
ING EXCEPT FIRES USED FOR NONRECREATIONAL PURPOSES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 48-35-60, RELATING TO PENALTIES ASSOCIATED
WITH THE STARTING OF UNLAWFUL FIRES, SO AS TO REVISE THESE
PENALTIES. - ratified title
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-15
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Chum-
ley, Bannister, G.R.Smith
   02/16/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   02/22/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, Gilliard, Jefferson,
Ott, Mack, Robinson-Simpson, Williams HJ-13
   02/23/17 House Amended HJ-22
   02/23/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   02/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-6 HJ-25
   02/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-26
   02/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/28/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   02/28/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-17
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
4
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-24
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-11
   05/15/17 Ratified R 110
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 74
H 3720 (Rat # 0128, Act #  0097)  General Bill, By  House Ways and Means
AN ACT TO MAKE APPROPRIATIONS AND TO PROVIDE REVENUES TO
MEET THE ORDINARY EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 2017, TO REGULATE THE EXPENDI-
TURE OF SUCH FUNDS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE OPERA-
TION OF STATE GOVERNMENT DURING THIS FISCAL YEAR AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   03/08/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-9-17 HJ-22
   03/09/17 House Special order, set for Monday, 3-13-17, immediately after
roll call HJ-12
   03/13/17 House Debate interrupted HJ-24
   03/14/17 House Amended HJ-15
   03/14/17 House Read second time HJ-15
   03/14/17 House Roll call Yeas-113  Nays-5 HJ-122
   03/15/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   03/15/17 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-3 HJ-13
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   04/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance
   04/04/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-26
   04/04/17 Senate Amended SJ-27
   04/04/17 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-27
   04/05/17 Senate Amended SJ-74
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-74
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   04/06/17 Senate Amended SJ-4
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-7 SJ-4
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-5
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-5
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-34
   04/20/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-25-17 HJ-15
   04/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-26-17 HJ-15
   04/26/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-10
   04/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-66  Nays-25 HJ-56
   04/26/17 House Returned to the Senate HJ-575
   04/26/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-96
   05/03/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. White, Pitts, Stavrinakis HJ-2
   05/03/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Leatherman, Setzler,
Bennett SJ-24
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   06/06/17 House Conference report received and adopted
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-9
   06/06/17 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-101
   06/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-2 SJ-103
   06/06/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-104
   06/06/17 Ratified R 128
   06/12/17 Certain items vetoed by Governor
   06/21/17 Effective date See Act
   06/21/17 Act No. 97
   01/09/18 House Veto overridden on certain items: 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 32
   01/09/18 House Veto sustained on certain items: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 19, 30,
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41
   01/09/18 House 25, 26, 33
   01/16/18 Senate Veto overridden on certain items: 10,14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21,
23, 24,27,
   01/16/18 Senate Veto sustained on certain items: 12, 28, 29, 32
   01/23/18 Senate Veto overridden on certain items: 13, 28, 29 SJ-21
   03/14/18 Senate Veto sustained on certain items: 3, 9, 11, 16, 22 SJ-53
H 3721 (Rat # 0129, Act #  0098)  General Bill, By  House Ways and Means
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE MONIES FROM THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017, AND TO ALLOW UNEX-
PENDED FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO BE CARRIED FORWARD TO SUC-
CEEDING FISCAL YEARS AND EXPENDED FOR THE SAME PURPOSES.
- ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   03/08/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-9-17 HJ-22
   03/09/17 House Special order, set for immediately following second read-
ing of H. 3720 HJ-13
   03/14/17 House Amended HJ-149
   03/14/17 House Read second time HJ-149
   03/14/17 House Roll call Yeas-114  Nays-1 HJ-150
   03/15/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   03/15/17 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-0 HJ-15
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-6
   03/15/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance
   04/05/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-40
   04/05/17 Senate Read second time SJ-40
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-40
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-115
   04/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-1 SJ-115
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-34
   04/20/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-25-17 HJ-16
   04/25/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-26-17 HJ-15
   04/26/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-58
   04/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-0 HJ-60
   04/26/17 House Returned to the Senate HJ-61
   04/26/17 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-96
   05/03/17 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. White, Pitts, Stavrinakis HJ-3
   05/03/17 Senate Conference committee appointed Leatherman, Setzler,
Bennett SJ-25
   06/06/17 House Conference report received and adopted
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0
   06/06/17 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-104
   06/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-2 SJ-104
   06/06/17 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-109
   06/06/17 Ratified R 129
   06/12/17 Signed By Governor
   06/15/17 Effective date See Act
   07/12/17 Act No. 98
H 3722  General Bill, By  House Ways and Means
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 1377 OF 1968, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCE OF STATE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE ADDITIONAL PROJECTS AND CONFORM THE AGGRE-
GATE PRINCIPAL INDEBTEDNESS AMOUNT TO THE ADDITIONAL
AMOUNTS AUTHORIZED HEREBY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PRO-
VISIONS OF SECTION 2-7-105, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, DO NOT APPLY TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT.
   03/29/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-51
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-19-17 HJ-7
   04/19/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, West, Hill, Cobb-
Hunter, Jefferson, GM Smith, Weeks, Anthony, Bales,
King, Govan, Hiott, Anderson, Hosey, Crosby, Gilliard,
Mack, Toole, Davis, Douglas, Bedingfield, Robinson-
Simpson, GR Smith, Loftis, Dilliard, Williams HJ-12
   05/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-9-17 HJ-64
   05/09/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-10-17 HJ-145
   05/10/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-9-18 HJ-40
   01/10/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 1-11-18 HJ-15
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-55
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-36
   02/15/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-20-18 HJ-40
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-28-18 HJ-37
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-35
   04/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-4-18 HJ-31
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-40
   04/17/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-17
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-84
   05/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-62
H 3723  General Bill, By Hewitt
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-17, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NATU-
RAL RESOURCES FLOUNDER STUDY PROGRAM, SO AS TO DELETE
THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT, SUBJECT MAT-
TER, AND DURATION OF THE PROGRAM, TO DELETE THE PROVI-
SIONS THAT ALLOW AND DISALLOW CERTAIN ACTIVITIES DURING
THE STUDY PROGRAM, TO DELETE THE TERM  MOTOR FUEL  AND
ITS DEFINITION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO USE
ANY TYPE OF ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION PRODUCED BY MOTOR
FUEL-POWERED GENERATORS WHILE GIGGING OR FISHING FOR
FLOUNDER IN CERTAIN WATERS.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-35
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H 3724  General Bill, By Clary, Bernstein, J.E. Smith and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 19-11-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SEXUAL
ASSAULT CENTER PROVIDERS AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CENTER
PROVIDERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO DISCLOSE CONFIDENCES
ACQUIRED FROM CLIENTS DURING THE PROVISION OF SERVICES TO
THE CLIENTS WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein,
J.E.Smith
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
H 3725  General Bill, By Simrill, Ott, Hiott, G.M. Smith, Felder and
Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3378 SO AS TO ALLOW A TAX CREDIT TO
AN AGRIBUSINESS OPERATION OR AN AGRICULTURAL PACKAGING
OPERATION THAT INCREASES ITS PURCHASES OF AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS WHICH HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED AS SOUTH CAROLINA
GROWN, AND TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS
ADMINISTERED; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-10-80, RELATING TO
THE JOBS DEVELOPMENT CREDIT, SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN QUALI-
FYING SERVICE-RELATED FACILITIES ELIGIBLE FOR THE CREDIT.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-35
   02/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
H 3726 (Rat # 0022, Act #  0013)  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Cobb-
Hunter, Anthony, Whitmire, Stringer, Bradley, Lucas and White
Similar (S 0394, H 4868)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1085, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT
SYSTEM EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION RATES, SO AS
TO CHANGE FUTURE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION
RATES AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE UNFUNDED LIABILITIES OF THE
SYSTEM MUST BE ON A CERTAIN AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-11-225, RELATING TO THE POLICE OFFICERS
RETIREMENT SYSTEM EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION
RATES, SO AS TO CHANGE FUTURE EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE CON-
TRIBUTION RATES AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE UNFUNDED LIABILI-
TIES OF THE SYSTEM MUST BE ON A CERTAIN AMORTIZATION
SCHEDULE; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-335, RELATING TO THE
ASSUMED RATE OF RETURN, SO AS TO CHANGE THE ASSUMED RATE
OF RETURN TO SEVEN AND ONE QUARTER PERCENT AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE ASSUMED RATE OF RETURN EXPIRES EVERY FOUR
YEARS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-4-10, RELATING TO THE TERM OF
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY (PEBA), SO AS TO CHANGE
THE TERM FROM TWO TO FOUR YEARS AND TO REQUIRE THE
BOARD TO EMPLOY AN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; TO AMEND SECTION
9-4-40, RELATING TO THE AUDIT OF PEBA, SO AS TO REQUIRE PEBA
TO BE AUDITED EVERY FOUR YEARS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-240,
RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND DUTIES OF THE ACTUARY, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AUTHORITY SHALL APPROVE THE ACTUARY AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION IS A THIRD-
PARTY BENEFICIARY OF THE CONTRACT WITH THE ACTUARY; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-16-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO RETIREMENT
SYSTEM FUNDS   FIDUCIARY  DEFINITION, SO AS TO ADD THE COM-
MISSION S  CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER  TO THE DEFINITION; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-16-30, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DELEGA-
TION OF FUNCTIONS BY THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE COMMISSION SHALL CAST CERTAIN SHAREHOLDER PROXY
VOTES; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-90, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
CERTAIN INVESTMENT REPORTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
REPORTS MUST CONTAIN A SCHEDULE OF NET MANAGER FEES AND
EXPENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-315, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION, SO AS TO
CHANGE CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, TO ADD QUALI-
FICATIONS, AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO EMPLOY A CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-330, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO CERTAIN STATEMENTS OF ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS
AND INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR CERTAIN DEL-
EGATIONS TO THE CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER, AND TO REQUIRE
THE INVESTMENT PLAN TO INCLUDE THE FINAL AUTHORITY TO
INVEST BE MADE BY THE COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 9-16-
380, RELATING TO THE AUDIT OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM INVEST-
MENT COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE RETIREMENT
SYSTEM INVESTMENT COMMISSION BE AUDITED EVERY FOUR
YEARS; BY ADDING SECTION 9-16-100 SO AS TO PLACE CERTAIN
RESTRICTIONS ON LOBBYISTS AND TO PROHIBIT THE COMMISSION
FROM MAKING CERTAIN INVESTMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-
1310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE RETIRE-
MENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO CHANGE A TRUSTEE FROM THE STATE FIS-
CAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY TO THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM
INVESTMENT COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1320, RELATING
TO THE CUSTODY OF THE ASSETS OF THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO
AS TO CHANGE THE CUSTODIAN OF THE ASSETS FROM THE STATE
TREASURER TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF PEBA; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-3-240, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF
OFFICERS BY THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO ADD THE SOUTH CAROLINA
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT COMMISSION MEMBERS AND THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC BENEFIT AUTHORITY MEMBERS; AND TO
REPEAL SECTIONS 9-4-45, 9-8-170, 9-9-160, 9-10-80, AND 9-11-250
RELATING TO POLICY DETERMINATIONS AND THE CUSTODY OF
FUNDS FOR THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR JUDGES AND SOLICI-
TORS, THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, THE NATIONAL GUARD RETIREMENT SYSTEM, AND THE
POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM. - ratified title
   02/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   02/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-36
   02/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-45
   02/22/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, Herbkersman, Cobb-
Hunter, Weeks, JE Smith, Mack, GR Smith, Loftis, Dil-
lard, Robinson-Simpson, Allison, Whitmire, Blackwell,
Mitchell, Norrell, Funderburk, Douglas, Hart, Hill, Fry,
Knight HJ-19
   02/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/17 House Amended HJ-20
   02/28/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-14 HJ-27
   03/01/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/01/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   03/08/17 Senate Polled out of committee Finance SJ-20
   03/08/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
20
   03/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-28
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-1 SJ-28
   03/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/09/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-28
   03/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-1
   03/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-22-17 HJ-138
   03/22/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-38
   03/29/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-71
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   03/29/17 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-99 HJ-72
   03/30/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Sheheen, Bennett, and Gambrell SJ-17
   03/30/17 House Conference committee appointed Herbkersman, Stringer,
Cobb-Hunter HJ-73
   04/05/17 House Conference report adopted
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-1
   04/05/17 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-46
   04/05/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-7 SJ-46
   04/06/17 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-30
   04/19/17 Ratified R 22
   04/25/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 7/1/17
   04/28/17 Act No. 13
H 3727  Resolution, By Norman, Simrill, Felder, B. Newton and D.C. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ROCK HILL
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TENNIS TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS 5A GIRLS
TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3728  Resolution, By Norman, Felder, Pope, B. Newton and D.C. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
ROCK HILL HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TENNIS TEAM OF YORK COUNTY
WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND
TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2016
SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS 5A GIRLS TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3729  Resolution, By Elliott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY MEN S CROSS COUNTRY, WOMEN S SOCCER,
AND MEN S SOCCER TEAMS, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT
A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND HONORED FOR WINNING
THEIR RESPECTIVE 2016 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 3730  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott, Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Burns,
Loftis, Henderson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE BOB JONES UNI-
VERSITY BRUINS MEN S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM ON WINNING THE
2016 NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COLLEGE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION DIVI-
SION II NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP MEET AND TO COMMEND THESE
RUNNERS ON A STELLAR SEASON.
   02/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-39
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3731  Resolution, By Jefferson, Williams, Clyburn, Howard, Govan,
Henegan, King, Weeks, Alexander, Hosey, Ridgeway, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
JOSHUA PRIOLEAU, PASTOR OF DAY DAWN BAPTIST CHURCH IN
BERKELEY COUNTY, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF EXCEPTIONAL MINISTRY IN THE
PINEVILLE COMMUNITY.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 3732  Resolution, By Mitchell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES LEE,
THE SENIOR POLICY ADVISOR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AT
THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA),
AND TO WELCOME HIM TO THE PALMETTO STATE AS THE KEYNOTE
SPEAKER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH AND DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES SEMINAR.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 3733  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Neal, Rutherford, Thigpen,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FORT
JACKSON, THE NATION S LARGEST AND MOST ACTIVE TRAINING
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FACILITY FOR THE UNITED STATES ARMY, AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE SOLDIERS AND COMMAND STAFF STATIONED THERE AS THEY
CELEBRATE ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF OUTSTANDING TRAINING FOR
OUR NATION S SOLDIERS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-40
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 3734  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott, Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Burns,
Loftis, Henderson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
THE BOB JONES UNIVERSITY BRUINS MEN S SOCCER TEAM ON WIN-
NING THE 2016 NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COLLEGE ATHLETIC ASSOCIA-
TION DIVISION II NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-41
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-17
H 3735  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott, Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Burns,
Loftis, Henderson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
Neal, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE BOB JONES UNIVER-
SITY BRUINS WOMEN S SOCCER TEAM ON CAPTURING THE 2016
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COLLEGE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION DIVISION
II NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP AND TO COMMEND THESE ATHLETES
ON A SPECTACULAR SEASON.
   02/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-42
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 3736  Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR M. GRAHAM
PROFFITT III UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT ON JANU-
ARY 1, 2017, AFTER FORTY-EIGHT YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 3737  Resolution, By Henegan, Dillard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. DOROTHY
BUCKHANAN-WILSON, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT OF ALPHA
KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC., FOR HER NOTEWORTHY AND DISTIN-
GUISHED CAREER AND MEANINGFUL COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 3738  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BOBBY BAKER,
LONGTIME YOUTH BASKETBALL COACH AND CURRENTLY THE
COACH OF WILSON HALL BASKETBALL, AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM FOR HIS SELECTION AS THE SUMTER YMCA S 2016 HUMANITAR-
IAN OF THE YEAR.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-39
H 3739  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Williams and Jefferson
Similar (S 0343, S 0932)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-5-880 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SHALL
BEAR COSTS, NOT TO EXCEED SEVEN AND ONE-HALF PERCENT OF
THE TOTAL PROJECT COSTS, FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS OR
IMPROVEMENTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION DOES NOT
GRANT THE DEPARTMENT THE AUTHORITY TO PREVENT OR MATE-
RIALLY LIMIT A PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM S UTILIZATION OF PROP-
ERTY LOCATED WITHIN A STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT S RIGHT OF WAY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
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MAY ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS OF WAY TO FACILITATE THE
LOCATION OF UTILITIES OUTSIDE OF RIGHTS OF WAY CURRENTLY
CONTAINED IN THE PUBLIC HIGHWAY SYSTEM.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-43
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-43
   02/20/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-2
   02/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, GM Smith, B Newton,
Finlay, Fry, Clemmons, Thayer, Caskey, Erickson, M Riv-
ers, Davis, Kirby, Hosey, Cogswell, Crosby, Knight,
Hewitt, Douglas, McEachern, GR Smith HJ-22
   04/04/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-56
H 3740  General Bill, By Fry, McKnight, Johnson, Yow, Jordan, Wheeler,
Bernstein, Elliott, Bannister and Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-79-125, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE SUIT AND
FILING OF A SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT IN A MEDICAL MALPRAC-
TICE CIVIL ACTION AND MANDATORY MEDIATION BEFORE THE FIL-
ING OF A SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT, SO AS TO REQUIRE A
DEFENDANT, WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE
SUIT, TO FILE A NOTICE OF APPEARANCE AND IF HE FAILS TO DO SO,
TO ALLOW THE PLAINTIFF TO FILE A MOTION TO DISPENSE WITH
THE MEDIATION AND PROCEED WITH THE INITIATION OF THE CIVIL
ACTION.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
H 3741  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-440, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN ORANGEBURG COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/14/17 House Referred to Orangeburg Delegation HJ-44
H 3742 (Rat # 0111, Act #  0075)  General Bill, By Pitts
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 24-21-230 AND 24-21-280, BOTH AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,  RELATING
TO THE EMPLOYMENT, DUTIES, AND POWERS OF DEPARTMENT OF
PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES  AGENTS, HEARING
OFFICERS, AND STAFF, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIRECTOR OF
THE DEPARTMENT MAY EMPLOY OFFENDER SUPERVISION SPECIAL-
ISTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL PROMULGATE
REGULATIONS REGARDING THE QUALIFICATIONS FOR THESE
EMPLOYEES, AND PROCEDURES FOR CLASSIFYING OFFENDERS AS
STANDARD AND LOW-RISK, AND TO PROVIDE THE DUTIES AND
AUTHORITY OF AN OFFENDER SUPERVISION SPECIALIST. - ratified title
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
   03/02/17 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
   03/02/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-43
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-35
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-36
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Corrections and Penology SJ-
13
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Corrections and Penology
SJ-16
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-18
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-28
   05/15/17 Ratified R 111
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 75
H 3743  General Bill, By Willis and Felder
Similar (S 0495)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 140 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  POWER-
ING THE PALMETTO STATE  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES HONORING
SOUTH CAROLINA S ELECTRICAL LINEMEN.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-45
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-3
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-34
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-35
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
H 3744  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Pitts
Similar (S 0148)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME MAGISTRATES
AND THEIR SALARIES, SO AS TO REVISE THE METHOD OF SETTING A
BASE SALARY FOR MAGISTRATES AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL SUP-
PLEMENTS TO FULL-TIME CHIEF AND ASSISTANT CHIEF MAGIS-
TRATES; AND BY ADDING SECTION 22-3-315 SO AS TO ADD AN
ASSESSMENT OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS TO ALL CIVIL FILINGS IN MAG-
ISTRATES COURT AND PROVIDE FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRO-
CEEDS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-45
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-46
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-30
   04/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Clary, Hiott, Taylor, Toole,
Brown, Martin, Forrester, Crosby, Bennett, Douglas,
McEachern, W Newton, Bamberg, Ryhal, Hill HJ-30
   04/04/17 House Rejected HJ-60
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-41  Nays-56 HJ-61
H 3745  General Bill, By Rutherford, Cobb-Hunter, J.E. Smith and King
Similar (H 3021)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  UNIFORM ANTIDISCRIMINATION ACT ; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-13-20, RELATING TO POLICY OF THE STATE
HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, SO AS TO EXPAND THE DEFINITION
OF DISCRIMINATION TO INCLUDE DISCRIMINATION BASED ON GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-
13-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRAC-
TICES, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR AN
EMPLOYER TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL BECAUSE
OF THE INDIVIDUAL S GENDER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-32-60, RELATING TO THE APPLICABIL-
ITY AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT, SO AS
TO ESTABLISH THAT THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM ACT DOES NOT
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ALLOW A PERSON TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL
BASED ON THE INDIVIDUAL S RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, SEX, GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN
OR DISABILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-40, RELATING TO FAIR
HOUSING, SO AS TO MAKE IT UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO DIS-
CRIMINATE AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL BASED ON THEIR GENDER
IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION WHEN SELLING OR RENTING
PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-50, RELATING TO FAIR HOUS-
ING, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DENIAL OF ACCESS TO, OR MEMBER-
SHIP OR PARTICIPATION IN, A MULTIPLE-LISTING SERVICE OR
SIMILAR SERVICE OR ORGANIZATION BASED ON THE PERSON S GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 31-
21-60, RELATING TO FAIR HOUSING, SO AS TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINA-
TION IN RELATION TO RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE-RELATED TRANS-
ACTIONS BASED ON A PERSON S GENDER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL
ORIENTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-69-80, RELATING TO HOME
HEALTH AGENCIES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT A HOME HEALTH AGENCY
FROM DISCRIMINATING AGAINST A PATIENT OR POTENTIAL PATIENT
ON THE BASIS OF GENDER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-71-90, RELATING TO HOSPICE PROGRAMS, SO AS
TO PROHIBIT A HOSPICE PROGRAM FROM DISCRIMINATING
AGAINST A PATIENT OR POTENTIAL PATIENT ON THE BASIS OF GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 45-9-10, RELATING TO HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, AND
BOARDINGHOUSES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST A PERSON OR SEGREGATION FROM A PLACE OF PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATION ON THE BASIS OF SEX, GENDER IDENTITY, OR
SEXUAL ORIENTATION.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-45
   02/16/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 3746  General Bill, By Clary and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MEMBERSHIP, APPOINTMENT, AND
TERMS OF THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO
INCREASE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION FROM TEN TO
FIFTEEN BY PROVIDING THAT THE GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT FIVE
MEMBERS FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC TO SERVE ON THE COMMIS-
SION.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
H 3747  General Bill, By Ballentine, Martin, Tallon, Crosby and Long
Similar (S 0397)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT  RYAN S LAW ; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-280,
RELATING TO INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM DIS-
ORDER TREATMENTS, SO AS TO REMOVE EXCLUSIONS FOR CERTAIN
TYPES OF INSURANCE, AND TO DELETE CERTAIN ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-46
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin, Tallon
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby, Long
H 3748  General Bill, By Pitts, Hiott, Hixon and Yow
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-710, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NIGHT HUNTING OF
CERTAIN ANIMALS, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS THAT REGU-
LATE THE HUNTING OF FERAL HOGS, COYOTES, AND ARMADILLOS,
TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS THAT DEFINE THE TERMS  NIGHT  AND
NOTICE TO THE DEPARTMENT , AND TO DELETE THE PENALTY ASSO-
CIATED WITH THE VIOLATION OF THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO
THE NIGHT HUNTING OF FERAL HOGS, COYOTES, AND ARMADIL-
LOS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 50-11-715 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
HUNTING OF FERAL HOGS, COYOTES, AND ARMADILLOS AT NIGHT,
AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS SECTION.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-47
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
H 3749  General Bill, By Sandifer and Whitmire
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-2-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING
THE REGULATION OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
COMPILATION ; TO AMEND SECTION 40-2-35, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO ACADEMIC AND EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS FOR LICEN-
SURE, SO AS TO MAKE ACCEPTANCE OF CERTAIN EVIDENCE OF
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS FOR LICENSURE OPTIONAL TO THE
BOARD OF ACCOUNTANCY AND TO DELETE A REFERENCE TO THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF A COMPUTER-BASED VERSION OF AN EXAM-
INATION REQUIRED FOR LICENSURE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-2-
340, RELATING TO DISCLAIMERS REQUIRED FOR LICENSEES TO
ASSOCIATE THEIR NAMES OR THE NAMES OF THEIR FIRMS WITH
COMPILED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, SO AS TO REPLACE THE EXIST-
ING STATUTORY DISCLAIMER LANGUAGE WITH THE REQUIREMENT
THAT DISCLAIMERS COMPLY WITH THE MOST RECENT VERSION OF
THE STATEMENT OF STANDARDS FOR ACCOUNTING AND REVIEW
SERVICES ISSUED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUB-
LIC ACCOUNTANTS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-47
H 3750  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, McCoy, Weeks, Clary, G.M. Smith and
Elliott
Similar (H 4850)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-545, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TRANSFER OF CERTAIN
CRIMINAL CASES FROM GENERAL SESSIONS COURT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT CRIMINAL CASES IN WHICH THE PENALTY DOES NOT
EXCEED THREE YEARS, RATHER THAN ONE YEAR, MAY BE TRANS-
FERRED FROM GENERAL SESSIONS COURT.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-48
   02/15/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
H 3751  General Bill, By Parks, McCravy, King, Pitts, Ridgeway, Elliott and
Thigpen
Similar (S 0264)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 84 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
REGULATION OF GENETIC COUNSELORS; TO ESTABLISH THE BOARD
OF GENETIC COUNSELOR EXAMINERS; TO PROVIDE THE POWERS
AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD; TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOL-
OGY; TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA FOR LICENSURE BY
THE BOARD; TO PROVIDE RELATED DUTIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION; TO PROVIDE FOR THE INVES-
TIGATION OF VIOLATIONS AND IMPOSITION OF PENALTIES; AND TO
PROVIDE CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
CHAPTER, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   02/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-48
   02/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-48
   03/13/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Majority favorable with amend.,
minority unfavorable Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-58
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
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   04/17/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
   05/01/18 House Amended HJ-86
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-86
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-17 HJ-95
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/03/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-34
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-16
H 3752  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, Neal, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO BOYS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATE FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE
MEETING ON FRIDAY, JUNE 16, 2017, HOWEVER, THE CHAMBERS MAY
NOT BE USED IF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IS IN SESSION OR THE
CHAMBERS ARE OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   02/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-42
   02/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-18
   02/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-18
   03/09/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-17
   03/09/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-17
   03/14/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-37
H 3753  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JONATHAN LUKE HER-
MANSON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3754  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE EVAN DONALD MOXLEY
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3755  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRADFORD JOEL RUS-
SELL FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3756  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHRISTIAN JOHN W.
MCDONALD FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3757  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
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Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE IAN JACOB COUTURE
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3758  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JUSTIN BRYANT MAT-
THEWS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 3759  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRENTON ADDISON
HELMS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 3760  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LUKE WILLIAM BARE-
FOOT FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3761  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HAROLD EDWARD BOAT-
WRIGHT FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3762  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HARRY PATTERSON KAN-
NON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3763  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
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Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOHN BENDER MAT-
THEWS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3764  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MATTHEW PRESTON
MILLIGAN FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3765  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SAMUEL PEYTON HERN-
DON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 3766  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SAMUEL PRESTON
SMITH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3767  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HARVEY DAVIS ANDER-
SON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 3768  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JACKSON FREDERICK
GODDARD FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE




   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 3769  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Bedingfield, Putnam, G.R. Smith,
Elliott, Crawford, Bannister, G.M. Smith, Willis and Henderson
Similar (S 0919, H 3833)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SER-
VICES TO ESTABLISH A COMPUTERIZED INCOME, ASSET, AND IDEN-
TITY ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION SERVICE TO VERIFY A PERSON S
IDENTITY AND ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, TO  REQUIRE
THE DEPARTMENT AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES TO USE THE SERVICE AS PART OF DETERMINING
WHETHER TO AWARD AN APPLICANT OR RECIPIENT PUBLIC ASSIS-
TANCE, TO ENABLE OTHER DEPARTMENTS PROVIDING PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE TO USE THE SERVICE, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN REPORT-
ING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL CASES OF SUSPECTED FRAUD, TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND
THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO SUBMIT REPORTS TO
THE GOVERNOR AND OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
H 3770  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Bedingfield, Putnam, G.R. Smith,
Elliott, Crawford, Bannister, G.M. Smith, Willis and Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-255 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES FROM ESTABLISHING FINANCIAL RESOURCE
LIMITS APPLICABLE TO DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR THE SUP-
PLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM THAT EXCEED FED-
ERAL LIMITS OR EXEMPTING HOUSEHOLDS FROM THE RESOURCE
LIMITS.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-18
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
H 3771  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Bedingfield, Putnam, Willis, G.R.
Smith, Elliott, Crawford, Bannister, G.M. Smith and Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-250 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN INDIVIDUAL
APPLYING OR REAPPLYING FOR BENEFITS THROUGH THE SUPPLE-
MENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM TO COOPERATE WITH
THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES  DIVISION OF CHILD SUP-
PORT SERVICES AS A CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR THOSE BENE-
FITS.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-19
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
H 3772  General Bill, By Clary, Cobb-Hunter, Herbkersman, Davis and W.
Newton
Similar (S 0345)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN NURSING
PROFESSIONALS MAY PROVIDE NONCONTROLLED PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS AT ENTITIES THAT PROVIDE FREE MEDICAL SERVICES FOR
INDIGENT PATIENTS; BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-57 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE CERTAIN NURSING PROFESSIONALS MAY CERTIFY STUDENTS
AS UNABLE TO ATTEND SCHOOL BUT WHO POTENTIALLY MAY BEN-
EFIT FROM RECEIVING INSTRUCTION AT HOME OR IN A HOSPITAL;
BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-59 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NURSE PRAC-
TITIONERS AND CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIVES ORALLY OR IN WRIT-
ING MAY REFER A PATIENT TO A PHYSICAL THERAPIST FOR
TREATMENT; BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-61 SO AS TO PROVIDE
RECIPIENTS AND BENEFICIARIES OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE AND SER-
VICES WITHIN THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OF A NURSE PRACTITIONER
OR CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIFE MAY CHOOSE THE PROVIDERS FROM
WHOM THEY RECEIVE SUCH ASSISTANCE AND SERVICES; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 40-33-63 SO AS TO PROVIDE NURSE PRACTITIONERS
AND CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIVES MAY PRONOUNCE DEATH AND
SIGN DEATH CERTIFICATES; BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-65 SO AS TO
PROVIDE NURSE PRACTITIONERS AND CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIVES
MAY ORDER HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE CARE SERVICES FOR
PATIENTS; BY ADDING SECTION 40-33-67 SO AS TO PROVIDE NURSE
PRACTITIONERS AND CERTIFIED NURSE MIDWIVES MAY CERTIFY
INDIVIDUALS AS HANDICAPPED FOR PURPOSES OF OBTAINING
HANDICAPPED PARKING PLACARDS; BY ADDING SECTION 40-47-370
SO AS TO EXEMPT ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSES
FROM CERTAIN LICENSURE AND PRACTICE PROVISIONS WHEN
EMPLOYED BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AND PROVIDING
SERVICES UNDER THE DIRECTION AND CONTROL OF THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 40-33-20, RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE NURSE PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO
REVISE AND ADD NECESSARY DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
33-34, RELATING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF DELEGATED MEDICAL
ACTS, QUALIFICATIONS, PROTOCOLS, AND PRESCRIPTIVE AUTHORI-
ZATIONS OF LICENSEES OF THE NURSING BOARD, SO AS TO MAKE
VARIOUS REVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-20, RELATING TO
DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS,
SO AS TO REVISE SEVERAL DEFINITIONS AFFECTING THE SCOPE OF
PRACTICE OF CERTAIN LICENSEES OF THE NURSING BOARD; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-47-195, RELATING TO PHYSICIANS SUPERVISING
MEDICAL ACTS DELEGATED TO OTHER PROFESSIONALS, SO AS TO
ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT SUPERVISING PHYSICIANS BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING CERTAIN ACTS DELEGATED TO
ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSES ARE PERFORMED TO
CERTAIN STANDARDS.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-19
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
H 3773  Resolution, By Bernstein, Allison, Arrington, Bennett, Cobb-Hunter,
Crawford, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson, Felder, Funderburk,
Henderson, Henegan, Knight, Norrell, Parks, Robinson-Simpson, Thayer,
Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Duckworth, Elliott, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH
MARCH 4, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK  IN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO COINCIDE WITH NATIONAL EATING
DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY,
MARCH 2, 2017, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   02/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 3774  General Bill, By Henderson
Similar (S 0268, S 0330)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-10-108 SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUMSTANCES
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IN WHICH PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS MAY BE ELI-
GIBLE FOR CERTAIN TAX CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
UNDER THE ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT OF 1995; BY ADDING SECTION
40-68-145 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF TAX
CREDITS AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES BASED ON EMPLOYMENT
WITH RESPECT TO CLIENT COMPANIES OF PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-55, RELAT-
ING TO THE ABILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PRO-
VIDE BY REGULATION FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF AFFIDAVIT OR
CERTIFICATION OF APPROVAL OF QUALIFIED ASSURANCE ORGANI-
ZATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THESE FUNC-
TIONS BE PROVIDED BY REGULATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-60,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOY-
MENT ORGANIZATION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFES-
SIONAL EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES,
SO AS TO PROVIDE ORGANIZATIONS SHALL PROVIDE ASSIGNED
EMPLOYEES WITH CERTAIN WRITTEN NOTICE OF HOW THE AGREE-
MENT AFFECTS THEM; TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-70, RELATING TO
THE REQUIREMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT ORGANIZA-
TION SERVICES AGREEMENTS BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYER
ORGANIZATIONS AND CLIENT COMPANIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT MUST BE ESTABLISHED BY WRIT-
TEN CONTRACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-68-150, RELATING TO
CERTAIN PROHIBITED ACTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS SHALL NOT ENGAGE IN THE SALE OF
INSURANCE OR ACT AS THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATORS, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE SPONSORING AND MAINTAINING OF EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT PLANS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ASSIGNED EMPLOYEES DOES
NOT CONSTITUTE THE SALE OF INSURANCE.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
H 3775 (Rat # 0241, Act #  0241)  General Bill, By Knight, Delleney, Cobb-
Hunter, Felder, J.E. Smith, Simrill, Douglas, West, Wheeler, Thigpen,
Williams, McEachern, Johnson, Pitts, Ridgeway, Rutherford, Henegan,
Collins, Brawley and King
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-63-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO ORIGINAL BIRTH CERTIFI-
CATES OF ADOPTED PERSONS, SO AS TO ALLOW AN ADULT ADOP-
TEE EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER TO OBTAIN A COPY OF THE
ADOPTEE S OWN ORIGINAL BIRTH CERTIFICATE IN CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES, TO ALLOW A BIOLOGICAL PARENT TO EXECUTE A
CONTACT PREFERENCE FORM AND A MEDICAL HISTORY FORM TO
BE PROVIDED TO THE ADULT ADOPTEE UPON REQUEST, AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-12
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Collins
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley, King
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-60
   04/05/18 House Debate interrupted HJ-27
   04/05/18 House Amended HJ-15
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-15
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-18
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/06/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-4
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-102
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-102
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-102
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-153
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-111
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-111
   05/14/18 Ratified R 241
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 07/01/19
   05/31/18 Act No. 241
H 3776  General Bill, By Loftis, Erickson, Elliott, Willis, G.M. Smith,
Crawford, Bannister, G.R. Smith, Taylor and White
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-127 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DIVISION OF
CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES TO NOTIFY THE DEPARTMENT S DIVISION OF ECONOMIC SER-
VICES AND OTHER DIVISIONS OR AGENCIES WHEN A CHILD IS
REMOVED FROM THE HOME, SO AS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE
PERSON FROM WHOM THE CHILD HAS BEEN REMOVED RECEIVES
SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM BENEFITS OR
OTHER PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN ORDER TO RECALCULATE THE BENE-
FIT AMOUNT IF IMPACTED BY THE REMOVAL OF THE CHILD FROM
THE PERSON S PHYSICAL CUSTODY.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-12
H 3777  General Bill, By White
Similar (S 0381)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2870, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIGARETTES FOUND NOT HAVING
AFFIXED TO THE PACKAGE CERTAIN STAMPS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT CIGARETTES FOUND AT ANY POINT NOT HAVING AFFIXED TO
THE PACKAGE CERTAIN STAMPS ARE CONSIDERED CONTRABAND.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
H 3778  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BUREAU OF
PROTECTIVE SERVICES CHIEF OF POLICE ZACKARY WISE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY UPON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3779  General Bill, By Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-310 THROUGH 57-1-340, ALL AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSIONERS MUST BE
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ELECTED; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 57 RELAT-
ING TO THE JOINT TRANSPORTATION REVIEW COMMITTEE.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-13
H 3780  General Bill, By Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 12-36-2120 RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS
FROM THE STATE SALES TAX.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-13
H 3781  Joint Resolution, By Putnam
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS STATE, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE GENERAL ELECTION OF
2022, THERE MUST BE ELECTED BY THE QUALIFIED VOTERS OF THIS
STATE A SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION WHO SHALL HOLD THIS
OFFICE FOR A TERM OF FOUR YEARS, COTERMINOUS WITH THAT OF
THE GOVERNOR WHOSE DUTIES AND COMPENSATION MUST BE PRE-
SCRIBED BY LAW.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 3782  Joint Resolution, By Putnam
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO SUSPEND LAWS PERTAINING TO THE
DUTIES AND AUTHORITY OF THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND LAWS PERTAINING TO THE USE OF
STATE FUNDS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION FOR SPE-
CIFIC ROAD PROJECTS FOR SIX YEARS SO AS TO ALLOW THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TO BE OPERATED AT THE DIS-
CRETION OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3783  General Bill, By Putnam
Similar (H 3486)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIMIT ON ANNUAL PROP-
ERTY TAX MILLAGE INCREASES IMPOSED BY POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SIONS, SO AS TO RESTORE THE FORMER METHOD OF OVERRIDING
THE ANNUAL CAP BY A POSITIVE MAJORITY OF THE APPROPRIATE
GOVERNING BODY AND DELETING THE SUPER MAJORITY REQUIRE-
MENT FOR OVERRIDING THE CAP FOR SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES;
TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-150, RELATING TO THE TRUST FUND FOR
TAX RELIEF, SO AS TO RESTORE FUNDING FOR THE RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION AND FULL FUNDING FOR THE SCHOOL
OPERATING MILLAGE PORTION OF THE REIMBURSEMENT PAID
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR THE HOMESTEAD PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTION FOR THE ELDERLY OR DISABLED; TO AMEND SECTION
12-37-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS,
SO AS TO DELETE THE EXEMPTION REIMBURSED FROM THE HOME-
STEAD EXEMPTION FUND FROM ALL SCHOOL OPERATING MILLAGE
ALLOWED ALL OWNER-OCCUPIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-37-251, RELATING TO THE CALCULATION OF
ROLLBACK TAX MILLAGE  APPLICABLE FOR REASSESSMENT YEARS,
SO AS TO RESTORE THE FORMER EXEMPTION ALLOWED FROM A
PORTION OF SCHOOL OPERATING MILLAGE FOR ALL OWNER-OCCU-
PIED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-270 AND
ACT 388 OF 2006, RELATING TO THE REIMBURSEMENTS PAID LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS FOR PROPERTY TAX NOT COLLECTED AS A RESULT
OF THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FOR THE ELDERLY OR DISABLED
AND, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE APPLICATION OF PROPERTY TAX
CREDITS IN COUNTIES WHERE THE USE OF LOCAL OPTION SALES
TAX REVENUES GIVE RISE TO A CREDIT AGAINST SCHOOL OPERAT-
ING PROPERTY TAX MILLAGE, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
AMENDMENTS; TO REPEAL ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 10, TITLE 4 RELAT-
ING TO THE LOCAL OPTION SALES AND USE TAX FOR LOCAL PROP-
ERTY TAX CREDITS; TO REPEAL SECTIONS 11-11-157, 11-11-155 AND
11-11-156 RELATING TO THE HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION TRUST FUND;
TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 36, TITLE 12 RELATING TO THE
STATEWIDE ADDITIONAL ONE PERCENT SALES AND USE TAX THE
REVENUES OF WHICH REIMBURSE SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR THE
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FROM ALL PROPERTY TAX MILLAGE
IMPOSED FOR SCHOOL OPERATIONS; TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-37-
3130, 12-37-3140, AND 12-37-3150, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, VALUA-
TION, AND ASSESSABLE TRANSFERS OF INTEREST, FOR PURPOSES
OF THE  SOUTH CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM
ACT , SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE  POINT OF SALE  VALUATION OF
REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF THE PROPERTY
TAX AND RETURN TO THE FORMER VALUATION SYSTEM IN WHICH
REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY ARE
APPRAISED BY THE ASSESSOR AND PERIODICALLY ADJUSTED IN
COUNTYWIDE REAPPRAISALS, TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN THE FIF-
TEEN PERCENT CAP OVER FIVE YEARS ON INCREASES IN FAIR MAR-
KET VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY RESULTS IN A VALUE THAT IS
LOWER THAN THE FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE PROPERTY AS
DETERMINED BY THE ASSESSOR THAT THE LOWER VALUE BECOMES
THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF THE REAL PROPERTY AND IS DEEMED
ITS FAIR MARKET VALUE FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF PROP-
ERTY TAX, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF INTER-
EST IS A TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP OR OTHER INSTANCE CAUSING A
STEPUP  IN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY TO ITS
FAIR MARKET VALUE AS DETERMINED BY THE ASSESSOR, TO
REQUIRE THE CAP ON INCREASES IN VALUE TO BE APPLIED SEPA-
RATELY TO REAL PROPERTY AND THE IMPROVEMENTS THEREON,
AND TO PROVIDE WHEN THE STEPUP VALUE FIRST APPLIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-60-30, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  PROP-
ERTY TAX ASSESSMENT  FOR PURPOSES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
REVENUE PROCEDURES ACT, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE NOTICES TO
INCLUDE PROPERTY TAX VALUE AND PROVIDE THAT THE APPLICA-
BLE ASSESSMENT RATIO APPLIES TO THE LOWER OF FAIR MARKET
VALUE, PROPERTY TAX VALUE, OR SPECIAL USE VALUE; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-60-2510, RELATING TO THE FORM OF ASSESSMENT
NOTICES ISSUED BY THE COUNTY ASSESSOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THESE NOTICES MUST CONTAIN THE PROPERTY TAX VALUE OF
REAL PROPERTY AND IMPROVEMENTS IN ADDITION TO FAIR MAR-
KET VALUE AND SPECIAL USE VALUE; TO REPEAL ARTO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA REAL PROPERTY VALUATION REFORM ACT, IF CERTAIN
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS ARE RATIFIED; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO PROPERTY TAX
EXEMPTIONS AND SECTIONS 12-60-30 AND 12-60-2510, RELATING TO
TAX PROCEDURES, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING AMEND-
MENTS, AND MAKE THESE REPEALS AND AMENDMENTS CONTIN-
GENT UPON RATIFICATION OF AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 6,
ARTICLE X OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE ELIMINATING THE
FIFTEEN PERCENT CAP OVER FIVE YEARS IN INCREASES IN THE
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF IMPOSITION OF THE
PROPERTY TAX AND ELIMINATING AN ASSESSABLE TRANSFER OF
INTEREST AS AN EVENT THAT MAY RESULT IN A CHANGE IN THE
VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF THE IMPOSITION OF
THE PROPERTY TAX.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-14
H 3784  General Bill, By Putnam
Similar (S 0301, H 3703)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-410, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SECRETARY OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT THE SECRETARY INSTEAD OF THE COM-
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; TO DEVOLVE
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THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION UPON THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION; TO AMEND SECTION 1-30-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE GOVERNMENT AND THEIR GOV-
ERNING BODIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROVIDES
THAT PART OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION IS A SEVEN-MEMBER COMMISSION; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-30-105, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE GOVERNING AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION IS THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 11-43-140, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK, SO AS TO
REMOVE THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION COMMISSION AS A DIRECTOR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION IS A MEMBER OF THE BOARD; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 57-1-10, AS AMENDED, 57-1-40, AS AMENDED, 57-1-
370, 57-1-430, AS AMENDED, 57-1-490, AS AMENDED, AND 57-3-20, AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, AND ITS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES, TO ALLOW THE GOVER-
NOR TO APPOINT THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION AND
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SUBMIT TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AN ITEMIZED PROJECT LIST TO BE FUNDED
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR IN WHICH THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WOULD
ENACT ITS ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT; TO AMEND
SECTION 57-1-500, RELATING TO A DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA-
TION ETHICS WORKSHOP, SO AS TO DELETE THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONERS AS PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
WORKSHOP; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-50, RELATING TO THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT OF HIGHWAY DISTRICTS, SO AS TO SUBSTITUTE THE
TERM  DEPARTMENT  FOR THE TERM  COMMISSION ; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 57-1-90, RELATING TO MOTORCYCLES, SO AS TO MAKE A CON-
FORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-210, RELATING TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION CONTRACTING WITH PUBLIC
TRANSIT SYSTEMS, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-3-700, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION SERVING AS AN AGENT FOR COUNTIES, SO AS TO
MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-10, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE STATE HIGH-
WAY SYSTEM, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND
SECTION 57-5-50, RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF CERTAIN ROADS,
SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-
90, RELATING TO BELT LINES AND SPURS, SO AS TO MAKE A CON-
FORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-310, RELATING TO THE
OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-5-340, RELATING TO THE DISPOSI-
TION OF REAL ESTATE, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO
AMEND SECTION 57-5-1350, RELATING TO TURNPIKES, SO AS TO
MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-13-10, 57-
13-20, 57-13-40, AND 57-13-50, ALL RELATING TO BRIDGES, SO AS TO
MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 57-25-120, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO MAKE A CON-
FORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 57-25-140, 57-25-150 57-25-
170, 57-25-200, AND 57-25-210, ALL RELATING TO SIGNS ALONG THE
HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; AND TO
REPEAL SECTIONS 57-1-310, 57-1-320, 57-1-325, 57-1-330, 57-1-340, 57-1-
350, 57-1-460, 57-1-470, ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 1, TITLE 57, AND SEC-
TIONS 6, 7, AND 8 OF ACT 114 OF 2007 ALL RELATING TO THE CRE-
ATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
AND ITS COMMISSION.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 3785  General Bill, By Norman, Felder, B. Newton, Martin, Pope and
Simrill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2953, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VIDEO RECORDING
OF THE INCIDENT SITE AND THE BREATH TEST SITE OF A PERSON
CHARGED WITH OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR ANOTHER ILLEGAL SUBSTANCE,
CHARGED WITH AN UNLAWFUL ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, OR
CHARGED WITH FELONY DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE, SO AS
TO REVISE THE CIRCUMSTANCES UPON WHICH A VIDEO RECORD-
ING OF THESE PROCEEDINGS IS REQUIRED TO BE MADE, THE PROCE-
DURES THAT MUST BE FOLLOWED WHEN A VIDEO RECORDING IS
MADE, AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT EXEMPT AN OFFICER FROM
MAKING A VIDEO RECORDING.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
H 3786  General Bill, By Long, Bales, Martin, Burns, Chumley, Daning,
Magnuson, Loftis, G.R. Smith, Simrill, B. Newton, Fry, Jordan, Elliott, Pope,
Atkinson, Yow, Anthony, Williams, Bannister, Bedingfield, Forrester,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hill, Hixon, Lowe, V.S. Moss, Putnam, Sandifer,
Toole, Tallon, Huggins and S. Rivers
Similar (S 0281)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CLASSIFICATION OF PROP-
ERTY AND ASSESSMENT RATIOS FOR PURPOSES OF AD VALOREM
TAXATION, SO AS TO LIMIT ROLLBACK TAXES TO ONE YEAR WHEN
LAND CLASSIFIED AS AGRICULTURAL REAL PROPERTY IS APPLIED
TO ANOTHER USE.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-19
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 3787  Concurrent Resolution, By Felder, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton, Norman, Pope and Simrill
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 2017 AS  LOVE
THE ANNE SPRINGS CLOSE GREENWAY MONTH  IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE
TO VISIT AND ENJOY THIS BEAUTIFUL NATURE PRESERVE AND REC-
REATIONAL PARK IN FORT MILL.
   02/16/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/21/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   02/21/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-14
   03/15/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-4
   03/15/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 3788  Resolution, By Hosey, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JERRY HALL-
MAN UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RECENT RETIREMENT ON JUNE 30,
2016, AFTER TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN
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LAW ENFORCEMENT, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3789 (Rat # 0292, Act #  0262)  General Bill, By Govan, Yow, Henegan, J.E.
Smith, Thigpen, Hart, Clemmons, Whipper and Brown
Similar (S 0451)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH CHALLENGE ACAD-
EMY AND SOUTH CAROLINA JOBS CHALLENGE PROGRAM
EXPUNGEMENT ACT ; BY ADDING ARTICLE 10 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE
17 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR EXPUNGEMENT
OF A CRIMINAL RECORD PURSUANT TO CERTAIN DESIGNATED PRO-
VISIONS WHO SUCCESSFULLY GRADUATE AND COMPLETE THE
SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH CHALLENGE ACADEMY AND SOUTH CAR-
OLINA JOBS CHALLENGE PROGRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA ARMY NATIONAL GUARD MAY APPLY TO HAVE THEIR
RECORD EXPUNGED UPON SUCCESSFUL GRADUATION AND COM-
PLETION OF THE PROGRAMS UNDER CERTAIN DELINEATED CIRCUM-
STANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 17-22-910, RELATING TO
APPLICATIONS FOR EXPUNGEMENT OF CERTAIN CRIMINAL
RECORDS, SO AS TO ADD PERSONS WHO COMPLETE THE YOUTH
CHALLENGE ACADEMY AND JOBS CHALLENGE PROGRAM TO THE
LIST OF THOSE THAT ARE ABLE TO APPLY FOR EXPUNGEMENT; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 17-22-940, RELATING TO THE EXPUNGEMENT
PROCESS, SO AS TO INCLUDE A REFERENCE TO THE DIRECTOR OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH CHALLENGE ACADEMY ATTESTING
TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF THE CHARGE FOR EXPUNGEMENT ON AN
EXPUNGEMENT APPLICATION. - ratified title
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-40
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-36
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-37
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-38
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Malloy, Shealy,
Rice, Timmons
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-17
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-55
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-55
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-55
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-42
   05/10/17 House Senate amendment amended HJ-101
   05/10/17 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-101
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-108
   01/23/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary SJ-26
   03/20/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/22/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-40
   04/03/18 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Pope, Murphy, Weeks HJ-55
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Campsen, Young, Scott
SJ-23
   06/27/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-92
   06/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-96
   06/27/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-45
   06/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-1 SJ-45
   06/27/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-45
   06/29/18 Ratified R 292
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/05/18 Effective date 07/02/18
   07/12/18 Act No. 262
H 3790  General Bill, By Erickson, Ballentine, Govan, Brown, Toole, Crosby
and Whipper
Similar (S 0307, S 0427)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-20-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY, RELATED DISABILI-
TIES, HEAD INJURIES, AND SPINAL CORD INJURIES ACT , SO AS TO
ADD A DEFINITION FOR  AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER ; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-71-280, RELATING TO HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE
FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-21-510, AS AMENDED, RELAT-
ING TO SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS, SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-20
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-47
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-74
   04/05/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
   04/05/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, Hill, Gagnon, Erick-
son, Ballentine, Caskey, JE Smith, Ryhal, Williams, Ben-
nett, Crosby, Sandifer, Forester, GR Smith, Loftis,
Jefferson HJ-12
   04/05/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-6-17 HJ-146
   04/06/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan,
Brown, Whipper
   04/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   04/19/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-20-17 HJ-45
   04/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   04/26/17 House Amended HJ-75
   04/26/17 House Read second time HJ-75
   04/26/17 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-21 HJ-107
   04/27/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-43
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-16
H 3791  General Bill, By Erickson, Collins, Fry, Crawford and Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT  KELLIE RYNN S LAW ; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS
63-13-170, 63-13-410, 63-13-610, 63-13-810, AND 63-13-1080, ALL RELAT-
ING TO LICENSURE OR REGISTRATION OF CHILDCARE FACILITIES,
ALL SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT OPERATION OF A CHILDCARE FACIL-
ITY WITHOUT A REQUIRED LICENSE OR REGISTRATION IS A FELONY
AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENALTIES.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-20
H 3792 (Rat # 0044, Act #  0025)  General Bill, By Thayer, Funderburk and
Sandifer
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-23-245 SO AS TO REQUIRE MINIMUM NUM-
BERS OF TOILETS AND LAVATORIES AT MIDDLE SCHOOL STADIUMS
AND HIGH SCHOOL STADIUMS BASED ON GENDER AND SEATING
CAPACITY, AND TO PROVIDE THESE STANDARDS APPLY NOTWITH-
STANDING OTHERWISE APPLICABLE BUILDING CODES AND PLUMB-
ING CODES. - ratified title
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-20
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
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   03/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/17 House Amended HJ-13
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-15
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
   04/18/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-23
   04/18/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   04/18/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-1 SJ-23
   04/19/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-13
   04/20/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-16
   05/04/17 Ratified R 44
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 25
H 3793 (Rat # 0023, Act #  0014)  General Bill, By Crawford, Clemmons,
Jordan, Johnson, Fry, Hardee, Bennett, Anderson, Alexander, Atkinson,
Kirby, Crosby, Arrington, Sottile, McCoy, Daning, Duckworth, Hayes, Lowe,
S. Rivers, Stavrinakis, Knight, Ryhal, Hewitt, Davis, Yow and Whipper
Similar (S 0350)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-103-15, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MISSION AND GOALS
OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE CER-
TAIN DEGREE PROGRAMS SO LONG AS STATE GENERAL FUNDS ARE
NOT APPROPRIATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE DEGREE PRO-
GRAM. - ratified title
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/02/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-2
   03/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ryhal, Hewitt,
Davis
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow, Whipper
   03/08/17 House Amended HJ-22
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-22
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-9 HJ-24
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
   03/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-43
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-43
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-43
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-24
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-75
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-75
   04/19/17 Ratified R 23
   04/24/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 4/24/17
   04/28/17 Act No. 14
H 3794  General Bill, By Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Rutherford, King, Mack,
Thigpen, Henegan, Brown and Hart
Similar (S 0131)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO OFFENSES INVOLVING DISTURBING
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO RESTRUCTURE THE OFFENSES TO PROVIDE A
DELINEATED LIST OF THOSE ACTIONS WHICH INVOLVE DISTURBING
SCHOOLS, TO REVISE THE PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF A DIS-
TURBING SCHOOLS OFFENSE, AND TO PROVIDE AN EXCEPTION FOR
SCHOOL-SPONSORED ATHLETIC EVENTS.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
H 3795  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-2-105, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO  THE OPERATION OF GOLF
CARTS AND THE ISSUANCE OF GOLF CART PERMIT DECALS AND
REGISTRATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION ALSO APPLIES TO ALL-TERRAIN
VEHICLES, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE  OR
ATV .
   02/16/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/16/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
H 3796  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, McEachern, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, King,
Govan, Henegan, Jefferson, Anderson, Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Bamberg,
Brown, Clyburn, Dillard, Gilliard, Hosey, Mack, McKnight, Mitchell, Parks,
M. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Weeks, Whipper, Williams, Lucas, Allison,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF, REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPH H.  JOE  NEAL OF
RICHLAND COUNTY, TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT
AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/16/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/16/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 3797  Resolution, By Howard, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Douglas,
Finlay, Hart, McEachern, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, King, Cobb-
Hunter, Govan, Henegan, Jefferson, Anderson, Alexander, Bamberg, Brown,
Clyburn, Dillard, Gilliard, Hosey, Mack, McKnight, Mitchell, Parks, M.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Weeks, Whipper, Williams, Lucas, Allison,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norman, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF REPRESENTATIVE JOSEPH H.  JOE
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NEAL OF RICHLAND COUNTY, TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COM-
MITMENT AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND
TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/16/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 3798  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR H. NEYLE WIL-
SON, PRESIDENT OF HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT ON APRIL 1, 2017, AFTER
FORTY-SIX YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE COLLEGE AS
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 3799  Resolution, By McCravy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norman, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE NINETY SIX HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR LAUDABLE WORK AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
CLASS A STATE FINALS.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3800  Resolution, By McCravy
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NINETY SIX HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND OF GREENWOOD
COUNTY WITH THE DIRECTORS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE
2016 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 3801  Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHARLES WADE
WILLIAMS, THE DIRECTOR OF THE T. ED GARRISON ARENA, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 3802  General Bill, By Hayes and Henegan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-410, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN MARLBORO COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   02/21/17 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-14
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-0 HJ-13
   02/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 3803 (Rat # 0016, Act #  0009)  General Bill, By Hayes
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN DILLON COUNTY, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE
MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE
FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE. - ratified title
   02/21/17 House Introduced, placed on calendar without reference HJ-14
   02/22/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/22/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-14
   02/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   02/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
   03/21/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/23/17 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   03/23/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-24
   03/29/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-22
   04/04/17 Ratified R 16
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   04/17/17 Act No. 9
H 3804  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Chumley, Delleney, Burns, Long, G.R.
Smith, Bedingfield, V.S. Moss, Herbkersman, Yow, Hixon and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-4072 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PICK-UP
TRUCK WITH A FIFTH WHEEL ASSEMBLY MAY NOT TOW MORE
THAN ONE SEPARATE TRAILING VEHICLE, AND TO PROVIDE A MAXI-
MUM LENGTH FOR THIS COMBINATION OF VEHICLES.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
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   02/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chumley, Del-
leney, Burns, Long, G.R.Smith, Bedingfield, V.S.Moss,
Herbkersman, Yow, Hixon, King
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-46
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-16
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
H 3805  Resolution, By Clary, Collins, Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF KEITH A. FRA-
ZIER OF GREENVILLE AND TO HONOR HIM ON BEING RECOGNIZED
BY THE FRIENDS OF PICKENS COUNTY GUARDIAN AD LITEM FOR
HIS TIRELESS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROTECTION OF ABUSED
CHILDREN THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 3806  Resolution, By Johnson, Hewitt, Hardee, Fry, Duckworth,
Crawford, Clemmons and Ryhal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
ANNE SKINNER FLOYD OF HORRY COUNTY AND TO EXTEND DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HER LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER
MANY FRIENDS.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 3807  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Quinn, Atwater, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 2017, AS
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY DAY  AND, IN SO DOING, URGE ALL CITIZENS
TO UTILIZE THE OFFICE OF THE STATE TREASURER S DATABASE TO
SEARCH FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY FOR THEMSELVES, THEIR
FRIENDS AND FAMILY, AND THEIR BUSINESSES.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 3808  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR CANCER PATIENTS, SURVI-
VORS AND THEIR FAMILIES, TO REMEMBER THOSE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE BEEN LOST TO CANCER, AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, MARCH
7, 2017, AS  SUITS AND SNEAKERS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/21/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-50
   02/22/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   02/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-9
   03/02/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-16
   03/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-18
H 3809  General Bill, By Finlay, Bernstein, Collins, Spires, J.E. Smith,
Ridgeway, Clary, Dillard, Gilliard, Huggins and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-120 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT AN INDI-
VIDUAL OR GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY PROVIDING COV-
ERAGE FOR CONTRACEPTIVE DRUGS MUST PROVIDE
REIMBURSEMENT FOR A TWELVE-MONTH REFILL OF CONTRACEP-
TIVE DRUGS OBTAINED AT ONE TIME; AND BY ADDING SECTION 44-
6-120 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR ALL MEDICAID
PROGRAMS OFFERED THROUGH MANAGED CARE PLANS OR FEE-
FOR-SERVICE PROGRAMS TO REQUIRE THE DISPENSING OF CONTRA-
CEPTIVE DRUGS WITH A TWELVE-MONTH SUPPLY PROVIDED AT ONE
TIME.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   02/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-51
   02/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-77
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   03/28/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-29-17 HJ-51
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/29/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Finlay, Bernstein, Clary, Tay-
lor, Hixon, Bedingfield, Tallon, Sandifer, Forester, GR
Smith, Allison, Loftis, Burns,Brown, Mack, Cogswell, JE
Smith, Crosby, Bennett, Arrington, Huggins, Hosey, S
River, Douglas, Ridgeway, Knight, West, Williams HJ-53
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-43
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-64  Nays-38 HJ-46
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-77
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-9
H 3810  Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
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Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 2017,
AS  RESPITE AWARENESS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF RESPITE TO FAMILIES CARING FOR A LOVED ONE OF ANY
AGE WITH SPECIAL PHYSICAL AND/OR MENTAL NEEDS.
   02/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 3811  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RIDGELAND
BAPTIST CHURCH AND TO CELEBRATE WITH THE STAFF AND MEM-
BERS OF THE CHURCH THEIR ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE YEAR
HISTORY AS A CONGREGATION FAITHFULLY SERVING GOD AND
THEIR COMMUNITY.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 3812  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 2017, AS
ETIQUETTE DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO COMMEND THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA S EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH
PROGRAM AND ITS PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROGRESS IN BECOMING PRODUCTIVE CITI-
ZENS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 3813  Concurrent Resolution, By Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE AND REMEMBER THE
LIFE OF GLOVER MOORE ELIJAH HICKSON III FOR HIS DEDICATED
AND FAITHFUL SERVICE TO THE AIKEN COMMUNITY AND TO
EXTEND HEARTFELT SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
FRIENDS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-34
   02/23/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 3814  Resolution, By Burns, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JAYNE
ARLEDGE, HEAD COACH OF NORTH GREENVILLE UNIVERSITY S
WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO
THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 3815  Concurrent Resolution, By Hardee and Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES THE WAC-
CAMAW RIVER ALONG UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 501 BYPASS IN
HORRY COUNTY  LOIS EARGLE BRIDGE  AND TO ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   02/22/17 House Introduced HJ-35
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-35
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-82
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-37
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
H 3816  General Bill, By Ballentine
Similar (S 0366)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MORTGAGE LENDING DEFINITIONS,
SO AS TO MAKE CERTAIN CHANGES AND DEFINE THE TERM  LOAN
CORRESPONDENT ; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-140, RELATING TO
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MORTGAGE LENDING LICENSE APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REMOVE
THE STATE FINGERPRINT-BASED CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD
CHECK REQUIREMENT, TO REQUIRE THREE HOURS OF PRELICENS-
ING EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULATIONS, TO
ALLOW THE LICENSURE OF A PERSONAL RESIDENCE UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO ALLOW FOR THE GRANT OF TRANSI-
TIONAL LICENSES PURSUANT TO THE SAFE ACT; TO AMEND
SECTION 37-22-150, RELATING TO EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF
LICENSES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO A STATE FINGER-
PRINT-BASED CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD CHECK; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 37-22-160, RELATING TO CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION, SO AS TO REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF ANNUAL
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA
LAWS AND REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-190, RELATING
TO PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES, SO AS TO REMOVE A REFERENCE TO
THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 37-22-210, RELATING TO THE
COMMISSIONER S RECORDS, SO AS TO UPDATE A REFERENCE; TO
AMEND SECTION 37-22-240, RELATING TO CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
CHECKS, SO AS TO REMOVE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND
REGISTRY TO RETAIN FINGERPRINTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES; TO
AMEND SECTION 37-22-270, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN THE
NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGISTRY, SO AS
TO DELETE REFERENCES TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 37-23-75, RELATING TO LOAN
DISCLOSURES, SO AS TO REQUIRE A LOAN ESTIMATE TO BE MADE
UNDER THE TILA-RESPA INTEGRATED DISCLOSURE RULE, TO
AMEND SECTION 40-58-20, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING
THE LICENSING OF MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT, SO AS TO MAKE CER-
TAIN CHANGES AND DEFINE THE TERM  LOAN CORRESPONDENT ;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-50, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO MORT-
GAGE BROKER LICENSE APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REMOVE THE
STATE CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIREMENT, TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYSTEM AND REGIS-
TRY TO RETAIN FINGERPRINTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES, AND TO
REQUIRE AT LEAST THREE HOURS OF PRELICENSING EDUCATION ON
SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
40-58-60, RELATING TO THE ISSUING OF A MORTGAGE BROKERS
LICENSE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GRANT OF TRANSITIONAL
LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-65, RELATING TO THE MAINTE-
NANCE OF RECORDS, SO AS TO REMOVE CERTAIN PHYSICAL PRES-
ENCE REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-67, RELATING TO
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF ANNUAL CONTINUING PROFES-
SIONAL EDUCATION ON SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS AND REGULA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-58-110, RELATING TO LICENSE
APPLICATIONS AND RENEWAL FEES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE
DEPARTMENT TO LICENSE A PERSONAL RESIDENCE UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO AMEND SECTION 48-58-130, RELATING TO
PARTICIPATION IN THE NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE LICENSING SYS-
TEM REGISTRY, SO AS TO DELETE REFERENCES TO THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-36
H 3817 (Rat # 0112, Act #  0076)  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Fry,
Henderson, Huggins, Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Elliott, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin, G.M. Smith,
Yow, D.C. Moss, Wheeler, Erickson, V.S. Moss, Long, G.R. Smith, Magnuson,
Bradley, Weeks, Taylor, Putnam, Cogswell, Collins, King and Henegan
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-362 SO AS TO ALLOW PHARMACIES AND
OTHER ENTITIES TO REGISTER AS A COLLECTOR TO RECEIVE CON-
TROLLED SUBSTANCES AS PART OF LAW ENFORCEMENT CON-
TROLLED SUBSTANCE TAKE-BACK EVENTS AND OPERATE
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE MAIL-BACK PROGRAMS AND TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO FACILITATE AND ENCOURAGE REGISTRATION AND
PARTICIPATION. - ratified title
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, G.M.Smith, Yow, D.C.Moss, Wheeler,
Erickson, V.S.Moss, Long, G.R.Smith, Magnuson, Brad-
ley, Weeks, Taylor
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell, Collins
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-42
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-42
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-43
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-17
   05/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-40
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-20
   05/08/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-28
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-29
   05/15/17 Ratified R 112
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 76
H 3818  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Clemmons, Fry, Henderson, Huggins,
Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, King, Knight, Norrell, Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, G.R. Smith, B. Newton, Martin,
G.M. Smith, Yow, D.C. Moss, McCravy, Kirby, Wheeler, Erickson, Ryhal,
Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter, Govan, V.S. Moss, Long, Magnuson, Putnam,
Cogswell, Sottile, Clary, Ballentine, Thigpen and Jordan
Similar (S 0179)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 19 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
LIMITED IMMUNITY FROM PROSECUTION FOR CERTAIN DRUG AND
ALCOHOL-RELATED OFFENSES COMMITTED BY A PERSON WHO
SEEKS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ANOTHER PERSON WHO IS EXPE-
RIENCING A DRUG OR ALCOHOL-RELATED OVERDOSE OR BY A PER-
SON WHO IS EXPERIENCING A DRUG OR ALCOHOL-RELATED
OVERDOSE AND SEEKS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE IN CONNECTION WITH THE
INVESTIGATION OR PROSECUTION OF A CRIME IN CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; TO ALLOW LAW ENFORCEMENT TO SEIZE EVIDENCE AND
DETAIN PERSONS IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE CIVIL
AND CRIMINAL IMMUNITY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
RELATING TO THE ARREST OF A PERSON LATER DETERMINED TO
QUALIFY FOR LIMITED IMMUNITY; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-38
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Knight,
Norrell
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
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   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, G.M.Smith, Yow, D.C.Moss, McCravy,
Kirby, Wheeler, Erickson, Ryhal, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter,
Govan, V.S.Moss, Long, Magnuson
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile
   04/20/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-116
   04/27/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine,
Thigpen
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-37
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-38
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-39
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
H 3819 (Rat # 0242, Act #  0242)  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Fry,
Henderson, Huggins, Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, King, Knight,
Arrington, Forrester, Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, Jordan, B.
Newton, Martin, McCravy, Wheeler, Erickson, West, Lowe, Ryhal, Atwater,
Willis, Jefferson, W. Newton, Thigpen, Bennett, Crosby, Long, Putnam,
Cogswell and Henderson-Myers
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-363 SO AS TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS
RELATED TO PRESCRIBING OPIOID ANALGESICS TO MINORS. - ratified
title
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-38
   02/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Knight
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Forrester, Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, McCravy, Wheeler, Erickson, West,
Lowe, Ryhal, Atwater, Willis, Jefferson, W.Newton, Thig-
pen, Bennett, Crosby, Long
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-54
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-17
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-17
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-18
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-12
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-44
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-44
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-44
   04/17/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-11
   04/19/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-49
   04/19/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-50
   04/19/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-49
   04/25/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-45
   04/26/18 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Fry, Henderson, Ridgeway HJ-75
   05/02/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Hutto, Davis, Corbin SJ-
50
   05/09/18 House Conference report adopted HJ-13
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-17
   05/09/18 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-17
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-17
   05/09/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-17
   05/14/18 Ratified R 242
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 242
H 3820  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield, Henderson, Huggins, Johnson,
Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Arrington, Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Elliott,
Jordan, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson, Lowe, Atwater, Willis, Jefferson, W.
Newton, Thigpen, Bennett, Crosby, Long, Putnam, Cogswell, Henderson-
Myers and Govan
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL COM-
PREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM, SO AS TO REQUIRE
CERTAIN INSTRUCTION IN PRESCRIPTION OPIOID ABUSE PREVEN-
TION IN GRADES NINE THROUGH TWELVE BEGINNING WITH THE
2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-39
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, Lowe, Atwater, Willis, Jef-
ferson, W.Newton, Thigpen, Bennett, Crosby, Long
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-49
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   02/21/18 House Amended HJ-27
   02/21/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-1 HJ-28
   02/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-4
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-74
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-74
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-147
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-147
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-147
H 3821  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield, Henderson, Huggins, Johnson,
Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Allison, Arrington, Forrester, Tallon,
Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson, Jefferson,
Cobb-Hunter, Govan, Long, Putnam, Cogswell and Knight
Similar (S 0302, H 3071)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-103-155 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN INSTI-
TUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION TO OFFER  MANDATORY COURSES
ON THE PRESCRIBING AND MONITORING OF SCHEDULE II, III, AND IV
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
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   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-39
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison,
Arrington, Forrester, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter,
Govan, Long
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   03/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-75
   04/06/17 House Amended HJ-7
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-7
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-8
   04/06/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-9
   04/07/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-5
H 3822 (Rat # 0178, Act #  0166)  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield,
Henderson, Huggins, Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin,
Erickson, West, Lowe, Ryhal, Atwater, Willis, Jefferson, W. Newton,
Bennett, Crosby, Long, Putnam, Cogswell and Whipper
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-160, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROCESS FOR MAKING
CHANGES TO CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE SCHEDULES, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO NOTIFY THE CODE COMMISSIONER OF ADDITIONS,
DELETIONS, AND RESCHEDULING OF SUBSTANCES. - ratified title
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-39
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, West, Lowe, Ryhal, Atwater,
Willis, Jefferson, W.Newton, Bennett, Crosby, Long
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   05/04/17 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-44
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-104
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-105
   05/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-20
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-46
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-46
   04/17/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-10
   05/01/18 Ratified R 178
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 166
H 3823  General Bill, By Henderson, Bedingfield, Fry, Huggins, Johnson,
Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Allison, Forrester, Arrington, Tallon,
Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, G.R. Smith, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson,
V.S. Moss, Long, Bradley, Weeks, Taylor, Putnam and Cogswell
Similar (S 0447)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATED REPORTING
OF SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT, SO AS TO REQUIRE
REPORTING WHEN AN INFANT OR FETUS IS EXPOSED TO ALCOHOL
OR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-39
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison, For-
rester, Arrington, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, V.S.Moss, Long, Bradley,
Weeks, Taylor
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-41
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-17
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
   05/03/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
18
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-58
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-58
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-43
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-43
   05/10/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-88
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-99 HJ-89
   05/11/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Young, Bright Matthews, Talley SJ-19
   05/11/17 House Conference committee appointed GM Smith, Bedingfield,
Norrell
   05/01/18 House Fry appointed in lieu of Bedingfield HJ-50
H 3824 (Rat # 0113, Act #  0091)  General Bill, By Henderson, Bedingfield,
Fry, Huggins, Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Allison, Arrington,
Forrester, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin,
Erickson, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter, Govan, Long, Putnam, Cogswell and
Collins
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-1645 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH CARE
PRACTITIONERS TO REVIEW A PATIENT S CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
PRESCRIPTION HISTORY, AS MAINTAINED IN THE PRESCRIPTION
MONITORING PROGRAM, BEFORE PRESCRIBING A SCHEDULE II CON-
TROLLED SUBSTANCE, WITH EXCEPTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-
53-1630, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRESCRIPTION MONITOR-
ING PROGRAM, SO AS TO ADD A DEFINITION OF  PRACTITIONER ; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-53-1640, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRE-
SCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-1680, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING REQUIREMENTS OF THE PRESCRIP-
TION MONITORING PROGRAM, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PENALTY IF A
PRACTITIONER OR AUTHORIZED DELEGATE FAILS TO REVIEW A
PATIENT S CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE PRESCRIPTION HISTORY, AS
MAINTAINED IN THE PRESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM,
BEFORE PRESCRIBING A SCHEDULE II CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE; BY
ADDING SECTION 40-15-145 SO AS TO ESTABLISH EDUCATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR DENTISTS ADDRESSING THE PRESCRIPTION
AND MONITORING OF CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES; TO
AMEND SECTIONS 40-37-240, 40-47-965, AS AMENDED, AND 40-51-140,
RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CER-
TAIN HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONERS, SO AS TO ADD REQUIREMENTS
ADDRESSING THE PRESCRIPTION AND MONITORING OF CERTAIN
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-130, RELAT-
ING IN PART TO CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
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PHARMACISTS, SO AS TO ADD REQUIREMENTS ADDRESSING CER-
TAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-82,
RELATING TO AUTHORIZED ACTIONS OF A CERTIFIED PHARMACY
TECHNICIAN, SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN ACTIONS INVOLVING THE
FILLING, REFILLING, OR REPACKAGING OF MEDICATIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, AS AMENDED, RELATING IN PART TO THE
REQUIREMENT FOR A PHARMACIST-IN-CHARGE TO DEVELOP CER-
TAIN PHARMACY POLICIES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT PHARMACISTS
FROM SUPERVISING MORE THAN FOUR PHARMACY TECHNICIANS;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-130, RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCA-
TION REQUIREMENTS PROVIDED IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA PHAR-
MACY PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO INCLUDE EXEMPTIONS FOR
PHARMACY TECHNICIANS; BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-75 SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE A RENAL DIALYSIS FACILITY TO DELIVER LEGEND
DRUGS OR DEVICES TO PATIENTS IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, AS AMENDED, RELATING IN PART TO
THE AUTHORITY OF A PHARMACIST TO REFILL A PRESCRIPTION
WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE PRESCRIBER, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR EMERGENCY REFILLS. - ratified title
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-40
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-40
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison,
Arrington, Forrester, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter,
Govan, Long
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell, Collins
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-47
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-74
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-74
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-76
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-17
   05/03/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-49
   05/03/17 Senate Amended SJ-49
   05/04/17 Senate Amended SJ-45
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-20
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-34  Nays-5 SJ-20
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-38
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-92
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-93
   05/15/17 Ratified R 113
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date 05/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 91
H 3825  General Bill, By Huggins, Bedingfield, Fry, Henderson, Johnson,
Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Arrington, Allison, Tallon, Elliott, Hamilton,
G.R. Smith, Jordan, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson, Long, Bradley, Weeks,
Taylor, Putnam and Cogswell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-1655 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO PROVIDE
PRESCRIPTION REPORT CARDS TO PRACTITIONERS UTILIZING THE
PRESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM THAT INCLUDE DATA RELE-
VANT TO A PRACTITIONER S PRESCRIBING PRACTICES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 44-53-1650, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONFI-
DENTIALITY OF PRESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM DATA, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE RELEASE OF PRESCRIPTION REPORT CARDS TO
PRACTITIONERS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-41
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Allison, Tallon, Elliott, Hamilton
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jordan,
B.Newton, Martin, Erickson, Long, Bradley, Weeks, Tay-
lor
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-33
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-23
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-14 HJ-26
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
H 3826 (Rat # 0243, Act #  0243)  General Bill, By Huggins, Bedingfield, Fry,
Henderson, Johnson, Hewitt, Crawford, Duckworth, Allison, Forrester,
Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson, Dillard, G.R.
Smith, Robinson-Simpson, Long, Taylor, Hixon, Arrington, Bennett, W.
Newton, Putnam and Cogswell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESCRIPTIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
WRITTEN PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES TO BE
WRITTEN ON TAMPER-RESISTANT PRESCRIPTION PADS, WITH
EXCEPTIONS; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-41
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Allison, For-
rester, Tallon, Hamilton, Felder, Elliott
   03/02/17 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-17
   03/02/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-17
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton,
Martin, Erickson, Dillard, G.R.Smith, Robinson-Simpson,
Long, Taylor, Hixon, Arrington, Bennett, W.Newton
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-16
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-18
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-6
   04/25/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-22
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-22
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-19
   05/03/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-32
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-32
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   05/14/18 Ratified R 243
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 07/16/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 243
H 3827  General Bill, By Delleney, Lucas, Cobb-Hunter, Weeks, Toole, G.M.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Huggins, Finlay, Tallon, Hixon and Henderson-
Myers
Similar (S 0289)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
ACT  TO RESTRUCTURE AND CONSOLIDATE VICTIM SERVICES; BY
ADDING ARTICLE 8 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1 SO AS TO CREATE THE
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VIC-
TIM SERVICES DIVISION, MOVE THE STATE OFFICE OF VICTIM ASSIS-
TANCE, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM OMBUDSMAN, AND
THAT PORTION OF THE OFFICE OF HIGHWAY SAFETY AND JUSTICE
PROGRAMS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY WHICH
ADMINISTERS CERTAIN VICTIM SERVICES GRANTS UNDER THE
NEWLY CREATED DIVISION, AND TO CREATE FOUR DEPARTMENTS
UNDER THE DIVISION TO OVERSEE AND ADMINISTER DIFFERENT
ASPECTS OF THE VICTIM SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEM; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-11-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO OFFICES AND DIVI-
SIONS UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, SO AS TO
DELETE THOSE VICTIM SERVICES OFFICES AND OTHER ENTITIES
WHICH ARE MOVED TO THE NEW DIVISION; TO AMEND SECTIONS
14-1-203, 14-1-204, 14-1-205, 14-1-206, 14-1-207, 14-1-208, AND 14-1-210,
ALL RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN FILING FEES, ALL
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE
RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENERALLY RELATING TO
THAT PORTION OF THE FEES DISTRIBUTED TO THE VICTIM COMPEN-
SATION FUND; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1110, AS AMENDED, AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 16-3-1120, 16-3-1140, AND 16-3-1150, 16-3-1160, 16-3-
1170, 16-3-1180, 16-3-1220, 16-3-1230, 16-3-1240, 16-3-1260, 16-3-1290, 16-3-
1330, 16-3-1340, 16-3-1350, ALL RELATING TO COMPENSATION OF VIC-
TIMS OF CRIME, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES
REFLECTING THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENER-
ALLY RELATING TO THE VICTIM COMPENSATION FUND AND CER-
TAIN RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME SERVICES DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM COMPENSATION; TO AMEND ARTI-
CLE 14, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16, SO AS TO RENAME THE ARTICLE
CRIME VICTIM SERVICES TRAINING, PROVIDER CERTIFICATION, AND
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS , TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES
REFLECTING THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES ALL GEN-
ERALLY RELATING TO THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM SERVICES TRAINING,
PROVIDER CERTIFICATION, AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND ITS
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES TO THE
VICTIM SERVICES COORDINATING COUNCIL AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
DIVISION SHALL SERVE AS CHAIRPERSON; TO AMEND ARTICLE 16,
CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16, SO AS TO RENAME THE ARTICLE  CRIME VIC-
TIM OMBUDSMAN , TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING
THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM SERVICES ALL GENERALLY RELAT-
ING TO THE NEWLY CREATED OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION, DEPARTMENT
OF CRIME VICTIM OMBUDSMAN AND ITS RESPONSIBILITIES, AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR COMPLAINTS REGARDING THE OFFICE
OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SER-
VICES DIVISION AND ITS AFFILIATED DEPARTMENTS TO BE HAN-
DLED THROUGH THE OMBUDSMAN WITH APPEAL TO THE STATE
INSPECTOR GENERAL; TO AMEND CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 BY ADDING
ARTICLE 12 SO AS TO ENTITLE THE ARTICLE  CRIME VICTIM ASSIS-
TANCE GRANTS , AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFICE OF THE ATTOR-
NEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM SERVICES
DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE GRANTS
WILL BE RUN BY A DEPUTY DIRECTOR WHO SHALL ESTABLISH A
PROCESS TO SOLICIT AND ADMINISTER CERTAIN VICTIM SERVICES
GRANTS AND THE DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS FROM THOSE GRANTS;
TO AMEND SECTIONS 23-6-500, 23-6-510, AND 23-6-520, ALL RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SAFETY COORDINATING COUN-
CIL, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES TO INCLUDE THE
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VIC-
TIM SERVICES DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSIS-
TANCE GRANTS TO THE GRANT PROCESS UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO REVISE THE COUNCIL S MEMBERSHIP TO
INCLUDE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND A VICTIM WITH A
APPOINTED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL; TO AMEND SECTION 16-
15-445, RELATING TO THE SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE OF EQUIPMENT
USED IN VIOLATION OF A CRIME, AND SECTION 24-3-40, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM AND
DISTRIBUTION OF PRISONER WAGES, BOTH SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE RESTRUCTURING OF VICTIM
SERVICES GENERALLY RELATING TO THE VICTIM COMPENSATION
FUND; TO AMEND SECTIONS 14-1-206, 14-1-207, AND 14-1-208, ALL
RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN FILING FEES, ALL SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES REFLECTING THE RESTRUC-
TURING OF VICTIM SERVICES GENERALLY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE UNIFORM SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE FORM TO BE DEVELOPED
BY THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, SOUTH CAROLINA
CRIME VICTIM SERVICES DIVISION; AND BY ADDING SECTIONS 14-1-
211.5, 14-1-211.6, AND 14-1-211.7, ALL SO AS TO CODIFY EXISTING
BUDGET PROVISOS RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN
CRIME VICTIM FUNDS, TO PROVIDE FOR AUTHORITY OF THE VICTIM
COMPENSATION FUND TO TRANSFER ANY STATE FUNDS DEEMED
AVAILABLE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE
GRANTS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE FOR
AUDITING AND REPORTING PROCEDURES FOR VICTIM SERVICES
PROVIDERS, AND TO TRANSFER A CERTAIN SUM FROM THE DEPART-
MENT OF CORRECTIONS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIME VICTIM
SERVICES DIVISION.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-41
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-41
   02/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
H 3828  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Crosby, Martin, Bannister and Hill
A BILL TO DESIGNATE WINTHROP UNIVERSITY AS THE HEADQUAR-
TERS AND PRIMARY HOST UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTERS PROGRAM, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE POLICIES ADOPTED BY WINTHROP UNIVERSITY
SHALL SERVE AS THE POLICIES FOR ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE PRO-
GRAM.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
   03/13/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Clary
H 3829  General Bill, By G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-23-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO RESTORATION OF
A PERSON S COMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL, SO AS TO EXTEND THE
TIMEFRAME FOR RESTORING A PERSON S COMPETENCY TO SIX
MONTHS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Clary
H 3830  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Chumley, Long, Burns, Crosby, Simrill,
Hamilton, Martin, Magnuson, Thigpen, Yow, Bannister, Duckworth, Hill, W.
Newton, Erickson, Herbkersman, Finlay, Bernstein and Funderburk
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-757 SO AS TO REQUIRE A ONE-YEAR WAIT-
ING PERIOD BEFORE A FORMER PUBLIC EMPLOYEE MAY ACCEPT
COMPENSATION TO APPEAR BEFORE OR COMMUNICATE WITH
THEIR FORMER STATE AGENCY FOR THE PURPOSE OF INFLUENCING
ACTION, AND TO PROHIBIT SUCH COMMUNICATION PERMANENTLY
IF THE MATTER IS ONE WHICH THE PERSON WAS DIRECTLY AND
SUBSTANTIALLY INVOLVED WHILE EMPLOYED.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-44
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-44
   05/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
Erickson, Herbkersman, Finlay, Bernstein
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
H 3831  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Yow, McCravy, Hewitt, Hardee,
Crosby, Hamilton, Long, Bannister, Clary, Duckworth, Hill and Ryhal
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-15-130 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE LEGISLATIVE
AUDIT COUNCIL WITH CERTAIN POWERS.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-45
H 3832  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Crosby, Yow, Hamilton, Long,
Magnuson, Thigpen, Clary, Hill and Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-260 SO AS TO REQUIRE EACH STATE
AGENCY TO PREPARE A QUARTERLY OPERATING BUDGET EACH FIS-
CAL YEAR, AND TO REQUIRE A REPORT OF ANY DEVIATIONS FROM
THE OPERATING BUDGET.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-45
H 3833  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Huggins, Putnam, Crawford, Atwater,
Spires, Thayer, Gagnon, Ballentine, Bedingfield, Bennett, Herbkersman,
Jordan, Simrill, G.M. Smith, Taylor, Toole and Willis
Similar (S 0919, H 3769)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 43 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DUTY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO
ADMINISTER THE FEDERAL SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSIS-
TANCE PROGRAM, TO REQUIRE AN INDIVIDUAL APPLYING FOR BEN-
EFITS TO COOPERATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT S DIVISION OF CHILD
SUPPORT SERVICES TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS, TO PROHIBIT
THE DEPARTMENT FROM CHANGING FEDERAL RESOURCE LIMIT
STANDARDS, AND TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT FROM WAIVING
WORK REQUIREMENTS; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 5,
TITLE 43 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO ESTABLISH  A COMPUTERIZED
INCOME, ASSET, AND IDENTITY ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION SERVICE
TO VERIFY A PERSON S IDENTITY AND ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC
ASSISTANCE, TO  REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES  TO
USE THE SERVICE AS PART OF DETERMINING WHETHER TO AWARD
AN APPLICANT OR RECIPIENT PUBLIC ASSISTANCE,  TO ENABLE
OTHER DEPARTMENTS PROVIDING PUBLIC ASSISTANCE TO USE THE
SERVICE, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN REPORTING TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN-
ERAL CASES OF SUSPECTED FRAUD, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AND THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES TO SUBMIT REPORTS TO THE GOVERNOR AND
OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-45
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-45
H 3834  General Bill, By Martin, Long, B. Newton and Magnuson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 46-13-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
WHO WOULD OTHERWISE BE REQUIRED TO BE CERTIFIED AS A
COMMERCIAL APPLICATOR OF PESTICIDES IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE
CERTIFIED IF THE PERSON USES NO OTHER PEST CONTROL SUB-
STANCE EXCEPT GLYPHOSPHATE.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-46
H 3835  General Bill, By Martin, Magnuson and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-7-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO WORKERS  COMPENSATION LAW AND THE
AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES FOR CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF EMPLOY-
EES, SO AS TO INCLUDE AMONG THOSE CATEGORIES RESERVE
POLICE OFFICERS PERFORMING OFF-DUTY SERVICES.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
H 3836  General Bill, By Toole, Clyburn, Huggins, Spires, Jefferson,
Herbkersman, Douglas, Hosey, Elliott, G.R. Smith, Norrell, Magnuson,
Martin, Robinson-Simpson, Blackwell, Brown, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, Pitts,
Ridgeway, Simrill, Whipper and Long
Similar (S 0729, S 0756)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 28, TITLE 44 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE  SOUTH CAROLINIANS WITH DIS-
ABILITIES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TRUST FUND  TO PROVIDE
ASSISTANCE TO INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES TO PURSUE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
THROUGH BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR THE STARTUP,
EXPANSION, OR ACQUISITION OF A BUSINESS OPERATED WITHIN
THE STATE; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3760 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A
TAX CREDIT FOR TAXPAYER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FUND; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TAX
RETURNS, SO AS TO  ADD THE FUND TO THE LIST OF FUNDS TO
WHICH A TAXPAYER MAY CONTRIBUTE ON A STATE INDIVIDUAL
TAX RETURN.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-46
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long
H 3837  General Bill, By Duckworth, Fry, Hewitt, Yow, Crawford, S. Rivers,
Clemmons, Jordan and Ryhal
Similar (H 3300, H 4394)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS BY HOME SCHOOL,
CHARTER SCHOOL, AND GOVERNOR S SCHOOL STUDENTS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS IF THE PRIVATE SCHOOL
THEY ATTEND DOES NOT OFFER THE SAME ACTIVITY, AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY; AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN
OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENT MAY NOT BE
DENIED BY A PRIVATE SCHOOL THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE
IN AN INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITY OF A PRIVATE SCHOOL IF THE
PUBLIC SCHOOL IN WHICH THE STUDENT IS ENROLLED DOES NOT
OFFER THAT INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITY.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   02/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-47
H 3838  Resolution, By Thigpen, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
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Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND TANVI
MEHTA OF COLUMBIA FOR HER OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SER-
VICE AND TO CONGRATULATE HER UPON BEING NAMED A 2017 PRU-
DENTIAL SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY AWARD DISTINGUISHED FINALIST.
   02/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 3839  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR ANDREW JACKSON STATE PARK
AT THE CELEBRATION OF THREE SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES IN ITS
HISTORY, THE TWO HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF PRESI-
DENT ANDREW JACKSON S BIRTH, THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE BOY OF THE WAXHAWS PARK SCULPTURE, AND THE TWENTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY OF FRIENDS OF ANDREW JACKSON STATE PARK,
AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE TO
VISIT AND ENJOY THIS BEAUTIFUL STATE PARK IN LANCASTER
COUNTY.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3840  Concurrent Resolution, By Burns
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF TIGERVILLE ROAD IN
GREENVILLE FROM TIGERVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TO ITS
INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 11  DAVID W. STA-
TON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/23/17 House Introduced HJ-9
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-34
   04/18/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   05/08/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/08/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-3
H 3841  General Bill, By Hewitt and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT CERTAIN DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
SOLD TO AN ENTITY ORGANIZED UNDER SECTION 501(C)(3) OF THE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE AS A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 3842  General Bill, By Simrill, Hosey, Pendarvis and G.R. Smith
Similar (S 0412)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TAX
CREDITS, SO AS TO DELETE AN AGGREGATE CREDIT PROVISION
AND SET AN ANNUAL LIMIT OF TAX CREDITS AT FIVE MILLION DOL-
LARS, TO ESTABLISH TAX CREDIT RESERVE ACCOUNTS FOR THE
FIRST THREE QUARTERS OF EACH TAX YEAR SO AS TO AVOID THE
DEPLETION OF CREDITS BY AN INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYER; TO DELETE
THE PRO-RATA DISTRIBUTION OF TAX CREDITS, TO ALLOW FINAN-
CIAL INSTITUTIONS WITH TAX LIABILITIES IN THIS STATE TO INVEST
IN CERTIFIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF RECEIVING A TAX CREDIT, TO PROVIDE THAT RETURNS
ON INVESTMENTS IN CERTIFIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COR-
PORATIONS AND CERTIFIED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FINAN-
CIAL INSTITUTIONS MAY NOT EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE
INITIAL INVESTMENT, TO QUALIFY THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIA-
TION FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS A COMMU-
NITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND TO QUALIFY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMUNITY CAPITAL ALLIANCE AS A COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION
4 OF ACT 314 OF 2000, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, SO
AS TO EXTEND THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMU-
NITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT UNTIL JUNE 30, 2027.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hosey
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith
H 3843  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF MARION KRIEGNER YOUNG OF SUM-
TER COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3844  Resolution, By Felder, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B.
Newton, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROSS F. LORDO
OF YORK COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING
ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BODY OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 3845  General Bill, By Hill, Gagnon, Willis, G.R. Smith, Burns, Magnuson,
Pitts, Ryhal and Chumley
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHAPTER DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE DEFINITIONS OF  BIRTHING CENTER  AND  LAY MID-
WIFE  AND ADD A DEFINITION FOR  CONSULTANT PHYSICIAN ; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 44-89-60, RELATING TO THE REGULATION OF
BIRTH CENTERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE A CONSULTANT PHYSICIAN TO
BE AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES A BIRTH CENTER IS CONDUCTING
BUSINESS TO PROVIDE CONSULTATION AND/OR ACCEPT TRANSFERS
OF MOTHERS AND BABIES, TO REQUIRE BIRTHS PLANNED TO OCCUR
AT A BIRTH CENTER TO BE EVALUATED BY CLINICAL STAFF TO
ASSESS FOR RISK STATUS AND TO DOCUMENT EVALUATIONS IN CLI-
ENT FILES, TO ESTABLISH LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION REQUIRE-
MENTS OF BIRTH CENTER CLINICAL STAFF, TO REQUIRE BIRTH
CENTERS TO ESTABLISH AN ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITIES, TO REQUIRE
BIRTH CENTERS TO ADOPT POLICY AND PROCEDURES THAT
ADDRESS THE TRANSFER OF CLIENTS AND NEWBORNS TO ACUTE
CARE HOSPITALS, TO PROVIDE LIMITED IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL
AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR CONSULTANT PHYSICIANS, AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-27
   03/01/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chumley
H 3846  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-59-260, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXCEPTIONS FROM HOMEBUILDERS
LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
IMPROVEMENTS MADE BY PROPERTY OWNERS FOR PERSONAL USE,
SO AS TO REMOVE A PROVISION WHICH DISQUALIFIES PROPERTY
OWNERS WHO SELL OR RENT SUCH AN IMPROVED PROPERTY
WITHIN TWO YEARS AFTER THE IMPROVEMENTS ARE MADE FROM
THIS EXCEPTION, AND TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE IN A
RELATED DISCLOSURE GIVEN TO PROPERTY OWNERS SEEKING TO
QUALIFY FOR THE EXCEPTION.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-28
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-51
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-86
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-86
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-4 HJ-92
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-11
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-88
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-88
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-88
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-151
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-151
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-151
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-49
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-75 HJ-49
H 3847  General Bill, By Funderburk, Norrell, Huggins, McCravy, V.S.
Moss, Atwater, Loftis, Thayer and Johnson
Similar (S 0168)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-15-90 AND 16-15-100, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATING TO PROSTITUTION
OFFENSES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR SOLICITATION
OF PROSTITUTION, ESTABLISHING OR KEEPING A BROTHEL OR
HOUSE OF PROSTITUTION, OR CAUSING OR INDUCING ANOTHER TO
PARTICIPATE IN PROSTITUTION; TO ESTABLISH THE AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE WHEN A VICTIM OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IS CHARGED
WITH A PROSTITUTION OFFENSE; TO INCREASE THE PENALTIES FOR
SOLICITING, CAUSING, OR INDUCING ANOTHER FOR OR INTO PROS-
TITUTION WHEN THE PROSTITUTE HAS A MENTAL DISABILITY; TO
ADD ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR OWNERS OF BUSINESS ESTAB-
LISHMENTS WHO KNOWINGLY ALLOW THE BUSINESS ESTABLISH-
MENT TO BE USED IN VIOLATION OF A PROSTITUTION OFFENSE; TO
ALLOW THE COURT TO ORDER A PERSON TO COMPLETE A PRO-
GRAM DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR PERSONS WHO SOLICIT OR
PROCURE A PERSON FOR PROSTITUTION; AND TO REPEAL SECTION
16-15-110 RELATING TO PROSTITUTION.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss,
Atwater
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   05/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
H 3848  General Bill, By Tallon, Hixon, Arrington and Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-19-365 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF JUVENILE JUSTICE TO REPORT CHILD DEATHS TO A COUNTY
CORONER AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL
PENALTIES.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
H 3849  General Bill, By Crawford, Jordan, Fry, Ott and Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-15-80 SO AS TO ESTABLISH A RESIDENCY
REQUIREMENT FOR CANDIDATES FOR LOCAL OFFICE THAT ARE
ELECTED FROM SPECIFIC DISTRICTS.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
H 3850  General Bill, By Bernstein, Rutherford, Tallon, Bannister, McCoy,
Simrill, Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, Cole, J.E. Smith and Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-555 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION  AND  NONPROFIT SPECIAL EVENT ,
AND TO PROVIDE THAT A NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION MAY BE
ISSUED A LICENSE TO SERVE BEER AND WINE AT A NONPROFIT SPE-
CIAL EVENT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
H 3851  General Bill, By Bernstein, Rutherford, Tallon, Bannister, McCoy,
Simrill, Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, Cole, J.E. Smith, Finlay, Kirby and W.
Newton
Similar (S 0275)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-1515, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO BREWERIES, SAMPLES
AND SALES FOR ON- AND OFF-PREMISES CONSUMPTION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A BREWERY BREWING AND SELLING BEER ON ITS
LICENSED PREMISES IN THIS STATE MAY APPLY FOR A PERMIT TO
SELL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BY THE DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION
WITHIN A SPECIFIED AREA UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A BREWPUB MAY APPLY FOR A BREWERY PERMIT
PROVIDED THAT IT SURRENDERS ITS BREWPUB PERMIT AT THE
TIME THE BREWERY PERMIT IS ISSUED.
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   02/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   02/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-29
   04/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
H 3852  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RODNEY LYNN
KEZIAH, FORMER CHIEF OF POLICE FOR THE SURFSIDE BEACH
POLICE DEPARTMENT, FOR HIS DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE SECU-
RITY AND SAFETY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF SURFSIDE
BEACH, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 3853  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 2017, AS
SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS  DAY  AND TO COMMEND AND REC-
OGNIZE SOUTH CAROLINA S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO OUR STATE S ECONOMY, THEIR EFFORTS TO PROMOTE
ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND THEIR LEADERSHIP IN PROVIDING SUS-
TAINABLE MATERIAL-MANAGEMENT OPTIONS.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 3854  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR STEWART AND
STEVEN MUNGO OF COLUMBIA FOR THEIR MANY YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON
RECEIVING THE 2016 UNITED WAY OF THE MIDLANDS HUMANITAR-
IAN OF THE YEAR AWARD.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 3855  Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARY MADGLEN STE-
PHENS OF DARLINGTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 3856  Resolution, By Hewitt, Jordan, Clemmons, Yow, Kirby and Lowe
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE THE PRIVATIZATION OF SOUTH
ATLANTIC FEDERAL FISHERY RESOURCES THROUGH CATCH SHARE
MANAGEMENT AND EFFORTS THROUGH EXEMPTED FISHING PER-
MITS OR OTHER MEANS TO CONDUCT PILOT CATCH SHARE PRO-
GRAMS OR STUDIES.
   02/28/17 House Introduced HJ-32
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-32
   03/02/17 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-16
   03/07/17 House Adopted
H 3857  Concurrent Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND EXPRESS DEEP
APPRECIATION TO THE INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI-
TIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA DURING  INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY WEEK,   APRIL 3 - 7, 2017, AND  INDEPENDENT COLLEGE
AND UNIVERSITY DAY,  APRIL 5, 2017, FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING
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CONTRIBUTIONS IN EDUCATING FUTURE LEADERS FOR OUR STATE
AND NATION.
   02/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-33
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 3858  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, McCravy, Parks, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING
SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-34
   03/01/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
H 3859  Resolution, By Gagnon, McCravy and Parks
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL
TEAM OF ABBEVILLE COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION
OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 3860  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield, Henderson, Huggins, Clemmons,
Duckworth, Johnson, Hewitt, Hardee, Ryhal, B. Newton, Martin, Kirby,
Erickson, V.S. Moss, G.R. Smith, Long, Elliott, Taylor, Hixon, Arrington,
Bennett, W. Newton, Knight, Crawford, Putnam and Cogswell
Similar (S 0245)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-370, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DRUG OFFENSES, SO AS TO
CONFORM THE LANGUAGE OF TRAFFICKING IN ILLEGAL DRUGS
PROVISIONS, INCLUDING OPIATES AND HEROIN, TO THE LANGUAGE
OF THE PROVISIONS CONCERNING POSSESSION AND DISTRIBUTION
OF CERTAIN ILLEGAL DRUGS WHICH WOULD INCLUDE SYNTHETIC
OPIATES, AMONG OTHER DRUGS.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton,
Martin, Kirby, Erickson, V.S.Moss, G.R.Smith, Long,
Elliott, Taylor, Hixon, Arrington, Bennett, W.Newton,
Knight, Crawford
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
H 3861 (Rat # 0114, Act #  0077)  General Bill, By Hixon, Hamilton,
Crawford, Sandifer and Hewitt
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE
REAL ESTATE COMMISSION TO RECOGNIZE NONRESIDENT REAL
ESTATE LICENSES ON ACTIVE STATUS FROM OTHER JURISDICTIONS
WHICH RECIPROCATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE COMMISSION MAY
ENTER INTO RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTS WITH REAL ESTATE REGU-
LATORY AUTHORITIES OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS THAT PROVIDE
WAIVERS OF EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS OR EXAMINATIONS IF THE
COMMISSION CONSIDERS THE EDUCATION AND EXAMINATION
REQUIREMENTS OF THE OTHER JURISDICTION TO BE SUBSTAN-
TIALLY EQUIVALENT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMMISSION.
- ratified title
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-35
   03/07/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-3
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-20
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-11
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-54
   05/03/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   05/03/17 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   05/03/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-33
   05/04/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-32
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-32
   05/15/17 Ratified R 114
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 77
H 3862  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-2310, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF
CERTAIN ENTITIES TO REPORT INFORMATION TO THE DIVISION OF
CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SER-
VICES FOR PURPOSES OF LOCATING PERSONS TO ESTABLISH PATER-
NITY AND CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE
ENTITIES REQUIRED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION, TO ADD INFORMA-
TION THAT MUST BE PROVIDED, TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN PENALTIES
FOR THE FAILURE TO COMPLY, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORREC-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-2320, RELATING IN PART TO THE
REQUIREMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO TAKE CERTAIN
ACTIONS UPON RECEIPT OF NOTICE FROM THE DIVISION OF A LIEN
OR LEVY ON AN ACCOUNT HOLDER, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ARE REQUIRED TO ENCUMBER OR SUR-
RENDER THE ASSETS, AS DIRECTED, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN IMMU-
NITY FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN
PENALTIES FOR THE FAILURE TO COMPLY, AND TO MAKE TECHNI-
CAL CORRECTIONS; AND TO RETITLE ARTICLE 17 OF CHAPTER 17,
TITLE 63  CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT THROUGH FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION DATA MATCHES .
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-35
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-35
H 3863  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-17-1210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EMPLOYEE NEW HIRE REPORT-
ING PROGRAM, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT REPORTING PURSUANT TO
THE PROGRAM IS MANDATORY AND TO ADD REPORTING REQUIRE-
MENTS.
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
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   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-36
H 3864 (Rat # 0115, Act #  0078)  General Bill, By Bernstein, Collins,
Erickson, King and Elliott
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-6410 AND 56-5-6420, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT
THAT CERTAIN CHILDREN MUST BE SECURED IN A CHILD PASSEN-
GER RESTRAINT SYSTEM WHILE TRAVELING IN A MOTOR VEHICLE,
AND THE TRANSPORTATION OF CHILDREN IN A VEHICLE WITH AN
INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF CHILD RESTRAINT DEVICES, SO AS TO
REVISE THE AGE, WEIGHT, AND POSITION OF A CHILD WHO MUST BE
SECURED IN A CHILD PASSENGER RESTRAINT SYSTEM, TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS WHEN MEDICALLY NECESSARY, AND TO INCLUDE
TEMPORARY LIVING QUARTERS IN RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AS
BEING CONSIDERED REAR PASSENGER SEATS. - ratified title
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Elliott
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-43
   04/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Taylor, DC Moss, Toole,
Chumley, Blackwell, Burns, Loftis, Arrington, Hiott, For-
rester, Hamilton, Hixon, Long, Hart, Finlay, Hill, Putnam,
Erickson, Magnuson HJ-25
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-58
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-58
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-75  Nays-28 HJ-59
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-79
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   05/09/17 Senate Amended SJ-37
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-37
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-40
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-90
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-70  Nays-24 HJ-90
   05/15/17 Ratified R 115
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 78
H 3865 (Rat # 0244, Act #  0244)  General Bill, By Bernstein, Delleney,
Ridgeway, King, Whipper, J.E. Smith and Knight
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA PREGNANCY ACCOMMO-
DATIONS ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-30, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS LAW, SO AS
TO REVISE THE TERMS  BECAUSE OF SEX  OR  ON THE BASIS OF SEX
USED IN THE CONTEXT OF EQUAL TREATMENT FOR WOMEN
AFFECTED BY PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR RELATED MEDICAL
CONDITIONS, AND TO REVISE THE TERM  REASONABLE ACCOMMO-
DATION  PERTAINING TO WHAT THIS TERM MAY INCLUDE; TO
AMEND SECTION 1-13-80, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES OF AN EMPLOYER, SO AS TO ADD CER-
TAIN OTHER UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES IN REGARD TO
AN APPLICANT FOR EMPLOYMENT OR AN EMPLOYEE WITH LIMITA-
TIONS BECAUSE OF PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR RELATED MEDI-
CAL CONDITIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR NOTICE AND APPLICABILITY TO
NEW AND CURRENT EMPLOYEES TO WHOM SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
APPLY, AND TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC EDUCATION EFFORTS
BY THE HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION WITH STATED LIMITATIONS MAY
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS TO CARRY OUT THIS ACT. - ratified title
   02/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   02/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-43
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
J.E.Smith
   04/04/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). GR Smith, Loftis, Forester,
Magnuson, Bernstein, Toole, Hiott, Crosby, S. Rivers,
Davis, Hosey, Taylor, Finlay, Erickson HJ-20
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-52
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-52
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-52  Nays-50 HJ-57
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-78
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   01/24/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, McLeod,
Senn, R.J.Cash
   02/21/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-7
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-58
   05/01/18 Senate Amended SJ-58
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Amended
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-92
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-33
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-54
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-55
   05/14/18 Ratified R 244
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 244
H 3866  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THEODORE
WILDER, A MASTER LOGISTICIAN WITH THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT AFTER THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE,
AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3867  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Pitts, Hayes, Anthony, Cobb-Hunter,
Whipper and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROP-
ERTY TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT ALL PROPERTY DEVOTED TO HOUSING
LOW INCOME RESIDENTS IF THE PROPERTY IS OWNED BY AN
INSTRUMENTALITY OF A NONPROFIT HOUSING CORPORATION.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
   03/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-46
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   03/30/17 House Amended HJ-48
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-48
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-49
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-50
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
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   05/02/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
19
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-27
   05/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Amended SJ-46
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-180
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-180
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-3 SJ-180
H 3868  Resolution, By Douglas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. ROBERT M. SCOTLAND OF
SHILOH FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN WINNSBORO ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINISTRY
AND TO EXTEND HIM BEST WISHES FOR GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS
AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3869  Resolution, By Elliott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND ABIGAIL MCCAR-
TER OF GREENVILLE FOR HER OUTSTANDING RECORD OF VOLUN-
TEER SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT AND TO
LAUD HER FOR EARNING THE ILLUSTRIOUS 2017 PRUDENTIAL
SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY AWARD.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3870  General Bill, By Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-7-1550, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF A COUNTY
GRAND JURY FOREMAN TO SWEAR WITNESSES AND OBTAIN ATTEN-
DANCE OF WITNESSES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF THIRD
PARTY SUMMARY, HEARSAY EVIDENCE AS THE SOLE EVIDENCE
PRESENTED TO THE COUNTY GRAND JURY FOR INDICTMENT, TO
REQUIRE THE PRESENTMENT TO THE COUNTY GRAND JURY OF
MATERIAL EVIDENCE, AND TO REQUIRE THE COUNTY GRAND JURY
FOREMAN TO NOTE ALL EVIDENCE CONSIDERED BY THE COUNTY
GRAND JURY IN THE RECORD.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3871  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-17-3010, 63-17-3810, BOTH AS
AMENDED, AND 63-17-3935, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
1976, RELATING TO THE  UNIFORM INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT
ACT , SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   03/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 3872  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-5-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS OWED BY
CERTAIN PARENTS, SO AS TO MAKE USE OF THE CHILD SUPPORT
SCALE ESTABLISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT MANDATORY IN ESTAB-
LISHING THE AMOUNT OWED BY THE ABSENT PARENT.
   03/01/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   03/01/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 3873  Resolution, By Erickson, Bowers, Bradley, Herbkersman, W.
Newton, M. Rivers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LAURA AM
BUSH FOR HER DEDICATED SERVICE AS A BEAUFORT COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION TRUSTEE FOR BLUFFTON DISTRICT 9, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL OF HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3874  Resolution, By Yow and Henegan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BRAD PORTER,
COACH AND TEACHER, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
AFTER FORTY-TWO YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STU-
DENTS OF CHERAW HIGH SCHOOL AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3875  Resolution, By Yow, Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHERAW
HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS 2A-1A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3876  Resolution, By Yow and Henegan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHERAW HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM OF CHESTERFIELD
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS 2A-1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3877  Resolution, By Rutherford, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Douglas,
Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman,
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Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF BETTY  MS. G  GOODWIN OF RICHLAND
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3878  Concurrent Resolution, By Stavrinakis, McCoy, Gilliard, Crosby,
Arrington, Whipper, Bennett, Brown, Cogswell, Daning, Davis, Mack and S.
Rivers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 171 AND CARRIAGE LANE
IN CHARLESTON COUNTY  DEPUTY SHERIFF JOSEPH J. MATUSKOVIC
MEMORIAL INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/02/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-50
   03/29/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-77
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 3879 (Rat # 0061, Act #  0038)  General Bill, By Davis, Yow, Thayer,
Anderson and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 42-9-290, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF BURIAL
EXPENSES PAYABLE UNDER WORKERS  COMPENSATION LAWS FOR
ACCIDENTAL DEATH, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM PAYABLE
AMOUNT TO SEVENTY-FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-7
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
   03/13/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-2
   03/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/21/17 House Amended HJ-133
   03/21/17 House Read second time HJ-133
   03/21/17 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-133
   03/22/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
   03/22/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/22/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Young (ch), Sabb, Talley
   04/26/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-10
   05/02/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   05/02/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/02/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-27
   05/03/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   05/04/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-52
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-82  Nays-16 HJ-53
   05/09/17 Ratified R 61
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 38
H 3880  General Bill, By Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 14-7-1555 SO AS TO REQUIRE A RECORD OF TES-
TIMONY AND OTHER PROCEEDINGS OF THE COUNTY GRAND JURY,
THE FURNISHING OF A COPY TO THE DEFENDANT, AND PROVIDE
THAT THE TRANSCRIPT, REPORTER S NOTES, RECORD, AND ALL
OTHER DOCUMENTS REMAIN IN THE CUSTODY AND CONTROL OF
THE COUNTY CLERK OF COURT.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 3881  General Bill, By Pope, D.C. Moss, McCoy, Magnuson, Erickson,
Atwater, Simrill, McCravy, Norrell, Martin, Jordan, Burns, Yow, Crosby,
Kirby, Taylor, Johnson, Hewitt, Hardee, Allison, Forrester, Fry, Cole,
Putnam, Daning, Davis, Felder, G.R. Smith, Arrington, Collins, Elliott,
Bannister, Bennett, Crawford, Delleney, Duckworth, Forrest, Hamilton,
Henderson, Hixon, Lowe, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, S. Rivers, G.M. Smith,
Stringer and Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-511 SO TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY HIGHWAY SYSTEM COST BALANCING ACT
, TO ELIMINATE THE FOUR, FIVE, AND SIX PERCENT INCOME BRACK-
ETS AND INSTEAD TAX THOSE INCOMES AT THREE AND SEVENTY-
FIVE ONE HUNDREDTHS PERCENT.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 3882  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield, Henderson, Huggins, Duckworth,
Johnson, Crawford, Ryhal, B. Newton, Martin, Erickson, V.S. Moss, G.R.
Smith, Long, Elliott, Taylor, Hixon, Arrington, Bennett, W. Newton, Knight,
Hewitt, Putnam and Cogswell
Similar (S 0083)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER TO
INCLUDE THE SALE OR DELIVERY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES,
THEIR ANALOGUES, OR OTHER UNLAWFUL SUBSTANCES THAT
CAUSE THE DEATH OF THE USER WHEN INGESTED, AND TO PROVIDE
A PENALTY.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton,
Martin, Erickson, V.S.Moss, G.R.Smith, Long, Elliott,
Taylor, Hixon, Arrington, Bennett, W.Newton, Knight,
Hewitt
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Cog-
swell
H 3883 (Rat # 0062, Act #  0039)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PYRAMID PROMOTIONAL SCHEME PROHIBITION
ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 39 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE PYRAMID PROMOTIONAL SCHEMES CONSTITUTE UNFAIR
TRADE PRACTICES UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA UNFAIR TRADE
PRACTICES ACT, AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS; AND
TO REPEAL SECTION 39-5-30 RELATING TO PYRAMID CLUBS AND
SIMILAR OPERATIONS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-117
   05/02/17 House Amended HJ-35
   05/02/17 House Read second time HJ-35
   05/02/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-36
   05/03/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   05/03/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
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   05/03/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-11
   05/04/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-5
   05/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-5
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-16
   05/09/17 Ratified R 62
   05/10/17 Signed By Governor
   05/17/17 Effective date 05/10/17
   05/18/17 Act No. 39
H 3884  General Bill, By Clemmons
Similar (S 0197, H 3247)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 4 TO CHAPTER 2, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF A PROVISION CONTAINED IN CHAP-
TER 2, TITLE 56.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3885  General Bill, By Bannister, Bedingfield, G.R. Smith, Loftis and
Hamilton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-3420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN
THE LEWIS BLACKMAN HOSPITAL PATIENT SAFETY ACT, SO AS TO
ADD DEFINITIONS FOR  HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONER  AND  HEALTH
CARE FACILITY ; AND BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-3435 SO AS TO
REQUIRE HEALTH CARE PRACTITIONERS TO WEAR IDENTIFICATION
BADGES DISPLAYING CERTAIN INFORMATION.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-49
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-33
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-33
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-34
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-14
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-18
H 3886 (Rat # 0245, Act #  0245)  General Bill, By Crawford, Ryhal,
Hamilton, Sandifer, Fry, Putnam, Clemmons, Yow, Anderson, Johnson,
Hardee, Huggins, Hewitt, Duckworth, Bowers, Sottile, Crosby, Felder,
Bennett, Thigpen, Whipper, Brown, Hixon, Taylor, King, Daning, Spires,
Henderson, Pitts, Kirby, White, McCravy, Hill, Gagnon, West, Wheeler,
Davis, Murphy, Hayes, Ott, V.S. Moss, Lowe, Jordan and McKnight
Similar (S 0082, S 0104, S 0122, S 0576, H 3301)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 30 TO TITLE 27 SO AS ENACT THE  SOUTH CAR-
OLINA HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION ACT , TO PROVIDE NECESSARY
DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE RECORDING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ENFORCEABILITY OF HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION GOVERNING
DOCUMENTS, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING HOME-
OWNERS ASSOCIATION RULES AND REGULATIONS, TO PROVIDE
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS MUST COMPLY WITH CERTAIN
NOTICE REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ADOPTING ANNUAL BUDGET
INCREASES, AND TO PROVIDE MAGISTRATES COURTS HAVE JURIS-
DICTION TO ADJUDICATE CERTAIN MONETARY DISPUTES BETWEEN
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS AND HOMEOWNERS; AND TO ENACT
THE  DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS SERVICES FOR HOME-
OWNERS AND HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS ACT , TO PROVIDE
RELATED DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS CONCERNING THE RECEIPT
AND PROCESSING OF COMPLAINTS INVOLVING HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATIONS, TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO INCLUDE CER-
TAIN RELATED INFORMATION AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS ON
ITS INTERNET WEBSITE, TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT SHALL
COMPILE AND ANNUALLY REPORT CERTAIN RELATED DATA TO THE
GOVERNOR AND THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, TO PROVIDE THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL POST THESE REPORTS ON ITS INTERNET WEB-
SITE, TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT FROM PROMULGATING CER-
TAIN RELATED REGULATIONS OR ISSUING CERTAIN RELATED
GUIDELINES, AND TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT FROM ARBITRAT-
ING DISPUTES BETWEEN HOMEOWNERS AND HOMEOWNERS ASSO-
CIATIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 27-50-40, RELATING TO
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY CONDITION DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THESE STATEMENTS INCLUDE WHETHER PROPERTY
IS SUBJECT TO GOVERNANCE OF A HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
WHICH CARRIES CERTAIN RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS THAT MAY
LIMIT USE OF THE PROPERTY AND INVOLVE FINANCIAL OBLIGA-
TIONS. - ratified title
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers
   03/13/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile
   03/13/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-3
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   03/14/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   03/21/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett, Thig-
pen
   03/21/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-22-17 HJ-134
   03/22/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Crawford, Sandifer, B New-
ton, Tallon, Norrell, Mack, Whitmire, Forester, Hamilton,
GR Smith, Loftis, Crosby, Clary, Magnuson, McKnight,
Hosey, Kirby, Clemmons, W Newton, Douglas, Williams,
Jefferson, Ott, King, Cobb-Hunter, Finlay, Hart, Thigpen,
Yow, Johnson, Henegan, West, Caskey, Hewitt HJ-33
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper,
Brown
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: S.Rivers
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Taylor,
King, Daning, Spires, Henderson, Pitts, Kirby, White,
McCravy, Hill, Gagnon, West, Wheeler, Davis, Murphy,
Hayes, Ott, V.S.Moss, Lowe, McKnight, Jordan
   03/29/17 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-30-17 HJ-79
   03/30/17 House Amended HJ-62
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-62
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-71
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-72
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/07/17 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Johnson,
Turner, Gambrell
   04/19/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-9
   03/29/18 Senate Amended SJ-30
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-30
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-31
   04/11/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-16
   04/17/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-18-18 HJ-16
   04/18/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-19-18 HJ-69
   04/19/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-25-18 HJ-48
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   04/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-26-18 HJ-69
   04/26/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-28
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-37
   04/26/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-28
   05/01/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-19
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-19
   05/14/18 Ratified R 245
   05/17/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/17/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 245
H 3887  Concurrent Resolution, By Burns, Chumley, Thayer, McCravy, V.S.
Moss and Loftis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND ACKNOWLEDGE
THE PUBLIC HEALTH HAZARD OF PORNOGRAPHY WHICH LEADS TO
A BROAD SPECTRUM OF INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETAL HARMS, TO
EXPRESS THE NEED TO ADDRESS THE PORNOGRAPHY EPIDEMIC BY
ENCOURAGING EDUCATION, PREVENTION, RESEARCH, AND POLICY
CHANGES TO ADDRESS THE PROLIFERATION OF PORNOGRAPHY ON
THE INTERNET IN PARTICULAR, AND TO CALL FOR REGULATION OF
PORNOGRAPHY ON THE INTERNET TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH
OBSCENITY LAWS OF THE STATE.
   03/02/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-6
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 3888  Resolution, By Rutherford, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Douglas,
Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE DR. DAVID HOLMES SWINTON,
PRESIDENT OF BENEDICT COLLEGE IN COLUMBIA, ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO OFFER BEST
WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 3889  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF CHARLES BRADLEY REAVIS OF HORRY
COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE
AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 3890  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 49-4-35, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF WITH-
DRAWAL OF SURFACE WATER FOR AGRICULTURAL USES, SO AS TO
REQUIRE PERMITTING FOR NEW WITHDRAWALS AND FOR EXPAN-
SION OF EXISTING REGISTRATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 49-4-55,
RELATING TO THE RIGHT OF REGISTERED SURFACE WATER WITH-
DRAWERS TO APPLY FOR A PERMIT AND EXEMPT WITHDRAWERS TO
APPLY FOR A PERMIT OR REGISTER AN EXEMPT USE, SO AS TO
CHANGE THE OPTION OF A WITHDRAWER OF SURFACE WATER FOR
AGRICULTURAL USES TO OBTAIN A PERMIT INTO A REQUIREMENT
AND ELIMINATE THE RIGHT OF AN EXEMPT WITHDRAWER TO REG-
ISTER THE USE; TO AMEND SECTION 49-4-70, RELATING TO APPLICA-
TIONS FOR SURFACE WATER WITHDRAWAL PERMITS AND
OPERATIONAL AND CONTINGENCY PLANS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT
APPLICATION TO WITHDRAWERS WHO ARE REGISTERED TO WITH-
DRAW SURFACE WATER FOR AGRICULTURAL USES, EXCEPT IF THE
WITHDRAWER EXPANDS AN EXISTING REGISTERED USE; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-22
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 3891  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  WORKPLACE FREEDOM ACT ; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 1-13-20, 1-13-30, 1-13-70, 1-13-80, AS AMENDED AND 1-13-90, AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO PROHIBITING DISCRIMINATION IN
EMPLOYMENT BECAUSE OF RACE, RELIGION, COLOR, SEX, AGE,
NATIONAL ORIGIN, OR DISABILITY, ALL SO AS TO ALSO PROHIBIT
SUCH DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR GEN-
DER IDENTITY AND TO DEFINE  SEXUAL ORIENTATION  AND  GEN-
DER IDENTITY .
   03/02/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   03/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 3892  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MARCH 2017 AS KIDNEY
MONTH IN THE PALMETTO STATE TO HELP RAISE AWARENESS OF
THE RISK FACTORS, TREATMENT, AND PREVENTION OF CHRONIC
KIDNEY DISEASE, AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS
TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF MAINTAINING GOOD KIDNEY
HEALTH.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
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H 3893  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PENINNAH BOWEN
LOWRY OF YORK COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3894  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 7-14, 2017, MUSIC WEEK IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, IN COORDINATION WITH NATIONAL MUSIC
WEEK, AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE
TO MAKE MUSIC AN IMPORTANT PART OF THEIR LIVES.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3895 (Rat # 0246, Act #  0246)  General Bill, By Herbkersman
AN ACT TO AMEND ARTICLES 9 AND 11 OF CHAPTER 9, TITLE 11,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS, SO AS TO REORGANIZE THE ARTICLES, TO
ELIMINATE CERTAIN DIVISIONS, AND TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-7-71 AND 2-7-78, RELATING TO
CERTAIN IMPACT STATEMENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE-
MENTS TO BE CERTIFIED BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE; TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-73,
RELATING TO HEALTH COVERAGE IMPACT STATEMENTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO PROVIDE CERTAIN
ANALYSIS UPON REQUEST; TO AMEND SECTION 4-10-790, RELATING
TO DISTRIBUTIONS FROM A LOCAL OPTION SALES AND USE TAX, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO FURNISH DATA
TO THE STATE TREASURER, AND TO REQUIRE THE REVENUE AND
FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE TO PROVIDE CERTAIN ASSISTANCE; TO
AMEND SECTION 6-1-50, RELATING TO FINANCIAL REPORTS FROM
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES, SO AS TO DELAY THE REPORTS
UNTIL MARCH FIFTEENTH AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN INFORMATION
TO THE STATE TREASURER; TO AMEND SECTION 23-47-65, RELATING
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA 911 ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SO AS TO
ALLOW THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE TO APPOINT A MEMBER; TO AMEND SECTIONS 27-2-
85 AND 27-2-95, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA GEODETIC SUR-
VEY, SO AS TO DELETE OBSOLETE REFERENCES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-6-170, RELATING TO THE DATA OVERSIGHT COUNCIL, SO AS
TO DELETE OBSOLETE REFERENCES, AND TO REVISE THE COMPOSI-
TION OF THE COUNCIL; TO AMEND SECTION 44-6-5, RELATING TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, SO AS TO
DELETE AN OBSOLETE REFERENCE; TO REDESIGNATE CERTAIN SEC-
TIONS OF THE CODE; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 1-11-360, 2-7-62, 44-6-
175, AND 48-22-20 ALL RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-45
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-26
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-27
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
   04/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
12
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-30
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-30
   04/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-23
   05/02/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-101
   05/02/18 House Returned to the Senate HJ-101
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-103
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-53
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-53
   05/14/18 Ratified R 246
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 246
H 3896  General Bill, By Duckworth, Kirby, Johnson, Hardee, Hosey,
Crosby, Arrington, Daning, V.S. Moss, Elliott, Bales, Bannister, Bennett,
Dillard, Hamilton, Willis, Murphy, Stavrinakis, McCoy, McGinnis, Hewitt,
Jefferson, Williams, McEachern, W. Newton and Clary
Similar (S 0833)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POWERS OF A COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENT, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNING BODY OF A
COUNTY TO ADOPT BY ORDINANCE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A
RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY OWNER SHALL KEEP A
LOT OR OTHER PROPERTY CLEAN AND FREE OF RUBBISH AND TO
PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE ORDINANCE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Murphy,
Stavrinakis, McCoy
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McGinnis
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: S.Rivers
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-57
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: G.R.Smith
   03/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, GM Smith, Weeks,
Yow, Mace, Hart, Bamberg, King, Henegan, JE Smith,
Hill, Crawford, Kirby, Whitmire, Forrester, Long, GR
Smith, Magnuson, Martin, Hewitt HJ-29
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
Clary
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-75
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-75
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-31 HJ-77
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-46
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   04/26/18 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-4
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-4
H 3897  General Bill, By D.C. Moss
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-49-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PETITION REQUIREMENTS
FOR A NAME CHANGE, SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A PETITIONER
MUST ATTACH AN AFFIDAVIT PROVIDING PROOF OF RESIDENCY FOR
AT LEAST ONE YEAR TO THE PETITION FOR A NAME CHANGE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 3898 (Rat # 0116, Act #  0079)  General Bill, By Knight, Henegan, Spires,
King, Douglas, Robinson-Simpson, Felder, Hosey, Clyburn, Mack, Kirby,
Alexander, Bennett, Whipper, Collins, Arrington, Loftis, Pitts, Elliott and M.
Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 63-9-780, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ACCESS TO AND DISCLOSURE OF
NONIDENTIFYING AND IDENTIFYING INFORMATION ABOUT ADOP-
TEES, BIOLOGICAL PARENTS, AND BIOLOGICAL SIBLINGS, SO AS TO
APPLY ALSO TO BIOLOGICAL GRANDPARENTS, AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-41
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-39
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-39
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-40
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-11
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-55
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-52
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-2 SJ-52
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-42
   05/15/17 Ratified R 116
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 79
H 3899  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO HOTELS, MOTELS, AND SIMILAR
FACILITIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4664, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-29
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-29
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
H 3900  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO CIGARETTE TAXES, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4702, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-30
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-6 HJ-30
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
H 3901  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO EXEMPTION MEALS SOLD TO
SCHOOL CHILDREN, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4731, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-32
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-32
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-12
H 3902  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO INVESTI-
GATION AND PRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4677, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-33
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-33
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 3903  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO ISSUANCE
OF COMPLAINT, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4679, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-35
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-35
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 3904  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO PLEAD-
INGS, MOTIONS AND DISCOVERIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4680, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-36
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-36
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3905  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO PRESERVA-
TION OF RECORDS IN EVENT OF CHARGE OF DISCRIMINATION, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4681, PURSUANT TO
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THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-38
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-38
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3906  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO PROCE-
DURE FOR THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ACTIONS AS PROVIDED IN
SECTION 1-13-90(d) OF THE ACT, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOC-
UMENT NUMBER 4682, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE
1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-10
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-39
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-39
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-13
H 3907  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - OFFICE OF AMUSE-
MENT RIDES, RELATING TO PURPOSE AND DEFINITIONS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4712, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-41
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-41
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
H 3908 (Rat # 0017, Act #  0109)  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations
and Administrative Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE OFFICE OF
THE GOVERNOR, RELATING TO STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
STANDARDS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4703, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-42
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-42
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-14
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Read second time SJ-42
   03/29/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-42
   03/30/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-24
   04/04/17 Ratified R 17
   04/05/17 Signed By Governor
   04/13/17 Effective date 4/5/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 109
H 3909  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO COM-
PLAINT, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4675,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-57
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-0 HJ-58
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
H 3910  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO EMPLOY-
MENT RECORDS TO BE RETAINED FOR SIX MONTHS, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4676, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-11
   03/08/17 House Read second time HJ-59
   03/08/17 House Roll call Yeas-58  Nays-0 HJ-59
   03/09/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/09/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/09/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-14
H 3911  Resolution, By Rutherford, McCoy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. AND MRS. CHRISTO-
PHER JOSEPH PINCKNEY OF CHARLESTON COUNTY ON THE OCCA-
SION OF THEIR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY AND TO EXTEND BEST
WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSING AND FULFILLMENT.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 3912  Resolution, By Govan, Ott, Cobb-Hunter, Hosey, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
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Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JACQUELINE  CINDY  CLARK OF
ORANGEBURG COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HER LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 3913  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SACRIFICES
AND VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS THE SOUTH CAROLINA CIVIL AIR
PATROL MAKES TO SUPPORT THE CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE
DURING EMERGENCY AND DISASTER SITUATIONS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 3914  Resolution, By Knight, Jefferson, Whipper, Mack, Arrington,
Bennett, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE DORCHES-
TER ACADEMY GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SCISA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 3915  Resolution, By Knight, Jefferson, Whipper, Mack, Arrington and
Bennett
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORCHESTER ACADEMY GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM OF DORCHES-
TER COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SCISA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-71
H 3916  Concurrent Resolution, By Erickson, Collins, Bernstein, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THAT ABUSE AND
NEGLECT OF CHILDREN IS A SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM, TO COMMEND
THE IMPORTANT WORK BEING DONE TO COMBAT THIS SERIOUS
PROBLEM, AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 2017, AS  CHILDREN
S ADVOCACY CENTER DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-72
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-18
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-18
   03/22/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-13
   03/23/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-32
H 3917  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bedingfield, Forrester, G.M.
Smith, Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, MARCH 21,
2017,  NATIONAL GUARD DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOG-
NIZE AND HONOR THE MANY SACRIFICES AND VALUABLE CONTRI-
BUTIONS THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD MAKES TO
PROTECT THE FREEDOM, DEMOCRACY, AND SECURITY OF OUR
STATE AND NATION.
   03/07/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-72
   03/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-18
   03/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-18
   03/21/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on General
   03/21/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 3918  General Bill, By Clemmons and Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 32 TO TITLE 17 SO AS TO ENACT THE  ASSET
FORFEITURE AND PRIVATE PROPERTY PROTECTION ACT , TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS, TO ESTABLISH THAT CERTAIN PROPERTY IS
SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE AFTER CRIMINAL CONVICTION, TO
ALLOW THE STATE TO PETITION FOR SUBSTITUTE PROPERTY IN
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ESTABLISH WHEN A STATE ENTITY
MAY TRANSFER A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION TO THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT, TO REQUIRE PROPERTY SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE TO
BE IDENTIFIED IN AN INDICTMENT OR BY INFORMATION IN THE
COURT AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO ESTABLISH WHEN PROPERTY
MAY BE SEIZED OTHER THAN THROUGH A FORFEITURE ORDER, TO
REQUIRE THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO SEIZES PROPERTY
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TO GIVE AN ITEMIZED RECEIPT OF THE PROPERTY SEIZED, TO
GRANT PROVISIONAL TITLE TO THE STATE AT THE TIME OF SEIZURE
AND TO DEFINE WHAT RECORDS MUST BE KEPT, TO ALLOW FOR THE
OWNER OF SEIZED PROPERTY TO POST BOND OR GIVE SUBSTITUTE
PROPERTY IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THAT A PER-
SON WITH AN INTEREST IN SEIZED PROPERTY MAY PETITION THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL TO REMIT OR MITIGATE PROPERTY IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THAT A DEFENDANT MAY MOVE TO
SEPARATE THE TRIAL OF THE ALLEGED CRIME AND FORFEITURE
AND DESIGNATE CERTAIN PROCEDURES AND RULES FOR THE TRI-
ALS, TO ALLOW A PROPERTY OWNER TO APPEAL A FORFEITURE ON
THE GROUNDS THAT IT IS UNCONSTITUTIONALLY EXCESSIVE, TO
ESTABLISH THAT A BONA FIDE SECURITY INTEREST IS NOT SUBJECT
TO FORFEITURE EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO REQUIRE
THE STATE TO MAKE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO NOTIFY INNOCENT
THIRD PARTIES WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN FORFEITED PROP-
ERTY AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO PROHIBIT THE FORFEITURE OF
PROPERTY OF AN INNOCENT PARTIAL OR JOINT OWNER AND TO
ESTABLISH STANDARDS THAT THE STATE MUST OVERCOME TO
ALLOW THE PROPERTY TO BE FORFEITED, TO REQUIRE THE STATE
TO RETURN SEIZED PROPERTY TO THE OWNER WITHIN THREE BUSI-
NESS DAYS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ESTABLISH HOW
FORFEITED PROPERTY IS TO BE DISBURSED, AND TO REQUIRE ALL
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TO SUBMIT ANNUAL SEIZURE
AND FORFEITURE REPORTS TO THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL AND TO INSTRUCT THE DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP FORMS
AND PROCESSES FOR THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
H 3919  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 21 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 25 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SOUTH CAROLINA SERVICEMEMBERS CIVIL RELIEF ACT ; TO
DEFINE THE ACT S RELEVANT TERMS; TO ENUMERATE CERTAIN
RIGHTS, BENEFITS, AND OBLIGATIONS OF SERVICEMEMBERS AND
THEIR DEPENDENTS; TO AUTHORIZE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO
BRING A CIVIL ACTION FOR INTENTIONAL VIOLATIONS OF THE ACT;
TO ESTABLISH REMEDIES AND PENALTIES; AND TO REQUIRE THE
ADJUTANT GENERAL TO POST CERTAIN INFORMATION REGARDING
THE ACT ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD WEBSITE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 3920  General Bill, By Felder, Funderburk, Davis, Bryant, Pope, Forrester,
Sandifer, Allison, Fry, Cole, Jefferson and Forrest
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-85 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS, INCLUD-
ING CHARTER SCHOOLS, SHALL POST AT LEAST FIVE SIGNS THAT
PROVIDE TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND RELATED INFORMATION FOR
REPORTING INCIDENTS OF CHILD ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND EXPLOITA-
TION; AND TO PROVIDE DETAILS CONCERNING THE CONTENT,
PLACEMENT, AND APPEARANCE OF THE SIGNS; AND BY AMENDING
SECTION 63-7-910, RELATING TO A TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR THE
REFERRAL OF INCIDENTS OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES MAY MAINTAIN, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO MAINTAIN SUCH A SERVICE AND TO
INCLUDE CHILD EXPLOITATION AMONG THE CATEGORIES OF
REPORTABLE INCIDENTS FOR WHICH THE SERVICE IS INTENDED.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-75
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bryant, Pope,
Forrester, Sandifer, Allison, Fry, Cole
   01/23/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-12
   01/24/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 1-25-18 HJ-49
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, For-
rest
   01/25/18 House Amended HJ-31
   01/25/18 House Read second time HJ-31
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-32
   01/25/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-33
   01/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/26/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/30/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-6
H 3921  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 266 OF 2016, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING ACT, SO AS TO REVISE THE ACT S
EFFECTIVE DATE IN ORDER TO GIVE IMMEDIATE EFFECT TO SPECI-
FIED PROVISIONS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
H 3922  General Bill, By Anthony, White, Cobb-Hunter, Yow, Ott, Atkinson,
Hayes and Gagnon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-240 SO AS TO CREATE THE RURAL
COUNTY TRANSFORMATION FUND, TO PROVIDE THAT THE FUND IS
TO BE USED ONLY TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO RURAL
COUNTIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS, TO
REQUIRE EACH ELIGIBLE COUNTY TO FORM A PROJECT COMMITTEE
TO SUBMIT PROJECTS TO THE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR APPROVAL,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR REPORTING.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-75
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gagnon
H 3923  General Bill, By Weeks
Similar (H 3609)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TAX CREDITS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
A NONPROFIT CORPORATION TO TRANSFER CREDITS UNLESS THE
TRANSFER OF A CREDIT IS SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITED.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-76
H 3924  General Bill, By Hardee
Similar (H 4458)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-700, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL LITTERING AND PENAL-
TIES AND OTHER PROVISIONS REGARDING LITTERING, SO AS TO
REVISE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION WHERE THE LITTER INVOLVED
IS A CIGARETTE OR CIGARETTE COMPONENT; AND BY ADDING SEC-
TION 16-11-705 SO AS TO MAKE UNLAWFUL DUMPING OF EGREGIOUS
LITTER BY MEANS OF A TRUCK OR OTHER MOTORIZED VEHICLE OR
CONVEYANCE A SEPARATE OFFENSE, AND PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATION TO INCLUDE MAKING THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT VIOLA-
TIONS A FELONY.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 3925  General Bill, By Spires and Yow
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-1-110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMON-
LAW MARRIAGE IS NOT VALID IN THE STATE ON OR AFTER JANUARY
1, 2018, AND THAT OTHERWISE VALID COMMON-LAW MARRIAGES
ESTABLISHED BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2018, CONTINUE TO BE RECOG-
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NIZED IN THE STATE; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 20-1-360  RELATING
TO THE VALIDITY OF A MARRIAGE CONTRACTED WITHOUT THE
ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
H 3926 (Rat # 0149, Act #  0143)  General Bill, By Spires
Similar (S 0497)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA PHARMACY PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE ADDITIONAL
TERMS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-86, RELATING TO COMPOUNDING
PHARMACIES, SO AS TO REVISE MINIMUM GOOD COMPOUNDING
PRACTICES, TO PROVIDE A PHARMACIST MUST PERFORM A FINAL
CHECK ON A PREPARATION COMPOUNDED BY A PHARMACY TECH-
NICIAN, TO MODIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AREA USED FOR COM-
POUNDING IN A PHARMACY, TO PROVIDE PHARMACISTS SHALL
ENSURE CERTAIN EXPECTED FEATURES OF INGREDIENTS USED IN A
FORMULATION, TO PROVIDE A MEANS FOR DETERMINING THE MAX-
IMUM BEYOND-USE DATE OF AN EXCESS AMOUNT OF A SPECIFIC
COMPOUND IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN
WRITTEN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO A COM-
POUNDING AREA, AND TO PROVIDE THAT MATERIAL DATA SAFETY
MUST BE READILY ACCESSIBLE TO PHARMACY PERSONNEL WHO
WORK WITH DRUG SUBSTANCES OR BULK CHEMICALS, AND TO
DELETE OBSOLETE LANGUAGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-43-88,
RELATING TO THE HANDLING OF STERILE PREPARATION BY PHAR-
MACIES, SO AS TO REVISE ASSOCIATED STANDARDS AND TO
BROADEN THE APPLICATION OF THESE STANDARDS TO INCLUDE
OTHER FACILITIES PERMITTED BY THE BOARD, AMONG OTHER
THINGS. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-76
   04/18/17 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-22
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-15
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-29
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-3
   03/15/18 Ratified R 149
   03/20/18 Signed By Governor
   03/23/18 Effective date 03/20/18
   03/26/18 Act No. 143
H 3927 (Rat # 0117, Act #  0080)  General Bill, By Simrill, Herbkersman, J.E.
Smith, Bernstein, G.M. Smith and Weeks
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 41-43-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWER OF THE STATE
FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY TO ISSUE CERTAIN BONDS TO
FINANCE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS UNDER THE SOUTH
CAROLINA JOBS-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND ACT, SO AS TO
DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE AUTHORITY APPROVE INTER-
EST RATES ON SUCH BONDS AND TO SPECIFY APPROVAL OF SUCH
INTEREST RATES BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA COORDINATING COUN-
CIL FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS NOT REQUIRED; TO AMEND
SECTION 41-43-110, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POWER OF THE
AUTHORITY TO ISSUE CERTAIN BONDS UNDER THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA JOBS-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND ACT, SO AS TO MAKE
CONFORMING CHANGES, TO PROVIDE THE AUTHORITY ANNUALLY
SHALL REPORT RELATED ACTIVITIES TO THE JOINT BOND REVIEW
COMMITTEE, AND TO PROVIDE THE AUTHORITY SHALL PUBLISH
LISTS OF BONDS APPROVED BY THE AUTHORITY AND RELEVANT
INFORMATION ON ITS WEBSITE; AND TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS ACT EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2017. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-77
   03/07/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
Bernstein
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.M.Smith,
Weeks
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-44
   03/23/17 House Read second time HJ-36
   03/23/17 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-5 HJ-36
   03/23/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-38
   03/23/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/24/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-14
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry
   05/03/17 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-46
   05/04/17 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   05/04/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-23
   05/08/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-30
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-3 HJ-30
   05/15/17 Ratified R 117
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 80
H 3928  General Bill, By Loftis, G.R. Smith, Burns, Crawford, Lucas,
Bradley, Clemmons, Delleney, Henderson, Hixon, Pope, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
Stavrinakis and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-11-437 SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL STATE AGEN-
CIES TO USE A SINGLE THIRD PARTY ORIGINAL SOURCE COMPILER
AND PUBLISHER OF UNENCUMBERED ADDRESS DATA FOR PUR-
POSES OF VALIDATING AND VERIFYING STATE RESIDENTS, HOUSE-
HOLDS, AND BUSINESSES, AND TO DIRECT THE CHIEF INFORMATION
OFFICER OF THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY, WITH
THE INPUT OF AFFECTED AGENCIES, TO PROCURE SUCH A COM-
PILER AND PUBLISHER IN THE MANNER REQUIRED BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-78
H 3929 (Rat # 0144, Act #  0139)  General Bill, By Hiott, Pitts, Kirby, Forrest,
Yow, Sandifer, Atkinson, Hayes, Hixon, V.S. Moss, S. Rivers, Magnuson,
Long, Chumley, Burns, Loftis and Gagnon
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-65 SO AS TO ESTABLISH SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE REVIEW AND APPEAL OF DECISIONS BY
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL (DHEC) REGARDING THE PERMITTING, LICENS-
ING, CERTIFICATION OR OTHER APPROVAL OF POULTRY AND OTHER
ANIMAL FACILITIES, EXCEPT SWINE FACILITIES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-1-60, RELATING TO APPEALS FROM DHEC DECISIONS GIVING
RISE TO CONTESTED CASES, SO AS TO REVISE AND CLARIFY PROCE-
DURES FOR REVIEWING PERMITS FOR POULTRY AND OTHER ANI-
MAL FACILITIES, EXCEPT SWINE FACILITIES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 46-45-80, RELATING TO SETBACK DISTANCES FOR POULTRY
AND OTHER ANIMAL FACILITIES, EXCEPT SWINE FACILITIES, SO AS
TO PROHIBIT DHEC FROM REQUIRING ADDITIONAL SETBACK DIS-
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TANCES IF ESTABLISHED DISTANCES ARE ACHIEVED, TO ALLOW
WAIVER OF THE ESTABLISHED SETBACK DISTANCES IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-78
   03/30/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Toole
   04/27/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-1
   05/02/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hiott, B Newton, Clary, For-
rester, Toole, Hixon, Cogswell, Burns, GR Smith, Brown,
Martin, Elliott, JE Smith, Weeks, Anderson, Davis, Cobb-
Hunter, Kirby, Jefferson, Williams, Hill, West, Ballentine,
Spires, King, Huggins, Hewitt, Fry, Hardee, Erickson, W
Newton, Wheeler, Hart, Norrell, Murphy, Chumley HJ-46
   05/03/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Long, Chumley, Burns, Loftis, Gagnon
   05/09/17 House Amended HJ-146
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-146
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-12 HJ-173
   05/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-34
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-7
   01/11/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-7
   02/20/18 Senate Special order, set for February 20, 2018 SJ-26
   02/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-4 SJ-26
   02/21/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-39
   02/22/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-11
   02/27/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-12
   02/27/18 Senate Amended SJ-12
   02/27/18 Senate Read second time SJ-12
   02/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1 SJ-12
   02/28/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-47
   03/01/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-26
   03/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-26
   03/07/18 Ratified R 144
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 139
H 3930  General Bill, By Pitts, Delleney, Clemmons, McCravy, Bennett,
Forrest, Crawford, Lowe, Jordan, Duckworth, White, Henderson, Loftis,
Burns, Chumley, Long, G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Stringer, Bannister, Fry,
Elliott, Hixon, Thayer, Collins, Yow, West, S. Rivers, V.S. Moss, Pope,
Simrill, Martin, Sandifer, Gagnon, Taylor, Whitmire, Hamilton, Forrester,
Huggins, D.C. Moss, Hiott, G.M. Smith, Spires, Putnam, Toole, Bradley, W.
Newton, Erickson, Arrington, Lucas, Atwater, Magnuson and Murphy
Similar (S 0449, H 3700)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-510 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM
CARRYING A HANDGUN INTO CERTAIN PLACES WITHOUT PERMIS-
SION OF THE OWNER OR A PERSON IN CONTROL OF THE PREMISES;
TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-20, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL CARRY-
ING OF A HANDGUN, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROVISIONS THAT PRO-
VIDE WHEN A PERSON MAY LAWFULLY CARRY A HANDGUN; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, RELATING TO THE POSSESSION OF A
FIREARM ON SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROVISIONS
REGARDING THE LAWFUL POSSESSION OF A FIREARM ON SCHOOL
PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-430, RELATING TO THE CARRY-
ING OF A WEAPON ON SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE
CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN IT IS LAWFUL TO CARRY A WEAPON ON
SCHOOL PROPERTY; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-460, RELATING TO
CARRYING A DEADLY CONCEALED WEAPON, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN
ELEMENT OF INTENT; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-465, RELATING TO
PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFULLY CARRYING A WEAPON ONTO PREM-
ISES THAT SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, SO AS TO REVISE THE
ELEMENTS OF THE OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CONCEALABLE
WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROVISIONS RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCE OF PERMITS; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220, RELAT-
ING TO THE RIGHTS OF A PROPERTY OWNER TO ALLOW OR PERMIT
A PERSON CARRYING A CONCEALED WEAPON ON HIS PROPERTY, SO
AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-
225, RELATING TO A PERSON CARRYING A CONCEALABLE WEAPON
INTO THE RESIDENCE OR DWELLING PLACE OF ANOTHER PERSON,
SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN CERTAIN
PERSONS WHO CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON MUST LEAVE OR
REMOVE THE WEAPON FROM THE PREMISES AND TO MAKE A CON-
FORMING CHANGE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS ACT APPLIES ONLY
TO INDIVIDUALS WHO LEGALLY MAY PURCHASE A FIREARM FROM
A PROPERLY LICENSED AND CERTIFIED FIREARMS DEALER.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-79
   03/08/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett, For-
rest
   03/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford,
Lowe, Jordan, Duckworth
   03/13/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: White, Hen-
derson, Loftis, Burns, Chumley, Long, G.R.Smith, Beding-
field, Stringer, Bannister, Fry, Elliott, Hixon, Thayer,
Collins, Yow, West, S.Rivers
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss,
Pope, Simrill, Martin, Atwater
   03/22/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-45
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sandifer, Gag-
non, Taylor, Whitmire, Hamilton, Forrester, Huggins,
D.C.Moss, Hiott, G.M.Smith, Spires, Putnam, Toole,
Bradley, W.Newton, Erickson, Arrington, Lucas
   03/23/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Pitts, Delleney, Clemmons,
McCravy, Bennett, Forrest, Crawford, Lowe, Jordan,
Duckworth, White, Henderson, Loftis, Burns, Chumley,
Long, GR Smith, Bedingfield, Stringer, Bannister, Fry,
Elliott, Hixon, Thayer, Collins, Yow, West, S Rivers, VS
Moss, Pope, Simrill, Martin, Sandifer, Gagnon, Taylor,
Whitmire, Hamilton, Forrester, Huggins, DC Moss, Hiott,
GM Smith, Spires, Putnam, Toole, Bradley, W Newton,
Erickson, Arrington, Lucas HJ-40
   03/29/17 House Debate interrupted HJ-112
   03/30/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-4-17 HJ-59
   04/04/17 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-5-17 HJ-38
   04/05/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Murphy
   04/05/17 House Amended HJ-81
   04/05/17 House Read second time HJ-81
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-64  Nays-46 HJ-113
   04/06/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-25
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
H 3931  General Bill, By Herbkersman
Similar (S 0472)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-1-130 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NON-
PROFIT CORPORATIONS THAT RECEIVE MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS IN PUBLIC FUNDS TO SUBMIT A QUARTERLY EXPENDI-
TURE REPORT TO THE AWARDING JURISDICTION, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT THE AWARDING JURISDICTION MUST MAKE THE REPORTS
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
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   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-80
H 3932  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Collins, Elliott, Clary and Martin
Similar (S 0116)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-2-145 SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A PERSON
PERMITTED OR LICENSED TO SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES FOR
ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION SHALL MAINTAIN A LIQUOR LIABIL-
ITY INSURANCE POLICY OR A GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE POL-
ICY WITH A LIQUOR LIABILITY ENDORSEMENT FOR A TOTAL
COVERAGE OF AT LEAST ONE MILLION DOLLARS DURING THE
PERIOD OF THE BIENNIAL PERMIT OR LICENSE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-80
   03/09/17 House Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-15
   03/09/17 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
   03/10/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Collins, Elliott
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary, Martin
H 3933  General Bill, By Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES  ISSUANCE OF DEALER LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT SHALL SUPPLY AN ADDITIONAL
TWO LICENSE PLATES TO A FULL-SERVICE DEALER WHO CAN
DEMONSTRATE THE PRESENCE OF A SERVICE GARAGE AT HIS DEAL-
ERSHIP.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-80
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-78
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-14
   04/06/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   04/07/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-7
H 3934  General Bill, By S. Rivers and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3690 SO AS TO PROVIDE UP TO A FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLAR CREDIT FOR A PARENT OR GUARDIAN WHO
TEACHES A QUALIFYING STUDENT AT HOME FOR INSTRUCTION-
RELATED EXPENSES, TO PROVIDE UP TO A FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR
CREDIT FOR A PARENT FOR TUITION PAID TO AN INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ON BEHALF OF THEIR CHILD, AND TO PROVIDE THE MAN-
NER IN WHICH THE CREDIT MAY BE CLAIMED.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-80
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 3935  General Bill, By S. Rivers, G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Burns, Bennett,
Bannister, Taylor and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CHOICE SCHOLARSHIP ACT
; BY ADDING CHAPTER 12 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENABLE NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS TO PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS TO PAY THE EDUCA-
TION COSTS OF A STUDENT TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS OR NON-
PUBLIC SCHOOLS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE
THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHALL ADMINISTER THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS CHAPTER AND IMPOSE RELATED REQUIREMENTS OF
THE DEPARTMENT, TO PROVIDE THESE SCHOLARSHIPS MAY NOT BE
TREATED AS INCOME OR A RESOURCE FOR THE PURPOSES OF QUAL-
IFYING FOR ANY OTHER FEDERAL OR STATE GRANT OR PROGRAM
ADMINISTERED BY THE STATE OR A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION, AND
TO PROVIDE RELATED DEFINITIONS, CRITERIA, AND PROCEDURES.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-81
H 3936 (Rat # 0045, Act #  0026)  General Bill, By Whipper, Gilliard, Mack
and Brown
Similar (S 0555, H 4908)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN CHARLESTON COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIG-
NATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THE CHARLES-
TON COUNTY VOTING PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND
TO STRIKE OBSOLETE REFERENCES TO THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH
AND STATISTICS. - ratified title
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   03/07/17 House Referred to Charleston Delegation HJ-81
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Charleston Delegation HJ-33
   04/18/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   04/18/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-20
   04/19/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/20/17 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-8
   04/25/17 Senate Read second time SJ-29
   04/27/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-58
   05/04/17 Ratified R 45
   05/09/17 Signed By Governor
   05/12/17 Effective date 5/9/17
   05/15/17 Act No. 26
H 3937  General Bill, By Allison, Tallon, Cole and Forrester
Similar (S 0488)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF MOTOR
VEHICLE DEALERS  LICENSE AND DEMONSTRATION PLATES, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT A DEALER LICENSE PLATE MAY BE USED BY A
PERSON WHOSE VEHICLE IS BEING SERVICED OR REPAIRED BY THE
DEALERSHIP, PROVIDED THE VEHICLE DISPLAYING THE LICENSE
PLATE IS GIVEN TO THE PERSON BY THE DEALER AT NO CHARGE TO
THE CONSUMER AND ONLY FOR THE DURATION OF THE SERVICE OR
REPAIR, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DEALER MAY BE ISSUED TWO
PLATES FOR THE FIRST TWENTY VEHICLES SOLD DURING THE PRE-
CEDING YEAR AND TWO ADDITIONAL PLATES FOR EACH FIFTEEN
VEHICLES SOLD BEYOND THE INITIAL TWENTY DURING THE PRE-
CEDING YEAR.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-81
H 3938  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 CLASS
AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO HONOR THE TEAM S
EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-92
H 3939  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-92
H 3940  Resolution, By D.C. Moss and V.S. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND STU-
ART ASHBY KERSEY AFTER MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SER-
VICE TO THE SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING OF SOUTH CAROLINIANS, AND
TO WISH HIM HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-93
H 3941  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Whipper, Brown, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BURKE
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-93
H 3942  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Whipper and Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BURKE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM OF CHARLESTON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-94
H 3943  Resolution, By McKnight and Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HEMINGWAY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-94
H 3944  Resolution, By McKnight, Anderson, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HEMING-
WAY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR SECURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-95
H 3945  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson, Clary, Brown, Mack, Gilliard,
Whipper, King, Jefferson and Williams
Similar (S 0032, H 3027, H 3061)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-67-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL SCHOOL
BUSES PUT INTO SERVICE AFTER AUGUST 1, 2020, MUST BE
EQUIPPED WITH LAP SEAT BELTS FOR ALL PERMANENT SEATING
ACCOMMODATIONS, TO PROVIDE THIS REQUIREMENT IS IN ADDI-
TION TO EXISTING SCHOOL BUS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS, TO PRO-
VIDE THESE SEAT BELTS MUST BE PROPERLY FASTENED ABOUT
PASSENGERS DURING VEHICLE OPERATION, TO PROVIDE SCHOOL
BUS DRIVERS SHALL ENSURE THAT THESE SEAT BELTS ARE FAS-
TENED ABOUT EACH PASSENGER, AND TO PROVIDE NO CLAIMS FOR
DAMAGES MAY ARISE FROM THE FAILURE OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
TO ENSURE PASSENGERS WEAR THESE SEAT BELTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-67-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE TRANS-
PORTATION OF STUDENTS AND SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS TO DEFINE
THE TERM  LAP SEAT BELT ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-40,
RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS OF
PUBLIC SCHOOL BUSES TO PRIVATE SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS INCLUDE
LAP SEAT BELT REQUIREMENTS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-96
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Mack,
Gilliard
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Whipper
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-79
   03/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/06/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-18-17 HJ-15
   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, Jeffer-
son, Williams
   04/18/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Murphy, Ryhal, Hill, West,
White, Gagnon, Clemmons, Hayes, Atkinson, Bradley,
Allison, Clary, Whitmire, DC Moss, Magnuson, Tallon,
Long, Chumley, GR Smith, Crosby, Cogswell, Kirby,
Robinson-Simpson, Hart, Williams HJ-17
   04/19/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works HJ-46
H 3946  General Bill, By Erickson, Cobb-Hunter, King, Collins, Bernstein,
Yow, Whipper, Knight, Spires, Arrington, Anderson, McKnight, Jefferson,
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Anthony, Clemmons, Funderburk, Hamilton, Henegan, Loftis, Ridgeway,
Thayer, Whitmire and Willis
Similar (S 0580)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-820, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PLACING CHILDREN IN AN ADULT
JAIL, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN TO BE
TRIED AS AN ADULT AND TO DECREASE THE LENGTH OF TIME THAT
A CHILD MAY BE HELD FOR VIOLATION OF COURT ORDER REGARD-
ING A STATUS OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1020, RELATING
TO THE RIGHT OF CERTAIN PERSONS AND ENTITIES INJURED BY
DELINQUENT ACTS OF A CHILD TO INSTITUTE LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
AGAINST THE CHILD, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE CHILD AND HIS
FAMILY SEEK COUNSELING WHEN THE STATUS OFFENSE IS OF
INCORRIGIBILITY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-19-1440, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO COMMITMENT OF CERTAIN CHILDREN TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE, SO AS TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN STATUS AND CRIMINAL OFFENSES AND TO CHANGE THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR COURT ORDERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-
19-2050, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO EXPUNGEMENT OF CERTAIN
COURT RECORDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE AUTOMATIC
EXPUNGEMENT OF A JUVENILE S RECORDS FOR STATUS OFFENSES,
WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
H 3947  General Bill, By Erickson, Collins, Bernstein, Yow, Wheeler, Spires,
Hosey, Henegan, Jefferson, V.S. Moss, Alexander, Clemmons and Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 15, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SUPPORTING AND STRENGTHENING FAMILIES ACT  TO ALLOW
PARENTS AND PERSONS WITH LEGAL CUSTODY OF A CHILD TO DEL-
EGATE CAREGIVING AUTHORITY FOR THE CHILD TEMPORARILY TO
AN ADULT BY EXECUTION OF A POWER OF ATTORNEY, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE DELEGATION OF
CAREGIVING AUTHORITY AND THE RIGHT TO REVOKE THE POWER
OF ATTORNEY, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-
7-920, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO INVESTIGATIONS OF SUSPECTED
CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO PROVIDE CERTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT
COMMUNITY SUPPORTIVE SERVICES TO A PARENT WHEN THE
INVESTIGATION DOES NOT RESULT IN PLACEMENT OF THE CHILD
OUTSIDE OF THE HOME; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-20, RELAT-
ING TO THE DEFINITION OF A CHILDCARE FACILITY, SO AS TO
EXCLUDE AN ADULT DESIGNATED AS AN ATTORNEY-IN-FACT FOR A
CHILD IN A POWER OF ATTORNEY EXECUTED PURSUANT TO ARTI-
CLE 7, CHAPTER 15, TITLE 63.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 3948  General Bill, By Erickson, Collins, Bernstein, Robinson-Simpson,
Yow, Willis, Spires, Hosey, Jefferson, Alexander and Clemmons
Similar (S 0560)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-430, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SEX OFFENDER REG-
ISTRY, SO AS TO GIVE FAMILY COURTS THE DISCRETION WHETHER
TO REQUIRE A CHILD FOURTEEN YEARS OR OLDER TO BE PLACED
ON THE REGISTRY, TO PROHIBIT FAMILY COURTS FROM PLACING A
CHILD UNDER FOURTEEN YEARS ON THE REGISTRY, AND TO ALLOW
PERSONS REQUIRED TO BE PLACED ON THE REGISTRY TO PETITION
THE COURT FOR REMOVAL UPON REACHING TWENTY-ONE YEARS
OF AGE; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-490, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY RECORDS, SO AS
TO LIMIT PUBLIC ACCESS TO VICTIMS, WITNESSES, SCHOOLS,
CHILDCARE FACILITIES, AND OTHER BUSINESSES THAT PRIMARILY
SERVE CHILDREN, WOMEN, OR VULNERABLE ADULTS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-3-510, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FAMILY
COURT JURISDICTION OVER CHILDREN, SO AS TO RETAIN JURISDIC-
TION TO REVIEW PETITIONS FOR REMOVAL FROM THE SEX
OFFENDER REGISTRY.
   03/07/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   03/07/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
H 3949  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 2017, AS
4-H DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND MS. CAREY HERN-
DON, STATE 4-H TEEN COUNCIL PRESIDENT, DR. PAM ARDERN, STATE
4-H PROGRAM LEADER, AND THE 2016-2017 4-H LEADERSHIP TEAM
FOR THEIR NUMEROUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND  FOR THE LEADER-
SHIP THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 3950  Resolution, By Simrill, Pope, Felder, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, Dillard,
D.C. Moss, King, Delleney, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WINTHROP
UNIVERSITY MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 BIG SOUTH TITLE.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 3951  Resolution, By Simrill, Pope, Felder, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, Dillard,
D.C. Moss, King and Delleney
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
WINTHROP UNIVERSITY MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM WITH THE TEAM
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 BIG SOUTH
TITLE.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
   03/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3952  Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
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Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOAN KELLY MULVIHILL
OF CHARLESTON ON RUNNING EIGHTY-ONE MARATHONS DURING
HER ATHLETIC CAREER AND TO COMMEND THE COMMITMENT
THAT SPURRED HER ON TOWARD THIS ACHIEVEMENT.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 3953  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ST. JAMES
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 3954  Resolution, By Fry
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ST.
JAMES HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY GOLF TEAM OF HORRY
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 3955  General Bill, By Gilliard, Cobb-Hunter, Whipper, Mack and
Williams
Similar (S 0147, H 3196, H 3216)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 20 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 16 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES FOR A PERSON CONVICTED OF A CRIME CONTAINED IN
THIS CHAPTER WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN A PERSON BECAUSE OF HIS RACE, RELIGION, COLOR,
SEX, AGE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, OR HOMELESS-
NESS; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-11-510 AND 16-11-520, RELATING
TO MALICIOUS INJURY TO PERSONAL AND REAL PROPERTY, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR MALICIOUS INJURY TO REAL PROP-
ERTY OFFENSES AND TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PENALTIES FOR PER-
SONS WHO MALICIOUSLY INJURE PERSONAL OR REAL PROPERTY OF
ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE INTENT TO ASSAULT, INTIMIDATE, OR
THREATEN THAT PERSON.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-57
H 3956  General Bill, By Ott and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-3-620 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION MUST MAINTAIN ANY OUTFALL OR
DRAINAGE DITCH THAT WAS CONSTRUCTED BY THE DEPARTMENT
AS PART OF A STATE HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT.
   03/08/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   03/08/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-57
H 3957  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Cogswell, McCoy, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE FIRST BAP-
TIST SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL  TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3958  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Cogswell and McCoy
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
FIRST BAPTIST SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF CHARLESTON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3959  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO RACHEL
WYATT, MISS SOUTH CAROLINA, AND MAKAYLA STARK, MISS
SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN, ALONG WITH THE OTHER CONTESTANTS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 MISS SOUTH CAROLINA AND MISS SOUTH CAROLINA
TEEN TITLES.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3960  Resolution, By S. Rivers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
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Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE GOOSE
CREEK HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3961  Resolution, By S. Rivers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
GOOSE CREEK HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM OF BERKE-
LEY COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3962  Resolution, By Putnam, Thayer, Gagnon, Yow, West, Taylor, Loftis,
Toole, Felder, Simrill, Burns, Long, V.S. Moss, Pope, Magnuson, Chumley,
Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Elliott, Arrington, Bennett, McCoy, Jordan, Allison,
Sottile, Atwater, Bradley, S. Rivers, Davis, Erickson, B. Newton, Martin,
Bedingfield, Crawford, Fry, W. Newton, Murphy, Spires, Bannister,
Blackwell, Clemmons, Cogswell, Cole, Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Forrest,
Forrester, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Lowe, D.C. Moss,
Pitts, Sandifer, Tallon, Whitmire and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONGRESSIONAL DELEGA-
TION, AND THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
TO SUPPORT AND ENACT LEGISLATION THAT GIVES THE STATES
MORE FLEXIBILITY IN SPENDING FEDERAL DOLLARS ON TRANS-
PORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS.
   03/13/17 House Introduced HJ-7
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-7
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-51
   03/29/17 House Adopted HJ-76
H 3963  Concurrent Resolution, By Finlay
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF CROSS HILL ROAD AND DEVINE STREET IN THE CITY
OF COLUMBIA  COUNCILWOMAN LEONA PLAUGH MEMORIAL
INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/13/17 House Introduced HJ-9
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-34
   04/18/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
H 3964  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF WILSON ROAD IN THE
CITY OF FLORENCE FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH IRBY STREET TO
ITS INTERSECTION WITH OAKLAND AVENUE  ELDER ELIJAH GREEN
WAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS
ROAD CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/13/17 House Introduced HJ-9
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-34
   04/18/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/04/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-78
H 3965  Concurrent Resolution, By Hardee, Johnson, Clemmons, Crawford,
Duckworth, Fry, Atkinson, Hayes, Ryhal and Hewitt
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THE
INTERSECTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 17 AND THE SOUTH
CAROLINA - NORTH CAROLINA STATE LINE, AT THE INTERSECTION
OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 701 AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA -
NORTH CAROLINA STATE LINE, AT THE INTERSECTION OF UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 701 AND THE HORRY-GEORGETOWN COUNTY
LINE, ALONG UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 501 IN GALIVANTS FERRY, AT
THE INTERSECTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 378 AND THE
HORRY - MARION COUNTY LINE, AND AT THE INTERSECTION OF
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 905 AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA -
NORTH CAROLINA LINE THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS  HOME OF THE
2016 NATIONAL BASEBALL CHAMPIONS COASTAL CAROLINA UNI-
VERSITY CHANTICLEERS .
   03/13/17 House Introduced HJ-9
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-9
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-50
   03/29/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt
   03/29/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-77
   03/30/17 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   03/30/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   03/06/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-57
H 3966  Concurrent Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DONALD  DON
LEO RALPH OF CLARENDON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS
NINETY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/13/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 3967  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Toole, Long, Elliott, G.R. Smith,




A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2720, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PORTION OF THE MOTOR FUEL
USER FEE CREDITED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THAT DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
EXPENDITURE OF THE FUNDS ON EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION,
INCLUDING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-28-
2760 SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN MOTOR FUEL USER FEE PROCEEDS
FROM BEING EXPENDED ON NEW ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS,
AND TO PROHIBIT THE EXPENDITURE OR TRANSFER OF SUCH
FUNDS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUC-
TURE BANK.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
   03/13/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   03/14/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: G.R.Smith,
Hamilton, Putnam, Daning, Crosby, Magnuson, Taylor
H 3968  General Bill, By Sandifer and Forrester
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-1-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EFFECTS OF PRIOR CRIMINAL CONVIC-
TIONS ON PERSONS SEEKING AUTHORIZATION TO PRACTICE,
PURSUE, OR ENGAGE IN REGULATED PROFESSIONS OR OCCUPA-
TIONS, SO AS TO DELETE PROVISIONS PROHIBITING DENIALS OF
SUCH AUTHORIZATIONS SOLELY FOR CERTAIN PRIOR CRIMINAL
CONVICTIONS, TO ALLOW THE DENIAL OF AN AUTHORIZATION TO
PRACTICE WHICH WOULD POSE CERTAIN THREATS TO THE PUBLIC,
TO REQUIRE CERTAIN MINIMUM CRIMINAL RECORD BACKGROUND
CHECKS OF PERSONS SEEKING AUTHORIZATION TO PRACTICE, TO
PROVIDE SUCH REQUIREMENTS ARE INTENDED TO OPERATE IN THE
ABSENCE OF SUCH REQUIREMENTS BUT DO NOT LIMIT OR OTHER-
WISE RESTRICT THE ABILITY OF BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND PAN-
ELS FROM IMPOSING MORE RESTRICTIVE AND ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS, AND TO SPECIFY THE BOARDS, COMMISSIONS, AND
PANELS TO WHICH THESE BACKGROUND CHECK REQUIREMENTS
APPLY; TO AMEND SECTION 40-1-110, RELATING TO SPECIFIC
GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION AGAINST PERSONS AUTHO-
RIZED TO PRACTICE, PURSUE, OR ENGAGE IN REGULATED PROFES-
SIONS AND AUTHORIZATIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE CERTAIN PRIOR
CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS OR PLEAS TO CRIMINAL CONDUCT; AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT TAKE EFFECT TWO
YEARS AFTER APPROVAL BY THE GOVERNOR.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-29
   03/28/17 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Loftis, Hiott, Whit-
mire, Crosby, Yow, Ryhal, Fry, Crawford, Thayer, Jeffer-
son, Forester, Clemmons, West HJ-58
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-41
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-3 HJ-42
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-77
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
H 3969 (Rat # 0130, Act #  0094)  General Bill, By Felder and Allison
Similar (S 0534)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1940 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE EDUCATION
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE SHALL DESIGN AND PILOT CERTAIN DIS-
TRICT ACCOUNTABILITY MODELS THAT FOCUS ON COMPETENCY-
BASED EDUCATION; BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1950 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A STATE LONGITUDINAL DATA
SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF
PUBLIC EDUCATION AND THE COLLEGE READINESS AND CAREER
READINESS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL GRADUATES, AND TO PROVIDE
RELATED FINDINGS; BY ADDING SECTION 59-18-1960 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THE MEASURING OF STUDENT PROGRESS OR GROWTH USING
A VALUE-ADDED SYSTEM; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-100, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PURPOSE OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY
SYSTEM IN THE EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE ADDITIONAL PURPOSES CONCERNING THE PROFILE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA GRADUATE; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-120, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE EDUCATION
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT, SO AS TO REVISE AND ADD DEFINED TERMS;
TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
STATEWIDE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM FOR MEASURING STUDENT
PERFORMANCE, SO AS TO DELETE OBSOLETE LANGUAGE AND TO
DELETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE TIMING FOR ADMINISTER-
ING CERTAIN ASSESSMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-320, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF CERTAIN STATE-
WIDE STANDARDS-BASED ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO DELETE OBSO-
LETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND ACT,
AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS CONCERNING PERFORMANCE LEVEL
RESULTS IN VARIOUS CORE SUBJECT AREAS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-
18-325, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COLLEGE AND CAREER READI-
NESS SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO REVISE PROCUREMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION PROVISIONS AND THE TIME AFTER WHICH
RESULTS OF SUCH ASSESSMENTS MAY BE INCLUDED IN SCHOOL
RATINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-340, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE MANDATORY PROVISION OF STATE-FUNDED ASSESSMENTS,
SO AS TO DELETE ONE SUCH ASSESSMENT AND INCLUDE TWO
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-360, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO ASSESSMENT REPORTS, SO AS TO REVISE
DEADLINES; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-900, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL REPORT CARD FOR SCHOOLS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE IT IS WEB-BASED, TO REVISE THE PURPOSES OF THE
REPORT CARD, TO REVISE AND DEFINE CATEGORIES OF ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE RATINGS, TO PROVIDE THE SAME CATEGORIES ALSO
MUST BE ASSIGNED TO INDIVIDUAL INDICATORS USED TO MEA-
SURE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE, TO MAKE THE USE OF STUDENT
SCORES IN CALCULATING SCHOOL RATINGS BE OPTIONAL INSTEAD
OF MANDATORY, TO DELETE STUDENT PERFORMANCE LEVELS, TO
PROVIDE THE REPORT CARD MUST INCLUDE INDICATORS THAT
MEET FEDERAL LAW REQUIREMENTS, TO INCLUDE DROPOUT
RETENTION DATA AND ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY AMONG THE
TYPES OF INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN REPORT
CARDS, AND TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS FOR RELATED SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT COUNCIL REPORTS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-910,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO COMPREHENSIVE CYCLICAL REVIEWS
OF THE ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE INCLU-
SION OF CERTAIN RECOMMENDATIONS DETERMINING THE READI-
NESS OF GRADUATING STUDENTS IN CERTAIN CATEGORIES
RELATED TO THE PROFILE OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GRADUATE; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-18-920, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CHARTER
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO PROVIDE DATA REQUIRED OF A CHARTER
SCHOOL MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP A RATING OF THE SCHOOL, TO
DELETE EXISTING PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE CHARTER
SCHOOL RATINGS, TO DELETE PROVISIONS PROHIBITING USE OF
CHARTER SCHOOL STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN A DISTRICT S OVER-
ALL PERFORMANCE RATINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-18-930, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE DEPART-
MENT ANNUALLY ISSUE AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
CARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT INSTEAD MAY PUBLISH
THE REPORT ON ITS WEBSITE IN A CERTAIN MANNER, AND TO PRO-
VIDE CERTAIN NATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORES MAY BE INCLUDED;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-18-950 RELATING TO CRITERIA FOR
SCHOOL DISTRICT AND HIGH SCHOOL RATINGS. - ratified title
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12




   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-48
   03/30/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/17 House Amended HJ-13
   04/05/17 House Read second time HJ-34
   04/05/17 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-5 HJ-38
   04/06/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-7
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Education SJ-4
   05/04/17 Senate Amended SJ-26
   05/05/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/17 Senate Amended SJ-35
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-15
   05/10/17 Senate Amended SJ-29
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-29
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-29
   05/10/17 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-58
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-98 HJ-61
   05/11/17 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Hembree, John Matthews, Talley SJ-22
   05/11/17 House Conference committee appointed Allison, Felder, Brown
HJ-12
   06/06/17 House Conference report received and adopted
   06/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0
   06/06/17 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-70
   06/06/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-73
   06/06/17 House Ordered enrolled for ratification
   06/06/17 Ratified R 130
   06/10/17 Signed By Governor
   06/15/17 Effective date 6/10/17
   06/20/17 Act No. 94
H 3970  General Bill, By Delleney
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-20-45, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ENFORCEMENT OF SELF-
SERVICE STORAGE FACILITY LIENS, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER
OF ENFORCEMENT TO REQUIRE COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE
SALES, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCH SALES.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-92
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-92
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-98
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-99
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-8
H 3971  General Bill, By Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-10 AND 56-1-130, BOTH AS
AMENDED, SECTION 56-3-20 AND SECTION 56-19-10, AS AMENDED,
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSU-
ANCE OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, THE REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
OF MOTOR VEHICLES, THE TERM  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL
VEHICLE  AND ITS DEFINITION, AND THE TERM  MOTORCYCLE
THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  AND ITS DEFINITION, SO AS TO DELETE
THE TERM  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  AND REPLACE IT
WITH THE TERM  AUTOCYCLE  AND TO REVISE ITS DEFINITION; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 56-5-145 AND 56-5-155 RELATING TO THE
TERMS  AUTOMOTIVE THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  AND  MOTORCYCLE
THREE-WHEEL VEHICLE  AND THEIR DEFINITIONS.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-14
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-79
   04/06/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-2-17 HJ-16
   05/02/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Education and Public
Works
H 3972  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RACHEL WYATT
FOR HER EXCEPTIONAL POISE, TALENT, AND BEAUTY AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HER FOR BEING NAMED MISS SOUTH CAROLINA FOR
2016.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3973  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MAKAYLA
STARK FOR HER EXCEPTIONAL POISE, TALENT, AND BEAUTY AND
TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR BEING NAMED MISS SOUTH CAROLINA
TEEN FOR 2016.
   03/13/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3974  Resolution, By Thayer, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
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W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NEW COVE-
NANT SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSO-
CIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
   06/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 3975  Resolution, By Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NEW COVENANT SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
ANDERSON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CHRIS-
TIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3976  Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MULLINS
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3977  Resolution, By Atkinson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
MULLINS HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
MARION COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3978  Resolution, By Bernstein, Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND THE CARDINAL
NEWMAN WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR ANOTHER STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3979  Resolution, By Bernstein and Howard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CARDINAL NEWMAN SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM WITH THE TEAM
COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3980  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RUBY SANDERS
UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN
TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 3981  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LENARD MCK-
ELVEY, AN AMERICAN RADIO PRESENTER AND TELEVISION PERSON-
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ALITY, AND TO WELCOME HIM AS HE RETURNS TO HIS NATIVE
SOUTH CAROLINA TO BE THE KEYNOTE SPEAKER  FOR THE THIRD
COLUMBIA CAREER CONNECT CONFERENCE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 3982  Resolution, By Taylor, Blackwell, Clyburn, Hixon, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE SOUTH AIKEN HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS SWIM TEAM ON CAPTURING THE 2016 CLASS AAAA
STATE SWIM CHAMPIONSHIP AND TO CONGRATULATE THE SWIM-
MERS AND THEIR COACHES ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3983  Resolution, By Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS SWIM TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2016 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 3984  Resolution, By Loftis, Burns, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Chumley,
Allison, Bannister, Bedingfield, Elliott, Hamilton, Henderson and G.R. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE FURMAN
UNIVERSITY MEN S RUGBY TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTHERN RUGBY CONFERENCE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3985  Resolution, By Loftis, Burns, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Chumley,
Allison, Bannister, Bedingfield, Elliott, Hamilton, Henderson and G.R. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
FURMAN UNIVERSITY MEN S RUGBY TEAM OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY WITH THE COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE
2017 SOUTHERN RUGBY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 3986  Concurrent Resolution, By Finlay
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE
LIFE OF COLUMBIA CITY COUNCILWOMAN LEONA KIRBY PLAUGH
OF RICHLAND COUNTY, TO HONOR HER REMARKABLE COMMIT-
MENT TO THE CITY OF COLUMBIA, AND TO EXTEND DEEPEST SYM-
PATHY TO HER LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   03/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 3987  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND EXPRESS DEEP
APPRECIATION TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
SYSTEM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS IN EDUCATING
AND TRAINING OUR STATE S WORKFORCE AND TO DECLARE APRIL
5, 2017, AS SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM DAY.
   03/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/14/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
   03/23/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-13
   03/29/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-57
H 3988  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE THIRTY-
FOUR SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENTS NAMED
TO SOUTH CAROLINA S 2017 ACADEMIC ALL-STATE ACADEMIC
TEAM IN THE ALL-USA ACADEMIC TEAM COMPETITION FOR TECH-
NICAL COLLEGES, COMMUNITY COLLEGES, AND JUNIOR COLLEGES
SPONSORED BY THE PHI THETA KAPPA HONOR SOCIETY IN RECOG-
NITION OF THEIR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS AND SERVICE TO
THEIR COMMUNITIES.
   03/14/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/14/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 3989  General Bill, By Jefferson, Knight, Anderson, Thigpen, Williams,
Mack and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 38 TO CHAPTER 5, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL REQUIRE
THAT CERTAIN VEHICLES MUST UNDERGO AN ANNUAL INSPECTION,
TO PROVIDE A FEE FOR THE INSPECTION, AND TO PROVIDE PENAL-
TIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS ARTICLE.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
H 3990  General Bill, By Sandifer and S. Rivers
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-23-280, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS REGULATORY
REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS THE DUTY OF
THE COMMITTEE TO REQUEST FROM AN AGENCY PROMULGATING A
REGULATION BEING REVIEWED BY THE COMMITTEE A RESPONSE
TO THE COMMITTEE S REQUEST FOR INFORMATION RELATED TO
THE REGULATION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMITTEE SHALL HAVE
THE ABILITY TO REQUEST INFORMATION FOR A REGULATORY FLEX-
IBILITY ANALYSIS ON A PROPOSED REGULATION AFTER THE PUBLIC
HEARING DATE OR A REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS ON AN
EXISTING REGULATION, AND THE ABILITY TO PETITION THE STATE
AGENCY, AND TO AMEND, REVISE, OR REVOKE A REGULATION IF
THE COMMITTEE DETERMINES THERE WILL BE A SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESSES; AND TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ADJUSTMENT OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS  TERMS TO ACHIEVE
STAGGERED TERMS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT AN APPOINTED COM-
MITTEE MEMBER SHALL NOT SERVE CONSECUTIVELY FOR MORE
THAN SIX YEARS.
   03/14/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/14/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-11
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 3991  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANNA NAOMIE MARONE
DAVIS OF DARLINGTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
H 3992  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NORTH-
WOOD ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 3993  Resolution, By Daning
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NORTHWOOD ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
BERKELEY COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3994  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE ESSENTIAL VALUE AND
IMPORTANCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE PLANTS TO THE STATE S
HISTORY, ECONOMY, LANDSCAPE, AND ENVIRONMENT AND TO DES-
IGNATE OCTOBER 16-20, 2017, THE THIRD WEEK OF OCTOBER, AS
SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE PLANT WEEK. 
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 3995  Resolution, By Bowers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MRS. WILLIE BESSIE
LANGFORD OF JASPER COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 3996  Resolution, By McKnight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF NATHANIEL JAMES MYERS, JR., AND
TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
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H 3997  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Rutherford, J.E. Smith,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 2017  AMERICAN
JEWISH HERITAGE MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOG-
NIZE AND HONOR THE HISTORY OF JEWISH CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR
GREAT STATE.
   03/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-8
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-19
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-46
H 3998  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, Norrell, West, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE HIS EXCELLENCY
RECEP TAYYIP ERDOGAN OF TURKEY, TO RECOGNIZE THE CLOSE
PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN TURKEY AND THE UNITED STATES, AND TO
CALL UPON PRESIDENT ERDOGAN TO RELEASE PASTOR ANDREW
BRUNSON.
   03/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   03/15/17 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   03/15/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
H 3999  Concurrent Resolution, By Quinn, Atwater and Huggins
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
RENAME THE  HOPE FERRY LANDING  ON THE SALUDA RIVER THE  J.
B. BARKER BOAT LANDING  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE SIGNS OR
MARKERS AT THIS LOCATION THAT CONTAIN THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/15/17 House Introduced HJ-6
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   04/06/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions
   04/18/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced, placed on calendar without reference SJ-8
   04/19/17 Senate Amended and adopted SJ-16
   04/19/17 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-16
   04/25/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-18
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-18
H 4000  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE ESSENTIAL
VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE PLANTS TO
THE STATE S HISTORY, ECONOMY, LANDSCAPE, AND ENVIRONMENT
AND TO DESIGNATE OCTOBER 16-20, 2017, THE THIRD WEEK OF
OCTOBER, AS  SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE PLANT WEEK. 
   03/15/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/16/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/16/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   04/27/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-47
H 4001  Joint Resolution, By Felder, Simrill, Pope, B. Newton, Daning,
Arrington, Bennett and Davis
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, CON-
TINGENT UPON VOTER APPROVAL IN THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION,
MAY ISSUE CERTAIN GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS TO PAY OPERAT-
ING EXPENSES FOR FISCAL YEARS 2019-2020, 2020-2021, AND 2021-
2022, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BONDS, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE BONDS BY LEVYING A TAX WITHOUT
LIMIT ON ALL TAXABLE PROPERTY IN THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SUFFI-
CIENT TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON THE BONDS AS
THEY RESPECTIVELY MATURE AND TO CREATE A SINKING FUND AS
MAY BE NECESSARY FOR THEM, TO PROVIDE PRINCIPAL AND INTER-
EST OF THE BONDS ARE TAX EXEMPT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAN-
NER BY WHICH PROCEEDS DERIVED FROM SALES OF THE BONDS
MUST BE USED, TO PROVIDE POWERS AND AUTHORIZATIONS CON-
FERRED TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS UNDER THIS JOINT RESOLUTION
ARE CUMULATIVE TO THEIR EXISTING POWERS AND AUTHORIZA-
TIONS, TO PROVIDE NO ADDITIONAL ELECTIONS OR OTHER
ACTIONS ARE REQUIRED FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO ISSUE THE
BONDS, AND TO PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF THIS JOINT RESOLU-
TION APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING THE PROVISIONS OF THE SCHOOL
BOND ACT.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 4002  General Bill, By B. Newton and Atwater
Similar (H 3176, H 3413)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-41-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN INDIVIDUAL RETIRE-
MENT ACCOUNT BEING EXEMPT FROM ATTACHMENT, LEVY, AND
SALE, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT THE EXEMPTION
APPLIES ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IS PERMITTED IN SECTION
522(d) OF THE FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY CODE.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
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   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-9
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
H 4003 (Rat # 0118, Act #  0092)  General Bill, By Hiott, Hewitt, Davis,
Forrest, Bennett, West, Ott, Atkinson and Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 26 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO ENACT THE  PRO-
DUCE SAFETY ACT , TO ESTABLISH THE AUTHORITY OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TO ENFORCE CERTAIN
FOOD SAFETY STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO FARM PRODUCE
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE AUTHORITY TO INSPECT
CERTAIN FARMS; TO SEIZE, CONDEMN, AND DESTROY COVERED
PRODUCE; AND TO OBTAIN A COURT ORDER FOR FORFEITURE AND
DESTRUCTION OF COVERED PRODUCE; TO PROVIDE FOR THE
APPEAL OF COURT ORDERS; TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS, INCLUDING
FARM  AND  COVERED PRODUCE ; TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS FOR
CERTAIN FARMS AND PRODUCE; TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT
TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN PENALTIES
FOR VIOLATION OF THE CHAPTER; TO PROVIDE FOR THE REPEAL OF
THE CHAPTER UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-9
   03/22/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt, Davis,
Forrest, Bennett, West, Ott, Atkinson
   03/23/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-3
   03/28/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   03/28/17 House Amended HJ-53
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-53
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-11 HJ-54
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-15
   04/20/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-11
   05/03/17 Senate Amended SJ-43
   05/03/17 Senate Read second time SJ-43
   05/03/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-43
   05/04/17 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   05/04/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-26
   05/10/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-27
   05/15/17 Ratified R 118
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/30/17 Effective date 05/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 92
H 4004  General Bill, By Allison and Henderson
Similar (S 0530)
A BILL TO AUTHORIZE THE PELHAM-BATESVILLE FIRE DISTRICT,
WHICH PROVIDES FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES TO PORTIONS OF
GREENVILLE AND SPARTANBURG COUNTIES, TO ISSUE BONDS TO
FINANCE CERTAIN NECESSARY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE AMOUNT AND PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE
BONDS MAY BE ISSUED.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
H 4005 (Rat # 0145, Act #  0140)  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Clary
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-215 SO AS TO DECLARE THE THIRD WEEK
IN OCTOBER OF EACH YEAR AS  SOUTH CAROLINA NATIVE PLANT
WEEK  AND ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO RECOGNIZE
THE ESSENTIAL VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE NATIVE PLANTS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO OUR STATE S HISTORY, ECONOMIC LAND-
SCAPE, AND ENVIRONMENT. - ratified title
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-10
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-81
   04/05/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   04/06/17 House Read second time HJ-21
   04/06/17 House Roll call Yeas-73  Nays-26 HJ-21
   04/18/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-16
   04/18/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/18/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-8
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-9
   02/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   02/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-20
   02/21/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-10
   03/07/18 Ratified R 145
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 140
H 4006  General Bill, By Simrill, Felder, Long, Magnuson, Chumley, G.R.
Smith, Pope, Delleney, Erickson, B. Newton, Henderson, W. Newton, Taylor
and Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-255 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES FROM APPLYING FOR, SEEKING, ACCEPTING,
OR RENEWING A WAIVER OF WORK REQUIREMENTS FOR A PERSON
APPLYING FOR OR RECEIVING SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSIS-
TANCE PROGRAM BENEFITS.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-10
   04/19/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson,
B.Newton
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson,
W.Newton, Taylor
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 4007  General Bill, By Whipper, King, Mack, Kirby, Putnam, Alexander,
Robinson-Simpson, McKnight, Hosey, Brown, Dillard, Mitchell, Norrell and
Thayer
Similar (H 3169)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-11-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CANDIDATE
WHO EXECUTES A CANDIDACY PLEDGE WITH A POLITICAL PARTY
FOR PURPOSES OF OFFERING FOR ELECTION TO A PARTICULAR
OFFICE IN THAT PARTY S PRIMARY ELECTION AND WHO IS LATER
ELECTED TO THAT OFFICE IS REQUIRED TO RESIGN THIS OFFICE
BEFORE HE MAY CHANGE HIS POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 4008  General Bill, By Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-730, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS ELIGIBLE TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE STATE HEALTH AND DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SOUTH CAROLINA LOTTERY COMMISSION-
ERS, SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE BANK
BOARD MEMBERS, AND COUNTY MAGISTRATES, TOGETHER WITH
THEIR ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS, ARE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
   03/15/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   03/15/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-11
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H 4009 (Rat # 0286, Act #  0257)  General Bill, By Lucas, Williams,
Crawford, Alexander, McCoy, Hiott, Clemmons, Bales, Bedingfield, Ott,
G.R. Smith, Herbkersman, Sandifer and S. Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 69 TO TITLE 12 SO AS TO ENACT THE  MOTOR-
SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX INVESTMENT ACT  BY EXEMPT-
ING CERTAIN BUILDING MATERIALS FOR A COMPLEX FROM THE
SALES TAX AND TO PROVIDE THE PROCESS BY WHICH A QUALIFIED
COMPANY MAY CLAIM THE EXEMPTION. - ratified title
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-120
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-53
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill HJ-104
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-104
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-104
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-1 HJ-107
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   04/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
13
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-60
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-60
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-60
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-36
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-76
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-102 HJ-77
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Malloy, Campbell, Martin SJ-19
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Williams, Lucas, Simrill
HJ-85
   06/27/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-39
   06/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-39
   06/27/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-79
   06/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-2 HJ-83
   06/27/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-84
   06/28/18 Ratified R 286
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/05/18 Effective date 07/02/2018
   07/12/18 Act No. 257
H 4010  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Rutherford, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA WOMEN S SOCCER TEAM ON CAPTURING THE 2016 SOUTH-
EASTERN CONFERENCE (SEC) REGULAR-SEASON CHAMPIONSHIP
AND TO COMMEND THESE ATHLETES ON A SPECTACULAR SEASON.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-116
H 4011  Resolution, By G.R. Smith and Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S SOCCER TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND HONORED FOR WINNING THE 2016 SOUTHEASTERN
CONFERENCE (SEC) REGULAR-SEASON CHAMPIONSHIP.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-117
H 4012  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRYAN EDDINGS OF
CHARLESTON COUNTY ON CAPTURING THE SILVER MEDAL AT THE
2017 ABC NATIONAL CRAFT CHAMPIONSHIPS.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-117
H 4013  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-66-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS WHO MAY MAKE
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR ADULTS UNABLE TO CONSENT, SO AS
TO ADD A PERSON GIVEN THE AUTHORITY TO MAKE THOSE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS PURSUANT TO ANOTHER STATUTORY PROVISION;
AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-26-40, 44-26-50, AND 44-26-60, ALL AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO RIGHTS OF CLIENTS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS, SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-121
H 4014  General Bill, By Pitts, White and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 4, TITLE 48 SO AS TO PLACE THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK UNDER THE DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES, TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES WILL SERVE AS THE BOARD
FOR THE CONSERVATION BANK, TO CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CONSERVATION BANK ADVISORY BOARD AND TO ESTABLISH CER-
TAIN POWERS AND DUTIES FOR THE ADVISORY BOARD, TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE CONSERVATION BANK TO UNDERTAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS
TO PRESERVE AND PROTECT NATURAL RESOURCES, TO ESTABLISH
CERTAIN CONSERVATION CRITERIA, TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF CON-
SERVATION BANK FUNDS TO ACQUIRE INTERESTS THROUGH EMI-
NENT DOMAIN OR CONDEMNATION, AND TO ESTABLISH THAT THE
CONSERVATION BANK MAY NOT BE USED TO ELIMINATE OR UNREA-
SONABLY RESTRICT HUNTING, FISHING, FARMING, FORESTRY, TIM-
BER MANAGEMENT, OR WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT; TO
REPEAL SECTION 12-24-95, RELATING TO DEED RECORDING FEES; TO
REPEAL CHAPTER 59, TITLE 48 RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CONSERVATION BANK; AND TO DESIGNATE SECTIONS 48-4-10
THROUGH 48-4-80 AS ARTICLE 1, ENTITLED  GENERAL PROVISIONS .
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   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-121
   03/22/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 4015  Resolution, By Dillard and Robinson-Simpson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SPRINGFIELD
BAPTIST CHURCH, AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PASTOR AND CON-
GREGATION UPON THE OCCASION OF THE ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF MINISTRY TO THEIR COMMUNITY AND THEIR
GOD.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-118
H 4016  Resolution, By Hixon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NORTH
AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-118
H 4017  Resolution, By Hixon
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NORTH AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM OF
AIKEN COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-119
H 4018  Resolution, By Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF BETTY ANN YOUNG BUTLER OF EDGE-
FIELD COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-119
H 4019  General Bill, By Ballentine and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 50-3-430 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION SHALL NOT RECORD A VIOLATION OF
A PROVISION RELATING TO CARRYING AN INSUFFICIENT NUMBER
OF PERSONAL FLOATATION DEVICES ON A BOAT OR WATERCRAFT IN
ANY DATABASE USED TO GENERATE A PERSON S STATE CRIMINAL
RECORD OR A NATIONAL CRIMINAL RECORD.
   03/21/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   03/21/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-122
H 4020  General Bill, By Johnson and Hardee
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 28-2-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO A CONDEMNOR S RIGHT TO ENTER
ON REAL PROPERTY SUBJECT TO CONDEMNATION FOR CERTAIN
PURPOSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE CONDEMNOR TO PROVIDE
NOTICE TO THE LANDOWNER OF APPLICATION FOR AN EX PARTE
ORDER TO GAIN ENTRY.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-57
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-26
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-27
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-28
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
H 4021  General Bill, By Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT CERTAIN FUEL AND ELECTRIC-
ITY USED IN PERISHABLE PREPARED FOOD MANUFACTURING AND
TO EXEMPT CERTAIN CLOTHING WORN AT PERISHABLE PREPARED
FOOD MANUFACTURING FACILITIES.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-56
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-120
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-120
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-63  Nays-33 HJ-123
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-10
H 4022  General Bill, By Finlay, Atwater, Huggins, Toole and Forrest
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-440 SO AS TO SPECIFY THE PROVISIONS
OF LAW APPLICABLE TO BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDERS AND PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT ORDERS ISSUED FOR CERTAIN UTILITY FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2017; TO AMEND
SECTION 58-33-220, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE BASE LOAD
REVIEW ACT, SO AS TO REVISE DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
58-33-240, RELATING TO THE BURDEN OF ESTABLISHING THE PRU-
DENCE OF UTILITIES PLAN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE SCOPE AND SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS OF THIS BURDEN,
AND TO INCLUDE PROVISIONS CONCERNING CONTRACTUAL DELE-
GATIONS OF DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY TO THIRD PARTIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 58-33-250, RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR BASE
LOAD REVIEW ORDERS, SO AS TO REVISE REQUIREMENTS FOR
INFORMATION CONCERNING ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION SCHED-
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ULES AND TO REQUIRE ANTICIPATED PAYMENT SCHEDULES; TO
AMEND SECTION 58-33-270, RELATING TO BASE LOAD REVIEW
ORDER CONTENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE ANTICIPATED CONSTRUC-
TION SCHEDULES AND ANTICIPATED PAYMENT SCHEDULES, TO
REQUIRE ITEMIZATION OF CAPITAL COSTS BY SCOPE OF WORK, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF MAY PETI-
TION THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION FOR ORDERS MODIFYING
RETURNS ON EQUITY TO BE APPLIED TO FUTURE RATES, SUBJECT
TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 58-33-275, RELATING TO ADDITIONAL BASE LOAD REVIEW
ORDER CONTENTS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES AND TO
PROVIDE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE COMMISSION MAY GRANT
PETITIONS OF THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF INTENDED TO
SAFEGUARD THE PUBLIC INTEREST, AND TO DELETE EXISTING LAN-
GUAGE CONCERNING SANCTIONS INVOLVING CAPITAL COSTS AND
COSTS OF CAPITAL THAT THE COMMISSION MAY IMPOSE FOR DEVI-
ATIONS FROM BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDERS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-
33-280, RELATING TO UTILITY REQUESTS FOR APPROVAL OF
REVISED RATES, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES BY LIMIT-
ING THE APPLICABILITY OF REVISED RATES FOR BASE LOAD
REVIEW ORDERS ISSUED AFTER DECEMBER 31, 2017, TO REVISE CER-
TAIN PROCEDURAL DEADLINES, AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS CON-
CERNING THE EXTENT TO WHICH CAPITAL COSTS AND COSTS OF
CAPITAL MAY BE RECOVERED IN ASSOCIATION WITH IMPRUDENT
COSTS, AMONG OTHER THINGS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-298,
RELATING TO TIME LIMITS FOR BASE LOAD RATE CHANGE FILINGS,
SO AS TO APPLY THE SAME TIME LIMITS APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN
OTHER RATE CHANGES.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater, Hug-
gins, Toole, Forrest
H 4023  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR STAN D. BUTLER
FOR EARNING THE LAUDABLE TITLE OF 2017 REGION 1-AAAA ATH-
LETIC DIRECTOR OF THE YEAR.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4024  Resolution, By Govan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR WILLIE JENNINGS FOR HIS DEDI-
CATED COMMUNITY SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF ORANGEBURG
COUNTY AND FOR HIS OUTSTANDING CAREER IN BUSINESS AND TO
WISH HIM MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4025  Resolution, By Stavrinakis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION STUDENT GOVERNMENT TO USE THE
CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE MEETING ON FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
15, 2017; HOWEVER, THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES IS IN SESSION OR THE CHAMBER IS OTHER-
WISE UNAVAILABLE.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 4026  Concurrent Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
MEMORY OF DR. RONALD E. MCNAIR, RENOWNED PHYSICIST AND
ASTRONAUT WHO LOST HIS LIFE IN THE CHALLENGER SPACE SHUT-
TLE TRAGEDY, AND TO DECLARE OCTOBER 21, 2017,  DR. RONALD E.
MCNAIR DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/22/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-54
   03/23/17 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/23/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-9
   03/30/17 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-14
   03/30/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-14
   04/04/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-26
H 4027  General Bill, By Lucas, Simrill, Delleney, Pope and Finlay
Similar (H 3579)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN REGARD
TO ETHICS AND GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DEFINITION OF  BUSINESS WITH WHICH HE IS ASSOCIATED ;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
CONTENTS OF STATEMENTS OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE FORM AND REQUIRED CONTENTS OF STATEMENTS OF
ECONOMIC INTERESTS.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-54
H 4028  General Bill, By Simrill and Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-20-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL REPORTS FILED
BY CORPORATIONS, SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT A CORPORATION MUST
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FILE ITS ANNUAL REPORT BY THE DATE THE CORPORATION S
RETURN IS DUE.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
H 4029  General Bill, By Simrill and S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-335, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSING THE PROPERTY OF MER-
CHANTS AND OTHER RELATED BUSINESSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO FOLLOW CERTAIN NORTH AMERICAN
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM MANUAL PROVISIONS; AND TO REPEAL
SECTION 12-39-70 RELATING TO APPRAISING AND ASSESSING PER-
SONAL PROPERTY OF BUSINESSES UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF
THE COUNTY AUDITOR.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 4030  General Bill, By Simrill and Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-54-265 SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE TO SUBMIT CERTAIN INFORMATION TO A FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION REGARDING A DEBTOR THAT HAS BEEN NAMED ON A
WARRANT FOR DISTRAINT, AND TO REQUIRE THE FINANCIAL INSTI-
TUTION PROVIDE CERTAIN INFORMATION TO THE DEPARTMENT.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-55
H 4031  General Bill, By Tallon, Allison, Long, Crawford, Magnuson,
Forrester, Funderburk, Henderson, Simrill and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-25-130 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR ADMINISTRA-
TIVE, CIVIL, AND CRIMINAL IMMUNITY FOR PHYSICIANS WHO
REPORT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR PARTICIPATE IN INVESTIGATIONS
AND JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS RESULTING FROM A REPORT INVOLV-
ING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-55
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
H 4032  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-149-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CRITERIA FOR LIFE
SCHOLARSHIP ELIGIBILITY, SO AS TO REVISE THE CRITERIA ONLY
TO INCLUDE STUDENTS IN THE TOP THIRTY PERCENT OF THEIR
GRADUATING CLASSES, AND TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS APPLICA-
BLE BEGINNING WITH FRESHMEN ENTERING FOUR-YEAR INSTITU-
TIONS IN THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-56
H 4033 (Rat # 0119, Act #  0081)  General Bill, By Hixon, Taylor, Blackwell,
Clyburn, Allison, Daning, Yow, Erickson, B. Newton, Bennett, Arrington,
Murphy, Crawford and Clemmons
Similar (S 0565)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1535, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPEEDING IN WORK ZONES AND PEN-
ALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH SPEEDING IN WORK ZONES, SO AS TO
DELETE THIS PROVISION, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF  ENDANGER-
MENT OF A HIGHWAY WORKER , TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR THIS
OFFENSE AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR THE TERMS  HIGHWAY
WORK ZONE  AND  HIGHWAY WORKER ; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-
720, RELATING TO THE POINT SYSTEM ESTABLISHED FOR THE EVAL-
UATION OF THE DRIVING RECORD OF PERSONS OPERATING MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE OFFENSE OF ENDANGER-
MENT OF A HIGHWAY WORKER RESULTING IN NO INJURY IS A TWO
POINT VIOLATION, THE OFFENSE OF ENDANGERMENT OF A HIGH-
WAY WORKER IN WHICH INJURY RESULTS IS A FOUR POINT VIOLA-
TION, AND TO DELETE THE OFFENSE OF FAILING TO GIVE A SIGNAL
OR GIVING IMPROPER SIGNAL FOR STOPPING, TURNING, OR SUD-
DENLY DECREASING SPEED AS A FOUR POINT VIOLATION; TO
REPEAL SECTION 56-5-1536 RELATING TO DRIVING IN TEMPORARY
WORK ZONES AND PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL DRIVING IN TEMPO-
RARY WORK ZONES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2150, RELATING
TO TURNING, STOPPING, AND REDUCING THE SPEED OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE AND THE SIGNALS REQUIRED TO BE USED FOR THESE
ACTIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS
PROVISION. - ratified title
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-56
   03/23/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning, Yow,
Erickson, B.Newton, Bennett, Arrington
   03/29/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-44
   04/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Murphy,
Crawford, Clemmons
   04/04/17 House Amended HJ-63
   04/04/17 House Read second time HJ-63
   04/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-72
   04/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
   04/05/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   04/06/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-50
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-50
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-41
   05/15/17 Ratified R 119
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/26/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 81
H 4034  General Bill, By Taylor, W. Newton and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT, SO AS TO REMOVE EXISTING
EXEMPTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND
THEIR IMMEDIATE STAFF, AND TO INSTEAD ONLY PROVIDE A LIM-
ITED EXEMPTION FOR DRAFTS OF POTENTIAL ORDINANCES, LEGIS-
LATION, AMENDMENTS TO LEGISLATION, AND RELATED
DEVELOPMENTAL DOCUMENTS IN THE POSSESSION OF ANY INDI-
VIDUAL ELECTED OR APPOINTED OFFICIAL OR HIS STAFF; TO PRO-
VIDE AN EXEMPTION FOR WRITTEN OR ELECTRONIC
CORRESPONDENCE FROM A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NEITHER OF THESE EXEMPTIONS LIMIT OR RESTRICT
PUBLIC ACCESS TO SOURCE DOCUMENTS OR RECORDS, FACTUAL
DATA OR SUMMARIES OF FACTUAL DATA, PAPERS, MINUTES, OR
REPORTS OTHERWISE CONSIDERED TO BE PUBLIC INFORMATION
UNDER THESE PROVISIONS.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-57
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
H 4035  General Bill, By Henderson, Loftis, G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Willis,
Elliott, Bannister, Finlay, Hamilton, Burns, Allison, Fry, Ballentine, Cole,
Delleney, Erickson, Forrester, Gagnon, Herbkersman, Lucas, Pope, Sandifer,
Simrill and Tallon
Similar (S 0588)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-44-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS REGARDING THE HIGH
GROWTH SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, SO AS TO ALLOW
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INDIVIDUALS NOT SUBJECT TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX
TO CLAIM THE CREDIT, TO SPECIFY SERVICES FOR WHICH CONTRI-
BUTIONS ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE CREDIT, AND TO SUBSTITUTE
CONVERTIBLE  FOR  SUBORDINATED  IN THE DEFINITION OF QUALI-
FIED INVESTMENT; TO AMEND SECTIONS 11-44-40 AND 11-44-50,
BOTH RELATING TO THE CREDIT, SO AS TO INCREASE THE ANNUAL
AGGREGATE CREDIT FROM FIVE MILLION DOLLARS TO TEN MIL-
LION DOLLARS, AND TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE; TO AMEND
SECTION 11-44-60, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF A QUALIFIED
BUSINESS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT CERTAIN
INFORMATION BE CONTAINED IN A REPORT TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY AND GOVERNOR; TO REPEAL SECTION 11-44-65 RELATING
TO THE TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CAPITAL GAINS OR LOSSES;
AND TO AMEND ACT 80 OF 2013, RELATING TO THE HIGH GROWTH
SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, SO AS TO REAUTHORIZE THE
ACT FOR SIX MORE YEARS.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-57
H 4036  General Bill, By Murphy, Arrington, Bennett, Daning, Crosby,
Sottile, Cogswell, McCoy, Collins, Clary, Davis, Putnam, S. Rivers, Thayer,
Erickson, Jordan, King, Herbkersman and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-15-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING
THE LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL, SO AS TO EXPAND THE DEFINI-
TION OF  STATE AGENCIES  TO INCLUDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-58
   04/26/17 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-118
   04/27/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson, Jor-
dan
   05/02/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-9-18 HJ-39
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King, W.New-
ton, Herbkersman
   01/10/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bamberg, Govan, Brown, Tal-
lon, Bowers, Pendarvis, Bedington, JE Smith, Bannister
HJ-7
   01/10/18 House Amended HJ-16
   01/10/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   01/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-18
   01/11/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-607
   01/11/18 House Roll call Yeas-55  Nays-47 HJ-607
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   01/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
H 4037  Resolution, By Norrell, B. Newton, Yow, Lucas, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
W. Newton, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND APPLAUD SINDARIUS
THORNWELL OF LANCASTER COUNTY FOR EARNING THE CONSID-
ERABLE HONOR OF SEC PLAYER OF THE YEAR.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-77
H 4038  Resolution, By Collins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND ANY AVAIL-
ABLE COMMITTEE HEARING ROOMS IN THE BLATT BUILDING FOR
ITS YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13
THROUGH FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2017.  HOWEVER, THE CHAMBER
MAY NOT BE USED IF THE HOUSE IS IN SESSION OR THE CHAMBER IS
OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4039  General Bill, By Govan, Gilliard, Thigpen, Mack, Jefferson, Knight,
Douglas, Bennett, Robinson-Simpson, Martin, Norrell, Brown, Cobb-Hunter,
Dillard, Funderburk, Herbkersman, King, B. Newton, Ridgeway and Thayer
Similar (H 3350)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-65-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMPULSORY ATTEN-
DANCE REQUIREMENT IN SCHOOLS, SO AS TO INCREASE FROM SEV-
ENTEEN TO EIGHTEEN THE AGE OF THE CHILD AT WHICH A PARENT
OR GUARDIAN NO LONGER HAS RESPONSIBILITY TO CAUSE THE
CHILD TO ATTEND SCHOOL.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-79
H 4040  General Bill, By Allison, Clemmons, Mack, Jefferson, Williams,
Crawford and Knight
Similar (S 0548)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS ACT  BY ADDING
CHAPTER 84 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO REQUIRE A SPECIFIED LEVEL OF
COMPETENCE FOR SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS USED BY CER-
TAIN ENTITIES OF STATE GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AND
HOSPITAL SYSTEMS, TO PROVIDE SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETA-
TION SERVICES TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC WHO HAVE CERTAIN
HEARING AND SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY
DEFINITIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 15-27-15, RELATING TO THE
APPOINTMENT OF SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS BY THE JUDI-
CIAL DEPARTMENT FOR PARTIES OR WITNESSES WHO HAVE CER-
TAIN HEARING IMPAIRMENTS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES AND TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-79
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mack
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
H 4041  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Toole, Long, Loftis, G.R. Smith
and Elliott
Similar (H 3967)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-2720, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PORTION OF THE MOTOR FUEL
USER FEE CREDITED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THAT DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
EXPENDITURE OF THE FUNDS ON EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION,
INCLUDING EMPLOYEE BENEFITS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-28-
2760 SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN MOTOR FUEL USER FEE PROCEEDS
FROM BEING EXPENDED ON NEW ROAD CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS,
AND TO PROHIBIT THE EXPENDITURE OR TRANSFER OF SUCH
FUNDS TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUC-
TURE BANK; AND TO AMEND SECTION 57-1-410, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT THE SECRETARY
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INSTEAD OF THE COMMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-80
H 4042  General Bill, By Hill
Similar (H 3512)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF JUDGES BY THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE INDIVIDUAL VOTE OF
EACH MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO BE RECORDED FOR
EACH ELECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY THAT ACCEPTS A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION FROM THE
JUDICIAL CANDIDATE OR THE JUDICIAL CANDIDATE S FAMILY MUST
RECUSE HIMSELF FROM VOTING IN THE JUDICIAL ELECTION
INVOLVING THE JUDICIAL CANDIDATE, AND TO REQUIRE A MEMBER
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHO IS A LICENSED ATTORNEY TO
RECUSE HIMSELF FROM VOTING IN A JUDICIAL ELECTION FOR A
COURT IN WHICH HE PRACTICES LAW.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-80
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-80
H 4043  General Bill, By Hill, Putnam and Thayer
Similar (S 0096, H 3184, H 3204, H 3206)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 2-19-10, 2-19-70, AND 2-19-80, CODE OF
LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL
MERIT SELECTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO ALTER THE MEMBERSHIP
OF THE COMMISSION AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO
RELEASE A LIST OF ALL QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY RATHER THAN NOMINATING CANDIDATES.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
H 4044  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Erickson, White, Anthony, McEachern,
Bannister and Bernstein
Similar (S 0569)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-220 SO AS TO REQUIRE CHILDCARE
FACILITIES TO BE LICENSED OR REGISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO RECEIVE ABC CHILDCARE PROGRAM
VOUCHERS; BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-230 SO AS TO ALLOW CER-
TAIN INDIVIDUALS UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN YEARS TO BE
EMPLOYED BY OR VOLUNTEER WITH CERTAIN CHILDCARE FACILI-
TIES, TO ESTABLISH SUPERVISION AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLE TO THESE INDIVIDUALS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES;
BY ADDING SECTION 63-13-470 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR LICENSING
AND APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVATE CHILDCARE CENTERS
AND GROUP CHILDCARE HOMES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-20, AS
AMENDED, RELATING IN PART TO THE DEFINITION OF CHILDCARE
FACILITIES, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE TYPES OF DAYTIME PROGRAMS,
DAY CAMPS, AND FACILITIES TO WHICH THE DEFINITION DOES NOT
APPLY, TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO CERTAIN
CHILDCARE FACILITIES THAT CHOOSE NOT TO BECOME LICENSED,
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 63-13-210,
RELATING TO INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN CHILD-
CARE FACILITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THESE FACILITIES TO CARRY
LIABILITY INSURANCE.
   03/22/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-81
   03/22/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-81
H 4045  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL WRESTLER NIC CASPIO FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CARO-
LINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING TITLE IN
THE 152-POUND WEIGHT CLASS.
   03/23/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4046  General Bill, By Hill
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 30-4-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT UNDER THE
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT PUBLIC BODIES MAY CHARGE NO
MORE THAN THE ACTUAL COST OF PRINTING PUBLIC RECORDS
CONTAINING DATA SUBJECT TO CERTAIN COPYRIGHT PROTECTIONS,
TO PROVIDE AN EXEMPTION FOR REQUESTERS WHO CERTIFY THAT
THE INFORMATION SOUGHT IS NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE, TO PRO-
VIDE PUBLIC BODIES MAY INDICATE ON DOCUMENTS PROVIDED
PURSUANT TO THIS ACT THAT THE DOCUMENTS ARE NOT FOR COM-
MERCIAL USE, AND TO PROVIDE THESE PROVISIONS APPLY NOT-
WITHSTANDING EXISTING PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE
AMOUNTS PUBLIC BODIES MAY CHARGE FOR COMPLYING WITH
RECORDS REQUESTS UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT.
   03/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   03/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-32
H 4047  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL WRESTLER JOSHUA AQUINO FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CARO-
LINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING TITLE IN
THE 120-POUND WEIGHT CLASS.
   03/23/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 4048  General Bill, By Herbkersman, G.M. Smith and White
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-6-55 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES TO ISSUE PERSONAL EMER-
GENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM (PERS) DEVICES TO MEDICAID RECIPI-
ENTS THAT INCLUDE A NURSE TRIAGE COMPONENT.
   03/23/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-32
   03/28/17 House Read second time HJ-59
   03/28/17 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-60
   03/29/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
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   03/29/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-15
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-15
H 4049  General Bill, By Brown, Gilliard, Mack and Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-36-2575 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY TAX-
PAYER HOLDING A RETAIL SALES TAX LICENSE WHEN FILING A
MONTHLY, QUARTERLY, OR OTHER PERIOD SALES TAX RETURN AND
REMITTING A TAX DUE SHALL ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS ROUND THE
TAX DUE UPWARD TO THE NEAREST WHOLE DOLLAR, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE REVENUE RAISED BY THESE PROVISIONS MUST BE
USED TO FUND THE TEACHER GRANT PROGRAM PROVIDED FOR IN
SECTION 59-25-60; AND BY ADDING SECTION 59-25-60 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SHALL ESTABLISH A
REVOLVING FUND WITH FUNDS DERIVED FROM THE PROVISIONS OF
SECTION 12-36-2575 TO OPERATE A GRANT PROGRAM TO PROVIDE
RECURRING OR NONRECURRING AID TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR
ADDITIONAL TEACHER FUNDING FOR THE COMPENSATION OF AN
ADDITIONAL TEACHER IN THOSE CLASSROOMS OF A SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT WHERE TWO TEACHERS ARE MOST NEEDED.
   03/23/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   03/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-32
H 4050  Concurrent Resolution, By Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 129 AND VAUGHT ROAD
IN HORRY COUNTY  LONNIE HOYT MARTIN INTERSECTION  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/23/17 House Introduced HJ-52
   03/23/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-52
   03/30/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-82
   04/04/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-37
   04/05/17 Senate Introduced SJ-14
   04/05/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
   05/04/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-78
H 4051  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers,
S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROBERT FRAN-
CIS SMITH, FOUNDER OF THE LITTLE GREEN APPLES PROJECT, FOR
HIS MANY REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENTS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4052  Resolution, By Mitchell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WANDA LOGAN
UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE CITY OF
SPARTANBURG AFTER THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SER-
VICE, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 4053  Joint Resolution, By Mack, Gilliard, Brown and Whipper
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR A SIX-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM IN NINE SPECIFIC
SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO IMPLEMENT AND MONITOR CONTINUOUS
PRIMARY MODULES FOR USE INSTEAD OF GRADES ONE THROUGH
THREE, TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO
DEVELOP A CONTINUOUS PRIMARY MODULE, TO PROVIDE ELE-
MENTS OF A CONTINUOUS PRIMARY MODULE, TO PROVIDE THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING
STATEWIDE EXPANSION OF THE PROGRAM BASED ON THE OUT-
COMES ACHIEVED BY THE SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THE PILOT
PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE SCHOOLS USING A CONTINUOUS PRIMARY
MODULE IN THE PILOT PROGRAM MAY CONTINUE USE OF THE MOD-
ULE FOR ONE ACADEMIC YEAR AFTER THE SIX-YEAR PILOT PERIOD
ENDS, TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT MAY MODIFY AND WAIVE
PROVISIONS OF THE READ TO SUCCEED ACT TO ACCOMMODATE
THE STRUCTURE OF CONTINUOUS PRIMARY MODULES IN SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING IN THE PILOT PROGRAM, AND TO PROVIDE THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL CREATE POLICIES TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS JOINT RESOLUTION.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-7
H 4054  Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 2017, AS
FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 DAY  IN THE PALMETTO STATE AND TO
ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO SAVE FOR COLLEGE WITH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 COLLEGE SAVINGS PLAN.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-61
H 4055  Resolution, By V.S. Moss, Erickson, D.C. Moss, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
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Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DEANDRE
JOHNSON FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HIM FOR WINNING THE 2017 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
IN THE 157-POUND WEIGHT CLASS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4056  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MR. AND MRS.
RAJAN SAHIJRAM, OWNERS OF OPTIONS MENSWEAR IN CHARLES-
TON, UPON THE OCCASION OF THEIR RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-
SEVEN YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE CHARLESTON
COMMUNITY, AND TO WISH THEM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4057  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE THOMAS SUMTER
ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM ON ITS IMPRESSIVE
WIN OF THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCI-
ATION (SCISA) 2A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 4058  Resolution, By Knight
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARY FRANCES DUKES
PENDARVIS OF DORCHESTER COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
NINETIETH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CEL-
EBRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPI-
NESS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4059  Concurrent Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM
L. CARPENTER OF GREENVILLE COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE BOARD OF THE CONNECTOR 2000 ASSO-
CIATION AFTER SIXTEEN YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-65
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 4060  Resolution, By Willis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND APPLAUD THE CLINTON
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD TEAM AND ITS COACHES ON
CAPTURING THE 2017 SCIENCE OLYMPIAD DIVISION C STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4061  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WELCOME TO THE PALMETTO
STATE THE HONORABLE HAYNES H. TOWNSEND, PAST INTERNA-
TIONAL DIRECTOR OF LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL, ON THE
OCCASION OF THE 93RD ANNUAL SOUTH CAROLINA LIONS MULTI-
PLE DISTRICT 32 STATE CONVENTION AND TO HONOR THE LIONS
FOR THEIR MANY YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   03/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-65
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
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H 4062  Concurrent Resolution, By Burns, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND SALUTE THE
MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES WHO SERVED
DURING THE KOREAN WAR, TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND APPRECIA-
TION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION, AND TO DECLARE THURS-
DAY, JULY 27, 2017, AS  KOREAN WAR VETERANS DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   03/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-66
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced SJ-17
   03/29/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-17
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-2
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-2
H 4063  Concurrent Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SETH
BEER OF THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BASEBALL TEAM ON BEING
NAMED WINNER OF THE 2016 DICK HOWSER TROPHY AND FOR HIS
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO CLEMSON BASEBALL.
   03/28/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-67
   03/29/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-18
H 4064  General Bill, By McCoy
Similar (H 3669)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-320 SO AS TO CLARIFY THE MEANING OF
THE TERM  CONTIGUOUS  WHEN A MUNICIPALITY THAT IS LOCATED
ENTIRELY WITHIN THE BORDERS OF A SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT
ANNEXES UNINCORPORATED PROPERTY THAT IS ALSO LOCATED
WITHIN THE SAME SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICT AS THE ANNEXING
MUNICIPALITY.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-68
H 4065  General Bill, By Simrill and S. Rivers
Similar (S 0581)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3697 SO AS TO ALLOW FOR AN INCOME
TAX CREDIT FOR THE INCREMENTAL COSTS OR CONVERSION COSTS
OF THE AMOUNT EXPENDED TO PURCHASE OR CONVERT AN ALTER-
NATIVE FUEL HEAVY-DUTY VEHICLE, ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE,
AND A BI-FUEL ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLE, AND TO SPECIFY THE
AMOUNT OF THE CREDITS AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
CREDIT.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-68
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 4066  General Bill, By Elliott, Burns, Bennett, Arrington, Putnam and
Davis
Similar (S 0145, S 0578)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MANDATORY SINE DIE
ADJOURNMENT DATE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO MAKE
CHANGES CONFORMING TO THE ENACTMENT OF A BIENNIAL STATE
GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE A MEANS FOR
EXTENDING THE SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT DATE IN EVEN-NUM-
BERED YEARS IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 2-7-60, RELATING TO THE GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL ENACT A BIEN-
NIAL STATE GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT BEGINNING WITH THE
2019 SESSION, AND TO CLARIFY THESE PROVISIONS DO NOT PRE-
VENT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM ENACTING SUPPLEMENTAL
APPROPRIATIONS BILLS OR CAPITAL RESERVE FUND APPROPRIA-
TIONS BILLS IN ODD-NUMBERED OR EVEN-NUMBERED YEARS.
   03/28/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-68
   03/28/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-68
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 4067 (Rat # 0024, Act #  0103)  General Bill, By Kirby
Similar (H 3462)
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 84 OF 2011, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF FLORENCE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NUMBER THREE, SO AS TO EXTEND THE TERMS OF THE MEMBERS
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF FLORENCE COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT NUMBER THREE TO FOUR YEARS, TO STAGGER THE TERMS OF
THE MEMBERS, TO REQUIRE THAT THE MEMBERS BE ELECTED AT A
GENERAL ELECTION HELD IN AN EVEN-NUMBERED YEAR, AND TO
PROVIDE THE PROCESS BY WHICH A VACANCY IS FILLED. - ratified
title
   03/29/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-51
   03/30/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   03/30/17 House Roll call Yeas-86  Nays-0 HJ-13
   03/30/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   03/31/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-11
   04/06/17 Senate Read second time SJ-100
   04/06/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-100
   04/07/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-1
   04/19/17 Ratified R 24
   04/24/17 Signed By Governor
   04/27/17 Effective date 4/24/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 103
H 4068  General Bill, By Herbkersman
Similar (S 0115, S 0126)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 3 TO TITLE 61 SO AS TO ENACT  ALLI S LAW
OR THE  RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL SERVER TRAINING ACT ; TO PRO-
VIDE DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE THAT AN INDIVIDUAL MAY NOT BE
EMPLOYED AS AN ALCOHOL SERVER OR A MANAGER ON PERMIT-
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TED OR LICENSED PREMISES UNTIL AN ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFI-
CATE IS OBTAINED; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COLLABORATION WITH
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE (DOR), THE DEPARTMENT OF ALCO-
HOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES (DAODAS), AND THE STATE
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION (SLED) FOR THE AUTHORIZATION TO
APPROVE ALCOHOL SERVER TRAINING PROGRAMS, THE COST, CUR-
RICULA, AND SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF AN ALCOHOL
SERVER TRAINING PROGRAM; TO PROVIDE A PROVIDER OF A TRAIN-
ING PROGRAM SHALL PAY A FEE TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE RESPON-
SIBLE ALCOHOL SERVER TRAINING FUND, AND TO PROVIDE DOR,
WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF SLED, TO PREPARE AND DELIVER EACH
YEAR A REPORT OF ALL INCOME AND EXPENDITURES TO THE GOV-
ERNOR, THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND
THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE; TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ISSUANCE OF AN ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATION; TO PRO-
VIDE FOR FINES AND PENALTIES; TO PROVIDE FOR REQUIREMENTS
FOR RENEWAL OF A PERMIT OR LICENSE FOR ON-PREMISES CON-
SUMPTION UNDER CHAPTERS 4 AND 6, TITLE 61; TO PROVIDE THAT
SLED AND DOR ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE PRO-
VISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-60, RELATING
TO PROMULGATION OF REGULATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR DOR
AND SLED TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE
DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, EDUCATION, AND ENFORCE-
MENT OF RESPONSIBLE ALCOHOL SERVER TRAINING PROVISIONS;
TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-50, RELATING TO SALES OF BEER, ALE,
PORTER, WINE, OR OTHER SIMILAR MALT OR FERMENTED BEVER-
AGE TO UNDERAGE PERSONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN EACH OFFENSE
THE SUSPENSION OF THE ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATE AND
REQUIREMENTS TO OBTAIN A NEW ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATE;
TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-90, RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF BEER
OR WINE FOR UNDERAGE PERSON CONSUMPTION, SO AS TO
INCLUDE IN EACH OFFENSE THE SUSPENSION OF THE ALCOHOL
SERVER CERTIFICATE; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-580, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS REGARDING THE SALE OF BEER
AND WINE, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE REVOCATION OR SUSPEN-
SION OF THE HOLDER S PERMIT TO SELL BEER OR WINE AND TO
IMPOSE PENALTIES FOR A PERSON HOLDING AN ALCOHOL SERVER
CERTIFICATE; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-2220, RELATING TO SALES TO
AN INTOXICATED PERSON, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN EACH OFFENSE
THE SUSPENSION OF THE ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATE; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-4070, RELATING TO TRANSFERRING OR GIVING
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-
ONE, SO AS TO INCLUDE IN EACH OFFENSE THE SUSPENSION OF THE
ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATE; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4080,
RELATING TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO A PERSON
UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE YEARS AND ITS PENALTIES AND
COMPLETION OF A MERCHANT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM, SO AS TO
INCLUDE IN EACH OFFENSE THE SUSPENSION OF THE ALCOHOL
SERVER CERTIFICATE AND REQUIREMENTS TO OBTAIN A NEW
ALCOHOL SERVER CERTIFICATE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DAO-
DAS SHALL PROVIDE ALCOHOL SERVER TRAINING UNDER CERTAIN
CONDITIONS.
   03/29/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-51
   03/29/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-51
H 4069  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOYCE KOH, AN
AWARD-WINNING POLITICAL AND GENERAL ASSIGNMENT
REPORTER WITH WLTX, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS IN HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS AS SHE LEAVES
COLUMBIA TO RETURN TO HER HOME STATE OF MARYLAND.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4070  General Bill, By Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-31-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE AN INSURANCE
POLICY THAT COVERS A PERSON WHO OPERATES A RENTED OR
LEASED MOTOR VEHICLE, REGARDLESS OF THE LIMITATIONS OR
EXCLUSIONS IN THE OPERATOR S POLICY, IS PRIMARY TO A MOTOR
VEHICLE INSURANCE POLICY IN WHICH A NAMED INSURED IS A
MOTOR VEHICLE RENTAL COMPANY OR AFFILIATE OF SUCH COM-
PANY, A QUALIFIED SELF-INSURER, AND A BOND POSTED BY A
RENTAL COMPANY OR AFFILIATE OF SUCH COMPANY, FOR FINAN-
CIAL RESPONSIBILITY COMPLIANCE PURPOSES.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-7
H 4071  Resolution, By Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MRS. LILLIAN
CARTER LAWTON OF ALLENDALE COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE
HER AS A RECIPIENT OF THE RETIRED DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AWARD.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 4072  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Fry, Crawford, Duckworth,
Hardee, Johnson, Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby,
Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart,
Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO SALUTE ATOMIC VETERANS AND
TO COMMEND KENNETH SWAIN AND THE CITY OF MYRTLE BEACH
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FOR RECOGNIZING THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF ATOMIC VETERANS BY
THE ERECTION OF A MONUMENT IN THEIR HONOR.
   03/30/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-83
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 4073  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Yow, J.E. Smith, Williams,
Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire and Willis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JULY 16, 2017, AS
ATOMIC VETERANS DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/30/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-84
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-12
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-19
   04/26/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-47
H 4074  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Yow, J.E. Smith, Williams,
Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire and Willis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS AND URGE THEM TO PASS H.R. 2747, THE  ATOMIC
VETERANS SERVICE MEDAL ACT .
   03/30/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-84
   04/04/17 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   04/04/17 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-13
   04/25/17 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-20
   05/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-77
H 4075  General Bill, By Johnson, Hardee and McGinnis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-7-320 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY REGULA-
TION, LEGISLATION, OR STATUTE REGARDING ON-STREET PARKING
PRIVILEGES FOR RESIDENTS OF A MUNICIPALITY THAT ARE NOT
AVAILABLE TO NONRESIDENTS OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF THAT
COUNTY MUST BE APPROVED ONLY BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-85
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McGinnis
H 4076  General Bill, By McCoy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 5-3-320 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADDI-
TIONAL METHOD OF ANNEXATION BY RESOLUTION OF A SPECIAL
PURPOSE DISTRICT WHEN A PREEXISTING MUNICIPALITY THAT
DOES NOT OPERATE AN ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
ANNEXES A MAJORITY OF THE POPULATION OF THE DISTRICT OR
WHEN A MUNICIPALITY INCORPORATES A MAJORITY OF THE POPU-
LATION OF A DISTRICT.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-85
H 4077 (Rat # 0247, Act #  0247)  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Erickson, J.E.
Smith, McKnight, McCoy, Norrell, Kirby, Bales, McEachern, Gilliard,
Loftis, Burns, Allison, Douglas, McCravy, Hamilton, Fry, Henderson, Elliott,
W. Newton, Martin, V.S. Moss, Long, Robinson-Simpson, West, Collins,
Bradley, Arrington, Bedingfield, Putnam, Johnson, Bowers, Anthony,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Clary, Crawford, Daning, Delleney, Forrest,
Forrester, Herbkersman, Hixon, Jordan, Lucas, Magnuson, Murphy, B.
Newton, S. Rivers, Sandifer, Sottile, Stringer, Taylor, Tallon, Thayer, White,
Whitmire, Willis, Hiott, Yow, Toole and Mace
Similar (H 4305)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3790 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, TO
CREATE THE  EDUCATIONAL CREDIT FOR EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
CHILDREN S FUND , TO PROVIDE FOR GOVERNANCE AND ADMINIS-
TRATION OF THE FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH
GRANTS ARE AWARDED, TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL LIMITS ON
INCOME TAX CREDITS AVAILABLE, TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN
WHICH THE CREDIT IS CLAIMED, TO PROVIDE THAT THE EDUCATION
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING
WHICH SCHOOLS ARE ELIGIBLE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE EDUCATION
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE SHALL ESTABLISH AN ADVISORY COMMIT-
TEE, TO ALLOW FOR AN INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE EDUCATIONAL CREDIT FOR EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS CHILDREN
S FUND AND FOR TUITION PAYMENTS MADE TO AN ELIGIBLE
SCHOOL FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS CHILD WITHIN THE TAX-
PAYER S CUSTODY OR CARE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT SHALL CONDUCT A STUDY OF THE EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS TAX
CREDIT PROGRAM. - ratified title
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-86
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-22
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, Mace
   02/15/18 House Amended HJ-14
   02/15/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-23
   02/15/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-24
   02/16/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
11
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-27
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-27
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-45
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-60
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-61
   05/14/18 Ratified R 247
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   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date See Act
   05/31/18 Act No. 247
H 4078  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  MILITARY PRIORITY REGISTRATION ACT ; AND
BY ADDING SECTION 59-103-37 SO AS TO PROVIDE PRIORITY COURSE
ENROLLMENT FOR MILITARY-RELATED STUDENTS, AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-86
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-50
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/21/18 House Amended HJ-32
   02/21/18 House Read second time HJ-32
   02/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-2 HJ-35
   02/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4079  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  TITLE IX NOTIFICATION ACT ; BY ADDING SECTION
59-105-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING
THAT RECEIVE FEDERAL FUNDS SHALL INDICATE THE EXISTENCE
OF AFFIRMATIVE FINDINGS OF STUDENT VIOLATIONS OF TITLE IX
AND RELATED PUNISHMENTS RESULTING FROM DISCIPLINARY PRO-
CEEDINGS CONDUCTED BY THE INSTITUTION ON STUDENT TRAN-
SCRIPTS FOR FIVE YEARS AFTER GRADUATION OR WITHDRAWAL
FROM THE INSTITUTION, AND TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NOTIFICATION
TO INSTITUTIONS TO WHICH STUDENTS SEEK TO TRANSFER OR PUR-
SUE GRADUATE STUDIES WHILE DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS ARE
UNDERWAY, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   03/30/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-87
   03/30/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-87
H 4080  Resolution, By Yow, Henegan, Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTH-
DAY OF THE LATE DIZZY GILLESPIE AND HONOR HIS CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF JAZZ, TO COMMEND THE TOWN OF
CHERAW ON ITS SPONSORSHIP OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA JAZZ FES-
TIVAL, AND TO DECLARE OCTOBER 21, 2017, DIZZY GILLESPIE DAY
IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-77
H 4081  Resolution, By Robinson-Simpson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD THE ZETA PHI
BETA SORORITY, INCORPORATED, FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4082  Resolution, By Henegan, Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE NEW
ST. MATTHEW MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE AND COMMEND REVEREND FRANKLIN WASHINGTON AND THE
CONGREGATION FOR THEIR YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE
BENNETTSVILLE COMMUNITY.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4083  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
JAMES LEIGH  JAMIE  LEVENTIS OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-79
H 4084  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
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Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. GREGORY C.
GREG  OWINGS, PRINCIPAL OF DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER FORTY-FOUR YEARS AS
AN EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-80
H 4085  Resolution, By M. Rivers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SIGNIFI-
CANT IMPACT OF THE ORIGINAL GULLAH FESTIVAL OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR ITS MEANINGFUL
CONTRIBUTIONS IN RETAINING THE HISTORIC GULLAH CULTURE
AND FOR ITS ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE S TOURISM
INDUSTRY.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-80
H 4086  Resolution, By M. Rivers, Erickson, Bowers, Bradley, Herbkersman,
W. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR SCOTT ALLEN GIBBS, BENEFITS
INTEGRITY CLAIMS SPECIALIST FOR THE BEAUFORT COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND
REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-81
H 4087  Resolution, By Parks, McCravy, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MT. TABERNA-
CLE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH, INC., (HEADQUARTERS) AND ST. LUKE
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH AND TO CONGRATULATE PRESIDING BISHOP
ROOSEVELT WILLIAMS AND THE MEMBERS OF THE CONGREGATION
AS THEY DEDICATE THEIR NEW WORSHIP FACILITY.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 4088  Resolution, By Henegan, Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE ONE HUNDRED FORTY-SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PLEAS-
ANT HILL BAPTIST CHURCH.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-83
H 4089  Resolution, By Taylor, Allison, Cobb-Hunter, Sottile, Knight, Elliott,
Stringer, Bradley, Cogswell, Collins, Willis, Felder, West, Bennett, Brown,
Daning, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cole,
Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR GARY S. GLENN, INTERIM EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND
DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MORE THAN FORTY-FOUR YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
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LINA, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND
REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-83
H 4090  Resolution, By Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA WOMEN S BASKETBALL TEAM
AND COACHES FOR WINNING THE 2017 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP AND
CAPTURING ITS FIRST NCAA TITLE.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-84
H 4091  General Bill, By Sandifer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-13-230, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS OF THE PIONEER RURAL WATER DISTRICT OF OCONEE AND
ANDERSON COUNTIES, SO AS TO ABOLISH THE EXISTING FIVE-MEM-
BER BOARD AND TERMINATE THE TERMS OF ITS MEMBERS, TO
RECONSTITUTE THE BOARD TO CONSIST OF SEVEN MEMBERS
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR, TO PROVIDE THREE OF THE MEM-
BERS MUST RESIDE IN OCONEE COUNTY AND TWO MEMBERS MUST
RESIDE IN ANDERSON COUNTY, TO PROVIDE ALL MEMBERS MUST
RESIDE IN THE SERVICE AREA OF THE DISTRICT, TO PROVIDE THE
MEMBERS SERVE SIX-YEAR TERMS AND UNTIL THEIR SUCCESSORS
ARE APPOINTED AND QUALIFIED, TO PROVIDE FOR THE STAGGER-
ING OF TERMS, TO REQUIRE THE RECONSTITUTED BOARD TO IMME-
DIATELY MEET AFTER APPOINTMENT TO ORGANIZE AND ELECT
OFFICERS, AND TO PROVIDE THE MANNER OF FILLING VACANCIES;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 6-13-240, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO POW-
ERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DISTRICT
MAY NOT CONSTRUCT A WATER TREATMENT FACILITY UNLESS IT
CAN PROVE BY CLEAR AND CONVINCING EVIDENCE THAT NO
OTHER FEASIBLE OPTION IS AVAILABLE THAT IS ABLE TO MEET THE
DEMANDS OF ITS SERVICE AREA.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-85
H 4092  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Fry, Henderson and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-6-115 SO AS TO REQUIRE MEDICAID HEALTH
PLANS TO ENSURE ACCESS TO APPROPRIATE CLINICAL SERVICES
FOR THE EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OF OPIOID USE DISORDERS,
INCLUDING ACCESS TO MEDICATIONS.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-85
H 4093 (Rat # 0248, Act #  0292)  General Bill, By Collins, J.E. Smith and
Norrell
AN ACT TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMPLOYMENT FIRST
STUDY COMMITTEE FOR THE PURPOSE OF STUDYING AND EVALU-
ATING THE NEED FOR AN EMPLOYMENT FIRST INITIATIVE ACT, TO
PROVIDE EXPECTATIONS POLICIES TO BE ESTABLISHED BY AN
EMPLOYMENT FIRST INITIATIVE ACT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPO-
SITION OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE, AND TO PROVIDE THE COMMIT-
TEE SHALL REPORT ITS FINDINGS TO THE GOVERNOR, PRESIDENT
PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE, AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES ON OR BEFORE MAY 1, 2019, AT WHICH TIME
THE STUDY COMMITTEE IS DISSOLVED. - ratified title
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-86
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-51
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-93
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-93
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-1 HJ-96
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-10
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-12
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-90
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-113
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-113
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-50
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-2 HJ-51
   05/14/18 Ratified R 248
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date See Act
   10/16/18 Act No. 292
H 4094  General Bill, By Erickson, Collins, Bernstein, B. Newton, McCravy,
V.S. Moss, Atwater, Loftis, Thayer and Johnson
Similar (S 0541)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CHILD PROTECTION AND
PERMANENCY DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHILD VIC-
TIM OF SEX TRAFFICKING OR SEVERE FORMS OF TRAFFICKING IN
PERSONS IS A VICTIM OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT.
   04/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   04/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-86
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss,
Atwater
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   05/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
H 4095  Resolution, By Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
CAROLINA MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR AN
EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
(NCAA) EAST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 4096  Resolution, By Rutherford and J.E. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA MEN S BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 EAST
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 4097  Resolution, By Bales, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LOWER
RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4098  Resolution, By Bales
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LOWER RICHLAND BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM OF RICHLAND
COUNTY WITH THE COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4099  Resolution, By Anderson, Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ST. JOHN AFRI-
CAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND TO CONGRATULATE THE
CONGREGATION FOR THEIR YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE
PAWLEYS ISLAND COMMUNITY.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-39
H 4100  Resolution, By V.S. Moss, D.C. Moss, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARSHAWN
SCOTT, A MEMBER OF THE LIMESTONE COLLEGE TRACK TEAM, FOR
A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN THE 60-METER
HURDLES.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-40
H 4101  Resolution, By Douglas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAY 2017 AS  CYSTIC FIBRO-
SIS AWARENESS MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-40
H 4102  Resolution, By Parks, Weeks, King, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE ZION
HILL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME) CHURCH OF PINE-
WOOD ON THE OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC ONE HUNDREDTH ANNI-
VERSARY AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR ITS MANY YEARS
OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-41
H 4103  Resolution, By Douglas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DR. LAURENS WARREN FORT, JR., OF
CHESTER COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO
HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-42
H 4104  Resolution, By McKnight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE REVEREND O NEAL MILLER OF
SAINT STEPHEN AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-42
H 4105  Resolution, By Atwater, Quinn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
RIVER BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM ON A SUPERLATIVE
SEASON AND TO SALUTE THESE ATHLETES AND THEIR COACHES ON
WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-43
H 4106  Resolution, By Sandifer, Crawford, Forrester, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE, RECOGNIZE, AND
HONOR ELECTRIC UTILITY LINEMEN FOR THE ROLE THEY HAVE IN
BUILDING, MAINTAINING, AND RESTORING IMPORTANT ELECTRICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND ACROSS THE NATION.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-44
H 4107  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
HAMMOND SCHOOL HUNT SEAT EQUESTRIAN TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A SUPERB SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM
FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-44
H 4108  Concurrent Resolution, By Hardee, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
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Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES UPON THE PASSING OF REVEREND CARL N. HARRIS OF
HORRY COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-46
   01/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-89
H 4109  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, West, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RETIRED
LIEUTENANT COLONEL TERRY LEE GREENFIELD OF THE UNITED
STATES ARMY, ABBEVILLE COUNTY VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICER,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING SERVICE TO HIS STATE AND NATION, AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-47
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 4110  Concurrent Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND THE MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE CLARENDON COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT AND
THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE FOR PERPETUALLY SHOWING
COURAGE IN THE FACE OF GREAT DANGER AND TO RECOGNIZE
THEIR DEDICATION TO THE SAFETY AND WELLBEING OF THE COM-
MUNITY THEY SERVE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-47
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 4111  Concurrent Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND CHRISTO-
PHER SUMPTER, JR., OF SUMTER COUNTY FOR HIS BRAVERY SHOWN
IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-48
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
H 4112  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Fry, Henderson, Huggins, Rutherford
and Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-53-363 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO DEVELOP A VOL-
UNTARY NONOPIOID DIRECTIVE FORM TO ALLOW A PERSON TO
DENY OR REFUSE THE ADMINISTERING OR PRESCRIBING OF A CON-
TROLLED SUBSTANCE CONTAINING AN OPIOID BY A PRACTITIONER,
TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS
AND DEVELOP GUIDELINES, TO PROVIDE CERTAIN IMMUNITIES
FROM CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR PHARMACISTS, PRACTI-
TIONERS, AND OTHERS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PROFESSIONAL DISCI-
PLINE IN LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-52
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-52
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-34
   03/21/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-14
H 4113  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Cobb-Hunter, Chumley, Long, Yow,
Magnuson, Williams, Knight, Jefferson, Thayer, G.R. Smith, Kirby, Pope,
Felder, Bales, King, Govan, Anthony, Ott, Burns, Arrington, Bowers,
Bennett, Daning, Gagnon, Hardee, Hayes, Hill, Hixon, Loftis, Mack, Martin,
B. Newton, Ridgeway, Simrill, Spires, Stringer, Taylor, Toole and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-745, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PAID REPRESENTATION OF CLIENTS AND
CONTRACTING BY MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY WHO IS
LICENSED TO PRACTICE LAW IN SOUTH CAROLINA MAY NOT
CHARGE OR ACCEPT A FEE FOR PERFORMING CONSTITUENT SER-
VICES BEFORE A STATE AGENCY, COMMISSION, BOARD, DEPART-
MENT, OR OTHER STATE GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY, AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-53
H 4114  General Bill, By Gilliard, Alexander, Brown, Mack and Whipper
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 340 OF 1967, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT, SO AS TO ALLOW BOARD MEMBERS TO RECEIVE A MONTHLY
STIPEND IN AN AMOUNT TO BE DETERMINED BY THE BOARD, AND
TO REQUIRE ACTUAL ATTENDANCE AT A DULY CONSTITUTED
BOARD MEETING IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE MONTHLY STIPEND.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   04/06/17 House Referred to Charleston Delegation HJ-53
H 4115  General Bill, By Clemmons, Fry, Crawford, Willis, Magnuson,
Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Taylor, Loftis, Burns, Johnson, Bedingfield, Bennett,
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Jordan, S. Rivers, Thayer, Toole, B. Newton, Elliott, Chumley, Long, Hixon
and Putnam
Similar (S 0536)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 7-5-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS
NOT ALLOWED TO VOTE IN A PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION OR
PARTISAN ADVISORY REFERENDUM UNLESS THE PERSON HAS REG-
ISTERED AS BEING A MEMBER OF THAT PARTY; TO AMEND SECTION
7-5-110, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF REGISTRATION IN
ORDER TO VOTE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON IS NOT
ALLOWED TO VOTE IN A PARTISAN PRIMARY ELECTION OR PARTI-
SAN ADVISORY REFERENDUM UNLESS THE PERSON HAS REGIS-
TERED AS BEING A MEMBER OF THAT POLITICAL PARTY; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-5-170, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR VOTER REGISTRATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THE REQUIREMENT
OF STATING POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION, IF ANY, ON THE FORM
AND INCLUDING IT IN THE OATH, AND TO REQUIRE THE STATE ELEC-
TION COMMISSION TO ASSIST IN CAPTURING THIS DATA; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 7-9-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE QUALIFI-
CATIONS FOR VOTING IN PRIMARY ELECTIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE,
AS A REQUIREMENT, REGISTERING AS A MEMBER OF THE PARTY
AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR CHANGING POLITICAL PARTY
AFFILIATION OR NONAFFILIATION AFTER A SELECTION HAS BEEN
MADE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-53
   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Chum-
ley, Long, Hixon
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 4116 (Rat # 0249, Act #  0211)  General Bill, By Ridgeway, Douglas, Spires,
G.M. Smith, Clemmons, Tallon and Cole
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-47-38 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE MEDI-
CAL PRACTICE ACT MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO REQUIRE PHYSI-
CIANS TO SECURE MAINTENANCE OF CERTIFICATIONS AS A
CONDITION OF LICENSURE, REIMBURSEMENT, EMPLOYMENT, OR
ADMITTING PRIVILEGES AT HOSPITALS OR FEDERALLY QUALIFIED
HEALTH CENTERS IN THIS STATE; AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMS. - ratified title
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-54
   05/03/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clemmons
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon, Cole
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-25
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-26
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-27
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-47
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-47
   04/17/18 Senate Amended SJ-12
   04/17/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-12
   04/17/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-12
   04/19/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-52
   04/25/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-72
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-73
   04/25/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-72
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-54
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-54
   05/14/18 Ratified R 249
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 211
H 4117 (Rat # 0250, Act #  0212)  General Bill, By Henderson, Bedingfield
and Fry
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-1650, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXCEPTIONS TO CONFIDENTIALITY
OF DATA IN THE PRESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM, SO AS TO
ADD AN EXCEPTION FOR THE PROVISION OF DATA TO DRUG
COURTS. - ratified title
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-54
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-19
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-20
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-6
   04/25/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-24
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-24
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-24
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-20
   05/03/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-30
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-88 HJ-30
   05/08/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Hutto, Davis, Corbin SJ-25
   05/08/18 House Conference committee appointed Fry, Henderson, Ridge-
way HJ-7
   05/09/18 Senate Conference report adopted SJ-21
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-21
   05/09/18 House Conference report adopted HJ-18
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-20
   05/09/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-129
   05/14/18 Ratified R 250
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 212
H 4118  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Huggins and Davis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-48 SO AS TO ENACT THE  HEARING AID
COVERAGE FOR CHILDREN ACT , TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, TO
REQUIRE GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE AND GROUP HEALTH BENEFIT
PLANS TO COVER HEARING AIDS AND REPLACEMENT HEARING
AIDS FOR AN INSURED WITH IMPAIRED HEARING AND WHO IS EIGH-
TEEN YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER, TO PROVIDE FOR THE SCOPE OF
COVERAGE, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   04/06/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-54
   04/18/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
H 4119  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Spires and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-43-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE RENAL DIALYSIS
FACILITIES MAY DELIVER LEGEND DRUGS OR DEVICES TO PATIENTS
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IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, AND
TO PROVIDE THESE PROVISIONS DO NOT WAIVE OTHER NECESSARY
CREDENTIALING REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FACILI-
TIES.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-55
   04/06/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-12
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
H 4120  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE HAMMOND SCHOOL WEST-
ERN EQUESTRIAN TEAM, COACH, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON A
MAGNIFICENT SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 4121  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Crawford, Erickson, Clary,
Duckworth, Fry, Hewitt, Johnson, Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE COASTAL
CAROLINA UNIVERSITY BASEBALL TEAM, THE CLEMSON UNIVER-
SITY FOOTBALL TEAM, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
LADY GAMECOCK BASKETBALL TEAM FOR WINNING NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLES, TO RECOGNIZE EACH TEAM S NUMEROUS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AND TO INVITE COACH GARY GILMORE,
COACH DABO SWINNEY, AND COACH DAWN STALEY TO JOIN THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER AND PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF
THE SENATE, WHEREBY COACH GARY GILMORE, COACH DABO
SWINNEY, AND COACH DAWN STALEY ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS
THE JOINT SESSION, AND TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
DURING THE JOINT SESSION, AND TO ESTABLISH THAT THE DATE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
OF THE SENATE AS  NATIONAL CHAMPION DAY  AND TO URGE THE
GOVERNOR TO FLY THE FLAGS OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS OVER
THE DOME OF THE STATE HOUSE.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-49
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-11
H 4122  Concurrent Resolution, By Thayer, White, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO  RECOGNIZE THE MONTH OF APRIL
2017 AS  DONATE LIFE MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO REGISTER AS ORGAN
DONORS.
   04/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-51
   04/11/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   04/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-12
   04/20/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   04/25/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-33
H 4123  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARY JANE SMALL OF
RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETY-FIFTH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 4124  Resolution, By Mitchell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
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G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROCLAIM APRIL 17-22, 2017, AS COMMU-
NITY DEVELOPMENT WEEK IN THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4125  Resolution, By Dillard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ONE OF THE
PALMETTO STATE S FINEST NATIVE SONS, ROBERT PEABO BRYSON,
WORLD-RENOWNED VOCALIST, COMPOSER, AND PRODUCER.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 4126  General Bill, By Pope, D.C. Moss, Yow, Magnuson, Martin,
Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Long, Elliott, McCoy, Daning, Crosby, Sottile,
Cogswell, Erickson, Felder, Burns, Allison, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell,
Delleney, Forrest, Forrester, Henderson, B. Newton, Sandifer, Stringer and
Toole
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-47-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR 911 CALL ABUSE INCLUD-
ING FALSE REPORTING, SO AS TO INCLUDE 911 CALL ABUSE VIA
TEXT MESSAGING.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 4127  General Bill, By Pope
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM INDI-
VIDUAL TAXABLE INCOME, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN INCOME TAX
DEDUCTION FOR BENEFITS PAID BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA POLICE
OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR A SERVICE CONNECTED DIS-
ABILITY.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
H 4128  Resolution, By Gagnon, West, White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE THE
STATE CHAMPIONS OF THE DUE WEST ROBOTICS TEAM, TORNADO
OF IDEAS, AND TO WISH THEM SUCCESS AT THE WORLD CHAMPION-
SHIP IN HOUSTON, TEXAS.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 4129  Resolution, By Fry, Clemmons, Crawford, Duckworth, Hardee,
Johnson and Ryhal
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROBERT RABON
FOR HIS YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE HORRY COUNTY
REPUBLICAN PARTY AND TO WISH HIM HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4130  Joint Resolution, By Arrington and King
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 12,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO OFFICERS AND RULES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
AND RELATED MATTERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH
THE ORGANIZATIONAL SESSIONS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES AND THE SENATE FOR THE 2020 SESSION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY AND THEREAFTER, NO PERSON MAY BE SELECTED AS
CHAIRMAN OF A STANDING COMMITTEE IN EITHER HOUSE WHO DID
NOT SERVE ON THAT COMMITTEE DURING THE SESSION OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING; AND TO PROVIDE
THAT BEGINNING WITH THE 2020 SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY AND THEREAFTER, NO PERSON MAY SERVE AS CHAIRMAN OF A
PARTICULAR STANDING COMMITTEE IN EITHER HOUSE OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY FOR A PERIOD IN EXCESS OF TWELVE CONSECU-
TIVE YEARS, NOT INCLUDING ANY SERVICE AS CHAIRMAN TO FILL
A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF CHAIRMAN DUE TO DEATH, RESIGNA-
TION, OR REMOVAL.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   04/18/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 4131  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE WORKERS
COMPENSATION COMMISSION, RELATING TO CHAPTER REVISIONS,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4735, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-28
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-25
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-25
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
H 4132  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, RELATING TO TRANSPORTATION PROJ-
ECT PRIORITIZATION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4683, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-28
   04/20/17 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-25-17 HJ-9
   04/25/17 House Read second time HJ-10
   04/25/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-3 HJ-11
   04/26/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6




A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, RELATING TO SECRETARY OF TRANS-
PORTATION APPROVAL OF ACTIONS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4684, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-29
   04/20/17 House Read second time HJ-9
   04/20/17 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-10
   04/20/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-11
   04/21/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
H 4134  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, RELATING TO COMMISSION APPROVAL
OF ACTIONS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4685, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-29
   04/20/17 House Read second time HJ-11
   04/20/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-11
   04/20/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-13
   04/21/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
H 4135  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF REVENUE, RELATING TO EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION
OF TAX TO VARIOUS CHARGES IMPOSED BY HOTELS, MOTELS, AND
OTHER FACILITIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUM-
BER 4665, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER
23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-29
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-28
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-28
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-11
H 4136  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO INVESTI-
GATION PROCEDURES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4678, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-29
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-29
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-103
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 4137  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY - STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, RELATING TO PLANT
NURSERY REGULATIONS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4655, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-30
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-31
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-31
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-12
H 4138  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF COSME-
TOLOGY, RELATING TO SANITARY AND SAFETY RULES FOR SALONS
AND SCHOOLS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4720, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/18/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-30
   04/19/17 House Read second time HJ-32
   04/19/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-2 HJ-32
   04/20/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-12
H 4139  Resolution, By Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND DECLARE MAY 2, 2017,
AS  PALMETTO GIVING DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/18/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4140  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
CHILDREN S SECURITY BLANKET AND THE CHILDHOOD CANCER
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OPTIMIST CLUB OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPON THE OCCASION OF
CHILDHOOD CANCER AWARENESS MONTH IN SEPTEMBER 2017, FOR
THEIR COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING SUPPORT TO SOUTH CAROLINA
FAMILIES FACING THE CHALLENGES IMPOSED BY CHILDHOOD CAN-
CER, AND TO WISH THEM SUCCESS IN GROWING THEIR ORGANIZA-
TIONS SO THAT MORE FAMILIES MAY BE SERVED.
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 4141  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Willis, Bedingfield, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RALPH S. HENDRICKS OF
GREENVILLE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUNDREDTH
BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4142  Concurrent Resolution, By Knight, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson,
Mack, Murphy and Whipper
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF LEGARE ROAD AND JIM BILTON BOULEVARD IN
DORCHESTER COUNTY  CLAUDE MAJOR, JR. INTERSECTION  AND
ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/19/17 House Introduced HJ-5
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-5
   04/20/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-18
   04/21/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   05/04/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-56
H 4143  Resolution, By Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers,
S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LAUREN
GLAZER AS SHE LEAVES HER SERVICE AS A LAW CLERK IN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE ETHICS COMMITTEE AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HER ON HER UPCOMING GRADUATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF LAW AND TO WISH HER GOD-
SPEED IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4144  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE STELLA T.
MANIOS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4145  Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JAMES BOBBY ROBERTS OF KERSHAW
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 4146  Resolution, By Lucas, Rutherford, Herbkersman, J.E. Smith,
Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
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Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
JAMES JAMES  JL  LEVENTIS OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY
AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-51
H 4147  Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE DUKE S MAYONNAISE AT THE
CELEBRATION OF ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY, TO CON-
GRATULATE THE C.F. SAUER COMPANY ON THE CONTINUED SUC-
CESS OF THE DUKE S BRAND, AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY, APRIL
27, 2017, AS  DUKE S DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA. 
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4148  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MICHAEL R.
MIKE  MILLS, SR., A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN AND SURVEYOR,
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED THE 2017-2018 SUR-
VEYOR OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA SOCIETY OF PRO-
FESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4149  Resolution, By Parks, McCravy, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD THE CONNIE MAX-
WELL CHILDREN S HOME FOR THEIR ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS OF COMMITMENT TO THE WELL-BEING OF CHILDREN IN THE
PALMETTO STATE.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 4150  Resolution, By Whipper, Williams, Mack, Cobb-Hunter, Alexander,
Sottile and Brown
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
SHEILA CATHERINE GALLAGHER OF RICHLAND COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER LOVING FAMILY AND
FRIENDS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 4151  Resolution, By King and Parks
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME THE NATIONAL FUNERAL
DIRECTORS AND MORTICIANS ASSOCIATION TO MYRTLE BEACH
FOR ITS 80TH NATIONAL CONVENTION AND EXPOSITION.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 4152  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE BOYS & GIRLS
CLUBS OF SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THEIR EXTRAORDINARY EFFORTS
IN HELPING SOUTH CAROLINA S YOUTH PREPARE FOR A PRODUC-
TIVE LIFE AND TO RECOGNIZE THE TEN YOUNG PEOPLE FROM DIF-
FERENT BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS THROUGHOUT THE STATE WHO HAVE
BEEN NAMED 2017 YOUTH OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ALLIANCE OF BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS.
   04/19/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-55
   04/19/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4153  Resolution, By Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Duckworth, Hardee,
Hewitt, Ryhal, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PRIVATE FIRST
CLASS JASON SHUMPERT FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
MYRTLE BEACH POLICE GANG UNIT AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON BEING NAMED THE 2017 JOE MCGARRY MEMORIAL POLICE
OFFICER OF THE YEAR, AN AWARD GIVEN BY THE ROTARY CLUB OF
MYRTLE BEACH.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 4154  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, W. Newton, Murphy, Hill, Magnuson,
Herbkersman, Norrell, G.R. Smith, Burns, Hixon, McCravy, B. Newton,
Pope, Bedingfield, Putnam, Bernstein, Pitts, Martin, Funderburk, Long,
Toole, Fry, Dillard, Kirby, Hosey, Clyburn, Gilliard and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-1-70 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A TELECOM-
MUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER THAT HAS
ENTERED INTO A FRANCHISE AGREEMENT, RIGHT OF WAY AGREE-
MENT, OR OTHER CONTRACT WITH THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
OR ONE OF ITS POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, OR THAT USES FACILITIES
THAT ARE SUBJECT TO THOSE AGREEMENTS, EVEN IF IT IS NOT A
PARTY TO THE AGREEMENT, MAY NOT COLLECT PERSONAL INFOR-
MATION FROM A CUSTOMER RESULTING FROM THE CUSTOMER S
USE OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PRO-
VIDER WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE CUS-
TOMER.
   04/19/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-57
   04/19/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-57
   04/20/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hill
   05/03/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Herbkersman, Norrell, G.R.Smith, Burns, Hixon
   05/04/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy,
B.Newton, Pope, Bedingfield, Putnam, Bernstein, Pitts,
Martin, Funderburk, Long, Toole, Fry, Dillard, Kirby,
Hosey, Clyburn, Gilliard
   05/09/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
H 4155  Resolution, By Jordan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD MASTER PILOT
ROGER L. BLACKMAN ON RECEIVING THE WRIGHT BROTHERS MAS-
TER PILOT AWARD IN MARCH 2017.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 4156  Resolution, By Jordan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JEAN L. BLACK-
MAN UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE POSI-
TION OF SCHOOL NURSE AFTER TWENTY-EIGHT DEDICATED YEARS
AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4157  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 10-
16, 2017, AS  ASSISTED LIVING WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
URGE CITIZENS TO VOLUNTEER IN AN ASSISTED-LIVING COMMU-
NITY, TO VISIT FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES WHO RESIDE AT THESE
COMMUNITIES, AND TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE WAY IN WHICH
ASSISTED-LIVING SERVICES BENEFIT THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4158  Concurrent Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 28, 2017, AS
WORKERS  MEMORIAL DAY  IN TRIBUTE TO THE WORKING MEN AND
WOMEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR LIVES BECAUSE OF WORKPLACE
INJURIES AND ILLNESSES.
   04/20/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-21
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   04/25/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
   05/11/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-2
   05/11/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-2
H 4159  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
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Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR PALMER  SATCH  KRANTZ,
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF RIVERBANKS ZOO AND GARDEN IN COLUM-
BIA, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP
APPRECIATION FOR HIS FORTY-FOUR YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED
PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIRE-
MENT.
   04/20/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   04/20/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-9
H 4160  Concurrent Resolution, By Long
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 417 IN GREENVILLE COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 14 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH BROOK-
WOOD POINT PLACE  REVEREND CARLOS BLEASE WATSON MEMO-
RIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/20/17 House Introduced HJ-23
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-23
   04/25/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-28
   04/26/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-63
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced SJ-43
   04/27/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-43
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-7
   05/04/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-56
H 4161  General Bill, By Whipper, Brown and Mack
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-185 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018 REGULAR ANNUAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY, EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AFTER THE
FIRST WEEK SHALL MEET EACH WEEK IN STATEWIDE SESSION
DURING THE REMAINDER OF ITS REGULAR AND ANY EXTENDED
SESSION, ON MONDAY, TUESDAY, AND WEDNESDAY OF THAT WEEK
AND IN LOCAL SESSION ON THURSDAY, UNLESS VARIED BY EITHER
HOUSE PURSUANT TO ITS APPROPRIATE RULES OR BY CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS TO AND THE CON-
TINUED IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS PROVISION.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-23
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 4162  General Bill, By Mack, Whipper, Gilliard, Brown, Pendarvis,
Henderson-Myers, Brawley, King, Henegan, M. Rivers, Dillard and Thigpen
Similar (S 0346, H 4954)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 6 SO AS TO ENACT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INCLUSIONARY ZONING ACT  TO PROVIDE THAT
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO USE INCLU-
SIONARY ZONING STRATEGIES TO INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-24
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley,
King, Henegan
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-62
   04/05/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
   04/05/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Long, Mace, Fry, Toole, Pitts,
West, Gagnon, Thayer, Putnam, McCravy, Hill HJ-31
   04/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard
   04/17/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
   04/26/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Pitts HJ-27
   05/01/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-97
H 4163  General Bill, By Lowe, Pitts and White
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 49-6-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP ON THE SOUTH CAROLINA
AQUATIC PLANT MANAGEMENT COUNCIL, SO AS TO ALTER THE
COMPOSITION OF THE COUNCIL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 49-6-40,
RELATING TO THE AQUATIC PLANT MANAGEMENT PLAN, SO AS TO
REQUIRE THE PLAN TO BALANCE AQUATIC PLANT MANAGEMENT
WITH THE PRESERVATION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITATS.
   04/20/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   04/20/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-24
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Ott
H 4164  Resolution, By Ott and Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED STATES CON-
GRESS AND TO URGE THEM TO PASS S. 829 TO REAUTHORIZE THE
ASSISTANCE TO FIREFIGHTERS GRANT (AFG) AND STAFFING FOR
ADEQUATE FIRE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE (SAFER) GRANT PRO-
GRAM.
   04/25/17 House Introduced HJ-28
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-28
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-66
   05/04/17 House Adopted HJ-61
H 4165  General Bill, By Douglas
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-250, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE
MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE
FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE REVE-
NUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-36
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
H 4166  Resolution, By Martin, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
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Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MID-CARO-
LINA HIGH SCHOOL ACADEMIC CHALLENGE TEAM, ADVISORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 DIVISION II SOUTH CARO-
LINA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4167  Resolution, By Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TARA MOORE OF
ANDERSON COUNTY AND TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR BEING
NAMED DISTINGUISHED YOUNG WOMAN OF AMERICA FOR 2016.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4168  Resolution, By Weeks, Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY,
INC., FOR MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE IN LOCAL COMMU-
NITIES AND AROUND THE WORLD AND TO WELCOME MEMBERS OF
THE FRATERNITY TO THE STATE HOUSE ON MAY 3, 2017.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4169  Resolution, By Brown, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CESURIAN  CEZ  CHAM-
PAGNE, BAPTIST HILL MIDDLE HIGH SCHOOL HEAD COACH FOR
BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL, ON BEING NAMED 2017 CLASS A
REGION AAAA COACH OF THE YEAR.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 4170  Resolution, By Brown, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE BAPTIST HILL MID-
DLE HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 CLASS A REGION AAAA CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
AND TO HONOR THE TEAM S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES,
AND STAFF.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 4171  Resolution, By McCoy, Arrington, Bennett, Brown, Cogswell,
Crosby, Gilliard, Hewitt, Mack, S. Rivers, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Whipper,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Magnuson, Martin, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Spires,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CHARLES-
TON SCHOOL OF LAW ON WINNING THE 2017 NATIONAL TAX MOOT
COURT CHAMPIONSHIP.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 4172  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Bales, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
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Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR WEYLCHEM U.S. INC., OF
ELGIN AT THE CELEBRATION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND
TO CONGRATULATE THE COMPANY ON HALF A CENTURY OF OUT-
STANDING SUCCESS AND RECOGNIZE THE COMPANY S SUBSTAN-
TIAL INVESTMENT IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-33
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-13
H 4173  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, MAY 4, 2017,
SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA AND HONOR THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CAMPAIGN TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY,
THEIR PARTNERS WITHIN LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND ORGANIZA-
TIONS, PARENTS, EDUCATORS, AND TRUSTED ADULTS.
   04/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-33
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-14
H 4174  Concurrent Resolution, By Pitts
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MAKE APPLICATION BY THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA UNDER ARTICLE V OF THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION FOR A CONVENTION OF THE STATES TO BE CALLED
TO PROPOSE AN AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITU-
TION RELATING TO CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES
INTENDED TO AFFECT ELECTIONS AND CLARIFYING THE AUTHOR-
ITY OF CONGRESS AND THE STATES TO REGULATE THE EXPENDI-
TURE OF FUNDS FOR POLITICAL ACTIVITY BY CORPORATIONS.
   04/25/17 House Introduced HJ-34
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-34
H 4175  Concurrent Resolution, By Pope, D.C. Moss, Simrill, Felder, B.
Newton, Delleney, V.S. Moss and King
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 5 IN YORK COUNTY FROM NORTHWESTERN HIGH SCHOOL TO
ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 321  VETERANS
MEMORIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   04/25/17 House Introduced HJ-34
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-34
   04/26/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-67
   05/04/17 House Adopted HJ-62
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/08/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-78
H 4176  Concurrent Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 2017  ELECTRICAL
SAFETY MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND ENCOURAGE ALL CITI-
ZENS TO ESTABLISH AND PRACTICE ELECTRICAL SAFETY HABITS IN
THE HOME, SCHOOL, AND WORKPLACE TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
ELECTRICALLY-RELATED FIRES, INJURIES, AND DEATHS.
   04/25/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-35
   04/25/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-14
H 4177  General Bill, By Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Johnson, Duckworth
and Hardee
Similar (S 0710)
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 5, TITLE 57, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO TURNPIKE
PROJECTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE NONTAX REVENUES MADE AVAIL-
ABLE WITHIN THE DEFINITION OF  TURNPIKE FACILITIES REVENUES
, TO PROVIDE WHICH ROADS MAY BE DESIGNATED AS A TURNPIKE
FACILITY, TO ALLOW CONTRACTS WITH POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS,
TO PROVIDE THE MANNER IN WHICH TOLL AMOUNTS ARE DETER-
MINED, TO CLARIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH TURNPIKE BONDS MAY
BE AUTHORIZED, AND TO DEFINE  ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION
SYSTEM ; TO AMEND SECTION 57-3-615, RELATING TO HIGHWAY
TOLLS, SO AS TO DELETE CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING TO TOLL
REVENUES AND TOLL PROJECTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-28-
2920, RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF TOLL ROADS, SO AS TO
ALLOW TOLL REVENUES TO BE RETAINED IN A SPECIAL ACCOUNT
AND TO BE USED TO MAINTAIN THE TURNPIKE FACILITIES.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-37
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-37
H 4178 (Rat # 0120, Act #  0082)  General Bill, By Martin
Similar (S 0885, S 1144)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-420, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN NEWBERRY COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-37
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-15
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   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-16
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-27
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-27
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-11
   05/15/17 Ratified R 120
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 82
H 4179 (Rat # 0121, Act #  0083)  General Bill, By Gagnon and West
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN ABBEVILLE COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD THE SMITH-
VILLE PRECINCT, TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH
THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAIN-
TAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND TO
CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-37
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-16
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-16
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-17
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   05/04/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/09/17 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   05/09/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-14
   05/10/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-27
   05/15/17 Ratified R 121
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 83
H 4180 (Rat # 0134, Act #  0130)  General Bill, By W. Newton, Erickson,
Herbkersman, Bowers, Bradley and M. Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTIONS 4-3-75 AND 4-3-325 SO AS TO ALTER THE
BOUNDARY LINES OF BEAUFORT AND JASPER COUNTIES BY ANNEX-
ING A CERTAIN PORTION OF JASPER COUNTY TO BEAUFORT COUNTY
AND A CERTAIN PORTION OF BEAUFORT COUNTY TO JASPER
COUNTY AND MAKE PROVISIONS FOR LEGAL RECORDS. - ratified title
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-38
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-17
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-18
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
   05/10/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-2
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-2
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-2
   01/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-7
   02/01/18 Ratified R 134
   02/07/18 Signed By Governor
   02/09/18 Effective date 2/7/18
   02/12/18 Act No. 130
H 4181  General Bill, By Anthony
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-510, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN UNION COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE
MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE
FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE REVE-
NUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-38
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-19
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
H 4182  General Bill, By White, Clary and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  STATE INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ENTER-
PRISE ACT , BY ADDING CHAPTER 157 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ALLOW
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCA-
TION TO ESTABLISH BY RESOLUTION AN ENTERPRISE DIVISION AS
PART OF THE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
ASSETS, PROGRAMS, AND OPERATIONS OF THE INSTITUTION MAY
BE TRANSFERRED TO THE ENTERPRISE DIVISION, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE ENTERPRISE DIVISION IS EXEMPT FROM VARIOUS STATE LAWS
GOVERNING PROCUREMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, PERSONNEL,
AND THE DISPOSITION OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, SUB-
JECT TO CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT BONDS, NOTES,
OR OTHER EVIDENCE OF INDEBTEDNESS MAY BE ISSUED FOR THE
ENTERPRISE DIVISION, AND TO PROVIDE AUDIT AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-710, RELATING TO
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA PROCUREMENT CODE,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AUTHORITY MAY EXEMPT AN ENTERPRISE DIVISION IF A DIVISION
IS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 157, TITLE 59 IF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ADOPTS A PROCUREMENT POLICY FOR THE
DIVISION THAT IS APPROVED BY THE AUTHORITY.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-38
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-38
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-56
   03/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill, Bennett, Taylor, GR
Smith, Magnuson, Hiott, Daning, Knight, Hart HJ-115
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
   04/04/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). GR Smith HJ-30
   04/05/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Knight HJ-44
   04/10/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Hiott, Bennett, Hart
HJ-18
   04/10/18 House Amended HJ-21
   04/10/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   04/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-2 HJ-27
   04/11/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/11/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/12/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-13
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-5
   04/26/18 Senate Pursuant to Rule 47, the bill was returned to the Commit-
tee on Senate Education SJ-5
H 4183 (Rat # 0122, Act #  0084)  General Bill, By McKnight and Ridgeway
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AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-190, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN CLARENDON COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIG-
NATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRE-
CINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND
FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES
TO THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   04/25/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-39
   04/27/17 House Read second time HJ-20
   04/27/17 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-21
   04/27/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   04/28/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   05/02/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   05/02/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-19
   05/03/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/08/17 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   05/08/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-26
   05/09/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-11
   05/15/17 Ratified R 122
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 84
H 4184  General Bill, By Elliott, G.R. Smith, Hamilton and Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES AND STUDENTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE
READINESS TO PARTICIPATE AS A CITIZEN IN OUR CONSTITUTIONAL
REPUBLIC AS A KEY ELEMENT IN THE PROFILE OF THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA GRADUATE.
   04/25/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-39
   04/25/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-39
H 4185  Resolution, By Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2017, AS
LOLA BROWN BREAST SELF-CHECK DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND
TO SEEK TO INCREASE AWARENESS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF PER-
FORMING MONTHLY SELF-EXAMS FOR WOMEN BETWEEN THE AGES
OF EIGHTEEN AND FORTY.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-118
H 4186  Resolution, By Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA STU-
DENT LEGISLATURE TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE
MEETING FROM OCTOBER 25 THROUGH OCTOBER 27, 2017.  HOW-
EVER, THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE HOUSE IS IN SES-
SION OR THE CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-119
H 4187  Resolution, By Anderson, Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TIDELANDS
HEALTH FOR ITS SIGNIFICANT AND BENEFICIAL IMPACT ON THE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE CITIZENS OF GEORGETOWN
COUNTY.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-120
H 4188  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GABRIEL ASHTON SWAD
OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY UPON HIS RECENT GRADUATION FROM
THE DARLA MOORE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS FINE SERVICE AS A PAGE
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND TO
WISH HIM SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-120
H 4189  Resolution, By Sandifer, Whitmire, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
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Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WEST-OAK
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-121
H 4190  Resolution, By Bernstein
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, MAY 4, 2017,  SOUTH
CAROLINA TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION DAY  IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND HONOR THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CAMPAIGN TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY, THEIR PART-
NERS WITHIN LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS, PAR-
ENTS, EDUCATORS, AND TRUSTED ADULTS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced HJ-122
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-122
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-66
   05/04/17 House Adopted HJ-60
H 4191  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Willis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THOMAS CHAM-
BERS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT FROM BRYSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AFTER YEARS
OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG MINDS
AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-122
H 4192  Resolution, By Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JAMES L.  RAB-
BIT  PINKNEY, A MANAGER AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER NUCLEAR
SITE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN
FORTY-ONE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-123
H 4193  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND JACKIE BOYD OF
CENTER BAPTIST CHURCH IN TIMMONSVILLE ON THE OCCASION OF
HIS THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINISTRY AT CENTER
BAPTIST AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR GOD S RICHEST BLESS-
INGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-124
H 4194  Resolution, By Bowers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE YOUNG
FAMILY REUNION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE FAMILY MEMBERS
ON THEIR FAITHFULNESS IN RENEWING FAMILY TIES.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-124
H 4195  Resolution, By Rutherford, Howard, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, McEachern, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JOHN L.  RABBIT  SCOTT, SR., OF RICH-
LAND COUNTY, TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO HIS
COMMUNITY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-125
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H 4196  Concurrent Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Yow, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill and Hiott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 2017 AS  BUILDING
SAFETY MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO RECOGNIZE AND
COMMEND LOCAL AND STATE CODE OFFICIALS FOR THE SIGNIFI-
CANT SERVICE THEY PROVIDE IN KEEPING OUR COMMUNITIES SAFE
AND OUR ECONOMY GROWING.
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-125
   04/27/17 Senate Introduced SJ-44
   04/27/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-44
   05/02/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-4
   05/02/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 4197  Concurrent Resolution, By Quinn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
SOUTHEASTERN PIANO FESTIVAL AND TO CONGRATULATE ITS PAR-
TICIPANTS AND ORGANIZERS UPON THEIR FIFTEENTH ANNIVER-
SARY OF THE CULTURAL SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM.
   04/26/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-126
   04/26/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 4198  Concurrent Resolution, By Pope, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, B. Newton and Simrill
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF WEST SPRINGDALE ROAD
IN YORK COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH FIRETOWER ROAD
TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH LESSLIE HIGHWAY IN MEMORY OF ERIC
LESSMEISTER AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS
ALONG THIS HIGHWAY THAT CONTAIN THE WORDS  IN MEMORY OF
ERIC LESSMEISTER,  ONCE A BEARCAT, ALWAYS A BEARCAT . 
   04/26/17 House Introduced HJ-127
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-127
   05/03/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-67
   05/04/17 House Adopted HJ-61
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced SJ-2
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   05/08/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/09/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/17 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-79
H 4199  Joint Resolution, By Putnam
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF THIS STATE VESTED IN
TWO BRANCHES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE
GENERAL ELECTION SUBSEQUENT TO THE APPORTIONMENT FOL-
LOWING THE 2020 DECENNIAL CENSUS, THE LEGISLATIVE POWER
OF THIS STATE SHALL BE VESTED IN A UNICAMERAL GENERAL
ASSEMBLY WITH ONE BRANCH STYLED THE  HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES , AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE POWERS, DUTIES, AND FUNC-
TIONS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AS THE SINGLE
BRANCH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PROVIDED BY
LAW; PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2, ARTICLE III,
RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REP-
RESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE
GENERAL ELECTION SUBSEQUENT TO THE APPORTIONMENT FOL-
LOWING THE 2020 DECENNIAL CENSUS, THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES MUST BE COMPOSED OF MEMBERS ELECTED FOR TERMS
OF FOUR YEARS, TO  STAGGER THE TERMS OF THOSE MEMBERS INI-
TIALLY ELECTED, AND TO REQUIRE THAT MEMBERS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MUST BE SUBJECT TO RECALL ELECTIONS;
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3, ARTICLE III, RELATING
TO THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE GENERAL
ELECTION SUBSEQUENT TO THE 2020 DECENNIAL CENSUS, THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SHALL CONSIST OF ONE HUNDRED
SEVENTY MEMBERS, WHICH INCLUDES FORTY-SIX MEMBERS REP-
RESENTING THE FORMER SENATE DISTRICTS; AND PROPOSING
AMENDMENTS TO SECTIONS 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23, AND 25
OF ARTICLE III; AND SECTION 12, ARTICLE IV; SECTION 26, ARTICLE
V; SECTION 13, ARTICLE X; SECTION 4, ARTICLE XIII; SECTION 2,
ARTICLE XV; AND SECTION 1, ARTICLE XVI OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THIS STATE, AND TO DELETE SECTIONS 6, 15, AND 37 OF ARTICLE
III; AND SECTIONS 9 AND 10, ARTICLE IV, ALL RELATING TO THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND ITS ORGANIZATION, OPERATION, AND
PROCEDURES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO THE  SENATE ,
SENATOR , OR SIMILARLY RELATED TERMS.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-128
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-128
H 4200  General Bill, By Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-28-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARENT EXPECTATIONS IN THE
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR CHILDREN S EDUCATION ACT ,
SO AS TO REQUIRE SCHOOLS PROVIDE PARENTS WITH A RELATED
PLEDGE OF PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS DURING ANNUAL REGISTRA-
TION BEGINNING WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-129
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-129
H 4201  General Bill, By Martin, Pope, Delleney and Huggins
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-660, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PALMETTO TREE S DESIGNATION AS
THE OFFICIAL TREE OF THIS STATE, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PROCE-
DURE FOR A DESIGN OF THE PALMETTO TREE TO BE PREPARED
WHICH, WHEN APPROVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SHALL BE
THE APPROVED DESIGN OF THE PALMETTO TREE FOR OFFICIAL PUR-
POSES AND FOR INCLUSION ON THE STATE FLAG.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-130
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   05/02/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
H 4202  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Bannister, Hamilton, Long,
Chumley, Martin, Stavrinakis, Burns, Bennett, McCoy, Erickson, Taylor, W.
Newton, McKnight, B. Newton, Allison, Clemmons, Delleney, Elliott, Forrest,
Forrester, Henderson, Hixon, Jordan, Loftis, Quinn, Spires, Thayer and
Toole
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS BY HOME SCHOOL,
CHARTER SCHOOL, AND GOVERNOR S SCHOOL STUDENTS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS WITH INDIVIDUALIZED EDU-
CATION PROGRAMS, 504 PLANS, OR INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICE
PLANS, IF THE PRIVATE SCHOOL THEY ATTEND DOES NOT OFFER
THE SAME ACTIVITY, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   04/26/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   04/26/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-130
   02/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4203  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JULIA WILLIAMS  JADA
GORE OF DARLINGTON COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER
RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HER FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HER MUCH
HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/27/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4204 (Rat # 0123, Act #  0085)  General Bill, By Parks, Pitts and McCravy
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-290, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN GREENWOOD COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD THE
ANGEL OAKS CROSSING AND GRAHAM S GLEN PRECINCTS, TO
REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE
PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFER-
ENCES TO THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   04/27/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-25
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-25
   05/04/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-17
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   05/09/17 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-49
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-49
   05/10/17 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-49
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-41
   05/15/17 Ratified R 123
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   05/31/17 Act No. 85
H 4205  General Bill, By Kirby and Atkinson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-400, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRECINCTS
IN MARION COUNTY, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON
WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE AND
TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE REVENUE AND FIS-
CAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   04/27/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   05/03/17 House Read second time HJ-26
   05/03/17 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-0 HJ-26
   05/04/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-18
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/08/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 4206  Resolution, By Toole, Atwater, Ballentine, Caskey, Huggins, Ott,
Quinn, Spires, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MIDLAND
DIXIE YOUTH COACHES PITCH ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM AND
COACHES FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016 WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 4207  Resolution, By Toole, Atwater, Ballentine, Caskey, Forrest, Huggins,
Ott, Quinn, Spires, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MIDLANDS
DIXIE YOUTH OZONE ALL-STAR BASEBALL TEAM AND COACHES
FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
WINNING THE 2016 DIXIE YOUTH WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 4208  Resolution, By Ott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DECLARATION OF INDE-
PENDENCE AND THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, WHICH
TOGETHER ENUMERATE OUR UNALIENABLE RIGHTS AND LIBER-
TIES, AND TO PROCLAIM WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 2017, AS  LIBERTY
DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 4209  Resolution, By Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF ALLAN GEORGE ANDERSON III OF
CHERAW AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 4210  Concurrent Resolution, By Toole
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF THE 12TH STREET
EXTENSION (SC-35) AND I-77 IN CAYCE  NOEL K. YOBS INTERSEC-
TION  AND TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS
LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/02/17 House Introduced HJ-16
   05/02/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-16
   05/11/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-17
   01/10/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-13
   01/31/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-26
   02/01/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-227
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
H 4211  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ANDREWS ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE
STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON
THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 4212  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BROWN S FERRY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
   05/03/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4213  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KENSINGTON
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS IMPRES-
SIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS,
PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON THE SCHOOL
S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 4214  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARYVILLE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 4215  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MCDONALD
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 4216  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PLANTERSVILLE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 4217  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PLEASANT HILL
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 4218  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SAMPIT ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE
STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON
THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 4219  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WACCAMAW
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 4220  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR COASTAL MON-
TESSORI SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE
STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON
THE SCHOOL S SUCCESSFUL 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 4221  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CARVERS BAY
MIDDLE SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE STU-
DENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON THE
SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4222  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GEORGETOWN
MIDDLE SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE STU-
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DENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON THE
SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4223  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROSEMARY MID-
DLE SCHOOL FOR ITS COMMENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
AND ITS MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4224  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WACCAMAW
MIDDLE SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMEND-
ABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE STU-
DENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION ON THE
SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4225  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WACCAMAW
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COM-
MENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION
ON THE SCHOOL S VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4226  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ANDREWS HIGH
SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMENDABLE STAN-
DARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE SCHOOL ON ITS
VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4227  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CARVERS BAY
HIGH SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS COMMENDABLE
STANDARDS IN EDUCATION AND TO CONGRATULATE THE SCHOOL
ON ITS VARIOUS AWARDS FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4228  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GEORGETOWN
HIGH SCHOOL FOR ITS COMMENDABLE STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
AND THE VARIOUS AWARDS EARNED FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4229  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WACCAMAW
HIGH SCHOOL OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY FOR ITS IMPRESSIVE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND THE VARIOUS AWARDS IT HAS EARNED
FOR THE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/02/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4230  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE SHILOH
BAPTIST CHURCH OF BENNETTSVILLE ON THE OCCASION OF ITS
HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COM-
MEND THE CHURCH FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF SERVICE TO
GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4231  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FORMER EDU-
CATOR AND COMMUNITY LEADER, DEAN WILLIE LLOYD HARRI-
FORD, JR., AND TO WISH HIM MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH,
HAPPINESS, AND PROSPERITY.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 4232  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR NICHOLAS
JULIANO III UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER OVER
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE MURRELLS
INLET-GARDEN CITY FIRE DISTRICT AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4233  Resolution, By Willis, Anthony, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
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McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE CLINTON
FAMILY YMCA ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
ON JUNE 2, 2017.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4234  Resolution, By Willis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WALTER TODD
FOR AN IMPRESSIVE ROOKIE YEAR IN SENIOR GOLF COMPETITION
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR WINNING THE JONES CUP SENIOR
INVITATIONAL AND BEING NAMED THE SENIOR PLAYER OF THE
YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA GOLF ASSOCIATION.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 4235  Resolution, By Wheeler, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF PALMA BURGESS ANDREWS OF SUM-
TER AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-71
H 4236  Resolution, By Kirby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SAVANNAH LEIGH
GREEN OF FLORENCE COUNTY ON HER GRADUATION FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, THANK HER FOR HER FAITHFUL
SERVICE AS A HOUSE PAGE, AND WISH HER WELL IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-72
H 4237  Resolution, By Erickson, Bernstein, Collins, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE DEVASTATING IMPACT
OF CHILD HUNGER ON OUR STATE S YOUNGEST CITIZENS AND TO
ENCOURAGE ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS IN OUR STATE TO MAXIMIZE
ACCESS TO HEALTHY MEALS AT NO COST FOR CHILDREN IN POV-
ERTY BY ADOPTING THE COMMUNITY ELIGIBILITY PROVISION OF
THE HEALTHY, HUNGER-FREE KIDS ACT.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-72
H 4238  Resolution, By Forrest, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE THIRTY-FIRST ANNIVER-
SARY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA POULTRY FESTIVAL TO BE HELD IN
BATESBURG-LEESVILLE ON MAY 11-13, 2017, AND TO HONOR THOSE
PLANNING AND PARTICIPATING IN THE FESTIVAL.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-73
H 4239  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
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Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE EDELL SWINEY, A
NATIVE OF KERSHAW COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-74
H 4240  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JERRY L. HUG-
GINS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-74
H 4241  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KAREN ROSE
LAROCHE, THE INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGER IN THE
OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS
OF EXEMPLARY AND DEVOTED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-75
H 4242  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CATHERINE
POWELL MIDDLETON UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT
AFTER YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AND TO WISH HER CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-76
H 4243  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. JAMES R.
COUCH FOR HIS COMMITTED SERVICE TO EDUCATION IN LEXING-
TON AND RICHLAND COUNTIES AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS IN ALL
HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-76
H 4244  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Cogswell, Sottile, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JANE MCGEE S.
DAVIS UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-
EIGHT YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AS THE PRINCIPAL OF
MOUNT PLEASANT ACADEMY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND TO WISH
HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-77
H 4245  Concurrent Resolution, By Felder, B. Newton, Simrill, King, Pope,
Delleney and D.C. Moss
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES NAME A DEPARTMENT FACILITY IN HONOR OF
CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENT KYLE J. WHITE AND
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PLACE APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THAT FACILITY CON-
TAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/03/17 House Introduced HJ-78
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-78
   05/04/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-100
   05/09/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-143
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   05/02/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-47
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-82
H 4246  Concurrent Resolution, By Daning, Crosby, Jefferson, Davis and S.
Rivers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION ERECT APPROPRIATE SIGNS ALONG UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 17 ALTERNATE AT SEPARATE LOCATIONS EAST
AND WEST OF ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED STATES HIGHWAY
176 IN BERKELEY COUNTY CONTAINING THE WORDS  NORTHWOOD
ACADEMY LADY CHARGERS SCISA 3A 2017 STATE BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONS .
   05/03/17 House Introduced HJ-78
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-78
   05/04/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-101
   05/09/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-144
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
H 4247 (Rat # 0124, Act #  0124)  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations
and Administrative Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO TERM AND CONDI-
TIONS FOR THE PUBLIC S USE OF STATE LAKES AND PONDS OWNED
OR LEASED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4727, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE. - ratified title
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-80
   05/04/17 House Read second time HJ-98
   05/04/17 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-0 HJ-98
   05/04/17 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-99
   05/05/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   05/08/17 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence SJ-9
   05/10/17 Senate Read second time SJ-59
   05/10/17 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-59
   05/11/17 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-42
   05/15/17 Ratified R 124
   05/19/17 Signed By Governor
   05/25/17 Effective date 5/19/17
   07/12/17 Act No. 124
H 4248  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO MINIMUM STANDARDS OF
STUDENT CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT PROCE-
DURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, DESIG-
NATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4657, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-80
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-90
H 4249  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, RELATING TO SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFI-
CERS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4659, PUR-
SUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF
THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-80
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-90
H 4250  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMIS-
SION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, RELATING TO DETERMINATION OF
RATES OF TUITION AND FEES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4729, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-81
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-90
H 4251  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF BAR-
BER EXAMINERS, RELATING TO BARBERSHOP REQUIREMENTS;
APPLICATIONS FOR INSPECTION AND REGISTRATION AND SHOP
LICENSE, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4713,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-81
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-91
H 4252  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO ADOPTION OF MODEL CODES, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4714, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-81
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-91
H 4253  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO ENERGY STANDARDS APPEAL PROCEDURE,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4715, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-81




H 4254  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R502.11.4 TRUSS DESIGN, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4716, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-92
H 4255  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R703.4 FLASHING, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4717, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-92
H 4256  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO IRC SECTION R802.10.1 WOOD TRUSS
DESIGN, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4718,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-93
H 4257  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BUILDING CODES
COUNCIL, RELATING TO MAXIMUM TIME FOR CERTIFICATION, DES-
IGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4719, PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976
CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-82
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-93
H 4258  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO REAL
ESTATE COMMISSION, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4711, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-93
H 4259  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE, RELATING TO WORK
SEARCH, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4693,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-94
H 4260  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE, RELATING TO APPEALS
TO THE APPELLATE PANEL, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4692, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-94
H 4261  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE, RELATING TO APPEALS
TO APPEAL TRIBUNAL, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4691, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-95
H 4262  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS - CONSUMER FINANCE DIVI-
SION, RELATING TO MORTGAGE LENDING, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4690, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-83
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-95
H 4263  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE STATE
BOARD OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS - CONSUMER FINANCE DIVI-
SION, RELATING TO CHECK CASHING, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4689, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-84
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-95
H 4264  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SECRE-
TARY OF STATE, RELATING TO SECURITIES DIVISION, DESIGNATED
AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4649, PURSUANT TO THE PRO-
VISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.




   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-96
H 4265  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO LICENSING STAN-
DARDS FOR CONTINUING CARE RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4625, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-84
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-96
H 4266  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO PREPAID LEGAL SER-
VICES CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4709, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-84
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-96
H 4267  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RELATING TO DISCOUNT MEDICAL
PLAN CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4707, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-84
   05/09/17 House Recommitted to Committee on Regulations and Adminis-
trative Procedures HJ-97
H 4268 (Rat # 0137, Act #  0133)  General Bill, By Crawford
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF
VOTING PRECINCTS IN HORRY COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
VARIOUS PRECINCTS AND REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON
WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - rati-
fied title
   05/03/17 House Referred to Horry Delegation HJ-85
   05/04/17 House Committee report: Favorable Horry Delegation HJ-23
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-99
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-99
   05/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-20
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/23/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Read second time SJ-18
   01/31/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-18
   02/01/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-9
   02/08/18 Ratified R 137
   02/12/18 Signed By Governor
   02/15/18 Effective date 2/12/18
   02/20/18 Act No. 133
H 4269  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-501, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN SUMTER COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD NEW PRE-
CINCTS, AND TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE
NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY
THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE AND TO CORRECT OUT-
DATED REFERENCES TO THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   05/03/17 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-85
   05/09/17 House Read second time HJ-97
   05/09/17 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-97
   05/10/17 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-20
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 4270  General Bill, By Hill, Henegan and Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PAWN TICKET CONTENT
REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE INCLUSION OF CERTAIN LAN-
GUAGE CONCERNING EARLY REDEMPTION OF LOANS AND PRORA-
TION OF LOAN INTEREST; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-100, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO INTEREST AND CHARGES ON LOANS MADE
BY PAWNBROKERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PAWNBROKERS SHALL PRO-
RATE INTEREST AND CHARGES ON A DAILY BASIS AND MAY NOT
IMPOSE ADDITIONAL CHARGES IF PLEDGED GOODS ARE REDEEMED
IN WHOLE OR IN PART BEFORE THE EXPIRATION OF ANY THIRTY-
DAY PERIOD OR IF THE PLEDGOR AGREES TO REPAY A LOAN IN
MONTHLY PERIODIC INSTALLMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE RELATED
NOTICE REQUIREMENTS IN MANDATORY POSTED RATE SCHEDULES.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-85
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-85
H 4271  Joint Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING ARTICLE XVIII SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INDEPENDENT REAPPORTIONMENT COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION
AND THE MANNER IN WHICH MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION ARE
CHOSEN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE APPROVAL OF PROPOSED APPORTIONMENT
PLANS, TO PROVIDE FOR APPORTIONMENT IN THE EVENT THAT A
PROPOSED APPORTIONMENT PLAN IS NOT APPROVED BY REFEREN-
DUM, AND TO EXEMPT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE FROM THE
PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 1, ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTI-
TUTION.
   05/03/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-86
H 4272 (Rat # 0146, Act #  0278)  General Bill, By Spires and Forrest
AN ACT TO EXTEND THE ONE PERCENT SALES TAX IMPOSED BY ACT
378 OF 2004, AS AMENDED, THE LEXINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT PROPERTY TAX RELIEF ACT, FOR AN ADDITIONAL SEVEN
YEARS. - ratified title
   05/03/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-86
   05/03/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-86
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrest
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable Ways and Means HJ-21
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-1 HJ-27
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-7
   02/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   02/21/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-10
   02/22/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-14
   03/07/18 Ratified R 146
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
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   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 278
H 4273  Resolution, By Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MACK  HENRY
HOLLAND FOR HIS DEDICATED SERVICE TO HIS NATION, HIS STATE,
AND HIS COMMUNITY.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 4274  Resolution, By Willis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MR. LEROY HAMILTON WITH
DEEP ADMIRATION AND APPRECIATION FOR HIS YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR IN GREENVILLE COUNTY
SCHOOLS AND TO WISH HIM GOOD HEALTH, MUCH HAPPINESS, AND
CONTINUED SUCCESS ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM
GREENVILLE COUNTY SCHOOLS.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 4275  Resolution, By Parks, McCravy and Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MAMIE W. NICH-
OLSON, PROGRAM OFFICER WITH THE SELF FAMILY FOUNDATION IN
GREENWOOD, AND TO EXPRESS SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR HER
TWENTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF LANDER COLLEGE.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 4276  Resolution, By Williams, Jefferson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DR. JAMES ROBERT SCHUSTER OF TIM-
MONSVILLE AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-101
H 4277  General Bill, By Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 19 TO TITLE 55 SO AS TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN
REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO AERIAL SPRAYING, INCLUDING THE
PROHIBITION OF AERIAL SPRAYING WITHIN A DEFINED PROXIMITY
OF A SCHOOL.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   05/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-106
H 4278  Resolution, By Erickson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL
BEAUFORT WATER FESTIVAL, TO BE HELD FRIDAY, JULY 14, 2017,
THROUGH SUNDAY, JULY 23, 2017, TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAR-
OLINIANS TO ATTEND AND ENJOY THIS FAMILY-FRIENDLY EVENT,
AND TO WISH ITS ORGANIZERS EVERY SUCCESS.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-102
H 4279  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR.
GABRIEL O SULLIVAN OF MOORE, SOUTH CAROLINA, FOR HIS MANY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS, HEALTH,
AND HAPPINESS FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-102
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H 4280  Resolution, By Erickson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE TECHNICAL COL-
LEGE OF THE LOWCOUNTRY VETERANS RESOURCE CENTER IN
BEAUFORT COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF ITS SECOND ANNIVER-
SARY AND TO THANK THE CENTER FOR THE OUTSTANDING SERVICE
IT PROVIDES TO THE COLLEGE S VETERANS.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-103
H 4281  Resolution, By Erickson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE PROCLAMATION OF THE
RECONSTRUCTION ERA MONUMENT ENCOMPASSING THE HISTORIC
SITES OF BRICK BAPTIST CHURCH, DARRAH HALL, THE PENN CEN-
TER, CAMP SAXTON, AND THE OLD BEAUFORT FIREHOUSE IN BEAU-
FORT COUNTY.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-104
H 4282  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CONWAY
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 REGION 6 CLASS AAAAA
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-104
H 4283  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CONWAY
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA REGION 6 CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-105
H 4284  Concurrent Resolution, By Douglas, Delleney and King
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF WALNUT STREET IN THE
CITY OF CHESTER FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH SPRING STREET
TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH GADSDEN STREET  THE REVEREND JOE
H. NEAL WAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS CON-
TAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/04/17 House Introduced HJ-106
   05/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-106
   05/09/17 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-178
   05/10/17 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-38
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   05/11/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   03/06/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-57
H 4285  General Bill, By Bernstein, Collins, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Quinn,
Thigpen and Hart
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 10, TITLE 59 SO AS TO CREATE
THE SOUTH CAROLINA OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME VOLUNTARY RECOG-
NITION PROGRAM, TO CREATE A VOLUNTARY RECOGNITION PRO-
GRAM FOR HEALTHY OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PROVIDERS TO
IMPLEMENT EVIDENCE-BASED HEALTHY EATING AND PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY AND BEST PRACTICE STANDARDS, TO REQUIRE THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP A
PROCESS TO RECOGNIZE OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PROVIDERS AND TO
PERFORM OTHER DUTIES, TO REQUIRE OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PRO-
VIDERS TO SUBMIT A SELF-ASSESSMENT TO DEMONSTRATE COM-
PLIANCE WITH BEST PRACTICE STANDARDS, TO ESTABLISH THE
HEALTHY OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PROGRAM FUND TO OPERATE AND
ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   05/04/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   05/04/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-106
H 4286  Resolution, By Norrell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
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Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE EMILY COX FOR WIN-
NING THE 2016 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE GOLF CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-178
H 4287  Resolution, By Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers,
S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
LEROY ROBERTSON, PASTOR OF SECOND DAMASCUS BAPTIST
CHURCH IN GREENWOOD, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR
TWENTY YEARS OF FAITHFUL MINISTRY IN THE CHURCH AND THE
COMMUNITY.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-179
H 4288  Resolution, By Norrell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE A.R.
RUCKER MIDDLE SCHOOL ACADEMIC CHALLENGE TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2016-2017 SOUTH CARO-
LINA DIVISION II STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-179
H 4289  Resolution, By McEachern, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CELEBRATE CHAMPION
TENNIS PLAYER ALTHEA GIBSON, A NATIVE OF CLARENDON
COUNTY, FOR HER OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE WORLD
OF PROFESSIONAL TENNIS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-180
H 4290  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE REVEREND TROY F. HARRISON,
SR., OF MAULDIN AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-181
H 4291  Resolution, By McCravy, Pitts and Parks
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE CAREY BOLT,
GREENWOOD COUNTY VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICER, FOR HIS SER-
VICE TO THE VETERANS OF GREENWOOD COUNTY AND TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OPENING OF THE NEW
GREENWOOD VETERAN S AFFAIRS OFFICE ON MAY 19, 2017.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-181
H 4292  Resolution, By McKnight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SENIOR CHIEF
MICHAEL T. LAURIE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
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AFTER TWENTY-SIX YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN THE
UNITED STATES NAVY, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-182
H 4293  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. GENE
MOORE FOR HIS COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING AN EXEMPLARY EDU-
CATION TO THE CHILDREN OF LANCASTER COUNTY.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-182
H 4294  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HUNTER RAGAN FAILE
OF LANCASTER COUNTY ON HER MAY 2017 GRADUATION FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, THANK HER FOR HER FAITHFUL
SERVICE AS A HOUSE PAGE, AND WISH HER WELL IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-183
H 4295  Resolution, By Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MAYOR BILL
OTIS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY OF PAWLEYS
ISLAND AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-184
H 4296  Resolution, By Mitchell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CYNTHIA PEURI-
FOY, THE REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE COORDINATOR AT
THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 4 OFFICE IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA, AND TO CONGRATULATE
HER FOR RECEIVING THE PRESTIGIOUS VIVIAN MALONE JONES LEG-
ACY AWARD.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-184
H 4297  Resolution, By Erickson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CITY OF BEAUFORT
AND THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA BEAUFORT CENTER
FOR THE ARTS ON RECEIVING A COVETED 2017 ELIZABETH O NEILL
VERNER GOVERNOR S AWARD FOR THE ARTS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-185
H 4298  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ERRICKA MICHELLE
FLESCH OF SUMTER COUNTY ON HER GRADUATION FROM THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO THANK HER FOR HER FAITHFUL
SERVICE AS A HOUSE PAGE, AND TO WISH HER WELL IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-186
H 4299  Resolution, By G.M. Smith and Weeks
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND RECOGNIZE PALMETTO
HEALTH TUOMEY HOSPITAL AS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 2017  I SEE
YOU CARE  AWARD.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-186
H 4300  Resolution, By Putnam, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JUNE 2017 AS  SCOLIOSIS
AWARENESS MONTH  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO PROMOTE AWARENESS
AND INCREASED RESEARCH INTO THE CAUSES OF AND A CURE FOR
THIS DISEASE.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-187
H 4301  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 13, 2017, AS
COLUMBIA URBAN LEAGUE DAY  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA IN RECOGNITION OF COLUMBIA URBAN LEAGUE S EXEM-
PLARY WORK IN OUR COMMUNITIES.
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-187
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   05/10/17 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-6
H 4302  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, McEachern, Rutherford, J.E. Smith and Thigpen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
FIFTY-SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF NIGERIA S INDEPENDENCE AND
TO CELEBRATE THE NIGERIAN COMMUNITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
AND THE CONTRIBUTIONS THEY HAVE MADE TO THE CULTURAL
DIVERSITY OF OUR GREAT STATE.
   05/09/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-188
   05/10/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4303  General Bill, By Collins, Hamilton, Quinn, Putnam, Elliott, Burns,
Long, Taylor, Atwater, Hill, Huggins, Magnuson, Allison, Ballentine,
Bedingfield, Daning, Hiott, Loftis, G.R. Smith, Toole and S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-440, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LIMITATION ON TAX INCREASES
AND NEW TAXES WITHIN THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
ACT, SO AS TO APPLY THE SAME LIMITATION TO FEES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT IN DETERMINING APPLICABILITY, THE INCREASED OR
NEW FEES AND TAXES MUST BE CALCULATED CUMULATIVELY.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-190
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-190
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 4304  General Bill, By Duckworth, Loftis, Finlay, Henderson, Stavrinakis,
Clary, McCoy, Taylor, Cogswell, Hewitt, Erickson, Crawford, Johnson,
Jordan, Atwater, Spires, Fry, Clemmons, Putnam, McCravy, Huggins, Davis,
Kirby, Arrington, Bennett, Collins, Felder, Ballentine, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Blackwell, Cole, Forrest, Gagnon, Hardee, Herbkersman, Hiott,
Hixon, Lowe, Lucas, V.S. Moss, Pope, S. Rivers, Simrill, G.R. Smith, Thayer,
Wheeler, Willis, Murphy, Brown, Elliott, Ott, Norrell, McGinnis, Caskey,
Mace, Trantham, Ridgeway and B. Newton
Similar (S 0724)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-37-60 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT  OFFSHORE
WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES  MEANS INITIATIVES
UNDERTAKEN BY AN ELECTRICAL UTILITY FOR THE LONG-TERM
ADVANCEMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CLEAN ENERGY
BENEFITS RESULTING FROM OFFSHORE WIND, TO PROVIDE THAT
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION MAY ADOPT
PROCEDURES THAT ENCOURAGE ELECTRICAL UTILITIES SUBJECT
TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE COMMISSION TO INVEST IN OFF-
SHORE WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES THAT PROVIDE
COST RECOVERY FOR ENERGY SUPPLIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WHO
INVEST IN OFFSHORE WIND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
THAT ARE REASONABLY EXPECTED TO RESULT IN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURING AND DEPLOYMENT OF
OFFSHORE WIND.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-191
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-191
   05/10/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Murphy
   05/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown, Elliott
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-52
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell,
McGinnis, Caskey, Mace, Trantham, Ridgeway, B.Newton
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-98
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-98
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-1 HJ-101
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   04/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-12
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4305  General Bill, By Elliott
Similar (H 4077)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3780 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, TO
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ALLOW FOR AN INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
EDUCATIONAL CREDIT FOR EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS CHILDREN S FUND
AND FOR TUITION PAYMENTS MADE TO AN ELIGIBLE SCHOOL FOR
AN EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS CHILD WITHIN THE TAXPAYER S CUSTODY
OR CARE, TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL LIMITS ON INCOME TAX CRED-
ITS AVAILABLE,  TO SPECIFY THE MANNER IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS
CLAIMED, TO CREATE THE  EDUCATIONAL CREDIT FOR EXCEP-
TIONAL NEEDS CHILDREN S FUND , TO PROVIDE FOR GOVERNANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAN-
NER IN WHICH GRANTS ARE AWARDED, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR DETER-
MINING WHICH SCHOOLS ARE ELIGIBLE.
   05/09/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-191
   05/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-191
H 4306  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR BRIGGS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF
FLORENCE COUNTY FOR ITS WORTHY STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
AND TO CONGRATULATE STUDENTS, PARENTS, FACULTY, AND
STAFF, INCLUDING MS. CAUSEY S THIRD GRADE CLASS, ON THEIR
FINE 2016-2017 SCHOOL YEAR.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 4307  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Cogswell, Sottile, W. Newton, J.E.
Smith, Gilliard, Mack, Bernstein, Brown, Herbkersman, Crosby, Clary,
Mace and McCoy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-400 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE APPROVAL
OF INFRASTRUCTURE USED TO FACILITATE THE TRANSPORTATION
OF OFFSHORE OIL INTO THE LAND AND WATERS OF THIS STATE BY
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, A STATE AGENCY, OR A POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-73
   05/10/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace, McCoy
H 4308  General Bill, By Erickson, Bedingfield, Knight, Loftis, Long, Martin,
Magnuson, Yow, Cogswell, West, Duckworth, Johnson, Spires, Henegan,
G.R. Smith, B. Newton, W. Newton, Clemmons, Elliott, Putnam, McCoy,
Forrest, Ballentine, Clary, Crosby, Daning, Finlay, Henderson,
Herbkersman, Huggins, Lowe, Lucas, McKnight, V.S. Moss, Pitts, Simrill,
J.E. Smith, Thayer, Toole, Fry and Hamilton
Similar (S 0622)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ESTABLISH THE  EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EDUCATION SCHOLAR-
SHIP ACCOUNT ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 8 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO
PROVIDE A CITATION, TO STATE THE PURPOSE OF THE CHAPTER, TO
PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE PARENTS OF ELIGI-
BLE CHILDREN MAY ESTABLISH AND FUND ACCOUNTS FOR USE IN
MEETING CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES, TO PROVIDE GUIDE-
LINES FOR THE USE OF SUCH FUNDS AND PENALTIES FOR MISUSE,
AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN RELATED POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE
EDUCATION OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE, AND TO CREATE A PARENTAL
REVIEW PANEL TO ASSIST IN DETERMINING WHETHER CERTAIN
EXPENSES CONSTITUTE QUALIFIED EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES,
AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-73
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry
   04/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hamilton
H 4309  Joint Resolution, By Bradley
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO ALLOW A LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR THE CLEAN-UP COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH HURRI-
CANE MATTHEW IN THE 2018-2019 ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT
ONLY IF THE CLEAN-UP PROJECT IS COMPLETED BY JANUARY 1,
2018.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
H 4310  General Bill, By Brown, Gilliard, Mack, Whipper and Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 34-3-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A CUS-
TOMER RESIDING IN THIS STATE BY WRITTEN AFFIDAVIT CERTIFIES
TO HIS STATE OR FEDERALLY CHARTERED BANK, CREDIT UNION, OR
OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTION WHICH IS DOING BUSINESS IN THIS
STATE THAT HE HAS NO PERSONAL INTERNET ACCESS, THE BANK,
CREDIT UNION, OR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION MUST PROVIDE IN
PAPER FORM, ALL ACCOUNT STATEMENTS AT LEAST MONTHLY, AND
RELATED CORRESPONDENCE AND MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR
THIS SERVICE, AND TO PROVIDE CIVIL PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-74
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
H 4311  Resolution, By Bannister, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PORTER & ROS-
ENFELD LLC LAW FIRM AND ITS PARTNERS, KENNETH C. PORTER
AND ROBERT M. ROSENFELD, ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR RETIRE-
MENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR THEIR FORTY YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE GREENVILLE COUNTY BAR, SOUTH
CAROLINA BAR, AND STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO OFFER
BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 4312  Resolution, By Yow, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
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Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Williams and Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. AND MRS. BERNIE
GARRETT SIMPSON, SR., OF CHESTERFIELD COUNTY ON THE OCCA-
SION OF THEIR SIXTY-FIFTH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSING AND
FULFILLMENT.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
H 4313  Resolution, By Bradley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE WILLIAM  BILL
RAISCH ON THE OCCASION OF HIS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
H 4314  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ENVIRONMEN-
TAL ATTORNEY BOB GUILD FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED
LABOR AS AN ADVOCATE FOR THE CONSERVATION OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA S NATURAL RESOURCES.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4315  Resolution, By McCravy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF LEXIE TURNER  LUCY  RODGERS OF
GREENWOOD COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY
TO HER LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 4316  Resolution, By Govan, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Jefferson, M. Rivers,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn,
Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CLAFLIN
UNIVERSITY WOMEN S SOFTBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR AN
EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 SOUTHERN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC CONFER-
ENCE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4317  Resolution, By Alexander and Kirby
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS SOUTH CARO-
LINA FOR ITS WORTHY STANDARDS IN COMPETITIVE SPORTS FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND TO CONGRATULATE AND CELE-
BRATE FLORENCE COUNTY ATHLETES JACKIE HOCH, KEITH FRO-
STICK, AND LATRICE PRINGLE ON THEIR STELLAR PERFORMANCES
AS REPRESENTATIVES OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS USA IN THE 2017 SPE-
CIAL OLYMPICS WORLD WINTER GAMES, HELD IN AUSTRIA.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4318  Resolution, By Gilliard, Whipper, Mack, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND REVEREND DR.
LARRY D. GOSS, SR., FOR HIS DEDICATION TO SPREADING THE WORD
OF GOD AND SALVATION TO ALL WHOM HE MEETS.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4319  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND TERESA ALEXAN-
DER FOR HER TIRELESS EFFORTS IN PROVIDING THE BEST EDUCA-
TION POSSIBLE TO THE CHILDREN OF SUMTER COUNTY.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 4320  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND ROYNELL BAR-
CLAY ON HIS UNCEASING EFFORTS TO BETTER THE LIVES OF
YOUNG MEN IN CHARLESTON COUNTY.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-71
H 4321  Resolution, By Stringer, Dillard, Robinson-Simpson, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR AIKEN CHAPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH FOR ITS HISTORY OF MINISTRY TO
THE COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATULATE THE PASTOR AND CON-
GREGATION FOR A CENTURY OF SERVICE TO THEIR GOD AND TO
THEIR FELLOWMAN.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-71
H 4322  General Bill, By Bradley, Allison, Loftis and S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-40-95 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE PARTNERSHIPS
TO CREATE CHARTER SCHOOLS IN THE WORKPLACE IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-74
   05/11/17 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 4323  Resolution, By Govan, Ott, Hosey, Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE UNIVERSITY WOMEN S TENNIS TEAM ON WINNING THE MID-
EASTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO
WISH THESE ATHLETES WELL AS THEY PREPARE TO PLAY IN THE
NCAA DIVISION I TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-72
H 4324  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE PUBLIC SCHOOL
BUS DRIVER TERESA STROBLE AND TO COMMEND HER HEROISM IN
THE COURAGEOUS RESCUE OF THE CHILDREN UNDER HER CARE.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 4325  Concurrent Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
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Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE S.W.A.T.A. (SPIRI-
TUAL WOMEN AWAKENING TO AUTHORITY) ON THE OCCASION OF
ITS TENTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO HONOR THE ORGANIZATION S
FOUNDER, DR. MARCIA L. BAILEY.
   05/10/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-84
   05/11/17 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
   05/12/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4326  Resolution, By Taylor, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE SHILOH
BAPTIST CHURCH OF AIKEN ON THE OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC
ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND
THE CHURCH FOR NEARLY TWO CENTURIES OF SERVICE TO GOD
AND THE COMMUNITY.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-83
H 4327  General Bill, By Magnuson, B. Newton, Martin, Long, Burns,
Putnam, Pitts and G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BY
ADDING CHAPTER 21 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAN-
NER IN WHICH THE TWO UNITED STATES SENATORS FROM SOUTH
CAROLINA SHALL APPEAR ANNUALLY BEFORE A JOINT SESSION OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO DISCUSS AND REVIEW VARIOUS TOP-
ICS AND ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE UNITED STATES SENATE AND BY
THEM.
   05/10/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-84
   05/10/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-84
H 4328  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
DR. JAMES  JIM  GEE OF SUMTER COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY
FRIENDS.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4329  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer,
Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper,
White, Whitmire, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MAGGIE SAMUEL HICKS
OF DARLINGTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 4330  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM
PARKER TUTEN, JR., UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
AFTER THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 4331  Resolution, By Fry, Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight,
Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DANIEL SCOTT
BURSON UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-
ONE YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4332  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HARRIET WIL-
SON UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT ON JUNE 30, 2017,
AFTER A DISTINGUISHED TENURE OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
   05/31/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4333  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Quinn, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill,
G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FRANCIS DAVID
THOMPSON, A VETERAN OF THE KOREAN WAR, FOR DECADES OF
SIGNIFICANT AND EXTENSIVE SERVICE TO THE PALMETTO STATE
AND THE MAULDIN COMMUNITY.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4334  General Bill, By Burns and Chumley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 48-43-400 SO AS TO ENCOURAGE THE
APPROVAL OF INFRASTRUCTURE USED TO FACILITATE THE TRANS-
PORTATION OF OFFSHORE OIL INTO THE LAND AND WATERS OF THIS
STATE BY THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, A STATE AGENCY, OR A
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OF THIS STATE, AND TO STUDY THE POSI-
TIVE CONTRIBUTIONS THROUGH ROYALTIES TO THE STATE INFRA-
STRUCTURE SYSTEM.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-60
   06/06/17 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: V.S.Moss
H 4335  General Bill, By Erickson and Hayes
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-26-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, EACH SCHOOL IN THE ALLEN-
DALE, DILLON 4, FLORENCE 4, HAMPTON 2, JASPER, LEE, MARION 7,
AND ORANGEBURG 3 SCHOOL DISTRICTS MAY, IN THE DISCRETION
OF THE SCHOOL, HIRE NONCERTIFIED TEACHERS IN A RATIO OF UP
TO TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF ITS ENTIRE TEACHING STAFF; TO
PROVIDE PART-TIME, NONCERTIFIED TEACHERS ARE CONSIDERED
PRO RATA IN CALCULATING THIS PERCENTAGE BASED ON THE
HOURS WHICH THEY ARE EXPECTED TO TEACH; AND TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/11/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-61
H 4336  Resolution, By Mack, Stavrinakis, Arrington, Bennett, Brown,
Cogswell, Crosby, Gilliard, Hewitt, McCoy, S. Rivers and Sottile
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE J. SETH
WHIPPER FOR HIS COMMITTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE CITIZENS OF DISTRICT 113 IN
CHARLESTON AND DORCHESTER COUNTIES AND TO WISH HIM FUL-
FILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS UPON HIS
RETIREMENT FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   05/11/17 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4337  Resolution, By McEachern
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE ROUND
TOP BAPTIST CHURCH OF BLYTHEWOOD ON THE OCCASION OF ITS
HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FORTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COM-
MEND THE CHURCH FOR NEARLY A CENTURY AND A HALF OF SER-
VICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4338  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SIDNEY F.  BUD  LORICK,
A PROGRAM COORDINATOR FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND
REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4339  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
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Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
Thigpen, Toole, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIEUTENANT COLONEL
JAMES  JIMMY  BROWNLEE UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT, TO SALUTE HIM FOR HIS TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF SERVICE
AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS AND FUL-
FILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
   07/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4340  Concurrent Resolution, By Bannister
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE GREENVILLE
HEALTH SYSTEM UPON HAVING ITS  AA-  RATING AFFIRMED BY
FITCH RATINGS AND WISH THE ENTITY CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE
FUTURE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate
H 4341  Resolution, By Blackwell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SOUTH
AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4342  Resolution, By Blackwell, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH AIKEN HIGH
SCHOOL BOYS TENNIS TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH
CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4343  Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE COLONEL BEVERLY  BEN
SKARDON OF CLEMSON ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUNDREDTH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND MUCH HAPPINESS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4344  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR.
EDWARD MILTON CARNEY, PASTOR OF RIVERLAND HILLS BAPTIST
CHURCH, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER ALMOST
FORTY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY MINISTRY, AND TO WISH HIM CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4345  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NSIMA UDO EKERE,
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE NIGER DELTA DEVELOPMENT COM-
MISSION, FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO HIS COUNTRY AND TO
HONOR HIS SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROSPERITY AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH OF NIGERIA.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4346  Resolution, By King, Rutherford, Cobb-Hunter, Alexander,
Anderson, Bamberg, Brown, Clyburn, Dillard, Gilliard, Govan, Hart,
Henegan, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Mack, McEachern, McKnight, Parks,
M. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Thigpen, Weeks, Whipper, Williams, Allison,
Chumley, Cole, Forrester, Long, Magnuson, Tallon, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Burns, Caskey, Clary, Clemmons,
Cogswell, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Lowe, Lucas,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers,
Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE HAROLD MITCHELL, JR., OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY FOR HIS
DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
BEHALF OF HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4347  Resolution, By Hart, Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR NORMA LYNN
BROWN, A TEACHER IN SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE OF LEXINGTON AND
RICHLAND COUNTIES, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT
AFTER THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4348  Resolution, By Bernstein, Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN SCHOOL WOMEN S VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS
3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
   07/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4349  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARINA LOMAZOV AND
JOSEPH RACKERS, FOUNDERS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN PIANO FESTI-
VAL, UPON THE FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE EVENT, AND TO
EXPRESS PROFOUND APPRECIATION TO THEM FOR THE CONTRIBU-
TIONS THEY HAVE MADE TO CULTURAL WEALTH IN THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4350  Resolution, By Bernstein, Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN SCHOOL MEN S VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
   07/07/17 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4351  Resolution, By Bernstein, Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE A. C.
FLORA HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4352  Resolution, By Bernstein, Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
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Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE A.C. FLORA HIGH
SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM FOR AN IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND TO
CELEBRATE THE FALCONS CAPTURING OF THE 2017 CLASS AAAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4353  Resolution, By Ott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MACKIE PRICKETT, UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA QUARTERBACK FROM 1954-1956, FOR
HIS SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO GAMECOCK FOOTBALL AND
FOR HIS FAMILY S LONG GAMECOCK TRADITION.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4354  Resolution, By Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. DANNY R. WEBB,
PRESIDENT OF JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TEN YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE AT
THE SCHOOL, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4355  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BECKY LARGE OF
HORRY COUNTY, FOUNDER OF THE CHAMPION AUTISM NETWORK,
INC., FOR BEING NAMED THE CITIZEN OF THE YEAR FOR HER SIGNIF-
ICANT WORK TO IMPROVE AUTISM AWARENESS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4356  Resolution, By Forrest, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE CAPTAIN WAL-
TER GOSS UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE WITH THE BATES-
BURG-LEESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4357  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GENE BALL, ORANGE-
BURG COUNTY DIRECTOR OF FIRE SERVICES, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SER-
VICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4358  Resolution, By West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
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Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND APPLAUD MARTY
KNIGHT OF ANDERSON COUNTY FOR HIS EXTRAORDINARY ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS IN THE WORLD OF KARATE AS A TWO-TIME WORLD
CHAMPION AND THREE-TIME NATIONAL CHAMPION.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4359  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR POLICE
CAPTAIN TROY CRUMP UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
FROM THE CHAPIN POLICE DEPARTMENT, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS
SIX YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE WITH THE FORCE, AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4360  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR LEE ANN
LAWRENCE, HELP DESK SERVICES MANAGER FOR LEGISLATIVE SER-
VICES AGENCY, ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, TO
EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF
EXEMPLARY AND DEVOTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFY-
ING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4361  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. JUDITH A.
FRANCHINI OF LEXINGTON COUNTY FOR HER COMMITTED SERVICE
TO THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG MINDS IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
WISH HER SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4362  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PEARL HAMPTON OF
RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER EIGHTIETH BIRTH-
DAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND
MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4363  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ELIZABETH TAY-
LOR UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN
THIRTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AT THE IRMO CHAPIN
RECREATION COMMISSION, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
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H 4364  Resolution, By Knight, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Mack,
Murphy and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DORCHESTER
ACADEMY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON
THEIR SPECTACULAR SEASON AND TO CELEBRATE THEIR WIN OF
THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
(SCISA) CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4365  Resolution, By Knight, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Mack,
Murphy and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SOMMER KNIGHT,
WOODLAND HIGH SCHOOL POLE VAULTER, FOR SETTING THE STATE
RECORD IN THE POLE VAULT AND FOR WINNING A GOLD MEDAL IN
THE EVENT AT THE SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4366  Resolution, By Knight, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Mack,
Murphy and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE WOODLAND HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4367  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE YAKUBU DOGARA, A
NIGERIAN POLITICIAN, ON HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO HIS
COUNTRY AND TO HONOR HIS SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE PROSPERITY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH OF NIGERIA.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4368  Resolution, By Knight, Arrington, Bennett, Jefferson, Mack,
Murphy and Whipper
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DORCHESTER
ACADEMY GIRLS SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS ON THEIR STELLAR SEASON AND TO SALUTE THEM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION (SCISA) CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4369  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Bedingfield, Willis, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SYMPATHY OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AT THE PASSING OF HOWARD
EUGENE  WHITE BULL  NORRIS, CHIEF OF THE STATE-RECOGNIZED
PIEDMONT AMERICAN INDIAN ASSOCIATION/LOWER EASTERN
CHEROKEE NATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4370  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RON FARETRA, FINANCE
DIRECTOR FOR THE CITY OF GOOSE CREEK, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER NINETEEN YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SER-
VICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4371  Resolution, By Govan, Hosey, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRENDA WILLIAMS,
VICE PRESIDENT OF STRATEGY AND COMPLIANCE AT ORANGEBURG
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIRE-
MENT AFTER THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4372  Resolution, By Rutherford, Hixon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E.
Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen,
Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MEGAN GORDON FOR
BEING NAMED MISS SOUTH CAROLINA USA FOR 2017 AND FOR
PLACING IN THE TOP FIVE IN THE MISS USA PAGEANT AND TO
HONOR HER FOR HER EXCEPTIONAL POISE, TALENT, AND BEAUTY.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
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H 4373  Resolution, By Clemmons, Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton,
Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GREAT BRITAIN ON THE
OCCASION OF THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SIGN-
ING OF THE BALFOUR DECLARATION OF 1917, AND TO RECOGNIZE
AND HONOR THE SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION MADE BY GREAT
BRITAIN A CENTURY AGO IN FACILITATING THE REESTABLISHMENT
OF THE JEWISH NATIONAL HOME IN THE LAND OF ISRAEL.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4374  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brown, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McKnight, Mitchell, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Ryhal, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whipper, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WAYNE MURPHY,
OWNER OF HAVENCONNECTIONS LLC DBA CHICK-FIL-A IN ORANGE-
BURG, FOR BEING NAMED THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA VETERAN
SMALL BUSINESS PERSON OF THE YEAR.
   06/06/17 House Introduced and adopted
H 4375 (Rat # 0287, Act #  0258)  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas,
Anderson, Ballentine, Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay,
Forrester, Gilliard, Hardee, Henegan, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E.
Smith, Sandifer, Stavrinakis, Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, Young,
McEachern, Clary, Tallon, Brown, Fry, Robinson-Simpson, V.S. Moss,
Clyburn, Martin, Magnuson, Bennett, Arrington, Daning, Weeks,
Henderson and Govan
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS UNDER THE BASE LOAD
REVIEW ACT, SO AS TO ADD CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION MUST NOT ACCEPT A BASE
LOAD REVIEW APPLICATION, NOR MAY IT CONSIDER ANY
REQUESTS MADE PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 4, CHAPTER 33, TITLE 58,
OTHER THAN IN A DOCKET CURRENTLY PENDING BEFORE THE
COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE
4, CHAPTER 33, TITLE 58 ARE REPEALED UPON THE CONCLUSION OF
LITIGATION CONCERNING THE ABANDONMENT OF V.C. SUMMER
UNITS 2 AND 3; BY ADDING CHAPTER 34 TO TITLE 58 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH AND PROCEDURES UNDER WHICH
ELECTRICITY RATES FOR CERTAIN RATEPAYERS WHO ARE PAYING
ADDITIONAL CHARGES UNDER THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR PLANTS OR PROJECTS SHALL BE
REVISED AND DETERMINED, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PROCEDURES
AND PROVISIONS OF LAW WHICH APPLY AND DO NOT APPLY IN
REGARD TO THE ADJUSTMENT OF ELECTRICITY RATES AS PRO-
VIDED BY CHAPTER 34; TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-280, RELATING TO
REQUESTS FOR APPROVAL OF REVISED RATES UNDER THE BASE
LOAD REVIEW ACT, SO AS TO DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE
COMMISSION MUST GIVE SUBSTANTIAL WEIGHT TO AN AGREE-
MENT WHERE BOTH THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF AND THE
UTILITY AGREE ON THE REVISED RATES AND INSTEAD PROVIDE IN
THIS INSTANCE THAT THE COMMISSION MAY GIVE WEIGHT TO THE
AGREEMENT IN ISSUING ITS REVISED RATES ORDER BUT MAY CON-
SIDER ADDITIONAL FACTORS AT ITS DISCRETION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 37-6-602, RELATING TO THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
CONSUMER ADVOCATE WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, SO AS TO REVISE THESE QUALIFICATIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 37-6-604, RELATING TO THE FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES OF THE
DIVISION OF CONSUMER ADVOCACY, SO AS TO DELETE A PROHIBI-
TION AGAINST THE DIVISION REPRESENTING CONSUMERS IN UTIL-
ITY MATTERS, AND PERMIT THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE TO
INTERVENE ON BEHALF OF CONSUMERS IN CERTAIN MATTERS
BEFORE THE COMMISSION AND APPELLATE COURTS THAT AFFECT
CONSUMERS; TO AMEND SECTION 37-6-607, RELATING TO PERMIT-
TING THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE TO MAINTAIN ACTIONS FOR JUDI-
CIAL REVIEW AND TO INTERVENE IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS ON
BEHALF OF CONSUMERS, SO AS TO DELETE LANGUAGE WHICH PRO-
VIDES THAT THE ABOVE PROVISIONS DO NOT APPLY IN MATTERS
ARISING UNDER TITLE 58 AFFECTING PUBLIC UTILITIES, SERVICES,
AND CARRIERS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-10, RELATING TO THE
OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF, SO AS FURTHER DEFINE THE TERM
PUBLIC INTEREST  IN REGARD TO THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY
STAFF S REPRESENTATION OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST BEFORE THE
COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-80, RELATING TO ACTIONS
FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ORDERS OF THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT ON APPEAL, THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF
DOES NOT REPRESENT THE COMMISSION; AND TO AMEND SECTION
58-4-55, RELATING TO THE PRODUCTION OF BOOKS, RECORDS, AND
INFORMATION AS REQUIRED BY THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY
STAFF, AND OTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO NONCOMPLIANCE,
INSPECTIONS, AUDITS, EXAMINATIONS, AND COSTS, SO AS TO
REQUIRE SUCH PRODUCTION WITHOUT THE REQUIREMENT OF A
CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT OR PROTECTIVE ORDER, EXCEPT
UNDER SPECIFIED CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE WHEN SUCH
INFORMATION MUST BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL AND WHEN SUCH
INFORMATION MAY BE DISCLOSED, TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC PROCE-
DURES TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY, AND TO ALLOW THE OFFICE
OF REGULATORY STAFF TO APPLY IN CIRCUIT COURT FOR SUBPOE-
NAS TO BE ISSUED TO ENTITIES OVER WHICH THE COMMISSION
DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION. - ratified title
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H 4376  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas, Anderson, Ballentine,
Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay, Forrester, Gilliard,
Hardee, Henegan, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Sandifer,
Stavrinakis, Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, Young, McEachern,
Clary, Tallon, Brown, Robinson-Simpson, V.S. Moss, Bennett, Arrington,
Daning, Govan, Weeks, Henderson, Henderson-Myers and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE TERMS OF ALL PRESENT MEMBERS OF THE BOARD SHALL
EXPIRE ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SECTION AT WHICH TIME
NEW MEMBERS OF THE BOARD WITH SPECIFIED QUALIFICATIONS
SHALL BE APPOINTED IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN THE SECTION,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR RELATED MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE
RECONSTITUTED BOARD; BY ADDING SECTION 58-31-25 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT NEW OR REVISED ELECTRIC RATES AND CHARGES
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY AS PROPOSED BY THE
AUTHORITY MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE PUBLIC SERVICE COM-
MISSION FOR APPROVAL AND DETERMINED BY THE COMMISSION IN
THE MANNER PROVIDED BY ARTICLE 7, CHAPTER 27, TITLE 58 AS
SUPPLEMENTED BY ANY OTHER APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF LAW;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-30, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND
DUTIES OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY AND ITS BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, SO AS TO REVISE THE POWER OF THE AUTHORITY TO
FIX RATES AND CHARGES SO THAT NEW AND REVISED RATES AND
CHARGES SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE JURISDICTION AND APPROVAL
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION AND THAT NO NEW RATES OR
REVISED CHARGES MAY BE IMPOSED OR APPROVED FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF PAYING ANY OF THE ABANDONMENT COSTS OF THE TWO
NEW NUCLEAR REACTORS CONSTRUCTED PURSUANT TO THE BASE
LOAD REVIEW ACT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-360, RELATING
TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA S COVENANTS WITH HOLDERS
OF BONDED OR OTHER INDEBTEDNESS OF THE AUTHORITY, SO AS
TO CLARIFY AND FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THESE COVENANTS AS A
RESULT OF THE ABANDONMENT OF THE TWO NUCLEAR REACTORS
REFERRED TO ABOVE.
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   01/31/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-6-18 HJ-8
   02/06/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Deleeney, Clary, Hiott, B.
Newton, Sandifer, Elliott, Murphy, Blackwell, Bryant,
Hison, Hart, Brown, Young, Anderson, Ott, Jefferson HJ-
17
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-38
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-28-18 HJ-23
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-19
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-36
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-32
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-32
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-7 HJ-49
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-36
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
H 4377  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas, Anderson, Ballentine,
Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay, Forrester, Gilliard,
Hardee, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Sandifer, Stavrinakis,
Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, Young, McEachern, Clary, Tallon,
Brown, Fry, V.S. Moss, Clyburn, Bennett, Arrington, Daning, Govan, Weeks,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Williams and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION, SO AS TO REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP; TO AMEND
SECTION 58-3-30, RELATING TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSIONERS
AND THEIR EMPLOYEES TO ATTEND AT LEAST SIX HOURS OF CON-
TINUING EDUCATION CURRICULUM; TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-225,
RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF MEETINGS OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSIONERS TO QUES-
TION THE PARTIES THOROUGHLY DURING HEARINGS OF CON-
TESTED CASES WHEN APPROPRIATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-
260, RELATING TO COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION, SO AS TO ALLOW THE PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW
COMMITTEE AND CERTAIN OTHER LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT COM-
MITTEES TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMIS-
SION IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
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   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-87
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-87
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett,
Arrington
   01/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-21
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   01/16/18 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, January 17, 2018
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   01/23/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-24-18 HJ-37
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   01/24/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 1-25-18 HJ-45
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-27
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   01/30/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-31-18 HJ-12
   01/31/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, Howard, McCoy,
Magnuson, Felder, SC Moss, Stringer, GR Smith, VS
Moss, Whitmire, Sandifer, B Newton, Blackwell, Youngg,
Brown, Sottile, Crosby, Kirby, Alexander, Hosey, Ander-
son, Clary, Hiott, Forrest, Stavrinakis, McEachern, Doug-
las, Ridgeway, Williams, Knight, JE Smith, Caskey, Ott,
Jefferson, West, Govan HJ-7
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-37
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   02/15/18 House Amended HJ-41
   02/15/18 House Read second time HJ-41
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-1 HJ-47
   02/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-16
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 4378  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas, Anderson, Ballentine,
Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay, Forrester, Gilliard,
Hardee, Henegan, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Sandifer,
Stavrinakis, Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, Young, McEachern,
Clary, Tallon, Brown, Fry, Robinson-Simpson, V.S. Moss, Clyburn, Bennett,
Arrington, Jefferson, King, Daning, Govan, Weeks and Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 58 SO AS TO CREATE
THE UTILITY OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE
COMPOSITION, DUTIES, AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE COMMITTEE;
TO REPEAL ARTICLE 5, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 58 RELATING TO THE STATE
REGULATION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 8-13-935, 58-3-5, 58-9-280, 58-9-285, 58-9-2689, 58-27-
2630, 58-31-20, AND 58-39-140, ALL RELATING TO UTILITIES AND THE
REGULATION AND OVERSIGHT OF UTILITIES, SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   11/17/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-88
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett,
Arrington
   01/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-21
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson,
King, Daning
   01/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/16/18 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, January 17, 2018
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   01/23/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-24-18 HJ-36
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Weeks
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
   01/24/18 House Amended HJ-38
   01/24/18 House Read second time HJ-38
   01/24/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-5 HJ-43
   01/25/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   01/29/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
H 4379  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas, Anderson, Ballentine,
Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay, Forrester, Gilliard,
Hardee, Henegan, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Sandifer,
Stavrinakis, Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, Young, McEachern,
Clary, Tallon, Brown, Fry, Robinson-Simpson, V.S. Moss, Clyburn, Bennett,
Arrington, Daning, Pendarvis, Govan and Toole
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1 SO AS TO CREATE THE
UTILITIES CONSUMER ADVOCATE IN THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILI-
TIES OF THE UTILITIES CONSUMER ADVOCATE, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-10, RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF
REGULATORY STAFF AND ITS MISSION, SO AS TO REMOVE THE PRES-
ERVATION OF THE FINANCIAL INTEGRITY OF THE STATE S PUBLIC
UTILITIES, CONTINUED INVESTMENT, AND MAINTENANCE OF FACIL-
ITIES FROM THE MISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-50, RELATING TO
REGULATORY STAFF DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, SO AS TO ADD
THAT THE OFFICE SHALL PROVIDE RESEARCH, EXPERTISE, AND
OTHER ASSISTANCE TO THE UTILITIES CONSUMER ADVOCATE AND
MAKE OTHER CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-55,
RELATING TO THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF S ABILITY TO
REQUEST CERTAIN INFORMATION, SO AS TO ADD THAT THE OFFICE
SHALL HAVE SUBPOENA POWERS AND THAT THE UTILITIES CON-
SUMER ADVOCATE MAY REQUEST THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO
ISSUE SUBPOENAS ON HIS BEHALF, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY
FOR FAILURE TO PROVIDE REQUESTED INFORMATION UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-4-80, RELATING
TO INTERVENTION IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS BY THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT ON APPEAL THE OFFICE DOES NOT REPRESENT THE PUB-
LIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-88
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-89
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett,
Arrington
   01/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-22
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   01/16/18 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, January 17, 2018
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis,
Govan, Toole
   01/23/18 House Amended HJ-38
   01/23/18 House Read second time HJ-53
   01/23/18 House Roll call Yeas-114  Nays-1 HJ-58
   01/24/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-37
   01/24/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/29/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Massey,
McElveen, Sabb, Gambrell, Climer
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Special order, set for May 8, 2018 SJ-84
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-152
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-152
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   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-174
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-174
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-174
H 4380  General Bill, By McCoy, Ott, Lucas, Anderson, Ballentine,
Blackwell, Caskey, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Finlay, Forrester, Gilliard,
Hardee, Henegan, Hixon, Mack, Pope, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Sandifer,
Stavrinakis, Erickson, Huggins, W. Newton, Bales, McEachern, Clary,
Tallon, Brown, Robinson-Simpson, V.S. Moss, Clyburn, Bennett, Daning,
Govan, Weeks, Henderson and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-875 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION SHALL ORDER REFUNDS TO RATEPAYERS OF
AMOUNTS COLLECTED FOR COSTS ATTRIBUTED TO PROJECTS CON-
STRUCTED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE BASE LOAD REVIEW
ACT IN SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE UTILITIES BEAR
THE BURDEN OF PROVING THAT COLLECTED COSTS MAY BE RECOV-
ERABLE UNDER STATE LAW; AND TO PROVIDE THE COMMISSION
SHALL ORDER SUCH REFUNDS ON JUST AND REASONABLE BASES
AND MAY MAKE SUCH REFUNDS BY ESTABLISHING CREDITS TO
RATEPAYERS OVER PERIODS OF TIME AND UNDER CONDITIONS
THAT ARE JUST AND REASONABLE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-89
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett
   01/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-25
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning
   01/16/18 House Debate adjourned until Wednesday, January 17, 2018
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Weeks
   01/24/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 1-25-18 HJ-48
   01/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 1-30-18 HJ-30
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   01/30/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 1-31-18 HJ-15
   02/01/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney, Pope, Bryant, B
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/14/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 2-15-18 HJ-38
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-28-18 HJ-23
   02/28/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-1-18 HJ-19
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-35
   04/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-4-18 HJ-31
   04/04/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-40
H 4381  General Bill, By Pitts, Weeks, Dillard, Bernstein, Crawford,
Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, G.M. Smith, Stavrinakis, Brown, Robinson-
Simpson and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING
LOBBYISTS AND LOBBYING, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE LEGISLA-
TIVE ETHICS COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE OR HOUSE OF REPRESEN-
TATIVES IS THE REGISTRATION AUTHORITY AND RECORDS
CUSTODIAN FOR LEGISLATIVE SPECIAL INTEREST CAUCUSES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-530, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE POW-
ERS AND DUTIES OF THE LEGISLATIVE ETHICS COMMITTEES, SO AS
TO INCLUDE THE DUTY OF ASCERTAINING WHETHER A LEGISLA-
TIVE SPECIAL INTEREST CAUCUS HAS COMPLIED FULLY AND ACCU-
RATELY WITH THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY DISCLOSURE
REQUIREMENTS, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE LEGISLATIVE ETHICS
COMMITTEES TO IMPOSE A FINE FOR NONCOMPLIANCE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-90
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
H 4382  Joint Resolution, By Clemmons, Brown, Fry and Toole
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT A STATEWIDE ADVISORY
REFERENDUM MUST BE CONDUCTED BY THE STATE ELECTION COM-
MISSION AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION ON
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER SOUTH CAROLINA SHOULD NO LON-
GER OBSERVE DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME BY REMAINING IN STAN-
DARD TIME YEAR ROUND.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-90
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-90
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
H 4383  Resolution, By Gilliard and McEachern
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO URGE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO FILE A
LAWSUIT AGAINST EQUIFAX FOR THE DATA BREACH THAT
AFFECTED OVER TWO MILLION SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-72
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-72
H 4384  General Bill, By Burns, V.S. Moss, Toole and Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-1-435, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE  RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS ANTIDIS-
CRIMINATION ACT , SO AS TO REVISE AND EXPAND PROTECTIONS
AFFORDED BY THE ACT, TO EXTEND SUCH PROTECTIONS TO
SCHOOL PERSONNEL, TO REQUIRE SCHOOL BOARDS TO ADOPT
RELATED POLICIES, TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION TO DEVELOP RELATED MODEL POLICES, AND TO REVISE
THE CITATION TO THE ACT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-91
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 4385  General Bill, By Burns, V.S. Moss, Chumley, Hixon, Toole, McCravy,
Loftis, Thayer and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-325 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DISPLAY OF
THE NATIONAL MOTTO OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE MOTTO OF
THIS STATE IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSROOMS, AND PROVIDE
THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION TO DEVELOP A STANDARD,
DURABLE POSTER FOR USE IN DISPLAYING THESE MOTTOS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-91
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Chumley,
Hixon
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   05/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
H 4386  General Bill, By Gilliard, Henegan, Pendarvis and Henderson-
Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  METAL DETECTORS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT  BY
ADDING SECTION 59-66-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, WALK-THROUGH METAL DETEC-
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TORS MUST BE INSTALLED AND OPERATED AT ALL PUBLIC
ENTRANCES OF EACH PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, MIDDLE
SCHOOL, AND HIGH SCHOOL IN THE STATE; TO DEFINE NECESSARY
TERMINOLOGY; TO PROVIDE RELATED TRAINING IN THE USE OF
THESE METAL DETECTORS; TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROMULGATION
OF RELATED REGULATIONS; AND TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS CON-
TINGENT UPON APPROPRIATIONS BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-91
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
H 4387  General Bill, By Gilliard and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-26-120 SO AS TO REQUIRE ADULT AND PEDI-
ATRIC CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION TRAINING FOR ALL
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS ASSIGNED TO SCHOOLS ON CAMPUSES
WITH RETAINING PONDS BEFORE THE END OF THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR, TO REQUIRE SUCH TRAINING FOR NEW TEACHERS,
TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DISTRICTS MUST OFFER THIS TRAINING AT NO
COST TO THEIR TEACHERS, TO PROVIDE CERTIFICATION RESULTING
FROM THIS TRAINING IS NOT REQUIRED, TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR
TRAINING PROGRAMS, TO PROVIDE AN EXEMPTION FOR TEACHERS
WHO HOLD VALID CERTIFICATION IN ADULT AND PEDIATRIC CAR-
DIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION FROM PROGRAMS THAT MEET
CERTAIN CRITERIA, AND TO PROVIDE WAIVERS FROM A CERTAIN
COMPONENT OF THE TRAINING FOR TEACHERS WITH PROHIBITIVE
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-91
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-92
H 4388  General Bill, By Gilliard and Pendarvis
Similar (H 3039)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  ADVANCED MANUFACTURING INSTRUCTION ACT OF
2018  BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-250 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGIN-
NING WITH THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR, EVERY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SHALL PROVIDE ELECTIVE INSTRUCTION IN ADVANCED MANUFAC-
TURING FOR STUDENTS IN GRADES FIVE THROUGH TWELVE, AND
TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-92
H 4389  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 68 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA SCHOOL BUS PRIVATIZATION ACT OF 2018 , INCLUDING
PROVISIONS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SHALL NOT OWN, PURCHASE, OR ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL SCHOOL
BUSES ON OR AFTER JULY 1, 2022, AND ITS PRESENT FLEET OF
SCHOOL BUSES SOLD OR DISPOSED OF ON A PHASED-IN BASIS
BEGINNING IN 2019, TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH THE 2019-
2020 SCHOOL YEAR, SCHOOL DISTRICTS ON A PHASED-IN BASIS
INDIVIDUALLY OR TOGETHER WITH OTHER DISTRICTS SHALL PRO-
VIDE SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES OR BY CONTRACT MAY
ENGAGE A PRIVATE ENTITY TO PROVIDE SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES WITH THE PRIVATE ENTITY PROVIDING ALL SCHOOL
BUSES, PERSONNEL TO OPERATE, AND AUXILIARY SERVICES, AND
TO PROVIDE FOR TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROCEDURES, AND
REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THE PROVISION OF THESE SER-
VICES, TO PROVIDE THAT STATE SCHOOL BUS MAINTENANCE FACIL-
ITIES, ON A PHASED-IN BASIS BEGINNING IN 2019, SHALL BE LEASED
OR SOLD TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS OR PRIVATE SCHOOL TRANSPORTA-
TION PROVIDERS OR IN THE ABSENCE OF A SALE OR LEASE CLOSED,
TO ESTABLISH A  SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSEMENT
FUND  CONSISTING OF SPECIFIED FUNDS WHICH MUST BE USED TO
REIMBURSE SCHOOL DISTRICTS FOR THE COST OF SCHOOL TRANS-
PORTATION SERVICES ON A FORMULA BASIS AND TO INCREASE
TEACHER SALARIES FROM SAVINGS RESULTING FROM PRIVATIZA-
TION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE LIABILITY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLE TO PRIVATE ENTITIES PROVIDING SCHOOL TRANSPOR-
TATION SERVICES AND FOR SCHOOL BUS, DRIVER, PASSENGER, AND
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS IN REGARD TO THESE SERVICES; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-67-460, RELATING TO CONTRACTS BY SCHOOL
DISTRICTS FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES WITH PRIVATE CON-
TRACTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SCHOOL DISTRICT OR A
GROUP OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS ARE AUTHORIZED BY CONTRACT TO
HAVE THEIR SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY A
PRIVATE ENTITY WHICH FURNISHES ITS OWN BUSES, PERSONNEL,
AND AUXILIARY SERVICES PRIOR TO THE REQUIRED IMPLEMENTA-
TION DATE OF THE DISTRICT S ASSUMPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ALL SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES IN THE DISTRICT AS
REQUIRED BY CHAPTER 68, TITLE 59; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 59-
67-460, EFFECTIVE ON JULY 1, 2022, WHEN THE RESPONSIBILITY TO
PROVIDE SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES IS TRANSFERRED
FULLY TO THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THIS STATE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-92
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-93
H 4390  Concurrent Resolution, By King, Pendarvis and Henderson-Myers
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED STATES, THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONGRESSIONAL DELE-
GATION, AND THE UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF EDUCATION AND
URGE THEM TO PROVIDE CERTAIN ADDITIONAL FEDERAL FUNDING
TO PUBLIC EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-79
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-80
H 4391  General Bill, By B. Newton
Similar (S 0678)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-101-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF STUDENT GOV-
ERNMENT PRESIDENTS OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING TO
SERVE AS EX OFFICIO TRUSTEES OF THEIR INSTITUTIONS IF THEY
ARE QUALIFIED ELECTORS IN THIS STATE OR IN AN ADVISORY
CAPACITY IF THEY ARE NOT, TO PROVIDE SUCH BOARD MEMBERS
ARE NOT ENTITLED TO RECEIVE SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES AND
THE LIKE, AND TO EXEMPT TECHNICAL COLLEGES; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 59-117-10, 59-117-20, 59-119-40, 59-121-10, 59-121-20, 59-123-40, AS
AMENDED, 59-123-50, AS AMENDED, 59-125-20, AS AMENDED, 59-125-
30, AS AMENDED, 59-127-20, AS AMENDED, 59-130-10, AS AMENDED,
59-133-10, AS AMENDED, 59-135-10, AS AMENDED, AND 59-136-110, AS
AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO THE BOARDS OF TRUSTEES OF CER-
TAIN FOUR-YEAR STATE-SUPPORTED INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU-
CATION, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-5-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF
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AN ELECTOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE A STUDENT WHO RESIDES FOR ONE
SEMESTER IN THE COMMUNITY IN WHICH HE ATTENDS COLLEGE
MUST BE CONSIDERED QUALIFIED TO BE AN ELECTOR AND MAY
REGISTER TO VOTE IF HE MEETS CERTAIN EXISTING REQUIRE-
MENTS; AND TO MAKE THE PROVISIONS EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2018.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-93
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-94
H 4392  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Clyburn, Davis and Bernstein
Similar (S 0791)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  MULTIFAMILY DWELLING SAFETY ACT  BY ADDING
CHAPTER 21 TO TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINI-
TIONS, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND
REGULATION TO ADOPT A MULTIFAMILY DWELLING BALCONY
CODE ESTABLISHING MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR BALCONY RAIL-
INGS THAT ARE PRIMARILY CONSTRUCTED OF WOOD AND ARE
LOCATED IN MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS, TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT PERIODICALLY TO CONDUCT INSPECTIONS OF SUCH BALCO-
NIES TO ASCERTAIN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE, AND TO
PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   11/16/17 Scrivener s error corrected
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-94
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-94
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein
H 4393  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-330, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEBT COLLECTION LIENS AGAINST
SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY PRIZE WINNINGS, SO AS TO
REVISE EXEMPTIONS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-95
H 4394  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Clyburn
Similar (H 3300, H 3837)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PARTICIPATION IN INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS BY HOME SCHOOL,
CHARTER SCHOOL, AND GOVERNOR S SCHOOL STUDENTS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS IF THE PRIVATE SCHOOL
THEY ATTEND DOES NOT OFFER THE SAME ACTIVITY, AND TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOLOGY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-95
H 4395  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-104-50 SO AS TO DEFINE  MILITARY MOBILI-
ZATION  FOR PURPOSES OF THE PALMETTO FELLOWS SCHOLAR-
SHIPS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS, SO AS TO DEFINE  MILITARY MOBILIZATIONS ;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-370, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
HOPE SCHOLARSHIPS, SO AS TO DEFINE  MILITARY MOBILIZATIONS .
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-95
H 4396  General Bill, By Taylor and B. Newton
Similar (S 0099, S 0481, H 3352, H 3482)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-23-665 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFICE OF
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REVIEW WITHIN THE ADMINISTRA-
TIVE LAW COURT, TO PROVIDE RELATED GENERAL FUNCTIONS,
POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE OFFICE AND THE COURT, AMONG
OTHER THINGS, TO PROVIDE APPLICABLE PROCEDURES, AND TO
EXEMPT DATA FROM VIDEO OR AUDIO RECORDINGS MADE BY LAW
ENFORCEMENT VEHICLE MOUNTED RECORDING DEVICES OR DASH-
BOARD CAMERAS; TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-100, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO EQUITABLE REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC TO ENFORCE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMA-
TION ACT, SO AS TO MAKE SUCH REMEDIES AVAILABLE FROM THE
OFFICE OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REVIEW, TO PROVIDE
FOR APPEALS TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES CONCERNING THE AWARD OF ATTORNEYS
FEES TO PREVAILING PARTIES, TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS EFFEC-
TIVE UPON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF RELATED COURT RULES, AND
TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS ONLY APPLICABLE TO ACTIONS FILED
AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 30-4-110, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EQUITABLE REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO PUB-
LIC BODIES TO ENFORCE PROVISIONS OF THE FREEDOM OF INFOR-
MATION ACT REVIEW, SO AS TO MAKE SUCH REMEDIES AVAILABLE
FROM THE OFFICE OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REVIEW, TO
PROVIDE FOR APPEALS TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES CONCERNING THE AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS  FEES TO PREVAILING PARTIES, TO MAKE THESE PROVI-
SIONS EFFECTIVE UPON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF RELATED COURT
RULES, AND TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS ONLY APPLICABLE TO
ACTIONS FILED AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-95
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-96
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton
H 4397 (Rat # 0147, Act #  0281)  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
AN ACT TO AMEND AN ACT OF 2017, BEARING RATIFICATION NUM-
BER 127, RELATING TO THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE THREE SCHOOL
DISTRICTS OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY INTO ONE SCHOOL DISTRICT
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2019, SO AS TO REVISE PROVISIONS PERTAINING
TO THE MEMBERSHIP, DUTIES, FUNCTIONS, AND REQUIREMENTS OF
THE ORANGEBURG SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION TRANSITION COMMIT-
TEE. - ratified title
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Orangeburg Delegation
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Orangeburg Delegation HJ-96
   01/25/18 House Recalled from Orangeburg Delegation HJ-49
   01/30/18 House Amended HJ-9
   01/30/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   01/30/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-11
   01/31/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-9
   02/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-10
   02/07/18 Senate Amended SJ-37
   02/07/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-37
   02/15/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-33
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-37
   03/07/18 Ratified R 147
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   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 281
H 4398  General Bill, By Gilliard
Similar (S 0788)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 10-1-165 RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON
THE RELOCATION, REMOVAL, OR RENAMING OF CERTAIN MONU-
MENTS AND MEMORIALS ERECTED ON PUBLIC PROPERTY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-96
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 4399  Resolution, By Gilliard and Henderson-Myers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE DEVASTATING IMPACT
OF WORKPLACE VIOLENCE AND THE BENEFITS OF WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE PREVENTION TRAINING, TO ENCOURAGE EACH LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO PROVIDE SUCH TRAINING TO THE
EMPLOYERS OF THIS STATE, AND TO COMMEND THE CHARLESTON
COUNTY SHERIFF S OFFICE FOR THEIR EFFORTS ON COMBATTING
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-72
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-72
H 4400  General Bill, By Jefferson and Clyburn
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-177 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPART-
MENT OF ADMINISTRATION TO ERECT A MEMORIAL ON THE STATE
HOUSE GROUNDS TO HONOR REVEREND JOSEPH ARMSTRONG DE
LAINE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 4401  Joint Resolution, By Rutherford and Clyburn
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO REQUIRE THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
OF THE SENATE AND THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES TO MUTUALLY RETAIN A PRIVATE BUSINESS OR PRIVATE INDI-
VIDUALS WHO ARE EXPERTS IN THE FIELD OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY FACILITIES TO AID
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN DETERMINING THE BEST MANNER IN
WHICH THE STATE SHOULD SELL ITS MINORITY OWNERSHIP POSI-
TION, HELD BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY,
IN THE V.C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 4402  General Bill, By Gilliard and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 31 TO TITLE 17 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE  WIT-
NESS PROTECTION ACT , TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO PRO-
VIDE PROCEDURES TO IDENTIFY WITNESSES WHO MAY BE IN NEED
OF PROTECTION, AND TO TASK THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IN COOR-
DINATION WITH THE STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION (SLED)
WITH THE PROTECTION OF APPROPRIATE WITNESSES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-97
H 4403  General Bill, By Pope, Clyburn and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-600, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TRESPASSING AND THE POSTING OF
NOTICE OF TRESPASSING, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR A DIFFERENT
METHOD OF THE POSTING OF NOTICE OF TRESPASSING INVOLVING
CLEARLY VISIBLE PURPLE-PAINTED BOUNDARIES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-97
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-3
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hiott, Sandifer, Hixon, Black-
well, Taylor, Felder, Magnuson, Forrester, Hamilton,
Chumly, Burns, Loftis, GR Smith, Clary, Forrest, Young,
Tallon, Pope, Kirby, Martin, Yow HJ-100
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-66
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-66
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-68
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-46
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 4404  General Bill, By Bryant and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-600, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF IDENTI-
FICATION CARDS TO QUALIFIED RETIRED LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CERS, THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH A QUALIFIED LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICER MAY CARRY A CONCEALED WEAPON, AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING TO QUALIFY TO CARRY A FIREARM
THAT MUST BE OFFERED TO A QUALIFIED RETIRED LAW ENFORCE-
MENT OFFICER, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT RESTRICTS
THE CARRYING OF A CONCEALED WEAPON ONTO CERTAIN PREM-
ISES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-98
H 4405  General Bill, By Duckworth
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-5-2360 AND 56-5-4700, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF A
VEHICLE APPROACHING AN AUTHORIZED EMERGENCY VEHICLE
AND AUDIBLE SIGNAL DEVICES AND SIGNAL LAMPS THAT MUST BE
ATTACHED TO AUTHORIZED EMERGENCY VEHICLES, SCHOOL
BUSES, AND POLICE VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE OPERA-
TION OF A VEHICLE APPROACHING A PHYSICIAN RESPONDING TO
AN EMERGENCY CALL WHILE DRIVING A PRIVATE PASSENGER
MOTOR VEHICLE DISPLAYING AN OSCILLATING, ROTATING, OR
FLASHING GREEN LIGHT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-98
H 4406  General Bill, By B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-2-105, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF DECALS AND REGIS-
TRATION CARDS FOR GOLF CARTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR
VEHICLES, AND THE OPERATION OF GOLF CARTS ALONG THE STATE
S HIGHWAYS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH A PENALTY FOR THE UNLAWFUL
OPERATION OF A GOLF CART DURING NIGHTTIME HOURS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
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   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-98
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-98
H 4407  General Bill, By Ridgeway, Brown, Clyburn, Henegan and S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-1030, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE
WITH TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES, AND RAILROAD SIGNS AND SIG-
NALS, AND PENALTIES ASSOCIATED WITH THESE VIOLATIONS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THESE PENALTIES ALSO APPLY TO THE
UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE WITH A ROAD OR STREET IDENTIFICA-
TION SIGN.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-99
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers
H 4408  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF BLUFF ROAD AND ROSEWOOD DRIVE IN THE CITY OF
COLUMBIA  JACO S CORNER  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS
OR SIGNS AT THIS INTERSECTION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-80
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-80
H 4409  General Bill, By Clemmons and Fry
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CON-
CEALED WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CHURCH OR
RELIGIOUS SANCTUARY THAT ALLOWS A PERMIT HOLDER TO
CARRY A WEAPON UPON ITS PREMISES IS NOT CIVILLY OR CRIMI-
NALLY LIABLE FOR THE ACT OF GRANTING SUCH PERMISSION IN
THE EVENT OF AN INCIDENT INVOLVING A HOLDER OF A PERMIT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-99
H 4410  General Bill, By Henderson, Henegan and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-34-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF TATTOO FACILITIES,
SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL TO ASSESS MONETARY PENALTIES AGAINST PER-
SONS OPERATING UNLICENSED TATTOO FACILITIES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-99
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-9
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-36
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-27
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-28
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
H 4411 (Rat # 0179, Act #  0167)  General Bill, By Henderson
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 48-39-40 RELATING TO THE COASTAL ZONE
MANAGEMENT APPELLATE PANEL. - ratified title
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-99
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-100
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-10
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-11
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-11
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-7
   03/29/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-6
   04/18/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-30
   04/19/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-12
   05/01/18 Ratified R 179
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 167
H 4412  General Bill, By Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 13-7-45, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO THE REGULATION OF TANNING
ESTABLISHMENTS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO INSPECT SOURCES OF
NONIONIZING RADIATION AND TO RETAIN FEES TO ADMINISTER
THE PROGRAM.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-100
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-9
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-36
   03/21/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-3-18 HJ-29
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-14
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-92  Nays-0 HJ-15
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-12
H 4413  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Henegan, Henderson-Myers and
Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 35, TITLE 43 SO AS TO CREATE A
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF VULNERABLE ADULT ABUSE, NEGLECT,
AND EXPLOITATION, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN A
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ABUSED,
NEGLECTED, OR EXPLOITED A VULNERABLE ADULT; TO REQUIRE
CERTAIN STATE AGENCIES AND AUTHORITIES TO NOTIFY THE
DEPARTMENT WHEN THERE IS A DETERMINATION THAT AN INDIVID-
UAL HAS ABUSED, NEGLECTED, OR EXPLOITED A VULNERABLE
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ADULT; TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS FOR UTILIZING THE REGIS-
TRY; AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL OR CRIMI-
NAL LIABILITY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-100
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
H 4414  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and Clyburn
Similar (H 4415)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTINUATION OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION AFTER RECONSTITUTION, SO AS TO CHANGE THE
APPLICABLE DATE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 58-3-20 AND 58-3-24, BOTH
RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP ON THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS BY THE GOVERNOR
WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE AND TO CHANGE
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFICATION; TO AMEND SECTION
58-3-140, RELATING TO THE POWER OF THE COMMISSION TO REGU-
LATE PUBLIC UTILITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMMISSION TO
ACT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST; TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-260, RELAT-
ING TO THE PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN COMMUNICATIONS IN MAT-
TERS BEFORE THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE VIOLATIONS TO
BE REPORTED TO THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE AND SENATE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTIONS 58-3-520 AND 58-3-530,
BOTH RELATING TO THE PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW COMMITTEE, SO
AS TO ELIMINATE THE COMMITTEE S ROLE IN SELECTION OF COM-
MISSION MEMBERS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 58-3-560 RELATING TO
THE ELECTION OF COMMISSION MEMBERS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-100
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
H 4415  General Bill, By Putnam
Similar (H 4414)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CONTINUATION OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION, AS
PREVIOUSLY CONSTITUTED, IS RECONSTITUTED TO CONTINUE IN
EXISTENCE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-20, RELATING TO THE
MEMBERSHIP, ELECTION, AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING WITH
THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION, SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION MUST BE PUBLICLY ELECTED BY THE QUALI-
FIED ELECTORS OF THE RESPECTIVE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS IN
WHICH THE MEMBERS RESIDE, TO PROVIDE FOR FOUR-YEAR
TERMS, TO ESTABLISH MINIMUM AGE AND RESIDENCY REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNOR, THE SPEAKER OF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEM-
PORE OF THE SENATE EACH SHALL APPOINT ONE COMMISSIONER
TO SERVE AT THE PLEASURE OF THE RESPECTIVE APPOINTING
AUTHORITY.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-101
H 4416  General Bill, By B. Newton and Bales
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THOSE POLITI-
CAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE STATE THAT ARE NOT OTHERWISE
REQUIRED BY LAW TO UNDERGO PERIODIC REAPPORTIONMENT
AND WHOSE GOVERNING BOARD, COMMISSION, OR COUNCIL IS
POPULARLY ELECTED FROM SINGLE-MEMBER ELECTION DISTRICTS,
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS, OR A COMBINATION OF AT-LARGE AND
SINGLE-MEMBER DISTRICTS, MUST BE REAPPORTIONED TO A POPU-
LATION VARIANCE OF LESS THAN TEN PERCENT WITHIN THREE
YEARS OF THE DATE ON WHICH THE LATEST OFFICIAL UNITED
STATES DECENNIAL CENSUS IS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR CONTINUITY OF REPRESENTA-
TION WHEN REAPPORTIONMENT LOCATES TWO OR MORE ELECTED
MEMBERS IN THE SAME ELECTION DISTRICT, AND TO CLARIFY CER-
TAIN DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE REGARDING REAPPORTION-
MENT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
H 4417  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, McCoy, Bales and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LOBBYIST S REPORT OF LOBBYING
ACTIVITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC REPORT
WHEN A LOBBYIST HAS PERFORMED LOBBYING ACTIVITIES OR HAD
OTHER WORK-RELATED CONTACTS WITH A MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION, OR WITH AN EMPLOYEE OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION, OR THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF; TO
AMEND SECTION 2-17-35, RELATING TO THE LOBBYIST S PRINCIPAL S
REPORT OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN ADDI-
TIONAL SPECIFIC REPORT WHEN A LOBBYIST ACTING ON BEHALF
OF A LOBBYIST S PRINCIPAL HAS PERFORMED LOBBYING ACTIVI-
TIES OR HAD OTHER WORK-RELATED CONTACTS WITH A MEMBER
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, OR WITH AN EMPLOYEE OF
THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, OR THE OFFICE OF REGULA-
TORY STAFF; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-700, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO USE OF OFFICIAL POSITION FOR FINANCIAL GAIN, SO AS TO PRO-
HIBIT MEMBERS OR EMPLOYEES OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMIS-
SION OR THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF FROM RECEIVING
ANYTHING OF VALUE FROM A UTILITY, COMPANY, CORPORATION,
ENTITY, JOINT VENTURE, OR PERSON WHOSE BUSINESS, ENTER-
PRISE, OPERATIONS, OR ACTIVITIES ARE REGULATED, WHETHER
WHOLLY OR IN PART, BY A GOVERNMENTAL REGULATORY AGENCY
PURSUANT TO TITLE 58 OF THE 1976 CODE; AND TO AMEND SECTION
8-13-1332, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL CONTRIBUTIONS
AND EXPENDITURES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT MEMBERS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY OR CANDIDATES FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, OR
STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OR CANDIDATES FOR A
STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL  OFFICE FROM SOLICITING OR
ACCEPTING CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS FROM A UTILITY, COM-
PANY, CORPORATION, ENTITY, JOINT VENTURE, OR PERSON, WHOSE
BUSINESS, ENTERPRISE, OPERATIONS, OR ACTIVITIES ARE REGU-
LATED, WHETHER WHOLLY OR IN PART, BY A GOVERNMENTAL REG-
ULATORY AGENCY PURSUANT TO TITLE 58 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
H 4418  General Bill, By Clemmons, G.R. Smith, B. Newton, G.M. Smith,
Fry, Mace, Hamilton, Loftis, Magnuson, Felder, Duckworth, Henderson,
Bennett, Long, Chumley, Burns, D.C. Moss, Davis, Huggins, McCravy, Cole,
Tallon, Crawford, Thayer, S. Rivers, Toole, Willis, Taylor, Hewitt, Elliott,
Bryant, Forrest, Hixon, Blackwell, W. Newton, Jordan, Forrester, Murphy,
McGinnis, Caskey, Gagnon, Herbkersman, Arrington, Putnam, Allison,
Sottile, Simrill, West, Johnson and Atwater
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE NECESSITY OF WRITTEN
VOTER REGISTRATION APPLICATIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE
ELECTION COMMISSION TO AMEND THE SOUTH CAROLINA VOTER
REGISTRATION APPLICATION FORM BY ADDING APPROPRIATELY
SIZED CHECK BOXES IN WHICH REGISTRANTS VOLUNTARILY MAY
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DISCLOSE THEIR POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION; TO REQUIRE THE
STATE ELECTION COMMISSION TO MAINTAIN A RECORD OF THE
VOLUNTARY, SELF-IDENTIFIED POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATIONS DIS-
CLOSED PURSUANT TO THIS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS
RECORD IS SUBJECT TO DISCLOSURE PURSUANT TO THE FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE VOLUNTARY,
SELF-IDENTIFICATION OF ONE S POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION
PURSUANT TO THIS ACT MAY NOT BE USED TO RESTRICT PRIMARY
VOTING.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace, Hamil-
ton, Loftis, Magnuson, Felder, Duckworth
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson,
Bennett, Long, Chumley, Burns
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
Davis, Huggins, McCravy, Cole, Tallon
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford,
Thayer, S.Rivers, Toole, Willis, Taylor, Hewitt, Elliott
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bryant, For-
rest, Hixon, Blackwell, W.Newton, Jordan, Forrester
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Murphy
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McGinnis
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Caskey
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gagnon,
Herbkersman
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Arrington,
Putnam, Allison, Sottile, Simrill, West
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
   04/19/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
H 4419  General Bill, By Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-3-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,
2018, THE TERMS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COM-
MISSION ARE FOR FOUR YEARS, AND MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC SER-
VICE COMMISSION SERVING IN OFFICE ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1,
2018, MAY NOT SERVE IN A HOLDOVER CAPACITY FOLLOWING THE
EXPIRATION OF THEIR TERMS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
H 4420  General Bill, By Finlay, Huggins, W. Newton and Fry
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-282 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A UTILITY THAT
EMPLOYS THE BASE LOAD REVIEW ACT S ABANDONMENT PROCE-
DURES FROM GIVING OR AWARDING TO AN OFFICER OR A  C-SUITE
OR  C-LEVEL  EXECUTIVE A SEVERANCE PACKAGE WITH A VALUE
OR WORTH THAT EXCEEDS THE LARGEST SEVERANCE PACKAGE
GIVEN OR AWARDED TO AN EMPLOYEE OR INDEPENDENT CON-
TRACTOR TERMINATED AS A RESULT OF THE UTILITY S ABANDON-
MENT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-104
H 4421  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, McCoy, Ott, G.M. Smith, Ballentine, W.
Newton, Bales, McEachern, Brown, Henegan, Clary, Arrington, Stavrinakis,
Caskey, Norrell, Bernstein, Knight, Gilliard, Funderburk, Loftis, M. Rivers,
Cobb-Hunter and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 27, TITLE 58 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC CONSUMER BILL OF RIGHTS ACT
TO DEFINE CATEGORIES OF COSTS TO BE COLLECTED THROUGH
RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER CHARGES, TO LIMIT RESIDENTIAL CUS-
TOMER CHARGES TO CAPTURE ONLY CUSTOMER-RELATED COSTS,
AND TO REQUIRE EACH ELECTRICAL UTILITY TO INCLUDE A LINE
ITEM ON CUSTOMER BILL STATEMENTS TO SHOW THE PERCENTAGE
OF RETAIL RATES ATTRIBUTABLE TO DEFERRED RECOVERY OF THE
COST OF THE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION ABANDONED
DURING CONSTRUCTION PURSUANT TO SECTION 58-33-225; BY ADD-
ING CHAPTER 42 TO TITLE 58 SO AS TO ESTABLISH STATEWIDE STAN-
DARDS PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH THE ABILITY TO INSTALL
AND UTILIZE ONSITE DISTRIBUTED ENERGY SOURCES,  TO DEFINE
RELEVANT TERMS, TO ESTABLISH STATEWIDE INTERCONNECTION
STANDARDS, TO PROHIBIT UTILITIES FROM PREVENTING CON-
STRUCTION UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, TO PROVIDE THE STATE-
WIDE NET METERING STANDARDS, TO ALLOW SETTLEMENT-BASED
COST RECOVERY FOR INVESTOR-OWNED UTILITIES FOR CUSTOMER-
GENERATORS BUT TO PROHIBIT COST RECOVERY OF LOST REVE-
NUES WITHIN THE STATEWIDE NET METERING PROGRAM, TO
EXEMPT INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS WHO ADOPT ONSITE DISTRIB-
UTED ENERGY RESOURCES FROM INCREMENTAL DISTRIBUTED
ENERGY RESOURCE PROGRAM COSTS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
OWNER OF AN ONSITE DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCE WHO HAS
REGISTERED WITH THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF AS A LES-
SOR OF THESE FACILITIES MAY NOT BE REGULATED AS A PUBLIC
UTILITY FOR OFFERING A SERVICE THAT PROVIDES ONSITE GENER-
ATION TO CUSTOMER-GENERATORS THROUGH A POWER PURCHASE
AGREEMENT, TO REQUIRE EACH ELECTRICAL UTILITY TO PROVIDE
A DISASTER READINESS INCENTIVE TO ENCOURAGE THE INSTALLA-
TION OF SOLAR AND STORAGE COMBINATION ONSITE DISTRIBUTED
ENERGY RESOURCES FACILITIES ON THE RESIDENCES OF FIRST
RESPONDERS AND DESIGNATED PUBLIC SHELTERS; BY ADDING SEC-
TION 27-1-80 SO AS TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION AGAINST USE OF
ONSITE DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES THROUGH RESTRICTIVE
COVENANTS, DEED RESTRICTIONS, OR HOMEOWNERS  ASSOCIA-
TION DOCUMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-40-10, RELATING TO
TERMS APPLICABLE TO NET ENERGY METERING, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DEFINITION OF  CUSTOMER-GENERATOR ; TO AMEND SECTION
58-40-20, RELATING TO NET ENERGY METERING RATES, SO AS TO,
AMONG OTHER THINGS, REMOVE LANGUAGE PROVIDING THAT NET
METERING RATES APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 40, TITLE 58 ARE THE EXCLUSIVE NET METERING RATES
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER-GENERATORS; TO AMEND SECTION 58-27-
2600, RELATING TO TERMS APPLICABLE TO THE LEASE OF RENEW-
ABLE ELECTRIC GENERATION FACILITIES PROGRAMS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  RETAIL ELECTRIC PROVIDER ; TO
AMEND SECTION 58-27-2610, RELATING TO THE LEASE OF A RENEW-
ABLE ELECTRIC GENERATION FACILITY, SO AS TO, AMONG OTHER
THINGS, PROVIDE THAT LESSORS OF RENEWABLE ELECTRIC GENER-
ATION FACILITIES MAY OFFER WARRANTY SERVICES, AND TO
REMOVE THE CURRENT TWO PERCENT CAP ON LEASED RENEWABLE
ELECTRIC GENERATION FACILITIES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-27-2630,
RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF A RENEWABLE ELECTRIC GEN-
ERATION FACILITY LEASED TO A CUSTOMER-GENERATOR LESSEE,
SO AS TO REPLACE THE CURRENT CUSTOMER-GENERATOR NOTA-
RIZED AFFIDAVIT WITH A SIGNED DECLARATION FROM THE CUS-
TOMER-GENERATOR THAT IT WILL NOT ATTEMPT TO RESELL OR
SELL ELECTRIC OUTPUT TO A THIRD PARTY THAT IS NOT THE ELEC-
TRIC RETAIL SUPPLIER; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROPERTY TAX, SO AS
TO EXEMPT RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCE PROPERTY HAVING A
NAMEPLATE CAPACITY OF NO GREATER THAN TWENTY KILOWATTS,
AS MEASURED IN ALTERNATING CURRENT.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
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   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-104
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-106
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary, Ben-
nett, Arrington
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stavrinakis
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Bennett,
Huggins
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-4
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Caskey
   03/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). JE Smith, McCoy, Sandifer,
Forrester, Crosby, Murphy, Weeks, Douglas, Bernstein,
Williams, Jefferson, McCravy, Fry, Atwater, Ballentine,
Henegan, Toole, Bryant, VS Moss, Dilliard, Crawford, B
Newton HJ-102
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein,
Knight
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard, Fun-
derburk
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-5-18 HJ-73
   04/05/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis, M.Riv-
ers, Cobb-Hunter, King
   04/05/18 House Amended HJ-64
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-64
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-64  Nays-33 HJ-96
   04/06/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/10/18 House Rejected HJ-29
   04/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-61  Nays-44 HJ-37
H 4422  General Bill, By Douglas and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXCLUSIONS FROM THE RESIDEN-
TIAL LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR CER-
TAIN REMEDIES FOR A SELLER OF A DWELLING UNIT OR PROPERTY
CONTAINING A DWELLING UNIT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 27-40-710, RELATING TO NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH A RENTAL AGREEMENT, SO AS TO ALLOW A SELLER TO
RECOVER ACTUAL DAMAGES AND OBTAIN OTHER FORMS OF
RELIEF FROM A PURCHASING PARTY WHO OCCUPIES A DWELLING
UNIT PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE SALE AND FAILS TO MAKE
PAYMENTS TO THE SELLER.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-106
H 4423  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-78-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PREEXIST-
ING CONDITION ON PROPERTY COVERED UNDER A SERVICE CON-
TRACT MAY NOT BE CLASSIFIED AS A PREEXISTING CONDITION
THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE PROVIDER PROVIDES NOTICE OF THE PRE-
EXISTING CONDITION.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-106
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-107
H 4424  General Bill, By Stavrinakis, Sottile, Clary and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE POSSESSION,
DISTRIBUTION, OR MANUFACTURE OF A DEVICE, PART, COMPO-
NENT, ATTACHMENT, OR ACCESSORY INTENDED TO ACCELERATE
THE RATE OF FIRE OF A SEMIAUTOMATIC FIREARM, TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION AND TO ALLOW
EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-107
H 4425  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Bales and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  PUBLIC UTILITY CONSUMER PROTECTION
ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-299 SO AS TO PROHIBIT FUTURE
BASE LOAD REVIEW APPLICATIONS OR PETITIONS FOR MODIFICA-
TION; BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-300 SO AS TO REQUIRE A UTILITY
TO MEET CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS BEFORE IT MAY RECOVER COSTS
OF AN ABANDONED BASE LOAD PLANT; BY ADDING SECTION 58-33-
305 SO AS TO REQUIRE A UTILITY TO BEAR THE DUTY OF CANDOR
TO THE COMMISSION; BY ADDING CHAPTER 41 TO TITLE 58 SO AS TO
CREATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC UTILITY CONSUMER ADVO-
CATE OFFICE, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO ESTABLISH THE
TERM AND POWERS OF THE DIRECTOR, TO PROVIDE THE DUTIES OF
THE OFFICE IN REPRESENTING CONSUMERS IN PROCEEDINGS AND
TO ESTABLISH A SOURCE OF FUNDING; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-20,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF OFFICES, SO AS TO
TRANSFER THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE TO THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH
OF THIS STATE, TO AMEND SECTIONS 48-52-410, 48-52-440, AND 48-52-
460, AS AMENDED, ALL RELATING TO THE STATE ENERGY OFFICE, SO
AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION 58-33-110,
RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
MAJOR UTILITY FACILITY, SO AS TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS BEFORE THE APPROVAL OF A PLAN TO RECOVER THE CON-
STRUCTION COSTS IN THE RATES FOR THE UTILITY; TO AMEND
SECTION 58-33-220, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR THE BASE LOAD
REVIEW ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  PRUDENCE ; TO AMEND
SECTION 58-33-270, RELATING TO BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDERS, SO
AS TO ESTABLISH A PROCEDURE FOR A PARTY TO CHALLENGE A
BREACH OF A UTILITY S DUTY OF CANDOR AND TRANSPARENCY; TO
AMEND SECTION 58-37-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE
TO PUBLIC UTILITIES, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  ENERGY EFFI-
CIENCY ; TO AMEND SECTION 58-37-20, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION ADOPTING PROCEDURES ENCOURAGING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY, SO AS TO ESTABLISH ENERGY SAVINGS
GOALS, TO AUTHORIZE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION TO PRO-
MULGATE RULES, TO REQUIRE A UTILITY TO SUBMIT ENERGY EFFI-
CIENCY PLANS AND TO ENUMERATE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PLANS, TO REQUIRE A UTILITY TO SUBMIT AN ANNUAL REPORT, TO
REQUIRE THE OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF TO PRODUCE A
REPORT EVERY THREE YEARS, TO AUTHORIZE THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION TO ADOPT REGULATIONS TO ENCOURAGE PUBLIC
UTILITIES PROVIDING GAS SERVICES TO INVEST IN COST-EFFECTIVE
ENERGY EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES, TO AUTHORIZE THE PUBLIC
SERVICE AUTHORITY TO ADOPT GUIDELINES REFLECTING THE DED-
ICATION TO INVEST IN ENERGY EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGY; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 58-37-40, RELATING TO INTEGRATED RESOURCE
PLANS, SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO REQUIRE ELECTRI-
CAL UTILITIES TO PREPARE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANS AND
ENUMERATE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INTEGRATED
RESOURCE PLANS AND TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHOR-
ITY TO PREPARE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANS.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-107
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-108
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 4426  General Bill, By Henderson, Henegan and W. Newton
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-32-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF BODY PIERCING
FACILITIES, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO IMPOSE MONETARY PENAL-
TIES.
   11/09/17 House Prefiled
   11/09/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-108
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-109
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-9
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-36
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-29
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-29
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-32
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
H 4427  General Bill, By Davis, Fry, Elliott, Cogswell, Thigpen and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY ACT
BY ADDING SECTION 1-1-1050 SO AS TO CREATE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY TASK FORCE TO DEVELOP RECOM-
MENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS AND
REDUCING COSTS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-109
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
H 4428  General Bill, By Davis, Fry, Elliott, Cogswell, Thigpen and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-11-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL BUDGET ESTIMATES SUBMIT-
TED TO THE GOVERNOR, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COST SAVINGS
AND EFFICIENCY RECOMMENDATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-109
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
H 4429  General Bill, By Davis, Fry, Elliott, Cogswell and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-7-72, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENTS,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE AUTHOR OF A BILL SHALL INCLUDE
ANY ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS OR OFFSETS AVAILABLE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-109
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
H 4430  General Bill, By Martin and Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-60-450, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPEAL OF PROPOSED TAX
ASSESSMENTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A TAXPAYER MAY APPEAL
THE APPRAISED VALUE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE BY SUBMITTING AN
APPRAISAL OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE BY AN AUTHORIZED DEALER
TO THE DEPARTMENT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-109
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-109
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 4431  General Bill, By Williams, Thigpen and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-3587, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PURCHASE AND
INSTALLATION OF A SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM FOR HEATING WATER,
SPACE HEATING, AIR COOLING, OR GENERATING ELECTRICITY, SO AS
TO ALLOW A STATE INCOME TAX CREDIT EQUAL TO THIRTY PER-
CENT OF THE COST TO THE TAXPAYER FOR THE PURCHASE AND
INSTALLATION OF A SOLAR OR WIND ENERGY SYSTEM ON PROP-
ERTY IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE CREDIT IN ANY YEAR
MAY NOT EXCEED FIVE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR
EACH FACILITY OR SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE TAXPAYER S
TAX LIABILITY FOR THAT TAXABLE YEAR, WHICHEVER IS LESS, TO
PROVIDE IF THE CREDIT EXCEEDS FIVE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED
DOLLARS, THE TAXPAYER MAY CARRY FORWARD THE EXCESS, AND
TO DEFINE  WIND ENERGY SYSTEM .
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-110
H 4432  General Bill, By Arrington, Bennett, Fry, Elliott and Cogswell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-59-95 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
IN THE 2020-2021 SCHOOL YEAR, PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS, INCLUDING
CHARTER SCHOOLS, SHALL OFFER A HALF-UNIT CREDIT COURSE
DEVOTED TO TOPICS RELATED TO EXPLORING VARIOUS CAREER
AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND CAREER READINESS,
AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO PROVIDE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF
THIS COURSE IS REQUIRED TO RECEIVE A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA,
SUBJECT TO AN EXCEPTION; AND TO PROVIDE THIS HALF-UNIT OF
CREDIT IS INCLUDED AMONG THE TWENTY-FOUR UNITS REQUIRED
TO RECEIVE A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA AND MAY NOT BE REQUIRED
IN ADDITION TO THOSE TWENTY-FOUR UNITS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-110
H 4433  General Bill, By Bernstein, Clary, J.E. Smith, Felder, Thayer,
Norrell, Wheeler, Thigpen and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  ENDING FORCED ARBITRATION OF SEXUAL HARASS-
MENT ACT OF 2018  BY ADDING SECTION 15-48-15 SO AS TO PROVIDE
NO PREDISPUTE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT IS VALID OR ENFORCE-
ABLE IF IT REQUIRES ARBITRATION OF A SEX DISCRIMINATION DIS-
PUTE, TO PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT QUESTIONS OF APPLICABILITY
MUST BE DETERMINED BY FEDERAL LAW, AND TO PROVIDE QUES-
TIONS OF APPLICABILITY AND VALIDITY MUST BE DETERMINED BY
A COURT INSTEAD OF AN ARBITRATOR.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-110
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-111
H 4434 (Rat # 0251, Act #  0213)  General Bill, By Clary, Elliott, Cogswell,
Collins, Henderson-Myers, Felder, Pope, Taylor, Ott, Thayer, Govan, Cole
and King
Similar (H 3414)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 33, TITLE 59 SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS; TO REQUIRE THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
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CATION TO PROVIDE TRAINING AND SUPPORT FOR A STATEWIDE
MULTI-TIERED SUPPORT SYSTEM SCHOOLING MODEL WHICH MUST
INCLUDE A UNIVERSAL SCREENING PROCESS TO IDENTIFY WHO
MAY BE AT RISK OF EXPERIENCING ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES AND
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT DIFFICULTIES; TO PROVIDE
LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS SHALL USE THE UNIVERSAL SCREENING
PROCESS FOR CERTAIN STUDENTS BEGINNING WITH THE 2019-2020
SCHOOL YEAR, SUBJECT TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY FUNDING; TO PRO-
VIDE SCREENING MAY BE REQUESTED BY PARENTS, GUARDIANS,
AND CERTAIN SCHOOL PERSONNEL; TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS SHALL CONVENE SCHOOL-BASED TEAMS TO ANALYZE DATA
FROM SCREENINGS TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT APPROPRIATE
INSTRUCTION AND INTERVENTIONS FOR ALL STUDENTS AT RISK OF
EXPERIENCING ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES; TO REQUIRE DISTRICTS
TO PROVIDE PARENTS OF SUCH AT-RISK STUDENTS WITH NOTICE OF
SCREENING FINDINGS AND RELATED SUPPORT INFORMATION; TO
REQUIRE DISTRICTS TO PROVIDE AT-RISK STUDENTS WITH CERTAIN
INTERVENTIONS AND TO MONITOR THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE
INTERVENTIONS AND STUDENT PROGRESS; TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT TO PROVIDE EDUCATORS WITH CERTAIN PROFES-
SIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING AND RESOURCES CONCERNING
THE STATEWIDE MULTI-TIERED SUPPORT SYSTEM AND RELATED
IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION METHODS; TO REQUIRE THE
DEPARTMENT TO DEVELOP AND REPORT FINDINGS CONCERNING
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STATEWIDE MULTI-TIERED SUPPORT
SYSTEM; TO CREATE THE LEARNING DISORDERS TASK FORCE TO
WORK WITH THE DEPARTMENT IN MATTERS RELATING TO READING
DISORDERS; AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION AND MISCEL-
LANEOUS FUNCTIONS OF THE TASK FORCE, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
- ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-111
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-111
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pope
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ott
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-50
   02/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Cole,
King
   02/21/18 House Amended HJ-37
   02/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Loftis, Hill, Magnuson
   02/21/18 House Read second time HJ-37
   02/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-2 HJ-42
   02/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-8
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-13
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-16
   04/17/18 Senate Amended SJ-16
   04/17/18 Senate Read second time SJ-16
   04/17/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-16
   04/18/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/24/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   05/01/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-78
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-109 HJ-79
   05/02/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Sheheen, Martin, Hembree SJ-51
   05/03/18 House Conference committee appointed Felder, Clary, Brown
HJ-37
   05/08/18 House Free conference powers granted HJ-21
   05/08/18 House Free conference committee appointed Felder, Clary,
Brown HJ-21
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-21
   05/08/18 House Free conference report adopted HJ-27
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-33
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-25
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-25
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference committee appointed Sheheen, Martin,
Hembree SJ-25
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-28
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-28
   05/09/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-4
   05/14/18 Ratified R 251
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 213
H 4435  General Bill, By Collins, Wheeler, Robinson-Simpson, Thigpen,
Bernstein, Erickson, Norrell, Huggins, Henderson-Myers, J.E. Smith, King,
Henegan, Rutherford, Brawley, Cobb-Hunter and Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA DREAMERS ACT OF 2018  BY ADD-
ING SECTION 59-112-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE PEOPLE WHO HAVE A
LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THIS STATE AND ARE NOT PRECLUDED FROM
ESTABLISHING RESIDENCY UNDER FEDERAL IMMIGRATION LAW
MAY ESTABLISH DOMICILE IN THIS STATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF
RECEIVING IN-STATE TUITION RATES AND FEES AT PUBLIC INSTITU-
TIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND FOR STATE-SUPPORTED SCHOL-
ARSHIPS AND GRANTS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-35 SO AS TO
PROVIDE PEOPLE WHO HAVE A LAWFUL PRESENCE IN THIS STATE
AND ARE NOT PRECLUDED FROM ESTABLISHING RESIDENCY
UNDER FEDERAL IMMIGRATION LAW MAY ESTABLISH RESIDENCY
AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR OCCUPATIONAL OR PROFESSIONAL LICEN-
SURE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER, PROVIDED OTHER
LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS ARE MET.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-112
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-112
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bernstein,
Erickson
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
King, Henegan, Rutherford
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter,
Pendarvis
H 4436  Concurrent Resolution, By Davis, Jefferson, Elliott, Cogswell,
Henderson-Myers and Govan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE POSITIVE IMPACT
OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS
(STEM) EDUCATION ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN SOUTH CAROLINA,
AND TO DECLARE MARCH 7, 2018, AS  STEM EDUCATION DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-80




   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-51
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-11
H 4437  Joint Resolution, By Gilliard, Jefferson, Wheeler, Robinson-
Simpson, Thigpen and Henderson-Myers
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE TEACHER RETENTION STUDY
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW TEACHER COMPENSATION IN THIS STATE,
PARTICULARLY THE IMPACT OF LOW TEACHER PAY AND OTHER
COMPENSATION INCENTIVES ON TEACHER RETENTION, AND TO
EXAMINE THE PROSPECT OF INCREASING TEACHER PAY BY FIFTEEN
PERCENT TO PROVIDE TEACHERS WITH A MORE ATTRACTIVE SAL-
ARY AND BE MORE COMPETITIVE WITH OTHER STATES; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
STAFFING OF THE COMMITTEE; AND TO REQUIRE THE COMMITTEE
TO REPORT ITS FINDINGS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BEFORE
APRIL 1, 2018.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-112
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-112
H 4438  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-25-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL CON-
CERNING THE LICENSURE OF HEARING AID SPECIALISTS, SO AS TO
ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO FACILITATE THIRD-PARTY ADMINIS-
TRATION OF QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS OF APPLICANTS FOR
LICENSURE, AND TO IMPOSE MONETARY PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS OF THE CHAPTER; TO AMEND SECTION 40-25-50, RELATING TO
THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION FOR HEARING AID SPECIALISTS,
SO AS TO REMOVE THE PREPARATION OF QUALIFYING EXAMINA-
TIONS BY THE COMMISSION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-25-110, RELAT-
ING TO APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSURE, SO AS TO ALLOW THE
DEPARTMENT TO CHARGE CERTAIN RELATED FEES, AND TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE USE AND ADMINISTRATION OF THESE FEES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-25-150, RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS, SO AS IMPOSE RELATED DUTIES ON THE DEPART-
MENT INSTEAD OF THE COMMISSION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-112
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-113
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-10
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-39
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-34
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-34
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-35
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
H 4439  General Bill, By Pendarvis, Robinson-Simpson and Henderson-
Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA PROMISE SCHOLARSHIP ACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 111, TITLE 59 SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION ON
HIGHER EDUCATION SHALL ADMINISTER THE SCHOLARSHIP PRO-
GRAM, TO PROVIDE RELATED POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COM-
MISSION, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 59-130-350, RELATING TO THE
EDUCATION LOTTERY FUNDING RECIPIENTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE
SOUTH CAROLINA PROMISE SCHOLARSHIPS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-113
H 4440  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Magnuson, Lucas, Martin, Long,
Chumley, Burns, Loftis, Hamilton and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  FORMING OPEN AND ROBUST UNIVERSITY MINDS
(FORUM) ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 148 TO TITLE 59 SO AS TO
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO PROVIDE MEASURES TO PROTECT
EXPRESSIONS BY STUDENTS AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS IN
CERTAIN PLACES ON THE CAMPUSES OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE RELATED REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING,
AND TO PROVIDE MEANS OF REDRESS FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS
ACT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-113
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-114
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Martin, Long,
Chumley, Burns, Loftis, Hamilton, B.Newton
H 4441  General Bill, By Williams and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-15-915 SO AS TO LIMIT THE TIME A TRAIN
MAY BLOCK FOUR-LANE STREET INTERSECTIONS IN MUNICIPALI-
TIES DURING CERTAIN PERIODS OF TIME.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-114
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 4442  General Bill, By Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-1-456 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN
EMPLOYEE MAY BE GRANTED BY HIS EMPLOYER A SPECIFIED
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL PAID LEAVE EACH YEAR FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF ATTENDING CERTAIN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOL CONFERENCES OR ACTIVITIES DURING THE EMPLOYEE S
WORK HOURS OR TO ENGAGE IN CERTAIN VOLUNTEER TEACHING
ACTIVITIES IN THE SCHOOLS, TO PROVIDE THAT THE EMPLOYERS
OF THESE EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO A SPECIFIED STATE
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION FOR THESE ACTIVITIES, AND TO PROVIDE
THE PROCEDURES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS SECTION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-114
H 4443  General Bill, By Clary, Elliott, Cogswell and Mace
Similar (S 0990)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF  CAN-
DIDATE  FOR PURPOSES OF THE ETHICS, GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT-
ABILITY, AND CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT, SO AS TO SPECIFY THAT A
CANDIDATE  IS ALSO A PERSON THAT MAINTAINS AN OPEN BANK
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ACCOUNT CONTAINING CONTRIBUTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-
1120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CONTENTS OF STATEMENTS OF
ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE DISCLOSURE OF THE
SOURCE, TYPE, AND AMOUNT OF ANY INCOME RECEIVED IN THE
PREVIOUS YEAR BY THE FILER OR A MEMBER OF HIS IMMEDIATE
FAMILY FROM A DIRECT CONTRACTUAL OR EMPLOYMENT RELA-
TIONSHIP TO INCLUDE CONSULTING, ACTING AS AN INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR, SALARY, OR ANY OTHER ARRANGEMENT FROM
WHICH PAYMENT IN RETURN FOR SERVICES OR GOODS IS MADE BY
A LOBBYIST PRINCIPAL TO THE FILER OR A MEMBER OF HIS IMMEDI-
ATE FAMILY; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1300, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITION OF  CANDIDATE  FOR PURPOSES OF THE ETHICS,
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, AND CAMPAIGN REFORM ACT, SO
AS TO SPECIFY THAT A  CANDIDATE  IS ALSO A PERSON THAT MAIN-
TAINS AN OPEN BANK ACCOUNT CONTAINING CONTRIBUTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 8-13-1302, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE MAIN-
TENANCE OF RECORDS OF CONTRIBUTIONS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY OFFICE TO REQUEST IN WRITING
THE DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN MANDATORY RECORDS FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF VERIFYING CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE FORMS; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1308, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONTENTS OF
CERTIFIED CAMPAIGN REPORTS OF CANDIDATES AND COMMITTEES,
SO AS TO REQUIRE A CAMPAIGN REPORT TO BE FILED SEVENTY-
TWO HOURS BEFORE AN ELECTION SHOWING CONTRIBUTIONS OF
MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS AND EXPENDITURES TO OR
BY THE CANDIDATE OR COMMITTEE FOR THE PERIOD COMMENCING
AT LEAST TWENTY DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION AND ENDING SEV-
ENTY-TWO HOURS BEFORE THE ELECTION; TO AMEND SECTION 8-
13-1314, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION
LIMITS AND RESTRICTIONS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT CONTRIBUTIONS
FROM CERTAIN NONCANDIDATE COMMITTEES; TO AMEND SECTION
8-13-1340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON CONTRI-
BUTIONS BY ONE CANDIDATE TO ANOTHER AND COMMITTEES
ESTABLISHED, FINANCED, MAINTAINED, OR CONTROLLED BY A
CANDIDATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE CONTRIBUTION RESTRICTION
EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF COMMITTEES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1348, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE USE OF CAM-
PAIGN FUNDS FOR PERSONAL EXPENSES, SO AS TO CLARIFY THE
TYPE OF PROHIBITED EXPENSES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-114
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-116
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
H 4444  General Bill, By Clary, Cogswell and Thigpen
Similar (S 0988)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1345 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PERSON WHO
HAS MADE A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION TO A POPULARLY ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIAL WITHIN THE PREVIOUS FOUR YEARS FROM BEING
APPOINTED TO A PUBLIC OFFICE BY THAT PUBLIC OFFICIAL WHO IS
THE APPOINTING OR SELECTING AUTHORITY FOR THE POSITION,
AND TO PROVIDE FOR RELATED APPLICATIONS OF THE SECTION
AND FOR EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-116
H 4445  General Bill, By Funderburk and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-20-175 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT EACH CON-
SUMER REPORTING AGENCY DOING BUSINESS IN THIS STATE, UPON
REQUEST OF A CONSUMER, SHALL PROVIDE THE CONSUMER WITH
ONE COPY OF THE CONSUMER S CREDIT REPORT PER MONTH AT NO
CHARGE, TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE CONSUMER REQUESTS MORE
THAN ONE COPY PER MONTH, THE CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCY
MAY CHARGE THE CONSUMER A REASONABLE FEE FOR EACH ADDI-
TIONAL COPY, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-116
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 4446  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-20-195 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CONSUMER
CREDIT-REPORTING AGENCIES DOING BUSINESS IN THIS STATE
WHEN GENERATING OR REVISING PIN NUMBERS FOR THEIR CUS-
TOMERS IN THIS STATE MUST GENERATE RANDOMLY SELECTED PIN
NUMBERS WHICH DIFFER IN AT LEAST A MAJORITY OF THEIR CHAR-
ACTERS FROM THE CHARACTERS IN THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING
PIN NUMBER THEY GENERATED OR REVISED FOR ANY OTHER CUS-
TOMER, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-116
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-116
H 4447  General Bill, By Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-53-1990 SO AS TO REQUIRE EVERY PUBLIC
HIGH SCHOOL OF THIS STATE EACH TO OFFER AT LEAST FIVE
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING COURSES TO THEIR RESPECTIVE STU-
DENTS FOR ELECTIVE CREDIT BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019
SCHOOL YEAR.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-117
H 4448  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams and Henderson-Myers
Similar (H 3344)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE CONGRESS OF
THE UNITED STATES TO ENACT WITHOUT DELAY AN  AMERICAN
ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAM  WITH SUGGESTED PARAMETERS
AND SPECIFICS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MECHANISMS, INCLUDING
SOLAR AND RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS, TO RESTORE THE ECO-
NOMIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING OF AMERICA AND ITS CITIZENS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-80
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-80
H 4449  General Bill, By Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 340 OF 1967, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
GOVERNANCE OF THE CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THOSE PROCEDURES WHICH THE DISTRICT BOARD
OF TRUSTEES MUST FOLLOW TO CLOSE A RURAL SCHOOL, TO
DEFINE  RURAL SCHOOL , TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO DOCUMENT
THAT ANY SUCH CLOSING MUST RESULT IN A REDUCTION IN THE
OPERATING EXPENSES OF THE DISTRICT TRANSLATED INTO AN
ESTIMATED PROPERTY TAX MILLAGE REDUCTION THAT MUST BE
REFLECTED BEGINNING FOR THE FIRST PROPERTY TAX YEAR AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE, TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO CONDUCT THREE
PUBLIC HEARINGS IN THE AFFECTED COMMUNITY TO RECEIVE PUB-
LIC COMMENTS, TO SPECIFY OTHER CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO
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TRAVEL TIME AND ADDITIONAL TRAVEL EXPENSES AND THE OVER-
ALL BENEFIT TO STUDENTS AND THE DISTRICT FROM CLOSING THE
SCHOOL, TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO PREPARE A COMPREHENSIVE
REPORT ON THESE ISSUES BEFORE MAKING A DECISION ON THE
CLOSING AND REQUIRE THIS REPORT, UPON COMPLETION, TO BE
FORWARDED TO EACH MEMBER OF THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION
REPRESENTING THE CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, AND
TO PROVIDE THAT NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE PROVISIONS, A
SCHOOL MAY BE CLOSED IMMEDIATELY IF IT IS DETERMINED BY
THE BOARD OR APPROPRIATE HEALTH OFFICIALS THAT THE HEALTH
AND SAFETY OF THE STUDENTS ARE IN IMMEDIATE DANGER.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Charleston Delegation
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Charleston Delegation HJ-117
H 4450  General Bill, By Clary, Cogswell and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 11-5-290 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE TREA-
SURER TO PROVIDE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AN ANNUAL REPORT
DETAILING THE TREASURER S INVESTMENTS AND INVESTMENT
STRATEGIES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-118
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
H 4451  General Bill, By Erickson, Herbkersman, Bowers, Bradley, W.
Newton, M. Rivers and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-250 AND SECTION 12-37-290, AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELAT-
ING TO THE HOMESTEAD TAX EXEMPTION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT
A QUALIFYING DWELLING PLACE ALSO MEETS ALL THE REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RATIO, INCLUDING CERTAIN
RENTAL PROVISIONS, AND RECEIVES THE SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
RATIO.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-118
H 4452  General Bill, By McCravy and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY, SO AS TO EXCLUDE FROM THE DEFINITION THE RENTAL
OR LEASE OF PROPERTY IF THE PROPERTY MUST BE SERVICED TO
REMAIN SANITARY FOR THE INTENDED USE OF THE PROPERTY, AND
THE LESSOR WOULD NOT RENT OR LEASE THE PROPERTY UNLESS
THE LESSEE AGREES TO THE LESSOR SERVICING THE PROPERTY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-118
H 4453  General Bill, By G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 81 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO CREATE THE JOINT
COMMITTEE ON FEDERALISM TO EVALUATE CERTAIN FEDERAL
LAWS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE, TO
SPECIFY THE PROCESS OF EVALUATION, AND TO SET FORTH OTHER
DUTIES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-118
H 4454  Resolution, By Blackwell and Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULES 1.7 AND 1.8 OF THE RULES
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE SPEAKER
AND THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO LIMIT
THE TERMS THEY MAY SERVE TO FOUR CONSECUTIVE TERMS
RATHER THAN FIVE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-73
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-73
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 4455  Resolution, By Blackwell and Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 1.9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF
COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND ELECTION OF CHAIRMEN BY THE
RESPECTIVE COMMITTEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMITTEE
CHAIRMEN MAY NOT SERVE MORE THAN TWO CONSECUTIVE
TERMS ON THE COMMITTEE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-73
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-73
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 4456  General Bill, By Clary, Funderburk, Bernstein, Elliott, Wheeler,
Cogswell, Collins, Thigpen, J.E. Smith, Cobb-Hunter and Norrell
Similar (S 0989, S 1159, H 5201)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ENTITLE THE CHAP-
TER  SOUTH CAROLINA REDISTRICTING COMMISSION , TO CREATE
AN INDEPENDENT REDISTRICTING COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THAT
MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION WILL BE APPOINTED EVERY TEN
YEARS AFTER THE FOLLOWING YEAR OF THE DECENNIAL UNITED
STATES CENSUS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP AND PRO-
CEDURES FOR THE COMMISSION TO FOLLOW IN REAPPORTIONING
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THE SENATE, AND THE STATE S
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-119
   01/10/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 4457  Joint Resolution, By Clary, Tallon, Collins, Elliott, Cogswell and B.
Newton
Similar (S 0129)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE VI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OF THIS
STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE SECRETARY OF STATE FROM THE LIST
OF STATE OFFICERS WHICH THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES TO BE
ELECTED AND PROVIDE THAT THE SECRETARY OF STATE MUST BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR UPON THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE SENATE FOR A TERM COTERMINOUS WITH THE GOVERNOR
UPON THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERM OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
SERVING IN OFFICE ON THE DATE OF THE RATIFICATION OF THIS
PROVISION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-119
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-119
H 4458 (Rat # 0252, Act #  0214)  General Bill, By Johnson, Hixon, Kirby,
Yow, Duckworth, Burns, Blackwell, Dillard, Davis, Forrest, Fry, Hewitt,
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Crawford, McGinnis, Ott, Bamberg, Erickson, Cobb-Hunter, Willis, Mace,
Hill, Gagnon, West, Hardee, Wheeler, McEachern, Magnuson, Martin and
Bowers
Similar (H 3924)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-700, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DUMPING OF LITTER ON PRI-
VATE OR PUBLIC PROPERTY AND ITS PENALTIES, SO AS TO RESTRUC-
TURE THE OFFENSES TO ENSURE CIGARETTE BUTTS AND
CIGARETTE COMPONENT LITTER AND DECEASED ANIMALS ARE
INCLUDED IN THE PURVIEW OF THE STATUTE, AND TO RESTRUC-
TURE THE PENALTIES. - ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-119
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-119
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby, Yow,
Duckworth, Burns, Blackwell, Dillard, Davis
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Forrest
   01/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-2
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry, Hewitt,
Crawford, McGinnis, Ott, Bamberg, Erickson, Cobb-
Hunter, Willis, Mace, Hill, Gagnon, West, Hardee,
Wheeler
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern,
Magnuson, Martin, Bowers
   01/30/18 House Amended HJ-16
   01/30/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   01/30/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-14 HJ-20
   01/31/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   01/31/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-4 HJ-5
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   02/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-11
   05/01/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-70
   05/01/18 Senate Amended SJ-70
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-64
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-38
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-38
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-38
   05/09/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-10-18 HJ-133
   05/10/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-64
   05/10/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-64
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-65
   05/10/18 Senate Concurred in House amendment and enrolled SJ-47
   05/14/18 Ratified R 252
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 214
H 4459  Resolution, By King, Douglas, Robinson-Simpson, McKnight,
Govan, Brown, Hill, Caskey, M. Rivers, Pendarvis, Arrington, Hart,
Gilliard, Henderson-Myers and Brawley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 4.2 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO COMMITTEES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS MAY NOT SERVE MORE
THAN THREE CONSECUTIVE TERMS ON THE COMMITTEE AND TO
PROVIDE COMPLEMENTARY PROCEDURES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Rules
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-73
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-73
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Douglas, Rob-
inson-Simpson, McKnight, Govan, Brown, Hill, Caskey,
M.Rivers, Pendarvis, Arrington, Hart, Gilliard, Hender-
son-Myers, Brawley
H 4460  Concurrent Resolution, By Ott, Duckworth, Wheeler, Clary, G.M.
Smith, Ridgeway, Brown, Pendarvis, Kirby, Funderburk, M. Rivers, Govan,
Robinson-Simpson, McGinnis, W. Newton, Mace, Cogswell, Sottile,
Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, J.E. Smith, Bernstein and Bradley
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS AND URGE THE MEMBERS NOT TO ALLOW SEIS-
MIC SURVEYS OR ACQUISITIONS OFF THE COAST OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO JOIN THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN PROTECTING THE BEAUTIFUL BEACHES
AND COASTLINE OF THE STATE FROM THE INEVITABLE POLLUTION
OF THE AIR AND SEA IF SEISMIC SURVEYS OR ACQUISITIONS AND
FURTHER METHODS ARE USED RESULTING IN A NEGATIVE IMPACT
ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE ALONG OUR COAST AND A DETRIMENTAL
EFFECT ON THE TOURISM INDUSTRY OF THE STATE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-81
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-81
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary,
G.M.Smith
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ridgeway,
Brown, Pendarvis, Kirby, Funderburk, M.Rivers, Govan
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Robinson-
Simpson, McGinnis
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace, Cog-
swell, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, J.E.Smith, Bern-
stein, Bradley
H 4461  General Bill, By Simrill, Fry, Wheeler and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 26-1-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT AND TERM OF NOTA-
RIES PUBLIC, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NOTARIES PUBLIC
APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
AND THE APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN THE FORMAT PRO-
VIDED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 26-
1-20 AND 26-1-25 BOTH RELATING TO ENDORSEMENT OF APPLICA-
TIONS FOR NOTARIES PUBLIC BY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATIONS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
H 4462  Concurrent Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Rutherford and Murphy
Similar (S 0780)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO FIX NOON ON WEDNESDAY, FEB-
RUARY 7, 2018, AS THE TIME TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT, SEAT 3, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JULY 31, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
COURT OF APPEALS, SEAT 8, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE
SUPREME COURT, SEAT 1, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE
REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES ON JUNE 30,
2018, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FULL TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE
30, 2024; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIR-
CUIT COURT, FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
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JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2,
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, SEVENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, EIGHTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT
COURT, ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT
2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE JUNE 30, 2018, AND THE
SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE A NEW TERM OF THAT OFFICE, WHICH
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2024; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1,
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 4, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE COURT OF
APPEALS, SEAT 9, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAIN-
DER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT,
FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES
JUNE 30, 2018; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT, SIXTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, UPON HIS
RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2017, AND THE SUCCES-
SOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM,
WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CER-
TAIN JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 9, AND THE
SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED
TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2021; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A
CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, SECOND JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
SEAT 2, UPON HER RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE JULY 1, 2018, AND
THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THAT OFFICE,
WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CER-
TAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, THIRD JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT
1, UPON HIS ELECTION TO THE CIRCUIT COURT, AT-LARGE, SEAT 1,
AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL FILL THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEX-
PIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2022; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR
TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, SIXTH JUDICIAL CIR-
CUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE
UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2020; TO ELECT A SUC-
CESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT, EIGHTH JUDI-
CIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 1, UPON HIS RETIREMENT ON OR BEFORE
OCTOBER 1, 2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE REMAIN-
DER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO
ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY COURT,
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HER RETIREMENT ON
OR BEFORE JULY 8, 2017, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL SERVE THE
REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHICH EXPIRES JUNE 30,
2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN JUDGE OF THE FAMILY
COURT, TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, SEAT 2, UPON HIS RETIREMENT
ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2018, AND THE SUCCESSOR WILL
SERVE THE REMAINDER OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2019; TO ELECT A SUCCESSOR TO A CERTAIN
JUDGE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW COURT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; AND AS THE DATE TO MEET IN JOINT SESSION
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ELECTING A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF FRANCIS MARION UNIVERSITY, FIFTH CONGRESSIO-
NAL DISTRICT, SEAT 5, WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JUNE 30, 2018; TO
ELECT A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE MEDICAL
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DIS-
TRICT, MEDICAL SEAT, FOR A TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30,
2020; TO ELECT A MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA, FOURTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
FOR A TERM WHICH WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2020; AND TO ELECT A
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF WINTHROP UNIVERSITY,
FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT, SEAT 4, FOR A TERM WHICH
WILL EXPIRE JUNE 30, 2022.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-81
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-81
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-51
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-23
H 4463  General Bill, By Spires and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF UNLAWFUL DISCHARGING OF A FIRE-
ARM IN UNINCORPORATED AREAS WITHOUT APPROPRIATE SAFETY
MEASURES, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
H 4464  General Bill, By Williams, Jefferson and Henderson-Myers
Similar (H 3217)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT  LIZZY S LAW  BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO
REQUIRE AN OWNER OR OTHER PERSON LAWFULLY IN POSSESSION
OF A FIREARM, RIFLE, OR SHOTGUN TO REPORT THE LOSS OR THEFT
OF EACH SUCH WEAPON, TO REQUIRE THE APPROPRIATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO COLLECT CERTAIN INFORMATION
REGARDING A LOST OR STOLEN WEAPON, AND TO PROVIDE GRADU-
ATED PENALTIES FOR THE FAILURE TO REPORT A LOST OR STOLEN
WEAPON.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-120
H 4465  General Bill, By Brawley, Robinson-Simpson, Thigpen, Henderson-
Myers, King, Ridgeway, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Wheeler and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 57-9-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FILING OF A PETITION TO ABANDON
OR CLOSE A STREET, ROAD, OR HIGHWAY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MUST NOTIFY IN WRITING
ALL RESIDENTIAL HOUSEHOLDS WITHIN A TEN-MILE RADIUS OF A
PROPOSED ROAD CLOSURE AND THE MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLA-
TIVE DELEGATION WHO REPRESENT THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE
PROPOSED ROAD CLOSURE IS LOCATED, PRIOR TO FILING A PETI-
TION FOR THE CLOSURE OF A RURAL STATE-MAINTAINED ROAD.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-121
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ridgeway,
Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Wheeler
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown
H 4466  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-2-3110 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A COUNTY
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MAY ADOPT AN ORDINANCE THAT REGULATES THE OPERATION OF
CERTAIN UNLICENSED VEHICLES UPON THE PUBLIC STREETS AND
HIGHWAYS WITHIN ITS JURISDICTION WHEN THE VEHICLES ARE
OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC FOR RENTAL ON A DAILY, WEEKLY, OR
MONTHLY BASIS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT MUNICIPALITIES MAY
ADOPT A SIMILAR ORDINANCE IN THE ABSENCE OF COUNTY ORDI-
NANCES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-121
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-56
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-15
   04/04/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Crosby HJ-20
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-21
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   04/06/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   05/02/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-48
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-97
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-115
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-115
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-115
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-113
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-1  Nays-91 HJ-113
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed  Hutto, Rankin, Grooms SJ-120
H 4467  Concurrent Resolution, By Gilliard and Wheeler
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY
17 IN CHARLESTON COUNTY FROM A POINT 1.25 MILES EAST OF OLD
JACKSONBORO ROAD TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGHWAY 7  CURTIS B. INABINETT, SR. HIGHWAY  AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGH-
WAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-84
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-84
H 4468  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF CAINHOY ROAD IN
BERKELEY COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGHWAY 41 TO CAINHOY MIDDLE SCHOOL  SERGEANT EARL
SINGLETON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY  AND ERECT  APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAIN-
ING THIS DESIGNATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
   01/09/18 House Introduced HJ-84
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-84
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-53
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   03/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-56
H 4469  General Bill, By McCravy, Pitts, D.C. Moss and Parks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1971, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF UNIFORM PARK-
ING VIOLATION TICKETS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT EMPLOYEES OF A
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY WHO REGULARLY ISSUE PARKING
VIOLATION TICKETS ALSO MAY ISSUE HANDICAPPED PARKING VIO-
LATION TICKETS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-121
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts,
D.C.Moss
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-50
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Parks
   02/08/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-15
H 4470  General Bill, By Pitts and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-7-17 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE CREATION
OF A  YOUR RIGHTS UNDER SOUTH CAROLINA LAW  DOCUMENT TO
BE DESIGNED AND APPROVED BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMIS-
SION ON INDIGENT DEFENSE, TO REQUIRE THE DOCUMENT TO BE
ISSUED CONTEMPORANEOUSLY WITH A UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKET,
AND TO REQUIRE THAT A CHARGE BE DISMISSED IF AN ACCUSED
CONTESTS THE UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKET CHARGE IN COURT AND
THE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY IS UNABLE TO PRODUCE A  YOUR
RIGHTS UNDER SOUTH CAROLINA LAW  DOCUMENT SIGNED BY THE
ACCUSED OR SHOW THAT THE DEFENDANT REFUSED TO SIGN THE
PROFFERED DOCUMENT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-121
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-122
H 4471  Joint Resolution, By Pitts and Thigpen
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS STUDY
COMMITTEE TO REVIEW STATE LAW AND MAKE RECOMMENDA-
TIONS ON WHICH TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS SHOULD BE CIVIL VIOLA-
TIONS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITIES
OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE, TO REQUIRE THE STUDY COMMITTEE
TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
REGARDING WHICH TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS SHOULD BE CIVIL VIOLA-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISSOLUTION OF THE STUDY
COMMITTEE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-122
H 4472  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-850 SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  FUNERAL
PROCESSION , TO PROVIDE DUTIES OF OPERATORS OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES IN AND OUTSIDE A FUNERAL PROCESSION, TO PROVIDE A PEN-
ALTY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WHO
IS DIRECTING OR ESCORTING A FUNERAL PROCESSION IS IMMUNE
FROM LIABILITY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
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   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-122
H 4473  General Bill, By Pitts and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-7-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A DEPART-
MENT OF TRANSPORTATION CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, OR
REPAIR PROJECT ADVERSELY IMPACTS A LANDOWNER S PROPERTY,
THEN THE DEPARTMENT SHALL MITIGATE OR RECTIFY THE
ADVERSE IMPACT OF THE PROJECT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF A
DEPARTMENT CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, OR REPAIR PROJECT
INTERFERES WITH ACCESS TO A LANDOWNER S PROPERTY, THEN
THE DEPARTMENT SHALL CONSTRUCT A DRIVEWAY THAT ALLOWS
THE LANDOWNER TO GAIN ACCESS TO HIS PROPERTY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-122
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-123
H 4474  General Bill, By Rutherford and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5015, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MOTOR VEHICLE SUNSCREEN
DEVICES, SO AS TO REVISE THE PERMITTED LEVEL OF LIGHT
TRANSMISSION FOR SUNSCREENING DEVICES INSTALLED ON THE
WINDSHIELD, SIDE WINDOWS, AND REAR WINDOW OF A MOTOR
VEHICLE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-123
H 4475  General Bill, By Tallon, Hixon and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-6-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND ITS DIVISIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
DIVISIONS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION, AND TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT TRANSFERRED THE RESPONSIBILI-
TIES OF CERTAIN AGENCIES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT IS COMPRISED OF THE
DIVISIONS OUTLINED IN THIS CHAPTER, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL MAINTAIN A LIST OF ITS DIVISIONS ON THE
DEPARTMENT S WEBSITE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-123
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-55
   02/20/18 House Read second time HJ-22
   02/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-23
   02/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-24
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
H 4476  General Bill, By Tallon and Hixon
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-6-50, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
SAFETY S ANNUAL AUDIT AND THE EXPENDITURE OF CERTAIN REV-
ENUE GENERATED BY THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO DELETE THE
PROVISION THAT AUTHORIZES THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES TO CARRY FORWARD AND EXPEND CERTAIN MOTOR CARRIER
REGISTRATION FEES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN REVENUE
RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT MAY BE EXPENDED FOR DRUG
TESTING.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-123
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-123
H 4477  General Bill, By Tallon, Hixon and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-6-187, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WITNESS FEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE WITNESS FEE MAY BE
ADJUSTED ANNUALLY FOR INFLATION AS DETERMINED BY THE
DEPARTMENT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-124
H 4478  General Bill, By Tallon, Hixon and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE ITS DIRECTOR TO DETERMINE THE LOCATION OF A TRAINING
FACILITY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-124
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-50
   02/13/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Rutherford, Daning, King, S.
Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Henegan, Hart, Jefferson,
Weeks, Pendarvis, Ridgeway HJ-18
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-50
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-50
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-39
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 4479 (Rat # 0253, Act #  0215)  General Bill, By Tallon, Hixon and W.
Newton
Similar (S 0518)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-80, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THE LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL IS
AUTHORIZED TO APPOINT ATTORNEYS EMPLOYED BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY TO SIT AS HEARING OFFI-
CERS FOR CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS; AND BY ADDING SECTION
23-23-150 SO AS TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR CERTAIN TERMS, TO
PROVIDE THAT A SHERIFF OR CHIEF OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT MUST REPORT TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ACADEMY CERTAIN MISCONDUCT BY A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI-
CER WHO SHALL BE NOTIFIED OF THE ALLEGATION OF MISCON-
DUCT AND MAY REQUEST A CONTESTED HEARING, TO PROVIDE FOR
A PROCEEDING TO ADJUDICATE THE ALLEGATION, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS WHO HAVE ALLEGATIONS OF MIS-
CONDUCT FILED AGAINST THEM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
PERSONS MUST KEEP THE ACADEMY INFORMED OF THEIR CURRENT
ADDRESS. - ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-124
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-125
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-55
   02/20/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). McKnight, McCoy, Taylor,
Young, Hixon, Forrest, Hiott, Brown, Gilliard, Pendarvis,
Allison, Forrester, Sandifer, Martin, Cole, GR Smith, Lof-
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tis, Daning, Clary, Davis, Clyburn, Douglas, Hart, Thig-
pen, Knight, Toole, Williams, Jefferson HJ-24
   02/28/18 House Amended HJ-20
   02/28/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-23
   03/01/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-29
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   03/05/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Hutto (ch), Shealy, Timmons
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-12
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Amended SJ-63
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-69
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-141
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-141
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-141
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-125
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-126
   05/14/18 Ratified R 253
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 215
H 4480  General Bill, By Taylor, Allison, Jefferson, Cogswell, McCravy,
Henderson-Myers, Clary, Tallon, Spires, Toole, Knight, Henegan and
Henderson
Similar (S 0957)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-3890, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL USE OF A WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE WHILE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE,
SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS, TO REVISE
THE CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN IT IS UNLAWFUL TO USE A WIRELESS
DEVICE, TO REVISE THE PENALTIES, TO CREATE THE OFFENSE OF
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE, TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT PROHIBITS A LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER FROM STOPPING A PERSON FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SEC-
TION UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES SHALL MAINTAIN STATISTI-
CAL INFORMATION REGARDING CITATIONS ISSUED  PURSUANT TO
THIS SECTION;  AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-720, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE POINT SYSTEM ESTABLISHED FOR THE EVALUA-
TION OF THE DRIVING RECORD OF PERSONS OPERATING MOTOR
VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT DRIVING UNDER THE INFLU-
ENCE OF AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT
OFFENSE IS A TWO-POINT VIOLATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-125
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-125
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Spires, Toole
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight, Hen-
egan
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-57
   04/04/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Taylor HJ-20
   04/05/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Long, Brown, Loftis, Hender-
son, Burns, McCoy, Stavrinakis, King, Anderson, McK-
night, Murphy, DC Moss, Weeks, Caskey, Hill, Jefferson,
Williams, Bamberg, Young, Crawford HJ-23
   04/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-97
   05/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-63
H 4481  General Bill, By Williams and Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-40, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976 RELATING TO THE DISPOSITION OF THE
WAGES OF AN INMATE WHO IS ALLOWED TO WORK, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AN INMATE WHO IS PAID LESS THAN THE FEDERALLY
ESTABLISHED MINIMUM WAGE SHALL NOT HAVE THE COST FOR
ROOM AND BOARD DEDUCTED FROM HIS WAGES, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DISPOSITION OF THIS PORTION OF HIS WAGES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-125
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-126
H 4482  General Bill, By Williams, Jefferson, Robinson-Simpson and
Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-1-290, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE EMPLOYMENT OF INMATES
THROUGH THE PRISON INDUSTRIES PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS MAY NOT NEGOTIATE OR
EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH A PRIVATE SECTOR BUSINESS THAT
PAYS AN INMATE A WAGE THAT IS LESS THAN THE FEDERALLY
ESTABLISHED MINIMUM WAGE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-126
H 4483  General Bill, By Ballentine and Howard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 43-21-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PHYSICIANS SELECTED AS PARTICI-
PANTS IN THE STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM OF THE DIVI-
SION ON AGING, SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN PROGRAM
REQUIREMENTS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-126
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Howard
   02/22/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-52
   02/22/18 House Committed to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-52
H 4484  General Bill, By Collins, Elliott, McKnight, Weeks and Bannister
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-3-15 SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE CORROBO-
RATION OF EVIDENCE IN CERTAIN DIVORCE ACTIONS THROUGH
AFFIDAVITS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-126
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, McK-
night, Weeks, Bannister
H 4485  General Bill, By Henderson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-50, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO POWERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL COR-
RECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-60, RELATING TO APPEALS
FROM ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO
CLARIFY THAT NOTICE MAY BE PROVIDED ELECTRONICALLY UPON
REQUEST; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-130, RELATING TO THE DEPART-
MENT S AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH HEALTH DISTRICTS AND DIS-
TRICT ADVISORY BOARDS, SO AS TO ELIMINATE HEALTH ADVISORY
BOARDS AND CHANGE CERTAIN TERMINOLOGY; AND TO REPEAL
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ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 3, TITLE 44 RELATING TO THE CATAWBA
HEALTH DISTRICT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-126
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-127
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-10
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-2 HJ-40
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
H 4486 (Rat # 0254, Act #  0248)  General Bill, By Henderson, Elliott, W.
Newton, Govan, Erickson and Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0762)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 61, TITLE 44 SO AS TO ENTITLE
THE ARTICLE  RECOGNITION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
PERSONNEL LICENSURE INTERSTATE COMPACT ACT ; TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO JOIN THE RECOGNITION
OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL LICENSURE INTER-
STATE COMPACT IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE DAY-TO-DAY MOVE-
MENT OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS) PERSONNEL
ACROSS STATE BOUNDARIES IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THEIR
ASSIGNED EMS DUTIES AND TO AFFORD IMMEDIATE LEGAL RECOG-
NITION TO EMS PERSONNEL IN A MEMBER STATE; TO ESTABLISH
CERTAIN EMS LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE COMPACT;
TO PROVIDE FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF EMS PERSONNEL TO PRACTICE
IN ANOTHER MEMBER STATE AND IN REMOTE STATES, WITH EXCEP-
TIONS; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN LIMITATIONS ON THE APPLICATION
OF THE COMPACT DURING A STATE OF EMERGENCY; TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN LIMITATIONS ON THE PRIVILEGE TO PRACTICE UNDER THE
COMPACT WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL S LICENSE IS SUSPENDED OR OTH-
ERWISE RESTRICTED AND TO ENABLE A MEMBER STATE TO TAKE
ADVERSE ACTIONS AGAINST AN INDIVIDUAL S LICENSE IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES; TO GRANT CERTAIN POWERS TO THE STATE S EMS
AUTHORITY; TO ESTABLISH THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION FOR EMS
PERSONNEL PRACTICE AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP,
DUTIES, AND AUTHORITY; TO PROVIDE FOR ENFORCEMENT OF THE
COMPACT BY MEMBER STATES AND FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTION;
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-20,
RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE  EMERGENCY MEDICAL SER-
VICES ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA , SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINI-
TION OF  INVESTIGATIVE REVIEW COMMITTEE . - ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-127
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-128
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Govan, Erick-
son, Cobb-Hunter
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-59
   04/04/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill, Fry, Crawford, Atwater,
Toole, Daning, Trantham, Long, Hewitt HJ-26
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Atwater, Daning,
Trantham, Toole, Crawford, Fry, Hewitt, Long HJ-41
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-42
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-2 HJ-42
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-13
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-13
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-6
   04/25/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-19
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Amended
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-50
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-50
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-34
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-62
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-63
   05/14/18 Ratified R 254
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 248
H 4487 (Rat # 0255, Act #  0216)  General Bill, By Henderson, Hewitt,
Robinson-Simpson, Fry, West, Atwater, Erickson, Norrell, Weeks, Douglas,
Ridgeway, Dillard, Huggins and W. Newton
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-160, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SCHEDULING OF CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCES, SO AS TO REQUIRE NOTIFICATION TO THE CODE COMMIS-
SIONER OF CERTAIN SCHEDULING CHANGES; TO AMEND SECTION
44-53-280, RELATING TO REGISTRATIONS TO MANUFACTURE, DIS-
TRIBUTE, OR DISPENSE CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, SO AS TO ELIMI-
NATE REGISTRATION RENEWAL GRACE PERIODS; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-53-290, RELATING IN PART TO REGISTRATIONS ISSUED TO
PRACTITIONERS TO DISPENSE NARCOTICS FOR MAINTENANCE OR
DETOXIFICATION TREATMENTS AND TO NURSE PRACTITIONERS
AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS TO PRESCRIBE SCHEDULE V DRUGS,
SO AS TO CHANGE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION
44-53-480, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NARCOTICS AND DAN-
GEROUS DRUGS WITHIN THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION (SLED), SO AS TO ELIMINATE ENFORCEMENT OF
DRUG LAWS AS A FUNCTION OF DHEC; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-
53-560 RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF AGENTS FROM DHEC TO
SLED. - ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-128
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-128
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry, West,
Atwater, Erickson, Norrell, Weeks, Douglas, Ridgeway,
Dillard, Huggins
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-21
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-34
   03/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Henderson, Whitemire, For-
rest, Fry, Hiott, Daning, Bryant, Bennett, Dillard, Burns,
Arrington, Crosby HJ-14
   03/22/18 House Requests for debate removed-Rep(s). Hiott, Forrest, Whit-
mire, Crosby, Bennett, Arrington, Burns, Henderson, Fry
HJ-31
   03/22/18 House Amended HJ-31
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-31
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-35




   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-7
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-7
   04/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-44
   04/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Amended SJ-44
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-44
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-0 SJ-44
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-45
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-56
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-57
   05/14/18 Ratified R 255
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 216
H 4488 (Rat # 0180, Act #  0168)  General Bill, By Henderson, Fry, Hewitt,
West, Spires, Atwater, Erickson, Norrell, Weeks, Douglas, Dillard, Ridgeway
and Huggins
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-1650, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO
HAVE ACCESS TO DATA MAINTAINED IN THE PRESCRIPTION MONI-
TORING PROGRAM, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE CORONERS, DEPUTY COR-
ONERS, MEDICAL EXAMINERS, AND DEPUTY MEDICAL EXAMINERS
IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. - ratified title
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-128
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-129
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Fry, Hewitt,
West, Spires, Atwater, Erickson, Norrell, Weeks, Douglas,
Dillard, Ridgeway, Huggins
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/27/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-111  Nays-0 HJ-9
   02/28/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-21
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-21
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-14
   03/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   04/18/18 Senate Amended SJ-20
   04/18/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-20
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-0 SJ-20
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-78
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-78
   05/01/18 Ratified R 180
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 168
H 4489  General Bill, By Henderson, Jefferson, Robinson-Simpson and W.
Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-170, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CERTIFICATE OF NEED
PROGRAM, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT KIDNEY DISEASE TREATMENT
CENTERS ARE EXEMPT FROM CERTIFICATE OF NEED REVIEW
REQUIREMENTS BUT ARE SUBJECT TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS;
AND TO REPEAL SECTION 44-7-310 RELATING TO PUBLIC ACCESS TO
HEALTH FACILITY LICENSING INFORMATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-129
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-129
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-81
   05/02/18 House Read second time HJ-42
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-0 HJ-42
   05/03/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-16
H 4490  General Bill, By McKnight, Robinson-Simpson and Henderson-
Myers
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 39, TITLE 44, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DIABETES INITIATIVE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA BOARD, SO AS TO REQUIRE MANUFACTURERS OF DIABE-
TES PRESCRIPTION DRUGS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN COST INFORMA-
TION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS THAT
RECEIVE FUNDING FROM THESE MANUFACTURERS TO COMPILE
REPORTS ADDRESSING THE FUNDING RECEIVED AND MAKE THE
INFORMATION PUBLICLY AVAILABLE, TO REQUIRE THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO POST
REPORTED INFORMATION ON ITS PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE WEBSITE,
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-46, RELATING
TO MANDATED INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
DIABETES, SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN HEALTH INSURANCE POLI-
CIES TO PROVIDE NOTICE IN CERTIFICATES OF COVERAGE AND
DURING OPEN ENROLLMENT PERIODS OF AVAILABLE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS TO TREAT DIABETES AND OF THE USE OF FORMULARIES;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 39-8-20, RELATING IN PART TO THE DEFINI-
TION OF A TRADE SECRET, SO AS NOT TO INCLUDE INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY MANUFACTURERS OF DIABETES PRESCRIPTION
DRUGS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 39, TITLE 44 AS A TRADE SECRET.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-129
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-130
H 4491  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Burns, Hiott, Magnuson, Long,
Chumley, Elliott, Allison, Hamilton, Bedingfield, G.M. Smith, Willis, Martin,
Sandifer, Whitmire, Tallon, Delleney, Bannister, Erickson, Atwater, Loftis,
Herbkersman, Crawford, S. Rivers, Putnam, Pitts and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-6-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PREPARATION OF A STATE PLAN BY THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SER-
VICES, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT FROM CONTRACTING
WITH ENTITIES THAT PERFORM OR PROMOTE ABORTIONS WITH
EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-130
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hiott, Magnu-
son, Long, Chumley, Elliott, Allison, Hamilton, Beding-
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field, G.M.Smith, Willis, Martin, Sandifer, Whitmire,
Tallon, Delleney, Bannister, Erickson
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater, Lof-
tis, Herbkersman, Crawford, S.Rivers, Putnam, Pitts
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
H 4492  General Bill, By Spires and Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESCRIPTIONS, SO AS TO CHANGE
DOSAGE LIMITATIONS FOR CERTAIN PRESCRIBED CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-130
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-55
   02/22/18 House Amended HJ-20
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-20
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-20
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-22
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
H 4493  General Bill, By Toole and Burns
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-1-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE GOOD SAMARITAN STATUTE, SO AS
TO REQUIRE VICTIMS TO WHOM GRATUITOUS EMERGENCY CARE IS
RENDERED TO BE TESTED FOR BLOODBORNE DISEASES IN CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ESTABLISH CRIMINAL PENALTIES, TO REQUIRE
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY TO PROMULGATE REGULA-
TIONS, TO PROVIDE IMMUNITY FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS,
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-130
H 4494  General Bill, By Williams, Wheeler, Robinson-Simpson and
Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  HEALTH ENTERPRISE ZONE ACT  BY ADDING CHAP-
TER 140 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
HEALTH ENTERPRISE ZONES IN CERTAIN AREAS OF THE STATE
BASED ON DOCUMENTED HEALTH DISPARITIES AND POOR HEALTH
OUTCOMES AND SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE DIRECTOR OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; TO
ESTABLISH CRITERIA FOR CONSIDERATION AND AWARD OF THE
DESIGNATION; TO PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN TAX CREDITS AND LOAN
REPAYMENT ASSISTANCE FOR HEALTH ENTERPRISE ZONE PRACTI-
TIONERS WHO PRACTICE IN HEALTH ENTERPRISE ZONES AND WHO
HIRE CERTAIN STAFF; TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS ADDRESSING
SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
CONCERNING APPLICATIONS FOR TAX CREDITS; TO LIMIT THE
TOTAL TAX CREDITS AVAILABLE TO FOUR MILLION DOLLARS ANNU-
ALLY DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN AVAILABLE TAX CREDITS; TO
PROVIDE FOR GRANTS TO ORGANIZATIONS RECEIVING THE DESIG-
NATION AS A HEALTH ENTERPRISE ZONE AND TO HEALTH ENTER-
PRISE ZONE PRACTITIONERS; TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT TO
PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; AND TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
TO SUBMIT REPORTS TO THE GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY;
AND BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3775 SO AS TO REFERENCE THE
AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN TAX CREDITS AVAILABLE PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 140, TITLE 44.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-130
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-131
H 4495  General Bill, By Williams, Wheeler, Robinson-Simpson and
Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-55 SO AS TO PROHIBIT HOSPITALS FROM
CHARGING UNINSURED PATIENTS FEES IN EXCESS OF THE MAXI-
MUM FEES CHARGED TO INSURED PATIENTS FOR THE SAME SER-
VICES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-131
H 4496  General Bill, By Bannister, Burns, Toole, Long, Chumley, Magnuson
and McCravy
Similar (S 0776)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION (SLED) TO CREATE, PREPARE, MAINTAIN,
AND CERTIFY A REPORT LISTING BY NAME EACH SOUTH CAROLINA
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION IT HAS DETERMINED TO BE IN COMPLI-
ANCE WITH SECTIONS 17-13-170 AND 23-3-1100; TO DESIGNATE THIS
REPORT THE  IMMIGRATION COMPLIANCE REPORT  (ICR); TO DELIN-
EATE SPECIFIC DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATING TO THE
SUBMISSION OF DOCUMENTATION NECESSARY TO PREPARE THE
ICR; TO REQUIRE SLED ANNUALLY TO PROVIDE COPIES TO THE
GOVERNOR, GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND STATE TREASURER, TO PRO-
HIBIT THE STATE TREASURER FROM DISBURSING CERTAIN FUNDS
TO POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN CERTIFIED AS
COMPLIANT IN THE ICR, TO AUTHORIZE SLED TO CONDUCT CRIMI-
NAL INVESTIGATIONS RELATING TO ICR CERTIFICATIONS; TO PRO-
VIDE SANCTIONS FOR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS THAT HAVE BEEN
FOUND TO HAVE SUBMITTED FALSIFIED COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTA-
TION TO SLED; TO DEFINE  POLITICAL SUBDIVISION , AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THE SANCTIONS AND REMEDIES DELINEATED IN THIS
ACT ARE IN ADDITION TO OTHER SANCTIONS AND REMEDIES PRO-
VIDED BY LAW.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-131
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-131
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-58
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Long, Chum-
ley, Magnuson
   03/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bannister, Weeks, Caskey HJ-
30
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). King, Hart, Clary, Bradley,
Bamberg, Fry, Hewitt, JE Smith, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, McK-
night, Kirby, Brawley, Anderson, Hosey, Crosby, Brown,
Blackwell, Bryant, Hixon, Trantham, GR Smith, Hamilton
HJ-17
   04/11/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-12-18 HJ-20
   04/12/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Amended HJ-72
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-72
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-72  Nays-36 HJ-89
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   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-53
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
H 4497  Joint Resolution, By Blackwell and Taylor
Similar (S 0817, H 3141, H 3160, H 3161, H 3166, H 3467)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 7,
ARTICLE III OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO QUALIFICATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THOSE HOUSE MEMBERS ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL
ELECTION OR WHO TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE
PERSONS HAVE THEREAFTER SERVED FIVE CONSECUTIVE TERMS,
THEY ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A TERM OF OFFICE IN
WHICH A HOUSE MEMBER EITHER IS ELECTED SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OR APPOINTED TO SERVE AS CHAIR-
MAN OF A HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A
TERM FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING THE MEMBER S TERM LIM-
ITATION; AND TO PROVIDE BEGINNING WITH THOSE MEMBERS OF
THE SENATE ELECTED AT THE 2020 GENERAL ELECTION OR WHO
TAKE OFFICE AFTER THAT DATE, ONCE THESE PERSONS HAVE
THEREAFTER SERVED THREE CONSECUTIVE TERMS, THEY ARE NOT
ELIGIBLE TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE SENATE, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A TERM OF OFFICE IN WHICH A MEMBER OF THE SENATE
EITHER IS ELECTED PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE OR
APPOINTED TO SERVE AS CHAIRMAN OF A SENATE STANDING COM-
MITTEE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TERM FOR PURPOSES OF CALCU-
LATING THE MEMBER S TERM LIMITATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-132
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-133
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 4498  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, Henderson-Myers and Brawley
Similar (S 0977)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 16 TO TITLE 8 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE ACT , TO PROVIDE A PROCE-
DURE BY WHICH CANDIDATES FOR THE OFFICE OF STATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL WHO AGREE TO LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO
RECEIVE A PREDETERMINED AMOUNT OF PUBLIC FUNDS FOR CAM-
PAIGNS AND TO REQUIRE ELECTRONIC DISCLOSURES OF ALL CAM-
PAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS TO CANDIDATES FOR STATE ATTORNEY
GENERAL.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-133
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
H 4499  Joint Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter and Henderson-Myers
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE II
OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO
THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE, BY ADDING SECTION 13 SO AS TO AUTHO-
RIZE A PROCEDURE BY WHICH A CANDIDATE FOR THE OFFICE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA ATTORNEY GENERAL MAY FINANCE HIS CAM-
PAIGN WITH PUBLIC FUNDS AS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY
DETERMINE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-133
H 4500  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Henderson-Myers
Similar (S 0806)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-365, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN ELECTRONIC FILING
SYSTEM FOR DISCLOSURES AND REPORTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO ESTABLISH A NEW ONLINE CAM-
PAIGN ACCOUNT MONITORING AND AUDITING DEPARTMENT, TO
DELINEATE THE DEPARTMENT S DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES,
AND TO REQUIRE THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION TO ENSURE THE
DEPARTMENT IS STAFFED SUFFICIENTLY WITH ADEQUATELY
TRAINED LEGAL AND ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 8-13-1312, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO CAMPAIGN BANK
ACCOUNTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL CANDIDATES AND ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIALS SPECIFIED IN THIS ACT WHO ARE REQUIRED TO
FILE CERTIFIED CAMPAIGN REPORTS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 13,
CHAPTER 13, TITLE 8 TO LOCATE, HOST, OR MAINTAIN THEIR CAM-
PAIGN ACCOUNTS IN A FINANCIAL INSTITUTION THAT SATISFIES
THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ACT AND OFFERS REAL-TIME ONLINE
BANKING OR ACCESS TO A CUSTOMER S ACCOUNT INFORMATION
THROUGH THE INSTITUTION S INTERNET WEBSITE, TO REQUIRE ALL
CANDIDATES AND ELECTED PUBLIC OFFICIALS SPECIFIED IN THIS
ACT TO PROVIDE THE STATE ETHICS COMMISSION ACCESS TO THEIR
CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT ONLINE BANKING INFORMATION, AND TO
REQUIRE ALL CANDIDATES AND ELECTED PUBLIC OFFICIALS SPECI-
FIED IN THIS ACT TO PAY, TRANSFER, OR REMIT TO THE STATE ETH-
ICS COMMISSION AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO FIVE PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BY THE CANDIDATE OR ELECTED
PUBLIC OFFICIAL DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-133
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
H 4501  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0831, S 0839)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1332, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL CONTRIBU-
TIONS AND EXPENDITURES, TO PROHIBIT MEMBERS OF THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY, CANDIDATES FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, OR
STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICERS OR CANDIDATES FOR
STATEWIDE CONSTITUTIONAL OFFICES FROM SOLICITING OR
ACCEPTING CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS FROM A UTILITY, AS
DEFINED IN SECTIONS 58-5-10, 58-9-10, AND 58-27-10.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-134
H 4502  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter, Wheeler and Brawley
Similar (S 0533)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-1-200 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ELECTED
LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL WHOSE OFFICE IS
DECLARED VACANT DUE TO A CRIMINAL CONVICTION DURING THE
OFFICIAL S TERM OF OFFICE SHALL REIMBURSE THE APPROPRIATE
STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS AUTHORITY FOR THE ACTUAL COSTS
OF HOLDING THE ENSUING PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRIMARY, OR SPECIAL
ELECTION NECESSITATED BY THE OFFICIAL S REMOVAL FROM
OFFICE PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF HIS TERM; TO AUTHORIZE
THE PRESIDING JUDGE BEFORE WHOM AN INCUMBENT ELECTED
LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL WAS CONVICTED TO
ORDER THE OFFICIAL TO PAY, COMPENSATE, OR REIMBURSE THE
APPROPRIATE STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS AUTHORITY FOR THE
ACTUAL COSTS OF HOLDING THE ENSUING PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRI-
MARY, OR SPECIAL ELECTION; AND TO REQUIRE THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL OR THE CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ASK THE PRESIDING
JUDGE TO INCLUDE AN ORDER REQUIRING THE ELECTED LOCAL,
STATE, OR FEDERAL PUBLIC OFFICIAL TO PAY, COMPENSATE, OR
REIMBURSE THE APPROPRIATE STATE OR LOCAL ELECTIONS
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AUTHORITY FOR THE ACTUAL COSTS OF HOLDING THE ENSUING
PRIMARY, RUNOFF PRIMARY, OR SPECIAL ELECTION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-134
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
H 4503  General Bill, By Fry and B. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROHIBIT COUNTIES, MUNICI-
PALITIES, OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THEM FROM USING THE
AT-LARGE OR THE PLURALITY AT-LARGE VOTING METHOD TO
CHOOSE MORE THAN FIFTY PERCENT OF ITS MEMBERS, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT MUST NOT BE CON-
STRUED TO SHORTEN THE TERM OF A DULY ELECTED PUBLIC OFFI-
CIAL WHOSE CURRENT TERM OF OFFICE COMMENCED BEFORE
JANUARY 1, 2019.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-135
H 4504  General Bill, By Funderburk, Cogswell, Robinson-Simpson, W.
Newton and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-150, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CLOSING OF THE VOTER
REGISTRATION BOOKS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DATE ON WHICH THE
REGISTRATION BOOKS MUST BE CLOSED FROM THIRTY DAYS
BEFORE EACH ELECTION TO TWENTY-FOUR DAYS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 7-5-155, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF
ELECTORS BY MAIL, SO AS TO REDUCE FROM THIRTY DAYS TO
TWENTY-FIVE DAYS THE TIME REQUIRED BEFORE AN ELECTION TO
FILE THE APPROPRIATE STATE OR FEDERAL REGISTRATION BY MAIL
APPLICATION FORM; TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-185, RELATING TO
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS FOR VOTER REGISTRATION, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT AN APPLICATION IS EFFECTIVE UPON RECEIPT OF
THE APPLICATION BY THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION IF THE
APPLICATION IS RECEIVED TWENTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE AN ELEC-
TION TO BE HELD IN THE PRECINCT OF THE PERSON SUBMITTING
THE APPLICATION; TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-220, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT REGISTRATION MADE
THIRTY DAYS OR LESS BEFORE AN ELECTION IS NOT VALID FOR
THAT ELECTION, SO AS TO SHORTEN THE REGISTRATION DEADLINE
FROM THIRTY DAYS OR LESS TO TWENTY-FOUR DAYS OR LESS; TO
AMEND SECTION 7-5-330, RELATING TO THE COMPLETION, RECEIPT,
OR DISPOSITION OF A VOTER REGISTRATION APPLICATION, SO AS
TO SHORTEN APPLICABLE DEADLINES REGARDING THE COMPLE-
TION, RECEIPT, OR DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN VOTER REGISTRATION
DEADLINES FROM THIRTY DAYS TO TWENTY-FIVE DAYS; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-5-440, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO FAILURES TO NOTIFY
COUNTY BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS OF
CHANGES IN ADDRESS, SO AS TO CHANGE THE TIME PERIOD IN
WHICH NOTIFICATION DOES NOT OCCUR FROM THIRTY DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION TO TWENTY-FIVE DAYS; TO AMEND SECTION
7-7-990, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE ACCESSIBILITY OF POLL-
ING PLACES, SO AS TO CHANGE THE PERIOD FROM THIRTY DAYS
BEFORE AN ELECTION TO TWENTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE AN ELEC-
TION IN WHICH AN ELECTOR MAY APPLY FOR AND RECEIVE A
TRANSFER AUTHORIZATION ALLOWING THE ELECTOR TO VOTE AT
A COUNTY BARRIER-FREE POLLING PLACE; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 7-15-120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO ABSENTEE VOTER REGIS-
TRATION FORMS, SO AS TO REDUCE FROM THIRTY DAYS TO
TWENTY-FIVE DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION THE DEADLINE FOR
VOTER REGISTRATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-135
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-137
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 4505  General Bill, By Funderburk and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-15-70, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO A MUNICIPAL GOVERNING BODY S DUTY
TO ENACT ORDINANCES REGARDING TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR
NOMINATIONS, PRIMARIES, AND SIMILAR PROCEEDINGS, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH STANDARDIZED PROVISIONS FOR MUNICIPAL CANDI-
DATE FILING.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-137
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-137
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
H 4506  General Bill, By Funderburk, W. Newton and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-110, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POLL MANAGERS AND
THEIR ASSISTANTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT POLL WORKERS MUST
BE RESIDENTS AND REGISTERED ELECTORS OF THE STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-137
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-137
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 4507  General Bill, By Henderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO PROHIBIT MUNICIPALITIES,
COUNTIES, OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, OR POLITICAL SUBDIVI-
SIONS FROM ENACTING OR ADOPTING ORDINANCES, MOTIONS,
AMENDMENTS, RESOLUTIONS, POLICIES, REGULATIONS, OR OTHER
LEGISLATION THAT ESTABLISH OR PROVIDE TERMS OR CONDITIONS
OF EMPLOYMENT THAT EXCEED OR CONFLICT WITH THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF FEDERAL OR STATE LAW RELATING TO SCHEDULING
PRACTICES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-137
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-137
H 4508  General Bill, By McEachern
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-5-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF MEM-
BERS TO THE COUNTY BOARDS OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND
ELECTIONS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION
OF A COUNTY TO REMOVE FOR CAUSE A MEMBER OF A COUNTY
BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS WHOSE APPOINT-
MENT THE DELEGATION RECOMMENDED PURSUANT TO LAW AFTER
THE MEMBER IS GIVEN A WRITTEN STATEMENT OF REASONS AND
AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE HEARD.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-137
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-138
H 4509  General Bill, By McKnight, Jefferson and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO GENERAL ELECTION BAL-
LOT STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS, SO AS TO ENACT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA TAX RETURNS UNIFORMLY MADE PUBLIC ACT ;
TO REQUIRE A CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OR VICE PRESIDENT OF
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THE UNITED STATES TO FILE COPIES OF THE CANDIDATE S FEDERAL
INCOME TAX RETURN FOR THE TEN YEARS PRECEDING THE YEAR
OF THE GENERAL ELECTION AND PROVIDE WRITTEN CONSENT, IN A
FORM PRESCRIBED BY THE STATE ELECTION COMMISSION, FOR THE
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF THE CANDIDATE S FEDERAL INCOME TAX
RETURNS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-138
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-138
H 4510  General Bill, By Pendarvis and Jefferson
A BILL TO CHANGE THE METHOD OF ELECTING THE SEVEN MEM-
BERS OF THE SUMMERVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT 2 BOARD OF TRUST-
EES FROM AT-LARGE TO SINGLE-MEMBER DISTRICTS; TO
DESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THESE SINGLE-MEMBER
ELECTION DISTRICTS ARE DELINEATED; AND TO PROVIDE DEMO-
GRAPHIC INFORMATION REGARDING THESE NEWLY DRAWN ELEC-
TION DISTRICTS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Dorchester Delegation
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-138
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Dorchester Delegation HJ-138
H 4511  General Bill, By Rutherford, Williams, Gagnon and King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-17-4080, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE OBSTRUCTION OF A HIGHWAY
BY A RAILROAD CAR, LOCOMOTIVE, OR OTHER OBJECT, SO AS TO
INCREASE FINES, TO REMOVE CERTAIN NOTICE REQUIREMENTS, TO
PROVIDE THAT EVERY TWO HOURS OF OBSTRUCTION CONSTITUTES
AN ADDITIONAL OFFENSE AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-138
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-138
   01/09/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
H 4512  General Bill, By Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE WAIVER OF A HORIZONTAL
PROPERTY REGIME, SO AS TO ALTER CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS
REGARDING THE MERGER OF INDIVIDUAL APARTMENTS WITH THE
PRINCIPAL PROPERTY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-139
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-139
H 4513  General Bill, By Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO AN APARTMENT OWNER S RIGHTS UNDER
A HORIZONTAL PROPERTY REGIME, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE ANNUAL
REVIEW OF THE VALUE OF AN INDIVIDUAL APARTMENT IN RELA-
TION TO THE VALUE OF THE WHOLE PROPERTY BASED ON COUNTY
TAX RECORDS; TO AMEND SECTION 27-31-100, RELATING TO THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MASTER DEED FOR A HORIZONTAL PROP-
ERTY REGIME, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE MASTER DEED TO SPECIFY
THAT THE VALUE OF EACH APARTMENT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
BASED ON AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF COUNTY TAX RECORDS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 27-31-190, RELATING TO A HORIZONTAL PROPERTY
REGIME S SHARED EXPENSES, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE EQUAL
DIVISION OF EXPENSES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-139
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-139
H 4514  General Bill, By Burns, Chumley, McCravy, Thayer, V.S. Moss and
Loftis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-305, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON THE DISSEMI-
NATION, PROCUREMENT, OR PROMOTION OF OBSCENITY, SO AS TO
EXPAND THE PROHIBITION ON THE EXHIBITION OF OBSCENE CON-
TENT AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  DIGITAL ELECTRONIC FILE .
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-139
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-139
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 4515  General Bill, By Chumley and Burns
Similar (H 4516)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-181 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN AFRICAN-
AMERICAN CONFEDERATE VETERANS MONUMENT; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 10-1-182 SO AS TO ESTABLISH AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN
CONFEDERATE VETERANS MONUMENT COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE
THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMISSION, TO PROVIDE THE POWERS
AND DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION, TO ESTABLISH A DEADLINE FOR
THE SUBMISSION OF A PROPOSED DESIGN AND LOCATION OF THE
MONUMENT, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISSOLUTION OF THE COM-
MISSION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-139
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-140
H 4516  General Bill, By Chumley and Burns
Similar (H 4515)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 17, TITLE 60 SO AS TO CREATE
THE SOUTH CAROLINA AFRICAN-AMERICAN CONFEDERATE VETER-
ANS MONUMENT COMMISSION, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUR-
POSE, COMPOSITION, FUNCTIONS, AND DUTIES OF THE
COMMISSION; AND TO DESIGNATE THE EXISTING PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 17, TITLE 60, AS ARTICLE 1,  GENERAL PROVISIONS .
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-140
H 4517  General Bill, By Hiott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO INSURANCE PREMIUM TAXES
SO AS TO INCREASE THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
FORESTRY COMMISSION FROM ONE PERCENT TO TWO PERCENT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-140
H 4518  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-520, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE FORFEITURE OF CERTAIN PROP-
ERTY, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE TRANSFER OF SEIZED ASSETS FROM
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TO FEDERAL AGENCIES
WITHOUT A COURT ORDER AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL PROCEEDS
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FROM DRUG SEIZURES TO BE TRANSFERRED TO THE GENERAL
FUND TO BE DISPERSED TO CERTAIN SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-140
H 4519  General Bill, By McKnight
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-48-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VALIDITY OF AN ARBITRATION
AGREEMENT, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE NOTICE MUST BE TYPED
IN BOLD LETTERS AND ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE WRITTEN SIGNA-
TURE OF BOTH PARTIES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-140
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-141
H 4520  General Bill, By W. Newton and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-5-35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DERIVATION CLAUSE REQUIREMENT
ON DEEDS AND MORTGAGES, SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL MORTGAGES
EXECUTED AFTER JUNE 1, 2018, TO INCLUDE A CLAUSE SETTING
FORTH THE NAME OF THE PARTY WHO PREPARED THE MORTGAGE.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-141
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-141
H 4521  General Bill, By Pope, Bryant and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-13-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN A PERSON IS
NOT TO BE ARRESTED SO AS TO ALLOW THE EXERCISE OF A COURT
S INHERENT CONTEMPT POWERS AND AUTHORITY WHEN A PERSON
IS GOING TO OR RETURNING FROM ANY COURT.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-141
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-141
H 4522  General Bill, By Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-11-85 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A RADIO COMMON
CARRIER FROM AIRING A FRAUDULENT ADVERTISEMENT AND TO
PROVIDE PENALTIES; AND BY ADDING SECTION 58-12-410 SO AS TO
PROHIBIT A CABLE SERVICE PROVIDER FROM AIRING A FRAUDU-
LENT ADVERTISEMENT AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-141
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-141
H 4523  General Bill, By Stavrinakis and D.C. Moss
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-106, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CONTINUING EDUCATION REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR INSURANCE PRODUCERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE ONLY MAY
APPROVE ETHICS COURSES ADMINISTERED BY THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL ADVISORS, AND TO
PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT MAY NOT PROMULGATE REGULATIONS
TO THE CONTRARY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-141
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-142
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss
H 4524  General Bill, By McKnight and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3795 SO AS TO ALLOW A TAXPAYER A TAX
CREDIT FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A DIAPER CHANGING STATION
AT A BUSINESS LOCATION.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-142
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-142
H 4525  General Bill, By Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-23-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING COUNCIL,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SOUTH CAROLINA LAW ENFORCE-
MENT TRAINING COUNCIL IS AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE APTITUDE
TESTING AND MINIMUM TEST SCORES WHICH SHALL SERVE AS A
PREREQUISITE FOR ADMISSION INTO A BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM
AT THE SOUTH CAROLINA CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-142
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-142
H 4526  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-23-60, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL BY DEFEN-
DANTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL DEFENDANTS IN THE
SUMMARY COURTS OF THIS STATE FACING CRIMINAL CHARGES
WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF IMPRISONMENT MUST BE INFORMED OF
THEIR RIGHT TO COUNSEL, AND TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
ENSURING DEFENDANTS ARE INFORMED OF THEIR RIGHT TO COUN-
SEL.
   12/13/17 House Prefiled
   12/13/17 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-142
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-142
H 4527  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION INVITING HIS EXCELLENCY, HENRY
MCMASTER, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO
ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION AT 7:00 P.M.
ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 17, 2018, IN THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   01/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-84
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4528  General Bill, By Bannister, Bedingfield and Dillard
Similar (S 1116)
A BILL TO AFFIRM AND RATIFY THAT THE GREENVILLE HEALTH
SYSTEM S BOARD OF TRUSTEES HAS THE POWER AND AUTHORITY
TO CREATE A HEALTH CARE SYSTEM THAT MEETS ITS OBLIGATIONS
TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE QUALITY HEALTH CARE SER-
VICES TO THE COMMUNITIES IT SERVES, TO ENTER INTO A CON-
TRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH LEGAL ENTITIES FOR STRATEGIC
AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT, AND TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947,
AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM, SO
AS TO CHANGE THE NAME OF THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM TO
THE GREENVILLE HEALTH AUTHORITY.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-142
   01/09/18 House Referred to Greenville Delegation HJ-143
   01/11/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Elliott, Put-
nam, Henderson, Hamilton
H 4529  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-33-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE NURSE PRACTICE
ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN BOARD OF NURSING LICENSEES
MAY PERFORM DELEGATED MEDICAL ACTS BY MEANS OF TELE-
MEDICINE AND TO DEFINE  TELEMEDICINE ; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
33-34, RELATING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF DELEGATED MEDICAL
ACTS BY CERTAIN BOARD OF NURSING LICENSEES, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING THE PRACTICE OF TELEMEDI-
CINE BY ADVANCED PRACTICE REGISTERED NURSES; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-47-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE
PRACTICE ACT FOR PHYSICIANS AND CERTAIN OTHER MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN DELEGATED MEDICAL
ACTS MAY BE PERFORMED BY MEANS OF TELEMEDICINE; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-47-935, RELATING TO ACTS PHYSICIAN ASSIS-
TANTS MAY PERFORM, SO AS TO INCLUDE TELEMEDICINE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-47-955, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE SCOPE
OF PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS, SO AS TO
INCLUDE TELEMEDICINE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-143
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-143
   02/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-28
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-29
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-8
   04/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Recommitted to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
H 4530  General Bill, By Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROP-
ERTY TAXES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A QUALIFYING CHARITA-
BLE ORGANIZATION ACQUIRES PROPERTY THAT WILL BE EXEMPT,
THEN THE EXEMPTION TAKES EFFECT UPON THE QUALIFYING
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION ACQUIRING THE PROPERTY.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-143
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-143
H 4531  Resolution, By Delleney
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LEWISVILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM OF CHESTER
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-74
H 4532  Resolution, By B. Newton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
INDIAN LAND HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COMMEND-
ING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2017 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-74
H 4533  Resolution, By Delleney
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LEWISVILLE HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM OF
CHESTER COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-75
H 4534  General Bill, By Duckworth, Johnson, Crawford, Hardee, Hewitt
and Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-39-165 SO AS TO PROVIDE COUNTIES OR
MUNICIPALITIES MAY ENACT ORDINANCES REQUIRING THE PAY-
MENT OF FEES OR TAXES RELATED TO PAWN TRANSACTIONS OR
PURCHASES, AND TO PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 39,
TITLE 40 DO NOT AFFECT THE AUTHORITY OF A COUNTY OR MUNIC-
IPALITY TO ESTABLISH LAND USE CONTROLS OR REQUIRE A PAWN-
BROKER TO OBTAIN A LOCAL OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-39-40, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION ON
AUTHORIZED PAWNBROKER FEES, SO AS TO REMOVE THE PROHIBI-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-70, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
RECORDKEEPING AND MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS OF PAWN-
BROKERS, SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN DIGITAL RECORDS AND TO
PROVIDE ALL PLEDGED ITEMS MUST BE HELD FOR TWENTY-ONE
DAYS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-90, RELATING TO RECORDS PAWN-
BROKERS SHALL MAINTAIN FOR INSPECTION BY CERTAIN PUBLIC
OFFICIALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE MUNICIPALITIES OR COUNTY GOV-
ERNMENTS MAY ENACT LOCAL REGULATIONS REQUIRING THE
PAWNSHOPS TO PROVIDE OR TRANSFER THE PAWN RECORDS BY
ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER TO A LAW ENFORCEMENT DATABASE;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-39-145, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO HOLD
ORDERS, SO AS TO REMOVE THE EXISTING PROVISIONS AND PRO-
VIDE LAW ENFORCEMENT SHALL SEIZE SUSPECTED STOLEN OR
MISAPPROPRIATED PROPERTY IN THE POSSESSION OF A PAWN SHOP,
TO PROVIDE A PAWNBROKER S RELEASE OF SUCH PROPERTY TO
LAW ENFORCEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE WAIVER OF THE PAWN-
BROKER S INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY, AND TO PROVIDE PLEDGORS
SHALL PAY RESTITUTION FOR STOLEN GOODS PLEDGED TO PAWN-
BROKERS UPON THE COMPLETION OF RELATED CRIMINAL PRO-
CEEDINGS INVOLVING THE STOLEN PLEDGED PROPERTY; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-39-160, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS, SO AS
TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN VIOLATIONS CON-
CERNING PAWN TICKETS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 15 OF ACT 262 OF
2016 RELATING TO CERTAIN AUTHORITY OF COUNTIES AND MUNICI-
PALITIES REGARDING PAWNBROKERS.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and read first time
   01/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-144
   01/25/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-52
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-52
H 4535  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-75
H 4536  Resolution, By Clary
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE D.
W. DANIEL HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM OF PICKENS
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COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-76
H 4537  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-77
H 4538  Resolution, By Ballentine and Huggins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-77
H 4539  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 AAA STATE MARCHING BAND
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4540  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD PASTOR PHILLIP J.
BUCKSON FOR TWELVE YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE TO SPREAD-
ING THE LORD S WORD AND TOUCHING THE LIVES OF THOSE
AROUND HIM.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-78
H 4541  Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND KATRINA
SPROTT RILEY OF SUMMERVILLE FOR HER OUTSTANDING PUBLIC
SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-79
H 4542  Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JACOB ROBERT
BRADDOCK FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-79
H 4543  Resolution, By Norrell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE ANN S. TAYLOR, MAYOR OF THE
TOWN OF HEATH SPRINGS, AS SHE STEPS DOWN FROM THE OFFICE
SHE HAS FILLED WITH SUCH DISTINCTION, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRE-
CIATION FOR HER MANY YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE, AND TO
OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIRE-
MENT.
   01/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-79
H 4544  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JUNE 2018 AS  SOUTH
CAROLINA WHOLE CHILD MONTH  IN RECOGNITION OF THE
IMPORTANT ROLE THAT THE WHOLE CHILD INITIATIVE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CURRICULUM AND SCHOOL
DEVELOPMENT (ASCD) HAS IN ADVANCING THE WELL-BEING OF
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS.
   01/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-85
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   01/10/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-6
   02/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-9
   02/20/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-24
H 4545  Concurrent Resolution, By Hewitt, Anderson, Crawford, Clemmons,
McGinnis, Fry and Hardee
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR GER-
ALD E. HARMON, M.D., OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY UPON BEING
NAMED CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE AMERI-
CAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
   01/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-85
   01/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4546  Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE D. W. DAN-
IEL HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 4547  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH
SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A SPECTACULAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON TAK-
ING HOME THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-26
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H 4548  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL
VARSITY COMPETITIVE CHEER TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
LEAGUE CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4549  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DUTCH FORK HIGH
SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR A SUPERB SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAPTUR-
ING THE CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4550  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL
MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
A SENSATIONAL SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON WIN-
NING THE 2017 AAA STATE MARCHING BAND CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 4551  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
ALLEN J. HOUSE, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4552  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SHELVIA J. HALTIWAN-
GER LEAPHART OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4553  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND SKILLSUSA
FOR ITS OUTSTANDING WORK IN HELPING ITS MEMBERS BECOME
VALUABLE WORKERS AND RESPONSIBLE AMERICANS AND TO
DECLARE FEBRUARY 4-10, 2018, AS SKILLSUSA WEEK IN SOUTH CAR-
OLINA.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
   01/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
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H 4554  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan,
King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE RICHARD,
TANYA, AND PIERCE CURREN OF PICKENS COUNTY FOR THEIR DEDI-
CATION TO THE WHOLESOME EDUCATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA S
YOUTH.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 4555  Resolution, By McCravy, Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GREENWOOD
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL AT THE CELEBRATION OF ITS TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY AND TO CONGRATULATE THE SCHOOL ON THE
GRAND OPENING OF ITS NEW GYMNASIUM.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 4556  Resolution, By Delleney, Douglas, D.C. Moss, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LEWIS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 4557  Resolution, By Delleney, Douglas, D.C. Moss, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LEWIS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR A
REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 4558  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE INDIAN LAND HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS SOCCER TEAM ON ITS EXCELLENT SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THE TEAM S FINE ATHLETES ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE WIN
OF THE 2017 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 4559  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND THANK KOLBIE HINSON
OF LANCASTER COUNTY FOR HER FAITHFUL SERVICE AS A HOUSE
PAGE AND TO WISH HER WELL IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
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H 4560  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF JAMES L. BURNETT OF SPARTANBURG
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 4561  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
FLETCHER DEW THOMPSON OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY, AND TO
HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO HIS COMMUNITY AND
HIS NATION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 4562  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE MARK M. WILLIAMS, CITY
ADMINISTRATOR FOR FOREST ACRES, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS THIRTEEN
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 4563  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JAMES F. BYRNES HIGH
SCHOOL SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
THEIR STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAP-
TURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 4564  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE DORMAN HIGH
SCHOOL BOYS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM FOR WINNING THE 2017
CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO COMMEND THE
TEAM S OUTSTANDING ATHLETES AND COACHES ON A SUPERB SEA-
SON.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4565  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM AND BOYS
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WINNING
THEIR RESPECTIVE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLES.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4566  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
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McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE ST. JAMES HIGH SCHOOL S
CASEY MITCHELL ON WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAA BOYS STATE
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE 500 FREESTYLE AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HIM AND HIS COACH ON AN OUTSTANDING SEASON.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-39
H 4567  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE ST. JAMES HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS GOLF TEAM, COACH, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS ON THEIR FAB-
ULOUS  THREE-PEAT  WIN OF THE 2017 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-40
H 4568  Resolution, By Fry
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ST.
JAMES HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS GOLF TEAM, ITS COACH, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-40
H 4569  General Bill, By Gilliard, Williams, Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter,
Rutherford, King, McEachern, Weeks, Anderson, Mack and Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-220 SO AS TO DESIGNATE FEBRUARY OF
EVERY YEAR AS  RESTAURANT STAFF APPRECIATION MONTH  AND
TO ENCOURAGE THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO TIP A MINI-
MUM OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-53
H 4570  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MADIE ROBIN-
SON FOR HER NOBLE EFFORTS IN DECREASING THE INFANT MOR-
TALITY RATE IN THE PEE DEE REGION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-41
H 4571  Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KATHY OLSON,
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF THE EDUCATION COUNCIL, UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-THREE YEARS OF OUT-
STANDING SERVICE TO UNITED WAY OF THE MIDLANDS, AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-42
H 4572  Resolution, By Willis, G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR COACH LYNN
AVANT OF HILLCREST HIGH SCHOOL FOR HER OUTSTANDING
CAREER AS BOTH COACH AND EDUCATOR, TO CONGRATULATE HER
ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HER MUCH
SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-42
H 4573  Resolution, By Clyburn, King, Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
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Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE HAROLD A. CRAWFORD,
JR., OF AIKEN COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTY-FIFTH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE FUTURE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-43
H 4574  Resolution, By Williams, Jefferson, Alexander, Jordan, Kirby and
Lowe
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PAT GIBSON-HYE
MOORE OF FLORENCE FOR HER UNTIRING LABORS IN FOUNDING
THE SOUTH CAROLINA PECAN FESTIVAL AND TO CONGRATULATE
HER ON THE EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF THE FESTIVAL FROM
THE TIME OF ITS FOUNDING TO THIS DAY.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-44
H 4575  Resolution, By Atwater, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE RIVER
BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TENNIS TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL
LEAGUE CLASS AAAAA GIRLS TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-44
H 4576  Resolution, By Atwater
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
RIVER BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TENNIS TEAM OF LEXINGTON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS
AAAAA GIRLS TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 4577  Resolution, By Atwater
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 4.2 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO COMMITTEES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SO AS TO CREATE THE COMMITTEE
ON HEALTH AND MEDICAL AFFAIRS AND THE COMMITTEE  ON
TRANSPORTATION, TO REVISE THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE EXISTING
COMMITTEES ACCORDINGLY TO ENSURE THAT EACH MEMBER
SERVES ON ONLY ONE OF THE FIRST EIGHT, RATHER THAN SIX,
STANDING COMMITTEES, AND TO INCREASE THE MEMBERSHIP OF
THE COMMITTEE ON REGULATIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCE-
DURES TO ENSURE THAT TWO MEMBERS OF EACH OF THE EIGHT
STANDING COMMITTEES ARE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced HJ-45
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-46
H 4578  Resolution, By Allison, Stringer, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR NATHAN BRANNON, OF THE CITY
OF GREER, FOR UNPARALLELED SERVICE TO HIS COMMUNITY AND
TO COMMEND HIS EXEMPLARY EFFORTS TOWARD THE BETTER-
MENT OF SOCIETY.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-46
H 4579  Resolution, By Parks, King, Howard, Gagnon, McCravy, Pitts,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pendarvis, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
JENNINGS GARY MCABEE, SR., OF MCCORMICK COUNTY, AND TO
EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
   01/17/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4580  Resolution, By Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ALMA MOTON OF
GREENWOOD COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS
AHEAD.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
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H 4581  Resolution, By Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE WOMEN OF EPSILON PSI ZETA
CHAPTER OF ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INCORPORATED, ON THE
AUSPICIOUS OCCASION OF THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
ORGANIZATION ON DECEMBER 2, 2017.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 4582  Resolution, By Bernstein, Finlay, J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HAMMOND
SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 4583  Resolution, By Bernstein, Finlay and J.E. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HAMMOND SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF RICHLAND
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 4584  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CASSIE FOWLER
OF DUNCAN FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED AND OUTSTAND-
ING VOLUNTEER SERVICE TO HER COMMUNITY AND BEYOND.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 4585  Resolution, By Lucas, Delleney, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE PATRICK GRAHAM DENNIS, FOR-
MER CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE SPEAKER S OFFICE, ON THE OCCASION
OF HIS DEPARTURE FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, TO
EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED SERVICE TO THE BODY, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS
AND FULFILLMENT IN HIS NEW ENDEAVORS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 4586  Resolution, By West and Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PALMETTO HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING SQUAD OF
ANDERSON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-51
H 4587  Concurrent Resolution, By West
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF JACKIE RAY POORE OF ANDERSON COUNTY
AND TO EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-52
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 4588  Concurrent Resolution, By Duckworth, Clemmons, Johnson,
McGinnis, Hewitt, Crawford, Hardee and Fry
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION RENAME THE BRIDGE THAT SPANS THE INTRA-
COASTAL WATERWAY ALONG SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 9 IN
HORRY COUNTY THE CAPTAIN ARCHIE NEIL POO MCLAUCHLIN
SWING BRIDGE AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT
THE BRIDGE CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced HJ-52
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-52
   01/11/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-587
   01/16/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   01/16/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   01/31/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   01/31/18 Senate Amended SJ-2
   01/31/18 Senate Adopted, sent to House SJ-2
   02/07/18 House Concurred in amendment HJ-18
H 4589  Concurrent Resolution, By West and Thayer
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE PAL-
METTO HIGH SCHOOL COMPETITIVE CHEERLEADING SQUAD,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
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   01/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-52
   01/11/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 4590  General Bill, By Felder, King, B. Newton, Bryant, Pope, D.C. Moss
and Simrill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-755, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROVISION OF AURICULAR
DETOXIFICATION THERAPY UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF LICENSED
ACUPUNCTURISTS OR LICENSED PHYSICIANS, SO AS TO REDUCE
THE REQUIRED DEGREE OF SUCH SUPERVISION FROM DIRECT
SUPERVISION TO GENERAL SUPERVISION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-53
   04/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-3
   04/12/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 5-10-18 HJ-6
   05/10/18 House Continued HJ-22
H 4591  General Bill, By D.C. Moss, Bryant, Delleney, McCravy, Spires,
Felder, Johnson, Martin, Murphy, Blackwell, Hixon, Pitts, Pope, G.M. Smith,
Erickson and Ridgeway
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-1524, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RESIDENT VENDOR PREFERENCES
UNDER THE CONSOLIDATED PROCUREMENT CODE SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT A BUSINESS OWNED BY A SERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN
RESIDING IN THIS STATE SHALL RECEIVE A FIVE PERCENT PREFER-
ENCE THROUGH THE USE OF SET-ASIDES ON CONTRACT AWARDS
WHERE THE AWARDING PROCUREMENT OFFICER DETERMINES THE
BUSINESS IS OTHERWISE QUALIFIED TO PERFORM THE REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THE CONTRACT.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-53
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-54
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-111
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-48
   03/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). White, Gagnon, Hill, West,
Thayer, Putnam, Toole, Bernstein, JE Smith, Hiott,
Brown, Young, Hamilton, Forrester, Bradley, Martin,
Anderson, Blackwell, Loftis, King, Ott, Whitmire HJ-36
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson,
Ridgeway
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-5-18 HJ-75
   04/11/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-19
H 4592 (Rat # 0181, Act #  0283)  General Bill, By Allison and Forrester
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 248 OF 1969, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE CREATION OF THE STARTEX AREA FIRE DISTRICT IN SPARTAN-
BURG COUNTY, SO AS TO INCREASE THE BORROWING LIMITS OF
THE DISTRICT FROM FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND TO SEVEN HUN-
DRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS. - ratified title
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/10/18 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-54
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
62
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-31
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-31
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-33
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-13
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   05/01/18 Ratified R 181
   05/03/18 Vetoed by Governor
   05/10/18 House Veto overridden Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-23
   05/10/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-159
   05/15/18 Effective date 05/10/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 283
H 4593  General Bill, By Bamberg, Cobb-Hunter, Henegan, Yow, Hosey,
Williams, Clyburn, Bowers, Norrell, McKnight, Willis, Hayes, Ridgeway and
Brawley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  RURAL REVITALIZATION ACT ; TO AMEND
SECTION 12-6-1140, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO DEDUCTIONS FROM
THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX, SO AS TO ALLOW
A DEDUCTION FOR ALL INCOME ATTRIBUTABLE TO CERTAIN
EMPLOYMENT IN A TIER IV COUNTY, TO ALLOW THE DEDUCTION
FOR FIVE YEARS, AND TO REQUIRE THE TAXPAYER TO RESIDE IN A
TIER IV COUNTY.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-54
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
H 4594  General Bill, By Huggins and Tallon
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 47-1-10 AND 47-1-70, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF CERTAIN
TERMS INVOLVING CRUELTY TO ANIMALS AND THE ABANDON-
MENT OF AN ANIMAL, SO AS TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION FOR THE
TERM  DOG SHELTER .
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-54
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-54
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon
H 4595  Joint Resolution, By Parks
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS MON-
UMENT COMMISSION AND PROVIDE FOR THE COMMISSION S MEM-
BERSHIP, DUTIES, AND RELATED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE MORATORIUM AGAINST THE PLACEMENT OF NEW MONU-
MENTS ON THE STATE HOUSE GROUNDS CONTAINED IN SECTION 2-1-
240 IS LIFTED SOLELY TO CARRY OUT THE LIMITED PURPOSE OF
THIS JOINT RESOLUTION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-55
H 4596  General Bill, By Collins, Allison, Felder, Govan, Taylor, Bradley,
Knight, West, Erickson, Funderburk and Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-19-360 SO AS TO PROVIDE A PROCESS FOR
THE EXEMPTION OF COMPETENCY-BASED SCHOOLS FROM CERTAIN
APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS, AND PROVIDE RELATED
REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPETENCY-BASED SCHOOLS, THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-55
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-51
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Funderburk
   02/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Stavrinakis, M Rivers,
McCoy, Kirby, Gagnon, White, Thayer, Davis, Fry,
Weeks, Hayes, Atkinson, Hart HJ-45
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stringer
   03/01/18 House Read second time HJ-42
   03/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-42




   03/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   03/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-16
H 4597  General Bill, By Howard, Brawley, Anderson, Huggins, Govan,
Pendarvis, Henegan and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-780 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE SALE OF AN
ENERGY DRINK TO A MINOR, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLA-
TION OF THIS SECTION, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM ENERGY DRINK.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-55
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson,
Huggins, Govan, Pendarvis, Henegan, King
H 4598  General Bill, By Thayer, Putnam, Gagnon, Spires, West, McCravy
and Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 23-31-232 SO AS TO ALLOW FOR A CONCEALED
WEAPON PERMIT HOLDER TO CARRY A CONCEALABLE WEAPON ON
SCHOOL PROPERTY LEASED BY A CHURCH FOR CHURCH SERVICES
OR OFFICIAL CHURCH ACTIVITIES IF THE CHURCH OR ITS GOVERN-
ING BODY PROVIDES EXPRESS PERMISSION TO THE PERMIT
HOLDER, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THIS SECTION ONLY APPLIES
DURING THE TIME THAT THE CHURCH HAS ACCESS TO THE PROP-
ERTY FOR ITS SERVICES OR ACTIVITIES.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-55
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-55
H 4599  General Bill, By Rutherford, Pendarvis and Brawley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-2956 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ANY ENTRY
IN THE DRIVING RECORD OF A PERSON THAT SHOWS HIS DRIVER S
LICENSE WAS SUSPENDED FOR FAILURE TO SUBMIT TO TESTING FOR
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION OR HE WAS ISSUED A TEMPORARY
DRIVER S LICENSE OR THAT HE WAS REQUIRED TO INSTALL AN IGNI-
TION INTERLOCK DEVICE ON A VEHICLE HE DRIVES AND WHO WAS
SUBSEQUENTLY ACQUITTED OF DRIVING WITH AN UNLAWFUL
ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION MUST BE REMOVED FROM HIS DRIVING
RECORD.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-56
   01/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
H 4600 (Rat # 0182, Act #  0169)  General Bill, By Huggins, Bedingfield,
Alexander, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson, Fry, Henderson, Hewitt, Ridgeway,
Spires, West, Norrell, Weeks, Rutherford and Atwater
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-130-70 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE PHARMACISTS
TO PRESCRIBE OPIOID ANTIDOTES TO CERTAIN COMMUNITY ORGA-
NIZATIONS TO DISTRIBUTE TO A PERSON AT RISK OF EXPERIENCING
AN OPIOID-RELATED OVERDOSE OR TO A CAREGIVER OF SUCH A
PERSON; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-130-20, RELATING TO TERMS
DEFINED IN THE SOUTH CAROLINA OVERDOSE PREVENTION ACT, SO
AS TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR  COMMUNITY DISTRIBUTOR . - ratified
title
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-56
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-5
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-23
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-24
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-10
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-25
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   05/01/18 Ratified R 182
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 169
H 4601 (Rat # 0256, Act #  0249)  General Bill, By Fry, Bedingfield,
Alexander, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson, Henderson, Hewitt, Huggins,
Ridgeway, Spires, West, Norrell, Weeks, Rutherford and Atwater
Similar (S 0962)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-75-225 SO AS TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR
LICENSURE AS AN ADDICTION COUNSELOR; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
75-5, RELATING TO CERTAIN PROVISIONS GENERALLY APPLICABLE
TO BOARD REGULATION OF PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS, SO AS
TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-
10, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR LICENSURE OF
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPISTS,
AND PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE
ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-20, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO MAKE REVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
40-75-30, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF LICENSURE BY THE
BOARD TO PRACTICE CERTAIN PROFESSIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE
ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-50, RELATING
TO THE BOARD, SO AS TO REMOVE DUTIES CONCERNING THE
ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNCTION OF STANDARDS COMMITTEES; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-75-110, RELATING TO DISCIPLINARY PROCEED-
INGS CONCERNING BOARD LICENSEES, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDIC-
TION COUNSELORS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-190, RELATING TO
CONFIDENTIALITY OF CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS BY LICENSEES, SO
AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS AND TO REVISE EXCEP-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-220, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS
FOR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR LICENSURE AND FAMILY AND
MARRIAGE THERAPIST LICENSURE, SO AS TO REVISE THOSE
REQUIREMENTS AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ADDICTION COUNSELOR LICENSURE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-230,
RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR
SUPERVISOR LICENSURE AND FAMILY AND MARRIAGE THERAPIST
SUPERVISOR LICENSURE, SO AS TO MAKE THOSE REQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLE TO ADDICTION COUNSELOR SUPERVISOR LICENSURE;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-240, RELATING TO INTERN LICENSES, SO
AS TO REPLACE THE TERM  INTERN  WITH  ASSOCIATE  AND TO
INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELOR ASSOCIATES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-75-250, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF DISPLAY OF
LICENSES ISSUED BY THE BOARD, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION
COUNSELOR LICENSES AND ADDICTION COUNSELOR ASSOCIATE
LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-260, RELATING TO RECIPROC-
ITY AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER STATES, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDIC-
TION COUNSELOR CREDENTIALS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-75-285,
RELATING TO THE APPLICABILITY OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 75, TITLE
40, SO AS TO INCLUDE ADDICTION COUNSELORS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-75-290, RELATING TO PERSONS NOT APPLICABLE TO
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40, SO AS TO REMOVE PROVISIONS
CONCERNING CERTAIN ADDICTION COUNSELORS; TO REDESIGNATE
CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40 AS  PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPISTS, ADDICTION COUNSELORS, AND PSYCHO-
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS , AND TO REDESIGNATE ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 75, TITLE 40 AS  PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPISTS, AND ADDICTION COUNSELORS ; AND TO
REPEAL SECTION 40-75-300 RELATING TO LICENSURE FOR DRUG AND
ALCOHOL COUNSELORS. - ratified title
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   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-56
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-56
   01/30/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-6
   03/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-25
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-25
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-15
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-15
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-2 HJ-18
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-14
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-90
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-90
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-96
   05/14/18 Ratified R 256
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 249
H 4602  General Bill, By Henderson, Bedingfield, Alexander, Dillard,
Douglas, Erickson, Fry, Hewitt, Huggins, Ridgeway, West, Norrell, Weeks,
Rutherford and Atwater
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-130-70 SO AS TO REQUIRE HOSPITAL EMER-
GENCY DEPARTMENT PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACISTS TO SUBMIT
CERTAIN INFORMATION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (DHEC) FOR INCLUSION IN THE PRE-
SCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM WHEN A PERSON IS ADMINIS-
TERED AN OPIOID ANTIDOTE; TO AMEND SECTION 44-130-60,
RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF FIRST RESPONDERS TO ADMINIS-
TER OPIOID ANTIDOTES, SO AS TO REQUIRE FIRST RESPONDERS TO
SUBMIT CERTAIN INFORMATION TO DHEC FOR INCLUSION IN THE
PRESCRIPTION MONITORING PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-
1640, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PRESCRIPTION MONITORING
PROGRAM, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE PROGRAM TO MONITOR THE
ADMINISTERING OF OPIOID ANTIDOTES BY FIRST RESPONDERS AND
IN EMERGENCY HEALTH CARE SETTINGS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
44-53-1645, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT OF PRACTITIONERS TO
REVIEW A PATIENT S CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE PRESCRIPTION HIS-
TORY BEFORE PRESCRIBING A SCHEDULE II CONTROLLED SUB-
STANCE, SO AS TO ALSO REQUIRE A REVIEW OF ANY INCIDENTS IN
WHICH THE PATIENT HAS BEEN ADMINISTERED AN OPIOID ANTI-
DOTE BY A FIRST RESPONDER OR IN AN EMERGENCY HEALTH CARE
SETTING.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-58
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-58
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-7
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-30
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-30
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-78  Nays-0 HJ-32
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
H 4603  General Bill, By Bedingfield, Alexander, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson,
Fry, Henderson, Hewitt, Huggins, Spires, West, Norrell, Weeks, Rutherford
and Atwater
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESCRIBING LIMITATIONS, SO AS TO
LIMIT INITIAL PRESCRIPTIONS OF AN OPIOID MEDICATION FOR
ACUTE PAIN MANAGEMENT OR POSTOPERATIVE PAIN MANAGE-
MENT TO A FIVE-DAY SUPPLY, WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   01/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-59
   01/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-59
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-8
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-35
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-19
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-21
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
H 4604  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM ON WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO COMMEND THESE RUNNERS
ON A STELLAR SEASON.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-587
H 4605  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
STUDENTS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, TO RECOGNIZE THEM FOR A
DEMONSTRATION OF THEIR UNIQUE ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-588
H 4606  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,




A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE ABBEVILLE HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AND
COACHES AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON WINNING THE 2017
CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-593
   01/16/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-6
H 4607  Resolution, By Gagnon
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
ABBEVILLE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF ABBEV-
ILLE COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-589
H 4608  Resolution, By Rutherford, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Brawley,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE HONORABLE JOE E. BROWN OF
RICHLAND COUNTY, TO CELEBRATE HIS LIFE AND ACHIEVEMENTS,
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-589
H 4609  Resolution, By Clemmons
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CALL UPON ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES TO SUSPEND ALL CONTACTS AND
OUTREACH ACTIVITIES WITH THE COUNCIL ON AMERICAN ISLAMIC
RELATIONS.
   01/11/18 House Introduced HJ-592
   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-592
H 4610  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 4-9-30, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN POWERS OF
COUNTY GOVERNMENT, SO AS TO REVISE THE FREEHOLDER PROCE-
DURE FOR THE CREATION OF A SPECIAL TAX DISTRICT.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-594
   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-594
H 4611  Resolution, By Ballentine and Huggins
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DUTCH FORK HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-592
H 4612 (Rat # 0257, Act #  0217)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Toole
Similar (S 0870)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-11-262 SO AS TO PROVIDE APPLICANTS FOR
GENERAL CONTRACTOR LICENSURE OR MECHANICAL CONTRACT
LICENSURE WHO ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN FINANCIAL STATEMENT
REQUIREMENTS MAY PROVIDE CERTAIN SURETY BONDS IN LIEU OF
PROVIDING THESE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS CONCERNING THESE SURETY BONDS, AND TO PROVIDE PRO-
CEDURES FOR FILING CLAIMS AGAINST THESE SURETY BONDS. -
ratified title
   01/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-594
   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-594
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-15
   02/06/18 House Amended HJ-18
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-19
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-28
   02/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-13
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/27/18 Senate Amended SJ-25
   02/27/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   02/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-25
   03/01/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-19
   03/08/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-105
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-80  Nays-19 HJ-106
   04/18/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-44
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-0  Nays-37 SJ-44
   04/19/18 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. Sandifer, Henderson, Anderson HJ-1
   04/24/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Bennett, Johnson, Gam-
brell SJ-15
   05/08/18 House Free conference powers granted HJ-23
   05/08/18 House Free conference committee appointed Sandifer, Anderson,
Henderson HJ-23
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-23
   05/08/18 House Free conference report adopted HJ-24
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-26
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-86
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-40  Nays-2 SJ-86
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference committee appointed Bennett, Johnson,
Gambrell SJ-86
   05/08/18 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-87
   05/08/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-87
   05/08/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-87
   05/14/18 Ratified R 257
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 217
H 4613  General Bill, By Fry
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 33-49-415 SO AS TO PERMIT A JOINT MEMBER-
SHIP IN AN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN REQUIRE-
MENTS AND PROCEDURES.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-594
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   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-594
H 4614  General Bill, By McKnight and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 9, TITLE 58 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SOUTH CAROLINA NET NEUTRALITY PRESERVATION ACT , TO
DEFINE RELEVANT TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT A TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER ENGAGED IN THE PROVI-
SION OF BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICE PUBLICLY SHALL
DISCLOSE ACCURATE INFORMATION REGARDING THE NETWORK
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, PERFORMANCE, AND COMMERCIAL
TERMS OF ITS BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES SUFFI-
CIENT FOR CONSUMERS TO MAKE INFORMED CHOICES REGARDING
USE OF SUCH SERVICES AND FOR CONTENT, APPLICATION, SERVICE,
AND DEVICE PROVIDERS TO DEVELOP, MARKET, AND MAINTAIN
INTERNET OFFERINGS, AND TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN PRACTICES BY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS
ENGAGED IN THE PROVISION OF BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS
SERVICE IN SOUTH CAROLINA; TO  PROVIDE THAT VIOLATIONS OF
THIS ACT ARE NOT REASONABLE IN RELATION TO THE DEVELOP-
MENT AND PRESERVATION OF BUSINESS AND CONSTITUTE AN
UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACT IN TRADE OR COMMERCE AND AN
UNFAIR METHOD OF COMPETITION FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPLYING
THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSUMER PROTECTION CODE; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC ENTITY MAY NOT ENTER INTO A CON-
TRACT WITH A TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PRO-
VIDER ENGAGED IN THE PROVISION OF BROADBAND INTERNET
ACCESS SERVICE IN SOUTH CAROLINA UNLESS THE CONTRACT
INCLUDES A REPRESENTATION THAT THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER IS NOT CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN,
AND AN AGREEMENT THAT THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTER-
NET SERVICE PROVIDER WILL NOT ENGAGE IN, THOSE PRACTICES
PROHIBITED BY THIS ACT.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-595
   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-595
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
H 4615  General Bill, By Pitts and Tallon
Similar (S 0872)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEATH BY ELECTROCUTION OR LETHAL
INJECTION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON CONVICTED OF A
CAPITAL CRIME AND HAVING IMPOSED UPON HIM THE SENTENCE
OF DEATH SHALL SUFFER THE PENALTY BY ELECTROCUTION OR, AT
THE ELECTION OF THE PERSON, LETHAL INJECTION, IF IT IS AVAIL-
ABLE AT THE TIME OF ELECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT THE PENALTY
MUST BE ADMINISTERED BY ELECTROCUTION FOR A PERSON WHO
WAIVES THE RIGHT OF ELECTION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF EXECU-
TION BY LETHAL INJECTION IS UNAVAILABLE OR IS HELD TO BE
UNCONSTITUTIONAL BY AN APPELLATE COURT OF COMPETENT
JURISDICTION, THEN THE MANNER OF INFLICTING A DEATH SEN-
TENCE MUST BE ELECTROCUTION REGARDLESS OF THE METHOD
ELECTED BY THE PERSON.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-596
   01/11/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-596
   01/16/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon
H 4616  Resolution, By Pendarvis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
ROLLINS EDWARDS AND TO EXPRESS THE SINCEREST OF CONDO-
LENCES TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-593
H 4617  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO INVITE THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT, THE HONORABLE DONALD W.
BEATTY, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION
ON THE STATE OF THE JUDICIARY AT 12:00 NOON ON WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 28, 2018.
   01/16/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 4618  General Bill, By Willis, Elliott and Allison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2320, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE AND USE
OF DEALER AND WHOLESALER LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO REDUCE
THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF MOTOR VEHICLE SALES A DEALER
MUST MAKE BEFORE HE MAY BE ISSUED A DEALER PLATE AND THE
NUMBER OF MOTOR VEHICLES HE MUST SELL BEFORE HE MAY BE
ISSUED ADDITIONAL DEALER PLATES, AND TO REDUCE THE NUM-
BER OF MOTOR VEHICLES THAT MUST BE SOLD BY A DEALER PAR-
TICIPATING IN A MANUFACTURER PROGRAM TO OBTAIN
ADDITIONAL PLATES.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and read first time
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-52
   02/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 2-21-18 HJ-18
   02/21/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Atwater, Taylor, GR Smith,
Trantham, Loftis, Bennett, Daning, Crosby, Brown,
Young, Hixon, Davis, Kirby, Clemmons, Fry, Duckworth,
Johnson, Ballentine, Cobb-Hunter HJ-24
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-37
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-51
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-53
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-39
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
H 4619  Resolution, By King, Alexander, Anderson, Bamberg, Brawley,
Brown, Clyburn, Dillard, Gilliard, Govan, Hart, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Mack, McEachern, McKnight, Parks,
M. Rivers, Pendarvis, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Thigpen, Weeks,
Williams, J.E. Smith, Bowers, Douglas, Kirby, Norrell, Ott, Ridgeway and
Stavrinakis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS DISAPPOINTMENT IN PRESIDENT
TRUMP S DEROGATORY COMMENTS MADE DURING AN IMMIGRA-
TION MEETING ON JANUARY 11, 2018, AND TO REQUEST AN APOL-
OGY FROM THE PRESIDENT.
   01/16/18 House Introduced
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions
H 4620  Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bedingfield,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns,
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Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND APPLAUD THE NATION
FORD HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, BAND DIRECTORS, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXEMPLARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM ON WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4621  Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NATION FORD HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND OF YORK COUNTY
WITH THE BAND MEMBERS, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4622  Resolution, By Finlay
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR SONYA R. HODGES GRANTHAM
FOR HER COMMITMENT TO THE CONSERVATION OF MEANINGFUL
SOUTH CAROLINA HISTORY AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR HER
ENDEAVORS TOWARD PRESERVING AND RESTORING THE CHILDS
CEMETERY.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4623  Resolution, By Finlay
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE COLUMBIA S MARK RAPP,
MASTER JAZZ MUSICIAN, COMPOSER/ARRANGER, AND TEACHER,
FOR HIS MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TO SALUTE HIM AS A TIRE-
LESS AMBASSADOR OF JAZZ FOR THE CITY OF COLUMBIA AND THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4624  Resolution, By Finlay
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIE AND
FRISTELLA CORNELIUS OF COLUMBIA FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING
COMMUNITY SERVICE WITH THE PALMETTO TIGERS FOOTBALL
TEAM AND TO WISH THEM WELL AS THEY CONTINUE TO SERVE THE
PEOPLE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4625  Resolution, By Finlay
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE REVEREND
JOHN H. FINLEY IV OF BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF DEDICATED AND OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICE
TO THE PEOPLE OF BOSTON AND BEYOND.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4626  Resolution, By White
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STAFF SERVING THE
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IS NOT REQUIRED
TO WORK ON GOOD FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2018.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 4627  General Bill, By Pitts, J.E. Smith, Hiott, Duckworth, Atkinson,
Forrest, Kirby, Martin, West, Gagnon, Dillard, Hewitt, Magnuson and Hill
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 46-55-20, AS AMENDED,  CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDUSTRIAL HEMP PROGRAM, SO AS TO
REVISE THE NUMBER OF PERMITS TO GROW INDUSTRIAL HEMP
THAT MAY BE ISSUED PER YEAR AND THE NUMBER OF ACRES THAT
MAY BE CULTIVATED, TO PROVIDE FOR ANNUAL RENEWAL OF REG-
ISTRATION BY A PERMIT HOLDER, AND TO PROVIDE THE CIRCUM-
STANCES IN WHICH A PERMIT MAY BE REVOKED; TO AMEND
SECTION 46-55-30, RELATING TO PROPAGATION METHODS TO PRO-
DUCE INDUSTRIAL HEMP AND EXEMPTIONS FROM CIVIL AND CRIM-
INAL LIABILITY GRANTED TO PERSONS COVERED BY THE
INDUSTRIAL HEMP PROGRAM, SO AS TO DELETE THE PROVISION
THAT CREATES A THREE-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 46-55-70 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH CAROLINA HEMP
ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO ASSIST THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE IN DEVELOPING THE STATE INDUSTRIAL HEMP INDUSTRY.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and read first time
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby, Martin,
West, Gagnon, Dillard
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson,
Hill
H 4628 (Rat # 0258, Act #  0218)  General Bill, By Martin, B. Newton,
Daning, Lucas, D.C. Moss, Willis, Caskey, Bennett, Arrington, Spires,
Young, Bryant, Delleney, Magnuson, Norrell, Pope, Sandifer, Simrill, Davis,
Toole, Henderson, Elliott and Duckworth
Similar (S 0996, H 4724)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 21 TO TITLE 37 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA TELEPHONE PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT ; TO DEFINE REL-
EVANT TERMS; TO PROHIBIT TELEPHONE SOLICITORS FROM INITIAT-
ING OR CAUSING TO BE INITIATED A TELEPHONE SOLICITATION
DURING CERTAIN HOURS OF THE DAY AND TO PROVIDE EXCEP-
TIONS; TO REQUIRE TELEPHONE SOLICITORS TO DISCLOSE CERTAIN
INFORMATION AT THE OUTSET OF A TELEPHONE SOLICITATION,
INCLUDING THE CONSUMER S RIGHT TO BE ADDED TO THE TELE-
PHONE SOLICITOR S IN-HOUSE  DO NOT CALL LIST  UPON REQUEST;
TO PROHIBIT A PERSON, WITH FRAUDULENT OR OTHER SPECIFIED
INTENT, FROM MAKING OR INITIATING A TELEPHONE CALL OR TEXT
MESSAGE OR ENGAGING IN CONDUCT THAT RESULTS IN THE DIS-
PLAY OF MISLEADING, FALSE, OR INACCURATE CALLER IDENTIFICA-
TION INFORMATION; TO REQUIRE TELEPHONE SOLICITORS TO PLAY
CERTAIN PRERECORDED IDENTIFICATIONS AND OPT-OUT MESSAGES
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROHIBIT A PERSON FROM
INITIATING OR CAUSING TO BE INITIATED A TELEPHONE SOLICITA-
TION DIRECTED TO A TELEPHONE NUMBER WHEN A PERSON AT
THAT TELEPHONE NUMBER PREVIOUSLY STATED A DESIRE NOT TO
BE CONTACTED, AND TO PROHIBIT TELEPHONE SOLICITORS FROM
INITIATING OR CAUSING TO BE INITIATED A TELEPHONE SOLICITA-
TION TO A TELEPHONE NUMBER ON THE NATIONAL DO NOT CALL
REGISTRY;  TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AUTHO-
RIZE THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER
AFFAIRS TO ISSUE ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS REQUIRING A PERSON
TO CEASE AND DESIST, OR RETURN PROPERTY OR MONEY
RECEIVED IN VIOLATION OF THIS ACT, TO IMPOSE PENALTIES, AND
TO AUTHORIZE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO INVESTIGATE AND
ENFORCE ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE THAT
NOTHING IN THIS ACT MAY BE CONSTRUED TO LIMIT OTHER REME-
DIES AVAILABLE UNDER FEDERAL OR STATE LAW; AND TO DELETE
SECTION 16-17-445. - ratified title
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   01/16/18 House Introduced and read first time
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-7
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Duck-
worth
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-67
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-67
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-1 HJ-73
   03/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-5
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
13
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-37
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-37
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-37
   05/14/18 Ratified R 258
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 218
H 4629  General Bill, By Tallon, Pitts, Hamilton, Elliott, Allison, Arrington,
Atwater, Ballentine, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bryant, Burns, Chumley,
Clemmons, Cogswell, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Duckworth,
Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Hardee, Henderson, Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Kirby,
Long, Lowe, Martin, McCravy, D.C. Moss, B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, West, White,
Whitmire, Willis, Young and Yow
Similar (S 0871)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-580, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DISCLOSURE OF THE IDENTITY OF A
MEMBER OF AN EXECUTION TEAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE NECESSARY
DEFINITIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF A
PERSON OR ENTITY THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE PLANNING OR
ADMINISTRATION OF THE EXECUTION OF A DEATH SENTENCE IS
CONFIDENTIAL WITHOUT EXCEPTION, TO DELETE THE EXCEPTION
FOR COURT-ORDERED RELEASE OF SUCH INFORMATION UNDER
SEAL FOR PENDING LITIGATION, TO EXEMPT THE PURCHASE OR
ACQUISITION OF CERTAIN DRUGS OR MEDICAL SUPPLIES NECES-
SARY TO EXECUTE A DEATH SENTENCE FROM THE STATE PROCURE-
MENT CODE, AND TO EXEMPT THE ACQUISITION OF CERTAIN DRUGS
OR MEDICAL SUPPLIES OBTAINED FROM OUT OF STATE NECESSARY
TO EXECUTE A DEATH SENTENCE FROM LICENSING PROCESSES AND
REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL, ANY OTHER DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY OF THE
STATE, OR BY THE BOARD OF PHARMACY.
   01/16/18 House Introduced and read first time
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
H 4630  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 2.6 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE DUTY OF THE
CLERK TO PAY ALL CERTIFICATES FOR PER DIEM, MILEAGE, AND
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES UPON ORDER OF THE SPEAKER, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT MEMBERS WHO ATTEND LEGISLATIVE MEETINGS AT
CERTAIN TIMES OF THE YEAR RELATED TO PENDING OR POSSIBLE
LEGISLATION ARE ENTITLED TO RECEIVE THE SAME PER DIEM,
MILEAGE, AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES AS APPOINTED MEMBERS
ATTENDING THESE TYPES OF MEETINGS, SUCH REIMBURSEMENTS
NOT TO EXCEED TEN DAYS.
   01/16/18 House Introduced
   01/16/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules
H 4631  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION INVITING HIS EXCELLENCY, HENRY
DARGAN MCMASTER, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, TO ADDRESS THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION AT
7:00 P.M. ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2018, IN THE CHAMBER OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   01/23/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-15
H 4632  Resolution, By Henderson, Allison, Hamilton and Stringer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GREER COMMIS-
SION OF PUBLIC WORKS FOR THE VALUABLE RESOURCE IT PRO-
VIDES TO GREER AND TO CONGRATULATE THE ORGANIZATION FOR
ITS TENTH CONSECUTIVE AREA-WIDE OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
EXCELLENCE AWARD GIVEN BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (DHEC) FOR
ACHIEVEMENTS IN MEETING WATER QUALITY GOALS.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4633  Resolution, By Henderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOGNIZING AND COM-
MENDING THEM ON THEIR OUTSTANDING SEASON AND FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4634  Resolution, By Henderson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE RIVERSIDE HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM ON WINNING THE 2017
CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO COMMEND
THESE RUNNERS ON A STELLAR SEASON.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4635  Resolution, By McCravy, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
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Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE NINETY SIX HIGH
SCHOOL MARCHING BAND, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR ADMIRABLE WORK AND TO APPLAUD THEM FOR WINNING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION CLASS A
STATE FINALS.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4636  Resolution, By McCravy and Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NINETY SIX HIGH SCHOOL MARCHING BAND OF GREENWOOD
COUNTY WITH THE BAND MEMBERS, DIRECTORS, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA BAND DIREC-
TORS ASSOCIATION CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4637  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CHIEF LOUIS M. DEKMAR FOR HIS
PERFORMANCE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TO RECOGNIZE HIM
FOR HIS GOOD WORKS AS THE PRESIDENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 4638  Resolution, By Gagnon, West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF SHIRLEY CATHERINE SCIOLINO
EMDEN OF ABBEVILLE AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY
TO HER FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 4639  Resolution, By Douglas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND LIEUTENANT
CHRIS CHILDERS, SERGEANT TIM INMAN, CORPORAL JONATHAN
HARRIS, DEPUTY BLAKE ADAMS, DEPUTY JACOB LITTLE, AND
LANCE CORPORAL LAWRENCE HODGE FOR THEIR HEROIC EFFORTS
ABOVE AND BEYOND THE CALL OF DUTY.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 4640  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND TUCAPAU BAPTIST CHURCH
OF STARTEX FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
AND TO EXTEND WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS ON THE OCCASION
OF THE CHURCH S HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED TWENTIETH ANNIVER-
SARY.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4641  Resolution, By Delleney, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHAP-
TER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF TRIAL ADVOCATES TO USE THE
CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FOR THE ORGANIZATION S JAMES OTIS LECTURE SERIES, PROVIDED
THAT THE HOUSE IS NOT IN SESSION AND THE CHAMBER IS NOT
OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF THE
HOUSE CHAMBER ON ALTERNATE DATES AND TIMES AS MAY BE
SELECTED BY THE SPEAKER.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4642  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MEM-
BERS OF THE 2ND BRIGADE 2ND BATTALION HONORS TEAM OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE GUARD FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING DEDICA-
TION AND PATRIOTIC SERVICE IN PERFORMING MILITARY FUNERAL
HONORS FOR THE FAMILIES OF FALLEN SOLDIERS AND VETERANS
THROUGHOUT THE PALMETTO STATE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 4643  General Bill, By Thayer, Magnuson, Jefferson, Gagnon, Allison,
West, Clyburn, Erickson, Hill, Pitts, Toole and Henegan
Similar (S 0276, H 3546)
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-61-80 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THAT A DIRECT
PRIMARY CARE AGREEMENT IS NOT A CONTRACT OF INSURANCE
AND NOT SUBJECT TO REGULATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSUR-
ANCE, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM DIRECT PRIMARY CARE AGREE-
MENT.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-27
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-10
   02/14/18 House Amended HJ-12
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-12
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-15
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4644 (Rat # 0183, Act #  0170)  General Bill, By Dillard, Anthony,
Atkinson, Kirby, Henderson-Myers, Martin, Burns, Williams, Yow, W.
Newton, Hewitt, Blackwell, Forrest and Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-96-85 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOLID
WASTE EMERGENCY FUND, TO PROVIDE FOR THE FUNDING OF THE
FUND, TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS, TO AUTHORIZE THE RECOVERY OF
COSTS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OR THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, AND TO AUTHORIZE A
REPRESENTATIVE TO INVESTIGATE A WASTE MANAGEMENT SITE AT
ANY TIME TO ADDRESS AN EMERGENCY SITUATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 44-96-120, RELATING TO THE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
TRUST FUND, SO AS TO INCLUDE FUNDING THE SOLID WASTE EMER-
GENCY FUND IN THE LIST OF AUTHORIZED SOLID WASTE MANAGE-
MENT TRUST FUND EXPENDITURES; TO AMEND SECTION 44-96-290,
RELATING TO SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY PERMITTING,
SO AS TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT TO LIMIT DEMONSTRATION OF
NEED REQUIREMENTS, TO REMOVE LOCAL LAND USE AND ZONING
ORDINANCES FROM A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT TO BUILD A NEW
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY OR EXPAND AN EXISTING
FACILITY, AND TO REQUIRE A PERSON SEEKING A CONSTRUCTION
PERMIT TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH
LOCAL LAND USE AND ZONING ORDINANCES; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 44-96-360, RELATING TO SOLID WASTE PROCESSING FACILITIES,
SO AS TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN CONDITIONS FOR FACILITIES THAT
RECYCLE CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION DEBRIS. - ratified title
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-27
   01/23/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anthony,
Atkinson
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Kirby, Hen-
derson-Myers, Martin, Burns, Williams, Yow
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt, Black-
well, Forrest, Hixon
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-6
   03/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-64
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-64
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-1 HJ-66
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-67
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   04/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-9
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-26
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   05/01/18 Ratified R 183
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 170
H 4645  General Bill, By Allison
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 10-1-220 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATION TO POST VISUAL NOTIFICATION MARKERS AT
LEAST FORTY-EIGHT HOURS PRIOR TO THE OUTDOOR APPLICATION
OF CHEMICALS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY AND TO REQUIRE THE OWNER
OF A PUBLIC BUILDING TO POST A VISUAL NOTIFICATION MARKER
AT EVERY ENTRANCE INTO THE BUILDING THAT INFORMS A PERSON
ENTERING THE BUILDING OF ANY CHEMICALS USED WITHIN THE
BUILDING.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-28
   01/25/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-51
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-51
H 4646  Concurrent Resolution, By Bryant, Pope, Simrill, Delleney, Felder,
King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss and B. Newton
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE
SUPREME SACRIFICE MADE BY DETECTIVE MICHAEL R. DOTY OF
THE YORK COUNTY SHERIFF S OFFICE IN THE LINE OF DUTY AND TO
EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY AND APPRECIA-
TION OF A GRATEFUL STATE FOR HIS LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   01/23/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 4647  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE DILLON HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A SPEC-
TACULAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON TAKING
HOME THE 2017 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 4648  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE DIL-
LON HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
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   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 4649  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HARVEY DIXON
ODOM, JR., UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER OVER
FORTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 4650  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, INCORPORATED, THETA PHI
LAMBDA CHAPTER, FOR FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE TO COMMUNI-
TIES THROUGHOUT MARLBORO AND CHESTERFIELD COUNTIES AND
TO COMMEND THE CHAPTER FOR ITS PROMOTION OF BROTHER-
HOOD, SCHOLARSHIP, AND SERVICE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 4651  Resolution, By Blackwell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS TENNIS TEAM OF AIKEN COUNTY
WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE
2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 4652  Resolution, By Blackwell
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH AIKEN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY SOCCER TEAM OF
AIKEN COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP TITLE.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 4653  Resolution, By Wheeler, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE HONORABLE ISAAC C. JOE, SR., OF
LEE COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/23/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-26
H 4654 (Rat # 0169, Act #  0158)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
Similar (S 0863)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-43-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND AGENCY INSURANCE PRODUCERS, SO AS TO
ESTABLISH CERTAIN CHARACTER REQUIREMENTS AND REQUIRE AN
APPLICANT TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE SET OF FINGERPRINTS WITH
THE APPLICATION, TO PROVIDE THAT FAILURE TO PROVIDE A COM-
PLETE SET OF FINGERPRINTS CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR DENIAL
OF AN APPLICATION, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS TO THE FINGER-
PRINTING REQUIREMENT UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. - ratified
title
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-28
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-16
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-24
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-1 HJ-25
   02/07/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-28
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-28
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
280
   03/07/18 Senate Amended SJ-50
   03/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-38
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-38
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-17
   04/04/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-31
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-32
   04/12/18 Ratified R 169
   04/17/18 Signed By Governor
   04/24/18 Effective date 04/17/18
   04/30/18 Act No. 158
H 4655 (Rat # 0184, Act #  0171)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
Similar (S 0856)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA INSURANCE DATA SECURITY ACT
BY ADDING CHAPTER 99 TO TITLE 38 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY
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TERMS; TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT, AND
MAINTAIN A COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION SECURITY PROGRAM
BASED ON THE LICENSEE S RISK ASSESSMENT AND TO ESTABLISH
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SECURITY PROGRAM, TO PRO-
VIDE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR A LICENSEE S BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, IF APPLICABLE, TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO MONITOR
THE SECURITY PROGRAM AND MAKE ADJUSTMENTS IF NECESSARY,
TO PROVIDE THAT THE LICENSEE MUST ESTABLISH AN INCIDENT
RESPONSE PLAN AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN, TO REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO SUB-
MIT A STATEMENT TO THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE ANNUALLY; TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS
FOR A LICENSEE IN THE EVENT OF A CYBERSECURITY EVENT; TO
REQUIRE A LICENSEE TO NOTIFY THE DIRECTOR OF CERTAIN INFOR-
MATION IN THE EVENT OF A CYBERSECURITY EVENT; TO GRANT
THE DIRECTOR THE POWER AND AUTHORITY TO EXAMINE AND
INVESTIGATE A LICENSEE; TO PROVIDE THAT DOCUMENTS, MATERI-
ALS, OR OTHER INFORMATION IN THE CONTROL OR POSSESSION OF
THE DEPARTMENT MUST BE TREATED AS CONFIDENTIAL AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO SHARE OR RECEIVE CONFIDENTIAL
DOCUMENTS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO PROVIDE
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER; TO PRO-
VIDE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS; AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIREC-
TOR TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS. - ratified title
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-29
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-17
   02/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/06/18 House Amended HJ-27
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-2 HJ-28
   02/07/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-29
   02/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-29
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
12
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/18/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-17
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-17
   05/01/18 Ratified R 184
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 01/01/19
   05/14/18 Act No. 171
H 4656 (Rat # 0185, Act #  0172)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
Similar (S 0786)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-9-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REINSURANCE CREDITS, SO AS TO
AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO
ADOPT ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR REINSURANCE CREDITS,
TO REQUIRE A REINSURER TO DEMONSTRATE IT HAS ADEQUATE
FINANCIAL CAPACITY TO MEET ITS REINSURANCE OBLIGATIONS TO
QUALIFY FOR A CREDIT, TO ALLOW FOR THE REDUCTION OF A
TRUSTEED SURPLUS FOR AN ASSUMING INSURER WHO HAS PERMA-
NENTLY DISCONTINUED UNDERWRITING NEW BUSINESS, TO ALLOW
FOR CREDIT WHEN REINSURANCE IS CEDED AND ENUMERATE CER-
TAIN ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, TO ALLOW FOR AN ASSUMING
INSURER WHO IS NOT LICENSED, CERTIFIED, OR ACCREDITED IN
THIS STATE TO BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR A CREDIT UNDER CERTAIN
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ALLOW THE DIRECTOR TO SUSPEND OR
REVOKE THE ACCREDITATION OR CERTIFICATION, TO REQUIRE AN
INSURER TO MANAGE ITS REINSURANCE RECOVERABLES PROPOR-
TIONATE TO ITS BOOK OF BUSINESS, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE
DIRECTOR TO ADOPT RULES AND REGULATIONS; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 38-9-210, RELATING TO LIABILITY REDUCTIONS FOR REIN-
SURANCE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO ADOPT ADDI-
TIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ASSET OR REDUCTION FROM
LIABILITY FOR REINSURANCE CEDED BY A DOMESTIC INSURER
AND TO EXPAND THE ACCEPTABLE FORM OF SECURITY FOR A LIA-
BILITY REDUCTION. - ratified title
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-30
   02/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-16
   02/07/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   02/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-15
   02/08/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-11
   02/20/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
12
   02/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/29/18 Senate Read second time SJ-39
   03/29/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-39
   04/18/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-19
   05/01/18 Ratified R 185
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 172
H 4657 (Rat # 0259, Act #  0219)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-2-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES FOR THE
VIOLATION OF THE INSURANCE LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE TO ENFORCE THESE
PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL INSURANCE LAWS SUB-
JECT TO ENFORCEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION
38-13-70, RELATING TO INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPART-
MENT TO RESPOND TO MOTIONS AND COMPLAINTS AGAINST
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS LICENSED
TO TRANSACT THE BUSINESS OF INSURANCE IN THIS STATE AND TO
ESTABLISH A DEADLINE FOR RESPONSES TO THE DEPARTMENT S
INQUIRIES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-33-170, RELATING TO THE EXAM-
INATIONS OF THE AFFAIRS OF A HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZA-
TION, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN EXAMINATION NO LESS THAN EVERY
FIVE YEARS; TO AMEND SECTION 38-33-230, RELATING TO LEVY OF
ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY IN LIEU OF OTHER PENALTIES, SO AS TO
ALLOW THE LEVY OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY FOR VIOLA-
TIONS OF STATE AND FEDERAL INSURANCE LAWS SUBJECT TO
ENFORCEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; TO AMEND
SECTION 38-61-20, RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF INSURANCE POL-
ICIES, CONTRACTS, OR POLICIES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSUR-
ANCE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT ALL FORMS FILED WITH THE
DEPARTMENT SATISFY ALL APPLICABLE STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DIRECTOR TO IMPOSE A PENALTY IN CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; TO AMEND SECTION 38-71-90, RELATING TO
THE PENALTIES FOR ISSUING OR DELIVERING A POLICY THAT VIO-
LATES CHAPTER 71, SO AS TO EXTEND THE PENALTIES TO ANY
INSURER OR HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION WHO VIO-
LATES APPLICABLE STATE OR FEDERAL LAWS GOVERNING THE
TRANSACTION OF THE BUSINESS OF INSURANCE SUBJECT TO
ENFORCEMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; AND TO
AMEND SECTIONS 38-51-20 AND 38-51-30, RELATING TO ADMINISTRA-
TORS OF INSURANCE BENEFIT PLANS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN
APPLICANT FOR LICENSURE AS AN ADMINISTRATOR MUST PROVIDE
CERTAIN FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REPORTS AND REQUIRE THE
SUBMISSION OF A SURETY BOND FOR THE RENEWAL OF AN ADMIN-
ISTRATOR S LICENSE. - ratified title
   01/23/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
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   01/23/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-30
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-10
   02/14/18 House Amended HJ-16
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-22
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
13
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-38
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-38
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-39
   05/14/18 Ratified R 259
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 219
H 4658  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DESIGNATE THE WEEK OF JANUARY 21
THROUGH JANUARY 27, 2018, AS  NATIONAL SCHOOL CHOICE WEEK
IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO CONGRATULATE STUDENTS, PAR-
ENTS, TEACHERS, AND SCHOOL LEADERS FROM K-12 EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS OF ALL VARIETIES FOR THEIR PERSISTENCE,
ACHIEVEMENTS, DEDICATION, AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR
COMMUNITIES IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 4659  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THAYER HALL OF SPARTAN-
BURG COUNTY FOR HER PERSEVERANCE AND HARD WORK, AND TO
COMMEND HER FOR EARNING THE PRESTIGIOUS HONOR OF GATO-
RADE NATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4660  Resolution, By Knight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOHN A. MEANS ON CEL-
EBRATING HIS NINETY-NINTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AND YEARS AHEAD.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 4661  Resolution, By Knight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DAVID COLEMAN SOJOURNER, OF
DORCHESTER COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS NINETIETH BIRTH-
DAY ON NOVEMBER 19, 2017, AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR A LIFE
DEDICATED TO THE SERVICE OF OTHERS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 4662  Resolution, By Taylor, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOHN W. OSTEEN
OF AIKEN COUNTY FOR HIS LIFELONG DEDICATION TO THE PRESER-
VATION OF THE HISTORY OF SOUTH CAROLINA FOR FUTURE GENER-
ATIONS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4663  Resolution, By Taylor, Hixon, Clyburn, Young, Blackwell,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan,
King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
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Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE, HONOR, AND REMEMBER
ROBERT SPENCE  SKIPPER  PERRY, JR., OF AIKEN, FOR HIS LIFELONG
SERVICE AND COMMITMENT TO BOTH THE PEOPLE AND THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AS A FORMER MEMBER OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND IN MANY OTHER CAPACI-
TIES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4664  Resolution, By Burns, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MAYOR DANNY
WAYNE MCCALL OF TRAVELERS REST UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT FROM THE POSITION OF MAYOR ON DECEMBER 31,
2017, AFTER EIGHT YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4665  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND SUPPORT THE REPUBLIC
OF CHINA (TAIWAN) FOR ITS RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4666  Resolution, By Sandifer, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND JAMES HAROLD GOLDIN OF
COLUMBIA FOR HIS SIX YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
   01/29/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4667  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bedingfield, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and
Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CHARLES LEMMON  FLOP  SHAW,
OF SUMTER COUNTY, AND TO OFFER THE SINCEREST CONDOLENCES
TO HIS LARGE, LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 4668  Concurrent Resolution, By Hewitt, Anderson, Alexander, Allison,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY
UPON THE PASSING OF BATTALION CHIEF JOSHUA CARNEY OF
HORRY COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO
HIS LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 4669  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Weeks, Erickson, Crawford,
Hiott, Forrester, G.R. Smith, Bernstein, Bennett, Rutherford, Douglas,
Felder, Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
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Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SEVENTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE MODERN STATE OF
ISRAEL AND TO REAFFIRM THE BONDS OF CLOSE FRIENDSHIP AND
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND
ISRAEL.
   01/24/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   01/24/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 4670  General Bill, By Chumley, Long, Atkinson, Henegan, Burns, Allison,
Martin, Magnuson, Loftis, McCravy, B. Newton, Bryant, Forrester, Toole,
Bennett, Elliott, McGinnis, Spires, Daning, Crosby, West, Anthony,
Arrington, Robinson-Simpson, Funderburk, V.S. Moss, Kirby, Taylor, G.R.
Smith, Huggins, Duckworth, Forrest, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Hixon, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Rutherford, Tallon, Thayer, Wheeler, Whitmire, Jefferson and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 17 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 24 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH A STATE WORK PROGRAM WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF COR-
RECTIONS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Cobb-
Hunter
H 4671  General Bill, By Elliott, Bryant and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-6000, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING THE
MARIJUANA AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES TAX ACT, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT A CONVICTION OF A DEALER IS NOT REQUIRED FOR
THE DEPARTMENT TO LEVY THE TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-
6050, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF TAX PROCEEDS FROM THE
MARIJUANA AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES TAX, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE FUNDS MUST BE DIS-
TRIBUTED TO THE STATE OR LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
THAT CONDUCTED THE INVESTIGATION OF A DEALER THAT LED TO
THE ASSESSMENT.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
H 4672 (Rat # 0260, Act #  0220)  General Bill, By Elliott, B. Newton, Allison,
Felder, Bryant, Putnam, Martin, Arrington, Thigpen, Gagnon, Thayer,
Douglas, Govan, Anderson, McGinnis, Huggins, Tallon, Daning, D.C. Moss,
Long, Henderson, Mace, Cogswell, West, Chumley, Gilliard, Atwater, J.E.
Smith, Bernstein, Jefferson, Williams, W. Newton, Henderson-Myers,
Ballentine, Bowers, Weeks and M. Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE VISION SCREENING REQUIRED
FOR ISSUANCE OF A DRIVER S LICENSE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE VISION SCREENING IS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AN INITIAL
LICENSE AND UPON RENEWAL OF A LICENSE, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
VISION SCREENING MUST BE OFFERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES, TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON S SCREENING MUST
BE WAIVED UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT A CERTIFICATE OF VISION EXAMINATION FORM MUST BE EXE-
CUTED BY THE CERTIFYING OPHTHALMOLOGIST OR OPTOMETRIST
AND TRANSMITTED TO THE DEPARTMENT ELECTRONICALLY. - rati-
fied title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-25
   01/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam, Mar-
tin, Arrington, Thigpen, Gagnon, Thayer, Douglas, Govan
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: D.C.Moss,
Anderson, McGinnis
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Tallon
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning, Long,
Henderson, Mace, Cogswell, West, Chumley, Gilliard,
Atwater, J.E.Smith, Bernstein
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-52
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers, Ballentine
   02/20/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). King, Hart, Yow, Rutherford,
Ott, Taylor, Crosby, Hosey, Kirby, Anderson, Elliott, Cly-
burn, Crawford, Willis, Knight, West HJ-8
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bowers,
Weeks
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
   02/27/18 House Amended HJ-28
   02/27/18 House Read second time HJ-28
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-109  Nays-1 HJ-31
   02/28/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-17
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-22
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-13
   04/25/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-33
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-33
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-33
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   05/01/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-51
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-8 HJ-52
   05/14/18 Ratified R 260
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 220
H 4673 (Rat # 0261, Act #  0250)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Brawley and
Weeks
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 62-2-507, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REVOCATION OF CERTAIN BENE-
FICIARY DESIGNATIONS BY DIVORCE, ANNULMENT, OR AN ORDER
TERMINATING MARITAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, SO AS TO EXCLUDE
FROM THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM  GOVERNING INSTRUMENT  A
BENEFICIARY DESIGNATION MADE IN CONNECTION WITH A GOV-
ERNMENTAL EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN ESTABLISHED OR MAIN-
TAINED FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OR A
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF, OR BY ONE OF THEIR COMPO-
NENT AGENCIES OR INSTRUMENTALITIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION
30-5-30, RELATING TO PREREQUISITES TO RECORDING, SO AS TO
SPECIFY CERTAIN METHODS OF PROOF OR ACKNOWLEDGMENT
NECESSARY FOR RECORDING DEEDS OR OTHER WRITTEN INSTRU-
MENTS. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26




   01/25/18 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-51
   01/30/18 House Amended HJ-21
   01/30/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   01/30/18 House Roll call Yeas-114  Nays-0 HJ-22
   01/31/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   01/31/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   01/31/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
SJ-13
   04/26/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-26
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-1 SJ-26
   05/01/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-22
   05/02/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-82
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-83
   05/14/18 Ratified R 261
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 250
H 4674  General Bill, By G.M. Smith and Herbkersman
Similar (S 0794, S 0795, S 0797, S 0798, S 0805)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 23 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 63 SO AS TO ESTAB-
LISH THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DEPARTMENT S POWERS, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES;
TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1310, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
PURPOSE OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE CONTINUUM OF
CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN SHALL BE A DIVI-
SION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND
SECTION 63-11-1340, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE DIRECTOR OF
THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHIL-
DREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF A DIVISION
DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1360, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE
FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHIL-
DREN SHALL MAKE ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-1510, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE INTERAGENCY SYSTEM FOR CARING FOR EMO-
TIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN, SO AS TO CONFORM WITH THE
TRANSFER OF THE CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR EMOTIONALLY DIS-
TURBED CHILDREN TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES;
TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-700, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE FOS-
TER CARE REVIEW BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE FOSTER
CARE REVIEW BOARD SHALL BE A DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-730, AS
AMENDED, RELATING TO BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR EMPLOYEES
AND BOARD MEMBERS, SO AS TO CONFORM WITH THE TRANSFER
OF THE FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
CHILDREN S SERVICES; TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-500, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE CASS ELIAS MCCARTER GUARDIAN AD LITEM
PROGRAM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROGRAM SHALL BE A
DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S SERVICES; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 13-1-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE SHALL ADMINISTER THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPOR-
TUNITY; TO AMEND SECTION 11-35-5270, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE DIVISION OF SMALL AND MINORITY BUSINESS CONTRACTING
AND CERTIFICATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DIVISION MUST
BE ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE STATE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY
AUTHORITY; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-10, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, SO AS TO REFLECT THE
TRANSFER OF CERTAIN OFFICES AND PROGRAMS FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION TO OTHER STATE AGENCIES AS
PROVIDED IN THIS ACT; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 11, CHAPTER 11,
TITLE 63 RELATING TO THE CHILDREN S CASE RESOLUTION SYSTEM.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
H 4675 (Rat # 0262, Act #  0251)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
AN ACT TO AMEND ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 90, TITLE 38, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CAPTIVE INSURANCE
COMPANIES, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO CAPTIVE REINSUR-
ANCE COMPANIES, TO REQUIRE A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY
TO POSSESS AND MAINTAIN FREE AND UNIMPAIRED PAID-IN CAPI-
TAL, SURPLUS, OR A COMBINATION THEREOF AND ESTABLISH
REQUIREMENTS, TO DELETE CERTAIN SURPLUS REFERENCES AND
INCORPORATION REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 90 APPLY TO CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES FORMED
AS A MUTUAL INSURER, TO ESTABLISH REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
FOR CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES AND REMOVE CERTAIN PRO-
VISIONS, TO ALLOW A CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY TO DIS-
COUNT ITS LOSS AND LOSS ADJUSTMENT WITH APPROVAL BY THE
DIRECTOR, TO ESTABLISH OVERSIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR RISK
RETENTION GROUPS AND CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES, TO
ALLOW FOR CERTAIN CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES TO MAKE
LOANS TO ITS PARENT COMPANY AND AFFILIATES WITH APPROVAL
BY THE DIRECTOR, TO ESTABLISH STANDARDS FOR AGGREGATE
TAXES FOR PROTECTED CELLS, TO ALLOW THE DIRECTOR TO
REDUCE CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INACTIVE CAPTIVE
INSURANCE COMPANY, TO REMOVE CERTAIN ASSET REQUIRE-
MENTS, AND TO ALTER PARTICIPANT REQUIREMENTS FOR A SPON-
SORED CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANY; AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 5,
CHAPTER 90, TITLE 38 RELATING TO THE COASTAL CAPTIVE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY ACT. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-27
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-11
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-24
   02/14/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-9
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
14
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-40
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-40
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-38
   05/14/18 Ratified R 262
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/30/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 251
H 4676 (Rat # 0288, Act #  0259)  General Bill, By Collins and Felder
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 56-1-50, AS AMENDED, 56-1-125, 56-1-
175, AS AMENDED, AND 56-1-180, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A BEGIN-
NER S PERMIT, A CONDITIONAL DRIVER S LICENSE, AND A SPECIAL
RESTRICTED DRIVER S LICENSE, AND THE REQUIREMENT THAT CER-
TAIN INDIVIDUALS MUST REGISTER WITH THE UNITED STATES
SELECTIVE SERVICE, ALL SO AS TO EXPAND APPROVAL AUTHORITY
FOR CERTAIN DRIVERS  LICENSES FOR MINORS. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-28




   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
   02/20/18 House Read second time HJ-11
   02/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-11
   02/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   05/02/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-48
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-95
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-95
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-98
   06/28/18 Ratified R 288
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/05/18 Effective date 11/19/18
   07/12/18 Act No. 259
H 4677  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-7-25 SO AS PROVIDE THAT THE GOVERNING
BODY OF A COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY BY ORDINANCE MAY INSTI-
TUTE A CONVENIENCE FEE FOR THE ELECTRONIC PAYMENT OF
TRAFFIC AND OTHER CITATIONS ISSUED ELECTRONICALLY BY LAW
ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS OF THAT JURISDICTION, AND TO PROVIDE
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ELECTRONIC CITATION FEES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 4678  General Bill, By Yow, Henegan, Johnson, Atkinson, Clemmons,
Duckworth, Fry, Hewitt, Jordan and Lowe
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM THE USE TAX, SO
AS TO EXEMPT AN ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE PURCHASED OR LEASED
IN ANOTHER STATE IF THE PURCHASER PAID THE SALES TAX IN THE
OTHER STATE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-29
H 4679  General Bill, By Hardee, Johnson, Duckworth, McGinnis, Yow, D.C.
Moss, Simrill, Felder, Lucas, Spires, Clemmons, Delleney, Gagnon, Hewitt,
McCravy, Pitts, Pope, G.M. Smith, Wheeler and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  AIR AMBULANCE AFFORDABILITY ACT ; BY
ADDING SECTION 44-61-55 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NO AIRCRAFT
MAY BE OPERATED AS AN AIR AMBULANCE WITHOUT A PERMIT
ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL, TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS PERMIT, AND TO
PROVIDE FOR THE DURATION OF THE PERMIT ABSENT REVOCATION
OR SUSPENSION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-20, RELATING TO DEFINI-
TIONS CONCERNING EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES, SO AS TO
DEFINE THE TERM  AIR AMBULANCE ; AND BY ADDING SECTION 38-
71-285 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT ALL INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP
HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES AND HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGA-
NIZATIONS SHALL PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR AIR AMBULANCE
TRANSPORTATION TO A HOSPITAL OR MEDICAL FACILITY FOR
EMERGENCY TREATMENT OR WHEN A PHYSICIAN CONSIDERS AIR
TRANSPORTATION A MEDICAL NECESSITY, TO PROVIDE HOW THIS
COVERAGE MUST PAY FOR AIR AMBULANCE TRANSPORTATION
UNDER THESE POLICIES, TO PROVIDE THIS RATE REQUIREMENT IS
RETROACTIVE FIVE YEARS FROM THE EFFECTIVE DATE, AND TO
PROVIDE NECESSARY DEFINITIONS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-29
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-29
H 4680  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Crosby, Murphy, Elliott, Sottile, Allison,
West, Atwater, W. Newton, Putnam, Ballentine, Bannister, Burns, Davis,
Forrest, Hamilton, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hixon and Jordan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-29-250 SO AS TO CREATE THE SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS (STEM) PATHWAY
RESOURCE NETWORK TO FACILITATE THE PROVISION OF STEM EDU-
CATION THROUGHOUT THE STATE, AND TO PROVIDE RELATED
REQUIREMENTS OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; BY
ADDING ARTICLE 29 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO DEFINE NEC-
ESSARY TERMINOLOGY CONCERNING CONSTRUCTION AND MANU-
FACTURING CAREER PATHWAYS, TO PROVIDE COLLABORATIVE
DESIGN OF A CAREER PATHWAY FOR STUDENTS WITHIN THE CON-
STRUCTION INDUSTRY AND WITHIN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR
TO CONNECT SCHOOL DISTRICTS, TECHNICAL COLLEGES, VOCA-
TIONAL SCHOOLS, JUNIOR COLLEGES, AND FOUR-YEAR INSTITU-
TIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION WITH ADULT EDUCATION
PROGRAMS, LOCAL WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, AND
REGIONAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIPS AND
REGIONAL MANUFACTURING SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS IN A MANNER
TO ALLOW A STUDENT TO EARN INCOME WHILE PROGRESSING
ALONG THE CAREER PATHWAY, TO SPECIFY REQUIREMENTS OF THE
PROGRAM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER
EDUCATION, IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE, SHALL POST CERTAIN INFORMA-
TION CONCERNING THE CAREER PATHWAY ON THE STATE-PRO-
VIDED, FREE ONLINE RESOURCE; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 31 TO
CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO CREATE SEVEN MANUFACTURING
AND CONSTRUCTION CAREER PATHWAY DISTRICTS IN THE STATE,
WITH ONE REPRESENTING EACH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT,
WITHIN EACH OF WHICH ARE ESTABLISHED TWO MANUFACTURING
AND CONSTRUCTION CAREER PATHWAY CENTERS TO PROVIDE
COURSEWORK AND GUIDANCE FOR RESIDENTS SEEKING TO PUR-
SUE STUDIES IN A MANUFACTURING CAREER PATHWAY PROGRAM
OR A CONSTRUCTION CAREER PATHWAY PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE
OVERSIGHT OF THE DISTRICTS AND CENTERS BY THE STATE BOARD
FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE
FOR THE FUNDING FOR THE CENTERS, TO PROVIDE EACH CENTER
MUST BE MANAGED BY A DIRECTOR, AND TO PROVIDE TRANSPOR-
TATION TO AND FROM THE CENTERS BY PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICTS
AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITIES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-30
H 4681  General Bill, By Norrell
Similar (S 0803, S 0908)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-2080, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF A COMMERCIAL
DRIVER S LICENSE AND A COMMERCIAL DRIVER INSTRUCTION PER-
MIT, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PERSON MAY NOT BE ISSUED A COMMER-
CIAL DRIVER S LICENSE OR HAVE HIS DRIVER S LICENSE RENEWED
BEFORE HE COMPLETES A HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION
COURSE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-31
H 4682  General Bill, By Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-9-540, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO METHODS OF PROVIDING PROOF OF
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, SO AS TO DELETE THE FILING OF A
BOND AND THE FILING OF A CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT OF MONEY OR
SECURITIES AS METHODS OF ESTABLISHING PROOF OF FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY; AND TO REPEAL SECTIONS 56-9-570 AND 56-9-580
BOTH RELATING TO ESTABLISHING PROOF OF FINANCIAL RESPONSI-
BILITY BY THE FILING OF A BOND OR A CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT OF
MONEY OR SECURITIES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
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   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-31
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Education and Public Works
HJ-53
   02/20/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   02/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-10
   02/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
H 4683 (Rat # 0186, Act #  0173)  General Bill, By Hewitt, Fry, Erickson,
Clemmons, Duckworth, Yow, Martin, Hardee, Johnson, McGinnis,
Crawford, Anderson, Herbkersman, Sottile, Hixon, Taylor, Arrington, D.C.
Moss, Atwater, S. Rivers, Mace, Lucas, Bradley, Elliott, Atkinson, Bannister,
Loftis, Williams, Jefferson and Hamilton
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  BEACHFRONT MANAGEMENT REFORM ACT ; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-1-60, RELATING TO APPEALS FROM DECISIONS
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
GIVING RISE TO CONTESTED CASES, SO AS TO EXCLUDE DECISIONS
TO ESTABLISH BASELINES OR SETBACK LINES FROM THE APPEAL
PROCEDURES; TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-10, RELATING TO COASTAL
TIDELANDS AND WETLANDS DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO REDEFINE THE
TERM  PRIMARY OCEANFRONT SAND DUNE  FOR PURPOSES OF
ESTABLISHING A BASELINE AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  STORM
SURGE ; AND TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-280, RELATING TO THE
STATE S FORTY-YEAR RETREAT POLICY, SO AS TO IMPLEMENT A
BEACH PRESERVATION POLICY, TO PROHIBIT THE SEAWARD MOVE-
MENT OF A BASELINE FROM A CERTAIN LOCATION, TO ESTABLISH
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CON-
TROL MUST ESTABLISH BASELINES AND SETBACK LINES FOR CER-
TAIN AREAS AND UNDER CERTAIN GUIDELINES, TO PROHIBIT THE
USE OF DATA FROM AN AREA IMPACTED BY A STORM SYSTEM OR
EVENT NAMED BY THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FOR EIGH-
TEEN MONTHS AFTER THE STORM, TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT
TO GRANT A REVIEW OF A BASELINE OR SETBACK LINE FOR A
LANDOWNER, A MUNICIPALITY, COUNTY, OR ORGANIZATION ACT-
ING ON BEHALF OF A LANDOWNER THAT SUBMITS SUBSTANTIAT-
ING EVIDENCE SHOWING AN ADVERSE AFFECT ON HIS PROPERTY
AND TO ESTABLISH GUIDELINES FOR REVIEW; TO AMEND SECTION
48-39-250, RELATING TO LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS REGARDING THE
COASTAL BEACH AND DUNE SYSTEM, SO AS TO REMOVE REFER-
ENCES TO THE RETREAT POLICY; TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-260,
RELATING TO THE STATE S POLICY STATEMENT ON THE BEACH AND
DUNE SYSTEM, SO AS TO REMOVE REFERENCES TO THE RETREAT
POLICY; TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-350, RELATING TO THE LOCAL
COMPREHENSIVE BEACH MANAGEMENT PLAN, SO AS TO REMOVE
REFERENCES TO THE RETREAT POLICY; BY ADDING SECTION 48-39-
285 SO AS TO REQUIRE DHEC TO INITIATE A NEW BASELINE CYCLE
BY NO SOONER THAN JANUARY 1, 2024, AND TO PROVIDE WHICH
BASELINE AND SETBACK LINES WILL BE IN EFFECT FOR A LAND-
OWNER UNTIL THE NEW BASELINE AND SETBACK LINE ARE ESTAB-
LISHED. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-31
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Herbkersman
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Sottile, Hixon,
Taylor, Arrington, D.C.Moss, Atwater, S.Rivers
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace, Lucas
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bradley
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-53
   02/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/22/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-06-18 HJ-15
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Atkin-
son, Bannister
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
   03/07/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 3-8-18 HJ-17
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams, Jef-
ferson, Hamilton
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-29
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-29
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-39
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-104
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   03/29/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-6
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/18/18 Senate Committee Amendment Amended and Adopted SJ-23
   04/18/18 Senate Read second time SJ-23
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-23
   04/19/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-12
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-33
   04/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-34
   05/01/18 Ratified R 186
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 173
H 4684  General Bill, By Chumley, Burns, Long, Magnuson, Robinson-
Simpson, G.R. Smith, Allison, Funderburk, Henderson-Myers and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 2 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 1 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE TIME KNOWN AS EASTERN STANDARD TIME IS
ADVANCED BY ONE HOUR BEGINNING AT 2:00 A.M. ON THE SECOND
SUNDAY OF MARCH OF 2018, AND BEGINNING ON THIS DATE AND
TIME AND THEREAFTER PERMANENTLY BECOMES STANDARD TIME
IN SOUTH CAROLINA WITH NO FURTHER ADJUSTMENTS UNDER
STATE OR FEDERAL LAW, AND TO PROVIDE FOR PROCEDURAL AND
RELATED PROVISIONS TO GIVE THE ABOVE PROVISIONS EFFECT
INCLUDING HAVING THE STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL SUBMIT A
WAIVER REQUEST TO THE FEDERAL SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTA-
TION PERMITTING AND APPROVING THESE PROVISIONS IN ORDER
FOR THEM TO TAKE EFFECT.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-32
H 4685  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING JULY 1, 2019, THE STATE FIS-
CAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY SHALL TRANSFER STATE PUB-
LIC FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING TO A NOT-
FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATION TO BE ESTABLISHED OR DESIGNATED
AS PROVIDED IN THIS ACT FOR THE PURPOSE OF OPERATING IT AS A
PRIVATE AND NOT A PUBLIC INSTITUTION; AND TO PROVIDE THE
TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE
ABOVE REQUIREMENTS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-33
H 4686  General Bill, By Pitts, Weeks, Dillard, Bernstein, Delleney,
Crawford, D.C. Moss, G.M. Smith and Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-69-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE STANDING COM-
MITTEES TO ISSUE SUBPOENAS AND SUBPOENAS DUCES TECUM, SO
AS TO AUTHORIZE THE STANDING COMMITTEES TO ISSUE SUBPOE-
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NAS OR SUBPOENAS DUCES TECUM TO PRIVATE ENTITIES OR INDI-
VIDUALS AS REQUIRED BY LAW, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION .
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-33
H 4687  Concurrent Resolution, By Yow, Henegan and Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES TEALS MILL
POND AND BEAR CREEK ALONG TEALS MILL ROAD IN CHESTER-
FIELD COUNTY  TEALS MILL MEMORIAL BRIDGE  AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING
THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/24/18 House Introduced HJ-71
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-71
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-54
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   02/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/06/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   03/07/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-57
H 4688  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson, Crosby, Daning, Knight,
Brawley and Gilliard
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RAISE THE AWARENESS OF THE
BRADLEY BLAKE FOUNDATION SURROUNDING THE ISSUE OF GUN
VIOLENCE AND TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF JUNE 2018  GUN VIO-
LENCE AWARENESS MONTH .
   01/24/18 House Introduced HJ-71
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-71
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-54
   02/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-13-18 HJ-26
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   02/13/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-21
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
H 4689  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SUZI ROBERTS, MISS
SOUTH CAROLINA 2017, OF PAWLEYS ISLAND, AND TO COMMEND
THE DISCIPLINE, ASPIRATIONS, AND TALENT THAT HAVE ENABLED
HER TO REPRESENT THE PALMETTO STATE WITH DIGNITY AND
POISE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4690  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR ALLY MCCASLIN, MISS SOUTH
CAROLINA TEEN 2017, AND TO COMMEND HER FOR THE DISCIPLINE,
ASPIRATIONS, AND TALENT THAT HAVE ENABLED HER TO REPRE-
SENT THE PALMETTO STATE WITH DIGNITY AND POISE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 4691  Resolution, By Atwater, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DR. LUCAS C.
CLAMP OF RIVER BLUFF HIGH SCHOOL FOR EARNING THE PRESTI-
GIOUS HONOR OF BEING NAMED THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA SEC-
ONDARY PRINCIPAL OF THE YEAR.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4692  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO SUZI
ROBERTS, MISS SOUTH CAROLINA, AND ALLY MCCASLIN, MISS
SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN, ALONG WITH THE OTHER CONTESTANTS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 MISS SOUTH CAROLINA AND MISS SOUTH CAROLINA
TEEN TITLES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-69
H 4693  Resolution, By Hamilton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
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Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MARCH 2, 2018, AS NATIONAL
SPEECH AND DEBATE EDUCATION DAY IN THE STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-70
H 4694  General Bill, By Delleney
A BILL TO ADOPT REVISED CODE VOLUMES 15A AND 18 OF THE
CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, TO THE EXTENT OF
THEIR CONTENTS, AS THE ONLY GENERAL PERMANENT STATUTORY
LAW OF THE STATE; AND TO ADOPT THE 2017 CUMULATIVE SUPPLE-
MENTS TO THE CODE OF LAWS AS PART OF THE CODE AND PROVIDE
THAT THESE SUPPLEMENTS, VOLUMES AS SUPPLEMENTED BY
THEM, AND THE REPLACEMENT VOLUMES CONSTITUTE THE ONLY
GENERAL PERMANENT STATUTORY LAWS OF THE STATE AS OF JAN-
UARY 1, 2018.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-72
H 4695  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-412 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT NOTWITH-
STANDING ANOTHER PROVISION OF LAW, FORMAL APPLICATION TO
AND WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
MUST BE OBTAINED BEFORE THE SALE, ASSIGNMENT, PLEDGE, OR
TRANSFER OF AN EXISTING OR FUTURE FRANCHISE WITH A RETAIL
ELECTRIC PROVIDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS CHAPTER, OR CONTROL OF AN EXISTING OR FUTURE FRAN-
CHISE WITH A RETAIL ELECTRIC PROVIDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER IS CHANGED, ALTERED, OR
AMENDED THROUGH STOCK TRANSFER, LEASE, OR OTHERWISE, OR
A MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION AFFECTING A RETAIL ELECTRIC
PROVIDER  MADE THROUGH ACQUISITION OR CONTROL BY STOCK
PURCHASE OR OTHERWISE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION S APPROVAL MUST BE GIVEN IF JUSTIFIED BY
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE OR NECESSITY, AND THAT THE PROVISIONS
OF THIS SECTION DO NOT APPLY TO REGULAR TRADING IN LISTED
SECURITIES ON RECOGNIZED MARKETS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-72
H 4696  General Bill, By Allison
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-9-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS OF THE BUILDING CODES OR REGULATIONS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR THOSE PERSONS FOUND TO BE IN
VIOLATION OF A BUILDING CODE OR REGULATION ADOPTED PUR-
SUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 9, TITLE 6, AND TO PRO-
VIDE THAT THOSE PERSONS CHARGED WITH VIOLATING A
BUILDING CODE OR REGULATION MUST BE TRIED EXCLUSIVELY IN
THE APPROPRIATE MAGISTRATES OR MUNICIPAL COURT.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-72
H 4697  General Bill, By Bamberg
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-90, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN BAMBERG COUNTY, SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE
MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE
FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-72
   01/25/18 House Read second time HJ-46
   01/25/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-46
   01/25/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-48
   01/26/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   01/30/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   01/30/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-7
H 4698 (Rat # 0263, Act #  0221)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 40-47-32, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS TO
OBTAIN A LICENSE TO PRACTICE MEDICINE IN THE STATE, SO AS TO
WAIVE CERTAIN ADDITIONAL EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS FOR
APPLICANTS WHO ARE TO PRACTICE IN A POSITION WITHIN THE
DISABILITY DETERMINATION SERVICES UNIT OF THE STATE
AGENCY OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 9-1-1540, 9-9-65, AND 9-11-80, RELATING TO DISABILITY
RETIREMENT FOR MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIRE-
MENT SYSTEM, THE RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND THE POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER IS CON-
SIDERED TO BE IN SERVICE ON THE DATE THE APPLICATION FOR
DISABILITY RETIREMENT IS FILED IF THE LAST DAY THE MEMBER
WAS EMPLOYED IN THE SYSTEM OCCURRED NOT MORE THAN ONE
YEAR BEFORE THE DATE OF FILING. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-72
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-58
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-24
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-24
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-15
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-14
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-5
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-103
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-103
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-103
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-153
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-122
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-93  Nays-0 HJ-122
   05/14/18 Ratified R 263
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 221
H 4699  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter
Similar (S 0935)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3775 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INCOME
TAX CREDIT TO AN INDIVIDUAL OR BUSINESS THAT CONSTRUCTS,
PURCHASES, OR LEASES CERTAIN SOLAR ENERGY PROPERTY AND
PLACES IT IN SERVICE IN THIS STATE, AND TO PROVIDE A DEFINI-
TION OF  SOLAR ENERGY PROPERTY .
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
H 4700  General Bill, By Herbkersman and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-2460, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CREDITING PROPERTY TAXES ON
AIRLINES, SO AS TO CREDIT THE PROCEEDS OF TAXES TO THE STATE
AVIATION FUND; AND TO AMEND SECTION 55-5-280, AS AMENDED,
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RELATING TO THE STATE AVIATION FUND, SO AS TO PHASE-IN THE
CREDITING OF THE PROCEEDS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-72
H 4701  General Bill, By S. Rivers, King, Allison, Gilliard, Henderson-Myers
and Henegan
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  B.P. ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-140,
RELATING TO BULLYING PROHIBITION POLICIES ADOPTED BY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR
RESPONDING TO AND REMEDIATING ALLEGATIONS OF BULLYING,
AND TO REQUIRE AN APPEALS PROCEDURE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-73
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-4
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hill, McCravy, Thayer,
White, Gagnon, Pitts, Atwater, Fry, Toole, William, Mag-
nuson HJ-77
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-60
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-60
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-20 HJ-65
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-46
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-14
H 4702  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Bennett, Allison and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  B.P. ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-140,
RELATING TO BULLYING PROHIBITION POLICIES ADOPTED BY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WHEN SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS DETERMINE THAT A STUDENT HAS COMMITTED A PROHIB-
ITED ACT, THE SCHOOL SHALL NOTIFY HIS PARENT, GUARDIAN, OR
ANOTHER ADULT WHO CONSENTS TO HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THE STUDENT WITHIN ONE BUSINESS DAY, AND SHALL THEN MEET
WITH THE STUDENT AND HIS PARENT, GUARDIAN, OR ANOTHER
ADULT WHO CONSENTS TO HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE STU-
DENT WITHIN THREE BUSINESS DAYS AFTER THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN;
TO PROVIDE THE STUDENT MUST BE SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL
UNTIL HE AND HIS PARENT, GUARDIAN, OR ANOTHER ADULT WHO
CONSENTS TO HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE STUDENT AGREES
TO ATTEND COUNSELING OFFERED OR APPROVED BY THE DISTRICT;
TO PROVIDE THE DISTRICT SHALL MAKE COUNSELORS, SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGISTS, OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED OR CONTRACTED BY THE DISTRICT AVAILABLE FOR
THIS COUNSELING; TO PROVIDE THE DISTRICT SHALL INFORM THE
STUDENT AND HIS PARENTS, GUARDIANS, AND OTHER ADULTS WHO
CONSENT TO HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE STUDENT THAT THE
REQUIREMENTS PROSCRIBED BY THE COUNSELOR MUST BE MET OR
THE STUDENT WILL BE SUSPENDED UNTIL SUCH COUNSELING
REQUIREMENTS ARE MET, WHICH MUST INCLUDE ATTENDANCE BY
THE PARENTS AT TWO OF FIVE COUNSELING SESSIONS; AND TO PRO-
VIDE THE DISTRICT SHALL INFORM ANOTHER SCHOOL IN WHICH
THE STUDENTS SEEKS TO ENROLL OF THE STUDENT S MISCONDUCT
AND FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH RELATED COUNSELING REQUIRE-
MENTS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-73
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
H 4703  General Bill, By S. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
INITIATIVE ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-2320, RELATING TO ALLO-
CATION AND APPORTIONMENT OF INCOME, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE
THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT
ESTABLISHING THE ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT OF THE
INCOME OF A TAXPAYER THAT BUILDS OR EXPANDS A NATURAL
GAS PIPELINE AND INVESTS AT LEAST TEN MILLION DOLLARS; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO EXEMP-
TIONS FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT BUILDING
MATERIALS NECESSARY TO BUILD OR EXPAND NATURAL GAS PIPE-
LINES IN THIS STATE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-74
H 4704 (Rat # 0187, Act #  0174)  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Erickson,
Chumley, Yow, Herbkersman, Hiott, Hixon, McCravy and Pitts
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 48-39-130, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERMITS TO UTILIZE CRITICAL
AREAS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO ISSUE GENERAL PERMITS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-74
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-52
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-1 HJ-13
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-15
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   03/29/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-7
   04/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Read second time SJ-14
   04/17/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-14
   04/18/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-20
   05/01/18 Ratified R 187
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 174
H 4705 (Rat # 0264, Act #  0222)  General Bill, By Bannister, Elliott,
Arrington, Long, Chumley, B. Newton, Martin, Henderson-Myers, G.R.
Smith, Trantham, Bryant, Hamilton, Hixon, S. Rivers, Stringer, Brawley and
Ballentine
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATED REPORTERS OF CHILD
ABUSE OR NEGLECT, SO AS TO ADD RELIGIOUS COUNSELORS AS
MANDATED REPORTERS AND TO REQUIRE MANDATED REPORTERS
TO COMPLY WITH THE INDIVIDUAL DUTY TO REPORT; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 63-7-450, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES DUTY TO NOTIFY MANDATED REPORTERS OF
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORREC-
TIONS. - ratified title
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-55
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Ballentine
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   02/20/18 House Amended HJ-13
   02/20/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   02/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-15
   02/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   02/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-7
   03/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment General SJ-
11
   04/19/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-16
   04/26/18 Senate Amended SJ-25
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-25
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-25
   05/01/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-24
   05/02/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-84
   05/02/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-84
   05/14/18 Ratified R 264
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 222
H 4706  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 25 TO CHAPTER 9, TITLE 58 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SOUTH CAROLINA NET NEUTRALITY PROTECTION AND MAIN-
TENANCE ACT , TO DEFINE RELEVANT TERMS, TO PROVIDE THAT A
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER
ENGAGED IN THE PROVISION OF BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS
SERVICE PUBLICLY SHALL DISCLOSE ACCURATE INFORMATION
REGARDING THE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, PERFOR-
MANCE, AND COMMERCIAL TERMS OF ITS BROADBAND INTERNET
ACCESS SERVICES SUFFICIENT FOR CONSUMERS TO MAKE
INFORMED CHOICES REGARDING USE OF THESE SERVICES AND FOR
CONTENT, APPLICATION, SERVICE, AND DEVICE PROVIDERS TO
DEVELOP, MARKET, AND MAINTAIN INTERNET OFFERINGS, AND TO
PROHIBIT CERTAIN PRACTICES BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS ENGAGED IN THE PROVISION OF
BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICE IN SOUTH CAROLINA; TO
PROVIDE THAT VIOLATIONS OF THIS ACT ARE NOT REASONABLE IN
RELATION TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRESERVATION OF BUSINESS
AND CONSTITUTE AN UNFAIR OR DECEPTIVE ACT IN TRADE OR
COMMERCE AND AN UNFAIR METHOD OF COMPETITION FOR THE
PURPOSE OF APPLYING THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSUMER PROTEC-
TION CODE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PUBLIC ENTITY MAY NOT
ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH A TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER ENGAGED IN THE PROVISION OF
BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICE IN SOUTH CAROLINA
UNLESS THE CONTRACT INCLUDES A REPRESENTATION THAT THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER IS NOT
CURRENTLY ENGAGED IN, AND AN AGREEMENT THAT THE TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS OR INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER WILL NOT
ENGAGE IN, THOSE PRACTICES PROHIBITED BY THIS ACT.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-75
H 4707  General Bill, By Hill, Gagnon, Thayer and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-510, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ACTIVITIES TO DO WITH
FIREARMS THAT MAY NOT BE REGULATED BY A POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISION OF THE STATE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A POLITICAL SUBDI-
VISION MAY NOT REGULATE FIREARM ACCESSORIES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 4708  General Bill, By Hill, Gagnon and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON OR HIS IMMEDIATE
FAMILY MEMBERS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A HUNTING
LICENSE TO HUNT ON PROPERTY THAT CONTAINS THEIR PRIMARY
RESIDENCE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-76
H 4709  General Bill, By Hill, Gagnon, Thayer and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-215, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CON-
CEALED WEAPON PERMITS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROVISION THAT
PROHIBITS THE CARRYING OF A CONCEALABLE WEAPON INTO CER-
TAIN LOCATIONS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   01/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 4710  General Bill, By Hill, Williams, McKnight, Yow, West, Gagnon,
McCravy, Wheeler, Parks, Henegan, Caskey, Gilliard, Brown, B. Newton,
Allison, Chumley, Long, Elliott, Henderson and Blackwell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 147 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE PERSIAN
GULF WAR VETERAN SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-76
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-5
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Wheeler,
Parks, Henegan, Caskey, Gilliard, Brown, B.Newton, Alli-
son, Chumley, Long
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, Hen-
derson, Blackwell
   03/08/18 House Debate adjourned until Mon., 3-12-18 HJ-83
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-11
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-11
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-14
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/08/18 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation SJ-18
   05/08/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-18
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-43
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-30  Nays-8 SJ-43
   05/10/18 Senate Amended
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-1
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-124
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-4  Nays-82 HJ-124
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed McElveen, Shealy, Jackson SJ-110
H 4711  General Bill, By Sandifer and Mack
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 37-3-202, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADDITIONAL CHARGES A LENDER MAY
CHARGE IN CONNECTION WITH A CONSUMER LOAN, SO AS TO
ALLOW A LENDER TO CHARGE A CONVENIENCE FEE FOR ACCEPT-
ING AN ELECTRONIC PAYMENT AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN STAN-
DARDS FOR THE CONVENIENCE FEE.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
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   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-76
H 4712  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Taylor, Loftis, Burns, Elliott,
Magnuson, Bennett, Chumley, Hamilton, Hardee, Atwater, Crosby, Allison,
Bannister, Trantham, Daning, Long, S. Rivers, Toole and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REQUISITE STUDY OF THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION AND OTHER TEXTS REFLECTING THE HIS-
TORY OF THE UNITED STATES IN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS AND PUB-
LICLY SUPPORTED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION MAY IDENTIFY
RELATED RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND TO
REMOVE A LOYALTY OATH, AMONG OTHER THINGS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-29-130, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT THESE SUB-
JECTS BE GIVEN FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR, SO AS TO REVISE THE
REQUIREMENT FOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; AND TO REPEAL
SECTION 59-29-140 RELATING TO THE ROLE OF THE STATE SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF EDUCATION TO ENFORCE THESE STUDY REQUIRE-
MENTS AND PRESCRIBE SUITABLE TESTS, AND SECTION 59-29-150
RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR FAILING TO COMPLY WITH THESE
PROVISIONS.
   01/24/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-77
H 4713  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT EXIT 197
ALONG INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 26 IN BERKELEY COUNTY  COLONEL
CHRISTOPHER N. WILLIAMSON INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPRO-
PRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS
DESIGNATION.
   01/24/18 House Introduced HJ-71
   01/24/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-71
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Davis,
S.Rivers, Crosby, Daning
H 4714  General Bill, By Norrell and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 25, TITLE 16 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  TEEN DATING VIOLENCE PREVENTION ACT , TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS, CREATE THE OFFENSE OF TEEN DATING VIOLENCE,
PROVIDE A PENALTY, ALLOW VICTIMS TO SEEK ORDERS OF PROTEC-
TION OR RESTRAINING ORDERS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
AND PROHIBIT A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THE PROVISIONS OF THE
SECTION FROM PARTICIPATING IN A PRETRIAL INTERVENTION PRO-
GRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 59-32-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR
PURPOSES OF THE COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH EDUCATION ACT, SO
AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  TEEN DATING VIOLENCE ; AND TO AMEND
SECTIONS 59-32-20, AS AMENDED, 59-32-30, AS AMENDED, AND 59-32-
50, ALL RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH EDUCATION ACT, ALL SO AS TO REQUIRE THE INCLUSION
OF TEEN DATING VIOLENCE EDUCATION IN THE COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH EDUCATION CURRICULUM AND MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-2
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
H 4715 (Rat # 0265, Act #  0223)  General Bill, By Kirby, Ott, Hiott, Hixon,
Chumley, Burns, Johnson, Duckworth, Wheeler, Dillard, Forrest and
Atkinson
Similar (S 1051)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-11, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO WATERCRAFT DEALER DEMONSTRA-
TION NUMBERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR A THIRTY-DOLLAR APPLI-
CATION FEE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXPIRATION OF
DEMONSTRATION NUMBERS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE USE OF FEE
REVENUE; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-70, RELATING TO WATERCRAFT
CERTIFICATE OF NUMBER FEES AND DECALS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT
THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES FROM ISSUING DUPLI-
CATE DECALS WHEN AD VALOREM TAXES ARE OUTSTANDING; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-23-340, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION FEE FOR
WATERCRAFT CERTIFICATE OF NUMBERS, SO AS TO REDUCE THE
FEE TO TEN DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-345, RELATING TO
TEMPORARY WATERCRAFT CERTIFICATE OF NUMBERS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE A CERTIFICATE OF NUMBER MAY NOT BE ISSUED UNTIL AD
VALOREM TAXES ARE PAID FOR THE YEAR IN WHICH THE CERTIFI-
CATE IS ISSUED; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-370, RELATING TO THE
EXPIRATION AND RENEWAL OF WATERCRAFT CERTIFICATES OF
NUMBER, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSUANCE OF RENEWAL
NOTICES AND PROCESSING OF RENEWALS BY COUNTY AUDITORS,
AND TO MAKE RENEWALS ANNUAL INSTEAD OF EVERY THREE
YEARS, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE
PROVISIONS OVER A THREE-YEAR PERIOD; BY ADDING SECTION 50-
23-12 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COMPLETION OF CERTAIN CHANGE IN
STATUS FORMS FOR WATERCRAFT AND OUTBOARD MOTOR TRADE-
INS; BY ADDING SECTION 50-23-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE ISSU-
ANCE OF WATERCRAFT TITLES UPON PROVIDING EVIDENCE OF AD
VALOREM TAX PAYMENT, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; AND BY
ADDING ARTICLE 26 TO CHAPTER 37, TITLE 12 SO AS TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES CONCERNING ASSESSMENTS AND PAYMENTS FOR
PROPERTY TAXATION OF BOATS AND WATERCRAFT AND THE ISSU-
ANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF NUMBER FOR BOATS AND WATERCRAFT.
- ratified title
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-3
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-54
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-109
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-109
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-114
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-14
   04/26/18 Senate Polled out of committee Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-6
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
6
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-82
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-82
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-97
   05/14/18 Ratified R 265
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 01/01/20
   05/31/18 Act No. 223
H 4716  Concurrent Resolution, By Bales
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WELCOME THE NATIONAL COM-
MANDER OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, THE HONORABLE DENISE H.
ROHAN, TO SOUTH CAROLINA AND INVITE HER TO ADDRESS THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN JOINT SESSION IN THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AT 12:30 P.M. ON
TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 2018.
   01/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-2
   01/25/18 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   01/25/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-9
   02/01/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-6
   02/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-6
   02/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
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   02/06/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-23
H 4717  General Bill, By Henderson-Myers, J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Henegan,
Cobb-Hunter, Brawley, Douglas, Pendarvis and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA NURSING MOTHERS ACT  BY
ADDING SECTION 10-5-300 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEFORE JULY 1,
2019, GOVERNMENTAL BUILDINGS AND BUILDINGS OWNED BY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS MUST PROVIDE CERTAIN ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WOMEN TO BREASTFEED CHILDREN OR
EXPRESS BREAST MILK; BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3740 SO AS TO
PROVIDE TAX CREDITS FOR RESIDENT EMPLOYERS THAT PROVIDE
SUITABLE ACCOMMODATIONS TO BREASTFEED CHILDREN OR TO
EXPRESS BREAST MILK; AND BY ADDING SECTION 41-1-130 SO AS TO
PROVIDE CERTAIN EMPLOYERS DAILY SHALL PROVIDE REASON-
ABLE UNPAID BREAK TIMES TO EMPLOYEES WHO NEED TO BREAST-
FEED CHILDREN OR EXPRESS BREAST MILK, AND TO PROVIDE
THESE BREAK TIMES MUST RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH EXISTING
EMPLOYEE BREAK TIMES, IF POSSIBLE.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-4
   01/31/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: J.E.Smith,
Bernstein
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter,
Brawley, Douglas
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis,
Thigpen
H 4718  General Bill, By Felder
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-510, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN EMPLOYEES BEING ABLE TO
EXERCISE THE OPTION OF NOT BECOMING MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO ADD PART-TIME SCHOOL
CAFETERIA WORKERS.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-4
H 4719  Resolution, By Hixon, Blackwell, Clyburn, Taylor and Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LARK JONES,
MAYOR OF NORTH AUGUSTA, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT AFTER THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4720  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME REVEREND DR. SAMUEL C.
TOLBERT, JR., AND HIS MESSAGE TO SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THE
OCCASION OF THE JERUSALEM MISSIONARY BAPTIST AND EDUCA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION S PRAISE AND PRAYER WEEKEND.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 4721  Resolution, By West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE HONORABLE JAMES P.
SONNY  DAVIS ON HIS RETIREMENT FROM HONEA PATH TOWN
COUNCIL AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF
COMMITTED SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN OF HONEA
PATH.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 4722  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF
IMPROVING AWARENESS OF HEALTH SELF-CARE AND THE VALUE IT
REPRESENTS TO THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
DECLARE FEBRUARY 2018 AS SELF-CARE MONTH IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4723  General Bill, By Loftis, Burns, Magnuson, Long, Chumley and D.C.
Moss
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-260 SO AS TO REQUIRE ELECTRIC UTILI-
TIES AND COOPERATIVES TO OFFER CUSTOMERS A NO-FEE SMART
METER OPT-OUT, TO REQUIRE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION TO
SUBMIT CERTAIN REPORTS TO THE SENATE AND HOUSE COMMIT-
TEES ON LABOR, COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY, AND TO PROVIDE
DEFINITIONS.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-64
H 4724  General Bill, By Putnam and Martin
Similar (S 0996, H 4628)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 37-20-210 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
TO PROHIBIT A TELEMARKETER OR TELEPHONE SOLICITOR FROM
MAKING A CONSUMER TELEPHONE CALL WITH A SPOOFED TELE-
PHONE NUMBER THAT DISPLAYS A SOUTH CAROLINA AREA CODE
ON THE RECIPIENT S CALLER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM UNLESS THE
TELEMARKETER OR TELEPHONE SOLICITOR MAINTAINS A PHYSI-
CAL PRESENCE IN THE STATE, TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLA-
TIONS, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-65
H 4725  General Bill, By Brown, Mack, Gilliard, Thigpen, Dillard and
Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-2210, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TEACHER AND
EMPLOYEE RETENTION INCENTIVE PROGRAM, SO AS TO EXTEND
THE DATE ON WHICH THE AVAILABILITY OF PARTICIPATION IN THE
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PROGRAM ENDS TO JUNE 30, 2021; AND TO AMEND ACT 278 OF 2012,
RELATING TO RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, SO AS TO EXTEND THE DATE
ON WHICH SECTION 9-1-2210 IS REPEALED UNTIL JUNE 30, 2021.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
H 4726  General Bill, By Pitts, Gagnon, Atwater, Jefferson, Caskey and
Elliott
Similar (S 1079)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-5670, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DUTIES IMPOSED ON A DEMOLISHER
OR SECONDARY METALS RECYCLER, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM
AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLER , TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN PROVISIONS
IN THIS SECTION APPLY TO AN AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLER, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION
SHALL NOT APPLY TO SALES CONDUCTED AT SALVAGE POOL AUC-
TIONS.
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-65
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gagnon
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Caskey, Elliott
H 4727 (Rat # 0266, Act #  0224)  General Bill, By White, Hardee, Yow,
Huggins, Jefferson, Hosey, Anderson, West, Hewitt, Finlay, Ott, Duckworth,
Sandifer, Davis, Clary, B. Newton, J.E. Smith, Rutherford, Bernstein, W.
Newton, Herbkersman, McCoy, Lowe, Elliott and S. Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 48-59-30, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION
BANK DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO REDEFINE THE TERM  ELIGIBLE
TRUST FUND RECIPIENT ; TO AMEND SECTION 48-59-40, RELATING TO
THE BOARD OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK, SO AS
TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD; TO AMEND SECTION 48-59-50, RELATING TO THE POWERS
AND DUTIES OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK, SO AS
TO REQUIRE THE BANK TO COLLABORATE AND ADVISE ON MITIGA-
TION EFFORTS WHEN REQUESTED, TO AUTHORIZE THE BANK TO
DEVELOP CONSERVATION CRITERIA TO ADVANCE AND SUPPORT
FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL CONSERVATION GOALS, TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON WHO MAY SERVE AS EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, AND TO PROHIBIT THE AWARD OF A GRANT OR LOAN UNLESS
THE FUNDS ARE PRESENTLY AVAILABLE IN THE TRUST FUND; TO
AMEND SECTION 48-59-70, RELATING TO GRANTS OR LOANS FOR
LAND INTERESTS, SO AS TO EXPAND THE CONSERVATION CRITERIA
TO INCLUDE THE VALUE OF THE PROPOSAL FOR ACCESS TO THE
PUBLIC, TO REQUIRE A DETAILED STATEMENT OF APPLICABLE FEES
AND COSTS OF THE ACQUISITION OF THE INTEREST IN THE LAND ON
THE APPLICATION, TO REQUIRE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A GRANT
REVIEW COMMITTEE, AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN APPLICATION
REQUIREMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 48-59-110, RELATING TO USE
RESTRICTIONS ON TRUST FUNDS, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE BANK
TO AWARD ADDITIONAL GRANT FUNDS TO CERTAIN AGENCIES FOR
THE ACQUISITION OF FEE SIMPLE TITLE TO LAND AND TO ESTAB-
LISH APPLICATION AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; TO REPEAL
SECTION 12-24-95 AND 12-24-97 BOTH RELATING TO THE PORTION OF
THE DEED RECORDING FEE CREDITED TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CONSERVATION BANK TRUST FUND; TO REPEAL SECTION 27-8-120
RELATING TO THE REPEAL OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSERVA-
TION BANK; TO REPEAL SECTION 48-59-75 RELATING TO THE
RESTRICTION OF DEED RECORDING FEES TO THE TRUST FUND; AND
TO REPEAL SECTIONS 3, 4, 5, AND 7 OF ACT 200 OF 2002 RELATING TO
THE REQUIREMENT TO PERIODICALLY REAUTHORIZE THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CONSERVATION BANK TRUST FUND. - ratified title
   01/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   01/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
   01/30/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis, Clary
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: B.Newton,
J.E.Smith, Rutherford, Bernstein, W.Newton, Herbkers-
man, McCoy
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Lowe
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-22
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott, S.Riv-
ers
   02/14/18 House Amended HJ-30
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-30
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-3 HJ-33
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-9
   02/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
12
   03/15/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/20/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-18
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Amended SJ-28
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-28
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-9
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-17-18 HJ-33
   04/17/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-15
   04/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-68
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-76
   05/03/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-27
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-0  Nays-97 HJ-28
   05/08/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Setzler, Campsen, Campbell SJ-34
   05/08/18 House Conference committee appointed White, Lowe, Hosey HJ-
6
   05/10/18 Senate Free conference powers granted SJ-76
   05/10/18 Senate Free conference committee appointed Setzler, Campsen,
Campbell SJ-76
   05/10/18 Senate Free conference report adopted SJ-76
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-76
   05/10/18 House Free conference powers granted HJ-28
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-29
   05/10/18 House Free conference report adopted HJ-30
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-44
   05/10/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-49
   05/14/18 Ratified R 266
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 07/01/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 224
H 4728  Resolution, By Caskey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE VALUABLE CONTRIBU-
TIONS SOUTH CAROLINA S CITIES AND TOWNS MAKE TO OUR STATE
S ECONOMIC PROSPERITY THROUGH THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH
LOCAL BUSINESSES AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2018,
AS  CITIES MEAN BUSINESS DAY. 
   01/30/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4729 (Rat # 0155, Act #  0147)  General Bill, By Delleney, Yow, McCravy,
Finlay, Spires, Loftis, G.R. Smith, Norrell, Funderburk, Huggins, Magnuson,
Hewitt, Cobb-Hunter, Jordan, Clary, Johnson, Bennett, Martin, Bernstein,
W. Newton, Fry, G.M. Smith, Caskey, Long, Burns, Chumley, Bannister,
Trantham, Bryant, Duckworth, Elliott, Forrest, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hiott, McCoy, D.C. Moss, Pitts, Pope, Simrill, J.E. Smith,
Tallon, Toole, Wheeler, White, Willis and King
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-6-141 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE FROM ISSUING MORE THAN THREE RETAIL DEALER
LICENSES TO ONE LICENSEE AND PROVIDE THAT A LICENSEE MAY
BE ISSUED ADDITIONAL LICENSES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUM-
STANCES; BY ADDING SECTION 61-6-151 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A
LICENSEE FROM HAVING AN INTEREST IN A RETAIL LIQUOR STORE
OTHER THAN THE STORES COVERED BY HIS RETAIL DEALER S
LICENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-1636, RELATING TO THE SALE OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BY THE DRINK, SO AS TO ALLOW A LICENSED
WHOLESALER TO DELIVER NEW ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR TO A PERSON
LICENSED TO SELL ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS FOR ON-PREMISES CON-
SUMPTION UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO ESTABLISH
CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FIRST BILL OF LADING; AND TO
ESTABLISH A SCHEDULE FOR THE INCREMENTAL INCREASE OF
RETAIL LICENSES THAT MAY BE ISSUED TO ONE LICENSEE. - ratified
title
   01/30/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/30/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
   01/30/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-49
   02/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Delleney HJ-14
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: King
   02/13/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Magnuson, Sandifer, Norrell,
Whitmire, Blackwell, Taylor, Pope, DC Moss, Mack,
Pendarvis, Brown, Robinson-Simson, Hiott, GR Smith,
Trantham, Ott, Clary HJ-17
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-1 HJ-48
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-38
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   03/08/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Rankin (ch), Hutto, Senn,
Climer, M.B.Matthews
   03/15/18 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-14
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-14
   03/20/18 Senate Special order, set for March 20, 2018 SJ-52
   03/21/18 Senate Amended SJ-31
   03/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-8 SJ-31
   03/21/18 Senate Read second time SJ-31
   03/21/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-33  Nays-8 SJ-31
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-13
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/03/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-27
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-1 HJ-28
   04/03/18 Ratified R 155
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 147
H 4730  General Bill, By Ott
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-260 SO AS TO REQUIRE AN ELECTRICAL
UTILITY THAT OPERATES A SOLAR FARM TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN
A VEGETATIVE BUFFER AROUND THE FARM AND TO DEFINE NECES-
SARY TERMS.
   01/30/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   01/30/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
H 4731  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THOMAS RILEY
SHULER OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4732  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JUSTIN DONALD
ROBERTS OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT,
THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4733  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
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Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DAWSON T.
BLANCHARD OF CONWAY FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 4734  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NATHAN PATRICK
KOHLER OF CONWAY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4735  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHARLES DAVID POPLIN
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4736  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JACOB L. TURBEVILLE
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4737  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOSEPH PAUL WHITTON
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 4738  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THOMAS KEANE OF
MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 4739  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
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Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NOAH JAKE CARSCH OF
LITTLE RIVER FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 4740  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE QUINN HUNTER BLAN-
KENSHIP OF LITTLE RIVER FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 4741  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LUKE JOSEPH ASH-
WORTH OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 4742  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JONATHAN N. TURREN-
TINE OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 4743  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JASON A. TURRENTINE
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 4744  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION CONGRATULATE GRIFFIN CHANDLER SARVIS
OF GALIVANTS FERRY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 4745  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
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Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RYAN JOSEPH RUCKMAN
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 4746  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RYAN THOMAS
STEPHENS OF DILLON FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 4747  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR TANNER S. WIL-
LIAMS OF HAMER FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4748  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM CECIL
ALLEN OF LATTA FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 4749  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MATTHEW A.
BELISSARY OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT,
THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-39
H 4750  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HARRISON A.
HAMILTON OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT,
THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
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   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-40
H 4751  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CASEY JOSEPH
KING OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-41
H 4752  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOSEPH WESLEY
HORONZY OF CONWAY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-41
H 4753  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DANIEL PATRICK
ARTEAGA OF MURRELLS INLET FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOM-
PLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-42
H 4754  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHANDLER JOSEPH
MOORE OF GALIVANTS FERRY FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-43
H 4755  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARK DAVID ALEXAN-
DER OF MURRELLS INLET FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISH-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-43
H 4756  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PATRICK JOHN TIPPETT
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-44
H 4757  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRANDON G. IADONISI
OF MYRTLE BEACH FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEV-
ING THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST
AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 4758  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MILO TATE VACCA, JR.,
OF LORIS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 4759  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NATHAN MICHAEL
ARANT FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-46
H 4760  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DYLAN AUSTIN SMITH
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 4761  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BRYCE KINON LALIB-
ERTE FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 4762  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
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Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JARED KYLE WILLING
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 4763  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE RYAN NEURIC SMITHEY
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 4764  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ISAAC WILLIAM ROWE
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 4765  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BENJAMIN MICHAEL
SIVILLO FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 4766  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE WILLIAM CARLISLE
COVINGTON III FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING
THE CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-51
H 4767  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AUSTIN DAVIS FOR HIS
REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMER-
ICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED RANK
OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4768  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
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Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ZACHARY BRIAN CUN-
NINGHAM FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 4769  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JOSHUA WESLEY AMER-
SON FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 4770  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CALEB JEREMY
POLSTON OF BENNETTSVILLE FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT,
THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 4771  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHANDLER
JACOB HERNDON OF BENNETTSVILLE FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY
ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF
EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 4772  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM DAVID
DOUGLAS OF CHESTERFIELD FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVE-
MENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT,
THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 4773  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CONRAD GRAY KENNER
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4774  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PAXTON LANGLEY ROB-
ERTS FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4775  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DALTON MICHAEL
PROSSER FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4776  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ANDREW WILLIAM
FREEMAN FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4777  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LANDON JOSEPH
HARDEE FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY
SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE
CELEBRATED RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN
SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4778  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SEAN THOMAS CANNON
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4779  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MICHAEL JOSEPH PERRY
FOR HIS REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF
AMERICA AND TO SALUTE HIM UPON ACHIEVING THE CELEBRATED
RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4780  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
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Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MASON HUM-
PHREY ROSS OF LAKE VIEW FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-61
H 4781  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WILLIAM
STUCKEY LYNN OF DILLON FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4782  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JARED MICHAEL
YEAGER OF MARION FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4783  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FRENCH MCKIN-
LEY SMITH IV OF MULLINS FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 4784  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ELIJAH FRANK-
LIN HAIRE OF CHERAW FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN
THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4785  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KEEGAN PAT-
RICK SHERMAN OF LATTA FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
IN THE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
UPON ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE
HIGHEST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4786  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
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Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JASON JAMES
PERSON OF MARION FOR HIS NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
ACHIEVING THE PRESTIGIOUS RANK OF EAGLE SCOUT, THE HIGH-
EST AWARD IN SCOUTING.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 4787  Resolution, By Brawley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SARAH SUMTER JONES
OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
H 4788  Resolution, By Mace, Daning, Crosby, Robinson-Simpson, Sottile,
Hewitt, Alexander, Cobb-Hunter, Erickson, Norrell, McCoy, Ott, Jefferson,
W. Newton, Henegan, Cogswell, Blackwell, Bradley, Brown, Dillard,
Duckworth, Herbkersman, Pendarvis, S. Rivers and Stavrinakis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE OPPOSITION OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO OFFSHORE DRILLING
ACTIVITIES OFF OF SOUTH CAROLINA S PRECIOUS COAST.
   01/31/18 House Introduced HJ-67
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-67
H 4789  Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE DEEP SORROW OF THE
MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
UPON HEARING OF THE PASSING OF KARSON BAILEY WHITESELL OF
ROCK HILL AND TO OFFER THEIR SINCEREST CONDOLENCES TO HER
LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4790  Resolution, By Ott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE PROFES-
SIONAL ENGINEERS WHO LIVE AND WORK IN THE GREAT STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS TO
HONOR OUR ENGINEERS FOR THEIR MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
PALMETTO STATE S QUALITY OF LIFE, AND TO DECLARE WEDNES-
DAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2018, AS  PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 4791  Resolution, By Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNION HILL MISSION-
ARY BAPTIST CHURCH AND TO CONGRATULATE AND COMMEND
THE PASTOR AND CONGREGATION FOR THEIR YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE TO THE PAGELAND COMMUNITY.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 4792  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Bernstein, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR IRVING
ROTH, A SURVIVOR OF THE AUSCHWITZ AND BUCHENWALD CON-
CENTRATION CAMPS, FOR HIS DEDICATION AND DETERMINATION IN
EDUCATING PEOPLE ABOUT THE HOLOCAUST AND TO WELCOME
HIM TO THE GREAT STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   01/31/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-68
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-4
H 4793  Concurrent Resolution, By Jordan, Alexander, Kirby, Lowe and
Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CHIEF
LARUE HENDRIX OF THE WEST FLORENCE FIRE DEPARTMENT UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER OVER FORTY-THREE
YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-69
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-5
H 4794  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Bernstein, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE HISTORICAL CON-
NECTION OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE TO THE ANCIENT AND SACRED
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CITY OF JERUSALEM AND CONDEMNING EFFORTS AT THE UNITED
NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZA-
TION (UNESCO) TO DENY JUDAISM S MILLENNIA-OLD HISTORICAL,
RELIGIOUS, AND CULTURAL TIES TO JERUSALEM.
   01/31/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-69
   02/01/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   02/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 4795 (Rat # 0267, Act #  0225)  General Bill, By Herbkersman, Simrill, W.
Newton and Bradley
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-15-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS
REGARDING THE REGULATION OF MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBU-
TORS, AND DEALERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  DEALER
OR  MOTOR VEHICLE DEALER  TO EXCLUDE CERTAIN PERSONS CON-
DUCTING AUCTIONS OF CERTAIN INVESTMENT GRADE OR COLLEC-
TOR MOTOR VEHICLES, AND TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS FOR CERTAIN
ADDITIONAL TERMS. - ratified title
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-71
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   02/01/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-27
   02/06/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-20-18 HJ-31
   02/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 2-27-18 HJ-7
   02/27/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-13-18 HJ-8
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-10
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bradley
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-43
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-43
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-2 HJ-47
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   03/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-5
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-106
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-106
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-106
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-153
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-98
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-90  Nays-0 HJ-98
   05/14/18 Ratified R 267
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 225
H 4796  General Bill, By McCoy, J.E. Smith, Arrington, Ballentine, Clary,
Huggins, Mace, Norrell and Funderburk
Similar (S 0890)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 41 TO TITLE 58 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
PROCUREMENT OF LOWEST-COST ENERGY FROM INDEPENDENT
POWER PRODUCERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-39-120, RELATING
TO THE DEFINITIONS OF TERMS APPLICABLE TO CHAPTER 39, TITLE
58, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITIONS OF  AC  AND  AVOIDED COSTS
.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-71
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins
   03/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell, Fun-
derburk
H 4797  General Bill, By Hosey
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-100, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOT-
ING PRECINCTS IN BARNWELL COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE
THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS
MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL
AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND TO UPDATE POLLING LOCATIONS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-71
   01/31/18 House Referred to Barnwell Delegation HJ-71
   02/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable Barnwell Delegation HJ-4
   02/07/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   02/07/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-16
   02/08/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 4798  General Bill, By Long, Hamilton, Chumley, Burns, Martin,
McCravy, Hixon, Taylor, Forrest, Young, Trantham, G.R. Smith, Magnuson,
Sandifer, Loftis, Bennett, Hosey, Anderson, W. Newton, Toole, Atwater and
Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-31-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO A PERSON S RIGHT TO ALLOW THE
CARRYING OF A CONCEALABLE WEAPON ON HIS PROPERTY, SO AS
TO PROVIDE THAT THIS PROVISION DOES NOT PRECLUDE A REAL
ESTATE AGENT, A PROSPECTIVE PROPERTY PURCHASER, OR BOTH
WHO HOLD A CONCEALED WEAPON PERMIT FROM CARRYING A
CONCEALABLE WEAPON UPON CERTAIN PROPERTIES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-72
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Taylor,
Forrest, Young
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Trantham,
G.R.Smith, Magnuson, Sandifer, Loftis, Bennett, Hosey,
Anderson, W.Newton, Toole, Atwater, Spires
H 4799 (Rat # 0268, Act #  0226)  General Bill, By Howard, Gilliard, Davis,
Brawley and King
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 45, TITLE 40 ENTITLED THE
PHYSICAL THERAPY LICENSURE COMPACT ; TO PROVIDE FOR THE
ENTRY OF SOUTH CAROLINA INTO THIS MULTI-STATE COMPACT, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, POWERS, AND DUTIES
OF THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE COMPACT; TO PROVIDE THE
OBLIGATIONS, BENEFITS, AND RIGHTS OF COMPACT MEMBERS; AND
TO DESIGNATE THE EXISTING PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 45, TITLE 40
AS  GENERAL PROVISIONS . - ratified title
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-72
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard, Davis
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brawley, King
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-60
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-25
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-2 HJ-26
   04/10/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/11/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   04/11/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical
Affairs SJ-6
   05/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-109
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-109
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected SJ-109




   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-114
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-85  Nays-0 HJ-115
   05/14/18 Ratified R 268
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 226
H 4800  General Bill, By Rutherford and Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 6-1-180 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE LOCAL GOV-
ERNING BODY OF A COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY TO IMPOSE A COM-
MUNITY CHARGE ON NONPROFIT HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER LEARNING, TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THE METHOD OF
DETERMINING THE CHARGE, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN COLLEC-
TION MEASURES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-72
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
H 4801  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (S 0910, S 1122)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 14-1-200, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SALARIES OF SUPREME COURT JUS-
TICES AND COURT OF APPEALS, CIRCUIT COURT, AND FAMILY
COURT JUDGES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A SALARY SCHEDULE FOR
THOSE MEMBERS OF THE JUDICIARY; TO AMEND SECTION 1-7-325,
RELATING TO CIRCUIT SOLICITOR SALARIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE
CIRCUIT SOLICITORS MUST RECEIVE SALARIES NOT LESS THAN THE
SALARY PAID TO THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY FOR THE DISTRICT
OF SOUTH CAROLINA; TO AMEND SECTION 14-11-30, RELATING TO
THE SALARY SCHEDULE FOR MASTER-IN-EQUITY SALARIES, SO AS
TO BASE THE SCHEDULE FORMULA ON THE SALARIES OF CIRCUIT
COURT JUDGES; TO AMEND SECTION 17-3-510, RELATING TO CIRCUIT
PUBLIC DEFENDER SALARIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE CIRCUIT PUBLIC
DEFENDERS MUST RECEIVE SALARIES NOT LESS THAN THE SALARY
PAID TO THE FEDERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER FOR THE DISTRICT OF
SOUTH CAROLINA; TO AMEND SECTION 22-8-40, RELATING TO MAG-
ISTRATE SALARIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE A PAY SCHEDULE BASED ON
SALARIES PAID TO CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES; TO AMEND SECTION 42-
3-40, RELATING TO WORKERS  COMPENSATION COMMISSIONER SAL-
ARIES, SO AS TO PROVIDE COMMISSIONERS MUST RECEIVE SALA-
RIES EQUAL TO EIGHTY-FIVE PERCENT OF THE SALARIES PAID TO
CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 1-1-1210, RELAT-
ING TO THE ANNUAL SALARIES OF CERTAIN STATEWIDE CONSTITU-
TIONAL OFFICERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT, BEGINNING IN 2018,
AND EVERY FOUR YEARS THEREAFTER, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
IN THE ANNUAL GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT, MUST PROVIDE A
SALARY FOR THE GOVERNOR, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, SECRE-
TARY OF STATE, STATE TREASURER, ATTORNEY GENERAL, COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL, SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, ADJUTANT
GENERAL, AND COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE THAT BEGINS
WITH THE NEW TERMS OF THOSE OFFICERS AND CONTINUES FOR
THE FOUR YEARS OF THOSE TERMS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-72
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-72
H 4802  General Bill, By Ridgeway, McCoy, Lucas, Rutherford, Thayer,
White, Gagnon and Douglas
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PHYSICIAN ORDERS FOR SCOPE OF TREATMENT
(POST) ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 44 SO AS TO ENABLE
CERTAIN PERSONS TO EXECUTE A POST FORM SIGNED BY A PHYSI-
CIAN THAT SETS FORTH THE PATIENT S WISHES AS TO LIFE-SUSTAIN-
ING CARE; TO REQUIRE HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS AND HEALTH
CARE FACILITIES TO ACCEPT A POST FORM AS A VALID MEDICAL
ORDER WHICH TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER AN ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
AND TO COMPLY WITH THE ORDER, WITH EXCEPTIONS; TO ESTAB-
LISH A PHYSICIAN ORDERS FOR SCOPE OF TREATMENT (POST) ADVI-
SORY COUNCIL AND TO PROVIDE FOR ITS MEMBERSHIP AND
DUTIES; TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL CONTROL TO PERFORM CERTAIN DUTIES WITH RESPECT TO
OVERSEEING POST FORMS AND TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS; TO
PROVIDE IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY AND
FROM DISCIPLINARY ACTION FOR CERTAIN PERSONS ACTING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE CHAPTER; AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-73
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer,
White, Gagnon
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Douglas
H 4803  General Bill, By Magnuson, Long, Martin, G.R. Smith, Putnam,
Allison, Chumley, Elliott, Gagnon, Hill, Stringer and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PARTICIPATION OF HOME
SCHOOL STUDENTS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVI-
TIES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT HOMESCHOOL
STUDENTS MUST BE HOMESCHOOLED FOR ONE ACADEMIC YEAR
BEFORE PARTICIPATING IN PUBLIC SCHOOL INTERSCHOLASTIC
ACTIVITIES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-74
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor
H 4804  Joint Resolution, By Govan, Gilliard, Jefferson, Williams, M. Rivers,
Allison, Lucas, Kirby, Robinson-Simpson, Clyburn, Brawley, Bamberg,
Alexander, Dillard, Henegan, Spires, Stavrinakis, Anthony, Collins,
McKnight, Thigpen, Mack, Anderson, Atkinson, Bernstein, Bowers, Brown,
Douglas, Funderburk, Hart, Henderson-Myers, Hosey, Howard, King,
Knight, Norrell, Pendarvis, Ridgeway, Rutherford, J.E. Smith and Weeks
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO SECTION 3,
ARTICLE XI OF THE CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895,
RELATING TO FREE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY TO PROVIDE FOR A HIGH-QUALITY EDUCATION
FOR ALL CHILDREN OF THE STATE.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 4805  General Bill, By S. Rivers
Similar (H 5054)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-10-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, SCHOOL NURSES MUST HOLD
CURRENT LICENSURE TO PRACTICE AS PROFESSIONAL REGISTERED
NURSES IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE RESPONSIBILITIES
AND DUTIES OF SCHOOL NURSES, AND TO PROVIDE LICENSED
PRACTICAL NURSES MAY NOT SERVE AS SCHOOL NURSES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 59-10-210, RELATING TO FUNDING SCHOOL NURSES
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING
CHANGES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-75
H 4806  General Bill, By Felder, J.E. Smith and Jefferson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 60-11-130 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETEN-
TION AND USE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY OF
CERTAIN PROCEEDS GENERATED BY ITS AFRICAN-AMERICAN HERI-
TAGE COMMISSION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 60-11-120, RELATING
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TO THE DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN DUPLICATIVE MATERIAL IN THE
POSSESSION OF THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION,
SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT SALES OF SUCH
DUPLICATIVE MATERIAL BE MADE BY PUBLIC AUCTION.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
H 4807 (Rat # 0269, Act #  0227)  General Bill, By Hixon, Hiott, Kirby and
Yow
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7 OF ACT 41 OF 2015, RELATING TO THE
ACT S TIME EFFECTIVE PROVISION, WHICH  PROVIDES FOR THE SUS-
PENSION OF WILD TURKEY HUNTING SEASON AND BAG LIMITS FOR
A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME AND THE REPEAL OF CERTAIN PROVI-
SIONS RELATING TO WILD TURKEY HUNTING, SO AS TO EXTEND THE
SUSPENSION PERIOD AND REVISE THE DATE WHEN THE REPEAL
BECOMES EFFECTIVE. - ratified title
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-75
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-9
   02/14/18 House Amended HJ-9
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-9
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-10
   02/15/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-10
   03/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
16
   04/24/18 Senate Amended SJ-22
   04/24/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/25/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-18
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-18
   05/01/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-80
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-80
   05/14/18 Ratified R 269
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 227
H 4808  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Arrington, Davis, Cogswell, Sottile,
McCoy, Gilliard, Bennett, Pendarvis, J.E. Smith, Mace, Mack, Chumley and
Hixon
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-43-40 SO AS TO CREATE THE  SOUTH CARO-
LINA ADULT HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA AND INDUSTRY CERTIFICA-
TION CHARTER SCHOOL PILOT PROGRAM ; AND TO AMEND SECTION
59-63-20, RELATING TO THE AGE OF ATTENDANCE IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO ALLOW ADULTS TO ATTEND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
IN THE PILOT PROGRAM AND TO ELIMINATE WAIVERS OF THE
STARTING AGES FOR KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST GRADE.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-75
   02/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mack, Chum-
ley, Hixon
H 4809  General Bill, By Long, Chumley, Burns and McCravy
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-6-141 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE FROM ISSUING MORE THAN ONE RETAIL DEALER
LICENSE TO ONE LICENSEE; BY ADDING SECTION 61-6-151 SO AS TO
PROHIBIT A LICENSEE FROM HAVING AN INTEREST IN A RETAIL
LIQUOR STORE OTHER THAN THE ONE STORE COVERED BY HIS
RETAIL DEALER S LICENSE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-1636,
RELATING TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR BY THE DRINK, SO
AS TO ALLOW A LICENSED WHOLESALER TO DELIVER NEW ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUOR TO A PERSON LICENSED TO SELL ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS FOR ON-PREMISES CONSUMPTION UNDER CERTAIN CIR-
CUMSTANCES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 4810  Joint Resolution, By Gilliard, Williams, Hosey, Jefferson, Cobb-
Hunter, Henegan, Ott, King, Govan, Howard, Pendarvis, Brown, Huggins,
Ballentine, Henderson-Myers, W. Newton, McCoy, Hewitt, Stavrinakis,
Bannister and Herbkersman
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  SCHOOL METAL DETECTOR
STUDY COMMITTEE  TO STUDY WHETHER IT IS IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST TO REQUIRE THE INSTALLATION AND USE OF METAL
DETECTORS AT PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDY COMMITTEE, AND TO REQUIRE
THE STUDY COMMITTEE TO PREPARE A REPORT FOR THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-76
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Brown
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-50
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Huggins, Bal-
lentine, Henderson-Myers
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
McCoy, Hewitt, Stavrinakis, Bannister, Herbkersman
   02/21/18 House Amended HJ-29
   02/21/18 House Read second time HJ-29
   02/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-8 HJ-31
   02/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/22/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-9
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-8
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-84
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-84
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-84
H 4811  General Bill, By S. Rivers, G.M. Smith, Elliott, Davis, Stavrinakis,
Murphy, Jordan, Caskey, Fry, W. Newton, Bannister, Clemmons, Cole,
Lowe, Pope, Tallon and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF MAG-
ISTRATES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT A MAGISTRATE MUST BE A
LICENSED ATTORNEY AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS UNDER CER-
TAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Majority favorable with amend.,
minority unfavorable Judiciary HJ-4
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pope, Tallon,
Clary
   04/04/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-56
H 4812  General Bill, By J.E. Smith and McEachern
Similar (S 0257, H 3599)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK
ACT  BY ADDING CHAPTER 12 TO TITLE 41 SO AS TO PROHIBIT ON
THE BASIS OF SEX THE PAYING OF WAGES TO EMPLOYEES OF ONE
SEX AT A LESSER RATE THAN THE RATE PAID TO EMPLOYEES OF THE
OPPOSITE SEX FOR COMPARABLE WORK IN JOBS WHICH REQUIRE
THE SAME OR ESSENTIALLY THE SAME KNOWLEDGE, SKILL,
EFFORT, AND RESPONSIBILITY; TO PROVIDE DEFINITIONS, EXCEP-
TIONS, AND PROHIBIT SPECIFIC EMPLOYER ACTIONS WITH REGARD
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TO THESE REQUIREMENTS; AND TO PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE
AND, WHERE APPLICABLE, JUDICIAL REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
H 4813  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 15-48-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ARBITRATION AWARDS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT AWARDS MUST BE REASONED AND PROVIDE THAT
ARBITRATORS SHALL PROVIDE THE SPECIFIC FACTS AND REASONS
FOR THE AWARD AND CONCISELY EXPLAIN THE RATIONALE FOR
THE DECISION.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-77
H 4814  General Bill, By Henegan, Yow, Norrell, Knight, McKnight,
Henderson-Myers, McEachern, J.E. Smith, King, Anthony, Govan, Clyburn,
Blackwell, Atkinson, Hosey, Hardee, Williams, Ott, Kirby, Cobb-Hunter,
Jefferson, Robinson-Simpson, Gilliard, Erickson, B. Newton, West,
Ridgeway, Alexander, Arrington, Dillard, Gagnon, Hayes, Martin, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Sandifer, Spires, Thigpen, Wheeler and Willis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-19-155 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHALL ADOPT RULES PROVIDING
STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING, INSPECTING, AND
ABATING MOLD AND MILDEW HAZARDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL FACILI-
TIES; TO PROVIDE SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARDS SHALL KEEP DISTRICT
FACILITIES IN GOOD REPAIR AND FREE FROM MOLD AND MILDEW
HAZARDS; AND TO REQUIRE CERTAIN INSPECTIONS OF PUBLIC
SCHOOL BUILDING INTERIORS FOR MOLD AND MILDEW HAZARDS
CONSISTENT WITH STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES ADOPTED BY
THE DEPARTMENT.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-77
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-77
H 4815  General Bill, By Arrington and Knight
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-67-75 SO AS TO PROVIDE SPEECH-LAN-
GUAGE PATHOLOGISTS AND SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ASSIS-
TANTS UNDER THEIR SUPERVISION SHALL ADHERE TO CERTAIN
GUIDELINES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-67-20, AS AMENDED, RELATING
TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF SPEECH
PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINI-
TION OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS; TO AMEND SECTION
40-67-30, RELATING TO THE SUPERVISION OF SPEECH-LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGY INTERNS AND ASSISTANTS, SO AS TO MAKE TECHNI-
CAL CORRECTIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-67-110, RELATING TO
DISCIPLINARY MATTERS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE FAILURE TO
ADHERE TO CERTAIN SUPERVISORY GUIDELINES AMONG THE
FORMS OF CONDUCT  ARE SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-67-260, RELATING TO THE COMPLETION OF CERTAIN CON-
TINUING EDUCATION HOURS FOR LICENSE RENEWAL, SO AS TO
ALLOW FOR THE COMPLETION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS
AS AN ALTERNATIVE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-67-280, RELATING TO
THE COMPLETION OF CERTAIN CONTINUING EDUCATION HOURS
FOR INACTIVE LICENSE REACTIVIATIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR
THE COMPLETION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS AS AN ALTER-
NATIVE; TO AMEND SECTION 40-67-300, RELATING TO THE APPLICA-
BILITY OF THE CHAPTER, SO AS TO LIMIT THE EXEMPTION FOR
SPEECH-PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDIOLOGISTS EMPLOYED BY THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR THE STATE TO THOSE SO EMPLOYED
BEFORE JANUARY 1, 2019, AND TO REMOVE AN EXEMPTION FOR
PERSONS LICENSED UNDER TITLE 40 OR ANOTHER PROVISION OF
LAW WHOSE SCOPE OF PRACTICE OVERLAPS WITH THE PRACTICE
OF SPEECH PATHOLOGY OR AUDIOLOGY; TO REDESIGNATE CHAP-
TER 67, TITLE 40 AS  SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS AND AUDI-
OLOGISTS ; AND TO REPEAL ACT 124 OF 2015 RELATING TO THE
TEMPORARY EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN APPLICANTS FOR LICENSURE
AS SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST ASSISTANTS FROM THE
REQUIREMENT OF HAVING A BACHELOR S DEGREE FROM A REGION-
ALLY ACCREDITED INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-78
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-78
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-61
   04/05/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Knight
   04/05/18 House Amended HJ-27
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-1 HJ-29
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   04/06/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-16
   04/25/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
   04/25/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Indus-
try SJ-5
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-16
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-93
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-93
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-93
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-122
H 4816  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Simrill, Sottile, Erickson,
Henegan, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Jefferson, Williams, Gilliard, Elliott and
Pope
A BILL TO EXTEND THE PROVISIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ABANDONED BUILDINGS REVITALIZATION ACT AS CONTAINED IN
CHAPTER 67, TITLE 12 OF THE 1976 CODE UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2025.
   01/31/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-79
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-79
   02/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Simrill, Sot-
tile, Erickson
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan,
G.M.Smith, G.R.Smith, Jefferson, Williams, Gilliard
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pope
H 4817  Concurrent Resolution, By Johnson, Hardee, Hewitt, McGinnis,
Duckworth, Clemmons, Crawford, Fry and Atkinson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 129 IN HORRY COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 501 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH GOLDEN LEAF
ROAD  JAMES BENNY ANDREW HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAIN-
ING THIS DESIGNATION.
   01/31/18 House Introduced HJ-70
   01/31/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-70
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-54
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-12
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-12
   04/18/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   04/18/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-5
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H 4818  Resolution, By W. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR W. LOUIS GRIF-
FITH, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER DECADES OF
EXEMPLARY SERVICE IN BANKING, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 4819  Resolution, By Forrest, Atwater, Ballentine, Caskey, Huggins, Ott,
Spires, Toole, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. J. POWELL SMITH
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE WITH THE
CLEMSON COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
   06/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4820  Resolution, By Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SECOND
BAPTIST CHURCH OF BARNWELL S MEN S DAY PROGRAM AND TO
CONGRATULATE THE NEARLY CENTURY-OLD CHURCH ON THE
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THIS FINE MEN S MINISTRY.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4821  Resolution, By Hewitt, Anderson, Bennett, Cogswell, Alexander,
Allison, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE RUTLEDGE B. LELAND III, MAYOR
OF THE TOWN OF MCCLELLANVILLE, WHO, HAVING FILLED HIS
POST AS MAYOR WITH DISTINCTION FOR MORE THAN FOUR
DECADES, IS WORTHY OF DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE AND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH CON-
TINUED SUCCESS IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4822  Resolution, By Wheeler, Elliott, G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND SOUTH CAR-
OLINA LEGAL SERVICES, INC., UPON THE ANNIVERSARY OF SERVING
THE CITIZENS OF THE PALMETTO STATE FOR HALF A CENTURY, TO
CELEBRATE ITS MANY VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR STATE,
AND TO CALL ON ALL OUR CITIZENS TO HONOR SOUTH CAROLINA
LEGAL SERVICES, INC., FOR ITS UNSTINTING SERVICE TO OUR STATE.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 4823  Resolution, By Clemmons
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GUATEMALA ON
ITS DECISION TO MOVE ITS EMBASSY IN ISRAEL TO JERUSALEM
AND TO RECOGNIZE THE LEADERSHIP OF PRESIDENT JIMMY
MORALES.
   02/01/18 House Introduced HJ-22
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-22
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-55
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 House Adopted HJ-22
H 4824  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR GUATE-
MALA ON ITS DECISION TO MOVE ITS EMBASSY IN ISRAEL TO JERU-
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SALEM AND TO RECOGNIZE THE LEADERSHIP OF PRESIDENT JIMMY
MORALES.
   02/01/18 House Introduced HJ-22
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-22
   02/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-55
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-13
   02/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
H 4825  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CON-
GRESSMAN JUAN MANUEL DIAZ DURAN AND COMMEND HIM FOR
HIS COMMITMENT TO SUPPORTING ISRAEL AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE
THROUGH THE FORMATION OF THE GUATEMALA-ISRAEL INTER
PARLIAMENTARY FRIENDSHIP GROUP.
   02/01/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-22
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 4826  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CON-
GRESSMAN FIDEL REYES LEE AND COMMEND HIM FOR HIS COMMIT-
MENT TO SUPPORTING ISRAEL AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE THROUGH
THE FORMATION OF THE GUATEMALA-ISRAEL INTER PARLIAMEN-
TARY FRIENDSHIP GROUP.
   02/01/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-23
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 4827 (Rat # 0150, Act #  0290)  Joint Resolution, By Henderson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE DEADLINE FOR THE SEIZURE
SAFETY IN SCHOOLS STUDY COMMITTEE TO SUBMIT ITS WRITTEN
REPORT FROM JANUARY 31, 2018, TO JANUARY 31, 2019. - ratified title
   02/01/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-23
   02/06/18 House Read second time HJ-30
   02/06/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-1 HJ-30
   02/07/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-29
   02/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-1
   03/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-13
   03/07/18 Senate Read second time SJ-30
   03/07/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-30
   03/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-4
   03/15/18 Ratified R 150
   03/20/18 Signed By Governor
   03/23/18 Effective date 03/20/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 290
H 4828  General Bill, By Hixon, Hiott, Yow and Williams
Similar (S 0913)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-740, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF NAT-
URAL RESOURCES YOUTH HUNTING DAYS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
YOUTH HUNTERS FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND UNDER MUST BE
ACCOMPANIED BY A LICENSED ADULT ON A YOUTH HUNTING DAY
AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE LICENSE AND TAG REQUIREMENT IS
WAIVED FOR A YOUTH HUNTER ON A YOUTH HUNTING DAY.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-24
   02/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
   02/13/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-9
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   02/15/18 House Amended HJ-10
   02/15/18 House Read second time HJ-10
   02/15/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-67  Nays-30 HJ-12
   02/16/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-10
H 4829  General Bill, By Delleney and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-15-35 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AS A CONDI-
TION OF BOND IMPOSED BY THE COURT, A DEFENDANT MAY BE
RELEASED FROM CUSTODY ON THE CONDITION THAT HE COMPLY
WITH THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AN ELECTRONIC PRETRIAL
RELEASE AND MONITORING PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE A NONEXCLU-
SIVE LIST OF CONDITIONS THAT A DEFENDANT MUST ABIDE BY
WHEN RELEASED FROM CUSTODY, TO PROVIDE FOR THE ARREST
AND RETURN TO CONFINEMENT OF A DEFENDANT WHO VIOLATES A
CONDITION OF HIS PRETRIAL RELEASE AND ELECTRONIC MONITOR-
ING PROGRAM OR PROVIDES FALSE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION
CONCERNING HIS QUALIFICATIONS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PRO-
GRAM, TO PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR ASSESSING AND COLLECT-
ING PRETRIAL RELEASE AND MONITORING FEES, AND TO PROVIDE
STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES OF WHICH PRIVATE PROVIDERS
MUST COMPLY WHEN SELECTED TO PROVIDE ELECTRONIC MONI-
TORING SERVICES.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
H 4830  General Bill, By Delleney and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 17-3-47 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN INFORMA-
TION TO BE CONTAINED ON ALL AFFIDAVITS OF INDIGENCY AND
APPLICATION FOR COUNSEL FORMS, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN CERTIFI-
CATIONS REGARDING THE WILFUL PROVISION OF FALSE INFORMA-
TION ON A FORM, REQUIRE THE FORM TO BE NOTARIZED, PROVIDE
FOR NOTIFICATION TO THE COURT WHEN THE DEPARTMENT OF PRO-
BATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES OR AN APPOINTED ATTOR-
NEY FINDS THAT A DEFENDANT IS FINANCIALLY ABLE TO EMPLOY
COUNSEL OR CONTRIBUTE TO THE COSTS OF EMPLOYING COUNSEL,
AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON SERVICES TO
FOLLOW TO AID THE COURT WHEN DETERMINING IF INDIGENCY
EXISTS; BY ADDING SECTION 17-3-48 SO AS TO CREATE THE OFFENSE
OF WILFULLY PROVIDING FALSE, MISLEADING, OR INCOMPLETE
INFORMATION ON AN AFFIDAVIT FOR INDIGENCY AND APPLICATION
FOR COUNSEL FORM AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY; AND TO DIRECT
THE SOUTH CAROLINA COURT ADMINISTRATION TO REVISE THE
AFFIDAVITS OF INDIGENCY AND APPLICATION FOR COUNSEL
FORMS FOR PUBLICATION BY THE SUPREME COURT, TO DIRECT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PAR-
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DON SERVICES TO REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY JANU-
ARY FIFTEENTH OF EACH YEAR ON THE NUMBER OF AFFIDAVITS
BOTH ACCEPTED AND REJECTED ALONG WITH AN EXPLANATION OF
THOSE AFFIDAVITS REJECTED AND THE GROUNDS UPON WHICH
THEY WERE REJECTED, AND TO REQUIRE THAT THE RESPECTIVE
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEES INCLUDE THE REVIEW OF
THESE REPORTS IN THEIR REGULARLY SCHEDULED REVIEW OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PAR-
DON SERVICES.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-24
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-24
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-4
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-44
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-44
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-1 HJ-59
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-60
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
H 4831  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1180, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN VICTIM AWARDS,
SO AS TO INCREASE THE BURIAL EXPENSE FROM FOUR THOUSAND
DOLLARS TO SIX THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
H 4832 (Rat # 0188, Act #  0175)  General Bill, By Funderburk and J.E.
Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-710, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO LOCAL FOSTER CARE REVIEW
BOARDS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE MEMBERS OF AT LEAST ONE
LOCAL REVIEW BOARD IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT BE
APPOINTED BY THE KERSHAW COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION.
- ratified title
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-25
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-25
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-56
   03/22/18 House Amended HJ-19
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-20
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-21
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
   04/12/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-5
   04/18/18 Senate Read second time SJ-22
   04/18/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-22
   04/19/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-11
   05/01/18 Ratified R 188
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 175
H 4833  General Bill, By Long, Burns and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-41-10 AND 44-41-20, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, BOTH RELATED TO ABORTIONS, SO AS
TO MAKE AN ABORTION A CRIMINAL ACT DURING ANY TRIMESTER
IF THE SOLE REASON IS THAT THE UNBORN CHILD HAS A FETAL
ANOMALY; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 44-41-430, 44-41-440, 44-41-450,
AND 44-41-460, ALL RELATED TO THE  SOUTH CAROLINA PAIN-CAPA-
BLE UNBORN CHILD PROTECTION ACT , SO AS TO ELIMINATE THE
FETAL ANOMALY EXCEPTION TO THE PROHIBITION OF ABORTIONS
WHEN THE PROBABLE POST-FERTILIZATION AGE OF AN UNBORN
CHILD IS TWENTY WEEKS OR MORE.
   02/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-26
   02/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-26
H 4834  Concurrent Resolution, By M. Rivers, Williams, Jefferson, Cobb-
Hunter, Kirby, Alexander, Hosey, Hart and Thigpen
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION AT THE JUNCTION OF
DUKE STREET AND HAMAR STREET IN THE CITY OF BEAUFORT  REV-
EREND IKE INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/06/18 House Introduced HJ-8
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-8
   04/10/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/11/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-17
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   04/12/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-13
H 4835  Concurrent Resolution, By Burns and Chumley
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE SUPPORT OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO OFFSHORE DRILLING
ACTIVITIES OFF SOUTH CAROLINA S COAST AND THE POTENTIAL
ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF DOMESTIC ENERGY
PRODUCTION FOR THE STATE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced HJ-8
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-8
H 4836  General Bill, By Ott, Atwater and Williams
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 49-11-236 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF A DAM
WHICH FAILED OR SUFFERED A BREACH BETWEEN OCTOBER 1, 2015,
AND OCTOBER 15, 2015, HAS A PUBLIC ROAD OR HIGHWAY IN THE
STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM RUNNING ACROSS THE TOP OF IT AND HAS
NOT BEEN REPAIRED OR IS NOT CURRENTLY UNDER REPAIR, THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SHALL PROCEED IMMEDIATELY
WITH THE PROCESS OF REPAIRING THE PUBLIC ROAD OR HIGHWAY
ATOP THE DAM, IF SUITABLE RIGHTS OF WAY OR EASEMENTS
AFFORD THE STATE OR THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION THE
RIGHT TO DO SO WITHOUT THE NECESSITY OF SAVING OR REPAIR-
ING THE DAM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF SUITABLE RIGHTS OF WAY
OR EASEMENTS DO NOT EXIST OVER WHICH THE PUBLIC ROAD OR
HIGHWAY SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED, THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION SHALL BEGIN THE PROCESS OF ACQUIRING THEM BY
ALL AVAILABLE LAWFUL MEANS SO THAT THE PUBLIC ROAD OR
HIGHWAY CAN BE PUT BACK INTO SERVICE FOR THE USE OF THE
GENERAL PUBLIC AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-11
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
   02/15/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-52
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
   02/22/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Gagnon, Thayer, White, JE
Smith, Toole, Thigpen, Whitmire, Ott HJ-12
   03/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 3-6-18 HJ-44
   04/04/18 House Rejected HJ-41
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-50  Nays-62 HJ-45
H 4837  General Bill, By Norrell and J.E. Smith
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A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 17 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE
FOR THE SUBMISSION OF EVIDENCE OF SEXUAL ASSAULT OR ABUSE
TO A SLED FORENSIC LABORATORY FOR ANALYSIS, TO PROVIDE
THAT SLED SHALL ISSUE A QUARTERLY REPORT REGARDING THE
NUMBER OF SUBMISSIONS IT RECEIVES, AND TO CREATE THE SEX-
UAL ASSAULT EVIDENCE TRACKING AND REPORTING COMMISSION.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
H 4838  General Bill, By Norrell, Rutherford and Cobb-Hunter
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 22 TO CHAPTER 13, TITLE 24 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT CERTAIN PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN WRONGFULLY CON-
VICTED OF AND IMPRISONED FOR A CRIME MAY RECOVER THE
MONETARY VALUE OF THE LOSS SUSTAINED THROUGH THE
WRONGFUL CONVICTION AND IMPRISONMENT.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-11
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Rutherford
   03/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cobb-Hunter
H 4839  General Bill, By Felder, Bryant, Simrill, B. Newton and Pope
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-42 SO AS TO REQUIRE HEALTH MAINTE-
NANCE ORGANIZATIONS, INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP HEALTH INSUR-
ANCE POLICIES AND INSURANCE CONTRACTS ISSUED BEGINNING
JANUARY 1, 2019, TO PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR CERTAIN TESTS FOR
THE EARLY DETECTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 1-11-710, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE PUBLIC
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY S DUTY TO MAKE CERTAIN INSUR-
ANCE PLANS AVAILABLE, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE GROUP HEALTH
PLAN COVER CERTAIN TESTS FOR THE EARLY DETECTION OF CAR-
DIOVASCULAR DISEASE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-12
H 4840  Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, B. Newton, Simrill, Pope, D.C. Moss,
King, Delleney, V.S. Moss, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McGinnis, McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND REMEMBER THE SUPREME
SACRIFICE MADE BY SPECIALIST JAVION SHAVONTE SULLIVAN OF
THE UNITED STATES ARMY WHILE HE WAS SERVING A TOUR OF MIL-
ITARY DUTY IN IRAQ AND TO EXPRESS TO HIS FAMILY THE PRO-
FOUND APPRECIATION OF A GRATEFUL STATE AND NATION FOR HIS
LIFE, SACRIFICE, AND SERVICE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 4841  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CYNTHIA PEURI-
FOY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE POSI-
TION OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE COORDINATOR AFTER OVER
FORTY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT IN MULTIPLE CAPACITIES AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 4842  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND SYBRINA
FULTON, MOTHER OF TRAYVON MARTIN, FOR HER COMMITMENT TO
TRANSFORMING FAMILY TRAGEDY INTO SOCIAL CHANGE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4843  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
FRANCISZEK WOJTKIEWICZ, TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON HIS
PASSING, AND TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO HIS
LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4844  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH
MARCH 4, 2018, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK  IN THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA TO COINCIDE WITH NATIONAL EATING
DISORDERS AWARENESS WEEK AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY,
MARCH 1, 2018, AS  EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS DAY  IN SOUTH
CAROLINA.
   02/06/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   02/06/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-8
   02/15/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-3
   02/16/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/20/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-25
H 4845  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
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Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SOUTH CARO-
LINA S 2018 DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR UPON BEING
SELECTED TO REPRESENT THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR THEIR DEDICATED SERVICE TO
CHILDREN, AND TO WISH THEM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE
FUTURE.
   02/06/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-9
   02/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 4846  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRICT TEACHERS OF THE YEAR, AT A DATE
AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE
OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED ON BEING SELECTED TO
REPRESENT THEIR INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AS TEACHERS
OF THE YEAR.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4847  Resolution, By Pope, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR RONNIE BAILES,
OWNER OF THE MEN S SHOP IN YORK, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT AND THE STORE S CLOSING AFTER MANY YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE YORK COMMUNITY AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 4848  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE JOHN B. RHODEN, JR., MAYOR OF
THE TOWN OF HAMPTON, WHO, HAVING SERVED THE PUBLIC WITH
DISTINCTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY-SIX YEARS, IS WORTHY OF
DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS DECADES OF COMMITTED SERVICE
AND BEST WISHES FOR MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE YEARS
TO COME.
   02/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 4849  Resolution, By M. Rivers, Alexander, Hosey, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE MATHER
SCHOOL COASTAL/LOWCOUNTRY ALUMNI AND ASSOCIATES CHAP-
TER FOR ITS DEDICATION TO PERPETUATING THE HISTORICAL SIG-
NIFICANCE OF THE MATHER SCHOOL LEGACY IN THE LOWCOUNTRY
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND BEYOND, TO CONGRATULATE THE CHAP-
TER ON ITS CELEBRATION OF THE SESQUICENTENNIAL ANNIVER-
SARY OF THE SCHOOL S FOUNDING, AND TO DECLARE SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 24, 2018, AS THE MATHER SCHOOL LEGACY DAY IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 4850  General Bill, By Rutherford
Similar (H 3750)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 22-3-545, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TRANSFER OF CERTAIN
CRIMINAL CASES FROM GENERAL SESSIONS COURT, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT CRIMINAL CASES IN WHICH THE PENALTY DOES NOT
EXCEED THREE YEARS, RATHER THAN ONE YEAR, MAY BE TRANS-
FERRED FROM GENERAL SESSIONS COURT.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
H 4851  General Bill, By Felder, J.E. Smith, Jefferson and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 60-11-152 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISPOSI-
TION OF CERTAIN DUPLICATIVE MATERIAL IN THE POSSESSION OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY TO ANOTHER PUB-
LIC OR NONPROFIT INSTITUTION BY GIFT OR SALE, TO PROVIDE FOR
THE USE OF RESULTING PROCEEDS, AND TO PROVIDE ANNUAL
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS; BY ADDING SECTION 60-11-153 SO AS
TO PROVIDE FOR THE RETENTION AND USE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY OF CERTAIN PROCEEDS GENERATED BY ITS
OPERATIONS; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 60-11-120 RELATING TO THE
DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN DUPLICATIVE MATERIAL IN THE POSSES-
SION OF DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton
   03/22/18 House Recalled from Committee on Judiciary HJ-37
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-18
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-18
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-19
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-17
H 4852  General Bill, By Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE METHODS OF ADMINISTERING THE
DEATH PENALTY, SO AS TO INCLUDE DEATH BY FIRING SQUAD AS
AN OPTION, TO PROVIDE AN ALTERNATIVE ELECTION PROCEDURE
WHEN DEATH BY LETHAL INJECTION IS SELECTED AND THE STATE
IS UNABLE TO OBTAIN THE SUBSTANCE OR SUBSTANCES NECES-
SARY TO CONDUCT AN EXECUTION BY LETHAL INJECTION, AND TO
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AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO PROMULGATE
REGULATIONS RELATED TO PROCEDURES THAT MUST BE FOL-
LOWED IN ADMINISTERING THE DEATH PENALTY BY FIRING SQUAD.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
H 4853  General Bill, By Wheeler, Fry, Weeks, Caskey and Johnson
Similar (S 0802)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-13-225 SO AS TO DEFINE TERMS FOR PUR-
POSES OF THE OFFENSES OF BREACH OF TRUST WITH FRAUDULENT
INTENT AND OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY FALSE PRE-
TENSES; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-13-230 AND 16-13-240, RELAT-
ING TO BREACH OF TRUST WITH FRAUDULENT INTENT AND
OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY FALSE PRETENSES,
RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO FURTHER DEFINE THE ELEMENTS OF
THE OFFENSES.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
H 4854  General Bill, By Bannister, Bernstein, Finlay, J.E. Smith, Norrell,
Erickson, Collins, Bennett, King, W. Newton, Clary, Brawley, Howard and
Henegan
Similar (S 1033)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-20, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN S CODE, SO AS TO INCORPORATE  TOR-
TURE  INTO THE DEFINITION OF  CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT  AND TO
DEFINE THE TERM; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-1640, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO FAMILY PRESERVATION AND REUNIFICATION, SO AS
TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES TO FOREGO
REASONABLE EFFORTS TO REUNIFY A FAMILY IN THE CASE OF TOR-
TURE; TO AMEND SECTION 63-7-2570, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS, SO AS TO ADD
TORTURE, OR CONSPIRING TO COMMIT TORTURE, AS A GROUND FOR
TERMINATING A PARENT S RIGHTS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-85,
RELATING TO HOMICIDE BY CHILD ABUSE, SO AS TO ADD DEATH OF
A CHILD BY TORTURE, OR BY CONSPIRING TO TORTURE, AS
ACTIONS CONSTITUTING THE OFFENSE, AND TO ESTABLISH CRIMI-
NAL PENALTIES; BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT TORTURING A CHILD, OR ALLOWING ANOTHER TO TORTURE A
CHILD, IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE, AND TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES;
AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-4
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-4
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
H 4855  General Bill, By Bernstein and Howard
Similar (S 0964, H 3241, H 5161)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT IN A
MOTOR VEHICLE IN WHICH A MINOR IS A PASSENGER AND TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 4856  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Norrell, Henegan, King,
Brawley, Dillard, Douglas and Henderson-Myers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-80, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT
PRACTICES UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONSUMER AFFAIRS
LAW, SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
INVOLVING DISCLOSURES OF INFORMATION ABOUT WAGES AND
WAGE HISTORIES, AND TO REQUIRE EMPLOYERS TO PROVIDE WAGE
RANGES FOR EMPLOYMENT POSITIONS TO PROSPECTIVE EMPLOY-
EES UPON REQUEST.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-5
H 4857  General Bill, By Cole, J.E. Smith and Cogswell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-67-145 SO AS TO PROVIDE CREDIT LIMITS
FOR CERTAIN BUILDING SITES THAT QUALIFY FOR THE ABANDONED
BUILDINGS REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-5
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Cogswell
H 4858 (Rat # 0148, Act #  0141)  General Bill, By Kirby, Yow, Clyburn,
Gilliard, Cobb-Hunter, Williams, McKnight, Robinson-Simpson, Brawley,
Alexander, Norrell, Ott, Atwater, Jefferson, Bernstein, Wheeler, McGinnis,
Douglas, Hosey, Henderson-Myers, Trantham, Arrington, Stavrinakis,
Davis, Magnuson, B. Newton, Bamberg, McCravy, J.E. Smith, Bales,
Bennett, Brown, Cogswell, Crosby, Dillard, Elliott, Felder, Forrest, Johnson,
Loftis, Lowe, V.S. Moss, Pendarvis, Pitts, M. Rivers, G.R. Smith, Taylor,
Thigpen, Young, Henegan, Anderson, McEachern and Govan
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-240 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE TWENTY-
FIRST DAY OF OCTOBER OF EACH YEAR AS  DR. RONALD MCNAIR
DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA. - ratified title
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-5
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-5
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   02/08/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
   02/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson,
McEachern, Govan
   02/13/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   02/13/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-19
   02/14/18 House Read second time HJ-7
   02/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-7
   02/14/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   02/14/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-5
   02/22/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-9
   02/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-9
   02/28/18 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   02/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-35
   03/01/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   03/07/18 Ratified R 148
   03/12/18 Signed By Governor
   03/14/18 Effective date 03/12/18
   03/20/18 Act No. 141
H 4859  General Bill, By G.R. Smith, Long, Loftis, Gilliard, Burns,
Trantham, Magnuson, Robinson-Simpson, Hosey, Clyburn, Huggins, Willis,
McCravy, Weeks, Atkinson, B. Newton, Young, Brown, Gagnon, Hamilton,
Hill, Whitmire and Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-220, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS FROM PROP-
ERTY TAX, SO AS TO EXTEND AN EXEMPTION ON CHURCH PROP-
ERTY TO PROPERTY NOT OWNED BY A CHURCH BUT USED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR CHURCH PURPOSES.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-6
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-6
   04/11/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Elliott
H 4860  Resolution, By V.S. Moss, D.C. Moss, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
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Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, Murphy, B. Newton, W.
Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M.
Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. CLYDE P.
THOMAS, SENIOR PASTOR OF CHEROKEE AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH,
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER FORTY-THREE YEARS
OF SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE TO THE UPSTATE COMMUNITY.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 4861  Resolution, By Ott, Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND RECOGNIZE
ALSHON JEFFERY FOR SHOWCASING A STUPENDOUS EXAMPLE OF
ATHLETICISM IN SUPER BOWL LII AND FOR HELPING THE PHILADEL-
PHIA EAGLES TO THEIR FIRST EVER NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
SUPER BOWL WIN AND TO WISH HIM THE GREATEST SUCCESS
THROUGHOUT THE REMAINDER OF HIS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
CAREER.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4862  Concurrent Resolution, By Taylor, Blackwell, Clyburn, Hixon and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR.
TERRY MICHALSKE, DIRECTOR OF SAVANNAH RIVER NATIONAL
LABORATORY, AS HE LEAVES AFTER SEVEN YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-58
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-30
H 4863  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons and Rutherford
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PRESI-
DENT JIMMY MORALES.
   02/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-58
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-30
H 4864  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Rutherford, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CON-
GRESSMAN FIDEL REYES LEE AND COMMEND HIM FOR HIS COMMIT-
MENT TO SUPPORTING ISRAEL AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE THROUGH
THE FORMATION OF THE GUATEMALA-ISRAEL INTER PARLIAMEN-
TARY FRIENDSHIP GROUP.
   02/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-58
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-30
H 4865  Resolution, By Arrington, Bennett, Henderson-Myers, Felder,
Allison, Erickson, Knight, Davis, Douglas, Crawford, Norrell, Trantham,
Robinson-Simpson, Funderburk, Cobb-Hunter, Bernstein, Parks, Henegan,
Brawley, Dillard, Henderson, Mace and Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO PROMOTE HEART DISEASE AWARENESS
TO THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, TO RECOGNIZE THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF THE ONGOING FIGHT AGAINST HEART DISEASE AND
STROKE, AND TO PROCLAIM FEBRUARY 2018 AS  AMERICAN HEART
MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4866  Resolution, By Clemmons, Rutherford, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PRESIDENT
JIMMY MORALES.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4867  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. L.
CAREY HITE,  UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER
SOME FOUR DECADES OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AS A PHYSICIAN,
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AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-59
   02/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-31
H 4868 (Rat # 0156, Act #  0148)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
Similar (S 0394, H 3726)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 9-4-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AUDIT OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT AUTHORITY, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DATE THE AUDIT
MUST BE COMPLETED. - ratified title
   02/07/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-60
   02/08/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   02/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-115  Nays-0 HJ-16
   02/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-17
   02/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-34
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-14
   04/03/18 Ratified R 156
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 148
H 4869 (Rat # 0157, Act #  0149)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTIONS 9-1-1650, 9-9-70, 9-9-100, 9-11-110, AND 9-
11-170, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO
CERTAIN AMOUNTS TO BE PAID UPON TERMINATION OF EMPLOY-
MENT, OPTIONAL FORMS OF ALLOWANCE, CERTAIN PAYMENTS ON
DEATH OF A MEMBER OR BENEFICIARY, CERTAIN LUMP-SUM PAY-
MENTS TO BE PAID IN THE EVENT OF DEATH, AND THE SUPPLEMEN-
TAL ALLOWANCE PROGRAM, RESPECTIVELY, ALL SO AS TO REMOVE
CERTAIN NOTARIZATION REQUIREMENTS. - ratified title
   02/07/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-60
   02/08/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/08/18 House Read second time HJ-17
   02/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-114  Nays-0 HJ-18
   02/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   02/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   03/14/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-13
   03/20/18 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   03/20/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-35
   03/22/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-14
   04/03/18 Ratified R 157
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 149
H 4870 (Rat # 0158, Act #  0150)  General Bill, By B. Newton, Norrell, Yow
and Lucas
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-350, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRE-
CINCTS IN LANCASTER COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD ONE PRECINCT, AND
REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE
PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   02/07/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-60
   02/08/18 House Read second time HJ-19
   02/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-0 HJ-19
   02/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-20
   02/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   02/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-8
   03/20/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-20
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-20
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-7
   04/03/18 Ratified R 158
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 150
H 4871  General Bill, By Loftis
Similar (S 1113)
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 80 OF 2013, RELATING TO THE HIGH GROWTH
SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION ACT, SO AS TO REAUTHORIZE THE
ACT FOR AN ADDITIONAL SIX YEARS.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-60
H 4872  General Bill, By Huggins
Similar (S 0969)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 31-13-100 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS SHALL INFORM THE APPROPRIATE LOCAL GOV-
ERNING BODY BEFORE EVALUATING AN APPLICATION FOR A FED-
ERAL HOUSING TAX CREDIT AND THE APPLICABLE LOCAL
GOVERNING BODY SHALL APPOINT NINE MEMBERS TO A LOCAL
GOVERNMENT COMMISSION TO VOTE WITH THE BOARD ON THE
APPLICATION.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-61
H 4873  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4160, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS ON CERTAIN DAYS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE SALE OF
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS ON SUNDAY MAY BE AUTHORIZED BY REFER-
ENDUM.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-61
H 4874  General Bill, By Arrington, Douglas, Atwater, S. Rivers, Mack,
Anderson, Daning, Bales, Bennett, Cobb-Hunter, Crosby, Toole, Jefferson,
Bowers, M. Rivers, Henegan, Gilliard, Mace, Knight, Alexander and
Pendarvis
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 58-31-310, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO ARTI-
CLE 3, CHAPTER 31, TITLE 58, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL DEFI-
NITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 58-31-465 SO AS TO EXEMPT
ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSORS FROM THE EXCLUSIVE SERVICE RIGHT
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY, TO PROVIDE THAT AN ELEC-
TROLYTIC PROCESSOR MUST BE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE ELECTRIC
ENERGY FROM AN INDUSTRIAL UTILITY, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
UPON REQUEST BY AN ELECTROLYTIC PROCESSOR OR INDUSTRIAL
UTILITY, THE PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY SHALL OFFER AND PRO-
VIDE TRANSMISSION SERVICES AND ANCILLARY SERVICES FOR
DELIVERY OF ELECTRIC ENERGY AND CAPACITY; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 58-31-470 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN INDUSTRIAL UTILITY
MAY NOT BE AN  ELECTRICAL UTILITY  OR AN  ELECTRIC SUPPLIER
WITHIN THE MEANING OF SECTIONS 58-27-10 AND 58-27-610 AND TO
PROVIDE THAT AN INDUSTRIAL UTILITY IS NOT SUBJECT TO THE
JURISDICTION OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
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   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-61
   02/14/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers,
Mack, Anderson
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Daning, Bales
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett,
Cobb-Hunter
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crosby
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Toole, Jeffer-
son, Bowers, M.Rivers, Henegan
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard,
Mace, Knight
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Alexander
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pendarvis
H 4875 (Rat # 0283, Act #  0253)  General Bill, By Ott and Clary
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 4 TO TITLE 50 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA SOLAR HABITAT ACT  TO ESTABLISH VOLUNTARY SOLAR
BEST-MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL SOLAR ENERGY
GENERATION SITES, TO ESTABLISH A NATIVE VEGETATION HABITAT
AND POLLINATOR MANAGEMENT PLAN TO BE USED AS TECHNICAL
GUIDANCE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS ACT, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE MAY BE ISSUED TO ENTITIES THAT
MEET SOLAR SITE GUIDELINES ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS
ACT. - ratified title
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-62
   02/15/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-112
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-51
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-11 HJ-52
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-11 HJ-10
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-6
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-6
   03/22/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   03/22/18 Senate Committed to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-3
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agriculture
and Natural Resources SJ-8
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Withdrawn SJ-85
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-85
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-85
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-99
   05/23/18 Ratified R 283
   05/25/18 Signed By Governor
   06/01/18 Effective date 05/25/18
   06/01/18 Act No. 253
H 4876  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Henegan, Williams and Jefferson
Similar (H 4963)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-66-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICTS SHALL ENSURE THE CONTINUOUS PRESENCE OF SCHOOL
RESOURCE OFFICERS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS DURING REGULAR OPER-
ATING HOURS, TO PROVIDE VARIOUS MEANS BY WHICH DISTRICTS
MAY SATISFY THIS REQUIREMENT, AND TO MAKE THESE PROVI-
SIONS APPLICABLE JULY 1, 2018.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-62
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan, Wil-
liams, Jefferson
H 4877  General Bill, By Clemmons and Bales
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-10, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE
BOARD OF PYROTECHNIC SAFETY, SO AS TO REVISE THE MEMBER-
SHIP BY DESIGNATING ONE ADDITIONAL SEAT FOR A MEMBER WHO
IS A PYROTECHNIC RETAILER AND ELIMINATING ONE SEAT DESIG-
NATED FOR A MEMBER OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
   02/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-62
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-110
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-44
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-44
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-7
   05/01/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry SJ-17
H 4878  Resolution, By Cogswell, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE US YOUTH
SOCCER U14 BOYS SOCCER TEAM OF MOUNT PLEASANT, AND THEIR
COACHES AND MANAGERS, FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND
TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THEIR DIVISION S 2017
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 4879  General Bill, By Rutherford, D.C. Moss and Tallon
Similar (S 0912)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-18-75 SO AS TO PROHIBIT A PRIVATE INVES-
TIGATION BUSINESS FROM KNOWINGLY REPRESENTING MULTIPLE
PARTIES WITH OPPOSING INTERESTS IN CIVIL OR CRIMINAL MAT-
TERS AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 4880  General Bill, By Cogswell, Sottile, Brown, Bennett, Gilliard,
Arrington, McCoy, Crosby and Pendarvis
Similar (S 0917)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 6-1-530, 6-1-730, AND 6-4-10, ALL AS
AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELAT-
ING TO THE EXPENDITURE OF THE STATE ACCOMMODATIONS TAX,
LOCAL HOSPITALITY TAX, AND LOCAL ACCOMMODATIONS TAX,
RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO ALLOW THE REVENUE TO BE EXPENDED
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FOR THE CONTROL AND REPAIR OF FLOODING AND DRAINAGE AT
TOURISM-RELATED LANDS OR AREAS.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 4881  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LAURENCE MAN-
NING ACADEMY GIRLS SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR THEIR EXEMPLARY SEASON AND TO RECOGNIZE
THEM FOR SECURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION (SCISA) CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4882  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LAURENCE MAN-
NING ACADEMY VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXEMPLARY SEASON AND TO APPLAUD
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 4883  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION (SCISA) CLASS 3A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 4884  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION (SCISA) CLASS 3A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 4885  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENCE MANNING ACADEMY BOWLING TEAM OF CLARENDON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION (SCISA) CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 4886  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE LAURENCE MAN-
NING ACADEMY BOWLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO HONOR THEM FOR WINNING
THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4887  Concurrent Resolution, By Burns, Chumley and Loftis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE SUPPORT OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO OFFSHORE DRILLING
ACTIVITIES OFF SOUTH CAROLINA S COAST AND THE POTENTIAL
ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF DOMESTIC ENERGY
PRODUCTION FOR THE STATE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced HJ-7
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-7
   02/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Loftis
H 4888  General Bill, By G.R. Smith and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-9-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL,
SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL TO PUBLISH A POLI-
CIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL; AND TO AMEND SECTION 23-9-157,
RELATING TO NOTICE REQUIREMENTS FOR VIOLATIONS OF CERTAIN
LAWS AND THE FIRE CODE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE STATE FIRE
MARSHAL TO ISSUE FINES FOR VIOLATIONS.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8




A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-8-85 SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE HOLDER OF
A CONSERVATION EASEMENT TO CONTEST AN ACTION TO CON-
DEMN PROPERTY ENCUMBERED BY A CONSERVATION EASEMENT
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, TO PROVIDE THE PROCEDURE
FOR A CONTESTED ACTION, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-8
   02/08/18 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-8
   02/08/18 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-21
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-4
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-40
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-70  Nays-0 HJ-42
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-44
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-11
   03/16/18 Senate Referred to Subcommittee: Massey (ch), McElveen, Senn
H 4890  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE EAST CLAR-
ENDON HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4891  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
EAST CLARENDON HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
H 4892  Resolution, By McEachern and Williams
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE PRESIDENT DONALD
TRUMP AND THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA CONGRESSIO-
NAL DELEGATION TO TAKE ACTION TO END OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS
EXPLORATION AND DRILLING IN THE COASTAL WATERS OF THE
UNITED STATES.
   02/08/18 House Introduced HJ-29
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-29
   04/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
H 4893  Resolution, By King, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McGinnis, McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE SOUTH POINTE HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 4894  Resolution, By King, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SOUTH POINTE HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF YORK
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4895  Resolution, By Alexander, Douglas, Kirby, McKnight, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF EDWARD DAVIS, JR., AND TO EXTEND
THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 4896  Concurrent Resolution, By Ott, Duckworth, Wheeler, Clary, G.M.
Smith, Ridgeway, Brown, Pendarvis, Kirby, Funderburk, M. Rivers, Govan,
Robinson-Simpson, McGinnis, W. Newton, Mace, Cogswell, Sottile,
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Stavrinakis, Herbkersman, J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Bradley, Hewitt and
Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS AND URGE THE MEMBERS TO PROHIBIT SEISMIC
SURVEYS OR OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS DRILLING OFF THE COAST OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO JOIN THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN PROTECTING THE BEAUTIFUL
BEACHES, SEA ISLANDS, AND ESTUARIES OF THE STATE FROM THE
INEVITABLE POLLUTION OF THE AIR AND SEA IF SEISMIC SURVEYS
OR OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS DRILLING IS ALLOWED TO TAKE PLACE
OFF OF SOUTH CAROLINA, RESULTING IN A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON
THE QUALITY OF LIFE ALONG OUR COAST AND A DETRIMENTAL
EFFECT ON THE TOURISM INDUSTRY OF THE STATE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced HJ-31
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-31
   04/24/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Williams
H 4897  General Bill, By J.E. Smith, Sottile and Cogswell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 36, TITLE 15 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  CITIZENS PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT ACT OF 2018  AND
TO PROVIDE THAT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONSTITU-
TIONAL RIGHT TO FREE SPEECH, RIGHT TO PETITION, OR RIGHT OF
ASSOCIATION ARE IMMUNE FROM CIVIL LIABILITY EXCEPT WHEN
THE ACTS ARE NOT AIMED AT PROCURING A GOVERNMENTAL OR
ELECTORAL ACTION, RESULT, OR OUTCOME, TO PROVIDE EXPE-
DITED PROCEDURES FOR HEARING MOTIONS IN ACTIONS BROUGHT
IN OPPOSITION TO A CITIZEN S RIGHT TO PETITION THE GOVERN-
MENT, TO CREATE A TOLL-FREE HOTLINE IN THE OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR USE BY THE PUBLIC IN REPORTING VIO-
LATIONS OF THIS ACT, TO PROVIDE REMEDIES FOR VIOLATIONS,
INCLUDING ATTORNEY S FEES AND COSTS TO THE PREVAILING
PARTY; AND TO DESIGNATE SECTIONS 15-36-10 THROUGH 15-36-100
AS ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 36, TITLE 15 ENTITLED  SOUTH CAROLINA
FRIVOLOUS CIVIL PROCEEDINGS SANCTIONS ACT  AND TO REDESIG-
NATE ARTICLE 36 AS  SANCTIONS .
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-31
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-31
H 4898  General Bill, By King
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 5-7-240, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL AUDIT OF A
MUNICIPALITY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE REPORT OF THE AUDIT BE
SUBMITTED TO THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL, AND TO REQUIRE
THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL TO WITHHOLD ANY FUNDS TO THE
MUNICIPALITY UNTIL THE REPORT IS RECEIVED.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-32
H 4899  General Bill, By Trantham, Bannister and G.R. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING SECTION 56-3-645 RELATING TO ADDITIONAL REGIS-
TRATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN MOTOR VEHICLES.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-32
   02/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-32
H 4900  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Jefferson, Crosby, Davis and Mace
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-120, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRECINCTS
IN BERKELEY COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER
ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND
MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   02/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-33
   02/08/18 House Referred to Berkeley Delegation HJ-33
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Berkeley Delegation HJ-54
   02/15/18 House Read second time HJ-27
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-27
   02/15/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-28
   02/16/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   02/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4901  General Bill, By Ott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE ALCO-
HOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO REMOVE A DEFINITION;
TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-1610, RELATING TO BUSINESS ESTABLISH-
MENTS AUTHORIZED TO SELL ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS SOLD BY THE
DRINK, SO AS TO REMOVE THE REQUIREMENTS REQUIRING A BUSI-
NESS TO BE ENGAGED IN SERVING FOOD OR PROVIDING LODGING;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-1820, RELATING TO THE CRITERIA FOR
A LICENSE TO SERVE LIQUOR BY THE DRINK, SO AS TO MAKE A
CONFORMING CHANGE.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 4902  Resolution, By Fry, Crawford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE JOYOUS OCCASION OF
THE TWO HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SOCASTEE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH OF MYRTLE BEACH AND TO CONGRATULATE
AND COMMEND THE CHURCH S PASTOR, DR. KURT MCPHERSON,
AND THE CONGREGATION FOR THEIR YEARS OF DEDICATED SER-
VICE TO THEIR COMMUNITY.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 4903  Resolution, By Daning, Davis, Jefferson, Mace, S. Rivers, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MARK ALAN
PHILLIPS, MAYOR PRO TEM OF GOOSE CREEK, UPON THE OCCASION
OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN THREE DECADES OF OUT-
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STANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 4904  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE DUCE
STALEY, RUNNING BACKS COACH FOR THE PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
AND VETERAN OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME,
FOR HIS SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN HELPING THE PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
TO THEIR STUNNING VICTORY IN SUPER BOWL LII AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS THROUGHOUT HIS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL
COACHING CAREER.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 4905  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MORRIS DAY FOR
A STUPENDOUS CAREER AND TO WELCOME HIM TO THE PALMETTO
STATE FOR HIS PERFORMANCE IN THE  LEGENDS OF  SERIES HOSTED
BY THE AUNTIE KAREN FOUNDATION.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 4906  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND VOCAL ARTIST
SHEILA E. FOR A STELLAR MUSICAL CAREER AND TO WELCOME
HER TO THE PALMETTO STATE IN CONNECTION WITH HER PERFOR-
MANCES PAYING TRIBUTE TO THE LATE, RENOWNED SINGER-SONG-
WRITER PRINCE IN THE  LEGENDS OF  SERIES HOSTED BY THE
AUNTIE KAREN FOUNDATION.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-26
H 4907  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PANSY RABON
OF HORRY COUNTY UPON HER RECEIPT OF HORRY ELECTRIC COOP-
ERATIVE S 2018 RURAL LADY OF THE YEAR AWARD.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 4908  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Mack, Arrington, Bennett, Cogswell,
Mace, Pendarvis, Sottile, Crosby, Gilliard, McCoy and Stavrinakis
Similar (S 0555, H 3936)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRECINCTS
IN CHARLESTON COUNTY, SO AS TO REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUM-
BER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND
AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-27
   02/13/18 House Referred to Charleston Delegation HJ-27
   02/14/18 House Committee report: Favorable Charleston Delegation HJ-54
   02/15/18 House Read second time HJ-28
   02/15/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-29
   02/15/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-30
   02/16/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
H 4909  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-15-1555 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT FOR PAS-
SENGER RAILROAD COMPANIES AND CLASS I FREIGHT RAILROAD
COMPANIES, THE OPERATION OF LOCOMOTIVES IN THIS STATE THAT
LACK POSITIVE TRAIN CONTROL TECHNOLOGY IS NOT CONDUCIVE
TO PUBLIC SAFETY; TO ESTABLISH FINES FOR VIOLATIONS OF THIS
SECTION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT FINES COLLECTED MUST BE USED
TO FUND RAILROAD SAFETY INSPECTIONS AND PROGRAMS.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-28
H 4910  General Bill, By Simrill
Similar (S 1019)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 12-67-140 AND 12-6-3535, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TAX CREDIT FOR
REHABILITATING AN ABANDONED BUILDING OR A CERTIFIED HIS-
TORIC STRUCTURE, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO SPECIFY THE MANNER
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IN WHICH UNUSED CREDIT MAY BE CARRIED FORWARD AND ALLO-
CATED.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-28
H 4911  General Bill, By Huggins, Knight and Felder
Similar (S 0994)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-710, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY S DUTY
TO MAKE CERTAIN INSURANCE PLANS AVAILABLE TO STATE AND
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT
THE GROUP HEALTH PLAN COVER COLD CAP AND SCALP COOLING
SYSTEMS, BEGINNING AUGUST 15, 2019.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-28
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Felder
H 4912  General Bill, By Tallon, Arrington, Chumley, Cole, Long, B. Newton,
Pope, Rutherford, Whitmire, McCravy, Bennett, V.S. Moss, Atwater, Hixon,
Thayer and Johnson
Similar (S 0982)
A BILL AMEND SECTION 56-1-286, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUSPENSION OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT
OR DENIAL OF ISSUANCE OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT TO PERSONS
UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO DRIVE MOTOR VEHICLES
AND HAVE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, SO
AS TO ALLOW A PERSON UNDER THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE WHO IS
SERVING A SUSPENSION OR DENIAL OF A LICENSE OR PERMIT TO
ENROLL IN THE IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICE PROGRAM; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-1-385, RELATING TO THE REINSTATEMENT OF
PERMANENTLY REVOKED DRIVER S LICENSES, SO AS TO LIMIT
APPLICATION TO OFFENSES OCCURRING PRIOR TO OCTOBER 1, 2014;
TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-400, RELATING TO SURRENDER OF A
LICENSE AND ENDORSING SUSPENSION AND IGNITION INTERLOCK
DEVICE ON A LICENSE, SO AS TO REORGANIZE FOR CLARITY,
REMOVE THE REQUIREMENT THAT A PERSON SEEKING TO HAVE A
LICENSE ISSUED MUST FIRST PROVIDE PROOF THAT ANY FINE OWED
HAS BEEN PAID, AND INCLUDE REFERENCE TO THE HABITUAL
OFFENDER STATUTE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1090, RELATING TO
REQUESTS FOR RESTORATION OF THE PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A
MOTOR VEHICLE, SO AS TO ALLOW A PERSON CLASSIFIED AS AN
HABITUAL OFFENDER TO OBTAIN A DRIVER S LICENSE WITH AN
INTERLOCK RESTRICTION IF HE PARTICIPATES IN THE INTERLOCK
IGNITION PROGRAM; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1320, RELATING TO
PROVISIONAL DRIVERS  LICENSES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE PROVI-
SIONAL LICENSES FOR FIRST OFFENSE DRIVING UNDER THE INFLU-
ENCE UNLESS THE OFFENSE WAS CREATED PRIOR TO THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ACT; TO AMEND 56-1-1340, RELATING TO
THE ISSUANCES OF LICENSES AND CONVICTIONS TO BE RECORDED,
SO AS TO CONFORM INTERNAL STATUTORY REFERENCES; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-2941, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES, SO AS TO INCLUDE REFERENCE TO THE
HABITUAL OFFENDER STATUTE, REMOVE EXCEPTIONS TO IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES FOR OFFENDERS WHO ARE NONRESIDENTS
AND FIRST TIME OFFENDERS OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
WHO DID NOT REFUSE  TO SUBMIT TO CHEMICAL TESTS AND HAD
AN ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION OF LESS THAN FIFTEEN ONE HUN-
DREDTHS OF ONE PERCENT OR MORE, REQUIRE DEVICE MANUFAC-
TURERS PAY CERTIFICATION FEES ASSOCIATED WITH IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICES, PERMIT THOSE DRIVERS WITH PERMANENTLY
REVOKED LICENSES AFTER OCTOBER 2014 TO SEEK RELIEF AFTER
FIVE YEARS, AND MAKE THE RECORDS OF THE IGNITION INTER-
LOCK DEVICES THE RECORDS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION,
PARDON AND PAROLE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2951, RELATING TO
TEMPORARY ALCOHOL LICENSES, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICE RESTRICTION ON A TEMPORARY ALCOHOL
LICENSE AND TO DELETE PROVISIONS RELATING TO ROUTE-
RESTRICTED LICENSES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-2990, RELAT-
ING TO SUSPENSION OF A CONVICTED PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE
AND THE PERIOD OF SUSPENSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE AN IGNITION
INTERLOCK DEVICE IF A FIRST TIME OFFENDER OF DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE SEEKS TO END A SUSPENSION.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McCravy
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bennett
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss,
Atwater, Hixon
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thayer
   05/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
H 4913 (Rat # 0270, Act #  0228)  General Bill, By M. Rivers, Herbkersman,
W. Newton, J.E. Smith, Cobb-Hunter, Gilliard, Bamberg, Thigpen, Kirby,
Hosey, Williams, Henegan, Alexander, Weeks, Jefferson, Robinson-Simpson,
Caskey, Brown, Dillard, Hart, Howard, Murphy, Pendarvis, Erickson,
McEachern, Bowers, Bradley and Govan
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-230 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE SECOND
SATURDAY OF NOVEMBER OF EACH YEAR AS  PENN CENTER HERI-
TAGE DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA. - ratified title
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-30
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   04/04/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-31
   04/05/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: McEachern,
Bowers, Bradley, Govan
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-96  Nays-0 HJ-40
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-41
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-17
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-15
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-26
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-26
   05/08/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-37
   05/14/18 Ratified R 270
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 228
H 4914  General Bill, By M. Rivers, Herbkersman, W. Newton, Williams,
Jefferson, Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn, Kirby, Atwater, Alexander, Hosey,
Henegan, Brown, Dillard, Hart, Howard, Murphy, Pendarvis, J.E. Smith
and Thigpen
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-3-230 SO AS TO DESIGNATE THE FIRST DAY
OF JUNE OF EACH YEAR AS  REVEREND IKE DAY  IN SOUTH CARO-
LINA.
   02/13/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-30
   02/13/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-30
H 4915  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SCOTT S BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL BOYS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
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MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4916  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SCOTT S
BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL BOYS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4917  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE SCOTT S
BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR GARNERING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4918  Resolution, By Ridgeway
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SCOTT S BRANCH HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS TRACK AND FIELD TEAM OF
CLARENDON COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4919  Resolution, By Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND THE GREATER
GREER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON THE OCCASION OF ITS EIGHTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO WISH THE ORGANIZATION MANY MORE
YEARS OF SUCCESS.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4920  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Pendarvis, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
DR. CATHERINE MCKEE MCCOTTRY OF CHARLESTON COUNTY, TO
HONOR HER REMARKABLE COMMITMENT TO THE FIELD OF MEDI-
CINE, AND TO EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER LOVING FAMILY
AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4921  Resolution, By Robinson-Simpson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND SALUTE THE ZETA PHI BETA
SORORITY, INCORPORATED, FOR ITS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4922  Resolution, By Robinson-Simpson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE
OF FANNIE PETTIE WATTS, CO-FOUNDER OF ZETA PHI BETA SOROR-
ITY, INCORPORATED, AND FOUNDER SPECIFIC TO THE SOUTHEAST-




   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4923  Resolution, By Atkinson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LATTA HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM OF DILLON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-61
H 4924  Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LATTA HIGH
SCHOOL VARSITY SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4925  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND JEFF KEFALOS
FOR AN EXEMPLARY CAREER AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 4926  Resolution, By Willis, Anthony, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE LAURENS COUNTY COMMU-
NITY THEATRE FOR PRESENTING QUALITY FAMILY ENTERTAIN-
MENT IN THE CITY OF CLINTON FOR OVER THREE DECADES.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 4927  Resolution, By Rutherford, White, Lucas, Simrill, King, Alexander,
Anderson, Bamberg, Brawley, Brown, Cobb-Hunter, Clyburn, Dillard,
Gilliard, Govan, Hart, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Hosey, Howard,
Jefferson, Mack, McEachern, McKnight, Parks, M. Rivers, Pendarvis,
Robinson-Simpson, Thigpen, Weeks, Williams, Allison, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McGinnis, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R.
Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor,
Thayer, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler, Whitmire, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD ANDERSON
NATIVE CHADWICK BOSEMAN FOR HIS IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
AS THE TITLE ROLE IN  BLACK PANTHER  AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 4928  Concurrent Resolution, By Delleney
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE PALMETTO BOYS
STATE TO USE THE CHAMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATE FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE
MEETING ON FRIDAY, JUNE 15, 2018, HOWEVER, THE CHAMBERS MAY
NOT BE USED IF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IS IN SESSION OR THE
CHAMBERS ARE OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-64
   02/15/18 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   02/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-10
   02/22/18 Senate Polled out of committee Invitations SJ-10
   02/22/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Invitations SJ-10
   02/27/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-33
H 4929  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF EAST CHEVES STREET IN
THE CITY OF FLORENCE FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH EAST PAL-
METTO STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH  DARGAN
STREET  JERRY M. KEITH BOULEVARD  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAIN-
ING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/14/18 House Introduced HJ-65
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-65
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   03/22/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-44
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-9
   04/12/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-5
   04/17/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-31
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H 4930  General Bill, By Bryant, Simrill, B. Newton, Martin, King, West,
D.C. Moss, Felder, Brown, Tallon, Delleney, Forrest, Hixon, Pendarvis and
Pope
Similar (S 0822, H 5178)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1790, AS AMENDED, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPEN-
SATION THAT MAY BE EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED
EMPLOYMENT UNDER THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYS-
TEM, SO AS TO EXEMPT CERTIFIED EDUCATORS FROM THE EARN-
INGS LIMITATION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 9-11-90, AS AMENDED,
RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION THAT MAY BE
EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT UNDER THE
POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO DELETE THE
EARNINGS LIMITATION.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-65
H 4931 (Rat # 0289, Act #  0260)  General Bill, By Elliott, Alexander, Simrill,
Stringer, West, Allison, Henderson, G.R. Smith, Burns, Trantham, Hamilton,
Bannister, Putnam, Robinson-Simpson, Chumley, Taylor, Douglas, Knight,
Dillard and Blackwell
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-103-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE MISSIONS AND FOCUSES OF
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE APPLIED
BACCALAUREATE IN ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
DEGREES, AND TO PROVIDE AUTHORIZATIONS OF SUCH DEGREES
ONLY ARE ALLOWED WHEN NEW STATE GENERAL FUNDS ARE NOT
APPROPRIATED FOR THE OPERATIONS OF THE DEGREE PROGRAMS. -
ratified title
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   02/15/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-33
   02/15/18 House Committed to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-33
   02/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Stringer, West,
Allison, Henderson, G.R.Smith, Burns, Trantham, Hamil-
ton, Bannister, Putnam, Robinson-Simpson, Chumley,
Taylor, Douglas, Knight, Dillard
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Ways and
Means HJ-5
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Blackwell
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-86
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-86
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-87
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-88
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-5
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
   04/27/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-8
   05/08/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-65
   05/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-65
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-40
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-40
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-5 SJ-40
   05/10/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-68
   05/10/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-68
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-83  Nays-14 HJ-75
   05/10/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-61
   05/10/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Turner, Young, Allen SJ-
61
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Taylor, Elliott, Alexan-
der HJ-87
   06/27/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-84
   06/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-108  Nays-0 HJ-87
   06/27/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-11
   06/27/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-2 SJ-11
   06/27/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-15
   06/28/18 Ratified R 289
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/05/18 Effective date 07/02/18
   07/12/18 Act No. 260
H 4932  General Bill, By Elliott, Magnuson, Hamilton, Bennett, Arrington,
Loftis, Burns, Henderson, Mace, Atwater, Pitts, Bannister, Willis and
Putnam
Similar (S 0995)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-3685 SO AS TO ALLOW AN INCOME TAX
CREDIT FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SCHOLARSHIP FUNDING ORGA-
NIZATION THAT PROVIDES GRANTS FOR STUDENTS TO ATTEND CER-
TAIN INDEPENDENT AND HOME SCHOOLS, TO SPECIFY THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE CREDIT IS CLAIMED, TO SPECIFY THE PROCESS BY
WHICH CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS AND SCHOOLS BECOME ELIGIBLE,
TO SPECIFY CERTAIN INFORMATION WHICH MUST BE MADE PUBLIC,
AND TO ALLOW THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE TO ENFORCE THE
PROVISIONS OF THE CREDIT.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-66
   02/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Mace
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Atwater
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Pitts, Bannis-
ter, Willis
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 4933  General Bill, By Cole, Forrester, Allison, Tallon, Anthony, Long,
Chumley, Henderson-Myers, Magnuson and V.S. Moss
Similar (S 1014)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-7-2060, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF A
REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT S BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE INTEREST SHALL PREVAIL IF A
CONFLICT EXISTS BETWEEN THE ANTITRUST LAWS OF THE STATE
OR THE UNITED STATES AND THE EXERCISE OF POWER BY A
REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES DISTRICT WITH RESPECT TO THE
OWNERSHIP, OPERATION, MANAGEMENT, OR LEASE OF A HOSPITAL,
HEALTH CARE FACILITY, OR OTHER EXERCISE OF POWER.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-66
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-66
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anthony,
Long, Chumley, Henderson-Myers, Magnuson
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: V.S.Moss
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-56
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-22
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-23
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
H 4934  General Bill, By Bennett, Crawford, McCoy, Hewitt, West,
Arrington, Gilliard, Davis, Hardee, Fry, Spires, Jefferson, Knight, Henegan,
Atkinson, Crosby, Williams, Kirby, Hosey, Chumley, Burns, Robinson-
Simpson, Martin, Young, Henderson-Myers, Magnuson, Allison, Brown,
Elliott, Gagnon, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Stavrinakis, Stringer and Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-19-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICT BOARDS OF TRUSTEES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THESE BOARDS
SHALL DIRECT THEIR SCHOOLS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS IN KINDER-
GARTEN THROUGH EIGHTH GRADE WITH TWO DAILY RECESS OR
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ACTIVITY PERIODS IN ADDITION TO THE TIME REQUIRED TO MEET
EXISTING PHYSICAL EDUCATION STANDARDS, AND TO PROVIDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THESE RECESS PERIODS.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-67
H 4935 (Rat # 0189, Act #  0291)  Joint Resolution, By Felder, Douglas,
Ridgeway and Bryant
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE  SOUTH CAROLINA PALLIA-
TIVE CARE AND QUALITY OF LIFE STUDY COMMITTEE ; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE PURPOSE, MEMBERSHIP, AND DUTIES OF THE STUDY COM-
MITTEE; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-67
   04/03/18 House Recalled from Committee on Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-26
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-3 HJ-14
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-14
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-17
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-17
   04/19/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-10
   04/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-28
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-18
   05/01/18 Ratified R 189
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 291
H 4936  General Bill, By Pitts, McEachern, Jefferson, Williams and
Duckworth
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 12-6-1172 SO AS TO ALLOW A SOUTH CAROLINA
INCOME TAX DEDUCTION OF ALL MILITARY RETIREMENT INCOME
AND FIRST RESPONDER RETIREMENT INCOME; AND TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-6-1170, RELATING TO THE RETIREMENT INCOME DEDUC-
TION, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING CHANGE.
   02/14/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-67
   02/14/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-67
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Jefferson, Wil-
liams
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Duckworth
H 4937  Resolution, By Mack, Gilliard, Stavrinakis, McCoy, Brown,
Pendarvis, Sottile, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Magnuson, Martin, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR JUDGE RICHARD E. FIELDS FOR A
LIFETIME OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ALL OF HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 4938  Resolution, By Cole, Allison, Chumley, Forrester, Henderson-Myers,
Long, Magnuson, Tallon, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND JOHN PERRY ON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER OVER TWENTY YEARS
OF SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA UPSTATE
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4939  Resolution, By Weeks, G.M. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF GUSTAVE DICKS HOLLIDAY OF COLUM-
BIA AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 4940  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HONOR-
ABLE TERRY WRIGHT, MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF BRUNSON, UPON
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THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4941  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND ADMIRAL SAM-
UEL J. LOCKLEAR III FOR AN IMPRESSIVE CAREER IN THE UNITED
STATES NAVY AND IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, AND TO EXTEND GRATI-
TUDE FOR HIS SERVICE FOR OUR NATION AND ITS CITIZENS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4942  Resolution, By Young, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND GRACEY CHAFIN
OF GRANITEVILLE FOR HER EXEMPLARY RECORD OF VOLUNTEER
SERVICE, PEER LEADERSHIP, AND COMMUNITY SPIRIT AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HER FOR EARNING THE PRESTIGIOUS 2018 PRUDENTIAL
SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY AWARD.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4943  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MARCH 2018 AS BLEED-
ING DISORDERS AWARENESS MONTH IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO INCREASE RECOGNITION OF THE ILLNESS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-59
   02/20/18 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   02/20/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
   02/27/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-10
   02/27/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-10
H 4944  Joint Resolution, By Burns, G.R. Smith, Loftis, Chumley and
Robinson-Simpson
Similar (S 1119)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADVISORY REFERENDUM
TO BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY FAVOR THE EXISTING GOVERNING STRUCTURE OF THE
GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM AND WHETHER THIS GOVERNING
STRUCTURE MUST BE USED IN ALL CURRENT OR FUTURE ENTITIES
THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM CREATES.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   02/15/18 House Referred to Greenville Delegation HJ-60
H 4945  General Bill, By Loftis, G.R. Smith, Trantham, Burns, Chumley,
Robinson-Simpson and Putnam
Similar (S 1026)
A BILL TO REPEAL SECTION 4 OF ACT 432 OF 1947, AS AMENDED BY
SECTION 2 OF ACT 105 OF 2013; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST
AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM
BOARD OF TRUSTEES; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST
AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PRO-
VIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF AN INTERIM PRESIDENT AND TO
PROVIDE DUTIES, TO PROVIDE FOR A NEWLY FORMED 501(c)(3) AND
ITS DUTIES, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACCRUED
INTEREST INCOME FROM MONIES, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE ELEC-
TION OF BOARD MEMBERS AND FOR THEIR TERMS; TO AMEND ACT
432 OF 1947, AS LAST AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF 2013, BY ADDING A
NEW SECTION, TO PROVIDE THAT GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM
SHALL ENGAGE IN AND ESTABLISH A COMPETITIVE BIDDING PRO-
CESS; TO AMEND ACT 432 OF 1947, AS LAST AMENDED BY ACT 105 OF
2013, BY ADDING A NEW SECTION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DISTRIBU-
TION OF ALL MONIES COLLECTED FROM THE SALE OF THE ASSETS;
TO PROVIDE THAT NO PUBLIC MONIES OR ASSETS MAY BE
EXPENDED OR LIQUIDATED TO PURSUE LEGAL CHALLENGES
RELATED TO THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERSONS HOLDING
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS WITHIN THE 501(c)(3) ORGANIZATIONS
SHALL VACATE ALL OFFICE SPACE CONTROLLED BY GREENVILLE
HEALTH SYSTEM; TO REPEAL ANY PROVISION IN CONFLICT WITH
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO PROVIDE THAT, UPON FINAL DIS-
TRIBUTION OF THE ASSETS, ACT 432 OF 1947 AND ALL AMEND-
MENTS TO THE ACT ARE REPEALED WITH EXCEPTIONS; AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT ARE VOID IF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA SUPREME COURT PUBLISHES AN OPINION DETER-
MINING THAT THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OPERATED WITHIN ITS
LEGAL AUTHORITY.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
   03/13/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 4946 (Rat # 0190, Act #  0176)  General Bill, By Erickson, Bradley, Bowers
and M. Rivers
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1005, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF SHELLFISH IMPOR-
TATION PERMITS AND PERMITS TO POSSESS, PRODUCE, PURCHASE,
OR SELL GENETICALLY MODIFIED SHELLFISH, INCLUDING POLY-
PLOID SHELLFISH, SO AS TO NO LONGER PROVIDE FOR THE ISSU-
ANCE OF PERMITS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
TO PERSONS TO POSSESS, PRODUCE, PURCHASE, OR SELL GENETI-
CALLY MODIFIED SHELLFISH AND TO NO LONGER PROVIDE FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF PERMITS BY THE DEPARTMENT FOR THE PLACEMENT
OF GENETICALLY MODIFIED SHELLFISH IN CERTAIN WATERS OF
THIS STATE. - ratified title
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-62
   02/27/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: W.Newton,
Herbkersman
   03/08/18 House Recalled from Committee on Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-104
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-41
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-41
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-5 HJ-42
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
500
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
13
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-34
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-34
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-19
   05/01/18 Ratified R 190
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 176
H 4947  General Bill, By Howard, Cobb-Hunter, Gilliard and M. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 8-11-735 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IN THE
EVENT OF A MEDICAL EMERGENCY, A STATE EMPLOYEE MAY MAKE
A WRITTEN REQUEST TO HIS EMPLOYING AGENCY THAT A SPECI-
FIED NUMBER OF HOURS OF HIS ACCRUED ANNUAL OR SICK LEAVE
ACCOUNT, OR BOTH, BE TRANSFERRED FROM HIS ANNUAL OR SICK
LEAVE ACCOUNT, OR BOTH, TO A SPECIFIC LEAVE RECIPIENT
RATHER THAN TO A LEAVE POOL ACCOUNT, SUBJECT TO THE
APPROVAL OF THE AGENCY DIRECTOR, AND TO PROVIDE DEFINI-
TIONS, REQUIREMENTS, AND PROCEDURES IN REGARD TO THIS PRO-
VISION.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-62
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-87
   04/26/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Crawford, Fry, Clemmons,
Toole, Bennett, Blackwell, B Newton, Bryant, Martin,
Sandifer, Whitmire, Forrester Long, Crosby, Hewitt,
Thayer HJ-95
   05/02/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
H 4948  General Bill, By Clary and D.C. Moss
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-63-600 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PEOPLE
WHOSE RESIDENCES MOVE FROM ONE COUNTY TO ANOTHER DUE
TO BOUNDARY REESTABLISHMENTS MAY ENROLL THEIR CHILDREN
IN THE COUNTY IN WHICH THEY RESIDED BEFORE THE BOUNDARY
REESTABLISHMENT, TO PROVIDE THEY ARE NOT REQUIRED TO
ENROLL THEIR CHILDREN IN SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTY IN WHICH
THEIR RESIDENCE WAS LOCATED BEFORE THE REESTABLISHMENT,
TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, AND TO PROVIDE LIMITATIONS ON
THE AVAILABILITY OF THESE RIGHTS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-63
H 4949  General Bill, By Long, Chumley, Burns, McCravy and Magnuson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 20-1-110 SO AS TO ENACT THE  MARRIAGE AND
CONSTITUTION RESTORATION ACT ; TO DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS,
INCLUDING  PARODY MARRIAGE  AND  MARRIAGE ; TO PROVIDE
THAT PARODY MARRIAGE POLICIES ARE NONSECULAR IN NATURE;
TO PROHIBIT THE STATE FROM RESPECTING, ENDORSING, OR RECOG-
NIZING ANY PARODY MARRIAGE POLICY OR POLICIES THAT TREAT
SEXUAL ORIENTATION AS A SUSPECT CLASS; AND FOR OTHER PUR-
POSES.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Martin
H 4950 (Rat # 0293, Act #  0264)  General Bill, By  House Ways and Means
AN ACT TO MAKE APPROPRIATIONS AND TO PROVIDE REVENUES TO
MEET THE ORDINARY EXPENSES OF STATE GOVERNMENT FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 2018, TO REGULATE THE EXPENDI-
TURE OF SUCH FUNDS, AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE OPERA-
TION OF STATE GOVERNMENT DURING THIS FISCAL YEAR AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES. - ratified title
   03/06/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-13
   03/08/18 House Special order, set for Monday, March 12, immediately
after roll call
   03/12/18 House Debate interrupted HJ-4
   03/13/18 House Amended HJ-5
   03/13/18 House Read second time HJ-5
   03/13/18 House Roll call Yeas-116  Nays-2 HJ-133
   03/14/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   03/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-117  Nays-2
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-7
   04/05/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
1
   04/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-25
   04/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-7
   04/10/18 Senate Read second time SJ-7
   04/11/18 Senate Amended SJ-9
   04/11/18 Senate Debate interrupted SJ-9
   04/12/18 Senate Amended SJ-16
   04/12/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-16
   04/12/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-4 SJ-16
   04/18/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-70
   04/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-26-18 HJ-70
   04/26/18 House Debate interrupted by adjournment HJ-39
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-76
   05/02/18 House Senate amendment amended HJ-111
   05/02/18 House Returned to Senate with amendments HJ-111
   05/03/18 Senate Non-concurrence in House amendment SJ-8
   05/03/18 House House insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Reps. White, Cole, Clyburn HJ-38
   05/03/18 Senate Conference committee appointed Leatherman, Matthews,
Bennett SJ-9
   06/28/18 House Debate interrupted HJ-26
   06/28/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-33
   06/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-28 HJ-34
   06/28/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-9
   06/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-30  Nays-9 SJ-9
   06/28/18 Senate Ordered enrolled for ratification SJ-9
   06/29/18 Ratified R 293
   07/05/18 Certain items vetoed by Governor
   08/09/18 Effective date See Act
   08/09/18 Act No. 264
   10/03/18 House Veto sustained on certain items: 1-12, 17-18, 37, 40 HJ-38
   10/03/18 House Veto overridden on certain items: 13-16, 19-34, 36, 39, 41
HJ-58
   10/03/18 House Vetoes continued: 35, 38, 42 HJ-91
   10/03/18 Senate Veto overridden on certain items: 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 39,
41
H 4951 (Rat # 0191, Act #  0268)  Joint Resolution, By  House Ways and
Means
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROPRIATE MONIES FROM THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017-2018, AND TO ALLOW UNEX-
PENDED FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO BE CARRIED FORWARD TO SUC-
CEEDING FISCAL YEARS AND EXPENDED FOR THE SAME PURPOSES.
- ratified title




   03/08/18 House Special order, set for immediately following second read-
ing of H. 4950
   03/13/18 House Read second time HJ-164
   03/13/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-1 HJ-166
   03/14/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   03/14/18 House Roll call Yeas-112  Nays-1
   03/15/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-8
   03/15/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-8
   03/27/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Finance SJ-1
   04/12/18 Senate Read second time SJ-150
   04/12/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-150
   04/12/18 Senate Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day SJ-150
   04/13/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled
   05/01/18 Ratified R 191
   05/07/18 Signed By Governor
   05/23/18 Effective date See Act
   10/16/18 Act No. 268
H 4953  General Bill, By Cogswell and Brown
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-29-915, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ZONING APPEAL PRELITIGATION MEDIA-
TION, SO AS TO CHANGE FROM MANDATORY TO DISCRETIONARY A
MOTION MADE BY A PERSON WHO IS NOT THE PROPERTY OWNER
TO INTERVENE AS A PARTY EVEN THOUGH THE BOARD OF ARCHI-
TECTURAL REVIEW HAS DETERMINED THAT THE PERSON HAS A
SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN THE DECISION.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
H 4954  General Bill, By Cogswell and Brown
Similar (S 0346, H 4162)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 5 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 6 SO AS TO ENACT THE
SOUTH CAROLINA INCLUSIONARY ZONING ACT  TO PROVIDE THAT
COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO USE INCLU-
SIONARY ZONING STRATEGIES TO INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
H 4955  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Huggins, Bennett and Arrington
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-2320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT
OF INCOME, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
TO ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING THE ALLOCATION
AND APPORTIONMENT OF THE INCOME OF A TAXPAYER THAT
BUILDS OR EXPANDS AN INDUSTRIAL FREIGHT RAILROAD INTO AN
INDUSTRIAL PARK AND INVESTS AT LEAST TWO MILLION DOLLARS;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-36-2120, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS
FROM THE STATE SALES TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT BUILDING MATERI-
ALS NECESSARY TO BUILD OR EXPAND INDUSTRIAL FREIGHT RAIL-
ROADS INTO AN INDUSTRIAL PARK IN THIS STATE.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-64
H 4956  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PROHIBITIONS ON THE POSSESSION
OF FIREARMS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO EXEMPT CON-
CEALED WEAPON PERMIT HOLDERS FROM THESE PROHIBITIONS.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
H 4957  General Bill, By Jefferson, Martin and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-780 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO WEAR PANTS SAGGING MORE THAN
THREE INCHES BELOW HIS ILEUM, TO PROVIDE FOR PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATIONS, TO PROVIDE THAT A VIOLATION IS NOT GROUNDS FOR
DENYING, SUSPENDING, OR REVOKING THE VIOLATOR S PARTICIPA-
TION IN A STATE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM, AND TO PROVIDE JURISDICTION OF A VIOLATION IS
VESTED EXCLUSIVELY IN THE MUNICIPAL COURT OR THE MAGIS-
TRATES COURT.
   02/15/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/15/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers, Williams, Gilliard, Brown, Anderson, Long
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Ott, Bales
H 4958  General Bill, By Ridgeway, Henderson and Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-360, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO PRESCRIPTIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW
PHARMACISTS TO DISPENSE A VARYING QUANTITY OF MAINTE-
NANCE MEDICATION, WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-2
   02/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-2
H 4959  Resolution, By Bennett, Rutherford, King, Daning, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND SALUTE THE HONOR-
ABLE LONNIE HOSEY, A GENUINE AMERICAN PATRIOT AND SOUTH
CAROLINA STATESMAN, AND TO HONOR HIS DISTINGUISHED SER-
VICE WITH THE FIRST MARINE DIVISION DURING THE VIETNAM
WAR AND HIS SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 4960  Resolution, By West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,




A HOUSE RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING CONGRESS TO AUTHORIZE
A PILOT PROGRAM BETWEEN THE STATES OF GEORGIA, SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, AND NORTH CAROLINA GRANTING COMMERCIAL DRIVER S
LICENSE HOLDERS BETWEEN THE AGES OF EIGHTEEN AND
TWENTY-ONE THE RIGHT TO OPERATE IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE
AND TO HAUL INTERSTATE COMMODITIES WITHIN AND BETWEEN
THESE STATES.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 4961  Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, Delleney, King, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope, Simrill and Douglas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JOHN MAR-
SHALL MCCARTER, DISTRICT ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATOR FOR
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS
OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUC-
CESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 4962 (Rat # 0271, Act #  0229)  General Bill, By Sandifer and Spires
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 38-7-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO RETALIATORY TAXES BY OTHER STATES
AGAINST INSURANCE COMPANIES CHARTERED IN THIS STATE, SO AS
TO PROVIDE TITLE INSURERS ONLY MAY INCLUDE THEIR PORTION
OF THE PREMIUM IN THE RETALIATORY TAX COMPUTATIONS AND
ARE PROHIBITED FROM INCLUDING THESE AMOUNTS IN THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COLUMN OF RETALIATORY TAX WORKSHEETS. - ratified
title
   02/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-21
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-111
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-48
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-49
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   04/25/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Banking and Insurance SJ-
16
   05/01/18 Senate Read second time SJ-42
   05/01/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-41  Nays-0 SJ-42
   05/09/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-33
   05/14/18 Ratified R 271
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 229
H 4963  General Bill, By King, Pendarvis, Gilliard, Govan, Williams,
Thigpen, Robinson-Simpson, Alexander, McCravy, M. Rivers, Brawley,
Hart, Howard and Parks
Similar (H 4876)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-66-25 SO AS TO PROVIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICTS SHALL ENSURE THE CONTINUOUS PRESENCE OF SCHOOL
RESOURCE OFFICERS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS DURING REGULAR OPER-
ATING HOURS, TO PROVIDE ONE SUCH OFFICER MUST BE PROVIDED
FOR EVERY FIVE HUNDRED STUDENTS ENROLLED AT THE SCHOOL,
TO PROVIDE VARIOUS MEANS BY WHICH DISTRICTS MAY SATISFY
THIS REQUIREMENT, AND TO MAKE THESE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE
JULY 1, 2018.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-21
   02/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-21
H 4964  General Bill, By Clemmons
A BILL TO AMEND CHAPTER 11, TITLE 35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING ACT, SO AS TO FURTHER PROVIDE FOR THE PROCE-
DURES, TERMS, REQUIREMENTS, LICENSING, FEES, REPORTING,
SANCTIONS, AND REMEDIES UNDER THE ACT.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-22
   02/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-22
H 4965  Resolution, By Dillard, Henegan and Henderson-Myers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE SHARON B. BROWN HAR-
RIOTT ON HER EXCELLENT LEADERSHIP OVER THE PAST FOUR
YEARS AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   02/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 4966  General Bill, By Pendarvis, King, Ballentine, Gilliard, Williams,
Robinson-Simpson, Kirby, Hosey, Govan, Jefferson, Clyburn, Wheeler,
McKnight, Arrington, Ott, Young, Trantham, Henderson-Myers, Huggins,
Martin, M. Rivers, Atkinson, Bennett, Brown, Funderburk, Hill, D.C. Moss,
Pitts, S. Rivers, Spires, Thigpen, Weeks, W. Newton, McCoy, Hewitt,
Stavrinakis, Bannister and Herbkersman
Similar (S 1056, S 1057)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-63-910, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO MANDATORY MONTHLY FIRE DRILLS
IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS, SO AS TO ALSO REQUIRE SEPARATE
MONTHLY ACTIVE SHOOTER TRAINING DRILLS, TO REQUIRE THE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND STATE LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION TO COLLABORATE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF CER-
TAIN RELATED TRAINING MATERIALS, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN
RELATED TRAINING ANNUALLY FOR TEACHERS; AND TO REDESIG-
NATE ARTICLE 9, CHAPTER 63, TITLE 59 AS  FIRE AND SAFETY DRILLS
.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-9
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: W.Newton,
McCoy, Hewitt, Stavrinakis, Bannister, Herbkersman
H 4967  General Bill, By Atwater
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 13 TO TITLE 10 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT GOV-
ERNMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS, CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS,
RENOVATION PROJECTS,  OR IMPROVEMENTS TO REAL PROPERTY
SHALL COMPLY WITH CERTAIN ENERGY STANDARDS; TO AMEND
SECTION 48-52-620, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT STATE
AGENCIES AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS SUBMIT ENERGY CONSERVA-
TION PLANS, SO AS TO ESTABLISH NEW METERING REQUIREMENTS;
AND TO REPEAL ARTICLE 8, CHAPTER 52, TITLE 48 RELATING TO THE
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE AND SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION ACT
OF 2007.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
H 4968 (Rat # 0159, Act #  0282)  General Bill, By Hiott, Clary and Collins
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 489 OF 1998, RELATING TO THE ADVISORY
ELECTION AMONG PICKENS COUNTY VETERANS TO NOMINATE A
CANDIDATE TO THE PICKENS COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION
FOR RECOMMENDATION FOR APPOINTMENT AS PICKENS COUNTY
VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICER, SO AS TO REVISE THE PROCEDURE
FOR FILLING A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF PICKENS COUNTY VET-
ERANS AFFAIRS OFFICER; TO DESIGNATE THE OFFICE OF THE PICK-
ENS COUNTY BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS AS
THE POLLING LOCATION FOR THE ELECTION; TO ESTABLISH A VOT-
ING PERIOD DURING THE BOARD S NORMAL HOURS OF OPERATION
IN WHICH TO CONDUCT THE ELECTION, TO AUTHORIZE ABSENTEE
VOTING, AND TO SPECIFY WHEN THE BOARD OF VOTER REGISTRA-
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
503
TION AND ELECTIONS OF PICKENS COUNTY SHALL MEET TO CER-
TIFY RESULTS. - ratified title
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/21/18 House Referred to Pickens Delegation HJ-10
   03/07/18 House Committee report: Favorable Pickens Delegation HJ-2
   03/20/18 House Amended HJ-6
   03/20/18 House Read second time HJ-6
   03/20/18 House Roll call Yeas-70  Nays-0 HJ-9
   03/21/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-8
   03/21/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-17
   03/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-7
   04/03/18 Ratified R 159
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 282
H 4969  General Bill, By Bannister, Rutherford, Tallon and Weeks
Similar (S 1045)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-2-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN ALCO-
HOLIC BEVERAGE SOLD IN THIS STATE MUST COME TO REST ON THE
LICENSED PREMISES OF A WHOLESALER BEFORE IT MAY BE MADE
AVAILABLE FOR SALE TO A RETAILER, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES, AND
DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 4970  Resolution, By Anthony, Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD AND HONOR WILLIAM FRED-
RICK GAULT FOR A CAREER DEDICATED TO PUBLIC SERVICE AND TO
WISH HIM MANY MORE YEARS OF SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 4971  General Bill, By Hixon, McCoy, Hewitt, Kirby, Forrest, Yow and
Blackwell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-1705, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CATCH LIMITS FOR ESTUARINE AND
SALTWATER FINFISH, SO AS TO REDUCE THE CATCH LIMIT FOR RED
DRUM.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-11
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hewitt, Kirby,
Forrest, Yow, Blackwell
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). M. Rivers, Loftis, Hart,
Brown, Mack, Ott, Hiott, Fry, Hixon, Kirby, Caskey HJ-63
   04/04/18 House Amended HJ-58
   04/04/18 House Read second time HJ-58
   04/04/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-1 HJ-59
   04/05/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-18
H 4972  General Bill, By Lowe, Ballentine, Burns, Clemmons, Crawford,
Gagnon, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, Long, Magnuson,
McCravy, McGinnis, W. Newton, Pitts, S. Rivers, Davis and West
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SCHOOL PROTECTION OFFICER ACT  BY ADD-
ING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 66, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
BEGINNING WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, THE GOVERNING
BOARDS OF PUBLIC K-12 SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER EDUCATION MAY DESIGNATE EMPLOYEES AS SCHOOL PRO-
TECTION OFFICERS TO PROVIDE ARMED PROTECTION AND OTHER
RELATED PUBLIC SAFETY FUNCTIONS ON THEIR CAMPUSES, TO
DEFINE RELATED TERMINOLOGY, AND TO PROVIDE RELATED
REQUIREMENTS; BY ADDING SECTION 23-23-112 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THE LAW ENFORCEMENT COUNCIL MUST DEVELOP GUIDELINES
FOR SCHOOL PROTECTION OFFICER TRAINING THAT MUST BE
OFFERED BY THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY, TO PROVIDE SPE-
CIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS TRAINING, AND TO PROVIDE NECES-
SARY DEFINITIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-420, RELATING TO
THE EXEMPTIONS FROM THE PROHIBITION OF POSSESSING FIRE-
ARMS ON PUBLIC SCHOOL PROPERTY, SO AS TO EXEMPT SCHOOL
PROTECTION OFFICERS; AND TO REDESIGNATE CHAPTER 66, TITLE
59 AS  SCHOOL SAFETY , AND TO REDESIGNATE SECTIONS 59-66-20,
59-66-30 AND 59-66-40 AS  GENERAL PROVISIONS .
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-11
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-11
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: S.Rivers,
Davis, West
H 4973 (Rat # 0272, Act #  0255)  General Bill, By Bales, Taylor, Brown,
Hosey, Simrill, Hixon, Blackwell and Young
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2150, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED TO
CERTAIN CURRENT AND RETIRED PUBLIC OFFICIALS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE PROVISION THAT REQUIRES A FORMER MEMBER OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO RECEIVE RETIREMENT BENEFITS TO
OBTAIN A SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE, TO PROVIDE THAT A FORMER
MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY BE ISSUED TWO SPE-
CIAL LICENSE PLATES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON WHO
RESIGNS FROM OFFICE AS A RESULT OF AN INVESTIGATION OR
CONVICTION OF CERTAIN CRIMES MAY NOT APPLY FOR OR MAIN-
TAIN A SPECIAL LICENSE PLATE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2350,
RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES ISSUANCE OF
A SPECIAL REGISTRATION FOR A PERSON ENGAGED IN THE BUSI-
NESS OF OPERATING MOTOR VEHICLES TO FACILITATE THE MOVE-
MENT OF  CERTAIN VEHICLES, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION , AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FINANCIAL
INSTITUTION ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF REPOSSESSING VEHI-
CLES UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES MAY APPLY FOR SPECIAL
REGISTRATION PURSUANT TO THIS PROVISION, TO REVISE THE
APPLICATION FOR PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE BUSINESS OF OPERAT-
ING VEHICLES TO MOVE VEHICLES FROM A MANUFACTURER TO A
DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR OR FROM A RAILROAD TERMINAL TO
CERTAIN LOCATIONS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT ALL REGISTRATION
RECORDS AND REGISTERED VEHICLES MUST BE AVAILABLE TO THE
DEPARTMENT FOR INSPECTION; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-2370,
RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF TRANSPORTER LICENSE PLATES, SO
AS TO REVISE THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE LICENSE PLATES MAY
BE USED. - ratified title
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
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   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-12
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Taylor,
Brown, Hosey, Simrill, Hixon, Blackwell, Young
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-50
   04/03/18 House Amended HJ-83
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-83
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-22 HJ-84
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/04/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-18
   05/02/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Transporta-
tion SJ-48
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-98
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-98
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-98
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-26  Nays-17 SJ-98
   05/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-153
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-81
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-81
   05/14/18 Ratified R 272
   05/19/18 Vetoed by Governor
   06/27/18 House Veto sustained Yeas-60  Nays-46 HJ-56
   06/27/18 House Reconsidered HJ-90
   06/27/18 House Veto overridden by originating body Yeas-74  Nays-17
HJ-90
   06/28/18 Senate Veto overridden Ayes-34  Nays-6 SJ-51
   07/05/18 Effective date See Act
   07/12/18 Act No. 255
H 4974  General Bill, By Forrest, Ott, Hixon, Ridgeway, Douglas, Kirby,
Alexander, Taylor and Bryant
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-730, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE HEALTH AND
DENTAL COVERAGE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN ACTIVE
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS MAY CHOOSE TO PURCHASE HEALTH
AND DENTAL INSURANCE THROUGH THE STATE HEALTH AND DEN-
TAL PLANS PROVIDED THAT HE PAYS THE EMPLOYER AND
EMPLOYEE SHARE OF THE COST.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-12
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Hixon, Ridge-
way, Douglas, Kirby, Alexander, Taylor, Bryant
H 4975  General Bill, By Brawley, Cobb-Hunter, King, Gilliard, Govan,
Henderson-Myers, Dillard, McEachern, Henegan, Thigpen and Anderson
Similar (S 1118, H 3183)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-210, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES OF THE
ARTICLE, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERMS  ASSAULT WEAPON  AND
HIGH-CAPACITY MAGAZINES ; TO AMEND SECTIONS 16-23-220, 16-23-
230, AND 16-23-240, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL TRANSPORTATION,
STORING, KEEPING, OR POSSESSING; AND SALE, RENTAL, OR GIVING
AWAY OF MACHINE GUNS, MILITARY FIREARMS, SAWED-OFF SHOT-
GUNS OR RIFLES, RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO INCLUDE ASSAULT
WEAPONS AND HIGH-CAPACITY MAGAZINES IN THE LIST OF ITEMS
BANNED BY THE PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTES; AND BY ADDING
SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE POSSESSION, DISTRIBU-
TION, OR MANUFACTURE OF A DEVICE, PART, COMPONENT, ATTACH-
MENT, OR ACCESSORY INTENDED TO ACCELERATE THE RATE OF
FIRE OF A SEMIAUTOMATIC FIREARM, INCLUDING A DEVICE COM-
MONLY KNOWN AS A BUMP STOCK OR TRIGGER CRANK, TO PRO-
VIDE A PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION AND TO
ALLOW EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-12
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-12
   02/21/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   02/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Dillard,
McEachern
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Thigpen
   03/22/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
H 4976  General Bill, By McCoy, Stavrinakis, Arrington, Crosby, Daning,
Gilliard, Cogswell, W. Newton, Bennett, Hewitt, Brown, Pendarvis, Yow,
Blackwell, Hixon and Forrest
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-190, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ABANDONMENT OF WATER-
CRAFT AND OUTBOARD MOTORS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A SHER-
IFF MAY ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-13
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow, Black-
well, Hixon, Forrest
   03/01/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Agricul-
ture, Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-5
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-61
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-61
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-88  Nays-0 HJ-61
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-63
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-11
H 4977 (Rat # 0151, Act #  0142)  General Bill, By G.M. Smith, Simrill and
Rutherford
Similar (S 0107, S 1120, H 3159)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 1-3-125 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION, IF THE LIEUTENANT GOVER-
NOR RESIGNS OR IS REMOVED FROM OFFICE, THE GOVERNOR
SHALL APPOINT, WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE,
A SUCCESSOR FOR THE UNEXPIRED TERM; BY ADDING SECTION 7-
11-12 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE PROCEDURE BY WHICH A PERSON
NOMINATED FOR THE OFFICE OF GOVERNOR SELECTS A LIEU-
TENANT GOVERNOR AS A JOINT TICKET RUNNING MATE; BY ADD-
ING SECTION 7-13-315 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE STATE ELECTION
COMMISSION TO ENSURE THAT THE GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR ARE ELECTED JOINTLY; BY ADDING SECTION 8-13-1301
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT JOINTLY ELECTED CANDIDATES MUST BE
CONSIDERED A SINGLE CANDIDATE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS AND
ESTABLISHING A COMMITTEE; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1314,
RELATING TO CONTRIBUTION LIMITATIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT WITHIN AN ELECTION CYCLE, CONTRIBUTIONS FOR JOINTLY
ELECTED STATEWIDE CANDIDATES ARE THREE THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION 7-11-15, RELATING TO FIL-
ING AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE, AMONG OTHER THINGS, IF MARCH THIRTIETH, THE DEADLINE
FOR FILING IS ON A SATURDAY, SUNDAY, OR LEGAL HOLIDAY, THE
TIME FOR FILING EXTENDS TO THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 7-13-45, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
HOURS FOR ACCEPTING CANDIDATE FILINGS, SO AS TO DELETE SPE-
CIFIC REFERENCES TO THE NUMBER OF HOURS AND PROVIDE THAT
FILINGS BE ACCEPTED DURING REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS ON REG-
ULAR BUSINESS DAYS. - ratified title
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   02/21/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-13
   02/22/18 House Read second time HJ-49
   02/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-49
   02/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-51
   02/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   02/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   02/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-9
   03/07/18 Senate Polled out of committee Judiciary SJ-16
   03/07/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-16
   03/08/18 Senate Read second time SJ-13
   03/14/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-50
   03/14/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-0 SJ-62
   03/15/18 Ratified R 151
   03/15/18 Signed By Governor
   03/21/18 Effective date 03/15/18
   03/26/18 Act No. 142
H 4978  General Bill, By V.S. Moss
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 44-75-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN THE ATHLETIC TRAIN-
ERS  ACT OF SOUTH CAROLINA, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DEFINITION
OF  ATHLETIC TRAINER ; TO AMEND SECTION 44-75-40, RELATING TO
SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF AN ATHLETIC TRAINER S CERTIFI-
CATE TO PRACTICE, SO AS TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TO TAKE CERTAIN DISCI-
PLINARY ACTIONS, INCLUDING IMPOSITION OF MONETARY PENAL-
TIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-75-50, RELATING TO
CERTIFICATION OF ATHLETIC TRAINERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
NAME OF THE REQUIRED EXAMINATION.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-14
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable Medical, Military, Public
and Municipal Affairs HJ-83
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Felder, Allison, Daning,
Crosby, Bryant, Tallon, B Newton, Martin, Bales HJ-87
H 4979  General Bill, By Yow
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 205 OF 1993, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
DISTRICT BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT, SO AS TO REVISE THE FILING PERIOD FOR DEC-
LARATIONS OF CANDIDACY.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/21/18 House Referred to Chesterfield Delegation HJ-14
H 4980 (Rat # 0273, Act #  0284)  General Bill, By Tallon, Allison, Long and
Forrester
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 745 OF 1967, RELATING TO RENEWABLE
WATER RESOURCES (REWA) FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE WESTERN
CAROLINA REGIONAL SEWER AUTHORITY, SO AS TO REVISE THE
MEMBERSHIP OF ITS GOVERNING COMMISSION TO INCLUDE ADDI-
TIONAL MEMBERS FROM SPARTANBURG COUNTY, AND TO ADD THE
ENOREE BASIN  OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY TO REWA S SERVICE
AREA. - ratified title
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   02/21/18 House Referred to Spartanburg Delegation HJ-14
   02/27/18 House Committee report: Favorable Spartanburg Delegation HJ-
2
   02/28/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/18 House Amended HJ-8
   02/28/18 House Read second time HJ-8
   02/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-84  Nays-0 HJ-10
   03/01/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/01/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-28
   03/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-10
   03/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-10
   05/08/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-119
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-119
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-119
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-113
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-109
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-110
   05/14/18 Ratified R 273
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 284
H 4981 (Rat # 0160, Act #  0151)  General Bill, By Simrill, Felder and Bryant
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 7-7-530, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DESIGNATION OF VOTING PRE-
CINCTS IN YORK COUNTY, SO AS TO ADD ONE PRECINCT, TO
REDESIGNATE THE MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THE NAMES OF THESE
PRECINCTS MAY BE FOUND AND MAINTAINED BY THE REVENUE
AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE, AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFER-
ENCES TO THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE. - ratified title
   02/21/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-15
   02/27/18 House Read second time HJ-10
   02/27/18 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-0 HJ-10
   02/28/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   02/28/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-22
   02/28/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-22
   03/20/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-4
   03/22/18 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   03/22/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-38  Nays-0 SJ-21
   03/28/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-8
   04/03/18 Ratified R 160
   04/04/18 Signed By Governor
   04/06/18 Effective date 04/04/18
   04/09/18 Act No. 151
H 4982  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AFFIRM THE HISTORICAL CONNECTION
OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE TO THE ANCIENT AND SACRED CITY OF
JERUSALEM AND CONDEMN EFFORTS AT THE UNITED NATIONS EDU-
CATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO)
TO DENY JUDAISM S MILLENNIA-OLD HISTORICAL, RELIGIOUS, AND
CULTURAL TIES TO JERUSALEM.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 4983  Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
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Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CLEMSON UNI-
VERSITY AND TO DECLARE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2018, AS  CLEM-
SON DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 4984  Resolution, By King, Cobb-Hunter and Brawley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE HONORABLE MINISTER CAR-
MEN INS VSQUEZ CAMACHO FOR HER OUTSTANDING WORK AND
SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITIES OF THE AMERICAS AND TO WISH
HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 4985  Resolution, By King, Cobb-Hunter and Brawley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MRS. PAOLA
ANDREA MOSQUERA ARCE FOR HER OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY
AND DIPLOMATIC WORK IN THE AMERICAS AND TO WISH HER CON-
TINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 4986  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Atwater, Caskey, Forrest, Ott,
Spires, Toole, Bales, Bernstein, Brawley, Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard,
McEachern, Rutherford, J.E. Smith, Thigpen, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long,
Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MARCH 13, 2018, AS  WESLEY
BRYAN DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO COMMEND WESLEY BRYAN
FOR MANY OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN HIS GOLFING
CAREER, AND TO WISH HIM SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   02/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
   02/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 4987  General Bill, By Gagnon and Thigpen
Similar (S 1042)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-1-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO TITLE 38, SO
AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  INTERNATIONAL MAJOR MEDICAL INSUR-
ANCE  AND TO INCLUDE THIS FORM OF INSURANCE IN THE DEFINI-
TION FOR THE TERM  SURPLUS LINES INSURANCE .
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-15
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-15
H 4988  Resolution, By Hardee, Felder, Bernstein, Bryant, McGinnis, D.C.
Moss, Pope, West and Wheeler
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION AND URGE THEM TO SUPPORT THE
TIMELY REVIEW OF PENDING LEGISLATION REGARDING THE AIR-
LINE DEREGULATION ACT OF 1978.
   02/21/18 House Introduced HJ-45
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-45
H 4989  Concurrent Resolution, By Willis, G.R. Smith, Hamilton, Pitts and
Trantham
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF MCCARTER ROAD IN
GREENVILLE COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGHWAY 14 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH INTERSTATE HIGH-
WAY 385  EDWARD CHARLES  EDDIE  CASE MEMORIAL BOULEVARD
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS POR-
TION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/21/18 House Introduced HJ-46
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-46
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-45
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
   04/26/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-2
   05/01/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-72
H 4990  General Bill, By Rutherford, Jefferson, Alexander, Clyburn,
McKnight, Gilliard, Pendarvis, Mack, Young, Robinson-Simpson,
Henderson-Myers, Dillard, Brown, Parks and Anderson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL TO SELL AN ASSAULT RIFLE TO A PERSON LESS THAN
TWENTY YEARS OF AGE, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY, AND TO DEFINE
THE TERM  ASSAULT RIFLE .
   02/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   02/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-46
   02/23/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Anderson
H 4991  Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CLEMSON UNI-
VERSITY CHAMPION GOLFER DOC REDMAN FOR HIS OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE WORLD OF GOLF AND TO CONGRATULATE
HIM ON CAPTURING THE 2017 UNITED STATES AMATEUR CHAMPION-
SHIP.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
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H 4992  Resolution, By Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WAC-
CAMAW HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT S CHAMPION ATH-
LETES ON THEIR EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCES AND TO WISH
THEM WELL IN ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4993  Resolution, By Hewitt
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
WACCAMAW HIGH SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS AND INDIVIDU-
ALS OF GEORGETOWN COUNTY WITH THE TEAMS, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 4994  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR WINNING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 4995  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
VOLLEYBALL TEAM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THE TEAM S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND
STAFF ON CAPTURING THE 2017 CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4996  Resolution, By Alexander
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DR. BENNIE
ALFONSO ANDERSON FOR HIS LIFETIME COMMITMENT TO THE EDU-
CATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA S YOUTH AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 4997  Resolution, By Sandifer and Whitmire
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
WEST-OAK HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM ON A SUPERLATIVE
SEASON AND TO SALUTE THESE ATHLETES AND THEIR COACHES ON
WINNING THE 2018 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4998  Resolution, By Sandifer and Whitmire
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
WEST-OAK HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE
2018 CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 4999  Concurrent Resolution, By Parks
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH-
WAY 28 IN MCCORMICK COUNTY FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA-
GEORGIA STATE LINE TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH HIGHWAY S-87
(NEW HOPE ROAD)  VETERANS HIGHWAY  IN HONOR OF OUR MEN
AND WOMEN WHO HAVE SERVED OR WHO CURRENTLY ARE SERV-
ING IN OUR MILITARY AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   02/22/18 House Introduced HJ-60
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-60
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-109
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/22/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-46
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-10
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-10
H 5000  General Bill, By Lucas, Herbkersman and Bradley
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 19 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 9 SO AS TO CREATE
THE OPTIONAL SHARED-RISK DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN, TO PROVIDE
RETIREMENT REQUIREMENTS AND BENEFITS, TO PROVIDE FOR A
MAXIMUM SIX PERCENT RATE OF RETURN, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
PLAN IS ONE HUNDRED PERCENT FUNDED AT INCEPTION AND TO
PROVIDE FOR CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS TO PLAN ENROLLMENT; TO
AMEND SECTION 9-1-10, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO ADD
CLASS FOUR MEMBER ; TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1790, RELATING TO
THE AMOUNT THAT MAY BE EARNED BY AN EMPLOYEE RETURNING
TO WORK, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT AN EMPLOYEE WHO RETURNS
TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT AFTER RETIREMENT MAY NOT CON-
TINUE TO RECEIVE THE MONTHLY RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE THE
MEMBER IS RECEIVING FROM THE SYSTEM AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE EMPLOYER MAY CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN A DEFERRED COM-
PENSATION PROGRAM FOR THOSE INDIVIDUALS; AND TO AMEND
CHAPTER 20, TITLE 9, RELATING TO THE STATE OPTIONAL RETIRE-
MENT PROGRAM, SO AS TO RENAME THE PROGRAM THE  DEFINED
CONTRIBUTION PRIMARY RETIREMENT PLAN  (DCPRP), TO PROVIDE
FOR A DEFAULT VENDOR AND INVESTMENT OPTION, TO PROVIDE
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR VENDORS, TO PROVIDE RESPONSIBILI-
TIES FOR VENDORS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE LENGTH OF VENDOR
CONTRACTS, TO PROVIDE FOR THE NUMBER OF VENDORS THAT THE
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY MAY CONTRACT WITH, TO
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PROVIDE THAT AT LEAST ONE VENDOR OFFERS FIXED RATE AND
VARIABLE ANNUITIES, TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER MAY NOT BOR-
ROW AGAINST HIS DCPRP, TO PROVIDE FOR VESTING REQUIRE-
MENTS, TO PROVIDE FOR EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE
CONTRIBUTION RATES, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN EDUCATION
MUST BE OFFERED TO MEMBERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A CLASS
TWO OR CLASS THREE MEMBER MAY CHOOSE TO BECOME A CLASS
FOUR MEMBER.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-62
   04/19/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-46
   04/20/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-13
   05/01/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-104
H 5001  General Bill, By Clary, Norrell and Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 41 TO TITLE 58 SO AS TO ENACT THE  CLEAN
ENERGY ACCESS ACT , TO REQUIRE THAT ELECTRICAL UTILITIES
PROVIDE PARTICIPATING CUSTOMERS WITH ACCESS TO RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROGRAMS, TO ESTABLISH PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPAT-
ING CUSTOMERS TO SELECT RENEWABLE ENERGY FACILITIES FROM
WHICH ELECTRICAL UTILITIES ARE TO PROCURE ENERGY, CAPAC-
ITY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES ON BEHALF OF PARTICIPAT-
ING CUSTOMERS, AND TO DEFINE RELEVANT TERMS.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-63
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell, Fun-
derburk
H 5002  General Bill, By Parks, McCravy, King, Cobb-Hunter, Gilliard,
Spires, Mack, Felder, Knight, Jefferson, Thigpen, Dillard and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-13-40 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A REGIS-
TERED BARBER MAY PRACTICE BARBERING IN A BEAUTY SALON;
AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-13-20, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF
BEAUTY SALON , SO AS INCLUDE BARBERING WITHIN THE SCOPE OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES THAT MAY BE PERFORMED IN A BEAUTY
SALON IN ADDITION TO COSMETOLOGY.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-63
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-83
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Whitmire, Forrester,
Crosby, Daning, Erickson, Stringer, Felder, Fry, Crawford,
Clemmons, Bennett HJ-88
H 5003  General Bill, By Bradley, Kirby, Erickson, M. Rivers, Bales and
Herbkersman
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-17-160 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE PLACEMENT
OF BLEEDING CONTROL KITS IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TO SPECIFY
THE REQUIRED CONTENTS OF BLEEDING CONTROL KITS, TO
REQUIRE CERTAIN TRAINING OF DISTRICT EMPLOYEES WHO ARE
REASONABLY EXPECTED TO USE BLEEDING CONTROL KITS, TO
INTEGRATE USE OF BLEEDING CONTROL KITS INTO DISTRICT EMER-
GENCY PLANS AND EMERGENCY DRILLS, TO PROVIDE REQUIRE-
MENTS CONCERNING THE USE AND MAINTENANCE OF BLEEDING
CONTROL KITS, AND TO PROVIDE CERTAIN IMMUNITY FROM CIVIL
LIABILITY RELATED TO THESE REQUIREMENTS.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-63
H 5004  General Bill, By Finlay, Bernstein, Ballentine, Lucas, W. Newton,
Bannister, Delleney and J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO PERSONS PROHIBITED FROM SERVING AS A
LOBBYIST, SO AS TO REQUIRE A FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIAL CLOSE
HIS CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT BEFORE SERVING AS A LOBBYIST; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 8-13-755, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON FORMER
PUBLIC OFFICIALS, MEMBERS, OR EMPLOYEES SERVING AS A LOB-
BYIST, SO AS TO REQUIRE A FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIAL CLOSE HIS
CAMPAIGN ACCOUNT BEFORE SERVING AS A LOBBYIST.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
H 5005  General Bill, By Taylor
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE LOBBY-
ING PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN CHAPTER 17, TITLE 2, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF  LOBBYING ,  LOBBYIST ,  PUBLIC BODY ,
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE , AND  PUBLIC OFFICIAL ; TO AMEND SECTION 2-
17-20, RELATING TO THE REGISTRATION OF LOBBYISTS AND APPLI-
CABLE FEES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE LOBBYIST REGISTRATION FEE
TO TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-25, RELAT-
ING TO THE REGISTRATION OF LOBBYISTS  PRINCIPALS AND THE
APPLICABLE FEES, SO AS TO INCREASE THE LOBBYISTS  PRINCIPAL
REGISTRATION FEE TO TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 2-17-80, RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS OF LOBBYISTS, PUB-
LIC OFFICIALS, AND EMPLOYEES, SO AS TO ELIMINATE QUALIFYING
REFERENCES TO STATE AGENCY ACTIONS; AND TO AMEND SECTION
2-17-130, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF PROVISIONS
OF CHAPTER 17, TITLE 2, SO AS TO ELIMINATE QUALIFYING REFER-
ENCES TO STATE AGENCY ACTIONS.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-64
H 5006  General Bill, By Hewitt, Mace, Crawford, Yow, Cogswell, Davis, S.
Rivers, McCoy, D.C. Moss, Fry, Bennett, Crosby, Daning, McGinnis,
Thigpen, Ott, Clemmons, Herbkersman, Murphy, J.E. Smith and
Stavrinakis
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-3-930 SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS,
CREATE THE OFFENSE OF LURING A CHILD INTO A CONVEYANCE,
DWELLING, OR STRUCTURE, AND PROVIDE A PENALTY AND
DEFENSES TO PROSECUTION.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
H 5007  General Bill, By Mace, Erickson, Delleney and Crawford
Similar (S 0431)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-23-540 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO THREATEN, SOLICIT ANOTHER TO
THREATEN, OR CONSPIRE TO THREATEN TO CAUSE DAMAGE,
INJURY, OR DEATH OR TO CAUSE DAMAGE TO OR DESTROY A BUILD-
ING OR OTHER REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY BY USE OF A
WEAPON ON ANY PREMISES OR PROPERTY OWNED, OPERATED, OR
CONTROLLED BY A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SCHOOL, COLLEGE, UNI-
VERSITY, TECHNICAL COLLEGE, OR OTHER POST-SECONDARY INSTI-
TUTION OR IN ANY PUBLICLY OWNED BUILDING, AND TO PROVIDE
PENALTIES.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-65
   03/07/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford
H 5008  General Bill, By Jefferson, Williams, Thigpen, King, Brawley, Hosey,




A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-66-50 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, EACH PUBLIC SCHOOL OF THIS
STATE MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE WHOSE
RESPONSIBILITY IS TO MONITOR, DURING REGULAR SCHOOL
HOURS, THE SCHOOL SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT AT THE SCHOOL
AND TO NOTIFY APPROPRIATE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS,
RESOURCE OFFICERS, OR LAW ENFORCEMENT, IF NECESSARY, IF
THIS EMPLOYEE OBSERVES SITUATIONS ON THE SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT WHICH RAISES A SIGNIFICANT CAUSE FOR CONCERN
REGARDING SAFETY OF STUDENTS, SCHOOL PROPERTY, OR THE
COMMISSION OF A CRIME.
   02/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-65
   02/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-65
H 5009  Resolution, By Johnson, Hardee, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DONZELLE FOXWORTH DICKERSON OF
CONWAY AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5010  Resolution, By Alexander, Hayes, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE LEE CASEY MANNING, CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE FOR THE FIFTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, FOR A LIFETIME OF OUTSTANDING AND MEAN-
INGFUL ACHIEVEMENTS, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING
INDUCTED INTO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME S
CLASS OF 2018.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
   04/19/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5011  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD CAPTAIN DONALD
E. DICKERSON FOR HIS OVER FORTY YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5012  Resolution, By Bamberg, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
BAMBERG-EHRHARDT HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM ON A
SUPERLATIVE SEASON AND TO SALUTE THESE ATHLETES AND
THEIR COACHES ON WINNING THE 2018 CLASS AA DUALS STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5013  Resolution, By Bamberg
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
BAMBERG-EHRHARDT HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING
THE 2018 CLASS AA DUALS STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5014  Resolution, By King, Brawley, Cobb-Hunter and Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.16 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURES FOR
HOUSE AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS, SO AS TO ALLOW A MEM-
BER OF THE HOUSE WHO DOES NOT WISH TO HAVE HIS NAME
INCLUDED ON A HOUSE OR CONCURRENT RESOLUTION WHEN THE
ROLL OF THE HOUSE HAS BEEN APPLIED BY UNANIMOUS CONSENT
MAY REQUEST, IN WRITING WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS OF THE
MOTION, THAT THE CLERK OF THE HOUSE REMOVE HIS NAME FROM
SUCH RESOLUTION.
   02/27/18 House Introduced HJ-15
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-15
H 5015  Resolution, By King
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 5.16 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, RELATING TO THE PROCEDURES FOR
HOUSE AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS, SO AS TO PROHIBIT THE
INCLUSION OF THE NAME OF A MEMBER WHO IS ABSENT FROM THE
HOUSE ON A DAY WHEN THE ROLL OF THE HOUSE HAS BEEN
APPLIED TO A HOUSE OR CONCURRENT RESOLUTION BY UNANI-
MOUS CONSENT.
   02/27/18 House Introduced HJ-15
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-15
H 5016  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 2018, AS
ETIQUETTE DAY IN SOUTH CAROLINA  AND TO COMMEND THE UNI-
VERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA S EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH
PROGRAM FOR THIS INITIATIVE AND ITS PARTICIPANTS FOR THEIR
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROGRESS IN BECOMING PRO-
DUCTIVE CITIZENS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 5017  General Bill, By Felder, Elliott, G.R. Smith and Allison
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-1-320 SO AS TO ESTABLISH AN  ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON PEDIATRIC ACUTE-ONSET NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SYN-
DROME (PANS) AND PEDIATRIC AUTOIMMUNE NEUROPSYCHIATRIC
DISORDER ASSOCIATED WITH STREPTOCOCCAL INFECTIONS (PAN-
DAS) ; TO PROVIDE FOR MEMBERSHIP, DUTIES, AND REPORTING
REQUIREMENTS OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL; TO REQUIRE THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL TO APPOINT CERTAIN MEMBERS AND TO PROVIDE STAFF
SUPPORT; AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-16
H 5018  General Bill, By Felder, Allison and Clary
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 59-40-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN REGARD TO CHARTER
SCHOOLS, SO AS TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF A  SPONSOR ; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-40-55, RELATING TO SPONSOR POWERS AND THE
RETENTION OF FUNDS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT PUBLIC OR INDE-
PENDENT INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING ARE NOT PERMIT-
TED TO RETAIN AN ADMINISTRATIVE FEE, AND TO PROVIDE THAT
THE COST OF ANY SERVICE DELIVERED TO THE CHARTER SCHOOL
BY A PUBLIC OR INDEPENDENT INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
MUST BE AT ITS DIRECT COSTS INCLUDING THOSE FOR ADMINIS-
TERING AND OVERSEEING CHARTER SCHOOL FUNDS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 59-40-150 RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IN REGARD TO CHARTER SCHOOLS, SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT TO ESTABLISH A CHARTER
SCHOOL PAGE ON THE DEPARTMENT S INTERNET WEBSITE WHICH
INCLUDES SPECIFIC INFORMATION REGARDING CHARTER SCHOOLS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-17
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: West
   02/28/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Clary
H 5019  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 7, TITLE 1, SO AS TO DEFINE
NECESSARY TERMS, TO CREATE THE ADDRESS CONFIDENTIALITY
PROGRAM IN THE OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, TO PROVIDE
PROCEDURES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PUBLIC RECORDS IN TERMS
OF ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF VICTIMS OF DOMES-
TIC VIOLENCE, SEXUAL OFFENSES, STALKING, OR HUMAN TRAF-
FICKING, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY WHEN A PERSON VIOLATES THAT
CONFIDENTIALITY UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES, AND TO
ALLOW THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO PROMULGATE RULES AND
REGULATIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS
ARTICLE, AMONG OTHER THINGS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-17
H 5020  Resolution, By Johnson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD AND HONOR MALLORIE
BROWN OF AYNOR FOR HER EFFORTS TOWARD INCLUSIVITY AND
TO WISH HER THE GREATEST SUCCESS IN HER NOBLE ENDEAVOR.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 5021  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE HAMMOND SCHOOL
GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM ON WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 5022  Resolution, By Finlay and Bernstein
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HAMMOND SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDE-
PENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 5023  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HARTSVILLE NORTHERN BASEBALL TEAM WITH THE TEAM AND
COACHES AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 DIXIE YOUTH AAA WORLD
SERIES TITLE AND THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 5024  Resolution, By Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE THE HARTS-
VILLE NORTHERN BASEBALL TEAM AND ITS COACHES FOR WIN-
NING THE 2017 DIXIE YOUTH AAA WORLD SERIES AND THE 2017
SOUTH CAROLINA AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 5025  General Bill, By Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 20-1-300, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RIGHT OF CERTAIN MINORS TO BE
ISSUED A MARRIAGE LICENSE, SO AS TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF A
MARRIAGE LICENSE IN THE CASE OF A PREGNANCY OR THE BIRTH
OF A CHILD WHEN THE MINOR PARENTS ARE NOT YOUNGER THAN
SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE, WITH EXCEPTIONS.
   02/27/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-36
   02/27/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-36
H 5026  General Bill, By Kirby
Similar (S 0618)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 6-1-320, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO MILLAGE RATE INCREASE LIMITATIONS, SO
AS TO ALLOW A MUNICIPALITY WITHOUT AN OPERATING MILLAGE
ON JANUARY 1, 2017, OR A MUNICIPALITY THAT INCORPORATES
AFTER JANUARY 1, 2017, TO IMPOSE AN OPERATING MILLAGE AND
TO IMPOSE LIMITATIONS.
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-3
H 5027  General Bill, By Pendarvis, McCoy, Rutherford, Bamberg, King,
Murphy, McKnight, Bernstein, Stavrinakis, Weeks and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-1020, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM
HABITUAL OFFENDER , SO AS TO PROVIDE THE SUSPENSION OF A
PERSON S DRIVER S LICENSE FOR FAILURE TO PAY A TRAFFIC
TICKET SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE A CONVICTION OF AN OFFENSE
THAT WOULD RESULT IN THE PERSON BEING CONSIDERED AN
HABITUAL OFFENDER .
   02/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-3
   02/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-3
   04/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-57
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   04/05/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-24
   04/05/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-25
   04/06/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-3
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-18
H 5028  Resolution, By Hart, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BEN LIPPEN
SCHOOL COMPETITION CHEER SQUAD, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A DIVISION II STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5029  Resolution, By Hart, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE BEN LIPPEN
SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5030  Resolution, By Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE BEN
LIPPEN SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM AND THE BEN LIPPEN
SCHOOL GIRLS COMPETITION CHEER SQUAD OF RICHLAND COUNTY
WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND
TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5031  Resolution, By Herbkersman, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
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Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE GREENVILLE YOUNG
MEN S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND ANY AVAIL-
ABLE COMMITTEE HEARING ROOMS IN THE BLATT BUILDING FOR
ITS YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
AND THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15 AND FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2018.
HOWEVER, THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE HOUSE IS IN
SESSION OR THE CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5032  Resolution, By Weeks, G.M. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DEACON ELIJAH NELSON, SR., OF SUM-
TER AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5033  Concurrent Resolution, By Hewitt and Anderson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF NORTH CAUSEWAY DRIVE
(S-22-46) IN GEORGETOWN COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 17 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH MYRTLE
AVENUE THE  LINWOOD ALTMAN CAUSEWAY  AND ERECT APPRO-
PRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY
CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/01/18 House Introduced HJ-16
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-16
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-110
   03/22/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-46
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced SJ-11
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-11
   04/18/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   04/18/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 5034  Resolution, By Henderson-Myers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
DR. CURTIS TYRONE GILMORE, SR., OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY, AND
TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5035  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE CHAPIN GARDEN
CLUB ON THE OCCASION OF ITS EIGHTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO
WISH THE ORGANIZATION CONTINUED ENVIRONMENTAL SUCCESS
FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
   03/01/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-16
   03/06/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 5036  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF WILLIAM ALLEN  AL  NEWMAN OF
SUMTER AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5037  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
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Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, UPON THE PASSING OF JOHNNIE S. LIVINGSTON OF SUMTER
COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5038 (Rat # 0192, Act #  0177)  General Bill, By Atwater, Bradley, Howard,
Thayer, Gagnon, Huggins, Hewitt, McGinnis, Hayes, Willis, Spires,
Ballentine, G.M. Smith, Sandifer, Norrell, Henderson, Toole, Erickson,
Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Ridgeway, McEachern, Douglas, Rutherford, Bernstein,
W. Newton, Clary, Anthony, Wheeler, Anderson, Kirby, Alexander, Tallon
and Elliott
Similar (S 0815, H 5044)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-2150 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROHIBITED
ACTS FOR A PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGER. - ratified title
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-17
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Bradley, How-
ard, Thayer, Gagnon, Huggins, Hewitt, McGinnis, Hayes,
Willis, Spires, Ballentine, G.M.Smith, Sandifer, Norrell,
Henderson, Toole, Erickson, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Ridgeway,
McEachern, Douglas, Rutherford, Bernstein, W.Newton,
Clary, Anthony, Wheeler, Anderson, Kirby, Alexander,
Tallon, Elliott
   03/08/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-111
   03/20/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 3-21-18 HJ-50
   03/21/18 House Amended HJ-37
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-37
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-107  Nays-0 HJ-38
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-11
   04/18/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-7
   04/25/18 Senate Read second time SJ-35
   04/25/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-35
   04/26/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-19
   05/01/18 Ratified R 192
   05/03/18 Signed By Governor
   05/11/18 Effective date 05/03/18
   05/14/18 Act No. 177
H 5039  General Bill, By Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 265 OF 2016, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF THE  TUCKER HIPPS TRANSPARENCY ACT , SO AS TO PER-
MANENTLY AUTHORIZE THE ACT AND TO REPEAL THE THREE-YEAR
SUNSET PROVISION.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   03/06/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5040  General Bill, By King and Atwater
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 53-5-110 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN BUILD-
INGS AND OFFICES TO BE CLOSED ON MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
DAY.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-18
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-81
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Hiott, B Newton, Allison,
Whitmire, Bryant, Felder, Magnuson, Collins HJ-43
H 5041  General Bill, By Robinson-Simpson, Elliott, Trantham, G.R. Smith,
Burns and Dillard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 47-3-980 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT INTEN-
TIONAL MISREPRESENTATION OF A SERVICE ANIMAL IS A MISDE-
MEANOR AND TO ESTABLISH PENALTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTIONS
47-3-920 AND 47-3-970, RELATING TO TERMS DEFINED IN LAYLA S
LAW AND RESTITUTION REQUIREMENTS RESPECTIVELY, SO AS TO
MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
H 5042 (Rat # 0274, Act #  0230)  General Bill, By Felder and Allison
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 59-20-90, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE STATEWIDE PROGRAM IN THE
EDUCATION FINANCE ACT USED TO IDENTIFY FISCAL PRACTICES
AND BUDGETARY CONDITIONS THAT COMPROMISE THE FISCAL
INTEGRITY OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND TO ADVISE THE DISTRICTS
ON APPROPRIATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS, SO AS TO REVISE AND
EXPAND THE CONDITIONS WHICH PROMPT DECLARATIONS OF VARI-
OUS ESCALATING LEVELS OF FISCAL AND BUDGETARY CONCERN
BY THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE
APPEALS PROCESSES FROM SUCH DECLARATIONS, TO APPLY THESE
PROVISIONS TO INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION THAT
AUTHORIZE CHARTER SCHOOLS AND ANY ENTITIES THAT REGISTER
TO BECOME CHARTER SCHOOL SPONSORS, TO REVISE RELATED
DEFINITIONS, AND TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING
SCHOOL DISTRICTS OR CHARTER SCHOOLS SPONSORS INVOLVED IN
RESTRUCTURING OR TRANSFERRING SCHOOLS UNDER THEIR GOV-
ERNANCE TO OTHER SCHOOLS OR CHARTER SPONSORS, AMONG
OTHER THINGS. - ratified title
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
and Public Works HJ-55
   03/22/18 House Amended HJ-13
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-15
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-16
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-11
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-11
   04/27/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Education
SJ-279
   04/30/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   05/09/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-75
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-75
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time
   05/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected




   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-106
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-106
   05/14/18 Ratified R 274
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 230
H 5043  Joint Resolution, By Cogswell, Elliott, Caskey, Wheeler, Thigpen,
Arrington, Mace, Bennett, Hewitt, McGinnis, B. Newton, Davis, Magnuson,
Forrest, Pendarvis, M. Rivers and Putnam
A JOINT RESOLUTION CALLING FOR A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVEN-
TION TO REVISE, AMEND, OR CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS
STATE, AND RECOMMENDING TO THE VOTERS OF THIS STATE TO
VOTE FOR OR AGAINST THIS CONVENTION AT THE NEXT ELECTION
FOR REPRESENTATIVES, AND PROVIDING IF APPROVED BY A MAJOR-
ITY OF QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THIS STATE VOTING ON THE QUES-
TION, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS NEXT SESSION SHALL BY
MAJORITY VOTE OF THE MEMBERSHIP PROVIDE BY LAW FOR THE
COMPOSITION, FUNDING, ORGANIZATION, AND PROCEDURAL RULES
OF THIS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-18
   03/01/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Henderson-
Myers
   03/06/18 House Member(s) request name removed as sponsor: Atkinson
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Putnam
H 5044  General Bill, By Toole, Spires and Long
Similar (S 0815, H 5038)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 38-71-2150 SO AS TO ESTABLISH PROHIBITED
ACTS FOR PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGERS AND TO PROVIDE
EXCEPTIONS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 38-71-2130, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF A PHARMACY
BENEFIT MANAGER, SO AS TO REQUIRE A PHARMACY BENEFIT
MANAGER TO REIMBURSE A PROVIDER WITHIN SEVEN BUSINESS
DAYS OF PAYMENT BY A PAYOR.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-19
H 5045  General Bill, By Sandifer, White and Forrester
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY REPEALING CHAPTERS 39 AND 40 OF TITLE 58 RELATING TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCE PROGRAM
AND NET ENERGY METERING, RESPECTIVELY.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   03/06/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Labor,
Commerce and Industry HJ-6
   03/08/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Sandifer, Hiott, Ballentin,
Hewitt, Hill, West, Willis, Thayer, Toole, Wheeler, B
Newton, Caskey, JE Smith, Knight, McCravy, Weeks, Fry,
Crawford, Hosey, Kirby, Crosby, Forrester, VS Moss, Lof-
tis, Anderson, Magnuson, Funderburk, Norrell, Young,
Martin HJ-91
   04/04/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-5-18 HJ-66
   04/05/18 House Continued HJ-48
   04/05/18 House Roll call Yeas-61  Nays-39 HJ-63
H 5046  General Bill, By Loftis, Crawford, Hewitt, Ballentine, Anderson and
Sandifer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-100, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE
COMMISSION, SO AS TO PROVIDE A ONE-MONTH GRACE PERIOD FOR
LICENSEES OF THE COMMISSION TO SUBMIT RENEWAL APPLICA-
TIONS AND PAY RENEWAL FEES WITHOUT INCURRING A LATE FEE
OR ENGAGING IN THE UNLICENSED PRACTICE OF REAL ESTATE, TO
PROVIDE THAT LICENSEES WHO FAIL TO SUBMIT RENEWAL APPLI-
CATIONS AND PAY RENEWAL FEES AFTER THIS GRACE PERIOD ARE
SUBJECT TO A SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLAR LATE FEE AND MAY NOT BE
ASSESSED AN ADDITIONAL LATE FEE OR RENEWAL FEE, AND TO
PROVIDE LICENSES WHICH ARE NOT RENEWED BEFORE THE END OF
THE YEAR OF EXPIRATION ARE CANCELLED AND THE LICENSEE
MUST REAPPLY AND REQUALIFY FOR LICENSURE; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 40-57-60, RELATING TO POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COM-
MISSION, SECTION 40-57-70, RELATING TO LICENSE AND APPLICA-
TION FEES, AND SECTION 40-57-110, RELATING TO LICENSE LAPSES
FOR LATE RENEWALS, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-53
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-103
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-6 HJ-103
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-18
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-18
H 5047  Resolution, By Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. GEORGE D.
KESSLER FOR FIVE DECADES OF REMARKABLE SERVICE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA TREE FARM COMMITTEE AND FOR HIS DEDICA-
TION TO FORESTRY IN THE PALMETTO STATE AND ACROSS THE
NATION.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5048  Resolution, By Willis, Anthony, Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LAURENS
ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CON-
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GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDE-
PENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5049  General Bill, By Yow
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 57-23-810 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION SHALL REQUIRE A COMPANY
THAT ENTERS INTO A CONTRACT TO MOW VEGETATION ALONG A
DEPARTMENT- MAINTAINED HIGHWAY TO DISPOSE ALL TRASH AND
OTHER DEBRIS FOUND ALONG THE HIGHWAY BEFORE THE VEGETA-
TION IS MOWED.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-20
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-20
H 5050  General Bill, By Parks, Pitts and McCravy
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 546 OF 1982, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE
ELECTION AND TERMS OF OFFICE OF MEMBERS OF THE BOARDS OF
TRUSTEES OF GREENWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT 50, SCHOOL DISTRICT
51 COMPOSED OF AREAS OF ABBEVILLE, GREENWOOD, AND LAU-
RENS COUNTIES, AND NINETY SIX SCHOOL DISTRICT 52 IN GREEN-
WOOD COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE FILING PERIOD FOR
STATEMENTS OF INTENTION OF CANDIDACY FOR DISTRICTS 51 AND
52 AND TO CORRECT OUTDATED REFERENCES TO THE COUNTY
ELECTION COMMISSION.
   03/01/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-20
   03/08/18 House Amended HJ-75
   03/08/18 House Read second time HJ-75
   03/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-76
   03/08/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-77
   03/09/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-4
   03/09/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-12
H 5051  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JESSIERINE DAVIS
BRIGHT OF COLLETON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETY-
FIFTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRA-
TION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HAPPINESS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 5052  Resolution, By Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE REVEREND
GEORGE L. BRIGHTHARP, PH.D., OF TRENTON, SOUTH CAROLINA,
FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIS COMMUNITY AND TO THE MINIS-
TRY AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 5053  General Bill, By Hixon, McKnight, Yow, Rutherford, Forrest,
Jordan, Lowe, B. Newton and W. Newton
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-2-105, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF GOLF CART PERMITS
AND THE OPERATION OF GOLF CARTS, SO AS TO REVISE THE LOCA-
TIONS WHERE A GOLF CART MAY BE OPERATED, TO DEFINE THE
ADDRESS OF A GOLF CART OWNER, AND TO RESTRICT THE REGULA-
TORY AUTHORITY OF A POLITICAL SUBDIVISION OVER THE OPERA-
TION OF A GOLF CART.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-46
H 5054  General Bill, By S. Rivers
Similar (H 4805)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-10-215 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT BEGINNING
WITH THE 2018-2019 SCHOOL YEAR, SCHOOL NURSES MUST HOLD
CURRENT LICENSURE TO PRACTICE AS REGISTERED NURSES OR
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES IN THIS STATE, TO PROVIDE FOR THE
RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES OF SCHOOL NURSES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 59-10-210, RELATING TO SCHOOL NURSE FUNDING,
SO AS TO MAKE CONFORMING CHANGES AND TO PROVIDE SCHOOL
NURSES IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-46
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-46
H 5055  General Bill, By W. Newton, Clemmons, Norrell, Bernstein,
Bannister, Hamilton, Murphy, Clary, Taylor, Elliott, Collins, Fry, McCravy,
McCoy, Bales, Bradley, Cole, Delleney, Funderburk, Henderson,
Herbkersman, Hixon, Jordan, Lowe, Lucas, Rutherford, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, J.E. Smith and Weeks
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 30-5-35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DERIVATION CLAUSE REQUIREMENT
ON A DEED AND MORTGAGE, SO AS TO REQUIRE ALL MORTGAGES
EXECUTED AFTER JUNE 1, 2018, TO INCLUDE A CLAUSE SETTING
FORTH THE NAME OF THE PARTY WHO PREPARED THE MORTGAGE
OR THE ATTORNEY LICENSED IN SOUTH CAROLINA WHO ASSISTED
IN THE CLOSING OF THE INSTRUMENT.
   03/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-47
   03/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-47
H 5056  Resolution, By Willis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAURENS ACADEMY GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF LAU-
RENS COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS,
AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAP-
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TURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCI-
ATION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5057  Resolution, By Bernstein, J.E. Smith, Finlay, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE SORROW OF THE MEMBERS
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON THE
PASSING OF DR. SELDEN KENNEDY SMITH OF COLUMBIA, TO HONOR
DR. SMITH FOR HIS PROFOUND IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY AND
BEYOND AS THE FATHER OF HOLOCAUST EDUCATION IN SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAM-
ILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5058  Concurrent Resolution, By Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE MRS.
EULA MAE GRAHAM CUMMINGS ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE
HUNDRED THIRD BIRTHDAY ON JUNE 22, 2018, AND TO WISH HER
MANY MORE YEARS OF HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT.
   03/06/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-15
H 5059  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Trantham, Bannister, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE JUNE 21, 2018,  MAKE MUSIC
DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CARO-
LINIANS TO ENJOY, APPRECIATE, AND PARTICIPATE IN MAKING
MUSIC ACROSS THE PALMETTO STATE.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5060  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF COLONEL THEODUS LINWOOD DRAY-
TON OF RIDGELAND, AND TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE
COMMITMENT TO JASPER COUNTY, THE PALMETTO STATE, AND OUR
NATION.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5061  General Bill, By Daning and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  PHARMACIST SAFETY ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 40-
43-120 SO AS TO PROVIDE CERTAIN MANDATORY THIRTY-MINUTE
REST BREAKS FOR PHARMACISTS AND PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
WORKING TWELVE-HOUR SHIFTS.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-13
   04/25/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Gilliard
   04/25/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Medical,
Military, Public and Municipal Affairs HJ-84
   05/02/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Whitemire, Daning, Felder,
Martin, Sandifer, Forrester, Bryant, Erickson, Mace,
Crawford, Fry HJ-88
H 5062  General Bill, By Murphy
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-15-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEPOSITS IN LIEU OF BOND DELIVERY, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A DEFENDANT OR ACCOMMODATION BONDS-
MAN MAY PLEDGE REAL ESTATE IN LIEU OF BOND DELIVERY.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
H 5063 (Rat # 0275, Act #  0231)  General Bill, By Funderburk and Erickson
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-143, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING IN PART TO THE RIGHT OF HOME-BASED
FOOD PRODUCTION OPERATIONS TO APPLY FOR REGULATORY
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, SO AS TO REFLECT THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE DOES NOT HAVE REGULATORY AUTHORITY OVER HOME-
BASED FOOD PRODUCTION OPERATIONS. - ratified title
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-14
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-49
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Erickson
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-21
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-1 HJ-21
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-19
   04/26/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-9
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-80
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-80
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-95
   05/14/18 Ratified R 275
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
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   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 231
H 5064  General Bill, By Funderburk, W. Newton and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON
HUMAN AFFAIRS, SO AS TO DELETE A DUPLICITOUS REPORTING
REQUIREMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 1-13-70, RELATING TO THE POW-
ERS OF THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT THE COMMIS-
SION MAY REQUIRE REPORTS FROM ALL EMPLOYERS; TO AMEND
SECTION 1-13-90, RELATING TO THE DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION, SO
AS TO EXTEND THE TIME BY WHICH A COMPLAINANT MAY BRING
AN ACTION IN CIRCUIT COURT; AND TO AMEND SECTION 31-21-120,
RELATING TO COMPLAINTS INVOLVING DISCRIMINATORY HOUSING
PRACTICES, SO AS TO DELETE A REQUIREMENT THAT THE COM-
PLAINT AND ANSWER BE VERIFIED.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-14
   03/06/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-14
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable with amendment Judiciary
HJ-57
   03/22/18 House Amended HJ-23
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-25
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-26
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
H 5065  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE REVEREND WILLIAM ALBERT
SALLEY, PASTOR OF JERUSALEM BAPTIST CHURCH IN CHARLESTON,
FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF GOSPEL MINISTRY, TO CONGRATULATE
HIM ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, AND TO WISH HIM GOD
S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5066  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND SALUTE THE SPRING
VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEA-
SON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH
CAROLINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5067  Resolution, By Bernstein
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
SPRING VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM
OF RICHLAND COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE
SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5068  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD THE DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR SECURING THE 2018 SOUTH CARO-
LINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THE TEAM S PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5069  Resolution, By Forrester
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
DORMAN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM WITH THE TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE
DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING REC-
OGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/06/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5070  Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
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Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 2018, AS
FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 DAY  IN THE PALMETTO STATE AND TO
ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO SAVE FOR A COLLEGE EDUCATION WITH
THE SOUTH CAROLINA FUTURE SCHOLAR 529 COLLEGE SAVINGS
PLAN.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5071  Resolution, By Gagnon and Henegan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 2018, AS
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND, IN DOING
SO, URGE ALL CITIZENS TO UTILIZE THE OFFICE OF STATE TREA-
SURER S DATABASE TO SEARCH FOR UNCLAIMED PROPERTY FOR
THEMSELVES, THEIR FRIENDS AND FAMILY, AND THEIR BUSINESSES.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5072  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND EXPRESS DEEP
APPRECIATION TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
SYSTEM FOR ITS OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS IN EDUCATING
AND TRAINING OUR STATE S WORKFORCE AND TO DECLARE APRIL
4, 2018, AS  SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM DAY .
   03/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced SJ-15
   03/07/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-15
   03/15/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Education SJ-16
   03/20/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-54
H 5073  Resolution, By Forrester, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PAULA KIRKLAND, DOR-
MAN HIGH SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL COACH, ON BEING NAMED A 2017-
2018 NATIONAL TRI-COACH OF THE YEAR BY PREPVOLLEY-
BALL.COM.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5074  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2018, AS
4-H DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO COMMEND MS. LINDSEY
SCOTT, STATE 4-H TEEN COUNCIL PRESIDENT; DR. PAM ARDERN,
STATE 4-H PROGRAM LEADER; AND THE 2017-2018 4-H LEADERSHIP
TEAM FOR THEIR NUMEROUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND THE LEAD-
ERSHIP THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5075  Resolution, By Thayer, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NEW COVE-
NANT SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF
CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5076  Resolution, By Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NEW COVENANT SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM OF ANDERSON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN
SCHOOLS CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5077  Resolution, By Thayer, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
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Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE NEW COVENANT
SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2018
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO SALUTE THE TEAM S EXCEP-
TIONAL PLAYERS, COACH, AND STAFF ON A SUPERB SEASON.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5078  Resolution, By Thayer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NEW COVENANT SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCI-
ATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/07/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5079  Concurrent Resolution, By Douglas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR CANCER PATIENTS, SURVI-
VORS, AND THEIR FAMILIES, TO REMEMBER THOSE PEOPLE WHO
HAVE BEEN LOST TO CANCER, AND TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 7, 2018, AS  SUITS AND SNEAKERS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/07/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/07/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-16
H 5080  General Bill, By Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-61-170 SO AS TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS
FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE SYSTEM BILLING AND INSURANCE COV-
ERAGE PRACTICES APPLICABLE TO NON-NETWORK EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICE PROVIDERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-20,
RELATING TO DEFINITIONS USED IN THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES ACT, SO AS TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR  INSURER .
   03/07/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-13
   03/07/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-13
H 5081  Resolution, By Martin, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NEWBERRY
HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5082  Resolution, By Martin
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
NEWBERRY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM OF NEW-
BERRY COUNTY WITH THE TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5083  Resolution, By McKnight, Anderson, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HEMING-
WAY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5084  Resolution, By McKnight and Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
HEMINGWAY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM WITH THE
TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO
BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING
RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH
CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5085  General Bill, By Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-185, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO SPECIAL NONPROFIT EVENT LICENSES,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A WINERY MAY DONATE WINE TO A NON-
PROFIT FOR A SPECIAL EVENT.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-16
H 5086  General Bill, By Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 46-5-10 AND 46-5-20, CODE OF LAWS OF
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE CREATION, MEMBERSHIP,
AND POWER OF THE AGRICULTURE COMMISSION OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT COMMISSIONERS SHALL SERVE
UNTIL THEIR SUCCESSORS ARE ELECTED AND QUALIFIED, HOW-
EVER, A COMMISSIONER MAY SERVE IN A HOLDOVER CAPACITY
FOR NOT MORE THAN SIX MONTHS; TO DELETE ITS POWER TO
ADOPT CERTAIN POLICIES, RULES, AND REGULATIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND ANNUALLY APPROVE CERTAIN
BUDGET REQUESTS PRIOR TO BEING SUBMITTED TO THE GOVER-
NOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY; AND TO REPEAL SECTION 46-3-50




   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-16
H 5087  General Bill, By Funderburk and Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 39-41-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TERMS  PETROLEUM  AND  PETRO-
LEUM PRODUCT  AND THEIR DEFINITIONS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
EVERY RETAIL FUEL BUSINESS MUST NOTIFY THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE S CONSUMER PROTECTION DIVISION WHEN A PETRO-
LEUM DISPENSER HAS BEEN INSTALLED FOR USE AND TO PROVIDE
A PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS PROVISION; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 39-41-150, RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF
RULES AND REGULATIONS BY THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICUL-
TURE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SHALL IMPOSE UPON AND COLLECT FINES FROM A PERSON OR
MOTOR FUEL RETAILER THAT KNOWINGLY OR WILFULLY VIOLATES
A PROVISION THAT REGULATES THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-16
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-16
   03/08/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Norrell
H 5088  General Bill, By V.S. Moss, Hixon and Funderburk
A BILL TO AMEND ARTICLE 3, CHAPTER 39, TITLE 39, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE PROVISIONS THAT
REGULATE THE LABELING AND MARKETING OF EGGS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE DEFINITION OF THE TERMS  EGGS  AND  RETAILER , TO
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL TERMS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT EGG PRODUCERS WHO SELL EGGS MUST OBTAIN A
LICENSE FROM THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE AND THAT
THE LICENSE MUST BE RENEWED ANNUALLY FOR A FEE, TO PRO-
VIDE THAT SHELL EGG PRODUCERS MUST WASH, SANITIZE, AND
SIZE EGGS, TO PROVIDE A DEFINITION OF THE TERM  REASONABLE
PERIOD OF TIME FROM GATHERING , TO REVISE THE EGG-LABELING
REQUIREMENTS, TO REVISE THE SIZE, LETTERING AND INFORMA-
TION CONTAINED ON THE PLACARD PLACED OVER A RECEPTACLE
CONTAINING EGGS FOR SALE, TO DELETE THE PROVISION THAT
REQUIRES A LOCATION THAT SERVES FOOD TO DISPLAY THE PLAC-
ARD ON RECEPTACLES CONTAINING EGGS, TO PROVIDE THAT A
LOCATION THAT SERVES FOOD MUST PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PROOF OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE S LICENSED SOURCE, TO
PROVIDE THAT IT IS UNLAWFUL TO OFFER EGGS WITHOUT PROPER
LABELING AND IT IS LAWFUL TO USE THE WORD  CERTIFIED  UNDER
CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES IN CONNECTION WITH THE ADVERTISING
OR SELLING OF EGGS, TO REVISE THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH IT
IS UNLAWFUL TO OFFER EGGS FOR SALE THAT ARE NOT STORED
PROPERLY IN A REFRIGERATED STATE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN
PRODUCERS, RETAILERS, WHOLESALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND
FARM/PRODUCERS ARE EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS CON-
TAINED IN CHAPTER 39, TITLE 39, TO PROVIDE A PERSON S CONDUCT
MUST BE FOUND TO BE WILFUL IN AN ACTION FOR A VIOLATION
UNDER CHAPTER 39, TITLE 39, AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CHANGES.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-17
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-17
H 5089  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Elliott, Cogswell, Duckworth, Hewitt and
Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 28 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO AS TO PROVIDE
A COLLABORATIVE DESIGN OF A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY
WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FOR STUDENTS IN A MAN-
NER TO ALLOW STUDENTS TO EARN INCOME WHILE PROGRESSING
ALONG THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY, TO SPECIFY
REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROGRAM, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION SHALL POST CERTAIN INFOR-
MATION CONCERNING THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY
ONLINE; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 30 TO CHAPTER 53, TITLE 59 SO
AS TO CREATE ONE CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN CONSTRUCTION
PATHWAY DISTRICT IN EACH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IN THE
STATE, TO ESTABLISH TWO CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN CONSTRUC-
TION PATHWAY CENTERS IN EACH DISTRICT, TO PROVIDE COURSE-
WORK AND GUIDANCE FOR RESIDENTS SEEKING TO PURSUE
STUDIES IN A CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN CONSTRUCTION PATHWAY
PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE OVERSIGHT OF THE DISTRICTS AND CEN-
TERS BY THE STATE BOARD FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE
EDUCATION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE FUNDING OF THE CENTERS, TO
PROVIDE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CENTERS, AND TO PRO-
VIDE TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE CENTERS BY PUBLIC
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION AUTHORI-
TIES.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-18
H 5090  Resolution, By Clemmons and Yow
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-515, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE USE OF WILD TURKEY FEATHERS
IN ART, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT WILD TURKEY PARTS MAY BE USED
IN ARTS AND CRAFTS BY CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS, TO PROVIDE THAT
THIS PROVISION DOES NOT AUTHORIZE THE SALE OF WILD TURKEY
MEAT, AND TO DELETE THE PROVISIONS THAT PROHIBIT THE SALE
OF PARTS OF WILD TURKEYS AND THE SALE OF CAPES, BEARDS,
AND FANS.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-18
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-18
   03/20/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Yow
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-50
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-24
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-25
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-19
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-19
   05/08/18 Senate Polled out of committee Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-19
   05/08/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
19
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-44
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-44
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-30  Nays-8 SJ-44
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-121
H 5091  General Bill, By White, Sandifer and Johnson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-23-225 SO AS TO PROMOTE STUDENT AND
TEACHER SAFETY BY PROVIDING THAT PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SCHOOLS MAY INSTALL AND USE LOCKDOWN MAGNETIC DOOR
STRIPS ON CLASSROOM DOOR FRAMES TO BETTER SECURE CLASS-
ROOMS DURING LOCKDOWNS, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMINOL-
OGY, TO PROVIDE RELATED RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE PROVI-
SIONS OF THIS ACT MUST PREVAIL TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY CON-
FLICT WITH ANOTHER PROVISION OF LAW.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-19
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-52
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Atwater, White, Bales, San-
difer, Hixon, Felder, Tallon, Bryant, Blackwell, Young,
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Brown, Whitmire, Allison, Bennett, Crosby, Collins,
Hiott, Hosey, Kirby, Alexander, Clemmons, Erickson,
Anderson, Crawford HJ-102
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Johnson
   04/11/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-12-18 HJ-20
   04/12/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry HJ-9
H 5092  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
Similar (S 1003)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTIONS 63-17-1410, 63-17-1420, 63-17-1440, 63-17-
1460, 63-17-1470, 63-17-1480, 63-17-1500, AND 63-17-1520, CODE OF LAWS
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976, ALL RELATING TO INCOME WITHHOLD-
ING TO ENFORCE CHILD SUPPORT, SO AS TO ADD A DEFINITION FOR
AUTHORIZED AGENCY  AND TO SUBSTITUTE THE TERM  AUTHO-
RIZED AGENCY  FOR  CLERK OF COURT .
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-19
H 5093  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bernstein, Finlay, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE A. C.
FLORA HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
AND INSTRUCTORS OF RICHLAND COUNTY FOR THEIR EXCEP-
TIONAL PERFORMANCE AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR CAP-
TURING THE 2016-2017 DISTRICT ONE SUPERINTENDENT S TROPHY
AWARD.
   03/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-13
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-12
H 5094  Concurrent Resolution, By Hixon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS(r) FOR ITS STRONG SUPPORT OF
FAIR HOUSING IN THE PALMETTO STATE AND TO DECLARE APRIL
2018 AS  FAIR HOUSING MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-14
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-13
   03/21/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
   03/21/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-3
H 5095  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
MANY SACRIFICES AND VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS THE SOUTH
CAROLINA NATIONAL GUARD MAKES TO PROTECT THE FREEDOM,
DEMOCRACY, AND SECURITY OF OUR STATE AND NATION AND TO
DECLARE TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 2018,  NATIONAL GUARD DAY  IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-15
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced SJ-13
   03/13/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-13
   03/14/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on General SJ-5
   03/14/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-5
H 5096  General Bill, By Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-43-220, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ASSESSMENT RATIOS, SO AS TO
EXTEND TO MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES FOREIGN SERVICE
CERTAIN LEGAL RESIDENCE PROVISIONS THAT APPLY TO MEMBERS
OF THE ARMED SERVICES.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-19
H 5097  General Bill, By Spires
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-13-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS CONCERNING THE STATE
BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY, SO AS TO DEFINE THE TERM  HAIR
DESIGNER ; TO AMEND 40-13-230, RELATING TO LICENSES ISSUED BY
THE BOARD, SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE LICENSURE OF HAIR
DESIGNERS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 40-13-5, RELATING TO OCCU-
PATIONS REGULATED BY THE PRACTICE ACT FOR COSMETOLOGISTS
AND COSMETOLOGY, SECTION 40-13-110, RELATING TO DISCI-
PLINARY ACTIONS, SECTION 40-13-240, RELATING TO EXAMINATIONS
AND FEES, AND SECTION 40-13-270, RELATING TO RECIPROCITY
WITH OTHER LICENSING JURISDICTIONS, ALL SO AS TO MAKE CON-
FORMING CHANGES.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-19
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-19
H 5098  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
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Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE FRANCES VIRGINIA LEE
ROBINSON MCCLAIN ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTH-
DAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND
MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-112
H 5099  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JACOB CARRON
OF LUGOFF-ELGIN HIGH SCHOOL FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CARO-
LINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN WRESTLING.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-113
H 5100  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KARRINGTON
CHARLES OF THE LUGOFF-ELGIN MIDDLE SCHOOL WRESTLING
TEAM FOR AN EXCELLENT SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM
FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-114
H 5101  Resolution, By Lucas, Williams, Alexander, Henegan, Spires, Hayes
and Lowe
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DARLINGTON VENEER COMPANY
AT THE CELEBRATION OF ITS ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY, TO
CONGRATULATE THE COMPANY ON A CENTURY OF OUTSTANDING
ENTREPRENEURIAL ENDEAVORS, AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES
FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-114
H 5102  Resolution, By McEachern
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE W. J.
KEENAN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
RICHLAND COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-115
H 5103  Resolution, By McEachern, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE W. J.
KEENAN HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEA-
SON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH
CAROLINA CLASS AA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-115
H 5104  Concurrent Resolution, By Bradley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE RBC HERI-
TAGE PRESENTED BY BOEING GOLF TOURNAMENT HELD EACH
YEAR ON HILTON HEAD ISLAND ON THE OCCASION OF ITS FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY THIS COMING APRIL AND TO RECOGNIZE AND
THANK THE HERITAGE CLASSIC FOUNDATION, THE TOURNAMENT
SPONSORS, AND COUNTLESS FRIENDS AND VOLUNTEERS WHO
HAVE MADE THIS SPECIAL EVENT SO SUCCESSFUL AND UNIQUE
AMONG PGA TOUR EVENTS.
   03/08/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-116
   03/13/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-14
H 5105  General Bill, By Magnuson, Burns, Long, Elliott, Hamilton, G.R.




A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-19-10, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL MERIT SELECTION COMMIS-
SION S PROCEDURES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE JUDICIAL MERIT
SELECTION COMMISSION SHALL CONSIST OF TWO MEMBERS FROM
EACH OF THE SEVEN CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS WHO ARE RESI-
DENTS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE DISTRICTS AND ONE MEMBER FROM
THE GENERAL PUBLIC, APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE
ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, WHO SHALL
SERVE AS THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMISSION; TO PROVIDE THAT
NO MEMBER MAY SERVE FOR MORE THAN TWO TERMS; TO PROVIDE
THAT NO CURRENT MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY
SERVE ON THE COMMISSION; AND TO PROVIDE THAT A FORMER
MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MAY NOT SERVE ON THE
COMMISSION UNTIL FIVE YEARS AFTER LEAVING OFFICE.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
H 5106  Joint Resolution, By Magnuson, Burns, Long, Elliott, Caskey,
Hamilton, G.R. Smith, Chumley, Mace, Putnam and Thayer
Similar (S 0370, S 0386)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO AMEND ARTICLE V OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, RELATING TO THE JUDICIAL DEPART-
MENT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT SUPREME COURT JUSTICES, JUDGES
ON THE COURT OF APPEALS, AND CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES SHALL BE
APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY RATHER THAN BEING ELECTED BY
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AND TO REPEAL PROVISIONS REQUIRING
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO ESTABLISH A JUDICIAL MERIT
SCREENING COMMISSION.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-117
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-117
H 5107  General Bill, By Norrell
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 40-30-115 SO AS TO PROVIDE REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE LICENSURE AND OPERATION OF MASSAGE ESTABLISH-
MENTS; BY ADDING SECTION 40-30-210 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR THE
QUALIFICATIONS AND AUTHORITY OF INSPECTORS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION WHEN ENFORCING
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-20, RELAT-
ING TO THE PURPOSE OF THE MASSAGE/BODYWORK PRACTICE ACT,
SO AS TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-30-30, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS IN THE MASSAGE/BODY-
WORK PRACTICE ACT, SO AS TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-50, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE PANEL FOR
MASSAGE/BODYWORK, SO AS TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISH-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-60, RELATING TO DUTIES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION CONCERN-
ING MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPY, SO AS TO INCLUDE ELIGIBIL-
ITY OF APPLICANTS FOR MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENT LICENSURE; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-80, RELATING TO FEES THE DEPARTMENT
MAY CHARGE FOR MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPIST LICENSES, SO
AS TO INCLUDE FEES CONCERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENT
LICENSES; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-100, RELATING TO THE PROHI-
BITION ON PRACTICING MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPY WITHOUT
A LICENSE, SO AS TO REQUIRE LICENSURE FOR MASSAGE ESTAB-
LISHMENTS, TO PROVIDE PEOPLE MAY NOT OFFER OR RENDER MAS-
SAGE/BODYWORK SERVICES IN PLACES THAT ARE NOT LICENSED
AS A MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENT, AND TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-110, RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPIST LICENSURE, SO AS TO PROVIDE
REQUIREMENTS FOR MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 40-30-140, RELATING TO LICENSES, SO AS TO PROVIDE MAS-
SAGE ESTABLISHMENTS SHALL DISPLAY THEIR LICENSES IN A
CERTAIN MANNER, TO PROVIDE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR
ADVERTISEMENTS AND SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES, AMONG OTHER
THINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-150, RELATING TO MASSAGE/
BODYWORK THERAPIST LICENSES ISSUED BY OTHER STATES, SO AS
TO CLARIFY THE APPLICABILITY OF THE PROVISIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-30-160, RELATING TO RECORDS AND A REGISTRY THE
DEPARTMENT SHALL MAINTAIN, SO AS TO INCLUDE PROVISIONS
CONCERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-
30-170, RELATING TO A ROSTER OF MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERA-
PIST LICENSEES THE DEPARTMENT SHALL MAINTAIN AND PUBLISH,
SO AS TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE ROSTER; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-180, RELATING TO MASSAGE/BODYWORK
THERAPIST LICENSE RENEWALS, SO AS TO INCLUDE PROVISIONS
CONCERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENT LICENSURE RENEWALS;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-190, RELATING TO THE PROMULGATION
OF RELATED REGULATIONS BY THE DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO CLAR-
IFY THE APPLICABILITY OF THE PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
40-30-200, RELATING TO INVESTIGATIONS OF VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT MAY INVESTIGATE VIOLATIONS CON-
CERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-
220, RELATING TO CERTAIN EQUITABLE REMEDIES CONCERNING
VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-230, RELATING TO GROUNDS FOR MISCON-
DUCT BY MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPISTS, SO AS TO INCLUDE
GROUNDS FOR MISCONDUCT CONCERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISH-
MENTS; TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-260, RELATING TO VOLUNTARY
SURRENDER OF LICENSES BY LICENSEES UNDER INVESTIGATION
FOR MISCONDUCT, SO AS TO PROVIDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS
THAT MAKE SUCH SURRENDERS MAY NOT OPERATE AS MASSAGE
ESTABLISHMENTS DURING PERIODS OF VOLUNTARY SURRENDER;
TO AMEND SECTION 40-30-270, RELATING TO APPEALS OF ACTIONS
BY THE PANEL OR DEPARTMENT, SO AS TO MAKE A CONFORMING
CHANGE CONCERNING MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-30-300, RELATING TO CERTAIN PRIVILEGED COMMUNI-
CATIONS, SO AS TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 40-30-310, RELATING TO CERTAIN ILLEGAL
ACTIONS RELATING TO MASSAGE/BODYWORK THERAPISTS, SO AS
TO INCLUDE MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-118
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-118
H 5108  General Bill, By Sandifer
Similar (S 0337)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-410, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF CREDIT UNIONS, SO
AS TO PROVIDE THAT A CREDIT UNION MAY PROVIDE CERTAIN SER-
VICES TO CERTAIN MEMBERS FOR A FEE; TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-
500, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP IN A CREDIT UNION, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THE PROCEDURE TO ADMIT NEW COMMUNITY GROUPS TO A
CREDIT UNION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-26-640, RELATING TO BOARD
MEETINGS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE BOARD TO MEET AT LEAST ONCE
DURING EACH CALENDAR YEAR AND TO ALLOW CERTAIN MEM-
BERS TO PARTICIPATE REMOTELY IN CERTAIN MEETINGS; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 34-26-1020, RELATING TO PERMISSIBLE INVEST-
MENTS OF CREDIT UNION FUNDS, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR AN INVEST-
MENT IN CERTAIN CHARITABLE DONATION ACCOUNTS.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-120
H 5109  General Bill, By Hixon, Taylor, Blackwell, Young, Clyburn, Hosey
and Mace
Similar (S 1101)
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 205 OF 2016, RELATING TO AN EXEMPTION OF
PRIVATE, FOR-PROFIT PIPELINE COMPANIES FROM CERTAIN RIGHTS,
POWERS, AND PRIVILEGES OF TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPA-
NIES THAT OTHERWISE ARE EXTENDED TO PIPELINE COMPANIES, SO
AS TO EXTEND THE SUNSET PROVISION TO NOVEMBER 30, 2020.
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   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-120
H 5110  General Bill, By Erickson
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 54-7-665 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS NOT
ILLEGAL FOR AN INDIVIDUAL FOR A NONCOMMERCIAL PURPOSE
WITHOUT A HOBBY LICENSE BELOW THE MEAN HIGH WATER MARK
TO GATHER ON A PUBLIC BEACH SEASHELLS, SHARK OR FISH
TEETH, DRIFTWOOD, OR ANY OTHER LIKE ITEMS THAT COULD POS-
SIBLY BE CONSIDERED ARTIFACTUAL MATERIAL IF THESE ITEMS
ARE NATURALLY FOUND FROM TIME TO TIME ON A BEACH AS A
RESULT OF THE TIDAL OR OTHER FLOW OF THE OCEAN OR OTHER
BODIES OF SALT, BRACKISH, OR FRESH WATER, AND TO REQUIRE A
NONEXCLUSIVE COMMERCIAL LICENSE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL WHO
DESIRES TO ENGAGE IN THIS ACTIVITY FOR A COMMERCIAL PUR-
POSE; TO AMEND SECTION 54-7-670, RELATING TO HOBBY LICENSES
AND REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO HOBBY DIVERS UNDER THE
UNDERWATER ANTIQUITIES ACT, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IF AN
APPLICATION FOR A HOBBY LICENSE IS DENIED BY THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OR IF A
HOBBY DIVER DISAGREES WITH A DECISION BY THE INSTITUTE,
THE PERSON MAY APPEAL THE DECISION OR DENIAL TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA MUSEUM COMMISSION WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE
DECISION OR DENIAL, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE COMMISSION
MAY UPHOLD OR REVERSE THE DECISION OF THE INSTITUTE OR
REMAND THE MATTER TO THE INSTITUTE FOR FURTHER ACTION
CONSISTENT WITH INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE COMMISSION; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 60-13-10, RELATING TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA
MUSEUM COMMISSION, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MEMBERSHIP OF
THE COMMISSION AND PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER OF FILLING
VACANCIES.
   03/08/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-120
   03/08/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-120
H 5111  Resolution, By Govan, King, Mack, Clyburn, Hosey and Pendarvis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE RICH TRADITION OF OMEGA
PSI PHI FRATERNITY, INCORPORATED, AND TO WELCOME ITS MEM-
BERS TO ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA, FOR THE 3RD DISTRICT
COUNCIL MEETING TO BE HELD MARCH 16 THROUGH 18, 2018.
   03/14/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 5112  Resolution, By Sandifer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THOMAS RHETT EVATT OF SENECA
AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   03/14/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 5113  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF
MARY CASSANDRA WILSON ON THE OCCASION OF HER SIXTIETH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS.
   03/14/18 House Introduced and adopted
H 5114  Resolution, By Henderson-Myers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MRS. DOROTHY
BYRD FOR HER LIFETIME COMMITMENT TO SCULPTING THE LIVES
OF YOUNG LADIES IN SPARTANBURG COUNTY THROUGH HER LEAD-
ERSHIP IN GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA AND TO WISH HER CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 5115  Resolution, By Loftis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 2018,
AS SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS DAY
THROUGHOUT THE STATE AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL SOUTH CARO-
LINIANS TO RECOGNIZE THE MANY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY
LAND SURVEYORS TO OUR COMMUNITIES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 5116  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE GREER CITIZEN AND ITS
HUNDRED YEAR LEGACY OF PROVIDING NEWS AND INFORMATION
TO GREER AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 5117  Resolution, By Fry, Johnson, Duckworth, Hewitt, McGinnis,
Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
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Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LIEUTENANT
THOMAS DELPERCIO FOR HIS DISTINGUISHED CAREER IN LAW
ENFORCEMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA, AND HIS DEDICATED SERVICE
TO THE  WAR ON DRUGS  IN HORRY COUNTY.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 5118  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARVERS BAY HIGH
SCHOOL BOYS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 CLASS
AA LOWER STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO HONOR THE TEAM
S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5119  Resolution, By Collins, Clary and Hiott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE MONTH OF APRIL 2018 AS
CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO SUPPORT EFFORTS TO END CHILD ABUSE BY EMPOW-
ERING CHILDREN, INFORMING ADULTS, AND EDUCATING
COMMUNITIES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5120  Resolution, By Pope, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
ROCK HILL HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY WRESTLING TEAM OF YORK
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP WRESTLING DUALS TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5121  Resolution, By Pope, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton, Simrill, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McGinnis, McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE ROCK HILL
HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAAA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING DUALS TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 5122  Resolution, By Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE COVENANT
CLASSICAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM,
COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON
AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAR-
OLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 1A STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-61
H 5123  Resolution, By Finlay
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
COVENANT CLASSICAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL BOYS CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM OF RICHLAND COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY
THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COM-
MENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 5124  Resolution, By Crawford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR AARON LEACH,
AN ASSOCIATE OWNER OF ROWE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES COM-
PANY, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED THE 2017-
2018 SURVEYOR OF THE YEAR.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 5125  Resolution, By Bamberg, Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
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Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR STEVEN BROWN,
AN ELECTRICAL ENGINEER FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC AND THE
FOUNDER OF THE DREAMS, IMAGINATION AND GIFTS DEVELOP-
MENT PROGRAM, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM FOR RECEIVING THE
2018 BLACK ENGINEER OF THE YEAR AWARD FOR COMMUNITY SER-
VICE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 5126  Concurrent Resolution, By Hardee, Johnson, Crawford, Fry,
Clemmons, Duckworth, McGinnis, Hewitt, Atkinson, Anderson and Hayes
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY
378 IN HORRY COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH UNITED
STATES HIGHWAY 501 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH EL BETHEL ROAD
LOIS EARGLE HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   03/20/18 House Introduced HJ-69
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-69
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-57
   04/03/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-30
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-20
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
   04/18/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   04/18/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-6
H 5127  Resolution, By B. Newton
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE PALMETTO
STATE S COURAGEOUS VETERANS WHO SERVED IN THE VIETNAM
WAR AND TO DECLARE MARCH 29, 2018, AS  WELCOME HOME VIET-
NAM VETERANS DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 5128  Resolution, By Lowe, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE LAMAR
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 5129  Resolution, By Lowe
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LAMAR HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM WITH THE TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED
BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND
COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 5130  Resolution, By Williams
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE AUGUST 19, 2018, AS  13 CHILD
WARRIORS  DAY IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO THANK
THESE GROUNDBREAKING CITIZENS AND THEIR FAMILIES FOR
THEIR MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CITY OF DARLINGTON, THE
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 5131  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND ROSLYN CLARK
ARTIS, J.D., ED.D., FOR EARNING THE DISTINCTION OF SERVING AS
THE FOURTEENTH AND FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT OF BENEDICT
COLLEGE AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 5132  Resolution, By Rutherford, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR AUDREY E. VOL-
ONIS OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER SEVENTI-
ETH BIRTHDAY, TO CELEBRATE HER RICHLY DESERVED
RETIREMENT AFTER MORE THAN FORTY YEARS OF DEDICATION
AND SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ECONOMIC GROWTH OF
THE PALMETTO STATE, AND TO WISH HER SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
H 5133  Resolution, By Mace
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA JUNIOR TENNIS FOUNDATION FOR THEIR TIRELESS EFFORTS
TO HELP CREATE A BETTER FUTURE FOR SOUTH CAROLINA S
YOUTHS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
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H 5134  Resolution, By Funderburk, Lucas, Bales and Wheeler
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LAURIE PARKS
FOR HER MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS CHAIR FOR
JUNIOR LEADERSHIP KERSHAW COUNTY AND TO WISH HER WELL IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 5135  Resolution, By Funderburk
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE JOSEPH EDWARD  ED  GARRISON,
CAREERS/EDUCATION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
FOR THE APPLIED TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION CAMPUS AND KER-
SHAW COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS MANY
YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUC-
CESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 5136  Resolution, By Hayes
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE DIL-
LON CHRISTIAN SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM OF DILLON
COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS, AT A
DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 5137  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE DILLON
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPEN-
DENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 5138  Concurrent Resolution, By Lowe
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE THE CASEY FELDMAN
FOUNDATION AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION FOR JUS-
TICE FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING WORK IN HELPING PREVENT DIS-
TRACTED DRIVING AND TO DESIGNATE APRIL 2018 AS  END
DISTRACTED DRIVING  AWARENESS MONTH IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/20/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-70
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   03/21/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   04/17/18 Senate Polled out of committee Transportation
   04/17/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Transportation SJ-8
   04/18/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-35
H 5139  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE THIRTY-FIVE
SOUTH CAROLINA TECHNICAL COLLEGE STUDENTS NAMED TO
SOUTH CAROLINA S 2018 ALL-STATE ACADEMIC TEAM IN THE ALL-
USA ACADEMIC TEAM COMPETITION FOR TECHNICAL COLLEGES,
COMMUNITY COLLEGES, AND JUNIOR COLLEGES, SPONSORED BY
THE PHI THETA KAPPA HONOR SOCIETY IN RECOGNITION OF THEIR
SCHOLARLY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SERVICE TO THEIR COMMU-
NITIES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-70
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5140  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF CASHUA FERRY ROAD IN
DARLINGTON COUNTY FROM WILSON CLINIC TO ITS INTERSECTION
WITH COGGESHALL ROAD  JAMES  JIMMY  MCKELVEY MEMORIAL
HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG
THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   03/20/18 House Introduced HJ-70
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-70
   04/04/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-46
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-20
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-20
H 5141  Concurrent Resolution, By Clary, Collins and Hiott
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION OF UNITED STATES
HIGHWAY 123 AND SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 93 IN PICKENS
COUNTY  DR. B.R. SKELTON INTERCHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DES-
IGNATION.
   03/20/18 House Introduced HJ-71
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-71
   04/04/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/05/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/05/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-47
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/08/18 Senate Amended SJ-81
   05/08/18 Senate Adopted SJ-81
   05/08/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-81
   05/09/18 House Concurred in amendment HJ-6
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-6
H 5142  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bernstein and Finlay
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
A. C. FLORA FALCON BATTALION DRILL TEAM FOR THEIR HARD
WORK AND TO CONGRATULATE ALL THE MEMBERS AND INSTRUC-
TORS FOR WINNING THE 2016-2017 DISTRICT ONE SUPERINTENDENT
S TROPHY AWARD.
   03/20/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-71
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5143  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR CHAUDRON ZEGER OF
COLUMBIA FOR HER DEDICATION TO ADVOCACY ON BEHALF OF
CHILDREN IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND AROUND THE WORLD AND TO
CONGRATULATE HER ON BEING NAMED 2018 NATIONAL ADVOCATE
OF THE YEAR BY SAVE THE CHILDREN ACTION NETWORK.
   03/20/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-71
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   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 5144  Concurrent Resolution, By Murphy and Mace
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND LIEU-
TENANT GENERAL JOHN W. ROSA FOR HIS LIFETIME OF ACCOM-
PLISHMENT AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-72
   03/21/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 5145  General Bill, By Johnson, Duckworth, Fry, Yow, McGinnis, Hewitt,
Hardee, Clemmons and Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-15, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE DRIVER S
LICENSE EXAMINATION BY PERSONS, CORPORATIONS, OR GOVERN-
MENTAL SUBDIVISIONS UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPARTMENT
OF MOTOR VEHICLES MUST ENTER INTO CONTRACTS WITH THE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TO OFFER THIS SERVICE
TO CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-73
   04/05/18 House Recalled from Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-44
   04/10/18 House Amended HJ-16
   04/10/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   04/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-17
   04/11/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-10
   04/12/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-14
   04/12/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-14
H 5146  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-1-212, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF STATE CRIMINAL
LAWS BY FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE AGENTS ARE
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AUTHORIZED TO ENFORCE
THE STATE S CRIMINAL LAWS.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-73
H 5147  General Bill, By V.S. Moss
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 147 TO CHAPTER 3, TITLE 56 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES MAY ISSUE  SOUTH
CAROLINA STATE PARKS  SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-73
H 5148  General Bill, By Elliott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-19-480, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE TRANSFER AND SURRENDER OF
CERTIFICATES OF TITLE, LICENSE PLATES, REGISTRATION CARDS,
AND MANUFACTURERS  SPECIAL PLATES FOR VEHICLES SOLD AS
SALVAGE, ABANDONED, SCRAPPED, OR DESTROYED, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE A PROCEDURE FOR AN INSURANCE COMPANY OR ITS AGENT
TO OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE FOR A VEHICLE FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES WHEN A CLAIMANT FAILS TO
DELIVER THE TITLE TO THE INSURANCE COMPANY OR ITS AGENT
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-73
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-73
H 5149  Joint Resolution, By Mace, Simrill, Pope, Erickson, Kirby, Caskey,
Daning, J.E. Smith, G.R. Smith, McKnight, Davis, Ott, Bernstein, Delleney,
Hewitt, Lucas, McCoy, Pendarvis, Pitts, Rutherford, Trantham and Weeks
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT THE STATE LAW ENFORCE-
MENT DIVISION SHALL DEVELOP A PILOT DATA INTEGRATION AND
ANALYTICS SYSTEM TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO TIMELY, COMPLETE,
AND ACCURATE INFORMATION INTEGRATING DATA FROM VARIOUS
DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES AND ISSUE A REPORT TO THE MEM-
BERS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE SUCCESS OF THE PILOT
PROGRAM WITH RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO POSSIBLE STATEWIDE
EXPANSION AND TO PROVIDE A FUNDING SOURCE FOR THIS PROJ-
ECT.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary
H 5150  General Bill, By Finlay, Bannister and McCoy
Similar (S 1104)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-140, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE SUNSET PROVISION ON THE LIMITA-
TION OF THREE RETAIL DEALER LICENSES HELD BY ONE LICENSEE,
SO AS TO CHANGE THE DATE TO JULY 1, 2019.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-55
   03/22/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-3-18 HJ-29
   04/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 4-4-18 HJ-17
   04/04/18 House Recommitted to Committee on Judiciary HJ-13
H 5151  General Bill, By Jefferson
Similar (H 3153)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-35, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO NOTICE OF GENERAL, MUNICIPAL, SPE-
CIAL, AND PRIMARY ELECTIONS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE NOTICE TO
STATE THAT THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING THE RETURN-ADDRESSED
ENVELOPES CONTAINING THE ABSENTEE BALLOTS MAY BEGIN AT
9:00 A.M. ON THE DAY IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY; AND
TO AMEND SECTION 7-15-420, RELATING TO THE RECEIPT, TABULA-
TION, AND REPORTING OF ABSENTEE BALLOTS, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE PROCESS OF EXAMINING THE RETURN-ADDRESSED ENVE-
LOPES THAT HAVE BEEN RECEIVED BY THE COUNTY BOARD OF
VOTER REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS MAY BEGIN AT 9:00 A.M. ON
THE CALENDAR DAY IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING ELECTION DAY,
AND TO ELIMINATE THE REQUIREMENT THAT THE ABSENTEE BAL-
LOT APPLICANT S OATH BE WITNESSED.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 5152 (Rat # 0276, Act #  0232)  General Bill, By V.S. Moss and Hixon
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 39-22-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO IDENTIFICATION TAGS PLACED ON
COTTON BALES STORED IN A WAREHOUSE OPERATED UNDER THE
STATE WAREHOUSE SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL TYPES
OF IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS, TAGS, AND STICKERS THAT THE
WAREHOUSE MAY UTILIZE. - ratified title
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources
and Environmental Affairs HJ-74
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Environmental Affairs HJ-50
   04/03/18 House Read second time HJ-23
   04/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-89  Nays-3 HJ-23
   04/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-20
   04/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Agriculture and Natural
Resources SJ-20




   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-87
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-42  Nays-0 SJ-87
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-98
   05/14/18 Ratified R 276
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 232
H 5153 (Rat # 0277, Act #  0233)  General Bill, By Delleney
Similar (S 1121)
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 42-17-20, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO CERTAIN WORKERS  COMPENSATION
COMMISSION HEARINGS CONCERNING COMPENSATION PAYABLE,
SO AS TO PROVIDE THESE HEARINGS MUST BE HELD IN THE DIS-
TRICTS IN WHICH THE INJURIES OCCURRED INSTEAD OF THE CITIES
OR COUNTIES IN WHICH THE INJURIES OCCURRED, BUT NO
GREATER THAN SEVENTY-FIVE MILES FROM THE COUNTY SEAT OF
THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE INJURY OCCURRED, AND TO DEFINE
COUNTY SEAT AND DISTRICTS FOR THIS PURPOSE. - ratified title
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
   03/21/18 House Committee report: Favorable Judiciary HJ-55
   03/22/18 House Amended HJ-17
   03/22/18 House Read second time HJ-17
   03/22/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-2 HJ-18
   03/22/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-19
   03/23/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/18/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Judiciary SJ-14
   04/25/18 Senate Amended SJ-38
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-28
   04/26/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-25  Nays-17 SJ-28
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-120
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-23  Nays-17 SJ-120
   05/10/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-120
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-91  Nays-0 HJ-120
   05/14/18 Ratified R 277
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   05/31/18 Act No. 233
H 5154 (Rat # 0278, Act #  0275)  Joint Resolution, By Fry and Hewitt
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROVIDING THAT UPON THE RECEIPT OF RES-
OLUTIONS BY THE GOVERNING BODIES OF HORRY AND GEORGE-
TOWN COUNTIES REQUESTING THE ANNEXATION OF CERTAIN
PARCELS OF REAL PROPERTY MISTAKENLY TREATED AS BEING
LOCATED WITHIN HORRY COUNTY ALTHOUGH STATUTORILY
DEFINED AS BEING LOCATED WITHIN GEORGETOWN COUNTY, THE
GOVERNOR SHALL FORM A COMMISSION TO COMPLY WITH ALL
APPLICABLE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS; PROVIDING THAT UPON
RECEIPT OF THE COMMISSION S REPORT, AN ELECTION MUST BE
ORDERED REGARDING THE AREA SOUGHT TO BE ANNEXED; PRO-
VIDING THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL TAKE CERTAIN POST-
ELECTION ACTIONS; AND PRESERVING CERTAIN MATTERS PENDING
THE OUTCOME OF THE ELECTION. - ratified title
   03/20/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-75
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-48
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-2 HJ-49
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   03/22/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   03/27/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-12
   03/27/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-12
   04/09/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Judiciary SJ-3
   04/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-40
   04/10/18 Senate Read second time SJ-40
   04/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-0 SJ-40
   04/11/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-11
   04/19/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 4-24-18 HJ-52
   04/25/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-26-18 HJ-71
   05/01/18 House Debate adjourned until Wed., 5-2-18 HJ-77
   05/03/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-8-18 HJ-29
   05/09/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-55
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-56
   05/14/18 Ratified R 278
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 275
H 5155  General Bill, By Pitts, G.M. Smith, Rutherford, Murphy, Delleney,
Weeks, McCoy, Alexander, Jefferson and Gilliard
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 17-25-322, RELATING TO RESTITUTION TO
CRIME VICTIMS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THAT THE COURT MUST TAKE
INTO CONSIDERATION THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES OF THE DEFEN-
DANT AND ABILITY OF DEFENDANT TO PAY, REQUIRE IF A COURT
FINDS A DEFENDANT FACES FINANCIAL HARDSHIP THAT THAT
DEFENDANT MUST PAY NO LESS THAN A SPECIFIED AMOUNT, AND
REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON
SERVICES TO IMPOSE A PAYMENT SCHEDULE OF EQUAL MONTHLY
PAYMENTS RESULTING IN FULL RESTITUTION BY THE END OF
SUPERVISION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-280, RELATING TO THE
DUTIES AND POWERS OF PROBATION AGENTS, SO AS TO REQUIRE
PROBATION AGENTS TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION AN OFFENDER
S EFFECTIVE USE OF DISCRETIONARY FUNDS, TO PROVIDE FOR
SUPERVISION  FOR SENTENCES OF THREE HUNDRED SIXTY-FIVE
DAYS OR MORE, TO SPECIFY HOW COMPLIANCE CREDITS MAY BE
AWARDED AND HOW PROGRAMS MAY BE RECOGNIZED BY REGULA-
TION AS PROPER FOR INCENTIVES, TO INFORM THE  SENTENCING
REFORM OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMS DESIGNATED
FOR COMPLIANCE CREDITS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT OFFENDER ELI-
GIBILITY FOR COMPLIANCE CREDITS AS PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION
BE EXTENDED TO OFFENDERS WHOSE OFFENSES OCCURRED PRIOR
TO JANUARY 1, 2011; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-440, RELATING TO
THE PERIOD OF PROBATION, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE PERIOD
BE DEPENDENT UPON THE OFFENSE FOR WHICH THE DEFENDANT
HAS BEEN SENTENCED, THAT RESTITUTION PAYMENTS MUST NOT
BE REQUIRED FOR THE FIRST THREE MONTHS OF SUPERVISION AND
THAT THE PERIOD FOR SUPERVISION OF RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
MUST BE DETERMINED BY A JUDGE, THAT THE SUPERVISION OF
RESTITUTION PAYMENT MUST NOT EXCEED FIVE YEARS AND IS
ONLY REVOCABLE AFTER THE COMPLETION OF PROBATION FOR A
WILFUL FAILURE TO MAKE RESTITUTION PAYMENTS; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-21-560, RELATING TO THE COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
PROGRAM, SO AS TO CLARIFY THAT ONCE COMMUNITY SUPERVI-
SION IS COMPLETED AN OFFENDER IS STILL SUBJECT TO THE OTHER
REQUIREMENTS OF SUPERVISION; BY ADDING SECTION 43-5-1191 SO
AS TO EXEMPT INDIVIDUALS FROM THE ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTION
ON SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AND TEM-
PORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES BENEFITS FOR INDIVID-
UALS WITH DRUG CONVICTIONS THAT WOULD OTHERWISE BE
ELIGIBLE AND TO PROVIDE FOR INELIGIBILITY IN THE EVENT AN
INDIVIDUAL VIOLATES PROBATION, COMMUNITY SUPERVISION, OR
PAROLE; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-148, RELATING TO THE IDENTIFY-
ING CODE AFFIXED TO THE DRIVER S LICENSE OF A PERSON CON-
VICTED OF CERTAIN CRIMES, SO AS TO REMOVE THE FIFTY  DOLLAR
FEE ASSOCIATED WITH PLACING THE IDENTIFYING CODE ON A
DRIVER S LICENSE; TO DIRECT THE SENTENCING REFORM OVER-
SIGHT COMMITTEE TO STUDY AND MAKE A REPORT TO THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY CONCERNING THE COLLECTION OF RESTITUTION
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AND THE RISK AND NEEDS TOOL USED TO EVALUATE THE ENTIRE
SUPERVISION POPULATION; TO AMEND SECTIONS 24-21-110 AND 24-
21-430, RELATING TO ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS AND CONDI-
TIONS OF PROBATION, RESPECTIVELY, BOTH SO AS TO SET MAXI-
MUM JAIL CONFINEMENT PERIODS ON AN ADMINISTRATIVE
SANCTION AND TO PROVIDE FURTHER PROCEDURES FOR REVOCA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-460, RELATING TO ACTIONS OF THE
COURT IN CASES OF PROBATION VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO LIMIT REVO-
CATIONS FOR TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-
610, RELATING TO ELIGIBILITY FOR PAROLE, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR
PAROLE ELIGIBILITY TO BE COMPUTED USING AN INMATE S ACTIVE
INCARCERATIVE SENTENCE AND TO AMEND REQUIREMENTS
RELATED TO MEDICAL PAROLE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-620,
RELATING TO A PAROLE BOARD S REVIEW, SO AS TO ALLOW FOR
AUTOMATIC RELEASE ON PAROLE OF NONVIOLENT INMATES WHO
HAVE MET CERTAIN CONDITIONS; BY ADDING SECTION 24-21-720 SO
AS TO REQUIRE THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO CREATE AN
INTAKE CASE PLAN FOR ALL PAROLE ELIGIBLE INMATES; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-21-645, RELATING TO PAROLE AND PROVISIONAL
PAROLE ORDERS, SO AS TO LIMIT REVOCATIONS FOR TECHNICAL
VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-660, RELATING TO THE
EFFECT OF PAROLE, SO AS TO LIMIT PAROLE REVOCATIONS FOR
TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-680, RELATING
OLE, SO AS TO LIMIT PAROLE REVOCATIONS FOR TECHNICAL VIO-
LATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 24-21-715, RELATING TO PAROLE FOR
TERMINALLY ILL, GERIATRIC, OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED
INMATES, SO AS TO AMEND THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS AND
EXTEND ELIGIBILITY TO OTHER CATEGORIES OF INMATES AND
LIMIT THE REASONS THE PAROLE BOARD CAN DENY THIS TYPE OF
PAROLE; BY ADDING ARTICLE 7 TO CHAPTER 27, TITLE 24 SO AS TO
PROVIDE THE CIRCUMSTANCES FOR WHICH AN INMATE WHO HAS
BEEN INCARCERATED AT LEAST FIFTEEN YEARS MAY PETITION THE
COURT TO HAVE HIS SENTENCE MODIFIED; TO AMEND SECTION 24-
13-150, RELATING TO THE EARLY RELEASE OF AN INMATE, SO AS TO
REDUCE THE PERCENTAGE OF TIME AN INMATE WHO HAS COMMIT-
TED A  NO PAROLE OFFENSE  MUST SERVE BEFORE HE MAY BECOME
ELIGIBLE FOR EARLY RELEASE, DISCHARGE, OR COMMUNITY
SUPERVISION FROM EIGHTY-FIVE PERCENT TO SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT,
AND TO PROVIDE A PROCEDURE THAT ALLOWS CERTAIN INMATES
TO PETITION THE COURT TO MODIFY THEIR SENTENCE; TO AMEND
SECTION 24-13-210, RELATING TO CREDIT GIVEN TO AN INMATE FOR
GOOD BEHAVIOR, SO AS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF GOOD
BEHAVIOR DAYS AN INMATE WHO HAS COMMITTED A  NO PAROLE
OFFENSE  MAY RECEIVE; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-230, RELATING
TO CREDIT GIVEN TO AN INMATE FOR WORK AND EDUCATION
CREDITS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF WORK AND EDUCA-
TION CREDIT DAYS AN INMATE WHO HAS COMMITTED A  NO
PAROLE OFFENSE  MAY RECEIVE; TO AMEND SECTION 1-7-400,
RELATING TO CIRCUIT SOLICITORS DISABLED BY INTOXICATION, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM PENALTY; TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-26,
RELATING TO THE RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE AUTHORITY, SO AS TO
AMEND THE PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION FROM SIX MONTHS TO NOT
MORE THAN SIX MONTHS IN PRISON; TO AMEND SECTION 2-17-50,
RELATING TO FAILURE TO FILE BY A LOBBYIST, SO AS TO AMEND
THE PENALTIES FOR A SECOND OFFENSE; TO AMEND SECTION 4-11-
60, RELATING TO COUNTY OFFICERS KEEPING RECORDS OF MONIES
RECEIVED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM PENALTY FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 5-21-130, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL
USE OF A SPECIALLY LEVIED TAX, SO AS TO AMEND THE PENALTY
FOR A VIOLATION TO NOT MORE THAN SIX MONTHS IN PRISON; TO
AMEND SECTION 5-21-500, RELATING TO A COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL MEMBER VOTING TO DIVERT FUNDS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 5-
25-40, RELATING TO FAILURE TO INSTALL FIRE ALARM BOXES IN
HOSPITALS AND SCHOOLS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM PEN-
ALTY OF TEN DAYS IN PRISON FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 5-31-20, RELATING TO INTERFERENCE WITH SEWERS AND
WATERWORKS, SO AS TO AMEND THE PENALTY FOR A VIOLATION
FROM THIRTY DAYS TO NOT MORE THAN THIRTY DAYS; TO AMEND
SECTION 7-13-1910, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A
VOTING MACHINE KEY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM PENALTY
FOR A VIOLATION OF TEN DAYS IN JAIL; TO AMEND SECTION 7-13-
1920, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL TAMPERING OF VOTING
MACHINES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM PENALTY FOR A VIO-
LATION OF NOT LESS THAN THREE MONTHS IN PRISON; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-1-40, RELATING TO FAILURE OF A CLERK, SHERIFF, OR
MAGISTRATE TO PAY OVER FINES OR PENALTIES, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 8-3-60, RELATING TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS  ASSUMPTION OF
OFFICE BEFORE GIVING BOND, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED AND INCREASE THE MAXIMUM SENTENCE
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-1510, RELATING TO ETH-
ICS AND GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY, LATE FILING OR FAILURE
TO FILE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A SECOND OFFENSE VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 10-7-230,
RELATING TO PUBLIC OFFICIALS  FAILURE TO OBTAIN INSURANCE
ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 10-9-260, RELAT-
ING TO INTERFERING WITH STATE, DEPARTMENT, OR LICENSEES,
PHOSPHATE MINING WITHOUT A LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 10-11-325, RELATING TO POSSESSING, TRANSPORTING, OR DETO-
NATING AN EXPLOSIVE OR INCENDIARY DEVICE, SO AS TO IRED FOR
VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 11-15-90, RELATING TO FAILURE
OF POLITICAL SUBDIVISION DISBURSEMENT OFFICERS TO MAKE
PAYMENT OR REMIT FUNDS FOR PAYMENT OF OBLIGATIONS, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 11-15-290, RELATING TO FAILURE TO MAKE
INVESTMENTS FROM SINKING FUNDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
12-21-2470, RELATING TO OPERATING A PLACE OF AMUSEMENT
WITHOUT A LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2830,
RELATING TO RECORD REQUIRED OF GROSS RECEIPTS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 12-21-3080, RELATING TO INTERFERENCE WITH
AMUSEMENT TAX ENFORCEMENT OR REFUSAL TO ALLOW INSPEC-
TION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A
VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-37-1130, RELATING TO PENAL-
TIES FOR FALSE STATEMENTS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 12-54-44, RELATING TO TAX OR REVE-
NUE LAW PENALTIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 14-9-240, RELAT-
ING TO JUDGES AND SOLICITORS PROHIBITED FROM PRACTICING
LAW IN CERTAIN CAUSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 14-25-65,
RELATING TO MAXIMUM PENALTIES THAT A MUNICIPAL COURT
MAY IMPOSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 15-43-70, RELAT-
ING TO VIOLATION OF AN INJUNCTION AND PUNISHMENT FOR CON-
TEMPT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-610, RELATING TO CERTAIN
OFFENSES COMMITTED WITH A CARRIED OR CONCEALED DEADLY
WEAPON, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-625, RELATING TO
RESISTING ARREST WITH A DEADLY WEAPON, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION  AND
REMOVE PROVISIONS THAT PROVIDED THE SECTION DOES NOT
APPLY TO COMMON LAW ASSAULT AND BATTERY WITH INTENT TO
KILL; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-755 RELATING TO SEXUAL BATTERY
WITH A STUDENT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1045, RELAT-
ING TO USE OR EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS UNDER EIGHTEEN TO
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COMMIT CERTAIN CRIMES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1280,
RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FALSE CLAIMS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTIONS 16-3-1710 AND 16-3-1720, RELATING TO THE OFFENSES OF
HARASSMENT, BOTH SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-1730, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF STALKING, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-3-
1770, RELATING TO RESTRAINING ORDERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-3-2090, RELATING TO FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY USED IN
TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-9-230,
RELATING TO PERSONS HOLDING OFFICE ACCEPTING EXTRA COM-
PENSATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-9-250, RELATING TO
UNLAWFUL ACCEPTANCE OF REMUNERATION BY PEACE OFFICERS
FOR PERFORMING OFFICIAL DUTIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
16-11-130, RELATING TO BURNING PERSONAL PROPERTY TO
DEFRAUD INSURERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-180, RELAT-
ING TO NEGLIGENTLY ALLOWING FIRE TO SPREAD TO PROPERTY OF
ANOTHER, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-350, RELATING TO
TRAIN ROBBERY BY STOPPING A TRAIN, SO AS TO DELETE THE MIN-
IMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
16-11-360, RELATING TO ROBBERY AFTER ENTRY UPON A TRAIN, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-510, RELATING TO MALICIOUS
INJURY TO ANIMALS AND OTHER PERSONAL PROPERTY, SO AS TO
REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-
11-520, RELATING TO MALICIOUS INJURY TO A TREE, HOUSE, OUT-
SIDE FENCE, OR FIXTURE, AND TRESPASS UPON REAL PROPERTY, SO
AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-11-535, RELATING TO MALICIOUS INJURY TO PLACES OF
WORSHIP, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-590, RELATING TO
DESTRUCTION OF SEA OAT OR VENUS-FLYTRAP PLANTS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-11-650, RELATING TO REMOVING, DESTROYING,
OR LEAVING DOWN FENCES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-11-770,
RELATING TO ILLEGAL GRAFFITI VANDALISM, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 16-13-10, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF FORGERY, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-30, RELATING
TO SIMPLE LARCENY OF GOODS OR BILLS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-40, RELATING TO STEALING
OF BONDS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION
16-13-50, RELATING TO STEALING OF LIVESTOCK, SO AS TO REVISE
THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-66, RELATING TO STEAL-
ING OR DAMAGING AQUACULTURE OPERATIONS, SO AS TO REVISE
THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-70, RELATING TO STEAL-
ING OF VESSELS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-13-110, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF SHOPLIFTING, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-180, RELATING
TO THE OFFENSE OF RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS, SO AS TO REVISE
THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-230, RELATING TO THE
OFFENSE OF BREACH OF TRUST WITH FRAUDULENT INTENT, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-240, RELATING
TO THE OFFENSE OF OBTAINING SIGNATURE OR PROPERTY BY
FALSE PRETENSES, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND
SECTION 16-13-260, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF OBTAINING PROP-
ERTY UNDER FALSE TOKENS OR LETTERS, SO AS TO REVISE THE
PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-300, RELATING TO FRAUDU-
LENT REMOVAL OR SECRETING OF PERSONAL PROPERTY ATTACHED
OR LEVIED UPON, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-13-420, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF FAILURE TO RETURN LEASED OR RENTED
PROPERTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION
16-13-430, RELATING TO FRAUDULENT ACQUISITION OR USE OF
FOOD STAMPS, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-14-60, RELATING TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTION CARD
FRAUD, SO AS TO AMEND THE JURISDICTION OF MAGISTRATES
COURT AND TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-14-
80, RELATING TO RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS, SO AS TO AMEND THE
JURISDICTION OF THE MAGISTRATES COURT AND REVISE THE PEN-
ALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-10, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF
BIGAMY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-20, RELATING TO THE
OFFENSE OF INCEST, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-60, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF ADULTERY OR FORNICATION, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-15-110, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF PROSTI-
TUTION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-15-120, RELATING TO THE
ABOMINABLE CRIME OF BUGGERY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-
310, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF IMITATION OF ORGANIZATIONS
NAMES OR EMBLEMS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-520, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF DISTURBANCE OF RELIGIOUS WORSHIP, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-570, RELATING TO INTERFERENCE
WITH FIRE AND POLICE ALARM BOXES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
16-17-580, RELATING TO REMG STATE LINE MARKERS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-17-600, RELATING TO DESTRUCTION OR DESE-
CRATION OF HUMAN REMAINS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-
610, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF SOLICITING EMIGRANTS WITH-
OUT LICENSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-17-690, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF FORTUNE-TELLING, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-17-735, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF IMPERSONATING
OFFICIALS OR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 16-19-10, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL SETTING UP OF LOT-
TERIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-19-160, RELATING TO UNLAW-
FUL PUNCHBOARDS FOR GAMING, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-21-
80, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF RECEIVING, POSSESSING, CON-
CEALING, SELLING, OR DISPOSING OF STOLEN VEHICLES, SO AS TO
REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-450, RELATING TO
THE OFFENSE OF PLACING LOADED TRAP GUNS, SPRING GUNS, OR
LIKE DEVICES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-460, RELAT-
ING TO THE OFFENSE OF CARRYING A CONCEALED WEAPON, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-730, RELATING TO A HOAX DEVICE OR
REPLICA OF DESTRUCTIVE DEVICE OR DETONATOR, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 16-23-740, RELATING TO HINDERING AN EXPLOSIVE
ORDINANCE TECHNICIAN, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-750,
RELATING TO CONVEYING FALSE INFORMATION REGARDING
ATTEMPTED USE OF A DESTRUCTIVE DEVICE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
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TIONS 16-27-30 AND 16-27-40, RELATING TO THE OFFENSE OF ANIMAL
FIGHTING OR BAITING, BOTH SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 17-25-20,
RELATING TO PUNISHMENT FOR A FELONY WHEN NOT SPECIALLY
PROVIDED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 20-1-210, RELATING TO
LICENSE REQUIRED FOR MARRIAGE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
20-1-220, RELATING TO A PROBATE JUDGE MARRIAGE LICENSE VIO-
LATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 20-3-220, RELATING TO UNLAW-
FUL ADVERTISING FOR PURPOSE OF PROCURING DIVORCE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 22-1-70, RELATING TO DISPOSITION OF FINES AND
PENALTIES IMPOSED AND COLLECTED IN CRIMINAL CASES, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 22-1-140, RELATING TO THE RETURN OF BOOKS
RECEIVED BY A MAGISTRATE FROM THE CLERK OF COURT AT THE
EXPIRATION OF THE MAGISTRATES TERM, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 22-5-170, RELATING TO DUTY OF SPECIAL OFFICERS APPOINTED
BY MAGISTRATES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 22-7-40, RELAT-
ING TO RECEIPT OF CERTAIN COMPENSATION BY MAGISTRATES IN
CRIMINAL CASES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-1-140, RELAT-
ING TO RURAL POLICEMEN COLLECTING FEES IN CERTAIN CASES,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-310, RELATING TO IMPROPER
RELEASE OF INFORMATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-430,
RELATING TO THE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
COURT TO MAKE A FINDING ON THE RECORD THAT THE OFFENSE
INCLUDED A CRIMINAL SEXUAL OFFENSE FOR A PERSON CON-
VICTED OF KIDNAPPING IN ORDER FOR THE OFFENDER TO BE
PLACED ON THE SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY; TO AMEND SECTION 23-
3-470, RELATING TO FAILURE TO REGISTER AS A SEX OFFENDER, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 23-3-475, RELATING TO REGISTERING
WITH FALSE INFORMATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 23-15-70,
RELATING TO VIOLATION OF THE CALL OUT FOR ASSISTANCE OR
POSSE COMITATUS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 23-35-150, RELAT-
ING TO FIREWORKS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 23-36-170, RELAT-
ING TO THE EXPLOSIVES CONTROL ACT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MIN-
IMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
24-3-410, RELATING TO THE SALE OF PRISON-MADE PRODUCTS ON
OPEN MARKET GENERALLY PROHIBITED, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 24-3-420, RELATING TO PRISON INDUSTRIES VIOLATIONS, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 24-3-950, RELATING TO PRISON CONTRABAND,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-5-130, RELATING TO LEAVING JAILS
UNATTENDED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-7-155, RELAT-
ING TO FURNISHING OR POSSESSING CONTRABAND IN JAIL, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-260, RELATING TO FAILURE OF OFFICERS
HAVING CHARGE OF INMATE TO ALLOW DEDUCTION IN TIME OF
SERVING SENTENCE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-410, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL ESCAPE OR POSSESSING TOOLS OR WEAPONS, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-430, RELATING TO RIOTING OR
INCITING TO RIOT BY AN INMATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 24-13-
460, RELATING TO FURNISHING PRISONERS ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
OR NARCOTIC DRUGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 27-3-30, RELAT-
ING TO PUNISHMENT OF PARTIES TO FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 29-1-30, RELATING TO THE WILFUL
SALE OF PROPERTY ON WHICH A LIEN EXISTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 29-7-20, RELATING TO FAILURE TO PAY LABORERS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 33-45-170, RELATING TO MEMBERSHIP IN COTTON
COOPERATIVES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-3-10, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL USE OF THE WORD  BANK  OR  BANKING,  SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 34-3-80, RELATING TO CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF
BANK OFFICIALS FURNISHING FALSE CERTIFICATES TO THE COMP-
TROLLER GENERAL, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-30, RELAT-
ING TO RECEIPT OF DEPOSITS OR TRUSTS AFTER KNOWLEDGE OF
INSOLVENCY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 34-11-90, RELAT-
ING TO FRAUDULENT CHECKS, SO AS TO AMEND THE JURISDICTION
OF MAGISTRATES COURT AND TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 36-9-410, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL SALE OR DISPOSAL OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
SUBJECT TO SECURITY INTEREST, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES;
TO AMEND SECTION 38-2-30, RELATING TO INSURANCE AND ACTING
WITHOUT A LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 38-55-170, RELAT-
ING TO PRESENTING FALSE CLAIMS FOR PAYMENT, SO AS TO REVISE
THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 39-1-20, RELATING TO MAKING
INTENTIONALLY UNTRUE STATEMENTS IN ADVERTISING, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-1-80, RELATING TO INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND
SAFETY PROFESSIONALS  CERTIFICATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO-10, RELATING
TO MANUFACTURERS  USE OF MARKED BEER, SODA WATER, OR MIN-
ERAL WATER CONTAINERS OF OTHERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
39-15-15, RELATING TO REQUIREMENTS FOR LABELING PRODUCTS
AS  PEAT , SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 39-15-480, RELATING TO
UNAUTHORIZED POSSESSION OF MARKED OR BRANDED CONTAIN-
ERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A
VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 39-15-750, RELATING TO DESTRUC-
TION OF BRAND OR REMOVAL OR TRANSFER OF TIMBER, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-19-510, RELATING TO FRAUD IN SALE OF LEAF
TOBACCO, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 39-33-1320, RELATING TO
BUTTERFAT CONTENT AND WEIGHT OF MILK, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 39-33-1540, RELATING TO UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STAMPED
BOTTLES OF OTHER DEALERS IN MILK IN THE SAME COUNTY, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 39-41-160, RELATING TO FRAUDULENT VIOLA-
TION OF PETROLEUM REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
39-41-360, RELATING TO THE SALE OF LUBRICATING OILS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 39-51-120, RELATING TO ANTIFREEZE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 40-2-590, RELATING TO REGULATION OF ACCOUNT-
ING PRACTITIONERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
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REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-8-190, RELAT-
ING TO THE PERPETUAL CARE CEMETERY ACT, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-36-30, RELATING TO OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS PRAC-
TICING WHILE LICENSE SUSPENDED OR REVOKED, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 40-41-710, RELATING TO A RETAILER S RECORD OF STOLEN
PROPERTY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-51-220, RELATING TO
PODIATRY OR CHIROPODY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-56-200,
RELATING TO FIRE CODES AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
STATE FIRE MARSHAL, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-59-30, RELAT-
ING TO RESIDENTIAL SPECIALTY CONTRACTING LICENSE REQUIRE-
MENTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-69-200, RELATING TO UNLAW-
FUL PRACTICE OR FILING FALSE INFORMATION TO OBTAIN A VETER-
INARY LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 40-82-200, RELAT-
ING TO OBTAINING A LICENSE TO DO BUSINESS IN LIQUID PETRO-
LEUM GAS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 41-1-20, RELATING TO
UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST UNION MEMBERS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 41-1-60, RELATING TO TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN
CARRIERS OR SHIPPERS AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS PROHIBITED,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 41-3-140, RELATING TO IMPEDING THE
DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGU-
LATION IN PERFORMANCE OF HIS DUTIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 41-7-80, RELATING TO RIGHT TO WORK, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 42-5-45, RELATING TO PENALTY FOR FAILURE OF EMPLOYERS
TO SECURE PAYMENTS OF COMPENSATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 42-5-240, RELATING TO ACTING AS AN INSURANCE AGENT
WHILE SUSPENDED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-150, RELAT-
ING TO THE VIOLATION OF RULES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO DELETE THE MIN-
QUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-1-151, RELATING
TO VIOLATIONS INVOLVING SHELLFISH, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
44-23-1080, RELATING TO PATIENTS AND PRISONERS DENIED ACCESS
TO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, FIREARMS, DANGEROUS WEAPONS,
AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-52-
165, RELATING TO PATIENTS RECEIVING ADDICTION SERVICES PRO-
HIBITED FROM POSSESSING ALCOHOL, FIREARMS, WEAPONS, OR
DRUGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-370, RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, AND TRAFFICKING OF
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, SO AS TO AMEND THE PENALTIES,
WEIGHT PRESUMPTIONS, AND ELIMINATE MANDATORY MINIMUM
SENTENCES; TO AMEND SECTION 44-53-375, RELATING TO THE
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION, MANUFACTURE, AND TRAFFICKING OF
METHAMPHETAMINE, COCAINE BASE, OR OTHER CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES, SO AS TO AMEND THE PENALTIES, WEIGHT PRESUMP-
TIONS, AND ELIMINATE MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCES; TO
AMEND SECTION 44-55-700, RELATING TO SEPTIC TANK INSTALLA-
TIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 44-61-70, RELATING TO EMER-
GENCY SERVICES AND HINDERING AN AGENT OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 45-2-40, RELATING TO VIOLATIONS COMMITTED BY A PERSON
ON PREMISES OR PROPERTY OF A LODGING ESTABLISHMENT, SO AS
TO REVISE THE PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
45-3-20, RELATING TO OBSTRUCTION OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
INSPECTIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 45-9-90, RELAT-
ING TO THE VIOLATION OF THE RIGHT TO EQUAL ENJOYMENT OF
AND PRIVILEGES TO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 46-1-20, RELATING TO STEALING CROPS FROM THE FIELD,
SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 46-1-40,
RELATING TO STEALING TOBACCO PLANTS FROM BEDS, SO AS TO
REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 46-1-60, RELATING TO
MAKING AWAY WITH OR DISPOSING OF PRODUCE BEFORE PAYING,
SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND SECTION 46-1-70,
RELATING TO FACTORS OR COMMISSION MERCHANTS FAILING TO
ACCOUNT FOR PRODUCE, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO
AMEND SECTION 46-9-80, RELATING TO INTERFERING WITH THE
AGRICULTURE COMMISSION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 46-9-90,
RELATING TO THE STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 46-17-400, RELATING TO AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES
MARKETING, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 46-29-20, RELATING TO
FRAUDULENT PACKING, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 47-1-40, RELAT-
ING TO ILL-TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
47-1-60, RELATING TO CUTTING MUSCLES OF TAILS OF HORSES,
ASSES, AND MULES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-530, RELAT-
ING TO STEALING OR KILLING AN IDENTIFIABLE DOG, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 47-3-630, RELATING TO TEASING, MALTREATING,
AND INJURING POLICE DOGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 47-3-950,
RELATING TO UNAUTHORIZED CONTROL OVER GUIDE DOGS OR
SERVICE ANIMALS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 47-7-160, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL RESCUING OF AN ANIMAL FROM CUSTODY OF A
PERSON IMPOUNDING IT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 47-9-410,
RELATING TO LIVESTOCK BRANDING OR EARMARKING, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 47-13-70, RELATING TO SELLING FLESH OF DIS-
EASED OR INJURED ANIMALS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 48-23-265,
RELATING TO PAYMENT TO A LANDOWNER FOR FOREST PRODUCTS
PURCHASED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 48-43-550, RELATING TO
REMOVAL OF DISCHARGES OF POLLUTANTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 49-1-50, RELATING TO SALE OR PURCHASE OF DRIFTED LUM-
BER OR TIMBER, SO AS TO REVISE THE PENALTIES; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-1-85, RELATING TO THE USE OF FIREARMS OR ARCHERY
TACKLE IN A CRIMINALLY NEGLIGENT MANNER, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 50-1-125, RELATING TO TRAFFICKING IN WILDLIFE, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS;
TO AMEND SECTION 50-1-130, RELATING TO FISH, GAME, AND
WATERCRAFT VIOLATIONS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-5-730,
RELATING TO TRAWLING NEAR A PUBLIC FISHING PIER, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-5-2535, RELATING TO THE MARINE RESOURCES
ACT, ENGAGING IN PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES WHILE UNDER SUSPEN-
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SION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A
VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-100, RELATING TO ENCLO-
SURES IMPEDING FREE RANGE OF DEER BEING HUNTED, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-730, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL HUNTING,
SHOOTING, OR KILLING OF DEER FROM A WATER CONVEYANCE, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-810, RELATING TO GAME BIRDS FOR
WHICH NO SPECIFIC OPEN SEASON IS DESIGNATED, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-852, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL MOLESTA-
TION OR KILLING OF BIRDS OF PREY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
50-11-1105, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES TO DECLARE CLOSED SEASON, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-1110, RELATING TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TO CLOSE OR SHORTEN
OPEN SEASON, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-1340,
RELATING TO RESPONSIBILITY OF A MANAGER, OWNER, OR
LICENSEE FOR VIOLATIONS ON A SHOOTING PRESERVE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 50-11-1730, RELATING TO THE TRANSPORTING OF
GAME BIRDS OR ANIMALS OUT OF STATE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-11-2210, RELATING TO ABUSE OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
AREA LAND, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-11-2640, RELATING TO
IMPORTING FOXES AND COYOTES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-
1210, RELATING TO PROHIBITION OF A PERMANENT OBSTRUCTION
TO MIGRATION OF FISH, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-1410,
RELATING TO POLLUTION OF WATERS INJURING FISH AND SHELL-
FISH, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A
VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-1420, RELATING TO POISON-
ING WATERS OR PRODUCING ELECTRIC CURRENTS TO CATCH FISH,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIO-
LATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-1430, RELATING TO CASTING
IMPURITIES IN WATERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-1630,
RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL IMPORTING, POSSESSING, OR SELLING
OF CERTAIN FISH, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-13-2015,
RELATING TO FISH SANCTUARY IN ST. STEPHEN REDIVERSION
CANAL, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-18-285, RELATING TO TAMPER-
ING, DAMAGING, VANDALIZING, POISONING, OR STEALING OF AQUA-
CULTURE PRODUCTS OR FACILITIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-19-251, RELATING TO SLADE LAKE FISHING AND RECRE-
ATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-19-
590, RELATING TO FISHING NEAR THE GREENWOOD POWER PLANT,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 50-19-1190, RELATING TO THE SHELLY
LAKE FISH SANCTUARY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-112, RELAT-
ING TO BOATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 50-21-113, RELATING TO BOATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
RESULTING IN PROPERTY DAMAGE, GREAT BODILY INJURY, OR
DEATH, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-21-117, RELATING TO THE
OPERATION OF A WATER DEVICE WHILE PRIVILEGES ARE SUS-
PENDED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 50-23-385, RELATING TO
HOUSEBOATS WITH WASTE-HOLDING TANKS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 52-1-40, RELATING TO CIRCUSES, CARNIVALS, AND TRAVELING
SHOWS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 52-13-10, RELATING TO THE OPER-
ATION OF DANCE HALLS ON SUNDAY FORBIDDEN, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 52-13-40, RELATING TO DANCE HALLS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 54-11-50, RELATING TO DESTROYING, DAMAGING, OR
OBSTRUCTING MONUMENTS OR BUILDINGS OF UNITED STATES
COAST SURVEYS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 55-1-40, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL ENTRY OF AIRCRAFT, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 55-1-100, RELATING TO OPERATING OR ACTING AS A FLIGHT
CREW MEMBER OF AN AIRCRAFT WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
ALCOHOL OR DRUGS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 55-13-40, RELAT-
ING TO TRESPASSING, PARKING, DRIVING, OR DRAG RACING ON AIR-
PORT PROPERTY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-350, RELAT-
ING TO FAILURE TO RETURN A CANCELED OR SUSPENDED DRIVER S
LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-440, RELATING TO PEN-
ALTIES FOR DRIVING WITHOUT A LICENSE, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 56-1-450, RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL OPERATION
AFTER CONVICTION FOR WHICH SUSPENSION OR REVOCATION OF A
LICENSE IS MANDATORY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-460,
RELATING TO PENALTIES FOR DRIVING WHILE A LICENSE IS CAN-
CELLED, SUSPENDED OR REVOKED FOR DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-1-2070, RELATING TO DRIV-
ING COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES WITHOUT A VALID LICENSE,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-3-1910, RELATING TO FORGERY OF
LICENSE PLATES FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-3-1960, RELATING TO TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT
PARKING PLACARDS, ILLEGAL DUPLICATION OR FORGERY, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-3-5400, RELATING TO THE FRATERNAL ORDER
OF POLICE SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
56-5-2930, RELATING TO DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-5-2933, RELATING TO DRIVING WITH AN UNLAW-
FUL ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-
2945, RELATING TO FELONY DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIROR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 56-9-340, RELATING TO FAILURE TO SURRENDER A
LICENSE AND REGISTRATION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-240,
RELATING TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT UPON LOSS OF INSURANCE,
THE INSURED MUST OBTAIN NEW INSURANCE OR SURRENDER REG-
ISTRATION AND PLATES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-250,
RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL SELLING OF A VEHICLE WITH A SUS-
PENDED REGISTRATION TO FAMILY MEMBERS, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 56-10-260, RELATING TO A FALSE CERTIFICATE OR FALSE
EVIDENCE OF INSURANCE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 56-10-520,
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RELATING TO OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WITHOUT PAYING THE
UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE FEE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 57-7-20,
RELATING TO PUTTING FOREIGN SUBSTANCES ON HIGHWAYS, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 57-13-110, RELATING TO INJURY TO OR
DESTRUCTION OF BRIDGES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 57-17-110,
RELATING TO COUNTY APPORTIONMENT OF ROAD FUNDS THROUGH
THE FISCAL YEAR, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-15-840, RELAT-
ING TO TAKING OR REMOVING BRASSES, BEARINGS, WASTE, OR
PACKING FROM RAILROAD CARS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-17-
2760, RELATING TO RAILROADS, AND CONNECTING CARRIERS, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 58-17-4090, RELATING TO OBSTRUCTION OF A
RAILROAD, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-80, RELATING TO
MOTOR VEHICLE CARRIERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 58-23-920,
RELATING TO INSURANCE REQUIRED OF OWNERS OF MOTOR VEHI-
CLES TRANSPORTING GOODS FOR HIRE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
59-5-130, RELATING TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, MEMBERS
PROHIBITED FROM CONTRACTING WITH THE BOARD, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-19-310, RELATING TO EXERCISING THE OFFICE
OF A SCHOOL TRUSTEE AFTER TERMINATION OF OFFICE, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-25-30, RELATING TO OFFICIALS NOT PERMITTED
TO DESIGNATE PLACES FOR TEACHERS TO BOARD OR LIVE, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION;
TO AMEND SECTION 59-29-560, RELATING TO SCHOOL DISBURSE-
MENT OF AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR FUNDS, SO AS TO DELETE THE
MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 59-31-590, RELATING TO SCHOOL PERSONNEL NOT PERMITTED
TO ACT AS AGENTS FOR PUBLISHERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
59-67-120, RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF TAMPERING WITH
SCHOOL BUS GOVERNORS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-210,
RELATING TO UNLAWFUL SCHOOL BUS PASSING OF ANOTHER
SCHOOL BUS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-67-280, RELAT-
ING TO TRANSPORTATION OF PUPILS AND SCHOOL BUSES, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-69-260, RELATING TO OFFICIALS PROHIBITED
FROM ACQUIRING INTEREST IN CLAIMS OR CONTRACTS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 59-111-180, RELATING TO MISREPRESENTATION OF
SCHOLARSHIP ELIGIBILITY, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-116-80,
RELATING TO IMPERSONATION OF A CAMPUS POLICE OFFICER, SO
AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLA-
TION; TO AMEND SECTION 59-150-250, RELATING TO UNLAWFUL LOT-
TERY TICKET SALES TO A MINOR OR ACCEPTING A LOTTERY PRIZE
WHILE INCARCERATED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 59-152-150, RELAT-
ING TO STANDARD FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM DISBURSE-
MENTS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-240, RELATING TO ALCOHOL
AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, INTERFERENCE WITH OFFICERS AND
ABUSIVE LANGUAGE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-2-250, RELAT-
ING TO ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 61-4-20, RELATING TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOL WITHOUT
TAXES LEVIED, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-160, RELAT-
ING TO DISCOUNT PRICING FOR ON-PREMISES ALCOHOL CONSUMP-
TION, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A
VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-560, RELATING TO BEER, ALE,
PORTER, WINE, AND OPERATION WITHOUT A PERMIT, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-4-600, RELATING TO SURRENDER OF BEER OR
WINE SALES LICENSES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-610, RELAT-
ING TO UNLAWFUL SALES OF BEER AND WINE, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND
SECTION 61-4-780, RELATING TO PROVISIONS AFFECTING WINE
SALES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-4-910, RELATING TO PROVI-
SIONS AFFECTING BEER, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4010,
RELATING TO UNLAWFUL MANUFACTURE, POSSESSION, OR SALES
OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4025,
RELATING TO POSSESSION OF UNLAWFULLY ACQUIRED OR MANU-
FACTURED ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS IN A VEHICLE, VESSEL, OR AIR-
CRAFT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4030, RELATING TO TRANS-
PORTATION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS IN A VEHICLE FOR HIRE, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS;
TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4040, RELATING TO RENDERING AID IN
UNLAWFUL TRANSPORTATION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-4050, RELATING TO PURCHASE FROM UNLI-
CENSED ALCOHOL RETAIL DEALERS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION
61-6-4060, RELATING TO UNLICENSED STORAGE OF ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS IN A PLACE OF BUSINESS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-
4100, RELATING TO DISTILLERIES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-
4110, RELATING TO KNOWINGLY PERMITTING A DISTILLERY ON
PREMISES, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED
FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4120, RELATING TO
MATERIALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS,
SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4130, RELATING TO PRESENCE AT A
DISTILLERY PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF GUILT, SO AS TO DELETE
THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND
SECTION 61-6-4140, RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS UNDER
THE AGE OF TWENTY-ONE YEARS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-
4150, RELATING TO THE SALE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS FROM A
VEHICLE, VESSEL, OR AIRCRAFT, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM
SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-
4160, RELATING TO SUNDAY AND CHRISTMAS DAY SALES OF ALCO-
HOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE
REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4170, RELAT-
ING TO BILLBOARDS ENCOURAGING UNDERAGE DRINKING, SO AS
TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLATIONS;
TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4180, RELATING TO POSSESSION OF A FIRE-
ARM OR WEAPON BY SELLERS OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-4200, RELATING TO DISPOSSESSION OR
ATTEMPTED DISPOSSESSION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 61-6-4550, RELATING TO DISCOUNTING OF PRICES
OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SEN-
TENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION 61-6-4700,
RELATING TO CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR ON PREMISES,
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SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR VIOLA-
TIONS; TO AMEND SECTION 61-8-50, RELATING TO CONTEMPT PRO-
CEEDINGS RELATED TO REGULATION OF ALCOHOL SALES, SO AS TO
DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO
AMEND SECTION 63-19-1670, RELATING TO CONTRABAND IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINI-
MUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR A VIOLATION; TO AMEND SECTION
63-19-2420, RELATING TO JUVENILES LOITERING IN A BILLIARD
ROOM, SO AS TO DELETE THE MINIMUM SENTENCE REQUIRED FOR
A VIOLATION; AND BY ADDING ARTICLE 13 TO CHAPTER 22, TITLE 17
SO AS TO ENACT THE  DRUG COURT PROGRAM ACT , TO DIRECT
EACH CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ESTABLISH A DRUG COURT PROGRAM
FOR ADULTS AND JUVENILES, TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR THE ELIGI-
BILITY OF PERSONS CHARGED WITH NONVIOLENT OFFENSES, TO
ALLOW EACH CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO ESTABLISH AN OFFICE OF
DRUG COURT PROGRAM COORDINATOR, TO DIRECT THE COMMIS-
SION ON PROSECUTION COORDINATION TO ESTABLISH A STATE
OFFICE OF DRUG COURT COORDINATION, TO PROVIDE FOR FEES FOR
PARTICIPATION IN A DRUG COURT PROGRAM, TO PROVIDE FOR
ANNUAL REPORTS DETAILING THE ACTIVITIES OF DRUG COURT
PROGRAMS TO THE COMMISSION ON PROSECUTION COORDINATION,
WITH A COPY PROVIDED TO THE SENTENCING REFORM OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE, AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF DRUG
COURT JUDGES AND THEIR COMPENSATION.
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WITHIN THE COUNTY OR MUNICIPALITY, TO PROVIDE THAT THE
FUNDS MAY BE USED ONLY TO FUND THE SOUTH CAROLINA GEN-
TRIFICATION TRUST FUND AND TO PROVIDE THAT A DEVELOPER
WHO DEDICATES AT LEAST FIFTEEN PERCENT OF THE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT TO LOW INCOME HOUSING IS EXEMPT FROM THE
IMPACT FEE; BY ADDING SECTION 11-11-250 SO AS TO CREATE THE
SOUTH CAROLINA GENTRIFICATION TRUST FUND  TO PROVIDE
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR RELOCATION TO LOW INCOME AND
FIXED INCOME INDIVIDUALS, CHURCHES, AND GROUPS ADVERSELY
IMPACTED AND DISPLACED BY GENTRIFICATION, AND TO PROVIDE
THAT EACH YEAR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL APPROPRIATE
FIVE MILLION DOLLARS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-5060, RELAT-
ING TO VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY AN INDIVIDUAL BY
MEANS OF THE INCOME TAX RETURN CHECK OFF, SO AS TO ADD
THE  SOUTH CAROLINA GENTRIFICATION TRUST FUND .
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-101
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-101
H 5159 (Rat # 0280, Act #  0288)  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations
and Administrative Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
STANDARDS FOR LICENSING HOSPICES, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4800, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE. - ratified title
   03/20/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-102
   03/21/18 House Read second time HJ-53
   03/21/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-2 HJ-53
   03/22/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-13
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/05/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-6
   05/03/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable Medical Affairs SJ-6
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-111
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-43  Nays-0 SJ-111
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and enrolled SJ-99
   05/14/18 Ratified R 280
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 288
H 5160  General Bill, By Bryant, Pope, D.C. Moss, Felder, B. Newton,
Delleney, Simrill and Finlay
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A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 16-23-500, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A
FIREARM OR AMMUNITION BY A PERSON CONVICTED OF A VIOLENT
CRIME, SO AS TO EXPAND THE PARAMETERS OF THE OFFENSE TO
INCLUDE PERSONS CONVICTED OF A CRIME PUNISHABLE BY
IMPRISONMENT OF MORE THAN ONE YEAR AND TO PROVIDE
INCREASED, GRADUATED PENALTIES FOR A VIOLATION.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-102
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-102
   04/18/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Finlay
H 5161  General Bill, By McKnight and Pope
Similar (S 0964, H 3241, H 4855)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-3910 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SMOKE A TOBACCO PRODUCT IN A
MOTOR VEHICLE IN WHICH A MINOR IS A PASSENGER, TO DEFINE
THE TERMS  TOBACCO PRODUCT  AND  MINOR ,  AND TO PROVIDE A
PENALTY.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-103
H 5162  General Bill, By White
Similar (S 0250)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPLICATION OF THE INTERNAL REV-
ENUE CODE TO STATE INCOME TAX LAWS, SO AS TO UPDATE THE
REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE AND TO PROVIDE
THAT IF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE SECTIONS ADOPTED BY
THIS STATE ARE EXTENDED, THEN THESE SECTIONS ALSO ARE
EXTENDED FOR SOUTH CAROLINA INCOME TAX PURPOSES.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   03/20/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-103
H 5163  Joint Resolution, By Loftis, G.R. Smith, Burns, Chumley, Elliott,
Stringer, Trantham and Magnuson
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE FOR AN ADVISORY REFERENDUM
TO BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 2018 GENERAL ELECTION TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY FAVOR THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYSTEM BEING GOV-
ERNED BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS NOMINATED AND APPOINTED
BY THE GREENVILLE COUNTY LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION AND TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF GREENVILLE
COUNTY FAVOR AGREEMENTS BY THE GREENVILLE HEALTH SYS-
TEM TO LEASE ITS ASSETS TO A PRIVATE ENTITY FOR UP TO ONE
HUNDRED YEARS FOR ONE DOLLAR A YEAR BEING DEEMED NULL
AND VOID.
   03/20/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-103
   03/20/18 House Referred to Greenville Delegation HJ-103
   03/22/18 House Committee report: Favorable Greenville Delegation HJ-58
   04/03/18 House Requests for debate-Rep(s). Bannister, Hiott, Anderson,
Elliott, Henderson, McCoy, Crosby, Allison, Sandifer, Dil-
lard, Tallon, Hamilton, Cobb-Hunter, Ott, Collins HJ-124
   04/12/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Magnuson
   04/12/18 House Continued HJ-10
   04/17/18 House Roll call Yeas-55  Nays-35 HJ-10
H 5164  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Clemmons, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE AMERICAN
LEGISLATIVE EXCHANGE COUNCIL FOR SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBU-
TIONS UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS FORTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
AND TO CONGRATULATE ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER LISA B. NELSON.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
H 5165  Resolution, By Thigpen, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Brawley,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Rutherford, J.E. Smith,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE RIDGE
VIEW HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES,
AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR A REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 5166  Resolution, By Thigpen, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Brawley,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Rutherford and J.E. Smith
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
RIDGE VIEW HIGH SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM OF
RICHLAND COUNTY WITH THE TEAM COACHES AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SPEAKER,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AND COMMENDED FOR
CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAA STATE CHAM-
PIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-60
H 5167  Resolution, By Ott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR JOHN  JACK  AUGUSTUS ADDEN,
JR., OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUN-
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DREDTH BIRTHDAY ON MARCH 26, 2018, AND TO WISH HIM CONTIN-
UED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-61
H 5168  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE FLORENCE
ALUMNAE CHAPTER OF DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INCORPO-
RATED, TO SALUTE ITS MEMBERS ON SIXTY-SIX YEARS OF SISTER-
HOOD, SCHOLARSHIP, AND SERVICE IN FLORENCE COUNTY AND IN
THE CITY OF DARLINGTON, AND TO DECLARE THURSDAY, APRIL 19,
2018, AS  FLORENCE ALUMNAE CHAPTER OF DELTA SIGMA THETA
SORORITY DAY. 
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
H 5169  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 2018 AS THE
MONTH OF THE MILITARY CHILD  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO
ENCOURAGE SOUTH CAROLINA S CONTINUED COMMITMENT AND
SUPPORT FOR MILITARY CHILDREN LIVING IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-62
   03/22/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   03/22/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-7
   03/28/18 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-6
   03/28/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-6
   03/29/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-68
H 5170  General Bill, By J.E. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 23-1-212, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF STATE CRIMINAL
LAWS BY FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS, SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE AGENTS ARE
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AUTHORIZED TO ENFORCE
THE STATE S CRIMINAL LAWS.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-63
H 5171  General Bill, By Martin
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 12-21-2420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO EXEMPTIONS TO THE ADMISSIONS
TAX, SO AS TO EXEMPT CERTAIN AGROTOURISM BUSINESSES FROM
THE ADMISSIONS TAX.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-63
H 5172  General Bill, By S. Rivers, Ott, Stringer, Bradley, Johnson, Forrest,
Hiott, Long, Lowe and Thayer
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 59-59-65 SO AS TO PROVIDE THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
MOTOR VEHICLES, SHALL PLAN AND DEVELOP A CURRICULUM FOR
USE BY HIGH SCHOOLS TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH TRAINING TO
OBTAIN COMMERCIAL DRIVERS  LICENSES FOLLOWING GRADUA-
TION PROVIDED THE STUDENTS MEET ALL OTHER RELATED
REQUIREMENTS, TO PROVIDE THE MEANS FOR ENABLING STU-
DENTS TO OBTAIN BEHIND-THE-WHEEL EXPERIENCE THROUGH
PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY AND THE USE OF
DRIVING SIMULATORS, AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO PROVIDE FOR A
THREE-YEAR PILOT TESTING OF THE CURRICULUM IN FIVE SCHOOL
DISTRICTS BY THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION BEGINNING WITH
THE 2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR, AND TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-63
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-63
H 5173  General Bill, By Stringer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-4830, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE RESTRICTIONS PLACED ON THE
TYPES OF LAMPS OR ILLUMINATING DEVICES THAT MAY BE
INSTALLED ON A VEHICLE, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A VEHICLE MAY
NOT BE EQUIPPED WITH CERTAIN SIGNS, SCREENS, OR OTHER
DEVICES THAT UTILIZE AN ELECTRONIC OR REMOTE MEANS TO DIS-
PLAY INTERMITTENT, CHANGING, OR FLASHING LIGHTS OR COLORS.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Education and Public Works
HJ-64
H 5174  General Bill, By G.M. Smith
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  INTERSTATE MEDICAL LICENSURE COMPACT  BY
ADDING ARTICLE 3 TO CHAPTER 47, TITLE 40 SO AS TO PROVIDE FOR
THE ENTRY OF SOUTH CAROLINA INTO A MULTISTATE PHYSICIAN
LICENSURE COMPACT, TO PROVIDE FOR THE RECIPROCAL PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE AMONG THE STATES THAT ARE PARTIES TO THE COM-
PACT, TO PROVIDE  STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO
PRACTICING MEDICINE IN OTHER STATES PURSUANT TO THE COM-
PACT, TO PROVIDE FOR A COORDINATED LICENSURE INFORMATION
SYSTEM FOR SHARING DATA AMONG COMPACT STATES, AND TO
PROVIDE PROCEDURES FOR DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS, DISCIPLINARY
ACTIONS, AND TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIPS.
   03/21/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-64
   03/21/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-64
H 5175  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE EAST CLAR-
ENDON HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH
SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 5176  Resolution, By Magnuson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS, FAC-
ULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATION OF CHAPMAN HIGH SCHOOL OF
SPARTANBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE ON RECEIVING THE COV-
ETED 2018 PALMETTO S FINEST AWARD.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5177  Concurrent Resolution, By Gilliard
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO MEMORIALIZE THE UNITED
STATES CONGRESS TO PROVIDE FUNDING TO THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF COM-
BATTING THE TERRORIST ACTS OF SCHOOL SHOOTINGS BY EQUIP-
PING ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS WITH WALK-THROUGH METAL
DETECTORS BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE 2019-2020 SCHOOL
YEAR.
   03/22/18 House Introduced HJ-59
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-59
H 5178  General Bill, By Finlay
Similar (S 0822, H 4930)
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 9-1-1790, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION THAT
MAY BE EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT IN
THE SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE EARNINGS LIMITATION DOES NOT APPLY TO A MEMBER
WHO RETIRED BEFORE NOVEMBER 1, 2017; AND TO AMEND SECTION
9-11-90, RELATING TO THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION THAT MAY
BE EARNED UPON RETURNING TO COVERED EMPLOYMENT IN THE
POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
THE EARNINGS LIMITATION DOES NOT APPLY TO A MEMBER WHO
RETIRED BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 2017.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-60
H 5179  General Bill, By Hewitt and Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 40-57-136, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO REAL ESTATE TRUST ACCOUNTS, SO
AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS WHO LEASE PROPERTY TO
ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN CONTROL OF AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR
AN ACTIVE TRUST ACCOUNT AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION SHALL INVESTI-
GATE AND ENFORCE CERTAIN PROVISIONS.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-60
H 5180  General Bill, By Elliott
Similar (S 1140)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 1, TITLE 6 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, OR SCHOOL DISTRICT SHALL POST
CERTAIN INFORMATION ON ITS WEBSITE, DEVELOP, MAINTAIN, AND
MAKE PUBLIC A CERTAIN WEBSITE DATABASE, AND TO REQUIRE
THAT THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE WEBSITE BE EASILY
ACCESSIBLE.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
H 5181  General Bill, By Elliott
Similar (S 1139)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  TAXPAYER TRANSPARENCY ACT  BY ADDING ARTI-
CLE 7 TO CHAPTER 11, TITLE 11 SO AS TO REQUIRE THE EXECUTIVE
BUDGET OFFICE TO DEVELOP AND MAKE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE A
SINGLE, SEARCHABLE BUDGET DATABASE WEBSITE FOR THE MOST
RECENT FISCAL YEAR.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-61
H 5182  General Bill, By Brawley, King, Thigpen, Cobb-Hunter, Williams,
Jefferson, Anderson, Parks, Gilliard, Howard, Brown, Hart, Henegan,
Henderson-Myers and M. Rivers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO IMPOSE A
SEVEN PERCENT FEE ON THE SALE OF HANDGUNS TO BE DEPOSITED
IN THE  SCHOOL SAFETY FUND  TO PROVIDE SCHOOL RESOURCE
OFFICERS.
   03/22/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   03/22/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-61
   04/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Henegan,
Henderson-Myers
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: M.Rivers
H 5183  Resolution, By Bamberg, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE SIGNIFICANT HISTORY OF
THE CARLISLE MILITARY SCHOOL IN THE CELEBRATION OF THE
SCHOOL S RICH LEGACY WITH A REUNION ON APRIL 14, 2018.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
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H 5184  Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE BOBBY C. KEISLER OF
LEXINGTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS SEVENTY-FIFTH
BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-63
H 5185  Resolution, By Atkinson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXTEND THE PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
MARION ALL-STAR 12U BASKETBALL TEAM OF MARION COUNTY
WITH THE TEAM COACHES, AT A DATE AND TIME TO BE DETER-
MINED BY THE SPEAKER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF BEING RECOGNIZED
AND COMMENDED FOR CAPTURING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA
RECREATION AND PARKS ASSOCIATION 12U DIVISION 11 STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-64
H 5186  Resolution, By Daning, Crosby, S. Rivers, Sottile and Stavrinakis
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AMEND RULE 9 OF THE RULES OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY ADDING RULE 9.7 SO AS TO PRO-
VIDE THAT EVERY AMENDMENT NOT INTRODUCED OR VETTED BY
A SUBCOMMITTEE OR FULL COMMITTEE WHICH IS PRESENTED ON
THE HOUSE FLOOR FOR DEBATE MUST BE PROJECTED ON THE
SCREEN IN ITS ENTIRETY BEFORE THE BILL, AS AMENDED,
RECEIVES SECOND READING.
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-65
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Rules HJ-65
H 5187  Resolution, By McEachern, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton,
W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE AND
LEGACY OF GLADYS HENDRIX MACK SUMPTER AND TO OFFER SIN-
CERE CONDOLENCES TO HER LOVING FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-65
H 5188  Resolution, By Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Duckworth, Johnson,
Hewitt, Hardee, McGinnis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE MARK STEPHEN KELLEY, LOBBYIST AND FORMER COL-
LEAGUE IN THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT AFTER MANY YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND
TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
   04/10/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5189  Resolution, By Funderburk, W. Newton, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND
LARRY DAVID MCCUTCHEON, PASTOR OF CAMDEN FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
AFTER MORE THAN FORTY YEARS OF COMMENDABLE SERVICE TO
HIS GOD, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-66
H 5190  Concurrent Resolution, By Felder, Bryant, Delleney, King, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Pope, Simrill and B. Newton
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 21 AND SOUTH CAROLINA
HIGHWAY 160 IN YORK COUNTY  KARSON BAILEY WHITESELL
MEMORIAL INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-69
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-69
   04/11/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/12/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
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H 5191  Concurrent Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE
MARION ALL-STAR 12U BASKETBALL TEAM AND COACHES FOR A
REMARKABLE SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA RECREATION AND PARKS ASSOCI-
ATION 12U DIVISION 11 STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-69
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-21
H 5192  Concurrent Resolution, By Atkinson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE CAJ THE COMFORT
DOG OF THE MARION COUNTY SHERIFF S OFFICE AND TO THANK
THE AGENCY FOR ITS WONDERFUL GIFT TO THE COMMUNITY OF
THIS COMFORTING CANINE CHARMER.
   04/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-70
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-21
H 5193  Concurrent Resolution, By McEachern
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF FARROW ROAD IN RICH-
LAND COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH INTERSTATE HIGH-
WAY 20 TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH PISGAH CHURCH ROAD
REVEREND BOBBY L. SMITH, SR. HIGHWAY  AND ERECT APPROPRI-
ATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CON-
TAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-70
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-70
   04/26/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-77
   05/01/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-81
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced SJ-45
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-45
H 5194  Resolution, By Wheeler, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE ONE HUNDREDTH ANNI-
VERSARY OF THE SIGNING OF THE AGREEMENT ENDING HOSTILI-
TIES IN THE CONFLICT KNOWN AS THE GREAT WAR, OR WORLD WAR
I, TO EXPRESS THE GRATITUDE OF THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA FOR THOSE WHO VALIANTLY SERVED THIS COUNTRY DURING
THAT CONFLICT, AND TO DECLARE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2018, AS
ARMISTICE DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-67
H 5195  Concurrent Resolution, By Alexander
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF NORTH MCQUEEN
STREET IN THE CITY OF FLORENCE FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
WEST LUCAS STREET TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH WEST SUMTER
STREET  REVEREND EDWARD HEZEKIAH THOMAS WAY  AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGH-
WAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-71
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-71
   04/17/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/18/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-70
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   04/18/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/03/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-1
   05/08/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-82
H 5196  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WELCOME ACTOR SAMUEL E.
SAM  WRIGHT BACK TO SOUTH CAROLINA, TO THANK HIM FOR HIS
SUPPORT OF THE ARTS IN HIS NATIVE CAMDEN, AND TO WISH HIM
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-71
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-22
H 5197  Concurrent Resolution, By Forrest, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
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Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE THIRTY-SECOND
ANNIVERSARY OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA POULTRY FESTIVAL TO BE
HELD IN BATESBURG-LEESVILLE ON MAY 10-12, 2018, AND TO
HONOR THOSE PLANNING AND PARTICIPATING IN THE FESTIVAL.
   04/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-72
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-22
H 5198  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Duckworth,
Johnson, Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO SALUTE BRAD DEAN, PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE MYRTLE BEACH AREA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS DEPARTURE
FROM THE CHAMBER, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE ORGANIZATION,
AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN HIS NEW
ENDEAVORS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-73
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-23
H 5199  Concurrent Resolution, By Hayes
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF MT. CALVARY ROAD IN
DILLON COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH ARRIE ROAD TO
ITS INTERSECTION WITH EAST COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE  HENRY T.
SMITH MEMORIAL ROAD  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR
SIGNS ALONG THIS PORTION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIG-
NATION.
   04/03/18 House Introduced HJ-73
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-73
   04/11/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-2
   04/12/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-7
   04/12/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/08/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-82
H 5200  Joint Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter and Brawley
Similar (S 1158)
A JOINT RESOLUTION PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTI-
TUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1895, BY ADDING ARTICLE XVIII SO
AS TO PROVIDE FOR AN INDEPENDENT CITIZENS REDISTRICTING
COMMISSION TO BE KNOWN AS THE  SOUTH CAROLINA CITIZENS
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION , TO REQUIRE THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY TO PROVIDE FOR THE MEMBERSHIP AND FUNDING OF THE
COMMISSION AND THE MANNER IN WHICH MEMBERS OF THE COM-
MISSION ARE CHOSEN, TO PROVIDE FOR THE DUTIES OF THE COM-
MISSION, TO PROVIDE FOR THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY S ADOPTION
OF THE COMMISSION S REAPPORTIONMENT PLAN, TO PROVIDE
THAT THERE MUST BE NO MECHANISM FOR EXECUTIVE OR LEGIS-
LATIVE ALTERATION OR VETO POWER OVER THE COMMISSION S
FINAL REAPPORTIONMENT PLAN, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY MAY NOT ADJOURN SINE DIE UNTIL IT HAS
RECEIVED AND ADOPTED THE COMMISSION S PROPOSED REAPPOR-
TIONMENT PLAN.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-74
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-74
H 5201  General Bill, By Cobb-Hunter and Brawley
Similar (S 0989, S 1159, H 4456)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 80 TO TITLE 2 SO AS TO ESTABLISH THE SOUTH
CAROLINA CITIZENS REDISTRICTING COMMISSION FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF SUBMITTING REAPPORTIONMENT PLANS TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE SELECTION, QUALIFICA-
TIONS, POWERS, DUTIES, AND TERMS OF THE COMMISSION AND ITS
MEMBERS.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
H 5202  General Bill, By Putnam, Long, West, Fry, Yow, G.R. Smith, Loftis,
Burns, McCravy, Taylor, Young, Hiott, Chumley, Magnuson, Clemmons,
Forrest, Hill, Huggins, Lowe, Martin, D.C. Moss, Pitts, Sandifer, Thayer,
Trantham, Willis and Crawford
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 9 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO ENACT
THE  SECOND AMENDMENT PROTECTION ACT ; TO PROVIDE THAT
NO MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY MAY ENACT OR ENFORCE ANY ORDI-
NANCE OR LAW THAT REGULATES THE OWNERSHIP, USE, OR POS-
SESSION OF FIREARMS, FIREARM ACCESSORIES, OR AMMUNITION IN
A WAY THAT RESTRICTS ACCESS BEYOND THAT WHICH IS PROVIDED
BY STATE LAW; TO REQUIRE THAT ANY AMENDMENT TO STATE LAW
RESTRICTING THE OWNERSHIP, USE, OR POSSESSION OF FIREARMS,
FIREARM ACCESSORIES, OR AMMUNITION OR OTHERWISE
INFRINGES UPON A PERSON S SECOND AMENDMENT RIGHT TO KEEP
AND BEAR ARMS REQUIRES A TWO-THIRDS VOTE ON THE THIRD
READING OF THE BILL IN EACH BRANCH OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY; AND TO DEFINE THE TERM  FIREARM .
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-75
   04/04/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Crawford
H 5203  General Bill, By Pope, Bowers, Jefferson, Erickson, Daning, Dillard,
Atwater, Taylor, Thayer, Burns, Douglas, Norrell, Jordan, Kirby and
Arrington
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 7 TO TITLE 12 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA INCOME TAX ACT FOR INDIVIDUALS, TRUSTS, AND
ESTATES , TO PROVIDE, BEGINNING WITH TAXABLE YEAR 2018, A
SINGLE OR  FLAT  RATE INCOME TAX RATE OF 4.85 PERCENT, TO
CHANGE THE STATE S INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX BASE FROM FED-
ERAL TAXABLE INCOME TO FEDERAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME, TO
PROVIDE FOR MODIFICATIONS TO FEDERAL ADJUSTED GROSS
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INCOME TO ARRIVE AT SOUTH CAROLINA TAXABLE INCOME, TO
PROVIDE THAT THESE MODIFICATIONS INCLUDE A SOUTH CARO-
LINA STANDARD DEDUCTION, SOUTH CAROLINA PERSONAL EXEMP-
TION, A SOUTH CAROLINA DEPENDENT EXEMPTION, AND OTHER
ADJUSTMENTS TO FEDERAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME, BOTH
INCREASES AND DECREASES, TO ALLOW A CREDIT AGAINST A TAX-
PAYER S INCOME TAX LIABILITY UNDER THIS NEW CHAPTER TO
OFFSET DOUBLE TAXATION WHEN THE TAXPAYER S INCOME IS SUB-
JECT TO INCOME TAX IN THIS STATE AND ANOTHER STATE OR JURIS-
DICTION, AND TO ALLOW OTHER TRANSITIONAL CREDITS FOR
CREDITS ACCRUED AND ALLOWED UNDER FORMER LAW THAT ARE
IN CARRYFORWARD STATUS AFTER 2017.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-75
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-75
H 5204  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-710, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE REPORTING OF CERTAIN GIFTS ON
THE STATEMENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE
MANDATORY REPORTING THRESHOLDS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 8-
13-1120, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO THE CONTENTS OF THE STATE-
MENT OF ECONOMIC INTERESTS, SO AS TO INCREASE THE MANDA-
TORY REPORTING THRESHOLDS OF CERTAIN GIFTS TO PUBLIC
OFFICIALS OR PUBLIC EMPLOYEES.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-76
   04/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-76
H 5205  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND CHARLES-
TON NATIVE CYRUS BIRCH III FOR HIS MEANINGFUL CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE PALMETTO STATE AND FOR HIS
ROLE AS A STUNT PERFORMER IN MARVEL STUDIO S THE BLACK
PANTHER.
   04/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-68
H 5206  Resolution, By Jefferson, King, Gilliard, Williams, Pendarvis, Kirby,
Cobb-Hunter, Howard and Ott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE THE LIFE OF DENNIS
SMALLS AND TO DECLARE APRIL 14, 2018, AS  DENNIS SMALLS DAY
IN SOUTH CAROLINA IN HONOR OF THE LEGACY HE LEAVES
BEHIND.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
H 5207  Resolution, By D.C. Moss, Atwater, Ballentine, Caskey, Forrest,
Huggins, Ott, Spires, Toole, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND TROOPER STEVI
J. PRICE FOR EARNING THE DISTINCTION OF BEING NAMED
TROOPER OF THE YEAR 2017 AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR HER
UNWAVERING SERVICE TO THE SAFETY OF SOUTH CAROLINA S CITI-
ZENS.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5208  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Clemmons, McCravy, Hewitt, Crawford,
Chumley, Caskey, Spires, Elliott, Trantham, B. Newton, Bryant, Burns,
Arrington, Bannister, Bennett, Crosby, Daning, Forrest, Gagnon, Hamilton,
Jordan, Mace, Martin, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, W. Newton, Pitts, Putnam, S.
Rivers, Thayer, West and Whitmire
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE AMERICAN
LEGISLATIVE EXCHANGE COUNCIL FOR SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBU-
TIONS UPON THE OCCASION OF ITS FORTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
AND TO CONGRATULATE ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER LISA B. NELSON.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5209  Resolution, By Henderson-Myers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME RENOWNED CHEF AND
AUTHOR ALEXANDER SMALLS BACK TO SOUTH CAROLINA AS HE
SPEAKS AT  AN EVENING WITH ALEXANDER SMALLS  IN HIS NATIVE
SPARTANBURG AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5210  Resolution, By Govan and Allison
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CONGRATULATE ANGEL
MALONE FOR EARNING THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATION DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., DRUM MAJOR INNOVATION
SERVICE AWARD AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5211  Resolution, By Sandifer
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE HONORABLE JOHN WALTER
FIELDS OF OCONEE COUNTY, AND EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPA-
THY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5212  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
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Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR GOOSE CREEK COUNCILMEMBER
KIMO ESAREY FOR HIS TWENTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE ON
THE GOOSE CREEK CITY COUNCIL AND TO EXTEND BEST WISHES IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS AS HE STEPS DOWN FROM HIS COUN-
CIL DUTIES.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5213  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. MICHAEL J.
HEITZLER, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF GOOSE CREEK, FOR HIS FOUR
DECADES OF DEDICATED, BENEFICENT, AND OUTSTANDING LEAD-
ERSHIP TO THE CITIZENS OF GOOSE CREEK.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5214  Concurrent Resolution, By Forrest, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND APPLAUD BATES-
BURG-LEESVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR EARNING THE PRESTI-
GIOUS HONOR OF BEING NAMED PALMETTO S FINEST BY THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AND
TO COMMEND THE ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND STU-
DENTS FOR THE EFFORTS THAT LED TO THIS EXEMPLARY DISTINC-
TION.
   04/05/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/09/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-24
H 5215  Concurrent Resolution, By Brown
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE BRIDGE THAT CROSSES STORE CREEK
ALONG SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 174 IN CHARLESTON COUNTY
THE  REVEREND TONY L. DAISE BRIDGE  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS BRIDGE CONTAINING THIS DESIGNA-
TION.
   04/05/18 House Introduced HJ-6
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-6
   04/11/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-3
   04/12/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-8
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced SJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-6
H 5216  General Bill, By Cole
Similar (S 1152)
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 61-4-45 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT RETAILERS
MAY DELIVER WINE AND BEER FOR OFF-PREMISES CONSUMPTION
TO CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE PURCHASED THE WINE OR BEER ONLINE
IN ADVANCE OF THE DELIVERY FOR CURBSIDE PICKUP TO THE CUS-
TOMER S VEHICLE IF THE VEHICLE IS LOCATED WITHIN A CLEARLY
DESIGNATED PICKUP AREA LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE RETAILER S
PLACE OF BUSINESS, TO ESTABLISH REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO
THIS PROVISION, AND TO PROVIDE PENALTIES.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 5217  General Bill, By Pitts, Hill and Trantham
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING ARTICLE 11 TO CHAPTER 31, TITLE 23 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL CONVENE TO CONSIDER
WHETHER TO SECEDE FROM THE UNITED STATES BASED UPON THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT S UNCONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATION OF THE
SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION IF
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONFISCATES LEGALLY PURCHASED
FIREARMS IN THIS STATE.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 5218  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-790 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A PERSON TO SELL VIDEO GAMES, WHETHER IN
PERSON OR ONLINE, IN THIS STATE DEPICTING ANY FORM OF GUN
VIOLENCE AND TO PROVIDE A FINE FOR A VIOLATION.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 5219  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 16-17-780 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT IT IS
UNLAWFUL FOR A MOVIE THEATRE OPERATOR, OR OTHER PERSON
WHO PROFITS FROM THE EXHIBITION OF A MOVIE, TO SHOW A
MOVIE IN THIS STATE DEPICTING ANY FORM OF GUN VIOLENCE AND
TO PROVIDE A FINE FOR A VIOLATION.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-8
H 5220  General Bill, By Pitts and King
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-3-21 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MEMBER OF
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL RECEIVE COMPENSATION ANNU-
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ALLY AS DETERMINED BY THE AGENCY HEAD SALARY COMMIS-
SION BASED ON THE AVERAGE SOUTH CAROLINA SALARY, AND TO
REQUIRE A REEVALUATION OF THE COMPENSATION EVERY FOUR
YEARS.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-8
H 5221  General Bill, By Felder
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 79 TO TITLE 39 SO AS TO REQUIRE STORES TO
CHARGE A MINIMUM OF FIVE CENTS FOR SINGLE-USE CARRYOUT
BAGS, TO DEFINE NECESSARY TERMS, TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN
RECORD KEEPING REQUIREMENTS, AND TO PROVIDE A PENALTY.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/05/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
H 5222  Resolution, By Govan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND CARL DAVID
KENNERLY OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY FOR A LIFETIME OF SERVICE
AND COMMITMENT TO HIS COMMUNITY AND TO EXPRESS GRATI-
TUDE FOR HIS DEDICATION TO FURTHERING THE EDUCATION OF
THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/05/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5223  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 2-1-260 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A PERSON
MAY NOT BE ELECTED TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IF THE ELEC-
TION IS HELD IN A YEAR AFTER THE YEAR IN WHICH THAT PERSON
REACHES THE AGE OF SEVENTY-TWO.
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 5224  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF WIL-
LIAM HENRY RIGGS OF CHARLESTON AND TO EXPRESS THE DEEP-
EST SYMPATHY TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   04/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5225  Concurrent Resolution, By Duckworth
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE OCCASION OF
THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CITY OF NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH AND TO CONGRATULATE AND COMMEND MAYOR MARILYN
HATLEY AND THE CITIZENS OF NORTH MYRTLE BEACH FOR A HALF
CENTURY OF SHOWCASING BOTH THE BEAUTY AND PROGRESS OF
THIS GREAT SOUTH CAROLINA TOWN.
   04/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
H 5226  General Bill, By Martin
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 44-7-268 SO AS TO REQUIRE CERTAIN DENTAL
SERVICES AND ITEMS TO BE COVERED UNDER THE MEDICAID
INCURRED MEDICAL EXPENSES PROGRAM FOR NURSING HOME RES-
IDENTS AND TO SET FORTH THE REIMBURSEMENT PROCESS FOR
DENTAL SERVICE PROVIDERS.
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-7
H 5227  General Bill, By Hewitt, Crawford, Clemmons, Long and Hamilton
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 27-1-65 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE A HOMEOWNER
OR TENANT TO DISPLAY ANY FOR SALE SIGN ON THE PREMISES
REGARDLESS OF ANY PROVISION IN A DEED, CONTRACT, LEASE,
RENTAL AGREEMENT, OR HOMEOWNER S ASSOCIATION DOCUMENT,
AND TO PROHIBIT A DEED, CONTRACT, LEASE, RENTAL AGREE-
MENT, OR HOMEOWNER S ASSOCIATION DOCUMENT FROM PRE-
CLUDING A TENANT OR HOMEOWNER FROM DISPLAYING A FOR
SALE SIGN.
   04/10/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-7
   04/10/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-7
H 5228  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO WELCOME TO THE PALMETTO
STATE THE HONORABLE SID L. SCRUGGS III, PAST INTERNATIONAL
PRESIDENT OF LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL, ON THE OCCASION
OF THE 94TH ANNUAL SOUTH CAROLINA LIONS MULTIPLE DISTRICT
32 STATE CONVENTION AND TO HONOR THE LIONS CLUBS FOR
THEIR MANY YEARS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE.
   04/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
H 5229  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 2018, AS
SOUTH CAROLINA RECYCLERS  DAY  AND TO COMMEND AND REC-
OGNIZE SOUTH CAROLINA S RECYCLERS FOR THEIR CONTRIBU-
TIONS TO OUR STATE S ECONOMY, THEIR EFFORTS TO PROMOTE
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY, AND THEIR LEADERSHIP IN PROVIDING SUS-
TAINABLE MATERIAL-MANAGEMENT OPTIONS.
   04/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5230  Concurrent Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE CONGRATULATIONS
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY UPON THE ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY-
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF KENTWOOL, TO HONOR ITS LONG HISTORY
OF SERVICE AND COMMITMENT TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO REMEMBER AND APPRECIATE THE WORK OF ITS LATE
CEO, MARK KENT.
   04/10/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence
H 5231 (Rat # 0294, Act #  0263)  General Bill, By Pitts, West and White
AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 50-9-920, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUES
GENERATED FROM THE SALE OF PRIVILEGES TO HUNT AND FISH BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, SO AS TO REVISE THE
DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE GENERATED FROM THE SALE OF REC-
REATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL MARINE LICENSES, PERMITS, AND
TAGS. - ratified title
   04/10/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/11/18 House Read second time HJ-14
   04/11/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-15
   04/12/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-7
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-7
   05/08/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-
4
   05/09/18 Senate Read second time SJ-121
   05/09/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-44  Nays-1 SJ-121
   05/10/18 Senate Amended SJ-154
   05/10/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-154
   05/10/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-39  Nays-2 SJ-154
   05/10/18 House Non-concurrence in Senate amendment HJ-52
   05/10/18 House Roll call Yeas-2  Nays-93 HJ-52
   05/10/18 Senate Senate insists upon amendment and conference committee
appointed Campsen, McElveen, Talley SJ-157
   05/10/18 House Conference committee appointed Pitts, Hixon, Atkinson
HJ-86
   06/28/18 Senate Conference report received and adopted SJ-5
   06/28/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-36  Nays-0 SJ-5
   06/28/18 House Conference report received and adopted HJ-15
   06/28/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-16
   06/28/18 House Ordered enrolled for ratification HJ-18
   06/29/18 Ratified R 294
   07/02/18 Signed By Governor
   07/12/18 Act No. 263
H 5232  Resolution, By Robinson-Simpson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE CENTER
FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY (CEE) FOR NEARLY EIGHTEEN YEARS OF
TRANSFORMING THE LIVES OF STUDENTS IN GREENVILLE COUNTY.
   04/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5233  Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE RICHLAND
COUNTY SHERIFF S DEPARTMENT FOR ITS PARTICIPATION ON THE
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK DOCUMENTARY SERIES
LIVE PD  AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THE LEGACY OF PROFES-
SIONALISM THE MEMBERS OF THE DEPARTMENT HAVE SHOWCASED
AND FOR THE PRESTIGE THIS HAS BROUGHT TO OUR GREAT STATE.
   04/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5234  Resolution, By Govan, Hosey, Clyburn, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill,
Hiott, Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BROTHER WIL-
LIAM ALEXANDER PURVIS ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
FROM THE OFFICE OF WILLIAMS CHAPEL AME CHURCH STEWARD
PRO TEM AND TO THANK HIM FOR HIS TWENTY-SIX YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE IN THAT RESPECTED POSITION.
   04/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
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H 5235  Resolution, By Trantham, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF LORI CAULDER CROOKE OF SPARTAN-
BURG COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   04/11/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5236  Concurrent Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE BOYS & GIRLS
CLUBS OF SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THEIR EXTRAORDINARY EFFORTS
IN HELPING SOUTH CAROLINA S YOUTH PREPARE FOR A PRODUC-
TIVE LIFE AND TO RECOGNIZE THE NINE YOUNG PEOPLE FROM DIF-
FERENT BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS THROUGHOUT THE STATE WHO HAVE
BEEN NAMED 2018 YOUTH OF THE YEAR BY THE SOUTH CAROLINA
ALLIANCE OF BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS.
   04/11/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/11/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5237  Resolution, By Alexander
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE AND CELEBRATE THE
DEDICATION OF THE HISTORIC DOWNTOWN AFRICAN AMERICAN
BUSINESS DISTRICT IN THE CITY OF FLORENCE, AND TO HONOR THE
NORTH FLORENCE COMMUNITY HISTORY AND HERITAGE INITIA-
TIVE AND THE CITY OF FLORENCE FOR THEIR RELATED CONTRIBU-
TIONS TOWARD MARKING THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
DISTRICT TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/12/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5238  Resolution, By Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE THE LIFE OF MR.
JAMES  BUSTER  FORD, SR., AND TO OFFER SINCERE CONDOLENCES
TO HIS LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5239  Resolution, By McGinnis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. CARL JAMES
RECORDS OF HORRY COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5240  Resolution, By Bannister, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THOMAS  TIP  PRICE ON
WINNING THE BOYS TEN TO ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD DIVISION IN THE
2018 DRIVE, CHIP & PUTT NATIONAL FINALS.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5241  Resolution, By Brawley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF ADAM  CLINK  RICHBOW OF SUMTER
COUNTY, TO HONOR HIS REMARKABLE AND ENDURING COMMIT-
MENT TO HIS FAMILY, AND TO EXTEND DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5242  Concurrent Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE WEDNESDAY, MAY 2,
2018,  SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION DAY  AND
TO HONOR THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA CAMPAIGN TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY, ITS PARTNERS
WITHIN LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS, PARENTS,
EDUCATORS, AND TRUSTED ADULTS.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-5
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced SJ-7
   04/17/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-7
   04/24/18 Senate Polled out of committee General SJ-13
   04/24/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable General SJ-13
   04/25/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   04/25/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-43
H 5243  Concurrent Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Huggins, Ballentine, Elliott,
McGinnis, Fry, Toole, G.M. Smith, Herbkersman, Stringer, Burns, Martin,
Mack, Young, Forrester, Bannister, Clemmons, Henderson, Mace, W.
Newton, Tallon, Trantham and Willis
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR HOLLY
GATLING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SOUTH CAROLINA CITIZENS
FOR LIFE AND CORPORATE SECRETARY FOR THE NATIONAL RIGHT
TO LIFE COMMITTEE, AND TO CONGRATULATE HER FOR TWENTY-
FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO UNBORN CITIZENS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/17/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5244  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR LICENSING HOSPITALS AND INSTITU-
TIONAL GENERAL INFIRMARIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4740, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-13
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-104  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs
H 5245  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
SOUTH CAROLINA STROKE CARE SYSTEM, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4760, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-35
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-97  Nays-0 HJ-35
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-11
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-5
H 5246  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE, RELATING TO ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS
UNDER UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4803, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-37
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-98  Nays-0 HJ-37
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-4
H 5247  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF INSURANCE, RELATING TO CREDIT FOR REINSURANCE,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4792, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-38
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-38
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-4
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Banking and Insurance SJ-4
H 5248  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 1135)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES, RELATING TO WILDERNESS THERAPEU-
TIC CAMPS FOR CHILDREN, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION
DOCUMENT NUMBER 4771, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTI-
CLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Debate adjourned until Thur., 4-19-18 HJ-40
   04/19/18 House Read second time HJ-12
   04/19/18 House Roll call Yeas-103  Nays-0 HJ-13
   04/19/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-14
   04/20/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
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   04/24/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   04/24/18 Senate Referred to Committee on General SJ-9
H 5249  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO COM-
PLAINT, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4757,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-40
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-102  Nays-0 HJ-40
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 5250  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION, RELATING TO INVESTI-
GATION AND PRODUCTION OF EVIDENCE, DESIGNATED AS REGULA-
TION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4758, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF
ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-8
   04/18/18 House Read second time HJ-41
   04/18/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-42
   04/19/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-12
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-5
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Judiciary SJ-5
H 5251  General Bill, By Hill
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  FAIR ACCESS TO RESIDENTIAL WATER ACT OF 2017
BY ADDING SECTION 5-31-695 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNICI-
PALITY MAY NOT CHARGE PEOPLE WHO RESIDE OUTSIDE THE COR-
PORATE BOUNDARIES HIGHER RATES FOR WATER SERVICES THAN IT
CHARGES MUNICIPAL RESIDENTS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT A MUNIC-
IPALITY MAY NOT REQUIRE OR DEMAND  A NONMUNICIPAL RESI-
DENT S PERMISSION OR CONSENT TO ANNEXATION BY THE
MUNICIPALITY AS A CONDITION FOR ESTABLISHING OR MAINTAIN-
ING WATER SERVICE; AND TO PROVIDE THAT OUT OF STATE WATER
UTILITIES MAY NOT CHARGE SOUTH CAROLINA RESIDENTS AN
UNFAIR RATE FOR WATER SERVICES, AND TO DEFINE THE TERM
UNFAIR RATE .
   04/17/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   04/17/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
H 5252  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 58-31-230 SO AS TO ENACT THE  PALMETTO
POWER PROMISE ACT  TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE STATE FISCAL
ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY ISSUES A REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
(RFP) SOLICITING BIDS FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA PUBLIC SERVICE AUTHORITY BY A THIRD PARTY, THE STATE
FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY SHALL GIVE PRIORITY CON-
SIDERATION TO A RESPONSIVE BID SUBMITTED EITHER INDIVIDU-
ALLY BY A SINGLE SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE OR
JOINTLY BY TWO OR MORE SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC COOPERA-
TIVES, AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSIVE BID
IS SUBMITTED AS DESCRIBED IN THIS ACT, THE STATE FISCAL
ACCOUNTABILITY AUTHORITY SHALL SELECT THE BID IT CONSID-
ERS MOST BENEFICIAL TO THE STATE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/17/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
H 5253  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA SMALL TOWN COMPETI-
TIVE POWER ACT  BY ADDING SECTION 58-27-412 SO AS TO PROVIDE
THAT A MUNICIPALITY WITH A POPULATION OF LESS THAN FIVE
THOUSAND RESIDENTS ACCORDING TO THE MOST RECENT DECEN-
NIAL UNITED STATES CENSUS MAY TERMINATE, BY MUNICIPAL
ORDINANCE OR RESOLUTION, AN EXISTING EXCLUSIVE MUNICIPAL
FRANCHISE WITH A RETAIL ELECTRIC PROVIDER TO FURNISH ELEC-
TRICAL SERVICE WITHIN THE CORPORATE BOUNDARIES OF THE
MUNICIPALITY AND AWARD OR GRANT THE MUNICIPALITY S
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE TO ANOTHER RETAIL ELECTRIC PROVIDER
WHOSE SERVICE AREA IS ADJACENT TO THE MUNICIPALITY S COR-
PORATE BOUNDARY; AND TO AMEND SECTION 58-27-410, RELATING
TO THE PROCEDURE FOR GRANTING EXCLUSIVE MUNICIPAL FRAN-
CHISES TO FURNISH ELECTRICAL SERVICE, SO AS TO PROVIDE AN
EXEMPTION FOR MUNICIPALITIES THAT ELECT TO TERMINATE A
RETAIL ELECTRIC PROVIDER S  EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE PURSUANT
TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-9
   04/17/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-9
H 5254  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT  THE PALMETTO RECREATION ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION
51-13-210, RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SANTEE-COO-
PER COUNTIES PROMOTION COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
COMMISSION TO IMPROVE, ENLARGE, INCREASE, OR ENHANCE REC-
REATION IN THE AREA AROUND ANY PROPERTY OWNED BY SAN-
TEE-COOPER IN THIS STATE; TO AMEND SECTION 51-13-220,
RELATING TO THE APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSION MEMBERS, SO AS
TO INCREASE THE MEMBERSHIP; TO AMEND SECTION 51-13-230,
RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO MAKE A
CONFORMING CHANGE; AND TO AMEND SECTION 51-13-240, RELAT-
ING TO THE FUNDS USED BY THE COMMISSION, SO AS TO REQUIRE
THE COUNTY GOVERNMENT WHERE AN ACQUISITION OF LAND OR
RIGHTS IN LAND OCCURS TO PROVIDE THE FUNDS TO THE COMMIS-
SION.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/17/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-10
H 5255  General Bill, By Bowers
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 1-11-65, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF REAL PROPERTY
TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL BODIES, SO
AS TO REQUIRE AN OPINION ON THE VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM BEFORE
THE APPROVAL OF THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY LARGER THAN
ONE ACRE OWNED BY A GOVERNMENTAL BODY.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/17/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 5256  Resolution, By McCravy, Parks and Pitts
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DAVID C. DOR-
ITY OF GREENWOOD COUNTY FOR HIS DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AND OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIONS CLUB IN SOUTH
CAROLINA AND TO THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/17/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5257  Resolution, By Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR GREENVILLE S WILLIAM F.
SCHMIDT III, M.D., PH.D., A DIRECTOR AND FOUNDING MEMBER OF
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THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN S HOSPITAL COLLABORATIVE,
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RECENT RETIREMENT FROM THE
ORGANIZATION, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS A MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL, AND TO WISH HIM
HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5258  Resolution, By Hiott, Collins, Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF PICKENS COUNTY AND TO HONOR ITS ILLUSTRI-
OUS HERITAGE IN THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5259  Resolution, By Young, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD MARY PATRICIA
CLELAND YAUN FOR HER SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
CHILDREN OF GLOVERVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND TO CON-
GRATULATE HER FOR EARNING THE 2018 GOLDEN APPLE TEACHER
AWARD.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5260  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 2018 AS  BUILDING SAFETY
MONTH  IN THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE
CITIZENS TO JOIN IN WITH THEIR COMMUNITIES IN PARTICIPATION
WITH  BUILDING SAFETY MONTH  ACTIVITIES.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5261  General Bill, By Martin, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 2018  ELECTRICAL
SAFETY MONTH  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO ENCOURAGE ALL
CITIZENS TO ESTABLISH AND PRACTICE ELECTRICAL SAFETY HAB-
ITS IN THE HOME, SCHOOL, AND WORKPLACE TO REDUCE THE NUM-
BER OF ELECTRICALLY RELATED FIRES, INJURIES, AND DEATHS.
   04/18/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-6
   04/18/18 Senate Introduced SJ-9
   04/18/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Invitations SJ-9
   04/25/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Invitations SJ-4
   04/26/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-50
H 5262  General Bill, By Rutherford
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 2-1-180, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, 1976, RELATING TO ADJOURNMENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEM-
BLY, SO AS TO CHANGE THE DATE FOR THE MANDATORY
ADJOURNMENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FROM THE SECOND
THURSDAY IN MAY, TO THE FIRST THURSDAY IN JUNE, BEGINNING
WITH THE 2020 REGULAR SESSION, TO DELETE CERTAIN LANGUAGE
PERMITTING A TWO-WEEK EXTENSION UPON THE AGREEMENT OF
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE AND THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF
THE SENATE, AND TO MAKE CORRESPONDING CHANGES; AND TO
AMEND SECTION 11-9-880, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF ECONOMIC
ADVISORS  FORECAST OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, SO AS TO REVISE
THE DATES OF THE FORECASTS.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-10
   04/18/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-10
H 5263  Resolution, By Cogswell, Sottile, Mack, McCoy, Jordan, Stavrinakis,
Blackwell, Crosby, Davis, Gilliard, Bennett and Mace
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
SAILING TEAM AND ITS COACHES ON A SUPERB SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM ON THEIR WIN OF THE 2017 LASERPERFOR-
MANCE COLLEGE SAILING TEAM RACE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-95
H 5264  Resolution, By Thigpen, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR REVEREND DR.
JAMES BLASSINGAME FOR HIS YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE BAPTIST
EDUCATIONAL AND MISSIONARY CONVENTION OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR HIS SERVICE AS THE
CONVENTION S PRESIDENT FOR THE LAST FIVE YEARS.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-96
H 5265  Resolution, By Thigpen, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME REVEREND DR. JERRY YOUNG
TO SOUTH CAROLINA FOR THE BAPTIST EDUCATIONAL AND MIS-
SIONARY CONVENTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA ON MAY 10, 2018, AND
TO THANK HIM FOR HIS SERVICE TO OUR NATION AS PRESIDENT OF
THE NATIONAL BAPTIST CONVENTION, U.S.A., INC.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-96
H 5266  Resolution, By Toole, Spires, Caskey, Huggins, Atwater, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. JAMES
LEROY WELLS III OF LEXINGTON ONCOLOGY/LEXINGTON MEDICAL
CENTER FOR HIS DEDICATED AND OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE
CITIZENS OF LEXINGTON COUNTY, AS WELL AS TO MANY OTHERS
ACROSS THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-97
H 5267  Resolution, By McGinnis, Hardee, Duckworth, Johnson, Clemmons,
Fry, Hewitt and Crawford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HEROISM
OF SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLD BLAKE CANNON OF HORRY COUNTY, WHOSE
QUICK THINKING AND STEADY ACTIONS SAVED THE LIFE OF A
THREE-YEAR-OLD CHILD FROM FIRE.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-98
H 5268  Resolution, By Long
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. HANK WIL-
LIAMS, PASTOR OF BOILING SPRINGS FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, FOR
MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF CHALLENGING AND EXEM-
PLARY MINISTRY TO HIS CONGREGATION, HIS COMMUNITY, AND HIS
GOD.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-98
H 5269  Resolution, By McGinnis, Johnson, Hewitt, Duckworth, Crawford,
Clemmons and Fry
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND HONOR DAVIS TRUSSEL
FOR HIS HEROIC EFFORTS AND TO EXPRESS HEARTFELT GRATITUDE
FOR HIS BRAVERY.
   04/18/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-98
H 5270  Concurrent Resolution, By Hiott, Clary and Collins
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERCHANGE LOCATED AT THE
INTERSECTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 123 AND CARTEE
ROAD IN PICKENS COUNTY THE  CHARLES E. DALTON INTER-
CHANGE  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS
INTERCHANGE CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   04/18/18 House Introduced HJ-99
   04/18/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-99
   04/24/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-1
   04/25/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-80
   04/26/18 Senate Introduced SJ-3
   04/26/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-3
   05/01/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-3
H 5271  Concurrent Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire,
Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE APRIL 28, 2018, AS
WORKERS  MEMORIAL DAY  IN SOUTH CAROLINA AS A TRIBUTE TO
THE WORKING MEN AND WOMEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR LIVES
BECAUSE OF WORKPLACE INJURIES AND ILLNESSES.
   04/18/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-99
   04/19/18 Senate Introduced SJ-5
   04/19/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-5
   04/24/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Labor, Commerce and
Industry SJ-3
   04/24/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-3
H 5272 (Rat # 0281, Act #  0279)  General Bill, By Parks
AN ACT TO AMEND ACT 185 OF 1997, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 4 OF MCCOR-
MICK COUNTY, SO AS TO REVISE THE FILING PERIOD FOR STATE-
MENTS OF CANDIDACY. - ratified title
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   04/18/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-100
   04/19/18 House Read second time HJ-10
   04/19/18 House Roll call Yeas-81  Nays-0 HJ-10
   04/19/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-11
   04/20/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced, read first time, placed on local & uncontested
calendar SJ-10
   04/26/18 Senate Read second time SJ-21
   05/02/18 Senate Amended SJ-54
   05/02/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
SJ-54
   05/09/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-57
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-58
   05/14/18 Ratified R 281
   05/18/18 Signed By Governor
   05/25/18 Effective date 05/18/18
   10/16/18 Act No. 279
H 5273  Resolution, By Hixon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE NORTH
AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BASKETBALL TEAM FOR CAPTUR-
ING THE 2018 CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE AND TO
HONOR THE TEAM S EXCEPTIONAL PLAYERS, COACHES, AND STAFF.
   04/19/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5274  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS SOUTH
CAROLINA FOR ITS WORTHY STANDARDS IN COMPETITIVE SPORTS
FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES ON THE OCCASION OF THE FIFTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY OF THIS TRADITION AND TO CELEBRATE THE
LONG-ESTABLISHED PRACTICE OF HOLDING THE STATE SUMMER
GAMES AT FORT JACKSON.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-4
   04/24/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 5275  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 0971)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF REGIS-
TRATION FOR FORESTERS, RELATING TO LICENSURE FEES,
DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4769, PURSU-
ANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE
1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-5
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-9
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-63
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-72  Nays-0 HJ-63
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-7
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-46
H 5276  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 0997)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - REAL ESTATE
APPRAISERS BOARD, RELATING TO REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
BOARD, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4766,
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1
OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-5
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-9
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-64
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-101  Nays-0 HJ-64
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-46
H 5277  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 1076)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION, RELATING TO
BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND
AUDIOLOGY, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER
4801, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23,
TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-5
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-9
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-66
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-66
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-46
H 5278  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 1073)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF NURS-
ING, RELATING TO NURSE LICENSURE COMPACT, DESIGNATED AS
REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4779, PURSUANT TO THE PROVI-
SIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-10
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   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-67
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-67
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-46
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-46
H 5279  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 1075)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, RELATING TO ARTICLES 4,
5, 7 AND 8 OF CHAPTER 126, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCU-
MENT NUMBER 4746, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1,
CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-10
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-69
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-94  Nays-0 HJ-69
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-47
H 5280  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, RELATING TO SEASONS, LIMITS,
METHODS OF TAKE AND SPECIAL USE RESTRICTIONS ON WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT AREAS, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT
NUMBER 4799, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAP-
TER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-10
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-70
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-106  Nays-0 HJ-701
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-8
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry SJ-47
H 5281  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 0972)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION - BOARD OF EXAM-
INERS FOR LICENSURE OF PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPISTS AND PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL SPECIAL-
ISTS, RELATING TO BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR LICENSURE OF PRO-
FESSIONAL COUNSELORS, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPISTS
AND PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS, DESIGNATED AS REGU-
LATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4795, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-6
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-11
   05/01/18 House Read second time HJ-72
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-95  Nays-0 HJ-72
   05/02/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-9
   05/02/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-47
   05/02/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
SJ-47
H 5282  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
STANDARDS FOR LICENSING CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT FACILI-
TIES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOCUMENT NUMBER 4809, PUR-
SUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE 1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF
THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-11
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-99  Nays-0 HJ-12
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-13
   04/27/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-9
   05/01/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Medical Affairs SJ-9
H 5283  Joint Resolution, By  House Regulations and Administrative
Procedures
Similar (S 1171)
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE REGULATIONS OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, RELATING TO
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, DESIGNATED AS REGULATION DOC-
UMENT NUMBER 4810, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLE
1, CHAPTER 23, TITLE 1 OF THE 1976 CODE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-7
   04/26/18 House Debate adjourned until Tues., 5-1-18 HJ-13
   05/01/18 House Committed to Committee on Regulations and Administra-
tive Procedures HJ-73
H 5284  Resolution, By Jordan, Rutherford, Finlay, Murphy, Wheeler,
Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater,
Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell,
Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDE-
PENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION STUDENT GOVERNMENT TO USE
THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE MEETING ON MONDAY, SEP-
TEMBER 24, 2018; HOWEVER, THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IS IN SESSION OR THE CHAMBER
IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   04/19/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5285  Resolution, By Toole, Gilliard, Anderson, Jefferson, Williams,
Brown, Pendarvis, Stavrinakis, Alexander, Allison, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk,
Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
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Sottile, Spires, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. CHARLES S. GREENBERG FOR
HIS SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE AND
TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THE EFFORTS HE PUTS FORTH TO
INCREASE THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF HIS PATIENTS.
   04/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5286  Resolution, By Gilliard, Williams, Jefferson, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEMORATE THE FIFTIETH ANNIVER-
SARY OF THE ASSASSINATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS  LEADER AND ICON,
REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., AND TO HONOR HIS IDE-
ALS AND PERPETUATE HIS DREAM FOR AMERICA.
   04/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5287  Resolution, By Daning, Crosby, Sottile, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MAY 6-12, 2018, AS  MUNICIPAL
CLERKS WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA, TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR
THE VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF MUNICIPAL CLERKS TO CITIES
AND TOWNS IN SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO CELEBRATE THE FORTI-
ETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS,
CLERKS, AND TREASURERS ASSOCIATION, AN AFFILIATE OF THE
MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/24/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-3
H 5288  Resolution, By Ballentine, Huggins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PASTOR
ALONZO JOHNSON  AND THE CONGREGATION OF THE UNIVERSAL
OUTREACH CHURCH AND THE DEDICATION OF THEIR CAMPUS AS
THEY CELEBRATE THEIR NEW CHURCH COMPLEX IN IRMO S FRIARS-
GATE SUBDIVISION AND CONTINUE THE TRADITION OF MORE THAN
FIFTEEN YEARS OF COMMUNITY MINISTRY.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5289  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MARGARET SNODDY
CULCLASURE OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF
HER ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MUCH FUTURE HAPPINESS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5290  Resolution, By Yow and Henegan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO APPLAUD AND CONGRATULATE COACH
BILLY AMICK FROM CHERAW HIGH SCHOOL FOR BEING NAMED THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ATHLETIC COACHES ASSOCIATION S 2017-2018
ASSISTANT COACH OF THE YEAR AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5291  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE WESTERN
YORK COUNTY NAACP FOR FOUNDING THE OLDEST PARADE TO
HONOR DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., IN THE PALMETTO STATE,
AND TO WISH IT EVERY SUCCESS IN MAINTAINING THIS RICH SOUTH
CAROLINA TRADITION.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5292  Resolution, By Mace
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
CHARLESTON-AREA CHAPTERS OF THE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERI-
CAN REVOLUTION AT THEIR CELEBRATION OF MORE THAN ONE
HUNDRED YEARS OF OUR NATION S MOTHER S DAY OBSERVANCE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5293  Resolution, By Collins, Hiott and Clary
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DR. JOHN
CHARLES MEALY FOR A LONG, SUCCESSFUL CAREER AND TO
APPLAUD HIM ON THE DISTINCTION OF HAVING AN ADMISSIONS
SUITE AT SOUTHERN WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY NAMED IN HIS
HONOR.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
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H 5294  Resolution, By Govan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE ETHEL WAYMER OF
ORANGEBURG COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY, AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5295  Resolution, By Erickson, Herbkersman, Bradley, Bowers, W.
Newton, M. Rivers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE SIXTY-THIRD BEAUFORT
WATER FESTIVAL TO BE HELD ON JULY 13-22, 2018, AND TO HONOR
THOSE WHO ORGANIZE, SPONSOR, VOLUNTEER FOR, AND PARTICI-
PATE IN THE FESTIVAL.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5296  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND APPLAUD BRIDGET DALY
MUSTEATA FOR EARNING THE DISTINCTION OF BEING NAMED
SOUTH CAROLINA VICTIM ASSISTANCE NETWORK S OUTSTANDING
SERVICE PROVIDER OF THE YEAR AND TO CONGRATULATE AND
THANK HER AND THE TOWN OF LYMAN FOR PROVIDING EXCEP-
TIONAL SERVICE TO VICTIMS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5297  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE HAMMOND SCHOOL
HUNT SEAT EQUESTRIAN TEAM AND COACHES FOR THEIR OUT-
STANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON CAPTURING
THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 5298  Resolution, By Bernstein, Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE CARDI-
NAL NEWMAN WRESTLING TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR ANOTHER AMAZING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 5299  Resolution, By Ott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DELORES AND
ROGER RUCKER FOR THEIR TIRELESS EFFORTS TO SUPPORT VETER-
ANS AND ACTIVE SERVICE MEMBERS OF OUR NATION S ARMED
FORCES.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 5300  Resolution, By Johnson, Hardee, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF LYNDA LOWRIMORE DAVIS OF HORRY
COUNTY, AND EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER LARGE
AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 5301  Concurrent Resolution, By Elliott, Dillard, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MICHAEL
WILLIAM MECKLENBURG FOR HIS OUTSTANDING AND LASTING
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO OFFER
THE SINCEREST CONDOLENCES TO HIS LOVING FAMILY AND
FRIENDS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-24
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 5302  Concurrent Resolution, By Johnson, Duckworth, McGinnis, Hewitt,
Hardee, Crawford, Clemmons and Fry
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE
JUNCTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 135 (CATES BAY HIGH-
WAY) AND FIREHOUSE ROAD IN HORRY COUNTY  JAMES RONALD
HUCKS MEMORIAL INTERSECTION  AND ERECT APPROPRIATE
MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING THIS DESIGNA-
TION.
   04/25/18 House Introduced HJ-25
   04/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-25
   05/03/18 House Committee report: Favorable Invitations and Memorial
Resolutions HJ-39
   05/09/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-59
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-8
   05/09/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Transportation SJ-8
   05/10/18 Senate Recalled from Committee on Transportation SJ-4
   05/10/18 Senate Adopted, returned to House with concurrence SJ-4
H 5303  Concurrent Resolution, By V.S. Moss and D.C. Moss
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR ED BROWN AND HIS FAM-
ILY FOR PROVIDING FIFTY YEARS OF ENTERTAINMENT WITH THE ED
BROWN CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO AND TO WISH THEM MANY MORE
YEARS OF SUCCESS AND PROSPERITY.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-25
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-7
H 5304  Concurrent Resolution, By Clemmons, Fry, Crawford, Duckworth,
Hewitt, Hardee, McGinnis and Johnson
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THREE-
TIME USA OLYMPIC ATHLETE AMBER CAMPBELL OF MYRTLE BEACH
ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM PROFESSIONAL ATH-
LETICS, TO CONGRATULATE HER ON A DISTINGUISHED CAREER IN
TRACK AND FIELD, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND FUL-
FILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-25
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5305  Concurrent Resolution, By Taylor, Blackwell, Clyburn, Hixon and
Young
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE DR. JEFF
PRIEST ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE UNIVER-
SITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA AIKEN ON JUNE 30, 2018, AND TO WISH
HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND CONTINUED HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5306  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE MEMBERS
OF STANDING SPRINGS BAPTIST CHURCH IN GREENVILLE COUNTY
AND THEIR PASTOR JIM BOUCHILLON AS THEY CELEBRATE THE
BICENTENNIAL OF CONGREGATIONAL SERVICE TO THEIR GOD AND
THEIR COMMUNITY.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
H 5307  Resolution, By King, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE JIM VINING
UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER TWENTY YEARS
OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE TO THE YORK COUNTY DISTRICT THREE
SCHOOL BOARD AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAP-
PINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-18
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H 5308  Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO URGE THE GOVERNOR, THE STATE SUPER-
INTENDENT OF EDUCATION, THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION
ON HIGHER EDUCATION, AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BOARD
FOR TECHNICAL AND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION TO TAKE ALL
NECESSARY STEPS, IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, TO RAISE AWARENESS
AMONG STUDENTS, PARENTS, EDUCATORS, AND HEALTH CARE PRO-
VIDERS OF THE DANGERS OF MENINGITIS B, THE INCREASED RISK
OF CONTRACTING AND SPREADING THE DISEASE IN COMMUNITY
SETTINGS SUCH AS HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CAMPUSES, AND
THE AVAILABILITY OF A VACCINE TO HELP PREVENT THE CON-
TRACTING AND SPREAD OF THE DISEASE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 5309  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND THE DILLON
HIGH SCHOOL RED CROSS CLUB FOR THEIR SIGNIFICANT CONTRI-
BUTIONS IN AIDING THE AMERICAN RED CROSS IN CARRYING OUT
ITS MISSION AND TO EXPRESS GRATITUDE FOR THE IMPORTANT
VOLUNTEER WORK THEY HAVE COMPLETED IN THEIR COMMUNITY.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 5310  Resolution, By Whitmire, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SCHOOL IMPROVE-
MENT COUNCIL OF WALHALLA HIGH SCHOOL ON RECEIVING THE
2018 DICK AND TUNKY RILEY AWARD FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
COUNCIL EXCELLENCE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 5311  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SANTEE COOPER
COUNTIES PROMOTION COMMISSION ON ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVER-
SARY AND TO WISH THE COMMISSION MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS
IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 5312  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE OCEANSIDE
COLLEGIATE ACADEMY GIRLS GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY INAUGURAL SEASON AND TO
CONGRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2017 SOUTH CAROLINA
CLASS AAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 5313  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
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Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE GRAY COL-
LEGIATE ACADEMY BASKETBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AA
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-22
H 5314  Resolution, By Fry
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE SOUTH CAROLINA STU-
DENT LEGISLATURE TO USE THE CHAMBER OF THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR ITS ANNUAL STATE HOUSE
MEETING FROM OCTOBER 24 THROUGH OCTOBER 26, 2018, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT THE CHAMBER MAY NOT BE USED IF THE HOUSE IS
IN SESSION OR THE CHAMBER IS OTHERWISE UNAVAILABLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-23
H 5315  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. STEPHEN
HEFNER UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AS SUPERINTEN-
DENT OF LEXINGTON-RICHLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT FIVE, TO COM-
MEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING AND
DEDICATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-26
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5316  Concurrent Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CLAIRE
THOMPSON UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER OVER
TWENTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AS PRINCIPAL OF LAKE
MURRAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-27
   04/25/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 5317  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO REVOKE THE FISCAL AUTONOMY OF LAURENS COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 55 AND 56, AND TO REVISE THE MANNER IN
WHICH THE ANNUAL BUDGETS FOR LAURENS COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICTS 55 AND 56 ARE PREPARED AND APPROVED.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-27
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-4
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-77  Nays-0 HJ-4
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-5
   04/27/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-2
H 5318  General Bill, By Pitts
A BILL TO PROVIDE THAT LAURENS COUNTY ON JULY 1, 2021, SHALL
CONSIST OF ONE SCHOOL DISTRICT TO BE KNOWN AS THE LAURENS
COUNTY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT AND TO ABOLISH THE
EXISTING SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN LAURENS COUNTY; TO PROVIDE
THAT THE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT BE GOVERNED BY A
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ELECTED IN NONPARTISAN ELECTIONS ON
SPECIFIED DATES; TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMPOSITION AND MAN-
NER OF ELECTION OF THE BOARD; TO PROVIDE A SUPERINTENDENT
FOR THE DISTRICT TO BE APPOINTED BY THE BOARD; TO PROVIDE
FOR THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE BOARD AND SUPERINTEN-
DENT; TO PROVIDE FOR THE MANNER IN WHICH SCHOOL BUDGETS
MUST BE PRESENTED AND THE SCHOOL TAX MILLAGE BE IMPOSED
AND CALCULATED; TO PROVIDE FOR THE TRANSFER OF THE ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES OF THE TWO PRESENT SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO THE
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT WITH CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS; TO
PROVIDE THE MANNER IN WHICH THE CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT LIM-
ITATION OF THE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR THE ISSU-
ANCE OF A GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND MUST BE DETERMINED;
AND TO PROVIDE FOR A SIX-MEMBER TRANSITION TEAM TO BE
APPOINTED BY THE BOARDS OF DISTRICT TWO AND DISTRICT SEV-
ENTEEN TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING ATTENDANCE
ZONES AND OTHER MATTERS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced, read first time, placed on calendar without ref-
erence HJ-28
   04/26/18 House Read second time HJ-5
   04/26/18 House Roll call Yeas-72  Nays-1 HJ-6
   04/26/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-7
   04/27/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
H 5319  General Bill, By Elliott, Hamilton, Cogswell and Bennett
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING CHAPTER 28 TO TITLE 16 SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH
CAROLINA ANTI-RACKETEERING ACT , TO PROHIBIT THE ACQUISI-
TION OR RETENTION OF AN INTEREST IN AN ENTERPRISE, REAL
PROPERTY, OR PERSONAL PROPERTY OBTAINED THROUGH A PAT-
TERN OF RACKETEERING ACTIVITIES, TO PROVIDE A PENALTY AND
ALLOW FOR CERTAIN ORDERS FROM A COURT OF APPROPRIATE
JURISDICTION ON A PERSON, TO ESTABLISH AND PROVIDE CERTAIN
RULES FOR A RICO FORFEITURE PROCEEDING, TO AUTHORIZE THE
RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF A VALID JUDGMENT OF A
COURT OF A JURISDICTION THAT HAS A SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR
LAW TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA ANTI-RACKETEERING ACT, TO
ESTABLISH AND PROVIDE CERTAIN RULES FOR A RICO LIEN NOTICE,
AND TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACQUISITION
OF REAL PROPERTY BY AN ALIEN CORPORATION; TO AMEND 2-17-
110, RELATING TO PROHIBITED ACTS OF LOBBYISTS, SO AS TO PRO-
HIBIT A LOBBYIST FROM SERVING IN A CAMPAIGN POSITION OR
PROVIDING SERVICES FOR A CANDIDATE; TO AMEND SECTION 8-13-
755, RELATING TO RESTRICTIONS ON FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIALS, SO
AS TO PROHIBIT A CURRENT OR FORMER PUBLIC OFFICIAL FROM
SERVING IN A CAMPAIGN POSITION OR PROVIDING SERVICES FOR A
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CANDIDATE AND PROHIBIT A FORMER PUBLIC EMPLOYEE FROM
SERVING AS A LOBBYIST OR ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT FROM A
PERSON REGULATED BY THE FORMER PUBLIC EMPLOYER.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-28
   04/25/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-28
H 5320  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DR. MATTHEW Y.
C. LIN FOR HIS LIFETIME COMMITMENT TO PROVIDING QUALITY
HEALTHCARE TO MINORITIES.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-88
H 5321  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HAMMOND
SCHOOL WESTERN EQUESTRIAN TEAM, THE COACH, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM
FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-88
H 5322  Resolution, By Forrest, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PATTY E. VOW-
ELL, FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA OFFICE OF REGULATORY STAFF
TRANSPORTATION INSPECTOR, ON THE OCCASION OF HER RECENT
RETIREMENT FROM A DISTINGUISHED CAREER IN LAW ENFORCE-
MENT, TO THANK HER FOR HER MANY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING
AND DEDICATED SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-89
H 5323  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Clary, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR ANDREW M.  ANDY  YOUNG,
AUDIT MANAGER FOR THE SOUTH CAROLINA LEGISLATIVE AUDIT
COUNCIL, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP
APPRECIATION FOR HIS THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED
PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND TO
OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIRE-
MENT.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-90
H 5324  Resolution, By Brawley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA SENIOR FORWARD A JA WILSON FOR HER SUPERLATIVE
CAREER IN WOMEN S COLLEGE BASKETBALL, TO CONGRATULATE
HER ON BEING THE NUMBER ONE OVERALL PICK IN THE 2018 WNBA
DRAFT, AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-91
H 5325  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
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Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. GEORGE HENRY
DAVIS, JR., ESQUIRE, OF RICHLAND COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF
HIS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HIM A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   04/25/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-91
   04/26/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5326  Resolution, By Hiott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR PEGGY
ANTHONY, FORMER TEACHER AND VOLLEYBALL COACH AT PICK-
ENS HIGH SCHOOL, FOR HER OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE SCHOOL AND THE PICKENS COMMUNITY.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-80
H 5327  Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND R. LESTER  LES
BOLES ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE POSITION
OF DIRECTOR OF BUDGET DEVELOPMENT FOR THE SOUTH CARO-
LINA REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE AFTER THIRTY-NINE
YEARS OF EXEMPLARY PUBLIC SERVICE TO SOUTH CAROLINA.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-80
H 5328  Resolution, By Gilliard and Robinson-Simpson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA OPEN A CRIMINAL INVES-
TIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE ACTIVITIES THAT LED TO
AND RESULTED IN THE RIOT AND LOSS OF LIFE THAT OCCURRED AT
THE LEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION ON APRIL 15, 2018, VIOLATED
FEDERAL LAW AND PROSECUTE THOSE PERSONS WHO ARE FOUND
TO HAVE VIOLATED FEDERAL LAW.
   04/26/18 House Introduced HJ-81
   04/26/18 House Referred to Committee on Invitations and Memorial Reso-
lutions HJ-81
H 5329  Resolution, By Anderson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND JOHNNY
MORANT ON A LIFE COMMITTED TO COMMUNITY SERVICE TO THE
CITIZENS OF GEORGETOWN AND TO WISH HIM MUCH CONTINUED
HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 5330  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas and Williams
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND DR. WIL-
LIE  BILL  BOYD, SR., ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM
DARLINGTON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT AFTER FIFTY YEARS OF
SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAP-
PINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-101
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 5331  Resolution, By Lucas, Yow, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis and Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR WALTER PAT-
RICK  PAT  EARLE, EDUCATOR AND ADVISOR FOR AGRICULTURE
EDUCATION AT MCBEE HIGH SCHOOL, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT AFTER SPENDING A CAREER IN EXEMPLARY SERVICE
EDUCATING THE YOUTH OF THE PALMETTO STATE, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-82
H 5332  Resolution, By Clyburn, Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO DECLARE THE ANNUAL LUPUS WALK IN
AIKEN ON SATURDAY, MAY 5, AS THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA LUPUS
WALK AND TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND CROWNING LUPUS FOR
RAISING AWARENESS OF LUPUS AND GAINING SUPPORT FOR PRO-
GRAMS THAT ASSIST THOSE WHO SUFFER FROM THE DISEASE
ACROSS THE PALMETTO STATE.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-83
H 5333  Resolution, By Lucas, Douglas, D.C. Moss, Bryant, Felder, King, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts,
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Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE F. GREGORY  GREG  DELLENEY, JR., OF CHESTER COUNTY FOR
HIS DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
BEHALF OF HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO WISH HIM MUCH FUTURE JOY.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-83
H 5334  Resolution, By Allison, Chumley, Forrester, Henderson-Myers,
Long, Magnuson, Tallon, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE JOSEPH DERHAM COLE, JR., OF SPARTANBURG COUNTY FOR
HIS DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
BEHALF OF HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-86
H 5335  Resolution, By Rutherford, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Brawley,
Douglas, Finlay, Hart, Howard, McEachern, Thigpen, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE JAMES E. SMITH, JR., OF RICHLAND COUNTY FOR HIS DEDI-
CATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON BEHALF OF
HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND
TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-88
   05/02/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5336  Resolution, By Hayes, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE MICHAEL A.
MIKE  ANTHONY FOR HIS COMMITTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH CAR-
OLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE CITIZENS OF DIS-
TRICT 42 IN LAURENS AND UNION COUNTIES AND TO WISH HIM
FULFILLMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS UPON
HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-90
H 5337  Resolution, By Bennett, Murphy, Jefferson, Knight, Mack,
Pendarvis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M.
Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon,
Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White,
Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE KATHERINE E.  KATIE  ARRINGTON OF DORCHESTER COUNTY
FOR HER DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ON BEHALF OF HER CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-92
H 5338  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Caskey, Forrest, Ott, Spires,
Toole, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bales,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND COMMEND THE
HONORABLE TODD K. ATWATER ON HIS MERITORIOUS SERVICE IN
THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OVER THE
PAST EIGHT YEARS AND TO WISH HIM CONTENTMENT AND SUCCESS
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-94
H 5339  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Allison, Bannister, Burns, Chumley,
Dillard, Elliott, Henderson, Loftis, Putnam, Robinson-Simpson, Stringer,
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Trantham, Willis, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Caskey, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE DANIEL P.
DAN  HAMILTON FOR HIS TEN YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE TO
THE CITIZENS OF DISTRICT 20 IN GREENVILLE COUNTY AND TO
WISH HIM CONTENTMENT AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-97
H 5340  Resolution, By Thayer, Gagnon, Hill, West, White, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, Wheeler, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE JOSHUA A. PUTNAM OF ANDERSON COUNTY FOR HIS DEDI-
CATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON BEHALF OF
HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND
TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   04/26/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-99
H 5341 (Rat # 0295, Act #  0266)  General Bill, By Lucas, White, Simrill,
Rutherford, Murphy, S. Rivers and Davis
Similar (S 1258)
AN ACT TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
SO AS TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA TAXPAYER PROTECTION
AND RELIEF ACT ; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-40, RELATING TO THE
APPLICATION OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE TO STATE INCOME
TAX LAWS, SO AS TO UPDATE THE REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE AND TO PROVIDE THAT IF THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE SECTIONS ADOPTED BY THIS STATE ARE EXTENDED, THEN
THESE SECTIONS ALSO ARE EXTENDED FOR SOUTH CAROLINA
INCOME TAX; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-50, RELATING TO PROVI-
SIONS OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE NOT ADOPTED BY THIS
STATE, SO AS TO NOT ADOPT CERTAIN PROVISIONS; TO AMEND SEC-
TION 12-6-520, RELATING TO THE ANNUAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE
INCOME TAX BRACKETS, SO AS TO DELETE A PROVISION THAT LIM-
ITS THE INFLATION ADJUSTMENT TO ONE-HALF OF THE ACTUAL
INFLATION RATE AND TO USE THE CHAINED CONSUMER PRICE
INDEX TO MAKE THE ADJUSTMENT; TO AMEND SECTION 12-6-1140,
RELATING TO INCOME TAX DEDUCTIONS, SO AS TO ADD A SOUTH
CAROLINA DEPENDENT EXEMPTION AND TO ADJUST THE AMOUNT
OF THE EXEMPTION EACH YEAR FOR INFLATION; AND TO AMEND
SECTION 12-6-1160, RELATING TO THE DEPENDENT EXEMPTION FOR
CHILDREN UNDER SIX YEARS OLD, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT THE
AMOUNT OF THE DEDUCTION IS EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPENDENT EXEMPTION. - ratified title
   05/01/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-62
   05/01/18 House Referred to Committee on Ways and Means HJ-62
   05/01/18 House Recalled from Committee on Ways and Means HJ-82
   05/01/18 House Roll call Yeas-113  Nays-0 HJ-83
   05/02/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Murphy,
S.Rivers
   05/03/18 House Member(s) request name added as sponsor: Davis
   05/03/18 House Read second time HJ-16
   05/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-100  Nays-0 HJ-16
   05/03/18 House Unanimous consent for third reading on next legislative
day HJ-17
   05/04/18 House Read third time and sent to Senate HJ-1
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced and read first time SJ-16
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Finance SJ-16
   10/02/18 Senate Committee report: Favorable with amendment Finance SJ-
3
   10/02/18 Senate Committee Amendment Adopted SJ-3
   10/02/18 Senate Read second time SJ-9
   10/02/18 Senate Roll call Ayes-37  Nays-4 SJ-9
   10/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
   10/03/18 Senate Read third time and returned to House with amendments
   10/03/18 House Concurred in Senate amendment and enrolled HJ-25
   10/03/18 House Roll call Yeas-117  Nays-0 HJ-26
   10/03/18 Ratified R 295
   10/03/18 Signed By Governor
   10/09/18 Effective date See Act
   10/09/18 Act No. 266
H 5342  Resolution, By West, Gagnon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHESTER KING, PRINCI-
PAL OF CHEROKEE TRAIL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN ABBEVILLE
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPINESS
AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 5343  Resolution, By Burns, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
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Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO WELCOME HANNAH Y. KIM, AN ADVO-
CATE FOR KOREAN WAR VETERANS, AS SHE VISITS THE KOREAN
WAR MEMORIAL ON MAULDIN ROAD IN GREENVILLE S CONESTEE
PARK, AND TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND HER MEANINGFUL
WORK TO HONOR AMERICA S KOREAN WAR VETERANS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 5344  Resolution, By Alexander and Henegan
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ROBERTA DAN-
NELLY DURANT OF FLORENCE AND TO CONGRATULATE HER AS SHE
CELEBRATES SEVENTY-FIVE REMARKABLE YEARS AS A MEMBER OF
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INCORPORATED.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 5345  Resolution, By Davis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND BERKELEY SOIL
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT ON THE OCCASION OF THE
ORGANIZATION S SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY AND TO APPLAUD
THEM FOR EARNING THE DISTINCTION OF BEING NAMED THE OUT-
STANDING CONSERVATION DISTRICT OF THE YEAR AND FOR HAV-
ING THE  PUMP AWARD  BESTOWED UPON THEM BY THE SOUTH
CAROLINA ASSOCIATION OF CONSERVATION DISTRICTS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 5346  Resolution, By Stavrinakis, Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND KATHERINE AND
MANNING FRANKSTONE, OWNERS OF GREY GHOST BAKERY IN
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THEIR RECEPTION OF THE SPE-
CIALTY FOOD ASSOCIATION S SOFI AWARD AND TO WISH THEM
MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THEIR CULINARY ENDEAVORS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
H 5347  Resolution, By Finlay, Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HAMMOND
SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFI-
CIALS FOR A STELLAR SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSO-
CIATION STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-57
   05/03/18 Scrivener s error corrected
H 5348  Concurrent Resolution, By Duckworth, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest,
Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight,
D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MARC
AND LAURIE BRAWNER, OWNERS OF LITTLE SPIDER CREATIONS,
INC., OF LITTLE RIVER, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON BEING NAMED A WIN-
NER OF THE 2018 AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS CHAMPIONSHIP BY
SCORE AND TO WISH THEM AND THEIR FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS
MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-60
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 5349  Resolution, By Clemmons, Crawford, Fry, Duckworth, Hewitt,
Johnson, McGinnis, Hardee, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack,
Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,




A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KENNETH HAR-
LOW, JR., PRIVATE FIRST CLASS WITH THE MYRTLE BEACH POLICE
DEPARTMENT, AND CONGRATULATE HIM FOR BEING NAMED 2017
ROTARY CLUB CO-POLICE OFFICER OF THE YEAR.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-58
H 5350  Concurrent Resolution, By Gagnon, West, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton,
Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell,
Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers,
Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith,
J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer,
Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams,
Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND PAIGE
BOWSER AND HER COMPANY, BREEZY QUARTERS OF ABBEVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA, ON BEING NAMED A WINNER OF THE 2018 AMER-
ICAN SMALL BUSINESS CHAMPIONSHIP BY SCORE AND TO WISH
HER AND HER BUSINESS MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-61
   05/01/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 5351  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LUCILLE WIGGINS COL-
LINS GAINES OF CHARLESTON COUNTY ON THE OCCASION OF HER
ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTH-
DAY CELEBRATION AND MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5352  Resolution, By Funderburk, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF MRS. GEARLDEAN HAMILTON  GEARLD
COOKE OF KERSHAW COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST
SYMPATHY TO HER LARGE AND LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY
FRIENDS.
   05/01/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-59
H 5353  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR COACH STEVEN
SKIP  FRYE, BROOME HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, ON HIS
DISTINGUISHED CAREER AS BOTH COACH AND MENTOR TO YOUNG
STUDENT ATHLETES AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ESPECIALLY ON
HIS MANY SUCCESSFUL YEARS AT THE HELM OF THE BOYS TRACK
TEAM AND BOYS CROSS COUNTRY TEAM.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-45
H 5354  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FREDERICK A.
RICK  NOBLE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER A
CAREER OF OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP, AND TO WISH
HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-46
H 5355  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
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Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DAVIS M. HOLDER ON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE PELHAM-BATESVILLE FIRE
DEPARTMENT AFTER FIFTY YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AND TO
WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN HIS FUTURE ENDEAV-
ORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-46
H 5356  Resolution, By Long and Magnuson
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. SCOTT MER-
CER, SUPERINTENDENT FOR SPARTANBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DIS-
TRICT TWO, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER A
DISTINGUISHED CAREER OF FORTY YEARS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCA-
TION AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 5357  Resolution, By Gilliard, Mack, Brown, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND MS. BERTHA
SMALLS MIDDLETON FOR HER DEDICATED COMMUNITY SERVICE
AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-47
H 5358  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND APOSTLE DORIS
JOHNSON FOR HER COMMITMENT TO PUBLIC SERVICE AND TO WISH
HER MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-48
H 5359  Resolution, By Knight, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE MRS. EMMA LEE
WALTERS GRUBER ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETIETH BIRTHDAY
ON JULY 19, 2018, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED HAPPINESS FOR
YEARS TO COME.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 5360  Resolution, By M. Rivers, Erickson, Bowers, Bradley, Herbkersman,
W. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE SIGNIFI-
CANT IMPACT OF THE ORIGINAL GULLAH FESTIVAL OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA AND TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION FOR ITS MEANINGFUL
INFLUENCE IN PRESERVING THE HISTORIC GULLAH CULTURE AND
FOR ITS ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION TO THE STATE S VITAL TOURISM
INDUSTRY.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-49
H 5361  Resolution, By White, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BEVERLY
CROMER SMITH, CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS
COMMITTEE, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER
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MORE THAN THREE DECADES OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-50
H 5362  Resolution, By Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND SPRINGFIELD MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH OF EUREKA FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF SER-
VICE TO THE COMMUNITY AND TO EXTEND WARMEST CONGRATU-
LATIONS ON THE OCCASION OF THE CHURCH S HISTORIC ONE
HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-52
H 5363  Resolution, By Henegan, Allison, Arrington, Bennett, Bernstein,
Brawley, Cobb-Hunter, Crawford, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Erickson, Felder,
Funderburk, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Knight, Mace, Norrell, Parks,
Robinson-Simpson, Thayer and Trantham
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE
EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE THAT THE HONOR-
ABLE RAYE FELDER HAS PROVIDED TO THE WOMEN S CAUCUS OF
THE SOUTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-53
H 5364  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MICHAEL DOMINIC D
AGOSTINO OF YORK COUNTY FOR ACHIEVING THE ELITE RANK OF
EAGLE SCOUT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS HARD WORK AND DETER-
MINATION IN REACHING THIS GOAL, AND TO WISH HIM EVERY SUC-
CESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-54
H 5365  Resolution, By Bradley, Herbkersman, Erickson, W. Newton, M.
Rivers, Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley,
Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth,
Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon,
Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-
Myers, Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins,
Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas,
Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE MRS. NAN JOHN-
SON ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT FROM THE TOWN OF
HILTON HEAD ISLAND AFTER A THIRTY-FOUR YEAR TENURE AND TO
WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND RELAXATION IN HER WELL-
EARNED RETIREMENT.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-55
H 5366  Resolution, By Clemmons, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR SERGEANT
SHANNON CASTLE FOR HIS OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE MYRTLE
BEACH POLICE DEPARTMENT PATROL DIVISION AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HIM UPON BEING NAMED 2018 OFFICER JOE MCGARRY MEMO-
RIAL CO-POLICE OFFICER OF THE YEAR, AN AWARD GIVEN BY THE
ROTARY CLUB OF MYRTLE BEACH.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 5367  Resolution, By King, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
B. Newton, Pope, Simrill, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard,
Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe,
Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern,
McGinnis, McKnight, Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DR. JANE SHARP
UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER EIGHT YEARS OF
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE YORK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
THREE SCHOOL BOARD AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-56
H 5368  Concurrent Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
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Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO DECLARE MONDAY, MAY 7,
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 11, 2018, AS CHARTER SCHOOL WEEK IN THE
PALMETTO STATE AND TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE IMPORTANCE OF
EDUCATING THE CHILDREN OF SOUTH CAROLINA IN INNOVATIVE
CLASSROOMS AND SCHOOLS.
   05/03/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-57
   05/08/18 Senate Introduced SJ-17
   05/08/18 Senate Referred to Committee on Education SJ-17
H 5369  Concurrent Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Rutherford, King, Norrell,
Brawley and Henegan
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT IN ADDITION TO
THE MATTERS WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED BY THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY ON OR AFTER JUNE 19, 2018, CERTAIN DELINEATED BILLS
RELATED TO UTILITIES AND OTHER LEGISLATION REGARDING
OTHER SPECIFIED MATTERS ALSO MAY BE INTRODUCED, RECEIVED,
AND CONSIDERED BY EACH BODY OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
PRIOR TO SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT, INCLUDING CONCURRENCE AND
NON-CONCURRENCE IN AMENDMENTS AND RECEIPT, CONSIDER-
ATION, AND DISPOSITION OF CONFERENCE AND FREE CONFERENCE
REPORTS ON THE MATTERS IDENTIFIED.
   05/03/18 House Introduced HJ-58
   05/03/18 House Committed to Committee on Judiciary HJ-58
H 5370  Joint Resolution, By Howard
A JOINT RESOLUTION TO CREATE THE A JA WILSON MONUMENT
COMMISSION AND PROVIDE FOR THE COMMISSION S MEMBERSHIP,
DUTIES, AND RELATED MATTERS, AND TO PROVIDE THAT THE MOR-
ATORIUM AGAINST THE PLACEMENT OF NEW MONUMENTS ON THE
STATE HOUSE GROUNDS CONTAINED IN SECTION 2-1-240, IS LIFTED
SOLELY TO CARRY OUT THE LIMITED PURPOSE OF THIS JOINT RESO-
LUTION.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Medical, Military, Public and
Municipal Affairs HJ-60
H 5371  General Bill, By Bernstein
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
BY ADDING SECTION 56-5-830 SO AS TO AUTHORIZE LOCAL GOV-
ERNMENTS TO ADOPT ORDINANCES FOR THE CIVIL ENFORCEMENT
OF CERTAIN TRAFFIC LAWS BY THE USE OF TRAFFIC-CONTROL SIG-
NAL MONITORING SYSTEMS; TO AMEND SECTION 14-25-45, RELAT-
ING TO THE JURISDICTION OF SUMMARY COURTS, SO AS TO
PROVIDE FOR JURISDICTION OVER NONCRIMINAL CITATIONS
ISSUED PURSUANT TO SECTION 56-5-830; TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-
710, RELATING TO THE POWERS OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO
ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS, SO AS TO ADD THE AUTHORITY TO ADOPT
ORDINANCES FOR THE CIVIL ENFORCEMENT OF CERTAIN TRAFFIC
LAWS BY THE USE OF TRAFFIC-CONTROL SIGNAL MONITORING SYS-
TEMS; AND TO AMEND SECTION 56-5-970, RELATING TO TRAFFIC-
CONTROL SIGNALS, SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT VEHICULAR TRAFFIC,
WHEN SAFE, MUST SLOW DOWN IMMEDIATELY WHEN FACING A
STEADY YELLOW INDICATION SIGNAL.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
H 5372  General Bill, By Funderburk, Collins and Putnam
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 63-11-2290, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN S
ADVOCACY TOLL FREE COMPLAINT NUMBER, SO AS TO REQUIRE
CHILDREN S ADVOCACY CENTERS TO POST THE NUMBER.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-60
   05/03/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-60
H 5373  General Bill, By Brown
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 844 OF 1952, RELATING TO THE COMPOSI-
TION, RESIDENCY, AND TERMS OF THE SCHOOL TRUSTEES OF CER-
TAIN SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN CHARLESTON COUNTY, SO AS TO
PROVIDE THAT THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE ST. JOHN S CONSTITUENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 9 BOARD OF TRUSTEES SHALL INCLUDE TWO
RESIDENTS OF THE AREA INCLUDED IN FORMER WADMALAW
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 12.
   05/03/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-61
   05/03/18 House Referred to Charleston Delegation HJ-61
H 5374  Resolution, By Brawley, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND CELEBRATE CHERYL DENISE
AMOS GOODWIN ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER
THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE AND TO WISH HER
MUCH HAPPINESS IN HER WELL-EARNED RETIREMENT.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5375  Resolution, By Collins, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND DAN
BRACKEN AND TREY INGRAM OF SPEAK UP: VOICES FOR FOSTER
CARE REFORM  AND DAVID WHITE OF FOSTERING GREAT IDEAS FOR
THEIR OUTSTANDING WORK IN IMPROVING THE LIVES OF CHIL-
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DREN IN FOSTER CARE AND TO EXTEND SINCERE BEST WISHES FOR
MUCH SUCCESS IN ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5376  Resolution, By Pope, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE DAVID M. ROSS, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON PROSECU-
TION COORDINATION (SCCPC), ON THE OCCASION OF HIS DEPAR-
TURE FROM THE COMMISSION, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION
FOR HIS MORE THAN SEVEN YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO
THE ORGANIZATION, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND FUL-
FILLMENT IN HIS NEW ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5377  Resolution, By Williams, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND CAPTAIN BRAN-
DON C. BRIM OF THE FLORENCE ARMY RECRUITING COMPANY FOR
HIS TIRELESS COMMUNITY SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5378  Resolution, By Mace, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE MEMBERS OF THE
BISHOP ENGLAND HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS LACROSSE TEAM FOR A
SUPERB SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM ON WINNING THE
2018 SOUTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE CLASS AAAA STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5379  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR MS. DONNA
SHEALY FOSTER FOR HER DISTINGUISHED CAREER SPENT IMPROV-
ING, LEADING, AND SERVING THE ORNAMENTAL-HORTICULTURE
INDUSTRY AND SUPPORTING GREEN-INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA AND TO WISH HER UPON HER RETIREMENT CON-
TINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5380  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE TIMOTHY T.  TIM  COURTNEY FOR HIS TWO YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE SURFSIDE BEACH TOWN
COUNCIL AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5381  Resolution, By Henderson-Myers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey,
Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis,
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Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR JUSTICE JERE-
MIAH HILL, A SENIOR AT HEATHWOOD HALL EPISCOPAL SCHOOL IN
COLUMBIA, AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM ON BEING SELECTED AS
THE NATIONAL WINNER OF THE NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION DR.
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. DRUM MAJOR FOR JUSTICE ADVOCACY
COMPETITION.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5382  Resolution, By Hixon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR WILLIAM HAMMOND  BILL  BUR-
KHALTER, JR., AIKEN COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT IN-HOUSE
COUNSEL, ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP
APPRECIATION FOR HIS MORE THAN FORTY-ONE YEARS OF DISTIN-
GUISHED SERVICE AS AN ADVOCATE FOR EDUCATION, AND TO
OFFER BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIRE-
MENT.
   05/08/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5383  Concurrent Resolution, By Lucas
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THAT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 9, ARTICLE III, OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THIS STATE, 1895,
WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 10, 2018, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO
MEET IN STATEWIDE SESSION AT 12:00 NOON ON WEDNESDAY, MAY
23, 2018, AND CONTINUE IN STATEWIDE SESSION, IF NECESSARY,
UNTIL NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON THURSDAY, MAY 24, 2018, FOR
THE CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN SPECIFIED MATTERS, TO PROVIDE
THAT WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
ADJOURN ON THURSDAY, MAY 24, 2018, NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M.,
OR ANYTIME EARLIER, EACH HOUSE SHALL STAND ADJOURNED TO
MEET IN STATEWIDE SESSION AT 12:00 NOON ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE
13, 2018, AND TO CONTINUE IN STATEWIDE SESSION, IF NECESSARY,
UNTIL NOT LATER THAN 5:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY, JUNE 15, 2018, AND TO
PROVIDE THAT WHEN THE RESPECTIVE HOUSES OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY ADJOURN NOT LATER NOT LATER THAN 11:59 P.M., SUN-
DAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2018, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL STAND
ADJOURNED SINE DIE.
   05/08/18 House Introduced HJ-34
   05/08/18 House Roll call Yeas-110  Nays-0 HJ-35
   05/08/18 House Adopted, sent to Senate HJ-34
   05/09/18 Senate Introduced SJ-30
   05/09/18 Senate Amended SJ-32
   05/09/18 Senate Adopted SJ-32
   05/09/18 Senate Returned to House with amendments SJ-32
   05/09/18 House Concurred in amendment HJ-7
   05/09/18 House Roll call Yeas-105  Nays-0 HJ-8
H 5384  Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND PHYLLIS GRIGGS
FOR HER INDEFATIGABLE SERVICE TO THE STUDENTS OF HARTS-
VILLE HIGH SCHOOL ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT
AFTER THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS AND TO WISH HER THE GREATEST
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-138
H 5385  Resolution, By Lucas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE DR. CHARLIE
BURRY, JR., PRINCIPAL OF HARTSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL, ON THE
OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF DEDI-
CATION TO THE CULTIVATION OF YOUNG MINDS AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-139
H 5386  Resolution, By Govan, Hosey and Cobb-Hunter
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THOMAS C. DANDRIDGE, FORMER
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER (RMC) OF
ORANGEBURG & CALHOUN COUNTIES, TO COMMEND HIM FOR
TWENTY-FOUR YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO RMC AS A
HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION PROFESSIONAL, AND TO OFFER
BEST WISHES AS HE TAKES UP NEW CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNI-
TIES IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-139
H 5387  Resolution, By Allison, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
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Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR CAROLYN G.
BROOKS, SPARTANBURG COUNTY FIRST STEPS EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER DECADES
OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO FAMILIES AND EDUCATION, AND TO
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-140
H 5388  Resolution, By Henegan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF HAROLD T. SPEARS OF MARLBORO
COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-141
H 5389  Resolution, By Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR BRIAN MCCOR-
MACK, A VETERAN TEACHER, COACH, AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AT
RIDGE SPRING-MONETTA HIGH SCHOOL, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT AFTER THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF DEDICATED AND
EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-142
H 5390  Resolution, By Erickson, Herbkersman, W. Newton, Bradley,
Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary,
Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford,
Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers,
Henegan, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis,
McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis,
Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE JEAN GURLEY NORRIS
OF BEAUFORT COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT,
TO COMMEND HER FOR HER THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS OF DEDICATED
SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS
AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-142
H 5391  Resolution, By Thigpen, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE HONORABLE STE-
VEN K. BENJAMIN, MAYOR OF COLUMBIA, UPON THE OCCASION OF
HIS INAUGURATION AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES CONFER-
ENCE OF MAYORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-143
H 5392  Resolution, By Long, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DONNA HUM-
PHRIES FOR FORTY-FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE AS A CUS-
TOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE WATSON INSURANCE
AGENCY IN CHESNEE, AND TO COMMEND HER DEVOTION AND LOY-
ALTY TO HER PROFESSION.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-143
H 5393  Resolution, By Hosey, Clyburn, Bamberg, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PASTOR JAMES E. HOLI-
DAY AT THE CELEBRATION OF HIS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CONTIN-
UOUS AND FAITHFUL SERVICE TO BUSHY POND BAPTIST CHURCH IN
NORWAY.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-144
H 5394  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF DR. SAMUEL ALPHINE HUNTER OF GIF-
FORD, FLORIDA, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS
LARGE, LOVING FAMILY, HIS MANY FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES IN
THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, AND THOSE LIVES
IN THE COMMUNITY HE IMPACTED IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA AND
ACROSS THE COUNTRY.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-145
H 5395  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, King, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND RECOGNIZE THE ORGANIZA-
TION OF AFRICAN UNITY, SOUTH CAROLINA, THE UMBRELLA BODY
OF THE AFRICAN COMMUNITY, AS THEY CELEBRATE THE FIRST-
EVER AFRICAN FESTIVAL TAGGED  AFRICAN DAY CELEBRATION
2018  AND TO APPLAUD THE CONTRIBUTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN
MADE TO ADVANCE THE CULTURAL DIVERSITY OF OUR GREAT
STATE.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-145
H 5396  Resolution, By Yow, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten and
Young
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR KEITH COX,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA FUTURE FARMERS
OF AMERICA ASSOCIATION, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIRE-
MENT AFTER FOURTEEN YEARS OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-146
H 5397  Resolution, By Bradley, Erickson, Bowers, M. Rivers, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales,
Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Brawley,
Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-
Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney,
Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE THE GRAND OPENING OF THE
FRANCES JONES COMMUNITY PARK ON DAUFUSKIE ISLAND.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-147
H 5398  Resolution, By Fry, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR FRANCIE EVANS
FOR HER EXCEPTIONAL POISE, TALENT, BEAUTY, AND CONCERN
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND TO CONGRATULATE HER ON BEING
NAMED MISS SOUTH CAROLINA UNITED STATES EARTH FOR 2018.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-148
H 5399  Concurrent Resolution, By Funderburk, Bales, Lucas and Wheeler
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A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. AND MRS.
LAWRENCE ERWIN  LARRY  SLADE OF KERSHAW COUNTY ON THE
OCCASION OF THEIR GOLDEN WEDDING ANNIVERSARY AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR MANY MORE YEARS OF BLESSINGS AND
FULFILLMENT.
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-148
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5400  Concurrent Resolution, By Felder, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO HONOR AND COMMEND CHIEF
THOMAS SAMUEL  SAM  LESSLIE, JR., ON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT FROM RIVERVIEW FIRE DEPARTMENT AFTER FORTY-
FIVE YEARS OF COMMITTED SERVICE AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAP-
PINESS IN HIS WELL-EARNED RETIREMENT.
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-149
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-8
H 5401  Concurrent Resolution, By Jefferson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO REMEMBER AND CELEBRATE THE
LIFE OF NATASHA ROBERTA WESTON MCCOY, WHO PASSED FROM
HER EARTHLY HOME ON SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2018, TO LIVE IN PEACE
WITH HER LORD AND TO WISH THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER
LOVING FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-149
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-9
H 5402  Concurrent Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR DONNA
COLLINS SHUMPERT ON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER
MORE THAN THIRTY-TWO YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE WITH
THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, AND
WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced, adopted, sent to Senate HJ-150
   05/10/18 Senate Introduced, adopted, returned with concurrence SJ-10
H 5403  General Bill, By Long
A BILL TO AMEND THE CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 1976,
TO ENACT THE  SOUTH CAROLINA FETAL HEARTBEAT PROTECTION
FROM ABORTION ACT  BY ADDING ARTICLE 6 TO CHAPTER 41, TITLE
44 SO AS TO PROHIBIT ABORTIONS UPON DETECTION OF A FETAL
HEARTBEAT WITH EXCEPTIONS, TO REQUIRE PHYSICIANS TO
DETERMINE WHETHER THERE IS THE PRESENCE OF A HEARTBEAT
BEFORE PERFORMING AN ABORTION ON A PREGNANT WOMEN AND
TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTATION OF THE TESTING TO THE PREGNANT
WOMAN, TO CREATE CRIMINAL PENALTIES, AND FOR OTHER PUR-
POSES; BY ADDING SECTION 44-41-90 SO AS TO PROHIBIT CERTAIN
ACTIONS WITH RESPECT TO FETAL BODY PARTS AND TO CREATE
CRIMINAL PENALTIES; AND TO AMEND SECTION 44-41-10, RELATING
TO ABORTION-RELATED DEFINITIONAL TERMS, SO AS TO ADD A
DEFINITION FOR  FETAL BODY PART  AND OTHER TERMS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-153
   05/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Judiciary HJ-153
H 5404  General Bill, By Sandifer
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 38-79-110, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE LIABILITY JOINT
UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATION, SO AS TO REDEFINE CERTAIN TERMS
AND DEFINE THE TERM  DEFICIT ; TO AMEND SECTION 38-79-120,
RELATING TO THE CREATION OF THE ASSOCIATION, SO AS TO
INCLUDE INSURERS AUTHORIZED TO WRITE PROFESSIONAL LIABIL-
ITY INSURANCE AS MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION AND ESTABLISH
THE PURPOSE OF THE ASSOCIATION; TO AMEND SECTION 38-79-180,
RELATING TO THE FILING OF POLICY FORMS, SO AS TO REQUIRE THE
ASSOCIATION TO SUBMIT CERTAIN FORMS AND ESTABLISH A TIME-
FRAME FOR THE SUBMISSION OF THESE FORMS; TO AMEND SEC-
TIONS 38-79-210 THROUGH 38-79-290, ALL RELATING TO THE
PARTICIPATION IN THE ASSOCIATION AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS AND THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
ASSOCIATION, SO AS TO ESTABLISH CERTAIN RECOUPMENT METH-
ODS FOR DEFICITS ACCUMULATED BY THE ASSOCIATION, TO BIND
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS TO THE APPROVED PLAN OF OPERATION
AND ANY AMENDMENTS TO THE PLAN, TO ESTABLISH TERMS FOR
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, AND REQUIRE THE ASSOCIATION TO
FILE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ON SPECIFIED DATES; AND BY ADD-
ING SECTIONS 40-15-390, 40-33-240, 40-43-115, 40-47-46, 40-47-1025, AND
40-51-185 ALL SO AS TO REQUIRE THE COLLECTION OF FEES TO SUP-
PORT  THE MEDICAL MALPRACTICE LIABILITY JOINT UNDERWRIT-
ING ASSOCIATION.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-153
   05/09/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-153
H 5405  General Bill, By Finlay
A BILL TO AMEND ACT 613 OF 1986, AS AMENDED, RELATING TO
SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN RICHLAND COUNTY, SO AS TO REASSIGN CER-
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TAIN TERRITORY PRESENTLY ZONED FOR RICHLAND COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT TWO TO RICHLAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ONE; TO REQUIRE THE REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE TO
PREPARE, DESIGNATE, AND DISTRIBUTE APPROPRIATE MAPS THAT
REFLECT THE REASSIGNMENT OF CERTAIN TERRITORY FROM RICH-
LAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TWO TO RICHLAND COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE; TO REAPPORTION THE FOUR SINGLE-MEM-
BER ELECTION DISTRICTS FROM WHICH THE TRUSTEES OF RICH-
LAND COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE ARE ELECTED, TO
DESIGNATE A MAP NUMBER ON WHICH THESE SINGLE-MEMBER
ELECTION DISTRICTS ARE DELINEATED, AND TO PROVIDE DEMO-
GRAPHIC INFORMATION PERTAINING TO THE REAPPORTIONED
ELECTION DISTRICTS.
   05/09/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-154
   05/09/18 House Referred to Richland Delegation HJ-154
H 5406  Resolution, By Anderson, Hewitt, Alexander, Allison, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND LAUD JOHNNY MORANT
ON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM THE GEORGETOWN
COUNTY COUNCIL AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF COMMITTED
SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS OF GEORGETOWN AND TO WISH HIM
RELAXATION IN HIS MUCH-DESERVED RETIREMENT.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-1
H 5407  Resolution, By Brown, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND THANK THE BAPTIST
HILL HIGH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IN HOLLYWOOD FOR ITS EDUCA-
TIONAL, RECREATIONAL, AND ATHLETIC SUPPORT OF, AND SERVICE
TO, ITS MEMBERS  ALMA MATER, BAPTIST HILL HIGH SCHOOL.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-2
H 5408  Resolution, By Yow and Lucas
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF REVEREND DOUG B. TAYLOR OF CHES-
TERFIELD COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO
HIS LOVING FAMILY AND HIS MANY FRIENDS.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-131
H 5409  Resolution, By Pendarvis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR THE LEVI PEARSON SCHOLARSHIP
FUND FOR ITS COMMENDABLE EFFORTS IN PROVIDING SCHOLAR-
SHIPS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION TO STUDENTS IN CLARENDON AND
SUMTER COUNTIES AND TO WISH THE ORGANIZATION THE GREAT-
EST SUCCESS AT ITS ANNUAL LEVI PEARSON BLACK TIE SCHOLAR-
SHIP GALA.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-131
H 5410  Resolution, By Hosey, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE MAYOR JESSIE MARTIN  MARTY
SCHUMPERT, MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF ELKO, WHO, HAVING SERVED
THE PUBLIC WITH DISTINCTION FOR MORE THAN FORTY YEARS, IS
WORTHY OF DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS DECADES OF COMMITTED
SERVICE AND OF BEST WISHES FOR MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS IN
THE YEARS TO COME.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-132
H 5411  Resolution, By Crosby, Sottile and S. Rivers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION NAME THE INTERSECTION LOCATED AT THE JUNCTION
OF UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 176 AND UNITED STATES HIGHWAY 52
IN BERKELEY COUNTY  JOE DANING INTERSECTION  AND ERECT
APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS AT THIS LOCATION CONTAINING
THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-133
H 5412  Resolution, By Wheeler
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO REQUEST THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANS-
PORTATION NAME THE PORTION OF RED TOP ROAD (SOUTH CARO-
LINA HIGHWAY 102) IN LEE COUNTY FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH
VISTA LANE (SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY 44) TO ITS INTERSECTION
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WITH COWBOYS LANE  ULYSSIS BENJAMIN MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
AND ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS OR SIGNS ALONG THIS POR-
TION OF HIGHWAY CONTAINING THIS DESIGNATION.
   05/10/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-133
H 5413  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
SOCCER TEAM ON ITS EXCELLENT SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THE TEAM S FINE ATHLETES ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE WIN OF THE 2018
CLASS AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5414  Resolution, By Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE MAJORS DAVID AND AMBER
PHELPS OF THE SALVATION ARMY FOR THEIR OUTSTANDING SER-
VICE TO THE CITIZENS OF AIKEN COUNTY, AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM ON THEIR NEW POSITIONS WITH THE SALVATION ARMY S MIN-
ISTRY IN ROCKY MOUNT, NORTH CAROLINA.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5415  Resolution, By D.C. Moss
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE GAFFNEY
HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR
AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE THEM FOR
WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS AAAAA STATE CHAMPI-
ONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5416  Resolution, By G.M. Smith and Weeks
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE WIL-
SON HALL SOFTBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO APPLAUD THEM FOR WIN-
NING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5417  Resolution, By Huggins and Ballentine
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR THE
CHAPIN HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND
SCHOOL OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA CLASS
AAAA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5418  Resolution, By Pope, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR. VER-
NON PROSSER UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT ON JUNE
30, 2018, AFTER THIRTY-FIVE YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN
EDUCATION AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPI-
NESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5419  Resolution, By Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE SUM-
TER NATIVE DR. AUDREY POTTS NEAL ON HER LIFETIME OF
ACHIEVEMENTS AS A COMMITTED EDUCATOR AND CHURCH-
WOMAN AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT IN
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5420  Resolution, By Chumley
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR LEE HANEY,
FOUNDER OF THE HANEY HARVEST HOUSE, AND TO CONGRATU-
LATE HIM FOR HIS LEGENDARY BODYBUILDING CAREER AND FOR
HIS DESIRE TO GIVE BACK TO HIS COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5421  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LYNDA  JEAN  WEST
HICKS, UPON THE OCCASION OF HER RETIREMENT AFTER MORE
THAN THREE DECADES OF EXEMPLARY SERVICE, AND TO WISH HER
CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5422  Resolution, By M. Rivers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE WILLIAM K.  BILL  BOWERS OF HAMPTON COUNTY FOR HIS
DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
BEHALF OF HIS CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5423  Resolution, By Loftis, Allison, Bannister, Burns, Chumley, Dillard,
Elliott, Hamilton, Putnam, Robinson-Simpson, G.R. Smith, Stringer,
Trantham, Willis, Alexander, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers,
Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Caskey, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn,
Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis,
Delleney, Douglas, Duckworth, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Ridgeway,
M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith,
Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE PHYLLIS J. HENDERSON OF GREENVILLE COUNTY FOR HER
DEDICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
BEHALF OF HER CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAR-
OLINA AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL
HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
H 5424  Resolution, By Ridgeway, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND COMMEND THE HONOR-
ABLE MARYGAIL K. DOUGLAS OF FAIRFIELD COUNTY FOR HER DED-
ICATED SERVICE IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON BEHALF
OF HER CONSTITUENTS AND THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA
AND TO WISH HER MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HER
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5425  Resolution, By Clemmons, Anderson, Atkinson, Crawford, Fry,
Hardee, Hayes, Johnson, McGinnis, Alexander, Allison, Anthony, Arrington,
Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein,
Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crosby,
Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay,
Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hart,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE GREGORY D.
GREG  DUCKWORTH FOR HIS COMMITTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE CITIZENS OF DIS-
TRICT 104 IN HORRY COUNTY AND TO WISH HIM FULFILLMENT AND
SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 5426  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Bales, Ballentine, Bernstein, Douglas,
Finlay, Hart, Howard, Rutherford, Thigpen, Brawley, Alexander, Allison,
Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey,
Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins,
Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Duckworth, Elliott,
Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard,
Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan,
Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson,
Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace,
Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C.
Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks,
Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-
Simpson, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND THE HONORABLE JOSEPH A.
JOE  MCEACHERN FOR HIS COMMITTED SERVICE TO THE SOUTH
CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE CITIZENS OF DIS-
TRICT 77 IN RICHLAND COUNTY AND TO WISH HIM FULFILLMENT
AND SUCCESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS UPON HIS DEPAR-
TURE FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 5427  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A  HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR LAUREN
ALEXIS GERGICK OF BERKELEY COUNTY UPON HER GRADUATION
AS VALEDICTORIAN FROM STRATFORD HIGH SCHOOL AND TO WISH
HER CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE YEARS AHEAD.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-19
H 5428  Resolution, By Dillard
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR. WILLIE
JOE HILL, JR., FOR HIS MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND TO WISH HIM
MUCH CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 5429  Resolution, By Pope, Bryant, Delleney, Felder, King, D.C. Moss, V.S.
Moss, B. Newton and Simrill
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DR. MARC J.
SOSNE, SUPERINTENDENT FOR CLOVER SCHOOL DISTRICT, UPON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT AFTER A DISTINGUISHED
CAREER OF FORTY-SIX YEARS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION AND TO
WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN ALL HIS
FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-20
H 5430  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE DEATH OF CORINNE EDITH  DOLLY  HILL OF SUM-
TER AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HER FAMILY AND
MANY FRIENDS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 5431  Resolution, By Bowers, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
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McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE JACK-
SON BRANCH MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH OF BRUNSON ON THE
OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF
SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-21
H 5432  Resolution, By McCravy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO SALUTE THE CAMBRIDGE ACADEMY
GIRLS SOCCER TEAM ON ITS EXCELLENT SEASON AND TO CON-
GRATULATE THE TEAM S FINE ATHLETES ON THEIR IMPRESSIVE WIN
OF THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIA-
TION CLASS 1A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 5433  Resolution, By Daning, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE JAZMIN
ELAINE BROWN ON THE OCCASION OF HER GRADUATION FROM
STRATFORD HIGH SCHOOL IN GOOSE CREEK WITH THE DISTINCTION
OF A PERFECT ATTENDANCE RECORD FROM FIRST GRADE THROUGH
TWELFTH GRADE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-24
H 5434  Resolution, By Huggins, Ballentine, Atwater, Toole, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. WENDELL ESTEP,
PASTOR OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF COLUMBIA, ON HIS RETIRE-
MENT AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES OF
EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE TO HIS CONGREGA-
TION AND THE COLUMBIA COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-25
H 5435  Resolution, By Erickson, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE PARRIS ISLAND
YOUNG MARINES FOR GARNERING SECOND PLACE FOR THE KIKI
CAMARENA AWARD IN THE 3RD DIVISION PRESENTED BY THE
UNITED STATES DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION AND TO
DESIGNATE OCTOBER 23 TO OCTOBER 31, 2018, AS  RED RIBBON
WEEK  IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-27
H 5436  Resolution, By Brown, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE
HEBRON ZION PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (USA) OF JOHNS ISLAND ON
THE OCCASION OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS
MERGER AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR A CENTURY AND A
HALF OF SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-28
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H 5437  Resolution, By Gagnon, West, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MICHAEL GENEVIE ON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT, HONOR HIM FOR HIS NEARLY
FORTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE ABBEVILLE OPERA HOUSE, AND WISH HIM MUCH HAPPI-
NESS AND FULFILLMENT IN THE YEARS TO COME.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 5438  Resolution, By Douglas, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE CHARLENE NORTHCUTT
HERRING ON HER RETIREMENT FROM PUBLIC SERVICE AFTER COM-
PLETION OF A THIRD TERM AS MAYOR OF THE TOWN OF RIDGEWAY,
TO THANK HER FOR HER DEDICATION TO PUBLIC EDUCATION AND
TO THE TOWN OF RIDGEWAY, AND TO WISH HER CONTINUED HAPPI-
NESS IN HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-29
H 5439  Resolution, By Govan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE UNTIMELY PASSING OF JASMINE MACIE ELMORE
OF ORANGEBURG COUNTY, AND TO EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYM-
PATHY TO HER LOVING FAMILY AND HER MANY FRIENDS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-30
H 5440  Resolution, By J.E. Smith, Hart, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. HERBERT BAILEY,
JR., ON THE OCCASION OF HIS ELEVATION TO THE OFFICE OF BISHOP
AND TO WISH HIM MANY YEARS OF TRANSFORMING LIVES AND
IMPACTING FUTURE GENERATIONS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 5441  Resolution, By Parks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE REVEREND RAY C.
HOLLOWAY OF MCCORMICK COUNTY UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS
RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AS AN EDUCATOR, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH HAPPI-
NESS AND FULFILLMENT IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-31
H 5442  Resolution, By Atwater, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
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Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR DORIS AND
REDD REYNOLDS FOR THEIR INDEFATIGABLE WORK WITH AMERI-
CAN LEGION POST 7 AND AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY AND TO
WISH THEM MUCH CONTINUED HAPPINESS AND FULFILLMENT.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-32
H 5443  Resolution, By Pitts, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE NELL JEAN SWANSON OF
LAURENS COUNTY FOR HER DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE HICKORY TAVERN FIRE DEPARTMENT THROUGH NEARLY
FORTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEER SERVICE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-33
H 5444  Resolution, By Taylor
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE NAVY
JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (NAVY JROTC) FOR
THE CONTRIBUTIONS IT HAS MADE TO COMMUNITIES THROUGH-
OUT THE PALMETTO STATE AND TO DECLARE OCTOBER 2018 AS
NAVY JROTC MONTH IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 5445  Resolution, By Bernstein, Finlay, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND HONOR THE HAMMOND
SCHOOL BOYS VARSITY SOCCER TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL
OFFICIALS FOR AN OUTSTANDING SEASON AND TO CONGRATULATE
THEM FOR WINNING THE 2018 SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-34
H 5446  Resolution, By Bernstein, Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CARDINAL NEW-
MAN VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM, COACHES, AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS
ON AN EXTRAORDINARY SEASON AND FOR CAPTURING THE 2018
SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ASSOCIATION CLASS 3A
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 5447  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR KELLY
GOLDEN OF CHARLESTON COUNTY ON A DISTINGUISHED CAREER
IN BROADCAST JOURNALISM AND TO WISH HER MUCH CONTINUED
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-35
H 5448  Resolution, By King
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE SOUTH CAROLINA
LEGISLATIVE BLACK CAUCUS FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO MOLD TODAY
S YOUTH INTO TOMORROW S LEADERS AND TO WISH THEM MUCH
CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THEIR NOBLE EFFORTS.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 5449  Resolution, By G.R. Smith, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
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A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE KILL-
INGSWORTH HOME ON PROVIDING ITS FAITHFUL CHRISTIAN MINIS-
TRY FOR MORE THAN SEVEN DECADES AND TO WISH THIS FINE
INSTITUTION GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS IT CONTINUES TO
SERVE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-36
H 5450  Resolution, By Funderburk, Lucas, Wheeler, Bales, Alexander,
Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Ballentine,
Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley,
Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons,
Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning,
Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder,
Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee,
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson,
Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Mace, Mack, Magnuson,
Martin, McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss,
V.S. Moss, Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis,
Pitts, Pope, Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson,
Rutherford, Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile,
Spires, Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole,
Trantham, Weeks, West, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE KERSHAW COUNTY ON
BEING NAMED A 2018 ALL-AMERICA CITY AWARD WINNER AND TO
APPLAUD THE COUNTY S CITIZENS FOR THE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
THAT BROUGHT THEM THIS COVETED HONOR.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-37
H 5451  Resolution, By Hiott, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hixon,
Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE CAROLINA MUSIC
MUSEUM OF GREENVILLE ON ITS RECENT GRAND OPENING AND TO
EXTEND BEST WISHES FOR A FLOURISHING FUTURE TO THIS OUT-
STANDING NEW ADDITION TO THE CITY S CULTURAL LANDSCAPE.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 5452  Resolution, By Howard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. IVORY TORREY
THIGPEN ON HIS TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF GOSPEL MINISTRY AS
SENIOR PASTOR OF COLUMBIA S REHOBOTH BAPTIST CHURCH AND
TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS HE CONTINUES TO
SERVE THE LORD.
   06/27/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-38
H 5453  General Bill, By Ott
A BILL TO AMEND SECTION 33-49-420, CODE OF LAWS OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1976, RELATING TO ANNUAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS OF
AN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, SO AS TO REVISE THE NOTICE
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN MEETINGS; TO AMEND SECTION 33-49-
440, RELATING TO VOTING BY MEMBERS AND SECTION 33-49-620,
RELATING TO VOTING DISTRICTS FROM WHICH SOME MEMBERS OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MAY BE ELECTED, SO AS TO PERMIT
EARLY VOTING AND THE PROCEDURES FOR EARLY VOTING; TO
AMEND SECTION 33-49-610, RELATING TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF A COOPERATIVE, SO AS TO REVISE THE MANNER IN WHICH
VACANCIES ARE FILLED; BY ADDING SECTION 33-49-615 SO AS TO
REQUIRE ANNUAL PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF COMPENSATION AND
BENEFITS PAID TO OR PROVIDED FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES; BY ADDING SECTION 33-49-625 SO AS TO REQUIRE SPECI-
FIED NOTICE OF MEETINGS TO THE COOPERATIVE MEMBERSHIP, TO
REQUIRE VOTES OF TRUSTEES TO BE TAKEN IN OPEN SESSION WITH
CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS, TO REQUIRE VOTES TAKEN IN EXECUTIVE
SESSION TO BE RATIFIED IN OPEN SESSION, AND TO REQUIRE MIN-
UTES OF ALL MEETINGS TO BE PROVIDED TO COOPERATIVE MEM-
BERS; AND BY ADDING SECTION 33-49-645 SO AS TO PROVIDE THAT
IN THE CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS BY A COOPERATIVE, IT MUST PRO-
HIBIT ADVOCACY OR CAMPAIGNING WITHIN A CERTAIN DISTANCE
OF THE POLLING PLACE.
   06/28/18 House Introduced and read first time HJ-8
   06/28/18 House Referred to Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry
HJ-8
H 5454  Resolution, By Wheeler, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE PASTOR MAE BAILEY AT
THE CELEBRATION OF HER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS
AND FAITHFUL SERVICE TO NEW LIFE PRAISE TEMPLE IN BISH-
OPVILLE.
   06/28/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5455  Resolution, By Bryant
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE THE YORK BAPTIST
ASSOCIATION ON THE OCCASION OF ITS ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY AND TO WISH ITS MEMBERS GOD S BEST AS THEY
CONTINUE TO SERVE THE LORD.
   06/28/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
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H 5456  Resolution, By Govan, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE MR. BEN SMITH, JR., ON
THE OCCASION OF HIS ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH
HIM MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   06/28/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5457  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF MILTON ALFRED SMITH, SR., OF SPAR-
TANBURG AND TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY
AND MANY FRIENDS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-4
H 5458  Resolution, By Tallon, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks,
West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF ALVIN A. MCABEE OF ROEBUCK AND
TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-5
H 5459  Resolution, By Fry, Anderson, Atkinson, Clemmons, Crawford,
Duckworth, Hardee, Hayes, Johnson, McGinnis, Alexander, Allison,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hart, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR CAPTAIN
ROBERT  BOB  CARR UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
FROM THE HORRY COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT, TO THANK HIM
FOR HIS TWENTY YEARS OF OUTSTANDING SERVICE WITH THE
FORCE, AND TO WISH HIM CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN
ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5460  Resolution, By G.M. Smith, Weeks, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, West, Wheeler,
White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND JAY SCHWEDLER FOR HIS
COMMITMENT TO THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY AND
SITE CONSULTANT COMMUNITY AND TO CONGRATULATE HIM UPON
BEING NAMED ONE OF NORTH AMERICA S TOP 50 ECONOMIC
DEVELOPERS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-6
H 5461  Resolution, By Brown, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND THANK PUBLIX SUPER
MARKETS FOR REMAINING OPEN DURING HURRICANE FLORENCE
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AND FOR PROVIDING SOUTH CAROLINA S RESIDENTS WITH MUCH
NEEDED SUPPLIES IN THIS TIME OF CRISIS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-7
H 5462  Resolution, By Murphy, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, B.
Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE LIEUTENANT BOB BERES
OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL ON THE OCCASION OF
HIS RETIREMENT, TO COMMEND AND THANK HIM FOR TWENTY-
FOUR YEARS OF DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, AND TO WISH HIM MUCH SUCCESS AND FULFILLMENT
IN ALL HIS FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5463  Resolution, By Davis, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE AND HONOR BERKELEY
COUNTY CORONER WILLIAM  BILL  SALISBURY UPON THE OCCA-
SION OF HIS RETIREMENT, TO EXTEND DEEP APPRECIATION FOR HIS
MANY YEARS OF SERVICE TO BERKELEY COUNTY, AND TO OFFER
BEST WISHES FOR A SATISFYING AND REWARDING RETIREMENT.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-8
H 5464  Resolution, By Rutherford and Hart
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF ROBERT F. HARLEY, JR., OF IRMO AND
TO EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5465  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS PROFOUND SORROW UPON THE
PASSING OF DR. HENRY T. MARSHALL, JR., OF BLYTHEWOOD AND TO
EXTEND THE DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY
FRIENDS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-9
H 5466  Resolution, By Rutherford
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE DR. ANNIE LEE DILLARD
ON THE OCCASION OF HER NINETY-THIRD BIRTHDAY, TO CELE-
BRATE HER MAY 2018 GRADUATION FROM MIDLANDS TECHNICAL
COLLEGE, AND TO WISH HER MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS
AHEAD.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5467  Resolution, By Ott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE BETH-
LEHEM UNITED METHODIST CHURCH OF ST. MATTHEWS ON THE
OCCASION OF ITS HISTORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
AND TO COMMEND THE CHURCH FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF
SERVICE TO GOD AND THE COMMUNITY.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5468  Resolution, By Bernstein, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR MARGARET GILMORE YEAKEL OF
ELGIN FOR HER MANY YEARS OF SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP TO THE
SOUTH CAROLINA EATING DISORDERS ASSOCIATION, TO COMMEND
HER FOR HER SERVICE TO THE CITIZENS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, AND
TO WISH HER CONTINUED SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS IN THIS AND
ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVORS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-10
H 5469  Resolution, By Anderson, Alexander, Allison, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE GEORGETOWN BUSI-
NESSMAN TONY JORDAN ON THIRTY-SEVEN SUCCESSFUL YEARS AS
AN ALLSTATE INSURANCE AGENT, TO EXTEND BEST WISHES AS HE
LEAVES ALLSTATE AND TAKES A MORE ACTIVE ROLE IN STROVIS
HOLDINGS, AND TO HONOR HIM FOR HIS EXTENSIVE COMMUNITY
SERVICE.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-11
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H 5470  Resolution, By Daning, Crosby, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR DR. RODNEY LINDSAY, SENIOR
PASTOR OF CHARLESTON CALVARY CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE IN
GOOSE CREEK, UPON THE OCCASION OF HIS TWENTIETH YEAR OF
MINISTRY THERE AND TO WISH HIM GOD S RICHEST BLESSINGS AS
HE CONTINUES TO SERVE THE LORD.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5471  Resolution, By B. Newton, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND THANK CHANDLER CAU-
THEN OF LANCASTER COUNTY FOR HIS FAITHFUL SERVICE AS A
HOUSE PAGE AND TO WISH HIM WELL IN ALL OF HIS FUTURE
ENDEAVORS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-12
H 5472  Resolution, By Hosey, Clyburn, Alexander, Allison, Anderson,
Anthony, Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg,
Bannister, Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown,
Bryant, Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell,
Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby, Knight,
Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS THE PROFOUND SORROW OF
THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES UPON THE PASSING OF THE HONORABLE MARION FRANCIS
SONNY  RILEY, JR., OF ALLENDALE COUNTY AND TO EXTEND THE
DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO HIS FAMILY AND MANY FRIENDS.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-13
H 5473  Resolution, By Henderson-Myers
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND MOUNT MORIAH BAPTIST
CHURCH OF SPARTANBURG FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY AND A
HALF OF SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY AND TO EXTEND WARMEST
CONGRATULATIONS ON THE OCCASION OF THE CHURCH S HISTORIC
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5474  Resolution, By Martin, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND ENOREE BAPTIST CHURCH OF
NEWBERRY COUNTY FOR TWO AND A HALF CENTURIES OF SERVICE
TO THE COMMUNITY AND TO EXTEND WARMEST CONGRATULA-
TIONS ON THE OCCASION OF THE CHURCH S HISTORIC TWO HUN-
DRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-14
H 5475  Resolution, By Fry, Anderson, Atkinson, Clemmons, Crawford,
Duckworth, Hardee, Hayes, Johnson, McGinnis, Alexander, Allison,
Anthony, Arrington, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas, Elliott, Erickson,
Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan,
Hamilton, Hart, Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman,
Hewitt, Hill, Hiott, Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Jordan, King,
Kirby, Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin,
McCoy, McCravy, McEachern, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss, Murphy,
B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope, Putnam,
Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford, Sandifer,
Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires, Stavrinakis,
Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham, Weeks, West,
Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS GRATEFUL APPRECIATION FOR
THE YEARS OF EXTRAORDINARY DEDICATION IN SERVICE PRO-
VIDED BY MARK LAZARUS TO THE PEOPLE OF HORRY COUNTY AND
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AS A MEMBER AND AS CHAIRMAN
OF HORRY COUNTY COUNCIL.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-15
H 5476  Resolution, By Cobb-Hunter and Ott
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO HONOR CALVIN WRIGHT, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN-ALLENDALE-BAMBERG
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY, INC., FOR HIS MANY YEARS OF DEDI-
CATED SERVICE AND TO COMMEND HIM FOR HIS COMMITMENT TO
ORANGEBURG, CALHOUN, ALLENDALE, AND BAMBERG COUNTIES.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5477  Resolution, By Gilliard, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO COMMEND AND CONGRATULATE R.B.
STALL HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR ANDREW WHITNEY OF NORTH
CHARLESTON ON HIS OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS AND FINE
LEADERSHIP RECORD AT STALL AND TO WISH HIM MUCH CONTIN-
UED SUCCESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-16
H 5478  Resolution, By Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony, Arrington,
Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister, Bennett,
Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant, Burns,
Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter, Cogswell, Cole,
Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard, Douglas,
Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester, Fry,
Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hart, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO RECOGNIZE AND CONGRATULATE MT.
ZION UNITED METHODIST CHURCH ON THE OCCASION OF ITS HIS-
TORIC ONE HUNDRED FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY AND TO COMMEND
THE CHURCH FOR A CENTURY AND A HALF OF SERVICE TO GOD
AND THE COMMUNITY.
   10/03/18 House Introduced and adopted HJ-17
H 5479  Resolution, By Hart, Alexander, Allison, Anderson, Anthony,
Arrington, Atkinson, Atwater, Bales, Ballentine, Bamberg, Bannister,
Bennett, Bernstein, Blackwell, Bowers, Bradley, Brawley, Brown, Bryant,
Burns, Caskey, Chumley, Clary, Clemmons, Clyburn, Cobb-Hunter,
Cogswell, Cole, Collins, Crawford, Crosby, Daning, Davis, Delleney, Dillard,
Douglas, Duckworth, Elliott, Erickson, Felder, Finlay, Forrest, Forrester,
Fry, Funderburk, Gagnon, Gilliard, Govan, Hamilton, Hardee, Hayes,
Henderson, Henderson-Myers, Henegan, Herbkersman, Hewitt, Hill, Hiott,
Hixon, Hosey, Howard, Huggins, Jefferson, Johnson, Jordan, King, Kirby,
Knight, Loftis, Long, Lowe, Lucas, Mace, Mack, Magnuson, Martin, McCoy,
McCravy, McEachern, McGinnis, McKnight, D.C. Moss, V.S. Moss,
Murphy, B. Newton, W. Newton, Norrell, Ott, Parks, Pendarvis, Pitts, Pope,
Putnam, Ridgeway, M. Rivers, S. Rivers, Robinson-Simpson, Rutherford,
Sandifer, Simrill, G.M. Smith, G.R. Smith, J.E. Smith, Sottile, Spires,
Stavrinakis, Stringer, Tallon, Taylor, Thayer, Thigpen, Toole, Trantham,
Weeks, West, Wheeler, White, Whitmire, Williams, Willis, Wooten, Young
and Yow
A HOUSE RESOLUTION TO CONGRATULATE FANNIE LAMBRIGHT
BLOUNT OF COLUMBIA ON THE OCCASION OF HER ONE HUN-
DREDTH BIRTHDAY AND TO WISH HER A JOYOUS BIRTHDAY CELE-
BRATION AND MUCH HAPPINESS IN THE DAYS AHEAD.
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--------ACTS CITED BY POPULAR NAME--------
Abortion Complication Reporting Act: S0283
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2017: H3039
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2018: H4388
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Alicia’s Law: H3100
Alli’s Law: H4068
Appraisal Management Company Registration Act: S0279
Asbestos Bankruptcy Trust Claims Transparency Act: S0452
Asset Forfeiture and Private Property Protection Act: H3918
BP Act: H4701, H4702
Ban the Box Act: H3062
Beachfront Management Reform Act: S0927, H4683
Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0132
Campus Free Expression Act: S1085
Charlie’s Law: H3444
Citizens Participation in Government Act: H4897
Clean Energy Access Act: H5001
College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
Department of Consumer Affairs Services for Homeowners and Home-
owner Associations Act: H3886
Disciplinary Procedure Due Process Act: H3303
Drug Court Program Act: S0163
Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act: H3615
Earned Paid Sick Leave Act: S0361
Electrology Practice Act: S0182, H3450
Ending Forced Arbitration of Sexual Harassment Act of 2018: H4433
Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship Account Act: S0622, H4308
Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251
Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law: H3243
Forming Open and Robust University Minds (FORUM) Act: H4440
Gamecock Preservation Act: H3354
Health Enterprise Zone Act: H4494
Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
Hearing Aides Coverage for Children Act: H4118
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0120
Homeowners’ Association Regime Fee Fairness to Deployed Service Mem-
bers Act: H3010
Human Trafficking Prevention Act: H3003
Interstate Medical Licensure Compact: H5174
Jacob Hall School Protection Act: H3052
Jacob Hall’s Law: S0085, H3330
Kellie Rynn’s Law: H3791
Lizzy’s Law: H3217, H4464
Local Government Efficiency Act: H3158
Local Option Motor Fuel User Fee Act: S0070
Long-Term Care Tax Credit: S0051
Marriage and Contistution Restoration Act: H4949
Metal Detectors in Public Schools Act: H4386
Military Priority Registration Act: H4078
Milli’s Law: S0025
Motorsports Entertainment Complex Investment Act: H4009
Multifamily Dwelling Safety Act: S0791, H4392
Municipal Tax Relief Act: S0426
National Concealed Weapons Permit Reciprocity Act: H3240
Online Impersonation Prevention Act: H3199
Own Risk and Solvency Assessment Act: S0254
Palmetto Power Promise Act: H5252
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
Personhood Act of SC: S0217, H3530
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Pharmacists Safety Act: H5061
Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0058
Produce Safety Act: H4003
Property Tax Procedure Act: S0793
Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2017: S0003, H3668
Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
Put Patients First Act: H3128
Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibition Act: H3883
Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibition Act: S0577
Recognition of Emergency Medical Services Personnel Licensure Interstate
Compact Act: S0762, H4486
Regulatory Freedom Act: H3002
Regulatory Review and Recission Act: H3614
Revenge Porn Act: S0124, H3641
Revised Uniform Unincorporated Nonprofit Association Act: S0190,
H3109
Rural Revitalization Act: H4593
Ryan’s Law: H3747
SC Access to Health Care Act: H3115
SC Agribusiness and Rural Jobs Act: S0407
SC Alcohol Server Training Act, Alli’s Law: S0115, H4068
SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
SC Beverage Container Recycling Act: S0819
SC Business License Tax Standardization Act: H3650
SC Capital Gains Tax Elimination Act: S0048
SC Capital Incentives Act: S0047
SC Choice Scholarship Act: H3935
SC Commercial-Property Assessed Clean Energy Act: S0261, H3304
SC Compassionate Care Act: S0212, H3521
SC Computer Science Education Initiative: H3427
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0007
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0219
SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
SC Course Access Act: H3025
SC Covering Autism Responsibility for Everyone (CARES) Act: S1067
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Dreamers Act of 2018: H4435
SC Economic Development Tax Incentive Evaluation Act: S0800
SC Education School Facilities Act: H3343
SC Electric Consumer Bill of Rights: H4421
SC Equal Pay for Equal Work Act: S0257, H3599, H4812
SC Fair Tax Act: H3317
SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection from Abortion Act: H5403
SC Giving Back to Our Veterans Act: S0062, H3104
SC Government Efficiency Act: H4427
SC Homeowners Association Act of 2017: S0082, S0104, S0122, H3301
SC Homeowners Association Act: H3886
SC Incandescent Light Bulb Freedom Act: S0186
SC Inclusionary Zoning Act: S0346, H4162, H4954
SC Income Tax Act for Individuals, Trusts, and Estates: H5203
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Insurance Data Security Act: S0856, H4655
SC Judicial Independence Act: S0977, H4498
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act: H4614
SC Net Neutrality Protection and Maintenance Act: H4706
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Pregnancy Accommodations Act: H3865
SC Promise Scholarship Act: S0339, H4439
SC Right to Shop for Health Care Act: S0400
SC School Bus Modernization Act of 2017: H3223
SC School Bus Privatization Act of 2018: H4389
SC Service Members Civil Relief Act: H3919
SC Solar Habitat Act: H4875
SC State Employee Equal Work Act: H3342
SC Tax Returns Uniformly Made Public Act: H4509
SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act: S1258, H5341
SC Teacher Protection Act of 2017: S0222
SC Telephone Privacy Protection Act: H4628
SC Twenty-First Century Highway System Cost Balancing Act: H3881
SC Unborn Child Protection from Dismemberment Abortion Act: H3548
SC Uniform Partnership Act of 2017: S0193, H3230
SC Voluntary Infrastructure Funding Act: H3315
SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge Program Expunge-
ment Act: S0451, H3789
SC with Disabilities Economic Development Trust Fund: H3836
Safe Water Act: H3299
Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0950
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
Second Amendment Protection Act: H5202
Sickle Cell Disease Voluntary Patient Registry Act: H3124
Sign Language Interpreters Act: S0548, H4040
South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act: H5253
State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise Act: S0542, H4182
Stop the School House to Jail House Pipeline Act: H3055
Supporting and Strengthening Families Act: H3947
Surface Water Stewardship Act: S0024
Tax Conformity: H5341
Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act: S0046
--------ACTS CITED BY POPULAR NAME-------- 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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Taxpayer Transparency Act: S1139, H5181
Teachers of Tomorrow Certification Act: S0389
Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act: H4714
Title IX Notification Act: H4079
Transparency in Private Attorney Contracts Act: S0419
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017: S0029, H3068
Uniform Limited Liability Company Act of 2017: S0189, H3108
Uniform Voidable Transactions Act: S0136, H3167
Wetlands Restoration Act: S0023
Witness Protection Act: H4402
Workforce Opportunity Act: S0192
Workplace Freedom Act: H3891
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
Voting precincts, Abbeville County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: H4179
ABORTION
See Medical (this index)
ACCOMMODATIONS TAX
See Parks, Recreation, and Tourism (this index)
See Taxation (this index)
ACCOUNTANTS
CPA Licensure; make acceptance of certain evidence of academic qualifica-
tions for licensure optional to the board and delete refer-
ence to computer-based exam requirement and other
provisions: H3749
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS AMENDED
1947
Act No. 432, Greenville Health System; Change name to Greenville
Health Authority: H4528
Act No. 432, Greenville Health System; Change name to Greenville
Health Authority; provide for additional powers of author-
ity and other provisions: S1116
Act No. 432, Greenville Health System; provide for appointment of an
interim president and other provisions: S1026, H4945
1952
Act No. 844, Charleston County School Districts; provide the mem-
bership of the St. John’s Constituent School District 9 shall
include two residents of former Wadmalaw District 12:
H5373
1954
Act No. 879, Lancaster County Natural Gas Authority; alter method of
appointing members: S1218
1958
Act No. 1006, Commissioners of the Bath, Langley, and Clearwater
water and sewer districts, elections; change commence-
ment and expiration of office: S0353
1967
Act No. 340, Charleston County School District, allow board mem-
bers to receive a monthly stipend: H4114
Act No. 340, Charleston County School District; allow for trustees to
establish compensation for board members and other pro-
visions: S1160
Act No. 340, Charleston County School District; provide procedures
for Board of Trustees to close rural schools and other pro-
visions: H4449
Act No. 340, Charleston County School District; reestablish the
boundary lines that define the constituent districts: H3171
Act No. 745, Renewable Water Sources; revise membership of com-
mission and provide for a member from Spartanburg
county and add Enoree Basin: H4980
1968
Act No. 1377, State Capital Improvement Bonds; authorize additional
projects and conform aggregate principal indebtedness:
H3722
1969
Act No. 248, Startex Area Fire District; increase the borrowing limits:
H4592
--------ACTS CITED BY POPULAR NAME-------- 
1970
Act No. 930, Kershaw County School Board of Trustees; provide elec-
tions shall be held at time of General Elections: S1126
1976
Act No. 516, Commissioners of the Bath, Langley, and Clearwater
water and sewer districts, elections; change commence-
ment and expiration of office: S0353
1979
Act No. 245, Cooper River School District Number 4 Board of Trust-
ees; redraw the three geographic areas in which the mem-
bers of the board must reside: H3171
1981
Act No. 260, Pickens County School Board of Trustees; increase the
number of board members and other provisions: H3346
1982
Act No. 546 Greenwood School District 51 and Ninety-Six School
District 52, board of trustees; revise filing periods for state-
ment of intents and correct outdated references: H5050
1986
Act No. 589, Beaufort County Board of Education, require candidates
submit statement of candidacy instead of signed petitions:
H3683
Act No. 613, Richland County School Districts; reassign certain terri-
tories and designate map numbers: H5405
1988
Act No. 489, Pickens County Veterans Affairs Officer, designate poll-
ing location and other provisions: H4968
1991
Act No. 191, Board of Trustees Fairfield County School District;
allow monthly stipend and require attendance: S0457
1992
Act No. 606, Kerhsaw County School Board of Trustees; provide elec-
tions shall be held at time of General Elections: S1126
1993
Act No. 205, Chesterfield County School District; revise filing period
and declaration of candidacy: H4979
1997
Act No. 185, Board of Trustees for McCormick County School Dis-
trict 4; revise filing period for candidacy: H5272
2000
Act 314, Sec. 004, Community development corporations and finan-
cial institutions; extend provisions of SC Community Eco-
nomic Development Act: S0412, H3842
2002
Act No. 200, SC Conservation Bank to extend for ten years: S0007,
S0219
Act No. 471, Williamsburg County School District Board of Trustees;
to provide for the board to have two at-large members and
provisions: S0568
2004
Act No. 378, Lexington County School District Property Tax Relief
Act: H4272
2006
Act No. 388, Reimbursement paid local governments; conforming
changes: H3486, H3783
2010
Act No. 321, Consolidation of Sumter County School District; provide
for two at-large members: S0562
2011
Act No. 084, Florence County, Board of Trustees for School District
Three; extend the terms of the members to four years and
stagger terms; require member be elected by general elec-
tion and provide for process to fill vacancy: H3462, H4067
2012
Act No. 278, TERI; extend the date: H4725
2013
Act No. 057, SC Abandoned Buildings and Revitalization Act; extend
provisions: S1043, H4816
Act No. 080, High Growth Small Business Job Creation Act; reautho-
rize act for six more years: S0588, S1113, H4035, H4871
Act No. 095, Maintenance tax imposed by Workers’ Comp Commis-
sions; delete an uncodified provision that terminates the act
five years after its effective date: H3406
2015
Act No. 041, Sec. 007. Time effective Clause; extend period in which
wild turkey seasons and bag limits for certain counties are
suspended: H4807




Act No. 040, Increase earned income tax credit and two-wage earner
credit: S1258
Act No. 205, Private For-Profit pipeline companies, exemptions;
extend sunset provisions: S1101, H5109
Act No. 265, Tucker Hipps Transparency Act; repeal three-year sunset
and make act permanent: H5039
Act No. 266, SC Anti-Money Laundering Act; revise effective date:
H3921
2017
Rat. No. 127, Orangeburg County School District Consolidation;
revise provisions: S1047, H4397
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS REPEALED
1936
Act No. 612, Civil Service Commission for Municipalities: H3231
1947
Act No. 432, Sec. 004, Greenville Health System: S1026, H4945
1965
Act No. 345, Civil Service Commission of the City of Spartanburg:
H3231
1992
Act No. 618, Civil Service Commission of the City of Spartanburg:
H3231
1996
Act No. 991, Civil Service Commission of the City of Spartanburg:
H3231
2002
Act. No. 200, Conservation Bank Trust Fund: H4727
2007
Act No. 008, Sec. 006 through Sec. 008, Transportation Commission:
H3784
2015
Act No. 124, Speech-Language Pathologists Assistants exemptions:
H4815
2016
Act No. 134, Geothermal machinery purchasing: S0866
Act No. 262, Sec. 015, Certain authority of counties and municipali-
ties regarding pawnbrokers: H4534
ACUPUNCTURE
See Medical (this index)
ADJUTANT GENERAL
See Also Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a constable, reserve
police officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member
without cost and provide for renewal: H3408
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
SC Service Members Civil Relief Act: H3919
State Guard members; authorize State Guard Judge Advocate to provide
legal services and to include them within personal liability
exemption; allow for stipend for reasonable expenses;
require minimum hours to receive tax deduction: S0078
State Museums; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer
firefighter or State Guard member may enter without cost:
H3409
State Parks; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer fire-
fighter or State Guard member may enter a state park with-
out charge: H3407
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT
Administration Department; conform the transfer of Economic Opportunity
Office to Commerce Department: S0794, S0797, H4674
Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative findings to reflect
change in name to Protection and Advocacy for People
with Disabilities; make technical changes: S0325
Annual budget estimates; provide that cost savings and efficiency recom-
mendations must be submitted: H4428
Daylight saving time; provide for daylight saving time to be the standard
time for SC: S1110
ACTS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS AMENDED 
Dept of Administration; authorize the dept to erect a memorial on the State
House Grounds to Honor Rev. Joseph Armstrong DeLaine:
H4400
Disabilities; include administration of the client assistance program and pro-
vide for transfer of program’s administration to protection
and advocacy for people with disabilities; make conform-
ing changes: H3617
Fiscal Accountability Authority
Fiscal Accountability Authority shall issue a request for bids for the
purchase of or noncontrolling ownership interest in the
Public Service Authority by a third party; requirements;
provide for civil remedies and penalties: H3225
Interest rates on bonds approved by Fiscal Accountability Authority;
delete requirement and specify approval of interest rates by
Council for Economic Development not required: H3927
Joint Bond Review Committee; require by Joint Bond Review Com-
mittee and approval by State Fiscal Accountability Author-
ity for all bonds issued: S0754
Palmetto Power Promise Act: H5252
Public 4 year institutions of higher learning shall be transferred to a
not-for-profit organization to run as a private institution
and other provisions: H4685
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
Small and minority business contracting and certification; provide that
the division must be established within the Fiscal Account-
ability Authority: S0794, S0795, S0798, H4674
State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise Act: S0542, H4182
State resident verification; require all state agencies to use a single
third party source to compile and publish address data for
resident verification and require Fiscal Accountability
Authority  to procure compiler/publisher: H3928
Procurement service division; provide the division be moved to the Dept of
Administration from Fiscal Affairs Authority and change
reference in procurement code: S0352
Public Building; prohibit the SC infantry battle flag or any other confederate
flag from being flown or displayed: H3605
Public building; require public buildings owned by state to supply feminine
hygiene products in female restrooms: H3097
Public buildings; require DOA to post markers of chemicals on public prop-
erty at entrances and inform public entering of any chemi-
cals used within the building: H4645
Revenue and Fiscal Affairs
Board of Economic Advisor’s forecasts; revise dates of forecasts:
S1112, H5262
Boundary lines of Beaufort and Jasper counties; alter boundary lines:
S0646, H4180
Certificate of need program revised; DHEC entitled to certain data:
H3131
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; substitute term
comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
Fiscal impact statements; provide that the author of a bill shall include
any estimated cost savings or offsets available: H4429
Regulatory Review and Recission Act: H3614
Reorganize articles, eliminate certain divisions, and make conforming
changes; require director to certify certain impact state-
ments; other provisions: H3895
Richland County School Districts; reassign certain territories and des-
ignate map numbers: H5405
Voting Precincts, Dorchester County; correct outdated language and
redesignate map number: S1147
Voting precincts, Bamberg County; designate map number: H4697
Voting precincts, Barnwell County; redesignate map number: H4797
Voting precincts, Berkeley County; redesignate map number: S1148
Voting precincts, Calhoun County; designate map number: H3661
Voting precincts, Charleston County; redesignate map numbers:
S0555, H3936, H4908
Voting precincts, Georgetown County; rename four precincts and
redesignate map numbers: S0274, H3582
Voting precincts, Horry County; redesignate various precincts and
map number: H4268
Voting precincts, Orangeburg County; redesignate map number:
H3741




Voting precincts, Sumter County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: H4269
Voting precincts, York County; add precinct and redesignate map
number: H4981
SC Government Efficiency Act: H4427
Standard time for SC; provide SC no longer observe time changes for day-
light savings time: H4684
State solicitors, public defenders, and law enforcement; provide for a study
concerning a single, standardized, fully integrated paper-
less incident and case management system; results to be
reported to General Assembly, Governor & DOA: S0761
Taxpayer Transparency Act: S1139, H5181
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND 
REGULATIONS
See Agencies,State (this index)
See Regulations (this index)
ADOPTION
See Minors (this index)
ADULT




Aerial spraying; establish certain requirements for aerial spraying including
prohibition in certain proximity of school: H4277
Aerial vehicle, unmanned; law enforcement shall not operate equipped with
firearms intended to inflict deadly force and exceptions:
H3265
Aerial vehicle; provide it is unlawful to operate an unmanned aerial vehicle
within a certain distance of a state or federal military instal-
lation and provide penalties: S0109
Aerial vehicles, unmanned; provide unlawful to operate within a certain dis-
tance of a department of corrections facility without writ-
ten consent; provide penalties and other provisions: S0176
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Aircraft property tax; credit the proceeds of taxes to the state aviation fund:
S0792, H4700
Aircraft, pointing or discharging laser toward; increase penalties for viola-
tions: H3251
Off street parking; require a county, municipality, airport, or aviation
authority to assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the
revenue to the state highway fund: H3086
Sentencing Reform: H5155
AGENCIES, STATE
See Also Specific Agency or Department (this index)
ATV; provide that the state or local governmental entity may operate an
ATV along public streets and highways in jurisdictions:
S0880
Agencies; suspend all contact and outreach activities with Council on
American Islamic Relations: H4609
Annual budget estimates; provide that cost savings and efficiency recom-
mendations must be submitted: H4428
Appropriations Bill, provide that the General Assembly or State Agency
shall not increase or implement a fine or penalty in the
appropriations bill and must do so by a separate act; excep-
tions: S0066
Appropriations; provide for authority to pay the recurring expenses of state
government if budget is not passed by July 1. 2017: S0671
Approval of real property transactions involving certain governmental bod-
ies; require and opnion of the value by PRT before
approval of sale of property larger than one acre: H5255
Building Codes; provide that all agencies shall enforce; Technical review
committees shall be composed of individuals with state
licenses; Council may adopt national standards; Counties
and Municipalities codes approved by Council: S0579
ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT (Continued)
Contested case hearings; establish an automatic stay concerning license
issuances, renewals and the like and provide for circum-
stances for automatic stay to be lifted: S0112, H3565
Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement systems; provide that a
member is considered to be in service on the date the appli-
cation is filed if the last day of employment occured within
a year of filing: S0854, H4698
General Assembly members paid for representation; provide a member
licensed to practice law may not accept a fee for perform-
ing constituent services fro state group; exceptions: H4112
Governmental improvement and construction projects; provide projects
shall comply with certain energy standards; Schools and
Agency conservation plans remetered: H4967
Legislative Audit Council; expand definition of state agencies to include
school districts: H4036
Licensing fees; state agencies, counties or municipal corporation may not
impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other pro-
visions: S0679
Lobbyists; provide that state government may not employ or contract with a
lobbyist who is not a full-time employee of the state:
S1150
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain buildings and offices to be
closed that day: H5040
Medical licenses; waive certain additional examination requirements for
applicants who are to practice within State Vocational
Rehabilitation Agency: H4698
Nonprofits; require nonprofit organizations to provide certain financial dis-
closures before receiving a contribution of fund from a
state agency: H3103
Offshore oil; encourage approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the
transport of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4334
Offshore oil; prohibit approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the trans-
port of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4307
Other funds balances; provide that executive budget office must compile
info from each state agency on other funds carry forward
money and report to the General Assembly: S0076
Pay-for-success contracts; establish trust fund for performance accountabil-
ity and other provisions: S0963
Piping materials; require all government agencies to consider all piping
materials for determining requirements for certain projects
and other provisions: H3652
Procurement office; provide that office shall enter into a multiaward, cata-
log-wide ,master agreement comprised solely of products
sold by SC headquartered companies: S0553
Public employee leave; employee may request leave be transferred to spe-
cific recipient rather than leave pool and other provisions:
H4947
Removal of personal information from websites maintained by state agen-
cies or political subdivisions; develop and make available a
process for nonelected officials; define terms: H3018
Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude from definition of
governing instrument a beneficiary designation made in
connection with a governmental employee benefit plan
established or mandated by program: H4673
SC Government Efficiency Act: H4427
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Shared Risk Defined Benefit Plan and SC Wealthbuilder-Primary
Retirement Savings Plan, established; provide details of
the plans; SCRS closed: S1028
SC State Employee Equal Work Act; prohibit discrimination by gender in
compensation paid to state employees for the same work;
exceptions and other provisions: H3342
Sign Language Interpreters Act: S0548, H4040
Special verdict, provide that certain causes of action must be filed in magis-
trates court; allow state agency or political subdivision to
be represented by staff person; increase jurisdiction of
magistrates court: H3228
State Guard; any state or political subdivision employee enlisted must be
entitled to military leave without penalty: S0078
State agencies; provide for a zero-based budget review on a ten year sched-
ule of each agency and other provisions: H3076
State agencies; require each agency to prepare a quarterly operating budget
each fiscal year and to require a report of any deviations




State agency, former employees; require one year waiting period before for-
mer employee may accept compensation for the purpose of
influencing action with former agency and other provi-
sions: H3830
State employee; state employer shall allow employee to attend an educa-
tional activity at the school of employee’s child: H3075
State property; provide that before a state entity may sell or lease property
owned by SC it must cause a study to be made of public
uses: H3338
State resident verification; require all state agencies to use a single third
party source to compile and publish address data for resi-
dent verification and require Fiscal Accountability Author-
ity  to procure compiler/publisher: H3928
TERI; extend the date: H4725
AGING
Aging Division, Lieutenant Governor’s Office; require to fund a program to
provide subsidies to seniors to purchase a personal emer-
gency response system: H3536
Central registry of vulnerable adult abuse, neglect and exploitation, created;
require DHEC to establish and maintain registry and other
provisions: H4413
Civil remedies and procedures; limit the liability of certain individuals who
provide volunteer transportation to a senior citizen and pro-
vide for exceptions to limitations due to misconduct or
negligence: S0277
Dental services; require certain dental services and items to be covered by
medicaid for nursing home residents and other provisions:
H5226
Department on Aging; designate the Department on Aging within the exec-
utive branch of the state and update references: S0107
Driver’s license, expiration and renewal; revisions for expiration for persons
65 and older: S0979
Nursing home staffing requirements; increase the minimum number of staff
required during all shifts: H3118
Nursing homes; establish requirements addressing physical examinations
performed before admission to a nursing home: H3119
Physicians selected as participants in student loan repayment program;
change certain program requirements: H4483
Property tax exemptions; exempt the first 20,000 dollars of value of a per-
sonal motor vehicle that has reached the age of 65: S0395
Residential care facilities; establish a minimum staff-resident ratio require-
ment and provide for mandatory training of staff and vol-
unteer; require written assessment with admission and
individual care plans; other provisions: H3120
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
Tax relief trust fund; restore the funding for the residential property tax
exemption and full funding for the school operating mill-
age portion: H3486, H3783
Uniform Assessment Ratios; provide that an owner eligible for and receiv-
ing the special assessment who is residing at a nursing
home retains the special assessment ratio while at nursing
home: S0075
Vulnerable adults, targeting; provide a right of action, recovery and penal-
ties; other provisions: S1041
AGRICULTURE
Admissions tax, exemptions; exempt certain agrotourism businesses: H5171
Aerial spraying; establish certain requirements for aerial spraying including
prohibition in certain proximity of school: H4277
Agricultural animal facilities; establish certain requirements for review and
appeal by DHEC regarding permitting of facilities; clarify
and revise reviewing permit procedures; other provisions:
H3929
Agriculture Commission; provide commissioners shall serve until their suc-
cessors are elected and other provisions: H5086
Cigarette stamp tax; provide any cigarettes without stamp are considered
contraband: S0381, H3777
Cigarette surtax; revise weight limitation on cigarette and exemptions:
S0575, H3664
Commissioner of Agriculture to be appointed by the Governor with consent
of the Senate: S0140, H3562
AGENCIES, STATE (Continued)
Cotton bales in warehouse, ID Tags; provide additional types of ID num-
bers, tags, and stickers that the warehouse may utilize:
H5152
Department
Produce Safety Act: H4003
Eggs, labeling and marketing; revise definitions, provide for licensure, and
other provisions: H5088
Home-based food production operations; reflect that Dept of Ag does not
have regulatory authority over home-based food produc-
tion operations: H5063
Industrial hemp cultivation; revise definitions and create SC Industrial
Hemp Program; other provisions: S0468, H3559
Industrial hemp program; revise the number of permits to grow industrial
hemp and number of acres that may be cultivated; other
provisions: H4627
Misdemeanors; person guilt of misdemeanor when violating chapters of
Crop Pest Commission, Boll Weevil eradication, Pesticide
Control Act, Agriculture marketing, noxious weeds, or
milk products`: S0570
Pesticides; provide a person who would be required to be certified as a com-
mercial applicator of pesticides is not required to be certi-
fied in the person uses no other control substance except
clyphosphate: H3834
Petroleum; provide that retail fuel businesses must notify dept of ag con-
sumer protection division when petroleum dispenser has
been installed and other provisions: H5087
Property; provide property assessed as agricultural property or as farm
machinery and equipment in 2016 must continue to be
assessed with the same assessment ratio unless change
occurs: H3463
Residential landlord and tenant act, exemptions; delete occupancy under a
rental agreement covering the premises used primarily for
agricultural purposes as an exemption: H3234
Roll-back property taxes; provide for applicability of roll-back taxes to cer-
tain property that is no longer used as agricultural property:
S0281
Roll-back taxes; limit to one year when property no longer classified as
agriculture: H3786
SC Agribusiness and Rural Jobs Act; provide definitions, application and
approval process, allow for tax credit, and other provisions:
S0407
SC Farming Infrastructure Fund, created; provide financial assistance to
farmers after certain act of God and other provisions:
S1196
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Surface water withdrawal; require permitting for new withdrawals and for
expansion of existing registration; other provisions: H3890
Tax credits; allow credit on agribusiness operation or packaging which are
certified SC grown and specifications: S0404, H3725
AIDS
See Medical (this index)
AIKEN COUNTY
Commissioners of the Bath, Langley, and Clearwater water and sewer dis-
tricts, elections; change commencement and expiration of
office: S0353
AIRCRAFT
See Aeronautics (this index)
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Alcohol certificate of registration and shipping of alcohol to SC; require
invoice documentation be provided to the DOR: S0540
Alcohol dealer license, sunset provision on the limitation of three; change
date to July 1, 2019: S1104, H5150
Alcohol license; provide definitions for non-profit and non-profit special
event; provide for non-profit organization to issued a
license to serve alcohol for special events: H3850
Alcohol licenses; prohibit DOR from issuing more than three retailer dealer
licenses, limit licensee interest in only retail stores he is




Alcohol sales; provide alcohol must come to rest at wholesaler before avail-
able for sale to retailer, provide penalties, and define terms:
S1045, H4969
Alcohol, businesses authorized to sell; remove requirement for food service
of lodging: H4901
Alcohol, permits for for on-premise consumption; provide that the decision
making body of the school, church or playground must
affirmatively state that is does not object to the license
issuance: H3549
Alcohol, unlawful purchase, consumption and possession under age 21;
eliminate the application of the section to consumption:
H3360
Alcohol; provide for delivery to a clearly designated area for purchase of
beer and wine online for off-premises consumption and
other provisions: S1152, H5216
Alcoholic liquor sales days; provide sale of liquors on Sunday may be
authorized by referendum: H4873
Alcoholic liquors, sale and tastings; revise the ounce amount dispensed at
licensed premises and revise the sale at retail licensed
premises; allow mixers to be used in tastings: S0401,
H3137
Beer or wine, sales; prohibit the placement of portable containers or coolers
near doors used for ingress or egress from a licensed estab-
lishment: H3547
Breweries; provide that a brewery brewing or selling beer on its licensed
premises may apply for a permit to sell liquor under certain
conditions and provide a brewpub may apply for a brewery
permit: S0275, H3851
Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person under 21 to enroll in
interlock device program, revise interclock device sections
for habitual offender and other provisions: S0982, H4912
Driving Record; provide that any entry in record that shows suspension for
failure to submit to alcohol testing or interlock device and
has been acquitted must be removed from driving record:
S1195, H4599
Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit to chemical tests if
probable cause to be in violation of certain section or
caused death in motor vehicle accident: S0308
Off-premises sales or shipments by brewpubs; provide that brewpubs may
sell beer at certain special events: S0084
Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events; include baseball com-
plex and define baseball complex: S0334, S0777
Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events; include soccer complex
and provide definition: H3139
Permits or Licenses; require a person permitted or licensed to sell alcohol
for on-premises consumption shall maintain liability insur-
ance with coverage of at least 1 million dollars: S0116,
H3932
Permits, special and temporary to sell alcohol at certain events; all manufac-
turers or producers to donate their products and furnish
equipment to promote their beverages to qualified nonprof-
its for charity: S0114
SC Alcohol Server Training Act, Alli’s Law: S0115, S0126, H4068
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Special Non-profit even licenses; provide winery may donate wine for a
non-profit special event: H5085
Special permits for use at fairs and special functions; provide DOR may
issue permits to sell alcohol at multiple locations on multi-
ple days on one application: H3138
Temporary licenses; authorize a temporary liquor by the drink license for a
festival that that has a major economic impact and other
provisions: S0690
Temporary permits on referendum vote; delete prior reference to a date:
S0820
Winery sales; provide that permitted wineries may apply for retail on prem-
ises permit under certain circumstances and provide for
application for event permits; other provisions: S0914
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
See Also Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
Addiction counselors; provide for criteria and requirements for licensure
and other provisions: S0962, H4601
Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person under 21 to enroll in
interlock device program, revise interclock device sections
for habitual offender and other provisions: S0982, H4912
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (Continued)
Family independence program and SNAP; require certain applicants who
DSS suspects to undergo drug testing; other provisions:
H3114
ALIMONY




See Aging (this index)
See Medical (this index)
AMUSEMENT RIDES
See Fairs (this index)
ANATOMICAL GIFTS
See Medical (this index)
ANDERSON COUNTY
Paul Robison Earle Memorial Intersection named: H3621
Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors; abolish existing board and
reconstitute board to be appointed by Governor and other
provisions: H4091
Pioneer Rural Water District; cease construction activity until court decision
is made on constructing water treatment facility: S0639
School District 4; attendance days missed at Townville Elementary School
due to shooting are exempt from make-up requirements:
S0042
Speed limit; increase speed limit along SC highway 24: H3254
ANESTHESIOLOGISTS
See Medical (this index)
ANIMALS
See Also Fish and Game (this index)
See Also Natural Resources Department (this index)
Agricultural animal facilities; establish certain requirements for review and
appeal by DHEC regarding permitting of facilities; clarify
and revise reviewing permit procedures; other provisions:
H3929
Animal cruelty and care; provide for misdemeanor for dog tethering; pro-
vide for sterilization of strays and care for litters; provide
for compensation for custodial care of animals; other pro-
visions: S0841
Animal cruelty, definitions; provide a definition for dog shelter: H4594
Animals; prohibit tattooing or piercing of a companion animal, exceptions,
and penalties; define companion animal: H3619
Commercial Kennel Operators and Certified Animal Caretakers; provide for
definitions, create examiners board, certification, viola-
tions and penalties; other provisions: H3069
Commercial dog breeders; establish standards, licensure, and other provi-
sions; grant authority for investigation of violations, penal-
ties and exceptions: H3009
Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police dogs and horses, increase penalties for
harming or killing and technical changes: H3243
Firearms; a firearm may be used to kill an animal in self-defense, defense of
another or of a domestic animal; Incidents with big game
or alligators must be reported to DNR and carcasses may
not be retained: S0021
Gamecock Preservation Act: H3354
Hunting and Fishing
Bear hunting; increase nonresident tag fees, delete provision for ran-
dom drawing and eliminate application fee; establish open
season and other provisions: H3601
Cartilaginous fish; provide definitions, provisions and penalties:
S0458
Catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: S0933
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
593
Entering land without permission; provide a person is guilty of a mis-
demeanor and must carry a notice if given permission to
hunt, fish or trap: H3592
Finfish, catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: H4971
Fishing regulations, federal; provide for specific size and possession
limit for cobia: S1111
Freshwater game fish; establish a year-round catch and release zone
on the lower reach of the saluda river; DNR to study lower
Saluda trout fishery; other provisions: S1044
Hunting and fishing licenses; provide a person or immediate family
member are not required to obtain license on property that
contains their primary residence: H4708
Hunting and fishing, disability licenses; allow residents receiving ben-
efits from state retirement to obtain a 3 year combination or
fishing license at no cost: S0402
Hunting and fishing, revenue distribution by DNR; revise distribution
from permits, tags and licenses: H5231
Night Hunting; provide for hunting at night of feral hogs, coyotes, and
armadillos; provide for penalties: H3748
Night hunting; restructure existing provisions and add certain provi-
sions: S0443
Shellfish, delete provision that allows DNR to issue permits for per-
sons purchase, possess or sale genetically modified shell-
fish and other provisions: H4946
Shellfish; add definitions, revise permits and harvesting provisions;
prohibit placing of genetically modified shellfish and pro-
vide license; other provisions: S0465
Size limits for fish; increase the limit for flounder and reduce catch
limits: S0022, H3665
Striped Bass; revise period of time striped bass may be taken, set lim-
its and other provisions: H3698
Watercraft restrictions on Lake H. Taylor Blalock; extend the period
for the hunting of waterfowl: S0758
Youth hunting days; provide for hunting antlered deer only and bag
limit; provide youth not completing education program
must be accompanied by an adult;  license or tag required
to hunt is waived on youth hunting day: S0913
Youth hunting days; provide license or tag required to hunt is waived
on youth hunting day: H4828
Hunting deer with dogs; define terms and provide for identifying dog with
collar and other provisions: S0936, H3272
Littering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or cigarette component;
deceased animals are included in purview: H4458
Native Americans to receive free fishing licenses, are not required to carry
migratory bird permits, and Native American artists may
use waste parts from game animals for art with signed affi-
davit from Chief: S0026
Police Dogs and Horses; Provide penalties for torture, mutilation, injury,
disabling, poisoning or killing a police dog or horse: S0006
Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2017: S0003, H3668
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Service animals; provide that intentional misreprestentation of service ani-
mal is misdemeanor and establish penalties: S1137, H5041
Wild animal products; provide that certain American Indians may use wild
animal products that are not prohibited by Federal law in
arts and crafts that are offered for sale and sold: H3479
Wild cats, Apes, and Bears; add definitions and prohibit owning, importing,
or selling these animals; Penalties and other provisions:
H3531





See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
APARTMENTS
See Property/Rental (this index)
APPEALS COURTS
See Courts (this index)
ANIMALS (Continued)
APPELLATE DEFENSE OFFICE
See Attorneys (this index)
APPROPRIATION ACTS
Appropriations Bill 2017-2018: H3720
Appropriations Bill, provide that the General Assembly or State Agency
shall not increase or implement a fine or penalty in the
appropriations bill and must do so by a separate act; excep-
tions: S0066
Appropriations Bills 2018-2019: H4950
Appropriations bill; require provisions in appropriations bill that direct the
manner in which funds are expended to specify the source
of funds and other provisions: S0838
Appropriations; provide for authority to pay the recurring expenses of state
government if budget is not passed by July 1. 2017: S0671
Appropriations; provide that no additional appropriations over those pro-
vided in the previous years Act may be provided in the cur-
rent year for k-12 programs until base cost is fully funded;
limited exceptions: S0830
Capital Reserve Fund
Capital Reserve Fund, Appropriation for 2018-2019: H4951
Capital Reserve Fund, appropriation for 2017-2018: H3721
Continuing Authority to pay expenses of government without an appropri-
ates act and provide for exceptions: S1257
Early Reading Development and Education Program; expand program,
make conforming changes and require the General Assem-
bly to fund in the appropriations act: S0034, S0035
General Fund Appropriations; provide limit is the total amount of the reve-
nue estimate in February, increases, and other provisions:
H3107
Limit on State spending; impose an annual limit on the General Fund, create
a separate budget stabilization fund, and other provisions:
H3522
Limit on State spending; impose an annual limit, to create a separate budget
stabilization fund, provide for disbursement, and provide
for suspension of limit in case of emergency: S0064
Limitation on tax increases; so as to apply the same limitation fees and pro-
vide that in determining applicability the increased
increase or new fees must be calculated cumulatively:
H4303
Local Government Fund funding; delete the requirement for funding per-
centage and provide that appropriations must be no less
that the greater of the allocation ratio of the latest year or
average of 5 years: S0063
Provide for biennial appropriations act beginning 2019: S0145, S0578,
H4066
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0219
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act;: S0007
School Districts; provide that school districts must be comprised of at least
2,500 students enrolled in the schools in order to receive
state appropriations; provide exceptions: S0036
Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to provide networks in
every k-12 school and school buses; each district to adopt a
plan to make network available on non-school days: S0033




See Construction (this index)
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
African-American Heritage Commission, proceeds; provide for the reten-
tion and use; eliminate requirement to sell duplicate mate-
rial at public auction: H4806
Duplicative material; provide for disposition and use of proceeds; provide
annual reporting requirements: H4851
ARMED SERVICES





Special purpose district; provide that a district receiving a gift of art work
may transfer ownership to a nonprofit organized for the
purpose of displaying art and other provisions: S0928
ASSESSORS
See Taxation (this index)
ATHLETICS
Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017; adopt the interstate compact for regis-
tration of student athlete agents and make conforming
changes; revise various provisions and requirements:
S0029, H3068
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Attorney General confidentiality; define terms and provide for procedures
for confidentiality for domestic violence, stalking and
human trafficking victims; provide penalties and other pro-
visions: H5019
Attorney General reimbursement for representing state; limit reimburse-
ment to certain specified costs: H3602
Attorney General, urge to file a lawsuit against Equifax for data breach:
H4393
Citizens Participation in Government Act: H4897
HOA may be investigated by Attorney General: S0104
Insurance fraud division of the AG; increase the minimum funding: S0269,
H3410
Public assistance eligibility, case review and fraud detection; require DHHS
to establish a computerized system to verify eligibility and
fraud; other provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Judicial Independence Act; provide procedure for candidates for the
office of AG who agree to limits on contributions to
receive a predetermined amount of public funds: S0977,
H4498
Sentence reductions due to substantial assistance to state; add the Attorney
General as authorized: H3211
Solid Waste Emergency Fund, established; provide for funding, exceptions,
and other provisions: H4644
Utilities Consumer Advocate created in the office of the Attorney General;
duties and responsibilities among other things: H4379
Witness Protection Act: H4402
ATTORNEYS
Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meeting between an inmate
and his attorney: H3278
Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor, or divulge any com-
munication betweein an inmate and his attorney: H3279
Filing and recording fees; revise the fees which may be charged including a
flat fee; exceptions: S0864, H3337
General Assembly members paid for representation; provide a member
licensed to practice law may not accept a fee for perform-
ing constituent services fro state group; exceptions: H4113
Impersonating a lawyer; create offense and provide graduated penalties:
H3215
Supreme Court Authority concerning the bar; provide that the Supreme
Court may regulate the practice of law for licensure; may
not force membership to bar and delete inconsistent provi-
sions: S0183




See Speech Pathology and Audiology (this index)
AUDITORS AND AUDITING
County auditor, treasurer or member of county board of tax appeals, unlaw-
ful conduct; substitute term Comptroller General for DOR:
H3270
State
School district budgets; require Dept of Education to develop and
adopt a statewide program for identifying fiscal practices
and issues and require the state auditor to use program;
other provisions: H3221
AUTOMOBILES
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
AUTOPSY
See Coroners (this index)
BAIL
See Courts (this index)
BALLOTS
See Elections (this index)
BAMBERG COUNTY
Voting precincts, Bamberg County; designate map number: H4697
BANKRUPTCY
See Courts (this index)
BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
Appraisal management company registration requirements; provide regis-
tration must include surety bond in and amount not to
exceed 50,000 dollars; other provisions: S0877
Banking; provide if a customer certifies that he has no personal internet
access the financial institution must provide paper form
correspondence and statements and may not charge a fee;
provide penalties for violations: H4310
Consumer credit-reporting agencies; must generate randomly selected pin
numbers when revising pins; other provisions; provide
penalties: H4446
Consumer loan, additional charges; allow a lender to charge a convenience
fee for accepting electronic payment and to establish stan-
dards for convenience fee: H4711
Consumer reporting agencies; each agency shall provide a consumer with a
copy of consumer’s credit report monthly at no charge;
may charge for additional monthly copies; provide for pen-
alties: H4445
Credit unions; provide for certain services to be offered for for a fee, pro-
vide procedure to admit new community groups and allow
for investment of certain charitable donation accounts:
H5108
Credit unions; provide for certain services to be offered for nonmembers,
provide procedure to admit new community groups and
allow for investment of certain charitable donation
accounts: S0337
Debt collection liens against lottery prize winnings; revise exemptions:
H4393
Deferred presentment or deposit of checks, restrictions and requirements;
provide that the effective annual percentage rate charged
on a deferred presentment transaction cannot exceed 36
percent: S0012
Derivation clause requirements; require all mortgages to include name of
party preparing the mortgage: H4520, H5055
Distraint warrant, DOR; require financial institution provide certain infor-
mation to DOR: S0551, H4030




Consumer Finance Division - Check Cashing (D. No. 4689):
H4263
Consumer Finance Division - Mortgage Lending (D. No. 4690):
H4262
Jurisdiction of offenses of penalties concerning bank deposits; provide for
eligibility for expungement: S0783
Mortgage lending and licensing; remove state criminal background check
requirement and authorize a nationwide mortgage licensing
system and registry to retain fingerprints and other provi-
sions: S0366, H3816
Mortgage payments; provide for minimum grace period of 20 days and
exceptions: H3519
Mortgage; reduce the time period that a mortgage holder has to respond to
full payment or satisfaction from 3 months to 30 days; pen-
alties: H3004
Mortgages; when a mortgagee makes payment the mortgagor shall apply at
least 30 percent to the principal balance: H3518
Paternity and child support obligations; clarify entities required to provide
information, add information that must be provided, estab-
lish penalties, and make technical changes; change provi-
sions for financial institutions to levy: H3862
Pawnbrokers; pawnbroker may charge interest on loans not exceeding cer-
tain amounts, include certain language in redemption, and
other provisions: H4270
Property exempt from bankruptcy proceedings or attachment, levy and sale;
revise exemptions in bankruptcy: H3429
Property that may be applied to satisfaction of judgement; provide that only
75 percent of the earnings of the debtor for his personal
services can be applied and other provisions: S0230
Real Estate Trust Accounts; require certain individuals who lease property
to establish and maintain control of responsibility for
active trust and other provisions: H5179
Retirement account being exempt from attachment, levy and sale; delete the
provision that the exemption applies only to the extent that
is permitted in federal bankruptcy code: H3176, H3413,
H4002
SC Anti-money Laundering Act; further provide for procedures, require-
ments, licensing, fees, reporting, sanctions and remedies:
H4964
SC Unfair Trade Practices Act; provide that a person who accepts a check
for a deferred presentment transaction violates this act:
S0184
Securities Commissioners’ investigations and subpeonas; provide that sec-
tion does not preclude a person from applying to the Rich-
land County Court of Common Please for relief: S0862
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Short-term vehicle loans; secured loans are not supervised loans and other
provisions: S0013
Special license plates, registrations, and transporter plates; revise provisions
for public official license plates, revise provisions for spe-
cial registration for vehicles that move other vehicles;
revise transporter plate use: H4973
Uniform Voidable Transactions Act: S0136, H3167
BARBERS AND BARBERING
See Cosmetology (this index)
BARNWELL COUNTY
Voting precincts, Barnwell County; redesignate map number: H4797
BARRIER FREE DESIGN
See Handicapped (this index)
BASIC SKILLS
See Education (this index)
BEACHES
See Conservation (this index)
BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Beaufort County Board of Education, require candidates submit statement
of candidacy instead of signed petitions: H3683
Boundary lines of Beaufort and Jasper counties; alter boundary lines:
S0646, H4180
Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Reverend Ike Intersection named: H4834
BEER AND WINE
See Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
BERKELEY COUNTY
Colonel Christopher N. Williamson Interchange named: H4713
Joe Danning Intersection named: H5411
John Trout Memorial Intersection named: H3355
Northwood Academy Lady Chargers SCISA 3A 2017 State Basketball
Champions signs erected on HWY 17: H4246
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
Sergeant Earl Singleton Memorial Highway named: H4468
Voting precincts, Berkeley County; add precincts, redesignate map number
and correct outdated references: S0651






See Gambling (this index)
BLIND




See Watercraft (this index)
BODY PIERCING
See Health and Environmental Control/Department (this
index)
BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS
No Entries
BONDS OR NOTES
Interest rates on bonds approved by Fiscal Accountability Authority; delete
requirement and specify approval of interest rates by Coun-
cil for Economic Development not required: H3927
Joint Bond Review Committee; require by Joint Bond Review Committee
and approval by State Fiscal Accountability Authority for
all bonds issued: S0754
Public institutions of higher learning; provide increased funding and other
provisions: S1239
BRIDGES
See Transportation (this index)





Architectural Examiners Board; provide the Board may provide advice and
make recommendations to LLR concerning statutory revi-
sions and other matters; exempt certain buildings: H3649
Building Codes; provide that all agencies shall enforce; Technical review
committees shall be composed of individuals with state
licenses; Council may adopt national standards; Counties
and Municipalities codes approved by Council: S0579
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties and
other provisions: H4696
BUNGEE JUMPING
See Athletics (this index)
BURGLARY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
BURIAL GROUNDS
See Cemeteries (this index)
BUSES
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
BUSINESSES AND CORPORATIONS
See Also Advertisements (this index)
See Also Consumer Affairs (this index)
Admissions tax, exemptions; exempt certain agrotourism businesses: H5171
Appraisal management company registration requirements; provide regis-
tration must include surety bond in and amount not to
exceed 50,000 dollars; other provisions: S0877
Carry out bags; require stores to charge for single-use carry out bags and
other provisions: H5221
Certified business records, admissibility; provide that the original or a copy
of a foreign record that is certified does not require the tes-
timony of the custodian or witness: S0767
Corporations annual reports; specify date for filing by corporation: S0538,
H4028
Disabled Self-Employment Development Trust Fund established to provide
assistance to pursue opportunities by providing grants  and
other provisions: S0729, S0756
Earned Paid Sick Leave Act: S0361
Employee benefit; provide that a political subdivision may not establish,
mandate, or require an employee benefit and define terms:
S0218
Employee benefits; provide that political subdivision may not require
employers to pay additional wages or pay on based on any
alteration or adjustment of employee scheduling and other
provisions: S1050
Employment termination, payments; remove certain notarization require-
ments: H4869
Franchises; Franchisors are not considered employers or co-employers of
franchisees or franchisee employees; exceptions: H3031
General and Mechanical Licensure; provide those subject to financial state-
ment requirements may instead provide certain surety
bonds and provide requirements for bonds: S0870, H4612
High Growth Small Business Job Creation Act; allow individuals not sub-
ject to SC income tax to claim credit and specify services;
other provisions: S0588, H4035
Income tax credits; provide definitions, limitations, and awards: S1200
Industry partnership fund tax credit; increase the aggregate annual credit
amount: S0446
Job tax credit; provide higher credit amount in certain qualifying counties:
S0978
Licensing fees; state agencies, counties or municipal corporation may not
impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other pro-
visions: S0679
Locksmiths; provide for licensure, continuing education, definitions, and
other provisions: H3038
Motorsports Entertainment Complex Investment Act: H4009
Movies; unlawful to sell video games depicting gun violence and provide
for fine: H5219
Pawn tickets, penalties and violations; provide for criminal penalties for cer-
tain violations: S0810, H4534
Pawn transactions; political subdivisions may enact ordinances requiring
payment of fees or taxes related to pawn transactions and
require pawn broker to obtain a local license: H4534
Pawnbroker fees; require certain digital records and provide all pledged
items must be held for 21 days: H4534
Pawnbrokers; require certain digital records and provide all pledged items
must be held for 21 days; remove prohibition to fees and
other provisions: H4534
Pawnbrokers; shall maintain records for inspection and provide all records
of pledged items by electronic data transfer to a database
system on Consumer Affairs; revise law enforcement treat-
ment of stolen goods; other provisions: S0810
Pay-for-success contracts; establish trust fund for performance accountabil-
ity and other provisions: S0963
Premises owner’s right to permit concealed weapons; provide that the
owner is liable for any injury sustained by a concealed
weapon permit holder and provide civil liabilities: H3239
Property assessment for merchants; require DOR to follow certain classifi-
cation system manual provisions: S0539, H4029
Public accomodations; provide that a local government or other political
subdivisions may not enact anything that would require a
person to use a multiple occupancy bathroom regardless of
sex; exceptions: H3012
Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibition Act: H3883
Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibition Act: S0577
Retailers; retailers selling tangible personal goods in a place of business
shall provide restroom facilities for customers: H3327
Revised Uniform Unincorporated Nonprofit Association Act: S0190,
H3109
SC Business License Tax Standardization Act: H3650
SC Equal Pay for Equal Work Act; prohibit paying lesser wages to employ-
ees of one sex  for comparable work and provide for judi-
cial remedies: S0257, H3599, H4812
SC Incandescent Light Bulb Freedom Act: S0186
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Telephone Privacy Protection Act: H4628
SC Uniform Partnership Act of 2017: S0193, H3230: S0193, H3230
SC with Disabilities Economic Development Trust Fund: H3836
Sales and use tax; provide that a retailer is presumed to be liable for tax if
the retailer enters into an agreement with a resident for
which the resident refers potential customers and to require
retail license: S0214
Sales tax exemptions; exempt certain fuel and electricity used as well as
clothes worn during perishable prepared food manufactur-
ing: H4021
Salvage and junk yards involved in automobiles; provide the business must
report to the DMV and provide penalty: H3646
Securities Commissioners’ investigations and subpeonas; provide that sec-
tion does not preclude a person from applying to the Rich-
land County Court of Common Please for relief: S0862
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Tax credit; installation of diaper changing station at business: H4524
Tax credits; provide credit or rebate for various types imposed equal to 20
percent of new tax revenue paid if taxpayer has made qual-
ifying capital investment at their business location; other
provisions: S0837
Telemarketing; prohibit telemarketer or solicitor from making a call with a
spoofed number that displays a SC area code unless the
solicitor maintains a physical presence in state; penalties
and exceptions: S0996, H4724
Unemployment; provide that filing provisions do not apply to those with
less than 50 employees: S1027
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
Uniform Limited Liability Company Act of 2017: S0189, H3108
Unlawful employment practices; prohibit certain practices disclosing infor-
mation about wages and wage history; require wage ranges
for prospective employees upon request: H4856
Unlawful employment practices; provide that it is unlawful for an employer
to fail to hire and individual because of credit history;
exceptions: H3046
Video games; unlawful to sell video games depicting gun violence and pro-
vide for fine: H5218




Vulnerable adults, targeting; provide a right of action, recovery and penal-
ties; other provisions: S1041
CALHOUN COUNTY
Calhoun county voting precincts; designate map number: H3661
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
See Ethics (this index)
CANDIDATES
See Elections (this index)
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BONDS
See Bonds or Notes (this index)
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
See Appropriation Acts (this index)
CEMETERIES
Human remains, desecration or destruction; provide for enhanced penalties
for violations motivated by hate crime: S0517
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
Alcohol license; provide definitions for non-profit and non-profit special
event; provide for non-profit organization to issued a
license to serve alcohol for special events: H3850
Alcohol, permits for for on-premise consumption; provide that the decision
making body of the school, church or playground must
affirmatively state that is does not object to the license
issuance: H3549
Community charge; allow governing body to impose community charge on
nonprofit hospitals and institutions of higher learning , pro-
vide guidelines and other provisions: H4800
Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school property leased by a
church for services or church activities with permission
from church governing body: H4598
Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or religious sanctuary that
allows a permit holder to carry on premises is not civilly or
criminally liable: H4409
Concealed weapons permits; allow for a concealed weapon permit holder to
carry on church property if granted permission by church
and other provisions: S0769
Freedom of religion for student associations; provide that no public institu-
tion of higher learning shall take any action or enforce pol-
icy that denies a religious student association a benefit
available to other students: S0221
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contribution made to nonprofit schol-
arship funding organizations for children eligible for free
or reduced lunch, excpetional needs, and other provisions:
S0241
Institutional Concealed Weapons Permit, created; SLED to promulgate reg-
ulations and provide training to obtain permit; other provi-
sions: S0088, S0432
Mandated reporting; add religious counselors as mandated reporters: H4705
Non-profits; require certain non-profit corporations that receive public
funds to submit a quarterly report to awarding jurisdiction
and to public: S0472, H3931
Nonprofits; require nonprofit organizations to provide certain financial dis-
closures before receiving a contribution of fund from a
state agency: H3103
Permits, special and temporary to sell alcohol at certain events; all manufac-
turers or producers to donate their products and furnish
equipment to promote their beverages to qualified nonprof-
its for charity: S0114
BUSINESSES AND CORPORATIONS (Continued)
Property tax exemptions; exempt all property devoted to low income hous-
ing if property owned by non-profit: H3867
Property tax exemptions; extend exemption on church property not owned
by a church but exclusively used for church purposes:
H4859
Property tax exemptions; provide if qualifying charitable organization
acquires property that will be exempt then the exemption
takes effect upon acquisition: H4530
Raffles; increase the value of noncash prizes allowed; allow for increase in
raffle ticket cost; allow bingo volunteer to play bingo under
certain circumstances: S0812
Sales tax, exemptions; exempt certain disposable diapers sold to a non-
profit: H3841
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and occu-
pants of school, church or day care buses: H3250, H3253
Special Non-profit even licenses; provide winery may donate wine for a
non-profit special event: H5085
Special purpose district; provide that a district receiving a gift of art work
may transfer ownership to a nonprofit organized for the
purpose of displaying art and other provisions: S0928
Tax credits; authorize a nonprofit corporation to transfer credits unless
transfer is specifically prohibited: H3609, H3923
CHARLESTON COUNTY
See Also Ports Authority, State (this index)
Charleston County School District; allow for trustees to establish compen-
sation for board members and other provisions: S1160
Charleston County School District; provide procedures for Board of Trust-
ees to close rural schools and other provisions: H4449
Charleston County School District; reestablish the boundary lines and
redraw the three geographic areas the board of trustees
must reside for the Cooper River School District No. 4,
other provisions: H3171
Charleston County School Districts; provide the membership of the St.
John’s Constituent School District 9 shall include two resi-
dents of former Wadmalaw District 12: H5373
Charleston County; Curtis B Inabinett, Sr. Highway named: H4467
Deputy Sheriff Joseph J Matuskovic Memorial Intersection named: H3878
Father Nicolas C. Trivelas Memorial Boulevard named: H3657
Officer James Owens, Jr. Memorial Intersection named: S0814
Reverend Tony L Daise Bridge named: H5215
Voting precincts, Charleston County; redesignate map numbers: S0555,
H3936, H4908
CHECKS




Major General Gary T McCoy Road named: H3507
The Reverend Joe H. Neal Way named: H4284
CHESTERFIELD COUNTY
Chesterfield County School District; revise filing period and declaration of
candidacy: H4979
Teals Mill Memorial Bridge named: H4687
CHILDREN









See Agriculture/Tobacco (this index)
CIRCUIT COURTS
See Courts (this index)
CITIES AND TOWNS
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
See Specific County (this index)
CIVIL ACTIONS
See Torts (this index)
CLARENDON COUNTY
Holmes Nathaniel Smith, Jr. Memorial Street named: S0356
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
Toll, along I-95; require DOT to impose a toll where I-95 crosses Lake Mar-
ion in Orangeburg or Clarendon County and provide for
expenditure of toll revenues: S0210, H3273
Voting precincts, Clarendon County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: H4183
CLERKS OF COURT




See Legislative Council (this index)
CODE OF LAWS
See Legislative Council (this index)
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 ADDED, REENACTED OR 
REDESIGNATED
Title 01
01-001-0030 through 01-001-0050, Standard time for SC; provide SC
no longer observe time changes for daylight savings time:
H4684
01-001-0030, Daylight saving time; provide for daylight saving time
to be the standard time for SC: S1110
01-001-0310 through 01-001-0340, Personhood Act of SC; establish
the right to life for each born and preborn human being and
guarantee rights: S0217, H3530
01-001-0686, State Anthem; designate Dum Spiro Spero, While I
Breathe, I hope  as official state anthem: H3078
01-001-1050, SC Government Efficiency Act; create task force to
develop recommendations for improving governmental
operations and reducing costs: H4427
01-001-1710 through 01-001-1730, Licensing fees; state agencies may
not impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other
provisions: S0679
01-003-0060, Children’s Advocacy Department; require Governor to
designate teh agency to administer the Developmental Dis-
abilities Council: S0805
01-003-0125, Lieutenant Governor, vacancy; Governor shall appoint
with consent of senate: H3159, H4977
01-003-0325, Officers, appointment and removal; establish SC
Ambassador of Jazz by Governor: S1117
01-007-0180, Alicia’s Law; create the internet crimes against children
fund to investigate, prosecute and prevent internet crimes
against children: H3100
01-007-0200 through 01-007-0230, Transparency in Private Attorney
Contracts Act: S0419
01-007-1100 through 01-007-1110, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; create crime
victim services division in the office of AG and move other
offices under this division: S0289, H3827
01-007-1310 through 01-007-1390, Utilities Consumer Advocate cre-
ated in the office of the Attorney General; duties and
responsibilities among other things: H4379
01-007-1510 through 01-007-1630, Attorney General confidentiality;
define terms and provide for procedures for confidentiality
for domestic violence, stalking and human trafficking vic-
tims; provide penalties and other provisions: H5019
01-011-0437, State resident verification; require all state agencies to
use a single third party source to compile and publish
address data for resident verification and require Fiscal
Accountability Authority  to procure compiler: H3928
01-023-0138, Regulatory Freedom Act: H3002
01-023-0665, Freedom of Information Act Review Office, created;
duties and functions: S0099, H3352, H4396
01-031-0060, Native Americans; continue to be recognized and exer-
cise privileges and obligations authorized by that designa-
tion; Commission on Minority Affairs cease to recognize
additional groups and other provisions: S0272, H3177
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 002, Standard time for SC; provide SC no
longer observe time changes for daylight savings time:
H4684
Title 01, Chap. 001, Art. 005, Personhood Act of SC; establish the
right to life for each born and preborn human being and
guarantee rights: S0217, H3530
Title 01, Chap. 007, Art. 002, Transparency in Private Attorney Con-
tracts Act: S0419
Title 01, Chap. 007, Art. 008, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; create crime
victim services division in the office of AG and move other
offices under this division: S0289, H3827
Title 01, Chap. 007, Art. 009 Utilities Consumer Advocate created in
the office of the Attorney General; duties and responsibili-
ties among other things: H4379
Title 01, Chap. 023, Art. 007, Regulatory Review and Recission Act;
require Revenue and Fiscal Affairs to perform cost benefit
analysis of proposed regulations, exceptions and other pro-
visions: H3614
Title 01, Chap.001, Art. 026, Licensing fees; state agencies may not
impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other pro-
visions: S0679
Title 02
02-001-0060, Term limits; provide that House members serve only 6
terms and Senate members only serve 3 terms: S0722
02-001-0105, General Assembly; a person may not be elected or
appointed to a position filled by the General Assembly if
an immediate family member of a member; other provi-
sions: S0980
02-001-0185, Session Days; change days for House to meet Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday beginning 2018; provide for
exceptions: H4161
02-001-0190, Term limits; a person is not eligible for election to the
House if served six terms in the same body or the Senate if
served four terms in the same body beginning 2017: H3142
02-001-0190, Term limits; a person is not eligible for election to the
House if served six terms in the same body or the Senate if
served three terms in the same body beginning 2017:
H3164
02-001-0190, Term limits; limit house members to 8 terms and senate
members to 4 terms: S0816
02-001-0260, General Assembly members; provide a person may not
be elected in the year after they reach age 72: H5223
02-001-0260, Legislative delegation apointed governing groups; no
governing group may transfer authority or duties to another
board or entity without prior affirmative action of the Gen-
eral Assembly; penalties: S1125, H3165
02-001-0260, Legislative delegation; authorize delegation to remove
for cause a delegation appointee to or member of a board,
commission, or council whom the delegation recom-
mended to another public official or entity: S0256, H3446




02-001-0260, State agencies and others ; to report to General Assem-
bly upon request, exempt certain information and provide
penalties: S0754
02-003-0021, General Assembly, member compensation; provide that
members shall receive compensation annually determined
by the agency head salary commission based on average
SC salary; reevaluation every 4 years: H5220
02-007-0061, Appropriations Bill, provide that the General Assembly
or State Agency shall not increase or implement a fine or
penalty in the appropriations bill and must do so by a sepa-
rate act; exceptions: S0066
02-007-0077, Appropriations; provide that no additional appropria-
tions over those provided in the previous years Act may be
provided inteh current year for k-12 programs until base
cost is fully funded; limited exceptions: S0830
02-015-0066, Legislative Audit Council; require audit council to con-
duct a management performance audit of the office of indi-
gent defense and every three years after; other provisions:
H3333
02-015-0067, Legislative Audit Council; shall conduct a management
performance audit of each public institution of higher edu-
cation every ten years beginning January 1, 2018: H3045
02-015-0130, Legislative Audit Council; provide with certain powers:
H3831
02-019-0115, Magistrates Court Candidates; to be screened by the
judicial merit selection commission before appointment ,
provide for vacancy and screening to fill vacancy: H3302
02-019-0130, Judges, elections; require a member of the General
Assembly to recuse himself from voting if received a cam-
paign contribution from judicial candidate; recuse from
voting for spouse: H3512
02-021-0010, Senators, US; provide for the manner in which the two
Senators shall appear annually before a joint session of the
General Assembly: H4327
02-047-0065, Inflation project costs for improvement projects; index
inflation: S1239
02-080-0010 through 02-080-0060, SC Reapportionment Commis-
sion, created; provide for membership, powers and duties:
H3339
02-080-0010 through 02-080-0060, SC Redistricting Commission;
create independent commission, provide for membership
and duties; other provisions: S0989, H4456
02-080-0010 through 02-080-0180, SC Citizens Redistricting Com-
mission, created; provide for reapportionment plans,
duties, powers, and other provisions: S1159, H5201
02-081-0010 through 02-081-0050, Joint Committee on Federalism
created to evaluate certain federal laws; provide for mem-
bership and duties: S0855, H4453
Title 02, Chap. 080, SC Citizens Redistricting Commission, created;
provide for reapportionment plans, duties, powers, and
other provisions: S1159, H5201
Title 02, Chap. 080, SC Reapportionment Commission, created; pro-
vide for membership, powers and duties: H3339
Title 02, Chap. 080, SC Redistricting Commission; create independent
commission, provide for membership and duties; other
provisions: S0989, H4456
Title 04
04-001-0160, Building fees; allow county government to increase fees
to allocate increase to affordable housing: S0364
04-001-0190, Insurance; Counties allowed to establish a windstorm
protection and homeowners insurance program to assist
with financial costs and other provisions: S0313, H3570
04-002-0110 through 04-002-0130, Counties, Licensing fees; counties
may not impose any new licensing fee on businesses and
other provisions: S0679
04-003-0075, Boundary lines of Beaufort and Jasper counties; alter
boundary lines: S0646, H4180
04-003-0325, Boundary lines of Beaufort and Jasper counties; alter
boundary lines: S0646, H4180
04-009-0032, County councils; require county councils to provide
office space and appropriate monies for the county legisla-
tive delegation; other provisions: H3156
04-010-0390, Capital projects sales tax, reimposition; extend reimpo-
sitions: S1038
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 ADDED, REENACTED OR 
REDESIGNATED (Continued)
Title 04, Chap. 002, Counties, Licensing fees; counties may not
impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other pro-
visions: S0679
Title 05
05-003-0020, Municipalities; allow for annexing when property
blighted: S0314
05-003-0105, Local Government Efficiency Act; authorize municipal-
ity to annex an area by ordinance if the area does not
exceed 25 acres and is completely surrounded by the
municipality; exceptions and procedures: H3158
05-003-0320, Special purpose districts; clarify meaning of contiguous
when municipality is located entirely within borders of
special purpose district is annexing: H3669, H4064
05-003-0320, Special purpose districts; provide for an additional
method of annexation under certain circumstances: H4076
05-007-0320, On-street parking privileges; any regulation, legislation
or statute regarding on-street parking privileges for resi-
dents of a municipality that are not available to nonresi-
dents must be approved by General Assembly: H4075
05-031-0695, Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251
05-041-0110 through 05-041-0170, Municipal Tax Relief Act: S0426
Title 05, Chap. 041, Municipal Tax Relief Act: S0426
Title 06
06-001-0175, Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on
any private developer for each new residential dwelling
unit and provide funds be used to fund Gentrification Trust
Fund and other provisions: H5158
06-001-0175, Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on
any private developer for each new residential dwelling
unit and provide funds to be used to combat homelessness:
H3227
06-001-0180, Business license and insurance taxes; prevent political
subdivisions from collecting: H3651
06-001-0180, Community charge; allow governing body to impose
community charge on nonprofit hospitals and institutions
of higher learning , provide guidelines and other provi-
sions: H4800
06-001-0180, Off street parking; require a county or municipality to
assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the revenue to the
state highway fund: H3086
06-001-0180, Politcial subdivision reapportionment; provide for reap-
portionment within three years of census and provide pro-
cedures for continuity; other provisions: H4416
06-001-0180, Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare,
maintain & certify a report listing each political subdivi-
sion it has determined to be in compliance with statutes;
designate report as ICR; other provisions: S0776, H4496
06-001-0180, Political subdivisions membership; prohibit counties,
municipalities, or political subdivisions from using at-large
voting to choose more than 50 percent of members and
other provisions: H4503
06-001-0180, Political subdivisions, employee scheduling practices;
prohibit from establishing or providing terms of employ-
ment that exceed or conflict with federal or state statute:
H4507
06-001-0180, Reappointments; provide procedures for continuity of
representation when reappointment locates two or more
elected members in the same district: S0138
06-001-0180, Special purpose district; provide that a district receiving
a gift of art work may transfer ownership to a nonprofit
organized for the purpose of displaying art and other provi-
sions: S0928
06-001-0340, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act;: H3650
06-001-0350, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; create
the Business License Class Schedule Board: H3650
06-001-0360, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; provide
for notice of assessment and appeals: H3650
06-001-0780, Hospitality tax; provide that a penalty, fine, or other
additional cost may not be imposed with hospitality tax
payments received within 7 days of the due date that in the
aggregate exceeds 5 percent of delinquent: H3310
06-001-2110 through 06-001-2130, County, municipality or school
district shall provide certain information on website and
maintain a database: S1140, H5180




06-001-3010 through 06-001-3030, Municipal Corporations, Licens-
ing fees; municipal corporation may not impose any new
licensing fee on businesses and other provisions: S0679
06-007-0510 through 06-007-0520, SC Inclusionary Zoning Act; pro-
vide counties and municipalities are authorized to use
inclusionary zoning strategies to increase availability of
affordable housing: S0346, H4162, H4854
06-009-0008, Technical review committees; all committees shall be
composed of individuals with state licenses for their area
on the committee: S0579
06-009-0009, Technical review committees; all committees shall be
composed of individuals with state licenses for their area
on the committee: S0579
06-011-0102, Recreation Committee; authorize the legislative delega-
tion of a county to abolish a county recreation commission
by resolution and devolve the powers onto the county gov-
erning body: S0782, H3445, H3447
06-011-0102, Special purpose or public service districts; allow the leg-
islative delegation or a county to remove the Governor’s
appointment authority over the recreation commission and
devolve the power on the county’s governing body: S0110
06-014-0010 through 06-014-0100, Local Option Motor Fuel User
Fee Act; provide that a county may impose ordinance for
the sole purpose of road improvement projects; provide
manner the DOR shall collect and distribute fee: S0070
06-039-0010 through 06-039-0130, SC Commercial-Property
Assessed Clean Energy Act: S0261, H3304
Title 06, Chap. 001, Art. 010, Municipal Corporations, Licensing fees;
municipal corporation may not impose any new licensing
fee on businesses and other provisions: S0679
Title 06, Chap. 001, Art. 011, County, municipality or school district
shall provide certain information on website and maintain a
database: S1140, H5180
Title 06, Chap. 007, Art. 005, SC Inclusionary Zoning Act; provide
counties and municipalities are authorized to use inclusion-
ary zoning strategies to increase availability of affordable
housing: S0346, H4162, H4954
Title 06, Chap. 014, Local Option Motor Fuel User Fee Act; provide
that a county may impose ordinance for the sole purpose of
road improvement projects; provide manner the DOR shall
collect and distribute fee: S0070
Title 06, Chap. 039, SC Commercial-Property Assessed Clean Energy
Act: S0261, H3304
Title 07
07-005-0115, Elections; provide a person must be a registered member
of party to vote in partisan primary: S0536, H4115
07-005-0275, Voter registration; ensure that high school students sev-
enteen years old has completed a voter registration form
and received instruction regarding the importance of vot-
ing; other provisions: H3140
07-005-0321, Electors; allow an elector to have certain identifiable
information declared confidential: S0127
07-011-0012, Governor and Lieutenant Governor; must be elected
jointly and provide for procedures: H3159, H4977
07-011-0215, Candidacy pledge; provide that a candidate who exe-
cutes a pledge with a political party for that party’s primary
election and is elected must resign the office before he may
change political party affiliation: H3169, H4007
07-012-0025, Early voting; establish procedures: S0100, H3144
07-013-0025, Registration and voting; provide a procedure by which a
qualified elector may register and cast a ballot on the same
day; other provisions: H3155
07-013-0200, Elections; establish procedures for conducting elections
by mail: H3460
07-013-0200, Elections; provide entities authorized to conduct elec-
tions shall conduct elections on the first Tuesday following
the first Monday in November in even-numbered years:
S0396
07-013-0315, State Election Commission; Governor and Lieutenant
Governor jointly elected: H4977
07-013-0367, Write-in voting; provide a procedure for write-in voting
for president and vice-president: H3163
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 ADDED, REENACTED OR 
REDESIGNATED (Continued)
07-017-0025, Election audits; provide that post-election audits to cor-
rect or verify outcomes must be completed by the county
boards of voter registration and other provisions: S0127
07-019-0130, Presidential election; adopt agreement among states to
elect the president by popular vote: H3173
Title 08
08-001-0200, Elected position vacancy due to conviction; official
shall reimburse governing authority for the cost of elec-
tions held to fill vacancy and other provisions: S0533,
H4502
08-001-0200, State employee; state employer shall allow employee to
attend an educational activity at the school of employee’s
child: H3075
08-011-0625, Annual Leave for State Employees; provide employees
earning 30 days a year must receive a lump sum payment
for days fewer than 30 or donated and other provisions:
S0055
08-011-0785, Public employee leave; employee may request leave be
transferred to specific recipient rather than leave pool and
other provisions: H4947
08-011-0970, State workforce; establish a coordinated initiative to
promote diversity and inclusion in teh workforce and
define responsibilities of State Agencies under initiative:
S0045
08-013-0367, Candidate income tax returns; State Ethics Commission
shall be granted access during pending investigation of
open complaint: S0915, S0931
08-013-0367, Ethics Commission; provide the commission shall be
granted access to candidate income tax returns on file with
DOR during a pending investigation or complaint: S0764
08-013-0757, State agency, former employees; require one year wait-
ing period before former employee may accept compensa-
tion for the purpose of influencing action with former
agency and other provisions: H3830
08-013-0940, Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0132
08-013-1145, Reporting; require appropriate supervisory office to
send certain electronic notice of obligation to report:
H3579
08-013-1301, Candidates or ballots; enumerate factors that must be
considered to determine whether a committee has a major
purpose in supporting or opposing: H3514
08-013-1301, Contributions; provide that jointly elected candidates
must be considered a single candidate for contributions and
establish a committee: H4977
08-013-1311, Independent expenditures only committees; establish
requirements: H3514
08-013-1313, State ethics commission; require an individual who
makes an independent expenditure in and aggregate
amount or excess of 500 dollars to file a report with com-
mission: H3514
08-013-1315, Candidates and elected officials; prohibit direct or indi-
rect coordination between candidate and elected official
and an independent expenditure-only committee: H3514
08-013-1337, Contributions; clarify who may not solicit contributions
nor provide employment advantages or disadvantages
based on contributions: H3579
08-013-1345, Campaign contributions; prohibit a person who has
made a contribution to a popularly elected official within
the previous four years from being appointed to a public
office; other provisions: S0988, H4444
08-013-1375, Independent expenditures committees; require commit-
tees to provide certain disclosures and disclaimers: H3571
08-013-1530, Candidates; may not be a candidate if fined for a viola-
tion and failed to pay fine: H3579
08-015-0080, Local office candidates; establish residency require-
ments for candidates for local office that are elected from
specific districts: H3849
08-016-0010 through 08-016-0310, SC Judicial Independence Act;
provide procedure for candidates for the office of AG who
agree to limits on contributions to receive a predetermined
amount of public funds: S0977, H4498
08-027-0005, SC Whistleblower and Public Employee Protection Act:
H3448




Title 08, Chap. 016, SC Judicial Independence Act; provide procedure
for candidates for the office of AG who agree to limits on
contributions to receive a predetermined amount of public
funds: S0977, H4498
Title 09
09-001-0005, SCRS; close SC Retirement system: S1028
09-001-0110, Retirement benefits; a person forfeits benefits if con-
victed of a crime while in office: H3645
09-001-2410 through 09-001-2470, Optional Shared-Risk Defined
Benefit Plan, created; provide for requirements and bene-
fits; other provisions: H5000
09-016-0100, Investment commission; place restrictions on lobbyists
and prohibit certain investments: S0394, H3726
09-022-0010 through 9-022-1120, SC Shared-Risk Defined Benefit
Plan, established; provide details for plan: S1028
09-024-0005 through 09-024-0100, SC Wealthbuilder-Primary Retire-
ment Savings Plan, established; provide details of the plan:
S1028
Title 09, Chap. 01, Art. 019, Optional Shared-Risk Defined Benefit
Plan, created; provide for requirements and benefits; other
provisions: H5000
Title 09, Chap. 022, SC Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan, created;
provide details of the plan: S1028
Title 09, Chap. 024, SC Wealthbuilder-Primary Retirement Savings
Plan, established; provide details of the plan: S1028
Title 10
10-001-0177, Dept of Administration; authorize the dept to erect a
memorial on the State House Grounds to Honor Rev.
Joseph Armstrong DeLaine: H4400
10-001-0181, African-American Confederate Veterans Monument:
H4515
10-001-0182, African-American Confederate Veterans Monument
Commission; establish and provide powers and duties:
H4515
10-001-0220, Public Building; prohibit the SC infantry battle flag or
any other confederate flag from being flown or displayed:
H3605
10-001-0220, Public building; require public buildings owned by state
to supply feminine hygiene products in female restrooms:
H3097
10-001-0220, Public buildings; require DOA to post markers of chem-
icals on public property at entrances and inform public
entering of any chemicals used within the building: H4645
10-005-0300, SC Nursing Mothers Act; provide that public buildings
and schools must provide certain accommodations for
breastfeeding mothers: H4717
10-013-0010 through 10-013-0070, Governmental improvement and
construction projects; provide projects shall comply with
certain energy standards: H4967
Title 10, Chap. 013, Governmental improvement and construction
projects; provide projects shall comply with certain energy
standards: H4967
Title 11
11-001-0130, Non-profits; require certain non-profit corporations that
receive public funds to submit a quarterly report to award-
ing jurisdiction and to public: S0472, H3931
11-005-0290, State Treasurer; require State Treasurer to provide Gen-
eral Assembly an annual report detailing investments and
investment strategies: H4450
11-009-0025, Expenditures; prohibit State Officer or employee from
authorizing expenditure without appropriated funds and
other provisions; provide penalties and exceptions: S0065
11-011-0085, Zero based budget process beginning 2018-2019: H3319
11-011-0086, State agencies; provide for a zero-based budget review
on a ten year schedule of each agency and other provisions:
H3076
11-011-0135, Other funds balances; provide that executive budget
office must compile info from each state agency on other
funds carry forward money and report to the General
Assembly: S0076
11-011-0240, Poverty Elimination Bank, created; to fund poverty
reduction initiatives: H3081
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11-011-0240, Rural County Transformation Fund; fund to be used for
financial assistance to rural counties, provide for disburse-
ment and other requirements: H3922
11-011-0240, Safety maintenance account created to offset the amount
of the preventative maintenance credit: H3516
11-011-0250, Appropriations bill; require provisions in appropriations
bill that direct the manner in which funds are expended to
specify the source of funds and other provisions: S0838
11-011-0250, Palmetto Autism Trust Fund, created: S1067
11-011-0250, SC Gentrification Trust Fund created and other provi-
sions: H5158
11-011-0260, State agencies; require each agency to prepare a quar-
terly operating budget each fiscal year and to require a
report of any deviations from the budget: H3832
11-011-0415, General Fund Appropriations; provide limit is the total
amount of the revenue estimate in February, increases, and
other provisions: H3107
11-011-0510 through 11-011-0560, Taxpayer Transparency Act;
require executive budget office to create and make public a
single, searchable budget database and other provisions:
S1139, H5181
11-011-0610 through 11-011-0850, Public institutions of higher learn-
ing; provide increased funding and other provisions: S1239
11-035-1526, Procurement office; provide that office shall enter into a
multiaward, catalog-wide ,master agreement comprised
solely of products sold by SC headquartered companies:
S0553
11-035-3265, Piping materials; require all government agencies to
consider all piping materials for determining requirements
for certain projects and other provisions: H3652
11-060-0010 through 11-060-0050, Pay-for-success contracts; estab-
lish trust fund for performance accountability and other
provisions: S0963
TItle 11, Chap. 060, Pay-for-success contracts; establish trust fund for
performance accountability and other provisions: S0963
Title 11, Chap. 011, Art. 007, Public institutions of higher learning;
provide increased funding and other provisions: S1239
Title 11, Chap. 011, Art. 007, Taxpayer Transparency Act; require
executive budget office to create and make public a single,
searchable budget database and other provisions: S1139,
H5181
Title 12
12-004-0365, Candidate income tax returns; State Ethics Commission
shall be granted access during pending investigation of
open complaint: S0915, S0931
12-004-0365, Revenue department; provide DOR shall provide
income tax returns of candidates when requested by the
Ethics Commission: S0764
12-006-0511, SC Twenty-First Century Highway System Cost Balanc-
ing Act; eliminate certain tax income brackets and charge
3.75 percent on those incomes: H3881
12-006-1145, Income tax deduction; allow for deduction for tuition
paid for independent school, home schooling, or public
school outside the district of residence: S0241
12-006-1145, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; create a SC
standard deduction and personal exemption and to adjust
them for inflation: S1258
12-006-1146, Income tax credit; allow for credit for contribution made
to nonprofit scholarship funding organizations for children
eligible for free or reduced lunch, excpetional needs, and
other provisions: S0241
12-006-1165, Income tax deduction; provide for deduction for certain
individual taxpayers who exhibit safe driving habits:
H3616
12-006-1172, Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all mili-
tary retirement income and first responder retirement
income; other provisions: H4936
12-006-3378, Tax credits; allow credit on agribusiness operation or
packaging which are certified SC grown and specifica-
tions: S0404, S1043, H3725
12-006-3395, Long-Term Care Tax Credit; allow individual income
tax credit for long-term care insurance contract and pro-
hibit a double benefit: S0051




12-006-3632, Earned income tax; phase-in a credit equal to 125 per-
cent of any earned income tax credit allowed: H3516
12-006-3632, Income Tax credit; allow a refundable state individual
income tax credit equal to 3 percent of the federal earned
credit and annually increasing to 5 percent: H3226
12-006-3632, Income tax credit; allow credit equal to twenty percent
of the federal earned income tax credit: S0358
12-006-3632, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; allow a credit equal to three and one-half percent of
any earned income tax credit allowed: S0051
12-006-3685, Income tax credit; allow credit for contributions to
scholarship organizations that provide grants for home and
independent school students; other provisions: S0995,
H4932
12-006-3690, Income tax credit; provide up to 5,000 dollar credit for
parent or guardian for instruction-related expenses for
homeschooling or for tuition paid to independent school
and other provisions: H3934
12-006-3697, Income tax credit; allow for credit for costs of purchas-
ing or converting an alternative fuel-heavy duty vehicle
and specify amounts: S0581, H4065
12-006-3710, Income tax credit; allow a 5,000 dollar tax credit to any
taxpayer that employs a formerly incarcerated person as a
full-time employee for one year; specifications and eligi-
bility: S0360, H3101
12-006-3740, SC Nursing Mothers Act; provide tax credits for
employers that provide accommodations for breastfeeding
mothers: H4717
12-006-3760, Disabled Self-Employment Development Trust Fund;
provide for a tax credit for contributions to the fund:
S0729, S0756
12-006-3760, Income Tax, credit; provide tax credit for taypayers who
hire an apprentice: H3311
12-006-3760, Tax Credits; provide for a tax credit to employers who
hire qualified ex-felons: S0191
12-006-3760, Tax credit; allow for employers hiring an unemployed
individual receiving unemployment compensation benefits
and other provisions: H3484
12-006-3765, Income tax credit; provide credit for those who contrib-
ute to the workforce scholarship and grant fund: H3311
12-006-3775, Health Enterprise Zone Act; reference the availability of
certain tax credits: H4494
12-006-3775, Tax credits; provide for tax credit for purchase or lease
of solar energy property and places it in service to state;
provide definitions: S0935, H4699
12-006-3780, Income tax credit; allow for credit for certain preventa-
tive maintenance to private passenger vehicles: H3516
12-006-3780, Income tax credit; allow for credit for contributions to
the Educational Credit for Exceptional Needs Children’s
Fund and tuition payments made to schools for exceptional
needs children; other provisions: H4077, H4305
12-006-3780, Tax credit for an employer who allows an employee to
attend an educational activity at employee’s child’s school:
H3075
12-006-3785 Income tax credits; provide definitions, limitations, and
awards: S1200
12-006-3785, Income Tax Credit; Allow individual to claim credit if
serves as caregiver for a person who is at least 65 years of
age; set credit amount: S0059
12-006-3785, Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer purchasing and
using motor fuel for other than vehicle operation is allowed
a refundable income tax credit: S0883
12-006-3785, Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer with a registered
vehicle is allowed a refundable credit on vehicle mainte-
nance: S0566
12-006-3790, Income tax credit; allow for each clinical rotation served
by a physician, advanced practice nurse, or physician assis-
tant as a preceptor for certain programs: S0351, H3620
12-006-3795, Tax credit; installation of diaper changing station at
business: H4524
12-006-3800, Income tax credit; allow taxpayer eligible for federal
low-income house credit to claim equal state credit: S0362
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12-006-3800, Tax credits; provide credit or rebate for various types
imposed equal to 20 percent of new tax revenue paid if tax-
payer has made qualifying capital investment at their busi-
ness location; other provisions: S0837
12-007-0010 through 12-007-1840, SC Income Tax Act for Individu-
als, Trusts, and Estates; provisions: H5203
12-010-0080, Job development credits; make certain qualifying ser-
vice-related facilities eligible: S0404, H3725
12-010-0108, Tax credits; provide circumstances in which profes-
sional employer organizations may be eligible for certain
credits and economic incentives: S0268, S0330, H3774
12-021-3925, Bingo; allow a bingo volunteer to participate in games
under certain circumstances: S0812
12-024-0098, SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act; provide for
reduction in transfer of recoding fees in the annual appro-
priations act: S0219
12-028-0410 through 12-028-0430, User fees; impose an additional
user fee equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels;
revenue credited to highway fund; termination provisions:
H3111
12-028-0410 through 12-028-0450, SC Voluntary Infrastructure Fund-
ing Act; impose additional use fee equal to 10 cents a gal-
lon on certain motor fuels and revenue credited to state
highway fund; other provisions: H3315
12-028-2760, Motor fuel user fees; prohibit certain funds from being
expended on new road construction projects and prohibit
funds transferred to infrastructure bank: H3967, H4041
12-031-0101 through 12-034-0960, SC Fair Tax Act: H3317
12-036-0071, Sales and use tax; provide that a retailer is presumed to
be liable for tax if the retailer enters into an agreement with
a resident for which the resident refers potential customers
and to require retail license: S0214
12-036-2575, Retail sales tax license holder; any taxpayer holding a
retail sales tax license shall voluntarily round up to the
nearest whole dollar; provide revenue to go to fund teacher
grant program: H4049
12-037-0460, Promenade pride districts, allow for creation; provide
that the value of any addition or improvement to real prop-
erty located within the district is exempt for property tax
levied for 7 years: H3312
12-037-2600, Ad valorem taxes on large commercial vehicles; provide
that motor carriers are exempt: S0600
12-037-2655, Vehicle tax notice; require certain valuation information
to be included: H3082
12-037-3140 through 12-037-3430, Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform
statewide ad valorem tax to replace any other ad valorem
tax imposed for school operating purposes; other provi-
sions: H3314
12-037-3180, Weather events, damaged residence; provide that certain
improvements made to damaged residence by catastrophic
weather of October 2015 are not considered improvements
for property tax purposes: H3594
12-037-3200 through 12-037-3240, Boats and watercraft, property tax
assessment; provide for procedures concerning assess-
ments and payments and issues of certificates of number:
H4815
12-037-4010 through 12-037-4030, Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform
statewide ad valorem tax on personal motor vehicles to
replace any other ad valorem tax imposed for school oper-
ating purposes; other provisions: H3313
12-043-0235, Property; provide property assessed as agricultural
property or as farm machinery and equipment in 2016 must
continue to be assessed with the same assessment ratio
unless change occurs: H3463
12-045-0440, Motor vehicle tax; prohibit county treasurer from refus-
ing payment solely because the taxpayer is delinquent on
another property: H3091
12-054-0265, Distraint warrant, DOR; require financial institution
provide certain information to DOR: S0551, H4030
12-060-2950, Motor vehicle property tax; auditor must reduce assess-
ment to sales price if lower than assessment and provide
for rebates and sales incentives to be subtracted from
assessment: S0056




12-062-0110, Committed and uncommitted funds; provide funds to be
carried over for same purpose and remove the distinction
of rebates should one fund be depleted in any fiscal year:
H3439
12-067-0145, Abandoned building tax credit limits; provide credit
limits for certain building sites that qualify for abandoned
building rehab tax credit: S1068, H4857
12-069-0010 through 12-069-0030, Motorsports Entertainment Com-
plex Investment Act; provide for exemption for certain
building materials from sales tax and provide process for
exemption: H4009
12-069-0100 through 12-069-0170, SC Agribusiness and Rural Jobs
Act; provide definitions, application and approval process,
allow for tax credit, and other provisions: S0407
12-070-0010 through 12-070-0050, SC Economic Development Tax
Incentive Evaluation Act: S0800
Title 12, Chap. 007, SC Income Tax Act for Individuals, Trusts, and
Estates; provisions: H5203
Title 12, Chap. 028, Art. 004, SC Voluntary Infrastructure Funding
Act; impose additional use fee equal to 10 cents a gallon on
certain motor fuels and revenue credited to state highway
fund; other provisions: H3315
Title 12, Chap. 028, Art. 004, User fees; impose an additional user fee
equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels; revenue
credited to highway fund; termination provisions: H3111
Title 12, Chap. 034, SC Fair Tax Act: H3317
Title 12, Chap. 037, Art. 026, Boats and watercraft, property tax
assessment; provide for procedures concerning assess-
ments and payments and issues of certificates of number:
S1051, H4715
Title 12, Chap. 037, Art. 029, Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform state-
wide ad valorem tax on personal motor vehicles to replace
any other ad valorem tax imposed for school operating pur-
poses; other provisions: H3313
Title 12, Chap. 069, Motorsports Entertainment Complex Investment
Act; provide for exemption for certain building materials
from sales tax and provide process for exemption: H4009
Title 12, Chap. 069, SC Agribusiness and Rural Jobs Act; provide
definitions, application and approval process, allow for tax
credit, and other provisions: S0407
Title 12, Chap. 070, SC Economic Development Tax Incentive Evalu-
ation Act: S0800
Title 12, Chap. 37. Art, 027, Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform state-
wide ad valorem tax to replace any other ad valorem tax
imposed for school operating purposes; other provisions:
H3314
Title 13
13-001-0055, Economic Opportunity Office; transfer to Commerce
Department: S0794, S0797, H4674
Title 14
14-001-0175, Jury duty; prohibit courts from requiring a citizen to
serve on a jury on the date of a primary or general election:
H3186
14-001-0211, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; codify existing budget provisos,
provide authority and circumstances to use funds: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0250, Courts; prevent a court or other enforcement authority
from enforcing foreign law in SC from a forum outside of
the US under certain circumstances: S0650, H3188
14-001-0250, Parking violations; to impose a 50 cent surcharge on all
parking violations and revenue be credited to state highway
fund: H3087
14-007-1555, County grand jury; require record of testimony and
other proceedings, record to be kept by clerk of court and
shared with defendant: H3880
14-025-0250, Magistrates; require magistrates to report to SLED
within 10 days the disposition of criminal cases; report
issuance of restraining orders and others within 48 hours:
S0516
14-032-0010 through 14-032-0040, Judicial Criminal Information
Technology Committee, created; establish membership,
duties and procedures: S0516
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Title 14, Chap. 032, Judicial Criminal Information Technology Com-
mittee, created; establish membership, duties and proce-
dures: S0516
Title 15
15-001-0350, Arbitration; establish requirements before certain facili-
ties can present an arbitration agreement to a person for
execution prior to receiving services: S0926
15-036-0310 through 15-036-0430, Citizens Participation in Govern-
ment Act; provide furtherance of freedom of constitutional
rights; other provisions: H4897
15-048-0015, Ending Forced Arbitration of Sexual Harassment Act of
2018: H4433
15-048-0225, Uniform Arbitration Act; provide for notice of waiver of
right to patients entering into arbitration with Health Care
professionals and other provisions: S0948
15-075-0070, Civil remedies; provide a civil cause of action for a per-
son harmed by the malicious publication of a photo on
social media and define terms: H3014
15-076-0010 through 152-076-0040, Civil remedies; limit the liability
of certain individuals who provide volunteer transportation
to a senior citizen and provide for exceptions to limitations
due to misconduct or negligence: S0277
15-083-0010 through 15-083-0080, Asbestos Bankruptcy Trust
Claims Transparency Act; define terms, establish required
disclosure, and other provisions: S0452
Title 15, Chap. 036, Art. 001, Citizens Participation in Government
Act; provide furtherance of freedom of constitutional
rights; other provisions: H4897
Title 16
16-003-0100, Torture of a child; allow torture of a child to be a crimi-
nal offense and provide penalties: S1033, H4854
16-003-0620, Assault; create offenses assault and battery as well as of
high and aggravated nature on law enforcement officer;
provide penalties and degrees: S0504
16-003-0930, Luring a child; create definitions and provide penalties:
H5006
16-003-1095, Strangulation; provide definition and offense as a fel-
ony; penalties: S0172, H3662
16-003-2200, Offense committed against a law enforcement officer;
provide for enhanced penalties: S0087
16-003-2210, Crimes against law enforcement; provide penalties for a
person convicted of a crime with the intent to assault,
intimidate or threaten a person of status as a law enforce-
ment officer: H3184
16-003-2210, Hate Crimes; provide for penalties: S0147, H3196,
H3216, H3955
16-007-0155, Malicious publishing of photo with intent to injure the
character or reputation of another; establish offense and
define terms: H3015
16-008-0510 through 16-008-0530, Terrorism; provide for offense of
furthering terrorism, penalties and definitions; provide for
seizure and forfeiture of property in connection with
offenses: H3208
16-011-0460, Immunity from prosecution; provide that order is imme-
diately appealable and the appeal does not have to be
immediate: H3212
16-011-0605, Aerial vehicle; provide it is unlawful to operate an
unmanned aerial vehicle within a certain distance of a state
or federal military installation and provide penalties:
S0109
16-011-0705, Dumping and egregious littering by truck or motorized
vehicle a separate offense and provide penalties: H3924
16-013-0020, Impersonating another person; create offense of inten-
tionally impersonating through email, social media, or
other websites and provide penalties: H3214
16-013-0020, Miscellaneous offenses to forgery, larceny, imperson-
ation; provide a person in connection with a telecommuni-
cations or voice service transmits misleading caller ID is a
guilty of a misdemeanor; provide penalties: S0779
16-013-0225, Breach of trust; define terms: S0802, H4853
16-015-0260, Revenge Porn Act: S0124, H3641
16-015-0260, Sexually explicit material; create offense of unlawful
dissemination: H3509




16-015-0500 through 16-015-0560, Human Trafficking Prevention
Act: H3003
16-017-0425, Disturbing schools; provide it is unlawful for students to
make threats to take the lives of or harm upon others by
using any form of communication and other provisions:
S0131
16-017-0485, Tracking devices; add definition and create offense for
unlawful tracking; provide penalties and exceptions:
H3213
16-017-0770, Impersonating a lawyer; create offense and provide
graduated penalties: H3215
16-017-0780, Energy drinks; prohibit sale of energy drink to a minor;
provide penalties and definitions: H4597
16-017-0780, Movies; unlawful to sell video games depicting gun vio-
lence and provide for fine: H5219
16-017-0780, Sagging pants; unlawful to wear sagging pants more
than three inches below ileum and other provisions: H4957
16-017-0790, Video games; unlawful to sell video games depicting
gun violence and provide for fine: H5218
16-023-0025, Handguns; provide it is unlawful to sell to a person
under the age of 18; exceptions: S0527
16-023-0510, Hanguns; prohibit person from carrying a handgun into
certain places without permission of the owner or person in
charge of the premises: H3930
16-023-0525, Greentip ammunition; provide it is unlawful to use,
transport, manufacture, possess, distribute, sell or buy and
provide penalties: H3252
16-023-0540, Firearm, unlawful discharge in unincorporated areas
without appropriate safety measures; provide for penalties
and exceptions: H4463
16-023-0540, Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of
devices to accelerate rate of fire of a firearm and other pro-
visions: S1118, H4975
16-023-0540, Firearms; prohibit the possession, distribution, or manu-
facture of a device, part, component, attachment, or acces-
sory intended to accelerate the rate of fire of a
semiautomatic firearm; provide penalties and exceptions:
H4424
16-023-0540, Firearms; provide it is unlawful to sell an assault rifle to
a person less then 20 years old, provide penalty and define
terms: H4990
16-023-0540, Lizzy’s Law; require reporting of loss or theft of guns,
graduated penalties for failure to report, and other provi-
sions: H3217, H4464
16-023-0540; Weapons, offenses involving; provide it is unlawful to
threaten to cause damage, injury or death to person or
property with a firearm; provisions and penalties: S0431,
H5007
16-023-0910 through 16-023-0930, Gun transfer; no transfer may pro-
ceed without criminal background check: S0516
16-023-0910 through 16-023-0930, Offenses involving weapons; no
gun transfer may occur until after 28 days after background
check; provide penalties: S0158
16-025-0075, Domestic violence; provide that interviews conducted
with a hearing impaired child must be conducted with an
interpreter not related to the child: S0220
16-025-0130, Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative,
civil and criminal immunity for physicians reporting
domestic violence or assist in investigation resulting in
report of domestic violence: H4031
16-025-0400, Dating Violence; define terms, create offenses and pen-
alties: S0144
16-025-0410, Dating Violence; define terms, create offenses and pro-
vide penalties: S0125
16-025-0810 through 16-025-0820, Teen Dating Violence Prevention;
create offense and provide penalties and other provisions:
S0169
16-025-0910 through 16-025-920, Teen Dating Violence Prevention
Act; define terms, create offenses, and other provisions:
H4714
16-028-0010 through 16-028-0130, SC Anti-Racketeering Act:
S1189, H5319
Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 020, Hate Crimes; provide for penalties:
S0147, H3196, H3216, H3955
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Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 020, Offense committed against a law
enforcement officer; provide for enhanced penalties:
S0087
Title 16, Chap. 008, Art. 005, Terrorism; provide for offense of fur-
thering terrorism, penalties and definitions; provide for sei-
zure and forfeiture of property in connection with offenses:
H3208
Title 16, Chap. 015, Art. 005, Human Trafficking Prevention Act:
H3003
Title 16, Chap. 023, Art. 009, Gun transfer; no transfer may proceed
without criminal background check: S0516
Title 16, Chap. 023, Art. 009, Offenses involving weapons; no gun
transfer may occur until after 28 days after background
check; provide penalties: S0158
Title 16, Chap. 025, Art. 004, Dating Violence; define terms, create
offenses and penalties: S0144
Title 16, Chap. 025, Art. 008, Teen Dating Violence Prevention; create
offense and provide penalties and other provisions: S0169
Title 16, Chap. 025, Art. 009, Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act;
define terms, create offenses, and other provisions: H4714
Title 16, Chap. 028, SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
Title 17
17-001-0043, Arrest records; provide for destruction of records of per-
son arrested due to mistaken identity; provisions for time
frame and no charging of fees: H3194
17-003-0047, Affidavits; require certain information to be contained
on affidavits for indigency and request for counsel; other
provisions: H4830
17-003-0048, Affidavits; create offense of providing false information
and willfully misleading information; other provisions:
H4830
17-005-0080, Coroners; provide a coroner shall take custody of
belongings in absence of next of kin and other provisions:
S1086
17-005-0140, Coroners; provide that funds must be disbursed to coun-
ties equally to pay coroner and provide excess funds to be
used for training advisory committee: S0170, S0171
17-005-0541, Coroners and Medical Examiners; provide each county
shall schedule a local child fatality review team to review
cases of child deaths: S0170, S0171
17-005-0542, Coroners and Medical Examiners; provide each county
shall schedule a local child fatality review team to review
cases of child deaths: S0170, S0171
17-005-0543, Child fatality review teams; provide for confidentiality
of documents, records, and other provisions resulting in
exemption from FOIA: S0170
17-005-0544, Child fatality review teams; provide for confidentiality
of documents, records, and other provisions resulting in
exemption from FOIA: S0170
17-005-0615, Coroners and medical examiners; provide that upon
death of a person in his home that controlled substances
shall be transferred to coroner’s office for investigation and
other provisions: S1052
17-015-0035, Bond; provide that defendant may be released from cus-
tody under condition he comply with electronic pretrial
release and monitoring; other provisions: H4829
17-022-0935, Expungement; provide certain nonviolent offenses may
be expunged and establish circumstances for expungement:
S0149
17-022-0960, Expungement; provide immunity for employers who
hire persons with expunged records: H3209
17-022-1010, SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge
Program Expungement Act; provide a person eligible for
expungement who graduate this program may apply to
have record expunged: S0451, H3789
17-022-1310 through 17-022-1390, Drug Court Program Act; provide
for program and criteria for eligibility; other provisions:
S0163
17-022-1310 through 17-022-1390, Drug Court Program Act; provi-
sions: H5155
17-025-0040, Judgement and execution; provide that a person must
not be sentenced to death or life imprisonment if under the
age of 18 when the offense was committed: S0157
17-031-0010 through 17-031-0020, Witness Protection Act: H4402




17-032-0010 through 17-032-0200, Asset Forfeiture and Private Prop-
erty Protection Act; establish that certain property is sub-
ject to forfeiture after criminal conviction and other
provisions: H3918
Title 17, Chap. 022, Art. 013, Drug Court Program Act; provisions:
H5155
Title 17, Chap. 031, Witness Protection Act: H4402
Title 17, Chap. 032, Asset Forfeiture and Private Property Protection
Act; establish that certain property is subject to forfeiture
after criminal conviction and other provisions: H3918
Title 17, Chap. 22, Drug Court Program Act; provide for program and
criteria for eligibility; other provisions: S0163
Title 19
19-011-0110, Sexual assault and domestic violence centers; providers
are not required to disclose confidences aquired from cli-
ents with exceptions: H3724
Title 20
20-001-0110, Common law marriage; provide it is not valid in SC
after January 1, 2018: H3925
20-001-0110, Marriage and Contistution Restoration Act; define
terms, provide for parody marriage policies and other pro-
visions: H4949
20-003-0015, Divorce; allow for the corroboration of evidence in cer-
tain divorce actions through affidavits: H4484
Title 22
22-001-0045, Magistrates; provide it shall be unlawful for current
member of the Senate to appear as an attorney in magis-
trates court in county the Senator represents: S1105
22-001-0200, Magistrates; require magistrates to report to SLED
within 10 days the disposition of each criminal case; report
issuance of restraining orders and others within 48 hours:
S0516
22-003-0315, Magistrates Court; add an assessment of fifteen dollars
to all civil filings and provide for distributions: S0148,
H3744
22-003-0350, Garnishment of Income Tax return; allow a plaintiff
awarded judgement against a defendant in magistrates
court to petition garnishment; provide procedures and other
provisions: H3200
22-005-0515, Electronic monitoring; limit circumstances in which
magistrates can place a person in an electronic monitoring
program as a condition of bond: H3201
Title 23
23-001-0235, Automatic license plate reader systems; provide that
only certain entities may use and provide locations where
they may be installed; provide how info is obtained may be
used; provide for penalties: H3525
23-001-0235, Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law
enforcement shall not from a company that requires the
purchaser of this equipment to enter into a nondisclosure
agreement: H3285
23-001-0235, Cell-site stimlator technology; law enforcement shall
not purchase and shall discontinue use and discard the
technology if already owns; definitions: H3286
23-001-0242, Body cameras; prohibit deletion or destruction of data
with intent to influence investigations or actions; provide
penalties; provide not applicable to person following law
enforcement training council policy: S0612
23-001-0250, Body cameras and dash cam video; provide it is unlaw-
ful for an officer to knowlingly obstruct or render inopera-
ble either recording device: H3268
23-001-0250, Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law
enforcement shall not enter into a confidential agreement
with a federal agency to employ without a warrant for use:
H3263
23-001-0250, Law Enforcement; provide that certain statements made
during questioning or interrogation must be recorded  and
other provisions: S0166
23-001-0250, Law Enforcement; provide that each law enforcement
agency shall have written policy for investigations officer
involved deaths; provide for policy, investigation,and
reports: S0154
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23-001-0250, Law enforcement agency; provide that a law enforce-
ment agency is prohibited from using any participant in a
drug court proceeding as a confidential informant: H3264
23-001-0250, Law enforcement; prohibit excessive restraint or exces-
sive force when making an arrest and provide penalties:
H3478
23-001-0250, Law enforcement; require law enforcement to report to
SLED within 24 hours the filing of each incident report,
restraining orders and others: S0516
23-001-0250, Unmanned aerial vehicles; law enforcement shall not
operate equipped with firearms intended to inflict deadly
force and exceptions: H3265
23-001-0250, Vehicles, owner arrested; provide that law enforcement
shall release a motor vehicle to a responsible party in lieu
of having the vehicle impounded under certain circum-
stances: H3291
23-001-0255, SLED; grant SLED jurisdiction and authority over
investigations when law enforcement has used excessive
force or restraint; establish protocl for collecting evidence;
penalties and other provisionso: H3478
23-003-0090, Fingerprinting and SLED; provide that an agency autho-
rized to conduct fingerprint background checks may con-
duct a federal fingerprint review and other provisions:
S0322
23-003-0390, SLED; grant authority and jurisdiction to investigate
officer-involved shootings; establish protocols and other
provisions: H3020
23-003-0460, Sex offender registry; provide a person who is required
to register may petition the court to terminate the registra-
tion after 10 years under certain circumstances and reduce
the maximum to 15 years: H3261
23-003-0462, Juvenile Sex Offender List; provide for procedure to
allow certain juveniles’ names to be removed from registry
and provide procedure for certain offense in family court
for juvenile to be placed on the registry: H3274
23-003-0560, Sex offender registry; provide a person who is required
to register may petition the court to terminate the registra-
tion after 10 years under certain circumstances and reduce
the maximum to 15 years: H3261
23-003-1300 through 23-003-1330, SLED: provide that SLED shall
create and operate a statewide sexual assault kit tracking
system: H3461
23-003-1500 through 23-003-1590, Sexual assault, evidence; provide
for submission of evidence to a SLED lab for analysis;
SLED shall issue a quarterly report on number of submis-
sions and other provisions: H4837
23-003-1600, SLED; establish the Illegal Immigration Enforcement
Unit within SLED: H3318
23-023-0045, Law enforcement officers; provide officers must
undergo drug testing before certification and provide for
random drug testing; Law Enforcement Training Council
to oversee: H3269
23-023-0045, Officers; provide that all law enforcement officers must
undergo a mental health evaluation before they can become
certified or recertified and provide evaluation under Law
Enforcement Training Council: H3259
23-023-0055, Law Enforcement training; provide that officer must
complete at continuing education class in mental health or
addictive disorders: S0173, H3466
23-023-0055, Officers; provide that a certified law enforcement offi-
cer annually must complete continuing education credits in
diversity training: H3260
23-023-0112, School Protection Officer Act; law enforcement council
must develop guidelines for school protection officers:
H4972
23-023-0117, Resource officers; Criminal Justice Academy shall
develop and implement a cultural competency model train-
ing program curriculum; other provisions: H3051, H3055
23-023-0150, Law Enforcement Training Council; develop guidelines
for a training program to first responders that certifies them
to possess firearms on school premises and other circum-
stances: H3566




23-023-0150, Law Enforcement Training Council; to develop a train-
ing program relating to possession of firearms on school
campuses: S1102
23-023-0150, Misconduct; provide certain misconduct must be
reported to Criminal Justice Academy to notify officer of
allegation and may request a contested hearing; provide for
procedure and other provisions: H4479
23-023-0150, Misconduct; provide that no person who has a pending
allegation of misconduct may be employed as an officer or
operator or have authority until decision in misconduct is
rendered; other provisions: S0518
23-031-0030, Firearms; provide no person under age of 21 may pur-
chase a rifle or shotgun: S1118
23-031-0070 through 23-031-0100. Firearms Criminal Background
Checks; require that national instant criminal background
check be completed and other provisions: H3181
23-031-0070, Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require national
instant check must be completed before delivery of fire-
arm: S0143
23-031-0070, Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require that
national instant criminal background check be completed
and other provisions: H3180
23-031-0070, Firearms criminal background checks; require a 28 day
waiting period for purchasers or transferees under certain
conditions: H3328
23-031-0100, Firearms; provide it is a felony to solicit, persuade,
encourage or entice a transfer of a firearm or ammunition
that violates the law; penalties: S0430
23-031-0232, Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school
property leased by a church for services or church activities
with permission from church governing body: H4598
23-031-0232, Concealed weapons permits; allow for a concealed
weapon permit holder to carry on church property if
granted permission by church and other provisions: S0769
23-031-0335, Firearm magazines, large capacity; prohibit sale of and
provide definitions: S1118
23-031-0910 through 23-031-0920, Second Amendment Protection
Act; provide no municipality or county may enact or
enforce regulation of firearm use, ownership or possession;
other provisions: H5202
23-031-0910, Selling or giving of firearms; unlawful to give or sale to
a person whose name appears on the terrorist watch list and
provide penalties: H3183
23-031-0910, Terrorist watch list; provide it is unlawful to sell or give
a firearm to a person whose name appears on the terrorist
watch list  and penalties for violations: H3266
23-031-1110 through 23-031-1130, Offenses involving weapons; no
gun transfer may occur until after 28 days after background
check; provide penalties: S0159
23-031-1110, Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the
school safety fund to provide for school resource officers:
H5182
23-031-1110, Secession; General Assembly shall convene to consider
seceding from the US based on violations of second
amendment: H5217
23-031-218, Institutional Concealed Weapons Permit, created; SLED
to promulgate regulations and provide training to obtain
permit; other provisions: S0088, S0432
23-052-0010 through 23-052-0040, Crisis Intervention Training
Council, created; provide duties and other provisions:
H3466
Title 23 Chap. 031, Art. 011, Secession; General Assembly shall con-
vene to consider seceding from the US based on violations
of second amendment: H5217
Title 23, Chap. 003, Art. 015, SLED: provide that SLED shall create
and operate a statewide sexual assault kit tracking system:
H3461
Title 23, Chap. 003, Art. 017, Sexual assault, evidence; provide for
submission of evidence to a SLED lab for analysis; SLED
shall issue a quarterly report on number of submissions and
other provisions: H4837
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 002, Firearms Criminal Background Checks;
require national instant check must be completed before
delivery of firearm: S0143
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Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 002, Firearms Criminal Background Checks;
require that national instant criminal background check be
completed and other provisions: H3181
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 009, Second Amendment Protection Act;
provide no municipality or county may enact or enforce
regulation of firearm use, ownership or possession; other
provisions: H5202
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 009, Terrorist watch list; provide it is unlaw-
ful to sell or give a firearm to a person whose name appears
on the terrorist watch list  and penalties for violations:
H3266
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 011, Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be
deposited in the school safety fund to provide for school
resource officers: H5182
Title 23, Chap. 031, Art. 011, Offenses involving weapons; no gun
transfer may occur until after 28 days after background
check; provide penalties: S0159
Title 24
24-001-0300, Aerial vehicles, unmanned; provide unlawful to operate
within a certain distance of a department of corrections
facility without written consent; provide penalties: S0176
24-001-0300, Corrections Department; shall establish and implement
correctional education and workforce training programs at
all facilities and be supervised by the department: S0019
24-001-0310, FAA; DOC shall petition FAA to designate certain
detention and correctional facilities as fixed-site facilities
and shall publish designations: S0176
24-001-0320, FAA designated sites; provide DOC and local detention
centers shall provide the State Aeronautics Commission al
list of designated sites and unmanned aerial vehicle bound-
aries: S0176
24-003-0220, Inmates; to allow an inmate to attend funeral services of
certain individuals or visit in hospital under certain circum-
stances: S0271
24-003-0975, Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor,
or divulge any communication between an inmate and his
attorney: H3279
24-003-0975, Prisons; provide it is unlawful to possess a telecommun-
cation device on the grounds of a correctional facility; pro-
vide definitions and penalties: S0804
24-003-0980, Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meet-
ing between an inmate and his attorney: H3278
24-005-0175, Aerial vehicles, unmanned; provide unlawful to operate
within a certain distance of a detention center; provide pen-
alties and other provisions: S0176
24-013-0223, Sentence reductions; provide procedures whereby
reductions are calculated: H3235
24-013-0310, Corrections Dept; provide that the director may condi-
tionally release an inmate who is serving a sentence for
controlled substance: H3283
24-013-0480, Inmates; unlawful to indecently expose oneself, provide
penalties and sentence to run consecutive: S0369
24-013-1710 through 24-013-1740, State Work Program, established
within the Dept of Corrections: H4670
24-013-2310 through 24-013-2380, Wrongful conviction and impris-
onment; provide certain persons make seek restitution:
H4838
24-021-0435, Probation, community service; those supervising not lia-
ble for civil damages unless injury or damages result from
gross negligence, etc.: S0949
24-021-0705, Parole Hearings; provide that victims and family mem-
bers may submit written statements to be considered by the
board in making a determination; statements must be
retained & resubmitted in certain circumstances: S0018
24-021-0720, Corrections Dept; require DOC to create an intake case
plan for all parole eligible inmates: H5155
24-021-1010, Pardons; permit a person who applies for pardon for cer-
tain offenses to request a recommendation for expunge-
ment and other provisions: H3281
24-024-0710, Inmates; provide for circumstances in which an inmate
incarcerated for at least fifteen years can petition to have
sentence modified: H5155




24-027-0600, Sentence modification; provide circumstance in which
an inmate incarcerated at least 15 years may petition for
sentence modification: H3235
24-028-0010 through 24-028-0050, Sentencing Reform Oversight
Committee; reestablish and provide for membership, pow-
ers, duties, and authority: S0160
Title 24, Chap. 013, Art. 017, State Work Program, established within
the Dept of Corrections: H4670
Title 24, Chap. 013, Art. 022, Wrongful conviction and imprisonment;
provide certain persons make seek restitution: H4838
Title 25
25-001-4010 through 25-001-4080, SC Service Members Civil Relief
Act: H3919
25-003-0220, State Guard; any state or political subdivision employee
enlisted must be entitled to military leave without penalty:
S0078
25-011-0065, Veterans’ Affairs, Director of the division; direction
shall receive and respond to complaints from veterans
reguarding county veterans’ affairs officers: H3428
Title 25, Chap. 001, Art. 021, SC Service Members Civil Relief Act:
H3919
Title 27
27-001-0065, Homeowners and HOA; authorize homeowner to dis-
play any for sale sign on premises regardless of other pro-
visions and other provisions: H5227
27-001-0075, Homeowners’ Association Regime Fee Fairness to
Deployed Service Members Act: H3010
27-001-0080, Developers and HOA; require developer to transfer con-
trol of the HOA by phasing unit owners onto the executive
board after a certain percentage of units are conveyed:
S0106
27-001-0080, Onsite distributed energy resouces; prohibit descrimina-
tion through restrictive covenants, deed restrictions or
HOA documents: H4421
27-008-0085, Conservation easement; allow for holder of easement to
contest action to condemn property encumbered by an
easement under certain circumstances; other provisions:
S0981, H4889
27-008-0130, Conservation easements; provide that easements
acquired using public funds must be open to the public:
S0429
27-024-0010 through 27-024-0150, Uniform Voidable Transactions
Act: S0136, H3167
27-030-0010 through 27-0030-0030, SC Homeowners Association
Act: S0122
27-030-0010 through 27-030-0050, SC Homeowners Association Act
of 2017: S0082, S0104, H3301
27-030-0110 through 27-030-0160, Homeowner’s Associations; pro-
vide definitions; require disclosure of HOA governing doc-
uments and financial requirements; other provisions:
S0576
27-030-0110 through 27-030-0170, SC Homeowners Association Act;
provide for definitions; require disclosure of HOA govern-
ing documents, enforcement and financial requirements;
other provisions: H3886
27-030-0310 through 27-030-0340, Department of Consumer Affairs
Services for Homeowners and Homeowner Associations
Act; provide definition, requirements and other provisions:
H3886
27-034-0010 through 27-034-0030, Homeowners Associations; pro-
vide for liens for nonpayment and other provisions: S1145
27-040-0460, Tenants; allow protected tenant to terminate rental
agreement under certain circumstances; other provisions:
H3357
27-040-0635, Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017; provide remedies
for tenants with mold that affects health or safety of occu-
pant: S0123
Title 27, Chap. 024, Uniform Voidable Transactions Act: S0136,
H3167
Title 27, Chap. 030, Art. 001, SC Homeowners Association Act; pro-
vide for definitions; require disclosure of HOA governing
documents, enforcement and financial requirements; other
provisions: H3886
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Title 27, Chap. 030, Art. 003, Department of Consumer Affairs Ser-
vices for Homeowners and Homeowner Associations Act;
provide definition, requirements and other provisions:
H3886
Title 27, Chap. 030, Homeowner’s Associations; provide definitions;
require disclosure of HOA governing documents and
financial requirements; other provisions: S0576
Title 27, Chap. 030, SC Homeowners Association Act of 2017: S0082,
S0104, H3301
Title 27, Chap. 030, SC Homeowners Association Act: S0122
Title 27, Chap. 034, Homeowners Associations; provide for liens for
nonpayment and other provisions: S1145
Title 29
29-001-0060, Mortgages; when a mortgagee makes payment the mort-
gagor shall apply at least 30 percent to the principal bal-
ance: H3518
29-001-0070. Mortgage payments; provide for minimum grace period
of 20 days and exceptions: H3519
Title 30
30-002-0060, Removal of personal information from websites main-
tained by state agencies or political subdivisions; develop
and make available a process for nonelected officials;
define terms: H3018
30-002-0325, Arrest warrants; law enforcement and clerks of court
shall disclose and may not redact full names and birth dates
that appear of arrest warrants and incident reports: H3054
30-004-0035, FOIA; Public bodies may charge no more than actual
cost of printing and exemptions: H4046
30-005-0025, Recording of public records; provide for uniform stan-
dards for formatting documents submitted to a clerk of
court or register of deeds and other provisions: S0278
30-009-0037, Traffic records; prohibit records of certain minor viola-
tions from appearing in public indexes and direct clerks of
courts to remove any existing within 6 months of effective
date: S0382
Title 31
31-013-0100, Federal housing tax credit; provide board of commis-
sioners shall inform governing body before evaluating
application for credit and local government shall appoint 9
members to vote: S0969, H4872
31-024-0010 through 31-024-0050, Housing and redevelopment; pro-
vide that manufacturing and industrial facilities shall not be
eligible for nuisance suits: S0323
31-024-0110 through 31-024-0160, Manufacturing or industrial facili-
ties; provide that operations or expansions may not be con-
sidered public or private nuisance in certain circumstances
and other provisions: H3653
Title 31, Chap. 024, Housing and redevelopment; provide that manu-
facturing and industrial facilities shall not be eligible for
nuisance suits: S0323
Title 31, Chap. 024, Manufacturing or industrial facilities; provide that
operations or expansions may not be considered public or
private nuisance in certain circumstances and other provi-
sions: H3653
Title 33
33-033-0010 through 33-033-0330, Revised Uniform Unincorporated
Nonprofit Association Act: S0190, H3109
33-042-0090, Limited partnerships; provisions in chap. 43 shall apply
to limited partnerships except where inconsistent: S0193,
H3230
33-043-0101 through 33-043-1110, Uniform Limited Liability Com-
pany Act of 2017: S0189, H3108
33-043-0101 through 33-043-1204, SC Uniform Partnership Act of
2017; provide for the formation of partnerships and other
provisions: S0193, H3230
33-049-0415, Electric coops; permit a joint membership in an electric
coop subject to certain requirements and procedures:
H4613
33-049-0615, Board of Trustee compensation and benefits; require
annual public disclosure: H5453
33-049-0625, Cooperative membership meetings; require specified
notice of meetings to the cooperative membership, require
votes to be taken in open session and other provisions:
H5453




33-049-0645, Coop elections; prohibit advocacy or campaigning a
certain distance of the polling place: H5453
Title 33, Chap. 043, SC Uniform Partnership Act of 2017; provide for
the formation of partnerships and other provisions: S0193,
H3230
Title 33, Chap. 043, Uniform Limited Liability Company Act of 2017:
S0189, H3108
Title 33, Chap. 33, Revised Uniform Unincorporated Nonprofit Asso-
ciation Act: S0190, H3109
Title 34
34-003-0115, Banking; provide if a customer certifies that he has no
personal internet access the financial institution must pro-
vide paper form correspondence and statements and may
not charge a fee; provide penalties for violations: H4310
Title 37
37-001-0304, Consumer protection; require a seller who uses a con-
sumer’s credit score to determine the price of a service to
disclose the score on the consumer’s invoice: H3298
37-003-0414, Consumer litigation funding company; require certain
disclosures on contracts, prohibit certain actions, and other
provisions: S0390
37-003-0414, Short-term vehicle secured loans; provide for a database
to prevent a person from having a loan that exceeds a cer-
tain limit and to track loan transactions in general: S0013
37-006-0119, Vulnerable adults, targeting; provide a right of action,
recovery and penalties; other provisions: S1041
37-020-0175, Consumer reporting agencies; each agency shall provide
a consumer with a copy of consumer’s credit report
monthly at no charge; may charge for additional monthly
copies; provide for penalties: H4445
37-020-0195, Consumer credit-reporting agencies; must generate ran-
domly selected pin numbers when revising pins; other pro-
visions; provide penalties: H4446
37-020-0210, Telemarketing; prohibit telemarketer or solicitor from
making a call with a spoofed number that displays a SC
area code unless the solicitor maintains a physical presence
in state; penalties and exceptions: S0996, H4724
37-020-0310, Online Impersonation Prevention Act; define terms and
create offenses; provide for civil action and exceptions:
H3199
37-021-0010 through 37-021-0100, SC Telephone Privacy Protection
Act; prohibit solicitation during certain hours, require cer-
tain disclosure, provide for do not call and other provisions
and prohibitions for telephone solicitation: H4628
37-032-0110 through 37-032-0170, Office of Homeowners Associa-
tion Ombudsman, created in the Dept of Consumer Affairs;
provide qualifications, powers and duties; other provisions:
H3065
Title 37, Chap. 020, Art. 003, Online Impersonation Prevention Act;
define terms and create offenses; provide for civil action
and exceptions: H3199
Title 37, Chap. 021, SC Telephone Privacy Protection Act; prohibit
solicitation during certain hours, require certain disclosure,
provide for do not call and other provisions and prohibi-
tions for telephone solicitation: H4628
Title 37, Chap. 032, Office of Homeowners Association Ombudsman,
created in the Dept of Consumer Affairs; provide qualifica-
tions, powers and duties; other provisions: H3065
Title 38
38-003-0105, Dept of Insurance, director; must be elected in a general
election; provide for term, qualifications, vacancy and
related matters: H3306
38-005-0025, Health Care Sharing Ministry; define term and provide
that it is not engaging in the business of insurance and not
subject to regulation by Dept of Insurance: S0008
38-013-0810 through 38-013-0900, Own Risk and Solvency Assess-
ment Act; define terms, require an insurer to maintain a
risk management framework and other provisions: S0254
38-055-0710 through 38-055-0720, Insurance; allow an insurer to
deliver, store or present evidence of insurance by electronic
means and other provisions: H3488
38-057-0190, Health care contracts; provide terms and conditions for
contracts issued by health insurance issuers do not discrim-
inate unreasonably against providers: S0235
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38-061-0080, Direct primary care agreement; establish that a direct
primary care agreement is not a contract of insurance and
not subject to regulation by the Dept of Insurance: S0276,
H3546, H4643
38-063-0110, Life Insurance; provide that no life insurer may termi-
nate, fine or penalize an agent for presenting an insured
with options under his policy or for assisting a policy
holder with securing benefits under his policy: S0015
38-071-0035, Premium payments; allow payments and other cost
sharing by third parties on behalf of insured by qualified
health plans: H3323
38-071-0042, Health insurance; provide for coverage of early detec-
tion cardiovascular tests: H4839
38-071-0048, Hearing Aides Coverage for Children Act: H4118
38-071-0120, Health insurance; provide coverage for contraceptives
must be reimbursed for twelve month refill: H3809
38-071-0285, Air Ambulance Affordability Act; provide that insur-
ance shall provide coverage when considered medically
necessary and other provisions: H4679
38-071-0295, Health Insurance; require health insurance providers to
provide coverage for the diagnosis and treatment of infer-
tility with exceptions: S0010
38-071-0380, Medical Expense Policy; define medical expense policy
and provide that the optional intoxicants and narcotics
exclusions provision contained in certain insurance poli-
cies does not apply: S0009
38-071-0450, Health insurance policies may provide for wellness
credits or discounts; define terms: S0235
38-071-0815, Group Health Insurance Policies; provide for wellness
credits or discounts and define terms: S0235
38-071-1610 through 38-071-1665, SC Right to Shop for Health Care
Act: S0400
38-071-2150, Pharmacy benefit managers; establish prohibited acts
and provide exceptions: S0815, H5044
38-074-0065, SC Covering Autism Responsibility for Everyone
(CARES) Act; establish program, provide funding and
other provisions: S1067
38-075-0065, Personal lines residential property insurance; establish
the formula that must be used for weather deductibles in a
policy and prohibit parties from waiving or modifying the
formula: H3008
38-075-0070, Home insurance; prohibit an insurer from requiring a
homeowner to purchase coverage for an amount exceeding
the value of all liens against the property unless the home-
owner consents: H3419
38-078-0055, Property, preexisting condition; provide that a preexist-
ing condition on a property covered under a service con-
tract may not be classified as a preexisting condition 30
days after the provider provides notice: H4423
38-099-0010 through 38-099-0090, SC Insurance Data Security Act;
require comprehensive information security programs and
other provisions: H4655
38-099-0010 through 38-099-0090, SC Insurance Data Security Act;
require comprehensive information security programs and
other provisions: S0856
Title 38, Chap. 013, Art. 008, Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
Act; define terms, require an insurer to maintain a risk
management framework and other provisions: S0254
Title 38, Chap. 055, Art. 007, Insurance; allow an insurer to deliver,
store or present evidence of insurance by electronic means
and other provisions: H3488
Title 38, Chap. 071, Art. 016, SC Right to Shop for Health Care Act:
S0400
Title 38, Chap. 099, SC Insurance Data Security Act; require compre-
hensive information security programs and other provi-
sions: S0856, H4655
Title 39
39-005-0045, SC Unfair Trade Practices Act; provide that it is an
unfair trade practice for supervised lenders to provide
short-term vehicle loans: S0013
39-005-0710 through 39-005-0730, Pyramid Promotional Scheme
Prohibition Act: S0577
39-012-0010 through 39-012-0040, SC Incandescent Light Bulb Free-
dom Act: S0186




39-026-0010 through 39-026-0170, Produce Safety Act; establish
authority of Agriculture Dept to enforce certain food safety
standards and other provisions: H4003
39-077-0010 through 39-077-0030, Auxiliary containers; definitions
and provide that General Assembly to provide for regula-
tion: H3529
39-079-0010 through 39-079-0050, Carry out bags; require stores to
charge for single-use carry out bags and other provisions:
H5221
Title 39, Chap. 005, Art. 007, Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibi-
tion Act: S0577
Title 39, Chap. 012, SC Incandescent Light Bulb Freedom Act: S0186
Title 39, Chap. 026, Produce Safety Act; establish authority of Agri-
culture Dept to enforce certain food safety standards and
other provisions: H4003
Title 39, Chap.077, Auxiliary containers; definitions and provide that
General Assembly to provide for regulation: H3529
Title 40
40-001-0035, Residency; provide a person who has lawful presence in
state may establish domicile for licensure requirements:
S0869
40-001-0230, Continuing education requirements; provide a person
whose profession or occupation is regulated by this section
is exempt from completing continuing education upon
completing 30 years of licensure: S0248
40-007-0325, Barber pole; prohibit display of barber pole without a
license issued by board of examiners: S1087
40-007-0355, Barber Examiners, State Board; authorize the board to
issue mobile barbershop permits, establish permit require-
ments and provide for regulation: H3417
40-011-0262, General and Mechanical Licensure; provide those sub-
ject to financial statement requirements may instead pro-
vide certain surety bonds and provide requirements for
bonds: S0870, H4612
40-013-0040, Barbers; provide registered barbers may practice in
beauty salons: H5002
40-015-0145, Dentists; require educational requirements for address-
ing prescription and monitoring of controlled substances:
H3824
40-018-0075, Private investigators; prohibit investigators from repre-
senting multiple parties with opposing interests in civil or
criminal matters; provide penalties: S0912, H4879
40-019-0105, Funeral service providers; when a body is transferred
from one provider to another the tranferor may recover cer-
tain unpaid service fees and legal fees in magistrates court:
H3049
40-021-0110 through 40-021-0180, Multifamily Dwelling Safety Act:
S0791, H4392
40-030-0115, Massage establishments; provide for licensure require-
ments: H5107
40-030-0210, Massage establishments; provide for licensure require-
ments; provide for LLR to enforce: H5107
40-033-0055, Nursing professionals; provide that certain nursing pro-
fessionals may provide noncontrolled prescription drugs at
entities that provide free medical treatment: H3772
40-033-0057, Nursing professionals; certain nurses may certify stu-
dents as unable to attend school but will benefit from
instruction at home or hospital: H3772
40-033-0059, Nurse practitioners and midwives; provide practitioners
or midwives may refer a patient to physical therapy: H3772
40-033-0061, Nurse practitioners and midwives; recipients and bene-
ficiaries of care may choose providers: H3772
40-033-0063, Nurse practitioners and midwives; may pronounce death
and sign death certificates: H3772
40-033-0065, Nurse practitioners and midwives; may order hospice
for patients: H3772
40-033-0067, Nurse practitioners and midwives; may certify a person
as handicapped for placards: H3772
40-033-0240, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
40-033-0240, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
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40-039-0165, Pawn transactions; political subdivisions may enact
ordinances requiring payment of fees or taxes related to
pawn transactions and require pawn broker to obtain a
local license: H4534
40-042-0110 through 40-042-0160, Locksmiths; provide for licensure,
continuing education, definitions, and other provisions:
H3038
40-043-0075, Renal dialysis facilities; provide facilities may deliver
legend drugs or devices to patients in certain circumstances
and other provisions: H3824, H4119
40-043-0115, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
40-043-0120, Pharmacists Safety Act; provide for mandatory rest
breaks: H5061
40-043-0185, Pharmacies; provide the board of pharmacy shall issue a
written protocol in which pharmacists may prescribe con-
traceptives without an order and other provisions: H3064
40-045-0510 through 40-045-0620, Physical Therapy Licensure Com-
pact; provide for entry of SC into multi-state compact and
other provisions: H4799
40-047-0038, Medical Practice Act; provide no provision of Act may
be construed to require a physician to secure a maintenance
of certification as a condition of licensure,employment, or
admitting privileges at a hospital: H4116
40-047-0038, Physicians; Physicians must be a member of the SC
Medical Association to practice medicine in SC: S0152
40-047-0046, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
40-047-0300 through 40-047-0415, Interstate Medical Licensure
Compact; provide for entry of SC into a multistate physi-
cian licensure compact and other provisions: H5174
40-047-0370, Nurses, advanced practice registered; exempt from cer-
tain licensure and practice provisions when employed by
US Government: H3772
40-047-1025, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
40-047-1700 through 40-047-1800, Electrology Practice Act; create
licensure practices, procedures, and other provisions:
S0182, H3450
40-051-0020, Definitions; revise, delete and add certain definitions:
H3353, H3622
40-051-0067, Joint Podiatric Surgery Advisory Committee, estab-
lished; provide for purpose, composition, tenure, duties
and other provisions: H3622
40-051-0067, Podiatrists; provide permit requirements for licensed
podiatrists seeking to independently engage in ankle sur-
gery procedures and other provisions: S1063
40-051-0185, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion; require collection of fees: H5404
40-051-0210, Podiatrist and Podiatric Surgery; provide procedures
must meet certain criteria, use certain facilities and privi-
leges at health facilities; other provisions: H3353, H3622
40-060-0310 through 40-060-0560, Appraisal Management Company
Registration Act: S0279
40-067-0075, Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants; shall
adhere to certain guidelines under supervisions: H4815
40-068-0145, Tax credits; provide for determination of credits and
incentives based on employment with respect to client
companies of professional employer organizations: S0268,
S0330, H3774
40-069-0310 through 40-069-0460, Commercial Kennel Operators
and Certified Animal Caretakers; provide for definitions,
create examiners board, certification, violations and penal-
ties; other provisions: H3069
40-075-0225, Addiction counselors; provide for licensure criteria:
S0962, H4601
40-084-0010 through 40-084-0240, Genetic counselors; provide for
regulation; establish board of Genetic Counselor Examin-
ers and other provisions: S0264, H3751
40-084-0110 through 40-084-0180, Sign Language Interpreters Act;
require specified level of competence and other provisions:
S0548, H4040
Title 40, Chap. 042, Locksmiths; provide for licensure, continuing
education, definitions, and other provisions: H3038




Title 40, Chap. 045, Art. 003, Physical Therapy Licensure Compact;
provide for entry of SC into multi-state compact and other
provisions: H4799
Title 40, Chap. 047, Art. 003, Interstate Medical Licensure Compact;
provide for entry of SC into a multistate physician licen-
sure compact and other provisions: H5174
Title 40, Chap. 047, Art. 011, Electrology Practice Act; create licen-
sure practices, procedures, and other provisions: S0182,
H3450
Title 40, Chap. 060, Art. 003, Appraisal Management Company Reg-
istration Act: S0279
Title 40, Chap. 069, Art. 003, Commercial Kennel Operators and Cer-
tified Animal Caretakers; provide for definitions, create
examiners board, certification, violations and penalties;
other provisions: H3069
Title 40, Chap. 084, Genetic counselors; provide for regulation; estab-
lish board of Genetic Counselor Examiners and other pro-
visions: S0264, H3751
Title 40, Chap. 084, Sign Language Interpreters Act: S0548, H4040
Title 40, Chap. 21, Multifamily Dwelling Safety Act: S0791, H4392
Title 41
41-001-0025, Ban the Box Act; job applications may not include ques-
tions related to criminal background, provide a policy
statement, definitions, and other provisions: H3062
41-001-0025, Criminal background; no job application may include
questions related to criminal background unless related
directly to the position, provide a policy statement and
definitions: H3059
41-001-0025, Employee benefit; provide that a political subdivision
may not establish, mandate, or require an employee benefit
and define terms: S0218
41-001-0025, Workforce Opportunity Act; an employer may not ask
about criminal history until an applicant is selected for an
interview or before a conditional offer is made; exceptions;
definitions and procedures: S0191, S0192
41-001-0035, Licensure for professions or occupations; provide that
people who have lawful presence in the state shall not be
precluded and other provisions: H4435
41-001-0130, Franchises; Franchisors are not considered employers or
co-employers of franchisees or franchisee employees;
exceptions: H3031
41-001-0130, SC Nursing Mothers Act; certain employers shall pro-
vide daily unpaid breaks for breastfeeding mothers: H4717
41-010-0035, Minimum wage; provide the wage in SC is greater that
$10.10 or the wage set by teh fair labor standards act:
H3085
41-010-0210 through 41-010-0300, SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
41-012-0010 through 41-012-0120, SC Equal Pay for Equal Work
Act; prohibit paying lesser wages to employees of one sex
for comparable work and provide for judicial remedies:
S0257, H3599, H4812
41-047-0010 through 41-047-0130, Earned Paid Sick Leave Act; pro-
vide for earning of paid and unpaid sick leave methods and
limits of accrual; other provisions: S0361
Title 41, Chap. 010, Art. 003, SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
Title 41, Chap. 012, SC Equal Pay for Equal Work Act; prohibit pay-
ing lesser wages to employees of one sex  for comparable
work and provide for judicial remedies: S0257, H3599,
H4812
Title 42
42-009-450, Workers’ Compensation; provide payment by employers’
representatives must be made by check or direct deposit:
H3441
Title 43
43-005-0035, Public assistance; disqualify any person convicted of
fraud from receiving public assistance; exceptions: H3130
43-005-0250, DSS, SNAP; require applicant to cooperate with DSS
division of child support services as a condition of eligibil-
ity: H3771
43-005-0250, SNAP; require an individual applying or reapplying for
benefits to cooperate with DSS Child Support Services as
condition of eligibility: S0921
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43-005-0255 DSS, SNAP; prohibit DSS from applying, seeking,
accepting or renewing a waiver of work requirements for a
person applying for or receiving SNAP: H4006
43-005-0255, DSS, SNAP; prohibit DSS from establishing financial
resource limits applicable to determining eligibility for
SNAP that exceed federal limits or exempt households
from resource limits: H3770
43-005-0255, SNAP; prohibit DSS from establishing financial
resource limits for determining eligibility for SNAP that
exceed federal limits or exempting households from
resource limits: S0922
43-005-0260, SNAP; prohibit DSS from applying for, seeking, accept-
ing or renewing a waiver of work requirement for a person
applying for SNAP: S0920
43-005-1191, SNAP, exemptions; exempt individuals from eligibility
with drug convictions and provide for ineligibility for
parole violations: H5155
43-005-1310 through 43-005-1340, Social Services, SNAP; provide
for the duty to administer SNAP, require applicant to coop-
erate with child support services, prohibit changing limits
or waiving work requirement: H3833
43-005-1410 through 43-005-1420, Family independence program
and SNAP; require certain applicants who DSS suspects to
undergo drug testing; other provisions: H3114
43-005-1510 through 43-005-1630, Public assistance eligibility, case
review and fraud detection; require DHHS to establish a
computerized system to verify eligibility and fraud; other
provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
43-021-0055, Aging Division, Lieutenant Governor’s Office; require
to fund a program to provide subsidies to seniors to pur-
chase a personal emergency response system: H3536
43-035-0087, Vulnerable adults; provide for right to file for civil
action for financial exploitation with exceptions: S0403
43-035-0710 through 43-035-0750, Central registry of vulnerable
adult abuse, neglect and exploitation, created; require
DHEC to establish and maintain registry and other provi-
sions: H4413
Title 43, Chap. 005, Art. 011, Social Services, SNAP; provide for the
duty to administer SNAP, require applicant to cooperate
with child support services, prohibit changing limits or
waiving work requirement: H3833
Title 43, Chap. 005, Art. 013, Public assistance eligibility, case review
and fraud detection; require DHHS to establish a comput-
erized system to verify eligibility and fraud; other provi-
sions: S0919, H3769, H3833
Title 43, Chap. 005, Art. 11, Family independence program and
SNAP; require certain applicants who DSS suspects to
undergo drug testing; other provisions: H3114
Title 43, Chap. 035, Art. 007, Central registry of vulnerable adult
abuse, neglect and exploitation, created; require DHEC to
establish and maintain registry and other provisions:
H4413
Title 44
44-001-0065, Agricultural animal facilities; establish certain require-
ments for review and appeal by DHEC regarding permit-
ting of facilities: H3929
44-001-0320, Pediatric Acute-Onset Nueropsychiatric Syndrome and
Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Advi-
sory Committee, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities; DHEC to appoint staff: H5017
44-006-0055, Personal emergency response systems; require DHHS to
issue devices to medicaid recipients that include a nurse tri-
age component: H4048
44-006-0115, Medicaid Health Plans; require plans to ensure access to
appropriate clinical services for the effective treatment of
opioid use disorders: H4092
44-006-0120, Medicaid; DHHS make arrangements for dispensing of
contraceptives with a twelve month supply: H3809
44-006-0120, Medicaid; provide that an adult 65 or younger whose
income is below 138 percent of the federal poverty level is
eligible for medicaid: H3443
44-006-1310 through 44-006-1380, SC Access to Health Care Act:
H3115




44-007-0055, Hospitals; prohibit hospitals from charging uninsured
patients fees in excess of the maximum fees charged to
insured patients: H4495
44-007-0131, Definitions; provide definitions and terms: H3131
44-007-0151, DHEC; establish duties: H3131
44-007-0215, DHEC; entitle DHEC to have access to certain data
maintained by Revenue and Fiscal Affairs: H3131
44-007-0263, Nursing homes; establish requirements addressing phys-
ical examinations performed before admission to a nursing
home: H3119
44-007-0266, Residential care facilities; establish a minimum staff-
resident ratio requirement and provide for mandatory train-
ing of staff and volunteer: H3120
44-007-0268, Dental services; require certain dental services and
items to be covered by medicaid for nursing home resi-
dents and other provisions: H5226
44-007-0355, Residential care facilities; require a written assessment
on a resident at admission, develop an individual care plan,
regularly review plans, and other provisions: H3120
44-007-0356, Residential care facilities; require to create and maintain
a physical environment that ensures safety and require cer-
tain reporting: H3120
44-007-3435, Health care practitioners; require practitioners to to
wear identification badges displaying certain information:
H3885
44-020-0755, Disabilities and Special Needs Dept; require certain
facilities and programs to install and operate video moni-
toring; record keeping, notices, create penalties and other
provisions: H3117
44-028-0510 through 44-028-0570, Disabled Self-Employment
Development Trust Fund established to provide assistance
to pursue opportunities by providing grants  and other pro-
visions: S0729, S0756
44-028-0510 through 44-028-0570, SC with Disabilities Economic
Development Trust Fund; provide assistance to pursue
entrepreneurship and self-employment opportunities:
H3836
44-041-0083, Abortion Complication Reporting Act: S0283
44-041-0090, SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection from Abortion Act; pro-
hibit certain actions with respect to fetal body parts and
create criminal penalties: H5403
44-041-0445, Abortions; require an ultrasound before performing
abortion to detect fetal heartbeat: S0467
44-041-0610 through 44-041-0630, SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection
from Abortion Act; prohibit abortions upon detection of a
fetal heartbeat with exceptions; other provisions: H5403
44-041-0610 through 44-041-0690, SC Unborn Child Protection from
Dismemberment Abortion Act; prohibit dismemberment
abortions: H3548
44-053-0362, Pharmacies; allow to be counted as collector of con-
trolled substances for take back events and other provi-
sions: H3817
44-053-0362, Prescriptions to minors; establish requirements for pre-
scribing opioid anagesics to minors: H3819
44-053-0363, DHEC; require DHEC to develop a voluntary nonopioid
directive form to allow a person to deny or refuse the
administering or prescribing of a controlled substance con-
taining an opioid; other provisions: H4112
44-053-1645, Prescriptions, controlled substances; require health care
practitioners to review a patients controlled substance his-
tory as maintained in the monitoring program before pre-
scribing; exceptions: H3824
44-053-1655, Prescription reports; require DHEC to provide reports to
practitioners: S0918
44-053-1910 through 44-053-1970, Drug or Alcohol overdose; pro-
vide for limited immunity from prosecution in civil and
criminal instances for person who seeks medical assis-
tance; other provisions: S0179, H3818
44-053-2000 through 44-053-2120, SC Compassionate Care Act;
authorize medical use of cannabis and other provisions:
S0212, H3521
44-053-2210 through 44-053-2770, Put Patients First Act; authorize
registered patients to use marijuana for medical purposes;
other provisions: H3128
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44-055-0130, Safe Water Act; require public or private utility or
municipalities operating public water systems to provide
the average water purification levels on water bill: H3299
44-055-2510, Naegleria Fowleri; require owners of freshwater loca-
tions to post notice of the amoeba and how to minimize
infection risk; DHEC to provide a standard notice for post-
ing and do inspections: H3113
44-057-0010 Restroom Access for Retail Sales Customers; retailers
selling tangible personal goods in a place of business shall
provide restroom facilities for customers: H3327
44-061-0055, Air Ambulance Affordability Act; no aircraft may be
operated as an air ambulance without permit from DHEC
and other provisions: H4679
44-061-0170, Emergency service system billing and insurance cover-
age practices; establish requirements: S0177, H5080
44-061-0710 through 44-061-0850, Recognition of Emergency Medi-
cal Services Personnel Licensure Interstate Compact Act;
authorize SC to join the interstate compact, establish cer-
tain EMS licensure requirements, other provisions: S0762,
H4486
44-066-0090, Medical decisions for person unable to consent; person
who may make decisions are prohibited from executing
arbitration agreements on behalf of patient and provide a
notice of waiver for legal rights: S0178
44-080-0010 through 44-080-0100, Physician Orders for Scope of
Treatment (POST); enable certain persons to execute a post
form signed by a physician that sets forth a patients wishes
and other provisions: H4802
44-096-0085, Solid Waste Emergency Fund, established; provide for
funding, exceptions, and other provisions: H4644
44-097-0010 through 44-097-0090, SC Beverage Container Recycling
Act: S0819
44-130-0070, Opioids; authorize pharmacists to prescribe opioid anti-
dotes to certain communcitgy organizations to distribute to
persons at risk of overdose: H4600
44-130-0070, Prescription monitoring program; require hospitals and
pharmacists to submit information to DHEC for the pro-
gram when a person is administered an opioid antidote:
H4602
44-140-0010 through 44-140-0090, Health Enterprise Zone Act;
authorize the establishment of zones in certain areas of the
state based on disparities with approval of DHEC; establish
criteria and other provisions: H4494
Title 44, Chap. 006, Art. 009, SC Access to Health Care Act: H3115
Title 44, Chap. 028, Art. 005 SC with Disabilities Economic Develop-
ment Trust Fund; provide assistance to pursue entrepre-
neurship and self-employment opportunities: H3836
Title 44, Chap. 028, Art. 005, Disabled Self-Employment Develop-
ment Trust Fund established to provide assistance to pur-
sue opportunities by providing grants  and other
provisions: S0729, S0756
Title 44, Chap. 041, Art. 006, SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection from
Abortion Act; prohibit abortions upon detection of a fetal
heartbeat with exceptions; other provisions: H5403
Title 44, Chap. 041, Art. 006, SC Unborn Child Protection from Dis-
memberment Abortion Act; prohibit dismemberment abor-
tions: H3548
Title 44, Chap. 053, Art. 019, Drug or Alcohol overdose; provide for
limited immunity from prosecution in civil and criminal
instances for person who seeks medical assistance; other
provisions: S0179, H3818
Title 44, Chap. 053, Art. 020, SC Compassionate Care Act; authorize
medical use of cannabis and other provisions: S0212,
H3521
Title 44, Chap. 053, Art. 022, Put Patients First Act; authorize regis-
tered patients to use marijuana for medical purposes; other
provisions: H3128
Title 44, Chap. 055, Art. 025, Naegleria Fowleri; require owners of
freshwater locations to post notice of the amoeba and how
to minimize infection risk; DHEC to provide a standard
notice for posting and do inspections: H3113




Title 44, Chap. 061, Art. 007, Recognition of Emergency Medical Ser-
vices Personnel Licensure Interstate Compact Act; autho-
rize SC to join the interstate compact, establish certain
EMS licensure requirements, other provisions: S0762,
H4486
Title 44, Chap. 080, Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST);
enable certain persons to execute a post form signed by a
physician that sets forth a patients wishes and other provi-
sions: H4802
Title 44, Chap. 097, SC Beverage Container Recycling Act: S0819
Title 44, Chap. 140, Health Enterprise Zone Act; authorize the estab-
lishment of zones in certain areas of the state based on dis-
parities with approval of DHEC; establish criteria and
other provisions: H4494
Title 46
46-001-0170, SC Farming Infrastructure Fund, created; provide finan-
cial assistance to farmers after certain act of God and other
provisions: S1196
46-013-0075, Pesticides; provide a person who would be required to
be certified as a commercial applicator of pesticides is not
required to be certified in the person uses no other control
substance except clyphosphate: H3834
46-055-0070, SC Hemp Advisory Commiittee, created; assist in teh
developing the state industrial hemp: H4627
Title 47
47-001-0045, Animals; prohibit tattooing or piercing of a companion
animal, exceptions, and penalties: H3619
47-001-0145, Animal custody; an entity awarded custody may file a
petition with court requesting that guilty defendants pay
sufficient funds for the custodial care of animal: S0841
47-001-0145, Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act of 2017; pro-
vide for expenses to be paid by owner when custody is
taken of an animal, establish procedures for hearings and
petitions, and other provisions: S0003, H3668
47-001-0220, Gamecock Preservation Act: H3354
47-001-0300 through 47-001-0320, Dog tethering; provide a person
who cruelly tethers a dog is guilty of misdemeanor and
other provisions: S0841
47-002-0010 through 47-002-0070, Wild cats, Apes, and Bears; add
definitions and prohibit owning, importing, or selling these
animals; Penalties and other provisions: H3531
47-003-0980, Service animals; provide that intentional misrepresten-
tation of service animal is misdemeanor and establish pen-
alties: S1137, H5041
47-003-1010 through 47-003-1060, Sheltering Standards; provide that
animal control officers shall have the duty to enforce shel-
ter standards and other provisions: S0841
47-003-1010 through 47-003-1070, Commercial dog breeders; estab-
lish standards, licensure, and other provisions; grant
authority for investigation of violations, penalties and
exceptions: H3009
Title 47, Chap. 001, Art. 002, Dog tethering; provide a person who
cruelly tethers a dog is guilty of misdemeanor and other
provisions: S0841
Title 47, Chap. 002, Wild cats, Apes, and Bears; add definitions and
prohibit owning, importing, or selling these animals; Pen-
alties and other provisions: H3531
Title 47, Chap. 003, Art. 016, Commercial dog breeders; establish
standards, licensure, and other provisions; grant authority
for investigation of violations, penalties and exceptions:
H3009
Title 47, Chap. 003, Art. 016, Sheltering Standards; provide that ani-
mal control officers shall have the duty to enforce shelter
standards and other provisions: S0841
Title 48
48-004-0300 through 48-004-0430, Conservation Bank; place under
DNR, provide for Board and Advisory Board, establish cri-
teria, and other provisions: H4014
48-039-0265, Beach management plan; establish a working group for
the purpose of developing a plan for beach preservation;
provide for membership, duties and responsibilities: S0610
48-039-0285, Beachfront Management Reform Act; require DHEC to
initiate new baseline cycle and other provisions: H4683
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48-043-0400, Offshore oil; encourage approval of infrastructure used
to facilitate the transport of offshore oil into the land and
waters: H4334
48-043-0400, Offshore oil; prohibit approval of infrastructure used to
facilitate the transport of offshore oil into the land and
waters: H4307
48-054-0050, Palmetto Pride Advisory Committee, created; provide
recommendations to the Take Pride in Where you Live
Commission: S1034
Title 48, Chap. 004, Art. 003, Conservation Bank; place under DNR,
provide for Board and Advisory Board, establish criteria,
and other provisions: H4014
Title 49
49-011-0125, Dams; provide for exclusions under certain statutes with
submission of specifications of dam: S0983
49-011-0235, Dams; provide that an owner of a dam that failed after
Oct. 1, 2015 which has public roads running across it, must
provide written notification to DOT and DHEC of intent to
repair; other provisions: H3340
49-011-0236, Dams; DOT shall proceed with repairs of public roads
that have yet to be repaired from October 2015 flood; other
provisions: H4836
49-011-0300 through 49-0011-0360, Wetlands Restoration Act; pro-
vides that certain impoundments that originally impounded
parcel of tideland or marshland but are no longer com-
pletely impounded may be repaired or restored: S0023
Title 49, Chap. 011, Art. 005, Wetlands Restoration Act; provides that
certain impoundments that originally impounded parcel of
tideland or marshland but are no longer completely
impounded may be repaired or restored: S0023
Title 50
50-003-0430, SLED; provide SLED shall not record a violation of a
provision relating to carrying an insufficient number of
personal floatation devises on a boat in any database used
for criminal records: H4019
50-004-0010 through 50-004-0030, SC Solar Habitat Act; establish
voluntary solar best-management practices for commercial
solar energy and other provisions: H4875
50-009-0537, Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a
constable, reserve police officer, volunteer firefighter or
State Guard member without cost and provide for renewal:
H3408
50-009-0750, Hunting and fishing; DNR may authorize for persons
not more than 21 years old that has been diagnosed with a
terminal or life-threatening illness and sponsored by a non-
profit; provisions: H3517
50-011-0108, Firearms; a firearm may be used to kill an animal in self-
defense, defense of another or of a domestic animal; Inci-
dents with big game or alligators must be reported to DNR
and carcasses may not be retained: S0021
50-011-0325, Hunting deer with dogs; define terms and provide for
identifying dog with collar and other provisions: S0936,
H3272
50-011-0517, Wild animal products; provide that certain American
Indians may use wild animal products that are not prohib-
ited by Federal law in arts and crafts that are offered for
sale and sold: H3479
50-011-0700, Night hunting; provide definitions for certain terms:
S0443
50-011-0705, Night hunting; restructure existing provisions: S0443
50-011-0715, Night Hunting; provide for hunting at night of feral
hogs, coyotes, and armadillos; provide for penalties:
H3748
50-011-0715. Night hunting; provide it is unlawful to hunt for hogs,
coyotes or armadillows and provide penalties: S0443
50-011-0717, Artificial lights; provide it is unlawful to use for the pur-
pose of observing or harassing wildlife, exceptions and
appropriate usage: S0443
50-013-0640, Cartilaginous fish; provide definitions, provisions and
penalties: S0458
50-021-0107, Milli’s Law; Watercraft; provide that a person operating
a water devise that collides with another water device
resulting in death must submit to a drug and alcohol test:
S0025




50-023-0012, Watercraft and outboard motor trade-ins, status forms;
require the completion of certain change in status forms:
S1051, H4715
50-023-0035, Watercraft titles; provide for issuance of titles upon pro-
viding evidence of ad valorem tax payment and provide
exceptions: S1051, H4715
Title 50, Chap. 004, SC Solar Habitat Act; establish voluntary solar
best-management practices for commercial solar energy
and other provisions: H4875
Title 51
51-003-063, State Parks; provide that a constable, reserve police offi-
cer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member may enter
a state park without charge: H3407
Title 52
52-003-0010 through 52-003-0030; Metal Detectors; require movie
theaters, sporting arenas and concert venues to install and
operate metal detectors: H3006
Title 52, Chap. 003, Art. 001, Metal Detectors; require movie theaters,
sporting arenas and concert venues to install and operate
metal detectors: H3006
Title 53
53-003-0055, SC Independence Day, designated as March 26 every
year: H3305
53-003-0200, Penn Center Heritage Day declared as the second Satur-
day of November each year: H4913
53-003-0215, SC Native Plant Week declared as the third week in
October of each year: H4005
53-003-0220, Barber’s Day designated as third Wednesday in Febru-
ary each year: S1088
53-003-0220, Fibroid Tumor Awareness Month to be declared for the
month of July every year: S0079
53-003-0220, Restaurant Staff Appreciation Month, designated as
February of every year: H4569
53-003-0230, Reverend Ike Day declared as first day of June each
year: H4914
53-003-0240, Dr. Ronald McNair day designated as October 21 of
each year: H4858
53-005-0065, Martin Luther King, Jr Day; must be recognized as holi-
day for all local school districts of the state and must be
closed: H3618
53-005-0110, Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain build-
ings and offices to be closed that day: H5040
Title 54
54-007-0665, Seashells; provide it is not illegal to collect shells and
other artifcacts that are naturally found on public beaches
due to tidal flow; other provisions: H5110
Title 55
55-001-0110, Off street parking; require an airport or aviation author-
ity to assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the revenue
to the state highway fund: H3086
55-019-0010 through 55-019-0030, Aerial spraying; establish certain
requirements for aerial spraying including prohibition in
certain proximity of school: H4277
Title 55, Chap. 019, Aerial spraying; establish certain requirements for
aerial spraying including prohibition in certain proximity
of school: H4277
Title 56
56-001-0045, Driver’s license; require driver training school or a high
school driver’s instruction course for ages 15 to under 21;
Over 21 must complete 8 hours of defensive driving
course: S0231
56-001-0086, Federal Real ID Act of 2005; Direct the Governor to
take actions necessary to implement: S0201
56-001-0087, DMV issued credential; a person may hold only one cre-
dential at a time and other provisions: H3358
56-001-0365, Driver’s license, surrender; provide that DMV may not
suspend license if it fails to receive notice of a conviction
that require suspension within thirty days of conviction:
H3275
56-001-0405, Suspended license; provide a person whose license was
suspended for a moving violation must complete a defen-
sive driving course: H3255
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56-001-0555, Suspended license; provide a person may not be placed
under arrest when stopped with a suspended license under
certain circumstances; provide for reinstatement and other
provisions: H3275
56-002-0140, Specialized vehicles; provide a penalty for a person who
violate a provision that regulates specialized vehicles when
no other penalty applies: H3249
56-002-2750, Motor vehicle property tax; DMV shall implement pro-
cedure to allow it to collect taxes owed to local govern-
ments when a person registers a vehicle and other
provisions: H3356
56-002-3000 through 56-002-3100, Mopeds; provide for registration,
titling and licensing of mopeds; provide for penalties of
violations and regulate the sale of mopeds: H3247
56-002-3110, Unlicensed vehicles; counties may adopt an ordinances
that regulates operation of unlicensed vehicles on public
streets when vehicles are offered for rental use and munici-
palities may adopt similar ordinances: H4466
56-002-4000, Provide for penalty for violating this chapter: S0197,
H3247, H3884
56-003-0353, ATV; provide that the state or local governmental entity
may operate an ATV along public streets and highways in
jurisdictions: S0880
56-003-0627, Vehicle registration; require the payment of infrastruc-
ture maintenance fee upon the first registering of any vehi-
cle and certain other items; specify the manner in which the
fee is calculated, credited and administered: H3516
56-003-0645, Motor vehicles; impose a road use fee on certain motor
vehicles that operate on fuel that is not subject to user fees:
S0384
56-003-0645, Road use fee; impose a road use fee on certain motor
vehicles that operate on fuel not subject to motor fuel user
fee: H3516
56-003-0645, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; impose a road use fee on certain motor vehicles:
S0054, S0600
56-003-1230, License Plate Specifications; DMV to issue a sticker for
vehicle for concealed weapons permit holders: S0088,
S0432
56-003-9600, Spay and Neuter programs, local funding; provide that
an agency may apply for grant application at beginning of
each year and other provisions: S0841
56-003-14010 through 56-003-14040, Special license plates, Palmetto
Cross plates issued: H3256
56-003-14010, Special License Plate; Powering the Palmetto State
plate issued: S0626
56-003-14010, Special License Plates; University of South Carolina
2017 Women’s Basketball National Champions’ issued:
S0617
56-003-14010, Special license plates, Virginia Tech plates issued:
H3296
56-003-14010, Special license plates; Clemson University 2016 Foot-
ball National Champions special license plates issued:
S0263
56-003-14010, Special license plates; Legion of Merit license plate
issued: S0196
56-003-14010, Special license plates; National Football League Team
issued: H3267
56-003-14010, Special license plates; Powering the Palmetto State
license plate issued: S0495, H3743
56-003-14010. Special license plates; Hearing impaired special
license plates issued: S0195
56-003-14110, Special license plates; 2016 Baseball National Cham-
pions issued: S0365
56-003-14710, Special license plates; Persian Gulf War Veteran
issued: H4710
56-003-14710, Special license plates; SC State Parks issued: H5147
56-003-14810, Special License Plate; Air Medal license plate issued:
S1129
56-005-0100, Highway traffic statutes; provide that state statute pre-
empts local: H3459
56-005-0830, Traffic laws; authorize local governments to adopt ordi-
nances for civil enforcement of of certain traffic laws:
H5371




56-005-0850, Funeral Procession; define term, provide for duties of
operators of motor vehicles in funeral procession, provide
penalty, and provide law enforcement officer escorting pro-
cession is immune from liability: H4472
56-005-1537, Motor vehicles; drivers approaching vehicles collecting
waste must proceed with caution and yield the right of way
if possible; provide penalty: H3595
56-005-1885, Commercial motor vehicle in left lane; provide when
lawful, DOT to erect signs, and provide circumstances for
traffic tickets in violation: H3244
56-005-2774, Required stops for vehicles; allow for the department of
public safety to obtain a civil penalty citation against the
registered owner of a vehicle violating certain provisions:
S0199
56-005-2774, School Bus; provide for penalty for unlawfully taking
over a school bus: H3581
56-005-2925, Reckless homicide, reckless driving, and DUI; Define
great bodily injury, provide offenses, penalties and other
provisions: S0232
56-005-2938, Death by motor vehicle; establish misdemeanor and
penalty: S1011
56-005-2956, Driving Record; provide that any entry in record that
shows suspension for failure to submit to alcohol testing or
interlock device and has been acquitted must be removed
from driving record: S1195, H4599
56-005-3520, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
bicyclists operating bicycles with helper motors shall be
subject to all applicable bicyclists provisions: H3615
56-005-3715, Mopeds; regulate operation of moped along certain pub-
lic roads: H3287
56-005-3815, Distracted driving; provide it is unlawful to drive dis-
tracted, provide penalty and allow warning ticket: H3246
56-005-3895, Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to operate while
using a cell phone or other wireless communication device
that is not hands-free; penalties: H3526
56-005-3910, Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to smoke tobacco
product in car with a minor as a passenger; provide pen-
alty: S0964, H4855, H5161
56-005-3910, Motor vehicles; unlawful to smoke in vehicle while
child under the age of 5 is also an occupant and provide
penalties: H3241
56-005-3995, Traffic rules; provide that a vehicle in funeral proces-
sion has the right of way at an intersection and may pro-
ceed if escorted by flashing light vehicle, exceptions, and
define terms: S0907
56-005-4905 Speedometers; provide it is unlawful to drive on a high-
way without speedometer maintained in good working
order, provide penalty and charges: H3276
56-005-6195, Speeding; public safety may impose additional fine of
200 dollars for speeding over 75 on a two-lane hwy or over
85 miles per hour on a four-lane hwy: S0876
56-007-0017, Indigent defense commission; your rights under SC law
document be designed and approved by commission and
the document be issued with a ticket issuance; other provi-
sions: H4470
56-007-0025, Electronic citation fees; governing body may issue a
convenience fee for electronic payment of traffic ticket:
H4677
56-007-0090, Traffic offenses; provide a person may not be placed
under arrest when charged with certain traffic offenses:
H3280
56-011-0510 through 56-011-0530, Road tax; impose an additional
road tax equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels;
revenue credited to highway fund; termination provisions:
H3111
56-014-0010 through 56-014-0160, Recreational vehicles; establish
procedures that regulate the relationship between manufac-
turers, distributors, and dealers: S0321, H3607
56-015-0150, Event data recorder or sensing and diagnostic module;
shall be disclosed by manufacturers in the owner’s manual,
by rental companies in rental agreements and other provi-
sions: H3527
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56-019-0120, Salvage and junk yards involved in automobiles; pro-
vide the business must report to the DMV and provide pen-
alty: H3646
56-031-0070, Insurance, rented or leased vehicle; provide it shall be
primary for vehicle for the name of insured is a rental com-
pany for the purpose of financial responsibility: S0433,
H4070
Title 56, Chap. 002, Art. 003, Mopeds; provide for registration, titling
and licensing of mopeds; provide for penalties of violations
and regulate the sale of mopeds: H3247
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 140, Special license plates, Palmetto Cross
plates issued: H3256
Title 56, Chap. 003, Art. 148, Special License Plate; Air Medal license
plate issued: S1129
Title 56, Chap. 011, Art. 006, Road tax; impose an additional road tax
equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels; revenue
credited to highway fund; termination provisions: H3111
Title 56, Chap. 014, Recreational vehicles; establish procedures that
regulate the relationship between manufacturers, distribu-
tors, and dealers: S0321, H3607
Title 57
57-001-0075, High speed rail system commission, establish; to exam-
ine and develop a plan for a high speed rail system, duties,
and reporting: H3309
57-001-0380, DOT; require DOT to prepare a transportation asset
management plan for the state highway system: H3516
57-003-0619, Toll, along I-95; require DOT to impose a toll where I-
95 crosses Lake Marion in Orangeburg or Clarendon
County and provide for expenditure of toll revenues:
S0210, H3273
57-005-0880, Highway system construction; provide DOT shall bear
costs and limitations: S0343, S0932, H3739
57-007-0100, DOT; provide if project construction or maintenance
adversely impacts property owner, then DOT shall mitigate
or rectify the adverse impact; other provisions: H4473
57-023-0810, Mowing, on highways; provide that DOT shall require
company to dispose of all trash and debris found along
roadway before mowing: H5049
Title 58
58-001-0070, Public utility; provide that a public utility that supplies
electricity or natural gas may not transfer or apply a delin-
quent, late, or overdue or unpaid balance from one account
to another account: H3335
58-001-0070, Telecommunication or internet service providers; may
not collect personal data from use of service without con-
sent: H4154
58-003-0021, Public Service Commission; Balance concerns and pre-
serve financial integrity of public utilities: S0754
58-003-0610 through 58-003-0670, Utility Oversight Committee, cre-
ated; provide for composition, duties and administration:
H4378
58-005-0715, Water and sewer; Public Service Commission must
establish customer classes and other provisions: S1138
58-009-2800 through 58-009-2830, SC Net Neutrality Preservation
Act; define terms; provide that a telecommunications or
internet service provider shall dislcose accurate informa-
tion regarding network management; other provisions:
H4614
58-009-2800 through 58-009-2830, SC Net Neutrality Protection and
Maintenance Act: H4706
58-011-0085, Fraudulent advertisement; prohibit radio common car-
rier from airing; penalties: H4522
58-012-0140, Fraudulent advertisement; prohibit cable service pro-
vider from airing; penalties: H4522
58-015-0915, Trains; limit the time a train may block a four-lane street
intersection in a municipality during certain time periods:
H4441
58-015-0915, Trains; limit the time a train may block four-lane street
intersections in municipalities during certain periods of
time: H3073
58-015-1555, Railroads; provide for passenger railway companies and
freight railroad companies locomotives that lack positive
train control is not conducive to public safety; fines and
other provisions: H4909




58-017-1555, Railroad crossings; provide it is not conducive for loco-
motives without positive train control technology to oper-
ate in SC, fines, and other provisions: S0970
58-027-0260, Electric Utilities and Coops; require to offer customers a
no-fee smart meter opt-out and other provisions: H4723
58-027-0260, Solar farm; require electrical utility operating a solar
farm to build and maintain a vegetative buffer around farm
and define terms: H4730
58-027-0412, Electric providers, sale of; Public Service Commission
must approve sale or transfer of existing or future fran-
chise; other provisions: H4695
58-027-0412, South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act;
provide a municipality may terminate services with electric
provider and seek other; other provisions: H5253
58-027-0875, Public Service Commission; provide commission shall
order refunds to ratepayers collected for costs under Base
Load Review Act under certain circumstances; other provi-
sions: H4380
58-027-2800 through 58-027-2830, SC Electric Consumer Bill of
Rights: H4421
58-028-0025, Electrical utilities; provide companies shall bury all of
its new lines installed  and existing lines within the bound-
aries of a municipality: H3528
58-031-0025, Public Service Authority; provide new or revised rates
must be submitted to Public Service Commission: H4376
58-031-0205, Public Service Commission; jointly owned projects sub-
ject to review and regulation by Public Service Commis-
sion: S0754
58-031-0230, Palmetto Power Promise Act; provide that the Fiscal
Accountability Authority solicit bids for the purchase of
the Public Service Authority and other provisions: H5252
58-031-0465, Public Service Authority; exempt electrolytic proces-
sors from the exclusive service right of Public Service
Authority and other provisions: H4874
58-031-0470, Industrial utility; provide for meaning and jurisdiction:
H4874
58-033-0282, Base Load Review Act; prohibit a utility that employs
the Act’s abandonment procedure from giving or awarding
to an office or executive a severance package with a value
greater than the largest severance given an employee:
H4420
58-033-0299, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0300 Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0300, Base Load review; disallow recovery of costs for a plant
not generating power: S0754
58-033-0305, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0440, Base load review and project development orders; spec-
ify provisions: H4022
58-034-0100 through 58-034-0150, Utility Plants and projects, rates;
revise the general rate provisions of base load review act
and other provisions: H4375
58-037-0060, Offshore wind resources provisions: S0724, H4304
58-040-0010 through 58-040-0030, Public Utilities; provide for
renewable energy program access and other provisions:
S0987
58-041-0010 through 58-041-0030, Clean Energy Access Act: H5001
58-041-0010 through 58-041-0030, Energy; provide for procurement
of lowest-cost energy from independent power producers
and other provisions: H4796
58-041-0010 through 58-041-0040, Energy; provide for procurement
of lowest-cost energy from independent power producers
and other provisions: S0890, H4796
58-041-0010 through 58-041-0060, Public Utility Consumer Protec-
tion Act; SC Public Consumer Advocate Office, created:
H4425
58-042-0010 through 58-042-0520, Customer installation and utiliza-
tion of distributed energy resources; define terms and other
provisions: H4420
Title 58, Chap 41, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act; SC Public
Consumer Advocate Office, created: H4425
Title 58, Chap. 009, Art. 025, SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act;
define terms; provide that a telecommunications or internet
service provider shall dislcose accurate information regard-
ing network management; other provisions: H4614
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Title 58, Chap. 009, Art. 025, SC Net Neutrality Protection and Main-
tenance Act: H4706
Title 58, Chap. 027, Art. 025, SC Electric Consumer Bill of Rights:
H4421
Title 58, Chap. 034, Utility Plants and projects, rates; revise the gen-
eral rate provisions of base load review act and other provi-
sions: H4375
Title 58, Chap. 041, Clean Energy Access Act: H5001
Title 58, Chap. 041, Energy; provide for procurement of lowest-cost
energy from independent power producers and other provi-
sions: S0890
Title 58, Chap. 041, Public Utilities; provide for renewable energy
program access and other provisions: S0987
Title 58, Chap. 042 Customer installation and utilization of distributed
energy resources; define terms and other provisions:
H4421
Title 58, Chap. 003, Art. 006, Utility Oversight Committee, created; provide
for composition, duties and administration: H4378
Title 59
59-001-0315, Auditing services of Dept of Education; an audit of a
school district or school shall be conducted upon certain
requests and may only be performed every three years:
H3043
59-001-0325, National and State mottos; require both be displayed in
all public school classrooms and provide the Board of Ed
develop a standard, durable poster for use: H4385
59-001-0444, Academic freedom for public school teachers; provide
teachers may conduct or participate in any student-led
prayer and similar activities: H3345
59-001-0444, Graduation; allow for students with academic honors to
wear graduation regalia accessories to denote their
achievements: H3072
59-001-0456, School employees; provide employee must be granted
additional paid leave for attending certain conferences and
activities during work hours and other provisions: H4442
59-001-0500, Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to pro-
vide networks in every k-12 school and school buses; each
district to adopt a plan to make network available on non-
school days: S0033
59-001-0610, Disabled children; a parent may enroll his child in any
school district or private school that he considers best for
meeting child’s needs; other provisions: H3520
59-005-0170, Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; to govern
athletics of public schools, provide for membership and
staff; other provisions: H3067
59-005-0200, Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regu-
lations to allow instructors of military science to carry a
firearm on school campus and other provisions: S1102
59-008-0110 through 59-008-0210, SC Course Access Act; create pro-
gram where eligible students may take courses approved
by Commission on Higher Education; provisions: H3025
59-008-0110 through 59-008-0220, Equal Opportunity Education
Scholarship Account Act; provide parents of eligible chil-
dren may establish and fund accounts for use in education
expenses; other provisions: S0622, H4308
59-010-0215, School nurses; school nurses must hold current license
and other provisions: H4805, H5054
59-010-0510 through 59-010-0580, South Carolina Healthy Out-of-
School Time Voluntary Recognition Program created and
other provisions: H4285
59-012-0110 through 59-012-0220, SC Choice Scholarship Act; allow
for nonprofits to provide scholarships to pay for educa-
tional costs and other provisions: H3935
59-017-0045, School Districts; provide that school districts must be
comprised of at least 2,500 students enrolled in the schools
in order to receive state appropriations; provide exceptions:
S0036
59-017-0160, Bleeding control kits; provide placement in all schools
and other provisions: H5003
59-017-0160, Fire and Safety policies; provide Fire Marshall and
DOE shall create model policy and program guidelines and
other provisions: S0709




59-017-0160, School Districts; provide that on July 1, 2019 each
county must be constituted as a school district and may not
have multiple school districts within boundaries of county:
H3032
59-017-0160, School district monies; school districts may transfer cer-
tain funds among other funds under certain circumstance to
meet legitimate school purpose: H3224
59-017-0165, Bullying Advisory Council, created; each school district
shall create council, membership, duties and responsibili-
ties: H3028
59-017-0175, Children’s Education Endowment Fund; allow transfer
of funds to provide for school protection and safety; pro-
vide restrictions on transfer of funds: S0273
59-018-1940, Education Oversight Committee; provide committee
shall design and pilot certain district accountability models
that focus on competency-based education: S0534, H3969
59-018-1950, Logitudinal data system; provide for establishment of
system for measuring the continuous improvement of pub-
lic education and provide related findings: S0534, H3969
59-018-1960, Student progress; provide the measuring of progress or
growth using a value-added system: S0534, H3969
59-019-0155, Mold and mildew hazards; SDE shall adopt rules pro-
viding standards and procedures for reporting mold and
mildew in public schools and other provisions: H4814
59-019-0360, Compentecy-based schools; provide for process for
exemption from certain applicable laws and regulations
and other provisions: H4596
59-019-0370, Firearm at school; school boards may authorize instruc-
tors of military science to carry a firearm on school campus
and other provisions: S1102
59-020-0052, Step Incentive for Successful Teachers in Low-Perform-
ing Schools (STILPS) Study Committee; develop step
increase compensation and other provisions: H3060
59-020-0090, School district budgets; require Dept of Education to
develop and adopt a statewide program for identifying fis-
cal practices and issues that could compromise a district’s
fiscal integrity; other provisions: H3221
59-020-0095, School district budgets; require Dept of Education to
develop and adopt a statewide program for identifying fis-
cal practices and issues and require the state auditor to use
program; other provisions: H3221
59-023-0225, School safety; schools may use lockdown magnetic
door strips in classrooms and other provisions: H5091
59-023-0245, Football stadiums, middle and high school; provide
minimum standards for the numbers of toilets and lavato-
ries available: H3792
59-025-0035, Teachers; provide that school districts may pay lump
sum bonuses to aid in retaining teachers who excel in pro-
viding quality instruction and/or leadership and other pro-
visions: S0037
59-025-0047, Public school faculty members; provide members may
receive payments for unused annual leave and sick leave in
excess of 90 days and other provisions: S0888
59-025-0060, Board of Education;  establish a revolving fund for pro-
ceeds for teacher grant from any taxpayer holding a retail
sales tax license shall voluntarily round up to the nearest
whole dollar: H4049
59-025-0060, Teacher funding; provide dept of education shall estab-
lish a revolving fund to operate a grant program to provide
for additional teacher funding: H3222
59-025-0610 through 59-025-0660, Teachers of Tomorrow Certifica-
tion Act; provide a alternate route for teacher certification:
S0389
59-025-0900 through 59-025-0930, SC Teacher Protection Act of
2017; provide a teacher may take civil action again a stu-
dent who commits a criminal offense against a teacher, cir-
cumstances and other provisions: S0222
59-026-0039, Teachers; certain districts may hire noncertified teachers
up to 25% of its staff and other provisions: H4335
59-026-0045, Retired educator teaching certificates; provide for certif-
icates, renewal and other provisions: H3513
59-026-0120, CPR training required for all public school teachers with
retaining ponds by end of 2018-2019 school year; other
provisions and exemptions: H4387
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59-026-0120, Teachers; require one hour of training in conflict inter-
vention and resolution as a requirement for renewal of cre-
dentials in middle school and high schools: H3051
59-029-0017, High School Graduation Requirement; require a 1/2
credit course of study in personal finance beginning 2018-
2019 school year: S0030
59-029-0250, Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2017:
H3039
59-029-0250, Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2018:
H4388
59-029-0250, SC Computer Science Education Initiative; provide for
grade appropriate standards for computer science and
coursework: H3427
59-029-0250, STEM Pathway Resource Network, created; to facilitate
the provision of STEM throughout SC and provide related
requirements: H4680
59-031-0810 through 59-031-0860, Textbook policy for higher ed;
provide a textbook policy that is intended to help minimize
college textbook costs and other provisions: S0262
59-033-0510 through 55-033-0550, Dyslexia; require Education Dept
to provide a universal screening tool for local school dis-
tricts to screen students in kindergarten through second
grade and other provisions: H3414, H4434
59-039-0105, Education Department shall award a special education
diploma instead of a certificate of attendance beginning
2017-2018 school year; require Board of Education to
develop and adopt alternate assessments: S0031
59-039-0105, Special Education; provide certain special education
students may obtain occupational credential certificates
developed and endorsed by the dept of education, require-
ments, and other provisions: S0442, H3070
59-040-0095, Charter schools; authorize partnerships to create charter
schools in teh workplace in certain circumstances: H4322
59-043-0040, South Carolina Adult High School Diploma and Indus-
try Certification Charter School Pilot Program; created:
H4808
59-051-0035, Wil Lou Gray; provide all members of board of trustees
shall complete training on powers, duties and responsibili-
ties and how to best serve at-risk students; other provi-
sions: S0857
59-053-0110, Workforce scholarship and grant fund, created: H3311
59-053-0600, Denmark Technical College; devolve temporarily the
powers, duties and obligations of teh are commission upon
the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Educa-
tion and other provisions: S0480
59-053-1990, High schools; require public high schools to offer at
least 5 advanced manufacturing courses for elective credit:
H4447
59-053-2610 through 59-053-02630, Career development in schools;
provide for pathway for career development within the
construction industry for student and other provsions:
H5089
59-053-2610 through 59-053-2630, Construction and Manufacturing
Career Pathways; provide collaborative design and partner-
ships; other provisions: H4680
59-053-2620 through 59-053-2640, Career Pathways Initiative, path-
way to first careers program, pathways to new opportuni-
ties program all established; administer a workforce
scholarship and grant: H3311
59-053-2810 through 59-053-2860, Career development in schools;
provide for pathway for career development within the
construction industry for student and other provsions:
H5089
59-053-2810 through 59-053-2860, Construction and Manufacturing
Career Pathways Districts; create seven districts, to pro-
vide oversight, and other provisions: H4680
59-059-0065, CDL training classes in schools; provide for DOE and
DMV to create curriculum for high school students to
obtain CDL following graduation and other provisions:
H5172
59-059-0095, Career readiness; provide that half-unit credit shall be
offered in high schools devoted to career exploration, edu-
cation and readiness: H4432




59-059-0175, SC Education and Economic Development Coordinat-
ing Council; establish and provide for membership, duties
and functions: H3220
59-063-0063, Dress Codes; Dept of Education shall establish and
enforce a statewide mandatory dress code program; excep-
tions: H3050
59-063-0077, Student athletes; require students to be administered an
electrocardiogram test and require a doctor to clear the stu-
dent for participation; provide definitions: H3030
59-063-0085, Child abuse; provide that all public schools shall post at
least five signs with telephone numbers and information
related to child abuse reporting and other provisions:
H3920
59-063-0105, Federal educational rate program; provide that a child
attending a state-funded 4 year old kindergarten program is
considered an elementary school student for purposes of
eligibility: H3094
59-063-0105, Student athletes; prohibit the recruitment of student ath-
letes by public schools including charter schools: S0827
59-063-0212, Zero-Tolerance Policies; to allow policies that may not
be rigorously applied to petty acts and must be equally
applied to all students; other provisions: H3051, H3055
59-063-0215, Suspension, Expulsion and referrals; Dept and Schools
shall maintain records and report to DJJ with data about
age, race, and grade level; other provisions: H3051
59-063-0600, School enrollment and redistricting; allow for children
who resided in one district before lines redrawn may con-
tinue in that district and other provisions: H4948
59-063-0610 through 59-063-0690, Jacob Hall School Protection Act;
allow concealed weapons permits for the limited purpose
of live shooter situations; procedures  and policies: H3052
59-063-0785, Free and reduced lunch; eligible children must be
offered the same choice of meals and milk offered to other
students: H3047
59-063-1510 through 59-063-1520, Principals; provide after consulta-
tion with qualified person, to petition probate court to
determine need of mental health services for a student and
other provisions: S1136
59-066-0025, Resource officer; provide public school shall ensure
continuous presence of resource officer during regular
hours and other provisions: H4876, H4963
59-066-0035, Metal Detectors in Public Schools Act; metal detectors
added to school entries: H4386
59-066-0050, Surveillance; provide school must have full-time
employee to monitor surveillance systems and other provi-
sions: H5008
59-066-0310 through 59-066-380, School Protection Officer Act;
schools may designate employees as protection officers
and other provisions: H4972
59-067-0075, School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2018
school buses be equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and
must be worn by passengers; other provisions: H3027,
H3061
59-067-0075, School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2019
school buses be equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and
must be worn by passengers; other provisions: S0032,
H3027
59-067-0075, School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2020
school buses be equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and
must be worn by passengers; other provisions: H3945
59-068-0100 through 59-068-0710, SC School Bus Privatization Act
of 2018: H4389
59-068-0100, SC School Bus Modernization Act of 2017: H3223
59-101-0182, Boards of Trustees, Colleges and Universities; require
to have governance committee and an audit committee:
S0408
59-101-0220, Anti-semitism; define terms and provide that higher
education institutions shall consider this definition when
reviewing discriminatory actions: H3643
59-101-0440, Higher education governing board member reimburse-
ments; if member receives reimbursements in excess of
certain limits, the state treasurer shall withhold the amount
of the excess from the institutions general fund: H3110
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59-101-0440, Tuition rates; out-of-state students who attended high
school in state for 3 or more years or meet other criteria are
eligible for in-state tuition and scholarships; other provi-
sions: H3063
59-101-0810 through 59-101-0830, Disciplinary Procedure Due Pro-
cess Act; define terms, establish requirements for proceed-
ings, enumerate rights of student, establish standards for
disclosure of evidence and other provisions: H3205
59-101-0810 through 59-101-0920, Campus Free Expression Act:
S1085
59-101-0900 through 95-101-0940, Collegiate Athlete Stipends; pro-
vide for stipends and requirements: S0808
59-101-1000 through 59-101-1050, Collegiate Athlete Trust Fund; to
be created to provide for stipends: S0808
59-102-0020, Definitions; revise definitions: S0808
59-103-0037, Military Priority Registration Act; provide for priority
course enrollment for military-related students: H4078
59-103-0155, Higher education; require certain institutions to offer
mandatory courses on the prescribing and monitoring of
controlled substances: S0302, H3821
59-103-0170, Commission on Higher Ed; require commission to sub-
mit policy statements and rules as regulations: S1239
59-104-0050, Palmetto Fellows Scholarships; Military mobilization
defined: H4395
59-104-0050, Scholarships; normalize ten point grading scale for eli-
gibility for certain scholarships: S1239
59-104-0060,. Scholarships; normalize ten point grading scale for eli-
gibility for certain scholarships: S1239
59-105-0055, Title IX Notification Act; provide violations shall
remain on student transcripts for 5 years after graduation or
withdrawel and other provisions: H4079
59-111-0080, Scholarships; provide that institutions of higher learning
shall provide written notice before terminating or reducing
scholarships: H3042
59-111-0190, Scholarships; provide that SC residents who otherwise
qualify for life, hope, or palmetto scholarship but attends
an out of state school may be awarded scholarship if no in-
state school offers major: S0711
59-111-0810 through 59-111-0830, SC Promise Scholarship Act; pro-
vide for duties and powers of Higher Ed Commission and
responsibility to administer program: S0339, H4439
59-112-0045, SC Dreamers Act of 2018; in-state tuitions and grants to
provide for people who have a lawful presence in state:
H4435
59-112-0045, Tuition Rates; provide that tuition rates may not
increase for a four-year or eight-semester time period
beginning 2017-2018 school year in public institutions of
higher education: H3053
59-112-0045, Tuition rates; provide a person with lawful presence in
state may establish domicile in state for purpose of receiv-
ing in-state tuition, scholarships, and grants: S0869
59-117-0160, Student activities, providing services for safeguarding
and protecting; school districts may contract with law
enforcement to protect and police facilities owned by the
district; provide for qualifications and authority: S0519
59-138-0010 through 59-138-0110, SC College and University Board
of Regents; establish and provide for membership, powers,
duties and responsibilities; other provisions: S0040
59-142-0080, Need-based grant program; appropriate additional fund-
ing and other provisions: S1239
59-142-0080, Need-based tuition grants program; require program
must be the same as the funding as the need-based grants:
S1239
59-143-0040, Need-based grant program; appropriate additional fund-
ing and other provisions: S1239
59-148-0110 through 59-148-0210, Forming Open and Robust Uni-
versity Minds (FORUM) Act; protect student expression
and other provisions: H4440
59-149-0170, Scholarships; normalize ten point grading scale for eli-
gibility for certain scholarships: S1239
59-149-0180, Scholarships; normalize ten point grading scale for eli-
gibility for certain scholarships: S1239




59-150-0365, Scholarships; provide SC Leadership Scholarships to
cover costs of attentding public institutions of higher edu-
cation; definitions, criteria, and other provisions: H3056
59-150-0385, The Boost Learning Game; provide designated lottery
game from which proceeds are used to provide additional
funds for facilitate accelerated learning for underachieving
students: H3058
59-150-0395, Lottery games; provide additional funding for public
kindergarten through 12th grade with proceeds from a lot-
tery game designated, The K-12 Game: H3084
59-152-0020 through 59-152-0160, Department of Early Develop-
ment and Education, created; powers, duties, and provi-
sions; conforming changes: S0840
59-157-0110 through 59-157-0190, State Institution of Higher Educa-
tion Enterprise Act; allow for establishing enterprise divi-
sion and other provisions: S0542, H4182
59-158-0110 through 59-158-0710, SC Education School Facilities
Act: H3343
Title 59, Chap. 008, SC Course Access Act; create program where eli-
gible students may take courses approved by Commission
on Higher Education; provisions: H3025
Title 59, Chap. 010, Art. 005, South Carolina Healthy Out-of-School
Time Voluntary Recognition Program created and other
provisions: H4285
Title 59, Chap. 012, SC Choice Scholarship Act; allow for nonprofits
to provide scholarships to pay for educational costs and
other provisions: H3935
Title 59, Chap. 025, Art. 006, Teachers of Tomorrow Certification
Act; provide a alternate route for teacher certification:
S0389
Title 59, Chap. 025, Art. 009, SC Teacher Protection Act of 2017; pro-
vide a teacher may take civil action again a student who
commits a criminal offense against a teacher, circum-
stances and other provisions: S0222
Title 59, Chap. 031, Art. 007, Textbook policy for higher ed; provide a
textbook policy that is intended to help minimize college
textbook costs and other provisions: S0262
Title 59, Chap. 033, Art. 005, Dyslexia; require Education Dept to pro-
vide a universal screening tool for local school districts to
screen students in kindergarten through second grade and
other provisions: H3414, H4434
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 028, Career development in schools; provide
for pathway for career development within the construction
industry for student and other provsions: H5089
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 029, Construction and Manufacturing Career
Pathways; provide collaborative design and partnerships;
other provisions: H4680
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 030, Career development in schools; provide
for pathway for career development within the construction
industry for student and other provsions: H5089
Title 59, Chap. 053, Art. 031, Construction and Manufacturing Career
Pathways Districts; create seven districts, to provide over-
sight, and other provisions: H4680
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 006, Jacob Hall School Protection Act; allow
concealed weapons permits for the limited purpose of live
shooter situations; procedures  and policies: H3052
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 015, Principals; provide after consultation
with qualified person, to petition probate court to deter-
mine need of mental health services for a student and other
provisions: S1136
Title 59, Chap. 066, Art. 003, School Protection Officer Act; schools
may designate employees as protection officers and other
provisions: H4972
Title 59, Chap. 068, SC School Bus Privatization Act of 2018: H4389
Title 59, Chap. 101, Art. 004, Campus Free Expression Act: S1085
Title 59, Chap. 101, Art. 004, Disciplinary Procedure Due Process
Act; define terms, establish requirements for proceedings,
enumerate rights of student, establish standards for disclo-
sure of evidence and other provisions: H3303
Title 59, Chap. 101, Art. 005, Collegiate Athlete Stipends; provide for
stipends and requirements: S0808
Title 59, Chap. 101, Art. 007, Collegiate Athlete Trust Fund; to be cre-
ated to provide for stipends: S0808
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Title 59, Chap. 111, Art. 011, SC Promise Scholarship Act; provide for
duties and powers of Higher Ed Commission and responsi-
bility to administer program: S0339, H4439
Title 59, Chap. 138, SC College and University Board of Regents;
establish and provide for membership, powers, duties and
responsibilities; other provisions: S0040
Title 59, Chap. 148, Forming Open and Robust University Minds
(FORUM) Act; protect student expression and other provi-
sions: H4440
Title 59, Chap. 157, State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise
Act; allow for establishing enterprise division and other
provisions: S0542, H4182
Title 59, Chap. 158, SC Education School Facilities Act: H3343
Title 59, Chap. 53, Art. 029, Career Pathways Initiative, pathway to
first careers program, pathways to new opportunities pro-
gram all established; administer a workforce scholarship
and grant: H3311
Title 59, Chap. 68, SC School Bus Modernization Act of 2017: H3223
Title 60
60-011-0130, African-American Heritage Commission, proceeds; pro-
vide for the retention and use: H4806
60-011-0152, Duplicative material; provide for disposition and use of
proceeds; provide annual reporting requirements: H4851
60-011-0153, Proceeds; provide for retention of certain proceeds:
H4851
60-013-0110, State Museums; provide that a constable, reserve police
officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member may
enter without cost: H3409
60-017-0210 through 60-017-0240, African-American Confederate
Veterans Monument Commission; provide for purpose,
composition, function, duties: H4516
Title 60, Chap. 013, Art. 002, State Museums; provide that a consta-
ble, reserve police officer, volunteer firefighter or State
Guard member may enter without cost: H3409
Title 60, Chapter 017, Article 003, African-American Confederate
Veterans Monument Commission; provide for purpose,
composition, function, duties: H4516
Title 61
61-002-0115, Alcohol sales; provide alcohol must come to rest at
wholesaler before available for sale to retailer, provide
penalties, and define terms: S1045, H4969
61-002-0145, Permits or Licenses; require a person permitted or
licensed to sell alcohol for on-premises consumption shall
maintain liability insurance with coverage of at least 1 mil-
lion dollars: S0116, H3932
61-002-0185, Permits, special & temporary to sell alcohol at certain
events; all manufacturers or producers to donate their prod-
ucts and furnish equipment to promote their beverages to
qualified nonprofits under certain circumstances: S0114
61-003-0100 through 61-003-0180, SC Alcohol Server Training Act,
Alli’s Law: S0115, S0126, H4068
61-004-0045, Alcohol; provide for delivery to a clearly designated
area for purchase of beer and wine online for off-premises
consumption and other provisions: S1152, H5216
61-004-0555, Alcohol license; provide definitions for non-profit and
non-profit special event; provide for non-profit organiza-
tion to issued a license to serve alcohol for special events:
H3850
61-006-0141, Alcohol licenses; prohibit DOR from issuing more than
three retailer dealer licenses: H4729, H4809
61-006-0151, Alcohol licenses; prohibit licensee from having interest
in retail store other than the stores covered by retail license:
H4729, H4809
61-006-2017, Temporary licenses; authorize a temporary liquor by the
drink license for a festival that that has a major economic
impact and other provisions: S0690
Title 61, Chap. 003, SC Alcohol Server Training Act, Alli’s Law:
S0115, S0126, H4068
Title 62
62-001-0112, Probate Court; clarify court’s authority to impose penal-
ties for contempt and grant motions for a party to proceed
in forma papers: S0415, H3511




62-001-0115, Probate; define terms, provide for electronic communi-
cation to personal representative of an estate, procedures
and exceptions: H3013
Title 63
63-002-0010 through 63-002-0160, Summer Camps, licensure; pro-
vide that DHEC shall oversee licensure of summer camps
and other provisions: S0760
63-007-0035, DSS; require DSS to establish a program to pay for cer-
tain expenses incidental to becoming legally authorized to
drive for children 15 years or older who reside in out-of-
home care, exceptions: H3322
63-007-0645, Child temporary placement; allow for temporary place-
ment with a relative or alternative caregiver pursuant to a
safety plan, provide requirements for safety plan and other
provisions: H3125
63-007-0735, Foster Care; DSS is required to inform a relative of a
child with whom the child may be placed of the opportu-
nity to be licensed to foster and other provisions: H3701
63-007-0765, Health information, minors; allow for disclosure to cer-
tain caregivers as part of child protection or adoption pro-
ceedings: H3699
63-007-0770, Health information, minors; allow for disclosure to cer-
tain caregivers as part of child protection or adoption pro-
ceedings: H3699
63-007-1510 through 63-007-1530, Child and family plan; allow DSS
to offer protective services pursuant to a child or family
plan in abuse matters, provide requirements and other pro-
visions: H3125
63-009-0080, Health information, minors; allow for disclosure to cer-
tain caregivers as part of child protection or adoption pro-
ceedings: H3699
63-009-0370, Adoption; address the right to adopt a child in custody
of DSS: H3442
63-010-0010 through 63-010-0530, Department of Early Develop-
ment and Education, created; powers, duties, and provi-
sions: S0840
63-011-2210 through 63-011-2295, Children’s Advocacy Department,
created; provide for duties and responsibilities: S0805
63-011-2300 through 63-011-2320, Children’s Service Agency; estab-
lish Department of Children’s Services and provide for
powers and duties: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-013-0010 through 63-013-0190, Department of Early Develop-
ment and Education, created; powers, duties, and provi-
sions; conforming changes: S0840
63-013-0220, Childcare facilities; required to be licensed or registered
with DSS to receive ABC vouchers: H4044
63-013-0230, Childcare facilities; allow certain individuals under age
of 18 to be employed by or volunteer with certain facilities,
establish supervision and requirements: H4044
63-013-0825, Department of Early Development and Education, cre-
ated; powers, duties, and provisions; conforming changes:
S0840
63-015-0710 through 63-015-0820, Supporting and Strengthening
Families Act; person with legal custody of a child to dele-
gate caregiving authority for the child temporarily and
other provisions: H3947
63-019-1060, Child’s right to counsel; Parent or guardian may not
waive a child’s right to counsel when the family court pro-
ceeding may result in confinement or detention of the
child: H3136
63-021-0010 through 63-021-0030, Persons with Disabilities Right to
Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Title 63, Chap. 002, Summer Camps, licensure; provide that DHEC
shall oversee licensure of summer camps and other provi-
sions: S0760
Title 63, Chap. 010, Department of Early Development and Education,
created; powers, duties, and provisions: S0840
Title 63, Chap. 011, Art. 022, Children’s Advocacy Department, cre-
ated; provide for duties and responsibilities: S0805
Title 63, Chap. 011, Art. 023, Children’s Service Agency; establish
Department of Children’s Services and provide for powers
and duties: S0794, S0795, H4674
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Title 63, Chap. 015, Art. 007, Supporting and Strengthening Families
Act; person with legal custody of a child to delegate care-
giving authority for the child temporarily and other provi-
sions: H3947
Title 63, Chap. 021, Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act:
S0291, H3538
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Title 01
01-001-0660, State tree; establish procedure for the design of the pal-
metto tree to be prepared to be used for official purposes
once approved by the General Assembly: S0559, H4201
01-001-1210, Constitutional officer salaries; replace existing list with
provisions requiring period study of salaries and other pro-
visions: S1071
01-001-1210, Constitutional officers salaries; provide salaries must be
based on recommendations by the agency head salary com-
mission: S0725
01-001-1210, Constitutional officers, salaries; General Assembly must
provide a salary in appropriations act: S1122, H4801
01-001-1210, Superintendent of Education salary; conforming
changes: S0027
01-003-0120, Governor and Lieutenant Governor, vacancies; alter the
line of succession and delete reference to Senate Pro Tem-
pore: H3159
01-003-0130, Governor, Lieutenant Governor and Senate Pro Tem-
pore, disability; alter the line of succession and delete ref-
erence to President of the Senate Pro Tempore: H3159
01-003-0230, Poet Laureate; provide that SC Arts Commission shall
provide the Governor with recommendations of qualified
candidates and establish terms of office and duties: S0340
01-003-0240, Officer removal by Governor; add SC Retirement
Investment Commission members and PEBA members:
S0394, H3726
01-003-0240, Officer removal by Governor; remove the ability to
require a director to resign from the SC PUblic Service
Authority without cause for removal: S0865
01-003-0470, Flags; include EMS workers in the lowering of the flag
upon death in the line of duty: H3037
01-003-0620, Lieutenant Governor; provide that the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor shall perform the duties pertaining to the office of the
Governor which are assigned by the Governor except when
otherwise provided by law: H3159
01-003-0620, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
confoming changes: S1120
01-007-0085, Attorney General reimbursement for representing state;
limit reimbursement to certain specified costs: H3602
01-007-0100, Attorney General; remove requirement to attend grand
jury capital cases: S0666
01-007-0325, Solicitor compensation; provide for salary of solicitor to
be no less than salary of circuit court judge: S0910, H4801
01-007-0400, Circuit solicitors, intoxicated; delete the minimum pen-
alty: H5155
01-009-0030, Governor, emergency interim successors; alter the line
of succession and delete reference to Senate Pro Tempore:
H3159
01-011-0010, Administration Department; conform the transfer of
Economic Opportunity Office to Commerce Department:
S0797
01-011-0010, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; move to Dept of Admin-
istration; make technical changes: S0325
01-011-0010, Children’s Case Resolution System; delete section:
S0805
01-011-0010, Disabilities; provide for transfer of program’s adminis-
tration to protection and advocacy for people with disabili-
ties and make conforming changes: H3617
01-011-0010, Procurement service division; provide the division be
moved to the Dept of Administration: S0352




01-011-0010, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; create crime victim services divi-
sion in the office of AG and move other offices under this
division: S0289, H3827
01-011-0010, Small and minority business contracting and certifica-
tion; provide that the division must be established within
the Fiscal Accountability Authority: S0794, S0795, S0798,
H4674
01-011-0020, Procurement service division; remove from state fiscal
affairs authority: S0352
01-011-0020, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
01-011-0026, Rural Infrastructure Authority; amend penalty for viola-
tion: H5155
01-011-0065, Approval of real property transactions involving certain
governmental bodies; require and opnion of the value by
PRT before approval of sale of property larger than one
acre: H5255
01-011-0710, Insurance policies offered by PEBA; require its board to
offer both whole and term life insurance: S0146
01-011-0710, PEBA; provide for coverage of early detection cardio-
vascular tests: H4839
01-011-0710, PEBA; require group health plan cover cold cap and
scalp cooling systems: S0994, H4911
01-011-0720, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
01-011-0720, State Health Plan; allow employees and retirees and
dependents of any political subdivision of the state to par-
ticipate: S0061, H3600
01-011-0720, State Health and Dental Plans, eligibility; update refer-
ence to the Dept on Aging: S0107
01-011-0730, State Health Plan; provide lottery commissioners, trans-
portation infrastructure bank board members, and county
magistrates are eligible to participate: H4008
01-011-0730, State Health and Dental Insurance; provide certain
active volunteer firefighters may participate: H4974
01-011-0730, State health and dental plans, eligibility; disallow certain
members of the General Assembly from participating if
convicted of crimes: H3642
01-013-0020, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; Human Affairs Com-
mission, expand definition of discrimination: H3021,
H3745
01-013-0020, Workplace Freedom Act; prohibit discrimination and
define sexual orientation and gender identity: H3891
01-013-0030, SC Pregnancy Accommodations Act; revise definitions:
H3865
01-013-0030, Workplace Freedom Act; prohibit discrimination and
define sexual orientation and gender identity: H3891
01-013-0040, Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous report-
ing requirement: H5064
01-013-0070, Human Affairs Commission; clarify commission may
require reports from all employers: H5064
01-013-0070, Workplace Freedom Act; prohibit discrimination and
define sexual orientation and gender identity: H3891
01-013-0080, SC Pregnancy Accommodations Act; add certain other
unlawful employment practices: H3865
01-013-0080, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; unlawful for an
employer to discriminate because of sexual orientation:
H3021, H3745
01-013-0080, Unlawful employment practices; prohibit certain prac-
tices disclosing information about wages and wage history;
require wage ranges for prospective employees upon
request: H4856
01-013-0080, Unlawful employment practices; provide that it is
unlawful for an employer to fail to hire and individual
because of credit history; exceptions: H3046
01-013-0080, Workplace Freedom Act; prohibit discrimination and
define sexual orientation and gender identity: H3891
01-013-0090, Human Affairs Commission; extend the time by which a
complaintant may bring action in circuit court: H5064
01-013-0090, Workplace Freedom Act; prohibit discrimination and
define sexual orientation and gender identity: H3891
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01-017-0020, Interstate Cooperation Committee of the Senate; pro-
vide that teh president of the Senate may serve as ex-offi-
cio member: H3156
01-017-0020, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
01-023-0120, Regulation approval; remove language requiring a state
agency to periodically review its regulations: H3002
01-023-0125, Regulations; replace term Lieutenant Governor with
President of the Senate: H3159
01-023-0125, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
01-023-0280, Small business regulatory review committee; provide
committee must request information from agencies related
to regulations; provide ability to petition agencies to
amend, revise or revoke regulations; other provisions:
H3990
01-023-0500, Administrative Law Court; Office of Freedom of Infor-
mation Act included in Unified Judicial System: S0099,
H3352
01-023-0600, Contested case hearings; establish an automatic stay
concerning license issuances, renewals and the like and
provide for circumstances for automatic stay to be lifted:
S0112, H3565
01-023-0600, Contested cases; provide that a stay of an agency order
remains in effect for thirty days or until an order has been
issued regarding a preliminary injunction; other provisions:
S0105
01-023-0670, Filing fees and contested cases before administrative
law court; further provide for sanctions: S0105
01-030-0010, Aging, Dept on; designate the Dept on Aging within the
executive branch of the state: S0107
01-030-0010, Dept of Insurance; Director is the governing authority
and is to be elected in general election: H3306
01-030-0010, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
01-030-0010, Superintendent of Education; conforming changes:
S0027
01-030-0010, Transportation Commission; delete the Department of
Transportation Commission: S0301, H3703
01-030-0010, Transportation commission; delete provision: S0600,
H3784
01-030-0035, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
01-030-0105, Transportation dept; provide that the governing author-
ity is the secretary of transportation: H3784
01-031-0010, Minority Affairs Commission; require that at least one
member be Native America: H3089
01-032-0060, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; Religious Freedom
Act does not allow a person to discriminate: H3021, H3745
01-035-0310, Procurement code; change references to state fiscal
affairs authority to the dept of administration: S0352
Title 02
02-001-0035, Election districts; revise districts 98 and 109 so the Lin-
coln precinct is reflected in both: H3537
02-001-0180, Adjournment, General Assembly; change date for man-
datory adjournment to the second Thursday in April and
other provisions: S1112
02-001-0180, General Assembly Adjournment; change mandatory
adjournment date to first Thursday in June beginning 2020:
H5262
02-001-0180, Sine Die Adjournment; provide and account for a bien-
nial general appropriations act: S0145, S0578, H4066
02-003-0020, Compensation of General Assembly members; provide
compensation to be 40,000 dollars and mileage: S0722
02-003-0030, Lieutenant Governor; eliminate eligibility for legislative
day subsistence expenses: H3159
02-003-0030, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
02-003-0090, Election of Reading Clerks, Sergeant at Arms and
Assistant Sergeant at Arms; replace term Lieutenant Gov-
ernor with President of the Senate: H3159




02-003-0090, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
02-007-0060, Appropriations Act; provide for biennial appropriations
act beginning 2019: S0145, S0578, H4066
02-007-0071, Impact statements; require the statements to be certified
by the director of RFA: H3895
02-007-0072, Fiscal impact statements; provide that the author of a
bill shall include any estimated cost savings or offsets
available: H4429
02-007-0073, Health coverage impact statements; require the Depart-
ment of Insurance to provide certain analysis upon request:
H3895
02-007-0078, Impact statements; require the statements to be certified
by the director of RFA: H3895
02-007-0105, Capital Improvement Bonds; require bonds be issued
every odd-numbered year: S1239
02-007-0125, Roll call vote; allow for cumulative roll call voting on
sections when authorized by the rules: H3179
02-015-0050, Legislative Audit Council; expand definition of state
agencies to include school districts: H4036
02-017-0010, Lobbyist and Lobbying; provide that the Legislative
Ethics Committee of Senate or House is the registration
authority and records custodian for special interests cau-
cuses: H4381
02-017-0010, Lobbyist; revise definition: S0765, H5005
02-017-0015, Lobbyist; require a former public official must close
campaign accounts before serving: H5004
02-017-0017, Lobbyists; provide that state government may not
employ or contract with a lobbyist who is not a full-time
employee of the state: S1150
02-017-0020, Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory report-
ing periods and deadlines; make technical changes: H3578,
H5005
02-017-0025, Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory report-
ing periods and deadlines; make technical changes: H3578
02-017-0030, Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory report-
ing periods and deadlines; make technical changes: H3578
02-017-0030, Lobbyists; require an additional specific report when a
lobbyist has had contact with Public Service commission
or employee, or office of regulatory staff: H4417
02-017-0035, Lobbyist’s Principal’s report; require an additional spe-
cific report when a lobbyist has had contact with Public
Service commission or employee, or office of regulatory
staff: H4417
02-017-0035, Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory report-
ing periods and deadlines; make technical changes: H3578
02-017-0040, Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory report-
ing periods and deadlines; make technical changes: H3578
02-017-0050, Lobbyist, failure to file; amend penalties for second
offense: H5155
02-017-0110, SC Anti-Racketeering Act; additional acts prohibited by
lobbyists: S1189, H5319
02-017-0130, Penalties; eliminate qualifying references to state agen-
cies: H5005
02-019-0010, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: H3204, H4043
02-019-0010, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0010, Judicial Merit Selection Commission; delete procedures
to review qualifications of retired judges for continued ser-
vice: S0385
02-019-0010, Judicial Merit Selection Commission; increase the
membership by providing the Governor shall appoint 5
members from the public to serve: H3746
02-019-0010, Judicial Merit Selection Commission; require commis-
sion rules to include procedures for investigating com-
plaints against candidates for directly seeking pledges:
H3189
02-019-0010, Judicial Merit Selection Commission; revise member-
ship, provide term limits, and other provisions: S0387,
H5105
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02-019-0020, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: H3204
02-019-0020, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0035, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: H3204
02-019-0035, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0035, Judicial Merit Selection Commission, criteria for inves-
tigation and consideration; provide that the commission
maintains jurisdiction over candidates and authorize com-
mission to remove candidate if violation proven: H3189
02-019-0070, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: H3204, H4043
02-019-0070, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0070, Judicial candidates, time period for seeking pledges
changed to 12 days: S0121
02-019-0070, Judicial candidates, time period for seeking pledges
changed to 14 days: H3189
02-019-0070, Judicial elections; prohibit members of General Assem-
bly and immediate family members from being elected to
judicial office while serving: S1009
02-019-0080, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: S0096, H3204, H4043
02-019-0080, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0080, Judgeships, time between nomination and elections to
provide a period of at least 22 days between: S0121
02-019-0080, Judgeships, time between nomination and elections to
provide a period of at least 28 days between: H3189
02-019-0080, Judicial merit selection; change the process for nominat-
ing three qualified candidates to five qualified candidates:
H3175
02-019-0090, Election of judges; provide election to be held in joint
session only once a year: H3189
02-019-0090, Election of judges; provide that the names of each qual-
ified candidate, rather than the names of three, must be
submitted to the General Assembly: H3204
02-019-0090, Election of judges; require individual vote of each Gen-
eral Assembly member to be recorded; provide members
who receive campaign contributions from candidates must
recuse himself; provide a licensed attorney must recuse:
H4042
02-019-0090, Election of judges; revise the commission membership
and provide that the names of each qualified candidate
must be submitted to the General Assembly: H3207,
H3302
02-019-0100, Retired judges; provide that retired judges or justices are
prohibited from continued judicial service after retirement:
S0385
02-020-0010 through 02-020-0420, College and University Trustee
Screening Commission, created;  provide for consideration
of the qualifications of candidates; provide for membership
and procedures: S0213
02-020-0030, Nonjudicial candidate screening; eliminate the require-
ment for hearing held no later than two weeks prior to elec-
tion and set date for when they may obtain pledges or
commitments, and other provisions: S0103
02-047-0040, Joint Bond Review Committee; provide certain infor-
mation be given to committee through executive budget
office: S1239




02-047-0055, Comprehensive permanent improvement plan; make
conforming changes: S1239
02-065-0060, Comptroller General; substituted statewide accounting
and reporting system for SC enterprise information system:
H3270
02-069-0010, Subpeonas; authorize standing committees to issue sub-
peonas to private entities or individuals as required by law
and other provisions: H4686
Title 02, Chap. 020, College and University Trustee Screening Com-
mission, created;  provide for consideration of the qualifi-
cations of candidates; provide for membership and
procedures: S0213
Title 04
04-009-0030, County government powers; revise the freeholder pro-
cedure for the creation of a special tax district: H4610
04-009-0030, County government; authorize county to adopt by ordi-
nance the requirement that a residential or commercial
property owner shall keep property clean and free from
rubbish; provide for enforcement: S0833, H3896
04-009-0030, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; whole-
sale deliverer not subject to business license tax unless he
maintains a warehouse or mercantile: H3650
04-009-0610, Council membership in counties that have adopted
council-administrator form of government; provide that the
terms shall commence on the third business day following
certification of election: S0775
04-010-0330, Capital project sales tax act; provide that an ordinance
must specify whether the purpose of proceeds would
include economic development projects and other provi-
sions: S0889
04-010-0330, Capital projects sales tax; provide if the proceeds of the
tax are for one project then the local governing body may
perform duties; provide qualifications: S0482
04-010-0790, Local option sales and use tax distribution; require RFA
to furnish data to State Treasurer and provide certain assis-
tance: H3895
04-010-0970, Local option tourism fee; provide that if the fee is
imposed as authorized at least 20 percent must go to prop-
erty tax credit: S0426
04-011-0060, County officers, keeping money records; delete the min-
imum penalty for violation: H5155
Title 05
05-007-0012, School Resource Officers; Clarify the role of officers
involving disturbing schools: H3051
05-007-0030, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; whole-
sale deliverer not subject to business license tax unless he
maintains a warehouse or mercantile: H3650
05-007-0110, Municipalities contracting police protection; provide
that municipality also may contract with a public or private
academic institution to provide police services: H3143
05-007-0240, Municipality, annual financial audit; require report be
submitted to Comptroller General and other provisions:
H4898
05-015-0070, Municipal governing body’s duty to enact ordinances
for elections; establish a standardized provision for munic-
ipal candidate filing: H4505
05-015-0100, Municipal election commissions; provide that managers
shall certify the results within two days of election: S0127
05-021-0130, Specially levied tax, unlawful use; amend penalty for a
violation: H5155
05-021-0500, County or Municipal Council member voting to divert
funds; delete the minimum penalty for violation: H5155
05-025-0040, Fire alarms, failure to install in hospitals and schools;
delete the minimum penalty: H5155
05-025-0310, Building fees; allow municipality to increase fees to
allocate increase to affordable housing: S0364
05-025-1310, Smoke detector requirements; recharacterize as smoke
alarms and requirements for homes to be equipped with
smoke alarms: H3005
05-025-1320, Battery operated detectors; delete teh existing language
and require a smoke alarm compliance sheet completed by
owner of rental property: H3005
05-025-1330, Owner and Tenant responsibilities; delete obsolete lan-
guage and update owner responsibilities: H3005
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05-025-1340, Prohibitions on transfers of real estate without smoke
detectors; make conforming changes: H3005
05-025-1370, Penalties; establish a fine for violations: H3005
05-031-0020, Sewers and waterworks, interference with; amend the
penalty for a violation: H5155
Title 06
06-001-0050, Financial reports from counties and municipalities;
delay reports until March 15: H3895
06-001-0050, Financial reports from counties and municipalities; sub-
stitute term comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
06-001-0120, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; authorize
sharing of business license information among local gov-
ernments: H3650
06-001-0130, Minimum wage; provide that a political subdivision
may not require a minimum wage that exceeds the one pro-
vided in certain sections: H3085
06-001-0130, SC Minimum Wage Act; conforming changes: S0188
06-001-0320, Millage rate; create new item allowing municipalities
without an operating millage to impose millage and limita-
tions: S0618, H5026
06-001-0320, Property tax millage increase; restore the former method
of overriding the annual cap by a positive majority of gov-
erning body and deleting super majority requirement:
H3486, H3783
06-001-0530, Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow
revenue to be expended for repair and control of flooding
and drainage in tourism-related lands or areas: S0917,
H4880
06-001-0530, Hospitality tax revenue; reduce threshold in accommo-
dations taxes: S0945
06-001-0730, Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow
revenue to be expended for repair and control of flooding
and drainage in tourism-related lands or areas: S0917,
H4880
06-001-0730, Hospitality tax revenue; reduce threshold in accommo-
dations taxes: S0945
06-004-0010, Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow
revenue to be expended for repair and control of flooding
and drainage in tourism-related lands or areas: S0917,
H4880
06-009-0005, Building codes; all state regulatory agencies should
enforce the same codes unless otherwise mandated feder-
ally: S0579
06-009-0010, Building codes; agencies shall enforce building codes:
S0579
06-009-0014, Wheelchair ramps; provide a municipality or county
may not charge a fee or permit for ramps built with medi-
care or medicaid funds as long as meets code: S0579
06-009-0040, Building codes; provide timeframe for code adoption
and update procedure for adoption: S0579
06-009-0050, Adoption of national codes and standards; Council may
use national standards: S0579
06-009-0060, Adoption of national codes and standards; municipali-
ties and counties may adopt national standards: S0579
06-009-0063, Building Codes Council; shall provide updated codes
and standards to council, LLR, and review committees:
S0579
06-009-0080, Building code and regulations, violations; provide crim-
inal penalties and other provisions: H4696
06-009-0105, Physical or climatotological conditions; provide that
variations and modifications made by municipality or
county must be approved by Council: S0579
06-013-0230, Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors; abol-
ish existing board and reconstitute board to be appointed
by Governor and other provisions: H4091
06-013-0240, Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors powers
and duties; provide the district may not construct a water
treatment facility without proof of need: H4091
06-017-0420, Disturbing Schools; restructure offenses to provide a
delineated list and revise penalties: H3051
06-027-0010 through 06-027-0055, State Aid to Subdivisions Act;
change name of the local government fund and delete cer-
tain provisions: H3099




06-027-0030, Local Government Fund funding; delete the require-
ment for funding percentage and provide that appropria-
tions must be no less that the greater of the allocation ratio
of the latest year or average of 5 years: S0063
06-029-0760, Zoning regulations; provide that only a landowner or teh
governing body of a political subdivision may apply to
amend or change any zoning regulation or map relating to
that property: H3405
06-029-0915, Zoning appeals mediation; change from mandatory to
discretionary a motion made by a person who is not the
property owner to intervene as a party  and other provi-
sions: H4953
Title 06, Chap. 027, State Aid to Subdivisions Act; change name of the
local government fund and delete certain provisions:
H3099
Title 07
07-003-0020, Director of the State Election Commission; provide that
all directives to county boards must be in writing and sent
to both the directors and chairman of the county boards:
S0127
07-003-0020, State Election Commission Director; further define
duties: S0100, H3144
07-003-0025, Noncompliant boards of voter registration; provide that
a county board may appeal to the full state election com-
mission by a directive from staff: S0127
07-005-0010, County boards of voter registration, appointments;
authorize the legislative delegation to remove for cause a
member and other provisions: H4508
07-005-0010, Voter Registration and Election Boards; require that the
chairman be appointed by teh Governor with recommenda-
tion of legislative delegation: S0130
07-005-0010, Voter Registration and Elections County Board Member
appointments; allow the legislative delegation or a county
to remove the Governor’s appointment authority over the
board and devolve the power: S0111
07-005-0110, Elections; provide a person must be registered member
of party to vote in partisan election: S0536, H4115
07-005-0120, Board of trustee for higher education, elector qualifica-
tions; provide a student who resides for one semester in the
community of the college must be considered qualified:
S0678, H4391
07-005-0150, Voting registration books, closings; change the date
books must be closed: H4504
07-005-0155, Elections, voting by mail; reduce the number of days
time required: H4504
07-005-0170, Voter registration requirements; provide for requirement
of stating party affiliation on form and election commis-
sion to assist in capturing this data: S0536, H4115
07-005-0170, Voter registration requirements; provide for requirement
of stating party affiliation on form and election commis-
sion to assist in capturing this data; self-identification may
not be used to restrict primary voting: H4418
07-005-0185, Voter registration, electronic applications; provide the
application is effective upon receipt if reveived 25 days
before election: H4504
07-005-0220, Registration deadlines; shorten deadline: H4504
07-005-0320, Voter Registration; provide each state indentification
card or driver’s license application shall serve an as appli-
cation for voter registration; other provisions: S0135,
H3157
07-005-0330, Voter registration application; shorten the deadline:
H4504
07-005-0440, Changes in address, failure to notify; change time
period: H4504
07-007-0030, Voting precincts, Abbeville County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: H4179
07-007-0090, Voting precincts, Bamberg County; designate map num-
ber: H4697
07-007-0100, Voting precincts, Barnwell County; redesignate map
number: H4797
07-007-0120, Voting precincts, Berkeley County; add precincts, redes-
ignate map number and correct outdated references: S0651
07-007-0120, Voting precincts, Berkeley County; redesignate map
number: S1148, H4900
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07-007-0130, Calhoun county voting precincts; designate map num-
ber: H3661
07-007-0140, Voting precincts, Charleston County; redesignate map
numbers: S0555, H3936, H4908
07-007-0190, Voting precincts, Clarendon County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: H4183
07-007-0220, Dillon County, voting precincts; designate map number:
H3803
07-007-0230, Voting Precincts, Dorchester County; correct outdated
language and redesignate map number: S1147
07-007-0250, Voting precincts, Fairfield County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: H4165
07-007-0260, Voting precincts, Florence County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: S0680
07-007-0270, Voting precincts, Georgetown County; rename four pre-
cincts and redesignate map numbers: S0274, H3582
07-007-0290, Voting precincts, Greenwood County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: S0884, H4204
07-007-0320, Voting precincts, Horry County; redesignate various
precincts and map number: H4268
07-007-0350, Voting precincts, Lancaster County; redesignate map
number: H4870
07-007-0400, Voting precincts, Marion County; redesignate map num-
ber and correct outdated references: H4205
07-007-0410, Marlboro County, voting precincts; redesignate map
number: H3802
07-007-0420, Voting precincts, Newberry County; redesignate map
number and correct outdated references: S0885, S1144,
H4178
07-007-0440, Orangeburg County voting precincts; redesignate map
number: H3741
07-007-0480, Saluda County, voting precincts; redesignate map num-
ber: H3667
07-007-0490, Voting precincts, Spartanburg County; add and remove
precincts; redesignate map number: S0637
07-007-0501, Voting precincts, Sumter County; redesignate map num-
ber and correct outdated references: H4269
07-007-0510, Voting precincts, Union County; redesignate map num-
ber and correct outdated references: H4181
07-007-0530, Voting precincts, York County; add precinct and redes-
ignate map number: H4981
07-007-0990, Polling places, accessibility; change period in which an
elector may apply for or receive a transfer authorization:
H4504
07-009-0020, Primary election voting qualifications; require register-
ing as a member of the party and to provide procedure for
changing political party affiliation or nonaffiliation: S0536,
H4115
07-011-0015, Candidacy intention filing; reduce the number of signed
copies to be filed and make technical changes: S0127
07-011-0015, Candidacy, filing of intention and party pledge; reduce
the number of signed copies to be filed and permit a candi-
date for the State Senate or House to file with State Elec-
tion Commission or County Board: S0113
07-011-0015, Filings; provide if March 30 is on a weekend the time
for filing extends to the next business day that is not a
weekend day or holiday: H4977
07-011-0030, Convention nomination of candidates; remove Lieu-
tenant Governor: H3159
07-011-0030, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
07-011-0080, Nominating petition form; provide for an alternative
paper size for petitions for certification: S0127
07-013-0020, County officers, elections; provide a county may hold
election for sheriff every four years during general election
in non-presidential years: S1124
07-013-0035, Elections; require notice to state that the process of
examining return-addressed envelopes containing the
absentee ballot may begin at 9 am the day prior to election:
H3153, H5151
07-013-0035, Notice of elections; provide that in the even an election
is postponed the election must be held the first Tuesday
after the originally scheduled election day: S0127




07-013-0040, Party primary dates and provisions; change the date
from the second Tuesday in June to the first Tuesday in
May: S0818
07-013-0045, Filings; delete specific references to the number of
hours and provide that filings be accepted during regular
business hours on regular business days: H4977
07-013-0110, Poll manager requirements; provide that an individual
must be compensated in an amount not less than 15 dollars
an hour while attending compulsory elections training and
while working elections: H3040, H3151
07-013-0110, Poll managers and assistants; provide that poll workers
must be residents and registered electors in the state:
H4506
07-013-0190, Special elections to fill vacancies in office; remove a
municipality’s authority not to conduct general elections
under certain conditions: H3150
07-013-0190, Special elections to fill vacancies; adjust dates of elec-
tions must be held to conform with SC Uniform Miitary
and Overseas Voters Act: H3685
07-013-0190, Special elections to fill vacancies; provide for an
increase in number of weeks where there are partisan elec-
tions: S0347
07-013-0190, Special elections to fill vacancies; provide that if a state
of emergency is declared that the election must be post-
poned and held on the following Tuesday; exceptions:
S0127
07-013-0320, SC Tax Returns Uniformly Made Public Act; require a
candidate for president or vice president to file copies of
federal tax return to State Election Commission: H4509
07-013-0330, Elections; delete the provisions that provide for straight
party ticket voting: H3147
07-013-0360, Ballots, write in names for elections; provide the ballots
shall also contain a place for voters to write in the name of
any other person for whom they wish to vote for the elec-
tion of president and vice president: S0098
07-013-0360, Write-in voting; delete prohibition again writing in pres-
ident or vice-president: H3163, H3168
07-013-0710, Identification for voting; provide for written statement
of affirmation to be filed with provisional ballot when lack-
ing photo ID and other provisions: S0167
07-013-1340, Elections; delete the provisions that provide for straight
party ticket voting: H3147
07-013-1640, Elections; delete the provisions that provide for straight
party ticket voting: H3147
07-013-1910, Voting machine key, unlawful possession; delete the
minimum violation penalty: H5155
07-013-1920, Voting machines, unlawful tampering; delete minimum
penalty for a violation: H5155
07-015-0120, Absentee voter registration forms; reduce days: H4504
07-015-0220, Absentee ballot application; eliminate the requirement
that the absentee ballot applicant’s oath be witnessed:
H3153
07-015-0320, Absentee ballot; include voting during the early period
for person qualified to vote by absentee: S0100, H3144
07-015-0380, Absentee ballot oath; eliminate requirement for witness:
H3153
07-015-0385, Absentee ballot; eliminate requirement that the oath be
witnessed: H3153
07-015-0420, Absentee ballot; provide that the process of examining
the return-addressed envelopes have be received by the
county board may begin at 9am the day prior to election:
H3153, H5151
07-015-0420, Absentee ballots; allow the tabulation of absentee bal-
lots to begin at 9 am on the calendar day immediately pre-
ceding election day: S0101
07-015-0420, Absentee ballots; provide that absentee ballots may not
be tabulated until after the polls are closed on election day
and penalty for releasing information early: S0127
07-017-0010, Canvassers, county boards; change the meeting time for
the commissioners of election: S0127
07-017-0010, County boards of canvassers; remove Lieutenant Gover-
nor: H3159
07-017-0010, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
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07-017-0020, Canvass of votes; require the county board to submit
their results to the state board of canvassers by noon on
Tuesday following the election: S0127
07-025-0100, Ballots being seen by other voters; clarify that a voter
may distribute or share an electronic or digital image of the
voter’s own marked ballot vis social media or other means:
H3152
Title 08
08-001-0040, Clerk, sheriff, or magistrate to pay over fines or penal-
ties; delete the minimum sentence required for a violation:
H5155
08-003-0060, Public officials’ assumption of office before giving
bond; delete the minimum sentence required and increase
the maximum sentence for violations: H5155
08-011-0055, Overtime compensation; provide that a highway patrol
officer may elect time or pay: H3610
08-011-0160, Agency head salary commission; must make salary rec-
ommendations for constitutional officers and supreme
court justices: S0725
08-011-0165, Salary and fringe benefit surveys; salary surveys be con-
ducted for constitutional officers and supreme court jus-
tices: S0725
08-011-1310 through 08-011-1420, SC State Employee Equal Work
Act; prohibit discrimination by gender in compensation
paid to state employees for the same work; exceptions and
other provisions: H3342
08-013-0100, Definition of anything of value; add vote trading: S1151
08-013-0100, Definitions; revise definition of candidate: S0990,
H4443
08-013-0100, Ethics, definitions; revise definition of business with
which he is associated: H4027
08-013-0320, State Ethics Commission; add to duties for IOCA:
S0766, S0915, S0931
08-013-0340, State Ethics Commission annual report; report all
actions with IOCA to General Assembly and Governor:
S0766, S0915, S0931
08-013-0360, Ethics Commission; require the commission to make
electronic filings accessible to the public: H3579
08-013-0365, Electronic filing system for disclosures and reports;
require Ethics Commission to establish a new online cam-
paign account monitoring system and auditing department;
other provisions: S0806, H4500
08-013-0530, Legislative Ethics Committee; include the duty of ascer-
taining whether a special interest caucus has complied fully
and accurately with statute requirements; authorize impos-
ing fines: H4381
08-013-0540, Ethics; revise ethics committee’s possible actions after
reviewing the ethic commission’s recommendations and
relevant evidence: S0471
08-013-0700, Public Service Commission and Office of Regulatory
Staff; prohibit members or employees from receiving any-
thing of value by any group regulated by a government reg-
ulatory agency: H4417
08-013-0710, Economic interest statements, reporting gifts; increase
the mandatory reporting thresholds: H5204
08-013-0745, General Assembly members paid for representation;
provide a member licensed to practice law may not accept
a fee for performing constituent services fro state group;
exceptions: H4113
08-013-0755, Lobbyist; require a former public official must close
campaign accounts before serving: H5004
08-013-0755, SC Anti-Racketeering Act; add restrictions on former
public officials, members, or employee serving as lobbyist:
S1189, H5319
08-013-0780, Ethics; eliminate reference to the Ethics Commission’s
regulation-making authority: H3579
08-013-0935, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
08-013-1110, Economic interest statements; make technical changes
and provide all salaried members of a board, commission
or agency must file a statement of economic interests and
other provisions: H3579




08-013-1120, Economic disclosure statements; require disclosure for
payment or reimbursement for public speaking or event
attendance: S0867
08-013-1120, Economic interest statements, reporting gifts; increase
the mandatory reporting thresholds: H5204
08-013-1120, Economic interest statements; revise form and required
contents: H3579, H4027
08-013-1120, Economic interests statements; require disclosure of
source, type and amount; other provisions: S0990, H4443
08-013-1140, Economic interest statement filing; require that candi-
date and immediate family members provide copy of fed-
eral and state income tax by specified date; other
provisions: S0605
08-013-1170, Technical violations of disclosure; eliminate confidenti-
ality of technical violations: H3579
08-013-1300, Definitions; provide definitions for independent expen-
diture committee and election communications: S0255
08-013-1300, Definitions; revise and add definitions: H3514, H3571
08-013-1300; Definitions; revise definition of candidate: S0990,
H4443
08-013-1302, Contribution record maintenance; authorize appropriate
supervisory office to request the disclosure of certain man-
datory records for the purpose of verification: S0990,
H4443
08-013-1308, Campaign reports; require candidates and committees to
contemporaneously file campaign bank account statements
for the previous quarter’s campaign report: S0097
08-013-1308, Certified campaign reports; require a campaign report to
be filed 72 hours before an election and other provisions:
S0990, H4443
08-013-1312, Campaign bank accounts; provide that all contributions
received shall be deposited into an interest on campaign
account known as IOCA and other provisions: S0766,
S0915, S0931
08-013-1312, Campaign bank accounts; require all candidates to
maintain accounts in a financial institution that satisfies
certain requirements and other provisions: S0806, H4500
08-013-1312, Campaign bank accounts; restrict the number of savings
accounts an candidate or committee may establish and pro-
vide exceptions: H3514
08-013-1314, Campaign contribution limits; prohibit contributions
from certain noncandidate committees: S0990, H4443
08-013-1314, Contribution limits; provide that contributions for
jointly elected candidates are 3500 dollars per election
cycle: H4977
08-013-1322, Limits on contributions; provide that contribution limits
do not apply to independent expenditure-only committees
registered with the State Ethics Commission: H3514
08-013-1332, Unlawful contributions & expenditures; prohibit Gen-
eral Assembly Member, constitutional officer, or candidate
from soliciting or accepting campaign contributions from
any utility, company, corporation, etc: S0831, S0839,
H4501
08-013-1332, Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit Gen-
eral Assembly Members, constitutional officers, or candi-
dates from soliciting or accepting campaign contributions
from any group regulated by government agency: H4417
08-013-1340, Contribution restrictions; delete the restriction excep-
tion for certain types of committees: S0990, H4443
08-013-1348, Campaign fund use; clarify the type of prohibited
expenses: S0990, H4443
08-013-1364, Notice of obligation to report; provide for electronic
notice: H3579
08-013-1375, Campaign practices; provide for disclosures and dis-
claimers by independent expenditure committees related to
the independent expenditure committee’s election commu-
nications: S0255
08-013-1510, Ethics, late filing or failure to file; delete the minimum
sentence required for a  second offense violation: H5155
08-014-0020, New employee verification; provide that a worker is not
eligible to obtain a driver’s license if the worker’s only
proof of identification are certain things: S0128
08-015-0065, Annual salary supplements to county officers; substitute
term comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
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08-021-0310, Filing and recording fees; revise the fees which may be
charged including a flat fee; exceptions: S0864, H3337
08-021-0800, Court fees, relief; clarify that a probate judge may waive
fees for indigent persons in the same manner as civil cases:
S0415, H3511
08-027-0010, SC Whistleblower and Public Employee Protection Act;
revise definitions: H3448
08-027-0020, SC Whistleblower and Public Employee Protection Act;
eliminate cap of rewards and provide procedure for
rewarding multiple employees report the same abuse:
H3448
08-027-0030, SC Whistleblower and Public Employee Protection Act;
remove one year limitation on the period during which the
employee is protected from adverse action and provide
additional remedies: H3448
08-027-0030; Civil action against a public employer for retaliation for
reporting violations; change the maximum amount of dam-
ages an employee may recover: H3172
08-029-0010, Verification of residency; provide that an agency or
political subdivision shall not accept certain IDs: S0128
Title 08, Chap. 011, Art. 012, SC State Employee Equal Work Act;
prohibit discrimination by gender in compensation paid to
state employees for the same work; exceptions and other
provisions: H3342
Title 09
09-001-0010, Definitions; add class four member: H5000
09-001-0010, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
09-001-0060, Cafeteria plan; delete provision allowing DOT to con-
tinue, modify, and implement its independent cafeteria or
flexible benefits pilot plan: H3270
09-001-0240, Actuary, appointment and duties; provide State Fiscal
Accountability Authority shall approve actuary and pro-
vide that the retirements system investment commission is
a third-party beneficiary: H3726
09-001-0310, Administrative costs; add a reference to the SC Shared-
Risk Defined Benefit Plan: S1028
09-001-0510, Retirement system, employees who can choose to not
opt in; add part-time school cafeteria workers: S0821,
H4718
09-001-1085, Retirement system, contribution rates; all new employ-
ees shall participate in a defined contribution plan and
other provisions: S1040
09-001-1085, Retirement system, contribution rates; change rates and
require that the unfunded liabilities must be on a certain
amortization schedule: S0394, H3726
09-001-1310, Trustee; change a trustee from the state fiscal account-
ability authority to the retirement system investment com-
mission: S0394, H3726
09-001-1320, Custody of assets; change the custodian from state trea-
surer to PEBA Board of Directors: S0394, H3726
09-001-1340, Conflicts of interest; add reference to SC Shared-Risk
Defined Benefit Plan: S1028
09-001-1540, Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement
systems; provide that a member is considered to be in ser-
vice on the date the application is filed if the last day of
employment occured within a year of filing: S0854, H4698
09-001-1650, Employment termination, payments; remove certain
notarization requirements: H4869
09-001-1790, Retireees, limit earning exemptions; require public
school teachers and bus drivers are not subject to the
10,000 dollar limit: S1013
09-001-1790, Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to
employment; exempt certified educators from limits:
S0822, H4930
09-001-1790, Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to
employment; exempt person who retired before Nov. 1,
2017: H5178
09-001-1790, Retirement, returning to work; provide an employee
returning after retirement may not continue to receive the
retirement allowance and other provisions: H5000




09-001-1795, Retired teachers, employment; allow certain certified
employees to be hired without a loss of retirement benefits
and provide the member meets qualifications: S0828
09-001-2210, TERI; extend the date: H4725
09-003-0540, Political subdivision payments to the contribution fund;
provide DOR must be notified when a political subdivision
is delinquent in making its payments: H3270
09-004-0010, PEBA, member terms; change the term from two to five
years and require board to employ an executive director:
S0394
09-004-0010, PEBA, member terms; change the term from two to four
years and require board to employ an executive director:
H3726
09-004-0040, Peba audit; require PEBA to be audited every four
years: S0394, H3726, H4868
09-009-0040, General Assembly retirement system; provide that a
member of the system whose employment immediately
prior to retirement is covered by a correlated system must
receive benefits under the correlated system: S0763
09-009-0065, Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement
systems; provide that a member is considered to be in ser-
vice on the date the application is filed if the last day of
employment occured within a year of filing: S0854, H4698
09-009-0070, Employment termination, payments; remove certain
notarization requirements: H4869
09-009-0100, Employment termination, payments; remove certain
notarization requirements: H4869
09-010-0030, Pensions, SC National Guard; increase the amount of
the pension: H3105
09-011-0040, Definitions; add SC Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan:
S1028
09-011-0080, Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement sys-
tems; provide that a member is considered to be in service
on the date the application is filed if the last day of employ-
ment occured within a year of filing: S0854, H4698
09-011-0090, Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to
employment; delete earning limits for police officers
retired by Dec. 31, 2017: H5178
09-011-0090, Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to
employment; delete earning limits for police officers:
S0822, H4930
09-011-0110, Employment termination, payments; remove certain
notarization requirements: H4869
09-011-0170, Employment termination, payments; remove certain
notarization requirements: H4869
09-011-0225, Police officers retirement system; change contribution
rates and require that the unfunded liabilities be on a cer-
tain amortization schedule: S0394, H3726
09-016-0010, Definitions; add SC Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan:
S1028
09-016-0010, Retirement system funds; add definitions: S0394,
H3726
09-016-0030, Commission, delegation of functions; provide the com-
mission shall cast certain shareholder proxy votes: H3726
09-016-0090, Investment reports; provide that certain reports must
contain a schedule of net manager fees and expenses:
S0394, H3726
09-016-0315, Investment commission; change certain members of
commission, add qualifications, and require an executive
director: S0394, H3726
09-016-0330, Actuarial assumption statements and investment objec-
tives; allow for certain delegations to the chief investment
officer and require investment plans be approved by com-
mission: S0394, H3726
09-016-0335, Assumed rate of return; change rate of return and pro-
vide the rate expires every four years: S0394, H3726
09-016-0380, Commission audit; provide the investment commission
be audited every four years: S0394, H3726
09-020-0050 through 09-020-0090, State Optional Retirement Pro-
gram; rename program and other provisions: H5000
9-016-0335, Assumed annual rate of return; provide that the assumed
rate of return on the SC Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan
may not exceed the lesser of 6 percent or 300 bases points:
S1028
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Title 09, Chap. 020, State Optional Retirement Program; rename pro-
gram and other provisions: H5000
Title 10
10-001-0040, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
10-001-0040, State House Committee; replace Lieutenant Governor
with President of Senate: H3159
10-001-0165, Monuments and Memorials; provide that altering relo-
cating, removing, or renaming shall apply to property
under state government jurisdiction: S0068
10-001-0165, Monuments and memorials; all a war between the states
flag to be removed from a chapel or other religious struc-
ture located on public institution of higher learning prop-
erty and be relocated: H3083
10-001-0165, Monuments and memorials; provide that these provi-
sions do not apply to property under political subdivision
jurisdiction including schools: S0790
10-001-0215, State property; provide that before a state entity may sell
or lease property owned by SC it must cause a study to be
made of public uses: H3338
10-007-0230, Public officials’ failure to obtain insurance on public
buildings; delete the minimum sentence required for a vio-
lation: H5155
10-009-0260, Phosphate mining, interference without license; delete
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
10-011-0320, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
10-011-0325, Capitol grounds, use of explosives; remove penalty of
death: S0666
10-011-0325, Explosives or incendiary device, possession, etc; delete
the minimum sentence required for violations: H5155
Title 11
11-001-0130, Nonprofits; require nonprofit organizations to provide
certain financial disclosures before receiving a contribution
of fund from a state agency: H3103
11-003-0020, Comptroller General; delete provisions that require fees
and perquisities of the office shall be paid to the state trea-
sury and provide CG shall keep an accounting in SCEIS,
and delete other provisions: H3270
11-003-0050, Comptroller General; delete provisions that require fees
and perquisities of the office shall be paid to the state trea-
sury and provide CG shall keep an accounting in SCEIS,
and delete other provisions: H3270
11-003-0170, Comptroller General; delete provisions that require fees
and perquisities of the office shall be paid to the state trea-
sury and provide CG shall keep an accounting in SCEIS,
and delete other provisions: H3270
11-003-0230, Comptroller General; delete provisions that require fees
and perquisities of the office shall be paid to the state trea-
sury and provide CG shall keep an accounting in SCEIS,
and delete other provisions: H3270
11-009-0880, Board of Economic Advisor’s forecasts; revise dates of
forecasts: S1112
11-009-0880, Economic Advisors Board forcasts; revise dates of fore-
casts: H5262
11-011-0030, Annual budget estimates; provide that cost savings and
efficiency recommendations must be submitted: H4428
11-011-0044, Limitation on tax increases; so as to apply the same lim-
itation fees and provide that in determining applicability
the increased increase or new fees must be calculated
cumulatively: H4303
11-011-0150, Tax relief trust fund; restore the funding for the residen-
tial property tax exemption and full funding for the school
operating millage portion: H3783
11-011-0410, Limit on State spending; impose an annual limit on the
General Fund, create a separate budget stabilization fund,
and other provisions: H3522
11-011-0410, Limit on State spending; impose an annual limit, to cre-
ate a separate budget stabilization fund, provide for dis-
bursement, and provide for suspension of limit in case of
emergency: S0064
11-015-0090, Political subdivision disbursement officers; delete mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
11-015-0290, Sinking funds, failure to make investments; delete mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155




11-035-0710, Procurement code, exemptions; provide DOC is exempt
for purchases necessary to protect the health, safety or wel-
fare of employees or inmates: S0789
11-035-0710, State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise Act;
Procurement code exemptions; provide Fiscal Account-
ability Authority may exempt enterprise divisions: S0542,
H4182
11-035-1524, Resident vendor preference; provide that procurement
officer shall provide resident bidders with opportunity to
match the lowest nonresident bid and give preference to
resident bidder who matches: S0071, H3644
11-035-1524, Resident vendor preferences; provide that a business
owned by a service-disabled veteran shall receive a 5 per-
cent preference through use of set-asides on contract
awards: H4591
11-035-5270, Small and minority business contracting and certifica-
tion; provide that the division must be established within
the Fiscal Accountability Authority: S0794, S0798, H4674
11-043-0140, Transportation Infrastructure Bank; Governor the
appointing authority for members of Board of Directors:
S1245
11-043-0140, Transportation infrastructure bank; remove transporta-
tion commission chairman as the director: H3784
11-043-0167, State highway fund, fees and fines; allow DOT to reduce
certain amounts transferred to teh state-funded resurfacing
program: H3516
11-044-0030, High Growth Small Business Job Creation Act; allow
individuals not subject to SC income tax to claim credit
and specify services; other provisions: S0588, H4035
11-044-0040, Credit; increase credit and make conforming changes:
S0588, H4035
11-044-0050, Credit; increase credit and make conforming changes:
S0588, H4035
11-044-0060, Registration of qualified businesses; eliminate require-
ment that certain information be contained in report to the
General Assembly and Governor: S0588, H4035
Title 11, Chap. 009, Art. 009, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs; reorganized
article, eliminate certain divisions and make conforming
changes: H3895
Title 11, Chap. 009, Art. 011, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs; reorganized
article, eliminate certain divisions and make conforming
changes: H3895
Title 12
12-002-0070, County auditor, treasurer or member of county board of
tax appeals, unlawful conduct; substitute term Comptroller
General for DOR: H3270
12-004-0310, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; allow
DOR to share municipal business license information
among other local governments: H3650
12-006-0040, Internal Revenue Code; update the reference and pro-
vide that if the internal revenue code sections adopted are
extended then they are extended in SC as well: H5162
12-006-0040, Internal Revenue Code; update the reference to the year
2016 and provide that if the internal revenue code sections
adopted are extended then they are extended in SC as well:
S0250
12-006-0040, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; update refer-
ences to the internal revenue code and provide that if
extended they will be extended for SC: S1258, H5341
12-006-0050, Internal Revenue Code; remove the alternative tax on
qualifying shipping activities: S1043, S1100
12-006-0050, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; Internal Reve-
nue Code not adopted by SC; not adopt certain provisions:
H5341
12-006-0050, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; not adopt cer-
tain portions of the internal revenue code concerning the
standard of deduction, personal exemption and pass-
through business income: S1258
12-006-0510, Income tax rates; reduce tax brackets to three and phase
in over five years: S0813
12-006-0510, Income tax rates; reduce tax brackets to three and phase
in over six years an increase of the income subject to taxa-
tion within each bracket: S0600
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12-006-0510, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; decrease two income tax rates and phase in an
increase in the size of each income tax bracket and other
provisions: S0054
12-006-0520, Annual inflation adjustments; conforming changes:
S0813
12-006-0520, Income tax rates; reduce tax brackets to three and phase
in over six years an increase of the income subject to taxa-
tion within each bracket: S0600
12-006-0520, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; delete a provision that limits the inflation adjustment:
S0054
12-006-0520, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; adjust income
tax brackets using the chained consumer price index and to
delete a provision that limits the inflation adjustment to
half of the actual inflation rate: S1258, H5341
12-006-0520, Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act; delete provisions
limiting inflation adjustment and redundant language:
S0046
12-006-1110, Modification of income; make conforming changes:
S1043, S1100
12-006-1140, Income Tax Deductions; require State Guard member to
complete a minimum number of hours each year to qualify:
S0078
12-006-1140, Income tax deductions; allow a deduction for all income
attributable to certain employment in a Tier IV county and
other provisions: H3098
12-006-1140, Income tax, deductions; provide a deduction for private
school tuition paid by legal guardian of a child living in a
below average or at risk school district: H3080
12-006-1140, Income tax, deductions; provide deduction for benefits
paid to SC Police Officers Retirement System for service
connected disability: H4127
12-006-1140, Rural Revitalization Act; allow a deduction for all
income attributable to employment in Tier IV counties;
allow deduction for 5 years and other provisions: H4593
12-006-1140, SC Giving Back to Our Veterans Act; allow the deduc-
tion of retirement benefits from service on active duty:
S0062, H3104
12-006-1140, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase the subsistence deduction for certain law
enforcement officers: S0054
12-006-1140, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; Income tax
deductions; add SC dependent exemption and adjust
amount of the exemption each year for inflation: H5341
12-006-1150, SC Capital Gains Tax Elimination Act; increase deduc-
tion allowed and phase in increase over ten years: S0048
12-006-1160, SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; provide deduc-
tion for children under age of six is equal to the amount of
the SC personal exemption: S1258, H5341
12-006-1170, Retirement income deductions; conforming changes:
H4936
12-006-1170, SC Giving Back to Our Veterans Act; conforming
changes: S0062, H3104
12-006-2295, Sales and gross receipts; provide that receipts from the
provision of direct broadcast satellite service are attribut-
able: S0428, S1043
12-006-2320, Income allocation and apportionment; authorize DOR to
enter into an agreement establishing for the taxpayer that
builds or expands an industrial freight railroad into an
industrial park and other provisions: H4955
12-006-2320, SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act; authorize DOR
to enter into an agreement establishing the allocation and
apportionment of income tax on pipelines: H4703
12-006-3310, Tax credits; authorize a nonprofit corporation to transfer
credits unless transfer is specifically prohibited: H3609,
H3923
12-006-3330, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase the multiplier that determines the maximum
credit amount: S0054
12-006-3330, Two-wage earner credit; phase-in an increase in the
multiplier that determines the maximum credit amount:
H3516




12-006-3360, Job tax credit; provide higher credit amount in certain
qualifying counties: S0978
12-006-3360, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; provide
for tax credit: S0950
12-006-3367, Port Enhancement Zone Act; Provide for Port Enhance-
ment Zone: S0058
12-006-3367, Port Enhancement Zone Act; extend moratorium on tax-
payers creating at least 50 new full-time jobs in a port
enhancement zone: S0058
12-006-3367, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; extend
moratorium: S0950
12-006-3375, Port Enhancement Zone Act; increase the maximum
annual credit amount from 8 million to 9 million and other
provisions: S0058
12-006-3375, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; increase
maximum annual credit: S0950
12-006-3385, Income tax credit for tuition; increase the amount of the
credit for both four-year institutions and two-year institu-
tions: H3516
12-006-3385, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase the amount of the credit for two and four year
institutions: S0054
12-006-3515, Income Tax Credit for donations of a gift of land for
conservation; provide that the credit equals 25 percent of
the total gift and increase the maximum credit allowed;
delete obsolete provisions: S0052
12-006-3530, Tax Credits, community development; increase the
credit, delete aggregate credit provision, and set annual
limit; other provisions: S0412, H3842
12-006-3535, Tax credit, rehabilitating abandoned or historic build-
ings; specify the manner in which unused credit may be
carried forward and allocated: S1019, S1043
12-006-3585, Industry partnership fund tax credit; increase the aggre-
gate annual credit amount: S0446
12-006-3587, Solar energy systems; allow a state income tax credit
and other provisions; define wind energy system: H4431
12-006-3632, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; ; phase in an exemption of a percentage of manufac-
turing property and business personal property: S0054
12-006-3760, Tax credit; provide for credit for taxpayers who contrib-
ute to SC with Disabilities Economic Development Trust
Fund: H3836
12-006-3780, Private passenger motor vehicle; allow for a refundable
income tax credit for certain preventative maintenance;
specify the manner in which the credit is calculated and
offset: H3516
12-006-5060, Tax returns; add the SC with Disabilities Economic
Development Trust Fund to the list of fund a taxpayer may
contribute to: H3836
12-006-5060, Voluntary contributions on tax return check off; add SC
Gentrification Trust Fund: H5158
12-006-5060, Voluntary contributions; Disabled Self-Employment
Development Trust Fund added: S0729, S0756
12-006-5060, Voluntary contributions; SC historical society added to
state income tax return list: S0393
12-006-5060, Voluntary contributions; add poverty elimination bank
to the income tax return check off list: H3081
12-010-0080, Jobs development credit; make certain qualifying ser-
vice-related facilities eligible for credit: S1043
12-010-0080, Port Enhancement Zone Act; allow 85 percent of the
maximum credit to be claimed by businesses located in a
port enhancement zone: S0058
12-010-0080, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; allow for
credit to be claimed by businesses located in zone: S0950
12-010-0085, Rural infrastructure fund grants; provide that grants may
also be awarded to counties with a population of less than
40,000 residents and municipalities located in counties
with a less than 40,000 residents: S0233
12-010-0088, Redevelopment fees; specify to whom redevelopment
fees may be remitted: S0067
12-014-0060, Port Enhancement Zone Act; double the amount of
credit for any qualified manufacturing and productive
equipment property located in a port enhancement zone:
S0058
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12-014-0060, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; double
amount of credit for any qualified manufacturing and pro-
ductive equipment property within the zone: S0950
12-020-0020, Corporations annual reports; specify date for filing by
corporation: S0538, H4028
12-021-0625, Cigarette surtax; revise weight limitation on cigarette
and exemptions: S0575, H3664
12-021-1540, Alcohol certificate of registration; require invoice docu-
mentation be provided to the DOR: S0540
12-021-1550, Alcohol certificate of registration; require invoice docu-
mentation be provided to the DOR: S0540
12-021-2420, Admissions tax, exemptions; exempt certain agrotour-
ism businesses: H5171
12-021-2470, Amusement operation without license; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
12-021-2830, Gross receipts records; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
12-021-2870, Cigarette stamp tax; provide any cigarettes without
stamp are considered contraband: S0381, H3777
12-021-3080, Amusement tax enforcement, interference or refusal to
allow inspection; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
12-021-6000, Marijuana and Controlled Substance Tax Act, viola-
tions; provide that conviction is not required to levy tax:
H4671
12-021-6050, Marijuana and Controlled Substance Tax Act, distribu-
tion of tax; provide that 75 percent must be distributed to
law enforcement that conducted investigation: H4671
12-024-0010, Deed recording fees; allow increase in fee and alloca-
tion of increase to affordable housing: S0363
12-028-0310, Motor Fuel User fees; phase in an increase over four
years: S0384
12-028-0310, Motor fuel user fee; increase fee two cents per year over
six years: S0600
12-028-0310, Motor fuel user fee; phase in an increase on motor fuel
user fees: H3516
12-028-0310, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; phase in an increase on motor fuel user fees: S0054
12-028-2355, Inspection fee revenues; delete a provision that credited
the dept of agriculture with 10 percent of the revenues:
H3516
12-028-2720, Motor fuel user fee; prohibit the expenditure of the
funds on employee compensation: H3967, H4041
12-028-2740, Gas user fee among counties; change the amount trans-
ferred annually from the state highway fund: S0492
12-028-2740, Motor fuel user fee distribution to counties; allow for
certain addition allocations and distribute additional reve-
nues: H3516
12-028-2920, Toll road construction; allow toll revenues to be retained
in a special account and to be used to maintain turnpike
facilities: S0710, H4177
12-028-2930, Allocation of funds, expand the type of projects given to
firms owned and controlled by disadvantaged ethnic
minorities or women; delete certain provisions; replace
term set aside with term goals: H3236
12-036-0060, Definitions; exclude rental or lease from definition of
tangible personal property if property must be serviced to
remain sanitary for intended use; other provisions: H4452
12-036-0070, Definitions; exclude an individual furnishing accommo-
dations with less than 6 sleeping rooms for transients in
definition of retailer and seller; taxes do not apply: S0881
12-036-0910, Sales tax, communication services; to exclude from
imposition of tax imposed on video streaming received by
customer over internet: S1093
12-036-1710, Casual excise tax; provide that motor vehicles and
motorcycles are not subject to the tax: H3516
12-036-2110, Maximum sales tax, so as to increase the maximum tax
on certain items: H3516
12-036-2110, Maximum sales tax; increase the tax on motor vehicles
with a value of greater than 30,000 dollars: S0384
12-036-2110, Maximum tax may be imposed on certain items; phase
in a 300 dollar increase and provide for distribution of the
revenue: S0600
12-036-2110, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase the maximum tax on certain items: S0054




12-036-2120, Hurricane Preparedness Weekend; allow certain hurri-
cane preparedness items shall be exempt from state sales
tax: H3480
12-036-2120, Port Enhancement Zone Act; extend exemption for
materials handling to a taxpayer that invests in a port
enhancement zone and extend exemption for construction
materials to a taxpayer investing: S0058
12-036-2120, SC Compassionate Care Act; exempt the same of canna-
bis by dispensaries from state sales tax: S0212, H3521
12-036-2120, SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act; Sales tax,
exemptions; exempt building material used to build natural
gas pipelines: H4703
12-036-2120, Sales and use tax; exempt all of the gross proceeds of
the lease of a portable toilet including service or other
maintenance provided with lease: H3095
12-036-2120, Sales tax exemptions; exempt certain fuel and electricity
used as well as clothes worn during perishable prepared
food manufacturing: H4021
12-036-2120, Sales tax exemptions; exempt toys purchased by the
marines for toys for tots foundation: S0528
12-036-2120, Sales tax exemptions;exempt building materials neces-
sary to build or expand industrial freight railroads into
industrial parks: H4955
12-036-2120, Sales tax, exemptions; exempt any item subject to the
infrastructure maintenance fee: H3516
12-036-2120, Sales tax, exemptions; exempt certain disposable dia-
pers sold to a non-profit: H3841
12-036-2120, Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act; extend
exemptions: S0950
12-036-2120, Second Amendment Weekend Tax Exemption; include
exemption for residential home protection products: S0073
12-036-2120, State Sales Tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds
of sales or the sales price of any device, equipment, or
machinery used in the production of electric or hybrid
vehicles: H3321
12-036-2120, State sales tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds
of sales or the sales price of machinary, machine tools, and
parts of them used in production of electricity fro a renew-
able energy source: H3320
12-036-2130, Use tax exemptions; exempt all-terrain vehicle pur-
chased or leased in another state if sales tax was paid in
that state: H4678
12-037-0220 SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; ; phase in an exemption of a percentage of manufac-
turing property and business personal property: S0054
12-037-0220, Property Tax Exemptions; allow an exemption from all
property tax if owner is age 75 and has resided at property
for 30 years: S0060
12-037-0220, Property Tax Exemptions; exempt 80 percent of the fair
market value of certain distributed energy resources and
the value of renewable energy resource property for resi-
dential use: S0044, H3079
12-037-0220, Property Tax Exemptions; exempt percentage of fair
market value of manufacturing property and phase in the
exemption over 5 years: S0072
12-037-0220, Property Tax exemptions; a leasehold interest conveyed
by the SC Public Service Authority for residential use is
exempt from ad valorem taxation: S1082
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption; add emergency medical techni-
cian to definition of eligible owner for certain individuals
who are disabled: H3077
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all
property tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 65
years old: H3449
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all
property tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 80
years old: H3092
12-037-0220, Property tax exemption; phase in exemption of a per-
centage of manufacturing property: H3516
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; allow an exemption for dwell-
ing house and one acre for a person with a brain or spinal
cord injury: S0759
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12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; delete exemtion reimbursed
from the homestead exemption fund from all school oper-
ating millage: H3486, H3783
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; exempt renewable energy
resource property having a nameplate capacity of no
greater than 20 kilowatts: H4421
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; exempt the first 20,000 dollars
of value of a personal motor vehicle that has reached the
age of 65: S0395
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; extend exemption on church
property not owned by a church but exclusively used for
church purposes: H4859
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; provide exemption for vehi-
cles that are afforded free registration because former pris-
oner of war: S0238
12-037-0220, Property tax exemptions; provide if qualifying charita-
ble organization acquires property that will be exempt then
the exemption takes effect upon acquisition: H4530
12-037-0224, Property Tax Assessments for watercraft and boats; pro-
vide a person may claim a qualifying boat or watercraft as
primary residence; provide for application requirements
and definition: S0050
12-037-0250, Homestead exemption; provide that a county shall
adjust a tax bill to automatically reflect exemption when
the taxpayer reaches a certain age and provide for certain
refunds: H3074
12-037-0250, Homestead exemption; require that a qualifying dwell-
ing place also meets all requirements for special assess-
ment ratio: H4451
12-037-0251, Rollback tax millage calculations; restore the former
exemption allowed: H3486, H3783
12-037-0270, Reimbursements paid to local governments; make con-
forming changes: H3486, H3783
12-037-0290, Homestead exemption; require that a qualifying dwell-
ing place also meets all requirements for special assess-
ment ratio: H4451
12-037-0930, Property valuation; provide that fair market value of
certain vehicles may not exceed 92 percent of the prior
year’s value: H3082
12-037-1130, False statements to DOR; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
12-037-2460, Aircraft property tax; credit the proceeds of taxes to the
state aviation fund: S0792, H4700
12-037-2600, Motor carriers; exempt from ad valorem taxes on large
commercial motor vehicles and buses: H3516
12-037-2610, Tax year, motor vehicles; make conforming changes:
H3516
12-037-2610, Tax years for motor vehicles; provide that large com-
mercial vehicle and buses must pay road use fees in lieu of
ad valorem property tax: S0600
12-037-2650, Tax notice issuance; make conforming changes: H3516
12-037-2650, Tax notices issuance and paid receipts; provide that
large commercial vehicles and buses must pay road use fee
in lieu of ad valorem property tax: S0600
12-037-2680, Assessed value of vehicle; require the value not set forth
in certain guides or manauls may not exceed 92 percent of
the prior year value: H3082
12-037-2680, Vehicle assessment; require the revenue dept to post its
value guides and manuals on its website and allow the dept
to determine values in a different manner if national publi-
cation prohibits posting: H3096
12-037-2810 through 12-037-2880, Motor Carriers; provide that the
article does not apply to small commercial vehicles and
other provisions: H3516
12-037-2810 through 12-037-2890, Motor carriers; does not apply to
small motor vehicles and other provisions: S0384, S0600
12-037-2810 through 12-037-2890, SC Infrastructure and Economic
Development Reform Act; provide that this article does not
apply to small commercial vehicles and other provisions:
S0054
12-037-3130, SC Real Property Valuation Reform Act; eliminate the
point of sale valuation and return to the former valuation
system; other provisions: H3486, H3783




12-037-3140, SC Real Property Valuation Reform Act; eliminate the
point of sale valuation and return to the former valuation
system; other provisions: H3486, H3783
12-037-3150, SC Real Property Valuation Reform Act; eliminate the
point of sale valuation and return to the former valuation
system; other provisions: H3486, H3783
12-039-0360, Property tax payment extension for deployed service-
men; require each county allow for a deferment and other
provisions: S0911, H3106
12-043-0220, Assessment Ratios; extend members of USA Foreign
Service Certain legal residence provisions that apply to
armed forces: H5096
12-043-0220, Assessment ratio; allow a taxpayer to claim 4 percent on
a residential property other than legal residence if the addi-
tional residence is the legal residence of either a parent or a
child of the taxpayer: H3307
12-043-0220, Assessment ratios; provide that accommodations fur-
nished to transients for less than 30 days on which a legal
residence is located shall be assessed at 4 percent and other
provisions: S0881
12-043-0220, Assessment ratios; provide that an when an owner
receiving 4 percent ratio dies, the property shall continue to
receive 4 percent until the estate is closed if property not
rented: S0587, H3093
12-043-0220, Classification and assessment ratios; delete provisions
relating to roll-back taxes: H3308
12-043-0220, Property tax assessment ratios; require owner-occupant
to disclose birth date when applying for certain property
tax assessment ratios: H3074
12-043-0220, Property tax exemptions; make conforming changes:
H3486, H3783
12-043-0220, Roll-back property taxes; provide for applicability of
roll-back taxes to certain property that is no longer used as
agricultural property: S0281
12-043-0220, Roll-back taxes; eliminate roll-back provision: S0420
12-043-0220, Roll-back taxes; limit to one year when property no lon-
ger classified as agriculture: H3786
12-043-0220, Uniform Assessment Ratios; provide that an owner eli-
gible for and receiving the special assessment who is resid-
ing at a nursing home retains the special assessment ratio
while at nursing home: S0075
12-043-0335, Property assessment for merchants; require DOR to fol-
low certain classification system manual provisions:
S0539, H4029
12-045-0180, Delinquent tax penalties; provide that a county treasurer
or authorized office may waive late penalties for certain
good causes: S0708
12-051-0130, Tax sale overages; provide that only the owner of an
overage may claim the overage; provide identifiable info
exempt from FOIA: S0057
12-054-0044, Tax or revenue law penalties; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
12-054-0122, Tax liens; allow DOR to implement a system of filing
and indexing liens which is accessible to the public over
the internet or other means: H3684
12-054-0250, Revenue Dept, authority to require immediate payment
with available funds; change requirement from fifteen
thousand to one thousand dollars and other provisions:
S1127
12-056-0020, Setoff Dept Collection Act; provide that the definition
of claimant agency includes House of Representatives Eth-
ics Committee and Senate Ethics Committee: H3341
12-060-0030, Property Tax Procedure Act; provide definitions: S0793
12-060-0030, SC Revenue Procedures Act, definitions; require the
notices to include property tax value and provide the appli-
cable assessment ratio applies to the lower of the fair mar-
ket value: H3486, H3783
12-060-0030, SC Revenue Procedures, definitions; provide additional
definitions: S1043
12-060-0030, Tax procedures; conforming changes: H3486, H3783
12-060-0450, Property Tax Procedure Act; appeals of proposed
assessments; require DOR to notify affected counties:
S0793
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12-060-0450, Proposed assessments, appeals; require the department
to notify affected counties in certain instances: S1043
12-060-0450, Proposed tax assessments, appeals; provide that a tax-
payer may appeal the appraised value of a motor vehicle by
submitting an appraisal to the DMV: H4430
12-060-2120, Property Tax Procedure Act; property tax appeals; DOR
shall notify any affected county of written protest: S0793,
S1043
12-060-2140, Property Tax Procedure Act; payments for refunds; pro-
vide that no refund is due before the three tax years imme-
diately preceding the final determination: S0793, S1043
12-060-2150, Property Tax Procedure Act; filing a claim for a refund;
provide for certain notifications and that failure to timely
issue written notice is considered a denial: S0793, S1043
12-060-2510, Assessment notices; provide that these notices must
contain the property tax value of real property in addition
to fair market value: H3486, H3783
12-060-2510, Tax procedures; conforming changes: H3486, H3783
12-062-0010, SC Motion Picture Incentive Act; provide that commit-
ted and uncommitted funds from the prior year shall be car-
ried over for the same purpose: S0074
12-062-0220, Property tax exemptions; exempt all property devoted to
low income housing if property owned by non-profit:
H3867
12-065-0020, Textiles Community Revitalization Act; modify certain
definitions: S1043
12-065-0030, Tax credits for textile mill sites renovated or redevel-
oped; make credit allowed transferable: H3468
12-067-0140, Tax credit, rehabilitating abandoned or historic build-
ings; specify the manner in which unused credit may be
carried forward and allocated: S1019, S1043, H4910
12-067-0140, Tax credit, revitalizing abandoned buildings; specify the
manner in which certain buildings may be subdivided:
S1043
Title 12, Chap. 037, Art. 023, Motor Carriers; provide this article does
not apply to a small commercial vehicle and other provi-
sions: H3516
Title 12, Chap. 037, Art. 023, SC Infrastructure and Economic Devel-
opment Reform Act; provide this article does not apply to a
small commercial vehicle and other provisions: S0054
Title 13
13-007-0010, Atomic Energy and Radiation Control Act; change defi-
nition of nonionizing radiation: H3131
13-007-0045, Ionizing sources of radiation; require accreditation or
certification for certain medical equipment: H3131
13-007-0045, Tanning establishments; authorize DHEC to inspect
sources of nonionizing radiation and to retain fees to
administer the program: H4412
Title 14
14-001-0200, Judges salaries; provide for a salary schedule: S0910,
H4801
14-001-0200, Supreme Court Justices salaries; must be based on rec-
ommendations from the agency head salary commission:
S0725
14-001-0203, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0204, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0205, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0206, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0207, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-001-0208, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827




14-001-0210, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
14-007-1550, County Grand Jury foreman; prohibit the use of third
party summary, hearsay as sole evidence and require mate-
rial evidence to be put in record: H3870
14-007-1610, State Grand Jury; provide additional findings concern-
ing certain crimes involving insurance fraud: S0267,
H3422
14-007-1630, State Grand Jury; include certain crimes involving
insurance fraud: S0267, H3422
14-011-0030, Master-in-equity compensation; provide for a pay
schedule based on the salary paid to a circuit court judge:
S0910, H4801
14-017-0010, Clerks of court, elections; provide for nonpartisan spe-
cial elections when a vacancy occurs and provide proce-
dures for nomination of candidate: H3149
14-017-0325, Clerks of court; require every clerk shall report to SLED
within 10 days the disposition of each case in general ses-
sions; report issuance of restraining orders and others
within 48 hours: S0516
14-023-1020, Probate judges, elections; provide for nonpartisan spe-
cial elections when a vacancy occurs and provide proce-
dures for candidate nomination: H3148
14-025-0045, Summary courts, jurisdiction; provide jurisdiction over
noncriminal citations: H5371
14-025-0065, Municipal court, maximum penalties that may be
imposed; delete the minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
14-027-0020, Judicial Council; replace Lieutenant Governor with
President of the Senate: H3159
14-027-0020, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
14-027-0030, Judicial Council; replace Lieutenant Governor with
President of the Senate: H3159
14-027-0030, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
14-027-0040, Judicial Council; replace Lieutenant Governor with
President of the Senate: H3159
14-027-0040, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
14-027-0080, Judicial Council; replace Lieutenant Governor with
President of the Senate: H3159
14-027-0080, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
Title 15
15-001-0310, Good Samaritan Statute; require victims to whom gratu-
itous emergency care is rendered to be tested for blood-
bourne diseases; establish criminal penalties and other
provisions: H4493
15-019-0220, Property subject to attachment; include state income tax
refunds: H3200
15-027-0015, Sign Language Interpreters Act; sign language inter-
preter appointment for courts; conforming changes: S0548,
H4040
15-035-0650, Judgement cancellations; revise the manner judgements
are cancelled of record and provide procedures in specified
instances: H3336
15-036-0010 through 15-036-0100, South Carolina Frivolous Civil
Proceedings Sanctions Act, designated: H4897
15-039-0410, Property that may be applied to satisfaction of judge-
ment; provide that only 75 percent of the earnings of the
debtor for his personal services can be applied and other
provisions: S0230
15-041-0030, Property exempt from bankruptcy proceedings or
attachment, levy and sale; revise exemptions in bank-
ruptcy: H3429
15-041-0030, Retirement account being exempt from attachment, levy
and sale; delete the provision that the exemption applies
only to the extent that is permitted in federal bankruptcy
code: H3176, H3413, H4002
15-043-0070, Contempt, violations of injunctions and punishment;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
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15-048-0010, Arbitration agreements; notice must be typed in bold
letters and acknowledged by written signature of both par-
ties: H4519
15-048-0010, Arbitration agreements; provide that certain clauses
contained in adhesion contracts with consumers are void
from remaining terms: H3202
15-048-0010, Arbitration agreements; provide that the notice of provi-
sions apply regardless of whether the remaining provisions
apply to a particular contract containing an arbitration
clause: H3203
15-048-0090, Arbitration awards; provide that awards must be rea-
soned and provide arbitrators shall provide the facts and
reasons for award; other provisions: H4813
15-049-0020, Name change petition requirements; petitioner must
attach affidavit providing proof of residency for at least
one year: H3897
15-078-0100, Special verdict; provide that certain causes of action
must be filed in magistrates court: H3228
15-078-0110, Tort Claims Act’s Statute of Limitations; provide any
action brought pursuant to this chapter is barred; excep-
tions: S0175
15-078-0120, Limitations on liability; provide that a state agency or
political subdivision may be represented by a department
manager or staff person in certain actions: H3228
15-079-0125, Medical malpractice; require a defendant to file a notice
of appearance and allow plaintiff to file to dispense with
mediation if defendant fails to file notice of appearance:
H3740
Title 15, Chap, 036. Sanctions, designated: H4897
Title 15, Chap. 036, Art. 001, South Carolina Frivolous Civil Proceed-
ings Sanctions Act, designated: H4897
Title 16
16-001-0057, Convictions, multiple for certain property crimes; pro-
vide that only violations occurring within ten years of the
last violation shall constitute prior violations: S0546
16-003-0020, Homicide; remove penalty of death as punishment and
other provisions: S0666
16-003-0020, Murder, punishment; add aggravating circumstances
due to hate crimes: S0153
16-003-0060, Involuntary manslaughter; to include within the defini-
tion the sale or delivery of controlled substances that cause
death when ingested and penalty: S0083, H3882
16-003-0085, Homicide by child abuse; add death of a child by tor-
ture: S1033, H4854
16-003-0600, Assault and Battery; add high and aggravated nature
occurs when a person injures law enforcement: H3206
16-003-0600, Assault and Battery; provide for high and aggravated
nature occurs when persons injure a health care profes-
sional or emergency personnel performing duties: S1066,
S1096, H3483
16-003-0610, Concealed weapon offenses; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
16-003-0625, Resisting arrest with deadly weapon; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation and remove certain
provisions: H5155
16-003-0655, Criminal Sexual Conduct with a minor; remove penalty
of death and other provisions: S0666
16-003-0755, Sexual battery with a student; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
16-003-0755, Sexual battery with a student; revise structure of offense
and provide mandatory minimum sentence for conviction:
S0169
16-003-0910, Kidnapping; include offense of attempted kidnapping:
S0925
16-003-0910, Kidnapping; provide for sentence reduction petition if
convicted before June 5, 1991: H3219
16-003-0930, Kidnapping; create offense of luring or attempting to
lure a child under age of 13; establish penalties and provide
affirmative defense: S0925
16-003-1045, Employment or use of person under 18 to commit cer-
tain crimes; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155




16-003-1095, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; crime victim assistance grants:
S0289, H3827
16-003-1110, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1120, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1140, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1150, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1160, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1170, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1180, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1180, Victim awards; increase burial expense: H4831
16-003-1220, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1230, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1240, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1260, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1280, False claims; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
16-003-1290, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1330, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1340, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1350, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
16-003-1410 through 16-003-1430, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; conforming
changes and rename article: S0289, H3827
16-003-1610 through 16-003-1690, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; conforming
changes and rename article: S0289, H3827
16-003-1710, Harassment offenses; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-003-1720, Harassment offenses; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-003-1730, Stalking; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
16-003-1770, Restraining orders; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-003-2010, Trafficking in persons; delete the definition of traffick-
ing in persons: H3329
16-003-2020, Trafficking in persons; restructure offense and provide a
penalty when the victim is a minor under 18 and other pro-
visions: H3329
16-003-2090, Human trafficking, forfeiture of property; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-005-0050, Hindering law enforcement officers; provide for misde-
meanor and exceptions: S0155
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16-005-0445, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: H3827
16-009-0230, Public officers accepting extra compensation; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-009-0250, Peace officers, unlawful acceptance of remuneration;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-011-0130, Burning personal property; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
16-011-0180, Fire spread, negligence; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-011-0311, Burglary; include in the purview the offense of entering
a dwelling without consent and with intent to commit a
crime during an ordered evacuation: H3334
16-011-0311, Home Invasion Protection Act; provide that burglary in
the first degree may be punishable by life in prison under
certain circumstances: S0120
16-011-0350, Robbery by stopping a train; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
16-011-0360, Robbery after entering a train; revise the penalties for
violation: H5155
16-011-0510, Animals, malicious injury to; revise the penalties for
violation: H5155
16-011-0510, Malicious injury; additional penalties for hate crimes:
S0147, H3196, H3216, H3955
16-011-0520, Malicious injury to a tree, house, or fence and trespass;
revise the penalties for violation: H5155
16-011-0520, Malicious injury; additional penalties for hate crimes:
S0147, H3196, H3216, H3955
16-011-0535, Malicious injury to places of worship; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-011-0590, Destruction of Sea Oat of Venus-Flytrap plants; delete
the minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
16-011-0600, Trespassing and posting of notice; allow for different
method of posting notice involving clearly visible purple-
painted boundaries: H4403
16-011-0610, Entering land without permission; provide a person is
guilty of a misdemeanor and must carry a notice if given
permission to hunt, fish or trap: H3592
16-011-0650, Fences, destroying, removing, etc; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-011-0700, Littering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or
cigarette component: H3924
16-011-0700, ittering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or cig-
arette component; deceased animals are included in pur-
view: H4458
16-011-0770, Graffiti vandalism; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
16-011-0770, Graffiti vandalism; revise penalty for first offense:
S0959
16-013-0010, Forgery; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0030, Petit and Grand Larceny; amend penalties for grand lar-
ceny offenses and provide mandatory minimum terms of
imprisonment: H3558
16-013-0030, Simple larceny; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0040, Stealing of bonds; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0050, Stealing of livestock; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0066, Stealing or damaging aquaculture operations; revise the
penalties: H5155
16-013-0070, Stealing of vessels; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0110, Shoplifting; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0180, Receiving stolen goods; revise the penalties: H5155
16-013-0230, Breach of Trust; further define the elements of the
offenses: S0802, H4853
16-013-0230, Breach of trust with fraudulent intent; revise the penal-
ties: H5155
16-013-0240, Breach of Trust; further define the elements of the
offenses: S0802, H4853
16-013-0240, Obtaining signature by false pretenses; revise the penal-
ties: H5155
16-013-0260, Obtaining property under falsehood; revise the penal-
ties: H5155
16-013-0300, Fraudulent removal of property attached or levied on;
delete minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
16-013-0420, Leased or rented property, failure to return; revise the
penalties: H5155




16-013-0430, Food stamps, fraud; revise the penalties: H5155
16-014-0060, Credit card fraud; amend jurisdiction and revise the pen-
alties: H5155
16-014-0080, Receiving of stolen goods; amend jurisdiction and
revise the penalties: H5155
16-015-0010, Bigamy; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
16-015-0030, Incest; delete the minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
16-015-0060, Adultery or fornication; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-015-0090, Prostitution; increase the penalties and establish an affir-
mative defense for being a victim of human trafficking;
increase penalties when prostitute has mental disability:
S0168, H3847
16-015-0110, Prostitution; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
16-015-0120, Buggery; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
16-015-0305; Obscene content; expand prohibition on exhibition of
content; define digital electronic file: H4514
16-015-0445, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289
16-017-0310, Organization or emblem imitation; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0420, Disturbing schools; restructure the offenses and revise
penalties and exceptions: S0131, H3794
16-017-0520, Disturbance of religious worship; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0570, Fire and police alarm boxes, interference; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0580, State line markers, removal; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0600, Human remains, desecration or destruction; provide for
enhanced penalties for violations motivated by hate crime:
S0517
16-017-0600, Human remains, destruction or desecration; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0610, Soliciting emigrants without a license; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-017-0690, Fortune-telling; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
16-017-0710, Event tickets, resale; a person who resells a ticket must
not request or receive more than one dollar above the price
charged by the original ticket seller including sale through
website: S0558
16-017-0722, False police reports; to include law enforcement officers
in the purview of the offense of filing a false report: H3198
16-017-0735, Impersonating officials or officers; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-019-0010, Lotteries; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
16-019-0160, Punchboards for gaming; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-021-0080, Receiving stolen vehicle, etc; revise penalties: H5155
16-023-0010, Definitions; add necessary terms: S0527
16-023-0020, Handgun, unlawful carry; revise the provisions that pro-
vide when a person may lawfully carry: H3930
16-023-0020, Handguns, unlawful carrying; add additional exceptions
for emergency medical service providers, firefighters, and
other first responders during certain circumstances: H3187
16-023-0020, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
16-023-0020, Unlawful carry of handguns; create a exception to allow
any carrying during a mandatory evacuation and time
frame allowed for exceptions: S0088, S0432
16-023-0030, Handguns, unlawful carry; delete term handgun and
replace with firearm; provide it is unlawful to sell handgun
if reasonable cause to believe person does not meet certain
category: S0527
16-023-0050, Handgun penalties; delete term handgun and replace
with firearm; provide for additional penalties and other
provisions: S0527
16-023-0050, Handguns, offenses; increase the penalty and fines for
unlawful carrying: H3182
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16-023-0050, Handguns, offenses; restructure the penalty and provide
tiered penalty structure: H3190
16-023-0050, Handguns, unlawful carry or sale; create graduated pen-
alties for subsequent offenses: H3191
16-023-0050, Offenses involving weapons; include assault weapons in
the purview and increase penalties for violations; create a
two-tiered penalty scheme: H3183
16-023-0050, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449
16-023-0210, Definitions; define assault weapon: H3183, H4975
16-023-0220, Unlawful transportation of Firearms; add assault weap-
ons: H3183, H4975
16-023-0230, Storing, keeping or possessing firearms; include assault
weapons: H3183, H4975
16-023-0240, Sale, rental or giving away firearms; include assault
weapons: H3183, H4975
16-023-0420, Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on
holder on carrying on a post-secondary school property
under certain circumstances and provide institution should
develop policies: H3248, H3262
16-023-0420, Firearm, on school property; revise provisions: H3930
16-023-0420, Firearms in schools; exempt concealed weapons permit
holders from prohibitions: H4956
16-023-0420, Firearms, prohibited on public property; exempt school
protection officers: H4972
16-023-0420, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
16-023-0430, Firearm, on school property; revise provisions: H3930
16-023-0430, Jacob Hall’s Law; clarify that school personnel autho-
rized may carry a weapon on school property and to allow
school officials to require weapons training before authori-
zation: S0085, H3330
16-023-0430, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
16-023-0440, Handguns, offenses for discharging into properties;
expand purview to include shopping malls, movie theaters,
parking lots and other public gatherings: H3192
16-023-0450, Trap guns, spring guns, or similar; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
16-023-0460, Carrying a deadly concealed weapon; require an ele-
ment of intent: H3930
16-023-0460, Concealed weapons; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
16-023-0460, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
16-023-0465, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
16-023-0490, Firearm in commission in a violent crime; remove refer-
ence to death penalty: S0666
16-023-0500, Firearms and ammo, unlawful possession; expand
parameters of the offense to include persons convicted of
crime punishable by imprisonment of more than one year
and provide graduated penalties: H5160
16-023-0715, Use of weapon of mass destruction; remove death pen-
alty: S0666
16-023-0720, Intentional use of destructive device; remove death pen-
alty: S0666
16-023-0730, False destructive device or detonator; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-023-0740, Hindering an explosive ordinance tech; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-023-0750, Destructive devices, providing false information; delete
the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
16-025-0010, Domestic violence; revise definition of household mem-
ber to include all person cohabiting or formerly cohabited:
S0778
16-027-0030, Animal fighting; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
16-027-0040, Animal fighting; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 012, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; crime victim
assistance grants: S0289, H3827
Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 014, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; conforming
changes and rename article: S0289, H3827
Title 16, Chap. 003, Art. 016, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to
restructure and consolidate victim services; conforming
changes and rename article: S0289, H3827
Title 17




17-001-0040, Arrest and booking records, destruction of; provide that
a person or entity who publishes on a website the records
of certain persons shall take down records within 30 days
and provide penalty: H3481
17-003-0030, Public defender services fees; provide that the applica-
tion fee must be collected and waivers obtained through
public defender rather than clerk of court: S0409
17-003-0045, Public defender services fees; provide that the applica-
tion fee must be collected and waivers obtained through
public defender rather than clerk of court: S0409
17-003-0330, Indigent defense office; delete requirement roll over
unexpended funds for capital case defenses: S0666
17-003-0330, Indigent defense office; require information on budgets,
expenditures and receipts to be include in reports to Gen-
eral Assembly: H3333
17-003-0510, Public defenders; provide public defender salary must
not be less than salary paid to a circuit court judge: S0910,
H4801
17-003-0520, Circuit public defender; remove requirement that
defender be certified to defend capital cases and other pro-
visions: S0666
17-005-0130, Coroner qualifications; provide that a person who is
elected and completes necessary training is qualified to
serve: H3019
17-005-0130, Coroners Training Advisory Committee; provide addi-
tional duties: S0170, S0171
17-005-0600, Cremation permits; provide that no fee for a permit for
cremation may be charged: H3197
17-013-0060, Courts; contempt powers and authority to arrest going to
and returning from court: H4521
17-015-0010, Bond and recognizance, noncapital offense; provide bail
schedule to serve as a guide for General Sessions Court:
S0434
17-015-0015, Deposits in lieu of bond delivery; provide that a defen-
dant or bondsman may pledge real estate in lieu of bond
delivery: H5062
17-017-0010, Death penalty; remove references: S0666
17-022-0910, Expungement; add first offense simple possession with
intent to distribute to list of eligibility and provide for
expungement of offenses subsequently repealed when sim-
ilar; other provisions and clarification: H3209
17-022-0910, SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge
Program Expungement Act; provide that persons who
complete the You Challenge Academy and Jobs Challenge
Program are eligible to apply for expungement: H3789
17-022-0940, Expungement fees; restructure fees associated with
expungement process: H3209
17-022-0940, SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge
Program Expungement Act; include a reference to the
director of the program attesting to eligibility for expunge-
ment: S0451, H3789
17-023-0060, Summary Courts; defendants facing criminal charges
advised of right to counsel; provide procedures: H4526
17-025-0020, Felony punishment; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
17-025-0045, Death penalty cases; remove references: S0666
17-025-0065, Sentence reductions due to substantial assistance to
state; add the Attorney General as authorized: H3211
17-025-0322, Restitution to crime victims; require court take defen-
dant’s financial resources into consideration and other pro-
visions: H5155
17-025-0326, Court order; provide that a court shall not alter, modify
or rescind a defendant’s criminal sentence unless the court
has held a hearing allowing the defendant, AG or solicitor
and victim to testify: S0119
17-027-0130, Death penalty cases; remove requirement to maintain
files for case: S0666
17-027-0150, Capital post conviction relief proceeding; remove provi-
sion for entitled discovery: S0666
Title 18
18-001-0090, Bail; remove exclusion for death penalty: S0666
Title 19
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19-001-0180, Admissibility of out-of-court statements made by chil-
dren; to add an exception for statements made to employ-
ees or agents of children’s advocacy centers: S0077
19-005-0520, Certified business records, admissibility; provide that
the original or a copy of a foreign record that is certified
does not require the testimony of the custodian or witness:
S0767
Title 20
20-001-0210, Marriage license; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
20-001-0220, Probate judge marriage license violation; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
20-001-0300, Marriage license for minors; allow issuance in the case
of a pregnancy or birth of child when parents are not
younger than 16; exceptions: H5025
20-003-0010, Divorce; add as a ground conduct or treatment that
destroys the well-being, happiness, and welfare of a spouse
and renders continued cohabitation unsafe or unendurable:
H3134
20-003-0129, Divorce; provide a public policy of the state of SC
regarding the award of alimony: S0091
20-003-0130, Alimony; provide for two new forms of alimony and
change the definition of cohabitation: S0093, H3122
20-003-0130, Alimony; provide that certain earnings of a subsequent
spouse are not to be considered by teh court when making,
modifying or terminating alimony: S0092
20-003-0150, Segregation of allowance between spouse and children;
change the definition of cohabitation: S0093, H3122:
S0093, H3122
20-003-0170, Alimony; provide factors for the court to consider when
determining change in alimony: S0094, H3122
20-003-0220, Unlawful advertising for purpose of procuring divorce;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
20-004-0020, Domestic abuse protections; revise definition of house-
hold member to include all person cohabiting or formerly
cohabited: S0778
Title 22
22-001-0010, Magistrates, appointment and jurisdiction; provide that
magistrates must be screened by the judicial merit selection
commission and delete language allowing term to continue
until successor appointed: H3302
22-001-0010, Magistrates; require must be a licensed attorney and
provide exceptions: H4811
22-001-0017, Magistrates, continuing education; require 2 hours in the
area relating to animal cruelty: S0841
22-001-0070, Disposition of funds in criminal cases; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
22-001-0140, Return of books by magistrate; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
22-002-0005, Magistrates; extend the time period for the validity of
the examination scores from six months before and after
the time of appointment is to be made to one year before
and two years after: S0090
22-003-0010, Civil jurisdiction in magistrates court; provide that mag-
istrates court shall have civil jurisdiction over HOA and
home owners: S0104
22-003-0010, Magistrates Court; increase civil jurisdiction from 7,500
to 15,000 dollars: S0151, H3193
22-003-0010, Magistrates Court; increase the civil jurisdiction from
7,500 to 10,000 dollars and exceptions: S0118
22-003-0020, Magistrate court jurisdiction; increase the jurisdiction
for certain claims: H3228
22-003-0545, Criminal case transfers from general sessions court; pro-
vide that cases in which the penalty does not exceed 3
years may be transferred from general sessions: H3750,
H4850
22-005-0170, Special officers appointed by magistrate; delete the min-
imum sentence required for violation: H5155
22-005-0310, Magistrate jurisdiction; remove reference for exception
of capital cases: S0666
22-005-0910, Expungement of criminal records, application; provide
for eligibility: S0783




22-005-0910, Expungement, Summary Court offenses; expand eligi-
bility and clarify provisions that apply retroactively:
H3209
22-005-0920, Expungement of youthful offenders; provide that
expungement does not apply to offenses for registration on
sexual offender registry; exceptions: S0161
22-005-0920, Expungement, youthful offenders; redefine conviction
to expand eligibility and include that a person required to
register as sex offender is not eligible for expungement;
provide for retroactive application: H3209
22-005-0930, Expungement; provide for expungement eligibility for
first offense conviction of certain controlled substance
offenses: H3209
22-007-0040, Magistrate compensation receipt; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
22-008-0010, Magistrates’ Compensation; provide for the appoint-
ment of Chief Magistrates by Senatorial Delegation: S0801
22-008-0040, Magistrate salaries; provide for a pay schedule based on
salary paid to circuit court judge: S0910, H4801
22-008-0040, Magistrates; provide a magistrate in good standing and
licensed shall have a ten percent raise: S0958
22-008-0040, Magistrates; revise the method of setting a base salary
and provide additional supplements for full-time chief and
assistant chief magistrates: S0148, H3744
Title 23
23-001-0140, Rural policemen collecting fees; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
23-001-0212, Federal officers, enforcing state criminal laws; provide
that NCIS agents are authorized to enforce state criminal
law: H5146, H5170
23-001-0240, Body cameras; provide for policy and procedure for
agencies for when cameras must be activated: S0612
23-003-0065, Law Enforcement Assistance Program; provide that one
purpose of the provide is to provide counseling services to
officers experiencing stress-related disorders: S0173
23-003-0310, Improper release of information; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
23-003-0430, Sex offender registry; give family court the discretion to
place a child 14 years or older on the registry; prohibit
placement of child under 14; procedure to request removal
at age 21: S0560, H3848
23-003-0430, Sex offender registry; require the court to make a find-
ing on the record that the offense included a criminal sex-
ual offense for a person convicted of kidnapping and other
provisions: H5155
23-003-0470, Failure to register as a sex offender; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
23-003-0475, Registering with false information; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
23-003-0490, Sex offender registry; limit public access: H3948
23-003-0520, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
23-006-0020, Public Safety Dept; delete the divisions established and
delete the provisions that transferred responsibilities of cer-
tain agencies to DPS; other provisions: H4475
23-006-0050, Public Safety Dept, annual audit and expenditure of rev-
enue; delete the provision that authorizes DMV to carry
forward certain registration fees and provide that certain
revenue be expended for drug testing: H4476
23-006-0187, Public Safety Dept, witness fees; provide that the wit-
ness fee may be adjusted annually for inflation as deter-
mined by DPS: H4477
23-006-0500, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
23-006-0510, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
23-009-0020, Fire Marshall, require fire marshal to publish policies
and procedures manual: H4888
23-009-0157. Fire code, notice of violations; authorize state fire mar-
shall to issue fines for violations: H4888
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23-011-0010, Sheriffs, elections; county may hold election every four
years during general election in non-presidential years:
S1124
23-015-0070, Posse comitatus; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
23-023-0010, Law Enforcement Training Council and Criminal Jus-
tice Academy; provide new definitions: H3466
23-023-0020, Criminal Justice Academy; authorize its director to
determine the location of training facility: H4478
23-023-0060, Law enforcement officer certification requirements;
include a psychological test certifying that the candidate is
suited to perform law enforcement duties and retesting if
certificate lapses: S0117
23-023-0080, Law Enforcement Training Council & Criminal Justice
Academy; provide the council is authorized to maintain a
crisis intervention training center, govern & supervise a
crisis intervention team training: S0173, H3466, H3466
23-023-0080, Law Enforcement Training Council; authorized to
approve testing as prerequisite for admission into training
at Criminal Justice Academy: H4525
23-023-0080, Law enforcement training council; provide the council
is authorized to appoint attorneys employed by criminal
justice academy to sit as hearing officers for contested case
hearings: S0518, H4479
23-031-0210, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: H3700
23-031-0215, Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or reli-
gious sanctuary that allows a permit holder to carry on
premises is not civilly or criminally liable: H4409
23-031-0215, Concealed weapons permits; delete restrictions placed
on carrying weapon into a college athletic event and delete
obsolete references; technical changes: H3262
23-031-0215, Concealed weapons permits; revise provisions prohibit-
ing concealed carry into certain locations: H4709
23-031-0215, National Concealed Weapons Permit Reciprocity Act:
H3240
23-031-0215, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
23-031-0220, Concealable weapon on property; provide this provision
does not preclude an Real Estate Agent or prospective pur-
chaser from carrying on certain properties: H4798
23-031-0220, Concealed weapon prohibited on premises sign; create a
cause of action for a concealed weapons permit holder who
is injured while on the premises on an employer who has
prohibited concealed weapons: S0088, S0432
23-031-0220, Concealed weapons permits; revise provisions for issu-
ance of permits: H3930
23-031-0220, Premises owner’s right to permit concealed weapons;
provide that the owner is liable for any injury sustained by
a concealed weapon permit holder and provide civil liabili-
ties: H3239
23-031-0220, Property owners allow concealed weapons on property;
make conforming changes: H3930
23-031-0220, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
23-031-0225, Concealed weapon into another’s residence; provide
additional circumstances when weapon must be not be on
premises and make conforming changes: H3930
23-031-0225, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
23-031-0230, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017; delete section:
S0449
23-031-0235, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449
23-031-0240, Concealed weapons, carry while on duty; include per-
sons who are retired from certain offices and clerks of
court: S0324, H3205
23-031-0240, Persons allowed to carry concealed weapons while on
duty; include victim advocates employed by law enforce-
ment: H3174
23-031-0240, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: H3700
23-031-0510, Firearms, unregulated activities; provide that a political
subdivision may not regulate firearm accessories: H4707
23-031-0600, Retired law enforcement officers, issuance of IDs and
carrying concealed weapons; delete the provision that
restricts the carrying of concealed weapons onto certain
premises: H4404
23-035-0150, Fireworks; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155




23-036-0170, Explosives control act; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
23-047-0065, 911 Advisory Committee; allow director of RFA to
appoint a member: H3895
23-047-0080, 911 call abuse, penalties; include call abuse via text
message: H4126
Title 24
24-001-00290, Inmate employment; provide that DOC may not nego-
tiate or execute a contract with a private sector business
that pays less than minimum wage: H4482
24-003-0040, Escrowed wages for prisoner; remove reference to pris-
oner sentenced to death: S0666
24-003-0040, Inmate wages; provide that inmate paid less than mini-
mum wage shall not have the cost for room and board
deducted from his wages and provide for the disposition of
this portion of wages: H4481
24-003-0040, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289,
H3827
24-003-0180, Transportation and Clothing given to a released inmate;
delete provision that comptroller general countersigns the
draft that pays the costs: H3270
24-003-0210, Inmate furloughs; delete provision that allows an inmate
to attend the funeral of certain person: S0271
24-003-0240, Prison industries violations; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
24-003-0410, Sale of prison-made products; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
24-003-0530, Executions; include death by firing squad and other pro-
visions: H4852
24-003-0530, Executions; provide a person convicted of a capital
crime and sentenced to death shall be electrocuted or lethal
injection if available and other provisions: S0872, H4615
24-003-0580, Execution team member identity disclosure; provide
certain information regarding identity is confidential and
classified and other provisions: S0871, H4629
24-003-0950, Prison contraband; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
24-005-0130, Leaving jails unattended; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
24-007-0155, Prison contraband; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
24-013-0125, Work release eligibility; remove exception of death pen-
alty cases: S0666
24-013-0150, Early release of an inmate; reduce number of years that
must be served before considered for early release; provide
procedure for petition to modify sentence: H3235
24-013-0150, Early release; reduce the percentage of time an inmate
who has committed a no parole offense must serve and
other provisions: H5155
24-013-0150, Work release eligibility; remove exception of death pen-
alty cases: S0666
24-013-0210, Good behavior credit; increase the number of good
behavior an inmate with no parole offense may receive:
H5155
24-013-0210, Good behavior credit; increase the number of good
behavior days an inmate may receive and provide for peti-
tioning of court for sentence reduction: H3235
24-013-0230, Work and education credit for inmates; increase the
number of work and education credit days an inmate who
has a no parole offense may receive: H5155
24-013-0260, Failure of officer to have charge of inmate; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
24-013-0410, Unlawful escape or possessing tools or weapons; delete
the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
24-013-0430, Rioting by inmates; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
24-013-0460, Furnishing drugs or alcohol to inmates; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
24-013-1530, Home detention act; Revise the list of offenders who
may be placed on the home detention program: H3277
24-021-0050, Parole, Pardon and Clemency hearings; provide that all
testimony presented must be taken under oath and the
potential parolee has a right to confront any witness that
appears: H3282
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24-021-0110, Probation, administrative sanctions and conditions; set
maximum jail confinement periods on administrative sanc-
tion and provide further procedures for revocations: H5155
24-021-0230, Probation, Parole and Pardon; provide the director of the
Dept may employ offender supervision specialists and pro-
mulgate regulations for qualifications and procedures:
H3742
24-021-0280, Probation agents, duties and powers; require agents to
take into account an offender’s effective use of discretion-
ary funds and other provisions: H5155
24-021-0280, Probation, Parole and Pardon; provide the director of the
Dept may employ offender supervision specialists and pro-
mulgate regulations for qualifications and procedures:
H3742
24-021-0410, Probation for a defendant; provide that if the defendant
is convicted or pleads guilty in certain circumstances the
defendant may not be placed on probation for a subsequent
offense: S0020
24-021-0430, Probation, administrative sanctions and conditions; set
maximum jail confinement periods on administrative sanc-
tion and provide further procedures for revocations: H5155
24-021-0440, Probation; provide that the period be dependent on the
offense; restitution may not be required the first three
months of supervision and other provisions: H5155
24-021-0460, Probation violations; limit revocations for technical vio-
lations: H5155
24-021-0490, Restitution collection, PPP; provide that the dept shall
consider an offenders ability to make restitution when it
determines the amount of an offender’s monthly payment:
H3284
24-021-0560, Community supervision program; clarify that once
supervision is completed an officer is still subject to other
requirements of supervision: H5155
24-021-0560, Work release eligibility; remove exception of death pen-
alty cases: S0666
24-021-0610, Parole, eligibility; allow for eligibility to be computed
using an inmates active incarcerative sentence and amend
requirements related to medical parole: H5155
24-021-0620, Parole board reviews; allow for automatic release on
parole of nonviolent inmates who have met certain condi-
tions: H5155
24-021-0645, Parole; limit revocations for technical violations: H5155
24-021-0660, Parole, effect; limit revocations for technical violations:
H5155
24-021-0680, Parole violations; limit revocations for technical viola-
tions: H5155
24-021-0715, Parole for terminally ill, geriatric or permanently dis-
abled; amend eligibility requirements and extend eligibil-
ity; other provisions: H5155
Title 25
25-001-0635, Legal assistance for Guard members and families;
authorize State Guard Judge Advocate to provide these ser-
vices and to include them within personal liability exemp-
tion: S0078
25-003-0020, Governor’s authority to call State Guard; clarify circum-
stances and provide for certain circumstances: S0078
25-003-0130, Governor’s authority to call State Guard; clarify circum-
stances and provide for certain circumstances: S0078
25-003-0140, State Guard; provide Guard members may receive a
daily stipend or per diem pay for reasonable expenses:
S0078
25-007-0040. Treason; remove death penalty: S0666
25-011-0020, Veterans’ Affairs, Director of the Division; provide the
director must be a veteran: H3469
25-011-0040, Veterans’ Affairs, county officers; revise definitions and
provide minimum number of service hours to be appointed
an officer: H3469
Title 26
26-001-0015, Notaries of Public; provide that applications must be
submitted to the Secretary or State: H4461
Title 27
27-002-0085, Geodetic Survey; delete obsolete references: H3895
27-002-0095, Geodetic Survey; delete obsolete references: H3895
27-003-0030, Punishment of parties to fraudulent conveyances; delete
the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155




27-031-0060, Apartment owner’s rights; require annual review of
individual apartment in relation to whole property based on
county tax records: H4513
27-031-0100, Master Deed for Horizontal Property Regime; apart-
ment value subject to change based on annual review of
county tax records: H4513
27-031-0130, Horizontal property regime, waivers; alter certain
requirements regarding the merger of individual apart-
ments with the principal property: H4512
27-031-0190, Horizontal Property Regime Shared Expenses; equal
division of expenses: H4513
27-032-0010, Time shares; define certain terms: H3647
27-032-0055, Time share resale fees; provide requirements for ser-
vices and providers of services: H3647
27-032-0130, Time shares; provisions applicable from this section:
H3647
27-037-0010, Tenant ejection; provide eviction proceeding must be
expedited if tenant deliberately damages property or
engages in criminal activity: S0318
27-040-0120, Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; provide for cer-
tain remedies for a seller of a dwelling unit or property
containing a dwelling unit in certain circumstances: H4422
27-040-0120, Residential landlord and tenant act, exemptions; delete
occupancy under a rental agreement covering the premises
used primarily for agricultural purposes as an exemption:
H3234
27-040-0210, Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017; define additional
terms: S0123
27-040-0210, Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; define term pro-
tected tenant: H3357
27-040-0420, Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017; require written
disclosure of visible evidence of mold and other provi-
sions: S0123
27-040-0440, Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017; provide landlords
shall maintain units in a condition appropriate to prevent
the accumulation of moisture and growth of mold: S0123
27-040-0510, Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017; tenants shall make
reasonable efforts to prevent accumulation of moisture and
growth of mold: S0123
27-040-0710, Rental agreement to noncompliance; allow a seller to
recover actual damage and obtain other forms of relief
from a purchasing party who occupies a dwelling unit prior
to completion of the sale and fails to make payments:
H4422
27-050-0030, Transfers that do not require residential property condi-
tion disclosure statement; provide if property is part of an
HOA disclosure must be provided: S0104
27-050-0040, Mandatory disclosure statements; include HOA gover-
nance: S0576, H3886
Title 28
28-002-0070, Condemned property; require condemnor to provide
notice landowner for ex parte order to gain entry: H4020
Title 29
29-001-0030, Wilful sale of property with a lien; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
29-003-0310, Mortgage; reduce the time period that a mortgage holder
has to respond to full payment or satisfaction from 3
months to 30 days: H3004
29-003-0320, Liability for failure to enter satisfaction; proscribe pen-
alties for after 30 days: H3004
29-004-0060, Reverse mortgages, independent information and coun-
seling services; update reference to Dept on Aging: S0107
29-004-0060, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
29-007-0020, Failure to pay laborers; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
Title 30
30-002-0050, Prohibition on obtaining personal information from a
state agency for solicitation; extend prohibition to local
governments and political subdivisions: S0099, H3352,
H3482
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30-004-0030, Rights to inspect public records under FOIA; include
electronic transmissions and limitations; revise manner for
responding to records requests; other provisions: S0099,
H3352
30-004-0040, Disclosure exemptions; make conforming changes:
S0057
30-004-0040, FOIA exemptions; include certain law enforcement
recordings: S0481
30-004-0040, FOIA exemptions; remove exemptions for General
Assembly members and staff; provide for limited exemp-
tion for drafts of legislation and other provisions: H4034
30-004-0050, FOIA; include law enforcement vehicle video and audio
recordings and provide that law enforcement may apply for
injunctive relief: S0481, H3352
30-004-0100, FIOA; equitable remedies available revised: S0099,
H3352, H4396
30-004-0110, FIOA violations and penalties; remove criminal penal-
ties; vest jurisdiction and provide exceptions; provide pro-
cedures: S0099, H3352, H4396
30-005-0030, Recording prerequisites; specify certain methods of
proof or acknowledgement necessary for recording deeds
or other written instruments: H4673
30-005-0035, Derivation clause requirements; require all mortgages to
include name of party preparing the mortgage: H4520,
H5055
30-007-0110, Public records; adding a section to prohibit commercial
solicitation of a person if using mortgage information
obtained from any document recorded with the register of
deeds or clerk or court; penalties: S0095
Title 31
31-012-0030, Redevelopment of certain Federal Installations; define
redevelopment project: S0067
31-021-0040, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; unlawful to discrimi-
nate against sexual orientation when selling or renting
property: H3021, H3745
31-021-0050, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; prohibit denial of
access to a multiple listing service based on a person’s sex-
ual orientation: H3021, H3745
31-021-0060, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; prohibit discrimina-
tion in relation to residential real estate-related transaction
based on sexual orientation: H3021, H3745
31-021-0120, Discriminatory housing complaints; delete requirement
complaint and answer be verified: H5064
Title 33
33-031-0171, HOA may be investigated by Attorney General: S0104
33-045-0170, Cotton cooperatives, membership; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
33-049-0410, Energy cooperative; provide each person with an owner-
ship interest in a property that uses energy furnished by the
cooperative is eligible for membership: S0832
33-049-0420, Electric Coop annual meetings; revise the notice
requirements for certain meetings: H5453
33-049-0440, Voting by Board of Trustee members; permit early vot-
ing and provide for procedures: H5453
33-049-0610, Coop Board of Trustees; revise manner in which vacan-
cies are filled: H5453
33-049-0620, Voting by Board of Trustee members; permit early vot-
ing and provide for procedures: H5453
33-057-0120, Raffles; increase the value of noncash prizes allowed:
S0812
33-057-0140, Raffles; allow for increase of price of raffle ticket:
S0812
Title 34
34-003-0010, Unlawful use of the word bank; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
34-003-0080, Criminal liability of bank officials furnishing false cer-
tificates to Comptroller General; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
34-011-0030, Receipt of deposit or trust after insolvency; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
34-011-0090, Fraudulent checks; amend jurisdiction of magistrates
and delete the minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
34-026-041, Credit Unions; provide credit union may provide certain
services to certain members for a fee: H5108




34-026-0410, Credit unions; provide credit union may provide certain
services to nonmembers: S0337
34-026-0500, Credit unions; provide procedure for admitting new
community groups: S0337, H5108
34-026-0640, Credit unions; board meet at least once during each cal-
endar year and other provisions: H5108
34-026-0640, Credit unions; board meet at least once during ten dif-
ferent months and other provisions: S0337
34-026-1020, Credit unions; allow for investment of certain charitable
donation accounts: S0337, H5108
34-039-0180, Deferred presentment or deposit of checks, restrictions
and requirements; provide that the effective annual per-
centage rate charged on a deferred presentment transaction
cannot exceed 36 percent: S0012
34-11-0090, Jurisdiction of offenses of penalties concerning bank
deposits; provide for eligibility for expungement: S0783
Title 35
35-001-0602, Securities Commissioners’ investigations and subpe-
onas; provide that section does not preclude a person from
applying to the Richland County Court of Common Please
for relief: S0862
35-011-0100 through 35-011-0900, SC Anti-money Laundering Act;
further provide for procedures, requirements, licensing,
fees, reporting, sanctions and remedies: H4964
Title 35, Chap. 011, SC Anti-money Laundering Act; further provide
for procedures, requirements, licensing, fees, reporting,
sanctions and remedies: H4964
Title 36
36-009-0410, Unlawful sale or disposal of personal property subject to
security interest; revise penalties: H5155
Title 37
37-003-0202, Consumer loan, additional charges; allow a lender to
charge a convenience fee for accepting electronic payment
and to establish standards for convenience fee: H4711
37-003-0414, Short-term vehicle loans; eliminating the repayment
term from the definition and capping the loan interest rate:
S0013
37-003-0501, Short term supervised; provide they are not supervised
loans: S0013
37-006-0502, Consumer Affairs Commission; revise the membership:
S0785
37-006-0602, Consumer Advocate, qualifications; revise qualifica-
tions: H4375
37-006-0604, Consumer advocacy, functions and duties; delete a pro-
hibition against the divisions representing consumers in
utility matters and other provisions: H4375
37-006-0607, Consumer advocate, maintaining actions for judicial
review and intervening in civil proceedings on behalf of
consumers; delete certain language: H4375
37-020-0110 through 37-020-0200, Indentity Theft; redesignated:
H3199
37-022-0110, Mortgage lending definitions; make certain changes and
define term loan correspondent: S0366, H3816
37-022-0140, Mortgage lending license applications; remove state fin-
gerprint-based criminal record check requirement and
other provisions: S0366, H3816
37-022-0150, License renewal and expiration; remove reference to
state fingerprint-based criminal record check: S0366,
H3816
37-022-0160, Continuing education; require at least one hour of con-
tinuing education annually on SC laws and regulations:
S0366, H3816
37-022-0190, Prohibited activities; remove references to HUD secre-
tary: S0366, H3816
37-022-0210, Commissioner’s records; update reference: S0366,
H3816
37-022-0240, Criminal background checks; remove certain require-
ments and authorize the nationwide mortgage licensing
system and registry to retain fingerprints: S0366, H3816
37-022-0270, Mortgage licensing system and registry; delete refer-
ence to SLED: S0366, H3816
37-023-0075, Loan disclosures; require loan estimate to be made
under the tila-respa integrated disclosure rule: S0366,
H3816
Title 37, Chap. 020, Identity Theft; redesignated: H3199
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Title 38
38-001-0020, Definitions; define Director: H3306
38-001-0020, Definitions; define term international major medical
insurance and include this form in definition of surplus
lines: S1042, H4987
38-001-0020, Definitions; include certain forms of disability insur-
ance in surplus lines insurance: S0463
38-002-0010, Administrative penalties; allow DOI to enforce penal-
ties for violations of federal insurance laws: H4657
38-002-0030, Insurance and acting without a license; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
38-003-0010, Dept. of Insurance, Director; Director to be elected not
appointed: H3306
38-003-0100, Dept of Insurance, Director; Director to be elected;
delete certain requirements: H3306
38-007-0020, Insurance Premium Taxes, increase contribution to For-
estry Commission: S0868, H4517
38-007-0090, Retaliatory taxes; provide title insurers only may
include their portion of the premium in their retaliatory tax
computations and other provisions: H4962
38-007-0160, SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; distin-
guish between license fees and taxes municipalities may
levy: H3650
38-009-0200, Reinsurance credits; authorize the director of the DOI to
adopt additional requirements for reinsurance credits and
other provisions: S0786, H4656
38-009-0210, Liability reductions for reinsurance; authorize the direc-
tor of the DOI to adopt additional requirements for an asset
or reduction from liability for reinsurance ceded by a
domestic insurer and other provisions: S0786, H4656
38-013-0070, DOI investigations; authorize DOI to respond to
motions and complaints against health maintenance organi-
zations and other provisions: H4657
38-021-0010, Insurance Holding Company Regulatory Act; define
term supervisory college: S0254
38-033-0106, Continuing education requirements for insurance pro-
viders; ethics courses only administered by Nat’l Assoc. of
Ins. and Financial Advisors: H4523
38-033-0170, Health maintenance organization examination; require
an examination no less than every five years: H4657
38-033-0230, Administrative penalties for violations; allow levy of an
administrative penalty to be inforced by DOI: H4657
38-043-0100, Insurance producer licensing; authorize SLED to retain
fingerprints for use in identification purposes: S0463
38-043-0100, Insurance producers; require an applicant to provide fin-
gerprints; provide failure to provide fingerprints constitutes
grounds for denial; provide for exceptions: S0863, H4654
38-043-0106, Insurance producers, continuing education; provide
director of DOI only may approve ethics courses and other
provisions: S1010
38-045-0010, Insurance brokers and surplus line definitions; delete
term municipal agent: H3651
38-045-0060, Broker’s premium tax rate payment; provide amount
must be paid to municipality instead of municipal agent:
H3651
38-051-0020, Insurance benefit plan administrators; provide that an
applicant for licensure as an administrator must provide
certain financial statements and reports; require surety
bond for renewal: H4657
38-051-0030, Insurance benefit plan administrators; provide that an
applicant for licensure as an administrator must provide
certain financial statements and reports; require surety
bond for renewal: H4657
38-053-0140, Bail bondsmen license; alter the expiration date of a
license and increase renewal fees: S0470
38-053-0170, Bondsmen or runner, unlawful acts; prohibit accepting
anything of value from a principal except the premium that
must be collected and increase minimum fee: S0435
38-053-0170, Bondsmen; provide that the minimum premium
accepted must be at least 5 percent of the bond face value:
S0993
38-053-0175, Bondsmen and runners; provide that the minimum pre-
mium accepted must be at least 5 percent of the bond face
value before bond executed: S0993




38-053-0250, Discharge of defendant; allow for a defendant held in
county or municipal jail to secure immediate release under
certain circumstances: S0470
38-055-0170, Insurance fraud, crimes and penalties; subject assets
associated with the fraud to seizure and forfeiture and other
provisions: S0267, H3422
38-055-0170, Presenting false claims for payment; revise penalties:
H5155
38-055-0560, Insurance fraud division of the AG; increase the mini-
mum funding: S0269, H3410
38-055-540, Insurance fraud; revise criteria for penalties and subject
assets associated with the fraud to seizure and forfeiture
and other provisions: S0267, H3422
38-061-0020, Insurance policies and contracts approval; require that
all forms filed with DOI satisfy all applicable laws and
authorize director to impose penalty in certain circum-
stances: H4657
38-071-0046, Insurance coverage mandates for diabetes coverage;
require certain policies to provide notice of available pre-
scriptions for diabetes: H4490
38-071-0090, Penalties for issuing or delivering a violating policy;
extend the penalties to any insurer or health maintenance
organization who violates laws: H4657
38-071-0100, Accident and health insurance, exempt policies; modify
the exceptions to include the longshore and harbor workers
compensation act and merchant marine act: S0349
38-071-0147, Pharmacists participating in health maintenance organi-
zations; to expand the types of health care providers able to
participate willingly: S0014
38-071-0280, Insurance, autism coverage; make conforming changes:
S0427, H3790
38-071-0280, Insurance, autism coverage; provide autism spectrum
disorder is defined by the most recent edition of the DSM:
S0307
38-071-0280, Ryan’s Law; Insurance, autism coverage; remove exclu-
sions for certain types of insurance and delete certain eligi-
bility requirements: S0397, H3747
38-071-2130, Pharmacy benefit manager; establish prohibited acts:
H5038
38-071-2130, Pharmacy benefit managers; Pharmacy benefit manag-
ers; require manager to reimburse a provider within seven
business days of payment by a payor: S0815, H5044
38-075-0470, Hurricane, earthquake and fire advisory committee;
authorize committee to address the mitigation of property
due to flood: S0315
38-075-0480, Loss mitigation grant program; establish that grants may
be made to local governments to mitigate losses and pro-
vide technical assistance: S0315
38-075-0485, Hurricane damage mitigation program; establish certain
criteria that a residential property must meet in order to be
eligible and other provisions: S0315
38-075-0485, SC Hurricane Damage Mitigation Program; expand the
program to include flood damage: S0011
38-075-0750, Insurance renewal requirements; provide that an insured
must have notice of and give written consent to any
increase in the amount of a deductible prior to renewal:
S0238
38-075-0755, Policy renewal notifications; make conforming changes:
H3008
38-077-0030, Auto Insurance, terms and definitions; delete terms
motor-driven cycle, motor scooters, and mopeds: S0197,
H3247
38-077-0030, Automobile Insurance; add definition of underinsured
motorist coverage: S0016
38-077-0122, Auto insurance; provide that insurers may not use a
numerical, credit-based insurance score or other credit rat-
ing as basis for determining coverage: S0240
38-077-0122, Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for deter-
mining; add marital status and education level to the list of
factors an insurer may not consider: H3418
38-077-0122, Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for deter-
mining; prohibit insurer from consider credit rating or
method of payment for the insured vehicle: H3421
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38-077-0123, Auto insurance; provide that insurers may not use
numerical, credit- based insurance score or other credit rat-
ing as basis for renewal: S0240
38-077-0150, Automobile Insurance; require underinsured motorist
coverage on all auto insurance policies: S0016
38-077-0160, Automobile Insurance; specify underinsured motorist
coverage is available above the mandatory minimum limits
and remove certain provisions: S0016
38-077-0200, Automobile Insurance; to include underinsured motor-
ists in the provision preventing insurers from requiring
arbitration of claims: S0016
38-077-0210, Automobile Insurance; provide property coverage is not
required in underinsured motorist coverage: S0016
38-077-0260, Automobile Insurance; delete references to non-existent
code sections: S0016
38-077-0280, Automobile collision coverage; provide that an insurer
may not consider claims submitted for the repair or
replacement of safety glass when determining the premium
rates for policy: H3011
38-077-0280, Collision and comprehensive auto insurance; prohibit an
insurer from raising an insured’s rates for an accident not
the fault of the insured: H3022
38-077-0720, Arbitrators of property damage liability claims; increase
maximum amount and increase certain fees: S0607
38-079-0110, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion, definitions; redefine certain terms and define term
deficit: H5404
38-079-0120, Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting associa-
tion creation; include insurers authorized to write profes-
sional liability insurance as a member of the association
and establish purpose: H5404
38-079-0180, Policy filing forms; require association to submit certain
forms and establish a timeframe for submission: H5404
38-079-0210 through 38-079-0290, Medical malpractice liability joint
underwriting association participation; establish certain
recoupment methods for deficits accumulated by the asso-
ciation and other provisions: H5404
38-090-0010 through 38-090-0250, Captive insurance companies;
remove references to captive reinsurance companies,
require captive insurance company to possess and maintain
free and unimpaired paid-in capital and other provisions:
H4675
Title 38, Chap. 090, Art. 001, Captive insurance companies; remove
references to captive reinsurance companies, require cap-
tive insurance company to possess and maintain free and
unimpaired paid-in capital and other provisions: H4675
Title 39
39-001-0020, Untrue statements in advertising; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
39-001-0080, Industrial hygiene and safety professionals’ certificates;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
39-005-0045, SC Unfair Trade Practices Act; provide that a person
who accepts a check for a deferred presentment transaction
violates this act: S0184
39-005-0325, Unfair trade practices for motor fuel retailers; remove
references to Consumer Affairs Dept: S0359
39-005-0350, Exemptions from merchandising unfair trade practices;
remove the references to department of consumer affairs:
S0359
39-005-0710 through 39-005-0730, Pyramid Promotional Scheme
Prohibition Act; provide pyramid schemes constitute unfair
trade practices and provide definitions: H3883
39-008-0020, Trade secret, definition; not ot include information pro-
vided by diabetes prescription manufacturers to DHEC:
H4490
39-015-0010, Manufacturers’ use of marked drinking containers;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
39-015-0015, Peat, labeling; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
39-015-0480, Possession of marked or branded containers; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
39-015-0750, Destruction of brand or removal of timber; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155




39-019-0510, Fraud sale of leaf tobacco; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
39-020-0045, Self-service storage facility liens; revise the manner of
enforcement to require commercially reasonable sales and
provide requirements for such sales: H3970
39-020-0045, Self-storage facilities; provide that after 50 days the
owner may enforce its lien by arranging for a commercially
reasonable public sale and other provisions: S0507
39-022-0110, Cotton bales in warehouse, ID Tags; provide additional
types of ID numbers, tags, and stickers that the warehouse
may utilize: H5152
39-024-0020, Drug product sale act; change definition of substitute to
include interchangeable biological products: S0299,
H3438
39-024-0030, Drug substitutions; allow a pharmacist to substitute an
interchangeable biological product: S0299, H3438
39-024-0040, Drug substitutions; allow pharmacists to substitute
interchangeable biological products: S0299, H3438
39-033-1320, Butterfat content and weight of milk; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
39-033-1540, Unauthorized use of stamped bottles of other dealers of
milk in same county; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
39-039-0110 through 39-039-0180, Eggs, labeling and marketing;
revise definitions, provide for licensure, and other provi-
sions: H5088
39-041-0010, Petroleum; provide that retail fuel businesses must
notify dept of ag consumer protection division when petro-
leum dispenser has been installed and other provisions:
H5087
39-041-0150, Commissioner of Agriculture; provide that the dept of
ag shall impose and collect fines from a motor fuel retailer
that violates provisions that regulate petroleum industry:
H5087
39-041-0160, Fraudulent violation of petroleum requirements; delete
the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
39-041-0360, Sale of lubricating oils; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
39-051-0120, Antifreeze; delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
Title 39, Chap. 005, Art. 007, Pyramid Promotional Scheme Prohibi-
tion Act; provide pyramid schemes constitute unfair trade
practices and provide definitions: H3883
Title 39, Chap. 039, Art. 003, Eggs, labeling and marketing; revise
definitions, provide for licensure, and other provisions:
H5088
Title 40
40-001-0040, Prior criminal conviction effects; delete provisions pro-
hibiting denials, allow the denial of authorization to prac-
tice which would pose certain threats to public, and other
provisions: H3968
40-001-0070, Professional and Occupational Licensing boards, pow-
ers and duties; include filing claims against any surety
bond on board-approved forms in accordance to proce-
dures: S0877
40-001-0110, Regulated professions; include certain prior criminal
convictions or pleas to criminal conduct and provisions for
enactment: H3968
40-002-0020, CPAs; revise definition of compilation: H3749
40-002-0035, CPA Licensure; make acceptance of certain evidence of
academic qualifications for licensure optional to the board
and delete reference to computer-based exam requirement:
H3749
40-002-0340, Compiled financial statements; replace existing statu-
tory disclaimer language with the requirement that dis-
claimers comply with standard statement of American
Institute of CPAs: H3749
40-002-0590, Regulation of accounting practices; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
40-003-0060, Architectural Examiners Board; provide the Board may
provide advice and make recommendations to LLR con-
cerning statutory revisions and other matters: H3649
40-003-0115, Board of Architectural Examiners, jurisdiction; revise
jurisdiction: H3649
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40-003-0280, Buildings and dwellings; revise exemptions: H3649
40-005-0020, Supreme Court Authority concerning the bar; provide
that the Supreme Court may regulate the practice of law for
licensure; may not force membership to bar and delete
inconsistent provisions: S0183
40-005-0310, Lawyers; must be licensed but not required to be a
member of the SC Bar: S0183
40-008-0190, Perpetual Care Cemetery Act; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
40-013-0005, Cosmetology; conforming changes: H5097
40-013-0010, Cosmetology, State Board; provide board is composed
of 9 members and provide for member representation spec-
ifications: S0649
40-013-0020, Cosmetology Board; define hair designer: H5097
40-013-0040, Definitions; include barbering in scope of beauty salon:
H5002
40-013-0110, Cosmetology; conforming changes: H5097
40-013-0230, Cosmetology; provide for licensure of hair designers:
H5097
40-013-0240, Cosmetology; conforming changes: H5097
40-013-0270, Cosmetology; conforming changes: H5097
40-018-0080, Security officers; provide that pending issuance of cer-
tificate a security officer may perform the duties of a secu-
rity officer for up to 60 days after receipt by SLED of his
application for registration: S0297
40-019-0020, Funeral Service providers; define necessary terms:
S0185
40-019-0110, Funeral Service Provider, false advertising; provide
requirements for advertisements: S0185
40-019-0265, Funeral homes; provide that designated managers must
live within a radius of 50 miles of the funeral home: S0787
40-022-0280, Electric Cooperative employees, exemptions; revise the
classification of employees exempt from regulation of
engineers and correct obsolete references: S0342
40-022-0295, Engineer immunity; provide specified immunity for cer-
tain voluntary surveying services at scene of declared
emergency; conditions and exceptions: S0342
40-025-0030, DHEC, hearing aid specialists licensure; allow DHEC to
facilitate third-party administration of qualifying exams of
applicants; impose monetary penalties for violations; other
provisions: H4438
40-025-0050, Hearing Specialist Commission; remove preparation for
qualifying exams by commission: H4438
40-025-0110, Hearing Aid Specialists Licensure; allow DHEC to
charge fees and provide for use and administration of fees:
H4438
40-025-0150, Hearing Aid Specialists continuing education require-
ments; impose related duties to DHEC instead of commis-
sion: H4438
40-030-0020, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act; include massage
establishments: H5107
40-030-0030, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act; define terms: H5107
40-030-0050, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, duties of panel;
include massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0060, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, LLR duties; include
eligibility of applicants for massage establishment licen-
sure: H5107
40-030-0080, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, fees; include fees con-
cerning massage establishment licenses: H5107
40-030-0100, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, prohibitions; require
licensure for massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0110, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, licensure; provide
requirements for massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0140, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, licenses; provide mas-
sage establishments shall display licenses and other provi-
sions: H5107
40-030-0150, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, licensed in other
states; clarify applicability of provisions: H5107
40-030-0160, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, records; include pro-
visions concerning massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0170, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, roster maintained by
LLR; include massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0180, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, license renewal;
include provisions concerning massage establishments:
H5107




40-030-0190, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, regulations; clarify
applicability: H5107
40-030-0200, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, violation investiga-
tions; include massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0220, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, violation remedies;
include massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0230, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, license surrender;
provide for massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0230, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, misconduct; include
massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0270, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, appeals by panel or
LLR; conforming changes: H5107
40-030-0300, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act, privilege communica-
tions; include massage establishments: H5107
40-030-0310, Massage/Bodywork Practice Act. illegal actions;
include massage establishments: H5107
40-033-0020, Nurse Practice Act; provide for telemedicine and defini-
tion of telemedicine: H4529
40-033-0020, Nurse Practice Act; revise and add necessary defini-
tions: S0345, H3772
40-033-0034, Nurse Practice Act; provide requirements concerning
practice of telemedicine by advanced practice registered
nurses licensees: H4529
40-033-0034, Nursing board licensees; make various revisions:
S0345, H3772
40-033-0110, Nurse practice Act, grounds for discipline; add engaging
in practice without a compliant practice agreement or fail-
ing to comply with practice agreement: S0345
40-033-1305 through 40-033-1365, Nurse Licensure Compact; revise
provisions and to reflect mandated changes for member-
ship in the compact: H3349
40-036-0030, Occupational therapists practicing while license sus-
pended; delete the minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
40-037-0240, Continuing education for certain health care practi-
tioners; add requirements addressing the prescription and
monitoring of certain controlled substances: H3824
40-039-0040, Pawnbroker fees; remove prohibition: H4534
40-039-0070, Pawnbrokers; provide all pledge items must be held for
21 days: H4534
40-039-0070, Pawnbrokers; require certain digital photographs and
records: S0810
40-039-0080, Pawn ticket content requirements; require inclusion of
certain language containing early redemption of loans and
proration of loan interest: H4270
40-039-0090, Pawnbrokers, records; records shall be maintained for
inspection; provide for municipalities or counties may
enact local regulations requiring electronic data transfer to
law enforcement: H4534
40-039-0090, Pawnbrokers; shall maintain records for inspection and
provide all records of pledged items by electronic data
transfer to a database system on Consumer Affairs: S0810
40-039-0100, Interest and charges on loans made by pawn brokers; A
pawnbroker may charge interest on loans not exceeding
certain amounts and other provisions: H4270
40-039-0145, Hold orders and pawn brokers; revise procedures for
law enforcement treatment of pawned property believed to
be stolen and misappropriated and other provisions: S0810
40-039-0145, Hold orders, pawn shops; remove existing provisions
and provide law enforcement shall seize suspected stolen
or misappropriated items and other provisions: H4534
40-039-0160, Pawn tickets, penalties and violations; provide for crim-
inal penalties for certain violations: S0810, H4534
40-041-0710, Retailer’s record of stolen property; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
40-043-0030, Pharmacy Practice Act; define additional terms: S0497,
H3926
40-043-0030, Pharmacy practice act; add definitions for biological
product and interchangeable: S0299, H3438
40-043-0082, Pharmacist, supervising pharmacy tech; provide that
certain activities may not be performed in an outpatient set-
ting and provide pharmacy tech exempt from continuing
education during the first renewal period: S0561
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40-043-0082, Pharmacy technicians; prohibit certain actions involving
the filling or refilling or repackaging of certain medica-
tions: H3824
40-043-0086, Compounding pharmacies; revise minimum good com-
pounding practices, pharmacist responsibilities and other
provisions: S0497, H3926
40-043-0086, Emergency refills of prescriptions; increase the amount
of a prescription that may be refilled when authorization
from prescriber is not attainable: S0243
40-043-0086, Pharmacist, supervising pharmacy tech; provide a phar-
macist may not supervise more than four technicians at a
time and no more than two non-state certified technicians:
S0561
40-043-0086, Pharmacists-in-charge; develop certain policies so as to
prohibit supervision of more than 4 pharmacy techs; pro-
vide for emergency refills: H3824
40-043-0086, Prescription label requirements; include interchangeable
biological products and limit use of interchangeable bio-
logical products not approved by FDA: S0299, H3438
40-043-0088, Sterile preparation by pharmacies; revise associated
standards and broaden application of standards: S0497,
H3926
40-043-0130, Pharmacists, continuing education; add requirements
addressing certain controlled substance: H3824
40-043-0130, Pharmacy technicians; provide that technicians enrolled
in formal program are exempt from continuing education
during the program and for the first renewal period: S0561
40-043-0170, State of emergency refills by pharmacists; allow for
one-time, 30 day refill during states of emergencies: S0506
40-047-0020, Medical Acts; provide for means of telemedicine:
H4529
40-047-0020, Medical Examiners Board; revise definitions relating to
nurses: S0345, H3772
40-047-0032, Medical licenses; waive certain additional examination
requirements for applicants who are to practice within
State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency: H4698
40-047-0110, Medical Examiners Board licensees, grounds for disci-
pline; add engaging in practice without a compliant prac-
tice agreement or failing to comply with practice
agreement: S0345
40-047-0195, Physician supervising medical acts; provide for licen-
sure qualifications and practice agreement requirements;
other provisions: S0345
40-047-0755, Auricular detoxification therapy; reduce the required
degree of direct supervision: H4590
40-047-0935, Physician assistant medical acts; include telemedicine:
H4529
40-047-0935, Physicians assistants; add telemedicine to duties that
may be performed: S0345
40-047-0955, Physicians assistants; add telemedicine to duties that
may be performed: S0345
40-047-0955, Scope and practice guidelines for physician assistants;
include telemedicine: H4529
40-047-0965, Continuing education for certain health care practi-
tioners; add requirements addressing the prescription and
monitoring of certain controlled substances: H3824
40-051-0020, Podiatrists, definitions; revise definitions: S1063
40-051-0065, Podiatry licensure; provide a licensed podiatrist may not
engage in ankle surgery without permit: S1063
40-051-0140, Continuing education for certain health care practi-
tioners; add requirements addressing the prescription and
monitoring of certain controlled substances: H3824
40-051-0220, Podiatry or Chiropody; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
40-056-0010, Pyrotechnic safety board; delete provisions making the
Fire Marshal an official consultant authorized to attend all
meetings and provide administrative support by Fire Mar-
shal office must be requested: H3593
40-056-0010, Pyrotechnic safety board; revise membership by adding
seat for member who is a retailer: H4877
40-056-0020, Pyrotechnic safety board; add definitions: H3593
40-056-0035, Pyrotechnic safety board; include inspectors appointed
by board as an exempt party required to receive licensure:
H3593




40-056-0050, Pyrotechnic safety board; provide that LLR shall
appoint two inspectors to work solely for the board to
inspect licensees for regulatory compliance and other pro-
visions: H3593
40-056-0070, Pyrotechnic safety board; provide the board has sole
authority to discipline licensees and promulgate regula-
tions: H3593
40-056-0080, Fire chiefs, officers, and inspectors; eliminate this
authority and place it with the board appointed inspectors:
H3593
40-056-0115, Pyrotechnic safety board, jurisdiction; clarify scope of
jurisdiction: H3593
40-056-0200, Fire codes and regulations; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
40-056-0200, Pyrotechnic safety board; provide board has sole author-
ity to promulgate regulations: H3593
40-057-0060, Real Estate Commission, powers and duties; conform-
ing changes: H5046
40-057-0070, License and application fees; make conforming
changes: H5046
40-057-0100, Real Estate Commission; provide one month grace
period for licensees for renewal and other provisions:
H5046
40-057-0110, License lapses for late renewals; conforming changes:
H5046
40-057-0115, Real Estate licensure background checks; require back-
ground checks for renewal: H3041
40-057-0120, Real-estate commission authority; remove requirement
that nonresident applicants seeking licensure must com-
plete state portions of the exam: H3861
40-057-0136, Real Estate Trust Accounts; require certain individuals
who lease property to establish and maintain control of
responsibility for active trust and other provisions: H5179
40-057-0340, Licensure renewal requirements for Real Estate sales-
person; conforming changes: H3041
40-057-0510, Property managers and managers-in-charge; require fin-
gerprint-based background checks for applicants and other
provisions: H3041
40-057-0710, Grounds for license denial and discipline; include fail-
ure to disclose civil judgements brought on grounds of
fraud, misrepresentation or deceit: H3041
40-058-0020, Licensing mortgage brokers; make certain changes and
define term loan correspondent: S0366, H3816
40-058-0050, Mortgage broker license applications; remove state
criminal background check requirement and authorize a
nationwide mortgage licensing system and registry to
retain fingerprints and other provisions: S0366, H3816
40-058-0060, Mortgage broker license; authorize the grant of transi-
tional license: S0366, H3816
40-058-0065, Record maintenance; remove certain physical presence
requirements: S0366, H3816
40-058-0067, Continuing education requirements; require at least one
hour of education on SC laws and regulations annually:
S0366, H3816
40-058-0110, License applications and renewal fees; allow for license
of personal residence under certain circumstances: S0366,
H3816
40-058-0130, Mortgage licensing system registry; delete reference to
SLED: S0366, H3816
40-059-0030, Residential specialty contracting license requirements;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
40-059-0260, Homebuilder licensure requirements, exceptions;
remove provision which disqualifies property owners who
sell or rent improved property within two years and con-
forming changes: H3846
40-060-0005 through 40-060-0230, Redisignated as Article 1, General
provisions: S0279
40-060-0010, Real Estate Appraisers Board; provide for eight mem-
bers and one member representing an appraisal manage-
ment company: S0279
40-060-0330, Appraisal management company registration require-
ments; provide registration must include surety bond in and
amount not to exceed 50,000 dollars; other provisions:
S0877
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40-067-0005 through 40-067-0350, Speech-Language Pathologists
and Audiologists, redesignated: H4815
40-067-0020, Speech Pathologists and audiologists, definitions; revise
definitions: H4815
40-067-0030, Speech-Language Pathology interns and assistants;
make technical changes: H4815
40-067-0110, Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants, disci-
plinary matters; provide that failure to adhere to supervi-
sory guidelines will result in discipline: H4815
40-067-0260, Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants, continu-
ing ed for license renewal; allow for completion education
units as an alternative: H4815
40-067-0280, Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants; continu-
ing ed for inactive licenses allow for completing of units as
an alternative: H4815
40-067-0300, Speech-pathologists and audiologists; limit exemptions
from chapter applicability and other provisions: H4815
40-068-0055, Insurance dept; delete certain requirements: S0268,
S0330, H3774
40-068-0060, Professional employment organization service agree-
ments; provide organizations shall provide assigned
employees with certain written notice of how the agree-
ment affects them: S0268, S0330, H3774
40-068-0070, Professional employment organizations; provide that the
terms of agreement must be in a written contract: S0268,
S0330, H3774
40-068-0150, Professional employer organizations; prohibit engage-
ment in the sale of insurance or act as third party adminis-
trator and allow for employee benefits program: S0268,
S0330, H3774
40-069-0030, Vets, licensing; vets and techs licensed in other jurisdic-
tions and in good standing may practice during times of
emergency in jurisdictions not licensed in: S0841
40-069-0200, Veterinary license, filing false information for license;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
40-075-0005 through 40-075-0310, Professional counselors and mar-
riage and family therapists; redesignate as Professional
Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Addic-
tion Counselors: S0962, H4601
40-075-0005 through 40-075-0600, Professional Counselors; redesig-
nate as Professional Counselors, Marriage and Family
Therapists, Addiction Counselors, and Psycho-Educational
Specialists: S0962, H4601
40-075-0005, Addiction counselors; add to provisions applicable to
board regulation of professions and occupations to include
addiction counselors: S0962, H4601
40-075-0010, Counselors, board of examiners; add addiction counsel-
ors: S0962, H4601
40-075-0020, Definitions; revise definitions: S0962, H4601
40-075-0030, Board to practice certain professions; include addiction
counselors: S0962, H4601
40-075-0050, Board; remove duties concerning the establishment and
function of standards committees: S0962, H4601
40-075-0110, Disciplinary proceedings; include addition counselors:
S0962, H4601
40-075-0190, Confidentiality; include addiction counselors: S0962,
H4601
40-075-0220, Counselor licensure; revise requirements and provide
for additional requirements for addiction counselor licen-
sure: S0962, H4601
40-075-0230, Professional counselor licensure; make requirements
applicable to addiction counselor supervisor licensure:
S0962, H4601
40-075-0240, Intern licenses; replace term intern with associate and to
include addiction counselor associates: H4601
40-075-0240, Intern licenses; replace term intern with associate and to
include addiction counselor interns: S0962
40-075-0250, License issuance for display; include addiction coun-
selor licenses and addiction counselor associate licenses:
S0962, H4601
40-075-0260, Reciprocity agreements with other states; include addic-
tion counselor credentials: S0962, H4601
40-075-0285, Professional counselors; include addiction counselors:
S0962, H4601




40-075-0290, Professional counselors, persons not applicable; remove
provisions concerning certain addiction counselors: S0962,
H4601
40-082-0200, Liquid petroleum gas license; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
Title 40, Chap. 033, Art. 015, Nurse Licensure Compact; revise provi-
sions and to reflect mandated changes for membership in
the compact: H3349
Title 40, Chap. 067, Speech-Pathologists and Audiologist, redesig-
nated: H4815
Title 40, Chap. 075, Art. 001, Professional counselors and marriage
and family therapists; redesignate as Professional Counsel-
ors, Marriage and Family Therapists, and Addiction Coun-
selors: S0962, H4601
Title 40, Chap. 075, Professional Counselors; redesignate as Profes-
sional Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists, Addic-
tion Counselors, and Psycho-Educational Specialists:
S0962, H4601
Title 41
41-001-0020, Unlawful discrimination against union members; delete
the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
41-001-0025, Employee benefits; provide that political subdivision
may not require employers to pay additional wages or pay
on based on any alteration or adjustment of employee
scheduling and other provisions: S1050
41-001-0060, Transactions between shippers and labor organizations,
prohibited; delete the minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
41-003-0140, LLR, impeding duties of director; delete the minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
41-007-0080, Right to work; delete the minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
41-018-0030, SC Amusement Rides Safety Code; does not apply to
super-karts except for certain limited purposes concerning
operator age and liability insurance coverage: S0567
41-018-0040, SC Amusement Rides Safety Code; revise definitions:
S0567
41-027-0370, Unemployment; provide that filing provisions do not
apply to those with less than 50 employees: S1027
41-035-0120, Unemployment benefits; to revise the method of deter-
mining benefits; specify criteria for lab qualified to per-
form drug tests; limit liability of employer; other
provisions: S0187
41-043-0100, Interest rates on bonds approved by Fiscal Accountabil-
ity Authority; delete requirement and specify approval of
interest rates by Council for Economic Development not
required: H3927
41-043-0110, Bonds; make conforming changes: H3927
Title 42
42-001-0160, Definitions; revise definitions to modify requirements
for firefighters seeking workers’ compensation cause by
PTSD: H3347
42-001-0160, Workers’ Compensation; provide definition for first
responder and modify requirements of employee seeking
compensation for PTSD arising from first responder
involvement in traumatic experience: S0164, S0174,
H3523
42-001-0560, Right to compensation not affected by liability of third
parties; define terms and provide that attorney fees shall be
paid from fund recovered for the carrier from the liable
third party: S0246
42-003-0040 Workers’ Compensation Commissioner salaries; provide
the annual salary shall be 85 percent of salary paid to a cir-
cuit court judge: S0910, H4801
42-005-0045, Failure of employers to secure payment of compensa-
tion; delete the minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
42-005-0240, Insurance agent, acting while suspended; delete the min-
imum sentence required for violation: H5155
42-007-0065, Workers’ Compensation; include among categories
reserve police officers performing off-duty services:
H3835
42-009-0290, Workers’ Comp, burial expenses; increase the maxi-
mum payable amount: H3879
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42-011-0030, Diseases sustained by a firefighter, workers’ compensa-
tion; provide certain additional medical conditions, delete
minimum age requirement, and other provisions: H3348
42-017-0020, Workers Compensation Commission hearings; provide
that the venue for the hearings shall be in districts estab-
lished by the commission: S1121
42-017-0020, Workers’ Compensation Commission hearings; provide
hearings must be held in district in which injury occurred
and provide districts determined by commission: H5153
Title 43
43-001-0210, Reporting requirements; require reporting of kinship
care data: H3701
43-005-0127, DSS, child protective services; require division to notify
economic services and other agencies when a child is
removed from a home in order for SNAP benefits to follow
child: H3776
43-005-0220, Child support payments; make use of scale established
by the DSS mandatory in establishing amount owed by
absent parent: H3872
43-021-0010, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0010, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0020, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0020, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0045, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0045, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0060, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0060, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0070, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0070, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0100, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0100, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0130, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0130, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0190, Council on Aging; update references to the Dept on
Aging: S0107
43-021-0190, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
43-021-0200, Physicians selected as participants in student loan
repayment program; change certain program requirements:
H4483
43-025-0010, Commission for the Blind; require three members to
meet the legal definition of blindness: H3440
43-025-0030; Commission for the Blind; make technical changes:
H3440
43-025-0060, Teachers of students with visual impairments; provide
use of counselors to assist those teachers: H3440
43-033-0045, Unemployment trust fund, reports; remove requirements
concerning cost-shifting and create the Department of
Workforce Statutory Review Study Committee: H3648




43-033-0310, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0330, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0340, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0350, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0350, Disabilities; include administration of the client assis-
tance program: H3617
43-033-0370, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0380, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-033-0400, Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative
findings to reflect change in name to Protection and Advo-
cacy for People with Disabilities; make technical changes:
S0325
43-035-0010, Definitions; add definitions for deception and intimida-
tion; revise definition of exploitation: S0403
Title 44
44-001-0010, Abortions; provide abortion is a criminal act during any
trimester if the sole reason is a fetal anomaly: H4833
44-001-0020, Abortions; provide abortion is a criminal act during any
trimester if the sole reason is a fetal anomaly: H4833
44-001-0050, DHEC; make technical corrections: H4485
44-001-0060, Agricultural animal facilities; revise and clarify proce-
dures for reviewing permits for facilities: H3929
44-001-0060, Beachfront Management Reform Act; exempt the deci-
sion to establish a baseline or set backline from certain sec-
tion: S0927, H4683
44-001-0060, Certificate of need; eliminate board review by DHEC:
H3131
44-001-0060, DHEC Administrative Appeals; clarify that notice may
be given electronically upon request: H4485
44-001-0130, Certificate of need; define crisis stabilization unit facil-
ity: S0354, H3666
44-001-0130, DHEC, authority to establish districts and advisory
boards; eliminate the health advisory boards and change
certain terminology: H4485
44-001-0143, Home-based food production operations; reflect that
Dept of Ag does not have regulatory authority over home-
based food production operations: H5063
44-001-0150, DHEC, violation of rules; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
44-001-0151, Shellfish, violations; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
44-006-0005, Health and Human Services; delete obsolete references:
H3895
44-006-0070, DHHS, preparation of state plan; prohibit DHHS from
contracting with entities that perform or promote abortions;
exceptions: H4491
44-006-0170, Data oversight council; delete obsolete references and
revise composition: H3895
44-007-0120, Certificate of need; change state purpose: H3131
44-007-0130, Certificate of need; revise certain definitions: H3131
44-007-0150, Certificate of need fees; allow DHEC to retain all fees
collected: H3131
44-007-0160. Certificate of need requirements; change certain
requirements: H3131
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44-007-0170, Certificate of Need; clarify that kidney disease treat-
ment centers are exempt from CON review requirements
but are subject to licensing: H4489
44-007-0170, Certificate of need exemptions; add new exemptions
and make changes to existing exemptions: H3131
44-007-0170, Certificate of need; make the CON process inapplicable
to crisis stabilization unit facilities: S0354, H3666
44-007-0180, State Health Plan; eliminated the health planning com-
mittee and the role of the board reviewing the plan: H3131
44-007-0200, Certificate of need application review process; change
certain requirements: H3131
44-007-0210, Certificate of need application review process; change
certain requirements: H3131
44-007-0220, Certificate of need, judicial review; provide for the
award of attorney fees and costs and right ti file an offer of
judgment: H3131
44-007-0230, Certificate of need, one year validity; eliminate role of
board granting extensions: H3131
44-007-0260, Health care facility and services, licensing; eliminate
freestanding or mobile technology: H3131
44-007-0260, Health facility licensure; require crisis stabilization unit
facility to obtain a license from DHEC: S0354, H3666
44-007-0262, Nursing home staffing requirements; increase the mini-
mum number of staff required during all shifts: H3118
44-007-0320, DHEC authority; delete references to certificate of need:
H3131
44-007-0350, Residential care facilities; conforming changes: H3120
44-007-0370, Residential Care Committee, DHEC; change committee
membership: H3120
44-007-0380, Surgical technologists, educational and certification
requirements; require certification by certain accredited
programs: H3135
44-007-1590, Hospital bond approvals; change the right to challenge
DHEC decisions: H3131
44-007-2060, Regional Health Services Board of Directors; provide
that state interest shall prevail in a conflict exists between
antitrust laws and other provisions: S1014, H4933
44-007-3420, Definitions; add health care practitioner and health care
facility: H3885
44-020-0030, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0030, Disabilities; add definition for autism spectrum disor-
der: S0427, H3790
44-020-0210, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0220, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0240, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0320, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0350, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0360, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-0430, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180




44-020-1120, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-1130, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-1140, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-1150, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-1160, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-020-1170, Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide
that the director is appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate; Commission on Disabili-
ties and Special needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
44-021-0010, Family Support Services Program, intent; provide that
families have the right to select a specific person or agency
to provide services offered through the program: H3324
44-021-0020, Definitions; add the definition for service provider:
H3324
44-021-0050, Development of written plan for service needed; add
requirements to include a state of services to be provided
by a service provider, right of family to request a specific
service provider and other provisions: H3324
44-022-0160, SC Minimum Wage Act; conforming changes: S0188
44-022-0160, Therapeutic patient employment; provide that a patient
employee must be paid minimum wage set forth in section:
H3085
44-023-0430, Fitness to stand trial; extend the timeframe for restoring
a person’s competency to six months: H3829
44-023-0430, Fitness to stand trial; require the mental health dept to
reimburse a sheriff or county or municipal government for
certain costs of incarceration of person determined to be
unfit for trial: H3325
44-023-1080, Patients and prisoners, denied access to alcohol, drugs,
firearms, and weapons; delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
44-024-0090, Judicial admissions of children in need of services;
make conforming changes: S1136
44-024-0140, Determinations of petition for judicial admission of a
child in need of services; require court to report informa-
tion to SLED and other provisions: S1136
44-026-0040, Client rights; conforming changes: H4013
44-026-0050, Client rights; conforming changes: H4013
44-026-0060, Client rights; conforming changes: H4013
44-032-0080, Body piercing facilities, licensing; authorize DHEC to
impose monetary penalties: H4426
44-033-0010 through 44-033-0380, Sickle Cell Disease Voluntary
Patient Registry Act; DHEC develop and maintain a regis-
try and other requirements: H3124
44-034-0080, Tattoo Facilities; authorize DHEC to assess monetary
penalties against unlicensed facilities: H4410
44-036-0020, Alzheimer;s disease registry; update references to Dept
on Aging: S0107
44-036-0020, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
44-036-0050, Alzheimer;s disease registry; update references to Dept
on Aging: S0107
44-036-0050, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
44-036-0310, Alzheimer;s disease registry; update references to Dept
on Aging: S0107
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44-036-0310, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
44-036-0320, Alzheimer;s disease registry; update references to Dept
on Aging: S0107
44-036-0320, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
44-036-0330, Alzheimer;s disease registry; update references to Dept
on Aging: S0107
44-036-0330, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018; cre-
ate in the executive branch a Dept on Aging and other pro-
visions: S1120
44-037-0050, Newborn information available to parents; include safe
sleep practices and the cause of sudden infant death syn-
drome in the information provided: S0891
44-037-0240, Health care practitioners, continuing education; add
requirements addressing prescription and monitoring of
certain controlled substances: H3824
44-039-0010 through 44-039-0180, Diabetes Initiative; require manu-
facturers to provide cost information to DHEC; require
DHEC to post reported information; other provisions:
H4490
44-041-0010, SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection from Abortion Act; add
definition for fetal body part and other terms: H5403
44-041-0085, Partial birth abortions; prohibit dismemberment abor-
tion and define terms: S0564
44-041-0330, Ultrasounds; require a woman to be notified if fetal
heartbeat is detected: S0467
44-041-0430, SC Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act; remove
fetal anomaly as exception at 20 weeks or more: H4833
44-041-0440, SC Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act; remove
fetal anomaly as exception at 20 weeks or more: H4833
44-041-0450, Abortions; may not be performed if heartbeat detected
13th through 19th week: S0467
44-041-0450, SC Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act; remove
fetal anomaly as exception at 20 weeks or more: H4833
44-041-0460, SC Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act; remove
fetal anomaly as exception at 20 weeks or more: H4833
44-047-0965, Health care practitioners, continuing education; add
requirements addressing prescription and monitoring of
certain controlled substances: H3824
44-051-0140, Health care practitioners, continuing education; add
requirements addressing prescription and monitoring of
certain controlled substances: H3824
44-052-0165, Addiction services patients, prohibitions; delete the
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
44-053-0160, Controlled substance schedules; require DHEC to notify
the code commissioner of changes: H3822
44-053-0160, Controlled substances, scheduling; require notification
to the Code Commissioner of certain scheduling changes:
H4487
44-053-0280, Controlled substances; eliminate registration renewal
grace periods: H4487
44-053-0290, Schedule V drugs change certain requirements: H4487
44-053-0360, Prescribing limitations; limit initial prescription of an
opioid for acute pain management or postoperative pain
management to a 5 day supply; exceptions: H4603
44-053-0360, Prescription drugs; provide that schedule II and III
drugs must not exceed a 7 day supply for first prescription
nor a 4 day supply for second prescription: S1046
44-053-0360, Prescriptions; allow pharmacists to dispense a varying
amount of maintenance medication with exceptions:
H4958
44-053-0360, Prescriptions; change dosage limitations for certain pre-
scribed controlled substances: H4492
44-053-0360, Prescriptions; establish limitaions for initial opioid pre-
scriptions: S0918
44-053-0360, Prescriptions; require tamper-resistant prescription pads
to be used with prescribing controlled substances, with
exceptions; other provisions: H3826
44-053-0362, Controlled substance take-back events; require sheriffs
to maintain at least one onsite drop-off box throughout the
year that is available to the public: S0755




44-053-0370, Controlled substance offenses and penalties; legalize
possession of certain weight of marijuana or hashish by a
veteran with an honorable discharge who has PTSD due to
service: H3162
44-053-0370, Controlled substances; amend penalties, weight pre-
sumptions and delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
44-053-0370, Drug offenses; conform language to provisions concern-
ing possession and distribution of certain illegal drugs:
S0245, H3860
44-053-0375, Controlled substances; amend penalties, weight pre-
sumptions and delete the minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
44-053-0480, SLED narcotics dept; eliminate enforcement of drug
laws as a function of DHEC: H4487
44-053-0520, Controlled substances and forfeiture procedures for
property; provide for expedited return and other provi-
sions: S0503, H3210
44-053-0520, Forfeiture of property; prohibit transfer of seized assets
from state law enforcement to federal without court order;
proceeds disbursed to school districts: H4518
44-053-0530, Controlled substances and forfeiture procedures for
property; allow proceedings to be held in magistrates court
under certain circumstances and other provisions: S0503,
H3210
44-053-0586, Return of seized items under drug forfeiture laws to
innocent owners; all proceedings to be held in magistrates
court under certain circumstance: S0503, H3210
44-053-1630, Prescription drug monitoring program; add definition
practitioner: H3824
44-053-1640, Prescription drug monitoring program; conforming
changes: H3824
44-053-1640, Prescription monitoring program; require program to
monitor administering or opioid anitdotes by first respond-
ers in emergencies: H4602
44-053-1645, Controlled substance prescription review by practi-
tioner; require review of any incident in which patient
given opioid antidote by first responder or ER: H4602
44-053-1650, Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provi-
sion of coroners and medical examiners in certain circum-
stances: H4488
44-053-1650, Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provi-
sion of data to drug courts: H4117
44-053-1650, Prescription monitoring program data, confidentiality;
provide exception for practitioner prescription report card:
S0918
44-053-1650, Prescription report cards; allow release of report cards
to practitioners: H3825
44-053-1655, Prescription report cards; require DHEC to provide
report cards for practitioners using the monitoring pro-
gram: H3825
44-053-1680, Prescription drug monitoring program; establish penalty
if practitioner fails to review a patient’s controlled sub-
stance history: H3824
44-055-0700, Septic tank installations, delete the minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
44-056-0200, SC Hazardous Waste Management Act; provide that
responsible party does not include a person who is
excluded from liability under the Superfund Recycling
Equity Act: S0181
44-056-0840, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
44-061-0020, Air Ambulance Affordability Act; define term air ambu-
lance: H4679
44-061-0020, Definition; change definition of investigative review
committee: S0762, H4486
44-061-0020, Emergency Medical Services Act, add definition of
insurer: S0177, H5080
44-061-0070, Emergency services and hindering an agent of DHEC;
delete the minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
44-061-0160, Medical information confidentiality; provide that identi-
ties of patients and medical technicians are subject to sub-
peona: S0234
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44-061-0340, Medical confidentiality for emergency medical services
for children program; make conforming changes: S0234
44-063-0020, Vital statistics; require DHEC to facilitate the registra-
tion of both spouses of same-sex marriage as the parents of
the child: H3129
44-063-0140, Birth certificates, adopted persons; allow an adult adop-
tee to obtain a copy, allow biological parent to execute con-
tact preference form, and allow for submission of medical
history form by parent: H3775
44-066-0030, Health care decisions for adults unable to consent; add
authority to person pursuant to another statutory provision:
H4013
44-069-0080, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; prohibit home health
agencies from discriminating against a patient because of
sexual orientation: H3021, H3745
44-071-0010 through 44-071-0110, Hospices; add definitions, estab-
lish licensing requirements, provide for registration for
multiple office locations, and other provisions: H3132
44-071-0090, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; prohibit hospice from
discriminating against a patient because of sexual orienta-
tion: H3021, H3745
44-075-0020, Athletic Trainers’ Act; change definition of athletic
trainer: H4978
44-075-0040, Athletic trainer, certificate to practice; authorize DHEC
to take certain disciplinary actions and other provisions:
H4978
44-075-0050, Athletic trainer, certificates; revise name of required
examination: H4978
44-078-0015, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-078-0020, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-078-0030, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-078-0045, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-078-0050, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-078-0060, Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guard-
ian of a patient who is a child to request and revoke a DNR
for emergency services for the child: H3487
44-089-0030, Definitions; change terms: S0242, H3133, H3845
44-089-0060, Birth centers; require accreditation and compliance;
address professional requirements for staff members and
other provisions: S0242, H3133
44-089-0060, Birthing centers; require consultant physician to be
available at all times; transfer provisions; licensing and
certification requirement; other provisions: H3845
44-096-0120, Solid Waste Management Trust Fund; include funding
for Solid Waste Emergency Fund: H4644
44-096-0290, Solid waste management facility permitting; allow
DHEC to limit demonstration of need, remove zoning and
land use ordinances, and other provisions: H4644
44-096-0360, Solid waste processing facilities; establish certain con-
ditions for facilities that recycle construction and demoli-
tion debris: H4644
44-130-0020, Overdose Prevention Act; add definition of community
distributor: H4600
44-130-0060, Opioid antidotes administered by first responders;
require information be submitted to DHEC for inclusion in
prescription drug monitoring program: H4602
Title 44, Chap. 033, Sickle Cell Disease Voluntary Patient Registry
Act; DHEC develop and maintain a registry and other
requirements: H3124
Title 44, Chap. 039, Diabetes Initiative; require manufacturers to pro-
vide cost information to DHEC; require DHEC to post
reported information; other provisions: H4490




Title 44, Chap. 071, Hospices; add definitions, establish licensing
requirements, provide for registration for multiple office
locations, and other provisions: H3132
Title 45
45-002-0040, Lodging establishments, violations on premises; revise
penalties: H5155
45-003-0020, Hotel and restaurant inspections, obstruction; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
45-009-0010, Public accomodations; provide that a local government
or other political subdivisions may not enact anything that
would require a person to use a multiple occupancy bath-
room regardless of sex; exceptions: H3012
45-009-0010, Uniform Antidiscrimination Act; prohibit discrimina-
tion against a person because of sexual orientation at a
place of public accommodation: H3021, H3745
45-009-0090, Public accommodations, equal rights; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
Title 46
46-001-0020, Crops, stealing; revise penalties: H5155
46-001-0040, Tobacco plants, stealing; revise penalties: H5155
46-001-0060, Produce, stealing or disposing without pay; revise pen-
alties: H5155
46-001-0070, Produce, failing to account for; revise penalties: H5155
46-005-0010, Agriculture Commission; provide commissioners shall
serve until their successors are elected and other provi-
sions: H5086
46-005-0020, Agriculture Commission; provide commissioners shall
serve until their successors are elected and other provi-
sions: H5086
46-0055-0030, Industrial hemp, propogation methods and liability;
delete teh provision creating 3 year pilot program: H4627
46-009-0080, Agriculture Commission, interference; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
46-009-0090, State Crop Pest Commission; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
46-009-0090, State Crop Pest Commission; provide a person violating
chapters is guilty of a misdemeanor: S0570
46-010-0100, Boll Weevil eradication; provide a person violating sec-
tion is guilty of a misdemeanor: S0570
46-013-0180, Pesticide Control Act; provide any person violating pro-
visions is guilty of a misdemeanor: S0570
46-015-0100, Agriculture marketing; provide that any person violat-
ing chapter is guilty of misdemeanor: S0570
46-017-0400, Agriculture commodities marketing; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
46-023-080, Noxious Weed; provide a person violating chapter is
guilty of a misdemeanor: S0570
46-029-0020, Fraudulent packing; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
46-033-0090, Registration for shipment and sale of trees, plants and
shrubs; provide a nursery registration and nursery dealer
registration fee schedule and define terms: S0570
46-045-0080, Agricultural animal facilities setback distances; prohibit
DHEC from requiring additional distance if established
distance is met and other provisions: H3929
46-049-0070, Supervision and regulation of milk and milk products;
provide a person violating chapter is guilty of a misde-
meanor: S0570
46-055-0010 through 46-055-0060, Industrial hemp cultivation; revise
definitions and create SC Industrial Hemp Program; other
provisions: S0468, H3559
46-055-0020, Industrial hemp program; revise the number of permits
to grow industrial hemp and number of acres that may be
cultivated; other provisions: H4627
Title 46, Chap. 055, Industrial hemp cultivation; revise definitions and
create SC Industrial Hemp Program; other provisions:
S0468, H3559
Title 47
47-001-0010, Animal cruelty, definitions; provide a definition for dog
shelter: H4594
47-001-0010, Animals; define the term companion animal: H3619
47-001-0040, Animals, ill-treatment; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
47-001-0060, Equine, cutting muscles of tales; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
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47-001-0070, Animal cruelty, definitions; provide a definition for dog
shelter: H4594
47-001-0130, Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act; provide that
agents of animal cruelty may assist with lawful investiga-
tion: H3668
47-001-0140, Provisions for Cost of Animal Care Act; remove provi-
sions regarding liens held by law enforcement officers for
animal care expenses: H3668
47-003-0060, Quarantined or impound animals; provide that a litter of
4 months or older may be turned over to an organization;
provide for sterilization of trap and release strays: S0841
47-003-0470, Sterilization of cats and dogs; replace animal refuge
with rescue organization: S0841
47-003-0480, Sterilization of cats and dogs; replace animal refuge
with rescue organization: S0841
47-003-0490, Sterilization of cats and dogs; replace animal refuge
with rescue organization: S0841
47-003-0530, Dogs, killing or stealing; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
47-003-0610 through 47-003-0630, Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police
dogs and horses, increase penalties for harming or killing
and technical changes: H3243
47-003-0630, Police Dogs and Horses; Provide penalties for torture,
mutilation, injury, disabling, poisoning or killing a police
dog or horse: S0006
47-003-0630, Police dogs, teasing or harming; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
47-003-0920, Layla’s law; make conforming changes: S1137, H5041
47-003-0940, Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police dogs and horses,
increase penalties for harming or killing and technical
changes: H3243
47-003-0950, Service animals and guide dogs, unauthorized control;
delete the minimum sentence required for a violation:
H5155
47-003-0960, Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police dogs and horses,
increase penalties for harming or killing and technical
changes: H3243
47-003-0970, Layla’s law; conforming changes: S1137, H5041
47-005-0050, Wild carnivores, prohibit sale; delete provision that
allows for public display: H3531
47-007-0160, Unlawful rescuing of animals; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
47-009-0410, Livestock branding or earmarking; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
47-013-0070, Selling of flesh of diseased or injured animals; delete
the minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
Title 47, Chap. 003, Art. 011, Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police dogs
and horses, increase penalties for harming or killing and
technical changes: H3243
Title 48
48-001-0090, Pollution; clarify persons who may file a petition and
provide for department decisions that are not subject to
judicial review in civil proceedings: S0298
48-004-0010 through 48-004-0080, General Provisions, designated:
H4014
48-020-0280, SC Mining Act; exempt certain activities undertaken by
Division of Public Railways of the Dept. of Commerce:
S1099
48-023-0265, Forest products, payment to owner; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
48-035-0050, Fires; provide that when extreme conditions exist the
state forrester may prohibit all burning with exceptions:
H3719
48-035-0060, Fires, unlawful; revise penalties: H3719
48-039-0010, Beachfront Management Reform Act; redefine term pri-
mary oceanfront sand dune and define storm surge: H4683
48-039-0010, Coastal Tidelands and Wetlands; remove a portion of
Dorchester County from the definition of coastal zone:
S0017, H3017
48-039-0130, Permits to utilize critical areas; authorize DHEC to issue
general permits under certain circumstances: H4704
48-039-0250, Beachfront Management Reform Act; remove refer-
ences to the retreat policy: H4683
48-039-0260, Beachfront Management Reform Act; remove refer-
ences to retreat policy: H4683




48-039-0280, Beachfront Management Reform Act; DHEC shall
establish baseline and setback lines for all geographic areas
and other provisions: S0927, H4683
48-039-0280, Forty year retreat policy from the shoreline; prohibit the
seaward movement of the baseline after December 31,
2019: S0784
48-039-0350, Beachfront Management Reform Act; remove refer-
ences to retreat policy: H4683
48-043-0550, Pollutants, removal of discharges; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
48-052-0410, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
48-052-0440, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
48-052-0460, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
48-052-0620, Energy conservation plans; establish new metering
requirements: H4967
48-052-0870, Energy efficient manufactured homes incentive pro-
gram; extend the program an additional ten years: S0916
48-059-0030, Conservation Bank; redefine term eligible trust fund
recipient: H4727
48-059-0040, Conservation Bank Board; establish certain require-
ments for members of the board: H4727
48-059-0050, Conservation Bank, powers and duties; require bank to
collaborate and advise on mitigation efforts, develop crite-
ria and a conservation prioritization map and other provi-
sions: H4727
48-059-0070, Grants and loans for land interests; expand the conser-
vation criteria to include certain information: H4727
48-059-0075, SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act; provide for
a proportional reduction in teh transfer of recording fees in
the annual Appropriations Act under certain circum-
stances: S0007
48-059-0110, Conservation Bank trust fund restrictions; authorize
bank to award additional grand fund to certain agencies for
the acquisition of fee simple title to land and other provi-
sions: H4727
Title 49
49-001-0050, Drifted lumber, sale or purchase; revise penalties:
H5155
49-004-0035, Surface Water Stewardship Act; provide that registered
surface water withdrawers under certain conditions must
obtain a permit and other provisions: S0024
49-004-0035, Surface water withdrawal; require permitting for new
withdrawals and for expansion of existing registration:
H3890
49-004-0055, Surface water withdrawal; change option for with-
drawer of agricultural use to obtain a permit into require-
ment and eliminate right of an exempt withdrawer to to
register the use: H3890
49-004-0070, Surface water withdrawal; prohibit application of with-
drawers who are registered to withdraw for agricultural
uses with exceptions: H3890
49-006-0030, SC Aquatic Plant Management Council; alter the com-
position of the council: H4163
49-006-0040, SC Aquatic Plant Management Plan; require plan to bal-
ance plant management with preservation of fish and wild-
life habitats: H4163
49-011-0120, Dams and reservoirs safety act; revise certain definitions
to make provisions further applicable to certain dams:
H3218
49-011-0150, Dams; owner responsibilities; emergency action plans
and other provisions: H3218
49-011-0160, Dams; provide that DHEC may issue order to repair or
remove a dam that is deemed unsafe: S0983
49-011-0200, Dams; provide for exclusions from certain statutes if
dam is of no threat to human life or another’s property:
S0983
49-011-0240, Dam inspections; require DHEC to inspect all dams on
which a state highway traverses: S0005
Title 50
50-001-0050, Geographical boundaries of bodies of water; provide
boundaries for the portion of the intercoastal waterway
located in Horry County and make technical changes:
H3698
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50-001-0085, Firearms or archery, used in criminally negligent man-
ner; delete the minimum sentence required for a violation:
H5155
50-001-0125, Wildlife trafficking; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
50-001-0130, Fish, game and watercraft violations; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-005-0015, Saltwaters, definitions; provide terms for shellfish mari-
culture and shellfish seed: S0465
50-005-0017, Flounder study program; delete certain provisions:
H3723
50-005-0360, Seafood dealer licenses; provide that a person required
to obtain a license for mulluscan shellfish must provide
DNR with certification of shellfish training: S0465
50-005-0730, Trawling near public fishing pier; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-005-0945, Shellfish culture permit; provide for issuance of permits
to harvest wild shellfish seed for use in mariculture: S0465
50-005-0965, Shellfish taking from commercial harvest; provide that
DNR may place certain conditions upon harvest permits
for these areas; may suspend or revoke permits; add
requirements: S0465
50-005-0995, Shellfish mariculture operation permits; provide for
issuance of out-of-season harvest permits: S0465
50-005-0997, Shellfish mariculture; provide for issuance of out-of-
season harvest permits: S0465
50-005-1005, Shellfish importation permits; prohibit the placing of
genetically modified shellfish int he waters of the state;
exceptions: S0465
50-005-1005, Shellfish, delete provision that allows DNR to issue per-
mits for persons purchase, possess or sale genetically mod-
ified shellfish and other provisions: H4946
50-005-1556, Striped Bass; revise period of time striped bass may be
taken: H3698
50-005-1705, Catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: S0933
50-005-1705. Catch limits; reduce limit for flounder: H3665
50-005-1710, Size limits for fish; increase the limit for flounder:
S0022, H3665
50-005-1750, Finfish, catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum:
H4971
50-005-2500, Shellfish; point values of DNR for violations of Marine
Resources Act apply to shellfish: S0465
50-005-2535, Marine Resource Act; delete the minimum sentence
required for a violation: H5155
50-005-2730, Fishing regulations, federal; provide for specific size
and possession limit for cobia: S1111
50-009-0010, Hunting and fishing licenses; provide a person or imme-
diate family member are not required to obtain license on
property that contains their primary residence: H4708
50-009-0020, Catawba Hunting and Fishing Licenses; broaden the
scope and allow all Native American Indians to have free
licenses: S0026
50-009-0525, Hunting and fishing, disability licenses; allow residents
receiving benefits from state retirement to obtain a 3 year
combination or fishing license at no cost: S0402
50-009-0570, Migratory Bird Permits; provide that all members of
recognized Native American Indian Tribes in SC are not
required to carry migratory bird permits: S0026
50-009-0665, Bear hunting tags; increase nonresident fee, delete pro-
vision for random drawing and eliminate application fee:
H3601
50-009-0740, Youth hunting days; provide for hunting antlered deer
only and bag limit; provide youth not completing education
program must be accompanied by an adult;  license or tag
required to hunt is waived on youth hunting day: S0913
50-009-0740, Youth hunting days; provide license or tag required to
hunt is waived on youth hunting day: H4828
50-009-0920, Hunting and fishing, revenue distribution by DNR;
revise distribution from permits, tags and licenses: H5231
50-009-1120, Night hunting; add turkey: S0443
50-011-0100, Free range deer, enclosures impeding hunting; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-0430, Bear hunting; establish open season and other provi-
sions: H3601




50-011-0515, American Indian Artists; allow American Indian artists
from recognized tribes to sell art with waste parts from
legally taken game animals and to require the artist to sub-
mit an affidavit signed by the Chief: S0026
50-011-0515, Wild turkey feathers in art; provide for use and delete
certain provisions: H5090
50-011-0710, Night hunting; delete provisions of hunting feral hogs,
coyotes, and armadillos; delete penalties: H3748
50-011-0710, Night hunting; unlawful to hunt for specified animals:
S0443
50-011-0730, Deer hunting from a water conveyance; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-0740, Night hunting; add turkey: S0443
50-011-0745, Night hunting; add turkey: S0443
50-011-0810, Game birds; delete the minimum sentence required for a
violation: H5155
50-011-0852, Birds of prey, unlawful killing or molesting; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-1105, DNR, authority to determine seasons; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-1110, DNR, authority to close or shorten season; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-1340, Shooting preserve, responsibilities; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-1730, Game, transporting out of state; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-2210, Wildlife management area land, abuse; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-011-2640, Foxes and coyotes, importing; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
50-013-0230, Striped bass; revise the period of time striped bass may
be taken, provide limits and other provisions: H3698
50-013-0260, Freshwater game fish; establish a year-round catch and
release zone on the lower reach of the saluda river; DNR to
study lower Saluda trout fishery; other provisions: S1044
50-013-1210, Fish migration, prohibition from permanent obstruction;
delete the minimum sentence required for a violation:
H5155
50-013-1410, Fish and shellfish, polluting waters and injuring; delete
the minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-013-1420, Poisoning waters or producing electric currents; delete
the minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-013-1430, Casting impurities in waters; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
50-013-1630, Fish, illegal import, possession or selling; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-013-2015, St. Stephen Rediversion Canal fish sanctuary; delete the
minimum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-018-0285, Aquaculture products or facilities, damaging et al;
delete the minimum sentence required for a violation:
H5155
50-019-0251, Slade lake, fishing and recreational use; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-019-0590, Fishing near Greenwood power plant; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-019-1190, Shelly Lake Fish Sanctuary; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
50-021-0112, Boating under the influence; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
50-021-0113, Boating under the influence; delete the minimum sen-
tence required for a violation: H5155
50-021-0117, Watercraft, operating while suspended; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-021-0190, Watercraft abandonment; provide a sheriff may enforce
provisions: H4976
50-021-0870, Watercraft; increase distance between watercraft and
another object where the water craft may operate over idle
speed and other provisions: S0367, H3577
50-023-0011, Watercraft dealer demo numbers; provide for applica-
tion fee, expiration of demo numbers, and provide for use
of fee revenue: S1051, H4715
50-023-0070, Motorcraft certificate of number fees and decals; pro-
hibit DNR from issuing duplicate decals when ad valorem
taxes are outstanding: S1051, H4715
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50-023-0340, Watercraft application fee certificate of numbers; reduce
the fee to ten dollars: S1051, H4715
50-023-0345, Watercraft certificate of numbers, temporary; provide a
certificate may not be issued until ad valorem taxes are
paid: S1051, H4715
50-023-0370, Watercraft certificates of number, expiration and
renewal; provide for the issuance of renewal notices and
processing of renewals by county auditors and other provi-
sions: S1051, H4715
50-023-0385, Houseboats with waste holding tanks; delete the mini-
mum sentence required for a violation: H5155
50-025-1330, Watercraft restrictions on Lake H. Taylor Blalock;
extend the period for the hunting of waterfowl: S0758
Title 51
51-003-0145, SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: H3700
51-013-0210, Palmetto Recreation Act; establish the Santee Cooper
Counties Promotion Commission to improve recreation
around the area: H5254
51-013-0220, Palmetto Recreation Act; increase membership to the
Santee Cooper Counties Promotion Commission: H5254
51-013-0230, Palmetto Recreation Act; conforming changes: H5254
51-013-0240, Palmetto Recreation Act; require county government
where an acquisition of land or rights in land occurs to pro-
vide the funds to the commission: H5254
Title 52
52-001-0040, Circuses, carnivals, and traveling shows; delete the min-
imum sentence required for a violation: H5155
52-013-0010, Dance halls, operating on Sundays; delete the minimum
sentence required for a violation: H5155
52-013-0040, Dance halls; delete the minimum sentence required for a
violation: H5155
Title 53
53-001-0100, SC Minimum Wage Act; conforming changes: S0188
53-001-0100, Sunday work; provide that Sunday work must be com-
pensated at minimum wage rate set in section: H3085
53-001-0110, SC Minimum Wage Act; conforming changes: S0188
53-001-0110, Sunday work; provide that Sunday work must be com-
pensated at minimum wage set in section: H3085
53-003-0085, Sickle Cell Day in SC, designated as the 19th day of
June each year: H3195
Title 54
54-007-0670, Hobby license; provide that if an application is denied
they applicant may appeal and other provisions: H5110
54-007-0670, Hobby licenses; establish that a hobby license is not
required to collect sharks teeth: S1149
54-011-0050, US Coast Surveys, harming monuments; delete the min-
imum sentence required for a violation: H5155
Title 55
55-001-0040, Aircraft, unlawful entry; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
55-001-0100, Aircraft, operating while under influence; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
55-003-0130, Aircraft, pointing or discharging laser toward; increase
penalties for violations: H3251
55-005-0280, State Aviation Fund; conforming changes: S0792,
H4700
55-013-0040, Airport property, trespassing or driving; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
Title 56
56-001-0010, Driver’s license definitions; change automotive three-
wheel vehicle to autocycle: S0444
56-001-0010, Driver’s license, definitions; add terms: S0197, H3247
56-001-0010, Driver’s license; delete term automotive three wheel
vehicle and replace with autocycle; provide autocycle defi-
nition: H3971
56-001-0010, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
provide definition for bicycle with helper motors, electric-
assist bicycles and personal mobility device: H3615
56-001-0015, Driver’s license, administration of exam; provide that
DMV must enter into contracts with US Dept of Defense to
offer this service to certain individuals: H5145
56-001-0030, Driver’s license, exemptions; replace term article with
chapter: S0197, H3247




56-001-0050, Beginner permits, conditional license, and special
restricted licenses; require that certain individuals must
register with US Selective Service and revise certain terms:
H4676
56-001-0050, Beginner’s permits; delete provision that allows a per-
mit holder to operate a moped and revise time of day and
conditions for motorcycle operation; delete obsolete provi-
sions: H3247
56-001-0050, Beginner’s permits; provide that motorcycle permit
holders who fail the test three of more times must complete
technical college motorcycle safety course: S0456
56-001-0050, Beginner’s permits; technical changes and delete provi-
sions that relate to operating motor scooters, light motor-
driven cycles. and mopeds; other provisions: S0197
56-001-0080, Driver’s license or permit; provide that an application
for license or permit must allow a person who has been
medically diagnosed with autism to voluntarily disclose
and may be indicated as a symbol on license: S0344
56-001-0085, State’s non-participation in Real ID Act; provide that
the state shall meet all requirements of the Act: H3358
56-001-0090, Driver’s licenses, identification needed to obtain; revise
the criteria that must be met to provide the existence and
validity of a person’s SSN: H3358
56-001-0100, Driver’s license for minors; allow foster parents to sign
applications: H3322
56-001-0100, Driver’s license for minors; provide for additional per-
sons who may sign application and must sign in presence
of DMV employee: H3580
56-001-0100, Driver’s license or permit for minor; provide it must be
signed by a person responsible for the unemancipated
minor’s welfare: H3242
56-001-0100, Driver’s license, persons who must sign application for
a minor; delete term instruction permit and revise the list of
persons who must sign for an unemancipated minor: S0198
56-001-0100, Driver’s license; provide that a minor may apply for a
beginner’s permit, instruction permit, or driver’s license
under the authorization of a responsible adult willing to
assume obligation: S0300
56-001-0110. Liability for person signing driver’s license for minor;
provide exception for liability for foster parents: H3322
56-001-0125, Beginner permits, conditional license, and special
restricted licenses; require that certain individuals must
register with US Selective Service and revise certain terms:
H4676
56-001-0130 Driver’s license; delete term automotive three wheel
vehicle and replace with autocycle; provide autocycle defi-
nition: H3971
56-001-0130, License registration definition; change automotive
three-wheel vehicle to autocycle: S0444
56-001-0140, Driver’s license, issuance; revise the cost and frequency
of renewal, revise content of license, and eliminate fee for
veteran designation: H3358
56-001-0140, Driver’s licenses; change the validity from 10 to 8
years; comply with federal acts: S0201
56-001-0140, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase driver’s license fee: S0054, S0600
56-001-0146, Driver’s license, surrender when convicted of certain
crimes; amend definition for a crime of violence: S0834
56-001-0148, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3207
56-001-0148, Driver’s license ID code for convictions; remove fee
and other provisions: H5155
56-001-0148, Driver’s licenses, code affixed indicating crime convic-
tion; remove fee: S0499
56-001-0170, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-001-0171, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0175, Beginner permits, conditional license, and special
restricted licenses; require that certain individuals must
register with US Selective Service and revise certain terms:
H4676
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56-001-0175, Driver’s license, conditional issuance; delete provision
for licensee to operate scooter or light motor-driven cycle
and provide that the holder may operate a moped during
daylight hours: S0197, H3247
56-001-0180, Beginner permits, conditional license, and special
restricted licenses; require that certain individuals must
register with US Selective Service and revise certain terms:
H4676
56-001-0180, Driver’s license, restricted; technical changes; delete
provision that allows operation of scooter or light motor-
driven cycle and provide holder may operate moped during
daylight hours: S0197, H3247
56-001-0185, Driver’s license, removal of restrictions; provide for
suspension under certain circumstances: S0197
56-001-0190, Drivers; operators of motor vehicles must maintain
driver’s license, vehicle registration, and proof of insur-
ance in plain view on teh dashboard and in his immediate
possession when operating vehicle without a dashboard:
H3257
56-001-0210, Driver’s license, expiration and renewal; revisions for
expiration for persons 65 and older: S0979
56-001-0210, Driver’s license, expiration; revise the expiration date
and revise renewal criteria: H3358
56-001-0220, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0220, Driver’s license, vision screening; require screening to
receive initial license and renewal; other provisions: S0979
56-001-0220, Driver’s license, vision screening; revise the criteria for
renewal: H3358
56-001-0220, Vision screening; delete provisions that requires a per-
son to complete a vision screening during the 5th year of a
10 year driver’s license: H3293
56-001-0220, Vision screening; only require vision screening for per-
sons obtaining an initial license and for persons who are 65
years or older when they renew; other provisions: H3295
56-001-0220, Vision screening; provide screening is required for
renewal of license and provide that a certificate of vision
exam form must be given by certified opthalmologist or
optometrist: H4672
56-001-0270, Point system for license; misdemeanor by death is a 6
point violation: S1011
56-001-0286, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0286, Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person
under 21 to enroll in interlock device program: S0982,
H4912
56-001-0350, Driver’s license, failure to return cancelled or sus-
pended; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
56-001-0385, Driver’s license, reinstatement; limit application to
offenses occuring prior to October 1, 2014: S0982, H4912
56-001-0390, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0395, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0400, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0400, Driver’s license, interlock device noted; reorganize for
clarity: S0982, H4912
56-001-0440, Driving without a license; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
56-001-0450, Driving after license suspended or revoked; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-001-0460, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0460, Driving while license cancelled or suspended due to
DUI; or delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
56-001-0550, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0720, Driver’s license point system; provide that driving under
the influence of an electronic device second or subsequent
offense is two points: S0957, H4480




56-001-0720, Driving record point system; provide for points for
endangerment of highway worker: S0565, H4033
56-001-0740, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0746, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-0770, Points reduced, completing defensive driving course;
provide for points reduction for motorcycle license holders
who complete motorcycle safety course and other provi-
sions: S0456
56-001-1020, Habitual offender definition; provide suspension of
driver’s license for failure to pay a traffic ticket shall not
constitute conviction as habitual offender: H5027
56-001-1090, Request to operate motor vehicle; allow a person classi-
fied as a habitual offender to obtain license with interlock
restriction if participates in interlock program: S0982,
H4912
56-001-1320, Driver’s license, provisional; eliminate provisional for
first offense of DUI if offense before certain date: S0982,
H4912
56-001-1340, Issuance of license and convictions to be recorded; con-
form references: S0982, H4912
56-001-1710, Moped, definition; delete provision: S0197, H3247
56-001-1720, Mopeds; revise the form of licensure to operate a moped
and delete certain provisions: S0197, H3247
56-001-1730, Moped license; provide for maximum speed, fines and
penalties for unlawful operation of a moped: S0197,
H3247
56-001-1740, Moped license; revise the fee charged for examination:
H3247
56-001-2070, Driving Commercial vehicle without valid license;
delete minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-001-2080, Commercial Driver’s License qualifications; require a
person may not be issued license unless completing a
human trafficking prevention course: S0803, S0908,
H4681
56-001-2080, Commercial driver’s license qualifications; establish the
intrastate vision waiver program; provide for eligibility and
circumstances: S0479
56-001-2080, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-001-3350, Driver’s license and special IDs, veteran designation;
provide that certain persons who have been separated from
teh National Guard are eligible to obtain a driver’s license
that contains a veteran designation: H3297
56-001-3350, Special identification cards; provide that an applicant
who wishes to obtain a card that indicates autism must pro-
vide documentation which must be indicated by a special
symbol on the ID: S0344
56-001-3350, Special identification cards; provide that one ID card
must be issued free to certain persons per issuance cycle
and provide a five dollar fee for a replacement before its
expiration date: H3292
56-002-0105, All-terrain vehicles; provide this provision also applies
to all-terrain vehicles and define term all-terrain vehicle:
H3795
56-002-0105, Golf Carts, permits; revise locations where a golf cart
may be operated and other provisions: H5053
56-002-0105, Golf carts, permits; require a decal and registration from
DMV; increase permit fee; provide revenue from fee be
remitted to the non-Federal aid highway fund; other provi-
sions: S0836
56-002-0105; Golf carts, issuance of decals and registration cards;
establish penalty for unlawful nighttime operation: H4406
56-002-2740, Vehicle registration; provide validation decals must not
be issued to vehicles that do not require payment of prop-
erty tax: S0197, H3247
56-002-3000 through 56-002-3130, Mopeds; provide for registration,
titling and licensing as well as penalties for violations; reg-
ulate operation and sale of a moped: S0197, H3247
56-003-0020, Motor vehicle registration definitions; change automo-
tive three-wheel vehicle to autocycle: S0444
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56-003-0020, Motor vehicle registration; delete term automotive three
wheel vehicle and replace with autocycle; provide autocy-
cle definition: H3971
56-003-0020, Terms and definitions; delete certain terms and defini-
tions: S0197, H3247
56-003-0120, Registration exemptions; provide that trailers that are
commonly used in combination with large commercial
vehicles are exempt under certain conditions: S0600
56-003-0120, Registration process exemptions; make conforming
changes: H3516
56-003-0200, Vehicle registration; provide that a certificate of titles is
not required to register a moped: S0197, H3247
56-003-0210, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-0210, License plates; provide for DMV to provide for tempo-
rary license plate for newly acquired vehicle and other pro-
visions: S1083
56-003-0250, Vehicle registration; provide that this provision does not
apply to mopeds and make technical changes: S0197,
H3247
56-003-0355, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-0376, Registration of motor vehicles; provide a registration
system for large commercial motor vehicles and buses:
H3516
56-003-0376, Registration system of vehicles; provide for classifica-
tion and staggered annual registration for large commercial
motor vehicles: S0600
56-003-0610, Registration and license fees; provide registration and
licensing requirements for large commercial vehicles or
buses: S0600
56-003-0610, Registration fee payments; make conforming changes:
H3516
56-003-0620, Biennial registration of motor vehicles; increase the fee
for vehicle registration: H3516
56-003-0620, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase the fee for vehicle registration: S0054, S0600
56-003-0620, Vehicle registration; increase the fee: S0384
56-003-0630, Vehicles; delete term motor-driven cycle and replace
with moped and make technical changes: S0197, H3247
56-003-0660, Registration fees; provide that fees for licensing and
registration and the road use fee may be credited or pro-
rated if the fee exceeds 400 dollars; make conforming
changes: H3516
56-003-0660, Self-propelled property carrying vehicle fees; provide
registration and licensing requirements and various fees:
S0600
56-003-0662, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-0760, Vehicles; delete term motor-driven cycle and replace
with moped and make technical changes: S0190, H3247
56-003-1150, Free vehicle registration for POWs; provide that the sec-
tion applies to all former POWs: S0237
56-003-1230, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-1240, License plates, displayed; provide that a vehicle may not
be stopped for having a frame on its license plate that
obscures letters or numbers in the absense of another viola-
tion: H3280
56-003-1250, Drivers; operators of motor vehicles must maintain
driver’s license, vehicle registration, and proof of insur-
ance in plain view on teh dashboard and in his immediate
possession when operating vehicle without a dashboard:
H3257
56-003-1290, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-1335, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-1910, Handicapped license plate, forgery; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
56-003-1960, Parking placard, illegal duplication or forgery; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155




56-003-1965, Handicapped parking; provide that a person who is
handicapped must be allowed to park in metered spaces
without fees or fines: S0388
56-003-1971, Uniform parking violation tickets; provide that employ-
ees of a law enforcement agency who regularly issue park-
ing tickets may also issue handicapped parking violation
tickets: H4469
56-003-2150, Special license plates, current or retired public officials;
delete provision requiring member to receive retirement
benefits; provide former member may be issued two plates;
provide for exceptions: H4973
56-003-2320, Dealer license and demonstration plates; provide plate
must be used by a person whose vehicle is being serviced
or repaired by the dealership at no charge for duration of
service; other provisions: S0488, H3937
56-003-2320, Dealer license plates; provide DMV shall supply an
additional two license plates to a full-service dealer who
can demonstrate the presence of a service garage at dealer-
ship: H3933
56-003-2320, Dealer license plates; reduce teh minimum number of
motor vehicle sales a dealer must make before issued a
plate and other provisions: H4618
56-003-2350, Special registration for vehicles that move other vehi-
cles; define financial institution, provide for a financial
institution involved in repossession may apply for special
registration; other provisions: H4973
56-003-2370, Transporter license plates, transfers; revise the purpose
for which plates may be used: H4973
56-003-2545, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-3500, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-3600, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-3710, Mopeds; driver and passenger must wear reflective
vests; rear tail light must flash continually while moped in
motion: H3287
56-003-3800, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-3950, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4100, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4200, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4410, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4510, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4600, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-4800, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-5400, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-5400, Special license plate, Fraternal Order of Police; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-003-6000, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-6500, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7050, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7200, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7300, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7310, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7320, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7330, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7340, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
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56-003-7350, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7370, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7780, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7800, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-7950, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-8000, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-8100, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-8200, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-8300, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: S0936, H3270, H3272
56-003-8400, Special license plates, Lion’s Club; provide DMV may
issue plates to owners of private passenger motor vehicles
registered in their names: S0368, S0626, H3256
56-003-8600, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-8710, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-9400, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-9500, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-9600, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-9710, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-10010, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-10110, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-10210, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-10310, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-11450, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-12610, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-13010, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-13310, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-13610, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-003-14110, Special License Plate; Legion of Merit plate issued:
S0626, H3256
56-003-14210, Special License Plate; Virginia Tech plate issued:
S0626, H3256
56-003-14310, Special license plate; Powering the Palmetto State spe-
cial license plate issued: H3256
56-005-0030, Uniform traffic laws; delete the provision that allows a
political subdivision to adopt regulations in conflict with
state statute: H3459
56-005-0120, Vehicle and motor vehicle definitions; Delete provision:
S0197, H3247
56-005-0130, Vehicle and motor vehicle definitions; Delete provision:
S0197, H3247
56-005-0140, Motorcycle term and definition; delete provision:
S0197, H3247
56-005-0145, Definitions; change automotive three-wheel vehicle to
autocycle: S0444
56-005-0150, Motor-driven cycle term and definition; delete provi-
sion: S0197, H3247
56-005-0155, Definitions; update references: S0444
56-005-0155, Motorcycle three-wheel vehicle term and definition;
delete provision: S0197, H3247
56-005-0165, Moped term and definition; delete provision: S0197,
H3247




56-005-0170, Emergency vehicles, definitions; add organ procure-
ment organization vehicles to definitions: S0874
56-005-0361, Passenger car term and definition; replace motor-driven
cycle with moped: S0197, H3247
56-005-0410, Owner term and definition; delete provision: S0197,
H3247
56-005-0710, Traffic law enforcement, local authority; authorize local
governments to adopt ordinances for civil enforcement of
of certain traffic laws: H5371
56-005-0750, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-005-0750, Failure to stop for law enforcement; increase penalties
for violation: S0773, H3245
56-005-0970, Traffic control signals; provide vehicular traffic must
slow down when facing a steady yellow signal: H5371
56-005-0990, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
pedestrian control signals be equipped with countdown
indicators: H3615
56-005-1030; Traffic-control devices and RR signs and signals; pro-
vide penalties also apply to road or street identification
sign: H4407
56-005-1230, Driver responsibility in accident; revised penalties:
S1058
56-005-1535, Speeding in work zones; delete provision, provide for
definitions of highway work zone and highway worker,
create offense of endangerment of a highway worker and
penalties: S0565, H4033
56-005-1550, Motor-driven cycle; delete provision: S0197, H3247
56-005-1555, Moped; raise maximum speed: S0197, H3247
56-005-1810, Driving on the right side of roadways; provide that a
person in violation may be fined up to 200 dollars for each
violations in addition to other penalties: S0809
56-005-1930, Vehicles, distance between when driving; provide that
this section does not apply to the operator of any non-lead-
ing vehicle traveling in a procession of vehicles: H3289
56-005-2150, Driving and signals required; provide a penalty for vio-
lations to this provision: H4033
56-005-2360, Authorized emergency vehicles and signals; provide for
operation of a vehicle approaching a physician responding
to an emergency call while drive and private vehicle dis-
playing a green flashing light: H4405
56-005-2491, Ignition interlock devices; include reference to habitual
offender, remove exceptions for nonresident first time
offender of DUI, and other provisions: S0982, H4912
56-005-2910, Reckless vehicular homicide; provide for fine or impris-
onment for conviction, person may petition court for rein-
statement of driver’s license: S0232
56-005-2930, DUI; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
56-005-2930, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-005-2933, DUI; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
56-005-2933, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-005-2941, DMV, requiring a person who violates certain provi-
sions to have installed ingnition interlock devices on cer-
tain vehicles: S0197
56-005-2941, Ignition interlock devices; provide this provision does
not apply to mopeds: H3247
56-005-2942, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270, H3271
56-005-2945, Felony DUI; delete minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
56-005-2946, Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit
to chemical tests if probable cause to be in violation of cer-
tain section or caused death in motor vehicle accident:
S0308
56-005-2950, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-005-2951, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-005-2953, Video and breath test while driving under the influence;
revise circumstances that require video to be made, revise
procedures for making video and exemptions: H3785
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56-005-2990, Driver’s license, suspension; require an interlock device
if first time offender of DUI seeks to end a suspension:
S0982, H4912
56-005-3130, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
pedestrian right of way; provide that a driver shall stop to
yield under certain conditions: H3615
56-005-3230, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
define vulnerable road user and provide unlawful for motor
vehicle to yield to a vulnerable road user under certain cir-
cumstances; penalties: H3615
56-005-3425, Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act;
revise term bicycle lane: H3615
56-005-3720, Mopeds; driver and passenger must wear reflective
vests; rear tail light must flash continually while moped in
motion: H3287
56-005-3730, Mopeds; driver and passenger must wear reflective
vests; rear tail light must flash continually while moped in
motion: H3287
56-005-3890, Wireless communication devices, unlawful use while
driving; revise definitions, circumstances, penalties and
other provisions: S0957, H4480
56-005-4072, Pick-up trucks, fifth wheel assembly; provide pick-up
truck may not tow more than one separate trailing vehicle
and provide maximum length: H3804
56-005-4450, Lights, displayed; delete obsolete provisions and make
technical changes: S0197, H3247
56-005-4530, Registration plate, illumination; technical changes and
provide that a vehicle may not be stopped for having an
inoperable tail lamp in absense of another violation: H3280
56-005-4830, Vehicle lamps and illuminating devices; provide that a
vehicle may not be equipped with certain signs, screens, or
other devices; other provisions: H5173
56-005-5015. Sunscreen devices, motor vehicles; revise the permitted
level of light transmission for sunscreening on motor vehi-
cles: H4474
56-005-5150, Charlie’s Law; Towing vehicles, safety devices; revise
the type of equipment that must be used and other provi-
sions: H3444
56-005-5410 through 56-005-5510, Vehicle inspections; provide
DMV shall require that certain vehicles must undergo an
annual inspection, provide for fees and penalties: H3989
56-005-5670, Demolishers and secondary metals recycler; define term
automotive recycler; provide certain provisions apply to
automotive recyclers and not apply to salvage pool auc-
tions: S1079, H4726
56-005-5670, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-005-5850, Vehicle left unattended; provide that the colored tag
placed on the vehicle by law enforcement must be reflec-
tive: S1039
56-005-6410, Child passenger restraint; revise age, weight, and posi-
tion of child who must be secured in a child passenger
restraint system: S0478, H3864
56-005-6420, Child passenger restraint; revise age, weight, and posi-
tion of child who must be secured in a child passenger
restraint system: S0478, H3864
56-005-6530, Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to
drivers and occupants of school, church or day care buses:
H3250, H3253
56-005-6540, Safety belts; remove the provision that a violation is not
negligence per se or contributory negligence and remove
provision that a violation is not admissible as evidence in
civil action: S0239
56-0052951, Alcohol licenses, temporary; require and interlock device
restriction on temporary license and delete provisions relat-
ing to route restrictions: S0982, H4912
56-007-0010, Uniform traffic tickets; authorize law enforcement to
prosecute those offenses to reissue a ticket for another
offense incident to a plea negotiation or agreement: H3290
56-009-0020, Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Act, terms and
definitions; delete and revise certain terms and definitions:
S0197
56-009-0110, Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Act; delete pro-
vision: S0197, H3247




56-009-0340, Failure to surrender license and registration; delete min-
imum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-009-0430, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-009-0540, Proof of financial responsibility methods; delete certain
filings as proof: H4682
56-010-0225, Drivers; operators of motor vehicles must maintain
driver’s license, vehicle registration, and proof of insur-
ance in plain view on teh dashboard and in his immediate
possession when operating vehicle without a dashboard:
H3257
56-010-0240, Insurance requirements; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
56-010-0245, Per diem fine assessed for lapsed liability insurance;
provide that this fine shall not be assessed against a person
whose insurance has lapsed due to incarceration: H3294
56-010-0250, Unlawful sale of vehicle with suspended registration;
delete minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-010-0260, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-010-0260, False certificate or false evidence of insurance; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-010-0520, Driving without paying uninsured vehicle fee; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
56-010-0520, Uninsured motor vehicle operation; make technical
changes and provide this section applies to mopeds: S0197
56-010-0535, DMV requiring proof of financial responsibility after a
conviction; provide this section applies to mopeds: S0197
56-010-0660, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-011-0410, Road tax;  increase road tax: H3516
56-011-0410, Road tax; increase road tax over four years: S0384
56-011-0410, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase road tax: S0054, S0600
56-011-0450, Road Tax; increase road tax: H3516
56-011-0450, Road tax; increase fee over four years: S0384
56-011-0450, SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform
Act; increase road tax: S0054, S0600
56-011-0500, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-015-0010, Manufacturers and dealers; revise definition of dealer
and motor vehicle dealer to exclude certain persons con-
ducting investment grade or collector motor vehicles; pro-
vide definitions and additional terms: H4795
56-015-0010, Regulation of vehicle manufacturers, distributors and
dealers; revise definition of motor vehicle  to exclude
mopeds: S0197, H3247
56-015-0010, Vehicle manufacturers, distributors and dealers; revise
definition of motor vehicle and delete term motor home:
S0321, H3607
56-015-0540, Vehicle auctions, wholesale; provide that a person may
purchase or sell a motor vehicle at an auction once every
twelve months: S0464
56-016-0010, Terms and definitions; revise term motorcycle and
revise type of vehicles regulated: S0197, H3247
56-019-0010, Protection of title definitions; change automotive three-
wheel vehicle to autocycle: S0444
56-019-0010, Terms and definitions; delete certain terms and defini-
tions: S0197, H3247
56-019-0010, Vehicle registration;  delete term automotive three
wheel vehicle and replace with autocycle; provide autocy-
cle definition: H3971
56-019-0220, Certificate of title requirement exemptions; make tech-
nical changes and add mopeds to list of exempt: S0197,
H3247
56-019-0420, Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with
Comptroller General: H3270
56-019-0480, Motor Vehicles, transfer and surrender of titles, etc. for
salvaged, etc.; provide for a procedure for insurance com-
pany to obtain certificate of title from DMV when claimant
fails to do so: H5148
Title 56, Chap. 002, Art. 003, Mopeds; provide for registration, titling
and licensing as well as penalties for violations; regulate
operation and sale of a moped: S0197, H3247
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Title 56, Chap. 005, Art. 038, Vehicle inspections; provide DMV shall
require that certain vehicles must undergo an annual
inspection, provide for fees and penalties: H3989
Title 57
57-001-0010, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-001-0010, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0020,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0040,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0040, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-001-0090,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0090, Motorcycles; conforming changes: H3784
57-001-0310 through 57-001-340, Transportation Commission; pro-
vide the commissioners must be elected: H3779
57-001-0310, DOT; add an at-large member and to specify the manner
in which the members are approved: H3516
57-001-0310, Transportation commission; increase number of at-large
seats and require member represent the needs of the state as
a whole: S0492, S0505
57-001-0325, Transportation district appointment submissions; spec-
ify the manner in which the legislative delegation may
approve the appointee: H3516
57-001-0330, DOT Commission members, terms of office; make con-
forming changes: H3516
57-001-0340, Commission member oath of office; make conforming
changes: H3516
57-001-0350, DOT Commission, rules and procedures; require a mini-
mum of six regular meetings annually and prohibit a mem-
ber from being involved in the day-to-day operations of the
department: H3516
57-001-0350, Transportation commission; hold a minimum of 6 meet-
ings annually and provide notice requirements and other
provisions: S0505
57-001-0360, Audit standards; require final audit reports must pub-
lished on websites: S0492
57-001-0360, DOT Chief Internal Auditor; require all final audit
reports be published on the website maintained by DOT
and the state auditor: H3516
57-001-0370, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-001-0370, Transportation plan; Commission shall establish a proj-
ect priority list for each program category to be included in
infrastructure plan and non-federal aid program: S0492,
S0505
57-001-0410,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0410, Transportation secretary; provide the Governor shall
appoint and devolve duties of commission: H3784, H4041
57-001-0430,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0430, DOT Secretary; require the secretary to prepare and
publish certain annual reports: H3516
57-001-0430, Secretary’s duties; require secretary to prepare and pub-
lish an annual outlining expenditures, companies doing
business with dept and cost of contracts on dept website:
S0492, S0505




57-001-0430, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-001-0460,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0470,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0490,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-001-0490, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-003-0020,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-003-0020, Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and devolve duties to secre-
tary of transportation; secretary to be appointed by Gover-
nor: H3784
57-003-0050,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-003-0050, Highway districts; substitute department for commis-
sion: S0600, H3784
57-003-0210,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-003-0210, Public transit system; conforming changes: S0600,
H3784
57-003-0615, Highway tolls; delete certain provisions relating to toll
revenues and projects: S0710, H4177
57-003-0620, DOT; DOT must maintain any outfall or drainage ditch
that was constructed by DOT as part of a state highway
construction project: H3956
57-003-0700,  Transportation Department; eliminate Department of
Transportation Commission and its responsibilities: S0301,
S0600, H3703
57-003-0700, Counties; conforming changes: S0600, H3784
57-005-0010, State highway system; conforming changes: H3784
57-005-0050, Road transfers; conforming changes: H3784
57-005-0090, Belt lines and spurs; conforming changes: H3784
57-005-0310, Real estate ownership; conforming changes: H3784
57-005-0340; Disposition of real estate; conforming changes: H3784
57-005-0820, DOT obtaining consent from municipality before per-
forming work on a state highway; delete provision that
such work must be approved by municipality: H3238
57-005-1310 through 57-005-1495, Turnpike projects; include nontax
revenues made available within the definition of turnpike
facilities revenues and other provisions: S0710, H4177
57-005-1350, Turnpikes; conforming changes: H3784
57-007-0020, Highways, putting foreign substance on; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
57-009-0010, Road closure, petition filing; provide DOT must notify
in writing all residential housing within a 10 mile radius of
proposed road closure and legislative delegation: H4465
57-011-0020, DOT funds; create the rural roads fund for road and
bridge maintenance and repair: S0384
57-011-0020, Deposit of funds; create the infrastructure maintenance
trust fund: H3516
57-011-0020, State Highway Fund; establish the infrastructure mainte-
nance fund: S0600
57-013-0010, Bridges; conforming changes: H3784
57-013-0020, Bridges; conforming changes: H3784
57-013-0040, Bridges; conforming changes: H3784
57-013-0050, Bridges; conforming changes: H3784
57-013-0110, Bridges, destruction or injury to; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
57-017-0110, Road funds, county apportionment; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
57-025-0120, Definitions; conforming changes: H3784
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57-025-0140, Highway signs; conforming changes: H3784
57-025-0150, Highway signs; conforming changes: H3784
57-025-0150, Outdoor signs, erecting and maintaining; DOT shall
reissue permits for nonconforming signs damaged or
destroyed by vandalism: H3702
57-025-0150, Permits for erecting and maintaining signs; provide that
permits for a nonconforming sign that is removed or dis-
mantled are void: S0200
57-025-0170, Highway signs; conforming changes: H3784
57-025-0200, Highway signs; conforming changes: H3784
57-025-0210, Highway signs; conforming changes: H3784
Title 57, Chap. 005, Art. 009, Turnpike projects; include nontax reve-
nues made available within the definition of turnpike facil-
ities revenues and other provisions: S0710, H4177
Title 58
58-003-0005, Public Service Commission; revise definition: S0754
58-003-0005, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-003-0010, Public Service Commission; change applicable date for
continuation after reconstitution: H4414
58-003-0010, Public Service Commission; provide commission is
reconstituted to continue in existence: H4415
58-003-0020, Public Service Commision Composition; revise mem-
bership: S0754, H4377
58-003-0020, Public Service Commission; provide for appointment of
members by Governor with consent of Senate; change
requirements for qualification: H4414
58-003-0020, Public Service Commission; provide members to be
elected in general election beginning in 2018; provide for 4
year terms and requirements; other provisions: H4415
58-003-0020, Public service commission; provide that effective Janu-
ary 1, 2018,. terms of members are for four years and cur-
rent members may not serve in holdover capacity
following expiration of term: H4419
58-003-0024, Public Service Commission; provide for appointment of
members by Governor with consent of Senate; change
requirements for qualification: H4414
58-003-0030, Public Service Commission Commissioners; require 6
hours of continuing education curriculum for commission-
ers and employees: H4377
58-003-0060, Public Service Commission; remove prohibition for
ability to inspect, audit, or examine public utilities: S0754
58-003-0070, Public Service Commission; commissioner salary same
amount as circuit court judge: S0754
58-003-0130, Public Service Commission; Commission demand cer-
tain information: S0754
58-003-0140, Public Service Commission regulation of public utili-
ties; require the commission to act in the public interest:
H4414
58-003-0140, Public Service Commission; to supervise and regulate
joint ownership project between public utility and Public
Service Authority: S0754
58-003-0190, Public Service Commission’s jurisdiction; Commis-
sion’s ability to inspect, audit or examine entities: S0754
58-003-0200, Public Service Commission’s jurisdiction; commis-
sion’s ability to inspect, audit or examine entities: S0754
58-003-0225, Public Service Commission meetings; require commis-
sioners to question the parties thoroughly during hearings
of contested cases: H4377
58-003-0225, Public Service Commission; each party to provide infor-
mation relevant to matter pending; penalty for wilful and
intentional failure to provide information: S0754
58-003-0260, PUblic Service Commission communication; allow the
public utilities review committee and certain other legisla-
tive oversight committees to communicate with the com-
mission in certain circumstances: H4377
58-003-0260, Public Service Commission communication prohibi-
tions; require violations to be reported to the House and
Senate Judiciary Committees: H4414
58-003-0520, Public Utilities review Committee  membership; revise
membership and qualification: S0754
58-003-0520, Public utilities review committee; eliminate committees
role in selection of commission members: H4414
58-003-0530, Public utilities review committee; eliminate committees
role in selection of commission members: H4414




58-004-0005, definition revised; revise Business with which he is
associated: S0754
58-004-0010, Office of Regulatory Staff, Public Service Commission;
require Office of Regulatory Staff represent public interest
before Public Service Commission: S0754
58-004-0010, Regulatory Staff Office mission; remove the preserva-
tion of the financial integrity of the state’s public utilities,
investment, and maintenance from the mission: H4379
58-004-0010, Regulatory Staff Office; further define term public inter-
est: H4375
58-004-0020, Office of Regulatory Staff; add consumer advocate:
S0754
58-004-0030, Office of Regulatory Staff; amend qualifications for
executive director: S0754
58-004-0050, Office of Regulatory Staff; delete requirement that ORS
had sole responsibility to make inspections, audits, or
examinations of public utilities: S0754
58-004-0050, Regulatory Staff duties; add the office shall provide
research and other assistance to the Utilities Consumer
Advocate; other conforming changes: H4379
58-004-0055, Regulatory Staff Executive Director; ability to issue
subpoenas; provide penalty for wilful and intentional fail-
ure to provide information: S0754
58-004-0055, Regulatory Staff Office, production of records and
information; require production without requirement of
confidentiality agreement or protective order except under
specific circumstances; other provisions: H4375
58-004-0055, Regulatory Staff Office; add office shall have subpeona
powers and other provisions: H4379
58-004-0080, Regulatory Staff intervention in civil proceedings; pro-
vide that on appeal the office does not represent the public
service commission: H4375, H4379
58-005-0940, Department of Revenue term to be replaced with Comp-
troller General and provide additional procedures  for
defraying expenses and charges: H3270
58-009-0280,  Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-009-0285, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-009-2689, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-015-0840, Railroad cars; delete minimum sentence required for
violation: H5155
58-017-2760, Railroad and connecting carriers; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
58-017-4080, Trains, obstructing roads; increase fines, remove certain
notice requirements, provide that every two hours of
obstruction constitutes additional offense and provide
exceptions: H4511
58-017-4090, Railroad obstruction; delete minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
58-023-0080, Motor vehicle carriers; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
58-023-0620, Local fees; provide a municipality or county fee ratio
for motor carriers of property operating within both: S0600
58-023-0920, Insurance required for owners of motor vehicle trans-
porting goods for hire; delete minimum sentence required
for violation: H5155
58-027-0020, Chapter applicability; conforming changes: H3528
58-027-0050, Department of Revenue term to be replaced with Comp-
troller General and provide additional procedures  for
defraying expenses and charges: H3270
58-027-0260, Electric utilities and cooperatives; provide that notice
must be given to residents prior to a utility company under-
taking; provide for notice content, meeting, and other pro-
visions: S0216
58-027-0410, South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act;
provide exemption for municipalities that elect to terminate
service with current electric provider; other provisions:
H5253
58-027-2600, Lease of renewable electric generation facilities pro-
grams; revise definition of retail electric provider: H4421
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58-027-2610, Lease of renewable electric generation facilities pro-
grams; provide that lessor of facilities may offer warranty
services and to remove current two percent cap: H4421
58-027-2630, Renewable electric generation facility registration;
replace the current customer-generator notarized affidavit
with a signed declaration: H4421
58-027-2630, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-031-0020, Public Service Authority, Board of Directors; provide
current members terms expire and new members
appointed: H4376
58-031-0020, Public Service Authority; provide qualifications and
length of terms: S0754
58-031-0020, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-031-0030, Joint Bond Review Committee; require by Joint Bond
Review Committee and approval by State Fiscal Account-
ability Authority for all bonds issued: S0754
58-031-0030, Public Service Authority Board of Director powers;
revise power to fix rates and charges: H4376
58-031-0030, Public Service Authority and Public Service Commis-
sion; prohibit form including costs for a jointly owned
project; to reduce electric rates for SCE&G for the portion
from abandoned nuclear units;: S0754
58-031-0030, Public Service Authority; remove restriction to evaluate
feasibility of sale, lease, transfer, disposal or conveyance:
S0754
58-031-0060, Public Service Authority; prohibit Public Service
Authority from offering retirement or deferred compensa-
tion programs with PEBA: S0754
58-031-0200, Fairfield Cty joint ownership of nuclear electric station;
provide that Public Service Authority is jointly responsible
for preserving any partially constructed unit and other pro-
visions: S0909
58-031-0310, Definitions; provide additional definitions: H4874
58-031-0360, Public Service Authority; clarify and provide for further
covenants: H4376
58-033-0110, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0220, Base Load Review Act; add certain definitions: H4375
58-033-0220, Base load review act; revise definitions: S0754, H4022
58-033-0220, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0225, Base Load Review Act; delete provisions related to
abandonment: S0754
58-033-0240, Utility plan construction projects; revise scope and spe-
cific requirements of this burden; include provisions con-
cerning contractual delegations of decisions making
authority to third parties: H4022
58-033-0250, Base load review order applications; revise require-
ments for anticipated schedules: H4022
58-033-0270, Base load review order content; require anticipated
schedules, require itemization of capital costs, and other
provisions: H4022
58-033-0270, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-033-0275, Base load review order content; make conforming
changes and other provisions: H4022
58-033-0275, Utilities; provide information to Office of Regulatory
Staff and Public Service Commission for Base load review
order; any party may challenge base load review order:
S0754
58-033-0277, Utilities; provide annual report to General Assembly
following issuance of Base Load Review order: S0754
58-033-0280, Base Load Review Act, approval of revised rates; delete
certain requirements: H4375
58-033-0280, Utilities; delete provisions related to abandonment:
S0754
58-033-0280, Utility requests for approval of revised rates; make con-
forming changes and revise deadlines; other provisions:
H4022
58-033-0298, Base load rate change filing limits; apply same limits
applicable to certain other rate changes: H4022
58-037-0010, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-037-0020, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-037-0040, Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
58-039-0120, Definitions; revise definitions: S0890, H4796




58-039-0140, Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes:
H4378
58-040-0010, Net energy metering; revise definition of customer-gen-
erator: H4421
58-040-0020, Net energy metering rates; remove language providing
that rates approved by the commission are the exclusive net
metering rates available to customer-generators: H4421
Title 59
59-001-0050, Education achievement goals for high school graduates
and students; include readiness to participate as a citizen in
our constitutional republic as a key element: H4184
59-001-0425, School Year; provide that a school seeking a year-round
calendar shall submit rationale to the Education Board and
other provisions: S0039
59-001-0425, School Year; remove requirements concerning specific
number of days and other provisions for developing and
submitting school calendar to Education Board: S0038
59-001-0425, School start date; eliminate provision requiring teh
opening date be before the third Monday in August: H3044
59-001-0425, School start date; eliminate the requirement and vest
sole authority for setting the start date in the school board
of the district: S0826
59-001-0435, Religious Viewpoints Antidescrimination Act; revise
and expand protections to school personnel; require school
boards to adopt related policies; require Dept. of Ed to
develop model policies; revise citation to the act: H4384
59-001-0436, Freedom of religion for student associations; provide
that no public institution of higher learning shall take any
action or enforce policy that denies a religious student
association a benefit available to other students: S0221
59-001-0443, Mandatory silence; permit schools to lead a prayer at the
beginning of the school day provided the school allows a
student to leave the classroom if the student does not want
to listen or participate: H3326
59-003-0010, Superintendent of Education Election; provide for the
appointment by the Governor with consent of Senate; pro-
vide for qualifications and filling of vacancy: S0027
59-005-0130, Education Board; members prohibited from contracting
with board; delete minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
59-006-0010, Education Oversight Committee; abolish teh committee
and devolve its duties upon the SDE and SBE based on
recommendations reported by a joint committee; provide
for composition and duties of joint committee: S0824
59-006-0015, SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018;
conforming changes: S1120
59-010-0210, School nurse funding; conforming changes: H5054
59-018-0100, Accountability; provide additional purposes concerning
the profile of graduates: S0534, H3969
59-018-0120, Definitions; revise and add defined terms: S0534,
H3969
59-018-0310, Statewide assessment; remove the social studies testing
requirements and delete the formative assessment require-
ments: S0799
59-018-0310, Student performance; delete obsolete language and pro-
visions concerning the timing for administering certain
assessments: S0534, H3969
59-018-0320, Administration of assessment testing; remove social
studies testing requirements: S0799
59-018-0320, Assessment administration; delete obsolete provisions
concerning No Child Left Behind: S0534, H3969
59-018-0325, College and career readiness assessments; provide a stu-
dent may opt out of assessment with completed form cre-
ated by DOE and other provisions: S0799
59-018-0325, College and career readiness assessments; revise pro-
curement and administration provisions and the time after
which results may be included in school ratings: S0534,
H3969
59-018-0330, National assessment; provide the state shall participate
as an individual education system in the program for inter-
national assessment and provide associated responsibilities
for DOE: S0534
59-018-0340, Assessments; delete one assessment and include two
additional assessments: S0534, H3969
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59-018-0900, Report cards for schools; provide it is web-based, revise
the purposes, revise and define categories and other provi-
sions: S0534, H3969
59-018-0910, Cyclical reviews; require the inclusion of certain recom-
mendations determining the readiness of graduating stu-
dents in certain categories: S0534, H3969
59-018-0920, Charter schools; provide data required may be used to
develop a rating of the school and delete existing provi-
sions concerning the school; delete provision prohibiting
use of student performance in district ratings: S0534,
H3969
59-018-0930, Report cards, executive summary; provide DOE may
publish the report on its website in a certain manner and
provide certain national assessment scores may be
included: S0534, H3969
59-018-1300, Public school district accountability system require-
ments; provide districts may opt out of requirements but
must forgo state appropriations: S0858
59-019-0090, School Board of Trustees; provide school boards shall
direct schools to provide k through 8th grade students with
2 daily recess or activity periods; other provisions: H4934
59-019-0310, School trustee, exercising office after termination;
delete minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
59-020-0050, Education finance act; revise salary requirements to
ensure that certified teachers and administrators are always
paid at the southeastern average and provide related provi-
sions: S0270
59-020-0090, School district fiscal integrity; revise and expand rela-
tions and procedures: H5042
59-021-0510, Special education programs; make conforming changes:
S0427, H3790
59-025-0030, Teachers, officials not permitted to designate place to
live or board; delete minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
59-028-0180, Parental Involvement in their Children’s Education Act;
require schools provide parents with a related pledge of
parental expectations during annual registration: H4200
59-029-0080, Physical education; include marching band as accepted
in lieu of PE: S0302, H3071
59-029-0120, History studied in schools; provide Commission on
Higher Ed may identify related recommended instructional
material and to remove a loyalty oath; other provisions:
H4712
59-029-0120, Study of US Constitution; public high schools must pro-
vide instruction on US Constitution and foundational docu-
ments for at least one year: S0043
59-029-0120, Veteran’s Day studies; provide that public schools
require at least one hour of instruction on November 11 on
the history and meaning of Veteran’s Day: S0223, H3590
59-029-0130, History studied in schools; revise one year requirement
of teaching: H4712
59-029-0130, Study of US Constitution; public high schools must pro-
vide instruction on US Constitution and foundational docu-
ments for at least one year: S0043
59-029-0410, College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
59-029-0560, School disbursement and accountability of funds; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
59-031-0590, School personnel not permitted to act as agents for pub-
lishers; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
59-032-0010, Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
59-032-0010, Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act; define teen dating
violence: H4714
59-032-0010, Teen Dating Violence; add definition: S0169
59-032-0020, Health curriculum; provide instruction on prescription
opioid abuse prevention and other provisions: S0302
59-032-0020, Healthy Youth Act; State Board adopt certain related
instructional units: S0461, H3663
59-032-0020, Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act; include teen dat-
ing violence in comprehensive health education: H4714
59-032-0020, Teen Dating Violence; provide for education instruction:
S0169
59-032-0030, Health education; require instruction in prescription opi-
oid abuse prevention in grades 9-12: H3820




59-032-0030, Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
59-032-0030, Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act; include teen dat-
ing violence in comprehensive health education: H4714
59-032-0030, Teen Dating Violence; provide for education instruction:
S0169
59-032-0040, Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
59-032-0050, Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act; include teen dat-
ing violence in comprehensive health education: H4714
59-032-0050, Teen Dating Violence; provide for education instruction:
S0169
59-032-0060, Healthy Youth Act; ensure district compliance: S0461,
H3663
59-033-0020, Special Education Definitions; define necessary terms:
S0031
59-036-0020, Comprehensive system of special education and ser-
vices; delete any references to the chidlren’s case resolu-
tion system: S0805
59-039-0100, Uniform high school diplomas; revise requirements,
provide personalized pathways for students and other pro-
visions: S0462
59-039-0112, Elective credit for released time classes in religious
instruction; provide that teh school board may accept
released time credits as transfer credits from an accredited
private school and other provisions: S0028
59-039-0115, High School Diplomas to certain veterans; include vet-
erans of the eras of the Korean War and Vietnam War:
H3033
59-039-0160, Interscholastic activity participation academic require-
ments; Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; con-
forming changes: H3067
59-040-0040, Charter School Act, definitions; revise definitions:
S0445
59-040-0040, Charter school definitions; revise sponsor: H5018
59-040-0040, Governor’s School for the Arts; provide racial composi-
tions of schools’ enrollment must reflect the state and pro-
vide for retention; other provisions: H3351
59-040-0050, Charter school boards; revise and add requirements con-
cerning noncertified teacher qualifications and other provi-
sions: S0445
59-040-0050, Charter school eligibility for interscholastic athletics;
Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; conforming
changes: H3067
59-040-0055, Charter School Sponsors; revise requirements  and other
provisions: S0445
59-040-0055, Sponsors, powers and retention of funds; provide that
higher learning institutions are not permitted to retain an
administrative fee and other provisions: H5018
59-040-0060; Charter school formation procedures; revise require-
ments: S0445
59-040-0070, Charter school application procedures; revise proce-
dures: S0445
59-040-0080, Charter Schools, conditional authorizations; allow cer-
tain amendments to applications and other provisions:
S0445
59-040-0110, Charter schools; provide schools must be considered
accredited public schools and specify charter: S0445
59-040-0115, Charter schools, termination of sponsor contracts; pro-
vide circumstances in which charters may seek and obtain
alternate sponsors; other provisions: S0445
59-040-0140, Charter school funding; require reports of certain fed-
eral funds: S0445
59-040-0140, Charter school reporting requirements; provide these
reports must include information concerning racial compo-
sition and the degree to which the school complies with
requirements for racial composition: H3026
59-040-0150, Charter schools; Dept of Education to provide directory
of authorized charter schools and revise requirements:
S0445
59-040-0150, Charter schools; require DOE to establish a webpage
that includes specific information regarding charter
schools: H5018
59-040-0170, Charter schools; provide Dept of Education to make list
of available building for use be online and update require-
ments: S0445
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59-040-0175, Charter schools; provide state treasurer may use pro-
gram funds to create a debt reserve and related require-
ments: S0445
59-040-0180, Charter schools; revise requirements for Dept of Educa-
tion to promulgate regulations: S0445
59-040-0230, Charter school district board of trustees; revise require-
ments concerning vacancies: S0445
59-048-0040, Special School of Science and Math; provide racial
compositions of schools’ enrollment must reflect the state
and provide for retention; other provisions: H3351
59-051-0030, Will Lou Gray Opportunity School Board of Trustees;
revise compositions by eliminating two ex officio seats:
S0857
59-053-0600, Denmark Tech, temporary devolution of powers; extend
devolution: S0937
59-053-1410, Central Carolina Technical College Commission;
increase commission member and increase number
appointed by Kershaw County: S0411
59-053-1784, Surplus property of Midlands Tech, disposal; provide
exemption of authority from surplus property law applies
to real, personal, and mixed property in certain circum-
stances: S0648
59-059-0015, STEM stipends; provide that stipend is availabale when
teh student becomes a junior: S1239
59-063-0020, Public school age of attendance; allow adults to attend
pilot program and eliminate waivers of starting ages for
kindergarten and first grade: H4808
59-063-0060, School crossing guards; specify that school crossing
guards shall carry and use handheld stop paddles: H3412
59-063-0070, Interscholastic athletics who participate in independent
organized sports teams; Interscholastic Athletics Office,
established; conforming changes: H3067
59-063-0075, Concussion protocols for interscholastic athletics; Inter-
scholastic Athletics Office, established; conforming
changes: H3067
59-063-0100, Interscholastic activities; eliminate requirement that
homeschool students must be homeschooled for one aca-
demic year before participating: H4803
59-063-0100, Interscholastic activities; include private school students
if the private school the student attends does not offer the
same activity: H3300, H3837, H4202, H4394
59-063-0140, BP Act, Bullying; provide for procedures for response
and appeal procedures: H4701, H4702
59-063-0790, School breakfast and lunch programs; provide that each
school district shall implement a nutritional, well-balanced
meal program: S0041
59-063-0800, Waiver for school breakfast and lunch programs; delete
that the Education Board may grant a waiver; provide the
State shall bear the costs if school lacks funds or equipment
to provide breakfast and lunch: S0041
59-063-0910 through 59-063-0930, Fire and Security Drills; redesig-
nated: S1056
59-063-0910 through 59-063-0930, Safety Drills, redesignated: S1057
59-063-0910 through 59-063-0930, Safety and Security Drills, redes-
ignated: S0709
59-063-0910 through 69-063-0930, Fire and Safety Drills; redesig-
nated: H4966
59-063-0910, Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evac-
uation drills or active shooter training drills and other pro-
visions: S1057
59-063-0910, Fire drills; provide public schools to conduct fire drills,
active shooter/intruder drills, and severe weather drills;
other provisions: S0709
59-063-0910, Fire drills; provide requirement for active shooter drills
and other provisions: H4966
59-063-0910, Fire drills; require monthly fire and security drills where
6 must be fire drills: S1056
59-063-0920, Fire drill, compliance; require documentation of compli-
ance and remove monetary penalties and obsolete lan-
guage: S0709
59-065-0010, Compulsory attendance; increase age to 18 at which a
parent or guardian no longer has responsibility to cause the
child to attend school: H3350, H4039
59-066-0020, General Provisions, redesignated: H4972




59-066-0030, General Provisions, redesignated: H4972
59-066-0040, General Provisions, redesignated: H4972
59-067-0010, School Buses; provide definition for lap-shoulder seat
belt: S0032, H3027, H3061, H3945
59-067-0040, School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2019
school buses be equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and
must be worn by passengers; other provisions: S0032,
H3027, H3061, H3945
59-067-0120, School bus governors, tampering; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
59-067-0210, School buses, unlawful passing; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
59-067-0280, Transportation of pupils and school buses; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
59-067-0420, School transportation; revise the transportation obliga-
tion to one-half mile: S0224
59-067-0460, School bus contracts; allow school districts to contract
with private contractors under certain conditions: H3223
59-069-0260, Officials prohibited from acquiring interest in claims or
contracts; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
59-101-0040, Higher Education Trustees, student government officers
as ex officio; make mandatory and require they are voting
members and other provisions: S0678, H4391
59-101-0185, Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning
and Children’s education endowment; substitute statewide
accounting and reporting system for the term SCEIS:
H3270
59-101-0430, Prohibition of aliens to attend public school; provide
that that a public institution of higher learning shall not
accept certain forms of IDs as verification of lawful pres-
ence in US: S0128
59-101-0440, Colleges and Universities; prohibit from scheduling
intercollegiate home football game on a Friday: S0391
59-102-0010 through 59-102-0200, Uniform Athlete Agents Act of
2017: H3068
59-102-0010 through 59-102-0200; Uniform Athlete Agents Act of
2017; adopt the interstate compact for registration of stu-
dent athlete agents and make conforming changes; revise
various provisions and requirements: S0029
59-103-0015, Higher Ed mission and goals; authorize certain doctoral
degree programs so long as state general fund appropria-
tions are not used for the operation of the program: S0350,
H3793
59-103-0015, Higher education; authorize an applied baccalaureate in
manufacturing degree if state funds are not appropriated
for the operation of the degree program: S1072, H4931
59-103-0110, Construction project approval; make conforming
changes: S1239
59-103-0165 through 59-103-0200, Retitle to Post-Secondary Educa-
tion Information and Counseling: H3048
59-103-0165, College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
59-103-0170, College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
59-104-0020, Palmetto Fellows Scholarships; allow to be prorated
under cerain circumstances and increase required grade
point and SAT requirements for eligibility: S1123
59-104-0020, Palmetto Fellows; provide that eligible students may
elect to defer and other provisions: H3583
59-104-0025, Palmetto Fellows Scholarship, stipend; provide that the
stipend is available to certain students and prescribe
amount: S1123
59-104-0025, STEM stipends; provide that stipend is availbale when
teh student becomes a junior: S1239
59-111-0180, Scholarship eligibility, misrepresentation; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
59-112-0050, Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; eliminate enrollment
time limits for these veterans and revise definitions: H3034
59-112-0050, Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; revise residency
requirements and define terms: H3035
59-112-0050, Tuition rates for veterans; provide definition includes a
child or spouse enrolling within three years of veteran dis-
charge provided child or spouse is qualified; provide for
continued eligibility: S0531
59-116-0080, Campus police officer, impersonation; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
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59-117-0010, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-117-0020, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-117-0040, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-121-0010, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-121-0010, Citadel, Board of Visitors; revise composition of board:
S0807
59-121-0020, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-121-0020, Citadel, Board of Visitors; revise terms and election of
members: S0807
59-121-0030, Citadel, Board of Visitors; provide for filling of vacan-
cies: S0807
59-123-0040, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-123-0050, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-123-0060, MUSC, board of trustees powers; provide exemption for
information technology procured in association with
MUSC hospital authority: S0934
59-125-0020, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-125-0030, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-127-0020, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-130-0010, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-133-0010, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-135-0010, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-136-0110, Boards of Trustees of certain four-year state-supported
institutions of higher education; conforming changes:
S0678, H4391
59-143-0010, Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning
and Children’s education endowment; substitute statewide
accounting and reporting system for the term SCEIS:
H3270
59-149-0010, LIFE Scholarship; allow for an annual book allowance
to be included in calculations: S1123
59-149-0015, LIFE Scholarship stipend; provide that the stipend is
available to cretian students: S1123
59-149-0030, LIFE Scholarship, enrollment criteria; allow LIFE
Scholarship to be prorated under certain circumstances:
S1123
59-149-0050, LIFE Scholarship, grade point average; increase
required average and SAT requirements for eligibility:
S1123
59-149-0050, Life scholarship eligibility criteria; revise criteria to
only include top 30 percent of graduating class: H4032
59-149-0060, LIFE Scholarship, duration; provide that the semester
requirements are related to the approved program: S1123
59-150-0020, Life Scholarships; define military mobilization: H4395
59-150-0250, Lottery ticket sales to minor or accepting prize while
incarcerated; delete minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155




59-150-0330, Debt collection liens against lottery prize winnings;
revise exemptions: H4393
59-150-0350, SC Promise Scholarship Act; Education Lottery Funds
to include SC Promise Scholarships: H4439
59-150-0355. Education Lottery Appropriations; include SC Leader-
ship Scholarships: H3056
59-150-0370, Hope Scholarship; specify where the criteria used to
determine eligibility must be located: S1123
59-150-0370, Hope Scholarships; define military mobilizations:
H4395
59-152-0032, First Steps; provide that the benchmarks and objectives
must be approved by the First Steps Board and posted on
the website: H3591
59-152-0033, First Steps; impose certain requirements for reporting
and use of results of assessment: H3591
59-152-0050, First Steps; revise requirements: H3591
59-152-0070, First Steps; provide the state office annually shall pub-
lish the comprehensive plans on the website and other pro-
visions: H3591
59-152-0150, Fiscal accountability disbursements; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
59-155-0180, Teacher certification and Read To Succeed Act; include
training in identifying and assisting student with dyslexia:
H3415
59-156-0120, Early Reading Development and Education Program;
expand program: S0034, S0035
59-156-0140, Provider Applications; make conforming changes:
S0034, S0035
59-156-0220, Early Reading Development and Education Program
Funding; require the General Assembly to fund the pro-
gram in the appropriations act: S0034, S0035
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 009, Fire and Safety Drills; redesignated:
H4966
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 009, Fire and Security Drills; redesignated:
S1056
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 009, Safety Drills; redesignated: S1057
Title 59, Chap. 063, Art. 009, Safety and Security Drills; redesignated:
S0709
Title 59, Chap. 066, School Safety, redesignated: H4972
Title 59, Chap. 102, Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017: H3068
Title 59, Chap. 103, Art. 002, Retitled Post-Secondary Education
Information and Counseling: H3048
Title 60
60-011-0120, African-American Heritage Commission, disposition of
duplicate material; eliminate requirement that sales be
made at public auction: H4806
60-013-0010, Museum Commission; increase the membership and
provide for filling vacancies: H5110
Title 61
61-002-0060, Responsible alcohol server education courses; authorize
DOR to promulgate regulations governing the develop-
ment, implementation and enforcement of responsible
alcohol server education courses: S0126, H4068
61-002-0185, Special Non-profit even licenses; provide winery may
donate wine for a non-profit special event: H5085
61-002-0240, Alcohol, interference with officers and abusive lan-
guage; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
61-002-0250, Alcohol; delete minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
61-004-0020, Alcohol, sale without tax levied; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
61-004-0050, Sale of alcohol to underage persons; establish that a per-
son who violates the provision must complete training and
obtain a new server permit: S0126, H4068
61-004-0090, Underage consumption, transfer or sale of alcohol;
include in each offense suspension of alcohol server certif-
icate: H4068
61-004-0160, Alcohol, discount pricing for on-premises consumption;
delete minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-004-0515, Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events;
include baseball complex and define baseball complex:
S0334, S0777
61-004-0515, Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events;
include soccer complex and provide definition: H3139
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61-004-0550, Special permits for use at fairs and special functions;
provide DOR may issue permits to sell beer and wine at
multiple locations on multiple days on one application;
provide definition for festival: H3138
61-004-0560, Alcohol, operation without a permit; delete minimum
sentence required for violation: H5155
61-004-0580, Alcohol, prohibited acts for sale; provide for revocation
or suspension of holders permit to sell alcohol and impose
penalties for persons holding alcohol server certificate:
H4068
61-004-0580, Beer or wine, sales; prohibit the placement of portable
containers or coolers near doors used for ingress or egress
from a licensed establishment: H3547
61-004-0600, Alcohol licenses, surrender of; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
61-004-0610, Beer and wine, unlawful sale; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-004-0730, Winery sales; provide that permitted wineries may apply
for retail on premises permit under certain circumstances
and provide for application for event permits; other provi-
sions: S0914
61-004-0780, Wine sales; delete minimum sentence required for viola-
tion: H5155
61-004-0910, Beer; delete minimum sentence required for violation:
H5155
61-004-1515, Breweries, samples and sales of beer; delete the term
licensed and replace it with permitted and delete references
allowing samplings: H3137
61-004-1515, Breweries; provide that a brewery brewing or selling
beer on its licensed premises may apply for a permit to sell
liquor under certain conditions and provide a brewpub may
apply for a brewery permit: S0275, H3851
61-004-1720, Brewpub permits; provide that a brewpub that becomes
a brewery must relinquish its brewpub permit: S0275
61-004-1760, Off-premises sales or shipments by brewpubs; provide
that brewpubs may sell beer at certain special events:
S0084
61-006-0020, Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, definitions; remove a
definition: H4901
61-006-0120, Alcohol, permits for for on-premise consumption; pro-
vide that the decision making body of the school, church or
playground must affirmatively state that is does not object
to the license issuance: H3549
61-006-0140, Alcohol dealer license, sunset provision on the limita-
tion of three; change date to July 1, 2019: S1104, H5150
61-006-0140, Liquor retail licenses; DOR shall not issue more than
three retail dealer licenses: H3137
61-006-0150, Liquor license limits; DOR shall not issue more than
three retail dealer licenses: H3137
61-006-1035, Wine samplings; allow mixers to be used: H3137
61-006-1140, Alcoholic liquors, sale and tastings; revise the ounce
amount dispensed at licensed premises and revise the sale
at retail licensed premises; allow mixers to be used in tast-
ings: S0401, H3137
61-006-1150, Alcoholic liquors, sale and tastings; revise the ounce
amount dispensed at licensed premises and revise the sale
at retail licensed premises; allow mixers to be used in tast-
ings: S0401, H3137
61-006-1610, Alcohol, businesses auhtorized to sell; remove require-
ments for food service or lodging: H4901
61-006-1636, Alcohol sales by drink; allow licensed wholesaler to
deliver new alcohol to a person licensed on-premises under
certain circumstances: H4729, H4809
61-006-1820, Alcohol, criteria for license to serve; make conforming
changes: H4901
61-006-2000, Temporary permits for nonprofits; provide DOR may
issue licenses to sell alcoholic liquors at multiple locations
on multiple days on one application; define festival: H3138
61-006-2010, Temporary permits on referendum vote; delete prior ref-
erence to a date: S0820
61-006-2016, Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events;
include baseball complex and define baseball complex:
S0334, S0777




61-006-2016, Permits for alcohol at motorsport and tennis events;
include soccer complex and provide definition: H3139
61-006-2220, Sales to an intoxicated person; include in each offense
the suspension of alcohol server certificate: H4068
61-006-2910, Alcohol shipping; require certain documents to be pro-
vided to DOR: S0540
61-006-2920, Alcohol shipping; require certain documents provided
to DOR: S0540
61-006-4010, Liquor, unlawful sale or manufacturing; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4025, Liquor, unlawfully acquired; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-006-4030, Alcohol, transportation of in vehicle for hire; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4040, Alcohol transportation; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-006-4050, Alcohol purchase from unlicensed retailer; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4060, Liquor, unlicensed storage; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-006-4070, Underage consumption, transfer or sale of alcohol;
include in each offense suspension of alcohol server certif-
icate: H4068
61-006-4080, Sale of alcohol to underage persons; establish that a per-
son who violates the provision must complete training and
obtain a new server permit: S0126, H4068
61-006-4100, Distilleries; delete minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
61-006-4110, Distilleries; delete minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
61-006-4120, Liquor, materials used to make; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4130, Distilleries; delete minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
61-006-4140, Employment of persons under age of 21; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4150, Liquor, sale of from vehicle, vessel, or aircraft; delete
minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4160, Alcoholic liquor sales days; provide sale of liquors on
Sunday may be authorized by referendum: H4873
61-006-4160, Sunday and Christmas Day sale of alcohol; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4170, Billboards encouraging under age drinking; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4180, Liquor sellers and possession of firearm or weapon;
delete minimum sentence required for violation: H5155
61-006-4200, Liquor, dispossession; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-006-4550, Liquor, discounting prices; delete minimum sentence
required for violation: H5155
61-006-4700, Liquor consumption on-premises; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
61-008-0050, Alcohol sale, contempt hearings; delete minimum sen-
tence required for violation: H5155
Title 62
62-001-0302, Family Courts, jurisdiction; clarify jurisdiction in mat-
ters involving special needs trust for a disabled individual
and revise terminology: S0415, H3511
62-001-0401, Notices; authorize notice to be made by qualifying com-
mercial delivery service: S0415, H3511
62-002-0507, Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude
from definiton of governing instument a beneficiary desig-
nation made in connection with a governmental employee
benefit plan established or mandated by program: H4673
62-003-0108, Time limit to commence a probate, testacy, or appoint-
ment proceeding; provide for proceedings for more than 10
years after decedent’s death in certain circumstances:
S0589
62-005-0101 through 62-005-0716, Disabled persons protection; pro-
mote uniformity among the state’s probate courts and other
provisions: S0415, H3511
62-005-0103, Payment or delivery to minor or incapacitated person;
authorize the court to order the reasonable payment neces-
sary to satisfy a specific need: H3154
Title 63
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63-003-0510, Family Court jurisdiction; retain jurisdiction to review
petitions for removal from sex offender registry: H3948
63-003-0530, Family Court; authorize family court to establish a
recovery court program in each circuit: S0133
63-003-0530, Family court jurisdiction; include domestic actions for
the allowance of alimony for a determined period of time:
H3122
63-005-0020, Child support; provide that an offender may serve sen-
tence at a time he is not working and the sentence does not
interfere with employment and provide for wage garnish-
ment to satisfy payments: S0134
63-005-0070, Unlawful conduct toward a child; provide it is unlawful
for a person who has custody or charge of child to place
child under the supervision of a person who has a history of
child abuse or other offenses specified: S0089
63-007-0020, Abuse and neglect; provide that a child victim of sex
trafficking or severe forms of trafficking of persons is a
victim of abuse and neglect: S0541, H4094
63-007-0020, Definitions of child abuse; add torture to definition:
H4854
63-007-0020, Definitions; add safety plan, placement plan, and treat-
ment plan to definitions: H3125
63-007-0020, Definitions; change definition of a party in interest:
H3465
63-007-0040, Safe Havens; change the definition of infant and allow
the placement of an infant not more than one year old:
H3116
63-007-0310, Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college
administrators, coaches, firefighters, camp counselors,
scout leaders, and other persons regardless of employer
internal protocols: H3524
63-007-0310, Mandated reporting; add religious counselors as man-
dated reporters: H4705
63-007-0310, Mandated reporting; require reporting when an infant or
fetus is exposed to alcohol or a controlled substance:
S0447, H3823
63-007-0360, Mandatory reporting of child abuse; medical examiner
or coroner shall accept reports and report findings to
Department of Children’s Advocacy: S0805
63-007-0450, Child abuse, mandated reporters information provided
by DSS; conforming changes: H3524
63-007-0450, DSS, duty to notify mandated reporters of reporting
requirements; make technical changes: H4705
63-007-0650, Child placement; conforming changes: H3125
63-007-0650, Child placement; require DSS to explain to a relative
about the opportunity to be licensed as a kinship foster par-
ent: H3701
63-007-0690, Child placement; conforming changes: H3125
63-007-0720, Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act; probable
cause hearings; require certain efforts to include referrals
for services for instruction on adaptive parenting tech-
niques and other provisions: S0291, H3538
63-007-0910, Child abuse reporting toll-free numbers; require DSS to
maintain such services and include child exploitation:
H3920
63-007-0920, Child abuse allegation interviews; provide that hearing
impaired children to be interviewed using an interpreter not
related to the child and other provisions; DSS to maintain
database of qualified interpreters: S0220
63-007-0920, Supporting and Strengthening Families Act; child abuse
investigations; require DSS to provide certain information
about community supportive services to parent when
investigation does not place child outside the home: H3947
63-007-0940, Unfounded child abuse and neglect reports; authorize
release of information about child fatalities or near fatali-
ties: S0448
63-007-1630, Child abuse and neglect hearing; require DSS to provide
10 days notice of a hearing and require notice to foster par-
ents of their right to submit a report to the court: H3550
63-007-1630, Protection hearing notice requirements; require DSS to
provide notice in additional circumstances: H3465
63-007-1640, Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to
forego reasonable effort to reunify in case of torture:
S1033, H4854




63-007-1640, Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act; courts to
work to take consideration for preserving and reunifying
families: S0291, H3538
63-007-1680, Foster Care, placement plans for children; require it to
include notice that caseworkers who fail to make the pre-
scribed number of contacts must be terminated: H3123
63-007-1690, Placement plans, abuse or neglect due to substance
abuse; provide that family court is allowed to permit a par-
ent to participate in a recovery court program operated by
DSS: S0133
63-007-1700, Permanency planning; require DSS to provide notice of
hearing to certain individuals to allow individuals to file a
motion for review and provide for intervention in child
abuse or neglect: H3465
63-007-1700, Permanency planning; require DSS to provide notice of
hearing to foster parents and other persons providing care
for child: H3550
63-007-1710, Parental rights, terminated; require certain evidence
before selecting a permanent plan other than termination of
parental rights: H3465
63-007-1990, Child abuse and neglect record confidentiality; release
information about child fatalities and near fatalities: S0448
63-007-1990, Child abuse and neglect record confidentiality; release
information of information to Department of Children’s
Advocacy: S0805
63-007-1990, Child abuse and neglect records, confidentiality; autho-
rize DSS to release records of health information to certain
caregivers: H3699
63-007-2310, Foster Care, placement plans for children; require it to
include notice that caseworkers who fail to make the pre-
scribed number of contacts must be terminated and for fos-
ter parents to make children reasonable available: H3123
63-007-2310, Foster care; provide immunity from liability for foster
parents, exceptions: H3322
63-007-2320, Kinship foster program; allow DSS to waive certain
requirements when licensing: H3701
63-007-2330, Child placement; require DSS to inform relative of
opportunity to be licensed as foster parent and other provi-
sions: H3701
63-007-2350, Foster care placement restrictions; clarify the process:
H3701
63-007-2370, Foster care parents and children; make conformtin
changes: H3699
63-007-2530, Parental rights, petition to terminate; allow a party to
seek adoption: H3465
63-007-2570, Parental rights, terminated; add torture to grounds for
termination: S1033, H4854
63-007-2570, Parental rights, termination; change certain require-
ments for termination based on conception of a child as a
result of criminal sexual conduct: S0768
63-007-2570, Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act; prohibit
termination of parental rights solely on the basis of disabil-
ity: S0291, H3538
63-009-0060, Adoption; add circumstances under which a nonresident
may adopt and provide for the right to file a petition for
adoption: H3442, H3465
63-009-0330, Consent and reliquishment; allow a person or agency to
specify a person whom consent and reliquishment is
directed: H3465
63-009-0370, Adoption; establish certain requirements pertaining to
the adoption of a child in custody of DSS: H3465
63-009-0750, Adoption hearings; conforming changes: H3442
63-009-0750, Adoption hearings; make technical changes: H3465
63-009-0780, Adoption disclosure information; include biological
grandparents: H3898
63-009-1110, Adoption hearings; conforming changes: H3442
63-011-0310, Children’s advocacy centers; provide that records
released to DSS for the purposes of investigations and
assessment of allegations of abuse or neglect shall be
accompanied by an order of protection: S0080
63-011-0500, Guardian Ad Litem; provide the program must be
administered by the Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
63-011-0500, Guardian Ad Litem; shall be a division of the Depart-
ment of Children’s Services: S0794, S0795, H4674
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63-011-0700, Foster Care Review Board; provide the board consists of
seven members: S0781
63-011-0700, Foster Care Review Division; provide the division is
within the Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
63-011-0700, Foster care review board; provide that the review board
shall be a division of the Department of Children’s Ser-
vices: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-0710, Foster care review board, local; require that members of
at least one board in the fifth circuit be appointed by Ker-
shaw County Legislative Delegation: H4832
63-011-0720, Foster Care review board; require board to advise foster
parents about the right to submit reports to courts: H3550
63-011-0730, Foster Care Review Division; provide the division is
within the Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
63-011-0730, Foster care review board; clarify certain rights of foster
parents: H3465
63-011-0730, Foster care review board; provide that the review board
shall be a division of the Department of Children’s Ser-
vices; conforming changes: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-1310, Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children;
provide the division is within the Children’s Advocacy
Dept: S0805
63-011-1310, Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children;
shall be a division of the Department of Children’s Ser-
vices: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-1340, Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children;
provide the division is within the Children’s Advocacy
Dept: S0805
63-011-1340, Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children;
shall be a division of the Department of Children’s Ser-
vices and provide for appointment of division director:
S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-1360, Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children;
provide the division is within the Children’s Advocacy
Dept: S0805
63-011-1360, Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children;
shall be a division of the Department of Children’s Ser-
vices and division shall provide annual report to Governor
and General Assembly: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-1510, Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children;
provide the division is within the Children’s Advocacy
Dept: S0805
63-011-1510, Interagency system for caring for emotionally disturbed
children; conforming changes: S0794, S0795, H4674
63-011-1710, First Steps; require the board annually to provide
accountability reports required by state agencies: H3591
63-011-1720, First Steps, study committee; provide for legislative
review of the state office: H3591
63-011-1740, First steps; require the board to submit justification and
recommendations for salaries: H3591
63-011-1930, Child Fatality Advisory Committee; add the state child
advocate as a committee member: S0805
63-011-2290, Children’s advocacy toll free complaint number; require
children’s advocacy centers to post the number: H5372
63-013-0020, Childcare facilities definitions; clarify types of pro-
grams: S0569, H4044
63-013-0020, Definitions concerning childcare facilities; include sum-
mer camps: S0760
63-013-0020, Supporting and Strengthening Families Act; childcare
facility definition to exclude an adult designated as an
attorney-in-fact: H3947
63-013-0170, Kellie Rynn’s Law, Childcare licensure registration;
provide that operation of a child care facility without
license is a felony and establish penalties: H3791
63-013-0210, Childcare centers; require liability insurance to be car-
ried: S0569, H4044
63-013-0220, ABC Vouchers; prohibit use by certain childcare facili-
ties and require General Assembly to fund appropriately:
S0569
63-013-0230, Childcare facilities; provide for employee and facility
requirements and conditions: S0569
63-013-0410, Kellie Rynn’s Law, Childcare licensure registration;
provide that operation of a child care facility without
license is a felony and establish penalties: H3791




63-013-0470, Childcare centers; provide for licensing and approval
requirements: S0569, H4044
63-013-0610, Kellie Rynn’s Law, Childcare licensure registration;
provide that operation of a child care facility without
license is a felony and establish penalties: H3791
63-013-0810, Kellie Rynn’s Law, Childcare licensure registration;
provide that operation of a child care facility without
license is a felony and establish penalties: H3791
63-013-1080, Kellie Rynn’s Law, Childcare licensure registration;
provide that operation of a child care facility without
license is a felony and establish penalties: H3791
63-015-0220, Family plans; create a presumption it is in the best inter-
est of the child to spend equal time with both parents, with
exceptions: H3126
63-015-0240, Child custody orders; require courts to take into account
certain factors when determining custody; exceptions and
modifications to custody orders: H3126
63-017-0400, Arrest warrant for failure to pay child support; prohibit
serving at place of employment and prohibit employer
from taking disciplinary action against an employee
served: H3121
63-017-0490, 63-017-0490, Child support, violator to participate in
certain programs; enable detained parent who is failing to
participate in program to be released upon willingness to
participate in program: H3121
63-017-0490, Employment training programs; require DEW to offer
employment training and placement programs funded to
the workforce investment act and to undertake efforts to
offer stipends to participants: H3127
63-017-1020, Child support enforcement through license revocation;
change definition of license: H3606
63-017-1210, Employee new hire reporting program; clarify reporting
is mandatory and add reporting requirements: H3863
63-017-1410, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: H5092
63-017-1420, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1440, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1460, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1470, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1480, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1500, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-1520, Child support, income withholding; remove any refer-
ence to clerk of court and insert authorized agency; define
authorized agency: S1003, H5092
63-017-2310, Paternity and child support obligations; clarify entities
required to provide information, add information that must
be provided, establish penalties, and make technical
changes: H3862
63-017-2320, Financial institutions taking action on an account; clar-
ify requirement to encumber or surrender assets; provide
certain immunity and provide certain penalties: H3862
63-017-3010, Uniform Interstate Family Support Act; technical
changes: H3871
63-017-3810, Uniform Interstate Family Support Act; technical
changes: H3871
63-017-3935, Uniform Interstate Family Support Act; technical
changes: H3871
63-019-0365, Juvenile Justice; require department to report child
deaths to a county coroner and law enforcement; establish
criminal penalties: S0560, H3848
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63-019-0480, SC Crime Victim Services Act,  to restructure and con-
solidate victim services; conforming changes: S0289
63-019-0820, Children in adult jails, placement; eliminate exceptions
for children to be tried as adults and decrease length of
time child may be held for violation of court order regard-
ing status of offense: S0580, H3946
63-019-0830, Juvenile detention hearings; conforming changes:
H3136
63-019-1020, Victims rights to institute legal proceedings against
child; require the child and family seek counseling when
the offense is incorrigibility: S0580, H3946
63-019-1030, Juvenile detention prehearing inquiries and investiga-
tions; make conforming changes: H3136
63-019-1440, Children committed to DJJ; distinguish between status
and criminal offenses and change requirements for court
records so as to provide for automatic expungement with
exceptions: S0580, H3946
63-019-1670, Contraband; delete minimum sentence required for vio-
lation: H5155
63-019-1810, Release of juvenile delinquents; make conforming
changes: S0580
63-019-2050, Expungement; provide for automatic expungements for
juvenile offenders with exceptions: S0580
63-019-2050, Record destruction of persons adjudicated delinquent;
allow for expungement from a single sentencing for closely
connected offenses: H3209
63-019-2420, Loitering of juveniles in a billiard room; delete mini-
mum sentence required for violation: H5155
63-019-2440, Alcohol, unlawful purchase, consumption and posses-
sion under age 21; eliminate the application of the section
to consumption: H3360
Title 63, Chap. 017, Art. 017, Child support enforcement through
financial institutions data matches, renamed: H3862
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 REPEALED
Title 01
01-007-0340, Capital Cases: S0666
01-011-0360, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs: H3895
Title 02
02-007-0062, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs: H3895
Title 04
04-010-0720 through 04-010-0810, Local option sales and use tax for
local property tax credits: H3486, H3783
Title 06
06-009-0055, Council to promulgate regulations: S0579
Title 07
07-019-0070, Presidential Elections: H3173
07-019-0080, Presidential Elections: H3173
07-019-0090, Presidential Elections: H3173
07-019-0100, Presidential Elections: H3173










09-004-0045, Retirement systems; Policy determinations: S0394,
H3726
09-008-0170, Judicial Retirement Systems; custody of funds: S0394,
H3726
09-009-0160, General Assembly Retirement System; custody of
funds: S0394, H3726
09-010-0080, National Guard Retirement, custody of funds: S0394,
H3726
09-011-0250, Police Officers Retirement; custody of funds: S0394,
H3726
09-020-0010 through 09-020-0060, State Optional Retirement Pro-
gram: S1028
Title 09, Chap. 020, State Optional Retirement Program: S1028
Title 10
10-001-0165, Prohibition on relocation, removal, or renaming monu-
ments and memorials on public property: S0788, H4398





11-011-0155, Homestead exemption trust fund: H3486, H3783
11-011-0156. Homestead exemption trust fund: H3486, H3783
11-011-0157, Homestead exemption trust fund: H3486, H3783
11-043-0165, Transfer of funds to the SIB: H3516
11-044-0065, Tax treatment of certain capital gains or losses: S0588,
H4035
Title 12
12-006-0010 through 12-006-5600, SC Income Tax: H3317
12-006-1171, Income Tax Deductions of military retirement income:
S0062, H3104
12-008-0010 through 12-008-2040, Income Tax Withholdings: H3317
12-011-0010 through 12-001-0060, Income Tax on Banks: H3317
12-013-0010 through 12-013-0100, Income Tax on Building and Loan
Associations: H3317
12-016-0010 through 12-016-1950, Estate Tax: H3317
12-024-0095, Deed recording fee portions credited to Conservation
Bank trust fund: H4727
12-024-0095, Deed recording fees: H4014
12-024-0097, Deed recording fee portions credited to Conservation
Bank trust fund: H4727
12-028-0530, Motor fuel user fee on fuel inventory: H3516
12-036-0010 through 12-036-2695, SC Sales and Use Tax Act: H3317
12-036-1110 through 12-036-1130, Statewide additional one percent
sales and use tax: H3486, H3783
12-036-2120, Sales tax; exemption from state sales tax: H3780
12-036-2647, Vehicles required to be licensed and registered by DMV:
S0600, H3516
12-037-3110 through 12-037-3170, SC Real Property Valuation
Reform Act: H3486, H3783
12-039-0070, Property assessment of businesses: S0539, H4029
12-043-0220, Roll-back tax for open space: S0420
12-043-0222, Roll-back tax for open space: H3308
12-058-0010 through 12-058-0190, SC Taxpayers’ Bill of Rights:
H3317
12-062-0010 through 12-062-0100, SC Motion Picture Incentive Act:
H3317
Title 16
16-003-0021, Capital Cases: S0666
16-003-0025, Death penalty cases: S0666
16-003-0026, Death penalty cases: S0666
16-003-0028, Capital Cases: S0666
16-003-0410, Sending and accepting challenge to fight: S0280
16-003-0420, Carrying or delivering a challenge and service as a sec-
ond: S0280
16-015-0050, Seduction under promise of marriage: S0280
16-015-0060, Adultery or fornication: S0280
16-019-0020, Adventuring in lotteries: S0280
16-023-0500, Unlawful possession of a firearm by a person convicted
of a violent offense: S0527
Title 17
17-019-0080, Capital Cases: S0666
17-025-0370, Execution of death sentences: S0666
17-025-0380, Death penalty: S0666
17-025-0390, Death sentence: S0666
17-025-0400, Death Sentence: S0666
17-027-0160, Capital Cases: S0666
Title 18
18-009-0020, Capital Cases: S0666
Title 20
20-001-0360, Marriage; validity of marriage without issuance of a
license: H3925
Title 23
23-006-0060, Illegal Immigration Enforcement Unit: H3318
23-031-1040, Unlawful possession of firearm by person with mental
illness: S0527
Title 24
24-001-0120, Execution of bond by the director of Dept of Correc-
tions and his officers, employees or agents: H3288
24-003-0510 through 24-003-0590, Death sentence: S0666
24-003-0965, Magistrates Court jurisdiction for certain offenses
regarding furnishing of contraband: S0947
24-021-0615, Capital offense prisoners, review of prisoner benefits:
S0666
Title 26
26-001-0020, Notaries Public; endorsement applications: H4461
56-001-0025, Notaries Public; endorsement applications: H4461
Title 27
27-008-0120, Repeal of the Conservation Bank: H4727
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Title 31
31-017-0510 through 31-017-0580, Travel Trailer Sales: S0321,
H3607
Title 34
34-039-0110 through 34-039-0290, Deferred Presentment Services:
S0184
Title 34, Chap. 039, Deferred Presentment Services: S0184
Title 38
38-090-0810 through 38-090-0890, Coastal Captive Insurance Com-
pany Act: H4675
Title 38, Chap. 090, Art. 5, Coastal Captive Insurance Company Act:
H4675
Title 39
39-005-0030, Pyramid clubs and similar operations: H3883
Title 40
40-075-0300, Licensure for drug and alcohol counselors: H4601
Title 41
41-007-0010 through 47-007-0130, Right to Work: H3029
Title 41, Chap. 007, Right to Work: H3029
Title 43
43-005-0910 through 43-005-0970, Supplemental Food Program:
S0840
43-033-0320, Transfer of functions to the SC Protection and Advo-
cacy system for the  handicapped: S0325
Title 43, Chap. 005, Art. 007, Supplemental Food Program: S0840
Title 44
44-003-0110 through 44-003-0150, Catawba Health District: H4485
44-006-0175, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs: H3895
44-007-0130, Definitions: H3131
44-007-0150, Department duties: H3131
44-007-0160, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0170, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0180, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0190, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0200, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0210, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0220, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0225, State Health Plan: H3131
44-007-0230, Certificate of need: H3131
44-007-0265, Freestanding or mobile technology: H3131
44-007-0310, Public access to health facility licensing information:
H4489
44-020-0230, Powers and duties of director: S0180
44-053-0560, Transfer of agents from DHEC to SLED: H4487
44-053-0610 through 44-053-0660, Controlled substances therapeutic
research: H3128
Title 44, Chap. 003. Art. 003, Catawba Health District: H4485
Title 44, Chap. 053, Art. 004, Controlled substances therapeutic
research: H3128
Title 46
46-003-0050, Bond imposed upon Commissioner of Agriculture:
H5086
Title 48
48-022-0020, Revenue and Fiscal Affairs: H3895
48-039-0040, Coastal Zone Management Appellate Panel: H4411
48-052-0800 through 48-052-0865, Energy Independence and Sus-
tainable Construction Act: H4967
48-059-0010 through 48-059-0140, Conservation Bank: H4014
48-059-0075, Restriction on transfer of deed recording fees to trust
fund: S0219, H4727
Title 48, Chap. 052, Art. 008, Energy Independence and Sustainable
Construction Act: H4967
Title 50
50-011-0708, Night hunting: S0443
50-011-0720, Night hunting: S0443
Title 52
52-013-0010, Unlawful operation of public dancing halls on Sundays:
S0280
Title 53
53-001-0040, Unlawful to work on Sundays: S0280
53-001-0060, Prohibited sale of certain items on Sunday: S0280
Title 56
56-001-0085, Federal Real ID Act of 2005: S0201
56-001-0171, Driver’s license suspension for failure to pay child sup-
port: S0194
56-003-0645, Additional registration requirements for certain motor
vehicles: H4899
56-005-0145, Automotive three wheel vehicle; definitions: H3971
56-005-0155, Automotive three-wheel vehicle; definitions: H3971
56-005-1536, Driving in temporary work zones: S0565, H4033
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56-005-3710 through 56-005-3760, Moped regulation: S0197, H3247
56-009-0570, Proof of financial responsibility: H4682
56-009-0580, Proof of financial responsibility: H4682
Title 57
57-001-0310 through 57-001-0370, Commission of the Department of
Transportation: S0301, H3703, H3779, H3784
57-001-0460, Secretary of Transportation’s duty to evaluate and
approve routing operation and maintenance request or
emergency repairs for highway facilities: H3237, H3516
57-001-0460, Transportation Commission: S0492, S0505, H3784
57-001-0470, Secretary of Transportation’s duty to evaluate and
approve routing operation and maintenance request or
emergency repairs for highway facilities: S0492, S0505,
H3237, H3516
57-001-0470, Transportation Commission: H3784
57-001-0710 through 57-001-0760, Joint Transportation Review
Committee: S0301, S0600, H3516, H3703, H3784
57-005-0830, Municipalities can review and approve certain DOT
projects within municipality: H3238
Title 58
58-003-0010, Continuation of Public Service Commission: S0754
58-003-0510 through 58-003-0580, State Regulation of Public Utili-
ties Review Committee: H4378
58-003-0560, Election of commission members: H4414
58-017-0160, Prohibition on railroads removing their lines from towns
with more than 5,000 inhabitants: S0280
58-017-03400, Unlawful removal of hand or level cars from tracks
and leaving near crossings: S0280
58-036-0060, Notice of intent to excavate or demolish: S0774
58-036-0110, Notice of intent to excavate or demolish: S0774
58-039-0110 through 58-039-0150, SC Distributed Energy Resource
Program: H5045
58-040-0010 through 58-040-0020, Net Energy Metering: H5045
Title 58, Chap. 039, SC Distributed Energy Resource Program: H5045
Title 58, Chap. 040, Net Energy Metering: H5045
Title 59
59-003-0020, Superintendent of Education vacancy: S0027
59-010-0050, Physical Education Assessments: S0799
59-018-0950, Criteria for school district and high school ratings:
S0534, H3969
59-028-0220, Tax credit incentive; recommendations for employers:
H3075
59-029-0140, Study of the US Constitution: S0043, H4712
59-029-0150, Penalties for failure to comply: H4712
59-040-0200, Charter schools: S0445
59-053-0010, State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Educa-
tion: S0040
59-063-0235, School Expulsions: H3051, H3055
59-063-0240, School Expulsions: H3051, H3055
59-063-0765, School breakfast programs: S0041
59-063-0780, School lunch programs: S0041
59-063-0930, Fire Drills; required printing and posting of  mandates:
S0709
59-067-0460, Contracts for transportation services: H4389
59-103-0010, State Commission on Higher Education: S0040
59-146-0010 through 59-146-0180, State School Facilities Bonds Act:
H3343
Title 59, Chap. 146, State School Facilities Bonds Act: H3343
Title 60
60-011-0120, Duplicative material: H4851
Title 61
61-006-0150, Liquor license limits; repealed on April 5, 2018: H3137
Liquor license limits; repealed on April 5, 2018: H3137
Title 63
63-011-1110 through 63-011-1160, Children’s Case Resolution Sys-
tem: S0794, S0795, S0805, H4674
63-011-1710 through 63-011-1750, First Steps: S0840
63-011-1735, Babynet: H3591
63-011-1735, Babynet: S0840
63-017-1010 through 63-017-1090, Child support enforcement
through license revocation: S0194
63-019-2430, Minors playing pinball: S0280
Title 63, Chap. 011, Art. 011, children’s Case Resolution System:
S0794, S0795, S0805, H4674
Title 63, Chap. 017. Art. 007, Child support enforcement through
license revocation: S0194
Title 63, Chap. 11, Art. 17, First Steps: S0840
CODE SECTIONS OF 1976 REPEALED (Continued)
CODE VOLUMES REVISED AND ADOPTED
To adopt Volumes 6 and 16: H3677
To adopt volumes 15A and 18: S0882, H4694
COIN-OPERATED DEVICES
See Gambling (this index)
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
See Also Technical Education (this index)
Anti-semitism; define terms and provide that higher education institutions
shall consider this definition when reviewing discrimina-
tory actions: H3643
Boards of Trustees, Colleges and Universities; require to have governance
committee and an audit committee: S0408
Campus Free Expression Act: S1085
Central Carolina Technical College Commission; increase commission
member and increase number appointed by Kershaw
County: S0411
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administrators,
coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders, and
other persons regardless of employer internal protocols:
H3524
Citadel
Board of Visitors, elections of April 11, 2018: S1055
Board of Visitors, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Board of Visitors; revise composition, election of members, and terms
of members: S0807
Clemson University
Board of Trustees, elections of April 11, 2018: S1055
State Crop Pest Commission - Regulations Approved
Benghal Dayflower Quarantine and Emerald Ash Border Quar-
antine (D. No. 4807): H5157
Plant Nursery Regulations (D. No. 4655): H4137
Plant Nursery Regulations (D. No. 4808): S1172
Coastal Carolina
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
College and University Trustee Screening Commission, created;  provide
for consideration of the qualifications of candidates; pro-
vide for membership and procedures: S0213
College of Charleston
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Board of Trustees, elections of May 2, 2018: S1161
Colleges and Universities; prohibit from scheduling intercollegiate home
football game on a Friday: S0391
Collegiate Athlete Stipends and Collegiate Athlete Trust Fund; to be created
to provide for stipends: S0808
Community charge; allow governing body to impose community charge on
nonprofit hospitals and institutions of higher learning , pro-
vide guidelines and other provisions: H4800
Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on holder on carrying on
a post-secondary school property under certain circum-
stances and provide institution should develop policies:
H3248, H3262
Denmark Tech, temporary devolution of powers; extend devolution: S0937
Denmark Technical College; to provide that the governing body is the State
Board for Tech and Comprehensive Ed and require board
to commission a study into the effective and efficient deliv-
ery of technical education: S0480
Disciplinary Procedure Due Process Act: H3303
Disturbing schools; restructure the offenses and revise penalties and excep-
tions: S0131
Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship Account Act: S0622, H4308
Forming Open and Robust University Minds (FORUM) Act: H4440
Francis Marion University
Board of Trustees, Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Board of Trustees, elections of April 11, 2018: S1055
Freedom of religion for student associations; provide that no public institu-
tion of higher learning shall take any action or enforce pol-
icy that denies a religious student association a benefit
available to other students: S0221
Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning and Children’s edu-
cation endowment; substitute statewide accounting and
reporting system for the term SCEIS: H3270
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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Higher Ed mission and goals; authorize certain doctoral degree programs so
long as state general fund appropriations are not used for
the operation of the program: S0350, H3793
Higher Education Trustees, student government officers as ex officio; make
mandatory and require they are voting members and other
provisions: S0678, H4391
Higher education governing board member reimbursements; if member
receives reimbursements in excess of certain limits, the
state treasurer shall withhold the amount of the excess from
the institutions general fund: H3110
Higher education; authorize an applied baccalaureate in manufacturing
degree if state funds are not appropriated for the operation
of the degree program: S1072, H4931
Higher education; require certain institutions to offer mandatory courses on
the prescribing and monitoring of controlled substances:
H3821: S0302, H3821
Higher education; require certain institutions to offer mandatory courses on
the prescribing and monitoring of controlled substances:
S0302, H3781
History studied in schools; provide Commission on Higher Ed may identify
related recommended instructional material and to remove
a loyalty oath; other provisions: H4712
Hope, Life and Palmetto Fellows Scholarships; define military mobiliza-
tions: H4395
LIFE, Palmetto Fellows, and Hope Scholarship; revise criteria, stipends,
and other provisions: S1123
Lander University
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Board of Trustees, elections of May 2, 2018: S1161
Legislative Audit Council; shall conduct a management performance audit
of each public institution of higher education every ten
years beginning January 1, 2018: H3045
Life scholarship eligibility criteria; revise criteria to only include top 30 per-
cent of graduating class: H4032
Medical University of South Carolina
Board of Trustees, Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Board of Trustees, elections of May 2, 2018: S1161
MUSC, board of trustees powers; provide exemption for information
technology procured in association with MUSC hospital
authority: S0934
Meningitis B; Superintendendent of Education, Commission on High Ed,
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,
and DHEC to raise awareness and prevent spread: H5308
Midlands Technical College
Surplus property of Midlands Tech, disposal; provide exemption of
authority from surplus property law applies to real, per-
sonal, and mixed property in certain circumstances: S0648
Military Priority Registration Act; provide for priority course enrollment for
military-related students: H4078
Monuments and Memorials; provide that altering relocating, removing, or
renaming shall apply to property under state government
jurisdiction: S0068
Monuments and memorials; all a war between the states flag to be removed
from a chapel or other religious structure located on public
institution of higher learning property and be relocated
with board of directors approval: H3083
Municipalities contracting police protection; provide that municipality also
may contract with a public or private academic institution
to provide police services: H3143
Palmetto Fellows; provide that eligible students may elect to defer and other
provisions: H3583
Prohibition of aliens to attend public school; provide that that a public insti-
tution of higher learning shall not accept certain forms of
IDs as verification of lawful presence in US: S0128
Public 4 year institutions of higher learning shall be transferred to a not-for-
profit organization to run as a private institution and other
provisions: H4685
Public institutions of higher learning; provide increased funding and other
provisions: S1239
SC College and University Board of Regents; establish and provide for
membership, powers, duties and responsibilities; other pro-
visions: S0040, H3066
SC Dreamers Act of 2018: H4435
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (Continued)
SC Promise Scholarship Act: S0339, H4439
SC State University
Board of Trustees, elections of May 2, 2018: S1161
Scholarships; provide SC Leadership Scholarships to cover costs of attend-
ing public institutions of higher education; definitions, cri-
teria, and other provisions: H3056
Scholarships; provide that SC residents who otherwise qualify for life, hope,
or palmetto scholarship but attends an out of state school
may be awarded scholarship if no in-state school offers
major: S0711
Scholarships; provide that institutions of higher learning shall provide writ-
ten notice before terminating or reducing scholarships:
H3042
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise Act: S0542, H4182
Textbook policy for higher ed; provide a textbook policy that is intended to
help minimize college textbook costs and other provisions:
S0262
Title IX Notification Act; provide violations shall remain on student tran-
scripts for 5 years after graduation or withdrawel and other
provisions: H4079
Tuition Rates; provide that tuition rates may not increase for a four-year or
eight-semester time period beginning 2017-2018 school
year in public institutions of higher education: H3053
Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; eliminate enrollment time limits for these
veterans and revise definitions: H3034
Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; revise residency requirements and define
terms: H3035
Tuition rates for veterans; provide definition includes a child or spouse
enrolling within three years of veteran discharge provided
child or spouse is qualified; provide for continued eligibil-
ity: S0531
Tuition rates; out-of-state students who attended high school in state for 3 or
more years or meet other criteria are eligible for in-state
tuition and scholarships; other provisions: H3063
Tuition rates; provide a person with lawful presence in state may establish
domicile in state for purpose of receiving in-state tuition,
scholarships, and grants: S0869
Univeristy or South Carolina
Board of Trustees, elections February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Board of Trustees, elections of May 2, 2018: S1161
Will Lou Gray Opportunity School
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Winthrop University
Board of Trustees, Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Board of Trustees, elections of April 11, 2018: S1055
Board of Trustees, elections of April 5, 2017: S0532
Winthrop University; designate as the headquarters and primary host
of SC Small Business Development Centers Program and
other provisions: H3828
COLLETON COUNTY
Bishop Lewis N Taylor Intersection named: S1153
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
Economic Opportunity Office; transfer to Commerce Department: S0794,
S0797, H4674
SC Mining Act; exempt certain activities undertaken by Division of Public
Railways of the Dept. of Commerce: S1099
COMMERCIAL CODE
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS
See Also Agencies, State (this index)
See Also Specific Agency, Commission, or Committee (this
index)
911 Advisory Committee; allow director of RFA to appoint a member:
H3895
African-American Heritage Commission, proceeds; provide for the reten-
tion and use; eliminate requirement to sell duplicate mate-
rial at public auction: H4806
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (Continued)
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Agency head salary commission; must make salary recommendations for
constitutional officers and supreme court justices: S0725
Agriculture Commission; provide commissioners shall serve until their suc-
cessors are elected and other provisions: H5086
Arts Commission; Poet Laureate; provide that SC Arts Commission shall
provide the Governor with recommendations of qualified
candidates and establish terms of office and duties: S0340
Boards and Commissions Election Reform Act: S0132
Child Fatality Advisory Committee; add the state child advocate as a com-
mittee member: S0805
Commission for the Blind; require three members to meet the legal defini-
tion of blindness and provide for counselors to assist teach-
ers who teach students with visual impairments: H3440
Consumer Affairs Commission; revise the membership: S0785
Coroners Training Advisory Committee; add duties: S0170, S0171
Created
A’JA Wilson Monument Commission, created: H5370
Act 388 of 2006, study committee created; study effects on the various
classes of property, impact on school funding, and on tax-
payers; provide for date to be dissolved: S0829
African-American Confederate Veterans Monument Commission;
establish and provide powers and duties: H4515
African-American Confederate Veterans Monument Commission;
provide for purpose, composition, function, duties: H4516
Alamo Monument Commission, created; to design and establish on
the Capitol Grounds an appropriate monument to honor the
brave South Carolinians who dies at the alamo: H3470
American Revolution Sestercentennial Commission, created: S1142
Beach management plan; establish a working group for the purpose of
developing a plan for beach preservation; provide for
membership, duties and responsibilities: S0610
College and University Trustee Screening Commission, created;  pro-
vide for consideration of the qualifications of candidates;
provide for membership and procedures: S0213
Consolidating School Districts within individual counties, study com-
mittee created; provide for membership and duties; report
to recommendations to the General Assembly: H3023
Dr. Benjamin E Mays Monument Commission created; provide for
membership and duties: H4595
Employment First Study Committee, established; study and evaluate
need for an Employment First Initiative Act and other pro-
visions: H4093
Examine methods to assist convicted felons on ways to reenter the
workforce upon completion of sentence, study committee
created: H3258
Genetic counselors; provide for regulation; establish board of Genetic
Counselor Examiners and other provisions: S0264, H3751
High speed rail system commission, establish; to examine and develop
a plan for a high speed rail system, duties, and reporting:
H3309
Joint Committee on Federalism created to evaluate certain federal
laws; provide for membership and duties: S0855, H4453
Joint Podiatric Surgery Advisory Committee, established; provide for
purpose, composition, tenure, duties and other provisions:
H3622
Judicial Criminal Information Technology Committee, created; estab-
lish membership, duties and procedures: S0516
Juvenile Justice System Reform, Study Committee created: H3112
Mileage-Based User Fee Study Committee, created; to determine the
feasibiilty of implementing a mileage-based user fee pro-
gram in lieu of motor fuel user fee; membership, duties and
responsibilities: H3316
Orangeburg Massacre study committee, created; provide for member-
ship, duties, and when it will be abolished: S1029
Palmetto Pride Advisory Committee, created; provide recommenda-
tions to the Take Pride in Where you Live Commission:
S1034
Pediatric Acute-Onset Nueropsychiatric Syndrome and Pediatric
Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Advisory Com-
mittee, created; provide for duties and responsibilities;
DHEC to appoint staff: H5017
Public School Flexibility and Party Study Committee; membership,
responsibilities and termination of committee: H3057
Public Utility Consumer Protection Act; SC Public Consumer Advo-
cate Office, created: H4425
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS 
SC Business License Tax Standardization Act; create the Business
License Class Schedule Board: H3650
SC Citizens Redistricting Commission, created; provide for reappor-
tionment plans, duties, powers, and other provisions:
S1159, H5201
SC College and University Board of Regents; establish and provide
for membership, powers, duties and responsibilities; other
provisions: S0040, H3066
SC Education and Economic Development Coordinating Council;
establish and provide for membership, duties and func-
tions: H3220
SC Family Court Study Committee, created; review family court poli-
cies, practices and procedures: S0211
SC Hemp Advisory Committee; assist in developing the state indus-
trial hemp: H4627
SC Palliative Care and Quality of Life Study Committee, created; pro-
vide for purposes, duties and membership: H4935
SC Reapportionment Commission, created; provide for membership,
powers and duties: H3339
SC Redistricting Commission; create independent commission, pro-
vide for membership and duties; other provisions: S0989,
H4456
SC State Flag study committee, created; charged with creating an offi-
cial uniform design for the state flag: S1002
School Metal Detector Study Committee, created; study if metal
detectors are needed in public schools and other provi-
sions: H4810
Seizure Safety in Schools Study Committee, created; to examine
issues related to epilepsy and seizure safety, provide for
membership and termination of committee: H3587
Sentencing Reform Oversight Committee; reestablish and provide for
membership, powers, duties, and authority: S0160
Sestercentennial of the American Revolution in SC, observance;
establish the American Revolution Sestercentennial Com-
mission: S0796
Shingles Vaccination Study Committee, created; to study whether
DHEC should establish a shingles vaccination program;
provide for membership, duties and responsibilities:
H3420
Stop the School to Jail House Pipeline Act; Restorative Justice Study
Committee, created: H3055
Study Committee on Racial Profiling created; review state and local
law enforcement policies, practices and procedures and
make recommendations to the General Assembly: S0081,
S0165
Teacher Retention Study Committee; review teacher compensation
and other compensation incentives; other provisions:
H4437
Traffic Violations Study Committee, created; review state law and
make recommendations on which traffic violations should
be civil; provide for membership and duties: H4471
Unemployment trust fund, reports; remove requirements concerning
cost-shifting and create the Department of Workforce Stat-
utory Review Study Committee: H3648
Utility Oversight Committee, created; provide for composition, duties
and administration: H4378
Crisis Intervention Training Council, created: S0173, H3466
Data oversight council; delete obsolete references and revise composition:
H3895
Education Oversight Committee; abolish teh committee and devolve its
duties upon the SDE and SBE based on recommendations
reported by a joint committee; provide for composition and
duties of joint committee: S0824
Electronic filing system for disclosures and reports; require Ethics Commis-
sion to establish a new online campaign account monitor-
ing system and auditing department; other provisions:
S0806, H4500
Ethics Commission; provide the commission shall be granted access to can-
didate income tax returns on file with DOR during a pend-
ing investigation or complaint: S0764
Flounder study program; delete certain provisions: H3723
Hearing Specialist Commission; remove preparation for qualifying exams
by commission: H4438
Higher Ed Commission; submit policy statements and rules as regulations:
S1239
Higher Education Commission
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS 
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Textbook policy for higher ed; provide a textbook policy that is
intended to help minimize college textbook costs and other
provisions: S0262
Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous reporting requirement, cal-
rify powers and duties; other provisions: H5064
Insurance Premium Taxes, increase contribution to Forestry Commission:
S0868, H4517
Interstate Cooperation Committee; conduct a study concerning the feasibil-
ity and consequences of SC exempting itself from the pro-
vision of daylight saving time: S0757
Joint Bond Review Committee; provide certain information be provided the
committee: S1239
Minority Affairs
Minority Affairs Commission; require that at least one member be
Native American: H3089
Native Americans; continue to be recognized and exercise privileges
and obligations authorized by that designation; Commis-
sion on Minority Affairs cease to recognize additional
groups and other provisions: S0272, H3177
Museum Commission; increase the membership and provide for filling
vacancies: H5110
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
Petroleum; provide that retail fuel businesses must notify dept of ag con-
sumer protection division when petroleum dispenser has
been installed and other provisions: H5087
Real Estate Commission; provide one month grace period for licensees for
renewal and other provisions: H5046
SC Aquatic Plant Management Council and Plan; alter council composition
and require plan to balance plant management with preser-
vation of fish and wildlife habitats: H4163
Seizure Safety in Schools Study Committee; extend report deadline: H4827
Small business regulatory review committee; provide committee must
request information from agencies related to regulations;
provide ability to petition agencies to amend, revise or
revoke regulations; other provisions: H3990
State Ethics Commission; provide that all contributions received for cam-
paign bank accounts shall be deposited into an interest on
campaign account known as IOCA, Ethics Commission
shall oversee, and other provisions: S0766, S0915, S0931
Step Incentive for Successful Teachers in Low-Performing Schools
(STILPS) Study Committee; develop step increase com-
pensation and other provisions: H3060
Transportation Commission; laws pertaining to the Commissions be sus-
pended for 6 years; Transportation dept to be operated at
the discretion Secretary of Transportation: H3782
Transportation Commission; provide the commissioners must be elected:
H3779
Transportation Department; eliminate Department of Transportation Com-
mission and devolve duties to secretary of transportation;
secretary to be appointed by Governor: H3784
Transportation Department; eliminate Department of Transportation Com-
mission and its responsibilities: S0301, S0600, H3703
Workers Compensation Commission hearings; provide that the venue for
the hearings shall be in districts established by the commis-
sion: S1121
Workers’ Compensation Commission hearings; provide hearings must be
held in district in which injury occurred and provide dis-
tricts determined by commission: H5153
COMPTROLLER GENERAL
Comptroller General to be appointed by the Governor with consent of the
Senate: S0139, H3564
Comptroller General; delete provisions that require fees and perquisities of
the office shall be paid to the state treasury and provide CG
shall keep an accounting in SCEIS, and delete other provi-
sions: H3270
County auditor, treasurer or member of county board of tax appeals, unlaw-
ful conduct; substitute term Comptroller General for DOR:
H3270
Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with Comptroller Gen-
eral: H3270, H3271
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; substitute term comp-
troller general for state treasurer: H3270
Municipality, annual financial audit; require report be submitted to Comp-
troller General and other provisions: H4898
COMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES OR BOARDS 
Transportation and Clothing given to a released inmate; delete provision




Arrest and booking records, destruction of; provide that a person or entity
who publishes on a website the records of certain persons
shall take down records within 30 days and provide pen-
alty: H3481
Event tickets, resale; a person who resells a ticket must not request or
receive more than one dollar above the price charged by
the original ticket seller including sale through website:
S0558
Impersonating another person; create offense of intentionally impersonating
through email, social media, or other websites and provide
penalties: H3214
Online impersonation Prevention Act: H3199
SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act; define terms; provide that a telecom-
munications or internet service provider shall dislcose
accurate information regarding network management;
other provisions: H4614
SC Net Neutrality Protection and Maintenance Act: H4706
Social Media
Civil remedies; provide a civil cause of action for a person harmed by
the malicious publication of a photo on social media and
define terms: H3014
Malicious publishing of photo with intent to injure the character or
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CONSERVATION
Beach management plan; establish a working group for the purpose of
developing a plan for beach preservation; provide for
membership, duties and responsibilities: S0610
Beachfront Management Reform Act: S0927, H4683
Coastal Tidelands and Wetlands; remove a portion of Dorchester County
from the definition of coastal zone: S0017, H3017
Conservation Bank; place under DNR, provide for Board and Advisory
Board, establish criteria, and other provisions: H4014
Conservation Bank; revise board requirements, require a criteria to develop
a conservation prioritization map, and other provisions:
H4727
Conservation easement; allow for holder of easement to contest action to
condemn property encumbered by an easement under cer-
tain circumstances; other provisions: S0981, H4889
Conservation easements; provide that easements acquired using public
funds must be open to the public: S0429
Dumping and egregious littering by truck or motorized vehicle a separate
offense and provide penalties; revise penalties for littering
of cigarettes and cigarette components: H3924
Energy efficient manufactured homes incentive program; extend the pro-
gram an additional ten years: S0916
Forty year retreat policy from the shoreline; prohibit the seaward movement
of the baseline after December 31, 2019: S0784
Governmental improvement and construction projects; provide projects
shall comply with certain energy standards; Schools and
Agency conservation plans remetered: H4967
Hobby licenses; establish that a hobby license is not required to collect
sharks teeth: S1149
Income Tax Credit for donations of a gift of land for conservation; provide
that the credit equals 25 percent of the total gift and
increase the maximum credit allowed; delete obsolete pro-
visions: S0052
Littering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or cigarette component;




Offshore oil; encourage approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the
transport of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4334
Offshore oil; prohibit approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the trans-
port of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4307
Palmetto Pride Advisory Committee, created; provide recommendations to
the Take Pride in Where you Live Commission: S1034
Permits to utilize critical areas; authorize DHEC to issue general permits
under certain circumstances: H4704
Pollution; clarify persons who may file a petition and provide for depart-
ment decisions that are not subject to judicial review in
civil proceedings: S0298
Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
SC Aquatic Plant Management Council and Plan; alter council composition
and require plan to balance plant management with preser-
vation of fish and wildlife habitats: H4163
SC Beverage Container Recycling Act: S0819
SC Commercial-Property Assessed Clean Energy Act: S0261, H3304
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0007, S0219
SC Hazardous Waste Management Act; provide that responsible party does
not include a person who is excluded from liability under
the Superfund Recycling Equity Act: S0181
SC Solar Habitat Act: H4875
Seashell and other artifacts; provide it is not illegal to collect on public
beaches without a hobby license and other provisions:
H5110
Solar energy systems; allow a state income tax credit and other provisions;
define wind energy system: H4431
Solar farm; require electrical utility operating a solar farm to build and
maintain a vegetative buffer around farm and define terms:
H4730
State Sales Tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds of sales or the sales
price of any device, equipment, or machinery used in the
production of electric or hybrid vehicles: H3321
State sales tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds of sales or the sales
price of machinary, machine tools, and parts of them used
in production of electricity fro a renewable energy source:
H3320
Surface Water Stewardship Act: S0024
Surface water withdrawal; require permitting for new withdrawals and for
expansion of existing registration: H3890
Tax credits; provide for tax credit for purchase or lease of solar energy prop-
erty and places it in service to state; provide definitions:
S0935, H4699
Wetlands Restoration Act; provides that certain impoundments that origi-
nally impounded parcel of tideland or marshland but are no
longer completely impounded may be repaired or restored:
S0023
CONSERVATION OFFICERS
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
CONSTABLES
See Law Enforcement (this index)
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Amendment Proposed
Art. I, Sec. 026, Enact the Environmental Bill of Rights: H3416
Art. II, Sec. 0013, added; authorize a procedure by which a candidate
for office for the AG may finance campaign with public
funds as the General Assembly may determine: H4499
Art. II, Sec. 007, Constitutional disqualifications for voting due to
mental incompetence or serious crime conviction; provide
that a person who is convicted of a crime while holding
office is not entitled to vote: H3411
Art. II, Sec. 013, Attorney General; candidate for Attorney General
may finance campaign with public funds as the General
Assembly may determine: S0976
Art. III Sec. 019, Compensation of General Assembly members;
authorize General Assembly to enact by law compensation
amounts: S0723
Art. III, Sec. 001, Legislative power vested in two branches; provide
following 2020 the power be vested in a unicameral Gen-
eral Assembly and other provisions: H4199
CONSERVATION (Continued)
Art. III, Sec. 002, House Member elections; provide beginning in 2020
the house must be composed of members elected for terms
of four years, to stagger terms, and other provisions:
H4199
Art. III, Sec. 003, House members, number of; provide that beginning
in 2020 the House shall consist of 170 members which
includes 46 members representing 46 former Senate dis-
tricts: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 006, General Assembly; delete section: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 007, General Assembly Members; enact term limits:
S0723, S0817, H3141, H3160, H3161, H3166, H3467,
H4497
Art. III, Sec. 007, General Assembly members; candidate must be a
qualified elector of the district for at least 90 consecutive
days prior to filing: H3145
Art. III, Sec. 007, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 007, General Assmebly members; term limits of 12
years: S0102
Art. III, Sec. 009-Sec. 014, General Assembly; conforming changes:
H4199
Art. III, Sec. 012, General Assembly officers and rules; provide that
beginning in 2020 no person may be selected as standing
committee chair who did not serve that committee the pre-
vious session; term limits for chair: H4130
Art. III, Sec. 015, General Assembly; delete section: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 018, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 020-Sec. 023, General Assembly; conforming changes:
H4199
Art. III, Sec. 025, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 034, Civil Service Commission of the City of Spartan-
burg, created: H3231
Art. III, Sec. 037, General Assembly; delete section: H4199
Art. III, Sec. 038, Legislative Department, funds in the state treasury
may be designated as trust funds, provisions: S0053
Art. IV, Sec. 009-Sec.10, General Assembly; delete section: H4199
Art. IV, Sec. 012, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. V, Judicial Department; provide that Supreme court, Circuit court
and Court of Appeals judges are appointed by Governor
with advice of the Senate: S0386, H5106
Art. V, Sec. 008, Elections of judges; shall be appointed by governor
with consent of Senate: S0370
Art. V, Sec. 013, Elections of judges; shall be appointed by governor
with consent of Senate: S0370
Art. V, Sec. 024, Change the world Solicitor to District Attorney:
S0150
Art. V, Sec. 026, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. V, Sec. 027, Elections of judges; shall be appointed by governor
with consent of Senate: S0370
Art. V, Sec. 028, Judicial Department, General Assembly shall appro-
priate one percent of the estimated revenue to the Judicial
Dept: S0069
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Commissioner of Agriculture to be appointed by the
Governor with consent of the Senate: S0140, H3562
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Comptroller General to be appointed by the Gover-
nor with consent of the Senate: S0139, H3564
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Comptroller General; provide for expiration of term:
H3229
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Secretary of State to be appointment by Governor
with consent from Senate: S0129, H4457
Art. VI, Sec. 007, State Treasurer to be appointment by Governor with
consent from Senate: H3563
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Superintendent of Education to be appointed by the
Governor with consent of the Senate: S0137, H3036,
H3146
Art. VI, Sec. 007, Transportation Secretary; must be elected, hold
office for 4 years coterminous with that of the Governor,
and other provisions: H3781
Art. X, Sec. 006, Property Tax; require the General Assembly to pro-
vide by law the definition of fair market value; eliminate
15 percent limit on increase; eliminate an assessable trans-
fer of interest: H3485
Art. X, Sec. 013, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. XI, Sec. 003, Free public schools; require General Assembly to
provide for high-quality education for all children of the
state: H4804
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA (Continued)
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Art. XII, Sec. 003, Juvenile offenders confinement; change the age to
under the age of 18: S0156
Art. XIII, Sec. 004, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. XV, Sec. 002, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. XVI, Sec. 001, General Assembly; conforming changes: H4199
Art. XVII, Sec. 001, Officer qualifications; exempt members of col-
lege or university boards of trustees from possessing quali-
fications of elector and remove archaic references: S0162,
H3024
Art. XVII, Sec. 008, Public officers prohibited from gambling; pro-
vide exceptions for lotteries conducted by SC: H3170
Art. XVII, Sec. 016, Gambling, in specified areas of the state allowed;
to be strictly regulated, revenues from to be used for road
and bridge repairs and maintenance: H3102
Art. XVII, Sec. 016, General Assembly members; candidate must be a
qualified elector of the district for at least 90 consecutive
days prior to filing: H3145
Art. XVII, Sec. 016, Minimum wage; impose mandatory minimum
wage and other provisions: S0141
Art. XVII, Sec. 016, Provide for gambling and regulation of gambling:
S0309
Art. XVIII, provide for an independent reapportionment commission;
provide for membership and duties: S0341
Article XVIII, SC Citizens Redistricting Commission; provide for
membership, duties, and powers: S1158, H5200
Art. XVIII, added; provide for Independent Reapportionment Commission,
membership, duties, responsibilities and other provisions:
H4271
Constitional Convention; to revise, amend or change constitution and other
provisions: S1069, H5043
Officers
Agency head salary commission; must make salary recommendations
for constitutional officers and supreme court justices:
S0725
CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
Citizens Participation in Government Act: H4897
Convention of the States; propose amendments on fiscal restraints on fed-
eral Government, limit terms and other amendments:
S0878
Convention of the States; propose amendments to the US Constitution
regarding campaign finance reform: S0571
Convention of the States; propose an amendment relating to contributions
and expenditures intended to affect elections and clarifying
the authority of congress and the states to regulate expendi-
ture of funds for political activity: H4174
Convention of the States; propose an amendment to the Constitution to set a
limit on the number of terms a person may be elected as a
member of the House or Senate: H3567
Convention of the States; propose congressional term limits: S0545
Convention of the States; to be called by Congress to propose amendments
to the constitution to impose fiscal restraints on the federal
Government and a balanced budget: S0547, H3473
Convention of the States; to be called by congress in order to impose fiscal
restraints on the federal government and to limit the power
and jurisdiction of the federal government, and limit terms
of office for officials: S0086
CONSTRUCTION
See Also Buildings (this index)
Piping materials; require all government agencies to consider all piping
materials for determining requirements for certain projects
and other provisions: H3652
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Consumer Affairs Commission; revise the membership: S0785
Consumer credit-reporting agencies; must generate randomly selected pin
numbers when revising pins; other provisions; provide
penalties: H4446
Consumer litigation funding company; require certain disclosures on con-
tracts, prohibit certain actions, and other provisions: S0390
Consumer protection; require a seller who uses a consumer’s credit score to
determine the price of a service to disclose the score on the
consumer’s invoice: H3298
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA (Continued)
Consumer reporting agencies; each agency shall provide a consumer with a
copy of consumer’s credit report monthly at no charge;
may charge for additional monthly copies; provide for pen-
alties: H4445
Department
Office of Homeowners Association Ombudsman, created in the Dept
of Consumer Affairs; provide qualifications, powers and
duties; other provisions: H3065
Regulation Approved
Discount medical plan certificate of registration (D. No. 4267): H4267
Licensing standards for continuing care retirement communities (D.
No. 4625): H4265
Motor Club Certificate of Authority (D. No. 4708): S0544
Prepaid legal services certificate of registration (D. No. 4709): H4266
Professional employer organizations (D. No. 4624): S0543
Unfair trade practices for motor fuel retailers; remove references to Con-
sumer Affairs Dept: S0359
CONSUMER PROTECTION CODE
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
CONTRACTORS
See Construction (this index)
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
CORONERS
Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provision of coroners and
medical examiners in certain circumstances: H4488
Coroner qualifications; provide that a person who is elected and completes
necessary training is qualified to serve: H3019
Coroners and Medical Examiners; provide each county shall schedule a
local child fatality review team to review cases of child
deaths; provide funds for coroners and add duties for Coro-
ner Training Advisory Committee: S0170
Coroners and medical examiners; provide that upon death of a person in his
home that controlled substances shall be transferred to cor-
oner’s office for investigation and other provisions: S1052
Coroners; provide a coroner shall take custody of belongings in absence of
next of kin and other provisions: S1086
Cremation permits; provide that no fee for a permit for cremation may be
charged: H3197
Juvenile Justice; require department to report child deaths to a county coro-
ner and law enforcement; establish criminal penalties:
S0560, H3848
Mandatory reporting of child abuse; medical examiner or coroner shall
accept reports and report findings to Department of Chil-
dren’s Advocacy: S0805
CORPORATIONS
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Aerial vehicles, unmanned; provide unlawful to operate within a certain dis-
tance of a department of corrections facility without writ-
ten consent; provide penalties and other provisions: S0176
Bond; provide that defendant may be released from custody under condition
he comply with electronic pretrial release and monitoring;
other provisions: H4829
Corrections Department; shall establish and implement correctional educa-
tion and workforce training programs at all facilities and be
supervised by the department: S0019
Corrections Dept; provide that the director may conditionally release an
inmate who is serving a sentence for controlled substance:
H3283
Death penalty; remove from statute: S0666
Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meeting between an inmate




Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor, or divulge any com-
munication betweein an inmate and his attorney: H3279
Discharge of defendant; allow for a defendant held in county or municipal
jail to secure immediate release under certain circum-
stances: S0470
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Executions; include death by firing squad and other provisions: H4852
Executions; provide a person convicted of a capital crime and sentenced to
death shall be electrocuted or lethal injection if available
and other provisions: S0872, H4615
Inmate employment; provide that DOC may not negotiate or execute a con-
tract with a private sector business that pays less than mini-
mum wage: H4482
Inmate wages; provide that inmate paid less than minimum wage shall not
have the cost for room and board deducted from his wages
and provide for the disposition of this portion of wages:
H4481
Inmates; to allow an inmate to attend funeral services of certain individuals
or visit in hospital under certain circumstances: S0271
Inmates; unlawful to indecently expose oneself, provide penalties and sen-
tence to run consecutive: S0369
Prisons; provide it is unlawful to possess a telecommunication device on the
grounds of a correctional facility; provide definitions and
penalties: S0804
Probation, Parole and Pardon; provide the director of the Dept may employ
offender supervision specialists and promulgate regula-
tions for qualifications and procedures: H3742
Probation, community service; those supervising not liable for civil dam-
ages unless injury or damages result from gross negli-
gence, etc.: S0949
Procurement code, exemptions; provide DOC is exempt for purchases nec-
essary to protect the health, safety or welfare of employees
or inmates: S0789
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge Program Expunge-
ment Act: S0451, H3789
State Work Program, established within the Dept of Corrections: H4670
Transportation and Clothing given to a released inmate; delete provision
that comptroller general countersigns the draft that pays the
costs: H3270
Wrongful conviction and imprisonment; provide certain persons make seek
restitution: H4838
COSMETOLOGY
Barber Examiners, State Board; authorize the board to issue mobile barber-
shop permits, establish permit requirements and provide
for regulation: H3417
Barber pole; prohibit display of barber pole without a license issued by
board of examiners: S1087
Barbers; provide registered barbers may practice in beauty salons: H5002
Cosmetology, State Board; provide board is composed of 9 members and
provide for member representation specifications: S0649
Cosmetology; provide for licensure of hair designers: H5097
Regulations Approved
Barber Examiners Board; barbershop requirements; applications for
inspection and registration and shop license (D. No. 4713):
S0327, H4251
COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS
No Entries
COUNTIES
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
COURTS
Administrative Law Court
Contested cases; provide that a stay of an agency order remains in
effect for thirty days or until an order has been issued
regarding a preliminary injunction and other provisions:
S0105
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF (Continued)
Freedom of Information Act Review Office, created; duties and func-
tions: S0099, H4396
Judges
Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Admissibility of out-of-court statements made by children; to add an excep-
tion for statements made to employees or agents of chil-
dren’s advocacy centers: S0077
Affidavits; require certain information to be contained on affidavits for indi-
gency and request for counsel; create offense for providing
false information; other provisions: H4830
Agency head salary commission; must make salary recommendations for
constitutional officers and supreme court justices: S0725
Arbitration agreements; notice must be typed in bold letters and acknowl-
edged by written signature of both parties: H4519
Arbitration agreements; provide that certain clauses contained in adhesion
contracts with consumers are void from remaining terms:
H3202
Arbitration agreements; provide that the notice of provisions apply regard-
less of whether the remaining provisions apply to a particu-
lar contract containing an arbitration clause: H3203
Arbitration; establish requirements before certain facilities can present an
arbitration agreement to a person for execution prior to
receiving services: S0926
Arrest records; provide for destruction of records of person arrested due to
mistaken identity; provisions for time frame and no
charging of fees: H3194
Arrest warrants; law enforcement and clerks of court shall disclose and may
not redact full names and birth dates that appear of arrest
warrants and incident reports: H3054
Asset Forfeiture and Private Property Protection Act: H3918
Body cameras; prohibit deletion or destruction of data with intent to influ-
ence investigations or actions; provide penalties; provide
not applicable to person following law enforcement train-
ing council; provide when must be activated: S0612
Bond and recognizance, noncapital offense; provide bail schedule to serve
as a guide for General Sessions Court: S0434
Bond; provide that defendant may be released from custody under condition
he comply with electronic pretrial release and monitoring;
other provisions: H4829
Bondsmen and runners; provide that the minimum premium accepted must
be at least 5 percent of the bond face value before bond
executed: S0993
Certified business records, admissibility; provide that the original or a copy
of a foreign record that is certified does not require the tes-
timony of the custodian or witness: S0767
Child offenders; eliminate exceptions for children to be tried as adults;
decrease length of time child may be held for violation of
court order regarding status of offense; provide for auto-
matic expungement; other provisions: S0580, H3946
Circuit Court
Base Load Review Act; authorize regulatory staff office to file action
in circuit court to require production of documents and wit-
nesses; other provisions: S1128
Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous reporting requirement,
calrify powers and duties; other provisions: H5064
Judges
Election of on February 1, 2017: S0108
Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Magistrates’ Compensation; provide for the appointment of
Chief Magistrates by Senatorial Delegation: S0801
Citizens Participation in Government Act: H4897
Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within 10
days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours:
S0516
Clerks of court, elections; provide for nonpartisan special elections when a
vacancy occurs and provide procedures for nomination of
candidate: H3149
Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provision of data to drug
courts: H4117
Contempt powers and authority to arrest going to and returning from court:
H4521
County Grand Jury foreman; prohibit the use of third party summary, hear-
say as sole evidence and require material evidence to be




County grand jury; require record of testimony and other proceedings,
record to be kept by clerk of court and shared with defen-
dant: H3880
Court order; provide that a court shall not alter, modify or rescind a defen-
dant’s criminal sentence unless the court has held a hearing
allowing the defendant, AG or solicitor and victim to tes-
tify: S0119
Courts; prevent a court or other enforcement authority from enforcing for-
eign law in SC from a forum outside of the US under cer-
tain circumstances: S0650, H3188
Criminal case transfers from general sessions court; provide that cases in
which the penalty does not exceed 3 years may be trans-
ferred from general sessions: H3750, H4850
Death by motor vehicle; establish misdemeanor and penalty; six point pen-
alty of license: S1011
Death penalty; remove from statute: S0666
Department of Consumer Affairs Services for Homeowners and Home-
owner Associations Act: H3886
Deposits in lieu of bond delivery; provide that a defendant or bondsman
may pledge real estate in lieu of bond delivery: H5062
Discharge of defendant; allow for a defendant held in county or municipal
jail to secure immediate release under certain circum-
stances: S0470
Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person under 21 to enroll in
interlock device program, revise interclock device sections
for habitual offender and other provisions: S0982, H4912
Drug Court Program Act: S0163
Drug or Alcohol overdose; provide for limited immunity from prosecution
in civil and criminal instances for person who seeks medi-
cal assistance; other provisions: S0179, H3818
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Executions; include death by firing squad and other provisions: H4852
Executions; provide a person convicted of a capital crime and sentenced to
death shall be electrocuted or lethal injection if available
and other provisions: S0872, H4615
Expungement;  expand eligibility and provide for eligibility for expunge-
ment of offenses subsequently repealed when similar; pro-
vide for retroactive expungement; other provisions and
clarifications: H3209
Family Court
Child abuse and neglect hearing or permanency hearings; require DSS
to provide 10 days notice of a hearing and require notice to
foster parents of their right to submit a report to the court:
H3550
Child support, income withholding; remove any reference to clerk of
court and insert authorized agency; define authorized
agency: S1003, H5092
Child support; provide that an offender may serve sentence at a time
he is not working and the sentence does not interfere with
employment and provide for wage garnishment to satisfy
payment: S0134
Child’s right to counsel; Parent or guardian may not waive a child’s
right to counsel when the family court proceeding may
result in confinement or detention of the child: H3136
Children’s advocacy centers; provide that records released to DSS for
the purposes of investigations and assessment of allega-
tions of abuse or neglect shall be accompanied by an order
of protection: S0080
Divorce; allow for the corroboration of evidence in certain divorce
actions through affidavits: H4485
Family Court; clarify the court’s jurisdiction in matter of a special
needs trust for a disabled individual and revise terminol-
ogy: S0415, H3511
Family court jurisdiction; include domestic actions for the allowance
of alimony for a determined period of time: H3122
Family court to establish a recovery program in each circuit; provide
that family court is allowed to permit a parent to participate
in a recovery court program operated by DSS if child taken
from parent due to substance abuse: S0133
Family plans; create a presumption it is in the best interest of the child
to spend equal time with both parents; require courts to
take into account certain factors when determining cus-
tody; exceptions and modifications to custody: H3126
COURTS (Continued)
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination; provide torture is criminal offense; pen-
alties: S1033, H4854
Guardian Ad Litem;  shall be a division of the Department of Chil-
dren’s Services: S0794, S0795, H4674
Guardian Ad Litem; provide the program must be administered by the
Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Judges
Election of on February 1, 2017: S0108
Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Juvenile Sex Offender List; provide for procedure to allow certain
juveniles’ names to be removed from registry and provide
procedure for certain offense in family court for juvenile to
be placed on the registry: H3274
Parental rights, termination; change certain requirements for termina-
tion based on conception of a child as a result of criminal
sexual conduct: S0768
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
SC Family Court Study Committee, created; review family court poli-
cies, practices and procedures: S0211
Sex offender registry; give family court the discretion to place a child
14 years or older on the registry; prohibit placement of
child under 14; procedure to request removal at age 21;
Limit public access to registry: H3948
Fitness to stand trial; extend the timeframe for restoring a person’s compe-
tency to six months: H3829
Fitness to stand trial; require the mental health dept to reimburse a sheriff or
county or municipal governement for certain costs of incar-
ceration of person determined to be unfit for trial: H3325
Forfeiture of property; prohibit transfer of seized assets from state law
enforcement to federal without court order; proceeds dis-
bursed to school districts: H4518
Home detention act; Revise the list of offenders who may be placed on the
home detention program: H3277
Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative, civil and criminal
immunity for physicians reporting domestic violence or
assist in investigation resulting in report of domestic vio-
lence: H4031
Immunity from prosecution; provide that order is immediately appealable
and the appeal does not have to be immediate: H3212
Judgement cancellations; revise the manner judgements are cancelled of
record and provide procedures in specified instances:
H3336
Judges
Election of judges; provide that the names of each qualified candidate,
rather than the names of three, must be submitted to the
General Assembly: S0096, H3204, H4043
Election of judges; require individual vote of each General Assembly
member to be recorded; provide members who receive
campaign contributions from candidates must recuse him-
self; provide a licensed attorney must recuse: H4042
Election of judges; revise the commission membership and provide
that the names of each qualified candidate must be submit-
ted to the General Assembly: H3207, H3302
Election of on February 1, 2017: S0108
Election of on February 7, 2018: S0780, H4462
Elections of judges; shall be appointed by governor with consent of
Senate: S0370
Judges, elections; require a member of the General Assembly to
recuse himself from voting if received a campaign contri-
bution from judicial candidate; recuse from voting for
spouse: H3512
Judicial Department; provide that Supreme court, Circuit court and
Court of Appeals judges are appointed by Governor with
advice of the Senate: S0386, H5106
Judicial Merit Selection Commission and election of judges; provide
procedures for investigating complaints, commission juris-
diction and authority, and revise time periods for pledges
and elections: H3189
Judicial Merit Selection Commission; increase the membership by
providing the Governor shall appoint 5 members from the
public to serve: H3746
Judicial Merit Selection Commission; revise membership, provide




Judicial candidates, time period for seeking pledges changed to 12
days and time between nomination and election be at least
22 days: S0121
Judicial elections; prohibit members of General Assembly and imme-
diate family members from being elected to judicial office
while serving: S1009
Judicial merit selection; change the process for nominating three qual-
ified candidates to five qualified candidates: H3175
Retired judges; delete procedures to review qualifications of retired
judges for continued service and prohibit service after
retirement: S0385
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
Jury duty; prohibit courts from requiring a citizen to serve on a jury on the
date of primary or general election: H3186
Law enforcement agency; provide that a law enforcement agency is prohib-
ited from using any participant in a drug court proceeding
as a confidential informant: H3264
Magistrates
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties
and other provisions: H4696
Children’s advocacy centers; provide that records released to DSS for
the purposes of investigations and assessment of allega-
tions of abuse or neglect shall be accompanied by an order
of protection: S0080
Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within
10 days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours:
S0516
Controlled substances and forfeiture procedures for property; provide
for expidited return, allow proceedings to be held in magis-
trates court under certain circumstances and other provi-
sions: S0503, H3210
Electronic monitoring; limit circumstances in which magistrates can
place a person in an electronic monitoring program as a
condition of bond: H3201
Funeral service providers; when a body is transferred from one pro-
vider to another the tranferor may recover certain unpaid
service fees and legal fees in magistrates court: H3049
Garnishment of Income Tax return; allow a plaintiff awarded judge-
ment against a defendant in magistrates court to petition
garnishment; provide procedures and other provisions:
H3200
Magistrates Court; increase civil jurisdiction from 7,500 to 15,000
dollars: S0151, H3193
Magistrates Court; increase the civil jurisdiction from 7,500 to 10,000
dollars and exceptions: S0118
Magistrates have civil jurisdiction over actions between homeowners
and HOA: S0104
Magistrates, appointment and jurisdiction; provide that magistrates
must be screened by the judicial merit selection commis-
sion and delete language allowing term to continue until
successor appointed: H3302
Magistrates, continuing education; require 2 hours in area relating to
animal cruelty: S0841
Magistrates; extend the time period for the validity of the examination
scores from six months before and after the time of
appointment is to be made to one year before and two years
after: S0090
Magistrates; provide a magistrate in good standing and licensed shall
have a ten percent raise: S0958
Magistrates; provide it shall be unlawful for current member of the
Senate to appear as an attorney in magistrates court in
county the Senator represents: S1105
Magistrates; require must be a licensed attorney and provide excep-
tions: H4811
Magistrates; revise the method of setting a base salary and provide
additional supplements for full-time chief and assistant
chief magistrates: S0148, H3744
Special verdict, provide that certain causes of action must be filed in
magistrates court; allow state agency or political subdivi-
sion to be represented by staff person; increase jurisdiction
of magistrates court: H3228
COURTS (Continued)
Medical information confidentiality; provide that identities of patients and
medical technicians are subject to subpeona: S0234
Medical malpractice; require a defendant to file a notice of appearance and
allow plaintiff to file to dispense with mediation if defen-
dant fails to file notice of appearance: H3740
Parking violations; to impose a 50 cent surcharge on all parking violations
and revenue be credited to state highway fund: H3087
Petit and Grand Larceny; amend penalties for grand larceny offenses and
provide mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment:
H3558
Private investigators; prohibit investigators from representing multiple par-
ties with opposing interests in civil or criminal matters;
provide penalties: S0912, H4879
Probate Court
Judges
Probate judges, elections; provide for nonpartisan special elec-
tions when a vacancy occurs and provide procedures for
candidate nomination: H3148
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Principals; provide after consultation with qualified person, to petition
probate court to determine need of mental health services
for a student; report to information to SLED and other pro-
visions: S1136
Probate court; clarify authority to impose and waive fines and fees:
S0415, H3511
Probate; define terms, provide for electronic communication to per-
sonal representative of an estate, procedures and excep-
tions: H3013
Probation, community service; those supervising not liable for civil dam-
ages unless injury or damages result from gross negli-
gence, etc.: S0949
Public defender services fees; provide that the application fee must be col-
lected and waivers obtained through public defender rather
than clerk of court: S0409
Public records; adding a section to prohibit commercial solicitation of a per-
son if using mortgage information obtained from any docu-
ment recorded with the register of deeds or clerk or court;
penalties: S0095
Reckless vehicular homicide, reckless homicide, reckless driving, and DUI;
Define great bodily injury, provide offenses, penalties and
other provisions: S0232
Recording of public records; provide for uniform standards for formatting
documents submitted to a clerk of court or register of deeds
and other provisions: S0278
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Government Efficiency Act: H4427
SC Homeowners Association Act: H3886
SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge Program Expunge-
ment Act: S0451, H3789
Sagging pants; unlawful to wear sagging pants more than three inches
below ileum and other provisions: H4957
Salaries; set salary schedule for judges and magistrates; provide for salary
minimum for solicitors, master-in-equity, public defenders
and other provisions: S0910, H4801
Securities Commissioners’ investigations and subpeonas; provide that sec-
tion does not preclude a person from applying to the Rich-
land County Court of Common Please for relief: S0862
Sentence reduction and modification; provide procedure for calculating
reduction and petitioning court; reduce number of years
required to serve before early release and increase number
of days granted for good behavior: H3235
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Sexual assault and domestic violence centers; providers are not required to
disclose confidences aquired from clients with exceptions:
H3724
Sexual assault, evidence; provide for submission of evidence to a SLED lab
for analysis; SLED shall issue a quarterly report on number
of submissions and other provisions: H4837
Sign Language Interpreters Act: S0548, H4040
State Grand Jury and insurance fraud; provide for additional findings and
include insurance fraud in jury subject matter; revise crite-
ria for penalties and subject assets associated with the fraud




State solicitors, public defenders, and law enforcement; provide for a study
concerning a single, standardized, fully integrated paper-
less incident and case management system; results to be
reported to General Assembly, Governor & DOA: S0761
Summary Courts; defendants facing criminal charges advised of right to
counsel; provide procedures: H4526
Summary courts, jurisdiction; provide jurisdiction over noncriminal cita-
tions: H5371
Tenant ejection; provide eviction proceeding must be expedited if tenant
deliberately damages property or engages in criminal activ-
ity: S0318
Time limit to commence a probate, testacy, or appointment proceeding; pro-
vide for proceedings for more than 10 years after dece-
dent’s death in certain circumstances: S0589
Traffic records; prohibit records of certain minor violations from appearing
in public indexes and direct clerks of courts to remove any
existing within 6 months of effective date: S0382
Victim awards; increase burial expense: H4831
CREDIT CARDS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CREDIT UNIONS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
CREDITORS, CREDIT SALES
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
CRIMES AND OFFENSES
911 call abuse, penalties; include call abuse via text message: H4126
Aerial vehicle; provide it is unlawful to operate an unmanned aerial vehicle
within a certain distance of a state or federal military instal-
lation and provide penalties: S0109
Animals; prohibit tattooing or piercing of a companion animal, exceptions,
and penalties: H3619
Assault and Battery; provide for high and aggravated nature occurs when
persons injure a health care professional or emergency per-
sonnel performing duties: S1066, S1096, H3483
Assault; create offenses assault and battery as well as of high and aggra-
vated nature on law enforcement officer; provide penalties
and degrees: S0504
Breach of Trust; further define the elements of the offenses: S0802, H4853
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties and
other provisions: H4696
Burglary; include in the purview the offense of entering a dwelling without
consent and with intent to commit a crime during an
ordered evacuation: H3334
Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on holder on carrying on
a post-secondary school property under certain circum-
stances and provide institution should develop policies:
H3248, H3262
Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or religious sanctuary that
allows a permit holder to carry on premises is not civilly or
criminally liable: H4409
Convictions, multiple for certain property crimes; provide that only viola-
tions occurring within ten years of the last violation shall
constitute prior violations: S0546
Crimes against law enforcement; provide penalties for a person convicted of
a crime with the intent to assault, intimidate or threaten a
person of status as a law enforcement officer: H3184,
H3206
Dating Violence; define terms, create offenses, and provide penalties:
S0125, S0144
Death by motor vehicle; establish misdemeanor and penalty; six point pen-
alty of license: S1011
Death penalty; remove from statute: S0666




Attorney General confidentiality; define terms and provide for proce-
dures for confidentiality for domestic violence, stalking
and human trafficking victims; provide penalties and other
provisions: H5019
Domestic Violence reporting; provide that law enforcement shall
report information to DSS and Children’s Advocacy Dept:
S0805
Domestic abuse protections; revise definition of household member to
include all person cohabiting or formerly cohabited: S0778
Domestic violence; provide that interviews conducted with a hearing
impaired child must be conducted with an interpreter not
related to the child: S0220
Driver’s license, surrender when convicted of certain crimes; amend defini-
tion for a crime of violence: S0834
Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit to chemical tests if
probable cause to be in violation of certain section or
caused death in motor vehicle accident: S0308
Drug or Alcohol overdose; provide for limited immunity from prosecution
in civil and criminal instances for person who seeks medi-
cal assistance; other provisions: S0179, H3818
Dumping and egregious littering by truck or motorized vehicle a separate
offense and provide penalties; revise penalties for littering
of cigarettes and cigarette components: H3924
Energy drinks; prohibit sale of energy drink to a minor; provide penalties
and definitions: H4597
Event tickets, resale; a person who resells a ticket must not request or
receive more than one dollar above the price charged by
the original ticket seller including sale through website:
S0558
Executions; provide a person convicted of a capital crime and sentenced to
death shall be electrocuted or lethal injection if available
and other provisions: S0872, H4615
Expungement
Expungement of criminal records, application; provide for eligibility:
S0783
Expungement of youthful offenders; provide that expungement does
not apply to offenses for registration on sexual offender
registry; exceptions: S0161
Expungement;  expand eligibility and provide for eligibility for
expungement of offenses subsequently repealed when sim-
ilar; provide for retroactive expungement; other provisions
and clarifications: H3209
Expungement; provide certain nonviolent offenses may be expunged
and establish circumstances for expungement: S0149
FIOA violations and penalties; remove criminal penalties; vest jurisdiction
and provide exceptions; provide procedures: S0099,
H3352, H4396
False police reports; to include law enforcement officers in the purview of
the offense of filing a false report: H3198
Federal officers, enforcing state criminal laws; provide that NCIS agents are
authorized to enforce state criminal law: H5146, H5170
Firearm, unlawful discharge in unincorporated areas without appropriate
safety measures; provide for penalties and exceptions:
H4463
Firearms and ammo, unlawful possession; expand parameters of the offense
to include persons convicted of crime punishable by
imprisonment of more than one year and provide graduated
penalties: H5160
Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of devices to accelerate rate
of fire of a firearm and other provisions: S1118, H4975
Firearms; provide it is unlawful to sell an assault rifle to a person less then
20 years old, provide penalty and define terms: H4990
Good Samaritan Statute; require victims to whom gratuitous emergency
care is rendered to be tested for bloodbourne diseases;
establish criminal penalties and other provisions: H4493
Graffiti vandalism; revise penalty for first offense: S0959
Greentip ammunition; provide it is unlawful to use, transport, manufacture,
possess, distribute, sell or buy and provide penalties:
H3252
Habitual offender definition; provide suspension of driver’s license for fail-
ure to pay a traffic ticket shall not constitute conviction as
habitual offender: H5027
Handguns, offenses for discharging into properties; expand purview to
include shopping malls, movie theaters, parking lots and
other public gatherings: H3192




Handguns, offenses; restructure the penalty and provide tiered penalty struc-
ture: H3190
Handguns, unlawful carry or sale; create graduated penalties for subsequent
offenses: H3191
Handguns; provide it is unlawful to sell to person under the age of 18 or per-
son one reasonably suspects not meeting certain categories;
change term handgun to firearm; other penalties and provi-
sions: S0527
Hate Crimes; provide for penalties: S0147, H3196, H3216, H3955
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0120
Homicide of child by torture; provide torture is criminal offense; penalties:
S1033, H4854
Human Trafficking Prevention Act: H3003
Human Trafficking; restructure offense and provide a penalty when the vic-
tim is a minor under 18 and other provisions: H3329
Human remains, desecration or destruction; provide for enhanced penalties
for violations motivated by hate crime: S0517
Immunity from prosecution; provide that order is immediately appealable
and the appeal does not have to be immediate: H3212
Impersonating a lawyer; create offense and provide graduated penalties:
H3215
Impersonating another person; create offense of intentionally impersonating
through email, social media, or other websites and provide
penalties: H3214
Involuntary manslaughter; to include within the definition teh sale or deliv-
ery of controlled substances that cause death when ingested
and penalty: S0120
Involuntary manslaughter; to include within the definition the sale or deliv-
ery of controlled substances that cause death when ingested
and penalty: S0083, H3882
Judgement and execution; provide that a person must not be sentenced to
death or life imprisonment if under the age of 18 when the
offense was committed: S0157
Juvenile Justice; require department to report child deaths to a county coro-
ner and law enforcement; establish criminal penalties:
S0560, H3848
Kidnapping; add offense of attempted kidnapping; create offense of luring
or attempting to lure a child under age of 13; establish pen-
alties and provide affirmative defense: S0925
Kidnapping; provide for sentence reduction petition if convicted before
June 5, 1991: H3219
Littering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or cigarette component;
deceased animals are included in purview: H4458
Lizzy’s Law: H3217, H4464
Luring a child; create definitions and provide penalties: H5006
Malicious publishing of photo with intent to injure the character or reputa-
tion of another; establish offense and define terms: H3015
Miscellaneous offenses to forgery, larceny, impersonation; provide a person
in connection with a telecommunications or voice service
transmits misleading caller ID is a guilty of a misde-
meanor; provide penalties: S0779
Misdemeanors; person guilt of misdemeanor when violating chapters of
Crop Pest Commission, Boll Weevil eradication, Pesticide
Control Act, Agriculture marketing, noxious weeds, or
milk products: S0570
Murder, punishment; add aggravating circumstances due to hate crimes:
S0153
Obscene content; expand prohibiton on exhibition of content; define digital
electronic file: H4514
Offense committed against a law enforcement officer; provide for enhanced
penalties: S0087
Offenses involving weapons; include assault weapons and increase penalties
for violations; create a two-tiered penalty scheme; provide
violations and penalties for selling to anyone who appears
on the terrorist watch list: H3183
Offenses involving weapons; no gun transfer may occur until after 28 days
after background check; provide penalties: S0158, S0159
Pawn tickets, penalties and violations; provide for criminal penalties for cer-
tain violations: S0810, H4534
Petit and Grand Larceny; amend penalties for grand larceny offenses and
provide mandatory minimum terms of imprisonment:
H3558
Probation
Probation for a defendant; provide that if the defendant is convicted or
pleads guilty in certain circumstances the defendant may
not be placed on probation for a subsequent offense: S0020
CRIMES AND OFFENSES (Continued)
Prostitution; increase the penalties and establish an affirmative defense for
being a victim of human trafficking; increase penalties
when prostitute has mental disability: S0168, H3847
Reckless vehicular homicide, reckless homicide, reckless driving, and DUI;
Define great bodily injury, provide offenses, penalties and
other provisions: S0232
Revenge Porn Act: S0124, H3641
SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SLED: provide that SLED shall create and operate a statewide sexual
assault kit tracking system: H3461
Sagging pants; unlawful to wear sagging pants more than three inches
below ileum and other provisions: H4957
Sentencing Reform Oversight Committee; reestablish and provide for mem-
bership, powers, duties, and authority: S0160
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Sex offender registry; give family court the discretion to place a child 14
years or older on the registry; prohibit placement of child
under 14; procedure to request removal at age 21; Limit
public access to registry: H3948
Sexual assault, evidence; provide for submission of evidence to a SLED lab
for analysis; SLED shall issue a quarterly report on number
of submissions and other provisions: H4837
Sexual battery with a student; revise structure of offense and provide man-
datory minimum sentence for conviction: S0169
Sexually explicit material; create offense of unlawful dissemination: H3509
Speeding in work zones; delete provision, provide for definitions of high-
way work zone and highway worker, create offense of
endangerment of a highway worker and penalties; establish
points on license: S0565, H4033
Strangulation; provide for definition and offense as felony; penalties:
S0172, H3662
Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act: H4714
Teen Dating Violence Prevention; create offense and provide penalties and
other provisions: S0169
Terrorism; provide for offense of furthering terrorism, penalties and defini-
tions; provide for seizure and forfeiture of property in con-
nection with offenses: H3208
Tracking devices; add definition and create offense for unlawful tracking;
provide penalties and exceptions: H3213
Victim awards; increase burial expense: S1072, H4931
Weapons, offenses involving; provide it is unlawful to threaten to cause
damage, injury or death to person or property with a fire-
arm; provisions and penalties: S0431, H5007
DARLINGTON COUNTY
James “Jimmy” McKelvey Memorial Highway named: H5140
DAYCARE CENTERS
See Minors (this index)
DEAF
See Handicapped (this index)
DEATH
See Medical (this index)
DEATH PENALTY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
DEBT SERVICE
See Bonds or Notes (this index)
DEBTS, DEBTORS
See Consumer Affairs (this index)




See Property (this index)
DENTISTS AND DENTISTRY
Dental services; require certain dental services and items to be covered by
medicaid for nursing home residents and other provisions:
H5226
Prescription drug and monitoring program; require health care practitioners
to review a patient’s controlled substance history main-
tained in the program before prescribing; add continuing
education requirements: H3824
DEVELOPMENT BOARD




Henry T Smith Memorial Road named: H5199
Thomas Neal Rogers Highway named: H3544
Voting precincts; designate map number: H3803
DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS DEPARTMENT
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide that the director is
appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of
the Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special needs
serves as an advisory board: S0180
Disabilities and Special Needs Dept; require certain facilities and programs
to install and operate video monitoring; record keeping,
notices, create penalties and other provisions: H3117
Health care decisions for adults unable to consent; add authority to person
pursuant to another statutory provision: H4013
DISABLED PERSONS
See Disabilities and Special Needs (this index)




See Domestic Relations (this index)
DOCTOR
See Medical/Physicians and Surgeons (this index)
DOGS
See Animals (this index)
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Adoption disclosure information; include biological grandparents: H3898
Adoption; add circumstances under which a nonresident may adopt and pro-
vide for the right to file a petition for adoption: H3442
Alimony
Alimony; provide factors for the court to consider when determining
change in alimony: S0094, H3122
Alimony; provide for two new forms of alimony and change the defi-
nition of cohabitation: S0093, H3122
Alimony; provide that certain earnings of a subsequent spouse are not
to be considered by the court when making, modifying or
terminating alimony: S0092
Family court jurisdiction; include domestic actions for the allowance
of alimony for a determined period of time: H3122
Attorney General confidentiality; define terms and provide for procedures
for confidentiality for domestic violence, stalking and
human trafficking victims; provide penalties and other pro-
visions: H5019
Birth certificates, adopted persons; allow an adult adoptee to obtain a copy,
allow biological parent to execute contact preference form,
and allow for submission of medical history form by par-
ent: H3775
Child Custody
Family plans; create a presumption it is in the best interest of the child
to spend equal time with both parents; require courts to
take into account certain factors when determining cus-
tody; exceptions and modifications to custody: H3126
Child Support
Child support enforcement through license revocation; change defini-
tion of license: H3606
Child support payments; make use of scale established by the DSS
mandatory in establishing amount owed by absent parent:
H3872
Child support; enable detained parent who is failing to participate in
programs to be released upon willingness to participate in
program; violator may not be served arrest warrant at
employment: H3121
Child support; provide that an offender may serve sentence at a time
he is not working and the sentence does not interfere with
employment and provide for wage garnishment to satisfy
payment: S0134
Employee new hire reporting program; clarify reporting is mandatory
and add reporting requirements: H3863
Paternity and child support obligations; clarify entities required to pro-
vide information, add information that must be provided,
establish penalties, and make technical changes; change
provisions for financial institutions to levy: H3862
Common law marriage; provide it is not valid in SC after January 1, 2018:
H3925
Divorce
Divorce; add as a ground conduct or treatment that destroys the well-
being, happiness, and welfare of a spouse and renders con-
tinued cohabitation unsafe or unendurable: H3134
Divorce; allow for the corroboration of evidence in certain divorce
actions through affidavits: H4484
Divorce; provide a public policy of the state of SC regarding the award
of alimony: S0091
Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude from defini-
tion of governing instrument a beneficiary designation
made in connection with a governmental employee benefit
plan established or mandated by program: H4673
Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guardian of a patient who
is a child to request and revoke a DNR for emergency ser-
vices for the child: H3487
Domestic abuse protections; revise definition of household member to
include all person cohabiting or formerly cohabited: S0778
Employment training programs for noncustodial parents; require DEW to
offer employment training and placement programs funded
to the workforce investment act and to undertake efforts to
offer stipends to participants: H3127
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination: S1033, H4854
Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative, civil and criminal
immunity for physicians reporting domestic violence or
assist in investigation resulting in report of domestic vio-
lence: H4031
Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for determining; add marital
status and education level to the list of factors an insurer
may not consider: H3418
Marriage and Contistution Restoration Act; define terms, provide for parody
marriage policies and other provisions: H4949
Marriage license for minors; allow issuance in the case of a pregnancy or
birth of child when parents are not younger than 16; excep-
tions: H5025
Newborn information available to parents; include safe sleep practices and






Parental rights, termination; change certain requirements for termination
based on conception of a child as a result of criminal sexual
conduct: S0768
Permanency planning and adoption; provisions for notices, parent termina-
tion, and adoption including foster care parents: H3465
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Sexual assault and domestic violence centers; providers are not required to
disclose confidences aquired from clients with exceptions:
H3724
Uniform Interstate Family Support Act; technical changes: H3871
Vital statistics; require DHEC to facilitate the registration of both spouses of
same-sex marriage as the parents of the child: H3129
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Benjamin James Singleton, Sr. Memorial Intersection named: S1247
Claude Major , Jr. Intersection named: H4142
Coach Pat Eidson Way named: H3676
Election districts; revise districts 98 and 109 so the Lincoln precinct is
reflected in both: H3537
Summerville School District 2; change board of trustees from at-large to
single-member districts; designate map number and pro-
vide demographic information: H4510
Voting Precincts, Dorchester County; correct outdated language and redes-
ignate map number: S1147
DRIVER’S LICENSES
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
DRUGS
See Also Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Also Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
Addiction counselors; provide for criteria and requirements for licensure
and other provisions: S0962, H4601
Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provision of data to drug
courts: H4117
Controlled substance offenses and penalties; legalize possession of certain
weight of marijuana or hashish by a veteran with an honor-
able discharge who has PTSD due to service: H3162
Controlled substance schedules; require DHEC to notify the code commis-
sioner of changes: H3822
Controlled substances and forfeiture procedures for property; provide for
expidited return, allow proceedings to be held in magis-
trates court under certain circumstances and other provi-
sions: S0503, H3210
Controlled substances; require notification to the Code Commissioner of
certain scheduling changes; eliminate grace period for
renewal; SLED to enforce; other provisions: H4487
Coroners and medical examiners; provide that upon death of a person in his
home that controlled substances shall be transferred to cor-
oner’s office for investigation and other provisions: S1052
Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit to chemical tests if
probable cause to be in violation of certain section or
caused death in motor vehicle accident: S0308
Drug offenses; conform language to provisions concerning possession and
distribution of certain illegal drugs: S0245, H3860
Drug substitutions; allow pharmacists to substitute interchangeable biologi-
cal products and other provisions: S0299, H3438
Health education; require instruction in prescription opioid abuse preven-
tion in grades 9-12: H3820
Higher education; require certain institutions to offer mandatory courses on
the prescribing and monitoring of controlled substances:
S0302, H3821
Home detention act; Revise the list of offenders who may be placed on the
home detention program: H3277
Marijuana and Controlled Substance Tax Act; provide that conviction is not
required to levy tax and that 75 percent must be distributed
to law enforcement that conducted investigation: H4671
Medicaid Health Plans; require plans to ensure access to appropriate clinical
services for the effective treatment of opioid use disorders:
H4092
Opioids; establish limitations for initial prescriptions, DHEC to provide pre-
scription monitoring data report cardsto practitioners; other
provisions: S0918
DOMESTIC RELATIONS (Continued)
Prescribing limitations; limit initial prescription of an opioid for acute pain
management or postoperative pain management to a 5 day
supply; exceptions: H4603
Prescription drugs; provide that schedule II and III drugs must not exceed a
7 day supply for first prescription nor a 4 day supply for
second prescription: S1046
Prescription monitoring program; require hospitals, pharmacists, first
responders and ERS to submit information to DHEC for
the program when a person is administered an opioid anti-
dote: H4602
Prescription report cards; require DHEC to provide report cards for practi-
tioners using the monitoring program and allow release of
report cards to practitioners: H3825
Prescriptions; allow pharmacists to dispense a varying amount of mainte-
nance medication with exceptions: H4958
Prescriptions; change dosage limitations for certain prescribed controlled
substances: H4492
Prescriptions; require tamper-resistant prescription pads to be used with pre-




See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
See Laundry (this index)
DUI
See Motor Vehicles/Drivers’ Licenses (this index)
EASEMENTS
See Property (this index)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
SC Education and Economic Development Coordinating Council; establish




See Also Schools and School Districts (this index)
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax on personal
motor vehicle sto replace any other ad valorem tax
imposed for school operating purposes; other provisions:
H3313
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax to replace any
other ad valorem tax imposed for school operating pur-
poses; other provisions: H3314
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2017: H3039
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2018: H4388
Alcohol, permits for for on-premise consumption; provide that the decision
making body of the school, church or playground must
affirmatively state that is does not object to the license
issuance: H3549
Appropriations; provide that no additional appropriations over those pro-
vided in the previous years Act may be provided in the cur-
rent year for k-12 programs until base cost is fully funded;
limited exceptions: S0830
Athletics
Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; to govern athletics of
public schools, provide for membership and staff; con-
forming changes and other provisions: H3067
Interscholastic activities; eliminate requirement that homeschool stu-





Interscholastic activities; include private school students if the private
school the student attends does not offer the same activity:
H3300, H3837, H4202, H4394
Student athletes; prohibit the recruitment of student athletes by public
schools including charter schools: S0827
Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017; adopt the interstate compact for
registration of student athlete agents and make conforming
changes; revise various provisions and requirements:
S0029, H3068
BP Act, Bullying; provide for procedures for response and appeal proce-
dures: H4701, H4702
Bleeding control kits; provide placement in all schools and other provisions:
H5003
Board
Education Department shall award a special education diploma instead
of a certificate of attendance beginning 2017-2018 school
year; require Board of Education to develop and adopt
alternate assessments for special education: S0031
Education Oversight Committee; abolish teh committee and devolve
its duties upon the SDE and SBE based on recommenda-
tions reported by a joint committee; provide for composi-
tion and duties of joint committee: S0824
National and State mottos; require both be displayed in all public
school classrooms and provide the Board of Ed develop a
standard, durable poster for use: H4385
Regulations Approved
Administrative and professional personnel qualifications, duties,
and workloads (D. No. 4695): S0604
Advanced Placement (D. No. 4696): S0526
Application for teaching credential (D. No. 4789): S1062
At-risk students (D. No. 4656): S0316
Career or Technology Centers/Comprehensive High School (D.
No. 4697): S0520
Certification requirements (D. No. 4698): S0601
Credential Classification (D. No. 4699): S0602
Credential Classification (D. No. 4788): S1061
Defined program, Grades 9-12 and graduation requirements (D.
No. 4700): S0521
Minimum standards of student conduct and disciplinary enforce-
ment procedures to be implemented by local school dis-
tricts (D. No. 4657): H4248
Program for assisting, developing, and evaluating principal per-
formance (PADEPP) (D. No. 4754): S1060
Requirements for additional areas of certification (D. No. 4701):
S0603
School Resource Officers (D. No. 4659): H4249
Retail sales tax license holder; any taxpayer holding a retail sales tax
license shall voluntarily round up to the nearest whole dol-
lar; provide revenue to go to fund teacher grant program
and Board to establish revolving fund: H4049
SC Computer Science Education Initiative: H3427
School Year; provide that a school seeking a year-round calendar shall
submit rationale to the Education Board and other provi-
sions: S0039
School Year; remove requirements concerning specific number of
days and other provisions for developing and submitting
school calendar to Education Board: S0038
School breakfast and lunch programs; provide well-balanced meals;
delete that the Education Board may grant a waiver; pro-
vide the State shall bear the costs if school lacks funds or
equipment to provide breakfast and lunch: S0041
Special Education; provide certain special education students may
obtain occupational credential certificates developed and
endorsed by the dept of education, requirements, and other
provisions: S0442, H3070
Teen Dating Violence Education; provide for instruction: S0169
Bonds; School districts may issue general obligation bonds to pay operating
expenses and provisions for bonds: H4001
Bullying Advisory Council, created; each school district shall create coun-
cil, membership, duties and responsibilities: H3029
Calendars
Opening date; may be as early as second Monday in August at the
determination of the school district: S0823
School Year; provide that a school seeking a year-round calendar shall
submit rationale to the Education Board and other provi-
sions: S0039
EDUCATION (Continued)
School Year; remove requirements concerning specific number of
days and other provisions for developing and submitting
school calendar to Education Board: S0038
School start date; eliminate provision requiring teh opening date be
before the third Monday in August: H3044
School start date; eliminate the requirement and vest sole authority for
setting the start date in the school board of the district:
S0826
School start date; may be as early as August 17, 2017: S0338, H3508
Career Pathways Initiative, pathway to first careers program, pathways to
new opportunities program all established; administer a
workforce scholarship and grant: H3311
Career development in schools; provide for pathway for career development
within the construction industry for student and other prov-
sions: H5089
Career readiness; provide that half-unit credit shall be offered in high
schools devoted to career exploration, education and readi-
ness: H4433
Charter School Sponsors, powers and retention of funds; provide that higher
learning institutions are not permitted to retain an adminis-
trative fee and other provisions: H5018
Charter school reporting requirements; provide these reports must include
information concerning racial composition and the degree
to which the school complies with requirements for racial
composition: H3026
Charter schools; authorize partnerships to create charter schools in teh
workplace in certain circumstances: H4322
Charter schools; revise requirements and provisions: S0445
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administrators,
coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders, and
other persons regardless of employer internal protocols:
H3524
Child abuse; provide that all public schools shall post at least five signs with
telephone numbers and information related to child abuse
reporting and other provisions: H3920
Children’s Education Endowment Fund; allow transfer of funds to provide
for school protection and safety; provide restrictions on
transfer of funds: S0273
Compentecy-based schools; provide for process for exemption from certain
applicable laws and regulations and other provisions:
H4596
Comprehensive system of special education and services; delete any refer-
ences to the children’s case resolution system: S0805
Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school property leased by a
church for services or church activities with permission
from church governing body: H4598
Construction and Manufacturing Career Pathways and Districts; provide
collaborative design and partnerships; establish 7 districts
and oversight; other provisions: H4680
County, municipality or school district shall provide certain information on
website and maintain a database: S1140, H5180
Department
Auditing Services; shall conduct an audit of a school district or school
upon certain requests and may only be performed every
three years: H3043
CDL training classes in schools; provide for DOE and DMV to create
curriculum for high school students to obtain CDL follow-
ing graduation and other provisions: H5172
Charter schools; DOE shall provide webpage with specific informa-
tion regarding charter schools: H5018
Charter schools; Dept of Education to provide directory of authorized
charter schools and revise requirements; provide updated
list of available buildings online: S0445
Dress Codes; Dept of Education shall establish and enforce a state-
wide mandatory dress code program; exceptions: H3050
Dyslexia; require Education Dept to provide a universal screening tool
for local school districts to screen students in kindergarten
through second grade and other provisions: H3414, H4434
Education Department shall award a special education diploma instead
of a certificate of attendance beginning 2017-2018 school
year; require Board of Education to develop and adopt
alternate assessments for special education: S0031
Education Oversight Committee; abolish teh committee and devolve
its duties upon the SDE and SBE based on recommenda-
tions reported by a joint committee; provide for composi-




Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evacuation drills or
active shooter training drills and other provisions: S1057
Fire and safety inspections required at all public school facilities at
least annually and provide related powers and duties to Fire
Marshall: S0709
Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; to govern athletics of
public schools, provide for membership and staff; con-
forming changes and other provisions: H3067
Mold and mildew hazards; SDE shall adopt rules providing standards
and procedures for reporting mold and mildew in public
schools and other provisions: H4814
Primary Modules; establish pilot program to implement and monitor
primary modules; other provisions: H4053
Religious Viewpoints Antidescrimination Act; revise and expand pro-
tections to school personnel; require school boards to adopt
related policies; require Dept. of Ed to develop model poli-
cies; revise citation to the act: H4384
SC Choice Scholarship Act: H3935
SC Computer Science Education Initiative: H3427
School district budgets; require Dept of Education to develop and
adopt a statewide program for identifying fiscal practices
and issues and require the state auditor to use program;
other provisions: H3221
South Carolina Healthy Out-of-School Time Voluntary Recognition
Program created and other provisions: H4285
Special Education; provide certain special education students may
obtain occupational credential certificates developed and
endorsed by the dept of education, requirements, and other
provisions: S0442, H3070
Statewide assessment; remove the social studies testing requirements
and delete the formative assessment requirements; allow
for opting out of college and career readiness assessments;
other provisions: S0799
Step Incentive for Successful Teachers in Low-Performing Schools
(STILPS) Study Committee; develop step increase com-
pensation and other provisions: H3060
Suspension, Expulsion and referrals; Dept and Schools shall maintain
records and report to DJJ with data about age, race, and
grade level; other provisions: H3051
Teacher funding; provide dept of education shall establish a revolving
fund to operate a grant program to provide for additional
teacher funding: H3222
Teachers; require one hour of training in conflict intervention and res-
olution as a requirement for renewal of credentials in mid-
dle school and high schools: H3051
Teen Dating Violence Education; provide for instruction: S0169
Voter registration; ensure that high school students seventeen years old
has completed a voter registration form and received
instruction regarding the importance of voting; other provi-
sions: H3140
Disabled children; a parent may enroll his child in any school district or pri-
vate school that he considers best for meeting child’s
needs; other provisions: H3520
Disturbing Schools; restructure offenses to provide a delineated list and
revise penalties: H3051
Disturbing schools; restructure the offenses and revise penalties and excep-
tions: S0131, H3794
Early Reading Development and Education Program; expand program,
make conforming changes and require the General Assem-
bly to fund in the appropriations act: S0034, S0035
Education Oversight Committee; provide committee shall design and pilot
certain district accountability models that focus on compe-
tency-based education; revise school and student assess-
ments; revise reporting: S0534, H3969
Education achievement goals for high school graduates and students;
include readiness to participate as a citizen in our constitu-
tional republic as a key element: H4184
Elective credit for released time classes in religious instruction; provide that
teh school board may accept released time credits as trans-
fer credits from an accredited private school and other pro-
visions: S0028
Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship Account Act: S0622, H4308
Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evacuation drills or
active shooter training drills and other provisions: S1057
EDUCATION (Continued)
Fire and Safety policies; provide Fire Marshall and DOE shall create model
policy and program guidelines; provide for active shooter/
intruder drills; other provisions: S0709
Fire drills; provide requirement for active shooter drills and other provi-
sions: H4966
Fire drills; require monthly fire and security drills where 6 must be fire
drills: S1056
Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regulations to allow
instructors of military science to carry a firearm on school
campus and other provisions: S1102
Firearms in schools; exempt concealed weapons permit holders from prohi-
bitions: H4956
First Steps; provide that the benchmarks and objectives must be approved
by the First Steps Board and posted on the website; impose
requirements for reporting and use of assessment results;
allow for review and other provisions: H3591
Football stadiums, middle and high school; provide minimum standards for
the numbers of toilets and lavatories available: H3792
Free and reduced lunch; eligible children must be offered the same choice of
meals and milk offered to other students: H3047
Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning and Children’s edu-
cation endowment; substitute statewide accounting and
reporting system for the term SCEIS: H3270
Governmental improvement and construction projects; provide projects
shall comply with certain energy standards; Schools and
Agency conservation plans remetered: H4967
Governor’s Schools; provide racial compositions of schools’ enrollment
must reflect the state and provide for retention; other provi-
sions: H3351
Graduation; allow for students with academic honors to wear graduation
regalia accessories to denote their achievements: H3072
Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the school safety fund
to provide for school resource officers: H5182
Health education; require instruction in prescription opioid abuse preven-
tion in grades 9-12: H3820
Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
High School Diplomas to certain veterans; include veterans of the eras of
the Korean War and Vietnam War: H3033
High School Graduation Requirement; require a 1/2 credit course of study
in personal finance beginning 2018-2019 school year:
S0030
High schools; require public high schools to offer at least 5 advanced manu-
facturing courses for elective credit: H4447
Income tax credit; allow credit for contributions to scholarship organiza-
tions that provide grants for home and independent school
students; other provisions: S0995, H4932
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contribution made to nonprofit schol-
arship funding organizations for children eligible for free
or reduced lunch, exceptional needs, and other provisions:
S0241
Income tax credit; provide up to 5,000 dollar credit for parent or guardian
for instruction-related expenses for homeschooling or for
tuition paid to independent school and other provisions:
H3934
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction for tuition paid for independent
school, home schooling, or public school outside the dis-
trict of residence: S0241
Institutional Concealed Weapons Permit, created; SLED to promulgate reg-
ulations and provide training to obtain permit; other provi-
sions: S0088, S0432
Jacob Hall School Protection Act: H3052
Legislative Audit Council; expand definition of state agencies to include
school districts: H4036
Lottery games; provide additional funding for public kindergarten through
12th grade with proceeds from a lottery game designated,
The K-12 Game: H3084
Mandatory silence; permit schools to lead a prayer at the beginning of the
school day provided the school allows a student to leave
the classroom if the student does not want to listen or par-
ticipate: H3326
Martin Luther King, Jr Day; must be recognized as holiday for all local
school districts of the state and must be closed: H3618
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain buildings and offices to be




Meningitis B; Superintendendent of Education, Commission on High Ed,
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,
and DHEC to raise awareness and prevent spread: H5308
Metal Detectors in Public Schools Act: H4386
Military Priority Registration Act; provide for priority course enrollment for
military-related students: H4078
Orangeburg County School Districts; consolidate school districts in Orange-
burg County into one school district; provide for transition;
provide membership of board of trustees and other provi-
sions: S0662
Palmetto Fellows; provide that eligible students may elect to defer and other
provisions: H3583
Parental Involvement in their Children’s Education Act; require schools
provide parents with a related pledge of parental expecta-
tions during annual registration: H4200
Physical education; include marching band as accepted in lieu of PE: H3071
Physical education; include marching band as accepted in lieu of PE;  pro-
vide curriculum for opioid abuse prevention and other pro-
visions: S0302
Principals; provide after consultation with qualified person, to petition pro-
bate court to determine need of mental health services for a
student; report to information to SLED and other provi-
sions: S1136
Public school district accountability system requirements; provide districts
may opt out of requirements but must forgo state appropri-
ations: S0858
Public school faculty members; provide members may receive payments for
unused annual leave and sick leave in excess of 90 days
and other provisions: S0888
Resource officer; provide public school shall ensure continuous presence of
resource officer during regular hours and other provisions:
H4876, H4963
Resource officers; Criminal Justice Academy shall develop and implement a
cultural competency model training program curriculum;
other provisions: H3051
SC Adult High School Diploma and Industry Certification Charter School
Pilot Program, created; allow adults to attend pilot program
and eliminate waivers of starting ages for kindergarten and
first grade: H4808
SC Course Access Act: H3025
SC Education School Facilities Act: H3343
SC Education and Economic Development Coordinating Council; establish
and provide for membership, duties and functions: H3220
STEM Pathway Resource Network, created; to facilitate the provision of
STEM throughout SC and provide related requirements:
H4680
School Board of Trustees; provide school boards shall direct schools to pro-
vide k through 8th grade students with 2 daily recess or
activity periods; other provisions: H4934
School Buses
SC School Bus Modernization Act of 2017 and allow school districts
to contract with private contractors under certain condi-
tions: H3223
SC School Bus Privatization Act of 2018: H4389
School Bus; provide for penalty for unlawfully taking over a school
bus: H3581
School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2018 school buses be
equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and must be worn by
passengers; other provisions: H3027
School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2019 school buses be
equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and must be worn by
passengers; other provisions: S0032, H3027, H3061,
H3945
School transportation; revise the transportation obligation to one-half
mile: S0224
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and
occupants of school, church or day care buses: H3250,
H3253
Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to provide networks in
every k-12 school and school buses; each district to adopt a
plan to make network available on non-school days: S0033
School Districts; provide that on July 1, 2019 each county must be consti-
tuted as a school district and may not have multiple school
districts within boundaries of county: H3032
EDUCATION (Continued)
School Districts; provide that school districts must be comprised of at least
2,500 students enrolled in the schools in order to receive
state appropriations; provide exceptions: S0036
School Metal Detector Study Committee, created; study if metal detectors
are needed in public schools and other provisions: H4810
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
School breakfast and lunch programs; provide well-balanced meals; delete
that the Education Board may grant a waiver; provide the
State shall bear the costs if school lacks funds or equipment
to provide breakfast and lunch: S0041
School crossing guards; specify that school crossing guards shall carry and
use handheld stop paddles: H3412
School district fiscal integrity; revise and expand relations and procedures:
H5042
School district monies; school districts may transfer certain funds among
other funds under certain circumstance to meet legitimate
school purpose: H3224
School employees; provide employee must be granted additional paid leave
for attending certain conferences and activities during
work hours and other provisions: H4442
School nurses; school nurses must hold current license and other provisions:
H4805, H5054
School safety; schools may use lockdown magnetic door strips in class-
rooms and other provisions: H5091
Seizure Safety in Schools Study Committee; extend report deadline: H4827
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Stop the School House to Jail House Pipeline Act: H3055
Student activities, providing services for safeguarding and protecting;
school districts may contract with law enforcement to pro-
tect and police facilities owned by the district; provide for
qualifications and authority: S0519
Students
Compulsory attendance; increase age to 18 at which a parent or guard-
ian no longer has responsibility to cause the child to attend
school: H3350, H4039
Federal educational rate program; provide that a child attending a
state-funded 4 year old kindergarten program is considered
an elementary school student for purposes of eligibility:
H3094
School enrollment and redistricting; allow for children who resided in
one district before lines redrawn may continue in that dis-
trict and other provisions: H4948
Study of US Constitution; public high schools must provide instruction on
US Constitution and foundational documents for at least
one year: S0043
Summerville School District 2; change board of trustees from at-large to
single-member districts; designate map number and pro-
vide demographic information: H4510
Superintendent
Superintendent of Education Election; provide for the appointment by
the Governor with consent of Senate; provide for qualifica-
tions and filling of vacancy: S0027
Superintendent of Education to be appointed by the Governor with consent
of the Senate: S0137, H3036, H3146
Surveillance; provide school must have full-time employee to monitor sur-
veillance systems and other provisions: H5008
TERI; extend the date: H4725
Teachers
Academic freedom for public school teachers; provide teachers may
conduct or participate in any student-led prayer and similar
activities: H3345
Commission for the Blind; require three members to meet the legal
definition of blindness and provide for counselors to assist
teachers who teach students with visual impairments:
H3440
Education finance act; revise salary requirements to ensure that certi-
fied teachers and administrators are always paid at the
southeastern average and provide related provisions:
S0270
Retired educator teaching certificates; provide for certificates, renewal
and other provisions: H3513
Retired teachers, employment; allow certain certified employees to be
hired without a loss of retirement benefits and provide the
member meets qualifications: S0828
Retirees, limit earning exemptions; require public school teachers and




Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to employment;
exempt certified educators from limits and delete earning
limits for police officers: S0822, H4930
SC Teacher Protection Act of 2017: S0222
Teacher Retention Study Committee; review teacher compensation
and other compensation incentives; other provisions:
H4437
Teacher certification and Read To Succeed Act; include training in
identifying and assisting student with dyslexia: H3415
Teachers of Tomorrow Certification Act: S0389
Teachers; provide that school districts may pay lump sum bonuses to
aid in retaining teachers who excel in providing quality
instruction and/or leadership and other provisions: S0037
Teachers; require one hour of training in conflict intervention and res-
olution as a requirement for renewal of credentials in mid-
dle school and high schools: H3051
Teachers; certain districts may hire noncertified teachers up to 25% of its
staff and other provisions: H4335
Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act: H4714
The Boost Learning Game; provide designated lottery game from which
proceeds are used to provide additional funds for facilitate
accelerated learning for underachieving students: H3058
Uniform high school diplomas; revise requirements, provide personalized
pathways for students and other provisions: S0462
Veteran’s Day studies; provide that public schools require at least one hour
of instruction on November 11 on the history and meaning
of Veteran’s Day: S0223, H3590
Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to provide networks in
every k-12 school and school buses; each district to adopt a
plan to make network available on non-school days: S0033
Zero-Tolerance Policies; to allow policies that may not be rigorously
applied to petty acts and must be equally applied to all stu-
dents; other provisions: H3051
ELDERLY
See Aging (this index)
ELECTIONS
See Also Ethics (this index)
Absentee ballots; allow the tabulation of absentee ballots to begin at 9 am
on the calendar day immediately preceding election day:
S0101
Absentee ballots; eliminate need for witness and revise process of examin-
ing the returned absentee ballots: H3153, H5151
Alcoholic liquor sales days; provide sale of liquors on Sunday may be
authorized by referendum: H4873
Ballots being seen by other voters; clarify that a voter may distribute or
share an electronic or digital image of the voter’s own
marked ballot vis social media or other means: H3152
Ballots, write in names for elections; provide the ballots shall also contain a
place for voters to write in the name of any other person for
whom they wish to vote for the election of president and
vice president: S0098
Campaign practices; provide for disclosures and disclaimers by independent
expenditure committees related to the independent expen-
diture committee’s election communications: S0255
Candidates
Campaign bank accounts; provide that all contributions received shall
be deposited into an interest on campaign account known
as IOCA, Ethics Commission shall oversee, and other pro-
visions: S0766, S0915, S0931
Campaign bank accounts; require all candidates to maintain accounts
in a financial institution that satisfies certain requirements
and other provisions: S0806, H4500
Campaign bank accounts; restrict the number of savings accounts an
candidate or committee may establish and provide excep-
tions: H3514
Campaign contributions; prohibit a person who has made a contribu-
tion to a popularly elected official within the previous four
years from being appointed to a public office; other provi-
sions: S0988, H4444
Campaign reports; require candidates and committees to contempora-
neously file campaign bank account statements for the pre-
vious quarter’s campaign report: S0097
EDUCATION (Continued)
Candidacy pledge; provide that a candidate who executes a pledge
with a political party for that party’s primary election and is
elected must resign the office before he may change politi-
cal party affiliation: H3169, H4007
Candidacy, filing of intention and party pledge; reduce the number of
signed copies to be filed and permit a candidate for the
State Senate or House to file with State Election Commis-
sion or County Board: S0113
Candidate filing; suspend certain provisions related to filing deadline
and other provisions: S0985
Candidate income tax returns; State Ethics Commission shall be
granted access during pending investigation of open com-
plaint: S0915, S0931
Candidates and elected officials; prohibit direct or indirect coordina-
tion between candidate and elected official and an indepen-
dent expenditure-only committee: H3514
Candidates or ballots; enumerate factors that must be considered to
determine whether a committee has a major purpose in
supporting or opposing: H3514
Economic interest statement filing; require that candidate and immedi-
ate family members provide copy of federal and state
income tax by specified date; other provisions: S0605
Economic interest statements and contributions; revise provisions and
restrictions; revise definition of candidate: S0990, H4443
Economic interest statements, reporting gifts; increase the mandatory
reporting thresholds: H5204
Electronic filing system for disclosures and reports; require Ethics
Commission to establish a new online campaign account
monitoring system and auditing department; other provi-
sions: S0806, H4500
Ethics; revise definition of business with which he is associated; revise
content and form of economic interests statements: H4027
General Assembly members; provide a person may not be elected in
the year after they reach age 72: H5223
Limits on contributions; provide that contribution limits do not apply
to independent expenditure-only committees registered
with the State Ethics Commission: H3514
Reporting obligations and ethics; allow for electronic notice of obliga-
tion to report or file; revise form and requirements for eco-
nomic interest statements as well as who must file a
statement; other provisions: H3579
SC Judicial Independence Act; provide procedure for candidates for
the office of AG who agree to limits on contributions to
receive a predetermined amount of public funds: S0977,
H4498
Contributions; provide that jointly elected candidates must be considered a
single candidate for contributions and establish a commit-
tee and that limits may be increased for state offices:
H4977
Council membership in counties that have adopted council-administrator
form of government; provide that the terms shall com-
mence on the third business day following certification of
election: S0775
County boards of voter registration, appointments; authorize the legislative
delegation to remove for cause a member and other provi-
sions: H4508
Dept of Insurance, Director; director to be elected in General Election:
H3306
Economic disclosure statements; require disclosure for payment or reim-
bursement for public speaking or event attendance: S0867
Elected position vacancy due to conviction; official shall reimburse govern-
ing authority for the cost of elections held to fill vacancy
and other provisions: S0533, H4502
Election districts; revise districts 98 and 109 so the Lincoln precinct is
reflected in both: H3537
Election; provide for joint candidacy and procedures; alter line of succes-
sion in result of vacancy and delete references to President
of the Senate: H4977
Elections; delete the provisions that provide for straight party ticket voting:
H3147
Elections; establish procedures for conducting elections by mail: H3460
Elections; provide a person must be registered member of party to vote in




Elections; provide entities authorized to conduct elections shall conduct
elections on the first Tuesday following the first Monday in
November in even-numbered years: S0396
Elections; provide for provisions in post-election audits, certification of
results, directives from State Election Commission to be in
writing and appeals, postponed elections and other provi-
sions: S0127
Elections; revise deadlines and reduce days for electronic filing, voting by
mail, and other provisions: H4504
Identification for voting; provide for written statement of affirmation to be
filed with provisional ballot when lacking photo ID and
other provisions: S0167
Jury duty; prohibit courts from requiring a citizen to serve on a jury on the
date of a primary or general election: H3186
Lieutenant Governor; Election Commission to establish procedures for
Governor to nominate running mate on joint ticket and
other provisions: S0968
Local office candidates; establish residency requirements for candidates for
local office that are elected from specific districts: H3849
Municipal governing body’s duty to enact ordinances for elections; establish
a standardized provision for municipal candidate filing:
H4505
Party primary dates and provisions; change the date from the second Tues-
day in June to the first Tuesday in May: S0818
Politcial subdivision reapportionment; provide for reapportionment within
three years of census and provide procedures for continu-
ity; other provisions: H4416
Political subdivisions membership; prohibit counties, municipalities, or
political subdivisions from using at-large voting to choose
more than 50 percent of members and other provisions:
H4503
Poll manager requirements; provide that an individual must be compensated
in an amount not less than 15 dollars an hour while attend-
ing compulsory elections training and while working elec-
tions: H3040, H3151
Poll managers and assistants; provide that poll workers must be residents
and registered electors in the state: H4506
Presidential election; adopt agreement among states to elect the president by
popular vote: H3173
Referendum
Daylight savings time; advisory referendum to be conducted on the
question of whether daylight savings time should no longer
be observed: H4382
Greenville County Health System, referendum; determine is voters
agree for board to be appointed by legislative delegation
and approve leasing assets: H5163
Greenville Health System, determine existing structure: S1119, H4944
Horry County Board of Voter Registration; referendum of taking por-
tions of Georgetown County and giving them to Horry
County; other provisions: H5154
Minimum Wage; require hourly wage rate of one dollar above the fed-
eral minimum wage: S0142
Offshore oil and natural gas; should it be permitted if conducted using
the highest standards of safety and most advanced technol-
ogy in order to protect natural resources and tourism:
S0712
State Election Commission; statewide advisory referendum to be con-
ducted on the question of raising the motor fuel user fee to
10 cents a gallon: H3088
State Election Commission; statewide advisory referendum to be con-
ducted on the question raising the General Assembly per
diem: H3090
Registration and voting; provide a procedure by which a qualified elector
may register and cast a ballot on the same day; other provi-
sions: H3155
SC Citizens Redistricting Commission, created; provide for reapportion-
ment plans, duties, powers, and other provisions: S1159,
H5201
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
SC Redistricting Commission; create independent commission, provide for
membership and duties; other provisions: S0989, H4456
SC Tax Returns Uniformly Made Public Act: H4509
Sheriff, elections; provide a county may hold election for sheriff every four




Special elections to fill vacancies in office; remove a municipality’s
authority not to conduct general elections under certain
conditions: H3150
Special elections to fill vacancies; adjust dates of elections must be
held to conform with SC Uniform Miitary and Overseas
Voters Act: H3685
Special elections to fill vacancies; provide for an increase in number
of weeks where there are partisan elections: S0347
Uniform and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act; extend the deadline
for receipt of ballots: S0691
Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit General Assembly Mem-
bers, constitutional officers, or candidates from soliciting
or accepting campaign contributions from any group regu-
lated by government agency: H4417
Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit General Assembly Mem-
bers, constitutional officers, or candidates from soliciting
or accepting campaign contributions from any utility, com-
pany, corporation, etc: S0831, S0839, H4501
Voter Registration and Election Boards; require that the chairman be
appointed by teh Governor with recommendation of legis-
lative delegation: S0130
Voter Registration and Elections County Board Member appointments;
allow the legislative delegation or a county to remove the
Governor’s appointment authority over the board and
devolve the power of the county;s governing body: S0111
Voter Registration; provide each state indentification card or driver’s license
application shall serve an as application for voter registra-
tion; other provisions: S0135, H3157
Voter registration requirements; provide for requirement of stating party
affiliation on form and election commission to assist in
capturing this data; self-identification may not be used to
restrict primary voting: H4418
Voter registration; ensure that high school students seventeen years old has
completed a voter registration form and received instruc-
tion regarding the importance of voting; other provisions:
H3140
Voting Precincts, Dorchester County; correct outdated language and redes-
ignate map number: S1147
Voting precincts, Abbeville County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: H4179
Voting precincts, Bamberg County; designate map number: H4697
Voting precincts, Barnwell County; redesignate map number: H4797
Voting precincts, Berkeley County; add precincts, redesignate map number
and correct outdated references: S0651
Voting precincts, Berkeley County; redesignate map number: S1148, H4900
Voting precincts, Charleston County; redesignate map numbers: S0555,
H3936, H4908
Voting precincts, Clarendon County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: H4183
Voting precincts, Dillon County; designate map number: H3803
Voting precincts, Fairfield County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4165
Voting precincts, Florence County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0680
Voting precincts, Georgetown County; rename four precincts and redesig-
nate map numbers: S0274, H3582
Voting precincts, Greenwood County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0884, H4204
Voting precincts, Horry County; redesignate various precincts and map
number: H4268
Voting precincts, Lancaster County; redesignate map number: H4870
Voting precincts, Marion County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4205
Voting precincts, Marlboro County; redesignate map number: H3802
Voting precincts, Newberry County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0885, S1144, H4178
Voting precincts, Orangeburg County; redesignate map number: H3741
Voting precincts, Spartanburg County; add and remove precincts; redesig-
nate map number: S0637
Voting precincts, Sumter County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4269
Voting precincts, Union County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4181





Voting; establish early voting procedures, further define State Election
Commission Director duties, and include early voting for
persons qualified to vote absentee: S0100, H3144







See Labor, Licensing, and Regulation Department (this
index)
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
See Medical (this index)
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS DIVISION
See Adjutant General (this index)
EMINENT DOMAIN
See Property (this index)
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
See Also Public Officers and Employees (this index)
Ban the Box Act: H3062
Criminal background; no job application may include questions related to
criminal background unless related directly to the position,
provide a policy statement and definitions: H3059
Earned Paid Sick Leave Act: S0361
Employee benefit; provide that a political subdivision may not establish,
mandate, or require an employee benefit and define terms:
S0218
Employee benefits; provide that political subdivision may not require
employers to pay additional wages or pay on based on any
alteration or adjustment of employee scheduling and other
provisions: S1050
Employee service organizations; allow for tax credits; agreements must be
in written form and employees must be notified with writ-
ten notice of how agreements affect them: S0268, S0330,
H3774
Employment termination, payments; remove certain notarization require-
ments: H4869
Franchises; Franchisors are not considered employers or co-employers of
franchisees or franchisee employees; exceptions: H3031
Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous reporting requirement, cal-
rify powers and duties; other provisions: H5064
Income tax credit; allow a 5,000 dollar tax credit to any taxpayer that
employs a formerly incarcerated person as a full-time
employee for one year; specifications and eligibility:
S0360, H3101
Minimum wage; provide the wage in SC is greater that $10.10 or the wage
set by teh fair labor standards act and other provisions:
H3085
Political subdivisions, employee scheduling practices; prohibit from estab-
lishing or providing terms of employment that exceed or
conflict with federal or state statute: H4507
Prior criminal conviction effects; delete provisions prohibiting denials,
allow the denial of authorization to practice which would
pose certain threats to public, and other provisions: H3968
Retirement system, contribution rates; all new employees shall participate in
a defined contribution plan and other provisions: S1040
SC Equal Pay for Equal Work Act; prohibit paying lesser wages to employ-
ees of one sex  for comparable work and provide for judi-
cial remedies: S0257, H3599, H4812
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Pregnancy Accommodations Act: H3865
ELECTIONS (Continued)
Tax credit for an employer who allows an employee to attend an educational
activity at employee’s child’s school: H3075
Unemployment benefits; to revise the method of determining benefits; spec-
ify criteria for lab qualified to perform drug tests; limit lia-
bility of employer; other provisions: S0187
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
Unlawful employment practices; prohibit certain practices disclosing infor-
mation about wages and wage history; require wage ranges
for prospective employees upon request: H4856
Unlawful employment practices; provide that it is unlawful for an employer
to fail to hire and individual because of credit history;
exceptions: H3046
Workers’ Compensation; provide definition for first responder and modify
requirements of employee seeking compensation for PTSD
arising from first responder involvement in traumatic expe-
rience: S0164, S0174, H3523
Workforce Opportunity Act; an employer may not ask about criminal his-
tory until an applicant is selected for an interview or before
a conditional offer is made; exceptions; provide definitions
and procedures; tax credits: S0191, S0192
Workplace Freedom Act: H3891
EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE, DEPARTMENT 
OF
Employment training programs; require DEW to offer employment training
and placement programs funded to the workforce invest-
ment act and to undertake efforts to offer stipends to partic-
ipants: H3127
Regulations Approved
Appeals to the Appeals Tribunal (D. No. 4691): H4261
Appeals to the Appellate Panel (D. No. 4692): H4260
Work Search (D. No. 4693): H4259
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
Tax credit; allow for employers hiring an unemployed individual receiving
unemployment compensation benefits and other provi-
sions: H3484
Unemployment trust fund, reports; remove requirements concerning cost-
shifting and create the Department of Workforce Statutory
Review Study Committee: H3648
Unemployment; provide that filing provisions do not apply to those with
less than 50 employees: S1027
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION
See Also Employment and Workforce, Department of (this
index)
Unemployment benefits; to revise the method of determining benefits; spec-
ify criteria for lab qualified to perform drug tests; limit lia-




Engineer immunity; provide specified immunity for certain voluntary sur-
veying services at scene of declared emergency; conditions
and exceptions; revise definitions of exempt cooperative




See Trusts and Estates (this index)
ETHICS
Campaign reports; require candidates and committees to contemporane-
ously file campaign bank account statements for the previ-
ous quarter’s campaign report: S0097
Commission




Limits on contributions; provide that contribution limits do not apply
to independent expenditure-only committees registered
with the State Ethics Commission: H3514
Setoff Dept Collection Act; provide that the definition of claimant
agency includes House of Representatives Ethics Commit-
tee and Senate Ethics Committee: H3341
State ethics commission; require an individual who makes an indepen-
dent expenditure in and aggregate amount or excess of 500
dollars to file a report with commission: H3514
Definition of anything of value; add vote trading: S1151
Ethics Commission; provide the commission shall be granted access to can-
didate income tax returns on file with DOR during a pend-
ing investigation or complaint: S0764
Ethics; revise ethics committee’s possible actions after reviewing the ethic




See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
EXPLOSIVES
See Weapons (this index)
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Board of Trustees Fairfield County School District; allow monthly stipend
and require attendance: S0457
County Councilman David Brown and Carnell Murphy Interchange named:
S1070
Fairfield Cty joint ownership of nuclear electric station; provide that Public
Service Authority is jointly responsible for preserving any
partially constructed unit and other provisions: S0909
VC Summer Nuclear Facility; require a valuation of teh state’s 45 percent
ownership in units 2 and 3: S0772
Voting precincts, Fairfield County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4165
FAIRS
SC Amusement Rides Safety Code; does not apply to super-karts except for
certain limited purposes concerning operator age and lia-
bility insurance coverage: S0567
FAMILY COURTS
See Courts (this index)
FARMING
See Agriculture (this index)
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Joint Committee on Federalism created to evaluate certain federal laws; pro-
vide for membership and duties: S0855, H4453
President of the United States, SC Congressional District, US Secretary of
Education; memorialize and urge to provide certain addi-
tional federal funding to public education in SC: H4390
SC Tax Returns Uniformly Made Public Act: H4509
Senators, US; provide for the manner in which the two Senators shall appear
annually before a joint session of the General Assembly:
H4327
Standard time for SC; provide SC no longer observe time changes for day-
light savings time: H4684
Trump, President Donald; express disappointment in derogatory comments:
H4619
Urge to work expeditiously to remove barriers to conducting research on the




See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
FILMS
See Movies (this index)
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
FIRE
Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evacuation drills or
active shooter training drills and other provisions: S1057
Fire Marshal, State Office
Fire Marshall, require fire marshal to publish policies and procedures
manual; authorize fire marshall to issue fines for viola-
tions: H4888
Fire and safety inspections required at all public school facilities at
least annually and provide related powers and duties to Fire
Marshall: S0709
Pyrotechnic safety board; delete provisions making the Fire Marshal
an official consultant to attend all meetings; provide
administrative support by Fire Marshal office must be
requested; LLR shall appoint inspectors; other provisions:
H3593
Fire and Safety policies; provide Fire Marshall and DOE shall create model
policy and program guidelines; provide for active shooter/
intruder drills; other provisions: S0709
Fire drills; provide requirement for active shooter drills and other provi-
sions: H4966
Fire drills; require monthly fire and security drills where 6 must be fire
drills: S1056
Firefighters
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administra-
tors, coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders,
and other persons regardless of employer internal proto-
cols: H3524
Definitions; revise definitions to modify requirements for firefighters
seeking workers’ compensation cause by PTSD: H3347
Diseases sustained by a firefighter, workers’ compensation; provide
certain additional medical conditions, delete minimum age
requirement, and other provisions: H3348
Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a constable,
reserve police officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard
member without cost and provide for renewal: H3408
State Museums; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volun-
teer firefighter or State Guard member may enter without
cost: H3409
State Parks; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer
firefighter or State Guard member may enter a state park
without charge: H3407
Fires; provide that when extreme conditions exist the state forrester may
prohibit all burning with exceptions: H3719
Pyrotechnic safety board; revise membership by adding seat for member
who is a retailer: H4877
State Health and Dental Insurance; provide certain active volunteer fire-
fighters may participate: H4974
FIREARMS
See Also Weapons (this index)
 Firearms; prohibit the possession, distribution, or manufacture of a device,
part, component, attachment, or accessory intended to
accelerate the rate of fire of a semiautomatic firearm; pro-
vide penalties and exceptions: H4424
Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within 10
days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours; Law
enforcement reports in 24 hours: S0516
Concealed Weapons
Concealable weapon on property; provide this provision does not pre-
clude an Real Estate Agent or prospective purchaser from
carrying on certain properties: H4798
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
685
Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on holder on carry-
ing on a post-secondary school property under certain cir-
cumstances and provide institution should develop
policies: H3248, H3262
Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school property leased
by a church for services or church activities with permis-
sion from church governing body: H4598
Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or religious sanctuary
that allows a permit holder to carry on premises is not civ-
illy or criminally liable: H4409
Concealed weapons permits; allow for a concealed weapon permit
holder to carry on church property if granted permission by
church and other provisions: S0769
Concealed weapons permits; revise provisions prohibiting concealed
carry into certain locations: H4709
Concealed weapons, carry while on duty; include persons who are
retired from certain offices and clerks of court: S0324,
H3205
Concealed weapons; create cause of action for CWP holder who is
injured on premises where prohibited; Institutional Con-
cealed Weapons Permit, created; Create exceptions for
mandatory evacuations and other provisions: S0088,
S0432
Firearms in schools; exempt concealed weapons permit holders from
prohibitions: H4956
Hanguns; prohibit person from carrying a handgun into certain places
without permission of the owner or person in charge of the
premises; revise concealed weapons provisions and make
conforming changes: H3930
National Concealed Weapons Permit Reciprocity Act: H3240
Persons allowed to carry concealed weapons while on duty; include
victim advocates employed by law enforcement: H3174
Premises owner’s right to permit concealed weapons; provide that the
owner is liable for any injury sustained by a concealed
weapon permit holder and provide civil liabilities: H3239
Retired law enforcement officers, issuance of IDs and carrying con-
cealed weapons; delete the provision that restricts the car-
rying of concealed weapons onto certain premises: H4404
Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regulations to allow
instructors of military science to carry a firearm on school
campus and other provisions: S1102
Firearm, unlawful discharge in unincorporated areas without appropriate
safety measures; provide for penalties and exceptions:
H4463
Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require national instant check must
be completed before delivery of firearm: S0143
Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require that national instant crimi-
nal background check be completed and other provisions:
H3180, H3181
Firearms and ammo, unlawful possession; expand parameters of the offense
to include persons convicted of crime punishable by
imprisonment of more than one year and provide graduated
penalties: H5160
Firearms criminal background checks; require a 28 day waiting period for
purchasers or transferees under certain conditions: H3328
Firearms, unregulated activities; provide that a political subdivision may not
regulate firearm accessories: H4707
Firearms; a firearm may be used to kill an animal in self-defense, defense of
another or of a domestic animal; Incidents with big game
or alligators must be reported to DNR and carcasses may
not be retained: S0021
Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of devices to accelerate rate
of fire of a firearm and other provisions: H4975
Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of devices to accelerate rate
of fire of a firearm; person under 21 may not purchase rifle
or shotgun; other provisions: S1118
Firearms; provide it is a felony to solicit, persuade, encourage or entice a
transfer of a firearm or ammunition that violates the law;
penalties: S0430
Firearms; provide it is unlawful to sell an assault rifle to a person less then
20 years old, provide penalty and define terms: H4990
Greentip ammunition; provide it is unlawful to use, transport, manufacture,
possess, distribute, sell or buy and provide penalties:
H3252
FIREARMS (Continued)
Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the school safety fund
to provide for school resource officers: H5182
Handguns, offenses for discharging into properties; expand purview to
include shopping malls, movie theaters, parking lots and
other public gatherings: H3192
Handguns, offenses; increase the penalty and fines for unlawful carrying:
H3182
Handguns, offenses; restructure the penalty and provide tiered penalty struc-
ture: H3190
Handguns, unlawful carry or sale; create graduated penalties for subsequent
offenses: H3191
Handguns, unlawful carrying; add additional exceptions for emergency
medical service providers, firefighters, and other first
responders during certain circumstances: H3187
Handguns; provide it is unlawful to sell to person under the age of 18 or per-
son one reasonably suspects not meeting certain categories;
change term handgun to firearm; other penalties and provi-
sions: S0527
Jacob Hall’s Law: S0085, H3330
Law Enforcement Training Council; develop guidelines for a training pro-
gram to first responders that certifies them to possess fire-
arms on school premises and other circumstances: H3566
Lizzy’s Law: H3217, H4464
Offenses involving weapons; include assault weapons and increase penalties
for violations; create a two-tiered penalty scheme; provide
violations and penalties for selling to anyone who appears
on the terrorist watch list: H3183
Offenses involving weapons; no gun transfer may occur until after 28 days
after background check; provide penalties: S0158, S0159
SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
Second Amendment Protection Act: H5202
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Terrorist watch list; provide it is unlawful to sell or give a firearm to a per-
son whose name appears on the terrorist watch list  and
penalties for violations: H3266
Weapons, offenses involving; provide it is unlawful to threaten to cause
damage, injury or death to person or property with a fire-




Bear hunting; increase nonresident tag fees, delete provision for random
drawing and eliminate application fee; establish open sea-
son and other provisions: H3601
Cartilaginous fish; provide definitions, provisions and penalties: S0458
Catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: S0933
Entering land without permission; provide a person is guilty of a misde-
meanor and must carry a notice if given permission to hunt,
fish or trap: H3592
Finfish, catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: H4971
Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a constable, reserve
police officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member
without cost and provide for renewal: H3408
Fishing regulations, federal; provide for specific size and possession limit
for cobia: S1111
Flounder study program; delete certain provisions: H3723
Freshwater game fish; establish a year-round catch and release zone on the
lower reach of the saluda river; DNR to study lower Saluda
trout fishery; other provisions: S1044
Hunting and fishing, disability licenses; allow residents receiving benefits
from state retirement to obtain a 3 year combination or
fishing license at no cost: S0402
Hunting and fishing, revenue distribution by DNR; revise distribution from
permits, tags and licenses: H5231
Hunting and fishing; DNR may authorize for persons not more than 21
years old that has been diagnosed with a terminal or life-
threatening illness and sponsored by a nonprofit; provi-
sions: H3517
Hunting deer with dogs; define terms and provide for identifying dog with





Native Americans to receive free fishing licenses, are not required to carry
migratory bird permits, and Native American artists may
use waste parts from game animals for art with signed affi-
davit from Chief: S0026
Night Hunting; provide for hunting at night of feral hogs, coyotes, and
armadillos; provide for penalties: H3748
Night hunting; restructure existing provisions and add certain provisions:
S0443
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Shellfish, delete provision that allows DNR to issue permits for persons pur-
chase, possess or sale genetically modified shellfish and
other provisions: H4946
Shellfish; add definitions, revise permits and harvesting provisions; prohibit
placing of genetically modified shellfish and provide
license; other provisions: S0465
Size limits for fish; increase the limit for flounder and reduce catch limits:
S0022, H3665
South Atlantic Federal Fishery Resources, oppose privatization: H3856
Striped Bass; revise period of time striped bass may be taken, set limits and
other provisions: H3698
Watercraft restrictions on Lake H. Taylor Blalock; extend the period for the
hunting of waterfowl: S0758
Wild cats, Apes, and Bears; add definitions and prohibit owning, importing,
or selling these animals; Penalties and other provisions:
H3531
Youth hunting days; provide for hunting antlered deer only and bag limit;
provide youth not completing education program must be
accompanied by an adult;  license or tag required to hunt is
waived on youth hunting day: S0913
Youth hunting days; provide license or tag required to hunt is waived on
youth hunting day: H4828
FLAGS
Flags; include EMS workers in the lowering of the flag upon death in the
line of duty: H3037
Monuments and memorials; all a war between the states flag to be removed
from a chapel or other religious structure located on public
institution of higher learning property and be relocated
with board of directors approval: H3083
Public Building; prohibit the SC infantry battle flag or any other confederate
flag from being flown or displayed: H3605
SC State Flag study committee, created; charged with creating an official
uniform design for the state flag: S1002
FLORENCE COUNTY
Corporal Thomas William Spears Memorial Road named: H3569
Elder Elijah Green Way named: H3964
Jerry M Keith Boulevard named: H4929
John ’Jack’ Moulton Robinson, Jr. Bridge named: S0682
Reverend Edward Hezekiah Thomas Way named: H5195
Trustees for School District Three; extend the terms of the members to four
years and stagger terms; require member be elected by gen-
eral election and provide for process to fill vacancy:
H3462, H4067
Voting precincts, Florence County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0680




Fires; provide that when extreme conditions exist the state forrester may
prohibit all burning with exceptions: H3719
FOSTER CARE
See Minors (this index)
FRAUD
No Entries
FISH AND GAME (Continued)
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
Child fatality review teams; provide for confidentiality of documents,
records, and other provisions resulting in exemption from
FOIA: S0170
FOIA exemptions; remove exemptions for General Assembly members and
staff; provide for limited exemption for drafts of legislation
and other provisions: H4034
FOIA; Public bodies may charge no more than actual cost of printing and
exemptions: H4046
FOIA; include law enforcement vehicle video and audio recordings and pro-
vide that law enforcement may apply for injunctive relief:
S0481
Freedom of Information Act Review Office, created; duties and functions:
S0099, H3352, H4396
Tax sale overages; provide that only the owner of an overage may claim the
overage; provide identifiable info exempt from FOIA:
S0057
FUEL
Local Option Motor Fuel User Fee Act: S0070
FUNERALS
See Also Cemeteries (this index)
Cremation permits; provide that no fee for a permit for cremation may be
charged: H3197
Funeral homes and embalmers; add definitions; provide for licensure and
advertisement requirements for third party funeral home
services: S0185
Funeral homes; provide that designated managers must live within a radius
of 50 miles of the funeral home: S0787
Funeral service providers; when a body is transferred from one provider to
another the tranferor may recover certain unpaid service
fees and legal fees in magistrates court: H3049
Traffic rules; provide that a vehicle in funeral procession has the right of
way at an intersection and may proceed if escorted by
flashing light vehicle, exceptions, and define terms: S0907
Workers’ Comp, burial expenses; increase the maximum payable amount:
H3879
GAMBLING
Raffles; increase the value of noncash prizes allowed; allow for increase in
raffle ticket cost; allow bingo volunteer to play bingo under
certain circumstances: S0812
GAME WARDEN
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
GARBAGE
See Water and Sewer (this index)
GAS
See Also Fuel (this index)
Local Option Motor Fuel User Fee Act: S0070
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
See Also Ethics/Campaign Practices (this index)
 Special license plates, current or retired public officials; delete provision
requiring member to receive retirement benefits; provide
former member may be issued two plates; provide for
exceptions: H4973
Adjournment, General Assembly; change date for mandatory adjournment
to the second Thursday in April and other provisions:
S1112
Adjournment, General Assembly; change mandatory adjournment date to




Allow for cumulative roll call voting on sections when authorized by
the rules: H3179
Appropriations Bill, provide that the General Assembly or State
Agency shall not increase or implement a fine or penalty in
the appropriations bill and must do so by a separate act;
exceptions: S0066
Appropriations bill; require provisions in appropriations bill that direct
the manner in which funds are expended to specify the
source of funds and other provisions: S0838
Appropriations; provide for authority to pay the recurring expenses of
state government if budget is not passed by July 1. 2017:
S0671
Appropriations; provide that no additional appropriations over those
provided in the previous years Act may be provided in the
current year for k-12 programs until base cost is fully
funded; limited exceptions: S0830
Constitutional officers, salaries; General Assembly must provide a sal-
ary in appropriations act: S1122, H4801
Continuing Authority to pay expenses of government without an
appropriates act and provide for exceptions: S1257
Early Reading Development and Education Program; expand pro-
gram, make conforming changes and require the General
Assembly to fund in the appropriations act: S0034, S0035
General Fund Appropriations; provide limit is the total amount of the
revenue estimate in February, increases, and other provi-
sions: H3107
Limit on State spending; impose an annual limit on the General Fund,
create a separate budget stabilization fund, and other provi-
sions: H3522
Limitation on tax increases; so as to apply the same limitation fees and
provide that in determining applicability the increased
increase or new fees must be calculated cumulatively:
H4303
Provide for biennial appropriations act beginning 2019: S0145, S0578,
H4066
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0219
Zero based budget process beginning 2018-2019: H3319
Auxiliary containers; definitions and provide that General Assembly to pro-
vide for regulation: H3529
Board of Economic Advisor’s forecasts; revise dates of forecasts: S1112
Campaign bank accounts; provide that all contributions received shall be
deposited into an interest on campaign account known as
IOCA, Ethics Commission shall oversee, and other provi-
sions: S0766, S0915, S0931
Campaign contributions; prohibit a person who has made a contribution to a
popularly elected official within the previous four years
from being appointed to a public office; other provisions:
S0988, H4444
Capitol Complex
Alamo Monument Commission, created; to design and establish on
the Capitol Grounds an appropriate monument to honor the
brave South Carolinians who dies at the alamo: H3470
Chamber Use
American Board of Trial Advocates, SC Chapter to use House Cham-
bers for James Otis Lecture Series: H3371, H4641
Beatty, Chief Justice Honorable Donald W to address the General
Assembly for State of Judiciary: H4617
Greenville YMCA to use House Chambers on November 13-16, 2018:
S1059
Greenville YMCA to use House Chambers on November 13-17, 2017:
H4038
Haley, Governor Nikki, State of the State Address: H3361
McMaster, Governor Henry Dargan, State of the State Address:
H4527, H4631
Palmetto Boys State, Chamber use Friday, June 15, 2018: H4928
Palmetto Boys State; Chamber use June 16, 2017: H3752
Palmetto Girls’ State, Chamber use June 1, 2018: S1053
Palmetto Girls’ State, Chamber use June 16, 2017: S0377
SC Student Legislature to use chamber October 24-28, 2018: S1236,
H5314
SC Student Legislature to use chamber October 25-27, 2017: H4186
SCISA Student Government to use House Chambers September 15,
2017: H4025
SCISA Student Government to use House Chambers September 24,
2018: H5284
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Constitutional officer salaries; replace existing list with provisions requiring
period study of salaries and other provisions: S1071
Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children; shall be a division of
the Department of Children’s Services: S0794, S0795,
H4674
Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement systems; provide that a
member is considered to be in service on the date the appli-
cation is filed if the last day of employment occured within
a year of filing: S0854, H4698
Economic interest statement filing; require that candidate and immediate
family members provide copy of federal and state income
tax by specified date; other provisions: S0605
Economic interest statements, reporting gifts; increase the mandatory
reporting thresholds: H5204
Education Oversight Committee; abolish teh committee and devolve its
duties upon the SDE and SBE based on recommendations
reported by a joint committee; provide for composition and
duties of joint committee: S0826
Election of judges; provide that the names of each qualified candidate,
rather than the names of three, must be submitted to the
General Assembly: S0096, H3204, H4043
Election of judges; require individual vote of each General Assembly mem-
ber to be recorded; provide members who receive cam-
paign contributions from candidates must recuse himself;
provide a licensed attorney must recuse: H4042
Election of judges; revise the commission membership and provide that the
names of each qualified candidate must be submitted to the
General Assembly: H3207, H3302
Elections of judges; require a member of the General Assembly to recuse
himself from voting if received a campaign contribution
from judicial candidate; recuse from voting for spouse:
H3512
Employment First Study Committee, established; study and evaluate need
for an Employment First Initiative Act and other provi-
sions: H4093
Ethics; revise definition of business with which he is associated; revise con-
tent and form of economic interests statements: H4027
Ethics; revise ethics committee’s possible actions after reviewing the ethic
commission’s recommendations and relevant evidence:
S0471
FOIA exemptions; remove exemptions for General Assembly members and
staff; provide for limited exemption for drafts of legislation
and other provisions: H4034
Fiscal impact statements; provide that the author of a bill shall include any
estimated cost savings or offsets available: H4429
Foster care review board, local; require that members of at least one board
in the fifth circuit be appointed by Kershaw County Legis-
lative Delegation: H4832
General Assembly members paid for representation; provide a member
licensed to practice law may not accept a fee for perform-
ing constituent services fro state group; exceptions: H4112
General Assembly members; provide a person may not be elected in the
year after they reach age 72: H5223
General Assembly officers and rules; provide that beginning in 2020 no per-
son may be selected as standing committee chair who did
not serve that committee the previous session; term limits
for chair: H4130
General Assembly retirement system; provide that a member of the system
whose employment immediately prior to retirement is cov-
ered by a correlated system must receive benefits under the
correlated system: S0763
General Assembly; a person may not be elected or appointed to a position
filled by the General Assembly if an immediate family
member of a member; other provisions: S0980
House
Ethics
Lobbyist and Lobbying; provide that the Legislative Ethics
Committee of Senate or House is the registration authority
and records custodian for special interests caucuses; Ethics
committees may impose fines for noncompliance: H4381
Setoff Dept Collection Act; provide that the definition of claim-
ant agency includes House of Representatives Ethics Com-





Adopt the rules of the House for the 2017 and 2018 sessions:
H3001
Appropriations bill; allow cumulative voting for a set number of
sections and provide procedure for cumulative voting
under these limited circumstances (R5.3G): H3178
Committee appointments and chairs; provide that the chairman
of a committee may not serve more than 5 consecutive
terms (R1.9): H3185
Committee on conferenece and free conference; delete require-
ment for a report concerning appropriation bills be printed
in the House Journal (R5.14): H3501
Fiscal impact statement; provide that each bill or JR effecting the
expenditure of money by the state shall have a fiscal
impact statement (R.5.13): H3500
Germaneness on appropriations bill; reduce corresponding
appropriation reductions or revenue increases and add
requirement RFA must be consulted (R5.3B): H3499
Legislative Ethics Committee; revise duties, procedures,
enforcement and fees(R4.16): H3497
Limits on consideration of bills and joint resolutions; revise so
that rule applies to bills sent to House from the Senate after
April 10 and any bill failing 2/3 vote returns to commit-
tee(R. 5.12): H3494
Motions, invoke the previous question; increase from majority to
3/4 the vote to (R8.5, 8.6, 8.11): H3505
Order of business; add the official pledge to the flag of the
United States to the daily order of business (R6.3): H3331
Provide a procedure for allotting seats to members of the House
for 2017 and 2018 sessions: H3000
Rule 1.7, Speaker and Speaker Pro Tempore; limit terms: H4454
Rule 1.8, Speaker and Speaker Pro Tempore; limit terms: H4454
Rule 1.9, Committee Appointments and Chair elections; limit
terms: H4455
Rule 10; adding that every day the House does not certain issues
the members shall forfeit one day of subsistence allowance
(R10.14): H3503
Rule 2.6, Duty of Clerk to pay all certificates of expenses; pro-
vide that members who attend legislative meetings at cer-
tain times of year are entitled to receive the same expenses
paid as those member appointed to committees: H4630
Rule 4.2 Committees; create the committee on health and medi-
cal affairs and committee on transportation; revise mem-
bership existing committees: H4577
Rule 4.2, Committees; provide that ways and means committee
members not serve more than three consecutive terms and
provide complementary procedures: H4459
Rule 5.16, Concurrent resolution procedures; allow a member to
request in writing to have name withdrawn when done by
unanimous consent: H5014
Rule 5.16, Concurrent resolution procedures; prohibit inclusion
of name if member absent on day of vote: H5015
Rule 9.7, Amendments; provide that every amendment not intro-
duced or vetted by a committee must be projected on the
screen in its entirety before bill receives second reading:
H5186
Seat allotment; revise process (R3.10): H3504
Second reading procedures; require that bills and joint resolu-
tions that are amended to be reprinted and prohibit them
from receiving second reading until the next legislative day
(R5.10): H3332
Session Days; change days for House to meet Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday beginning 2018; provide for exceptions:
H4161
Speaker of the House mutually with Pro Tem individuals who are
experts in nuclear energy for sale of VC Summer: H4401
Joint Committee on Federalism created to evaluate certain federal laws; pro-
vide for membership and duties: S0855, H4453
Judicial Merit Selection Commission and election of judges; provide proce-
dures for investigating complaints, commission jurisdic-
tion and authority, and revise time periods for pledges and
elections: H3189
Judicial elections; prohibit members of General Assembly and immediate
family members from being elected to judicial office while
serving: S1009
Judicial merit selection; change the process for nominating three qualified
candidates to five qualified candidates: H3175
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Legislative Delegations
County boards of voter registration, appointments; authorize the legis-
lative delegation to remove for cause a member and other
provisions: H4508
County councils; require county councils to provide office space and
appropriate monies for the county legislative delegation;
other provisions: H3156
Road closure, petition filing; provide DOT must notify in writing all
residential housing within a 10 mile radius of proposed
road closure and legislative delegation: H4465
Legislative delegation appointed governing groups; no governing group
may transfer authority or duties to another board or entity
without prior affirmative action of the General Assembly;
penalties: S1125, H3165
Legislative delegation of a county to abolish a county recreation commis-
sion by resolution and devolve the powers onto the county
governing body: S0782, H3445, H3447
Legislative delegation; authorize delegation to remove for cause a delega-
tion appointee to or member of a board, commission, or
council whom the delegation recommended to another
public official or entity: S0256, H3446
Member compensation; provide that members shall receive compensation
annually determined by the agency head salary commis-
sion based on average SC salary; reevaluation every 4
years: H5220
Members; set term limits and raise compensation: S0722
Nonjudicial candidate screening; eliminate the requirement for hearing held
no later than two weeks prior to election and set date for
when they may obtain pledges or commitments, and other
provisions: S0103
On-street parking privileges; any regulation, legislation or statute regarding
on-street parking privileges for residents of a municipality
that are not available to nonresidents must be approved by
General Assembly: H4075
Other funds balances; provide that executive budget office must compile
info from each state agency on other funds carry forward
money and report to the General Assembly: S0076
PUblic Utilities Review Committee; resume screening candidates for the
Public Service Commission Seats and other provisions:
S0955
Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare, maintain & certify
a report listing each political subdivision it has determined
to be in compliance with statutes; designate report as ICR;
other provisions: S0776, H4496
Public Service Commission; prohibit commission from holding hearing on
merits before Nov. 1, 2018 for a docket in which requests
were made pursuant to the Base Load Review Act; issue
final order by Dec. 21, 2018;  and other provisions: S0954
Public Service Commission; provide for membership appointment by Gov-
ernor with consent of the Senate; require violations of com-
munications to House and Senate Judiciary Committees;
other provisions: H4414
Public Service Commission; reconstitute into existence; provide members
to be elected in general election beginning in 2018; provide
for 4 year terms and requirements; other provisions: H4415
Public Service Commission; revise membership, require continuing educa-
tion, require questioning of parties in contested hearings,
and allow for communication with public utilities review
and other legislative oversight: H4377
SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
SC Citizens Redistricting Commission, created; provide for reapportion-
ment plans, duties, powers, and other provisions: S1159,
H5201
SC Farming Infrastructure Fund, created; provide financial assistance to
farmers after certain act of God and other provisions:
S1196
SC Government Efficiency Act: H4427
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
SC Redistricting Commission; create independent commission, provide for
membership and duties; other provisions: S0989, H4456
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to




Secession; General Assembly shall convene to consider seceding from the
US based on violations of second amendment: H5217
Second Amendment Protection Act: H5202
Senate
Ethics
Lobbyist and Lobbying; provide that the Legislative Ethics
Committee of Senate or House is the registration authority
and records custodian for special interests caucuses; Ethics
committees may impose fines for noncompliance: H4381
Setoff Dept Collection Act; provide that the definition of claim-
ant agency includes House of Representatives Ethics Com-
mittee and Senate Ethics Committee: H3341
Interstate Cooperation Committee; conduct a study concerning the
feasibility and consequences of SC exempting itself from
the provisiosn of daylight saving time: S0757
Lieutenant Governor and President of the Senate; alter line of succes-
sion in result of vacancy and change references from Lieu-
tenant Governor to President of the Senate: H3159, H4977
Magistrates’ Compensation; provide for the appointment of Chief
Magistrates by Senatorial Delegation: S0801
Magistrates; provide it shall be unlawful for current member of the
Senate to appear as an attorney in magistrates court in
county the Senator represents: S1105
Pro Tem and Speaker of the House to mutually retain individuals who
are experts in nuclear energy for sale of VC Summer:
H4401
Rules
Adopt rules of procedures for the Senate: S0001
Regulations, require committees to report to the full Senate on
all proposed regulation within 60 days  of referral (R10):
S0247
Senators, US; provide for the manner in which the two Senators shall appear
annually before a joint session of the General Assembly:
H4327
Sine Die
Sine Die Adjournment; provide utility bills may be considered after
June 19, 2018: H5369
Sine Die Adjournment; to adjourn on Thursday, May 10, 2018 and
return May 23rd and 24th, 2018 as well as June 13th-15th,
2018 for specified matters and adjourn no later than
November 11, 2018: H5383
Sine Die Adjournment; to adjourn on Thursday, May 10, 2018 and
return as call of Speaker and Pro Tempore to meet for spec-
ified matters and adjourn no later than November 9, 2018:
S0953
Sine Die Adjournment; to meet on May 23, 2017 until May 25, 2017
for consideration of certain specified matters: S0672,
S0692, S0744
Special purpose or public service districts; allow the legislative delegation
or a county to remove the Governor’s appointment author-
ity over the recreation commission and devolve the power
on the county’s governing body: S0110
State Treasurer; require State Treasurer to provide General Assembly an
annual report detailing investments and investment strate-
gies: H4450
State health and dental plans, eligibility; disallow certain members of the
General Assembly from participating if convicted of
crimes: H3642
State solicitors, public defenders, and law enforcement; provide for a study
concerning a single, standardized, fully integrated paper-
less incident and case management system; results to be
reported to General Assembly, Governor & DOA: S0761
State tree; establish procedure for the design of the palmetto tree to be pre-
pared to be used for official purposes once approved by the
General Assembly: S0559, H4201
Subpeonas; authorize standing committees to issue subpeonas to private
entities or individuals as required by law and other provi-
sions: H4686
Teacher funding; provide dept of education shall establish a revolving fund
to operate a grant program to provide for additional teacher
funding: H3222
Term limits; a person is not eligible for election to the House if served six
terms in the same body or the Senate if served four terms in
the same body beginning 2017: H3142
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (Continued)
Term limits; a person is not eligible for election to the House if served six
terms in the same body or the Senate if served three terms
in the same body beginning 2017: H3164
Term limits; limit house members to 8 terms and senate members to 4 terms:
S0816
Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit General Assembly Mem-
bers, constitutional officers, or candidates from soliciting
or accepting campaign contributions from any group regu-
lated by government agency: H4417
Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit General Assembly Mem-
bers, constitutional officers, or candidates from soliciting
or accepting campaign contributions from any utility, com-
pany, corporation, etc: S0831, S0839, H4501
Voter Registration and Elections County Board Member appointments;
allow the legislative delegation or a county to remove the
Governor’s appointment authority over the board and
devolve the power of the county;s governing body: S0111
GENERAL RESERVE FUND
See Appropriation Acts (this index)
GENERAL SERVICES DIVISION




Horry County Board of Voter Registration; referendum of taking portions of
Georgetown County and giving them to Horry County;
other provisions: H5154
Linwood Altman Causeway named: H5033
Snow days; provide waiver of days from statutory requirement to be made
up: H3464
Voting precincts, Georgetown County; rename four precincts and redesig-
nate map numbers: S0274, H3582
GOVERNOR
Annual budget estimates; provide that cost savings and efficiency recom-
mendations must be submitted: H4428
Appointments
Commissioner of Agriculture to be appointed by the Governor with
consent of the Senate: S0140, H3562
Comptroller General to be appointed by the Governor with consent of
the Senate: S0139, H3564
Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; provide that the direc-
tor is appointed by the Governor with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate; Commission on Disabilities and Special
needs serves as an advisory board: S0180
Elections of judges; shall be appointed by governor with consent of
Senate: S0370
Judicial Merit Selection Commission; increase the membership by
providing the Governor shall appoint 5 members from the
public to serve: H3746
Officers, appointment and removal; establish SC Ambassador of Jazz
by Governor: S1117
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors; abolish existing
board and reconstitute board to be appointed by Governor
and other provisions: H4091
Richland County delegation; provide the delegation by resolution
devolve the Governor’s authority to make appointment to
the Richland County Recreation Commission to the gov-
erning body of Richland County: S1183
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
Secretary of State to be appointment by Governor with consent from
Senate: S0129, H4457






Superintendent of Education to be appointed by the Governor with
consent of the Senate: S0137, H3036, H3146
Transportation Department; eliminate Department of Transportation
Commission and devolve duties to secretary of transporta-
tion; secretary to be appointed by Governor: H3784
Transportation Infrastructure Bank; Governor the appointing authority
for members of Board of Directors: S1245
Voter Registration and Election Boards; require that the chairman be
appointed by teh Governor with recommendation of legis-
lative delegation: S0130
Campaign bank accounts; provide that all contributions received shall be
deposited into an interest on campaign account known as
IOCA, Ethics Commission shall oversee, and other provi-
sions: S0766, S0915, S0931
Campaign contributions; prohibit a person who has made a contribution to a
popularly elected official within the previous four years
from being appointed to a public office; other provisions:
S0988, H4444
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Constitutional officer salaries; replace existing list with provisions requiring
period study of salaries and other provisions: S1071
Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children; shall be a division of
the Department of Children’s Services: S0794, S0795,
H4674
Driver’s licenses; change the validity from 10 to 8 years; comply with fed-
eral acts: S0201
Election; provide for joint candidacy and procedures; alter line of succes-
sion in result of vacancy and delete references to President
of the Senate: H3149, H4977
Employment First Study Committee, established; study and evaluate need
for an Employment First Initiative Act and other provi-
sions: H4093
Governor’s authority to call State Guard; clarify circumstances and provide
for certain circumstances: S0078
Judicial Department; provide that Supreme court, Circuit court and Court of
Appeals judges are appointed by Governor with advice of
the Senate: S0386, H5106
Lieutenant Governor; Election Commission to establish procedures for
Governor to nominate running mate on joint ticket and
other provisions: S0968
Officer removal by Governor; remove the ability to require a director to
resign from the SC PUblic Service Authority without cause
for removal: S0865
Poet Laureate; provide that SC Arts Commission shall provide the Governor
with recommendations of qualified candidates and estab-
lish terms of office and duties: S0340
Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare, maintain & certify
a report listing each political subdivision it has determined
to be in compliance with statutes; designate report as ICR;
other provisions: S0776, H4496
Public Service Commission; provide for membership appointment by Gov-
ernor with consent of the Senate; require violations of com-
munications to House and Senate Judiciary Committees;
other provisions: H4414
Public assistance eligibility, case review and fraud detection; require DHHS
to establish a computerized system to verify eligibility and
fraud; other provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
Regulations Approved
State of emergency management standards (D. No. 4703): H3908
Regulatory Review and Recission Act: H3614
SC Computer Science Education Initiative: H3427
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
Special purpose or public service districts; allow the legislative delegation
or a county to remove the Governor’s appointment author-
ity over the recreation commission and devolve the power
on teh county;s governing body: S0110
State solicitors, public defenders, and law enforcement; provide for a study
concerning a single, standardized, fully integrated paper-
less incident and case management system; results to be
reported to General Assembly, Governor & DOA: S0761
Superintendent of Education Election; provide for the appointment by the
Governor with consent of Senate; provide for qualifica-
tions and filling of vacancy: S0027
GOVERNOR (Continued)
Voter Registration and Elections County Board Member appointments;
allow the legislative delegation or a county to remove the
Governor’s appointment authority over the board and
devolve the power of the county;s governing body: S0111
GRAND JURY
See Attorney General (this index)
See Juries and Jurors (this index)
GREENVILLE COUNTY
David W. Staton Memorial Highway named: H3840
Dr. James E Barnett Intersection named: S1217
Edward Charles “Eddie” Case Memorial Boulevard named: H4989
Greenville County Health System, referendum; determine is voters agree for
board to be appointed by legislative delegation and
approve leasing assets: H5163
Greenville Health System, determine existing structure: S1119, H4944
Greenville Health System; Change name to Greenville Health Authority:
H4528
Greenville Health System; Change name to Greenville Health Authority;
provide for additional powers of authority and other provi-
sions: S1116
Greenville Health System; provide for appointment of an interim president
and other provisions: S1026, H4945
Greenville Health Systems Board of Trustees; specify authority: S0664
Pelham-Batesville Fire District; authorized to issue bonds to finance certain
necessary capital improvements and provide for process of
issuing bonds: S0530, H4004
Reverend Carlos Blease Watson Memorial Highway named: H4160
Robert Peabo Bryson Boulevard named: S1164
Trooper Daniel K Rebman, Jr. Intersection named: S1097
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Emmett I Davis, Jr. Memorial Highway named: S1192
Greenwood School District 51 and Ninety-Six School District 52, board of
trustees; revise filing periods for statement of intents and
correct outdated references: H5050
Voting precincts, Greenwood County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0884, H4204
GUIDANCE COUNSELORS
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
GUNS




Advocacy for handicapped citizens; revise legislative findings to reflect
change in name to Protection and Advocacy for People
with Disabilities; make technical changes: S0325
Child abuse allegation or domestic violence interviews; provide that hearing
impaired children to be interviewed using an interpreter not
related to the child and other provisions; DSS to maintain
database of qualified interpreters: S0220
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Commercial driver’s license qualifications; establish the intrastate vision
waiver program; provide for eligibility and circumstances:
S0479
Commission for the Blind; require three members to meet the legal defini-
tion of blindness and provide for counselors to assist teach-




Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children; provide the divi-
sion is within the Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children; shall be a division of
the Department of Children’s Services: S0794, S0795,
H4674
DHEC, hearing aid specialists licensure; allow DHEC to facilitate third-
party administration of qualifying exams of applicants;
impose monetary penalties for violations; other provisions:
H4438
Disabilities and Special Needs Dept; require certain facilities and programs
to install and operate video monitoring; record keeping,
notices, create penalties and other provisions: H3117
Disabilities; add definition for autism spectrum disorder: S0427, H3790
Disabilities; include administration of the client assistance program and pro-
vide for transfer of program’s administration to protection
and advocacy for people with disabilities; make conform-
ing changes: H3617
Disabled Self-Employment Development Trust Fund established to provide
assistance to pursue opportunities by providing grants  and
other provisions: S0729, S0756
Disabled children; a parent may enroll his child in any school district or pri-
vate school that he considers best for meeting child’s
needs; other provisions: H3520
Driver’s license, permit, or ID; provide that an application for license, per-
mit, or ID must allow a person who has been medically
diagnosed with autism to voluntarily disclose and may be
indicated as a special symbol: S0344
Education Department shall award a special education diploma instead of a
certificate of attendance beginning 2017-2018 school year;
require Board of Education to develop and adopt alternate
assessments for special education: S0031
Family Court; clarify the court’s jurisdiction in matter of a special needs
trust for a disabled individual and revise terminology:
S0415, H3511
Handicapped parking; provide that a person who is handicapped must be
allowed to park in metered spaces without fees or fines:
S0388
Health care decisions for adults unable to consent; add authority to person
pursuant to another statutory provision: H4013
Hearing Aides Coverage for Children Act: H4118
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contributions to the Educational
Credit for Exceptional Needs Children’s Fund and tuition
payments made to schools for exceptional needs children;
other provisions: H4077, H4305
Insurance, autism coverage; provide autism spectrum disorder is defined by
the most recent edition of the DSM: S0307
Payment or delivery to minor or incapacitated person; authorize the court to
order the reasonable payment necessary to satisfy a spe-
cific need: H3154
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Ryan’s Law; Insurance, autism coverage; remove exclusions for certain
types of insurance and delete certain eligibility require-
ments: S0397, H3747
SC Covering Autism Responsibility for Everyone (CARES) Act: S1067
SC with Disabilities Economic Development Trust Fund: H3836
Sign Language Interpreters Act: S0548, H4040
Uniform parking violation tickets; provide that employees of a law enforce-
ment agency who regularly issue parking tickets may also
issue handicapped parking violation tickets: H4469
Vulnerable adults, targeting; provide a right of action, recovery and penal-
ties; other provisions: S1041
HATE CRIMES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
HAZARDOUS AND NUCLEAR WASTE
No Entries
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Agricultural animal facilities; establish certain requirements for review and
appeal by DHEC regarding permitting of facilities; clarify
and revise reviewing permit procedures; other provisions:
H3929
HANDICAPPED (Continued)
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Athletic trainer, certificate to practice; authorize DHEC to take certain disci-
plinary actions and other provisions: H4978
Beachfront Management Reform Act: S0927, H4683
Body piercing facilities, licensing; authorize DHEC to impose monetary
penalties: H4426
Carry out bags; require stores to charge for single-use carry out bags and
other provisions: H5221
Central registry of vulnerable adult abuse, neglect and exploitation, created;
require DHEC to establish and maintain registry and other
provisions: H4413
Certificate of Need; clarify that kidney disease treatment centers are exempt
from CON review requirements but are subject to licens-
ing: H4489
Certificate of need program revised: H3131
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Clean drinking water; DHEC shall conduct a feasibility study concerning
the most efficient and cost-effective manner to provide
clean drinking water to citizens with no infrastructure:
H3232
Controlled substance schedules; require DHEC to notify the code commis-
sioner of changes: H3822
Controlled substances; require notification to the Code Commissioner of
certain scheduling changes; eliminate grace period for
renewal; SLED to enforce; other provisions: H4487
DHEC Administrative Appeals; clarify that notice may be given electroni-
cally upon request; revise authority to establish health
boards and districts; make technical changes: H4485
DHEC, hearing aid specialists licensure; allow DHEC to facilitate third-
party administration of qualifying exams of applicants;
impose monetary penalties for violations; assess fees; and
other provisions: H4438
DHEC; require; DHEC to develop a voluntary nonopioid directive form to
allow a person to deny or refuse the administering or pre-
scribing of a controlled substance containing an opioid;
other provisions: H4112
Dam inspections; require DHEC to inspect all dams on which a state high-
way traverses: S0005
Dams and reservoirs safety act; revise certain definitions to make provisions
further applicable to certain dams; owner responsibilities;
emergency action plans and other provisions: H3218
Dams; DHEC to focus resources on high and significant hazard dams:
S1190
Dams; provide for exclusions from certain statutes with submission of spec-
ifications of dam or if not a threat to life or another’s prop-
erty; allow for DHEC to issue order to repair or remove
unsafe dams: S0983
Dams; provide that an owner of a dam that failed after Oct. 1, 2015 which
has public roads running across it, must provide written
notification to DOT and DHEC of intent to repair; other
provisions: H3340
Diabetes Initiative; require manufacturers to provide cost information to
DHEC; require DHEC to post reported information; other
provisions; require insurance policies to drugs and other
provisions: H4490
Eggs, labeling and marketing; revise definitions, provide for licensure, and
other provisions: H5088
Establish a revolving fund to operate a financial assistance program to pro-
vide for grants to dam owners to conduct engineering and
safety studies: S0004
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Health Enterprise Zone Act: H4494
Hospices; add definitions, establish licensing requirements, provide for reg-
istration for multiple office locations, and other provisions:
H3132
Meningitis B; Superintendendent of Education, Commission on High Ed,
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,
and DHEC to raise awareness and prevent spread: H5308
Naegleria Fowleri; require owners of freshwater locations to post notice of
the amoeba and how to minimize infection risk; DHEC to
provide a standard notice for posting and do inspections:
H3113
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
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Opioids; establish limitations for initial prescriptions, DHEC to provide pre-
scription monitoring data report cardsto practitioners; other
provisions: S0918
Permits to utilize critical areas; authorize DHEC to issue general permits
under certain circumstances: H4704
Prescription drug and monitoring program; require health care practitioners
to review a patient’s controlled substance history main-
tained in the program before prescribing; add continuing
education requirements: H3824
Prescription monitoring program; require hospitals, pharmacists, first
responders and ERS to submit information to DHEC for
the program when a person is administered an opioid anti-
dote: H4602
Prescription report cards; require DHEC to provide report cards for practi-
tioners using the monitoring program and allow release of
report cards to practitioners: H3825
Regulations approved
Administrative Procedures (D.No. 4810): S1171, H5283
Drycleaning facility restoration (D. No. 4705): S0375
Minimum Standards for Licensing Hospitals and Institutional General
Infirmaries (D. No. 4740): H5244
SC Stroke Care System (D. No. 4760): H5245
SC Stroke Care System (D. No. 4760): S1077
Shellfish (D. No. 4736): S0373, S0496
Standards for licensing crisis stabilization unit facilities (D. No. 4809):
H5282
Standards for licensing hospices (D. No. 4800): H5159
Tuberculosis, evaluation of school employees (D. No. 4704): S0374
Underground Storage Tanks (D. No. 4706): S0376
WIC Vendors (D. No. 4671): S0453
Residential Care Committee; change committee membership: H3120
SC Beverage Container Recycling Act: S0819
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Shellfish; add definitions, revise permits and harvesting provisions; prohibit
placing of genetically modified shellfish and provide
license; other provisions: S0465
Shingles Vaccination Study Committee, created; to study whether DHEC
should establish a shingles vaccination program; provide
for membership, duties and responsibilities: H3420
Sickle Cell Disease Voluntary Patient Registry Act: H3124
Solid Waste Emergency Fund, established; provide for funding, exceptions;
Solid waste management facility permitting allow DHEC
to limit demonstration of need, remove zoning and land use
ordinances; other provisions: H4644
Summer Camps, licensure; provide that DHEC shall oversee licensure of
summer camps and other provisions: S0760
Surface Water Stewardship Act: S0024
Tanning establishments; authorize DHEC to inspect sources of nonionizing
radiation and to retain fees to administer the program:
H4412
Tattoo Facilities; authorize DHEC to assess monetary penalties against unli-
censed facilities: H4410
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
See Also Social Services (this index)
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
DHHS, preparation of state plan; prohibit DHHS from contracting with enti-
ties that perform or promote abortions; exceptions: H4491
Department of Early Development and Education, created; powers, duties,
and provisions: S0840
Health and Human Services; delete obsolete references: H3895
Medicaid; DHHS to make arrangements for contraceptives to be dispensed
for twelve month supply: H3809
Personal emergency response systems; require DHHS to issue devices to
medicaid recipients that include a nurse triage component:
H4048
Public assistance eligibility, case review and fraud detection; require DHHS
to establish a computerized system to verify eligibility and
fraud; other provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
Regulations Approved
Articles 4, 5, 7 and 8 of Chapter 126 (D. No. 4746): S1075, H5279
SC Access to Health Care Act: H3115
Vital statistics; require DHEC to facilitate the registration of both spouses of
same-sex marriage as the parents of the child: H3129
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
HEALTH BOARDS, COUNTY
See Health and Environmental Control (this index)
See Specific County (this index)
HEALTH CARE
See Medical (this index)
HEALTH CLUBS
See Athletics (this index)
HEARING AIDS
See Labor, Licensing and Regulation Department (this
index)
HERITAGE TRUST PROGRAM
See Natural Resources Department (this index)
HIGHER EDUCATION
See Also Colleges and Universities (this index)
Anti-semitism; define terms and provide that higher education institutions
shall consider this definition when reviewing discrimina-
tory actions: H3643
Boards of Trustees, Colleges and Universities; require to have governance
committee and an audit committee: S0408
Campus Free Expression Act: S1085
Career development in schools; provide for pathway for career development
within the construction industry for student and other prov-
sions: H5089
Central Carolina Technical College Commission; increase commission
member and increase number appointed by Kershaw
County: S0411
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administrators,
coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders, and
other persons regardless of employer internal protocols:
H3524
College Financial Aid Education Act of 2017: H3048
College and University Trustee Screening Commission, created;  provide
for consideration of the qualifications of candidates; pro-
vide for membership and procedures: S0213
Colleges and Universities; prohibit from scheduling intercollegiate home
football game on a Friday: S0391
Collegiate Athlete Stipends and Collegiate Athlete Trust Fund; to be created
to provide for stipends: S0808
Commission
Meningitis B; Superintendendent of Education, Commission on High
Ed, State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Educa-
tion, and DHEC to raise awareness and prevent spread:
H5308
Regulations Approved
Determination of rates of tuition and fees (D. No. 4729): H4250
Free tuition for residence sixty years of age (D. No. 4728):
S0486
SC National Guard Assistance Program (D. No. 4730): S0485
SC Promise Scholarship Act: S0339, H4439
Textbook policy for higher ed; provide a textbook policy that is
intended to help minimize college textbook costs and other
provisions: S0262
Community charge; allow governing body to impose community charge on
nonprofit hospitals and institutions of higher learning , pro-
vide guidelines and other provisions: H4800
Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on holder on carrying on
a post-secondary school property under certain circum-
stances and provide institution should develop policies:
H3248, H3262
Denmark Tech, temporary devolution of powers; extend devolution: S0937
Denmark Technical College; to provide that the governing body is the State
Board for Tech and Comprehensive Ed and require board
to commission a study into the effective and efficient deliv-
ery of technical education: S0480
Disciplinary Procedure Due Process Act: H3303




Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship Account Act: S0622, H4308
Forming Open and Robust University Minds (FORUM) Act: H4440
Freedom of religion for student associations; provide that no public institu-
tion of higher learning shall take any action or enforce pol-
icy that denies a religious student association a benefit
available to other students: S0221
Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning and Children’s edu-
cation endowment; substitute statewide accounting and
reporting system for the term SCEIS: H3270
Higher Ed mission and goals; authorize certain doctoral degree programs so
long as state general fund appropriations are not used for
the operation of the program: S0350, H3793
Higher Education Trustees, student government officers as ex officio; make
mandatory and require they are voting members and other
provisions: S0678, H4391
Higher education governing board member reimbursements; if member
receives reimbursements in excess of certain limits, the
state treasurer shall withhold the amount of the excess from
the institutions general fund: H3110
Higher education; authorize an applied baccalaureate in manufacturing
degree if state funds are not appropriated for the operation
of the degree program: S1072, H4931
Higher education; require certain institutions to offer mandatory courses on
the prescribing and monitoring of controlled substances:
S0302, H3821
History studied in schools; provide Commission on Higher Ed may identify
related recommended instructional material and to remove
a loyalty oath; other provisions: H4712
Hope, Life and Palmetto Fellows Scholarships; define military mobiliza-
tions: H4395
LIFE, Palmetto Fellows, and Hope Scholarship; revise criteria, stipends,
and other provisions: S1123
Legislative Audit Council; shall conduct a management performance audit
of each public institution of higher education every ten
years beginning January 1, 2018: H3045
Life scholarship eligibility criteria; revise criteria to only include top 30 per-
cent of graduating class: H4032
MUSC, board of trustees powers; provide exemption for information tech-
nology procured in association with MUSC hospital
authority: S0934
Military Priority Registration Act; provide for priority course enrollment for
military-related students: H4078
Monuments and memorials; all a war between the states flag to be removed
from a chapel or other religious structure located on public
institution of higher learning property and be relocated
with board of directors approval: H3083
Municipalities contracting police protection; provide that municipality also
may contract with a public or private academic institution
to provide police services: H3143
Palmetto Fellows; provide that eligible students may elect to defer and other
provisions: H3583
Prohibition of aliens to attend public school; provide that that a public insti-
tution of higher learning shall not accept certain forms of
IDs as verification of lawful presence in US: S0128
Public 4 year institutions of higher learning shall be transferred to a not-for-
profit organization to run as a private institution and other
provisions: H4685
Public institutions of higher learning; provide increased funding and other
provisions: S1239
SC College and University Board of Regents; establish and provide for
membership, powers, duties and responsibilities; other pro-
visions: S0040, H3066
SC Course Access Act: H3025
SC Dreamers Act of 2018: H4435
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
Scholarships; provide SC Leadership Scholarships to cover costs of attend-
ing public institutions of higher education; definitions, cri-
teria, and other provisions: H3056
Scholarships; provide that SC residents who otherwise qualify for life, hope,
or palmetto scholarship but attends an out of state school
may be awarded scholarship if no in-state school offers
major: S0711
Scholarships; provide that institutions of higher learning shall provide writ-
ten notice before terminating or reducing scholarships:
H3042
HIGHER EDUCATION (Continued)
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
State Institution of Higher Education Enterprise Act: S0542, H4182
Title IX Notification Act; provide violations shall remain on student tran-
scripts for 5 years after graduation or withdrawel and other
provisions: H4079
Tuition Rates; provide that tuition rates may not increase for a four-year or
eight-semester time period beginning 2017-2018 school
year in public institutions of higher education: H3053
Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; eliminate enrollment time limits for these
veterans and revise definitions: H3034
Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; revise residency requirements and define
terms: H3035
Tuition rates for veterans; provide definition includes a child or spouse
enrolling within three years of veteran discharge provided
child or spouse is qualified; provide for continued eligibil-
ity: S0531
Tuition rates; out-of-state students who attended high school in state for 3 or
more years or meet other criteria are eligible for in-state
tuition and scholarships; other provisions: H3063
Tuition rates; provide a person with lawful presence in state may establish
domicile in state for purpose of receiving in-state tuition,
scholarships, and grants: S0869
HIGHWAY PATROL
See Law Enforcement (this index)
See Public Safety Department (this index)
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
See Transportation Department (this index)
HOLIDAYS
Barber’s Day designated as third Wednesday in February each year: S1088
Fibroid Tumor Awareness Month to be declared for the month of July every
year: S0079
Martin Luther King, Jr Day; must be recognized as holiday for all local
school districts of the state and must be closed: H3618
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain buildings and offices to be
closed that day: H5040
Mesothelioma Awareness Day declared annually as September 26: S0215
SC Independence Day, designated as March 26 every year: H3305
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
SC Native Plant Week declared as the third week in October of each year:
H4005
Sickle Cell Day in SC, designated as the 19th day of June each year: H3195
Veteran’s Day studies; provide that public schools require at least one hour
of instruction on November 11 on the history and meaning
of Veteran’s Day: S0223, H3590
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
See Aging/Property Tax Exemptions (this index)




Board of Voter Registration; referendum of taking portions of Georgetown
County and giving them to Horry County; other provisions:
H5154
Captain Archie Neil “Poo” McLauchlin Swing Bridge named: H4588
Deputy Sheriff Timothy Causey Memorial Intersection named: H3656
Gavin Brunetti Intersection named: S0835
Geographical boundaries of bodies of water; provide boundaries for the por-
tion of the intercoastal waterway located in Horry County
and make technical changes: H3698
Home of the 2016 National Baseball Champion Coastal Carolina University
Chanticleers markers erected: H3965
James Benny Andrew Highway named: H4817
James Ronald Hucks Memorial Intersection named: H5302
Lois Eargle Bridge named: H3815
Lois Eargle Highway named: H5126





Voting precincts, Horry County; redesignate various precincts and map
number: H4268
HOSPITALS
See Medical (this index)
HOTELS AND MOTELS
Public accomodations; provide that a local government or other political
subdivisions may not enact anything that would require a
person to use a multiple occupancy bathroom regardless of
sex; exceptions: H3012
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
See General Assembly (this index)
HOUSING
See Property (this index)
HOUSING AUTHORITY, STATE
See Property (this index)
HUMAN AFFAIRS COMMISSION
Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous reporting requirement, cal-
rify powers and duties; other provisions: H5064
Regulations approved
Complaint (D. No. 4675): H3909
Complaint (D. No. 4757): H5249
Employment records to be maintained for six months (D. No. 4676):
H3910
Investigation and Production of Evidence (D. No. 4758): H5250
Investigation and production of evidence (D. No. 4677): H3902
Investigation procedures (D. No. 4678): H4136
Issuance of complaint (D. No. 4679): H3903
Pleadings, motions and discoveries (D. No. 4680): H3904
Preservation of records in event of charge of discrimination (D. No.
4681): H3905
Procedure for the institution of civil actions (D. No. 4682): H3906
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATING COUNCIL
No Entries
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DIVISION




See Torts (this index)
INCOME TAX
See Taxation (this index)
INDIANS
See Native Americans (this index)
HORRY COUNTY (Continued)
INDIGENT DEFENSE, COMMISSION ON
Indigent defense commission; your rights under SC law document be
designed and approved by commission and the document
be issued with a ticket issuance; other provisions: H4470
Legislative Audit Council; require audit council to conduct a management
performance audit of the office of indigent defense every
three years; require information on budgets, expenditures
and receipts to be include in report: H3333
INDUSTRY
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
INFECTIOUS WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
INMATES
See Prisons and Prisoners (this index)
INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF
Public assistance eligibility, case review and fraud detection; require DHHS
to establish a computerized system to verify eligibility and
fraud; other provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
INSURANCE
See Also Workers’ Compensation (this index)
Accident and health insurance, exempt policies; modify the exceptions to
include the longshore and harbor workers compensation
act and merchant marine act: S0349
Administrative penalties; allow DOI to enforce penalties for violations of
federal insurance laws and other provisions: H4657
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Auto insurance; provide that insurers may not use a numerical, credit-based
insurance score or other credit rating as basis for determin-
ing coverage or renewal: S0240
Automobile Insurance; add definition of underinsured motorist coverage
and provisions: S0016
Automobile collision coverage; provide that an insurer may not consider
claims submitted for the repair or replacement of safety
glass when determining the premium rates for policy:
H3011
Bail bondsmen license; alter the expiration date of a license and increase
renewal fees: S0470
Bondsmen and runners; provide that the minimum premium accepted must
be at least 5 percent of the bond face value before bond
executed: S0993
Bondsmen or runner, unlawful acts; prohibit accepting anything of value
from a principal except the premium that must be collected
and increase minimum fee: S0435
Business license and insurance taxes; prevent political subdivisions from
collecting; Broker’s premium tax rate payment; provide
amount must be paid to municipality instead of municipal
agent: H3651
Captive insurance companies; remove references to captive reinsurance
companies, require captive insurance company to possess
and maintain free and unimpaired paid-in capital and other
provisions: H4675
Collision and comprehensive auto insurance; prohibit an insurer from rais-
ing an insured’s rates for an accident not the fault of the
insured: H3022
Continuing education requirements for insurance providers; ethics courses
only administered by Nat’l Assoc. of Ins. and Financial
Advisors: H4523
Definitions; define term international major medical insurance and include
this form in definition of surplus lines: S1042, H4987
Definitions; include certain forms of disability insurance in surplus lines
insurance: S0463
Department
Administrative penalties; allow DOI to enforce penalties for violations




Direct primary care agreement; establish that a direct primary care
agreement is not a contract of insurance and not subject to
regulation by the Dept of Insurance: S0276, H3546, H4643
Director; to be elected in General Election: H3306
Health Care Sharing Ministry; define term and provide that it is not
engaging in the business of insurance and not subject to
regulation by Dept of Insurance: S0008
Health coverage impact statements; require the Department of Insur-
ance to conduct the analysis: H3895
Mitigation of property; establish grants and criteria for residential
property to meet grants due to weather damage: S0315
Regulations Approved
Adjustment of Claims Under Unusual Circumstances (D. No.
4803): H5246
Credit for Reinsurance (D. No. 4792): H5247
Reinsurance credits; authorize the director of the DOI to adopt addi-
tional requirements for reinsurance credits and other provi-
sions: S0786, H4656
Diabetes Initiative; require manufacturers to provide cost information to
DHEC; require DHEC to post reported information; other
provisions; require insurance policies to drugs and other
provisions: H4490
Direct primary care agreement; establish that a direct primary care agree-
ment is not a contract of insurance and not subject to regu-
lation by the Dept of Insurance: S0276, H3546
Disabilities; add definition for autism spectrum disorder: S0427, H3790
Health Insurance; require health insurance providers to provide coverage for
the diagnosis and treatment of infertility with exceptions:
S0010
Health care contracts; provide terms and conditions for contracts issued by
health insurance issuers do not discriminate unreasonably
against providers; policies proivd for wellness credits or
discounts: S0235
Health insurance; provide coverage for contraceptives must be reimbursed
for twelve month refill: H3809
Health insurance; provide for coverage of early detection cardiovascular
tests: H4839
Home insurance; prohibit an insurer from requiring a homeowner to pur-
chase coverage for an amount exceeding the value of all
liens against the property unless the homeowner consents:
H3419
Hospitals; prohibit hospitals from charging uninsured patients fees in excess
of the maximum fees charged to insured patients: H4495
Insurance Premium Taxes, increase contribution to Forestry Commission:
S0868, H4517
Insurance fraud division of the AG; increase the minimum funding: S0269,
H3410
Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for determining; add marital
status and education level to the list of factors an insurer
may not consider: H3418
Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for determining; prohibit
insurer from consider credit rating or method of payment
for the insured vehicle: H3421
Insurance producers, continuing education; provide director of DOI only
may approve ethics courses and other provisions: S1010
Insurance producers; require an applicant to provide fingerprints; provide
failure to provide fingerprints constitutes grounds for
denial; provide for exceptions: S0863, H4654
Insurance renewal requirements; provide that an insured must have notice of
and give written consent to any increase in the amount of a
deductible prior to renewal: S0238
Insurance, autism coverage; provide autism spectrum disorder is defined by
the most recent edition of the DSM: S0307
Insurance; Counties allowed to establish a windstorm protection and home-
owners insurance program to assist with financial costs and
other provisions: S0313, H3570
Insurance; allow an insurer to deliver, store or present evidence of insurance
by electronic means and other provisions: H3488
Life
 Insurance policies offered by PEBA; require its board to offer both
whole and term life insurance: S0146
Life Insurance; provide that no life insurer may terminate, fine or otherwise
penalize an agent for presenting an insured with options
under his policy or for assisting a policy holder with secur-
ing benefits under his policy: S0015
INSURANCE (Continued)
Medical Expense Policy; define medical expense policy and provide that the
optional intoxicants and narcotics exclusions provision
contained in certain insurance policies does not apply:
S0009
Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting association; establish asso-
ciation and provide for purpose, duties and other provi-
sions: H5404
Moped: S0197, H3247
Motor Vehicle insurance, rented or leased vehicle; provide it shall be pri-
mary for vehicle for the name of insured is a rental com-
pany for the purpose of financial responsibility: S0433,
H4070
Motor Vehicles, transfer and surrender of titles, etc. for salvaged, etc.; pro-
vide for a procedure for insurance company to obtain cer-
tificate of title from DMV when claimant fails to do so:
H5148
Own Risk and Solvency Assessment Act: S0254
Personal lines residential property insurance; establish the formula that must
be used for weather deductibles in a policy and prohibit
parties from waiving or modifying the formula: H3008
Premium payments; allow payments and other cost sharing by third parties
on behalf of insured by qualified health plans: H3323
Professional employer organizations; prohibit engagement in the sale of
insurance or act as third party administrator and allow for
employee benefits program: S0268, S0330, H3774
Retaliatory taxes; provide title insurers only may include their portion of the
premium in their retaliatory tax computations and other
provisions: H4962
Ryan’s Law; Insurance, autism coverage; remove exclusions for certain
types of insurance and delete certain eligibility require-
ments: S0397, H3747
SC Access to Health Care Act: H3115
SC Hurricane Damage Mitigation Program; expand the program to include
flood damage: S0011
SC Insurance Data Security Act: S0856, H4655
SC Right to Shop for Health Care Act: S0400
Self-service storage facility liens; revise the manner of enforcement to
require commercially reasonable sales and provide require-
ments for such sales: H3970
Sentencing Reform: H5155
State Grand Jury and insurance fraud; provide for additional findings and
include insurance fraud in jury subject matter; revise crite-
ria for penalties and subject assets associated with the fraud
to seizure and forfeiture: S0267, H3422
State Health Plan; provide lottery commissioners, transportation infrastruc-
ture bank board members, and county magistrates are eligi-
ble to participate: H4008
State Health and Dental Insurance; provide certain active volunteer fire-
fighters may participate: H4974
INTERNET
See Computers (this index)
JASPER COUNTY
Boundary lines of Beaufort and Jasper counties; alter boundary lines:
S0646, H4180
Henry Parks Moss, Jr. Memorial Port named: H3455, H3458
Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Senator Clementa C Pinckney Memorial Bridge and Interchange named:
S0258
Senator Clementa C Pinckney Ocean Terminal named: S0258
JAYCEES
No Entries
JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL
Board of Trustees; remove board members and devolve powers to an






Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
JOINT BOND REVIEW COMMITTEE
Joint Bond Review Committee; require by Joint Bond Review Committee
and approval by State Fiscal Accountability Authority for
all bonds issued: S0754
JUDGES AND JUSTICES
See Courts (this index)
JUDGMENTS




Child offenders; eliminate exceptions for children to be tried as adults;
decrease length of time child may be held for violation of
court order regarding status of offense; provide for auto-
matic expungement; other provisions: S0580, H3946
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Expungement of youthful offenders; provide that expungement does not
apply to offenses for registration on sexual offender regis-
try; exceptions: S0161
Home detention act; Revise the list of offenders who may be placed on the
home detention program: H3277
Juvenile Justice System Reform, Study Committee created: H3112
Juvenile Justice; require department to report child deaths to a county coro-
ner and law enforcement; establish criminal penalties:
S0560, H3848
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Suspension, Expulsion and referrals; Dept and Schools shall maintain
records and report to DJJ with data about age, race, and
grade level; other provisions: H3051
JUVENILES
See Minors (this index)
KERSHAW COUNTY
Camden, town of; may annex blighted property: S0310
Central Carolina Technical College Commission; increase commission
member and increase number appointed by Kershaw
County: S0411
Foster care review board, local; require that members of at least one board
in the fifth circuit be appointed by Kershaw County Legis-
lative Delegation: H4832
Kerhsaw County School Board of Trustees; provide elections shall be held
at time of General Elections: S1126
KINDERGARTEN
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
LABOR
No Entries
JOHN DE LA HOWE SCHOOL (Continued)
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION 
DEPARTMENT
Addiction counselors; provide for criteria and requirements for licensure
and other provisions: S0962, H4601
Appraisal management company registration requirements; provide regis-
tration must include surety bond in and amount not to
exceed 50,000 dollars; other provisions: S0877
Architectural Examiners Board; provide the Board may provide advice and
make recommendations to LLR concerning statutory revi-
sions and other matters: H3649
Barber pole; prohibit display of barber pole without a license issued by
board of examiners: S1087
Barbers; provide registered barbers may practice in beauty salons: H5002
Building Codes Council
Building Codes; provide that all agencies shall enforce; Technical
review committees shall be composed of individuals with
state licenses; Council may adopt national standards;
Counties and Municipalities codes approved by Council:
S0579
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties and
other provisions: H4696
Commercial Kennel Operators and Certified Animal Caretakers; provide for
definitions, create examiners board, certification, viola-
tions and penalties; other provisions: H3069
Continuing education requirements; provide a person whose profession or
occupation is regulated by this section is exempt from
completing continuing education upon completing 30 years
of licensure: S0248
Cosmetology, State Board; provide board is composed of 9 members and
provide for member representation specifications: S0649
Cosmetology; provide for licensure of hair designers: H5097
DHEC, hearing aid specialists licensure; allow DHEC to facilitate third-
party administration of qualifying exams of applicants;
impose monetary penalties for violations; other provisions:
H4438
Electric Utilities and Coops; require to offer customers a no-fee smart meter
opt-out and other provisions: H4723
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Genetic counselors; provide for regulation and establish board of examin-
ers; other provisions: S0264, H3751
Hobby licenses; establish that a hobby license is not required to collect
sharks teeth: S1149
Licensure for professions or occupations; provide that people who have
lawful presence in the state shall not be precluded and
other provisions: H4435
Massage/Bodywork Practice Act; provide for inclusion of massage estab-
lishments and other provisions: H5107
Minimum wage; provide the wage in SC is greater that $10.10 or the wage
set by teh fair labor standards act and other provisions:
H3085
Multifamily Dwelling Safety Act: S0791, H4392
Physical Therapy Licensure Compact; provide for entry of SC into multi-
state compact and other provisions: H4799
Podiatrists; provide permit requirements for licensed podiatrists seeking to
independently engage in ankle surgery procedures and
other provisions: S1063
Pyrotechnic safety board; delete provisions making the Fire Marshal an offi-
cial consultant to attend all meetings; provide administra-
tive support by Fire Marshal office must be requested; LLR
shall appoint inspectors; other provisions: H3593
Pyrotechnic safety board; revise membership by adding seat for member
who is a retailer: H4877
Real Estate Commission; provide one month grace period for licensees for
renewal and other provisions: H5046
Real Estate Trust Accounts; require certain individuals who lease property
to establish and maintain control of responsibility for
active trust and other provisions: H5179
Regulations Approved
Amusement Rides, Office of; Purpose and definitions (D. No. 4712):
H3907
Auctioneers’ Commission (D. No. 4764): S1216
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
697
Barber Examiners Board; barbershop requirements; applications for
inspection and registration and shop license (D. No. 4713):
S0327, H4251
Board of Registration for Foresters; licensure fees (D. No. 4769):
S0971, H5275
Building Codes Council
Adoption of model codes (D. No. 4714): S0591, H4252
Energy standards appeal procedure (D. No. 4715): S0590,
H4253
IRC Section R502.11.4 Truss Design (D. No. 4716): S0592,
H4254
IRC Section R703.4 Flashing (D. No. 4717): S0593, H4255
IRC Section R802.10.1 Wood Truss Design (D. No. 4718):
S0594, H4256
Maximum time for certification (D. No. 4719): S0595, H4257
Contractor’s Licensing Board
Mechanical contractors; air conditioning, heating and packaged
equipment (D. No. 4796): S1214
Cosmetology Board, Sanitary and Safety rules for salons and schools
(D. No. 4720): H4138
Elevators and amusement rides, Office of
Fee Schedules (D. No. 4794): S1209
Fee schedules (D. No. 4793): S1001
Foresters, Board of Registration (D. No. 4721): S0423
Health Care Administrators; administer-in-training requirements (D.
No. 4722): S0372
Immigrant Worker Compliance, Office of
Audit program (D. No. 4770): S1211
Manufactured Housing Board
License Renewal (D. No. 4798): S0999
Nursing, Board of
Nurse Licensure Compact (D. No. 4779): S1073, H5278
OSHA; Recording and reporting occupational injuries or illnesses (D.
No. 4802): S1212
Opticianry Board of Examiners; examinations, apprenticeships, and
continuing education requirements (D. No. 4723): S0371
Perpetual Care Cementery Board
Definitions (D. No. 4768): S1213
Professional Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Psycho-Educational Specialists, Board of Examiners
Professional Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Psycho-Educational Specialists, Board of Examiners (D.
No. 4795): H5281
Real Estate Appraisers Board
Real Estate Appraisers Board (D. No. 4763): S1215
Real Estate Appraisers Board (D. No. 4766): S0997, H5276
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4711): S0326, H4258
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4727): S0405
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4776): S0998
Registration for Professional Engineers and Surveyors, Board of (D.
No. 4761): S1000
Residential Builders Commission
Classification of Residential Specialty Contractors (D. No.
4778): S1210
Residential Specialty Contractors License (D. No. 4777): S1208
Regulations Disapproved
Pharmacy Board; minimum specifications and practice standards gov-
erning pharmacies and pharmacists engaged in nonsterile
and sterile compounding (D. No. 4734): S0378
Residency; allow for establishment of domicile for licensure if lawful pres-
ence in state: S0869
Seashell and other artifacts; provide it is not illegal to collect on public
beaches without a hobby license and other provisions:
H5110
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Special Non-profit even licenses; provide winery may donate wine for a
non-profit special event: H5085
Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants; shall adhere to certain guide-
lines under supervisions, penalties, and other provisions:
H4815
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology, Board of Examiners (D. No.
4801): S1076, H5277
Temporary licenses; authorize a temporary liquor by the drink license for a
festival that that has a major economic impact and other
provisions: S0690
LABOR, LICENSING AND REGULATION 
DEPARTMENT (Continued) LANCASTER COUNTY
Lancaster County Natural Gas Authority; alter method of appointing mem-
bers: S1218
Voting precincts, Lancaster County; redesignate map number: H4870
LAND RESOURCES CONSERVATION COMMISSION
See Conservation (this index)
LAND SURVEYORS
See Engineering (this index)
LANDLORD AND TENANT
See Property/Rental (this index)
LANDSCAPING




Laurens County School Districts 55 and 56; revise manner in which annual
budgets are prepared and approved: H5317
School Districts; consolidate to Laurens County Consolidated School Dis-
trict and abolish existing school districts and other provi-
sions: H5318
LAW ENFORCEMENT
911 call abuse, penalties; include call abuse via text message: H4126
Aerial vehicle, unmanned; law enforcement shall not operate equipped with
firearms intended to inflict deadly force and exceptions:
H3265
Arrest records; provide for destruction of records of person arrested due to
mistaken identity; provisions for time frame and no
charging of fees: H3194
Arrest warrants; law enforcement and clerks of court shall disclose and may
not redact full names and birth dates that appear of arrest
warrants and incident reports: H3054
Assault; create offenses assault and battery as well as of high and aggra-
vated nature on law enforcement officer; provide penalties
and degrees: S0504
Asset Forfeiture and Private Property Protection Act: H3918
Automatic license plate reader systems; provide that only certain entities
may use and provide locations where they may be
installed; provide how info is obtained may be used; pro-
vide for penalties: H3525
Bail bondsmen license; alter the expiration date of a license and increase
renewal fees: S0470
Body cameras; prohibit deletion or destruction of data with intent to influ-
ence investigations or actions; provide penalties; provide
not applicable to person following law enforcement train-
ing council; provide when must be activated: S0612
Bondsmen and runners; provide that the minimum premium accepted must
be at least 5 percent of the bond face value before bond
executed: S0993
Bondsmen or runner, unlawful acts; prohibit accepting anything of value
from a principal except the premium that must be collected
and increase minimum fee: S0435
Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law enforcement shall not
enter into a confidential agreement with a federal agency to
employ without a warrant for use: H3263
Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law enforcement shall not
from a company that requires the purchaser of this equip-
ment to enter into a nondisclosure agreement: H3285
Cell-site stimulator technology; law enforcement shall not purchase and




Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within 10
days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours; Law
enforcement reports in 24 hours: S0516
Concealed Weapons
Persons allowed to carry concealed weapons while on duty; include
victim advocates employed by law enforcement: H3174
Controlled substance take-back events; require sheriffs to maintain at least
one onsite drop-off box throughout the year that is avail-
able to the public: S0755
Coroners and medical examiners; provide that upon death of a person in his
home that controlled substances shall be transferred to cor-
oner’s office for investigation and other provisions: S1052
Coroners; provide a coroner shall take custody of belongings in absence of
next of kin and other provisions: S1086
Crimes against law enforcement; provide penalties for a person convicted of
a crime with the intent to assault, intimidate or threaten a
person of status as a law enforcement officer: H3184,
H3206
Criminal Justice Academy
Criminal Justice Academy; authorize its director to determine the
location of training facility: H4478
Law Enforcement Training Council; authorized to approve testing as
prerequisite for admission into training at Criminal Justice
Academy: H4525
Law Enforcement Training Council; develop guidelines for a training
program to first responders that certifies them to possess
firearms on school premises and other circumstances:
H3566
Misconduct; provide certain misconduct must be reported to Criminal
Justice Academy to notify officer of allegation and may
request a contested hearing; provide for procedure and
other provisions: H4479
Resource officers; Criminal Justice Academy shall develop and imple-
ment a cultural competency model training program curric-
ulum; other provisions: H3051
Crisis Intervention Training Center, established and maintained: S0173,
H3466
Death by motor vehicle; establish misdemeanor and penalty; six point pen-
alty of license: S1011
Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement systems; provide that a
member is considered to be in service on the date the appli-
cation is filed if the last day of employment occured within
a year of filing: S0854, H4698
Domestic Violence reporting; provide that law enforcement shall report
information to DSS and Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person under 21 to enroll in
interlock device program, revise interclock device sections
for habitual offender and other provisions: S0982, H4912
Drivers; operators of motor vehicles must maintain driver’s license, vehicle
registration, and proof of insurance in plain view on teh
dashboard and in his immediate possession when operating
vehicle without a dashboard: H3257
Driving Record; provide that any entry in record that shows suspension for
failure to submit to alcohol testing or interlock device and
has been acquitted must be removed from driving record:
S1195, H4599
Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit to chemical tests if
probable cause to be in violation of certain section or
caused death in motor vehicle accident: S0308
Drug or Alcohol overdose; provide for limited immunity from prosecution
in civil and criminal instances for person who seeks medi-
cal assistance; other provisions: S0179, H3818
Electronic citation fees; governing body may issue a convenience fee for
electronic payment of traffic ticket: H4677
FOIA; include law enforcement vehicle video and audio recordings and pro-
vide that law enforcement may apply for injunctive relief:
S0481
Failure to stop for law enforcement; increase penalties for violation: S0773,
H3245
False police reports; to include law enforcement officers in the purview of
the offense of filing a false report: H3198
Fargo’s and Hyco’s Law; Police dogs and horses, increase penalties for
harming or killing and technical changes: H3243
Federal officers, enforcing state criminal laws; provide that NCIS agents are
authorized to enforce state criminal law: H5146, H5170
LAW ENFORCEMENT (Continued)
Fingerprinting and SLED; provide that an agency authorized to conduct fin-
gerprint background checks may conduct a federal finger-
print review and other provisions: S0322
Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regulations to allow
instructors of military science to carry a firearm on school
campus and other provisions: S1102
Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a constable, reserve
police officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member
without cost and provide for renewal: H3408
Forfeiture of property; prohibit transfer of seized assets from state law
enforcement to federal without court order; proceeds dis-
bursed to school districts: H4518
Freedom of Information Act Review Office, created; duties and functions:
H4396
Funeral Procession; define term, provide for duties of operators of motor
vehicles in funeral procession, provide penalty, and pro-
vide law enforcement officer escorting procession is
immune from liability under certain circumstance: H4472
Golf carts, permits; require a decal and registration from DMV; increase
permit fee; provide revenue from fee be remitted to the
non-Federal aid highway fund; other provisions: S0836
Good Samaritan Statute; require victims to whom gratuitous emergency
care is rendered to be tested for bloodbourne diseases;
establish criminal penalties and other provisions: H4493
Hindering law enforcement officers; provide for misdemeanor and excep-
tions: S0155
Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative, civil and criminal
immunity for physicians reporting domestic violence or
assist in investigation resulting in report of domestic vio-
lence: H4031
Income tax, deductions; provide deduction for benefits paid to SC Police
Officers Retirement System for service connected disabil-
ity: H4127
Indigent defense commission; your rights under SC law document be
designed and approved by commission and the document
be issued with a ticket issuance; other provisions: H4470
Juvenile Justice; require department to report child deaths to a county coro-
ner and law enforcement; establish criminal penalties:
S0560, H3848
Juvenile Sex Offender List; provide for procedure to allow certain juve-
niles’ names to be removed from registry and provide pro-
cedure for certain offense in family court for juvenile to be
placed on the registry: H3274
Law Enforcement Training Council, created: S0173, H3466
Law Enforcement Training Council; council is authorized to appoint attor-
neys employed by criminal justice academy as hearing
officers in contested cases: S0518, H4479
Law Enforcement; provide that certain statements made during questioning
or interrogation must be recorded  and other provisions:
S0166
Law Enforcement; provide that each law enforcement agency shall have
written policy for investigations officer involved deaths;
provide for policy, investigation,and reports: S0154
Law Enforcement; suspend all contact and outreach activities with Council
on American Islamic Relations: H4609
Law enforcement agency; provide that a law enforcement agency is prohib-
ited from using any participant in a drug court proceeding
as a confidential informant: H3264
License plate display and illumination; provide a vehicle may not be
stopped for having letters covered by a frame or an inoper-
able tail lamp in the absence of another violation: H3280
Lizzy’s Law: H3217, H4464
Marijuana and Controlled Substance Tax Act; provide that conviction is not
required to levy tax and that 75 percent must be distributed
to law enforcement that conducted investigation: H4671
Municipalities contracting police protection; provide that municipality also
may contract with a public or private academic institution
to provide police services: H3143
Offense committed against a law enforcement officer; provide for enhanced
penalties: S0087
Officers
Body cameras and dash cam video; provide it is unlawful for an offi-
cer to knowlingly obstruct or render inoperable either
recording device: H3268
Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the school safety




Law enforcement officer certification requirements; include a psycho-
logical test certifying that the candidate is suited to perform
law enforcement duties and retesting if certificate lapses:
S0117
Law enforcement officers; provide officers must undergo drug testing
before certification and provide for random drug testing;
Law Enforcement Training Council to oversee: H3269
Law enforcement; prohibit excessive restraint or excessive force when
making an arrest and provide penalties: H3478
Misconduct; provide certain misconduct must be reported to Criminal
Justice Academy to notify officer of allegation and may
request a contested hearing; provide for procedure and
other provisions: H4479
Misconduct; provide that no person who has a pending allegation of
misconduct may be employed as an officer or operator or
have authority until decision in misconduct is rendered;
other provisions: S0518
Officers; provide that a certified law enforcement officer annually
must complete continuing education credits in diversity
training: H3260
Officers; provide that all law enforcement officers must undergo a
mental health evaluation before they can become certified
or recertified and provide evaluation under Law Enforce-
ment Training Council: H3259
Overtime compensation; provide that a highway patrol officer may
elect time or pay: H3610
Resource officer; provide public school shall ensure continuous pres-
ence of resource officer during regular hours and other pro-
visions: H4876, H4963
Resource officers; Criminal Justice Academy shall develop and imple-
ment a cultural competency model training program curric-
ulum; clarify duties and other provisions: H3051, H3055
Retired law enforcement officers, issuance of IDs and carrying con-
cealed weapons; delete the provision that restricts the car-
rying of concealed weapons onto certain premises: H4404
Retirement system for state employees and police officers, amount
earned upon returning to employment; exempt person who
retired before certain dates: H5178
Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to employment;
exempt certified educators from limits and delete earning
limits for police officers: S0822, H4930
Pawnbroker fees; require certain digital records and provide all pledged
items must be held for 21 days: H4534
Pawnbrokers; shall maintain records for inspection and provide all records
of pledged items by electronic data transfer to a database
system on Consumer Affairs; revise law enforcement treat-
ment of stolen goods; other provisions: S0810
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Pharmacies; allow to be counted as collector of controlled substances for
take back events and other provisions: H3817
Police Dogs and Horses; Provide penalties for torture, mutilation, injury,
disabling, poisoning or killing a police dog or horse: S0006
Public Safety Dept, annual audit and expenditure of revenue; delete the pro-
vision that authorizes DMV to carry forward certain regis-
tration fees and provide that certain revenue be expended
for drug testing: H4476
Public Safety Dept, witness fees; provide that the witness fee may be
adjusted annually for inflation as determined by DPS:
H4477
Public Safety Dept; delete the divisions established and delete the provi-
sions that transferred responsibilities of certain agencies to
DPS; other provisions: H4475
Pyrotechnic safety board; delete provisions making the Fire Marshal an offi-
cial consultant to attend all meetings; provide administra-
tive support by Fire Marshal office must be requested; LLR
shall appoint inspectors; other provisions: H3593
Required stops for vehicles; allow for the department of public safety to
obtain a civil penalty citation against the registered owner
of a vehicle violating certain provisions: S0199
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
LAW ENFORCEMENT (Continued)
SLED
Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within
10 days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours; Law
enforcement reports in 24 hours: S0516
Controlled substances; require notification to the Code Commissioner
of certain scheduling changes; eliminate grace period for
renewal; SLED to enforce; other provisions: H4487
Data Integration Pilot program; develop pilot program on data integra-
tion and analytics systems to improve access to informa-
tion from various departments and agencies; and other
provisions: H5149
Fingerprinting and SLED; provide that an agency authorized to con-
duct fingerprint background checks may conduct a federal
fingerprint review and other provisions: S0322
Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evacuation drills or
active shooter training drills and other provisions: S1058
Institutional Concealed Weapons Permit, created; SLED to promul-
gate regulations and provide training to obtain permit;
other provisions: S0088, S0432
Insurance producer licensing; authorize SLED to retain fingerprints
for use in identification purposes: S0463
Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare, maintain &
certify a report listing each political subdivision it has
determined to be in compliance with statutes; designate
report as ICR; other provisions: S0776, H4496
Principals; provide after consultation with qualified person, to petition
probate court to determine need of mental health services
for a student; report to information to SLED and other pro-
visions: S1136
SLED: provide that SLED shall create and operate a statewide sexual
assault kit tracking system: H3461
SLED; establish the Illegal Immigration Enforcement Unit within
SLED: H3318
SLED; grant authority and jurisdiction to investigate officer-involved
shootings; establish protocols and other provisions: H3020,
H3478
SLED; provide SLED shall not record a violation of a provision relat-
ing to carrying an insufficient number of personal floata-
tion devises on a boat in any database used for criminal
records: H4019
Sexual assault, evidence; provide for submission of evidence to a
SLED lab for analysis; SLED shall issue a quarterly report
on number of submissions and other provisions: H4837
Witness Protection Act: H4402
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
Security officers; provide that pending issuance of certificate a security offi-
cer may perform the duties of a security officer for up to 60
days after receipt by SLED of his application for registra-
tion: S0297
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Sex offender registry; provide a person who is required to register may peti-
tion the court to terminate the registration after 10 years
under certain circumstances and reduce the maximum to 15
years: H3261
Sheriff, elections; provide a county may hold election for sheriff every four
years during general election in non-presidential years:
S1124
Speeding in work zones; delete provision, provide for definitions of high-
way work zone and highway worker, create offense of
endangerment of a highway worker and penalties; establish
points on license: S0565, H4033
Speeding; public safety may impose additional fine of 200 dollars for speed-
ing over 75 on a two-lane hwy or over 85 miles per hour on
a four-lane hwy: S0876
State Museums; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer
firefighter or State Guard member may enter without cost:
H3409
State Parks; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer fire-
fighter or State Guard member may enter a state park with-
out charge: H3407
State solicitors, public defenders, and law enforcement; provide for a study
concerning a single, standardized, fully integrated paper-
less incident and case management system; results to be




Study Committee on Racial Profiling created; review state and local law
enforcement policies, practices and procedures and make
recommendations to the General Assembly: S0081, S0165
Traffic Violations Study Committee, created; review state law and make
recommendations on which traffic violations should be
civil; provide for membership and duties: H4471
Traffic offense; a person may not be placed under arrest when charged with
certain traffic offenses: H3280
Traffic records; prohibit records of certain minor violations from appearing
in public indexes and direct clerks of courts to remove any
existing within 6 months of effective date: S0382
Traffic rules; provide that a vehicle in funeral procession has the right of
way at an intersection and may proceed if escorted by
flashing light vehicle, exceptions, and define terms: S0907
Training
Law Enforcement continuing education must include a mental health
or addictive disorders class: S0173, H3466
Uniform parking violation tickets; provide that employees of a law enforce-
ment agency who regularly issue parking tickets may also
issue handicapped parking violation tickets: H4469
Uniform traffic tickets; authorize law enforcement to prosecute those
offenses to reissue a ticket for another offense incident to a
plea negotiation or agreement: H3290
Vehicle left unattended; provide that the colored tag placed on the vehicle
by law enforcement must be reflective: S1039
Vehicles, owner arrested; provide that law enforcement shall release a motor
vehicle to a responsible party in lieu of having the vehicle
impounded under certain circumstances: H3291
Video and breath test while driving under the influence; revise circum-
stances that require video to be made, revise procedures for
making video and exemptions: H3785
Watercraft abandonment; provide a sheriff may enforce provisions: H4976
Wireless communication devices, unlawful use while driving; revise defini-
tions, circumstances, penalties and other provisions:
S0957, H4480
Workers’ Compensation; include among categories reserve police officers
performing off-duty services: H3835
Workplace violence, encourage agencies to provide training to employers of
this State: H4399
LAWYERS
See Attorneys (this index)
LEE COUNTY
Ulyssis Benjamin Memorial Highway named: H5412
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL
At-Large Member of the Legislative Audit Council, elections of April 5,
2017: S0532
Legislative Audit Council; expand definition of state agencies to include
school districts: H4036
Legislative Audit Council; provide with certain powers: H3831
Legislative Audit Council; require audit council to conduct a management
performance audit of the office of indigent defense and
every three years after, other provisions: H3333
Legislative Audit Council; shall conduct a management performance audit
of each public institution of higher education every ten
years beginning January 1, 2018: H3045
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Controlled substance schedules; require DHEC to notify the code commis-
sioner of changes: H3822
Revised Volumes
To adopt Volumes 6 and 16: H3677
To adopt volumes 15A and 18: S0882





See General Assembly (this index)
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Corporal Kyle Carpenter Field Office named: S0654
J.B. Barker Boat Landing named: H3999
Lexington County School District Property Tax Relief Act: H4272
Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: H4210
Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: S0655
LIBRARIES
African-American Heritage Commission, proceeds; provide for the reten-
tion and use; eliminate requirement to sell duplicate mate-
rial at public auction: H4806
Duplicative material; provide for disposition and use of proceeds; provide
annual reporting requirements: H4851
LICENSE PLATES
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
LIENS
See Property (this index)
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Aging Division, Lieutenant Governor’s Office; require to fund a program to
provide subsidies to seniors to purchase a personal emer-
gency response system: H3536
Election; provide for joint candidacy and procedures; alter line of succes-
sion in result of vacancy and delete references to President
of the Senate: H3159, H4977
SC Lieutenant Governor Restructuring Act of 2018: S1120
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS
See Fuel (this index)
LITTER
See Also Conservation (this index)
Dumping and egregious littering by truck or motorized vehicle a separate
offense and provide penalties; revise penalties for littering
of cigarettes and cigarette components: H3924
Littering; revise penalties when litter is a cigarette or cigarette component;
deceased animals are included in purview: H4458
LOANS
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
LOBBYISTS AND LOBBYING
Lobbyist and Lobbying; provide that the Legislative Ethics Committee of
Senate or House is the registration authority and records
custodian for special interests caucuses; Ethics committees
may impose fines for noncompliance: H4381
Lobbyist; require a former public official must close campaign accounts
before serving: H5004
Lobbyist; revise definition: S0765, H5005
Lobbyists and Lobbyist;s Principal’s; require an additional specific report
when a lobbyist has had contact with Public Service com-
mission or employee, or office of regulatory staff: H4417
Lobbyists; increase filing fee; revise mandatory reporting periods and dead-
lines; make technical changes: H3578
Lobbyists; provide that state government may not employ or contract with a
lobbyist who is not a full-time employee of the state:
S1150
SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to





Debt collection liens against lottery prize winnings; revise exemptions:
H4393
Hope, Life and Palmetto Fellows Scholarships; define military mobiliza-
tions: H4395
Life scholarship eligibility criteria; revise criteria to only include top 30 per-
cent of graduating class: H4032
Lottery games; provide additional funding for public kindergarten through
12th grade with proceeds from a lottery game designated,
The K-12 Game: H3084
SC Promise Scholarship Act: H4439
Scholarships; provide SC Leadership Scholarships to cover costs of attend-
ing public institutions of higher education; definitions, cri-
teria, and other provisions: H3056
The Boost Learning Game; provide designated lottery game from which
proceeds are used to provide additional funds for facilitate
accelerated learning for underachieving students: H3058
LYMPHEDEMA
See Medical (this index)
MAGISTRATES
See Courts (this index)
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
See Mobile Homes (this index)
MANUFACTURERS AND MANUFACTURING
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
MARION COUNTY
Nichols, SC; treasurer to disburse certain funds to the town for recovery
after Hurricane Matthew: S0483
Reverend Dr. A C Robinson Highway named: S1103
Voting precincts, Marion County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4205
MARLBORO COUNTY
Voting precincts; redesignate map number: H3802
MARRIAGE




See Courts (this index)
MCCORMICK COUNTY
Board of Trustees for McCormick County School District 4; revise filing
period for candidacy: H5272




See Health and Human Services Department (this index)
MEDICAL
Abortion
Abortion Complication Reporting Act: S0283
Abortions; provide abortion is a criminal act during any trimester if
the sole reason is a fetal anomaly: H4833
Abortions; require an ultrasound before performing abortion to detect
fetal heartbeat and prohibit abortion at 13th week on if
heartbeat detected; other provisions: S0467
DHHS, preparation of state plan; prohibit DHHS from contracting
with entities that perform or promote abortions; excep-
tions: H4491
Partial birth abortions; prohibit dismemberment abortion and define
terms: S0564
SC Fetal Heartbeat Protection from Abortion Act: H5403
SC Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act; remove fetal anomaly
as exception at 20 weeks or more: H4833
SC Unborn Child Protection from Dismemberment Abortion Act:
H3548
Addiction counselors; provide for criteria and requirements for licensure
and other provisions: S0962, H4601
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Assault and Battery; provide for high and aggravated nature occurs when
persons injure a health care professional or emergency per-
sonnel performing duties: S1066, S1096, H3483
Athletic trainer, certificate to practice; authorize DHEC to take certain disci-
plinary actions and other provisions: H4978
Auricular detoxification therapy; reduce the required degree of direct super-
vision: H4590
Authorized emergency vehicles and signals; provide for operation of a vehi-
cle approaching a physician responding to an emergency
call while drive and private vehicle displaying a green
flashing light: H4405
Birth centers; require accreditation and compliance; address professional
requirements for staff members and other provisions:
S0242, H3133
Birth certificates, adopted persons; allow an adult adoptee to obtain a copy,
allow biological parent to execute contact preference form,
and allow for submission of medical history form by par-
ent: H3775
Birthing centers; require consultant physician to be available at all times;
transfer provisions; licensing and certification requirement;
other provisions: H3845
Certificate of Need; clarify that kidney disease treatment centers are exempt
from CON review requirements but are subject to licens-
ing: H4489
Certificate of need program revised: H3131
Compounding pharmacies; revise minimum good compounding practices,
pharmacist responsibilities and other provisions; Sterile
preparation by pharmacies; revise associated standards and
broaden application of standards: S0497, H3926
Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provision of coroners and
medical examiners in certain circumstances: H4488
Confidentiality exceptions; add exception for the provision of data to drug
courts: H4117
Contraceptives; Insurance to cover reimbursement for contraceptives for 12
month supply; Medicaid, DHHS to make arrangements for
contraceptives to be dispensed for twelve month supply:
H3809
Controlled substance offenses and penalties; legalize possession of certain
weight of marijuana or hashish by a veteran with an honor-
able discharge who has PTSD due to service: H3162
Controlled substance schedules; require DHEC to notify the code commis-
sioner of changes: H3822
Controlled substance take-back events; require sheriffs to maintain at least
one onsite drop-off box throughout the year that is avail-
able to the public: S0755
Controlled substances and forfeiture procedures for property; provide for
expidited return, allow proceedings to be held in magis-
trates court under certain circumstances and other provi-
sions: S0503, H3210
Controlled substances; require notification to the Code Commissioner of
certain scheduling changes; eliminate grace period for
renewal; SLED to enforce; other provisions: H4487
Coroners; provide a coroner shall take custody of belongings in absence of
next of kin and other provisions: S1086
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
702
Crisis stabilization unit facilities; not required to participate in certificate of
need process and must obtain a license from DHEC:
S0354, H3666
DHEC; require DHEC to develop a voluntary nonopioid directive form to
allow a person to deny or refuse the administering or pre-
scribing of a controlled substance containing an opioid;
other provisions: H4112
Dental services; require certain dental services and items to be covered by
medicaid for nursing home residents and other provisions:
H5226
Department on Aging; designate the Department on Aging within the exec-
utive branch of the state and update references: S0107
Diabetes Initiative; require manufacturers to provide cost information to
DHEC; require DHEC to post reported information; other
provisions; require insurance policies to drugs and other
provisions: H4490
Direct primary care agreement; establish that a direct primary care agree-
ment is not a contract of insurance and not subject to regu-
lation by the Dept of Insurance: S0276, H3546, H4643
Disabilities; add definition for autism spectrum disorder: S0427, H3790
Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guardian of a patient who
is a child to request and revoke a DNR for emergency ser-
vices for the child: H3487
Drug offenses; conform language to provisions concerning possession and
distribution of certain illegal drugs: S0245, H3860
Drug or Alcohol overdose; provide for limited immunity from prosecution
in civil and criminal instances for person who seeks medi-
cal assistance; other provisions: S0179, H3818
Drug substitutions; allow pharmacists to substitute interchangeable biologi-
cal products and other provisions: S0299, H3438
Electrology Practice Act: S0182, H3450
Emergency refills of prescriptions; increase the amount of a prescription
that may be refilled when authorization from prescriber is
not attainable: S0243
Emergency service system billing and insurance coverage practices; estab-
lish requirements: S0177, H5080
Emergency vehicles, definitions; add organ procurement organization vehi-
cles to definitions: S0874
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Family Support Services Program, intent; provide that families have the
right to select a specific person or agency to provide ser-
vices offered through the program: H3324
Fitness to stand trial; extend the timeframe for restoring a person’s compe-
tency to six months: H3829
Genetic counselors; provide for regulation; establish board of Genetic
Counselor Examiners and other provisions: S0264, H3751
Good Samaritan Statute; require victims to whom gratuitous emergency
care is rendered to be tested for bloodbourne diseases;
establish criminal penalties and other provisions: H4493
Greenville Health Systems Board of Trustees; specify authority: S0664
Health Enterprise Zone Act: H4494
Health care decisions for adults unable to consent; add authority to person
pursuant to another statutory provision: H4013
Health care practitioners; require practitioners to to wear identification
badges displaying certain information: H3885
Health information, minors; allow for disclosure to certain caregivers as part
of child protection or adoption proceedings: H3699
Hearing Aides Coverage for Children Act: H4118
Hospices; add definitions, establish licensing requirements, provide for reg-
istration for multiple office locations, and other provisions:
H3132
Hospitals; prohibit hospitals from charging uninsured patients fees in excess
of the maximum fees charged to insured patients: H4495
Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative, civil and criminal
immunity for physicians reporting domestic violence or
assist in investigation resulting in report of domestic vio-
lence: H4031
Income tax credit; allow for each clinical rotation served by a physician,
advanced practice nurse, or physician assistant as a precep-
tor for certain programs: S0351, H3620
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all military retirement income
and first responder retirement income; other provisions:
H4936
MEDICAL (Continued)
Industrial hemp cultivation; revise definitions and create SC Industrial
Hemp Program; other provisions: S0468, H3559
Insurance
Administrative penalties; allow DOI to enforce penalties for violations
of federal insurance laws and other provisions: H4657
Air Ambulance Affordability Act: H4679
Definitions; define term international major medical insurance and
include this form in definition of surplus lines: S1042,
H4987
Diabetes Initiative; require manufacturers to provide cost information
to DHEC; require DHEC to post reported information;
other provisions; require insurance policies to drugs and
other provisions: H4490
Health Care Sharing Ministry; define term and provide that it is not
engaging in the business of insurance and not subject to
regulation by Dept of Insurance: S0008
Health Insurance; require health insurance providers to provide cover-
age for the diagnosis and treatment of infertility with
exceptions: S0010
Health care contracts; provide terms and conditions for contracts
issued by health insurance issuers do not discriminate
unreasonably against providers; policies provide for well-
ness credits or discounts: S0235
Health insurance; provide for coverage of early detection cardiovascu-
lar tests: H4839
Medical Expense Policy; define medical expense policy and provide
that the optional intoxicants and narcotics exclusions pro-
vision contained in certain insurance policies does not
apply: S0009
PEBA; require group health plan cover cold cap and scalp cooling sys-
tems: S0994, H4911
Premium payments; allow payments and other cost sharing by third
parties on behalf of insured by qualified health plans:
H3323
Insurance, autism coverage; provide autism spectrum disorder is defined by
the most recent edition of the DSM: S0307
Mandatory reporting of child abuse; medical examiner or coroner shall
accept reports and report findings to Department of Chil-
dren’s Advocacy: S0805
Massage/Bodywork Practice Act; provide for inclusion of massage estab-
lishments and other provisions: H5107
Medicaid Health Plans; require plans to ensure access to appropriate clinical
services for the effective treatment of opioid use disorders:
H4092
Medicaid; provide that an adult 65 or younger whose income is below 138
percent of the federal poverty level is eligible for medicaid:
H3443
Medical decisions for person unable to consent; person who may make deci-
sions are prohibited from executing arbitration agreements
on behalf of patient and provide a notice of waiver for legal
rights: S0178
Medical information confidentiality; provide that identities of patients and
medical technicians are subject to subpeona: S0234
Medical licenses; waive certain additional examination requirements for
applicants who are to practice within State Vocational
Rehabilitation Agency: H4698
Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting association; establish asso-
ciation and provide for purpose, duties and other provi-
sions: H5404
Medical malpractice; require a defendant to file a notice of appearance and
allow plaintiff to file to dispense with mediation if defen-
dant fails to file notice of appearance: H3740
Newborn information available to parents; include safe sleep practices and
the cause of sudden infant death syndrome in the informa-
tion provided: S0891
Nurse Licensure Compact; revise provisions and to reflect mandated
changes for membership in the compact: H3349
Nurses practitioners, advanced practice registered nurses and midwives;
revise definitions and revise authority to perform certain
duties: S0345, H3772
Nursing home staffing requirements; increase the minimum number of staff
required during all shifts: H3118
Nursing homes; establish requirements addressing physical examinations




Opioids; authorize pharmacists to prescribe opioid antidotes to certain com-
muncitgy organizations to distribute to persons at risk of
overdose: H4600
Opioids; establish limitations for initial prescriptions, DHEC to provide pre-
scription monitoring data report cardsto practitioners; other
provisions: S0918
Pediatric Acute-Onset Nueropsychiatric Syndrome and Pediatric Autoim-
mune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Advisory Committee,
created; provide for duties and responsibilities; DHEC to
appoint staff: H5017
Personal emergency response systems; require DHHS to issue devices to
medicaid recipients that include a nurse triage component:
H4048
Personhood Act of SC: S0217, H3530
Pharmacies; allow to be counted as collector of controlled substances for
take back events and other provisions: H3817
Pharmacies; provide the board of pharmacy shall issue a written protocol in
which pharmacists may prescribe contraceptives without
an order and other provisions: H3064
Pharmacist & pharmacy techs; provide that certain activities may not be
performed in an outpatient setting, number of techs a phar-
macist may supervise and provide techs exempt from con-
tinuing education during the first renewal period: S0561
Pharmacists Safety Act; provide for mandatory rest breaks: H5061
Pharmacists participating in health maintenance organizations; to expand
the types of health care providers able to participate will-
ingly: S0014
Pharmacy benefit manager; establish prohibited acts: H5038
Pharmacy benefit managers; Pharmacy benefit managers; establish prohib-
ited acts and provide exceptions; require manager to reim-
burse a provider within seven business days of payment by
a payor: S0815, H5044
Physical Therapy Licensure Compact; provide for entry of SC into multi-
state compact and other provisions: H4799
Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment (POST); enable certain persons to
execute a post form signed by a physician that sets forth a
patients wishes and other provisions: H4802
Physicians
Interstate Medical Licensure Compact; provide for entry of SC into a
multistate physician licensure compact and other provi-
sions: H5174
Medical Practice Act; provide no provision of Act may be construed to
require a physician to secure a maintenance of certification
as a condition of licensure, reimbursement, employment,
or admitting privileges at a hospital: H4116
Physicians selected as participants in student loan repayment program;
change certain program requirements: H4483
Physicians; Physicians must be a member of the SC Medical Associa-
tion to practice medicine in SC: S0152
Podiatrist and Podiatric Surgery; provide procedures must meet certain cri-
teria, use certain facilities and privileges at health facilities;
add definitions; other provisions: H3353, H3622
Podiatrists; provide permit requirements for licensed podiatrists seeking to
independently engage in ankle surgery procedures and
other provisions: S1063
Prescribing limitations; limit initial prescription of an opioid for acute pain
management or postoperative pain management to a 5 day
supply; exceptions: H4603
Prescription drug and monitoring program; require health care practitioners
to review a patient’s controlled substance history main-
tained in the program before prescribing; add continuing
education requirements: H3824
Prescription drugs; provide that schedule II and III drugs must not exceed a
7 day supply for first prescription nor a 4 day supply for
second prescription: S1046
Prescription monitoring program; require hospitals, pharmacists, first
responders and ERS to submit information to DHEC for
the program when a person is administered an opioid anti-
dote: H4602
Prescription report cards; require DHEC to provide report cards for practi-
tioners using the monitoring program and allow release of
report cards to practitioners: H3825
Prescriptions to minors; establish requirements for prescribing opioid anag-
esics to minors: H3819
Prescriptions; allow pharmacists to dispense a varying amount of mainte-
nance medication with exceptions: H4958
MEDICAL (Continued)
Prescriptions; change dosage limitations for certain prescribed controlled
substances: H4492
Prescriptions; require tamper-resistant prescription pads to be used with pre-
scribing controlled substances, with exceptions; other pro-
visions: H3826
Property tax exemptions; allow an exemption for dwelling house and one
acre for a person with a brain or spinal cord injury: S0759
Put Patients First Act: H3128
Recognition of Emergency Medical Services Personnel Licensure Interstate
Compact Act; authorize SC to join the interstate compact,
establish certain EMS licensure requirements, and other
provisions: S0762, H4486
Regional Health Services Board of Directors; provide that state interest
shall prevail in a conflict exists between antitrust laws and
other provisions: S1014, H4933
Renal dialysis facilities; provide facilities may deliver legend drugs or
devices to patients in certain circumstances and other pro-
visions: H4119
Residential care facilities; establish a minimum staff-resident ratio require-
ment and provide for mandatory training of staff and vol-
unteer; require written assessment with admission and
individual care plans; other provisions: H3120
Ryan’s Law; Insurance, autism coverage; remove exclusions for certain
types of insurance and delete certain eligibility require-
ments: S0397, H3747
SC Access to Health Care Act: H3115
SC Compassionate Care Act: S0212, H3521
SC Covering Autism Responsibility for Everyone (CARES) Act: S1067
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
SC Palliative Care and Quality of Life Study Committee, created; provide
for purposes, duties and membership: H4935
SC Pregnancy Accommodations Act: H3865
SC Right to Shop for Health Care Act: S0400
School nurses; school nurses must hold current license and other provisions:
H4805, H5054
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Service animals; provide that intentional misreprestentation of service ani-
mal is misdemeanor and establish penalties: S1137, H5041
Sexual assault and domestic violence centers; providers are not required to
disclose confidences aquired from clients with exceptions:
H3724
Shingles Vaccination Study Committee, created; to study whether DHEC
should establish a shingles vaccination program; provide
for membership, duties and responsibilities: H3420
Sickle Cell Disease Voluntary Patient Registry Act: H3124
State Health Plan; allow employees and retirees and dependents of any
political subdivision of the state to participate: S0061,
H3600
State of emergency refills by pharmacists; allow for one-time, 30 day refill
during states of emergencies: S0506
Surgical technologists, educational and certification requirements; require
certification by certain accredited programs: H3135
Telemedicine; provide for mean of and definitions: H4529
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
Uniform Arbitration Act; provide for notice of waiver of right to patients
entering into arbitration with Health Care professionals and
other provisions: S0948
MEDICARE
See Aging (this index)
MENTAL HEALTH
See Also Disabilities and Special Needs Department (this
index)
Department
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and
responsibilities: S0805
Fitness to stand trial; require the mental health dept to reimburse a
sheriff or county or municipal government for certain costs








See Also Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
Driver’s license, administration of exam; provide that DMV must enter into
contracts with US Dept of Defense to offer this service to
certain individuals: H5145
Federal officers, enforcing state criminal laws; provide that NCIS agents are
authorized to enforce state criminal law: H5146, H5170
Homeowners’ Association Regime Fee Fairness to Deployed Service Mem-
bers Act: H3010
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all military retirement income
and first responder retirement income; other provisions:
H4936
Military Priority Registration Act; provide for priority course enrollment for
military-related students: H4078
Resident vendor preferences; provide that a business owned by a service-
disabled veteran shall receive a 5 percent preference
through use of set-asides on contract awards: H4591
SC Service Members Civil Relief Act: H3919
Sales tax exemptions; exempt toys purchased by the marines for toys for
tots foundation: S0528
Special elections to fill vacancies; adjust dates of elections must be held to
conform with SC Uniform Miitary and Overseas Voters
Act: H3685
Tuition rates for veterans; provide definition includes a child or spouse
enrolling within three years of veteran discharge provided
child or spouse is qualified; provide for continued eligibil-
ity: S0531
Veterans’ Affairs, Director of the division; direction shall receive and
respond to complaints from veterans reguarding county
veterans’ affairs officers: H3428
Veterans’ Affairs; require director of the division be a veteran;  revise defi-
nitions and provide minimum number of service hours to
be appointed a county officer: H3469
MILITIA
See Adjutant General (this index)
See Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
MINING
SC Mining Act; exempt certain activities undertaken by Division of Public
Railways of the Dept. of Commerce: S1099
MINORITIES
See Discrimination (this index)
MINORS
See Also Juvenile Justice Department (this index)
Abuse and Neglect
Abuse and neglect; provide that a child victim of sex trafficking or
severe forms of trafficking of persons is a victim of abuse
and neglect: S0541, H4094
Child abuse allegation or domestic violence interviews; provide that
hearing impaired children to be interviewed using an inter-
preter not related to the child and other provisions; DSS to
maintain database of qualified interpreters: S0220
Child abuse and neglect hearing or permanency hearings; require DSS
to provide 10 days notice of a hearing and require notice to
foster parents of their right to submit a report to the court:
H3550
Child abuse and neglect records, confidentiality; authorize DSS to
release records of health information to certain caregivers:
H3699
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administra-
tors, coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders,
and other persons regardless of employer internal proto-
cols: H3524
Child abuse; provide that all public schools shall post at least five
signs with telephone numbers and information related to
child abuse reporting and other provisions: H3920
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and
responsibilities; provide abuse hotline: S0805
Children’s advocacy toll free complaint number; require children’s
advocacy centers to post the number: H5372
Family court to establish a recovery program in each circuit; provide
that family court is allowed to permit a parent to participate
in a recovery court program operated by DSS if child taken
from parent due to substance abuse: S0133
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination; provide torture is criminal offense; pen-
alties: S1033, H4854
Mandated reporting; add religious counselors as mandated reporters:
H4705
Mandatory reporting of child abuse; medical examiner or coroner shall
accept reports and report findings to Department of Chil-
dren’s Advocacy: S0805
Admissibility of out-of-court statements made by children; to add an excep-
tion for statements made to employees or agents of chil-
dren’s advocacy centers: S0077
Adoption disclosure information; include biological grandparents: H3898
Adoption; add circumstances under which a nonresident may adopt and pro-
vide for the right to file a petition for adoption: H3442
Alcohol, unlawful purchase, consumption and possession under age 21;
eliminate the application of the section to consumption:
H3360
Alicia’s Law: H3100
Birth certificates, adopted persons; allow an adult adoptee to obtain a copy,
allow biological parent to execute contact preference form,
and allow for submission of medical history form by par-
ent: H3775
Child Custody
Child abuse and neglect hearing or permanency hearings; require DSS
to provide 10 days notice of a hearing and require notice to
foster parents of their right to submit a report to the court:
H3550
Family plans; create a presumption it is in the best interest of the child
to spend equal time with both parents; require courts to
take into account certain factors when determining cus-
tody; exceptions and modifications to custody: H3126
Child Support
Child support enforcement through license revocation; change defini-
tion of license: H3606
Child support payments; make use of scale established by the DSS
mandatory in establishing amount owed by absent parent:
H3872
Child support, income withholding; remove any reference to clerk of
court and insert authorized agency; define authorized
agency: S1003, H5092
Child support; enable detained parent who is failing to participate in
programs to be released upon willingness to participate in
program; violator may not be served arrest warrant at
employment: H3121
Child support; provide that an offender may serve sentence at a time
he is not working and the sentence does not interfere with
employment and provide for wage garnishment to satisfy
payment: S0134
Employee new hire reporting program; clarify reporting is mandatory
and add reporting requirements: H3863
Paternity and child support obligations; clarify entities required to pro-
vide information, add information that must be provided,
establish penalties, and make technical changes; change
provisions for financial institutions to levy: H3862
Child abuse and neglect reports; authorize release of information about
child fatalities or near fatalities: S0448
Child offenders; eliminate exceptions for children to be tried as adults;
decrease length of time child may be held for violation of
court order regarding status of offense; provide for auto-
matic expungement; other provisions: S0580, H3946
Child passenger restraint; revise age, weight, and position of child who must





Child placement plans; allow for temporary placement with relative or alter-
native caregiver; provide requirements for creation of
safety plans and child & family plan and limits to follow-
ing plans: H3125
Child’s right to counsel; Parent or guardian may not waive a child’s right to
counsel when the family court proceeding may result in
confinement or detention of the child: H3136
Childcare facilities
Childcare centers; require carrying of liability insurance; prohibit
ABC voucher use at certain facilities; provide for
employee and facility requirements and condiitons as well
as licensing: S0569, H4044
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and
occupants of school, church or day care buses: H3250,
H3253
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Children’s Service Agency; establish Department of Children’s Services
and provide for powers and duties: S0794, S0795, H4674
Continuum of Care for Emotionally Disturbed Children; provide the divi-
sion is within the Children’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Continuum of care for emotionally disturbed children; shall be a division of
the Department of Children’s Services: S0794, S0795,
H4674
DSS, child protective services; require division to notify economic services
and other agencies when a child is removed from a home in
order for SNAP benefits to follow child: H3776
Disabled children; a parent may enroll his child in any school district or pri-
vate school that he considers best for meeting child’s
needs; other provisions: H3520
Do not resuscitate orders; allow a parent or legal guardian of a patient who
is a child to request and revoke a DNR for emergency ser-
vices for the child: H3487
Driver’s license for minors; provide for additional persons who may sign
application and must sign in presence of DMV employee:
H3580
Driver’s license or permit for minor; provide it must be signed by a person
responsible for the unemancipated minor’s welfare: H3242
Driver’s license, persons who must sign application for a minor; delete term
instruction permit and revise the list of persons who must
sign for an unemancipated minor: S0198
Driver’s license; provide that a minor may apply for a beginner’s permit,
instruction permit, or driver’s license under the authoriza-
tion of a responsible adult willing to assume obligation:
S0300
Driver’s license; require driver training school or a high school driver’s
instruction course for ages 15 to under 21; Over 21 must
complete 8 hours of defensive driving course: S0231
Employment training programs for noncustodial parents; require DEW to
offer employment training and placement programs funded
to the workforce investment act and to undertake efforts to
offer stipends to participants: H3127
Energy drinks; prohibit sale of energy drink to a minor; provide penalties
and definitions: H4597
First Steps; provide that the benchmarks and objectives must be approved
by the First Steps Board and posted on the website; impose
requirements for reporting and use of assessment results;
allow for review and other provisions: H3591
Foster Care
DSS; require DSS to establish a program to pay for certain expenses
incidental to becoming legally authorized to drive for chil-
dren 15 years or older who reside in out-of-home care; Fos-
ter parents can sign for driver’s license: H3322
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination; provide torture is criminal offense; pen-
alties: S1033, H4854
Foster Care Review Board; provide the board consists of seven mem-
bers: S0781
Foster Care Review Division; provide the division is within the Chil-
dren’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Foster Care; DSS is required to inform a relative of a child with whom
the child may be placed of the opportunity to be licensed to
foster and other provisions: H3701
MINORS (Continued)
Foster care review board, local; require that members of at least one
board in the fifth circuit be appointed by Kershaw County
Legislative Delegation: H4832
Foster care review board; provide that the review board shall be a divi-
sion of the Department of Children’s Services: S0794,
S0795, H4674
Placement plans for children; require it to include notice that case-
workers who fail to make the prescribed number of con-
tacts must be terminated and for foster parents to make
children reasonable available; county directors to audit:
H3123
Guardian Ad Litem; provide the program must be administered by the Chil-
dren’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Health information, minors; allow for disclosure to certain caregivers as part
of child protection or adoption proceedings: H3699
Hearing Aides Coverage for Children Act: H4118
Human trafficking; restructure offense and provide a penalty when the vic-
tim is a minor under 18 and other provisions: H3329
Juvenile Sex Offender List; provide for procedure to allow certain juve-
niles’ names to be removed from registry and provide pro-
cedure for certain offense in family court for juvenile to be
placed on the registry: H3274
Kidnapping; add offense of attempted kidnapping; create offense of luring
or attempting to lure a child under age of 13; establish pen-
alties and provide affirmative defense: S0925
Luring a child; create definitions and provide penalties: H5006
Mandated reporting; require reporting when an infant or fetus is exposed to
alcohol or a controlled substance: S0447, H3823
Marriage license for minors; allow issuance in the case of a pregnancy or
birth of child when parents are not younger than 16; excep-
tions: H5025
Medical information confidentiality; provide that identities of patients and
medical technicians are subject to subpeona: S0234
Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to smoke tobacco product in car with
a minor as a passenger; provide penalty: S0964, H4855,
H5161
Motor vehicles; unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child under the age of 5
is also an occupant and provide penalties: H3241
Newborn information available to parents; include safe sleep practices and
the cause of sudden infant death syndrome in the informa-
tion provided: S0891
Parental rights, termination; change certain requirements for termination
based on conception of a child as a result of criminal sexual
conduct: S0768
Payment or delivery to minor or incapacitated person; authorize the court to
order the reasonable payment necessary to satisfy a spe-
cific need: H3154
Pediatric Acute-Onset Nueropsychiatric Syndrome and Pediatric Autoim-
mune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Advisory Committee,
created; provide for duties and responsibilities; DHEC to
appoint staff: H5017
Permanency planning and adoption; provisions for notices, parent termina-
tion, and adoption including foster care parents: H3465
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Prescriptions to minors; establish requirements for prescribing opioid anag-
esics to minors: H3819
Principals; provide after consultation with qualified person, to petition pro-
bate court to determine need of mental health services for a
student; report to information to SLED and other provi-
sions: S1136
SNAP; provide for the duty to administer SNAP, require applicant to coop-
erate with child support services, prohibit changing limits
or waiving work requirement: H3833
SNAP; require an individual applying or reapplying for benefits to cooper-
ate with DSS Child Support Services as condition of eligi-
bility: S0921
Safe Havens; change the definition of infant and allow the placement of an
infant not more than one year old: H3116
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Sex offender registry; give family court the discretion to place a child 14
years or older on the registry; prohibit placement of child
under 14; procedure to request removal at age 21; Limit
public access to registry: H3948
Summer Camps, licensure; provide that DHEC shall oversee licensure of
summer camps and other provisions: S0760




Teen Dating Violence Prevention; create offense and provide penalties and
other provisions: S0169
Uniform Interstate Family Support Act; technical changes: H3871
Unlawful conduct toward a child; provide it is unlawful for a person who
has custody or charge of child to place child under the
supervision of a person who has a history of child abuse or
other offenses specified: S0089
Vital statistics; require DHEC to facilitate the registration of both spouses of




See Mobile Homes (this index)
MOPEDS
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
MORTGAGES
See Banks and Savings and Loan Associations (this index)
MOTION PICTURES
See Also Movies (this index)
Metal Detectors; require movie theaters, sporting arenas and concert venues
to install and operate metal detectors: H3006
Motion Picture Incentive Act committed and uncommitted funds; provide
funds to be carried over for same purpose and remove the
distinction of rebates should one fund be depleted in any
fiscal year: H3439
MOTOR VEHICLES
ATV; provide that the state or local governmental entity may operate an
ATV along public streets and highways in jurisdictions:
S0880
All-terrain vehicles; provide this provision also applies to all-terrain vehi-
cles and define term all-terrain vehicle: H3795
Authorized emergency vehicles and signals; provide for operation of a vehi-
cle approaching a physician responding to an emergency
call while drive and private vehicle displaying a green
flashing light: H4405
Auto insurance; provide that insurers may not use a numerical, credit-based
insurance score or other credit rating as basis for determin-
ing coverage or renewal: S0240
Automatic license plate reader systems; provide that only certain entities
may use and provide locations where they may be
installed; provide how info is obtained may be used; pro-
vide for penalties: H3525
Automobile Insurance; add definition of underinsured motorist coverage
and provisions: S0016
Charlie’s Law: H3444
Child passenger restraint; revise age, weight, and position of child who must
be secured in a child passenger restraint system: S0478,
H3864
Commercial motor vehicle in left lane; provide when lawful, DOT to erect
signs, and provide circumstances for traffic tickets in viola-
tion: H3244
Death by motor vehicle; establish misdemeanor and penalty; six point pen-
alty of license: S1011
Definitions; change automotive three-wheel vehicle to autocycle: S0444
Definitions; delete term automotive three wheel vehicle and replace with
autocycle; provide autocycle definition: H3971
Demolishers and secondary metals recycler; define term automotive recy-
cler; provide certain provisions apply to automotive recy-
clers and not apply to salvage pool auctions: S1079, H4726
Department
CDL training classes in schools; provide for DOE and DMV to create
curriculum for high school students to obtain CDL follow-
ing graduation and other provisions: H5172
Congressional Medal of Honor recipient Kyle J. White DMV facility
named: H4245
MINORS (Continued)
Golf carts, issuance of decals and registration cards; establish penalty
for unlawful nighttime operation: H4406
Golf carts, permits; require a decal and registration from DMV;
increase permit fee; provide revenue from fee be remitted
to the non-Federal aid highway fund; other provisions:
S0836
License plate specifications; require DMV to issue a sticker for vehi-
cle for each concealed weapons permit holder: S0088,
S0432
Motor Vehicles, transfer and surrender of titles, etc. for salvaged, etc.;
provide for a procedure for insurance company to obtain
certificate of title from DMV when claimant fails to do so:
H5148
Motor vehicle property tax; DMV shall implement procedure to allow
it to collect taxes owed to local governments when a person
registers a vehicle and other provisions: H3356
Proposed tax assessments, appeals; provide that a taxpayer may appeal
the appraised value of a motor vehicle by submitting an
appraisal to the DMV: H4430
Public Safety Dept, annual audit and expenditure of revenue; delete
the provision that authorizes DMV to carry forward certain
registration fees and provide that certain revenue be
expended for drug testing: H4476
Special identification cards; provide that one ID card must be issued
free to certain persons per issuance cycle and provide a five
dollar fee for a replacement before its expiration date:
H3292
Voter Registration; provide each state indentification card or driver’s
license application shall serve an as application for voter
registration; other provisions: S0135, H3157
Department of Motor Vehicles term to be replaced with Comptroller Gen-
eral: H3270, H3271
Distracted driving; provide it is unlawful to drive distracted, provide penalty
and allow warning ticket: H3246
Driver responsibility in accident; revised penalties: S1058
Driver’s Licenses
Beginner permits, conditional license, and special restricted licenses;
require that certain individuals must register with US
Selective Service and revise certain terms: H4676
CDL training classes in schools; provide for DOE and DMV to create
curriculum for high school students to obtain CDL follow-
ing graduation and other provisions: H5172
Child support enforcement through license revocation; change defini-
tion of license: H3606
Commercial Driver’s License qualifications; require a person may not
be issued license unless completing a human trafficking
prevention course: S0803, S0908, H4681
Commercial driver’s license qualifications; establish the intrastate
vision waiver program; provide for eligibility and circum-
stances: S0479
DSS to establish a program to pay for certain expenses incidental to
becoming legally authorized to drive for children 15 years
or older who reside in out-of-home care; Foster parent can
sign for driver’s license: H3322
Driver’s license and special IDs, veteran designation; provide that cer-
tain persons who have been separated from teh National
Guard are eligible to obtain a driver’s license that contains
a veteran designation: H3297
Driver’s license for minors; provide for additional persons who may
sign application and must sign in presence of DMV
employee: H3580
Driver’s license or permit for minor; provide it must be signed by a
person responsible for the unemancipated minor’s welfare:
H3242
Driver’s license suspension; provide a person may not be arrested
under certain circumstances if stopped, provide for rein-
statement; provide for if conviction requires suspension
and other provisions: H3275
Driver’s license, administration of exam; provide that DMV must
enter into contracts with US Dept of Defense to offer this
service to certain individuals: H5145
Driver’s license, permit, or ID; provide that an application for license,
permit, or ID must allow a person who has been medically
diagnosed with autism to voluntarily disclose and may be




Driver’s license, persons who must sign application for a minor; delete
term instruction permit and revise the list of persons who
must sign for an unemancipated minor: S0198
Driver’s license, surrender when convicted of certain crimes; amend
definition for a crime of violence: S0834
Driver’s license, suspended due to DUI; allow a person under 21 to
enroll in interlock device program, revise interclock device
sections for habitual offender and other provisions: S0982,
H4912
Driver’s license; provide that a minor may apply for a beginner’s per-
mit, instruction permit, or driver’s license under the autho-
rization of a responsible adult willing to assume obligation:
S0300
Driver’s license; require driver training school or a high school
driver’s instruction course for ages 15 to under 21; Over 21
must complete 8 hours of defensive driving course: S0231
Driver’s license; revise criteria for identification, revise cost and fre-
quency of renewal, and revise vision screening for
renewal; other provisions: H3358
Driver’s license; revisions for expiration for persons 65 and older;
require vision screening for initial and renewal of license;
other provisions: S0979
Driver’s licenses, code affixed indicating crime conviction; remove
fee: S0499
Driver’s licenses; change the validity from 10 to 8 years; comply with
federal acts: S0201
Driving Record; provide that any entry in record that shows suspen-
sion for failure to submit to alcohol testing or interlock
device and has been acquitted must be removed from driv-
ing record: S1195, H4599
Employment verification; provide that a worker is not eligible for a
driver’s license with certain forms of IDs: S0128
Habitual offender definition; provide suspension of driver’s license for
failure to pay a traffic ticket shall not constitute conviction
as habitual offender: H5027
Reckless vehicular homicide, reckless homicide, reckless driving, and
DUI; Define great bodily injury, provide offenses, penal-
ties and other provisions: S0232
Suspended license; provide a person whose license was suspended for
a moving violation must complete a defensive driving
course: H3255
Vision screening; delete provisions that requires a person to complete
a vision screening during the 5th year of a 10 year driver’s
license: H3293
Vision screening; only require vision screening for persons obtaining
an initial license and for persons who are 65 years or older
when they renew; other provisions: H3295
Vision screening; provide screening is required for renewal of license
and provide that a certificate of vision exam form must be
given by certified ophthalmologist or optometrist: H4672
Voter Registration; provide each state indentification card or driver’s
license application shall serve an as application for voter
registration; other provisions: S0135, H3157
Drivers; operators of motor vehicles must maintain driver’s license, vehicle
registration, and proof of insurance in plain view on teh
dashboard and in his immediate possession when operating
vehicle without a dashboard: H3257
Driving on the right side of roadways; provide that a person in violation
may be fined up to 200 dollars for each violations in addi-
tion to other penalties: S0809
Drug and Alcohol testing; provide a person must submit to chemical tests if
probable cause to be in violation of certain section or
caused death in motor vehicle accident: S0308
Dylan Paul Mitchell Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Act: H3615
Electronic citation fees; governing body may issue a convenience fee for
electronic payment of traffic ticket: H4677
Emergency vehicles, definitions; add organ procurement organization vehi-
cles to definitions: S0874
Event data recorder or sensing and diagnostic module; shall be disclosed by
manufacturers in the owner’s manual, by rental companies
in rental agreements and other provisions: H3527
Failure to stop for law enforcement; increase penalties for violation: S0733,
H3245
MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued)
Funeral Procession; define term, provide for duties of operators of motor
vehicles in funeral procession, provide penalty, and pro-
vide law enforcement officer escorting procession is
immune from liability under certain circumstances: H4472
Golf Carts, permits; revise locations where a golf cart may be operated and
other provisions: H5053
Handicapped parking; provide that a person who is handicapped must be
allowed to park in metered spaces without fees or fines:
S0388
Highways
Speedometers; provide it is unlawful to drive on a highway without
speedometer maintained in good working order, provide
penalty and charges: H3276
Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer purchasing and using motor fuel for
other than vehicle operation is allowed a refundable
income tax credit: S0883
Income tax deduction; provide for deduction for certain individual taxpay-
ers who exhibit safe driving habits: H3616
Indigent defense commission; your rights under SC law document be
designed and approved by commission and the document
be issued with a ticket issuance; other provisions: H4470
Insurance
Automobile collision coverage; provide that an insurer may not con-
sider claims submitted for the repair or replacement of
safety glass when determining the premium rates for pol-
icy: H3011
Collision and comprehensive auto insurance; prohibit an insurer from
raising an insured’s rates for an accident not the fault of the
insured: H3022
Insurance premium rates, prohibited factors for determining; prohibit
insurer from consider credit rating or method of payment
for the insured vehicle: H3421
Insurance, rented or leased vehicle; provide it shall be primary for
vehicle for the name of insured is a rental company for the
purpose of financial responsibility: S0433, H4070
Mopeds: S0197, H3247
Per diem fine assessed for lapsed liability insurance; provide that this
fine shall not be assessed against a person whose insurance
has lapsed due to incarceration: H3294
License Plates
Dealer license and demonstration plates; provide plate must be used
by a person whose vehicle is being serviced or repaired by
the dealership at no charge for duration of service; other
provisions: S0488, H3937
Dealer license plates; provide DMV shall supply an additional two
license plates to a full-service dealer who can demonstrate
the presence of a service garage at dealership: H3933
Dealer license plates; reduce teh minimum number of motor vehicle
sales a dealer must make before issued a plate and other
provisions: H4618
License plate display and illumination; provide a vehicle may not be
stopped for having letters covered by a frame or an inoper-
able tail lamp in the absence of another violation: H3280
License plates; provide for DMV to provide for temporary license
plate for newly acquired vehicle and other provisions:
S1083
License plates; provide that that the DMV may issue hearing impaired
special license plates: S0195
Special License Plate; Air Medal license plate issued: S1129
Special License Plate; Powering the Palmetto State plate, Legion of
Merit plate, and Virginia Tech plate issued: S0626
Special License Plates; University of South Carolina 2017 Women’s
Basketball National Champions’ plates issued: S0617
Special license plates, Lion’s Club; provide DMV may issue plates to
owners of private passenger motor vehicles registered in
their names: S0368, S0626
Special license plates, Palmetto Cross plates issued: H3256
Special license plates, Virginia Tech plates issued: H3296
Special license plates, registrations, and transporter plates; revise pro-
visions for public official license plates, revise provisions
for special registration for vehicles that move other vehi-
cles; revise transporter plate use: H4973
Special license plates; 2016 Baseball National Champions issued:
S0365
Special license plates; Clemson University 2016 Football National




Special license plates; DMV may issue Legion of Merit license plate:
S0196
Special license plates; National Football League Team issued: H3267
Special license plates; Persian Gulf War Veteran issued: H4710
Special license plates; Powering the Palmetto State license plate
issued: S0495, H3743
Special license plates; SC State Parks issued: H5147
Manufacturers and dealers; revise definition of dealer and motor vehicle
dealer to exclude certain persons conducting investment
grade or collector motor vehicles; provide definitions and
additional terms: H4795
Mileage-Based User Fee Study Committee, created; to determine the feasi-
biilty of implementing a mileage-based user fee program in
lieu of motor fuel user fee; membership, duties and respon-
sibilities: H3316
Mopeds: S0197, H3247
Mopeds; regulate the operation of a moped on certain roads and highways;
require reflective vests for driver and passenger; and other
provisions: H3287
Motor fuel user fee; increase fee two cents per year over six years: S0600
Motor fuel user fees; prohibit certain funds from being expended on new
road construction projects; prohibit funds transferred to
infrastructure bank; prohibit the expenditure of the funds
on employee compensation: H3967, H4041
Motor vehicles; drivers approaching vehicles collecting waste must proceed
with caution and yield the right of way if possible; provide
penalty: H3595
Motor vehicles; increase fees on road tax and motor fuel use tax; create rural
roads fund; increase maximum tax on certain priced motor
vehicles and other provisions: S0384
Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to operate while using a cell phone or
other wireless communication device that is not hands-
free; penalties: H3526
Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to smoke tobacco product in car with
a minor as a passenger; provide penalty: S0964, H4855,
H5161
Motor vehicles; unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child under the age of 5
is also an occupant and provide penalties: H3241
Motorcycles; permits, provide permit holders who fail the test three of more
times must complete technical college motorcycle safety
course; provide for points reduction for license holders
when complete course: S0456
Motorsports Entertainment Complex Investment Act: H4009
Petroleum; provide that retail fuel businesses must notify dept of ag con-
sumer protection division when petroleum dispenser has
been installed and other provisions: H5087
Pick-up trucks, fifth wheel assembly; provide pick-up truck may not tow
more than one separate trailing vehicle and provide maxi-
mum length: H3804
Proof of financial responsibility methods; delete certain filings as proof:
H4682
Recreational vehicles; establish procedures that regulate the relationship
between manufacturers, distributors, and dealers; revise
definitions: S0321, H3607
Registration system of vehicles; provide for classification and staggered
annual registration for large commercial motor vehicles:
S0600
Required stops for vehicles; allow for the department of public safety to
obtain a civil penalty citation against the registered owner
of a vehicle violating certain provisions: S0199
SC Amusement Rides Safety Code; does not apply to super-karts except for
certain limited purposes concerning operator age and lia-
bility insurance coverage: S0567
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054, H3516
SC Voluntary Infrastructure Funding Act: H3315
Safety belts; remove the provision that a violation is not negligence per se or
contributory negligence and remove provision that a viola-
tion is not admissible as evidence in civil action: S0239
Salvage and junk yards involved in automobiles; provide the business must
report to the DMV and provide penalty: H3646
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and occu-
pants of school, church or day care buses: H3250, H3253
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Specialized vehicles; provide a penalty for a person who violate a provision
that regulates specialized vehicles when no other penalty
applies: H3249
MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued)
Speeding in work zones; delete provision, provide for definitions of high-
way work zone and highway worker, create offense of
endangerment of a highway worker and penalties; establish
points on license: S0565, H4033
Speeding; public safety may impose additional fine of 200 dollars for speed-
ing over 75 on a two-lane hwy or over 85 miles per hour on
a four-lane hwy: S0876
State Sales Tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds of sales or the sales
price of any device, equipment, or machinery used in the
production of electric or hybrid vehicles: H3321
Sunscreen devices, motor vehicles; revise the permitted level of light trans-
mission for sunscreening on motor vehicles: H4474
Tax years for motor vehicles and tax notices; provide that large commercial
vehicle and buses must pay road use fees in lieu of ad
valorem property tax: S0600
Taxation
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax on per-
sonal motor vehicles to replace any other ad valorem tax
imposed for school operating purposes; other provisions:
H3313
Income tax credit; allow for credit for costs of purchasing or convert-
ing an alternative fuel-heavy duty vehicle and specify
amounts: S0581, H4065
Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer with a registered vehicle is
allowed a refundable credit on vehicle maintenance: S0566
Motor vehicle property tax; DMV shall implement procedure to allow
it to collect taxes owed to local governments when a person
registers a vehicle and other provisions: H3356
Motor vehicle property tax; auditor must reduce assessment to sales
price if lower than assessment and provide for rebates and
sales incentives to be subtracted from assessment: S0056
Motor vehicle tax; prohibit county treasurer from refusing payment
solely because the taxpayer is delinquent on another prop-
erty: H3091
Property tax exemptions; provide exemption for vehicles that are
afforded free registration because former prisoner of war:
S0237
Vehicle assessment; require the revenue dept to post its value guides
and manuals on its website and allow the dept to determine
values in a different manner if national publication prohib-
its posting: H3096
Vehicle tax notice; require certain valuation information to be included
in tax notice and require certain vehicles may not exceed
92 percent of prior year value: H3082
Traffic Violations Study Committee, created; review state law and make
recommendations on which traffic violations should be
civil; provide for membership and duties: H4471
Traffic laws; authorize local governments to adopt ordinances for civil
enforcement of of certain traffic laws; other provisions:
H5371
Traffic laws; state statute preempts local ordinance and political subdivi-
sions are to adopt traffic regulations in conflict with state
statute: H3459
Traffic offense; a person may not be placed under arrest when charged with
certain traffic offenses: H3280
Traffic records; prohibit records of certain minor violations from appearing
in public indexes and direct clerks of courts to remove any
existing within 6 months of effective date: S0382
Traffic rules; provide that a vehicle in funeral procession has the right of
way at an intersection and may proceed if escorted by
flashing light vehicle, exceptions, and define terms: S0907
Trains, obstructing roads; increase fines, remove certain notice require-
ments, provide that every two hours of obstruction consti-
tutes additional offense and provide exceptions: H4511
Trains; limit the time a train may block a four-lane street intersection in a
municipality during certain time periods: H4441
Unfair trade practices for motor fuel retailers; remove references to Con-
sumer Affairs Dept: S0359
Uniform parking violation tickets; provide that employees of a law enforce-
ment agency who regularly issue parking tickets may also
issue handicapped parking violation tickets: H4469
Uniform traffic tickets; authorize law enforcement to prosecute those
offenses to reissue a ticket for another offense incident to a





Unlicensed vehicles; counties may adopt an ordinances that regulates opera-
tion of unlicensed vehicles on public streets when vehicles
are offered for rental use and municipalities may adopt
similar ordinances: H4466
Use tax exemptions; exempt all-terrain vehicle purchased or leased in
another state if sales tax was paid in that state: H4678
Vehicle auctions, wholesale; provide that a person may purchase or sell a
motor vehicle at an auction once every twelve months:
S0464
Vehicle inspections; provide DMV shall require that certain vehicles must
undergo an annual inspection, provide for fees and penal-
ties: H3989
Vehicle lamps and illuminating devices; provide that a vehicle may not be
equipped with certain signs, screens, or other devices;
other provisions: H5173
Vehicle left unattended; provide that the colored tag placed on the vehicle
by law enforcement must be reflective: S1039
Vehicle registration; provide that it is free for all former POWs: S0237
Vehicles, distance between when driving; provide that this section does not
apply to the operator of any non-leading vehicle traveling
in a procession of vehicles: H3289
Vehicles, owner arrested; provide that law enforcement shall release a motor
vehicle to a responsible party in lieu of having the vehicle
impounded under certain circumstances: H3291
Video and breath test while driving under the influence; revise circum-
stances that require video to be made, revise procedures for
making video and exemptions: H3785
Wireless communication devices, unlawful use while driving; revise defini-
tions, circumstances, penalties and other provisions:
S0957, H4480
MOTORCYCLES
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
MOVIES
Movies; unlawful to sell video games depicting gun violence and provide
for fine: H5219
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
MUSEUMS
State Museums; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer
firefighter or State Guard member may enter without cost:
H3409
NARCOTICS AND DRUGS
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES
No Entries
NATIONAL GUARD
See Adjutant General (this index)
See Veterans’ and Military Affairs (this index)
NATIVE AMERICANS
Native Americans to receive free fishing licenses, are not required to carry
migratory bird permits, and Native American artists may
use waste parts from game animals for art with signed affi-
davit from Chief: S0026
MOTOR VEHICLES (Continued)
Native Americans; continue to be recognized and exercise privileges and
obligations authorized by that designation; Commission on
Minority Affairs cease to recognize additional groups and
other provisions: S0272, H3177
Wild animal products; provide that certain American Indians may use wild
animal products that are not prohibited by Federal law in




Bear hunting; increase nonresident tag fees, delete provision for random
drawing and eliminate application fee; establish open sea-
son and other provisions: H3601
Boats and watercraft; provide for procedures concerning property tax
assessments and payments and issues of certificates of
number; provide for application fee and use of revenue;
other provisions: S1051, H4715
Conservation Bank; place under DNR, provide for Board and Advisory
Board, establish criteria, and other provisions: H4014
Conservation Bank; revise board requirements, require a criteria to develop
a conservation prioritization map, and other provisions:
H4727
Finfish, catch limits; reduce catch limit for red drum: H4971
Firearms; a firearm may be used to kill an animal in self-defense, defense of
another or of a domestic animal; Incidents with big game
or alligators must be reported to DNR and carcasses may
not be retained: S0021
Fishing and combinations licenses; DNR may issue to a constable, reserve
police officer, volunteer firefighter or State Guard member
without cost and provide for renewal: H3408
Flounder study program; delete certain provisions: H3723
Freshwater game fish; establish a year-round catch and release zone on the
lower reach of the saluda river; DNR to study lower Saluda
trout fishery; other provisions: S1044
Hunting and fishing licenses; provide a person or immediate family member
are not required to obtain license on property that contains
their primary residence: H4708
Hunting and fishing, disability licenses; allow residents receiving benefits
from state retirement to obtain a 3 year combination or
fishing license at no cost: S0402
Hunting and fishing, revenue distribution by DNR; revise distribution from
permits, tags and licenses: H5231
Hunting and fishing; DNR may authorize for persons not more than 21
years old that has been diagnosed with a terminal or life-
threatening illness and sponsored by a nonprofit; provi-
sions: H3517
Night Hunting; provide for hunting at night of feral hogs, coyotes, and
armadillos; provide for penalties: H3748
Regulations Approved
General Regulations (D. No. 4686): S0421
Seasons, Limits, Methods of Take and Special Use Restrictions on
Wildlife Management Areas (D. No. 4799): S0972, H5280
Seasons, limits, methods of take and special use restrictions on wild-
life management areas (D. No. 4741): S0422
Terms and Conditions for the public’s use of state lakes and ponds
owned or leased by DNR (D. No. 4727): S0689, H4247
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act;: S0007, S0219
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Shellfish, delete provision that allows DNR to issue permits for persons pur-
chase, possess or sale genetically modified shellfish and
other provisions: H4946
Shellfish; add definitions, revise permits and harvesting provisions; prohibit
placing of genetically modified shellfish and provide
license; other provisions: S0465
State Parks; provide that a constable, reserve police officer, volunteer fire-
fighter or State Guard member may enter a state park with-
out charge: H3407
Time effective Clause; extend period in which wild turkey seasons and bag
limits for certain counties are suspended: H4807
Watercraft restrictions on Lake H. Taylor Blalock; extend the period for the






Wild turkey feathers in art; provide for use and delete certain provisions:
H5090
Youth hunting days; provide for hunting antlered deer only and bag limit;
provide youth not completing education program must be
accompanied by an adult;  license or tag required to hunt is
waived on youth hunting day: S0913
Youth hunting days; provide license or tag required to hunt is waived on
youth hunting day: H4828
NATUROPATHS
See Medical (this index)
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Voting precincts, Newberry County; redesignate map number and correct
outdated references: S0885, S1144, H4178
NOTARIES PUBLIC
See Secretary of State (this index)
NUCLEAR WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
NUDITY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
NURSES
See Medical (this index)
NURSING HOMES
See Residential Care Facilities (this index)
OBSCENITY




Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors; abolish existing board and
reconstitute board to be appointed by Governor and other
provisions: H4091
Pioneer Rural Water District; cease construction activity until court decision
is made on constructing water treatment facility: S0639
OIL
See Fuel (this index)





Dr. Emily England Clyburn Pedestrian Bridge named: S0974
Orangeburg County School Districts; consolidate school districts in Orange-
burg County into one school district; provide for transition;
provide membership of board of trustees and other provi-
sions: S0662
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT (Continued)
Rat. No. 127 of 2017, Orangeburg County School District Consolidation;
revise provisions: H4397
Toll, along I-95; require DOT to impose a toll where I-95 crosses Lake Mar-
ion in Orangeburg or Clarendon County and provide for
expenditure of toll revenues: S0210, H3273
Voting precincts, Orangeburg County; redesignate map number: H3741
OSHA






PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM
Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow revenue to be
expended for repair and control of flooding and drainage in
tourism-related lands or areas: S0917, H4880
Approval of real property transactions involving certain governmental bod-
ies; require and opinion of the value by PRT before
approval of sale of property larger than one acre: H5255
Hospitality tax revenue; reduce threshold in accommodations taxes: S0945
PAROLE
See Probation, Parole and Pardon (this index)
PARTNERSHIPS
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
PATIENTS
See Medical (this index)
PATRIOT’S POINT DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
No Entries
PETROLEUM
See Fuel (this index)
PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS
Compounding pharmacies; revise minimum good compounding practices,
pharmacist responsibilities and other provisions; Sterile
preparation by pharmacies; revise associated standards and
broaden application of standards: S0497, H3926
DHEC; require DHEC to develop a voluntary nonopioid directive form to
allow a person to deny or refuse the administering or pre-
scribing of a controlled substance containing an opioid;
other provisions: H4112
Drug substitutions; allow pharmacists to substitute interchangeable biologi-
cal products and other provisions: S0299, H3438
Emergency refills of prescriptions; increase the amount of a prescription
that may be refilled when authorization from prescriber is
not attainable: S0243
Pharmacies; allow to be counted as collector of controlled substances for
take back events and other provisions: H3817
Pharmacies; provide the board of pharmacy shall issue a written protocol in
which pharmacists may prescribe contraceptives without




Pharmacist & pharmacy techs; provide that certain activities may not be
performed in an outpatient setting, number of techs a phar-
macist may supervise and provide techs exempt from con-
tinuing education during the first renewal period: S0561
Pharmacists Safety Act; provide for mandatory rest breaks: H5061
Pharmacists participating in health maintenance organizations; to expand
the types of health care providers able to participate will-
ingly: S0014
Pharmacy benefit manager; establish prohibited acts: H5038
Pharmacy benefit managers; Pharmacy benefit managers; establish prohib-
ited acts and provide exceptions; require manager to reim-
burse a provider within seven business days of payment by
a payor: S0815, H5044
Prescription drug and monitoring program; require health care practitioners
to review a patient’s controlled substance history main-
tained in the program before prescribing; add continuing
education requirements: H3824
Prescription drugs; provide that schedule II and III drugs must not exceed a
7 day supply for first prescription nor a 4 day supply for
second prescription: S1046
Prescriptions to minors; establish requirements for prescribing opioid anag-
esics to minors: H3819
Prescriptions; allow pharmacists to dispense a varying amount of mainte-
nance medication with exceptions: H4958
Renal dialysis facilities; provide facilities may deliver legend drugs or
devices to patients in certain circumstances and other pro-
visions: H4119
State of emergency refills by pharmacists; allow for one-time, 30 day refill




See Medical (this index)
PICKENS COUNTY
Charles E Dalton Interchange named: H5270
Dr. B R Skelton Interchange named: H5141
Pickens County School Board of Trustees; increase the number of board
members and other provisions: H3346









See Law Enforcement (this index)
POLITICAL PARTIES
See Elections (this index)
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS
See Also Specific County (this index)
ATV; provide that the state or local governmental entity may operate an
ATV along public streets and highways in jurisdictions:
S0880
Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow revenue to be
expended for repair and control of flooding and drainage in
tourism-related lands or areas: S0917, H4880
Alcoholic liquor sales days; provide sale of liquors on Sunday may be
authorized by referendum: H4873
PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS (Continued)
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties and
other provisions: H4696
Business license and insurance taxes; prevent political subdivisions from
collecting; Broker’s premium tax rate payment; provide
amount must be paid to municipality instead of municipal
agent: H3651
Community charge; allow governing body to impose community charge on
nonprofit hospitals and institutions of higher learning , pro-
vide guidelines and other provisions: H4800
Counties
2014 Winter Storm; treasurer to disburse funds to counties and munic-
ipalities that maintain unreimbursed expenses from storm:
S0501
Building fees; allow county government to increase fees to allocate
increase to affordable housing: S0364
Capital project sales tax act; provide that an ordinance must specify
whether the purpose of proceeds would include economic
development projects and other provisions: S0889
Capital projects sales tax, reimposition; extend reimpositions: S1038
Capital projects sales tax; provide if the proceeds of the tax are for one
project then the local governing body may perform duties;
provide qualifications: S0482
Council membership in counties that have adopted council-adminis-
trator form of government; provide that the terms shall
commence on the third business day following certification
of election: S0775
County Grand Jury foreman; prohibit the use of third party summary,
hearsay as sole evidence and require material evidence to
be put in record: H3870
County councils; require county councils to provide office space and
appropriate monies for the county legislative delegation;
other provisions: H3156
County government; authorize county to adopt by ordinance the
requirement that a residential or commercial property
owner shall keep property clean and free from rubbish;
provide for enforcement: S0833, H3896
County, municipality or school district shall provide certain informa-
tion on website and maintain a database: S1140, H5180
Delinquent tax penalties; provide that a county treasurer or authorized
office may waive late penalties for certain good causes:
S0708
Dorchester County, election districts; revise districts 98 and 109 so the
Lincoln precinct is reflected in both: H3537
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; delay reports until
March 15: H3895
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; substitute term
comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
Homestead exemption; provide that a county shall adjust a tax bill to
automatically reflect exemption when the taxpayer reaches
a certain age and provide for certain refunds; homeowner
to disclose birth date for ratio: H3074
Hurricane Matthew; provide a waiver of five or fewer days from statu-
tory requirements to be made up in counties that were
declared a federal major disaster; other provisions: H3515
Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on any private
developer for each new residential dwelling unit and pro-
vide funds be used to fund Gentrification Trust Fund and
other provisions: H5158
Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on any private
developer for each new residential dwelling unit and pro-
vide funds to be used to combat homelessness: H3227
Income tax deductions; allow a deduction for all income attributable to
certain employment in a Tier IV county and other provi-
sions: H3098
Insurance; Counties allowed to establish a windstorm protection and
homeowners insurance program to assist with financial
costs and other provisions: S0313, H3570
Job tax credit; provide higher credit amount in certain qualifying
counties: S0978
Licensing fees; state agencies, counties or municipal corporation may





Local Government Fund funding; delete the requirement for funding
percentage and provide that appropriations must be no less
that the greater of the allocation ratio of the latest year or
average of 5 years: S0063
Local Option Motor Fuel User Fee Act; provide that a county may
impose ordinance for the sole purpose of road improve-
ment projects and maintenance; provide manner the DOR
shall collect and distribute fee: S0070
Local fees; provide a municipality or county fee ratio for motor carri-
ers of property operating within both: S0600
Local option sales and use tax distribution; require RFA to provide
certain assistance: H3895
Motor vehicle tax; prohibit county treasurer from refusing payment
solely because the taxpayer is delinquent on another prop-
erty: H3091
Name change petition requirements; petitioner must attach affidavit
providing proof of residency for at least one year: H3897
Off street parking; require a county, municipality, airport, or aviation
authority to assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the
revenue to the state highway fund: H3086
Property Tax Procedure Act: S0793
Property tax payment extension for deployed servicemen; require each
county allow for a deferment and other provisions: S0911,
H3106
Recreation Committee; authorize the legislative delegation of a county
to abolish a county recreation commission by resolution
and devolve the powers onto the county governing body:
S0782, H3445, H3447
Rural infrastructure fund grants; provide that grants may also be
awarded to counties with a population of less than 40,000
residents and municipalities located in counties with a less
than 40,000 residents: S0233
SC Inclusionary Zoning Act: S0346, H4162, H4954
Sales or Use Tax; allow a county with 1 percent tax for capital projects
will expire unless approved in referendum: S0984
School Districts; provide that on July 1, 2019 each county must be
constituted as a school district and may not have multiple
school districts within boundaries of county: H3032
Transportation plan; Commission shall establish a project priority list
for each program category to be included in infrastructure
plan and non-federal aid program; increase number of
commission; other provisions: S0492, S0505
Unlicensed vehicles; counties may adopt an ordinances that regulates
operation of unlicensed vehicles on public streets when
vehicles are offered for rental use and municipalities may
adopt similar ordinances: H4466
Voter Registration and Elections County Board Member appoint-
ments; allow the legislative delegation or a county to
remove the Governor’s appointment authority over the
board and devolve the power of the county;s governing
body: S0111
County grand jury; require record of testimony and other proceedings,
record to be kept by clerk of court and shared with defen-
dant: H3880
Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meeting between an inmate
and his attorney: H3278
Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor, or divulge any com-
munication betweein an inmate and his attorney: H3279
Electronic citation fees; governing body may issue a convenience fee for
electronic payment of traffic ticket: H4677
Employee benefit; provide that a political subdivision may not establish,
mandate, or require an employee benefit and define terms:
S0218
FOIA; Public bodies may charge no more than actual cost of printing and
exemptions: H4046
Federal housing tax credit; provide board of commissioners shall inform
governing body before evaluating application for credit
and local government shall appoint 9 members to vote:
S0969, H4872
Firearms, unregulated activities; provide that a political subdivision may not
regulate firearm accessories: H4707
Fitness to stand trial; require the mental health dept to reimburse a sheriff or
county or municipal government for certain costs of incar-
ceration of person determined to be unfit for trial: H3325
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (Continued)
Golf Carts, permits; revise locations where a golf cart may be operated and
other provisions: H5053
Hospitality tax; provide that a penalty, fine, or other additional cost may not
be imposed with respect to hospitality tax payments
received within 7 days of the due date that in the aggregate
exceeds 5 percent of the delinquent tax: H3310
Hurricane Matthew; allow a local government to be reimbursed for the
clean-up costs associated with Hurricane Matthew: H4309
Legislative delegation; authorize delegation to remove for cause a delega-
tion appointee to or member of a board, commission, or
council whom the delegation recommended to another
public official or entity: S0256, H3446
Local office candidates; establish residency requirements for candidates for
local office that are elected from specific districts: H3849
Manufacturing or industrial facilities; provide that operations or expansions
may not be considered public or private nuisance in certain
circumstances and other provisions: H3653
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain buildings and offices to be
closed that day: H5040
Minimum wage; provide the wage in SC is greater that $10.10 or the wage
set by teh fair labor standards act and other provisions:
H3085
Mitigation of property; establish grants and criteria for residential property
to meet grants due to weather damage: S0315
Monuments and Memorials; provide that altering relocating, removing, or
renaming shall apply to property under state government
jurisdiction: S0068
Monuments and memorials; provide that these provisions do not apply to
property under political subdivision jurisdiction including
schools: S0790
Motor vehicle property tax; DMV shall implement procedure to allow it to
collect taxes owed to local governments when a person
registers a vehicle and other provisions: H3356
Municipalities
2014 Winter Storm; treasurer to disburse funds to counties and munic-
ipalities that maintain unreimbursed expenses from storm:
S0501
Building fees; allow municipality to increase fees to allocate increase
to affordable housing: S0364
Business license and insurance taxes; prevent political subdivisions
from collecting; Broker’s premium tax rate payment; pro-
vide amount must be paid to municipality instead of
municipal agent: H3651
County, municipality or school district shall provide certain informa-
tion on website and maintain a database: S1140, H5180
DOT obtaining consent from municipality before performing work on
a state highway; delete provision that such work must be
approved by municipality: H3238
Electrical utilities; provide companies shall bury all of its new lines
installed  and existing lines within the boundaries of a
municipality: H3528
Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; delay reports until
March 15: H3895
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; substitute term
comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on any private
developer for each new residential dwelling unit and pro-
vide funds be used to fund Gentrification Trust Fund and
other provisions: H5158
Impact fee; authorize county to impose an impact fee on any private
developer for each new residential dwelling unit and pro-
vide funds to be used to combat homelessness: H3227
Licensing fees; state agencies, counties or municipal corporation may
not impose any new licensing fee on businesses and other
provisions: S0679
Local Government Efficiency Act: H3158
Local fees; provide a municipality or county fee ratio for motor carri-
ers of property operating within both: S0600
Local option tourism fee; provide that if the fee is imposed as autho-
rized at least 20 percent must go to property tax credit:
S0426
Millage rate; create new item allowing municipalities without an oper-
ating millage to impose millage and limitations: S0618,
H5026




Municipal governing body’s duty to enact ordinances for elections;
establish a standardized provision for municipal candidate
filing: H4505
Municipalities contracting police protection; provide that municipality
also may contract with a public or private academic institu-
tion to provide police services: H3143
Municipalities; allow for annexing when property blighted: S0314
Municipality, annual financial audit; require report be submitted to
Comptroller General and other provisions: H4898
Off street parking; require a county, municipality, airport, or aviation
authority to assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the
revenue to the state highway fund: H3086
On-street parking privileges; any regulation, legislation or statute
regarding on-street parking privileges for residents of a
municipality that are not available to nonresidents must be
approved by General Assembly: H4075
Rural infrastructure fund grants; provide that grants may also be
awarded to counties with a population of less than 40,000
residents and municipalities located in counties with a less
than 40,000 residents: S0233
SC Inclusionary Zoning Act: S0346, H4162, H4954
Safe Water Act: H3299
South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act: H5253
Special elections to fill vacancies in office; remove a municipality’s
authority not to conduct general elections under certain
conditions: H3150
Special purpose districts; clarify meaning of contiguous when munici-
pality is located entirely within borders of special purpose
district is annexing: H3669, H4064
Special purpose districts; provide for an additional method of annex-
ation under certain circumstances: H4076
Trains; limit the time a train may block a four-lane street intersection
in a municipality during certain time periods: H4441
Trains; limit the time a train may block four-lane street intersections in
municipalities during certain periods of time: H3073
Unlicensed vehicles; counties may adopt an ordinances that regulates
operation of unlicensed vehicles on public streets when
vehicles are offered for rental use and municipalities may
adopt similar ordinances: H4466
Non-profits; require certain non-profit corporations that receive public
funds to submit a quarterly report to awarding jurisdiction
and to public: S0472, H3931
Offshore oil; encourage approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the
transport of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4334
Offshore oil; prohibit approval of infrastructure used to facilitate the trans-
port of offshore oil into the land and waters: H4307
Opioids; authorize pharmacists to prescribe opioid antidotes to certain com-
muncitgy organizations to distribute to persons at risk of
overdose: H4600
Pawn transactions; political subdivisions may enact ordinances requiring
payment of fees or taxes related to pawn transactions and
require pawn broker to obtain a local license: H4534
Politcial subdivision reapportionment; provide for reapportionment within
three years of census and provide procedures for continu-
ity; other provisions: H4416
Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare, maintain & certify
a report listing each political subdivision it has determined
to be in compliance with statutes; designate report as ICR;
other provisions: S0776, H4496
Political subdivision payments to the contribution fund; provide DOR must
be notified when a political subdivision is delinquent in
making its payments: H3270
Political subdivisions membership; prohibit counties, municipalities, or
political subdivisions from using at-large voting to choose
more than 50 percent of members and other provisions:
H4503
Political subdivisions, employee scheduling practices; prohibit from estab-
lishing or providing terms of employment that exceed or
conflict with federal or state statute: H4507
Prohibition on obtaining personal information from a state agency for solic-
itation; extend prohibition to local governments and politi-
cal subdivisions: S0099, H3352, H3482
Promenade pride districts, allow for creation; provide that the value of any
addition or improvement to real property located within the
district is exempt for property tax levied for 7 years: H3312
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (Continued)
Property tax millage increase; restore the former method of overriding the
annual cap by a positive majority of governing body and
deleting super majority requirement: H3486, H3783
Public accomodations; provide that a local government or other political
subdivisions may not enact anything that would require a
person to use a multiple occupancy bathroom regardless of
sex; exceptions: H3012
Reckless vehicular homicide, reckless homicide, reckless driving, and DUI;
Define great bodily injury, provide offenses, penalties and
other provisions: S0232
Removal of personal information from websites maintained by state agen-
cies or political subdivisions; develop and make available a
process for nonelected officials; define terms: H3018
Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude from definition of
governing instrument a beneficiary designation made in
connection with a governmental employee benefit plan
established or mandated by program: H4673
Rural County Transformation Fund; fund to be used for financial assistance
to rural counties, provide for disbursement and other
requirements: H3922
SC Business License Tax Standardization Act: H3650
SC Choice Scholarship Act: H3935
SC Commercial-Property Assessed Clean Energy Act: S0261, H3304
SC Minimum Wage Act: S0188
Second Amendment Protection Act: H5202
Special Purpose Districts
Special purpose or public service districts; allow the legislative dele-
gation or a county to remove the Governor’s appointment
authority over the recreation commission and devolve the
power on teh county;s governing body: S0110
Special purpose district; provide that a district receiving a gift of art work
may transfer ownership to a nonprofit organized for the
purpose of displaying art and other provisions: S0928
Special verdict, provide that certain causes of action must be filed in magis-
trates court; allow state agency or political subdivision to
be represented by staff person; increase jurisdiction of
magistrates court: H3228
State Aid to Subdivisions Act; change name of the local government fund
and delete certain provisions: H3099
State Guard; any state or political subdivision employee enlisted must be
entitled to military leave without penalty: S0078
State Health Plan; allow employees and retirees and dependents of any
political subdivision of the state to participate: S0061,
H3600
Telecommunication or internet service providers; may not collect personal
data from use of service without consent: H4154
Traffic laws; authorize local governments to adopt ordinances for civil
enforcement of of certain traffic laws; other provisions:
H5371
Traffic laws; state statute preempts local ordinance and political subdivi-
sions are to adopt traffic regulations in conflict with state
statute: H3459
Trains, obstructing roads; increase fines, remove certain notice require-
ments, provide that every two hours of obstruction consti-
tutes additional offense and provide exceptions: H4511
Verification of residency; provide that an agency or political subdivision
shall not accept certain IDs: S0128
Zoning appeals mediation; change from mandatory to discretionary a
motion made by a person who is not the property owner to
intervene as a party  and other provisions: H4953
Zoning regulations; provide that only a landowner or teh governing body of
a political subdivision may apply to amend or change any
zoning regulation or map relating to that property: H3405
POLLING PLACES
See Elections/Voting Precincts (this index)
POLLUTION
See Conservation (this index)
POOLED INVESTMENT FUND





See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
PORTS AUTHORITY, STATE
Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0058
Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0950
POULTRY
See Agriculture (this index)
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
See Pharmacies and Pharmacists (this index)
PRETRIAL INTERVENTION
See Courts (this index)
PRISONS AND PRISONERS
See Also Crimes and Offenses (this index)
See Also Probation, Parole and Pardon (this index)
Aerial vehicles, unmanned; provide unlawful to operate within a certain dis-
tance of a department of corrections facility without writ-
ten consent; provide penalties and other provisions: S0176
Affidavits; require certain information to be contained on affidavits for indi-
gency and request for counsel; create offense for providing
false information; other provisions: H4830
Bond; provide that defendant may be released from custody under condition
he comply with electronic pretrial release and monitoring;
other provisions: H4829
Bondsmen and runners; provide that the minimum premium accepted must
be at least 5 percent of the bond face value before bond
executed: S0993
Death penalty; remove from statute: S0666
Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meeting between an inmate
and his attorney: H3278
Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor, or divulge any com-
munication betweein an inmate and his attorney: H3279
Execution team member identity disclosure; provide certain information
regarding identity is confidential and classified and other
provisions: S0871, H4629
Executions; include death by firing squad and other provisions: H4852
Executions; provide a person convicted of a capital crime and sentenced to
death shall be electrocuted or lethal injection if available
and other provisions: S0872, H4615
Expungement;  expand eligibility and provide for eligibility for expunge-
ment of offenses subsequently repealed when similar; pro-
vide for retroactive expungement; other provisions and
clarifications: H3209
Inmate employment; provide that DOC may not negotiate or execute a con-
tract with a private sector business that pays less than mini-
mum wage: H4482
Inmate wages; provide that inmate paid less than minimum wage shall not
have the cost for room and board deducted from his wages
and provide for the disposition of this portion of wages:
H4481
Inmates; to allow an inmate to attend funeral services of certain individuals
or visit in hospital under certain circumstances: S0271
Inmates; unlawful to indecently expose oneself, provide penalties and sen-
tence to run consecutive: S0369
Kidnapping; provide for sentence reduction petition if convicted before
June 5, 1991: H3219
Per diem fine assessed for lapsed liability insurance; provide that this fine
shall not be assessed against a person whose insurance has
lapsed due to incarceration: H3294
Prisons; provide it is unlawful to possess a telecommunication device on the
grounds of a correctional facility; provide definitions and
penalties: S0804
Sentence reduction and modification; provide procedure for calculating
reduction and petitioning court; reduce number of years
required to serve before early release and increase number
of days granted for good behavior: H3235
Sentence reductions due to substantial assistance to state; add the Attorney
General as authorized: H3211
Sentencing Reform Oversight Committee; reestablish and provide for mem-
bership, powers, duties, and authority: S0160
Sentencing Reform: H5155
State Work Program, established within the Dept of Corrections: H4670
Transportation and Clothing given to a released inmate; delete provision
that comptroller general countersigns the draft that pays the
costs: H3270
Wrongful conviction and imprisonment; provide certain persons make seek
restitution: H4838
PRIVATE DETECTIVES
See Law Enforcement (this index)
PROBATE CODE
See Trusts and Estates (this index)
PROBATE COURTS AND JUDGES
See Courts (this index)
PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON
See Also Prisons and Prisoners (this index)
Affidavits; require certain information to be contained on affidavits for indi-
gency and request for counsel; create offense for providing
false information; other provisions: H4830
Arrest and booking records, destruction of; provide that a person or entity
who publishes on a website the records of certain persons
shall take down records within 30 days and provide pen-
alty: H3481
Ban the Box Act: H3062
Bondsmen or runner, unlawful acts; prohibit accepting anything of value
from a principal except the premium that must be collected
and increase minimum fee: S0435
Convictions, multiple for certain property crimes; provide that only viola-
tions occurring within ten years of the last violation shall
constitute prior violations: S0546
Criminal background; no job application may include questions related to
criminal background unless related directly to the position,
provide a policy statement and definitions: H3059
Death penalty; remove from statute: S0666
Department
Probation, Parole and Pardon; provide the director of the Dept may
employ offender supervision specialists and promulgate
regulations for qualifications and procedures: H3742
Examine methods to assist convicted felons on ways to reenter the work-
force upon completion of sentence, study committee cre-
ated: H3258
Expungement;  expand eligibility and provide for eligibility for expunge-
ment of offenses subsequently repealed when similar; pro-
vide for retroactive expungement; other provisions and
clarifications: H3209
Home detention act; Revise the list of offenders who may be placed on the
home detention program: H3277
Kidnapping; provide for sentence reduction petition if convicted before
June 5, 1991: H3219
Pardons; permit a person who applies for pardon for certain offenses to
request a recommendation for expungement and other pro-
visions: H3281
Parole Hearings; provide that victims and members of the victim’s family
may submit written statements to be considered by the
board in making a determination; statements must be
retained & resubmitted in certain circumstances: S0018
Parole, Pardon and Clemency hearings; provide that all testimony presented
must be taken under oath and the potential parolee has a
right to confront any witness that appears: H3282
Prior criminal conviction effects; delete provisions prohibiting denials,
allow the denial of authorization to practice which would
pose certain threats to public, and other provisions: H3968
Probation for a defendant; provide that if the defendant is convicted or
pleads guilty in certain circumstances the defendant may
not be placed on probation for a subsequent offense: S0020
Probation, community service; those supervising not liable for civil dam-
ages unless injury or damages result from gross negli-
gence, etc.: S0949
PRISONS AND PRISONERS (Continued)
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
715
Restitution collection, PPP; provide that the dept shall consider an offenders
ability to make restitution when it determines the amount
of an offender’s monthly payment: H3284
SC Crime Victim Services Act: S0289, H3827
SC Youth Challenge Academy and SC Jobs Challenge Program Expunge-
ment Act: S0451, H3789
Sentence reduction and modification; provide procedure for calculating
reduction and petitioning court; reduce number of years
required to serve before early release and increase number
of days granted for good behavior: H3235
Sentence reductions due to substantial assistance to state; add the Attorney
General as authorized: H3211
Sentencing Reform Oversight Committee; reestablish and provide for mem-
bership, powers, duties, and authority: S0160
Sentencing Reform: H5155
State Work Program, established within the Dept of Corrections: H4670
Workforce Opportunity Act; an employer may not ask about criminal his-
tory until an applicant is selected for an interview or before
a conditional offer is made; exceptions; provide definitions
and procedures: S0191, S0192
Wrongful conviction and imprisonment; provide certain persons make seek
restitution: H4838
PROCUREMENT CODE
See State Government (this index)
PROPERTY
See Also Taxation (this index)
Act No. 057 of 2013, SC Abandoned Buildings and Revitalization Act;
extend until December 31, 2021 and other tax provisions:
S1043
Apartment owner’s rights; Master Deed to specify value of property based
on county tax records; Horizontal Property Regime shared
expenses: H4513
Appraisal Management Company Registration Act: S0279
Approval of real property transactions involving certain governmental bod-
ies; require and opinion of the value by PRT before
approval of sale of property larger than one acre: H5255
Arbitrators of property damage liability claims; increase maximum amount
and increase certain fees: S0607
Assessment ratios; provide that accommodations furnished to transients for
less than 30 days on which a legal residence is located shall
be assessed at 4 percent and other provisions: S0881
Asset Forfeiture and Private Property Protection Act: H3918
Building fees; allow county government and municipality to increase fees to
allocate increase to affordable housing: S0364
Burglary; include in the purview the offense of entering a dwelling without
consent and with intent to commit a crime during an
ordered evacuation: H3334
Concealable weapon on property; provide this provision does not preclude
an Real Estate Agent or prospective purchaser from carry-
ing on certain properties: H4798
Condemned property; require condemnor to provide notice landowner for
ex parte order to gain entry: H4020
Conservation easement; allow for holder of easement to contest action to
condemn property encumbered by an easement under cer-
tain circumstances; other provisions: S0981, H4889
Conservation easements; provide that easements acquired using public
funds must be open to the public: S0429
County government; authorize county to adopt by ordinance the require-
ment that a residential or commercial property owner shall
keep property clean and free from rubbish; provide for
enforcement: S0833, H3896
DOT; provide if project construction or maintenance adversely impacts
property owner, then DOT shall mitigate or rectify the
adverse impact; other provisions: H4473
Deed recording fees; allow increase in fee and allocation of increase to
affordable housing: S0363
Definitions; exclude rental or lease from definition of tangible personal
property if property must be serviced to remain sanitary for
intended use; other provisions: H4452
Department of Consumer Affairs Services for Homeowners and Home-
owner Associations Act: H3886
Deposits in lieu of bond delivery; provide that a defendant or bondsman
may pledge real estate in lieu of bond delivery: H5062
PROBATION, PAROLE AND PARDON (Continued)
Derivation clause requirements; require all mortgages to include name of
party preparing the mortgage: H4520, H5055
Developers and HOA; require developer to transfer control of the HOA by
phasing unit owners onto the executive board after a cer-
tain percentage of units are conveyed: S0106
Electric utilities and cooperatives; provide that notice must be given to resi-
dents prior to a utility company undertaking; provide for
notice content, meeting, and other provisions: S0216
Energy efficient manufactured homes incentive program; extend the pro-
gram an additional ten years: S0916
Entering land without permission; provide a person is guilty of a misde-
meanor and must carry a notice if given permission to hunt,
fish or trap: H3592
Federal housing tax credit; provide board of commissioners shall inform
governing body before evaluating application for credit
and local government shall appoint 9 members to vote:
S0969, H4872
Filing and recording fees; revise the fees which may be charged including a
flat fee; exceptions: S0864, H3337
Forfeiture of property; prohibit transfer of seized assets from state law
enforcement to federal without court order; proceeds dis-
bursed to school districts: H4518
Governmental improvement and construction projects; provide projects
shall comply with certain energy standards; Schools and
Agency conservation plans remetered: H4967
HOA and homeowner actions, magistrates court has civil jurisdiction:
S0104
Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017: S0123
Home Invasion Protection Act: S0120
Home insurance; prohibit an insurer from requiring a homeowner to pur-
chase coverage for an amount exceeding the value of all
liens against the property unless the homeowner consents:
H3419
Homebuilder licensure requirements, exceptions; remove provision which
disqualifies property owners who sell or rent improved
property within two years and conforming changes: H3846
Homeowner’s Associations; provide definitions; require disclosure of HOA
governing documents and financial requirements; other
provisions: S0576
Homeowners and HOA; authorize homeowner to display any for sale sign
on premises regardless of other provisions and other provi-
sions: H5227
Homeowners’ Association Regime Fee Fairness to Deployed Service Mem-
bers Act: H3010
Horizontal property regime, waivers; alter certain requirements regarding
the merger of individual apartments with the principal
property: H4512
Human Affairs Commission; delete duplicitous reporting requirement, cal-
rify powers and duties; other provisions: H5064
Hunting deer with dogs; define terms and provide for identifying dog with
collar and other provisions: S0936, H3272
Insurance; Counties allowed to establish a windstorm protection and home-
owners insurance program to assist with financial costs and
other provisions: S0313, H3570
Mitigation of property; establish grants and criteria for residential property
to meet grants due to weather damage: S0315
Mortgage payments; provide for minimum grace period of 20 days and
exceptions: H3519
Mortgage; reduce the time period that a mortgage holder has to respond to
full payment or satisfaction from 3 months to 30 days; pen-
alties: H3004
Mortgages; when a mortgagee makes payment the mortgagor shall apply at
least 30 percent to the principal balance: H3518
Multifamily Dwelling Safety Act: S0791, H4392
Municipalities; allow for annexing when property blighted: S0314
Onsite distributed energy resouces; prohibit descrimination through restric-
tive covenants, deed restrictions or HOA documents:
H4421
Property Tax
Abandoned building tax credit limits; provide credit limits for certain






Assessment ratio; allow a taxpayer to claim 4 percent on a resi-
dential property other than legal residence if the additional
residence is the legal residence of either a parent or a child
of the taxpayer: H3307
Assessment ratios; provide that an when an owner receiving 4
percent ratio dies, the property shall continue to receive 4
percent until the estate is closed if property not rented:
S0587, H3093
Classification and assessment ratios; delete provisions relating to
roll-back taxes: H3308
Property; provide property assessed as agricultural property or as
farm machinery and equipment in 2016 must continue to
be assessed with the same assessment ratio unless change
occurs: H3463
Weather events, damaged residence; provide that certain
improvements made to damaged residence by catastrophic
weather of October 2015 are not considered improvements
for property tax purposes: H3594
Exemptions
Homestead exemption; provide that a county shall adjust a tax
bill to automatically reflect exemption when the taxpayer
reaches a certain age and provide for certain refunds;
homeowner to disclose birth date for ratio: H3074
Homestead exemption; require that a qualifying dwelling place
also meets all requirements for special assessment ratio:
H4451
Promenade pride districts, allow for creation; provide that the
value of any addition or improvement to real property
located within the district is exempt for property tax levied
for 7 years: H3312
Property Tax Exemptions; allow an exemption from all property
tax if owner is age 75 and has resided at property for 30
years: S0060
Property Tax Exemptions; exempt 80 percent of the fair market
value of certain distributed energy resources and the value
of renewable energy resource property for residential use:
S0044, H3079
Property Tax exemptions; a leasehold interest conveyed by the
SC Public Service Authority for residential use is exempt
from ad valorem taxation: S1082
Property tax exemption; add emergency medical technician to
definition of eligible owner for certain individuals who are
disabled: H3077
Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all property
tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 65 years
old: H3449
Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all property
tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 80 years
old: H3092
Property tax exemptions; allow an exemption for dwelling house
and one acre for a person with a brain or spinal cord injury:
S0759
Property tax exemptions; extend exemption on church property
not owned by a church but exclusively used for church pur-
poses: H4859
Motor vehicle property tax; DMV shall implement procedure to allow
it to collect taxes owed to local governments when a person
registers a vehicle and other provisions: H3356
Property tax payment extension for deployed servicemen; require each
county allow for a deferment and other provisions: S0911,
H3106
Roll-back property taxes; provide for applicability of roll-back taxes
to certain property that is no longer used as agricultural
property: S0281
Property assessment for merchants; require DOR to follow certain classifi-
cation system manual provisions: S0539, H4029
Property exempt from bankruptcy proceedings or attachment, levy and sale;
revise exemptions in bankruptcy: H3429
Property, preexisting condition; provide that a preexisting condition on a
property covered under a service contract may not be clas-
sified as a preexisting condition 30 days after the provider
provides notice: H4423
Real Estate Trust Accounts; require certain individuals who lease property
to establish and maintain control of responsibility for
active trust and other provisions: H5179
PROPERTY (Continued)
Real-estate commission authority; remove requirement that nonresident
applicants seeking licensure must complete state portions
of the exam: H3861
Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; define term protected tenant and
allow protected tenant to terminate rental agreement under
certain circumstances; other provisions: H3357
Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; provide for certain remedies for a
seller of a dwelling unit or property containing a dwelling
unit in certain circumstances; allow seller to recover actual
damages and other provisions: H4422
Residential landlord and tenant act, exemptions; delete occupancy under a
rental agreement covering the premises used primarily for
agricultural purposes as an exemption: H3234
Rural County Transformation Fund; fund to be used for financial assistance
to rural counties, provide for disbursement and other
requirements: H3922
Rural Revitalization Act: H4593
SC Commercial-Property Assessed Clean Energy Act: S0261, H3304
SC Homeowners Association Act of 2017: S0082, S0104, S0122, H3301
SC Homeowners Association Act: H3886
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
School enrollment and redistricting; allow for children who resided in one
district before lines redrawn may continue in that district
and other provisions: H4948
Second Amendment Weekend Tax Exemption; include exemption for resi-
dential home protection products: S0073
Self-service storage facility liens; revise the manner of enforcement to
require commercially reasonable sales and provide require-
ments for such sales: H3970
Self-storage facilities; provide that after 50 days the owner may enforce its
lien by arranging for a commercially reasonable public sale
and other provisions: S0507
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Smoke detector requirements; recharacterize as smoke alarms and require-
ments for homes to be equipped with smoke alarms for
owner occupied and rental units; penalties: H3005
State property; provide that before a state entity may sell or lease property
owned by SC it must cause a study to be made of public
uses: H3338
Surplus property of Midlands Tech, disposal; provide exemption of author-
ity from surplus property law applies to real, personal, and
mixed property in certain circumstances: S0648
Tax credit, rehabilitating abandoned or historic buildings; specify the man-
ner in which unused credit may be carried forward and
allocated: S1019, H4910
Tax credits for textile mill sites renovated or redeveloped; make credit
allowed transferable: H3468
Tenant ejection; provide eviction proceeding must be expedited if tenant
deliberately damages property or engages in criminal activ-
ity: S0318
Terrorism; provide for offense of furthering terrorism, penalties and defini-
tions; provide for seizure and forfeiture of property in con-
nection with offenses: H3208
Time shares; add definitions; provide requirements for resale services and
providers of services: H3647
Trespassing and posting of notice; allow for different method of posting
notice involving clearly visible purple-painted boundaries:
H4403
Uniform Antidiscrimination Act: H3021, H3745
Zoning appeals mediation; change from mandatory to discretionary a
motion made by a person who is not the property owner to
intervene as a party  and other provisions: H4953
Zoning regulations; provide that only a landowner or teh governing body of
a political subdivision may apply to amend or change any










PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFIT AUTHORITY
Department on Aging; designate the Department on Aging within the exec-
utive branch of the state and update references: S0107
Health insurance; provide for coverage of early detection cardiovascular
tests: H4839
Insurance policies offered by PEBA; require its board to offer both whole
and term life insurance: S0146
PEBA; require group health plan cover cold cap and scalp cooling systems:
S0994, H4911
Peba audit; require PEBA to be audited every four years: H4868
Public Service Authority; prohibit Public Service Authority from offering
retirement or deferred compensation programs with PEBA:
S0754
Retirement benefits; a person forfeits benefits if convicted of a crime while
in office: H3645
Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude from definition of
governing instrument a beneficiary designation made in
connection with a governmental employee benefit plan
established or mandated by program: H4673
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
State Health Plan; Certificate of need program revised: H3131
State Health Plan; allow employees and retirees and dependents of any
political subdivision of the state to participate: S0061,
H3600
State health and dental plans, eligibility; disallow certain members of the
General Assembly from participating if convicted of
crimes: H3642
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
See Also Agencies, State (this index)
See Also Retirement Systems and Pensions (this index)
See Also Specific Agency (this index)
Annual Leave for State Employees; provide employees earning 30 days a
year must receive a lump sum payment for days fewer than
30 or donated and other provisions: S0055
Campaign bank accounts; restrict the number of savings accounts an candi-
date or committee may establish and provide exceptions:
H3514
Campaign practices; provide for disclosures and disclaimers by independent
expenditure committees related to the independent expen-
diture committee’s election communications: S0255
Candidacy pledge; provide that a candidate who executes a pledge with a
political party for that party’s primary election and is
elected must resign the office before he may change politi-
cal party affiliation: H3169, H4007
Candidates and elected officials; prohibit direct or indirect coordination
between candidate and elected official and an independent
expenditure-only committee: H3514
Candidates or ballots; enumerate factors that must be considered to deter-
mine whether a committee has a major purpose in support-
ing or opposing: H3514
Civil action against a public employer for retaliation for reporting viola-
tions; change the maximum amount of damages an
employee may recover: H3172
Constitutional officer salaries; replace existing list with provisions requiring
period study of salaries and other provisions: S1071
Constitutional officers, salaries; General Assembly must provide a salary in
appropriations act: S1122, H4801
Definition of anything of value; add vote trading: S1151
Economic disclosure statements; require disclosure for payment or reim-
bursement for public speaking or event attendance: S0867
Economic interest statement filing; require that candidate and immediate
family members provide copy of federal and state income
tax by specified date; other provisions: S0605
Economic interest statements, reporting gifts; increase the mandatory
reporting thresholds: H5204
Elected position vacancy due to conviction; official shall reimburse govern-
ing authority for the cost of elections held to fill vacancy
and other provisions: S0533, H4502
Employment verification; provide that a worker is not eligible for a driver’s
license with certain forms of IDs: S0128
Ethics; revise definition of business with which he is associated; revise con-
tent and form of economic interests statements: H4027
Expenditures; prohibit State Officer or employee from authorizing expendi-
ture without appropriated funds and other provisions; pro-
vide penalties and exceptions: S0065
FOIA; Public bodies may charge no more than actual cost of printing and
exemptions: H4046
Filing and recording fees; revise the fees which may be charged including a
flat fee; exceptions: S0864, H3337
General Assembly, member compensation; provide that members shall
receive compensation annually determined by the agency
head salary commission based on average SC salary;
reevaluation every 4 years: H5220
General Assembly; a person may not be elected or appointed to a position
filled by the General Assembly if an immediate family
member of a member; other provisions: S0980
Independent expenditures committees; require committees to provide cer-
tain disclosures and disclaimers: H3571
Limits on contributions; provide that contribution limits do not apply to
independent expenditure-only committees registered with
the State Ethics Commission: H3514
Lobbyist; require a former public official must close campaign accounts
before serving: H5004
Lobbyists; provide that state government may not employ or contract with a
lobbyist who is not a full-time employee of the state:
S1150
Officers, appointment and removal; establish SC Ambassador of Jazz by
Governor: S1117
Optional Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan, created; provide for require-
ments and benefits; other provisions; rename Optional
Retirement Program and other provisions: H5000
Public employee leave; employee may request leave be transferred to spe-
cific recipient rather than leave pool and other provisions:
H4947
Public records; adding a section to prohibit commercial solicitation of a per-
son if using mortgage information obtained from any docu-
ment recorded with the register of deeds or clerk or court;
penalties: S0095
Reporting obligations and ethics; allow for electronic notice of obligation to
report or file; revise form and requirements for economic
interest statements as well as who must file a statement;
other provisions: H3579
Retirement benefits; a person forfeits benefits if convicted of a crime while
in office: H3645
Retirement system for state employees and police officers, amount earned
upon returning to employment; exempt person who retired
before certain dates: H5178
Revocation of certain beneficiary designations; exclude from definition of
governing instrument a beneficiary designation made in
connection with a governmental employee benefit plan
established or mandated by program: H4673
SC Anti-Racketeering Act: S1189, H5319
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to
be audited every 4 years; other provisions: S0394, H3726
SC Shared Risk Defined Benefit Plan and SC Wealthbuilder-Primary
Retirement Savings Plan, established; provide details of
the plans; SCRS closed: S1028
SC State Employee Equal Work Act; prohibit discrimination by gender in
compensation paid to state employees for the same work;
exceptions and other provisions: H3342
SC Whistleblower and Public Employee Protection Act: H3448
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Special license plates, registrations, and transporter plates; revise provisions
for public official license plates, revise provisions for spe-
cial registration for vehicles that move other vehicles;
revise transporter plate use: H4973
State Health Plan; provide lottery commissioners, transportation infrastruc-
ture bank board members, and county magistrates are eligi-
ble to participate: H4008
State Health and Dental Insurance; provide certain active volunteer fire-
fighters may participate: H4974
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES (Continued)
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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State agency, former employees; require one year waiting period before for-
mer employee may accept compensation for the purpose of
influencing action with former agency and other provi-
sions: H3830
State employee; state employer shall allow employee to attend an educa-
tional activity at the school of employee’s child: H3075
State ethics commission; require an individual who makes an independent
expenditure in and aggregate amount or excess of 500 dol-
lars to file a report with commission: H3514
State workforce; establish a coordinated initiative to promote diversity and
inclusion in teh workforce and define responsibilities of
State Agencies under initiative: S0045
Taxpayer Transparency Act; require executive budget office to create and





Base Load Review provisions and revisions: S0754
Fairfield Cty joint ownership of nuclear electric station; provide that Public
Service Authority is jointly responsible for preserving any
partially constructed unit and other provisions: S0909
Fiscal Accountability Authority shall issue a request for bids for the pur-
chase of or noncontrolling ownership interest in the Public
Service Authority by a third party; requirements; provide
for civil remedies and penalties: H3225
Officer removal by Governor; remove the ability to require a director to
resign from the SC PUblic Service Authority without cause
for removal: S0865
Palmetto Power Promise Act: H5252
Pro Tem and Speaker of the House to mutually retain individuals who are
experts in nuclear energy for sale of VC Summer: H4401
Property Tax exemptions; a leasehold interest conveyed by the SC Public
Service Authority for residential use is exempt from ad
valorem taxation: S1082
Public Service Authority, Board of Directors; provide current members
terms expire and new members appointed; provide rates
submitted to commission; revise covenants: H4376
Public Service Authority; exempt electrolytic processors from the exclusive
service right of Public Service Authority and other provi-
sions; provide for industrial utility meaning and jurisdic-
tion: H4874
Public Service Authority; provide the board of directors shall place the
securitized proceeds from mitigation settlement in escrow:
S0753
Public Service Authority; require valuation of the authority: S0771
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Base Load Review Act;  revise the general rate provisions, provide for con-
sumer advocate, and other provisions: H4375
Base Load Review Act; authorize regulatory staff office to file action in cir-
cuit court to require production of documents and wit-
nesses; other provisions: S1128
Base Load Review provisions and revisions: S0754
Electric Utilities and Coops; require to offer customers a no-fee smart meter
opt-out and other provisions: H4723
Electric providers, sale of; Public Service Commission must approve sale or
transfer of existing or future franchise; other provisions:
H4695
Energy cooperative; provide each person with an ownership interest in a
property that uses energy furnished by the cooperative is
eligible for membership: S0832
Lobbyists and Lobbyist’s Principal’s; require an additional specific report
when a lobbyist has had contact with Public Service com-
mission or employee, or office of regulatory staff: H4417
Members, election of May 10. 2018: S1191
Offshore wind resources provisions: S0724, H4304
PUblic Utilities Review Committee; resume screening candidates for the
Public Service Commission Seats and other provisions:
S0955
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES (Continued)
Public Service Authority, Board of Directors; provide current members
terms expire and new members appointed; provide rates
submitted to commission; revise covenants: H4376
Public Service Authority; exempt electrolytic processors from the exclusive
service right of Public Service Authority and other provi-
sions; provide for industrial utility meaning and jurisdic-
tion: H4874
Public Service Commission and Office of Regulatory Staff; prohibit mem-
bers or employees from receiving anything of value by any
group regulated by a government regulatory agency:
H4417
Public Service Commission; prohibit commission from holding hearing on
merits before Nov. 1, 2018 for a docket in which requests
were made pursuant to the Base Load Review Act; issue
final order by Dec. 21, 2018;  and other provisions: S0954
Public Service Commission; prohibit hearings on the merits for docket in
which requests were made, require Commission to issue an
order for requests, clarifications and other provisions:
S1280, S1281
Public Service Commission; provide commission shall order refunds to
ratepayers collected for costs under Base Load Review Act
under certain circumstances; other provisions: H4380
Public Service Commission; provide for membership appointment by Gov-
ernor with consent of the Senate; require violations of com-
munications to House and Senate Judiciary Committees;
other provisions: H4414
Public Service Commission; reconstitute into existence; provide members
to be elected in general election beginning in 2018; provide
for 4 year terms and requirements; other provisions: H4415
Public Service Commission; require improved transparency: S0770
Public Service Commission; revise membership, require continuing educa-
tion, require questioning of parties in contested hearings,
and allow for communication with public utilities review
and other legislative oversight: H4377
Public Utility Consumer Protection Act: H4425
Public service commission; provide that effective January 1, 2018,. terms of
members are for four years and current members may not
serve in holdover capacity following expiration of term:
H4419
Regulatory Staff Office; remove the preservation of the financial integrity of
the state’s public utilities, investment, & maintenance from
mission; allow for subpeona power; assist Utilities Con-
sumer Advocate; other provisions: H4379
Utilities Consumer Advocate created in the office of the Attorney General;
duties and responsibilities among other things: H4379
Water and sewer; Public Service Commission must establish customer
classes and other provisions: S1138
PUBLIC SERVICE DISTRICTS
See Political Subdivisions/Special Purpose (this index)
PUBLIC UTILITIES
See Also Public Service Commission (this index)
See Also Specific Utility (this index)
Base Load Review Act;  revise the general rate provisions, provide for con-
sumer advocate, and other provisions: H4375
Base Load Review Act; authorize regulatory staff office to file action in cir-
cuit court to require production of documents and wit-
nesses; other provisions: S1128
Base Load Review provisions and revisions: S0754
Clean Energy Access Act: H5001
Electric Coops; permit a joint membership in an electric coop subject to cer-
tain requirements and procedures: H4613
Electric Coops; revise notice requirements for meetings, voting procedures,
and elections: H5453
Electric Utilities and Coops; require to offer customers a no-fee smart meter
opt-out and other provisions: H4723
Electric providers, sale of; Public Service Commission must approve sale or
transfer of existing or future franchise; other provisions:
H4695
Energy; provide for procurement of lowest-cost energy from independent
power producers and other provisions: S0890, H4796
Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251





Fairfield Cty joint ownership of nuclear electric station; provide that Public
Service Authority is jointly responsible for preserving any
partially constructed unit and other provisions: S0909
Palmetto Power Promise Act: H5252
Public Service Commission; prohibit commission from holding hearing on
merits before Nov. 1, 2018 for a docket in which requests
were made pursuant to the Base Load Review Act; issue
final order by Dec. 21, 2018;  and other provisions: S0954
Public Service Commission; prohibit hearings on the merits for docket in
which requests were made, require Commission to issue an
order for requests, clarifications and other provisions:
S1280, S1281
Public Utilities Review Committee; resume screening candidates for the
Public Service Commission Seats and other provisions:
S0955
Public Utilities; provide for renewable energy program access and other
provisions: S0987
Railroad crossings; provide it is not conducive for locomotives without pos-
itive train control technology to operate in SC, fines, and
other provisions: S0970
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act; define terms; provide that a telecom-
munications or internet service provider shall dislcose
accurate information regarding network management;
other provisions: H4614
SC Net Neutrality Protection and Maintenance Act: H4706
SC Solar Habitat Act: H4875
Sales tax, communication services; to exclude from imposition of tax
imposed on video streaming received by customer over
internet: S1093
Solar farm; require electrical utility operating a solar farm to build and
maintain a vegetative buffer around farm and define terms:
H4730
South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act: H5253
Trains, obstructing roads; increase fines, remove certain notice require-
ments, provide that every two hours of obstruction consti-
tutes additional offense and provide exceptions: H4511
Trains; limit the time a train may block a four-lane street intersection in a
municipality during certain time periods: H4441
PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSIONERS
See Political Subdivisions (this index)
PUPILS
See Schools and School Districts/Students (this index)
PYROTECHNIC SAFETY BOARD
See Fireworks (this index)
RADIOLOGY
See Medical (this index)
RAILROADS
12-006-2320, Income allocation and apportionment; authorize DOR to enter
into an agreement establishing for the taxpayer that builds
or expands an industrial freight railroad into an industrial
park and other provisions: H4955
Railroad crossings; provide it is not conducive for locomotives without pos-
itive train control technology to operate in SC, fines, and
other provisions: S0970
PUBLIC UTILITIES (Continued)
Railroads; provide for passenger railway companies and freight railroad
companies locomotives that lack positive train control is
not conducive to public safety; fines and other provisions:
H4909
SC Mining Act; exempt certain activities undertaken by Division of Public
Railways of the Dept. of Commerce: S1099
Traffic-control devices and RR signs and signals; provide penalties also
apply to road or street identification sign: H4407
RAPE
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
REAL ESTATE
See Also Property (this index)
Asbestos Bankruptcy Trust Claims Transparency Act: S0452
Department of Consumer Affairs Services for Homeowners and Home-
owner Associations Act: H3886
Homeowner’s Associations; provide definitions; require disclosure of HOA
governing documents and financial requirements; other
provisions: S0576
Mortgage lending and licensing; remove state criminal background check
requirement and authorize a nationwide mortgage licensing
system and registry to retain fingerprints and other provi-
sions: S0366, H3816
Real Estate licensure background checks; require background checks for
renewal: H3041
Real-estate commission authority; remove requirement that nonresident
applicants seeking licensure must complete state portions
of the exam: H3861
SC Homeowners Association Act of 2017: S0082, S0104, S0122, H3301
SC Homeowners Association Act: H3886




See Conservation (this index)
REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Redevelopment fees; specify to whom redevelopment fees may be remitted:
S0067
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
See Political Subdivisions/Counties (this index)
REFERENDUM




See Elections (this index)
REGULATIONS
Building Codes; provide that all agencies shall enforce; Technical review
committees shall be composed of individuals with state
licenses; Council may adopt national standards; Counties
and Municipalities codes approved by Council: S0579
Building code and regulations, violations; provide criminal penalties and
other provisions: H4696
Clemson University - State Crop Pest Commission
Benghal Dayflower Quarantine and Emerald Ash Border Quarantine
(D. No. 4807): H5157
Plant Nursery Regulations (D. No. 4655): H4137





Discount medical plan certificate of registration (D. No. 4267): H4267
Licensing standards for continuing care retirement communities (D.
No. 4625): H4265
Motor Club Certificate of Authority (D. No. 4708): S0544
Prepaid legal services certificate of registration (D. No. 4709): H4266
Professional employer organizations (D. No. 4624): S0543
Disapprove
Labor, Licensing and Regulations
Pharmacy Board; minimum specifications and practice standards
governing pharmacies and pharmacists engaged in nonster-
ile and sterile compounding (D. No. 4734): S0378
Education, State Board of
Administrative and professional personnel qualifications, duties, and
workloads (D. No. 4695): S0604
Advanced Placement (D. No. 4696): S0526
Application for teaching credential (D. No. 4789): S1062
At-risk students (D. No. 4656): S0316
Career or Technology Centers/Comprehensive High School (D. No.
4697): S0520
Certification requirements (D. No. 4698): S0601
Credential Classification (D. No. 4699): S0602
Credential Classification (D. No. 4788): S1061
Defined program, Grades 9-12 and graduation requirements (D. No.
4700): S0521
Minimum standards of student conduct and disciplinary enforcement
procedures to be implemented by local school districts (D.
No. 4657): H4248
Program for assisting, developing, and evaluating principal perfor-
mance (PADEPP) (D. No. 4754: S1060
Requirements for additional areas of certification (D. No. 4701):
S0603
School Resource Officers (D. No. 4659): H4249
Employment and Workforce, Department
Appeals to the Appeals Tribunal (D. No. 4691): H4261
Appeals to the Appellate Panel (D. No. 4692): H4260
Work Search (D. No. 4693): H4259
Financial Institutions, State Board of
Consumer Finance Division - Check Cashing (D. No. 4689): H4263
Consumer Finance Division - Mortgage Lending (D. No. 4690):
H4262
General and Mechanical Licensure; provide those subject to financial state-
ment requirements may instead provide certain surety
bonds and provide requirements for bonds: S0870, H4612
Genetic counselors; provide for regulation; establish board of Genetic
Counselor Examiners and other provisions: S0264, H3751
Governor, Office of
State of emergency management standards (D. No. 4703): H3908
Health and Environmental Control, Department
Administrative Procedures (D.No. 4810): S1171, H5283
Drycleaning facility restoration (D. No. 4705): S0375
Minimum Standards for Licensing Hospitals and Institutional General
Infirmaries (D. No. 4740): H5244
Minimum Standards for licensing hospitals and institutional general
infirmaries (D. No. 4740): S1074
SC Stroke Care System (D. No. 4760): H5245
SC Stroke Care System (D. No. 4760): S1077
Shellfish (D. No. 4736): S0373, S0496
Standards for licensing crisis stabilization unit facilities (D. No. 4809):
H5282
Standards for licensing hospices (D. No. 4800): H5159
Tuberculosis, evaluation of school employees (D. No. 4704): S0374
Underground Storage Tanks (D. No. 4706): S0376
WIC Venders (D. No. 4671): S0453
Health and Human Services
Articles 4, 5, 7 and 8 of Chapter 126 (D. No. 4746): S1075, H5279
Higher Education Commission
Determination of rates of tuition and fees (D. No. 4729): H4250
Free tuition for residence sixty years of age (D. No. 4728): S0486
SC National Guard Assistance Program (D. No. 4730): S0485
Home-based food production operations; reflect that Dept of Ag does not
have regulatory authority over home-based food produc-
tion operations: H5063
Human Affairs Commission
Complaint (D. No. 4675): H3909
Complaint (D. No. 4757): H5249
Employment records to be maintained for six months (D. No. 4676):
H3910
Investigation and Production of Evidence (D. No. 4758): H5250
Investigation and production of evidence (D. No. 4677): H3902
REGULATIONS (Continued)
Investigation procedures (D. No. 4678): H4136
Issuance of complaint (D. No. 4679): H3903
Pleadings, motions and discoveries (D. No. 4680): H3904
Preservation of records in event of charge of discrimination (D. No.
4681): H3905
Procedure for the institution of civil actions (D. No. 4682): H3906
Insurance, Department of
Adjustment of Claims Under Unusual Circumstances (D. No. 4803):
H5246
Credit for Reinsurance (D. No. 4792): H5247
Labor, Licensing and Regulation
Amusement Rides, Office of; Purpose and definitions (D. No. 4712):
H3907
Auctioneers’ Commission (D. No. 4764): S1216
Barber Examiners Board; barbershop requirements; applications for
inspection and registration and shop license (D. No. 4713):
S0327, H4251
Building Codes Council
Adoption of model codes (D. No. 4714): S0591, H4252
Energy standards appeal procedure (D. No. 4715): S0590,
H4253
IRC Section R502.11.4 Truss Design (D. No. 4716): S0592,
H4254
IRC Section R703.4 Flashing (D. No. 4717): S0593, H4255
IRC Section R802.10.1 Wood Truss Design (D. No. 4718):
S0594, H4256
Maximum time for certification (D. No. 4719): S0595, H4257
Contractor’s Licensing Board
Mechanical contractors; air conditioning, heating and packaged
equipment (D. No. 4796): S1214
Cosmetology Board, Sanitary and Safety rules for salons and schools
(D. No. 4720): H4138
Elevators and Amusement Rides, Office of
Fee Schedules (D. No. 4793): S1001
Fee Schedules (D. No. 4794): S1209
Foresters, Board of Registration for
Foresters, Board of Registration (D. No. 4721): S0423
Licensure Fees (D. No. 4769): S0971, H5275
Health Care Administrators; administer-in-training requirements (D.
No. 4722): S0372
Immigrant Worker Compliance, Office of
Audit program (D. No. 4770): S1211
Manufactured Housing Board
Licence Renewal (D. No. 4798): S0999
Nursing, Board of
Nurse Licensure Compact (D. No. 4779): S1073, H5278
OSHA; Recording and reporting occupational injuries or illnesses (D.
No. 4802): S1212
Opticianry Board of Examiners; examinations, apprenticeships, and
continuing education requirements (D. No. 4723): S0371
Perpetual Care Cementery Board
Definitions (D. No. 4768): S1213
Professional Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Psycho-Educational Specialists, Board of Examiners
Professional Counselors, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Psycho-Educational Specialists, Board of Examiners (D.
No. 4795): H5281
Real Estate Appraisers Board
Real Estate Appraisers Board (D. No. 4763): S1215
Real Estate Appraisers Board (D. No. 4766): S0997, H5276
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4711): S0326, H4258
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4727): S0405
Real Estate Commission (D. No. 4776): S0998
Registration of Professional Engineers and Surveyors, Board of (D.
No. 4761): S1000
Residential Builders Commission
Classification of Residential Specialty Contractors (D. No.
4778): S1210
Residential Specialty Contractors License (D. No. 4777): S1208
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology, Board of Examiners (D.
No. 4801): S1076, H5277
Misdemeanors; person guilt of misdemeanor when violating chapters of
Crop Pest Commission, Boll Weevil eradication, Pesticide
Control Act, Agriculture marketing, noxious weeds, or
milk products: S0570
Natural Resources, Department
General Regulations (D. No. 4686): S0421
Seasons, Limits, Methods of Take and Special Use Restrictions on




Seasons, limits, methods of take and special use restrictions on wild-
life management areas (D. No. 4741): S0422
Terms and Conditions for the public’s use of state lakes and ponds
owned or leased by DNR (D. No. 4727): S0689, H4247
Produce Safety Act: H4003
Regulatory Freedom Act: H3002
Regulatory Review and Recission Act: H3614
Revenue Department
Cigarette Taxes (D. No. 4702): H3900
Cigarette Taxes (D. No. 4702): S0484
Examples of the application of tax to various charges imposed by
hotels, motels, and other facilities (D. No. 4665): H4135
Hotels, Motels, and similar Facilities (D. No. 4664): H3899
Meals sold to school children (D. No. 4731): H3901
Secretary of State
Securities Division (D. No. 4649): H4264
Small business regulatory review committee; provide committee must
request information from agencies related to regulations;
provide ability to petition agencies to amend, revise or
revoke regulations; other provisions: H3990
Social Services, Department
Licensing of Child Care Centers (D. No. 4747): H5156
Wilderness Therapeutic Camps for Children (D. No. 4771): S1135,
H5248
Transportation,  Department of
Commission approval of actions (D. No. 4685): H4134
Project prioritization (D. No. 4683): H4132
Secretary of Transportation approval of actions (D. No. 4684): H4133
Workers’ Compensation Commission
Chapter revisions (D. No. 4735): S0681, H4131
REGULATORY STAFF, OFFICE OF
Base Load Review Act; authorize regulatory staff office to file action in cir-
cuit court to require production of documents and wit-
nesses; other provisions: S1128
Public Service Commission and Office of Regulatory Staff; prohibit mem-
bers or employees from receiving anything of value by any
group regulated by a government regulatory agency:
H4417
Regulatory Staff Office; remove the preservation of the financial integrity of
the state’s public utilities, investment, & maintenance from
mission; allow for subpeona power; assist Utilities Con-
sumer Advocate; other provisions: H4379
Utilities Consumer Advocate created in the office of the Attorney General;
duties and responsibilities among other things: H4379
RENTAL PROPERTY




A’JA Wilson Monument Commission; provide for members and duties;
other provisions: H5370
Africa-American Confederate Veterans Monument and Commission cre-
ated: H4515
Attorney General, urge to file a lawsuit against Equifax for data breach:
H4383
Congress
Congress, President and Secretary of Transportation; enact legislation
that give the state more flexibility in spending federal dol-
lar on transportation infrastructure projects: H3962
Congress; authorize a pilot program between Georgia, SC, and NC
granting commercial driver’s license holders the right to
operate between states: S0951, H4960
Congress; call a convention for proposing amendments that impose
fiscal restraints on the federal government, limit power and
jurisdiction, and provide term limits; provide selection cri-
teria for commissioners: H3233
Congress; enact American Economic Recovery Program with sug-
gested parameters and specifics in order to provide mecha-
nisms to restore the economic health and well-being of
America: H3344, H4448
REGULATIONS (Continued)
Congress; encourage support of full funding of F-35 Lighting II Joint
Strike Fighter Program: S0226
Congress; prohibit seismic surveys and offshore drilling off SC coast:
H4896
Congress; take certain measures to ensure science-based date is used
to assess the impact on and regulation of modern agricul-
tural technologies: H3696
Congress; urge members not to allow seismic surveys or acquisitions
off the coast of SC: H4460
Congress; urge them to pass H.R. 2747, the Atomic Veterans Service
Medal Act: H4074
Congress; urge them to pass S. 829, reauthorize the assistance to fire-
fighters grant and staffing for adequate fire and emergency
response grant program: H4164
Enact legislation and take certain measure to ensure that students have
access to debt-free higher education at public colleges and
universities: H3399
Homeland Security; provide funding for metal detectors for all
schools: H5177
SC Congressional Delegation; urge support the timely review of pend-
ing legislation regarding the Airline Deregulation Act of
1978: H4988
Urge them to propose the Regulation Freedom Amendment to the
Constitution: H3401
Dept of Administration; authorize the dept to erect a memorial on the State
House Grounds to Honor Rev. Joseph Armstrong DeLaine:
H4400
Dr. Benjamin E Mays Monument Commission created; provide for mem-
bership and duties: H4595
Government of the United States; ask it to end its role as SC’s leading low-
wage job creator and to urge the next president to issue an
executive order to award federal contracts, loans, and
grants only to model employers: H3007
Gun Violence Awareness Month declared as June 2018: H4688
Jasper County; Senator Clementa C Pinckney Memorial Bridge and Inter-
change named: S0258
Jasper County; Senator Clementa C Pinckney Ocean Terminal named:
S0259
National Speech and Debate Day declared as March 2, 2018: H4693
New monuments; lift moratorium on new monuments on State House
Grounds for sole purpose of erecting a monument to Rob-
ert Smalls: S1012
President Trump and SC Congressional Delegation; end offshore drilling:
H4892
President of the United States, SC Congressional District, US Secretary of
Education; memorialize and urge to provide certain addi-
tional federal funding to public education in SC: H4390
Sestercentennial of the American Revolution in SC, observance; establish
the American Revolution Sestercentennial Commission:
S0796
Transportation Dept
Anderson County; Paul Robison Earle Memorial Intersection named:
H3621
Anderson County; Speed limit; increase speed limit along SC highway
24: H3254
Beaufort County; Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Beaufort County; Reverend Ike Intersection named: H4834
Berkeley County; Colonel Christopher N. Williamson Interchange
named: H4713
Berkeley County; Joe Danning Intersection named: H5411
Berkeley County; John Trout Memorial Intersection named: H3355
Berkeley County; Northwood Academy Lady Chargers SCISA 3A
2017 State Basketball Champions signs erected on HWY
17: H4246
Berkeley County; Sergeant Earl Singleton Memorial Highway named:
H4468
Charleston County; Curtis B Inabinett, Sr. Highway named: H4467
Charleston County; Deputy Sheriff Joseph J Matuskovic Memorial
Intersection named: H3878
Charleston County; Father Nicolas C. Trivelas Memorial Boulevard
named: H3657
Charleston County; Officer James Owens, Jr. Memorial Intersection
named: S0814
Charleston County; Reverend Tony L Daise Bridge named: H5215
Chester County; Major General Gary T McCoy Road named: H3507
Chester County; The Reverend Joe H. Neal Way named: H4284
Chesterfield County; Teals Mill Memorial Bridge named: H4687
REQUESTS AND MEMORIALS (Continued)
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Clarendon County; Holmes Nathaniel Smith, Jr. Memorial Street
named: S0356
Colleton County; Bishop Lewis N Taylor Intersection named: S1153
Darlington County; James “Jimmy” McKelvey Memorial Highway
named: H5140
Dillon County; Henry T Smith Memorial Road named: H5199
Dillon County; Thomas Neal Rogers Highway named: H3544
Dorchester County; Benjamin James Singleton, Sr. Memorial Intersec-
tion named: S1247
Dorchester County; Claude Major , Jr. Intersection named: H4142
Dorchester County; Coach Pat Eidson Way named: H3676
Fairfield County; County Councilman David Brown and Carnell Mur-
phy Interchange named: S1070
Florence County; Corporal Thomas William Spears Memorial Road
named: H3569
Florence County; Elder Elijah Green Way named: H3964
Florence County; Jerry M Keith Boulevard named: H4929
Florence County; John ’Jack’ Moulton Robinson, Jr. Bridge named:
S0682
Florence County; Reverend Edward Hezekiah Thomas Way named:
H5195
Florence County; William Clyde Graham Bridge named: S0683
Georgetown County; Linwood Altman Causeway named: H5033
Greenville County; David W. Staton Memorial Highway named:
H3840
Greenville County; Dr. James E Barnett Intersection named: S1217
Greenville County; Edward Charles “Eddie” Case Memorial Boule-
vard named: H4989
Greenville County; Reverend Carlos Blease Watson Memorial High-
way named: H4160
Greenville County; Robert Peabo Bryson Boulevard named: S1164
Greenville County; Trooper Daniel K Rebman, Jr. Intersection named:
S1097
Greenwood County; Emmett I Davis, Jr. Memorial Highway named:
S1192
Horry County; Captain Archie Neil “Poo” McLauchlin Swing Bridge
named: H4588
Horry County; Deputy Sheriff Timothy Causey Memorial Intersection
named: H3656
Horry County; Gavin Brunetti Intersection named: S0835
Horry County; Home of the 2016 National Baseball Champion
Coastal Carolina University Chanticleers markers erected:
H3965
Horry County; James Benny Andrew Highway named: H4817
Horry County; James Ronald Hucks Memorial Intersection named:
H5302
Horry County; Lois Eargle Bridge named: H3815
Horry County; Lois Eargle Highway named: H5126
Horry County; Lonnie Hoyt Martin Intersection named: H4050
Jasper County; Henry Parks Moss, Jr. Memorial Port named: H3455,
H3458
Jasper County; Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Lee County; Ulyssis Benjamin Memorial Highway named: H5412
Lexington County; Corporal Kyle Carpenter Field Office named:
S0654
Lexington County; J.B. Barker Boat Landing named: H3999
Lexington County; Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: H4210
Lexington County; Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: S0655
Marion County; Reverend Dr. A C Robinson Highway named: S1103
McCormick County; Veterans Highway named: H4999
Orangeburg County; Dr. Emily England Clyburn Pedestrian Bridge
named: S0974
Pickens County; Charles E Dalton Interchange named: H5270
Pickens County; Dr. B R Skelton Interchange named: H5141
Richland County; Council Woman Leona Plaugh Memorial Intersec-
tion named: H3963
Richland County; Deacon James Knotts Street named: S0572
Richland County; Jaco’s Corner named: H4408
Richland County; Milton Kimpson Interchange named: S0487, S0524
Richland County; Reverend Bobby L Smith, Sr. Highway named:
H5193
Richland County; add words “Welcome to Columbia” to the Con-
gressman James E Clyburn Pedestrian overpass: S0574
Spartanburg County; Camp Wadsworth Memorial Interchange named:
H3697
Spartanburg County; Chapman High School Panthers 2016 Class
AAA State Football Champions signs erected: H3658
Spartanburg County; Toney J Lister Interchange named: S0665
REQUESTS AND MEMORIALS (Continued)
Sumter County; James T. McCain Memorial Street named: S0355
York County; Daniel Lee “Dan” Lowry intersection named: S1240
York County; Deputy James Brent McCants Memorial Boulevard
names: H3359
York County; Detective Mike Doty Memorial Highway named: S0938
York County; In memory of Eric Lessmeister, ’Once a Bearcat,
Always a Bearcat’ sign erected: H4198
York County; Karson Bailey Whitesell Memorial Intersection named:
H5190
York County; Veterans Memorial Highway named: H4175
US Attorney for the District of SC open a criminal investigation into the Lee
Correctional Institution riot: H5328
RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, DIVISION OF




Nursing home staffing requirements; increase the minimum number of staff
required during all shifts: H3118
Nursing homes; establish requirements addressing physical examinations
performed before admission to a nursing home: H3119
Residential care facilities; establish a minimum staff-resident ratio require-
ment and provide for mandatory training of staff and vol-
unteer; require written assessment with admission and
individual care plans; other provisions: H3120
RESIDENTIAL HOME BUILDERS
See Construction (this index)
RESOLUTIONS
13 Child Warriors Day declared as August 19, 2018: H5130
2018 All-State Academic Team for Technical Colleges, Junior Colleges, and
Community Colleges: H5139
2nd Brigade 2nd Battalion Honors Team: H4642
4-H Day declared as March 13, 2018: S1089, H5074
4-H Day declared as March 14, 2017: S0508, H3949
A’ja Wilson day declared as Friday, April 13, 2018: S1168
A.C. Flora High School Baseball Team: S0737, H4352
A.C. Flora High School Golf Team: S0735, H4351
A.R. Rucker Middle School Academic Challenge Team: H4288
AC Flora Battalion Drill Team: H5142
AC Flora ROTC: H5093
Abbeville High School Varsity Football Team: S0331, H3490, H3491,
H4606, H4607
Abrams, Dr. James W, Jr.: S0227
Adams, Bishop John Hurst: S0896
Adams, Gary: S0653
Adams, Reverend Raymond: H3430
Adden, John “Jack” Augustus, Jr.: H5167
African Unity: H5395
Aiken Chapel Missionary Baptist Church: H4321
Aiken High School Varsity Volleyball Team: H3681, H3682
Aiken Standard Newspaper: S0441, H3585
Al-Hussein, King Abdullah II bin: H3572
Alamo Day declared as March 6, 2017: H3457
Alexander, Fred: H3611
Alexander, Mark David: H4755
Alexander, Teresa: H4319
Alfonso, Dr. Bennie: H4996
Allen, Jeff: H3545
Allen, William Cecil: H4748
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority and Alpha Kappa Alpha Day declared as Feb-
ruary 23, 2017: S0413
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Theta Phi Lambda Chapter: H4650
Ambrose, Brycen Lee: S1255
American Board of Trial Advocates, SC Chapter to use House Chambers for
James Otis Lecture Series: H3371
American Heart Month declared as February 2018: S0975, H4865
American Jewish Heritage Month declared as May 2017: H3997
American Legislative Exchange Council: H5164, H5208
American Revolution Museum: S0332
American Revolution Sestercentennial Commission, created: S1142
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Amerson, Joshua Wesley: H4769
Amick, Coach Billy: H5290
Anderson County; increase speed limit along SC highway 24: H3254
Anderson, Allan George III: S0702, H4209
Anderson, Deborah Polson: S1238
Anderson, Harvey Davis: H3767
Andrew Jackson State Park: H3839
Andrews Elementary School: H4211
Andrews High School: H4226
Andrews, Palma Burgess: H4235
Anthony, Honorable Michael A “Mike”: H5336
Anthony, Peggy: H5326
Apostolic Christian HarvestCall: S1130
Aquino, Joshua: H4047
Arant, Nathan Michael: H4759
Arce, Paola Andrea Mosquera: H4985
Arledge, Jayne: S0500, H3814
Arrington, Honorable Katherine E “Katie”: H5337
Arteaga, Daniel Patrick: H4753
Artis, Dr. Roslyn Clark: S1155, S1175, H5131
Ashworth, Luke Joseph: H4741
Assisted Living Week declared as September 10-16, 2017: H4157
Atomic Veterans Day declared as July 16, 2017: H4073
Atomic Veterans and Kenneth Swain: H4072
Atwater, Honorable Todd K: H5338
Avant, Coach Lynn: H4572
Ayers, Mike: S0844
Aynor High School Varsity Basketball Team: H3382
Bailes, Ronnie: H4847
Bailey, Dr. Herbert, Jr.: H5440
Bailey, Mae: H5454
Baker, Bobby: H3738
Baker, Dr. Stanley C Jr.: S0288
Ball, Gene: H4357
Bamberg-Ehrhardt High School Wrestling Team: H5012, H5013
Baptist Hill High Alumni Association (BHHAA): H5407
Baptist Hill Middle High School Boys Varsity Basketball Team: H4170
Barclay, Roynell: H4320
Barefoot, Luke William: H3760
Barnes, Brian and Lynn S: S0698
Barnette, Mozelle: S0236
Barr, Traci M: S0893
Barringer’s Jewelers: S0287, H3532
Barton, Lieutenant Durwood “Bo”, Jr.: S1227
Batesburg-Leesville Elementary School: H5214
Battles, Thomas L Jr.: H3660
Beaufort County First Responders, Utility Workers, Local Officials, Resi-
dents and others: S0380
Beaufort Water Festival: H4278, H5295
Beaufort and USC Beaufort Center for the Arts: H4297
Beer, Seth: H4063
Belflower, Phyllis: H3492
Bell, Bishop Thomas C: S1064
Bellamy, Versie: S1242
Bellissary, Matthew A: H4749
Belser, Florence P: S0731
Belton-Honea Path High School Varsity Baseball Team: H3556, H3557
Ben Lippen School Boys Cross Country Team: H5029, H5030
Ben Lippen School Competition Cheer Squad: H5028, H5030
Ben Lippen Varsity Football Team: H3376, H3377
Benjamin James Singleton, Sr. Memorial Intersection named: S1247
Benjamin, Steven K: S1228, H5391
Bennettsville First Church of the Nazarene: H3369
Beres, Lieutenant Bob: H5462
Berger, Dr. Frank: S1260
Berkeley Soil and Water Conservation District: H5345
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church: S0209
Bethlehem United Methodist Church: H5467
Better Hearing and Speech Month declared as May 2018: S1054
Birch, Cyrus III: H5205
Bishop Edward Blain, II Day declared as July 21, 2018: S1282
Bishop England High School Girls Lacrosse Team: H5378
Bishop Lewis N Taylor Intersection named: S1153
Blackman, Jean L: H4156
Blackman, Master Pilot Roger L: H4155
Blackwell, Sarah: S0469
Blanchard, Dawson T: H4733
Blanding, DeShawn: H3695
Blankenship, Quinn Hunter: H4740
Blassingame, Pastor Jerry: S1094
Blassingame, Reverend Dr. James: H5264
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Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month declared as March 2018: H4943
Blount, Fannie Lambright: H5479
Blue, Dr. Daniel W Jr.: S0285, H3543
Boatwright, Harold Edward: H3761
Bob Jones University Men’s Cross Country Team: H3729, H3730
Bob Jones University Men’s Soccer Team: H3729, H3734
Bob Jones University Women’s Soccer Team: H3729, H3735
Boles, R Lester “Les”: S1207, H5327
Bolt, Carey: S0718, H4291
Bonham, James Butler: S1049
Boseman, Chadwick: H4927
Bourret, Tim: S1037
Bowers, Honorable William “Bill”: H5422
Boyd, Dr. Willie “Bill”, Sr.: H5330
Boyd, Queenie M: H3391
Boyd, Reverend Jackie: H4193
Boys & Girls Clubs Youth of the Year: H4152, H5236
Bracken, Dan and Trey Ingram: H5375
Braddock, Jacob Robert: H4542
Branchville High School Volleyball Team: H3362, H3363
Branham, Gene: S0699
Brannon, Nathan: H4578
Brawner, Marc and Laurie: H5348
Breezy Quarters: H5350
Briggs Elementary School: H4306
Bright, Jessierine Davis: S1065, H5051
Bright, Rose Ella “Sudie” Dukes Cooper: S0697
Brightharp, Reverend Dr. George L: H5052
Brim, Captain Brandon C: H5377
Brock, Harvin E: S0747
Brock, Robert O: S0669
Brooks, Carolyn G: H5387
Brooks, Dan: S0477
Broughton, Pastor Annie: S0206
Brown’s Ferry Elementary School: H4212
Brown, Adam Jeffrey: H3632
Brown, Chief Robert, Sr.: S1179
Brown, Ed and Ed Brown Rodeo: H5303
Brown, Jazmin Elaine: H5433
Brown, Joe E: H4608
Brown, Malorie: H5020
Brown, Normal Lynn: H4347
Brown, Orease: S1182
Brown, Steven: H5125
Brownlee, Lieutenant Colonel James “Jimmy”: H4339
Bryant, Dakota T: H3633
Bryson, Robert Peabo: H4125
Buckhanan-Wilson, Dr. Dorothy: H3737
Buckson, Pastor Phillip J: H4540
Buffalo-Mt. Pisgah Fire Protection District: H3568
Buford High School Varsity Softball Team: H3384, H3388
Building Safety Month declared as May 2017: H4196
Building Safety Month declared as May 2018: H5260
Burgess, Reverend Doctor Lillie A: S1254
Burke High School Basketball Team: S0557
Burke High School Boys Basketball Team: H3941, H3942
Burkhalter, William Hammond “Bill”, Jr.: H5382
Burnett, James L: H4560
Burroughs, Annie Ruth: S1243
Burroughs, Tyrone Adams: S0644
Burry, Dr. Charlie, Jr.: H5385
Burson, Daniel Scott: H4331
Bush, Laura AM: H3873
Butler, Betty Ann Young: H4018
Butler, Stan D: H4023
Byars, Dr. Sarah Jane: S0658
Byrd, Alma Weaver: S0713
Byrd, Dorothy: H5114
CAJ the comfort dog: H5192
Calvary Presbyterian Church (USA): S0895
Cambridge Academy Girls Soccer Team: H5432
Camp Wadsworth Memorial Interchange named: H3697
Campbell Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church: S1266
Campbell, Amber: H5304
Cannon, Blake: H5267
Cannon, Reverend James Ronald: S0619
Cannon, Sean Thomas: H4778
Captain Archie Neil “Poo” McLauchlin Swing Bridge named: H4588
Cardinal Newman Baseball Team: S1268, H5446
Cardinal Newman School Men’s Varsity Soccer Team: S0751, H4350
Cardinal Newman Women’s Varsity Soccer Team: S0752, H4348




Carlisle Military School: H5183
Carney, Battalion Chief Joshua: H4668
Carney, Dr. Edward Milton: H4344
Carolina Music Museum: H5451
Carpenter, William L: H4059
Carr, Captain Robert “Bob”: H5459
Carrig, Brad: S1222
Carron, Jacob: H5099
Carsch, Noah Jake: H4739
Carvers Bay High School Boys Basketball Team: H5118
Carvers Bay High School: H4227
Carvers Bay Middle School: H4221
Caspari, Dr. Gino and Trevor Wallace: S1143
Casper, Juliet: S1180
Caspio, Nic: H4045
Castle, Sergeant Shannon: H5366
Caudle, Curt Harding: H3628
Cauthen, Chandler: H5471
Center for Educational Equity: H5232
Chafin, Gracey: H4942
Chambers, Thomas: H4191
Champagne, Cesurian “Cez”: H4169
Chandler, Reverand Everette: S0252
Chandler, Reverend Everette: S0253
Chapin Garden Club: H5035
Chapin High School Marching Band: S0859, H4539, H4550
Chapin High School Soccer Team: H5413
Chapin High School Varsity Baseball Team: H5417
Chapin High School Varsity Competitive Cheer Team: S0861, H3403,
H3404, H4537, H4548
Chapman High School Panthers 2016 Class AAA State Football Champions
signs erected: H3658
Chapman High School Varsity Football Team: H3425, H3426
Chapman High School: H5176
Chapman, Kaleb: S0459
Charles E Dalton Interchange named: H5270
Charleston County Sheriff’s Office: H4399
Charleston School Bus Maintenance Shop: H3693
Charleston School of Law: H4171
Charter School Week declared as May 1-5, 2017: S0693
Charter School Week declared as May 7-11, 2018: S1219, H5368
Cheraw High School Wrestling Team: H3875, H3876
Child Abuse Prevention Month Declared as April 2018: H5119
Child Hunger: S0701, H4237
Childers, Lieutenant Chris: H4639
Children’s Advocacy Center Day declared April 4, 2017: S0523, H3916
Children’s Security Blanket and the Childhood Cancer Optimist Club:
H4140
Chiou, Jean-Yih (Peter): H3474
Cities Mean Business Day declared as February 1, 2017: S0333, H3603
Cities Mean Business Day declared as February 16, 2018: S0929, H4728
Claflin University Women’s Softball Team: H4316
Clamp, Dr. Lucas: H4691
Clare, Captain Steve: S1186
Clarendon County Fire Department: H4110
Clark, Jacqueline “Cindy”: H3912
Claude Major , Jr. Intersection named: H4142
Clemson Day declared as February 27, 2018: H4983
Clemson Univeristy Football Team: S0317, S0416, S0491, H3560, H3561,
H4121
Clemson University Agricultural Education Program: S1036
Clemson University: S0284, H3655
Clinton Family YMCA: H4233
Clinton High School Science Olympiad Team: H4060
Cloud, Reverend Isaac Kennedy: H3675
Coach Pat Eidson Way named: H3676
Coastal Carolina University Baseball Team: H3493, H3495, H4121
Coastal Montessori School: H4220
Coffey, Malachi: S1203
Cole, Honorable Joseph Derham, Jr.: H5334
College of Charleston Day recognized as February 8, 2017: H3674
College of Charleston Sailing Team: H5263
Colonel Christopher N. Williamson Interchange named: H4713
Columbia Urban League Day declared as April 13, 2017: H4301
Comacho, Minister Carmen InÈs V·squez: H4984
Community Development Week declared as April 12-22, 2017: H4124
Cone, Harry Thompson: H3670
Congressional Medal of Honor recipient Kyle J. White DMV facility
named: H4245
Congressman James E Clyburn Pedestrian overpass; “Welcome to Colum-
bia” added: S0574
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Connie Maxwell Children’s Home: S0630, H4149
Conway High School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H4282
Conway High School Varsity Softball Team: H4283
Cooke, Gearldean Hamilton “Gearld”: H5352
Cooper, Reverend Charles Douglas: H3597
Cornelius, Willie and Fristella: H4624
Corporal Kyle Carpenter Field Office named: S0654
Corporal Thomas William Spears Memorial Road named: H3569
Couch, Dr. James R: H4243
Council Woman Leona Plaugh Memorial Intersection named: H3963
County Councilman David Brown and Carnell Murphy Interchange named:
S1070
Courtney, Timothy T “Tim”: H5380
Couture, Ian Jacob: H3757
Covenant Classical Christian School Boys Cross Country Team: H5122,
H5123




Crawford, Harod A, Jr.: H4573
Crooke, Lori Caulder: H5235
Crump, Captain Troy: H4359
Culclasure, Margaret Snoddy: H5289
Cummings, Eula Mae Graham: H5058
Cunningham, Zachary Brian: H4768
Curl, Everette: H3397
Curren, Richard, Tanya and Pierce: H4554
Curtis B Inabinett, Sr. Highway named: H4467
Cutler, Joni: H3431
Cystic Fibrosis Awareness Month declared as May 2107: S0632, H4101
D’Agostino, Michael Dominic: H5364
Dandridge, Thomas C: H5386
Daniel High School Girls Cross County Team: H4536, H4546
Daniel Lee “Dan” Lowry intersection named: S1240
Darlington Veneer Company: H5101
Daughters of the American Revolution, Charleston-Area Chapters: H5292
Davant, Marvin: S1022
David W. Staton Memorial Highway named: H3840
Davis, Anna Naomi Marone: H3991
Davis, Austin: H4767
Davis, Eddie W: S1108
Davis, Edward, Jr.: H4895
Davis, George Henry, Jr.: H5325
Davis, Honorable James P “Sonny”: S0924, H4721
Davis, Howard Wilbur: S1272
Davis, Jane McGee S: H4244
Davis, Lynda Lowrimore: H5300
Davis, Preston Jack, Jr.: S0552
Davis, Willie Richard: S1294
Day, Morris: H4905
Deacon James Knotts Street named: S0572
Deaf and Blind, SC School for the: H3395, H4605
Dean, Brad: H5198
Dekmar, Chief Louis M: H4637
Delleney, Honorable F Gregory “Greg”, Jr.: H5333
Delpercio, Lieutenant Thomas: H5117
Dennis Smalls Day declared as April 14, 2018: H5206
Dennis, Patrick Graham: H4585
Denny, Alexandra: S0960
Deputy James Brent McCants Memorial Boulevard names: H3359
Deputy Sheriff Joseph J Matuskovic Memorial Intersection named: H3878
Deputy Sheriff Timothy Causey Memorial Intersection named: H3656
Detective Mike Doty Memorial Highway named: S0938
Dickerson, Captain Donald E: H5011
Dickerson, Donzelle Foxworth: H5009
Dieckmann, William Paul “Bill”: H3613
Dietterick, Gregory P: S1276
Dillard, Dr. Annie Lee: H5466
Dillon Christian School Varsity Football Team: H5136, H5137
Dillon High School Football Team: H4647, H4648
Dillon High School Red Cross Club: H5309
Dinndorf, Elizabeth “Beth”: S0304
Dixie High School Boys Cross Country Team: H3588, H3589
Dockerty, James Gatlin: H3718
Dogara, Yakubu: H4367
Donate Life Month declared as April 2017: H4122
Donated Dental Services Recognition Day declared as April 27, 2017:
S0638
Donor Day declared as April 10, 2018: S1098




Dorchester Academy Baseball Team: H4364
Dorchester Academy Girls Basketball Team: H3914, H3915
Dorchester Academy Girls Softball Team: H4368
Dority, David C: H5256
Dorman High School Boys Basketball Team: S0535, H3938, H3939,
H5068, H5069
Dorman High School Boys Cross Country Team: H4604
Dorman High School Boys Track and Field Team: H4564, H4565
Dorman High School Volleyball Team: H3364, H3365, H4994, H4995
Dorman High School: S0939
Doster, James E, Jr.: S1283
Doty, Detective Michael R: H4646
Douglas, Honorable MaryGail K: H5424
Douglas, William David: H4772
Dr. B R Skelton Interchange named: H5141
Dr. Emily England Clyburn Pedestrian Bridge named: S0974
Dr. James E Barnett Intersection named: S1217
Dr. Ronald E McNair Day declared as October 21, 2017: H4026
Drayton, Colonel Theodus Linwood: H5060
Duckworth, Honorable Gregory D “Greg”: H5425
Due West Robotics Team: S0629, H4128
Dukes Day declared as April 27, 2017: H4147
Dunbar, Crystal Jade: H3608
Duran, Congressman Juan Manuel Diaz: H4825
Durant, Roberta Dannelly: H5344
Dutch Fork High School Cheerleading Team: S0418, S0860, H3373,
H3396, H4549, H4611
Dutch Fork High School Football Team: S0417, H3374, H3375, H4538,
H4547
Earle, Walter Patrick “Pat”: H5331
East Clarendon High School Varsity Softball Team: H4890, H4891
East Clarendon School Girls Basketball Team: H5175
Eastman, Byron Allan Sr.: H3640
Eating Disorder Awareness Week declared as February 26 through March 4,
2018: H4844
Eating Disorders Awareness Week declared as February 26 through March
4, 2017 and Eating Disorders Awareness Day declared as
March 2, 2017: S0311, S0383, H3671, H3773
Echols, Mayor A Douglas: S0715
Eddings, Bryan: H4012
Edmen, Shirley Catherine Sciolino: H4638
Edward Charles “Eddie” Case Memorial Boulevard named: H4989
Edwards, Carl Jr.: S0306
Edwards, Rollins: H4616
Ekere, Nsima Udo: H4345
El Sisi, President Abdel Fattah: H3555
Elder Elijah Green Way named: H3964
Electric Utility Linemen: S0674, H4106
Electrical Safety Month declared as May 2017: H4176
Electrical Safety Month declared as May 2018: H5261
Elliott, Elaine Cox: S1287
Elmore, Jasmine Macie: H5439
Emmett I Davis, Jr. Memorial Highway named: S1192
End Distracted Driving month declared as April 2018: H5138
Enoree Baptist Church: H5474
Epsilon Psi Zeta, Zeta Phi Beta: H4581
Erdogan, His Excellency Recep Tayyip: H3998
Esarey, Kimo: H5212
Estep, Dr. Wendell: S1288, H5434
Etheridge, Victoria: S1185
Etiquette Day declared as March 2, 2017: H3812
Etiquette Day declared as March 6, 2018: H5016
Evans, Francie: H5398
Evatt, Thomas Rhett: H5112
Extra Extraordinary Ladies (XXL) Ministry: S1188
Ezell, Reverend Ricky Ray, Sr.: S1167
F-35 Aircraft and F-35 Lighting II Joint Strike Fighter Program: S0226,
H3612
FFA: S0438, H3673
Faile, Hunter Ragan: H4294
Fair Housing Month declared as April 2018: H5094
Fair, Pastor Jacqueline: S0599
Faretra, Ron: H4370
Father Nicolas C. Trivelas Memorial Boulevard named: H3657
Felder, Honarable Raye: H5363
Felician Sisters: S0265
Fetter, Leo: S1017
Fibroid Awareness Month declared as July 2017: S0244
Fields, John Walter: H5211
Fields, Judge Richard E: S1008, H4937
Finley, Reverend John H: H4625
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Finney, Chief Justice Ernest Adolphus, Jr.: S0853
First Baptist School Varsity Football Team: H3957, H3958
Fitzgibbon, Matthew Turner: H3627
Fleming, Jory: S0529
Flesch, Erricka Michelle: H4298
Flitter, Trooper Christopher M: S1223
Florence Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Day declared as
April 19, 2018: H5168
Floyd, Anne Skinner: H3806
Ford, James “Buster”, Sr.: H5238
Fore, Dr. Fredis Cleon “Fred”: S0286, H3576
Fort Jackson: H3733
Fort, Dr. Laurens Warren, Jr.: S0621, H4103
Foster, Donna Shealy: H5379
Fowler, Cassie: H4584
Frances Jones Community Park: H5397
Franchini, Dr. Judith A: H4361
Frankstone, Katherine and Manning: H5346
Frayer, Marchitta Lorraine: S0251
Frazier, Keith A: S0437, H3805
Frederick, Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Wayne: H3672
Freeman, Andrew William: H4776
Frye, Coach Steven “Skip”: S1220, H5353
Fulton, Sybrina: H4842
Furman University Men’s Rugby Team: H3984, H3985
Future Scholar 529 Day declared as April 26, 2018: S1091, H5070
Future Scholar 529 Day declared as April 6, 2017: H4054
Gaffney High School Golf Team: H5415
Gaines, Lucille Wiggins Collins: H5351
Gaines-Phillips, Ella Mae: S0661
Gallagher, Sheila Catherine: H4150
Gambrell, Joe Aaron: S1259
Gandy, Charles F, Jr.: S0249
Garrison, Joseph Edward “Ed”: H5135
Gatling, Holly: H5243
Gault, William Frederick: H4970
Gavin Brunetti Intersection named: S0835
Gee, Dr. James “Jim”: H4328
Genevie, Michael: H5437
Georgetown High School: H4228
Georgetown Middle School: H4222
Gergick, Lauren Alexis: H5427
Gibbs, Scott Allen: H4086
Gibson, Althea: H4289
Gillespie, Dizzie: H4080
Gilmore, Dr. Curis Tyrone Sr.: H5034
Girl Scouts of South Carolina: S0357
Gist, Kimber: S0305
Givens, Reverend Bertha L: S1296
Glazer, Lauren: H4143
Glenn, Gary S: H4089
Glover, Lavern Prioleau: S1270
Godard, Honorable Myrtis Elizabeth “Liz”: S0392
Goddard, Frederick Jackson: H3768
Goddard, Jacob Allen: H3624
Golden, Kelly: H5447
Goldin, James Harold: H4666
Good Friday, House staff not required to work on: H3496, H4626
Good Hope Christian Methodist Episcopal Church: S0700
Good, Georgia S: S0406
Goodwin, Betty “Ms. G”: H3877
Goodwin, Cheryl Denise Amos: H5374
Goodwin, Samuel: S1199
Goose Creek High School Girls Basketball Team: H3960, H3961
Gordon, H Wesley Jr.: H3498
Gordon, Katherine “Kitty” B: S1263
Gordon, Megan: H4372
Gore, Julia Williams “Jada”: H4203
Goss, Captain Walter B: S0741
Goss, Captain Walter: H4356
Goss, Reverend Dr. Larry D: H4318
Graham, Beatrice “Bee” Fields: S1271
Gray Collegiate Academy Basketball Team: H5313
Gray, Mike: S0900
Great Brittain: H4373
Great War, World War I: S1246, H5194
Greater Greer Chamber of Commerce: H4919
Green, John F: S1133
Green, Savannah Leigh: H4236
Greenberg, Dr. Charles S: H5285




Greenville Health System: H4340
Greenville Hospital System. oppose recent actions: S0726
Greenville YMCA to use House Chambers on November 13-16, 2018:
S1059, H5031
Greenville YMCA to use House Chambers on November 13-17, 2017:
S0647, H4038
Greenwood Christian School: H4555
Greer Citizen: H5116
Greer Commission of Public Works: H4632
Griffith, W Louis: H4818
Griggs, Phyllis: H5384
Grimes, Willie Dell: S0852
Guatemala: H4823, H4824
Guild, Bob: H4314
Guile, Evelyn Bennett: S0967
Gullah Festival: H4085, H5360
Gun Violence Awareness Month declared as June 2017: H3398
Gun Violence Awareness Month declared as June 2018: H4688
Haecherl, Stephanie: S1226
Haire, Elijah Franklin: H4784




Hamilton, Harrison A: H4750
Hamilton, Honorable Daniel P “Dan”: H5339
Hamilton, Leroy: H4274
Hammond School Boys Varsity Golf Team: H5347
Hammond School Boys Varsity Soccer Team: H5445
Hammond School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H5021, H5022
Hammond School Hunt Seat Equestrian Team: H4107, H5297
Hammond School Varsity Football Team: H4582, H4583
Hammond School Western Equestrian Team: H4120, H5321




Harbison Institute and Harbison Junior College: H3574
Hardee, Landon Joseph: H4777
Hardin, Robert Austin: H3638
Harley, Mayor Pro-Tem Leonard Dale, Sr.: S0582
Harley, Robert F, Jr.: H5464
Harlow, Kenneth, Jr.: H5349
Harmon, Dr. Gerald E: H4545
Harriford, Dean Willie Lloyd, Jr.: H4231
Harriott, Sharon B. Brown: H4965
Harris, Jason Gregory: S0663
Harris, Reverend Carl N: H4108
Harris, Robert Louis: S1025
Harrison, Jaime R: S0706
Harrison, Troy F, Sr.: H4290
Hartsville Northern Baseball Team: H5023, H5024
Haselden Brothers Ford: S0640
Hawkins, Ellis Fitzgerald II: S0623
Hayes, Frank Preston: S1291
Hazelton, Mary D: S1289
Hazzard, John Potter, V: S0730
Hebron Zion Presbyterian Church (USA): H5436
Heffner, Dr. Stephen: H5315
Heitzler, Dr. Michael J: H5213
Hellaby, Jacob Noah: H3634
Helms, Brenton Addison: H3759
Hemingway High School Boys Varsity Basketball Team: S0634, S1156,
H3943, H3944, H5083, H5084
Henderson, Honorable Phyllis J: H5423
Hendricks, Ralph S: H4141
Hendrix, Chief Larue: H4793
Henry Parks Moss, Jr. Memorial Port named: H3455, H3458
Henry T Smith Memorial Road named: H5199
Hermanson, Jonathan Luke: H3753
Herndon, Chandler Jacob: H4771
Herndon, Samuel Peyton: H3765
Herring, Charlene Northcutt: H5438
Hicks, Lynda “Jean” West: H5421
Hicks, Maggie Samuel: H4329
Hicks, Sammy Jr.: H3506, H3659
Hickson, Glover Moore Elijah III: H3813
Hill, Corinne Edith “Dolly”: H5430
Hill, Dr. Willie Joe, Jr.: H5428
Hill, Justice Jeremiah: H5381
Hill, Reverend Jerry M: S0694
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Hinson, Kolbie: H4559
Historic African American Business District in Florence: H5237
Hite, Dr. L Carey: H4867
Hodges, Sonya R: H4622
Holbrook, Coach William H: H3691
Holder, Davis M: H5355
Holiday, James E: H5393
Holland, Mack “Henry”: H4273
Holliday, Gastave Dicks: H4939
Holloway, Reverend Ray C: H5441
Holmes Nathaniel Smith, Jr. Memorial Street named: S0356
Holt, Reverend Dr. Isaac, Jr.: S1204
Home of the 2016 National Baseball Champion Coastal Carolina University
Chanticleers markers erected: H3965
Home, Faith: S0228
Homeschool Recognition Month declared as April 2017: S0611
Honorable Smith, James E, Jr.: H5335
Hopkins, Harry T: S0961
Horonzy, Joseph Wesley: H4752
Hosey, Honarable Lonnie: H4959
House, Allen J: H4551
Howard, Matthew Aaron: S0739
Huggins, Colonel Norman P: S1035
Huggins, Jerry L: H4240
Hughes, Dennis Ray II: H3631
Human Trafficking Month declared as January 2017: H3456
Humphrey, Helen Rovender Malloy: H3370
Humphries, Donna: H5392
Hunger Action Month recognized as September 2017: S0636
Hunter, Dr. Samuel Alphine: H5394
Iadonisi, Brandon G: H4757
Immunization Week declared as Augist 13 - 19, 2018: S1181
Immunization Week declared as August 14-21, 2017: S0522
In God We Trust; reaffirm as official motto of US and support display of
motto in homes, houses of worship, and public buildings:
H3016
In memory of Eric Lessmeister, ’Once a Bearcat, Always a Bearcat’ sign
erected: H4198
Independent College and University Week declared as April 3-7, 2017:
H3857
Independent College and University Week declared as April 9-13, 2018:
S1080
Indian Land High School Girls Soccer Team: H4532, H4558
International Firefighters’ Day declared as May 4, 2017: S0673
Israel: H4669, H4982
J.B. Barker Boat Landing named: H3999
Jackson Branch Missionary Baptist Church: H5431
Jaco’s Corner named: H4408
James “Jimmy” McKelvey Memorial Highway named: H5140
James Benny Andrew Highway named: H4817
James F Byrnes High School Softball Team: H4535, H4563
James F. Byrnes High School Marching Band: H3378, H3379
James Ronald Hucks Memorial Intersection named: H5302
James T. McCain Memorial Street named: S0355
Jeffery, Alshon: S0966, H4861
Jenkins, Simon M: S1202
Jennings, Willie: H4024
Jerry M Keith Boulevard named: H4929
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church and Educational Association: S0930
Jerusalem: H4794
Jobs for America Graduates: S0991
Joe Danning Intersection named: H5411
Joe, Isaac C, Sr.: H4653
John ’Jack’ Moulton Robinson, Jr. Bridge named: S0682
John Trout Memorial Intersection named: H3355
John Wesley United Methodist Church: H3393
Johnson, Alonzo: H5288
Johnson, Apostle Doris: H5358
Johnson, Corrine: S0494, S0586
Johnson, Curtis L: S1166
Johnson, DeAndre’: H4055
Johnson, Katherine “Katie”: H3400
Johnson, Mildred R: S1048
Johnson, Nan: H5365
Johnson, Pastor James W: S0207
Johnson, President David Bancroft: S0686
Johnson, Riley: S1016
Johnson, Stephanie M: S0512, H3476
Johnson, William Henry, Jr “Bill”: S0336, H3623
Johnson, Willie: H3584





Jones, Doris Barr: S0290
Jones, Dr. Bill: S0515
Jones, Lark: H4719
Jones, Malachi: S1205
Jones, Mara Horton: H3452
Jones, Mayor Lark: S0696
Jones, Sarah Sumter: S0956, H4787
Jones, Vajetha H: S0455
Jordan, Tony: H5469
Joseph, Kendall: S0707
Juliano, Nicholas III: H4232
Kannon, Harry Patterson: H3762
Karrington, Charles: H5100
Karson Bailey Whitesell Memorial Intersection named: H5190
Keane, Thomas: H4738
Keefe, Gafton James: H3704
Keenan High School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H5102, H5103
Kefalos, Jeff: H4925
Keisler, Bobby C: H5184
Kelley, Brian Francis: S0727
Kelley, Mark Stephen: H5188
Kenner, Conrad Gray: H4773
Kennerly, Carl David: H5222
Kensington Elementary School: H4213
Kentwool: H5230
Kersey, Stuart Ashby: H3940
Kershaw County: H5450
Kessler, Dr. George D: H5047
Keziah, Rodney Lynn: H3852
Kidd, Mary: S0703
Kidney Month declared as March 2017: H3892
Killingsworth Home: H5449
Kim, Hannah Y: H5343
King, Casey Joseph: H4751
King, Chester: H5342
King, Dr. Martin Luther: H5286
Kirkland, Paula: H5073
Knight, Marty: S0743, H4358
Knight, Sommer: H4365
Knipp, Lindsey Danielle: S1229
Knox, Dr. James Gill “Jim” III: S0667
Koh, Joyce: S0597, H4069
Kohler, Nathan Patrick: H4734
Korean War Veterans Day declared as July 27, 2017: H4062
Krantz, Palmer “Satch”: H4159
Lackey, Pamela P: S1269
Laing Middle School of Science and Technology: S0627, S0643
Lake View High School Varsity Football Team: H3380, H3381
Laliberte, Bryce Kinon: H4761
Lamar High School Football Team: H5128, H5129
Lander University Women’s Basketball Team: S0628
Langford, Willie Bessie: H3995
Large, Becky: H4355
Laroche, Karen Rose: H4241
Lasica, Colonel Daniel T “Ship”: S1206
Latta High School Varsity Softball Team: S1018, H4923, H4924
Laurence Manning Academy Girls Softball Team: H4881, H4884
Laurence Manning Academy Speed and Strength Team: H3435, H3436
Laurence Manning Academy Varsity Baseball Team: H4882, H4883
Laurence Manning Academy Varsity Bowling Team: H3434, H3437,
H3679, H3680, H4885, H4886
Laurens Academy Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H5048, H5056
Laurens County Community Theatre: H4926
Laurie, Senior Chief Michael T: H4292
Lawrence, Lee Ann: H4360
Lawrence, Lee Ann: S0879
Lazarus, Mark: H5475
Leach, Aaron: H5124
League of Women Voters, Clemson area: S0943
Leaphart, Shelvia J Haltiwanger: H4552
Lee, Chapman Sojourner: S0687
Lee, Charles: H3732
Lee, Congressman Fidel Reyes: H4826
Lee, Congressman Fidel Reyes: H4864
Lefever, Mike: S1198
Legislative Black Caucus: H5448
Leland, Rutledge B, III: H4821
Lesslie, Thomas Samuel “Sam”, Jr.: H5400
Leventis, James James “JL”: S0659, H4146
Leventis, James Leigh “Jamie”: S0660, H4083
RESOLUTIONS (Continued)
Levi Pearson Scholarship Fund: H5409
Lewis, Janell: S0509
Lewisville HIgh School Varsity Baseball Team: S1007, H4531, H4556
Lewisville High School Girls Varsity Volleyball Team: S0986, H4533,
H4557
Lexington County Recreation and Aging Commission Meal on Wheels Pro-
gram: S0525
Lexington School District One and Lexington High School: S0550
Liberty Day declared as May 10, 2017: H4208
Lighthouse Christian School Girls varsity basketball team: H3858, H3859
Limestone College Men’s Lacrosse Team: S0749
Limestone College Men’s Lacrosse Team: S0904
Lin, Dr. Matthew Y C: H5320
Lindsay, Dr. Rodney: H5470
Links, The: S0846
Linwood Altman Causeway named: H5033
Lionel Smith, LTD: H3472
Lions Clubs International: S0620, S0742
Livingston, Johnnie S: H5037
Locklear, Admiral Samuel J, III: H4941
Logan, Wanda: H4052
Lois Eargle Bridge named: H3815
Lois Eargle Highway named: H5126
Lola Brown Breast Self-Check Day declared as October 23, 2017: H4185
Lomazov, Marina and Joseph Rackers: H4349
Long Cane AME Church: S0514
Lonnie Hoyt Martin Intersection named: H4050
Lordo, Ross F: H3844
Lorick, Bishop Colie Lee, Sr.: S0598
Lorrick, Bishop Colie L “Josh”, Jr.: S0633
Lorrick, Sidney F “Bud”: H4338
Love the Anne Springs Close Greenway Month declared as April 2017:
H3787
Low Country Healthy Start: S0906
Lower Richland High School Boys Basketball Team: S0573, H4097,
H4098
Lowry, Peninnah Bowen: H3893
Lupus Walk in Aiken: H5332
Lupus: S1264
Lwton, Lillian Carter: H4071
Lycee Jean Baptiste de la Salle in Clermont-Ferrand, France: H3489
Lyles, Mayor Viola Alexander: S1176
Lynn, William Stuckey: H4781
Mabry, Mary Beth: H3392
Mack, Freddie Alonzo: H3387
Madison, James W: S1295
Madison, Sharon Burgess: S1278
Major General Gary T McCoy Road named: H3507
Make Music Day declared as June 21, 2018: H5059
Malone, Angel: H5210
Manios, Stella T: H4144
Manning, Honorable Lee Casey: H5010
March for Meals Month declared as March 2017: S0414
March of Dimes: S0944
Marion All-Star 12U Basketball Team: H5185, H5191
Marshall, Dr. Henry T, Jr.: H5465
Marshall, Sergeant Lewis E Sr.: S0675
Martin Family: S1169
Martin, Vanessa and Shannon Taylor; Fairfield Central High School Beta
Club: S0510
Maryville Elementary School: H4214
Mather School Coastal/Lowcountry Alumni and Associates Chapter:
H4849
Matthews, John Bender: H3763
Matthews, Justin Bryant: H3758
Maxey, Jeff: S1235
McAbee, Alvin A: H5458
McAbee, Jennings Gary, Sr.: H4579
McBride, Lillian: S1256
McCall, Mayor Danny Wayne: H4664
McCarter, Abigail: H3869
McCarter, John Marshall: H4961
McCasslin, Ally: H4690, H4692
McClain, Frances Virginia Lee Robinson: H5098
McClinton, Thomas: S0439
McCormack, Brian: H5389
McCormick, Renee and Bob: S1165
McCottry, Dr. Catherine McKee: H4920
McCoy, Helen Dorothy: H3598
McCoy, Natasha Roberta Weston: H5401




McDonald ELementary School: H4215
McDonald, Christian John W: H3756
McDowell, Michael Brendan: H3636
McEachern, Honorable Joseph A “Joe”: H5426
McKelvey, Lenard: H3981
McLeod Farms; McLeod Family and Staff: S0205
McLeod, Jackson Potter: H3625
McMaster, Governor Henry, State of the State Address: H4527
McMaster, Henry H. 3678 reconsidered, revoked and repealed: H3686
McMaster; Honorable Henry Dargan: H3678
McNeil, Chief Larry: H3368
Meadowfield Elementary School: S1163
Mealy, Dr. John Charles: H5293
Means, John A: H4660
Mecklenburg, Michael William: H5301
Meekins, Russel H “Russ”: S1020
Mehta, Tanvi: H3838
Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Melton, Brenda: S1252
Melton, James Robert “Jim”: S1250
Mental Health Month declared as May 2017: S0498
Mental Health Month declared as May 2018: S0940
Mercer, Dr. Scott: H5356
Michalske, Dr. Terry: H4862
Mid-Carolina High School Academic Challenge Team: H4166
Mid-Carolina Middle School Academic Team: S1267
Mid-Carolina Middle School: H3596
Middleton, Bertha Smalls: H5357
Middleton, Catherine Powell: H4242
Midland Dixie Youth Coaches Pitch All-Star Baseball Team: H4206
Midlands Dixie Youth Ozone All-Star Baseball team: H4207
Miller, George: S0721
Miller, Reverend O’Neal: H4104
Milligan, Matthew Preston: H3764
Mills, Michael R “Mike”, Sr.: H4148
Milton Kimpson Interchange named: S0487, S0524
Misseldine, Nicholas Pulver: H3717
Mitchell, Casey: H4566
Mitchell, Honorable Harold, Jr.: H4346
Mitchell, Major George: S0714
Molusky, Iriana: S0734
Month of the Military Child declared as April 2018: H5169
Moore, Chandler Joseph: H4754
Moore, Dr. Gene: H4293
Moore, Pat Gibson-Hye: H4574
Moore, Tara: H4167
Moore, Tara: S0266
Morales, President Jimmy: H4863, H4866
Morant, Johnny: H5329, H5406
Moton, Alma: H4580
Moultrie, James: H3534
Mount Moriah Baptist Church: H5473
Mount Pleasant Baptist Church: S0750
Moxley, Evan Donald: H3754
Mt. Tabernacle Pentecostal Church, Inc. and St. Luke Pentecostal Church of
the Congregation: H4087
Mt. Zion Methodist Church: H5478
Mullins High School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: S0549, H3976, H3977
Mulvaney, Mick: S0440
Mulvihill, Joan Kelly: H3952
Mungo, Stewart and Steven: H3854
Municipal Clerks Week declared as May 6-12, 2018: S1184, H5287
Muntean, Isabella: S1021
Muntean. Isabella “Bella”: S1284
Murfin, Don: H3586
Murphy, Wayne: H4374
Music Week declared as May 7-14, 2017: H3894
Musteata, Bridget Daly: H5296
Myers, Donald Vinson: H3510
Myers, Nathaniel James Jr.: H3996
NAACP, Western York County: S1187, H5291
Nation Ford High School Marching Band: H3432, H3433, H4620, H4621
National Day of Healing recognized as January 17, 2017: S0225
National Funeral Directors and Morticians Association: H4151
National Guard Day declared as March 20, 2018: S1115, H5095
National Guard Day declared as March 21, 2017: H3917
National School Choice Week declared as January 22 through January 28,
2017: S0312, H3542
National School Choice week recognized as January 21 through January 27,
2018: S0903, H4658
National Speech and Debate Day declared as March 2, 2018: H4693
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Native Plants: H3994
Navy JROTC month declared as October 2018: H5444
Neal, Dr. Audrey Potts: H5419
Neal, Joseph H “Joe”: H3796, H3797
Nelson, Deacon Elijah Sr.: H5032
Nelson, Reverend Dr. J Herbert II: H3694
New Covenant School Boys Varsity Basketball Team: H3974, H3975,
H5077, H5078
New Covenant School Girls Basketball Team: H5075, H5076
New Light Beulah Baptist Church: S0454
New St. Matthew Missionary Baptist Church: H4082
Newberry High School Girls Basketball Team: S1095, H5081, H5082
Newman, Ashton Ozell II: H3630
Newman, William Allen “Al”: H5036
Newsome, Harold Lee: S0282
Nichols, Elaine: S0624
Nicholson, Charles E: S0294
Nicholson, Mamie W: H4275
Nigeria: H4302
Ninety Six High School Marching Band: S0436, S0894, H3799, H3800,
H4635, H4636
Noble, Frederick A “Rick”: H5354
Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: H4210
Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: S0655
Nole Boys Logging, LLC: S0398
Norris, Chief Howard Eugene “White Bull”: H4369
Norris, Jean Gurley: H5390
North Augusta High School Girls Basketball Team: H4016, H4017
North Augusta High School Girls Basketball Team: H5273
North Myrtle Beach and Mayor Marilyn Hatley: H5225
Northwestern High School Baseball Team: S0738
Northwood Academy Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H3992, H3993
Northwood Academy Lady Chargers SCISA 3A 2017 State Basketball
Champions signs erected on HWY 17: H4246
Ntiasagwe, Sergeant Major Bede Anyaelezu: S1005
O’Sullivan, Dr. Gabriel: H4279
Oakden, Patrick Glenn: H3714
Oceanside Collegiate Academy Girls Golf Team: H5312
Oconee County: S1178
Odom, Harvey Dixon, Jr.: H4649
Officer James Owens, Jr. Memorial Intersection named: S0814
Offshore Drilling Support: H4835, H4887
Offshore Drilling; State of SC opposed: H4788
Olson, Kathy: H4571
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Incorporated: H5111
Omphalocele Awareness Day declared as January 31, 2018: S0923
Osteen, John W: H4662
Otis, Mayor Bill: H4295
Owens-Ross; Willie Mae: S0208
Owings, Dr. Gregory C “Greg”: H4084
Pair, Sharon: S1251
Palmetto Boys’ State, to use House and Senate Chambers June 16, 2017:
H3752
Palmetto Girls’ State, Chamber use June 1, 2018: S1053
Palmetto Girls’ State, to use House and Senate Chambers June 16, 2017:
S0377
Palmetto Giving Day declared as May 2, 2017: H4139
Palmetto Health Baptist Third Floor Surgical Staff and Nurses: H3424
Palmetto Health Tuomey Hospital: H4299
Palmetto High School Girls Cross County Team: H3553, H3554
Palmetto High School Varsity Competitive Cheerleading Team: H3551,
H3552, H4586, H4589
Paris Island Young Marines: S1279, H5435
Parker, Janet Latiece: S1023
Parker, Judson Blake: H3629
Parks, Craig: S1286
Parks, Laurie: H5134
Parson-Starkes, Hazel Snipes: S0850
Patton, Ron K: S0716
Paul Robison Earle Memorial Intersection named: H3621
Payton, Dr. Benjamin Franklin: S0905
Pearson, Skipp: S1084
Pendarvis, Mary Frances Dukes: H4058
Perry, John: H4938
Perry, Michael Joseph: H4779
Perry, Robert Spence “Skipper”, Jr.: S0843, H4663
Person, Jason James: H4786
Peterson, Pastor Donnell: S0606
Peurifoy, Cynthia: H4296, H4841
Phelps, Majors David and Amber: H5414




Phi Theta Kappa, SC 2017 All-State Academic Team: H3988
Phillip, Aaron Jarred: H3715
Phillip, Nicholas Wilson: H3716
Phillips, Mark Alan: H4903
Pickens County Behavioral Health Services: S1031
Pickens County: H5258
Pickens High School March Band: H3385, H3386
Pinckney, Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Joseph: S0511, H3911
Pineview Elementary School: S1157
Pinewood Preparatory School Competitive Cheer Team: H3389, H3390
Pinkney, James L “Rabbit”: H4192
Plantersville Elementary School: H4216
Plaugh, Councilwoman Leona Kirby: H3986
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church: H4088
Pleasant Hill Elementary School: H4217
Police Week declared as May 14-20, 2017: S0684
Polk, Chief Robert O “Bert”: S0319
Polo Road Elementary School Girls on the Run: S1032
Polston, Caleb Jeremy: H4770
Poore, Jackie Ray: H4587
Poplin, Charles David: H4735
Pornography: H3887
Porter and Rosenfeld Law Firm: H4311
Porter, Brad: H3874
Porter, Ralph Raymond Jr: S0563
Poston, Lucas William: H3705
Poultry Festival: H5197
Powdersville High School Boys Varsity Cross Country Team: S0295
Price, Julian McLeod: H3706
Price, Stevi J: H5207
Price, Thomas “Tip”: S1233, H5240
Price, Trooper Stevi J: S1221
Prickett, Mackie: H4353
Priest, Dr. Jeff: H5305
Prioleau, Reverend Joshua: H3731
Privette, Lincoln L, Sr.: S0460
Professional Engineers Day declared as February 21, 2018: S1015, H4790
Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 21, 2018: H5115
Proffitt, M Graham III: H3736
Prosser, Dalton Michael: H4775
Prosser, Dr. Vernon: H5418
Publix Super Markets: H5461
Purvis, Brother William Alexander: H5234
Purvis, Hunter Jordan: H3713
Putnam, Honorable Joshua A: H5340





Ragazzo, State Trooper Joseph: S0851
Raines, Andrew Loran: H3707
Raisch, William “Bill”: H4313
Ralph, Donald “Don” Leo: H3966
Rapp, Mark: H4623
Reavis, Charles Bradley: H3889
Reconstruction Era Monument: S0554, H4281
Records, Dr. Carl James: H5239
Redman, Doc: H4991
Redmond, Leo: S1230
Reeves, Steve D, Jr.: S1134
Reistroffer, Rachel: H3394
Renfrow, Hunter: H3573
Respite Awareness Day declared as February 14, 2017: H3810
Reverend Bobby L Smith, Sr. Highway named: H5193
Reverend Carlos Blease Watson Memorial Highway named: H4160
Reverend Dr. A C Robinson Highway named: S1103
Reverend Edward Hezekiah Thomas Way named: H5195
Reverend Ike Intersection named: H4834
Reverend Tony L Daise Bridge named: H5215
Reynolds, Doris and Redd: H5442
Rhoden, Mayor John B, Jr.: H4848
Richards, Lamar: S0513
Richardson, Dr. Luns C: S0898
Richbow, Adam “Clink”: H5241
Richland County Sheriff’s Department: S1170, H5233
Richland School District One’s School Resource Officer’s Program: S0736
Ridge View High School Boys Varsity Basketball Team: H5165, H5166
Ridgeland Baptist Church: H3811
Riggs, William Henry: H5224
Riley, Honorable Marion Francis “Sonny”, Jr.: H5472
Riley, Katrina Sprott: H4541
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Riley, Reverend Dr. James Daniel, Jr.: S1277
Riverbluff High School Girls Tennis Team: H4575, H4576
Riverbluff High School Wrestling Team: H4105
Riverside High School Girls Cross Country Team: H4633, H4634
Riviere, Camden: H3454
Robert Peabo Bryson Boulevard named: S1164
Roberts, James Bobby: S0642, H4145
Roberts, Justin Donald: H4732
Roberts, Paxton Langley: H4774
Roberts, Suzi: H4689, H4692
Robertson, Reverend Leroy: H4287
Robertson, Trav: S0705
Robinovitz, Amanda: S0424
Robinson, Bernard Edward “Peter”: S0202
Robinson, Honorable Willie, Jr.: S1265
Robinson, Madie: H4570
Rock Hill High School Varsity Wrestling Team: H5120, H5121
Rockhill High School Girls Tennis Team: H3727, H3728
Roddy, James: H3541
Rodgers, Lexie Turner “Lucy”: H4315
Rohan, Honorable Denise H: H4716
Root, Ian Warner: H3637
Rosa, Lieutenant John W: H5144
Rosemary Middle School: H4223
Ross, David M: S1234, H5376
Ross, Mason Humphrey: H4780
Roth, Irving: H4792
Round Top Baptist Church: H4337
Rowe, Isaac William: H4764
Rucker, Delores and Roger: S1194, H5299
Ruckman, Ryan Joseph: H4745
Russell, Bradford Joel: H3755
S.W.A.T.A. Spiritual Women Awakening to Authority: H4325
SC Banjo Day declared as March 14, 2018 and every second Tuesday in
March of each year thereafter: S0875
SC Civil Air Patrol: H3913
SC District Teacher of the Year: S1225, H3654, H4845, H4846
SC Education Association: S0502
SC First Responder Prayer and Appreciation Day declared as August 3,
2017: H3575
SC Forestry Commission: S0631
SC Junior Tennis Foundation: H5133
SC Legal Services, Inc.: S0965, H4822
SC Native Plant Week declared as October 16-20, 2017: H4000
SC Ports Ambassador Program Participants: S0992
SC Poultry Festival: H4238
SC Professional Engineers Day declared as February 22, 2017: S0328,
S0348, H3535
SC Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 21, 2018: S1092
SC Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 22, 2017: H3687
SC Recyclers’ Day declared as April 25, 2018: S1193, H5229
SC Recyclers’ Day declared as March 1, 2017: S0475, H3853
SC State University Women’s Tennis Team: H4323
SC Student Legislature to use chamber October 25-27, 2017: H4186
SC Technical College System Day declared as April 4, 2018: H5072
SC Technical College System Day declared as April 5, 2017: H3987
SC Teen Pregnancy Prevention Day declared as May 2, 2018: H5242
SC Teen Pregnancy Prevention Day declared as May 4, 2017: H4173,
H4190
SC United Teal and White Lobby Day declared as January 18, 2017: H3402
SC Whole Child Month declared as June 2018: H4544
SC’s 2017 District Teachers of the Year: S0668
SCISA Student Government to use House Chambers September 15, 2017:
H4025
SCISA Student Government to use House Chambers September 15, 2017:
H5284
Sahijram, Mr. and Mrs. Rajan: H4056
Salisbury, Coroner William “Bill”: H5463
Salley, Reverend Abraham L: S1107
Salley, Reverend William Albert: H5065
Salley-Guydon, Dr. Judith: S1174
Sampit Elementary School: H4218
Samuels, Hayes F, Jr.: S0899
Sanders, Mayor Jerald: S1237
Sanders, Ruby: H3980
Sanders, Ruby: S0556
Santee Cooper Counties Promotion Commission: H5311
Sarvis, Griffin Chandler: H4744
Schmidt, Dr. William F, III: S1201, H5257
Schmidt, Honorable Charles E: H3540




School start date; may be as early as August 17, 2017: S0338, H3508
Schumpert’s IGA: S0656
Schumpert, Jessie Martin “Marty”: S1261, H5410
Schuster, Dr. James Robert: H4276
Schwedler, Jay: H5460
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education Day
declared as March 7, 2018: H4436
Scoliosis Awareness Month declared as June 2017: H4300
Scotland, Robert M: S0489, H3868
Scott’s Branch High School Boys Track Team: H4915, H4916
Scott’s Branch High School Girls Track Team: H4917, H4918
Scott, John L “Rabbit” Sr: S0670, H4195
Scott, John Wesley: S1132
Scott, Marshawn: H4100
Scruggs, Honorable Sid L, III: H5228
Seawright, Bishop Harry L: S0849
Second Baptist Church (SBC) of Barnwell’s Men’s Day: H4820
Second Chance Month declared as April 2018: S1114
Self-Care Month declared as February 2018: H4722
Senator Clementa C Pinckney Memorial Bridge and Interchange named:
S0258
Senator Clementa C Pinckney Ocean Terminal named: S0259
Senior Solutions of Anderson: S1249
Sergeant Earl Singleton Memorial Highway named: H4468
Shackelford, Gloria Gentry: S1253
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week declared as third full week of
April: S0973
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week designated at third full week of
April 2017: S0616
Shariff, Dr. Alykhan: S1244
Sharp, Dr. Jane: H5367
Shaw, Billie Jean: S0613
Shaw, Charles Lemmon “Flop”: H4667
Shaw, Sergeant Dar: S0942
Sheila E: H4906
Sherman, Keegan Patrick: H4785
Shiloh Baptist Church: H4230
Shiloh Baptist Church: H4326
Shoutfest: S1292
Shuler, Thomas Riley: H4731
Shumpert, Donna Collins: H5402
Shumpert. Private First Class Jason: H4153
Simmons, Colonel Tracy L: S1232
Simons, Ruth Corley: S0203
Simpson, Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Garrett, Sr.: H4312
Simpson, Patricia Bryant: H3688
Sivillo, Benjamin Michael: H4765
Skardon, Colonel Beverly “Ben”: S0748, H4343
Skenteris, Bill Nick: S0887
SkillUSA: H4553
Slade, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Erwin “Larry”: H5399
Small, Mary Jane: H4123
Smalls, Alexander: H5209
Smalls, Emma Gertrude McAlister: H3372
Smalls, Margie: H3692
Smith, Ben, Jr.: H5456
Smith, Beverly Cromer: H5361
Smith, Dr. J Powell: H4819
Smith, Dr. Selden Kennedy: H5057
Smith, Dylan Austin: H4760
Smith, French McKinley, IV: H4783
Smith, Inez Holmes: S0657
Smith, Milton Alfred, Sr.: H5457
Smith, Robert Francis: H4051
Smith, Roger: S0399
Smith, Samuel Preston: H3766
Smithey, Harrison Troy: H3708
Smithey, Ryan Neuric: H4763
Smyrna Baptist Church: S1146
Socastee United Methodist Church: H4902
Sojourner, David Coleman: H4661
Sosne, Dr. Marc J: H5429
South Aiken High School Boys Tennis Team: H4342, H4651
South Aiken High School Girls Swim Team: H3982, H3983
South Aiken High School Girls Varsity Soccer Team: H4341, H4652
South Atlantic Federal Fishery Resources, oppose privatization: H3856
South Greenwood Pentecostal Holiness Church: S0229
South Pointe High School Football Team: S0292, H3366, H3367, H4893,
H4894
South Pointe High School Improvement Council: S0641
Southeastern Piano Festival: H4197
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Southside High School Boys Basketball Team: S0583, S1106
Spartanburg Reentry Center: S0719
Spears, Harold T: H5388
Special Olympics South Carolina: H4317
Special Olympics of South Carolina: H5274
Speech and Debate Education Day declared as March 3, 2017: H3471
Spence, Dave: S1274
Spring Valley High School Girls Varsity Basketball Team: H5066, H5067
Springfield Baptist Church: H4015
Springfield Baptist Church: S0695
Springfield Missionary Baptist Church: H5362
Sprouse, Samuel Patrick: S1248
St. James High School Girls Golf Team: H4567, H4568
St. James High School Girls Varsity Golf Team: H3953, H3954
St. John African Methodist Episcopal Church: S1273, H4099
St. John, Dr. James “Jim”: S0002
St. Paul United Methodist Church: S0902
Staley, Duce: S1004, H4904
Standing Springs Baptist Church: H5306
Stark, Makayla: H3959, H3973
Stephens, Mary Madglen McFarland: S0584, H3855
Stephens, Ryan Thomas: H4746
Stephens, Tony: S0296
Stevens, Reverend Dr. Evelyn Gelzer: S1290
Stewart, Bertha Sydney Williams: H3475
Stoble, Fred: S0537
Stokes, Bryant Callaway: H3709
Stokes, Marley: H3423
Stoudemire, Gerald W “Jerry”: S0490
Stroble, Teresa: H4324
Stroble, Teresa: S0720
Strom Thurmond High School Marching Band: S1081
Suggs, Christian Allan: H3639
Suits and Sneakers Day declared as March 7, 2017: H3808
Suits and Sneakers Day declared as March 7, 2018: H5079
Sullivan, Javion Shavonte: H4840
Sumpter, Christopher Jr.: H4111
Sumpter, Gladys Hendrix Mack: H5187
Swad, Gabriel Ashton: H4188
Swanson, Nell Jean: H5443
Swiney, Edell: H4239
Swinton, Dr. David Holmes: S0493, H3888
Sylvester, Barbara Thornton: S0728
Tabernacle Baptist Church: S0717
Taiwan: S0410, S1141, H3539, H4665
Tan, Hong-Ming Justin: H3711
Tan, Hong-Wei Evan: H3710




Taylor, Mayor Ann S: S0848, H4543
Taylor, Reverend Doug B: H5408
Teals Mill Memorial Bridge named: H4687
Technical College of the Lowcountry (TCL) Veterans Resource Center:
H4280
Teen Pregnancy Prevention Month declared as May 2017: S0652
Ten Years of Tori Day declared as May 3, 2017: S0685
The Reverend Joe H. Neal Way named: H4284
Thigpen, Dr. Ivory Torrey: H5452
Thomas Neal Rogers Highway named: H3544
Thomas Sumter Academy Girls Varsity Basketball Team: S0704, H4057
Thomas, Dr. Clyde P: S0946, H4860
Thomas, Reverend Dr. Latta Roosevelt: S0733
Thompson, Claire: H5316
Thompson, Dianne Douglas: S0676
Thompson, Fletcher Dew: H4561




Timberlake, Ann S: S0335
Tippet, Patrick John: H4756
Todd, Walter: H4234
Tolbert, Dr. Samuel C, Jr.: H4720
Toney J Lister Interchange named: S0665
Toney, Heather McTeer: H3502
Towne Theatre: S1241
Townsend, Honorable Hayes H and the Lions Club: H4061
Trado, William E, Jr.: S0635




Trooper Daniel K Rebman, Jr. Memorial Intersection named: S1097
Truesdale, William Franklin “Bill”, Sr.: S0732
Trump, President Donald invited to address the SC General Assembly:
S0303
Trussel, Davis: H5269
Tucapau Baptist Church: H4640
Tucker, Felicia: S0252
Tucker, Frelicia: H3689
Turbeville, Jacob L: H4736
Turner Memorial African Methodist Episcopal Church: S1275
Turner, Reverend Norris B: S0293, H3477
Turrentine, Jason A: H4743
Turrentine, Jonathan N: H4742
Tuten, William Parker Jr: H4330
US Youth Soccer U14 boys soccer team of Mount Pleasant: H4878
Ulyssis Benjamin Memorial Highway named: H5412
Unclaimed Property Day declared as April 19, 2018: S1090, H5071
Unclaimed Property Day declared as March 8, 2017: S0466, H3807
Underwood, Alex: S1006
Union Hill Missionary Baptist Church: H4791
United Family Reunion: S1285
University of South Carolina Dance Marathon: S0901
University of South Carolina Men’s Basketball Team: S0609, S0615,
H4095, H4096
University of South Carolina Women’s Basketball Team: S0608, S0614,
S0615, H4090, H4121
University of South Carolina Women’s Soccer Team: H4010, H4011
University of South Carolina Women’s Soccer Team: S0688
University of South Carolina: S0284, H3655
Vacca, Milo Tate, Jr.: H4758
Venables, Brent: S0476
Veterans Highway named: H4999
Veterans Memorial Highway named: H4175
Vining, Jim: H5307
Volonis, Audrey E: H5132
Vowell, Patty E: S1173, H5322
Waccamaw Elementary School: H4219
Waccamaw High School Athletics: S1154, H4992, H4993
Waccamaw High School: H4229
Waccamaw Intermediate School: H4225
Waccamaw Middle School: H4224
Waldorf, Dalton Cody: H3635
Walhalla School Improvement Council: H5310
Wallingford Presbyterian Church: S0473
Walters, Emma Lee: H5359
Walters, Griffin James: H3712
Watts, Fannie Pettie: H4922
Waymer, Ethel: H5294
Webb, Dr. Danny R: S0740, H4354
Welch, Susan Gordon: H3533
Welcome Home Vietnam Veterans Day declared as March 29, 2018: H5127
Wells, Dr. James Leroy, III: H5266
Wells, Eleanor Katherine: S1231
Wertz, Marguerite B. “Peggy”: S1262
Wesley Bryan Day declared as March 13, 2018: S1030, H4986
West Oak High School: S1177
West-Oak High School Varsity Wrestling Team: H4189, H4997, H4998
West-Oak High School Wrestling Team: S0474
Weylchman US Inc.: H4172
Whipper, Honorable J Seth: H4336
White, I. V.: S0952
White, Pastor Bernard: S0842
White, Reverend Ella Delores: S0379
Whitesell, Karson Bailey: H4789
Whitney, Andrew: H5477
Whittle, Deborah Ellison: H3383
Whitton, Joseph Paul: H4737
Wilder, Theodore: H3866
William Clyde Graham Bridge named: S0683
Williams, Brenda L: S0746, H4371
Williams, Charles Wade: S0450, H3801
Williams, Dr. Hank: H5268
Williams, Mark M: H4562
Williams, Mayor James: S0845
Williams, Phillip Adam: H3626
Williams, Tanner S: H4747
Willing, Jared Kyle: H4762
Wilson Hall Softball Team: H5416
Wilson, A’ja: S0625, H5324
Wilson, Dorothy Buckhanan, LHD: S0847
Wilson, Dr. Willie Lee: S0677
RESOLUTIONS (Continued)
Wilson, H Neyle: S0425, H3798
Wilson, Harriet: H4332
Wilson, Major Robert “Bob” Windsor, Sr.: S0260
Wilson, Mary Cassandra: H5113
Wintrhrop University Men’s Basketball Team: H3950, H3951
Wise, Chief Zachary: H3778
Wiseman, Dr. James E: S0320
Wojtkiewicz, Franciszek: H4843
Women in Public Office Day declared as March 19, 2018: S0873
Women’s History Month declared as March 2018: S1078
Woodland High School Girls Track and Field Team: H4366
Workers’ Memorial Day declared as April 28, 2017: H4158
Workers’ Memorial Day declared as April 28, 2018: H5271
Wright, Calvin: S1293, H5476
Wright, Deacon Leon: H3451
Wright, Mayor Terry: H4940
Wright, Samuel E “Sam”: H5196
Wyatt, Rachel: H3959, H3972
Yaun, Mary Patricia Cleland: H5259
Yeager, Jared Michael: H4782
Yeakel, Margaret Gilmore: H5468
York Baptist Association: H5455
Young Family Reunion: H4194
Young, Andrew M “Andy”: H5323
Young, Andrew M “Andy”: S1224
Young, Marion Kriegner: H3843
Young, Reverend Dr. Jerry: H5265
Zeger, Chaudron: H5143
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority: H4081, H4921
Zion Hill African Methodist Episcopal Church: H4102
RESPIRATORY CARE PRACTITIONERS
See Medical (this index)
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS AND PENSIONS
Cafeteria plan; delete provision allowing DOT to continue, modify, and
implement its independent cafeteria or flexible benefits
pilot plan: H3270
Disablility retirement for members of SC retirement systems; provide that a
member is considered to be in service on the date the appli-
cation is filed if the last day of employment occured within
a year of filing: S0854, H4698
Employment termination, payments; remove certain notarization require-
ments: H4869
General Assembly retirement system; provide that a member of the system
whose employment immediately prior to retirement is cov-
ered by a correlated system must receive benefits under the
correlated system: S0763
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all military retirement income
and first responder retirement income; other provisions:
H4936
Income tax, deductions; provide deduction for benefits paid to SC Police
Officers Retirement System for service connected disabil-
ity: H4127
Optional Shared-Risk Defined Benefit Plan, created; provide for require-
ments and benefits; other provisions; rename Optional
Retirement Program and other provisions: H5000
Peba audit; require PEBA to be audited every four years: H4868
Pensions, SC National Guard; increase the amount of the pension: H3105
Retirees, limit earning exemptions; require public school teachers and bus
drivers are not subject to the 10,000 dollar limit: S1013
Retirement account being exempt from attachment, levy and sale; delete the
provision that the exemption applies only to the extent that
is permitted in federal bankruptcy code: H3176, H3413,
H4002
Retirement system for state employees and police officers, amount earned
upon returning to employment; exempt person who retired
before certain dates: H5178
Retirement system, contribution rates; all new employees shall participate in
a defined contribution plan and other provisions: S1040
Retirement system, employees who can choose to not opt in; add part-time
school cafeteria workers: S0821, H4718
SC Retirement system; change contribution rates; require amortization
schedule for unfunded liabilities; change rate of return &
provide rate expires; PEBA & Investment commission to





SC Shared Risk Defined Benefit Plan and SC Wealthbuilder-Primary
Retirement Savings Plan, established; provide details of
the plans; SCRS closed: S1028
TERI; provide that earning limitation does not apply to certain members:
S1131
REVENUE DEPARTMENT
12-006-2320, Income allocation and apportionment; authorize DOR to enter
into an agreement establishing for the taxpayer that builds
or expands an industrial freight railroad into an industrial
park and other provisions: H4955
Alcohol certificate of registration and shipping of alcohol to SC; require
invoice documentation be provided to the DOR: S0540
Alcohol licenses; prohibit DOR from issuing more than three retailer dealer
licenses, limit licensee interest in only retail stores he is
licensed for, and other provisions: H4729, H4809
Cigarette surtax; revise weight limitation on cigarette and exemptions:
S0575, H3664
County auditor, treasurer or member of county board of tax appeals, unlaw-
ful conduct; substitute term Comptroller General for DOR:
H3270
Distraint warrant, DOR; require financial institution provide certain infor-
mation to DOR: S0551, H4030
Ethics Commission; provide the commission shall be granted access to can-
didate income tax returns on file with DOR during a pend-
ing investigation or complaint: S0764
Garnishment of Income Tax return; allow a plaintiff awarded judgement
against a defendant in magistrates court to petition garnish-
ment; provide procedures and other provisions: H3200
Internal Revenue Code; remove the alternative tax on qualifying shipping
activities: S1100
Liquor retail licenses; DOR shall not issue more than three retail dealer
licenses: H3137
Political subdivision payments to the contribution fund; provide DOR must
be notified when a political subdivision is delinquent in
making its payments: H3270
Property assessment for merchants; require DOR to follow certain classifi-
cation system manual provisions: S0539, H4029
Regulations Approved
Cigarette Taxes (D. No. 4702): H3900
Cigarette Taxes (D. No. 4702): S0484
Examples of the application of tax to various charges imposed by
hotels, motels, and other facilities (D. No. 4665): H4135
Hotels, Motels, and similar Facilities (D. No. 4664): H3899
Meals sold to school children (D. No. 4731): H3901
Responsible alcohol server education courses; authorize DOR to promul-
gate regulations governing the development, implementa-
tion and enforcement of responsible alcohol server
education courses: S0126, H4068
Revenue Dept, authority to require immediate payment with available
funds; change requirement from fifteen thousand to one
thousand dollars and other provisions: S1127
SC Business License Tax Standardization Act: H3650
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
Special permits for use at fairs and special functions; provide DOR may
issue permits to sell alcohol at multiple locations on multi-
ple days on one application: H3138
Tax liens; allow DOR to implement a system of filing and indexing liens
which is accessible to the public over the internet or other
means: H3684
Vehicle assessment; require the revenue dept to post its value guides and
manuals on its website and allow the dept to determine val-
ues in a different manner if national publication prohibits
posting: H3096
Winery sales; provide that permitted wineries may apply for retail on prem-
ises permit under certain circumstances and provide for
application for event permits; other provisions: S0914
RICHLAND COUNTY
Congressman James E Clyburn Pedestrian overpass; “Welcome to Colum-
bia” added: S0574
Council Woman Leona Plaugh Memorial Intersection named: H3963
Deacon James Knotts Street named: S0572
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS AND PENSIONS (Continued)
Delegation; provide the delegation by resolution devolve the Governor’s
authority to make appointment to the Richland County
Recreation Commission to the governing body of Richland
County: S1183
Jaco’s Corner named: H4408
Milton Kimpson Interchange named: S0487, S0524
Reverend Bobby L Smith, Sr. Highway named: H5193
Richland County School Districts; reassign certain territories and designate
map numbers: H5405
ROADS
See Transportation (this index)
ROBBERY
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
RULES
See General Assembly (this index)
SALES AND USE TAX
See Taxation (this index)
SALUDA COUNTY











SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
See Also Education (this index)
Act 388 of 2006, study committee created; study effects on the various
classes of property, impact on school funding, and on tax-
payers; provide for date to be dissolved: S0829
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax on personal
motor vehicles to replace any other ad valorem tax
imposed for school operating purposes; other provisions:
H3313
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax to replace any
other ad valorem tax imposed for school operating pur-
poses; other provisions: H3314
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2017: H3039
Advanced Manufacturing Instruction Act of 2018: H4388
Aerial spraying; establish certain requirements for aerial spraying including
prohibition in certain proximity of school: H4277
Alcohol, permits for for on-premise consumption; provide that the decision
making body of the school, church or playground must





Anderson County; School District 4; attendance days missed at Townville
Elementary School due to shooting are exempt from make-
up requirements: S0042
Appropriations; provide that no additional appropriations over those pro-
vided in the previous years Act may be provided in the cur-
rent year for k-12 programs until base cost is fully funded;
limited exceptions: S0830
Athletics
Interscholastic Athletics Office, established; to govern athletics of
public schools, provide for membership and staff; con-
forming changes and other provisions: H3067
Interscholastic activities; eliminate requirement that homeschool stu-
dents must be homeschooled for one academic year before
participating: H4803
Interscholastic activities; include private school students if the private
school the student attends does not offer the same activity:
H3300, H3837, H4202, H4394
Student athletes; prohibit the recruitment of student athletes by public
schools including charter schools: S0827
Student athletes; require students to be administered an electrocardio-
gram test and require a doctor to clear the student for par-
ticipation; provide definitions: H3030
Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017: S0029, H3068
Audits; an audit of a school district or school shall be conducted upon cer-
tain requests and may only be performed every three years:
H3043
BP Act, Bullying; provide for procedures for response and appeal proce-
dures: H4701, H4702
Beaufort County
Beaufort County Board of Education, require candidates submit state-
ment of candidacy instead of signed petitions: H3683
Bleeding control kits; provide placement in all schools and other provisions:
H5003
Bonds; School districts may issue general obligation bonds to pay operating
expenses and provisions for bonds: H4001
Bullying Advisory Council, created; each school district shall create coun-
cil, membership, duties and responsibilities: H3028
CDL training classes in schools; provide for DOE and DMV to create cur-
riculum for high school students to obtain CDL following
graduation and other provisions: H5172
CPR training required for all public school teachers with retaining ponds by
end of 2018-2019 school year; other provisions and
exemptions: H4387
Calendars
Opening date; may be as early as second Monday in August at the
determination of the school district: S0823
School Year; provide that a school seeking a year-round calendar shall
submit rationale to the Education Board and other provi-
sions: S0039
School Year; remove requirements concerning specific number of
days and other provisions for developing and submitting
school calendar to Education Board: S0038
School start date; eliminate provision requiring the opening date be
before the third Monday in August: H3044
School start date; eliminate the requirement and vest sole authority for
setting the start date in the school board of the district:
S0826
School start date; may be as early as August 17, 2017: S0338, H3508
Career Pathways Initiative, pathway to first careers program, pathways to
new opportunities program all established; administer a
workforce scholarship and grant: H3311
Career development in schools; provide for pathway for career development
within the construction industry for student and other prov-
sions: H5089
Career readiness; provide that half-unit credit shall be offered in high
schools devoted to career exploration, education and readi-
ness: H4432
Charleston County
Charleston County School District; allow for trustees to establish com-
pensation for board members and other provisions: S1160
Charleston County School District; provide procedures for Board of
Trustees to close rural schools and other provisions: H4449
Charleston County School District; reestablish the boundary lines and
redraw the three geographic areas the board of trustees
must reside for the Cooper River School District No. 4,
other provisions: H3171
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
Charter School Sponsors, powers and retention of funds; provide that higher
learning institutions are not permitted to retain an adminis-
trative fee and other provisions: H5018
Charter school reporting requirements; provide these reports must include
information concerning racial composition and the degree
to which the school complies with requirements for racial
composition: H3026
Charter schools; authorize partnerships to create charter schools in teh
workplace in certain circumstances: H4322
Charter schools; revise requirements and provisions: S0445
Chesterfield County
Chesterfield County School District; revise filing period and declara-
tion of candidacy: H4979
Child abuse, mandated reporter; add school and college administrators,
coaches, firefighters, camp counselors, scout leaders, and
other persons regardless of employer internal protocols:
H3524
Child abuse; provide that all public schools shall post at least five signs with
telephone numbers and information related to child abuse
reporting and other provisions: H3920
Children’s Education Endowment Fund; allow transfer of funds to provide
for school protection and safety; provide restrictions on
transfer of funds: S0273
Compentecy-based schools; provide for process for exemption from certain
applicable laws and regulations and other provisions:
H4596
Comprehensive system of special education and services; delete any refer-
ences to the children’s case resolution system: S0805
Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school property leased by a
church for services or church activities with permission
from church governing body: H4598
Construction and Manufacturing Career Pathways and Districts; provide
collaborative design and partnerships; establish 7 districts
and oversight; other provisions: H4680
County, municipality or school district shall provide certain information on
website and maintain a database: S1140, H5180
Disabled children; a parent may enroll his child in any school district or pri-
vate school that he considers best for meeting child’s
needs; other provisions: H3520
Disturbing Schools; restructure offenses to provide a delineated list and
revise penalties: H3051
Disturbing schools; restructure the offenses and revise penalties and excep-
tions: S0131, H3794
Dress Codes; Dept of Education shall establish and enforce a statewide
mandatory dress code program; exceptions: H3050
Dyslexia; require Education Dept to provide a universal screening tool for
local school districts to screen students in kindergarten
through second grade and other provisions: H3414, H4434
Early Reading Development and Education Program; expand program,
make conforming changes and require the General Assem-
bly to fund in the appropriations act: S0034, S0035
Education Oversight Committee; provide committee shall design and pilot
certain district accountability models that focus on compe-
tency-based education; revise school and student assess-
ments; revise reporting: S0534, H3969
Education achievement goals for high school graduates and students;
include readiness to participate as a citizen in our constitu-
tional republic as a key element: H4184
Elective credit for released time classes in religious instruction; provide that
teh school board may accept released time credits as trans-
fer credits from an accredited private school and other pro-
visions: S0028
Fairfield County
Board of Trustees Fairfield County School District; allow monthly sti-
pend and require attendance: S0457
Fire Drills; require monthly safety and emergency evacuation drills or
active shooter training drills and other provisions: S1057
Fire and safety inspections required at all public school facilities at least
annually and provide related powers and duties to Fire
Marshall: S0709
Fire drills; provide requirement for active shooter drills and other provi-
sions: H4966
Fire drills; require monthly fire and security drills where 6 must be fire
drills: S1056
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
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Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regulations to allow
instructors of military science to carry a firearm on school
campus and other provisions: S1102
Firearms in schools; exempt concealed weapons permit holders from prohi-
bitions: H4946
First Steps; provide that the benchmarks and objectives must be approved
by the First Steps Board and posted on the website; impose
requirements for reporting and use of assessment results;
allow for review and other provisions: H3591
Florence County, Board of Trustees for School District Three; extend the
terms of the members to four years and stagger terms;
require member be elected by general election and provide
for process to fill vacancy: H3462, H4067
Football stadiums, middle and high school; provide minimum standards for
the numbers of toilets and lavatories available: H3792
Forfeiture of property; prohibit transfer of seized assets from state law
enforcement to federal without court order; proceeds dis-
bursed to school districts: H4518
Free and reduced lunch; eligible children must be offered the same choice of
meals and milk offered to other students: H3047
Georgetown County; Snow days; provide waiver of days from statutory
requirement to be made up: H3464
Governing boards of state institutions of higher learning and Children’s edu-
cation endowment; substitute statewide accounting and
reporting system for the term SCEIS: H3270
Governmental improvement and construction projects; provide projects
shall comply with certain energy standards; Schools and
Agency conservation plans remetered: H4967
Governor’s Schools; provide racial compositions of schools’ enrollment
must reflect the state and provide for retention; other provi-
sions: H3351
Graduation; allow for students with academic honors to wear graduation
regalia accessories to denote their achievements: H3072
Greenwood County
Greenwood School District 51 and Ninety-Six School District 52,
board of trustees; revise filing periods for statement of
intents and correct outdated references: H5050
Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the school safety fund
to provide for school resource officers: H5182
Health education; require instruction in prescription opioid abuse preven-
tion in grades 9-12: H3820
Healthy Youth Act: S0461, H3663
High School Diplomas to certain veterans; include veterans of the eras of
the Korean War and Vietnam War: H3033
High School Graduation Requirement; require a 1/2 credit course of study
in personal finance beginning 2018-2019 school year:
S0030
High schools; require public high schools to offer at least 5 advanced manu-
facturing courses for elective credit: H4447
Hurricane Irma; provide a waiver of one day or fewer from statutory
requirement to be made up: S0825
Hurricane Matthew; provide a waiver of five or fewer days from statutory
requirements to be made up in counties that were declared
a federal major disaster; other provisions: H3515
Income tax credit; allow credit for contributions to scholarship organiza-
tions that provide grants for home and independent school
students; other provisions: S0995, H4932
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contribution made to nonprofit schol-
arship funding organizations for children eligible for free
or reduced lunch, exceptional needs, and other provisions:
S0241
Income tax credit; provide up to 5,000 dollar credit for parent or guardian
for instruction-related expenses for homeschooling or for
tuition paid to independent school and other provisions:
H3934
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction for tuition paid for independent
school, home schooling, or public school outside the dis-
trict of residence: S0241
Institutional Concealed Weapons Permit, created; SLED to promulgate reg-
ulations and provide training to obtain permit; other provi-
sions: S0088, S0432
Jacob Hall School Protection Act: H3052
Kershaw County
Kerhsaw County School Board of Trustees; provide elections shall be
held at time of General Elections: S1126
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
Laurens County School Districts 55 and 56; revise manner in which annual
budgets are prepared and approved: H5317
Laurens County School Districts; consolidate to Laurens County Consoli-
dated School District and abolish existing school districts
and other provisions: H5318
Legislative Audit Council; expand definition of state agencies to include
school districts: H4036
Lottery games; provide additional funding for public kindergarten through
12th grade with proceeds from a lottery game designated,
The K-12 Game: H3084
Mandatory silence; permit schools to lead a prayer at the beginning of the
school day provided the school allows a student to leave
the classroom if the student does not want to listen or par-
ticipate: H3326
Martin Luther King, Jr Day; must be recognized as holiday for all local
school districts of the state and must be closed: H3618
Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday; require certain buildings and offices to be
closed that day: H5040
McCormick County
McCormick County; Board of Trustees School District 4; revise filing
period for candidacy: H5272
Meningitis B; Superintendendent of Education, Commission on High Ed,
State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education,
and DHEC to raise awareness and prevent spread: H5308
Metal Detectors in Public Schools Act: H4386
Mold and mildew hazards; SDE shall adopt rules providing standards and
procedures for reporting mold and mildew in public
schools and other provisions: H4814
Monuments and Memorials; provide that altering relocating, removing, or
renaming shall apply to property under state government
jurisdiction: S0068
National and State mottos; require both be displayed in all public school
classrooms and provide the Board of Ed develop a stan-
dard, durable poster for use: H4385
Orangeburg County School Districts; consolidate school districts in Orange-
burg County into one school district; provide for transition;
provide membership of board of trustees and other provi-
sions: S0662
Parental Involvement in their Children’s Education Act; require schools
provide parents with a related pledge of parental expecta-
tions during annual registration: H4200
Physical education; include marching band as accepted in lieu of PE: H3071
Physical education; include marching band as accepted in lieu of PE;  pro-
vide curriculum for opioid abuse prevention and other pro-
visions: S0302
Pickens County
Pickens County School Board of Trustees; increase the number of
board members and other provisions: H3346
Pickens County Veterans Affairs Officer, designate polling location
and other provisions: H4968
Primary Modules; establish pilot program to implement and monitor pri-
mary modules; other provisions: H4053
Principals; provide after consultation with qualified person, to petition pro-
bate court to determine need of mental health services for a
student; report to information to SLED and other provi-
sions: S1136
Public accomodations; provide that a local government or other political
subdivisions may not enact anything that would require a
person to use a multiple occupancy bathroom regardless of
sex; exceptions: H3012
Public school district accountability system requirements; provide districts
may opt out of requirements but must forgo state appropri-
ations: S0858
Public school faculty members; provide members may receive payments for
unused annual leave and sick leave in excess of 90 days
and other provisions: S0888
Religious Viewpoints Antidescrimination Act; revise and expand protec-
tions to school personnel; require school boards to adopt
related policies; require Dept. of Ed to develop model poli-
cies; revise citation to the act: H4384
Resource officer; provide public school shall ensure continuous presence of
resource officer during regular hours and other provisions:
H4876, H4963
Resource officers; Criminal Justice Academy shall develop and implement a
cultural competency model training program curriculum;
other provisions: H3051
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
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Retail sales tax license holder; any taxpayer holding a retail sales tax license
shall voluntarily round up to the nearest whole dollar; pro-
vide revenue to go to fund teacher grant program and State
Board to establish revolving fund: H4049
Retirement system, employees who can choose to not opt in; add part-time
school cafeteria workers: S0821, H4718
Richland County School Districts; reassign certain territories and designate
map numbers: H5405
SC Adult High School Diploma and Industry Certification Charter School
Pilot Program, created; allow adults to attend pilot program
and eliminate waivers of starting ages for kindergarten and
first grade: H4808
SC Computer Science Education Initiative: H3427
SC Course Access Act: H3025
SC Education School Facilities Act: H3343
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
STEM Pathway Resource Network, created; to facilitate the provision of
STEM throughout SC and provide related requirements:
H4680
School Board of Trustees; provide school boards shall direct schools to pro-
vide k through 8th grade students with 2 daily recess or
activity periods; other provisions: H4934
School Buses
SC School Bus Modernization Act of 2017 and allow school districts
to contract with private contractors under certain condi-
tions: H3223
SC School Bus Privatization Act of 2018: H4389
School Bus; provide for penalty for unlawfully taking over a school
bus: H3581
School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2018 school buses be
equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and must be worn by
passengers; other provisions: H3027
School Buses; provide that before August 1, 2019 school buses be
equipped with lap-shoulder seat belts and must be worn by
passengers; other provisions: S0032, H3027, H3061,
H3945
School transportation; revise the transportation obligation to one-half
mile: S0224
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and
occupants of school, church or day care buses: H3250,
H3253
Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to provide networks in
every k-12 school and school buses; each district to adopt a
plan to make network available on non-school days: S0033
School Districts; provide that on July 1, 2019 each county must be consti-
tuted as a school district and may not have multiple school
districts within boundaries of county: H3032
School Districts; provide that school districts must be comprised of at least
2,500 students enrolled in the schools in order to receive
state appropriations; provide exceptions: S0036
School Metal Detector Study Committee, created; study if metal detectors
are needed in public schools and other provisions: H4810
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
School breakfast and lunch programs; provide well-balanced meals; delete
that the Education Board may grant a waiver; provide the
State shall bear the costs if school lacks funds or equipment
to provide breakfast and lunch: S0041
School crossing guards; specify that school crossing guards shall carry and
use handheld stop paddles: H3412
School district budgets; require Dept of Education to develop and adopt a
statewide program for identifying fiscal practices and
issues and require the state auditor to use program; other
provisions: H3221
School district fiscal integrity; revise and expand relations and procedures:
H5042
School district monies; school districts may transfer certain funds among
other funds under certain circumstance to meet legitimate
school purpose: H3224
School employees; provide employee must be granted additional paid leave
for attending certain conferences and activities during
work hours and other provisions: H4442
School nurses; school nurses must hold current license and other provisions:
H4805, H5054
School safety; schools may use lockdown magnetic door strips in class-
rooms and other provisions: H5091
Seizure Safety in Schools Study Committee; extend report deadline: H4827
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
South Carolina Healthy Out-of-School Time Voluntary Recognition Pro-
gram created and other provisions: H4285
Special Education; provide certain special education students may obtain
occupational credential certificates developed and
endorsed by the dept of education, requirements, and other
provisions: S0442, H3070
Statewide assessment; remove the social studies testing requirements and
delete the formative assessment requirements; allow for
opting out of college and career readiness assessments;
other provisions: S0799
Stop the School House to Jail House Pipeline Act: H3055
Student activities, providing services for safeguarding and protecting;
school districts may contract with law enforcement to pro-
tect and police facilities owned by the district; provide for
qualifications and authority: S0519
Students
Compulsory attendance; increase age to 18 at which a parent or guard-
ian no longer has responsibility to cause the child to attend
school: H3350, H4039
Federal educational rate program; provide that a child attending a
state-funded 4 year old kindergarten program is considered
an elementary school student for purposes of eligibility:
H3094
School enrollment and redistricting; allow for children who resided in
one district before lines redrawn may continue in that dis-
trict and other provisions: H4948
Voter registration; ensure that high school students seventeen years old
has completed a voter registration form and received
instruction regarding the importance of voting; other provi-
sions: H3140
Study of US Constitution; public high schools must provide instruction on
US Constitution and foundational documents for at least
one year: S0043
Summerville School District 2; change board of trustees from at-large to
single-member districts; designate map number and pro-
vide demographic information: H4510
Surveillance; provide school must have full-time employee to monitor sur-
veillance systems and other provisions: H5008
Suspension, Expulsion and referrals; Dept and Schools shall maintain
records and report to DJJ with data about age, race, and
grade level; other provisions: H3051
TERI; extend the date: H4725
Tax relief trust fund; restore the funding for the residential property tax
exemption and full funding for the school operating mill-
age portion: H3486, H3783
Teacher funding; provide dept of education shall establish a revolving fund
to operate a grant program to provide for additional teacher
funding: H3222
Teachers
Academic freedom for public school teachers; provide teachers may
conduct or participate in any student-led prayer and similar
activities: H3345
CPR training required for all public school teachers with retaining
ponds by end of 2018-2019 school year; other provisions
and exemptions: H4387
Commission for the Blind; require three members to meet the legal
definition of blindness and provide for counselors to assist
teachers who teach students with visual impairments:
H3440
Education finance act; revise salary requirements to ensure that certi-
fied teachers and administrators are always paid at the
southeastern average and provide related provisions:
S0270
Retired educator teaching certificates; provide for certificates, renewal
and other provisions: H3513
Retired teachers, employment; allow certain certified employees to be
hired without a loss of retirement benefits and provide the
member meets qualifications: S0828
Retirees, limit earning exemptions; require public school teachers and
bus drivers are not subject to the 10,000 dollar limit: S1013
Retirement system, amount earned upon returning to employment;
exempt certified educators from limits and delete earning
limits for police officers: S0822, H4930
SC Teacher Protection Act of 2017: S0222
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
736
Step Incentive for Successful Teachers in Low-Performing Schools
(STILPS) Study Committee; develop step increase com-
pensation and other provisions: H3060
Teacher Retention Study Committee; review teacher compensation
and other compensation incentives; other provisions:
H4437
Teacher certification and Read To Succeed Act; include training in
identifying and assisting student with dyslexia: H3415
Teachers of Tomorrow Certification Act: S0389
Teachers; certain districts may hire noncertified teachers up to 25% of
its staff and other provisions: H4335
Teachers; provide that school districts may pay lump sum bonuses to
aid in retaining teachers who excel in providing quality
instruction and/or leadership and other provisions: S0037
Teachers; require one hour of training in conflict intervention and res-
olution as a requirement for renewal of credentials in mid-
dle school and high schools: H3051
Teen Dating Violence Prevention Act: H4714
The Boost Learning Game; provide designated lottery game from which
proceeds are used to provide additional funds for facilitate
accelerated learning for underachieving students: H3058
Uniform high school diplomas; revise requirements, provide personalized
pathways for students and other provisions: S0462
Veteran’s Day studies; provide that public schools require at least one hour
of instruction on November 11 on the history and meaning
of Veteran’s Day: S0223, H3590
Williamburg County
Williamsburg County School District Board of Trustees; to provide for
the board to have two at-large members and provisions:
S0568
Wireless Local Area Networks; Appropriations to provide networks in
every k-12 school and school buses; each district to adopt a
plan to make network available on non-school days: S0033
Zero-Tolerance Policies; to allow policies that may not be rigorously
applied to petty acts and must be equally applied to all stu-




Notaries of Public; provide that applications must be submitted to the Secre-
tary or State: H4461
Regulations Approved
Securities Division (D. No. 4649): H4264
Secretary of State to be appointment by Governor with consent from Senate:
S0129, H4457
SENATE
See General Assembly (this index)
SENTENCING GUIDELINES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SEX OFFENSES
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES
See Medical/Communicable Diseases (this index)
SHERIFFS
See Law Enforcement (this index)
SHOPLIFTERS
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
SICK LEAVE
See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
SIGNS
See Advertisements (this index)
SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT
See General Assembly (this index)
SMOKING
See Agriculture/Tobacco (this index)
SOCIAL SERVICES
See Also Health and Human Services Department (this
index)
Adoption; add circumstances under which a nonresident may adopt and pro-
vide for the right to file a petition for adoption: H3442
Birth certificates, adopted persons; allow an adult adoptee to obtain a copy,
allow biological parent to execute contact preference form,
and allow for submission of medical history form by par-
ent: H3775
Child Abuse
Abuse and neglect; provide that a child victim of sex trafficking or
severe forms of trafficking of persons is a victim of abuse
and neglect: S0541, H4094
Child abuse allegation interviews; provide that hearing impaired chil-
dren to be interviewed using an interpreter not related to
the child and other provisions; DSS to maintain database of
qualified interpreters: S0220
Child abuse and neglect records, confidentiality; authorize DSS to
release records of health information to certain caregivers:
H3699
Child abuse toll-free number for reporting; maintain service and
include child exploitation: H3920
Children’s advocacy centers; provide that records released to DSS for
the purposes of investigations and assessment of allega-
tions of abuse or neglect shall be accompanied by an order
of protection: S0080
Children’s advocacy toll free complaint number; require children’s
advocacy centers to post the number: H5372
Family court to establish a recovery program in each circuit; provide
that family court is allowed to permit a parent to participate
in a recovery court program operated by DSS if child taken
from parent due to substance abuse: S0133
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination: S1033, H4854
Mandated reporting; add religious counselors as mandated reporters:
H4705
Child Support
Child support payments; make use of scale established by the DSS
mandatory in establishing amount owed by absent parent:
H3872
Child support, income withholding; remove any reference to clerk of
court and insert authorized agency; define authorized
agency: S1003, H5092
Child support; enable detained parent who is failing to participate in
programs to be released upon willingness to participate in
program; violator may not be served arrest warrant at
employment: H3121
Paternity and child support obligations; clarify entities required to pro-
vide information, add information that must be provided,
establish penalties, and make technical changes; change
provisions for financial institutions to levy: H3862
Child abuse and neglect reports; authorize release of information about
child fatalities or near fatalities: S0448
Child placement plans; allow for temporary placement with relative or alter-
native caregiver; provide requirements for creation of
safety plans and child & family plan and limits to follow-
ing plans: H3125
Childcare Facilities
Childcare centers; require carrying of liability insurance; prohibit
ABC voucher use at certain facilities; provide for
employee and facility requirements and condiitons as well
as licensing: S0569, H4044
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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Childcare facilities; required to be licensed or registered with DSS to
receive ABC vouchers; allow for certain individuals under
18 to be employed or volunteer, establish supervision and
requirements: H4044
Seat belts; provide that seat belt requirements apply to drivers and
occupants of school, church or day care buses: H3250,
H3253
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
DSS, SNAP; prohibit DSS from applying, seeking, accepting or renewing a
waiver of work requirements for a person applying for or
receiving SNAP: H4006
DSS, child protective services; require division to notify economic services
and other agencies when a child is removed from a home in
order for SNAP benefits to follow child: H3776
DSS; require DSS to establish a program to pay for certain expenses inci-
dental to becoming legally authorized to drive for children
15 years or older who reside in out-of-home care; Foster
parents can sign for driver’s license: H3322
Department of Early Development and Education, created; powers, duties,
and provisions: S0840
Department on Aging; designate the Department on Aging within the exec-
utive branch of the state and update references: S0107
Family independence program and SNAP; require certain applicants who
DSS suspects to undergo drug testing; other provisions:
H3114
Foster Care
Child abuse and neglect hearing or permanency hearings; require DSS
to provide 10 days notice of a hearing and require notice to
foster parents of their right to submit a report to the court:
H3550
Family preservation and reunification; allow DSS to forego reasonable
effort to reunify in case of torture and allow for parental
rights termination: S1033, H4854
Foster Care Review Board; provide the board consists of seven mem-
bers: S0781
Foster Care Review Division; provide the division is within the Chil-
dren’s Advocacy Dept: S0805
Foster Care; DSS is required to inform a relative of a child with whom
the child may be placed of the opportunity to be licensed to
foster and other provisions: H3701
Foster care review board, local; require that members of at least one
board in the fifth circuit be appointed by Kershaw County
Legislative Delegation: H4832
Foster care review board; provide that the review board shall be a divi-
sion of the Department of Children’s Services: S0794,
S0795, H4674
Foster parents and children; conforming changes: H3699
Placement plans for children; require it to include notice that case-
workers who fail to make the prescribed number of con-
tacts must be terminated and for foster parents to make
children reasonable available; county directors to audit:
H3123
Kellie Rynn’s Law: H3791
Mandated reporting; require reporting when an infant or fetus is exposed to
alcohol or a controlled substance: S0447, H3823
Permanency planning and adoption; provisions for notices, parent termina-
tion, and adoption including foster care parents: H3465
Persons with Disabilities Right to Parent Act: S0291, H3538
Physicians selected as participants in student loan repayment program;
change certain program requirements: H4483
Public assistance eligibility, case review and fraud detection; require DHHS
to establish a computerized system to verify eligibility and
fraud; other provisions: S0919, H3769, H3833
Public assistance; disqualify any person convicted of fraud from receiving
public assistance; exceptions: H3130
Regulations approved
Licensing of Child Care Centers (D. No. 4747): H5156
Wilderness Therapeutic Camps for Children (D. No. 4771): S1135,
H5248
SNAP; prohibit DSS from applying for, seeking, accepting or renewing a
waiver of work requirement for a person applying for
SNAP: S0920
SNAP; prohibit DSS from establishing financial resource limits applicable
to determining eligibility for SNAP that exceed federal
limits or exempt households from resource limits: H3770
SOCIAL SERVICES (Continued)
SNAP; prohibit DSS from establishing financial resource limits for deter-
mining eligibility for SNAP that exceed federal limits or
exempting households from resource limits: S0922
SNAP; provide for the duty to administer SNAP, require applicant to coop-
erate with child support services, prohibit changing limits
or waiving work requirement: H3833
SNAP; require an individual applying or reapplying for benefits to cooper-
ate with DSS Child Support Services as condition of eligi-
bility: S0921
SNAP; require applicant to cooperate with DSS division of child support
services as a condition of eligibility: H3771
Safe Havens; change the definition of infant and allow the placement of an
infant not more than one year old: H3116
Supporting and Strengthening Families Act: H3947
Vulnerable adults; provide for right to file for civil action for financial
exploitation with exceptions: S0403
SOLICITORS
See Attorneys (this index)
See Courts (this index)
SOLID WASTES




Camp Wadsworth Memorial Interchange named: H3697
Chapman High School Panthers 2016 Class AAA State Football Champions
signs erected: H3658
Civil Service Commission of the City of Spartanburg, created: H3231
Pelham-Batesville Fire District; authorized to issue bonds to finance certain
necessary capital improvements and provide for process of
issuing bonds: S0530, H4004
Renewable Water Sources; revise membership of commission and provide
for a member from Spartanburg county and add Enoree
Basin: H4980
Startex Area Fire District; increase the borrowing limits: H4592
Toney J Lister Interchange named: S0665
Voting precincts, Spartanburg County; add and remove precincts; redesig-




See Political Subdivisions (this index)
SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
Speech-Language Pathologists and Assistants; shall adhere to certain guide-
lines under supervisions: H4815
STATE EMPLOYEES
See Public Officers and Employees (this index)
STATE GOVERNMENT
Detention centers shall not prohibit an in-person meeting between an inmate
and his attorney: H3278
Detention facility; shall not intercept, record, monitor, or divulge any com-
munication betweein an inmate and his attorney: H3279
Monuments and Memorials; provide that altering relocating, removing, or
renaming shall apply to property under state government
jurisdiction: S0068
Public Building; prohibit the SC infantry battle flag or any other confederate
flag from being flown or displayed: H3605
Public building; require public buildings owned by state to supply feminine




Public buildings; require DOA to post markers of chemicals on public prop-
erty at entrances and inform public entering of any chemi-
cals used within the building: H4645
Resident vendor preference; provide that procurement officer shall provide
resident bidders with opportunity to match the lowest non-
resident bid and give preference to resident bidder who
matches: S0071, H3644
Resident vendor preferences; provide that a business owned by a service-
disabled veteran shall receive a 5 percent preference
through use of set-asides on contract awards: H4591
State Guard; any state or political subdivision employee enlisted must be
entitled to military leave without penalty: S0078
State property; provide that before a state entity may sell or lease property
owned by SC it must cause a study to be made of public
uses: H3338




See Adjutant General (this index)
STATE HOUSE
See Also Buildings (this index)
Portrait commissioned for the late Elizabeth Evelyn Wright to be placed in
the State House: S0049
STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION
See Law Enforcement (this index)
STATE LIBRARY












See Regulations (this index)
STATE STUDENT LEGISLATURE
No Entries
STATE SYMBOLS AND EMBLEMS
13 Child Warriors Day declared as August 19, 2018: H5130
4-H Day declared as March 13, 2018: S1089, H5074
4-H Day declared as March 14, 2017: S0508, H3949
A’ja Wilson day declared as Friday, April 13, 2018: S1168
Alamo Day declared as March 6, 2017: H3457
Alpha Kappa Alpha Day declared as February 23, 2017: S0413
American Heart Month declared as February 2018: S0975, H4865
American Jewish Heritage Month declared as May 2017: H3997
Assisted Living Week declared as September 10-16, 2017: H4157
Atomic Veterans Day declared as July 16, 2017: H4073
STATE GOVERNMENT (Continued)
Barber’s Day designated as third Wednesday in February each year: S1088
Better Hearing and Speech Month declared as May 2018: S1054
Bishop Edward Blain, II Day declared as July 21, 2018: S1282
Bleeding Disorders Awareness Month declared as March 2018: H4943
Building Safety Month declared as May 2017: H4196
Building Safety Month declared as May 2018: H5260
Charter School Week declared as May 1-5, 2017: S0693
Charter School Week declared as May 7-11, 2018: S1219, H5368
Child Abuse Prevention Month Declared as April 2018: H5119
Children’s Advocacy Center Day declared April 4, 2017: S0523, H3916
Cities Mean Business Day declared as February 1, 2017: S0333, H3603
Cities Mean Business Day declared as February 16, 2018: S0929
Clemson Day declared as February 27, 2018: H4983
College of Charleston Day recognized as February 8, 2017: H3674
Columbia Urban League Day declared as April 13, 2017: H4301
Community Development Week declared as April 12-22, 2017: H4124
Cystic Fibrosis Awareness Month declared as May 2107: S0632, H4101
Dennis Smalls Day declared as April 14, 2018: H5206
Donate Life Month declared as April 2017: H4122
Donated Dental Services Recognition Day declared as April 27, 2017:
S0638
Donor Day declared as April 10, 2018: S1098
Donor Day declared as April 12, 2017: S0585
Dr. Ronald E McNair Day declared as October 21, 2017: H4026
Dr. Ronald McNair day designated as October 21 of each year: H4858
Dukes Day declared as April 27, 2017: H4147
Eating Disorder Awareness Week declared as February 26 through March 4,
2018: H4844
Eating Disorders Awareness Week declared as February 26 through March
4, 2017 and Eating Disorders Awareness Day declared as
March 2, 2017: S0311, H3671
Electrical Safety Month declared as May 2017: H4176
Electrical Safety Month declared as May 2018: H5261
End Distracted Driving month declared as April 2018: H5138
Etiquette Day declared as March 2, 2017: H3812
Etiquette Day declared as March 6, 2018: H5016
FFA Week declared as February 18 through 24, 2018: S0941
FFA Week declared as February 18 through 24, 2018: S0941
Fair Housing Month declared as April 2018: H5094
Fibroid Awareness Month declared as July 2017: S0244
Fibroid Tumor Awareness Month to be declared for the month of July every
year: S0079
Florence Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Day declared as
April 19, 2018: H5168
Future Scholar 529 Day declared as April 26, 2018: S1091, H5070
Future Scholar 529 Day declared as April 6, 2017: H4054
Gun Violence Awareness Month declared as June 2017: H3398
Homeschool Recognition Month declared as April 2017: S0611
Human Trafficking Awareness Month declared for January 2017: H3456
Hunger Action Month recognized as September 2017: S0636
Immunization Week declared as Augist 13 - 19, 2018: S1181
Immunization Week declared as August 14-21, 2017: S0522
Independent College and University Week declared as April 3-7, 2017:
H3857
Independent College and University Week declared as April 9-13, 2018:
S1080
International Firefighters’ Day declared as May 4, 2017: S0673
Kidney Month declared as March 2017: H3892
Korean War Veterans Day declared as July 27, 2017: H4062
Liberty Day declared as May 10, 2017: H4208
Lola Brown Breast Self-Check Day declared as October 23, 2017: H4185
Love the Anne Springs Close Greenway Month declared as April 2017:
H3787
Make Music Day declared as June 21, 2018: H5059
March for Meals Month declared as March 2017: S0414
Martin Luther King, Jr Day; must be recognized as holiday for all local
school districts of the state and must be closed: H3618
Mental Health Month declared as May 2017: S0498
Mental Health Month declared as May 2018: S0940
Mesothelioma Awareness Day declared annually as September 26: S0218
Month of the Military Child declared as April 2018: H5169
Municipal Clerks Week declared as May 6-12, 2018: S1184
Music Week declared as May 7-14, 2017: H3894
National Day of Healing recognized as January 17, 2017: S0225
National Guard Day declared as March 20, 2018: S1115, H5095
National Guard Day declared as March 21, 2017: H3917
National School Choice Week declared as January 22 through January 28,
2017: S0312, H3542
National School Choice week recognized as January 21 through January 27,
2018: S0903, H4658




Navy JROTC month declared as October 2018: H5444
Omphalocele Awareness Day declared as January 31, 2018: S0923
Palmetto Giving Day declared as May 2, 2017: H4139
Penn Center Heritage Day declared as the second Saturday of November
each year: H4913
Police Week declared as May 14-20, 2017: S0684
Professional Engineers Day declared as February 21, 2018: H4790
Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 21, 2018: H5115
Respite Awareness Day declared as February 14, 2017: H3810
Restaurant Staff Appreciation Month, designated as February of every year:
H4569
Reverend Ike Day declared as first day of June each year: H4914
SC Banjo Day declared as March 14, 2018 and every second Tuesday in
March of each year thereafter: S0875
SC First Responder Prayer and Appreciation Day declared as August 3,
2017: H3575
SC Independence Day, designated as March 26 every year: H3305
SC Native Plant Week declared as October 16-20, 2017: H4000
SC Native Plant Week declared as the third week in October of each year:
H4004
SC Professional Engineers Day declared as February 22, 2017: S0328,
S0348, H3535
SC Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 21, 2018: S1092
SC Professional Land Surveyors Day declared as March 22, 2017: H3687
SC Recyclers’ Day declared as April 25, 2018: S1193, H5229
SC Recyclers’ Day declared as March 1, 2017: S0475, H3853
SC State Flag study committee, created; charged with creating an official
uniform design for the state flag: S1002
SC Technical College System Day declared as April 4, 2018: H5072
SC Technical College System Day declared as April 5, 2017: H3987
SC Teen Pregnancy Prevention Day declared as May 2, 2018: H5242
SC Teen Pregnancy Prevention Day declared as May 4, 2017: H4173,
H4190
SC United Teal and White Lobby Day declared as January 18, 2017: H3402
SC Whole Child Month declared as June 2018: H4544
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education Day
declared as March 7, 2018: H4436
Scoliosis Awareness Month declared as June 2017: H4300
Second Chance Month declared as April 2018: S1114
Self-Care Month declared as February 2018: H4722
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week declared as third full week of
April: S0973
Shaken Baby Syndrome Awareness Week designated at third full week of
April 2017: S0616
Sickle Cell Day in SC, designated as the 19th day of June each year: H3195
Speech and Debate Education Day declared as March 3, 2017: H3471
State Anthem; designate Dum Spiro Spero, While I Breathe, I hope  as offi-
cial state anthem: H3078
State tree; establish procedure for the design of the palmetto tree to be pre-
pared to be used for official purposes once approved by the
General Assembly: S0559, H4201
Suits and Sneakers Day declared as March 7, 2017: H3808
Suits and Sneakers Day declared as March 7, 2018: H5079
Teen Pregnancy Prevention Month declared as May 2017: S0652
Ten Years of Tori Day declared as May 3, 2017: S0685
Unclaimed Property Day declared as April 19, 2018: S1090, H5071
Unclaimed Property Day declared as March 8, 2017: S0466, H3807
Welcome Home Vietnam Veterans Day declared as March 29, 2018: H5127
Wesley Bryan Day declared as March 13, 2018: S1030, H4986
Women in Public Office Day declared as March 19, 2018: S0873
Women’s History Month declared as March 2018: S1078
Workers’ Memorial Day declared as April 28, 2017: H4158






See Torts (this index)
STUDENTS
See Schools and School Districts (this index)
STATE SYMBOLS AND EMBLEMS (Continued)
SUMTER COUNTY
Consolidation of Sumter County School District; provide for two at-large
members: S0562
James T. McCain Memorial Street named: S0355
Palmetto Recreation Act: H5254
SUPREME COURT
See Also Courts (this index)
Supreme Court Authority concerning the bar; provide that the Supreme
Court may regulate the practice of law for licensure; may
not force membership to bar and delete inconsistent provi-
sions: S0183
SWIMMING POOLS




Accommodation and hospitality tax expenditures; allow revenue to be
expended for repair and control of flooding and drainage in
tourism-related lands or areas: S0917, H4880
Act No. 057 of 2013, SC Abandoned Buildings and Revitalization Act;
extend until December 31, 2021 and other tax provisions:
S1043
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax on personal
motor vehicles to replace any other ad valorem tax
imposed for school operating purposes; other provisions:
H3313
Ad valorem tax; impose a uniform statewide ad valorem tax to replace any
other ad valorem tax imposed for school operating pur-
poses; other provisions: H3314
Admissions tax, exemptions; exempt certain agrotourism businesses: H5171
Candidate income tax returns; State Ethics Commission shall be granted
access during pending investigation of open complaint:
S0915, S0931
Capital project sales tax act; provide that an ordinance must specify whether
the purpose of proceeds would include economic develop-
ment projects and other provisions: S0889
Capital projects sales tax, reimposition; extend reimpositions: S1038
Capital projects sales tax; provide if the proceeds of the tax are for one proj-
ect then the local governing body may perform duties; pro-
vide qualifications: S0482
Cigarette stamp tax; provide any cigarettes without stamp are considered
contraband: S0381, H3777
Cigarette surtax; revise weight limitation on cigarette and exemptions:
S0575, H3664
Deed recording fees; allow increase in fee and allocation of increase to
affordable housing: S0363
Definitions; exclude rental or lease from definition of tangible personal
property if property must be serviced to remain sanitary for
intended use; other provisions: H4452
Delinquent tax penalties; provide that a county treasurer or authorized office
may waive late penalties for certain good causes: S0708
Federal housing tax credit; provide board of commissioners shall inform
governing body before evaluating application for credit
and local government shall appoint 9 members to vote:
S0969, H4872
High Growth Small Business Job Creation Act; allow individuals not sub-
ject to SC income tax to claim credit and specify services;
other provisions: S0588, H4035
Hospitality tax revenue; reduce threshold in accommodations taxes: S0945
Hospitality tax; provide that a penalty, fine, or other additional cost may not
be imposed with respect to hospitality tax payments
received within 7 days of the due date that in the aggregate





Abandoned building tax credit limits; provide credit limits for
certain building sites that qualify for abandoned building
rehab tax credit: S1068, H4857
Employer service organizations; allow for tax credits: S0268,
S0330, H3774
Health Enterprise Zone Act: H4494
Income Tax Credit for donations of a gift of land for conserva-
tion; provide that the credit equals 25 percent of the total
gift and increase the maximum credit allowed; delete obso-
lete provisions: S0052
Income Tax Credit; Allow individual to claim credit if serves as
caregiver for a person who is at least 65 years of age; set
credit amount: S0059
Income Tax credit; allow a refundable state individual income
tax credit equal to 3 percent of the federal earned credit and
annually increasing to 5 percent: H3226
Income tax credit for taxpayers who hire an apprentice or donate
to the workforce scholarship and grant fund: H3311
Income tax credit; allow a 5,000 dollar tax credit to any taxpayer
that employs a formerly incarcerated person as a full-time
employee for one year; specifications and eligibility:
S0360, H3101
Income tax credit; allow credit equal to twenty percent of the
federal earned income tax credit: S0358
Income tax credit; allow credit for contributions to scholarship
organizations that provide grants for home and indepen-
dent school students; other provisions: S0995, H4932
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contribution made to non-
profit scholarship funding organizations for children eligi-
ble for free or reduced lunch, exceptional needs, and other
provisions: S0241
Income tax credit; allow for credit for contributions to the Edu-
cational Credit for Exceptional Needs Children’s Fund and
tuition payments made to schools for exceptional needs
children; other provisions: H4077, H4305
Income tax credit; allow for credit for costs of purchasing or
converting an alternative fuel-heavy duty vehicle and spec-
ify amounts: S0581, H4065
Income tax credit; allow for each clinical rotation served by a
physician, advanced practice nurse, or physician assistant
as a preceptor for certain programs: S0351, H3620
Income tax credit; allow taxpayer eligible for federal low-
income house credit to claim equal state credit: S0362
Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer purchasing and using
motor fuel for other than vehicle operation is allowed a
refundable income tax credit: S0883
Income tax credit; provide a taxpayer with a registered vehicle is
allowed a refundable credit on vehicle maintenance: S0566
Income tax credit; provide up to 5,000 dollar credit for parent or
guardian for instruction-related expenses for homeschool-
ing or for tuition paid to independent school and other pro-
visions: H3934
Income tax credits; provide definitions, limitations, and awards:
S1200
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction for tuition paid for
independent school, home schooling, or public school out-
side the district of residence: S0241
Industry partnership fund tax credit; increase the aggregate
annual credit amount: S0446
Long-Term Care Tax Credit: S0051
SC Agribusiness and Rural Jobs Act; provide definitions, appli-
cation and approval process, allow for tax credit, and other
provision: S0407
SC Nursing Mothers Act: H4717
Solar energy systems; allow a state income tax credit and other
provisions; define wind energy system: H4431
Tax Credits, community development; increase the credit, delete
aggregate credit provision, and set annual limit; other pro-
visions: S0412, H3842
Tax credit for an employer who allows an employee to attend an
educational activity at employee’s child’s school: H3075
Tax credit, rehabilitating abandoned or historic buildings; spec-
ify the manner in which unused credit may be carried for-
ward and allocated: H4970
TAXATION (Continued)
Tax credit; allow for employers hiring an unemployed individual
receiving unemployment compensation benefits and other
provisions: H3484
Tax credit; installation of diaper changing station at business:
H4524
Tax credit; provide for credit for taxpayers who contribute to SC
with Disabilities Economic Development Trust Fund:
H3836
Tax credits for textile mill sites renovated or redeveloped; make
credit allowed transferable: H3468
Tax credits; allow credit on agribusiness operation or packaging
which are certified SC grown and specifications: S0404,
H3725
Tax credits; authorize a nonprofit corporation to transfer credits
unless transfer is specifically prohibited: H3609, H3923
Tax credits; provide credit or rebate for various types imposed
equal to 20 percent of new tax revenue paid if taxpayer has
made qualifying capital investment at their business loca-
tion; other provisions: S0837
Tax credits; provide for tax credit for purchase or lease of solar
energy property and places it in service to state; provide
definitions: S0935, H4699
Voluntary contributions; Disabled Self-Employment Develop-
ment Trust Fund established: S0729, S0756
Voluntary contributions; SC historical society added to state
income tax return list: S0393
Voluntary contributions; add Gentrification Trust Fund and other
provisions: H5158
Voluntary contributions; add poverty elimination bank to the
income tax return check off list: H3081
Deductions
Income Tax Deductions; require State Guard member to com-
plete a minimum number of hours each year to qualify:
S0078
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all military retire-
ment income and first responder retirement income; other
provisions: H4936
Income tax deduction; provide for deduction for certain individ-
ual taxpayers who exhibit safe driving habits: H3616
Income tax deductions; allow a deduction for all income attribut-
able to certain employment in a Tier IV county and other
provisions: H3098
Income tax, deductions; provide a deduction for private school
tuition paid by legal guardian of a child living in a below
average or at risk school district: H3080
Income tax, deductions; provide deduction for benefits paid to
SC Police Officers Retirement System for service con-
nected disability: H4127
Rural Revitalization Act: H4593
SC Giving Back to Our Veterans Act: S0062, H3104
School employees; provide employee must be granted additional
paid leave for attending certain conferences and activities
during work hours and other provisions: H4442
Garnishment of Income Tax return; allow a plaintiff awarded judge-
ment against a defendant in magistrates court to petition
garnishment; provide procedures and other provisions:
H3200
Income allocation and apportionment; authorize DOR to enter into an
agreement establishing for the taxpayer that builds or
expands an industrial freight railroad into an industrial park
and other provisions: H4955
Income tax rates; reduce tax brackets to three and phase in over five
years: S0813
Income tax rates; reduce tax brackets to three and phase in over six
years an increase of the income subject to taxation within
each bracket: S0600
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
SC Twenty-First Century Highway System Cost Balancing Act:
H3881
Taxpayer Inflation Protection Act; delete provisions limiting inflation
adjustment and redundant language: S0046
Internal Revenue Code; remove the alternative tax on qualifying shipping
activities: S1100
Internal Revenue Code; update the reference and provide that if the internal
revenue code sections adopted are extended then they are




Internal Revenue Code; update the reference to the year 2016 and provide
that if the internal revenue code sections adopted are
extended then they are extended in SC as well: S0250
Job tax credit; provide higher credit amount in certain qualifying counties:
S0978
Large commercial vehicles and buses; provide for road fees in lieu of ad
valorem tax and other provisions: S0600
Limitation on tax increases; so as to apply the same limitation fees and pro-
vide that in determining applicability the increased
increase or new fees must be calculated cumulatively:
H4303
Marijuana and Controlled Substance Tax Act; provide that conviction is not
required to levy tax and that 75 percent must be distributed
to law enforcement that conducted investigation: H4671
Maximum tax may be imposed on certain items; phase in a 300 dollar
increase and provide for distribution of the revenue: S0600
Motion picture incentive act committed and uncommitted funds; provide
funds to be carried over for same purpose and remove the
distinction of rebates should one fund be depleted in any
fiscal year: H3439
Motor fuel user fees; prohibit certain funds from being expended on new
road construction projects; prohibit funds transferred to
infrastructure bank; prohibit the expenditure of the funds
on employee compensation: H3967, H4041
Motorsports Entertainment Complex Investment Act: H4009
Municipal Tax Relief Act: S0426
Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0058
Property Tax
Act 388 of 2006, study committee created; study effects on the various
classes of property, impact on school funding, and on tax-
payers; provide for date to be dissolved: S0829
Aircraft property tax; credit the proceeds of taxes to the state aviation
fund: S0792, H4700
Assessment
 Assessment Ratios; extend members of USA Foreign Service
Certain legal residence provisions that apply to armed
forces: H5096
Assessment notices; provide that these notices must contain the
property tax value of real property in addition to fair mar-
ket value: H3486
Assessment ratio; allow a taxpayer to claim 4 percent on a resi-
dential property other than legal residence if the additional
residence is the legal residence of either a parent or a child
of the taxpayer: H3307
Assessment ratios; provide that accommodations furnished to
transients for less than 30 days on which a legal residence
is located shall be assessed at 4 percent and other provi-
sions: S0881
Assessment ratios; provide that an when an owner receiving 4
percent ratio dies, the property shall continue to receive 4
percent until the estate is closed if property not rented:
S0587, H3093
Boats and watercraft; provide for procedures concerning prop-
erty tax assessments and payments and issues of certifi-
cates of number; provide for application fee and use of
revenue; other provisions: S1051, H4715
Classification and assessment ratios; delete provisions relating to
roll-back taxes: H3308
Motor vehicle property tax; auditor must reduce assessment to
sales price if lower than assessment and provide for rebates
and sales incentives to be subtracted from assessment:
S0056
Property Tax Assessments for watercraft and boats; provide a
person may claim a qualifying boat or watercraft as pri-
mary residence for purpose of ad valorem property taxa-
tion; provide for application requirements and definition:
S0050
Property assessment for merchants; require DOR to follow cer-
tain classification system manual provisions: S0539,
H4029
Property tax millage increase; restore the former method of over-
riding the annual cap by a positive majority of governing
body and deleting super majority requirement: H3486
TAXATION (Continued)
Property; provide property assessed as agricultural property or as
farm machinery and equipment in 2016 must continue to
be assessed with the same assessment ratio unless change
occurs: H3463
Proposed tax assessments, appeals; provide that a taxpayer may
appeal the appraised value of a motor vehicle by submit-
ting an appraisal to the DMV: H4430
Roll-back taxes; limit to one year when property no longer clas-
sified as agriculture: H3786
Rollback tax millage calculations; restore the former exemption
allowed: H3486
SC Real Property Valuation Reform Act; eliminate the point of
sale valuation and return to the former valuation system;
other provisions: H3486
SC Revenue Procedures Act, definitions; require the notices to
include property tax value and provide the applicable
assessment ratio applies to the lower of the fair market
value: H3486
Vehicle assessment; require the revenue dept to post its value
guides and manuals on its website and allow the dept to
determine values in a different manner if national publica-
tion prohibits posting: H3096
Vehicle tax notice; require certain valuation information to be
included in tax notice and require certain vehicles may not
exceed 92 percent of prior year value: H3082
Weather events, damaged residence; provide that certain
improvements made to damaged residence by catastrophic
weather of October 2015 are not considered improvements
for property tax purposes: H3594
Exemptions
Homestead exemption; provide that a county shall adjust a tax
bill to automatically reflect exemption when the taxpayer
reaches a certain age and provide for certain refunds;
homeowner to disclose birth date for ratio: H3074
Homestead exemption; require that a qualifying dwelling place
also meets all requirements for special assessment ratio:
H4451
Promenade pride districts, allow for creation; provide that the
value of any addition or improvement to real property
located within the district is exempt for property tax levied
for 7 years: H3312
Property Tax Exemptions; allow an exemption from all property
tax if owner is age 75 and has resided at property for 30
years: S0060
Property Tax Exemptions; exempt 80 percent of the fair market
value of certain distributed energy resources and the value
of renewable energy resource property for residential use:
S0044, H3079
Property Tax Exemptions; exempt percentage of fair market
value of manufacturing property and phase in the exemp-
tion over 5 years: S0072
Property Tax exemptions; a leasehold interest conveyed by the
SC Public Service Authority for residential use is exempt
from ad valorem taxation: S1082
Property tax exemption; add emergency medical technician to
definition of eligible owner for certain individuals who are
disabled: H3077
Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all property
tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 65 years
old: H3449
Property tax exemption; allow an exemption from all property
tax of owner occupied residence if the owner is 80 years
old: H3092
Property tax exemptions; allow an exemption for dwelling house
and one acre for a person with a brain or spinal cord injury:
S0759
Property tax exemptions; exempt all property devoted to low
income housing if property owned by non-profit: H3867
Property tax exemptions; exempt renewable energy resource
property having a nameplate capacity of no greater than 20
kilowatts: H4421
Property tax exemptions; exempt the first 20,000 dollars of value





Property tax exemptions; extend exemption on church property
not owned by a church but exclusively used for church pur-
poses: H4859
Property tax exemptions; provide exemption for vehicles that are
afforded free registration because former prisoner of war:
S0237
Property tax exemptions; provide if qualifying charitable organi-
zation acquires property that will be exempt then the
exemption takes effect upon acquisition: H4530
Roll-back taxes; eliminate roll-back provision: S0420
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
Tax relief trust fund; restore the funding for the residential prop-
erty tax exemption and full funding for the school operat-
ing millage portion: H3486, H3783
Local option tourism fee; provide that if the fee is imposed as autho-
rized at least 20 percent must go to property tax credit:
S0426
Motor vehicle tax; prohibit county treasurer from refusing payment
solely because the taxpayer is delinquent on another prop-
erty: H3091
Property Tax Procedure Act: S0793
Property tax payment extension for deployed servicemen; require each
county allow for a deferment and other provisions: S0911,
H3106
Roll-back property taxes; provide for applicability of roll-back taxes
to certain property that is no longer used as agricultural
property: S0281
Redevelopment fees; specify to whom redevelopment fees may be remitted:
S0067
Retail sales tax license holder; any taxpayer holding a retail sales tax license
shall voluntarily round up to the nearest whole dollar; pro-
vide revenue to go to fund teacher grant program and State
Board to establish revolving fund: H4049
Retaliatory taxes; provide title insurers only may include their portion of the
premium in their retaliatory tax computations and other
provisions: H4962
Revenue Dept, authority to require immediate payment with available
funds; change requirement from fifteen thousand to one
thousand dollars and other provisions: S1127
Road tax and motor fuel use tax; increase fees; create rural roads fund;
increase maximum tax on certain priced motor vehicles
and other provisions: S0384
Rural infrastructure fund grants; provide that grants may also be awarded to
counties with a population of less than 40,000 residents
and municipalities located in counties with a less than
40,000 residents: S0233
SC Capital Gains Tax Elimination Act: S0048
SC Capital Incentives Act: S0047
SC Conservation Bank Reauthorization Act: S0219
SC Economic Development Tax Incentive Evaluation Act: S0800
SC Fair Tax Act: H3317
SC Infrastructure and Economic Development Reform Act: S0054, H3516
SC Motion Picture Incentive Act; provide that committed and uncommitted
funds from the prior year shall be carried over for the same
purpose: S0074
SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; Internal Revenue Code not adopted
by SC; not adopt certain provisions: H5341
SC Taxpayer Protection and Relief Act; update references to the internal
revenue code and provide that if extended they will be
extended for SC; other provisions: S1258, H5341
SC Voluntary Infrastructure Funding Act: H3315
Sales and Use Tax
Exemptions
Hurricane Preparedness Weekend; allow certain hurricane pre-
paredness items shall be exempt from state sales tax:
H3480
SC Compassionate Care Act; exempt dispensaries from sales
tax: S0212, H3521
Sales and use tax; exempt all of the gross proceeds of the lease of
a portable toilet including service or other maintenance
provided with lease: H3095
Sales tax exemptions; exempt certain fuel and electricity used as
well as clothes worn during perishable prepared food man-
ufacturing: H4021
Sales tax exemptions; exempt toys purchased by the marines for
toys for tots foundation: S0528
TAXATION (Continued)
Sales tax exemptions;exempt building materials necessary to
build or expand industrial freight railroads into industrial
parks: H4955
Sales tax, communication services; to exclude from imposition
of tax imposed on video streaming received by customer
over internet: S1093
Sales tax, exemptions; exempt certain disposable diapers sold to
a non-profit: H3841
Second Amendment Weekend Tax Exemption; include exemp-
tion for residential home protection products: S0073
Uniform Assessment Ratios; provide that an owner eligible for
and receiving the special assessment who is residing at a
nursing home retains the special assessment ratio while at
nursing home: S0075
Use tax exemptions; exempt all-terrain vehicle purchased or
leased in another state if sales tax was paid in that state:
H4678
Sales and use tax; provide that a retailer is presumed to be liable for
tax if the retailer enters into an agreement with a resident
for which the resident refers potential customers and to
require retail license: S0214
Sales or Use Tax; allow a county with 1 percent tax for capital projects
will expire unless approved in referendum: S0984
User fees and road tax; impose an additional user fee and road tax
equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels; revenue
credited to highway fund; termination provisions: H3111
Sales and gross receipts; provide that receipts from the provision of direct
broadcast satellite service are attributable: S0428
Savannah River Port Enhancement Zone Act: S0950
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Setoff Dept Collection Act; provide that the definition of claimant agency
includes House of Representatives Ethics Committee and
Senate Ethics Committee: H3341
State Tax
State Sales Tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds of sales or the
sales price of any device, equipment, or machinery used in
the production of electric or hybrid vehicles: H3321
State sales tax, exemptions; include the gross proceeds of sales or the
sales price of machinery, machine tools, and parts of them
used in production of electricity from a renewable energy
source: H3320
Tax Credit for hiring qualified ex-felons: S0191
Tax liens; allow DOR to implement a system of filing and indexing liens
which is accessible to the public over the internet or other
means: H3684
Tax sale overages; provide that only the owner of an overage may claim the
overage; provide identifiable info exempt from FOIA:
S0057
Turnpike projects; include nontax revenues made available within the defi-
nition of turnpike facilities revenues and other provisions:
S0710, H4177
TEACHERS




Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law enforcement shall not
enter into a confidential agreement with a federal agency to
employ without a warrant for use: H3263
Cell-Site Simulator Technology; provide that law enforcement shall not
from a company that requires the purchaser of this equip-
ment to enter into a nondisclosure agreement: H3285
Cell-site stimulator technology; law enforcement shall not purchase and
shall discontinue use and discard the technology if already
owns; definitions: H3286
Miscellaneous offenses to forgery, larceny, impersonation; provide a person
in connection with a telecommunications or voice service
transmits misleading caller ID is a guilty of a misde-




SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act; define terms; provide that a telecom-
munications or internet service provider shall dislcose
accurate information regarding network management;
other provisions: H4614
SC Net Neutrality Protection and Maintenance Act: H4706
SC Telephone Privacy Protection Act: H4628
Sales and gross receipts; provide that receipts from the provision of direct
broadcast satellite service are attributable: S0428
Sales tax, communication services; to exclude from imposition of tax
imposed on video streaming received by customer over
internet: S1093
Telemarketing; prohibit telemarketer or solicitor from making a call with a
spoofed number that displays a SC area code unless the
solicitor maintains a physical presence in state; penalties
and exceptions: S0996, H4724
Wireless communication devices, unlawful use while driving; revise defini-




Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to operate while using a cell
phone or other wireless communication device that is not
hands-free; penalties: H3526
Telecommunication or internet service providers; may not collect personal
data from use of service without consent: H4154
TELEVISION
Fraudulent advertisement; prohibit cable service provider from airing; pen-
alties: H4522
Sales and gross receipts; provide that receipts from the provision of direct
broadcast satellite service are attributable: S0428
Video games; unlawful to sell video games depicting gun violence and pro-
vide for fine: H5218
TEXTILES
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
TIMBER
See Forestry (this index)
TOBACCO
See Also Agriculture (this index)
Motor vehicles; provide it is unlawful to smoke tobacco product in car with
a minor as a passenger; provide penalty: S0964, H4855,
H5161
Motor vehicles; unlawful to smoke in vehicle while child under the age of 5
is also an occupant and provide penalties: H3241
TORTS
Arbitration agreements; notice must be typed in bold letters and acknowl-
edged by written signature of both parties: H4519
Arbitration agreements; provide that certain clauses contained in adhesion
contracts with consumers are void from remaining terms:
H3202
Arbitration agreements; provide that the notice of provisions apply regard-
less of whether the remaining provisions apply to a particu-
lar contract containing an arbitration clause: H3203
Arbitration awards; provide that awards must be reasoned and provide arbi-
trators shall provide the facts and reasons for award; other
provisions: H4813
Arbitration; establish requirements before certain facilities can present an
arbitration agreement to a person for execution prior to
receiving services: S0926
Arbitrators of property damage liability claims; increase maximum amount
and increase certain fees: S0607
Asbestos Bankruptcy Trust Claims Transparency Act: S0452
Banking; provide if a customer certifies that he has no personal internet
access the financial institution must provide paper form
correspondence and statements and may not charge a fee;
provide penalties for violations: H4310
TELECOMMUNICATIONS (Continued)
Birthing centers; require consultant physician to be available at all times;
transfer provisions; licensing and certification requirement;
other provisions: H3845
Bleeding control kits; provide placement in all schools and other provisions:
H5003
Central registry of vulnerable adult abuse, neglect and exploitation, created;
require DHEC to establish and maintain registry and other
provisions: H4413
Citizens Participation in Government Act: H4897
Civil remedies and procedures; limit the liability of certain individuals who
provide volunteer transportation to a senior citizen and pro-
vide for exceptions to limitations due to misconduct or
negligence: S0277
Civil remedies; provide a civil cause of action for a person harmed by the
malicious publication of a photo on social media and
define terms: H3014
Concealed weapon prohibited on premises sign; create a cause of action for
a concealed weapons permit holder who is injured while on
the premises on an employer who has prohibited concealed
weapons: S0088, S0432
Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or religious sanctuary that
allows a permit holder to carry on premises is not civilly or
criminally liable: H4409
Consumer litigation funding company; require certain disclosures on con-
tracts, prohibit certain actions, and other provisions: S0390
Ending Forced Arbitration of Sexual Harassment Act of 2018: H4433
Fiscal Accountability Authority shall issue a request for bids for the pur-
chase of or noncontrolling ownership interest in the Public
Service Authority by a third party; requirements; provide
for civil remedies and penalties: H3225
Funeral Procession; define term, provide for duties of operators of motor
vehicles in funeral procession, provide penalty, and pro-
vide law enforcement officer escorting procession is
immune from liability under certain circumstance: H4472
Healthy Rental Housing Act of 2017: S0123
Housing and redevelopment; provide that manufacturing and industrial
facilities shall not be eligible for nuisance suits: S0323
Immunity for physicians; provide for administrative, civil and criminal
immunity for physicians reporting domestic violence or
assist in investigation resulting in report of domestic vio-
lence: H4031
Judgement cancellations; revise the manner judgements are cancelled of
record and provide procedures in specified instances:
H3336
Manufacturing or industrial facilities; provide that operations or expansions
may not be considered public or private nuisance in certain
circumstances and other provisions: H3643
Massage/Bodywork Practice Act; provide for inclusion of massage estab-
lishments and other provisions: H5107
Medical malpractice liability joint underwriting association; establish asso-
ciation and provide for purpose, duties and other provi-
sions: H5404
Medical malpractice; require a defendant to file a notice of appearance and
allow plaintiff to file to dispense with mediation if defen-
dant fails to file notice of appearance: H3740
Premises owner’s right to permit concealed weapons; provide that the
owner is liable for any injury sustained by a concealed
weapon permit holder and provide civil liabilities: H3239
Private investigators; prohibit investigators from representing multiple par-
ties with opposing interests in civil or criminal matters;
provide penalties: S0912, H4879
Probation, community service; those supervising not liable for civil dam-
ages unless injury or damages result from gross negli-
gence, etc.: S0949
Property that may be applied to satisfaction of judgement; provide that only
75 percent of the earnings of the debtor for his personal
services can be applied and other provisions: S0230
Retirement account being exempt from attachment, levy and sale; delete the
provision that the exemption applies only to the extent that
is permitted in federal bankruptcy code: H3176, H3413,
H4002
Right to compensation not affected by liability of third parties; define terms
and provide that attorney fees shall be paid from fund




SC Anti-money Laundering Act; further provide for procedures, require-
ments, licensing, fees, reporting, sanctions and remedies:
H4964
SC Equal Pay for Equal Work Act; prohibit paying lesser wages to employ-
ees of one sex  for comparable work and provide for judi-
cial remedies: S0257, H3599, H4812
SC Teacher Protection Act of 2017: S0222
Safety belts; remove the provision that a violation is not negligence per se or
contributory negligence and remove provision that a viola-
tion is not admissible as evidence in civil action: S0239
Special verdict, provide that certain causes of action must be filed in magis-
trates court; allow state agency or political subdivision to
be represented by staff person; increase jurisdiction of
magistrates court: H3228
Tort Claims Act’s Statute of Limitations; provide any action brought pursu-
ant to this chapter is barred; exceptions: S0175
Uniform Arbitration Act; provide for notice of waiver of right to patients
entering into arbitration with Health Care professionals and
other provisions: S0948
Vulnerable adults, targeting; provide a right of action, recovery and penal-
ties; other provisions: S1041
Vulnerable adults; provide for right to file for civil action for financial
exploitation with exceptions: S0403
Wrongful conviction and imprisonment; provide certain persons make seek
restitution: H4838
TOURISM
See Parks, Recreation and Tourism (this index)
TOXIC WASTE
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
TRADE
See Businesses and Corporations (this index)
See Consumer Affairs/Unfair trade practices (this index)
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
TRAILERS
See Mobile Homes (this index)
See Motor Vehicles (this index)
TRAINS




See Also Motor Vehicles (this index)
Anderson County; Paul Robison Earle Memorial Intersection named:
H3621
Anderson County; increase speed limit along SC highway 24: H3254
Automatic license plate reader systems; provide that only certain entities
may use and provide locations where they may be
installed; provide how info is obtained may be used; pro-
vide for penalties: H3525
Beaufort County; Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Beaufort County; Reverend Ike Intersection named: H4834
Berkeley County; Colonel Christopher N. Williamson Interchange named:
H4713
Berkeley County; Joe Danning Intersection named: H5411
Berkeley County; John Trout Memorial Intersection named: H3355
Berkeley County; Northwood Academy Lady Chargers SCISA 3A 2017
State Basketball Champions signs erected on HWY 17:
H4246
Berkeley County; Sergeant Earl Singleton Memorial Highway named:
H4468
TORTS (Continued)
Cafeteria plan; delete provision allowing DOT to continue, modify, and
implement its independent cafeteria or flexible benefits
pilot plan: H3270
Charleston COunty; Reverend Tony L Daise Bridge named: H5215
Charleston County; Curtis B Inabinett, Sr. Highway named: H4467
Charleston County; Deputy Sheriff Joseph J Matuskovic Memorial Intersec-
tion named: H3878
Charleston County; Father Nicolas C. Trivelas Memorial Boulevard named:
H3657
Charleston County; Officer James Owens, Jr. Memorial Intersection named:
S0814
Chester County; Major General Gary T McCoy Road named: H3507
Chester County; The Reverend Joe H. Neal Way named: H4284
Chesterfield County; Teals Mill Memorial Bridge named: H4687
Clarendon County; Holmes Nathaniel Smith, Jr. Memorial Street named:
S0356
Colleton County; Bishop Lewis N Taylor Intersection named: S1153
Commercial motor vehicle in left lane; provide when lawful, DOT to erect
signs, and provide circumstances for traffic tickets in viola-
tion: H3244
DOT obtaining consent from municipality before performing work on a
state highway; delete provision that such work must be
approved by municipality: H3238
DOT; DOT must maintain any outfall or drainage ditch that was constructed
by DOT as part of a state highway construction project:
H3956
DOT; provide if project construction or maintenance adversely impacts
property owner, then DOT shall mitigate or rectify the
adverse impact; other provisions: H4473
Dam inspections; require DHEC to inspect all dams on which a state high-
way traverses: S0005
Dams; DOT shall proceed with repairs of public roads that have yet to be
repaired from October 2015 flood; other provisions: H4836
Dams; provide that an owner of a dam that failed after Oct. 1, 2015 which
has public roads running across it, must provide written
notification to DOT and DHEC of intent to repair; other
provisions: H3340
Darlington County; James “Jimmy” McKelvey Memorial Highway named:
H5140
Dillon County; Henry T Smith Memorial Road named: H5199
Dillon County; Thomas Neal Rogers Highway named: H3544
Dorchester County; Benjamin James Singleton, Sr. Memorial Intersection
named: S1247
Dorchester County; Claude Major , Jr. Intersection named: H4142
Dorchester County; Coach Pat Eidson Way named: H3676
Fiarfield County; County Councilman David Brown and Carnell Murphy
Interchange named: S1070
Florence County; Corporal Thomas William Spears Memorial Road named:
H3569
Florence County; Elder Elijah Green Way named: H3964
Florence County; Jerry M Keith Boulevard named: H4929
Florence County; John ’Jack’ Moulton Robinson, Jr. Bridge named: S0682
Florence County; Reverend Edward Hezekiah Thomas Way named: H5195
Florence County; William Clyde Graham Bridge named: S0683
Georgetown County; Linwood Altman Causeway named: H5033
Golf carts, permits; require a decal and registration from DMV; increase
permit fee; provide revenue from fee be remitted to the
non-Federal aid highway fund; other provisions: S0836
Greenville County; David W. Staton Memorial Highway named: H3840
Greenville County; Dr. James E Barnett Intersection named: S1217
Greenville County; Edward Charles “Eddie” Case Memorial Boulevard
named: H4989
Greenville County; Reverend Carlos Blease Watson Memorial Highway
named: H4160
Greenville County; Robert Peabo Bryson Boulevard named: S1164
Greenville County; Trooper Daniel K Rebman, Jr. Intersection named:
S1097
Greenwood County; Emmett I Davis, Jr. Memorial Highway named: S1192
HIghway Fund
Allocation of funds, expand the type of projects given to firms owned
and controlled by disadvantaged ethnic minorities or
women; delete certain provisions; replace term set aside
with term goals: H3236
Off street parking; require a county, municipality, airport, or aviation
authority to assess a 50 cent surcharge  and to credit the




Parking violations; to impose a 50 cent surcharge on all parking viola-
tions and revenue be credited to state highway fund: H3087
SC Voluntary Infrastructure Funding Act: H3315
User fees and road tax; impose an additional user fee and road tax
equal to 7 cents a gallon on certain motor fuels; revenue
credited to highway fund; termination provisions: H3111
High speed rail system commission, establish; to examine and develop a
plan for a high speed rail system, duties, and reporting:
H3309
Highway system construction; provide DOT shall bear costs and limita-
tions: S0343, S0932, H3739
Horry County; Captain Archie Neil “Poo” McLauchlin Swing Bridge
named: H4588
Horry County; Deputy Sheriff Timothy Causey Memorial Intersection
named: H3656
Horry County; Gavin Brunetti Intersection named: S0835
Horry County; Home of the 2016 National Baseball Champion Coastal Car-
olina University Chanticleers markers erected: H3965
Horry County; James Benny Andrew Highway named: H4817
Horry County; James Ronald Hucks Memorial Intersection named: H5302
Horry County; Lois Eargle Bridge named: H3815
Horry County; Lois Eargle Highway named: H5126
Horry County; Lonnie Hoyt Martin Intersection named: H4050
Jasper County; Henry Parks Moss, Jr. Memorial Port named: H3455, H3458
Jasper County; Melanie Lowther Memorial Bridge named: H3453
Jasper County; Senator Clementa C Pinckney Memorial Bridge and Inter-
change named: S0258
Jasper County; Senator Clementa C Pinckney Ocean Terminal named:
S0258
Lee County; Ulyssis Benjamin Memorial Highway named: H5412
Lexington County; Corporal Kyle Carpenter Field Office named: S0654
Lexington County; J.B. Barker Boat Landing named: H3999
Lexington County; Noel K. Yobs Intersection named: H4210
Lexington County; Noel K. Yobs Intersection: S0655
Marion County; Reverend Dr. A C Robinson Highway named: S1103
McCormick County; Veterans Highway named: H4999
Motor fuel user fees; prohibit certain funds from being expended on new
road construction projects; prohibit funds transferred to
infrastructure bank; prohibit the expenditure of the funds
on employee compensation: H3967, H4041
Mowing, on highways; provide that DOT shall require company to dispose
of all trash and debris found along roadway before mow-
ing: H5049
Orangeburg County; Dr. Emily England Clyburn Pedestrian Bridge named:
S0974
Outdoor signs, erecting and maintaining; DOT shall reissue permits for non-
conforming signs damaged or destroyed by vandalism:
H3702
Permits for erecting and maintaining signs; provide that permits for a non-
conforming sign that is removed or dismantled are void:
S0200
Pickens County; Charles E Dalton Interchange named: H5270
Pickens County; Dr. B R Skelton Interchange named: H5141
Regulations Approved
Commission approval of actions (D. No. 4685): H4134
Secretary of Transportation approval of actions (D. No. 4684): H4133
Transportation project prioritization (D. No. 4683): H4132
Richland County; Council Woman Leona Plaugh Memorial Intersection
named: H3963
Richland County; Deacon James Knotts Street named: S0572
Richland County; Jaco’s Corner named: H4408
Richland County; Milton Kimpson Interchange named: S0487, S0524
Richland County; Reverend Bobby L Smith, Sr. Highway named: H5193
Richland County; add words “Welcome to Columbia” to the Congressman
James E Clyburn Pedestrian overpass: S0574
Road closure, petition filing; provide DOT must notify in writing all resi-
dential housing within a 10 mile radius of proposed road
closure and legislative delegation: H4465
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Spartanburg County; Camp Wadsworth Memorial Interchange named:
H3697
Spartanburg County; Chapman High School Panthers 2016 Class AAA
State Football Champions signs erected: H3658
Spartanburg County; Toney J Lister Interchange named: S0665
Sumter County; James T. McCain Memorial Street named: S0355
Toll, along I-95; require DOT to impose a toll where I-95 crosses Lake Mar-
ion in Orangeburg or Clarendon County and provide for
expenditure of toll revenues: S0210, H3273
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT (Continued)
Traffic-control devices and RR signs and signals; provide penalties also
apply to road or street identification sign: H4407
Trains, obstructing roads; increase fines, remove certain notice require-
ments, provide that every two hours of obstruction consti-
tutes additional offense and provide exceptions: H4511
Trains; limit the time a train may block four-lane street intersections in
municipalities during certain periods of time: H3073
Transportation Commission; laws pertaining to the Commissions be sus-
pended for 6 years; Transportation dept to be operated at
the discretion Secretary of Transportation: H3782
Transportation Commission; provide the commissioners must be elected:
H3779
Transportation Department; eliminate Department of Transportation Com-
mission and devolve duties to secretary of transportation;
secretary to be appointed by Governor: H3784
Transportation Department; eliminate Department of Transportation Com-
mission and its responsibilities: S0301, S0600, H3703
Transportation Infrastructure Bank; Governor the appointing authority for
members of Board of Directors: S1245
Transportation plan; Commission shall establish a project priority list for
each program category to be included in infrastructure plan
and non-federal aid program; increase number of commis-
sion; other provisions: S0492, S0505
Turnpike projects; include nontax revenues made available within the defi-
nition of turnpike facilities revenues and other provisions:
S0710, H4177
University of South Carolina Women’s Basketball National Champions
signs to be erected: S0614
York County; Daniel Lee “Dan” Lowry intersection named: S1240
York County; Deputy James Brent McCants Memorial Boulevard names:
H3359
York County; Detective Mike Doty Memorial Highway named: S0938
York County; In memory of Eric Lessmeister, ’Once a Bearcat, Always a
Bearcat’ sign erected: H4198
York County; Karson Bailey Whitesell Memorial Intersection named:
H5190
York County; Veterans Memorial Highway named: H4175
TREASURERS
County auditor, treasurer or member of county board of tax appeals, unlaw-
ful conduct; substitute term Comptroller General for DOR:
H3270
Delinquent tax penalties; provide that a county treasurer or authorized office
may waive late penalties for certain good causes: S0708
State
2014 Winter Storm; treasurer to disburse funds to counties and munic-
ipalities that maintain unreimbursed expenses from storm:
S0501
Charter schools, revolving loan program; provide state treasurer may
use program funds to create a debt reserve fund: S0445
Financial reports from counties and municipalities; substitute term
comptroller general for state treasurer: H3270
Golf carts, permits; require a decal and registration from DMV;
increase permit fee; provide revenue from fee be remitted
to the non-Federal aid highway fund; other provisions:
S0836
Higher education governing board member reimbursements; if mem-
ber receives reimbursements in excess of certain limits, the
state treasurer shall withhold the amount of the excess from
the institutions general fund: H3110
Nichols, SC; treasurer to disburse certain funds to the town for recov-
ery after Hurricane Matthew: S0483
Political Subdivision; SLED required to create, prepare, maintain &
certify a report listing each political subdivision it has
determined to be in compliance with statutes; designate
report as ICR; other provisions: S0776, H4496
State Treasurer to be appointment by Governor with consent from
Senate: H3563
State Treasurer; require State Treasurer to provide General Assembly
an annual report detailing investments and investment
strategies: H4450
TRUCKS







Family Court; clarify the court’s jurisdiction in matter of a special needs
trust for a disabled individual and revise terminology:
S0415, H3511
Probate; define terms, provide for electronic communication to personal
representative of an estate, procedures and exceptions:
H3013
Time limit to commence a probate, testacy, or appointment proceeding; pro-
vide for proceedings for more than 10 years after dece-
dent’s death in certain circumstances: S0589
TUITION AND GRANTS
See Colleges and Universities (this index)
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
See Employment Security Commission (this index)
UNIFORM LAWS
Uniform Athlete Agents Act of 2017; adopt the interstate compact for regis-
tration of student athlete agents and make conforming
changes; revise various provisions and requirements:
S0029, H3068
UNION COUNTY
Voting precincts, Union County; redesignate map number and correct out-
dated references: H4181
UTILITIES
See Also Public Service Commission (this index)
See Also Specific Utility (this index)
Base Load Review Act; prohibit a utility that employs the Act’s abandon-
ment procedure from giving or awarding to an office or
executive a severance package with a value greater than the
largest severance given an employee: H4420
Base load review and project development orders; specify and revise provi-
sions: H4022
Clean Energy Access Act: H5001
Customer installation and utilization of distributed energy resources; define
terms and other provisions: H4421
Electric Coops; permit a joint membership in an electric coop subject to cer-
tain requirements and procedures: H4613
Electric Coops; revise notice requirements for meetings, voting procedures,
and elections: H5453
Electric Utilities and Coops; require to offer customers a no-fee smart meter
opt-out and other provisions: H4723
Electric utilities and cooperatives; provide that notice must be given to resi-
dents prior to a utility company undertaking; provide for
notice content, meeting, and other provisions: S0216
Electrical utilities; provide companies shall bury all of its new lines installed
and existing lines within the boundaries of a municipality:
H3528
Energy cooperative; provide each person with an ownership interest in a
property that uses energy furnished by the cooperative is
eligible for membership: S0832
Energy; provide for procurement of lowest-cost energy from independent
power producers and other provisions: S0890, H4796
Engineer immunity; provide specified immunity for certain voluntary sur-
veying services at scene of declared emergency; conditions
and exceptions; revise definitions of exempt cooperative
employees from engineering regulations: S0342
Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251
Lease of renewable electric generation facilities programs; provide that les-
sor of facilities may offer warranty services and to remove
current two percent cap; revise definition: H4421
Net energy metering rates; remove language providing that rates approved
by the commission are the exclusive net metering rates
available to customer-generators; revise definition: H4421
Offshore wind resources provisions: S0724, H4304
Onsite distributed energy resouces; prohibit descrimination through restric-
tive covenants, deed restrictions or HOA documents:
H4421
Palmetto Power Promise Act: H5252
Pro Tem and Speaker of the House to mutually retain individuals who are
experts in nuclear energy for sale of VC Summer: H4401
Public Service Authority; exempt electrolytic processors from the exclusive
service right of Public Service Authority and other provi-
sions; provide for industrial utility meaning and jurisdic-
tion: H4874
Public Utilities; provide for renewable energy program access and other
provisions: S0987
Public utility; provide that a public utility that supplies electricity or natural
gas may not transfer or apply a delinquent, late, or overdue
or unpaid balance from one account to another account:
H3335
Radio common carrier and cable service provider; prohibit from airing
fraudulent advertisement; penalties: H4522
SC Electric Consumer Bill of Rights: H4421
SC Natural Gas Pipelines Initiative Act: H4703
SC Net Neutrality Preservation Act; define terms; provide that a telecom-
munications or internet service provider shall dislcose
accurate information regarding network management;
other provisions: H4614
SC Net Neutrality Protection and Maintenance Act: H4706
SC Solar Habitat Act: H4875
Safe Water Act: H3299
Sales tax, communication services; to exclude from imposition of tax
imposed on video streaming received by customer over
internet: S1093
Solar farm; require electrical utility operating a solar farm to build and
maintain a vegetative buffer around farm and define terms:
H4730
South Carolina Small Town Competitive Power Act: H5253
Tax credits; provide for tax credit for purchase or lease of solar energy prop-
erty and places it in service to state; provide definitions:
S0935, H4699
Telecommunication or internet service providers; may not collect personal
data from use of service without consent: H4154
Unlawful contributions and expenditures; prohibit General Assembly Mem-
bers, constitutional officers, or candidates from soliciting
or accepting campaign contributions from any utility, com-
pany, corporation, etc: S0831, S0839, H4501
Utilities, oversight and regulation; conforming changes: H4378
Utility Oversight Committee, created; provide for composition, duties and
administration: H4378
VC Summer Nuclear Facility; require a valuation of teh state’s 45 percent
ownership in units 2 and 3: S0772
Water and sewer; Public Service Commission must establish customer
classes and other provisions: S1138
VETERANS’ AND MILITARY AFFAIRS
See Also Adjutant General (this index)
Controlled substance offenses and penalties; legalize possession of certain
weight of marijuana or hashish by a veteran with an honor-
able discharge who has PTSD due to service: H3162
Driver’s license and special IDs, veteran designation; provide that certain
persons who have been separated from teh National Guard
are eligible to obtain a driver’s license that contains a vet-
eran designation: H3297
High School Diplomas to certain veterans; include veterans of the eras of
the Korean War and Vietnam War: H3033
Income tax deduction; allow for deduction of all military retirement income
and first responder retirement income; other provisions:
H4936
Pensions, SC National Guard; increase the amount of the pension: H3105
Resident vendor preferences; provide that a business owned by a service-
disabled veteran shall receive a 5 percent preference
through use of set-asides on contract awards: H4591





Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; eliminate enrollment time limits for these
veterans and revise definitions: H3034
Tuition rates for veterans, in-state; revise residency requirements and define
terms: H3035
Tuition rates for veterans; provide definition includes a child or spouse
enrolling within three years of veteran discharge provided
child or spouse is qualified; provide for continued eligibil-
ity: S0531
Veterans’ Affairs, Director of the division; direction shall receive and
respond to complaints from veterans reguarding county
veterans’ affairs officers: H3428
Veterans’ Affairs; require director of the division be a veteran;  revise defi-
nitions and provide minimum number of service hours to
be appointed a county officer: H3469
VETERINARY MEDICINE
See Also Animals (this index)
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Vets and Vet techs; provide vets and techs may practice outside of licensed
jurisdiction during declared state of emergency if in good
standing with board: S0841
VICTIMS AND WITNESSES OF CRIME
See Crimes and Offenses (this index)
VIDEOS





VOTER’S AND VOTING PRECINCTS
See Elections (this index)
WARRANTIES
See Consumer Affairs (this index)
WARRANTS
See Courts (this index)
WASTE
See Conservation (this index)
See Hazardous and Nuclear Waste (this index)
See Water and Sewer (this index)
WATER AND SEWER
Clean drinking water; DHEC shall conduct a feasibility study concerning
the most efficient and cost-effective manner to provide
clean drinking water to citizens with no infrastructure:
H3232
Dams and reservoirs safety act; revise certain definitions to make provisions
further applicable to certain dams; owner responsibilities;
emergency action plans and other provisions: H3218
Dams; DHEC to focus resources on high and significant hazard dams:
S1190
Dams; provide for exclusions from certain statutes with submission of spec-
ifications of dam or if not a threat to life or another’s prop-
erty; allow for DHEC to issue order to repair or remove
unsafe dams: S0983
Fair Access to Residential Water Act of 2017: H5251
VETERANS’ AND MILITARY AFFAIRS (Continued)
Naegleria Fowleri; require owners of freshwater locations to post notice of
the amoeba and how to minimize infection risk; DHEC to
provide a standard notice for posting and do inspections:
H3113
Pioneer Rural Water District, Board of Directors; abolish existing board and
reconstitute board to be appointed by Governor and other
provisions: H4091
Pioneer Rural Water District; cease construction activity until court decision
is made on constructing water treatment facility: S0639
Safe Water Act: H3299
Surface Water Stewardship Act: S0024
Surface water withdrawal; require permitting for new withdrawals and for
expansion of existing registration; other provisions: H3890
WATERCRAFT
Boats and watercraft; provide for procedures concerning property tax
assessments and payments and issues of certificates of
number; provide for application fee and use of revenue;
other provisions: S1051, H4715
Milli’s Law: S0025
Property Tax Assessments for watercraft and boats; provide a person may
claim a qualifying boat or watercraft as primary residence
for purpose of ad valorem property taxation; provide for
application requirements and definition: S0050
SLED; provide SLED shall not record a violation of a provision relating to
carrying an insufficient number of personal floatation
devises on a boat in any database used for criminal records:
H4019
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Watercraft abandonment; provide a sheriff may enforce provisions: H4976
Watercraft restrictions on Lake H. Taylor Blalock; extend the period for the
hunting of waterfowl: S0758
Watercraft; increase distance between watercraft and another object where
the water craft may operate over idle speed and other pro-
visions: S0367, H3577
WEAPONS
 Firearms; prohibit the possession, distribution, or manufacture of a device,
part, component, attachment, or accessory intended to
accelerate the rate of fire of a semiautomatic firearm; pro-
vide penalties and exceptions: H4424
Clerks and Magistrates shall report to SLED case dispositions within 10
days and report issuance of restraining orders and other
orders preventing firearm possession within 48 hours; Law
enforcement reports in 24 hours: S0516
Concealed Weapons
Concealable weapon on property; provide this provision does not pre-
clude an Real Estate Agent or prospective purchaser from
carrying on certain properties: H4798
Concealed weapons holder; delete restriction place on holder on carry-
ing on a post-secondary school property under certain cir-
cumstances and provide institution should develop
policies: H3248, H3262
Concealed weapons permit; allow for carry on school property leased
by a church for services or church activities with permis-
sion from church governing body: H4598
Concealed weapons permit; provide a church or religious sanctuary
that allows a permit holder to carry on premises is not civ-
illy or criminally liable: H4409
Concealed weapons permits; allow for a concealed weapon permit
holder to carry on church property if granted permission by
church and other provisions: S0769
Concealed weapons permits; revise provisions prohibiting concealed
carry into certain locations: H4709
Concealed weapons, carry while on duty; include persons who are
retired from certain offices and clerks of court: S0324,
H3205
Concealed weapons; create cause of action for CWP holder who is
injured on premises where prohibited; Institutional Con-
cealed Weapons Permit, created; Create exceptions for
mandatory evacuations and other provisions: S0088,
S0432
Firearms in schools; exempt concealed weapons permit holders from
prohibitions: H4956




Hanguns; prohibit person from carrying a handgun into certain places
without permission of the owner or person in charge of the
premises; revise concealed weapons provisions and make
conforming changes: H3930
National Concealed Weapons Permit Reciprocity Act: H3240
Persons allowed to carry concealed weapons while on duty; include
victim advocates employed by law enforcement: H3174
Premises owner’s right to permit concealed weapons; provide that the
owner is liable for any injury sustained by a concealed
weapon permit holder and provide civil liabilities: H3239
Retired law enforcement officers, issuance of IDs and carrying con-
cealed weapons; delete the provision that restricts the car-
rying of concealed weapons onto certain premises: H4404
Firearm at school; require Board of Ed to establish regulations to allow
instructors of military science to carry a firearm on school
campus and other provisions: S1102
Firearm, unlawful discharge in unincorporated areas without appropriate
safety measures; provide for penalties and exceptions:
H4463
Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require national instant check must
be completed before delivery of firearm: S0143
Firearms Criminal Background Checks; require that national instant crimi-
nal background check be completed and other provisions:
H3180, H3181
Firearms and ammo, unlawful possession; expand parameters of the offense
to include persons convicted of crime punishable by
imprisonment of more than one year and provide graduated
penalties: H5160
Firearms criminal background checks; require a 28 day waiting period for
purchasers or transferees under certain conditions: H3328
Firearms, unregulated activities; provide that a political subdivision may not
regulate firearm accessories: H4707
Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of devices to accelerate rate
of fire of a firearm and other provisions: H4975
Firearms; prohibit possession, distribution, etc of devices to accelerate rate
of fire of a firearm; person under 21 may not purchase rifle
or shotgun; other provisions: S1118
Firearms; provide it is a felony to solicit, persuade, encourage or entice a
transfer of a firearm or ammunition that violates the law;
penalties: S0430
Firearms; provide it is unlawful to sell an assault rifle to a person less then
20 years old, provide penalty and define terms: H4990
Greentip ammunition; provide it is unlawful to use, transport, manufacture,
possess, distribute, sell or buy and provide penalties:
H3252
Handguns, impose a 7 percent fee to be deposited in the school safety fund
to provide for school resource officers: H5182
Handguns, offenses for discharging into properties; expand purview to
include shopping malls, movie theaters, parking lots and
other public gatherings: H3192
Handguns, offenses; increase the penalty and fines for unlawful carrying:
H3182
Handguns, offenses; restructure the penalty and provide tiered penalty struc-
ture: H3190
Handguns, unlawful carry or sale; create graduated penalties for subsequent
offenses: H3191
Handguns, unlawful carrying; add additional exceptions for emergency
medical service providers, firefighters, and other first
responders during certain circumstances: H3187
Handguns; provide it is unlawful to sell to person under the age of 18 or per-
son one reasonably suspects not meeting certain categories;
change term handgun to firearm; other penalties and provi-
sions: S0527
Jacob Hall’s Law: S0085, H3330
Law Enforcement Training Council; develop guidelines for a training pro-
gram to first responders that certifies them to possess fire-
arms on school premises and other circumstances: H3566
Lizzy’s Law: H3217, H4464
Offenses involving weapons; include assault weapons and increase penalties
for violations; create a two-tiered penalty scheme; provide
violations and penalties for selling to anyone who appears
on the terrorist watch list: H3183
Offenses involving weapons; no gun transfer may occur until after 28 days
after background check; provide penalties: S0158, S0159
SC Constitutional Carry Act of 2017: S0449, H3700
School Protection Officer Act: H4972
WEAPONS (Continued)
Second Amendment Protection Act: H5202
Sentencing Reform: H5155
Terrorist watch list; provide it is unlawful to sell or give a firearm to a per-
son whose name appears on the terrorist watch list  and
penalties for violations: H3266
Weapons, offenses involving; provide it is unlawful to threaten to cause
damage, injury or death to person or property with a fire-
arm; provisions and penalties: S0431, H5007
WELFARE
See Social Services (this index)
WETLANDS
See Conservation (this index)
WIL LOU GRAY OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
Board of Trustees, elections of April 11, 2018: S1055
Children’s Advocacy Department, created; provide for duties and responsi-
bilities: S0805
Will Lou Gray Opportunity School Board of Trustees; revise compositions
by eliminating two ex officio seats; provide for taining of
board members; other provisions: S0857
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Williamsburg County School District Board of Trustees; to provide for the
board to have two at-large members and provisions: S0568
WILLS
See Trusts and Estates (this index)
WINE
See Alcohol and Alcoholic Beverages (this index)
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Definitions; revise definitions to modify requirements for firefighters seek-
ing workers’ compensation cause by PTSD: H3347
Diseases sustained by a firefighter, workers’ compensation; provide certain
additional medical conditions, delete minimum age
requirement, and other provisions: H3348
Maintenance tax imposed by Workers’ Comp Commissions; delete an
uncodified provision that terminates the act five years after
its effective date: H3406
Regulations Approved
Chapter revisions (D. No. 4735): S0681, H4131
Right to compensation not affected by liability of third parties; define terms
and provide that attorney fees shall be paid from fund
recovered for the carrier from the liable third party: S0246
Workers Compensation Commission hearings; provide that the venue for
the hearings shall be in districts established by the commis-
sion: S1121
Workers’ Comp, burial expenses; increase the maximum payable amount:
H3879
Workers’ Compensation Commission hearings; provide hearings must be
held in district in which injury occurred and provide dis-
tricts determined by commission: H5153
Workers’ Compensation Commissioner salaries; provide the annual salary
shall be 85 percent of salary paid to a circuit court judge:
S0910, H4801
Workers’ Compensation; include among categories reserve police officers
performing off-duty services: H3835
Workers’ Compensation; provide definition for first responder and modify
requirements of employee seeking compensation for PTSD
arising from first responder involvement in traumatic expe-
rience: S0164, S0174, H3523
Workers’ Compensation; provide payment by employers’ representatives







Daniel Lee “Dan” Lowry intersection named: S1240
Detective Mike Doty Memorial Highway named: S0938
Karson Bailey Whitesell Memorial Intersection named: H5190
Veterans Memorial Highway named: H4175
Voting precincts, York County; add precinct and redesignate map number:
H4981
York County; In memory of Eric Lessmeister, ’Once a Bearcat, Always a
Bearcat’ sign erected: H4198
YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
No Entries
YOUTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
See Juvenile Justice Department (this index)
ZONING





Representative  .  .  . Alexander - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3023 JR H 3024 JR H 3035 GB H 3074 GB H 3099 GB
H 3112 JR H 3140 GB H 3235 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3462 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3569 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3646 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3702 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3964 CR
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4009 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4114 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4150 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4317 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4574 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB H 4601 GB
H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR
H 4793 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4834 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4929 CR H 4931 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R 
H 4974 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 4996 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5101 R 
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H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5155 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5195 CR H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5237 R 
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5344 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  865
       Total passed bills:  827
Senator  .  .  . Alexander - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0046 GB S 0078 GB S 0198 GB
S 0199 GB S 0200 GB S 0213 GB S 0218 GB S 0219 GB
S 0248 GB S 0250 GB S 0261 GB S 0263 GB S 0277 GB
S 0278 GB S 0279 GB S 0294 R S 0299 GB S 0303 CR
S 0304 CR S 0322 GB S 0323 GB S 0342 GB S 0351 GB
S 0354 GB S 0367 GB S 0368 GB S 0379 R S 0381 GB
S 0383 R S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R 
S 0450 R S 0451 GB S 0455 R S 0474 R S 0476 R 
S 0477 R S 0478 GB S 0491 R S 0495 GB S 0498 CR
S 0500 R S 0507 GB S 0532 CR S 0538 GB S 0539 GB
S 0540 GB S 0551 GB S 0577 GB S 0579 GB S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0636 R S 0638 CR S 0639 JR
S 0649 GB S 0669 R S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0714 R S 0748 R S 0780 CR S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0877 GB S 0888 GB S 0892 R S 0911 GB
S 0940 CR S 0942 R S 0943 R S 0944 R S 0955 JR
S 0960 R S 0962 GB S 0963 GB S 1016 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1036 CR S 1037 R S 1048 R S 1050 GB
S 1054 R S 1055 CR S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1067 GB
S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1110 GB S 1127 GB S 1143 R 
S 1161 CR S 1177 R S 1178 R S 1184 R S 1189 GB
S 1191 CR S 1198 R S 1201 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1249 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1260 CR S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1276 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  131
       Total passed bills:   94
Senator  .  .  . Allen - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0057 GB S 0147 GB S 0206 R S 0207 R 
S 0249 R S 0270 GB S 0271 GB S 0282 R S 0304 CR
S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R 
S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0500 R S 0560 GB S 0580 GB S 0583 R S 0599 R 
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0677 R 
S 0685 R S 0694 R S 0695 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR
S 0706 CR S 0719 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0887 R 
S 0909 GB S 0912 GB S 0942 R S 1002 JR S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1094 R S 1106 R S 1114 R S 1136 GB S 1164 CR
S 1166 R S 1167 R S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1264 R S 1286 R 
S 1295 R 
       Total bills reported:   81
       Total passed bills:   69
Representative  .  .  . Allison - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3174 GB H 3220 GB H 3221 GB H 3236 GB
H 3237 GB H 3238 GB H 3240 GB H 3292 GB H 3293 GB
H 3294 GB H 3295 GB H 3343 GB H 3358 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3379 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3426 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3508 JR H 3510 CR H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3646 GB H 3652 GB
H 3654 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3686 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3702 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
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H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3937 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3959 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3969 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4004 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4031 GB H 4033 GB H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4040 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4322 GB H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB
H 4480 GB H 4491 GB H 4535 R H 4544 CR H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4584 R H 4585 R H 4592 GB H 4596 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4618 GB H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4632 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4640 R H 4641 R H 4642 R 
H 4643 GB H 4645 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4658 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB
H 4680 GB H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4692 R H 4693 R H 4696 GB H 4701 GB H 4702 GB
H 4710 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4803 GB
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4846 R H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4919 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4933 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4980 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5017 GB H 5018 GB H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5042 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5139 CR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5210 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
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H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  913
       Total passed bills:  845
Representative  .  .  . Anderson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3195 GB H 3220 GB H 3221 GB H 3340 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3439 GB H 3443 GB H 3464 JR H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3529 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3582 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3650 GB
H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3841 GB H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3879 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3943 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3989 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4211 R H 4212 R H 4213 R 
H 4214 R H 4215 R H 4216 R H 4217 R H 4218 R 
H 4219 R H 4220 R H 4221 R H 4222 R H 4223 R 
H 4224 R H 4225 R H 4226 R H 4227 R H 4228 R 
H 4229 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4597 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4683 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4720 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
755
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4804 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5033 CR
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB
H 5046 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5084 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5118 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5329 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  887
       Total passed bills:  851
Representative  .  .  . Anthony - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3513 GB H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3662 GB H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3726 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3867 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4044 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
756
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4181 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4933 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  835
       Total passed bills:  812
Representative  .  .  . Arrington - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3017 GB H 3035 GB H 3233 JR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB
H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
757
H 3676 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3848 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR
H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3915 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4001 JR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4036 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4066 GB H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4130 JR
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4142 CR H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4364 R H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4418 GB H 4421 GB H 4432 GB H 4459 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4796 GB H 4808 GB H 4814 GB H 4815 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4880 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4912 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4955 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
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H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  897
       Total passed bills:  838
Representative  .  .  . Atkinson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3038 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R 
H 3561 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3665 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3793 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3922 GB H 3929 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3977 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4003 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4205 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4678 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
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H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4817 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4923 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5185 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  848
       Total passed bills:  824
Representative  .  .  . Atwater - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3016 CR H 3025 GB H 3035 GB H 3066 GB
H 3067 GB H 3080 GB H 3184 GB H 3188 GB H 3233 JR
H 3240 GB H 3305 GB H 3329 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3520 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3590 GB H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3614 GB H 3618 GB H 3619 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB
H 3647 GB H 3650 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3700 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3822 GB H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3847 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 3999 CR H 4000 CR H 4002 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4022 GB H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
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H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB
H 4487 GB H 4488 GB H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4576 R 
H 4577 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB
H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4680 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4726 GB H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4836 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4914 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4967 GB H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5040 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  883
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . Bales - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3137 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3459 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3540 CR H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3558 GB
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
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H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3593 GB H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4098 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4416 GB
H 4417 GB H 4421 GB H 4425 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4716 CR H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4877 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4973 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5003 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5134 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5166 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
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H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5399 CR H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  851
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . Ballentine - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3089 GB H 3141 JR H 3142 GB H 3185 R H 3243 GB
H 3336 GB H 3337 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3375 R H 3376 R H 3377 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3396 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3404 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3445 GB
H 3446 GB H 3447 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3594 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB
H 3652 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3747 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3790 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3816 GB H 3818 GB
H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4019 GB
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4303 GB
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4421 GB
H 4483 GB H 4537 R H 4538 R H 4539 R H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4611 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4705 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
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H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4796 GB H 4810 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4972 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5046 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5166 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5413 R H 5417 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  878
       Total passed bills:  824
Representative  .  .  . Bamberg - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3610 GB H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
764
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4458 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4593 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4697 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5013 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  824
       Total passed bills:  810
Representative  .  .  . Bannister - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3240 GB H 3303 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
765
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3719 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3740 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB
H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3828 GB
H 3830 GB H 3831 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3885 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB
H 3935 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R 
H 4044 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4340 CR H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4484 GB
H 4491 GB H 4496 GB H 4528 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4680 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4810 JR H 4811 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4899 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4932 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4969 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5150 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
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H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  870
       Total passed bills:  816
Representative  .  .  . Bedingfield - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3067 GB H 3126 GB H 3137 GB H 3177 GB H 3204 GB
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3463 GB
H 3465 GB H 3466 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3479 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB H 3529 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3567 CR H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3592 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3647 GB H 3650 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3684 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3702 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3769 GB H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB
H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB
H 3826 GB H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3882 GB H 3885 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4112 GB H 4115 GB
H 4117 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4491 GB H 4528 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB
H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
       Total bills reported:  509
       Total passed bills:  452
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Representative  .  .  . Bennett - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3147 GB H 3233 JR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB
H 3522 GB H 3523 GB H 3524 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB
H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3653 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3676 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3822 GB
H 3826 GB H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3878 CR H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3898 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3915 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3935 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4001 JR H 4003 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4039 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4066 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4142 CR H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4364 R H 4365 R H 4366 R 
H 4368 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4418 GB H 4432 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4702 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4798 GB H 4808 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4833 GB H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4854 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4880 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4912 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4955 GB H 4957 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4976 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
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H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R 
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5319 GB
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  907
       Total passed bills:  838
Senator  .  .  . Bennett - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0017 GB S 0046 GB S 0054 GB
S 0072 GB S 0080 GB S 0091 GB S 0092 GB S 0093 GB
S 0094 GB S 0114 GB S 0128 GB S 0218 GB S 0275 GB
S 0302 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0379 R 
S 0391 GB S 0392 R S 0394 GB S 0407 GB S 0408 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0452 GB S 0455 R S 0500 R 
S 0559 GB S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0622 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0651 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0684 R 
S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0708 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0870 GB S 0888 GB S 0925 GB S 0931 GB S 0932 GB
S 0942 R S 0985 JR S 1002 JR S 1009 GB S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1028 GB S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1056 GB S 1065 R S 1067 GB S 1078 R S 1110 GB
S 1129 GB S 1147 GB S 1148 GB S 1160 GB S 1168 R 
S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1226 R 
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1247 CR S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   94
       Total passed bills:   58
Representative  .  .  . Bernstein - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3328 GB H 3336 GB H 3337 GB H 3339 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3444 GB H 3445 GB H 3446 GB
H 3447 GB H 3448 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3521 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3571 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3615 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3641 GB H 3643 GB
H 3644 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3662 GB H 3663 GB
H 3664 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3724 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3794 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3827 GB H 3830 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3850 GB H 3851 GB
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3864 GB H 3865 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3927 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4044 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
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H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4190 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR
H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4381 GB H 4392 GB H 4421 GB
H 4433 GB H 4435 GB H 4456 GB H 4460 CR H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4583 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4686 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4717 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4855 GB
H 4856 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5022 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5067 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5142 CR H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5371 GB H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  888
       Total passed bills:  825
Representative  .  .  . Blackwell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3079 GB H 3141 JR H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
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H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3585 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3682 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4418 GB H 4454 R 
H 4455 R H 4458 GB H 4497 JR H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4591 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4651 R H 4652 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4710 GB H 4719 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4862 CR H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4973 GB H 4976 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5109 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
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H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5305 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  858
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Bowers - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3298 GB H 3307 GB H 3312 GB H 3313 GB H 3314 GB
H 3338 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3451 R H 3453 CR H 3455 CR
H 3458 JR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3515 JR H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3561 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3683 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3995 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4180 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4194 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4451 GB H 4458 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
772
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4946 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5252 GB
H 5253 GB H 5254 GB H 5255 GB H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  846
       Total passed bills:  817
Representative  .  .  . Bradley - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3334 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3515 JR H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3570 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3683 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3823 GB H 3825 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
773
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4180 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4309 JR
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4322 GB H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4451 GB H 4460 CR H 4512 GB H 4513 GB
H 4530 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4795 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4946 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5000 GB H 5003 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  846
       Total passed bills:  815
Representative  .  .  . Brawley - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3775 GB H 4162 GB H 4435 GB H 4459 R H 4465 GB
H 4498 GB H 4502 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4597 GB H 4599 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
774
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4673 GB
H 4688 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4705 GB H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4799 GB
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4856 GB
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R 
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R H 4975 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4984 R H 4985 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5014 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5200 JR
H 5201 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5369 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  452
       Total passed bills:  426
Representative  .  .  . Brown - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3026 GB H 3035 GB H 3075 GB H 3079 GB H 3084 GB
H 3093 GB H 3113 GB H 3186 GB H 3195 GB H 3209 GB
H 3220 GB H 3222 GB H 3223 GB H 3224 GB H 3311 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3439 GB H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3508 JR H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3599 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3615 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3699 GB H 3701 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3790 GB
H 3794 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3867 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3936 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3942 R H 3944 R 
H 3945 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3956 GB H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
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H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4049 GB H 4051 R 
H 4053 JR H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4114 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4150 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4161 GB H 4162 GB H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4310 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4336 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4381 GB H 4382 JR H 4407 GB H 4421 GB
H 4422 GB H 4424 GB H 4459 R H 4460 CR H 4465 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4710 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4725 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4810 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4880 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB
H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4930 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4953 GB H 4954 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4973 GB
H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5215 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5373 GB H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
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H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  902
       Total passed bills:  824
Representative  .  .  . Bryant - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3208 GB H 3920 GB H 4403 GB H 4404 GB H 4418 GB
H 4521 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4591 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4621 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4646 CR
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4671 GB H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4839 GB H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4847 R H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB
H 4935 JR H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R 
H 4970 R H 4974 GB H 4981 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5160 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5307 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5418 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5455 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  454
       Total passed bills:  434
Senator  .  .  . Bryant - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0006 GB S 0014 GB S 0042 JR
S 0056 GB S 0085 GB S 0186 GB S 0198 GB S 0199 GB
S 0200 GB S 0204 R S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0266 R 
S 0273 GB S 0276 GB S 0299 GB S 0300 GB S 0303 CR
S 0304 CR
       Total bills reported:   21
       Total passed bills:   10
Representative  .  .  . Burns - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3036 GB H 3067 GB H 3114 GB H 3131 GB
H 3143 GB H 3146 JR H 3165 GB H 3187 GB H 3188 GB
H 3220 GB H 3225 GB H 3239 GB H 3240 GB H 3262 GB
H 3315 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3466 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3592 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
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H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3684 GB H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3700 GB
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3719 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3739 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB
H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3830 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3840 CR H 3843 R 
H 3845 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3887 CR H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3929 GB H 3930 GB
H 3935 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4066 GB
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4327 GB H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4334 GB H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4384 GB H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4440 GB
H 4458 GB H 4491 GB H 4493 GB H 4496 GB H 4514 GB
H 4515 GB H 4516 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4680 GB H 4684 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4704 GB
H 4712 GB H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4723 GB
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4809 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4833 GB
H 4835 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4887 CR H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4932 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4944 JR H 4945 GB H 4949 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5041 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5163 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5203 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
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H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  916
       Total passed bills:  825
Senator  .  .  . Campbell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0006 GB S 0054 GB S 0070 GB
S 0074 GB S 0080 GB S 0086 CR S 0089 GB S 0200 GB
S 0201 GB S 0212 GB S 0263 GB S 0284 R S 0298 GB
S 0299 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0342 GB
S 0343 GB S 0349 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0404 GB
S 0407 GB S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0446 GB
S 0452 GB S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0472 GB S 0488 GB
S 0500 R S 0505 GB S 0547 CR S 0565 GB S 0571 CR
S 0579 GB S 0581 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0651 GB
S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0724 GB
S 0776 GB S 0791 GB S 0792 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0868 GB S 0870 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB S 0889 GB
S 0909 GB S 0912 GB S 0927 GB S 0928 GB S 0932 GB
S 0942 R S 0945 GB S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1063 GB S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1083 GB S 1099 GB S 1105 GB S 1110 GB
S 1112 GB S 1160 GB S 1184 R S 1190 JR S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1226 R S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  106
       Total passed bills:   60
Senator  .  .  . Campsen - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0008 GB S 0011 GB
S 0018 GB S 0020 GB S 0021 GB S 0022 GB S 0023 GB
S 0024 GB S 0027 GB S 0028 GB S 0046 GB S 0047 JR
S 0048 GB S 0050 GB S 0051 GB S 0052 GB S 0053 JR
S 0063 GB S 0064 GB S 0065 GB S 0066 GB S 0086 CR
S 0090 GB S 0099 GB S 0103 GB S 0107 GB S 0108 CR
S 0113 GB S 0118 GB S 0119 GB S 0120 GB S 0121 GB
S 0127 GB S 0128 GB S 0129 JR S 0130 JR S 0132 GB
S 0133 GB S 0137 JR S 0138 JR S 0139 JR S 0140 JR
S 0160 GB S 0218 GB S 0219 GB S 0221 GB S 0222 GB
S 0226 R S 0241 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0347 GB
S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0393 GB S 0408 GB S 0415 GB
S 0416 CR S 0424 R S 0431 GB S 0440 R S 0443 GB
S 0455 R S 0465 GB S 0488 GB S 0500 R S 0527 GB
S 0547 CR S 0555 GB S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0631 CR S 0646 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0691 JR S 0703 R S 0725 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0878 JR S 0913 GB S 0917 GB S 0927 GB S 0933 GB
S 0942 R S 0945 GB S 0983 GB S 1017 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1041 GB S 1048 R S 1051 GB S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1111 GB S 1112 GB S 1120 GB
S 1122 GB S 1142 JR S 1160 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R 
S 1190 JR S 1192 CR S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1226 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1255 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  135
       Total passed bills:   70
Senator  .  .  . Cash - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0217 GB S 0723 JR S 0768 GB S 0769 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0878 JR S 0888 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0949 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1069 JR S 1078 R S 1105 GB S 1184 R 
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   36
       Total passed bills:   27
Representative  .  .  . Caskey - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
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H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB
H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB
H 4418 GB H 4421 GB H 4459 R H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4726 GB
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4853 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5106 JR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  832
       Total passed bills:  810
Representative  .  .  . Chumley - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3035 GB H 3114 GB H 3143 GB H 3165 GB
H 3187 GB H 3188 GB H 3225 GB H 3239 GB H 3240 GB
H 3262 GB H 3305 GB H 3315 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3426 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3592 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3700 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3719 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3830 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3845 GB
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3887 CR
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4006 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4334 GB H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4440 GB H 4491 GB
H 4496 GB H 4514 GB H 4515 GB H 4516 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB
H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4704 GB H 4705 GB H 4710 GB H 4712 GB H 4715 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4723 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB
H 4803 GB H 4808 GB H 4809 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
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H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4835 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4887 CR H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4931 GB H 4933 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4944 JR
H 4945 GB H 4949 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5163 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5420 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  892
       Total passed bills:  821
Representative  .  .  . Clary - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3027 GB H 3079 GB H 3175 GB H 3189 GB H 3339 GB
H 3346 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3414 GB H 3415 GB H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3442 GB H 3448 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3514 GB H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3561 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3663 GB H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3724 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3746 GB H 3750 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3772 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3831 GB
H 3832 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3932 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3945 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4005 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4034 GB H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4182 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4417 GB
H 4421 GB H 4424 GB H 4433 GB H 4434 GB H 4443 GB
H 4444 GB H 4450 GB H 4456 GB H 4457 JR H 4460 CR
H 4480 GB H 4536 R H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4796 GB H 4811 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4875 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4888 GB H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4948 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4968 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5001 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5018 GB H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5119 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5141 CR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5270 CR
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5293 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  888
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Clemmons - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3038 GB H 3176 GB H 3177 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3247 GB H 3287 GB H 3329 GB H 3357 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3401 CR H 3403 R H 3413 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3429 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3479 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3531 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3593 GB H 3596 R 
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H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3652 GB H 3656 CR
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3702 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB
H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3806 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3818 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3856 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3884 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3918 GB H 3921 GB
H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3965 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4037 R H 4040 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4115 GB H 4116 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4382 JR H 4409 GB H 4418 GB H 4466 GB
H 4534 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4588 CR
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4609 R H 4610 GB
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB
H 4679 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4817 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4823 R H 4824 CR H 4825 CR H 4826 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4863 CR H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4877 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4964 GB H 4970 R H 4972 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5090 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5227 GB H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
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H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5267 R H 5269 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5302 CR H 5304 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  904
       Total passed bills:  841
Senator  .  .  . Climer - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0027 GB S 0056 GB S 0076 GB
S 0102 JR S 0129 JR S 0137 JR S 0140 JR S 0145 GB
S 0217 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0308 GB
S 0323 GB S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0404 GB
S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0431 GB S 0440 R S 0447 GB
S 0448 GB S 0455 R S 0488 GB S 0492 GB S 0500 R 
S 0504 GB S 0547 CR S 0578 GB S 0579 GB S 0587 GB
S 0588 GB S 0605 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0686 CR S 0703 R 
S 0715 CR S 0738 CR S 0742 R S 0764 GB S 0765 GB
S 0805 GB S 0820 GB S 0840 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0870 GB S 0888 GB S 0909 GB S 0931 GB S 0938 CR
S 0942 R S 1002 JR S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1105 GB S 1128 JR S 1138 GB S 1184 R S 1189 GB
S 1198 R S 1200 GB S 1207 R S 1224 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R 
S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R 
S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   98
       Total passed bills:   59
Representative  .  .  . Clyburn - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3015 GB H 3022 GB H 3028 GB H 3035 GB H 3051 GB
H 3055 GB H 3056 GB H 3057 JR H 3058 GB H 3060 GB
H 3068 GB H 3074 GB H 3085 GB H 3092 GB H 3093 GB
H 3100 GB H 3106 GB H 3115 GB H 3124 GB H 3134 GB
H 3143 GB H 3144 GB H 3147 GB H 3148 GB H 3149 GB
H 3151 GB H 3158 GB H 3166 JR H 3169 GB H 3175 GB
H 3178 R H 3240 GB H 3241 GB H 3251 GB H 3260 GB
H 3278 GB H 3290 GB H 3298 GB H 3299 GB H 3309 GB
H 3311 GB H 3342 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3393 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3585 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3667 GB H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3682 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
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H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4381 GB
H 4387 GB H 4392 GB H 4394 GB H 4400 GB H 4401 JR
H 4403 GB H 4407 GB H 4414 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4593 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4719 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4862 CR
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5109 GB
H 5111 R H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5305 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  897
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . Cobb-Hunter - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3007 R H 3021 GB H 3023 JR H 3026 GB H 3028 GB
H 3029 GB H 3030 GB H 3051 GB H 3059 GB H 3062 GB
H 3066 GB H 3075 GB H 3083 GB H 3085 GB H 3097 GB
H 3098 GB H 3099 GB H 3111 GB H 3115 GB H 3117 GB
H 3124 GB H 3128 GB H 3129 GB H 3144 GB H 3153 GB
H 3158 GB H 3162 GB H 3169 GB H 3173 GB H 3178 R 
H 3179 GB H 3180 GB H 3181 GB H 3183 GB H 3196 GB
H 3216 GB H 3226 GB H 3229 JR H 3232 JR H 3258 JR
H 3260 GB H 3266 GB H 3281 GB H 3304 GB H 3309 GB
H 3311 GB H 3323 GB H 3329 GB H 3339 GB H 3340 GB
H 3342 GB H 3348 GB H 3351 GB H 3362 R H 3363 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3399 CR H 3400 CR H 3402 CR
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB
H 3460 GB H 3461 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3483 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
786
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3521 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3549 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3594 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3599 GB H 3602 GB H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3741 GB H 3745 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3772 GB H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3818 GB H 3821 GB H 3824 GB H 3827 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3867 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3955 GB H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4119 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4150 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4397 GB H 4421 GB
H 4435 GB H 4456 GB H 4458 GB H 4465 GB H 4486 GB
H 4498 GB H 4499 JR H 4500 GB H 4501 GB H 4502 GB
H 4526 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4699 GB H 4700 GB H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4834 CR H 4838 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB
H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4947 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4984 R H 4985 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB
H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5014 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
787
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5200 JR H 5201 GB H 5205 R H 5206 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5386 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5476 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  945
       Total passed bills:  830
Representative  .  .  . Cogswell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3665 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3882 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3958 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4307 GB
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4427 GB H 4428 GB H 4429 GB
H 4432 GB H 4434 GB H 4436 CR H 4443 GB H 4444 GB
H 4450 GB H 4456 GB H 4457 JR H 4460 CR H 4480 GB
H 4504 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
788
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4808 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4857 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4880 GB
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4897 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4953 GB H 4954 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5089 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5319 GB H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  872
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative  .  .  . Cole - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3231 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3937 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB
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H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4116 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4434 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4857 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4933 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5216 GB
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  832
       Total passed bills:  809
Representative  .  .  . Collins - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3004 GB H 3005 GB H 3031 GB H 3036 GB H 3220 GB
H 3221 GB H 3242 GB H 3243 GB H 3247 GB H 3316 JR
H 3322 GB H 3339 GB H 3346 GB H 3358 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
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H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3473 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3617 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3662 GB H 3663 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3791 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3824 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3864 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3932 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3947 GB
H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4038 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4093 GB
H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4434 GB H 4435 GB H 4456 GB H 4457 JR H 4484 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4676 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4968 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5119 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5141 CR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
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H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5270 CR
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5293 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5372 GB H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  874
       Total passed bills:  824
Senator  .  .  . Corbin - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0263 GB
S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0312 R S 0323 GB S 0344 GB
S 0379 R S 0385 GB S 0386 JR S 0387 GB S 0388 GB
S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0420 GB S 0427 GB S 0438 R 
S 0440 R S 0442 GB S 0443 GB S 0449 GB S 0455 R 
S 0464 GB S 0500 R S 0579 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0637 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0720 R S 0726 CR S 0769 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0870 GB S 0888 GB S 0909 GB S 0939 R S 0942 R 
S 0958 GB S 0959 GB S 0995 GB S 1009 GB S 1021 R 
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1058 GB
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1105 GB S 1112 GB S 1119 JR
S 1125 GB S 1133 R S 1184 R S 1197 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1217 CR S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1284 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   87
       Total passed bills:   63
Representative  .  .  . Corley - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3300 GB H 3308 GB H 3317 GB H 3354 GB
       Total bills reported:    4
       Total passed bills:    0
Senator  .  .  . Courson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0098 GB S 0110 GB
S 0111 GB S 0219 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0319 CR
S 0335 R S 0338 JR S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0416 CR
S 0417 R S 0418 R S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0500 R 
S 0502 CR S 0515 R S 0524 CR S 0550 CR S 0673 CR
S 0703 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0942 R 
       Total bills reported:   29
       Total passed bills:   23
Representative  .  .  . Crawford - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3032 GB H 3035 GB H 3116 GB H 3240 GB H 3248 GB
H 3301 GB H 3329 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3402 CR H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3649 GB H 3653 GB H 3656 CR
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB
H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3791 GB H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3806 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3833 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3849 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3861 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3965 CR
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
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H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4031 GB H 4033 GB H 4037 R H 4040 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4115 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4268 GB
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4381 GB H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4491 GB
H 4534 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4588 CR
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4683 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4817 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5007 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5046 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5145 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5179 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5227 GB
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5267 R H 5269 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5302 CR
H 5304 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  907
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       Total passed bills:  845
Senator  .  .  . Cromer - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0078 GB S 0086 CR S 0148 GB
S 0217 GB S 0219 GB S 0246 GB S 0254 GB S 0299 GB
S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0306 R S 0315 GB S 0320 CR
S 0323 GB S 0359 GB S 0366 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R 
S 0407 GB S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0451 GB
S 0455 R S 0463 GB S 0490 R S 0497 GB S 0500 R 
S 0522 CR S 0550 CR S 0559 GB S 0561 GB S 0579 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0745 R S 0785 GB S 0786 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0856 GB S 0859 R S 0860 R S 0861 R 
S 0863 GB S 0866 GB S 0878 JR S 0879 R S 0885 GB
S 0888 GB S 0916 GB S 0927 GB S 0942 R S 0945 GB
S 0969 GB S 0985 JR S 0996 GB S 1002 JR S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1034 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1067 GB S 1078 R S 1095 R S 1112 GB S 1115 R 
S 1144 GB S 1181 CR S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1267 CR S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  100
       Total passed bills:   69
Representative  .  .  . Crosby - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3033 GB H 3035 GB H 3076 GB H 3086 GB H 3087 GB
H 3141 JR H 3145 JR H 3175 GB H 3182 GB H 3184 GB
H 3204 GB H 3206 GB H 3208 GB H 3209 GB H 3218 GB
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3244 GB H 3245 GB H 3246 GB
H 3247 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 GB H 3309 GB H 3353 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3655 R 
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3747 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3790 GB H 3793 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3820 GB
H 3822 GB H 3828 GB H 3830 GB H 3831 GB H 3832 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3881 GB H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4246 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4307 GB H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4680 GB
H 4688 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
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H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4880 GB
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4900 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4976 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5186 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5411 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  890
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative  .  .  . Daning - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3017 GB H 3033 GB H 3034 GB H 3035 GB H 3038 GB
H 3086 GB H 3087 GB H 3088 JR H 3089 GB H 3114 GB
H 3130 GB H 3136 GB H 3142 GB H 3145 JR H 3146 JR
H 3156 GB H 3158 GB H 3159 GB H 3164 GB H 3175 GB
H 3176 GB H 3184 GB H 3188 GB H 3204 GB H 3207 GB
H 3221 GB H 3226 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3246 GB
H 3247 GB H 3256 GB H 3316 JR H 3319 GB H 3329 GB
H 3343 GB H 3355 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3594 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3881 GB H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3993 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4001 JR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
795
H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4246 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB
H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4688 CR
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5061 GB H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5186 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  895
       Total passed bills:  827
Representative  .  .  . Davis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3076 GB H 3141 JR H 3220 GB H 3355 CR
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
796
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3517 GB H 3523 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R 
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3772 GB
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR
H 3879 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4001 JR H 4003 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4014 GB H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4066 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4118 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4246 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4392 GB H 4418 GB
H 4427 GB H 4428 GB H 4429 GB H 4436 CR H 4458 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4799 GB H 4808 GB
H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4900 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5341 GB H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  876
       Total passed bills:  831
Senator  .  .  . Davis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0011 GB S 0019 GB S 0084 GB
S 0090 GB S 0118 GB S 0212 GB S 0226 R S 0303 CR
S 0304 CR S 0313 GB S 0337 GB S 0342 GB S 0345 GB
S 0379 R S 0380 R S 0392 R S 0397 GB S 0400 GB
S 0403 GB S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0468 GB S 0482 GB S 0500 R S 0503 GB S 0545 CR
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0646 GB
S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0721 R 
S 0805 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0888 GB S 0890 GB
S 0909 GB S 0927 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R S 0995 GB
S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1040 GB S 1041 GB
S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1059 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1105 GB S 1109 CR S 1112 GB S 1168 R S 1182 R 
S 1184 R S 1185 R S 1189 GB S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1255 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1279 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   91
       Total passed bills:   64
Representative  .  .  . Delleney - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3036 GB H 3146 JR H 3240 GB H 3305 GB H 3359 CR
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3371 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R H 3433 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3507 CR H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3586 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3600 GB H 3601 GB H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3677 JR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3787 CR H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3827 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3865 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3951 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3970 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4027 GB H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4198 CR H 4201 GB H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4245 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4284 CR H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4381 GB H 4491 GB
H 4531 R H 4533 R H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4617 CR
H 4620 R H 4621 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4646 CR H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4679 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4694 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4829 GB H 4830 GB
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4847 R 
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4889 GB H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4894 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4928 CR H 4930 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5004 GB
H 5007 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5153 GB H 5155 GB H 5160 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5429 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  890
       Total passed bills:  844
Representative  .  .  . Dillard - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3117 GB H 3143 GB H 3209 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3393 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3571 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3826 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3951 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4015 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4162 GB H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4381 GB H 4458 GB H 4487 GB H 4488 GB
H 4528 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB H 4601 GB
H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4725 GB
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4856 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4965 R H 4970 R H 4975 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5002 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5014 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5041 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5257 R H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
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H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5419 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5428 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  869
       Total passed bills:  830
Representative  .  .  . Douglas - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3483 GB
H 3487 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3507 CR H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3868 R H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4116 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4165 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4284 CR
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4422 GB H 4459 R H 4487 GB H 4488 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB
H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4717 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
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H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4802 GB H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4856 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4935 JR H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4974 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5079 CR H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  859
       Total passed bills:  829
Representative  .  .  . Duckworth - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3037 GB H 3038 GB H 3077 GB H 3206 GB H 3208 GB
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3301 GB H 3329 GB H 3347 GB
H 3348 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3487 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3517 GB
H 3523 GB H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3615 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3652 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3698 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3806 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB
H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3830 GB H 3831 GB
H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
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H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4405 GB H 4418 GB
H 4458 GB H 4460 CR H 4534 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4588 CR H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4678 GB H 4679 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4715 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4817 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4936 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5089 GB
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5225 CR H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5267 R H 5269 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5302 CR H 5304 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  893
       Total passed bills:  839
Representative  .  .  . Elliott - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3018 GB H 3022 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB
H 3041 GB H 3093 GB H 3100 GB H 3126 GB H 3141 JR
H 3146 JR H 3174 GB H 3175 GB H 3184 GB H 3185 R 
H 3189 GB H 3193 GB H 3204 GB H 3205 GB H 3206 GB
H 3208 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3243 GB H 3287 GB
H 3329 GB H 3339 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
803
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3442 GB H 3463 GB H 3465 GB H 3466 GB H 3473 CR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3561 R H 3562 JR H 3563 JR H 3564 JR
H 3565 GB H 3567 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3615 GB H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3652 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3684 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3729 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3746 GB H 3750 GB H 3751 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB H 3771 GB
H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB
H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3864 GB
H 3869 R H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3896 GB H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3932 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R 
H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4066 GB H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4184 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4305 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4427 GB H 4428 GB H 4429 GB
H 4432 GB H 4434 GB H 4436 CR H 4443 GB H 4456 GB
H 4457 JR H 4484 GB H 4486 GB H 4491 GB H 4520 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4618 GB H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4671 GB H 4672 GB H 4680 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4705 GB H 4710 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4726 GB H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4803 GB H 4811 GB
H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4932 GB H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5017 GB H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5041 GB H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5089 GB H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5148 GB H 5163 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5180 GB H 5181 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5319 GB H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  960
       Total passed bills:  838
Representative  .  .  . Erickson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3100 GB H 3116 GB H 3138 GB
H 3146 JR H 3204 GB H 3206 GB H 3229 JR H 3233 JR
H 3270 GB H 3271 GB H 3322 GB H 3334 GB H 3349 GB
H 3352 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3448 GB
H 3453 CR H 3456 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3480 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3515 JR H 3516 GB
H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3570 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3619 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3647 GB
H 3650 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3662 GB
H 3664 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3683 GB H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3790 GB
H 3791 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3830 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3864 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4006 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4035 GB H 4036 GB H 4037 R 
H 4044 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4180 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
805
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4335 GB H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4435 GB
H 4451 GB H 4458 GB H 4486 GB H 4487 GB H 4488 GB
H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4596 GB
H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4814 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4946 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5003 GB H 5007 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5063 GB H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5080 GB H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5110 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  929
       Total passed bills:  841
Senator  .  .  . Fanning - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0091 GB S 0092 GB S 0093 GB S 0094 GB
S 0107 GB S 0131 GB S 0137 JR S 0219 GB S 0292 R 
S 0293 R S 0304 CR S 0338 JR S 0339 GB S 0341 JR
S 0345 GB S 0350 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R 
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0457 GB S 0489 R 
S 0500 R S 0510 CR S 0512 R S 0513 CR S 0533 GB
S 0574 CR S 0578 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0621 R S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0641 CR S 0667 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0678 GB S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR
S 0722 GB S 0761 JR S 0764 GB S 0765 GB S 0771 JR
S 0772 JR S 0799 GB S 0805 GB S 0806 GB S 0816 GB
S 0817 JR S 0819 GB S 0820 GB S 0821 GB S 0822 GB
S 0823 JR S 0824 GB S 0825 JR S 0826 GB S 0827 GB
S 0828 GB S 0829 JR S 0830 GB S 0831 GB S 0839 GB
S 0840 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0890 GB S 0895 R 
S 0909 GB S 0931 GB S 0938 CR S 0942 R S 0954 JR
S 0976 JR S 0977 GB S 0978 GB S 0981 GB S 0986 R 
S 0988 GB S 0989 GB S 0990 GB S 1006 R S 1007 R 
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S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1069 JR S 1070 CR S 1078 R S 1130 R 
S 1131 JR S 1152 GB S 1158 JR S 1159 GB S 1167 R 
S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1187 R S 1188 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1240 CR
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  131
       Total passed bills:   76
Representative  .  .  . Felder - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3035 GB H 3070 GB H 3071 GB H 3100 GB
H 3116 GB H 3185 R H 3220 GB H 3221 GB H 3229 JR
H 3237 GB H 3238 GB H 3242 GB H 3270 GB H 3271 GB
H 3292 GB H 3294 GB H 3295 GB H 3322 GB H 3358 GB
H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3366 R H 3367 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R H 3433 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3456 CR H 3463 GB
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R 
H 3586 R H 3587 JR H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3600 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3615 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3725 GB H 3727 R H 3728 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3743 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R 
H 3785 GB H 3787 CR H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3826 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3951 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3969 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4001 JR H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4198 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4245 CR
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4418 GB H 4430 GB H 4433 GB H 4434 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4591 GB H 4596 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4621 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4646 CR H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4676 GB H 4679 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4718 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
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H 4789 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4806 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4839 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4847 R H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4851 GB H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4911 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4930 GB H 4935 JR H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4981 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5002 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5017 GB H 5018 GB H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5042 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5160 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5221 GB
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  922
       Total passed bills:  857
Representative  .  .  . Finlay - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3445 GB H 3446 GB H 3447 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3651 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3827 GB H 3830 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3848 GB H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3963 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3986 CR H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4008 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4021 GB H 4022 GB H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4027 GB H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4070 GB H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
808
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4419 GB H 4420 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4583 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4622 R H 4623 R 
H 4624 R H 4625 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5022 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5123 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5142 CR H 5150 GB
H 5160 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5166 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5178 GB
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5405 GB H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  861
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . Forrest - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3517 GB
H 3531 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3567 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
809
H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3665 GB
H 3667 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3698 GB H 3700 GB H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3920 GB H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4003 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4022 GB H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4272 GB
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4627 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4930 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4971 GB H 4974 GB H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5053 GB
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
810
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  859
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Forrester - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3249 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3365 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3395 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3561 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3650 GB H 3652 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3821 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3826 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3930 GB H 3937 GB H 3938 R 
H 3939 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3968 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4031 GB H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4418 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4565 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4592 GB H 4604 R H 4605 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4933 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4980 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4994 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5045 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5069 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  861
       Total passed bills:  824
Representative  .  .  . Fry - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3032 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3248 GB H 3301 GB H 3329 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR
H 3473 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3480 GB
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3529 GB H 3531 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3740 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3791 GB H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3806 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3849 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3920 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3954 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4092 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4112 GB H 4115 GB H 4117 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4128 R H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4382 JR
H 4409 GB H 4418 GB H 4420 GB H 4427 GB H 4428 GB
H 4429 GB H 4432 GB H 4458 GB H 4461 GB H 4487 GB
H 4488 GB H 4503 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4568 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4588 CR H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB
H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4613 GB
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4817 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4853 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5154 JR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5267 R H 5269 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5302 CR H 5304 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5314 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  913
       Total passed bills:  845
Representative  .  .  . Funderburk - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3035 GB H 3079 GB H 3147 GB H 3148 GB
H 3149 GB H 3150 GB H 3336 GB H 3337 GB H 3339 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3448 GB H 3452 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3792 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3830 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3847 GB
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4031 GB H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4413 GB H 4421 GB
H 4445 GB H 4446 GB H 4456 GB H 4460 CR H 4504 GB
H 4505 GB H 4506 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4796 GB H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4832 GB H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5001 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5063 GB
H 5064 GB H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5086 GB H 5087 GB H 5088 GB
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5134 R 
H 5135 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5372 GB H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5399 CR H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  867
       Total passed bills:  818
Representative  .  .  . Gagnon - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3441 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3491 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3557 R H 3559 GB
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3589 R 
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3621 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3833 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3859 R 
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB
H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4179 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4511 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4598 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4607 R 
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
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H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4679 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4707 GB H 4708 GB H 4709 GB
H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4726 GB H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4802 GB
H 4803 GB H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4859 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4987 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5071 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  863
       Total passed bills:  824
Senator  .  .  . Gambrell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0042 JR S 0085 GB S 0177 GB
S 0204 R S 0217 GB S 0263 GB S 0266 R S 0267 GB
S 0268 GB S 0269 GB S 0295 R S 0303 CR S 0304 CR
S 0323 GB S 0330 GB S 0331 R S 0379 R S 0392 R 
S 0394 GB S 0408 GB S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0420 GB
S 0437 R S 0440 R S 0450 R S 0455 R S 0463 GB
S 0469 CR S 0470 GB S 0472 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB
S 0528 GB S 0596 JR S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0618 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0629 R S 0630 R S 0652 R S 0653 CR
S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0707 CR
S 0718 R S 0743 R S 0776 GB S 0805 GB S 0815 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0880 GB S 0888 GB S 0912 GB
S 0924 R S 0931 GB S 0942 R S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1042 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1066 GB
S 1067 GB S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1104 GB S 1105 GB
S 1128 JR S 1165 CR S 1184 R S 1192 CR S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1235 CR
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1259 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  102
       Total passed bills:   72
Representative  .  .  . Gilliard - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3006 GB H 3007 R H 3008 GB H 3035 GB
H 3039 GB H 3040 GB H 3055 GB H 3061 GB H 3064 GB
H 3093 GB H 3118 GB H 3119 GB H 3120 GB H 3121 GB
H 3137 GB H 3151 GB H 3171 GB H 3183 GB H 3190 GB
H 3191 GB H 3192 GB H 3195 GB H 3209 GB H 3211 GB
H 3227 GB H 3250 GB H 3251 GB H 3252 GB H 3253 GB
H 3278 GB H 3290 GB H 3311 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3398 CR H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3417 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3428 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3439 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3606 GB H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
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H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR
H 3879 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3936 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3942 R 
H 3944 R H 3945 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3955 GB H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3989 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4049 GB
H 4051 R H 4053 JR H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4114 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4162 GB
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4310 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4336 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4383 R H 4386 GB H 4387 GB H 4388 GB
H 4389 GB H 4398 GB H 4399 R H 4402 GB H 4421 GB
H 4437 JR H 4447 GB H 4459 R H 4467 CR H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB
H 4688 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4701 GB H 4702 GB H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4725 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4799 GB H 4804 JR H 4808 GB H 4810 JR
H 4814 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4880 GB H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4947 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4975 GB H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5061 GB H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5155 GB H 5158 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5177 CR
H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5206 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5328 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  929
       Total passed bills:  825
Senator  .  .  . Goldfinch - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0029 GB S 0078 GB S 0086 CR
S 0105 GB S 0112 GB S 0136 GB S 0189 GB S 0190 GB
S 0193 GB S 0217 GB S 0274 GB S 0280 GB S 0303 CR
S 0304 CR S 0332 R S 0342 GB S 0365 GB S 0379 R 
S 0392 R S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0458 GB S 0468 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB S 0600 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0610 GB S 0611 CR S 0614 CR
S 0615 CR S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0690 GB S 0703 R S 0710 GB
S 0712 JR S 0776 GB S 0784 GB S 0816 GB S 0817 JR
S 0818 GB S 0832 GB S 0833 GB S 0835 CR S 0836 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0878 JR S 0888 GB S 0909 GB
S 0923 CR S 0931 GB S 0942 R S 1002 JR S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1066 GB S 1069 JR S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1102 GB
S 1141 R S 1149 GB S 1154 R S 1160 GB S 1184 R 
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1226 R S 1229 R 
S 1231 R S 1236 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R 
S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R 
S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   98
       Total passed bills:   58
Representative  .  .  . Govan - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3122 GB H 3209 GB H 3220 GB H 3221 GB
H 3297 GB H 3339 GB H 3343 GB H 3350 GB H 3351 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3457 CR H 3463 GB H 3470 JR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3483 GB H 3487 GB
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3521 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3790 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3824 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
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H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB
H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB
H 4434 GB H 4436 CR H 4459 R H 4460 CR H 4486 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB H 4597 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4810 JR
H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4975 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5111 R H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5210 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5222 R H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5386 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  870
       Total passed bills:  825
Senator  .  .  . Gregory - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0022 GB S 0027 GB S 0036 GB
S 0044 GB S 0057 GB S 0059 GB S 0091 GB S 0092 GB
S 0093 GB S 0094 GB S 0098 GB S 0106 GB S 0139 JR
S 0140 JR S 0150 JR S 0182 GB S 0201 GB S 0214 GB
S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0341 JR
S 0349 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0404 GB S 0416 CR
S 0440 R S 0452 GB S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0500 R 
S 0516 GB S 0527 GB S 0575 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0684 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0888 GB S 0890 GB
S 0938 CR S 0942 R S 0987 GB S 1009 GB S 1012 CR
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1118 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R 
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1218 GB S 1225 CR S 1229 R 
S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR
S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   87
       Total passed bills:   55
Senator  .  .  . Grooms - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0043 GB S 0070 GB S 0086 CR
S 0199 GB S 0200 GB S 0217 GB S 0241 GB S 0242 GB
S 0263 GB S 0283 GB S 0284 R S 0303 CR S 0304 CR
S 0305 R S 0317 CR S 0323 GB S 0337 GB S 0342 GB
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S 0350 GB S 0379 R S 0391 GB S 0392 R S 0408 GB
S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0420 GB S 0433 GB S 0440 R 
S 0444 GB S 0452 GB S 0455 R S 0456 GB S 0488 GB
S 0495 GB S 0500 R S 0505 GB S 0547 CR S 0564 GB
S 0565 GB S 0566 GB S 0597 R S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0622 GB
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0627 CR S 0643 CR S 0650 GB
S 0651 GB S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0730 R S 0732 R S 0801 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0888 GB S 0932 GB S 0942 R S 0951 R 
S 0985 JR S 0992 CR S 1010 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1063 GB S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1082 GB S 1083 GB S 1085 GB S 1100 GB S 1104 GB
S 1110 GB S 1160 GB S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1226 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1243 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  106
       Total passed bills:   71
Representative  .  .  . Hamilton - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3041 GB H 3067 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3296 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3465 GB H 3466 GB
H 3467 JR H 3468 GB H 3471 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3529 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3567 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3592 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB
H 3650 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3684 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3830 GB
H 3831 GB H 3832 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3861 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3885 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB
H 3935 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4184 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4303 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4440 GB
H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4632 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4680 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
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H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4932 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4989 CR H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5227 GB H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5319 GB H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  891
       Total passed bills:  825
Representative  .  .  . Hardee - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3487 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3806 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3815 CR H 3831 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3924 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4020 GB
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4075 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
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H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4458 GB
H 4534 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4588 CR
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4679 GB H 4683 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4817 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5267 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5302 CR H 5304 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  867
       Total passed bills:  827
Representative  .  .  . Hart - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3484 GB
H 3485 JR H 3486 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3503 R H 3504 R 
H 3505 R H 3510 CR H 3518 GB H 3519 GB H 3526 GB
H 3527 GB H 3528 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3547 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
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H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3616 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3640 R H 3657 CR H 3659 R 
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3794 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4459 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4834 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5030 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
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H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5464 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  844
       Total passed bills:  814
Representative  .  .  . Hayes - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3381 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3513 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3544 CR H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3607 GB H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3653 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3802 GB H 3803 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3867 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB
H 3929 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3947 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4335 GB H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4593 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4648 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
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H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5101 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5136 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5199 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  847
       Total passed bills:  824
Senator  .  .  . Hembree - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0003 GB S 0006 GB S 0008 GB
S 0017 GB S 0018 GB S 0020 GB S 0027 GB S 0042 JR
S 0054 GB S 0072 GB S 0082 GB S 0083 GB S 0086 CR
S 0087 GB S 0090 GB S 0096 GB S 0097 GB S 0107 GB
S 0108 CR S 0112 GB S 0118 GB S 0119 GB S 0121 GB
S 0129 JR S 0137 JR S 0139 JR S 0140 JR S 0179 GB
S 0182 GB S 0196 GB S 0197 GB S 0217 GB S 0245 GB
S 0285 R S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0312 R S 0323 GB
S 0338 JR S 0342 GB S 0350 GB S 0365 GB S 0369 GB
S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0407 GB S 0408 GB S 0416 CR
S 0426 GB S 0440 R S 0445 GB S 0452 GB S 0455 R 
S 0462 GB S 0472 GB S 0481 GB S 0483 JR S 0500 R 
S 0502 CR S 0504 GB S 0509 CR S 0527 GB S 0534 GB
S 0579 GB S 0597 R S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0622 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0684 R 
S 0685 R S 0690 GB S 0693 CR S 0703 R S 0709 GB
S 0710 GB S 0810 GB S 0811 CR S 0812 GB S 0813 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0858 GB S 0870 GB S 0878 JR
S 0888 GB S 0903 R S 0918 GB S 0919 GB S 0920 GB
S 0922 GB S 0931 GB S 0932 GB S 0942 R S 0959 GB
S 0985 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1028 GB S 1033 GB
S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1072 GB S 1078 R 
S 1112 GB S 1123 GB S 1180 R S 1184 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1219 CR S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1234 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR
S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  137
       Total passed bills:   74
Representative  .  .  . Henderson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR
H 3403 R H 3420 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3438 GB
H 3439 GB H 3440 GB H 3442 GB H 3465 GB H 3466 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3587 JR H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3646 GB H 3652 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
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H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R 
H 3774 GB H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3849 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3862 GB H 3863 GB
H 3871 GB H 3872 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R 
H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4004 GB H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4031 GB
H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4092 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4112 GB H 4117 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4184 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4380 GB H 4410 GB
H 4411 GB H 4412 GB H 4418 GB H 4426 GB H 4438 GB
H 4480 GB H 4485 GB H 4486 GB H 4487 GB H 4488 GB
H 4489 GB H 4507 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4600 GB
H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB
H 4632 R H 4633 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4710 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4827 JR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R 
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB
H 4932 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4958 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
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H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  915
       Total passed bills:  841
Representative  .  .  . Henderson-Myers - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3195 GB H 3699 GB H 3701 GB H 3724 GB H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3827 GB H 4031 GB H 4162 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4380 GB H 4386 GB H 4390 CR H 4399 R 
H 4402 GB H 4413 GB H 4431 GB H 4433 GB H 4434 GB
H 4435 GB H 4436 CR H 4437 JR H 4439 GB H 4448 CR
H 4451 GB H 4459 R H 4463 GB H 4464 GB H 4465 GB
H 4470 GB H 4474 GB H 4477 GB H 4480 GB H 4482 GB
H 4490 GB H 4494 GB H 4495 GB H 4498 GB H 4499 JR
H 4500 GB H 4521 GB H 4524 GB H 4526 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4672 GB H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4701 GB H 4705 GB H 4714 GB H 4717 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4856 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4933 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4965 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5473 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  486
       Total passed bills:  430
Representative  .  .  . Henegan - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3055 GB H 3100 GB H 3104 GB H 3116 GB
H 3209 GB H 3290 GB H 3329 GB H 3347 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
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H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R H 3416 JR
H 3417 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3456 CR
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 JR H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3521 GB H 3529 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3536 GB
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3599 GB H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3606 GB H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3699 GB H 3701 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3794 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3802 GB
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3874 R 
H 3875 R H 3876 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4162 GB H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4270 GB H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4386 GB H 4407 GB
H 4410 GB H 4413 GB H 4421 GB H 4426 GB H 4435 GB
H 4480 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB H 4597 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4678 GB
H 4687 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4701 GB H 4710 GB H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB
H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4856 GB
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R 
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4876 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4965 R H 4970 R H 4975 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5071 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5100 R H 5101 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5290 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5344 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5369 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  903
       Total passed bills:  834
Representative  .  .  . Herbkersman - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3334 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3420 JR H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3453 CR H 3455 CR H 3458 JR H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3515 JR
H 3516 GB H 3521 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3570 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3615 GB H 3618 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3646 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3683 GB
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3772 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3791 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3830 GB H 3833 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3867 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3895 GB H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3927 GB H 3931 GB H 3932 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB
H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4048 GB H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4068 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4180 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4418 GB H 4451 GB H 4460 CR H 4491 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4674 GB H 4680 GB H 4683 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4700 GB
H 4704 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4795 GB H 4810 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB
H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5000 GB H 5003 GB H 5006 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  886
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative  .  .  . Hewitt - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3206 GB H 3240 GB H 3301 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR
H 3464 JR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3517 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3582 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3647 GB H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3665 GB
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3723 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3806 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3831 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3841 GB H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3856 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3860 GB H 3861 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4003 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4487 GB
H 4488 GB H 4534 GB H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4588 CR H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4627 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB H 4679 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4810 JR H 4817 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4972 GB
H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4993 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5033 CR H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5043 JR H 5046 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5089 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5149 JR
H 5154 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5179 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5227 GB H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5267 R 
H 5269 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5302 CR H 5304 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
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H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  900
       Total passed bills:  849
Representative  .  .  . Hill - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3126 GB H 3152 GB H 3240 GB H 3254 JR H 3302 GB
H 3305 GB H 3330 GB H 3331 R H 3332 R H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3512 GB H 3521 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3546 GB H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3557 R 
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3592 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB
H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3828 GB H 3830 GB H 3831 GB H 3832 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4042 GB H 4043 GB H 4045 R H 4046 GB H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4270 GB H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4458 GB H 4459 R H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4627 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4707 GB H 4708 GB H 4709 GB
H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4803 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
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H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4972 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5217 GB
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5251 GB
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  864
       Total passed bills:  811
Representative  .  .  . Hiott - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3218 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3346 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3386 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3438 GB H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3517 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR
H 3698 GB H 3702 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3719 GB H 3725 GB H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3748 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4003 GB
H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
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H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4491 GB H 4517 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4627 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4680 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4715 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4807 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4828 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4968 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5119 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5141 CR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5270 CR H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5293 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5326 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  857
       Total passed bills:  827
Representative  .  .  . Hixon - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3134 GB H 3146 JR H 3204 GB
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3463 GB
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3488 GB
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3529 GB
H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3585 R 
H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3665 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3682 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR
H 3698 GB H 3702 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3719 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3748 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3826 GB H 3827 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3848 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3860 GB H 3861 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3929 GB
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4003 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4017 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4475 GB
H 4476 GB H 4477 GB H 4478 GB H 4479 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4680 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4705 GB H 4715 GB
H 4719 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4807 GB
H 4808 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4828 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4862 CR H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4972 GB
H 4973 GB H 4974 GB H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5055 GB
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5088 GB
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5109 GB H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5152 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5305 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
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H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  910
       Total passed bills:  844
Representative  .  .  . Hosey - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB H 3463 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3836 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3842 GB H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4797 GB
H 4798 GB H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
836
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4834 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4973 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5109 GB H 5111 R 
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5386 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  851
       Total passed bills:  815
Representative  .  .  . Howard - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3398 CR H 3403 R 
H 3412 GB H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R 
H 3475 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3979 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
837
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4483 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4597 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4799 GB H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4854 GB H 4855 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4943 CR H 4947 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5206 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5370 JR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  839
       Total passed bills:  814
Representative  .  .  . Huggins - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3041 GB H 3089 GB H 3177 GB H 3193 GB
H 3240 GB H 3243 GB H 3255 GB H 3303 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3375 R H 3376 R H 3377 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3396 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3404 R H 3407 GB H 3408 GB H 3409 GB
H 3410 GB H 3422 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3525 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3577 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3664 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
838
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3827 GB
H 3833 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3847 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 3999 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4019 GB H 4022 GB H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4078 GB
H 4079 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4092 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4112 GB H 4118 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4200 GB
H 4201 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4418 GB H 4420 GB H 4435 GB
H 4487 GB H 4488 GB H 4537 R H 4538 R H 4539 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4594 GB H 4597 GB H 4600 GB
H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4611 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4796 GB H 4810 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4872 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4911 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4955 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB
H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
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H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5413 R H 5417 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  913
       Total passed bills:  834
Senator  .  .  . Hutto - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0009 GB S 0058 GB S 0061 GB S 0067 GB
S 0107 GB S 0115 GB S 0126 GB S 0131 GB S 0148 GB
S 0170 GB S 0179 GB S 0210 GB S 0212 GB S 0219 GB
S 0245 GB S 0289 GB S 0304 CR S 0324 GB S 0339 GB
S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0389 GB S 0392 R 
S 0407 GB S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0461 GB S 0478 GB S 0479 GB S 0480 GB S 0500 R 
S 0501 JR S 0523 CR S 0556 R S 0560 GB S 0580 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0662 GB S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0701 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR
S 0706 CR S 0744 CR S 0746 R S 0783 GB S 0802 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0864 GB S 0869 GB S 0891 GB
S 0937 GB S 0942 R S 0945 GB S 0955 JR S 0974 CR
S 0982 GB S 0984 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1033 GB
S 1038 GB S 1046 GB S 1047 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1067 GB S 1078 R S 1096 GB
S 1101 GB S 1128 JR S 1167 R S 1184 R S 1191 CR
S 1198 R S 1200 GB S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R 
S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR
S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1261 R 
S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1265 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  109
       Total passed bills:   73
Senator  .  .  . Jackson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0059 GB S 0060 GB S 0068 GB S 0079 GB
S 0122 GB S 0123 GB S 0124 GB S 0125 GB S 0131 GB
S 0134 GB S 0135 GB S 0149 GB S 0150 JR S 0192 GB
S 0195 GB S 0212 GB S 0227 R S 0244 CR S 0290 R 
S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0339 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB
S 0392 R S 0394 GB S 0407 GB S 0413 R S 0416 CR
S 0440 R S 0454 CR S 0455 R S 0478 GB S 0487 CR
S 0493 R S 0500 R S 0515 R S 0523 CR S 0524 CR
S 0552 R S 0560 GB S 0572 CR S 0573 R S 0574 CR
S 0575 GB S 0576 GB S 0580 GB S 0597 R S 0598 R 
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0633 R S 0648 GB
S 0668 CR S 0670 R S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0687 R S 0701 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR
S 0713 R S 0750 R S 0781 GB S 0782 GB S 0805 GB
S 0847 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0869 GB S 0890 GB
S 0896 R S 0912 GB S 0928 GB S 0942 R S 0956 R 
S 0964 GB S 1012 CR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1025 R 
S 1029 JR S 1033 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1112 GB S 1145 GB S 1163 R S 1167 R 
S 1168 R S 1170 R S 1183 GB S 1184 R S 1195 GB
S 1198 R S 1199 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1228 R 
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1241 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1285 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  125
       Total passed bills:   85
Representative  .  .  . Jefferson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3061 GB H 3064 GB H 3099 GB H 3153 GB
H 3256 GB H 3257 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R H 3392 R 
H 3393 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3398 CR H 3403 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3428 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB
H 3456 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3536 GB H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3615 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3647 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3676 CR H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3739 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3824 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3915 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3945 GB H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
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H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3989 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4040 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4142 CR
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4246 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4364 R H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4378 GB H 4400 GB H 4436 CR H 4437 JR
H 4464 GB H 4468 CR H 4480 GB H 4482 GB H 4489 GB
H 4492 GB H 4509 GB H 4510 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4574 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4683 GB H 4688 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4713 CR H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4726 GB H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4806 GB H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4834 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4851 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB
H 4876 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4900 GB H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4936 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4957 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5002 GB H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5151 GB H 5155 GB H 5158 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R 
H 5206 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
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H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  914
       Total passed bills:  833
Representative  .  .  . Johnson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3009 GB H 3035 GB H 3038 GB H 3154 GB H 3206 GB
H 3208 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3301 GB H 3333 GB
H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3382 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3495 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3656 CR H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3806 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3815 CR H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB
H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB
H 3826 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3847 GB
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4020 GB H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4050 CR H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4075 GB
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4115 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4177 GB H 4182 GB
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4458 GB H 4534 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4588 CR H 4591 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB
H 4679 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4817 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4853 GB H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
842
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5091 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5267 R H 5269 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5302 CR H 5304 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  887
       Total passed bills:  834
Senator  .  .  . Johnson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0010 GB S 0025 GB S 0054 GB
S 0058 GB S 0090 GB S 0100 GB S 0101 GB S 0134 GB
S 0135 GB S 0148 GB S 0210 GB S 0219 GB S 0304 CR
S 0323 GB S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0350 GB S 0355 CR
S 0356 CR S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0416 CR
S 0440 R S 0447 GB S 0448 GB S 0455 R S 0468 GB
S 0483 JR S 0488 GB S 0500 R S 0562 GB S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0613 R S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0704 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0747 R 
S 0801 GB S 0823 JR S 0826 GB S 0828 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0899 R S 0909 GB S 0912 GB S 0928 GB
S 0936 GB S 0942 R S 0948 GB S 1013 GB S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1046 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1066 GB S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1104 GB S 1167 R 
S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1203 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1228 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   94
       Total passed bills:   60
Representative  .  .  . Jordan - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3206 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3462 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3566 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3650 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3740 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB
H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB
H 3833 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3849 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3856 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4574 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4793 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5053 GB
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R 
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  860
       Total passed bills:  822
Senator  .  .  . Kimpson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0131 GB S 0212 GB S 0214 GB
S 0215 JR S 0216 GB S 0225 R S 0251 R S 0304 CR
S 0334 GB S 0339 GB S 0346 GB S 0350 GB S 0358 GB
S 0360 GB S 0361 GB S 0362 GB S 0363 GB S 0364 GB
S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0390 GB S 0392 R S 0408 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0473 R S 0493 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
844
S 0500 R S 0516 GB S 0527 GB S 0537 R S 0554 R 
S 0557 R S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0612 GB
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0645 R 
S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR
S 0706 CR S 0757 R S 0800 GB S 0808 GB S 0814 CR
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0869 GB S 0881 GB S 0896 R 
S 0917 GB S 0942 R S 0970 GB S 1008 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1066 GB
S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1110 GB S 1112 GB S 1160 GB
S 1167 R S 1168 R S 1169 R S 1184 R S 1198 R 
S 1204 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1226 R S 1229 R 
S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR
S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   97
       Total passed bills:   66
Representative  .  .  . King - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3010 GB H 3011 GB H 3022 GB H 3035 GB H 3042 GB
H 3043 GB H 3044 GB H 3045 GB H 3046 GB H 3047 GB
H 3048 GB H 3049 GB H 3055 GB H 3078 GB H 3090 JR
H 3091 GB H 3092 GB H 3100 GB H 3116 GB H 3123 GB
H 3124 GB H 3155 GB H 3156 GB H 3157 GB H 3194 GB
H 3195 GB H 3196 GB H 3197 GB H 3198 GB H 3209 GB
H 3216 GB H 3258 JR H 3259 GB H 3260 GB H 3261 GB
H 3268 GB H 3278 GB H 3329 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB
H 3415 GB H 3416 JR H 3417 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R H 3433 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3443 GB H 3465 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3586 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3599 GB H 3600 GB
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3605 GB H 3606 GB H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3745 GB H 3751 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3787 CR H 3788 R 
H 3794 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3864 GB H 3865 GB
H 3866 R H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3893 R H 3894 R 
H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3945 GB H 3946 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3951 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4130 JR
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4151 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4162 GB H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4198 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4245 CR
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4284 CR
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4345 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4367 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4376 GB H 4378 GB H 4381 GB
H 4390 CR H 4421 GB H 4423 GB H 4434 GB H 4435 GB
H 4441 GB H 4459 R H 4465 GB H 4511 GB H 4540 R 
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4597 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4621 R H 4630 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4646 CR
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4701 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
845
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4789 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4799 GB
H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4842 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4847 R 
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4856 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4898 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB
H 4970 R H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4984 R 
H 4985 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5002 GB H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5014 R H 5015 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5040 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5111 R H 5113 R H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5206 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5220 GB
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5291 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5307 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5369 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5418 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5448 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  964
       Total passed bills:  858
Representative  .  .  . Kirby - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3339 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB
H 3462 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3517 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3569 CR H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3665 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3856 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
846
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4067 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4205 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4317 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4458 GB H 4460 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4574 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4793 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4807 GB H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4834 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4974 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5003 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5026 GB H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5206 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  871
       Total passed bills:  829
Representative  .  .  . Knight - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3099 GB H 3116 GB H 3221 GB H 3237 GB
H 3247 GB H 3289 GB H 3358 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
847
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3415 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3465 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3587 JR H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3676 CR
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3699 GB H 3701 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3821 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3860 GB H 3865 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3915 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3989 GB
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4039 GB H 4040 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4058 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4142 CR H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4364 R 
H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4377 GB
H 4421 GB H 4480 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4688 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB
H 4815 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4911 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5002 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  872
       Total passed bills:  834
Senator  .  .  . Leatherman - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0250 GB S 0255 GB S 0303 CR
S 0304 CR S 0350 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0408 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0446 GB S 0455 R S 0460 R 
S 0500 R S 0563 R S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0647 R 
S 0671 JR S 0672 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0680 GB
S 0682 CR S 0683 CR S 0685 R S 0692 CR S 0703 R 
S 0725 GB S 0727 R S 0728 R S 0753 JR S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0890 GB S 0942 R S 0953 CR S 0954 JR
S 0955 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1105 GB S 1184 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1257 JR S 1258 GB S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1286 R S 1288 R 
       Total bills reported:   73
       Total passed bills:   61
Representative  .  .  . Loftis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3025 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3067 GB H 3079 GB
H 3093 GB H 3094 GB H 3114 GB H 3131 GB H 3146 JR
H 3165 GB H 3204 GB H 3220 GB H 3225 GB H 3240 GB
H 3304 GB H 3311 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3438 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3515 JR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3592 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3684 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3739 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB
H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3847 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3885 GB H 3887 CR H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3928 GB H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4006 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4028 GB H 4030 GB H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4322 GB
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4384 GB H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4421 GB H 4440 GB
H 4491 GB H 4514 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4723 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4871 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4887 CR H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4932 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4944 JR H 4945 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5046 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5163 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  898
       Total passed bills:  820
Representative  .  .  . Long - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3012 GB H 3016 CR H 3022 GB H 3033 GB H 3035 GB
H 3036 GB H 3041 GB H 3044 GB H 3045 GB H 3052 GB
H 3053 GB H 3067 GB H 3070 GB H 3071 GB H 3076 GB
H 3093 GB H 3103 GB H 3114 GB H 3126 GB H 3130 GB
H 3141 JR H 3142 GB H 3143 GB H 3145 JR H 3152 GB
H 3185 R H 3187 GB H 3188 GB H 3204 GB H 3205 GB
H 3209 GB H 3225 GB H 3229 JR H 3239 GB H 3240 GB
H 3262 GB H 3294 GB H 3305 GB H 3318 GB H 3319 GB
H 3322 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3426 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
850
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3562 JR H 3563 JR H 3564 JR H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3592 GB H 3593 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3658 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3747 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB
H 3830 GB H 3831 GB H 3832 GB H 3834 GB H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3882 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4031 GB H 4037 R 
H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4160 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4327 GB H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4418 GB H 4440 GB H 4491 GB H 4496 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB
H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4705 GB H 4710 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4723 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4803 GB H 4809 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4833 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4859 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4933 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4949 GB
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4980 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5044 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
851
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5227 GB
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5268 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5356 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5403 GB
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  940
       Total passed bills:  826
Representative  .  .  . Lowe - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3462 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3529 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3566 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3822 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3856 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4163 GB H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4574 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
852
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4793 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5055 GB
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5101 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5129 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5138 CR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  851
       Total passed bills:  821
Representative  .  .  . Lucas - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3000 R H 3001 R H 3218 GB H 3240 GB H 3361 CR
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3388 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3448 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3494 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3568 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3670 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3686 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3726 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3827 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4027 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
853
H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4203 R H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4440 GB H 4527 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4628 GB H 4631 CR H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4679 GB H 4683 GB
H 4687 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4802 GB H 4804 JR H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4870 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5000 GB
H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5023 R H 5024 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5101 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5134 R H 5137 R H 5140 CR
H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5330 CR
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5341 GB H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5383 CR
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5399 CR H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5408 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  868
       Total passed bills:  834
Representative  .  .  . Mace - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3053 GB H 3521 GB H 3703 GB H 4077 GB H 4304 GB
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
854
H 4307 GB H 4418 GB H 4443 GB H 4458 GB H 4460 CR
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4796 GB H 4808 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4900 GB
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4932 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5007 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5109 GB H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5133 R H 5137 R H 5144 CR H 5149 JR H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5292 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  416
       Total passed bills:  391
Representative  .  .  . Mack - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3055 GB H 3069 GB H 3339 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R 
H 3390 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3417 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3428 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3439 GB H 3443 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3537 GB
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3652 GB
H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3676 CR H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3794 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3878 CR H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3915 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3936 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3942 R H 3944 R H 3945 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3955 GB H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3989 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
855
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB
H 4040 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4049 GB H 4051 R 
H 4053 JR H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4114 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4142 CR H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4150 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4161 GB
H 4162 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4310 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4364 R H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4711 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4725 GB H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4808 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB H 5008 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5111 R H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  873
       Total passed bills:  825
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
856
Representative  .  .  . Magnuson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3012 GB H 3016 CR H 3036 GB H 3126 GB H 3174 GB
H 3185 R H 3187 GB H 3204 GB H 3207 GB H 3209 GB
H 3225 GB H 3239 GB H 3240 GB H 3302 GB H 3305 GB
H 3331 R H 3332 R H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3426 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3512 GB H 3521 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3562 JR H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3658 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3697 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3830 GB H 3832 GB H 3834 GB H 3835 GB H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4031 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4327 GB H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4418 GB H 4440 GB
H 4458 GB H 4491 GB H 4496 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4627 GB H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4712 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4723 GB H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4798 GB H 4803 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB H 4933 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4949 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5163 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5356 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  894
       Total passed bills:  819
Senator  .  .  . Malloy - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0012 GB S 0013 GB S 0016 GB
S 0030 GB S 0033 GB S 0034 GB S 0035 GB S 0037 GB
S 0038 GB S 0039 GB S 0040 GB S 0058 GB S 0069 JR
S 0081 JR S 0108 CR S 0116 GB S 0118 GB S 0131 GB
S 0133 GB S 0151 GB S 0152 GB S 0153 GB S 0154 GB
S 0155 GB S 0156 JR S 0157 GB S 0158 GB S 0159 GB
S 0160 GB S 0161 GB S 0162 JR S 0163 GB S 0164 GB
S 0165 CR S 0166 GB S 0167 GB S 0178 GB S 0183 GB
S 0184 GB S 0194 GB S 0219 GB S 0263 GB S 0304 CR
S 0309 JR S 0365 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0415 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0483 JR
S 0499 GB S 0500 R S 0563 R S 0584 R S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0666 GB S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR
S 0725 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0896 R S 0898 R 
S 0910 GB S 0918 GB S 0942 R S 0949 GB S 0965 R 
S 0970 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1046 GB S 1048 R 
S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1122 GB S 1167 R 
S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1246 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  114
       Total passed bills:   65
Representative  .  .  . Martin - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3122 GB H 3146 JR
H 3209 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3305 GB H 3345 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3407 GB
H 3408 GB H 3409 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3463 GB
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3512 GB H 3516 GB H 3517 GB H 3529 GB
H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3562 JR H 3563 JR H 3564 JR
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3747 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB H 3823 GB
H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3828 GB H 3830 GB
H 3832 GB H 3834 GB H 3835 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB
H 3932 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
858
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4178 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4201 GB H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4327 GB
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4430 GB H 4440 GB H 4458 GB
H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB
H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4672 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4724 GB
H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4803 GB H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4957 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5082 R 
H 5083 R H 5085 GB H 5089 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5171 GB H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5226 GB H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  910
       Total passed bills:  832
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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Senator  .  .  . Martin - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0260 R 
S 0263 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0348 R 
S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R 
S 0449 GB S 0455 R S 0467 GB S 0500 R S 0535 R 
S 0536 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR
S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0637 GB S 0663 R 
S 0665 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0720 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0872 GB S 0883 GB
S 0888 GB S 0939 R S 0942 R S 1014 GB S 1015 R 
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1097 CR S 1133 R S 1179 R S 1184 R 
S 1189 GB S 1197 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1220 R 
S 1225 CR S 1227 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
S 1291 R 
       Total bills reported:   76
       Total passed bills:   68
Senator  .  .  . Massey - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0086 CR S 0095 GB S 0107 GB
S 0218 GB S 0223 GB S 0224 GB S 0230 GB S 0231 GB
S 0232 GB S 0233 GB S 0234 GB S 0235 GB S 0237 GB
S 0238 GB S 0239 GB S 0240 GB S 0247 R S 0252 R 
S 0281 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB
S 0352 GB S 0353 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0402 GB
S 0408 GB S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0420 GB S 0440 R 
S 0441 R S 0452 GB S 0455 R S 0500 R S 0546 GB
S 0547 CR S 0550 CR S 0565 GB S 0570 GB S 0597 R 
S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR
S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0618 GB S 0622 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0711 GB S 0730 R S 0753 JR S 0754 GB S 0770 JR
S 0771 JR S 0772 JR S 0787 GB S 0789 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0865 GB S 0867 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB
S 0897 R S 0909 GB S 0914 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0948 GB S 0949 GB S 0953 CR S 0954 JR S 0955 JR
S 0985 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1081 R S 1101 GB S 1112 GB
S 1128 JR S 1150 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R 
S 1200 GB S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1281 JR S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  117
       Total passed bills:   64
Senator J.  .  . Matthews - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0027 GB S 0058 GB S 0208 R S 0209 R 
S 0304 CR S 0338 JR S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0379 R 
S 0384 GB S 0389 GB S 0392 R S 0399 R S 0406 CR
S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0468 GB
S 0500 R S 0502 CR S 0556 R S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0651 GB S 0661 R S 0662 GB S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0698 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR
S 0706 CR S 0746 R S 0845 R S 0846 R S 0849 R 
S 0850 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0866 GB S 0896 R 
S 0905 CR S 0906 R S 0909 GB S 0942 R S 0966 R 
S 0967 R S 0974 CR S 1004 R S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1038 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1080 CR S 1132 R S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1265 R 
S 1286 R S 1293 R S 1294 R 
       Total bills reported:   88
       Total passed bills:   80
Senator M. B.  . Matthews - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0011 GB S 0058 GB S 0117 GB S 0131 GB
S 0178 GB S 0191 GB S 0194 GB S 0212 GB S 0226 R 
S 0258 CR S 0259 CR S 0296 R S 0304 CR S 0333 R 
S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R 
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0447 GB S 0455 R S 0500 R 
S 0554 R S 0558 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0619 R S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0646 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0739 R S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0918 GB S 0926 GB S 0937 GB S 0942 R 
S 0945 GB S 0948 GB S 0949 GB S 0950 GB S 1008 R 
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1033 GB S 1046 GB S 1048 R 
S 1054 R S 1057 GB S 1063 GB S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1110 GB S 1153 CR S 1160 GB S 1167 R S 1168 R 
S 1182 R S 1184 R S 1185 R S 1198 R S 1205 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1226 R S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1255 R S 1256 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1266 R S 1271 R S 1272 R S 1273 R 
S 1277 R S 1286 R S 1290 R S 1296 R 
       Total bills reported:   99
       Total passed bills:   75
Representative  .  .  . McCoy - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3137 GB H 3138 GB H 3139 GB H 3233 JR
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB
H 3415 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3448 GB H 3473 CR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3480 GB H 3481 GB
H 3482 GB H 3483 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3511 GB
H 3521 GB H 3522 GB H 3523 GB H 3524 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3668 GB
H 3669 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
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H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3750 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3958 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4064 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4076 GB H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4417 GB H 4421 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4796 GB H 4802 GB H 4808 GB H 4810 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4880 GB H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4976 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5150 GB H 5155 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
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H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  887
       Total passed bills:  820
Representative  .  .  . McCravy - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3095 GB H 3240 GB H 3305 GB H 3345 GB H 3356 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3430 R H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3512 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3561 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3577 GB H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3751 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3800 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3831 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3847 GB
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3859 R H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3887 CR H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4094 GB H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4204 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4275 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4291 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4452 GB H 4469 GB H 4480 GB
H 4496 GB H 4514 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB
H 4598 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4636 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4679 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4704 GB H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
862
H 4798 GB H 4809 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4949 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R 
H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5050 GB H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5256 R H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  878
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . McEachern - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3125 GB H 3234 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3445 GB H 3446 GB
H 3447 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3650 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3666 GB
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4044 GB H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
863
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4337 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4383 R H 4421 GB H 4458 GB
H 4508 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4812 GB H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4892 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4936 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5102 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5193 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  851
       Total passed bills:  816
Senator  .  .  . McElveen - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0026 GB S 0062 GB S 0078 GB
S 0109 GB S 0198 GB S 0201 GB S 0219 GB S 0220 GB
S 0289 GB S 0304 CR S 0324 GB S 0339 GB S 0345 GB
S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0401 GB S 0408 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0443 GB S 0447 GB S 0448 GB
S 0455 R S 0478 GB S 0500 R S 0501 JR S 0524 CR
S 0562 GB S 0574 CR S 0597 R S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0613 R S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0648 GB S 0670 R S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0688 R S 0703 R S 0704 R 
S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0747 R S 0805 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0931 GB S 0942 R S 0965 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1033 GB S 1046 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1078 R S 1096 GB S 1110 GB
S 1128 JR S 1167 R S 1168 R S 1170 R S 1183 GB
S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1203 R S 1206 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1228 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1246 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   96
       Total passed bills:   70
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
864
Representative  .  .  . McGinnis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3565 GB H 3896 GB H 4075 GB H 4304 GB H 4418 GB
H 4458 GB H 4460 CR H 4545 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4588 CR H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4679 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4817 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5126 CR H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5267 R H 5269 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5302 CR
H 5304 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  446
       Total passed bills:  430
Representative  .  .  . McKnight - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3013 GB H 3014 GB H 3015 GB H 3035 GB H 3050 GB
H 3080 GB H 3096 GB H 3097 GB H 3098 GB H 3126 GB
H 3198 GB H 3199 GB H 3200 GB H 3201 GB H 3202 GB
H 3203 GB H 3263 GB H 3264 GB H 3265 GB H 3266 GB
H 3267 GB H 3268 GB H 3269 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3443 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
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H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3943 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4032 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4183 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4459 R H 4484 GB H 4490 GB H 4509 GB
H 4518 GB H 4519 GB H 4524 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4593 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4614 GB
H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4710 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5084 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5161 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
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H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  876
       Total passed bills:  812
Senator  .  .  . McLeod - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0004 JR S 0005 GB S 0007 GB S 0010 GB
S 0032 GB S 0041 GB S 0045 GB S 0062 GB S 0081 JR
S 0102 JR S 0117 GB S 0131 GB S 0143 GB S 0144 GB
S 0145 GB S 0169 GB S 0172 GB S 0191 GB S 0201 GB
S 0212 GB S 0219 GB S 0256 GB S 0257 GB S 0289 GB
S 0304 CR S 0311 R S 0339 GB S 0341 JR S 0379 R 
S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0500 R S 0519 GB S 0524 CR S 0529 R S 0574 CR
S 0597 R S 0606 R S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0623 R S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0648 GB S 0670 R S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0713 R 
S 0735 R S 0736 R S 0737 R S 0751 R S 0752 R 
S 0805 GB S 0815 GB S 0822 GB S 0851 R S 0852 R 
S 0853 R S 0869 GB S 0909 GB S 0928 GB S 0931 GB
S 0942 R S 0980 GB S 1005 R S 1020 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1045 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1057 GB
S 1065 R S 1078 R S 1084 R S 1104 GB S 1112 GB
S 1117 GB S 1155 R S 1162 R S 1167 R S 1168 R 
S 1170 R S 1183 GB S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1228 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1268 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  116
       Total passed bills:   77
Representative  .  .  . Merrill - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Representative  .  .  . Mitchell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3231 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4052 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
       Total bills reported:  399
       Total passed bills:  391
Representative D. C.  . Moss - Session 122 (2017-2018)
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H 3003 GB H 3240 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R 
H 3433 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3507 CR H 3510 CR H 3512 GB
H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3586 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3600 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3652 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3727 R 
H 3728 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3787 CR
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3897 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3940 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3951 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4198 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4245 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4381 GB H 4418 GB H 4469 GB H 4523 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4591 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4621 R H 4628 GB
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4646 CR H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4679 GB
H 4683 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4723 GB H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4847 R H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4879 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4889 GB
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4948 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
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H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5120 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5160 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5303 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5415 R H 5418 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5429 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  885
       Total passed bills:  841
Representative V. S.  . Moss - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3016 CR H 3035 GB H 3130 GB H 3218 GB H 3240 GB
H 3311 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3366 R 
H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R H 3433 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3463 GB H 3465 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3483 GB H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3531 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3561 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3586 R 
H 3588 CR H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3600 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3698 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3787 CR H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3823 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3844 R H 3847 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB
H 3887 CR H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3940 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3947 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3951 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4175 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4198 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
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H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4384 GB
H 4385 GB H 4514 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4621 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4646 CR H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4847 R H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4933 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4978 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5088 GB
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5147 GB H 5152 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5303 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  901
       Total passed bills:  845
Representative  .  .  . Murphy - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3017 GB H 3035 GB H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3537 GB H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3676 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
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H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB
H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4142 CR H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4364 R 
H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB
H 4462 CR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5062 GB
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5144 CR H 5155 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5341 GB H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
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H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  851
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Neal - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3051 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3398 CR H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3609 GB
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
       Total bills reported:  134
       Total passed bills:  126
Representative B.  .  . Newton - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3023 JR H 3032 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB
H 3037 GB H 3089 GB H 3099 GB H 3132 GB H 3133 GB
H 3135 GB H 3145 JR H 3146 JR H 3152 GB H 3153 GB
H 3165 GB H 3174 GB H 3193 GB H 3205 GB H 3206 GB
H 3209 GB H 3220 GB H 3229 JR H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3287 GB H 3301 GB H 3305 GB H 3329 GB H 3343 GB
H 3349 GB H 3350 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3388 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3432 R H 3433 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB
H 3463 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3562 JR H 3563 JR
H 3564 JR H 3565 GB H 3567 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3586 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3600 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3727 R H 3728 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3787 CR
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3834 GB
H 3835 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3951 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4001 JR H 4002 GB H 4006 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4033 GB H 4037 R H 4039 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4094 GB
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4198 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4245 CR
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
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H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4327 GB H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4391 GB H 4396 GB H 4406 GB
H 4416 GB H 4418 GB H 4440 GB H 4457 JR H 4461 GB
H 4503 GB H 4532 R H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4590 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4621 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4646 CR
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4839 GB
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4847 R 
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4870 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5127 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5160 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  951
       Total passed bills:  856
Representative W.  .  . Newton - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3079 GB H 3146 JR H 3204 GB
H 3208 GB H 3229 JR H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3270 GB
H 3271 GB H 3334 GB H 3352 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3440 GB
H 3442 GB H 3448 GB H 3453 CR H 3455 CR H 3458 JR
H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3515 JR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3570 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3615 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3683 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
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H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3772 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3822 GB H 3826 GB H 3830 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3862 GB H 3863 GB H 3871 GB H 3872 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3882 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4006 GB H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4034 GB H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4180 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB
H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB
H 4410 GB H 4418 GB H 4420 GB H 4421 GB H 4426 GB
H 4438 GB H 4450 GB H 4451 GB H 4460 CR H 4475 GB
H 4478 GB H 4479 GB H 4485 GB H 4486 GB H 4487 GB
H 4489 GB H 4504 GB H 4505 GB H 4506 GB H 4520 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB
H 4680 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4795 GB H 4798 GB H 4810 JR H 4811 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4851 GB H 4854 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4976 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5004 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5064 GB H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
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H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  918
       Total passed bills:  831
Senator  .  .  . Nicholson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0219 GB S 0228 R S 0229 R S 0288 R 
S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0331 R S 0339 GB S 0342 GB
S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0394 GB S 0412 GB
S 0416 CR S 0436 R S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0500 R 
S 0514 R S 0596 JR S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0620 R S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0628 R S 0629 R S 0630 R S 0652 R 
S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0717 R S 0718 R S 0740 R 
S 0805 GB S 0842 R S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0854 GB
S 0866 GB S 0884 GB S 0894 R S 0912 GB S 0942 R 
S 0948 GB S 0952 R S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1046 GB
S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1078 R 
S 1096 GB S 1134 CR S 1167 R S 1168 R S 1173 R 
S 1184 R S 1192 CR S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1228 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   89
       Total passed bills:   75
Representative  .  .  . Norman - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3122 GB H 3233 JR H 3359 CR H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R H 3432 R 
H 3433 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3465 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3586 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3600 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3727 R H 3728 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3785 GB H 3787 CR H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
       Total bills reported:  168
       Total passed bills:  159
Representative  .  .  . Norrell - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3079 GB H 3116 GB H 3148 GB H 3149 GB
H 3158 GB H 3176 GB H 3209 GB H 3328 GB H 3339 GB
H 3342 GB H 3352 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3388 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R H 3416 JR
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3429 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3443 GB
H 3448 GB H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3509 GB H 3510 CR H 3514 GB H 3521 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3583 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3847 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
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H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4093 GB H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4421 GB H 4425 GB H 4433 GB
H 4435 GB H 4445 GB H 4456 GB H 4487 GB H 4488 GB
H 4504 GB H 4506 GB H 4543 R H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4593 GB H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4681 GB
H 4684 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4714 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4796 GB H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4837 GB
H 4838 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4854 GB H 4856 GB H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4870 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5001 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5025 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5064 GB H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5087 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5107 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5369 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  894
       Total passed bills:  828
Representative  .  .  . Ott - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3099 GB H 3102 JR H 3339 GB H 3340 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3463 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3561 R 
H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3661 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3725 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3849 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3922 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3956 GB
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4003 GB H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4164 R H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4421 GB H 4434 GB
H 4458 GB H 4460 CR H 4465 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB
H 4728 R H 4730 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R 
H 4790 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4836 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4875 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4901 GB H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
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H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4974 GB
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5206 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5453 GB H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5467 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5476 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  874
       Total passed bills:  829
Representative  .  .  . Parks - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R 
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3430 R H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3751 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3859 R H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4151 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4204 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4275 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4291 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
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H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4469 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4595 JR H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 4999 CR H 5002 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5050 GB H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5256 R H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5272 GB H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  839
       Total passed bills:  816
Senator  .  .  . Peeler - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0213 GB S 0217 GB S 0263 GB
S 0264 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0317 CR S 0324 GB
S 0349 GB S 0379 R S 0382 GB S 0391 GB S 0392 R 
S 0396 GB S 0409 GB S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R 
S 0455 R S 0488 GB S 0500 R S 0532 CR S 0596 JR
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0637 GB S 0665 CR
S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0720 R S 0742 R S 0749 R S 0755 GB S 0757 R 
S 0780 CR S 0820 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0888 GB
S 0904 CR S 0918 GB S 0938 CR S 0939 R S 0942 R 
S 0946 R S 0968 JR S 0985 JR S 1014 GB S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1055 CR S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1105 GB S 1110 GB S 1133 R S 1161 CR
S 1184 R S 1197 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R 
S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R 
S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   88
       Total passed bills:   73
Representative  .  .  . Pendarvis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3195 GB H 3842 GB H 4162 GB H 4310 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4386 GB H 4388 GB H 4390 CR H 4435 GB
H 4439 GB H 4449 GB H 4459 R H 4460 CR H 4510 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4597 GB H 4599 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
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H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4725 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4800 GB H 4804 JR H 4808 GB
H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4880 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5111 R H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5206 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  463
       Total passed bills:  421
Representative  .  .  . Pitts - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3022 GB H 3036 GB H 3052 GB H 3066 GB
H 3067 GB H 3080 GB H 3095 GB H 3116 GB H 3125 GB
H 3126 GB H 3128 GB H 3130 GB H 3141 JR H 3142 GB
H 3146 JR H 3160 JR H 3161 JR H 3176 GB H 3184 GB
H 3185 R H 3187 GB H 3204 GB H 3218 GB H 3233 JR
H 3311 GB H 3318 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3497 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3512 GB
H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3566 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3578 GB
H 3579 GB H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3646 GB H 3652 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3662 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3742 GB H 3744 GB
H 3748 GB H 3751 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3795 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3867 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3929 GB
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H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4014 GB H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4163 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4174 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4204 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4275 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4291 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4327 GB H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4381 GB H 4452 GB H 4469 GB H 4470 GB H 4471 JR
H 4472 GB H 4473 GB H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4591 GB H 4598 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4615 GB H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4636 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4677 GB
H 4679 GB H 4685 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4726 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4831 GB
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB
H 4936 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4956 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4989 CR H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5050 GB H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR
H 5155 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5204 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5217 GB H 5218 GB
H 5219 GB H 5220 GB H 5223 GB H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5231 GB H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5256 R H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5317 GB H 5318 GB H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  925
       Total passed bills:  827
Representative  .  .  . Pope - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3018 GB H 3035 GB H 3079 GB H 3100 GB H 3159 GB
H 3204 GB H 3205 GB H 3206 GB H 3207 GB H 3208 GB
H 3209 GB H 3240 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3366 R H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R 
H 3433 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3448 GB
H 3453 CR H 3463 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3512 GB H 3516 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3586 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3600 GB
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3728 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3787 CR
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3844 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3883 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB
H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3951 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4001 JR H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4027 GB H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4127 GB
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4198 CR H 4201 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4245 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4403 GB H 4404 GB H 4434 GB
H 4521 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4591 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4621 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4646 CR
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4670 GB H 4671 GB H 4679 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4829 GB
H 4830 GB H 4839 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4847 R H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
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H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4894 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5149 JR H 5160 GB H 5161 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5429 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  910
       Total passed bills:  838
Representative  .  .  . Putnam - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3052 GB H 3053 GB H 3076 GB H 3080 GB
H 3126 GB H 3160 JR H 3161 JR H 3204 GB H 3205 GB
H 3206 GB H 3207 GB H 3233 JR H 3248 GB H 3262 GB
H 3305 GB H 3311 GB H 3341 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB
H 3463 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3550 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3557 R 
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3566 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3699 GB H 3700 GB
H 3701 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB
H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3779 GB H 3780 GB
H 3781 JR H 3782 JR H 3783 GB H 3784 GB H 3786 GB
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB H 3822 GB
H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3833 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB
H 4037 R H 4043 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4066 GB
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R 
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H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4199 JR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4327 GB H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4415 GB H 4418 GB H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4598 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4680 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4707 GB
H 4709 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4724 GB H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4803 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4852 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4931 GB H 4932 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4945 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5039 GB H 5043 JR
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5372 GB H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  909
       Total passed bills:  821
Representative  .  .  . Quinn - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3054 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
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H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3685 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 3999 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
       Total bills reported:  375
       Total passed bills:  359
Senator  .  .  . Rankin - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0003 GB S 0009 GB S 0016 GB
S 0030 GB S 0104 GB S 0105 GB S 0115 GB S 0116 GB
S 0236 R S 0243 GB S 0289 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR
S 0342 GB S 0350 GB S 0365 GB S 0379 R S 0389 GB
S 0392 R S 0408 GB S 0416 CR S 0425 R S 0440 R 
S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0483 JR S 0500 R S 0506 GB
S 0576 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR
S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0690 GB S 0703 R S 0710 GB
S 0759 GB S 0780 CR S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0882 GB
S 0888 GB S 0912 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R S 0955 JR
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1070 CR S 1078 R S 1128 JR S 1184 R S 1191 CR
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   81
       Total passed bills:   62
Senator  .  .  . Reese - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0010 GB S 0018 GB S 0044 GB S 0219 GB
S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0337 GB S 0339 GB S 0379 R 
S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0395 GB S 0404 GB S 0416 CR
S 0428 GB S 0437 R S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0472 GB
S 0488 GB S 0500 R S 0581 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0637 GB S 0663 R S 0665 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0720 R 
S 0729 GB S 0756 GB S 0758 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0866 GB S 0875 CR S 0912 GB S 0939 R S 0942 R 
S 0957 GB S 1011 GB S 1014 GB S 1019 GB S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1087 GB S 1088 GB S 1093 GB S 1105 GB S 1112 GB
S 1133 R S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1196 GB S 1197 R 
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   86
       Total passed bills:   61
Senator  .  .  . Rice - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0086 CR S 0217 GB S 0218 GB
S 0263 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0308 GB
S 0370 JR S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0408 GB S 0412 GB
S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R S 0449 GB S 0455 R 
S 0492 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB S 0519 GB S 0536 GB
S 0547 CR S 0578 GB S 0587 GB S 0588 GB S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB
S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0722 GB S 0723 JR
S 0769 GB S 0773 GB S 0774 GB S 0775 GB S 0776 GB
S 0784 GB S 0805 GB S 0809 GB S 0837 GB S 0838 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0855 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB
S 0890 GB S 0909 GB S 0927 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0949 GB S 0980 GB S 0994 GB S 0995 GB S 1009 GB
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1031 R S 1040 GB S 1048 R 
S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1069 JR S 1078 R S 1105 GB
S 1110 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   99
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       Total passed bills:   56
Representative  .  .  . Ridgeway - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3124 GB H 3195 GB H 3272 GB H 3273 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3405 GB
H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3436 R H 3437 R H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3487 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R 
H 3680 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3751 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3809 GB H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3865 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4116 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4164 R H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4183 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4407 GB H 4460 CR H 4465 GB H 4487 GB
H 4488 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4593 GB
H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4802 GB H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4883 R 
H 4884 R H 4885 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4891 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4915 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4918 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4934 GB H 4935 JR H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4958 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4974 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5008 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
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H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  866
       Total passed bills:  829
Representative M.  .  . Rivers - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3209 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3417 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3456 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R 
H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR
H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR
H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4162 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4180 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4421 GB H 4451 GB H 4459 R H 4460 CR H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
887
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4834 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4946 GB H 4947 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5003 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5158 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  839
       Total passed bills:  813
Representative S.  .  . Rivers - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3093 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R 
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3480 GB H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3524 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3614 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3655 R 
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3684 GB
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3793 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3833 GB
H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3881 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3934 GB H 3935 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3961 R H 3962 R 
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H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3990 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4029 GB H 4036 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4065 GB H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4246 CR H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4322 GB H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4407 GB H 4418 GB H 4491 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4680 GB H 4683 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4701 GB
H 4702 GB H 4703 GB H 4705 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4805 GB H 4808 GB
H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4874 GB H 4876 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4900 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4955 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB
H 4970 R H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5054 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5089 GB H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5186 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5341 GB H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5411 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
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       Total bills reported:  886
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative  .  .  . Robinson-Simpson - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3019 GB H 3020 GB H 3026 GB H 3027 GB H 3028 GB
H 3029 GB H 3030 GB H 3035 GB H 3042 GB H 3046 GB
H 3047 GB H 3048 GB H 3051 GB H 3053 GB H 3055 GB
H 3056 GB H 3057 JR H 3058 GB H 3059 GB H 3060 GB
H 3061 GB H 3062 GB H 3063 GB H 3075 GB H 3081 GB
H 3083 GB H 3084 GB H 3085 GB H 3092 GB H 3101 GB
H 3111 GB H 3112 JR H 3115 GB H 3117 GB H 3119 GB
H 3127 GB H 3209 GB H 3251 GB H 3260 GB H 3264 GB
H 3268 GB H 3281 GB H 3282 GB H 3284 GB H 3303 GB
H 3306 GB H 3307 GB H 3308 GB H 3310 GB H 3324 GB
H 3350 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3402 CR
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3438 GB
H 3443 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3606 GB H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3622 GB H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3826 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3945 GB
H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3984 R H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4015 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4381 GB H 4435 GB
H 4437 JR H 4439 GB H 4459 R H 4460 CR H 4465 GB
H 4481 GB H 4482 GB H 4487 GB H 4489 GB H 4490 GB
H 4494 GB H 4495 GB H 4504 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4684 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
890
H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4944 JR H 4945 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5019 GB
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5041 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5328 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  924
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative  .  .  . Rutherford - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3019 GB H 3020 GB H 3021 GB H 3062 GB H 3063 GB
H 3064 GB H 3102 JR H 3128 GB H 3129 GB H 3162 GB
H 3210 GB H 3211 GB H 3212 GB H 3213 GB H 3214 GB
H 3240 GB H 3274 GB H 3275 GB H 3276 GB H 3277 GB
H 3278 GB H 3279 GB H 3280 GB H 3281 GB H 3282 GB
H 3283 GB H 3284 GB H 3285 GB H 3286 GB H 3339 GB
H 3360 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3478 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3506 R H 3510 CR H 3521 GB
H 3525 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3652 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3663 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3745 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3794 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3918 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4011 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4096 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4112 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
891
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR
H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB
H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4401 JR H 4435 GB H 4462 CR
H 4474 GB H 4511 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4599 GB H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4695 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4800 GB H 4801 GB H 4802 GB H 4804 JR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4838 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4843 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4850 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4863 CR H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4873 GB H 4878 R H 4879 GB H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4909 GB H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4969 GB H 4970 R H 4977 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5155 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5262 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5341 GB
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5369 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5421 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5464 R H 5465 R H 5466 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  914
       Total passed bills:  825
Representative  .  .  . Ryhal - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3065 GB H 3103 GB H 3240 GB H 3287 GB H 3353 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3495 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
892
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3650 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3806 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3822 GB H 3831 GB H 3837 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3965 CR H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R 
H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R 
H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4129 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
       Total bills reported:  420
       Total passed bills:  400
Senator  .  .  . Sabb - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0265 R S 0274 GB S 0304 CR S 0323 GB
S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0350 GB S 0365 GB S 0379 R 
S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0398 R S 0408 GB S 0416 CR
S 0440 R S 0447 GB S 0455 R S 0500 R S 0568 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0634 R S 0635 R 
S 0640 R S 0644 R S 0651 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0685 R S 0690 GB S 0697 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR
S 0706 CR S 0710 GB S 0713 R S 0780 CR S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0912 GB S 0930 R S 0942 R S 1022 R 
S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1128 JR S 1156 R S 1167 R S 1168 R S 1184 R 
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1282 R S 1283 R S 1286 R S 1287 R 
       Total bills reported:   79
       Total passed bills:   68
Representative  .  .  . Sandifer - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3234 GB H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3438 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3483 GB H 3488 GB
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3546 GB
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3561 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR
H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R 
H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R 
H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R 
H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3649 GB H 3650 GB
H 3651 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3700 GB H 3702 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3749 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3792 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
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H 3858 CR H 3861 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3883 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3920 GB H 3929 GB H 3930 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3968 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3990 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4091 GB
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4491 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4612 GB
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4654 GB H 4655 GB
H 4656 GB H 4657 GB H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4675 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4711 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4962 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 4997 R 
H 4998 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5045 GB H 5046 GB H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5091 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5108 GB H 5112 R H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5211 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5404 GB
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
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H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  880
       Total passed bills:  835
Senator  .  .  . Scott - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0004 JR S 0027 GB S 0031 GB S 0049 JR
S 0055 GB S 0100 GB S 0101 GB S 0141 JR S 0142 JR
S 0146 GB S 0180 GB S 0188 GB S 0203 R S 0213 GB
S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0345 GB
S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0392 R S 0394 GB S 0407 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0451 GB S 0455 R S 0472 GB
S 0483 JR S 0493 R S 0500 R S 0515 R S 0524 CR
S 0532 CR S 0574 CR S 0575 GB S 0597 R S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0623 R 
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0648 GB S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0713 R 
S 0733 R S 0780 CR S 0788 GB S 0790 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0854 GB S 0866 GB S 0896 R S 0909 GB
S 0917 GB S 0928 GB S 0942 R S 0961 CR S 0979 GB
S 1002 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1055 CR S 1063 GB S 1065 R S 1067 GB S 1078 R 
S 1104 GB S 1107 R S 1108 R S 1131 JR S 1161 CR
S 1167 R S 1170 R S 1174 R S 1175 R S 1176 R 
S 1183 GB S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1228 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1270 R S 1277 R 
S 1278 R S 1286 R S 1292 R 
       Total bills reported:  113
       Total passed bills:   79
Senator  .  .  . Senn - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0006 GB S 0017 GB S 0070 GB
S 0114 GB S 0131 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0334 GB
S 0341 JR S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0408 GB
S 0416 CR S 0429 GB S 0430 GB S 0431 GB S 0435 GB
S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0492 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB
S 0511 R S 0517 GB S 0518 GB S 0545 CR S 0547 CR
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0659 R S 0660 R 
S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0703 R 
S 0777 GB S 0778 GB S 0779 GB S 0791 GB S 0815 GB
S 0816 GB S 0839 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0888 GB
S 0890 GB S 0909 GB S 0927 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0949 GB S 0993 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1048 R 
S 1054 R S 1057 GB S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1078 R 
S 1079 GB S 1096 GB S 1110 GB S 1151 GB S 1160 GB
S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1226 R S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1244 R 
S 1245 GB S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   96
       Total passed bills:   61
Senator  .  .  . Setzler - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0027 GB S 0202 R S 0219 GB
S 0250 GB S 0252 R S 0253 R S 0262 GB S 0304 CR
S 0328 R S 0329 R S 0338 JR S 0339 GB S 0341 JR
S 0342 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB S 0389 GB S 0392 R 
S 0399 R S 0407 GB S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0441 R 
S 0446 GB S 0455 R S 0483 JR S 0500 R S 0502 CR
S 0550 CR S 0574 CR S 0582 R S 0589 GB S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB
S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0648 GB S 0657 R S 0658 R 
S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0698 R 
S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0716 R S 0731 R 
S 0753 JR S 0754 GB S 0770 JR S 0771 JR S 0772 JR
S 0778 GB S 0828 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0857 GB
S 0897 R S 0900 R S 0909 GB S 0929 R S 0934 GB
S 0942 R S 0953 CR S 0954 JR S 0955 JR S 0966 R 
S 0991 R S 1004 R S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1024 R 
S 1030 R S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1078 R 
S 1146 R S 1157 R S 1167 R S 1168 R S 1170 R 
S 1184 R S 1194 R S 1198 R S 1200 GB S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1230 R S 1231 R S 1237 R 
S 1239 GB S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR
S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R 
S 1263 R S 1268 R S 1269 R S 1274 R S 1275 R 
S 1280 JR S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  117
       Total passed bills:   93
Senator  .  .  . Shealy - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0005 GB S 0041 GB S 0071 GB
S 0086 CR S 0091 GB S 0092 GB S 0093 GB S 0094 GB
S 0131 GB S 0168 GB S 0169 GB S 0170 GB S 0171 GB
S 0172 GB S 0181 GB S 0185 GB S 0198 GB S 0199 GB
S 0217 GB S 0220 GB S 0289 GB S 0291 GB S 0297 GB
S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0307 GB S 0311 R S 0318 GB
S 0323 GB S 0337 GB S 0357 R S 0377 CR S 0379 R 
S 0391 GB S 0392 R S 0407 GB S 0408 GB S 0412 GB
S 0414 CR S 0416 CR S 0427 GB S 0440 R S 0447 GB
S 0448 GB S 0449 GB S 0455 R S 0456 GB S 0466 R 
S 0468 GB S 0478 GB S 0488 GB S 0494 R S 0500 R 
S 0504 GB S 0506 GB S 0523 CR S 0525 R S 0541 GB
S 0545 CR S 0548 GB S 0550 CR S 0553 GB S 0560 GB
S 0569 GB S 0571 CR S 0575 GB S 0580 GB S 0585 R 
S 0586 R S 0600 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0632 R 
S 0654 CR S 0655 CR S 0656 R S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0675 R S 0684 R S 0685 R S 0700 R S 0701 R 
S 0703 R S 0734 R S 0741 R S 0760 GB S 0803 GB
S 0804 GB S 0805 GB S 0807 GB S 0815 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0873 CR S 0876 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB
S 0890 GB S 0891 GB S 0893 R S 0901 R S 0907 GB
S 0908 GB S 0912 GB S 0914 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0947 GB S 0975 R S 0995 GB S 0996 GB S 1003 GB
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1032 R S 1033 GB S 1044 GB
S 1045 GB S 1048 R S 1049 R S 1052 GB S 1053 CR
S 1054 R S 1057 GB S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1078 R 
S 1086 GB S 1090 R S 1091 R S 1096 GB S 1098 CR
S 1104 GB S 1105 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1186 R 
S 1189 GB S 1198 R S 1200 GB S 1207 R S 1221 R 
S 1222 R S 1223 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R S 1289 R 
       Total bills reported:  167
       Total passed bills:   97
Senator  .  .  . Sheheen - Session 122 (2017-2018)
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S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0038 GB S 0173 GB S 0174 GB
S 0175 GB S 0176 GB S 0205 R S 0219 GB S 0289 GB
S 0302 GB S 0304 CR S 0310 GB S 0314 GB S 0325 GB
S 0339 GB S 0340 GB S 0350 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB
S 0392 R S 0394 GB S 0411 GB S 0416 CR S 0434 GB
S 0435 GB S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0483 JR
S 0500 R S 0567 GB S 0596 JR S 0608 R S 0609 R 
S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0642 R S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0676 R S 0685 R S 0699 R S 0702 R S 0703 R 
S 0704 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0793 GB S 0794 GB
S 0795 GB S 0796 JR S 0797 GB S 0798 GB S 0799 GB
S 0800 GB S 0805 GB S 0848 R S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0854 GB S 0902 CR S 0942 R S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1039 GB S 1046 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1064 R 
S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1071 GB S 1078 R S 1096 GB
S 1104 GB S 1124 GB S 1126 GB S 1142 JR S 1150 GB
S 1167 R S 1184 R S 1190 JR S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1238 R S 1239 GB
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  106
       Total passed bills:   72
Representative  .  .  . Simrill - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3359 CR H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3366 R 
H 3367 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R 
H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3432 R H 3433 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3586 R H 3588 CR
H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3600 GB
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB
H 3650 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3725 GB H 3727 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB
H 3778 R H 3785 GB H 3786 GB H 3787 CR H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3830 GB H 3833 GB
H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3842 GB H 3843 R 
H 3844 R H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3927 GB H 3928 GB
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3951 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4001 JR H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4027 GB
H 4028 GB H 4029 GB H 4030 GB H 4031 GB H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4065 GB H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4175 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4198 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4245 CR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4461 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4590 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4621 R H 4628 GB H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4646 CR H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4679 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
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H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4789 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4795 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4839 GB
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4847 R 
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4894 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4910 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4931 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4961 R H 4970 R H 4973 GB H 4977 GB
H 4981 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5120 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR H 5160 GB H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5190 CR H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5307 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5341 GB
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5418 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5429 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  896
       Total passed bills:  843
Representative G. M.  . Smith - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3066 GB H 3093 GB
H 3104 GB H 3105 GB H 3106 GB H 3131 GB H 3132 GB
H 3133 GB H 3134 GB H 3135 GB H 3141 JR H 3142 GB
H 3146 JR H 3159 GB H 3163 GB H 3187 GB H 3212 GB
H 3233 JR H 3236 GB H 3240 GB H 3244 GB H 3246 GB
H 3288 GB H 3302 GB H 3311 GB H 3319 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3406 GB H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3438 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3620 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3666 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3725 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3744 GB
H 3750 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB
H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB
H 3827 GB H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3846 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3927 GB H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4013 GB H 4016 R 
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H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4044 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4048 GB H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4116 GB H 4119 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4269 GB
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4299 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4381 GB H 4393 GB H 4418 GB H 4421 GB H 4460 CR
H 4462 CR H 4491 GB H 4529 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4591 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4673 GB H 4674 GB
H 4679 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4698 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4811 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4868 GB
H 4869 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4977 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5092 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5155 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5174 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5416 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  902
       Total passed bills:  823
Representative G. R.  . Smith - Session 122 (2017-2018)
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H 3025 GB H 3031 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3066 GB
H 3067 GB H 3070 GB H 3089 GB H 3104 GB H 3107 GB
H 3114 GB H 3131 GB H 3141 JR H 3146 JR H 3159 GB
H 3160 JR H 3161 JR H 3164 GB H 3165 GB H 3166 JR
H 3177 GB H 3185 R H 3187 GB H 3205 GB H 3206 GB
H 3210 GB H 3229 JR H 3233 JR H 3239 GB H 3240 GB
H 3243 GB H 3270 GB H 3289 GB H 3296 GB H 3303 GB
H 3305 GB H 3311 GB H 3318 GB H 3323 GB H 3341 GB
H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R 
H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R 
H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3411 JR
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3463 GB H 3466 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3479 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3546 GB H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3567 CR
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3614 GB H 3615 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB
H 3648 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3684 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3700 GB H 3702 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3719 GB H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3769 GB H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R H 3776 GB
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3804 GB H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3823 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3828 GB H 3829 GB H 3830 GB
H 3831 GB H 3832 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3842 GB H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB
H 3885 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3935 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3984 R 
H 3985 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4006 GB H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4011 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4035 GB H 4037 R H 4041 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4184 GB
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB
H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4327 GB H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4413 GB H 4418 GB
H 4440 GB H 4453 GB H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4684 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4803 GB
H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4888 GB
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4899 GB H 4902 R 
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H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4944 JR H 4945 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4989 CR
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5017 GB H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5041 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5105 GB H 5106 JR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5149 JR H 5163 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  952
       Total passed bills:  825
Representative J. E.  . Smith - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3068 GB H 3079 GB H 3108 GB H 3109 GB
H 3137 GB H 3167 GB H 3215 GB H 3230 GB H 3328 GB
H 3336 GB H 3337 GB H 3339 GB H 3342 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3428 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3445 GB H 3446 GB H 3447 GB
H 3448 GB H 3457 CR H 3469 GB H 3470 JR H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3538 GB H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR
H 3560 R H 3571 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR
H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3617 GB
H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3724 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3745 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB
H 3794 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3827 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3850 GB
H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3865 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3890 GB H 3891 GB
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3919 GB H 3927 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4005 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4093 GB H 4095 R H 4096 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4118 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR
H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
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H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4271 JR H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4285 GB H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4302 CR H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB
H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB
H 4392 GB H 4394 GB H 4395 GB H 4408 CR H 4414 GB
H 4421 GB H 4425 GB H 4433 GB H 4435 GB H 4456 GB
H 4460 CR H 4541 R H 4542 R H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4583 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4619 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4706 GB
H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R 
H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4796 GB H 4804 JR H 4806 GB H 4808 GB H 4812 GB
H 4813 GB H 4814 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4832 GB
H 4837 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4851 GB H 4854 GB H 4856 GB
H 4857 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR
H 4897 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5004 GB H 5006 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5142 CR
H 5143 CR H 5146 GB H 5149 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5170 GB
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5369 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  922
       Total passed bills:  833
Representative  .  .  . Sottile - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3069 GB H 3233 JR H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
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H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R 
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3665 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4036 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4150 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4307 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4336 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4424 GB H 4460 CR
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4680 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4808 GB H 4816 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4880 GB H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4896 CR H 4897 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5186 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5263 R 
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
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H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5411 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  846
       Total passed bills:  818
Representative  .  .  . Spires - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3449 GB H 3450 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3642 GB H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3809 GB
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3833 GB H 3836 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3898 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3925 GB H 3926 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4116 GB H 4119 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4270 GB H 4272 GB H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4463 GB H 4480 GB H 4488 GB H 4492 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4591 GB H 4598 GB H 4600 GB H 4601 GB
H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4628 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4654 GB H 4655 GB H 4656 GB
H 4657 GB H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4675 GB H 4679 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
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H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4804 JR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4958 GB H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4962 GB
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB
H 5044 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5096 GB H 5097 GB H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5101 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  875
       Total passed bills:  828
Representative  .  .  . Stavrinakis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3137 GB H 3138 GB H 3139 GB H 3290 GB
H 3306 GB H 3309 GB H 3310 GB H 3319 GB H 3320 GB
H 3321 GB H 3339 GB H 3342 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3448 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3480 GB H 3481 GB H 3482 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3655 R H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3725 GB H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3750 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3793 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3878 CR H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3958 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4025 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R 
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H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4307 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4336 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4379 GB
H 4380 GB H 4381 GB H 4417 GB H 4421 GB H 4424 GB
H 4460 CR H 4523 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4686 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4788 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4804 JR
H 4810 JR H 4811 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R 
H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4908 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
H 4976 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5186 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5263 R H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  881
       Total passed bills:  817
Representative  .  .  . Stringer - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3070 GB H 3165 GB H 3240 GB H 3323 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
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H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB H 3643 GB
H 3645 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R 
H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR
H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3881 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4112 GB H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4596 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4632 R H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R 
H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R 
H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4803 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4934 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5163 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5173 GB
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
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H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  843
       Total passed bills:  812
Senator  .  .  . Talley - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0007 GB S 0201 GB S 0211 JR
S 0217 GB S 0219 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR
S 0308 GB S 0323 GB S 0370 JR S 0379 R S 0392 R 
S 0401 GB S 0412 GB S 0416 CR S 0437 R S 0440 R 
S 0447 GB S 0448 GB S 0455 R S 0459 R S 0471 GB
S 0492 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB S 0530 GB S 0535 R 
S 0542 GB S 0578 GB S 0587 GB S 0588 GB S 0600 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0617 GB S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0637 GB
S 0663 R S 0665 CR S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0679 GB S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0720 R S 0805 GB
S 0840 GB S 0844 CR S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0874 GB
S 0888 GB S 0890 GB S 0909 GB S 0912 GB S 0919 GB
S 0920 GB S 0921 GB S 0931 GB S 0934 GB S 0935 GB
S 0939 R S 0942 R S 0979 GB S 1009 GB S 1014 GB
S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1043 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1066 GB S 1068 GB S 1069 JR S 1078 R 
S 1096 GB S 1116 GB S 1133 R S 1137 GB S 1139 GB
S 1140 GB S 1152 GB S 1184 R S 1197 R S 1198 R 
S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  110
       Total passed bills:   67
Representative  .  .  . Tallon - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3175 GB H 3189 GB H 3231 GB H 3318 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3480 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3561 R 
H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR
H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3650 GB H 3652 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR
H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R 
H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3747 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R 
H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R 
H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R 
H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R 
H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R 
H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR
H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R 
H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3821 GB
H 3822 GB H 3823 GB H 3824 GB H 3825 GB H 3826 GB
H 3827 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3848 GB
H 3850 GB H 3851 GB H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3937 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R 
H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4031 GB H 4035 GB
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4116 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
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H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R 
H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R 
H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR
H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R 
H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4380 GB H 4418 GB H 4457 JR
H 4475 GB H 4476 GB H 4477 GB H 4478 GB H 4479 GB
H 4480 GB H 4491 GB H 4525 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4594 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4615 GB
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB
H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4811 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4879 GB H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R 
H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R 
H 4930 GB H 4933 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4969 GB H 4970 R H 4980 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  881
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Taylor - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3002 GB H 3031 GB H 3035 GB H 3036 GB H 3134 GB
H 3146 JR H 3204 GB H 3221 GB H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3317 GB H 3352 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3454 CR H 3472 R 
H 3473 CR H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3520 GB H 3521 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3567 CR
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3585 R H 3588 CR H 3590 GB
H 3595 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3618 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3650 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3682 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB
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H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3823 GB
H 3825 GB H 3826 GB H 3833 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3860 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3881 GB H 3882 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R 
H 3889 R H 3890 GB H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3930 GB H 3935 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3983 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4006 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4033 GB H 4034 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB H 4120 R 
H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R 
H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R 
H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R 
H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R 
H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4277 GB H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4303 GB H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4396 GB
H 4418 GB H 4434 GB H 4454 R H 4455 R H 4480 GB
H 4497 JR H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4596 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4712 GB H 4719 R H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4803 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4862 CR H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4931 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4973 GB H 4974 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5005 GB H 5009 R 
H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R 
H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R 
H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5055 GB H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5109 GB H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R 
H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R 
H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR
H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5203 GB H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5305 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
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H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5389 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5414 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5444 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  897
       Total passed bills:  831
Representative  .  .  . Thayer - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3076 GB H 3080 GB H 3204 GB H 3205 GB
H 3206 GB H 3207 GB H 3240 GB H 3248 GB H 3262 GB
H 3297 GB H 3311 GB H 3345 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3402 CR H 3403 R H 3414 GB H 3415 GB
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3456 CR H 3465 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3546 GB H 3551 R H 3552 R H 3553 R H 3554 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3595 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3614 GB
H 3615 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB
H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3792 GB H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3833 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3847 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3879 GB H 3887 CR
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3975 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4036 GB
H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4043 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4094 GB H 4095 R H 4097 R 
H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R 
H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR
H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4115 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4385 GB
H 4418 GB H 4427 GB H 4428 GB H 4429 GB H 4433 GB
H 4434 GB H 4491 GB H 4514 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R 
H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R 
H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R 
H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R 
H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4586 R H 4589 CR H 4598 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R 
H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R 
H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4707 GB H 4708 GB H 4709 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
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H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4802 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4865 R H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4912 GB
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5002 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5076 R H 5077 R H 5078 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5106 JR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5172 GB H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5203 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  899
       Total passed bills:  828
Representative  .  .  . Thigpen - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3173 GB H 3183 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3443 GB H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3751 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3794 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3818 GB H 3819 GB
H 3820 GB H 3830 GB H 3832 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3989 GB H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4039 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
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H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4162 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4285 GB H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4302 CR H 4306 R 
H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R 
H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R 
H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R 
H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R 
H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R 
H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R 
H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R 
H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R 
H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
H 4427 GB H 4428 GB H 4431 GB H 4433 GB H 4435 GB
H 4437 JR H 4444 GB H 4456 GB H 4465 GB H 4471 JR
H 4473 GB H 4509 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4614 GB H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4717 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4725 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R 
H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R 
H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R 
H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R 
H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R 
H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R 
H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R 
H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R 
H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R 
H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R 
H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R 
H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR
H 4794 CR H 4804 JR H 4814 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4834 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4975 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4987 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5002 GB H 5006 GB H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5043 JR H 5047 R 
H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R 
H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R 
H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R 
H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5158 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5166 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R 
H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R 
H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R 
H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R 
H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R 
H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R 
H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R 
H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  866
       Total passed bills:  815
Senator  .  .  . Timmons - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0027 GB S 0062 GB S 0086 CR
S 0173 GB S 0217 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR
S 0370 JR S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0437 R 
S 0440 R S 0455 R S 0492 GB S 0500 R S 0504 GB
S 0547 CR S 0578 GB S 0579 GB S 0587 GB S 0588 GB
S 0600 GB S 0607 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0617 GB S 0622 GB S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0664 JR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R 
S 0703 R S 0722 GB S 0723 JR S 0761 JR S 0762 GB
S 0763 GB S 0764 GB S 0765 GB S 0766 GB S 0767 GB
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S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0871 GB S 0872 GB S 0878 JR
S 0888 GB S 0890 GB S 0909 GB S 0915 GB S 0931 GB
S 0942 R S 0959 GB S 1002 JR S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1026 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1069 JR
S 1078 R S 1105 GB S 1116 GB S 1184 R S 1189 GB
S 1198 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R 
S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR
S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R 
S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   91
       Total passed bills:   54
Representative  .  .  . Toole - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3022 GB H 3071 GB H 3072 GB H 3082 GB H 3110 GB
H 3125 GB H 3130 GB H 3163 GB H 3168 GB H 3233 JR
H 3318 GB H 3329 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3418 GB H 3419 GB H 3421 GB H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R 
H 3545 CR H 3546 GB H 3548 GB H 3551 R H 3553 R 
H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3584 R 
H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3703 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3790 GB H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3827 GB H 3833 GB H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3928 GB H 3930 GB H 3934 GB
H 3935 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R 
H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R 
H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3967 GB H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4022 GB
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4041 GB
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4154 GB H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4202 GB H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4210 CR H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R 
H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R 
H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R 
H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R 
H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR
H 4303 GB H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4379 GB H 4382 JR
H 4384 GB H 4385 GB H 4418 GB H 4480 GB H 4493 GB
H 4496 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4612 GB H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4712 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
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H 4874 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5044 GB
H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R 
H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R 
H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R 
H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR
H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R 
H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R 
H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R 
H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R 
H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  876
       Total passed bills:  813
Representative  .  .  . Trantham - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3345 GB H 4304 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R 
H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4705 GB H 4712 GB H 4721 R 
H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4865 R H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4899 GB H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R 
H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4931 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4945 GB H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R 
H 4986 R H 4989 CR H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5041 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R H 5066 R 
H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R H 5074 R 
H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R H 5093 CR
H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R 
H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R 
H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R 
H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5149 JR
H 5163 JR H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5217 GB H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R 
H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R 
H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R 
H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5363 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R 
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H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  403
       Total passed bills:  388
Senator  .  .  . Turner - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0027 GB S 0054 GB S 0086 CR
S 0137 JR S 0173 GB S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0263 GB
S 0269 GB S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB
S 0379 R S 0391 GB S 0392 R S 0400 GB S 0412 GB
S 0416 CR S 0419 GB S 0437 R S 0440 R S 0455 R 
S 0500 R S 0504 GB S 0587 GB S 0588 GB S 0600 GB
S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR
S 0622 GB S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0668 CR S 0673 CR
S 0674 R S 0684 R S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0776 GB
S 0805 GB S 0809 GB S 0834 GB S 0851 R S 0853 R 
S 0870 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB S 0890 GB S 0919 GB
S 0920 GB S 0921 GB S 0922 GB S 0931 GB S 0942 R 
S 0985 JR S 0995 GB S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1028 GB S 1033 GB S 1043 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R 
S 1065 R S 1072 GB S 1078 R S 1097 CR S 1105 GB
S 1113 GB S 1168 R S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1233 R S 1242 R 
S 1248 R S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR
S 1254 R S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   95
       Total passed bills:   60
Senator  .  .  . Verdin - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0073 GB S 0086 CR S 0087 GB
S 0088 GB S 0105 GB S 0172 GB S 0217 GB S 0272 GB
S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0321 GB S 0323 GB
S 0354 GB S 0379 R S 0392 R S 0407 GB S 0416 CR
S 0420 GB S 0432 GB S 0437 R S 0438 R S 0439 R 
S 0440 R S 0449 GB S 0455 R S 0467 GB S 0468 GB
S 0475 R S 0500 R S 0508 R S 0532 CR S 0536 GB
S 0547 CR S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR
S 0615 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R 
S 0685 R S 0703 R S 0776 GB S 0780 CR S 0805 GB
S 0851 R S 0853 R S 0866 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB
S 0941 CR S 0942 R S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1033 GB
S 1036 CR S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1055 CR S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1083 GB S 1089 R S 1105 GB S 1161 CR
S 1184 R S 1190 JR S 1193 R S 1198 R S 1207 R 
S 1225 CR S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:   89
       Total passed bills:   67
Representative  .  .  . Weeks - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3035 GB H 3195 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3439 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3594 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3750 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR
H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R 
H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R 
H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3823 GB H 3825 GB
H 3827 GB H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3870 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3880 GB
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3923 GB H 3927 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R 
H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R 
H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R 
H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R 
H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R 
H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R 
H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R 
H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R 
H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R 
H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R 
H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R 
H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4269 GB H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
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H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4299 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB
H 4377 GB H 4378 GB H 4380 GB H 4381 GB H 4484 GB
H 4487 GB H 4488 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R 
H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R 
H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R 
H 4600 GB H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R H 4620 R 
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R 
H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R 
H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR
H 4669 CR H 4672 GB H 4673 GB H 4686 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R 
H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4853 GB H 4859 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4969 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5027 GB H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R H 5052 R 
H 5055 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R 
H 5149 JR H 5155 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R 
H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R 
H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR
H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5416 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  860
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . West - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3018 GB H 3035 GB H 3100 GB H 3106 GB H 3159 GB
H 3175 GB H 3187 GB H 3189 GB H 3206 GB H 3208 GB
H 3218 GB H 3220 GB H 3240 GB H 3297 GB H 3311 GB
H 3345 GB H 3356 GB H 3358 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB
H 3463 GB H 3465 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR
H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3512 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3552 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3557 R 
H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3565 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3589 R H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R 
H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3653 GB
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
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H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3702 GB H 3703 GB
H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R 
H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R 
H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R 
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3822 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R 
H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR
H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R 
H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4003 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R 
H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R 
H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R 
H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R 
H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4179 GB H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4458 GB
H 4487 GB H 4488 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4586 R 
H 4587 CR H 4589 CR H 4596 GB H 4598 GB H 4600 GB
H 4601 GB H 4602 GB H 4603 GB H 4604 R H 4606 CR
H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4627 GB H 4629 GB
H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R 
H 4641 R H 4643 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB H 4680 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4710 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R 
H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R 
H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R 
H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R 
H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4930 GB H 4931 GB
H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4972 GB H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4988 R 
H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5231 GB H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
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H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  886
       Total passed bills:  835
Representative  .  .  . Wheeler - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3291 GB H 3325 GB H 3339 GB H 3362 R 
H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R 
H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R 
H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3391 R 
H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R 
H 3435 R H 3442 GB H 3443 GB H 3448 GB H 3463 GB
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3521 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R 
H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR
H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB
H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3665 GB
H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R 
H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R 
H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R 
H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R 
H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R 
H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R 
H 3738 R H 3740 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3817 GB H 3818 GB H 3819 GB H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3947 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R 
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4433 GB H 4435 GB
H 4437 JR H 4456 GB H 4458 GB H 4460 CR H 4461 GB
H 4465 GB H 4467 CR H 4494 GB H 4495 GB H 4502 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R 
H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R 
H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R 
H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4679 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4710 GB
H 4715 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
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H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4853 GB H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R 
H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R 
H 4895 R H 4896 CR H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R 
H 4988 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5008 GB
H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R 
H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R 
H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R 
H 5038 GB H 5043 JR H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R H 5115 R 
H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R H 5124 R 
H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5134 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR
H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R 
H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R 
H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R 
H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R 
H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R 
H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R 
H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R 
H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R 
H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R 
H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R 
H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R 
H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R 
H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R 
H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR
H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R 
H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R 
H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R 
H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R 
H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R 
H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R 
H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R 
H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R 
H 5399 CR H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5412 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  865
       Total passed bills:  821
Representative  .  .  . Whipper - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3027 GB H 3035 GB H 3038 GB H 3073 GB H 3079 GB
H 3083 GB H 3093 GB H 3111 GB H 3136 GB H 3169 GB
H 3170 JR H 3171 GB H 3172 GB H 3209 GB H 3216 GB
H 3217 GB H 3219 GB H 3220 GB H 3228 GB H 3232 JR
H 3311 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3389 R H 3390 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3439 GB
H 3443 GB H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R 
H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R 
H 3508 JR H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R 
H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3559 GB H 3560 R H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3599 GB H 3603 R 
H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR
H 3615 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R 
H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R 
H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R 
H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3655 R 
H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR
H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3676 CR H 3678 CR H 3679 R 
H 3681 R H 3685 GB H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R 
H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR
H 3695 CR H 3699 GB H 3701 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3790 GB H 3793 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3822 GB H 3836 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3865 GB
H 3867 GB H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3878 CR
H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R 
H 3898 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3915 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3936 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3942 R H 3944 R H 3945 GB H 3946 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3955 GB
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4007 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R 
H 4047 R H 4049 GB H 4051 R H 4053 JR H 4054 R 
H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R 
H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R 
H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4114 GB
H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R H 4124 R 
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H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R 
H 4142 CR H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4150 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4161 GB H 4162 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R 
H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR
H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R 
H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R 
H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R 
H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4310 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4364 R H 4365 R H 4366 R H 4368 R H 4369 R 
H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R 
       Total bills reported:  460
       Total passed bills:  416
Representative  .  .  . White - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3240 GB H 3311 GB H 3343 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R 
H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3496 R H 3498 CR H 3499 R H 3500 R 
H 3501 R H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3516 GB H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3557 R H 3560 R 
H 3561 R H 3565 GB H 3566 GB H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3584 R H 3588 CR
H 3589 R H 3591 GB H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R 
H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3650 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3776 GB H 3777 GB H 3778 R 
H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R 
H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R 
H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R 
H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R 
H 3877 R H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R 
H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R 
H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R 
H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R 
H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4014 GB H 4016 R 
H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R 
H 4044 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4048 GB H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4163 GB H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4182 GB H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R 
H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R 
H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R 
H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R 
H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R 
H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R 
H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R 
H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R 
H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R 
H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R 
H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R 
H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R 
H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R 
H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R 
H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R 
H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R 
H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R 
H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4626 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R 
H 4637 R H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R 
H 4649 R H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R 
H 4661 R H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R 
H 4666 R H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
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H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4802 GB H 4818 R H 4819 R 
H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR H 4840 R 
H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R 
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R 
H 4992 R H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5045 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5091 GB H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5162 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
H 5198 CR H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R 
H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R 
H 5230 CR H 5231 GB H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R 
H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R 
H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5341 GB H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R 
H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R 
H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R 
H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R 
H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R 
H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R 
H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R 
H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R 
H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R 
H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R 
H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  852
       Total passed bills:  822
Representative  .  .  . Whitmire - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3233 JR H 3240 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R 
H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R 
H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R 
H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB
H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R 
H 3477 R H 3483 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB
H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R 
H 3541 R H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3561 R 
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR
H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R 
H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R 
H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R 
H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R 
H 3643 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3726 GB
H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR
H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3749 GB
H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R 
H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R 
H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R 
H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R H 3778 R H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R 
H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR
H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R 
H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R 
H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R 
H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR
H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R 
H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R 
H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R 
H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR
H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR
H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R 
H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R 
H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R 
H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R 
H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR
H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R 
H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R 
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H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4491 GB H 4546 R 
H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R 
H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R 
H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R 
H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R 
H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R 
H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R 
H 4585 R H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R 
H 4620 R H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4689 R 
H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4728 R H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R 
H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R 
H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R 
H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R 
H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R 
H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R 
H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R 
H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R 
H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R 
H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R 
H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R 
H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R 
H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R 
H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R 
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4912 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R 
H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R 
H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R 
H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R 
H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 4997 R H 4998 R H 5009 R H 5010 R 
H 5011 R H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R 
H 5028 R H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R 
H 5035 CR H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R 
H 5051 R H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5207 R H 5208 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R 
H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R 
H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R 
H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R 
H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R 
H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R 
H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R 
H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R 
H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R 
H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R 
H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R 
H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R 
H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R 
H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R 
H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R 
H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R 
H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R 
H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R 
H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R 
H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R 
H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R 
H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  834
       Total passed bills:  812
Senator  .  .  . Williams - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0002 R S 0058 GB S 0078 GB S 0217 GB S 0285 R 
S 0286 CR S 0287 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0336 CR
S 0339 GB S 0342 GB S 0350 GB S 0379 R S 0384 GB
S 0392 R S 0404 GB S 0408 GB S 0410 R S 0412 GB
S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0443 GB S 0446 GB S 0455 R 
S 0472 GB S 0483 JR S 0500 R S 0549 R S 0608 R 
S 0609 R S 0611 CR S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0624 R 
S 0625 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0690 GB
S 0703 R S 0705 CR S 0706 CR S 0710 GB S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0886 R S 0896 R S 0909 GB S 0932 GB
S 0942 R S 0948 GB S 1018 R S 1022 R S 1023 R 
S 1035 CR S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R S 1067 GB
S 1078 R S 1092 R S 1103 CR S 1104 GB S 1167 R 
S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1202 R S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1232 R S 1242 R S 1248 R 
S 1250 R S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R 
S 1256 R S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
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       Total bills reported:   84
       Total passed bills:   63
Representative  .  .  . Williams - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3061 GB H 3064 GB H 3297 GB H 3326 GB H 3327 GB
H 3335 GB H 3344 CR H 3358 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R 
H 3368 R H 3369 R H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R 
H 3374 R H 3376 R H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R 
H 3384 R H 3385 R H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3393 R 
H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R H 3416 JR H 3423 R 
H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3428 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3457 CR H 3462 GB H 3470 JR
H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R 
H 3492 R H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR
H 3516 GB H 3529 GB H 3532 CR H 3533 R H 3534 R 
H 3535 R H 3536 GB H 3539 R H 3541 R H 3542 R 
H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3551 R H 3553 R H 3555 R 
H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3569 CR H 3572 R H 3573 R 
H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB H 3581 GB
H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3594 GB H 3595 GB
H 3596 R H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3615 GB
H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R H 3626 R H 3627 R 
H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R H 3631 R H 3632 R 
H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R H 3636 R H 3637 R 
H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB H 3647 GB H 3657 CR
H 3660 R H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3678 CR H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R 
H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R 
H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3704 R H 3705 R 
H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R 
H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R 
H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R 
H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R 
H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3739 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R 
H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R 
H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R 
H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R 
H 3773 R H 3775 GB H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R 
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R 
H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3838 R H 3839 R 
H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R 
H 3857 CR H 3858 CR H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R 
H 3888 R H 3889 R H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB
H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR
H 3917 CR H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3945 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3955 GB
H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3964 CR H 3966 CR H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3989 GB
H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR
H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4009 GB H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4037 R H 4040 GB H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4080 R 
H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R 
H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R 
H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R 
H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R 
H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR
H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4150 R H 4152 CR
H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR
H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R 
H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR
H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R 
H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR
H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R 
H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R 
H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R 
H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R 
H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R 
H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R 
H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R 
H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R 
H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4377 GB H 4431 GB
H 4441 GB H 4442 GB H 4448 CR H 4464 GB H 4481 GB
H 4482 GB H 4494 GB H 4495 GB H 4511 GB H 4522 GB
H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R H 4550 R 
H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R H 4555 R 
H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R H 4560 R 
H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R H 4566 R 
H 4567 R H 4569 GB H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4574 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4619 R 
H 4620 R H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4670 GB H 4672 GB
H 4683 GB H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R 
H 4710 GB H 4713 CR H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4793 CR H 4794 CR
H 4804 JR H 4810 JR H 4814 GB H 4816 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4828 GB H 4834 CR H 4836 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R 
H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB
H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4876 GB H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R 
H 4890 R H 4892 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4896 CR
H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R 
H 4907 R H 4913 GB H 4914 GB H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4936 GB H 4937 R 
H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R 
H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4963 GB H 4966 GB H 4970 R 
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H 4982 R H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5058 CR H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5101 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5130 R 
H 5131 R H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5140 CR H 5158 GB
H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR
H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5182 GB H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5205 R 
H 5206 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB H 5264 R 
H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R H 5274 CR
H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R H 5288 R 
H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R 
H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R 
H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R 
H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R 
H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R 
H 5330 CR H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  900
       Total passed bills:  828
Representative  .  .  . Willis - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3126 GB H 3141 JR H 3146 JR H 3233 JR H 3240 GB
H 3292 GB H 3293 GB H 3294 GB H 3295 GB H 3296 GB
H 3358 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R H 3403 R 
H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R H 3427 GB H 3431 R 
H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3474 R H 3476 R H 3477 R 
H 3479 GB H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R H 3493 R 
H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3572 R 
H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR H 3580 GB
H 3581 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3596 R H 3597 R 
H 3598 R H 3603 R H 3604 R H 3608 CR H 3611 R 
H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3643 GB
H 3646 GB H 3652 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3662 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR H 3673 CR H 3674 CR
H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R H 3687 R H 3688 R 
H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R H 3692 R H 3693 R 
H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3700 GB H 3702 GB H 3704 R 
H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R H 3708 R H 3709 R 
H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R H 3713 R H 3714 R 
H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R H 3718 R H 3730 CR
H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR H 3734 CR H 3735 CR
H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R H 3743 GB H 3752 CR
H 3753 R H 3754 R H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R 
H 3758 R H 3759 R H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R 
H 3763 R H 3764 R H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R 
H 3768 R H 3769 GB H 3770 GB H 3771 GB H 3773 R 
H 3776 GB H 3778 R H 3788 R H 3796 CR H 3797 R 
H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R H 3805 R H 3807 R 
H 3808 CR H 3810 R H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR
H 3814 R H 3819 GB H 3820 GB H 3822 GB H 3833 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3845 GB H 3852 R 
H 3853 R H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3875 R H 3877 R H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3896 GB H 3911 R H 3912 R 
H 3913 R H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3933 GB
H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R H 3946 GB H 3948 GB
H 3949 R H 3950 R H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R 
H 3960 R H 3962 R H 3966 CR H 3971 GB H 3972 R 
H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R H 3978 R H 3980 R 
H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR H 3988 CR H 3991 R 
H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R H 3997 CR H 3998 CR
H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R H 4016 R H 4018 R 
H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR H 4035 GB H 4037 R 
H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R H 4054 R H 4055 R 
H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR H 4060 R H 4061 CR
H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R H 4071 R H 4072 CR
H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB H 4080 R H 4081 R 
H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R H 4085 R H 4086 R 
H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R H 4090 R H 4095 R 
H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R H 4101 R H 4102 R 
H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R H 4106 R H 4107 R 
H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR H 4111 CR H 4113 GB
H 4115 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR H 4123 R 
H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4128 R H 4139 R H 4140 CR
H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR H 4145 R H 4146 R 
H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R H 4152 CR H 4153 R 
H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R H 4158 CR H 4159 CR
H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R H 4169 R H 4170 R 
H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR H 4176 CR H 4185 R 
H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R H 4189 R H 4191 R 
H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R H 4196 CR H 4197 CR
H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R H 4230 R H 4231 R 
H 4232 R H 4233 R H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R 
H 4237 R H 4238 R H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R 
H 4242 R H 4243 R H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R 
H 4276 R H 4278 R H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R 
H 4282 R H 4283 R H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R 
H 4289 R H 4290 R H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R 
H 4295 R H 4296 R H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R 
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H 4301 CR H 4304 GB H 4306 R H 4311 R H 4312 R 
H 4313 R H 4314 R H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R 
H 4319 R H 4320 R H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R 
H 4325 CR H 4326 R H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R 
H 4331 R H 4332 R H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R 
H 4341 R H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R 
H 4347 R H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R 
H 4352 R H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R 
H 4357 R H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R 
H 4362 R H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R 
H 4372 R H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4418 GB H 4458 GB
H 4491 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R H 4549 R 
H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R H 4554 R 
H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R H 4559 R 
H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R H 4564 R 
H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R H 4572 R 
H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R H 4580 R 
H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4618 GB H 4620 R 
H 4628 GB H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R 
H 4638 R H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4679 GB H 4682 GB
H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R H 4693 R H 4712 GB
H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R 
H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R 
H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R 
H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R 
H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R 
H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R 
H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R 
H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R 
H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R 
H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R 
H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R 
H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R 
H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4814 GB H 4818 R 
H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R H 4825 CR
H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR H 4848 R 
H 4849 R H 4859 GB H 4860 R H 4861 R H 4864 CR
H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R 
H 4886 R H 4890 R H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R 
H 4903 R H 4904 R H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R 
H 4916 R H 4917 R H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R 
H 4924 R H 4925 R H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4932 GB
H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R 
H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R H 4970 R H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4989 CR H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5038 GB H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5056 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R 
H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R H 5311 R 
H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR H 5320 R 
H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R H 5325 R 
H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R H 5334 R 
H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R H 5339 R 
H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R H 5346 R 
H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR H 5351 R 
H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R H 5357 R 
H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R H 5362 R 
H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R H 5368 CR
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  875
       Total passed bills:  819
Representative  .  .  . Wooten - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R H 5378 R 
H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R H 5384 R 
H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R H 5391 R 
H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R H 5396 R 
H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR H 5402 CR
H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R 
H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R 
H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R 
H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R 
H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R 
H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R 
H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R 
H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R 
H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R 
H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:   75
       Total passed bills:   75
Representative  .  .  . Young - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3233 JR H 3595 GB H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R 
H 4342 R H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R 
H 4348 R H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R 
H 4353 R H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R 
H 4358 R H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R 
H 4363 R H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R 
H 4373 R H 4374 R H 4375 GB H 4376 GB H 4377 GB
H 4378 GB H 4379 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
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H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4604 R 
H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R H 4628 GB
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4647 R H 4649 R H 4650 R 
H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R H 4662 R 
H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R H 4667 R 
H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4719 R H 4721 R H 4722 R H 4728 R 
H 4731 R H 4732 R H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R 
H 4736 R H 4737 R H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R 
H 4741 R H 4742 R H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R 
H 4746 R H 4747 R H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R 
H 4751 R H 4752 R H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R 
H 4756 R H 4757 R H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R 
H 4761 R H 4762 R H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R 
H 4766 R H 4767 R H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R 
H 4771 R H 4772 R H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R 
H 4776 R H 4777 R H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R 
H 4781 R H 4782 R H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R 
H 4786 R H 4787 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4798 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR H 4845 CR
H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4859 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4862 CR H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4934 GB H 4937 R H 4938 R 
H 4939 R H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R 
H 4960 R H 4966 GB H 4970 R H 4973 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4990 GB H 4991 R H 4992 R 
H 4995 R H 5008 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R 
H 5012 R H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R 
H 5029 R H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR
H 5036 R H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R H 5065 R 
H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR H 5073 R 
H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R H 5083 R 
H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR H 5098 R H 5099 R 
H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR H 5109 GB H 5114 R 
H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R H 5122 R 
H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R H 5132 R 
H 5137 R H 5164 R H 5165 R H 5167 R H 5168 R 
H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R H 5183 R H 5184 R 
H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R H 5191 CR H 5192 CR
H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR H 5198 CR H 5202 GB
H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R H 5212 R H 5213 R 
H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR H 5229 R H 5230 CR
H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R H 5235 R H 5236 CR
H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R H 5241 R H 5242 CR
H 5243 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R H 5261 GB
H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR H 5273 R 
H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R H 5287 R 
H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5294 R H 5295 R H 5296 R 
H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R H 5300 R H 5301 CR
H 5305 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R H 5310 R 
H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR H 5316 CR
H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R H 5324 R 
H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R H 5333 R 
H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R H 5338 R 
H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R H 5345 R 
H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R H 5350 CR
H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R H 5355 R 
H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R H 5361 R 
H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R H 5367 R 
H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R H 5377 R 
H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R H 5382 R 
H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R H 5390 R 
H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R H 5395 R 
H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR H 5401 CR
H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5409 R H 5410 R 
H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R H 5425 R H 5426 R 
H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R H 5432 R H 5433 R 
H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R H 5437 R H 5438 R 
H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R H 5442 R H 5443 R 
H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R H 5449 R H 5450 R 
H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R H 5456 R H 5457 R 
H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R H 5461 R H 5462 R 
H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R H 5470 R H 5471 R 
H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R H 5477 R H 5478 R 
H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  471
       Total passed bills:  454
Senator  .  .  . Young - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0001 R S 0002 R S 0015 GB S 0027 GB S 0036 GB
S 0046 GB S 0075 GB S 0076 GB S 0077 GB S 0086 CR
S 0096 GB S 0097 GB S 0137 JR S 0176 GB S 0187 GB
S 0217 GB S 0218 GB S 0219 GB S 0252 R S 0253 R 
S 0301 GB S 0303 CR S 0304 CR S 0323 GB S 0379 R 
S 0392 R S 0416 CR S 0440 R S 0441 R S 0443 GB
S 0447 GB S 0448 GB S 0455 R S 0468 GB S 0500 R 
S 0501 JR S 0502 CR S 0504 GB S 0531 GB S 0547 CR
S 0565 GB S 0587 GB S 0608 R S 0609 R S 0611 CR
S 0614 CR S 0615 CR S 0616 CR S 0624 R S 0625 CR
S 0668 CR S 0673 CR S 0674 R S 0685 R S 0696 R 
S 0703 R S 0780 CR S 0805 GB S 0843 R S 0851 R 
S 0853 R S 0862 GB S 0878 JR S 0888 GB S 0890 GB
S 0897 R S 0909 GB S 0921 GB S 0942 R S 0973 CR
S 1003 GB S 1009 GB S 1022 R S 1023 R S 1027 GB
S 1033 GB S 1041 GB S 1048 R S 1054 R S 1065 R 
S 1078 R S 1101 GB S 1121 GB S 1123 GB S 1168 R 
S 1184 R S 1198 R S 1200 GB S 1207 R S 1225 CR
S 1229 R S 1231 R S 1242 R S 1248 R S 1250 R 
S 1251 CR S 1252 CR S 1253 CR S 1254 R S 1256 R 
S 1262 R S 1263 R S 1286 R 
       Total bills reported:  103
       Total passed bills:   69
Representative  .  .  . Yow - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3003 GB H 3035 GB H 3071 GB H 3100 GB H 3104 GB
H 3105 GB H 3106 GB H 3116 GB H 3141 JR H 3142 GB
H 3145 JR H 3240 GB H 3297 GB H 3323 GB H 3329 GB
H 3347 GB H 3362 R H 3364 R H 3368 R H 3369 R 
H 3370 R H 3372 R H 3373 R H 3374 R H 3376 R 
H 3378 R H 3380 R H 3383 R H 3384 R H 3385 R 
H 3387 R H 3388 R H 3392 R H 3394 R H 3397 R 
H 3403 R H 3417 GB H 3423 R H 3424 R H 3425 R 
H 3427 GB H 3431 R H 3434 R H 3435 R H 3442 GB
H 3456 CR H 3457 CR H 3465 GB H 3470 JR H 3474 R 
H 3476 R H 3477 R H 3489 R H 3490 R H 3492 R 
H 3493 R H 3498 CR H 3502 R H 3510 CR H 3512 GB
H 3515 JR H 3523 GB H 3529 GB H 3530 GB H 3532 CR
H 3533 R H 3534 R H 3535 R H 3539 R H 3541 R 
H 3542 R H 3543 R H 3545 CR H 3548 GB H 3551 R 
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H 3553 R H 3555 R H 3556 CR H 3560 R H 3565 GB
H 3572 R H 3573 R H 3574 CR H 3575 CR H 3576 CR
H 3580 GB H 3584 R H 3588 CR H 3591 GB H 3596 R 
H 3597 R H 3598 R H 3601 GB H 3603 R H 3604 R 
H 3608 CR H 3611 R H 3612 R H 3613 CR H 3618 GB
H 3620 GB H 3622 GB H 3623 CR H 3624 R H 3625 R 
H 3626 R H 3627 R H 3628 R H 3629 R H 3630 R 
H 3631 R H 3632 R H 3633 R H 3634 R H 3635 R 
H 3636 R H 3637 R H 3638 R H 3639 R H 3642 GB
H 3643 GB H 3645 GB H 3653 GB H 3657 CR H 3660 R 
H 3662 GB H 3665 GB H 3666 GB H 3671 CR H 3672 CR
H 3673 CR H 3674 CR H 3675 R H 3679 R H 3681 R 
H 3687 R H 3688 R H 3689 R H 3690 R H 3691 R 
H 3692 R H 3693 R H 3694 CR H 3695 CR H 3696 CR
H 3700 GB H 3704 R H 3705 R H 3706 R H 3707 R 
H 3708 R H 3709 R H 3710 R H 3711 R H 3712 R 
H 3713 R H 3714 R H 3715 R H 3716 R H 3717 R 
H 3718 R H 3730 CR H 3731 R H 3732 R H 3733 CR
H 3734 CR H 3735 CR H 3736 R H 3737 R H 3738 R 
H 3740 GB H 3748 GB H 3752 CR H 3753 R H 3754 R 
H 3755 R H 3756 R H 3757 R H 3758 R H 3759 R 
H 3760 R H 3761 R H 3762 R H 3763 R H 3764 R 
H 3765 R H 3766 R H 3767 R H 3768 R H 3773 R 
H 3778 R H 3786 GB H 3788 R H 3789 GB H 3793 GB
H 3796 CR H 3797 R H 3798 R H 3799 R H 3801 R 
H 3804 GB H 3805 R H 3807 R H 3808 CR H 3810 R 
H 3811 R H 3812 R H 3813 CR H 3814 R H 3817 GB
H 3818 GB H 3830 GB H 3831 GB H 3832 GB H 3837 GB
H 3838 R H 3839 R H 3843 R H 3852 R H 3853 R 
H 3854 R H 3855 R H 3856 R H 3857 CR H 3858 CR
H 3873 R H 3874 R H 3875 R H 3876 R H 3877 R 
H 3879 GB H 3881 GB H 3886 GB H 3888 R H 3889 R 
H 3892 R H 3894 R H 3911 R H 3912 R H 3913 R 
H 3914 R H 3916 CR H 3917 CR H 3922 GB H 3925 GB
H 3929 GB H 3930 GB H 3938 R H 3941 R H 3944 R 
H 3946 GB H 3947 GB H 3948 GB H 3949 R H 3950 R 
H 3952 R H 3953 R H 3957 R H 3960 R H 3962 R 
H 3966 CR H 3972 R H 3973 R H 3974 R H 3976 R 
H 3978 R H 3980 R H 3981 R H 3982 R H 3987 CR
H 3988 CR H 3991 R H 3992 R H 3994 R H 3996 R 
H 3997 CR H 3998 CR H 4000 CR H 4010 R H 4012 R 
H 4016 R H 4018 R H 4023 R H 4024 R H 4026 CR
H 4033 GB H 4037 R H 4045 R H 4047 R H 4051 R 
H 4054 R H 4055 R H 4056 R H 4057 R H 4059 CR
H 4060 R H 4061 CR H 4062 CR H 4063 CR H 4069 R 
H 4071 R H 4072 CR H 4073 CR H 4074 CR H 4077 GB
H 4080 R H 4081 R H 4082 R H 4083 R H 4084 R 
H 4085 R H 4086 R H 4087 R H 4088 R H 4089 R 
H 4090 R H 4095 R H 4097 R H 4099 R H 4100 R 
H 4101 R H 4102 R H 4103 R H 4104 R H 4105 R 
H 4106 R H 4107 R H 4108 CR H 4109 CR H 4110 CR
H 4111 CR H 4113 GB H 4120 R H 4121 CR H 4122 CR
H 4123 R H 4124 R H 4125 R H 4126 GB H 4128 R 
H 4139 R H 4140 CR H 4141 R H 4143 R H 4144 CR
H 4145 R H 4146 R H 4147 R H 4148 R H 4149 R 
H 4152 CR H 4153 R H 4155 R H 4156 R H 4157 R 
H 4158 CR H 4159 CR H 4166 R H 4167 R H 4168 R 
H 4169 R H 4170 R H 4171 R H 4172 CR H 4173 CR
H 4176 CR H 4185 R H 4186 R H 4187 R H 4188 R 
H 4189 R H 4191 R H 4192 R H 4193 R H 4195 R 
H 4196 CR H 4197 CR H 4206 R H 4207 R H 4208 R 
H 4209 R H 4230 R H 4231 R H 4232 R H 4233 R 
H 4234 R H 4235 R H 4236 R H 4237 R H 4238 R 
H 4239 R H 4240 R H 4241 R H 4242 R H 4243 R 
H 4244 R H 4273 R H 4274 R H 4276 R H 4278 R 
H 4279 R H 4280 R H 4281 R H 4282 R H 4283 R 
H 4286 R H 4287 R H 4288 R H 4289 R H 4290 R 
H 4292 R H 4293 R H 4294 R H 4295 R H 4296 R 
H 4297 R H 4298 R H 4300 R H 4301 CR H 4306 R 
H 4308 GB H 4311 R H 4312 R H 4313 R H 4314 R 
H 4315 R H 4316 R H 4318 R H 4319 R H 4320 R 
H 4321 R H 4323 R H 4324 R H 4325 CR H 4326 R 
H 4328 R H 4329 R H 4330 R H 4331 R H 4332 R 
H 4333 R H 4338 R H 4339 R H 4341 R H 4342 R 
H 4343 R H 4344 R H 4346 R H 4347 R H 4348 R 
H 4349 R H 4350 R H 4351 R H 4352 R H 4353 R 
H 4354 R H 4355 R H 4356 R H 4357 R H 4358 R 
H 4359 R H 4360 R H 4361 R H 4362 R H 4363 R 
H 4369 R H 4370 R H 4371 R H 4372 R H 4373 R 
H 4374 R H 4458 GB H 4546 R H 4547 R H 4548 R 
H 4549 R H 4550 R H 4551 R H 4552 R H 4553 R 
H 4554 R H 4555 R H 4556 R H 4557 R H 4558 R 
H 4559 R H 4560 R H 4561 R H 4562 R H 4563 R 
H 4564 R H 4566 R H 4567 R H 4570 R H 4571 R 
H 4572 R H 4573 R H 4575 R H 4578 R H 4579 R 
H 4580 R H 4581 R H 4582 R H 4585 R H 4593 GB
H 4604 R H 4606 CR H 4608 R H 4616 R H 4620 R 
H 4629 GB H 4634 R H 4635 R H 4637 R H 4638 R 
H 4639 R H 4641 R H 4644 GB H 4647 R H 4649 R 
H 4650 R H 4653 R H 4659 R H 4660 R H 4661 R 
H 4662 R H 4663 R H 4664 R H 4665 R H 4666 R 
H 4667 R H 4668 CR H 4669 CR H 4678 GB H 4679 GB
H 4683 GB H 4687 CR H 4689 R H 4690 R H 4691 R 
H 4693 R H 4704 GB H 4710 GB H 4721 R H 4722 R 
H 4727 GB H 4728 R H 4729 GB H 4731 R H 4732 R 
H 4733 R H 4734 R H 4735 R H 4736 R H 4737 R 
H 4738 R H 4739 R H 4740 R H 4741 R H 4742 R 
H 4743 R H 4744 R H 4745 R H 4746 R H 4747 R 
H 4748 R H 4749 R H 4750 R H 4751 R H 4752 R 
H 4753 R H 4754 R H 4755 R H 4756 R H 4757 R 
H 4758 R H 4759 R H 4760 R H 4761 R H 4762 R 
H 4763 R H 4764 R H 4765 R H 4766 R H 4767 R 
H 4768 R H 4769 R H 4770 R H 4771 R H 4772 R 
H 4773 R H 4774 R H 4775 R H 4776 R H 4777 R 
H 4778 R H 4779 R H 4780 R H 4781 R H 4782 R 
H 4783 R H 4784 R H 4785 R H 4786 R H 4787 R 
H 4791 R H 4792 CR H 4794 CR H 4807 GB H 4814 GB
H 4818 R H 4819 R H 4820 R H 4821 R H 4822 R 
H 4825 CR H 4828 GB H 4840 R H 4841 R H 4844 CR
H 4845 CR H 4848 R H 4849 R H 4858 GB H 4860 R 
H 4861 R H 4864 CR H 4866 R H 4867 CR H 4870 GB
H 4878 R H 4881 R H 4882 R H 4886 R H 4890 R 
H 4893 R H 4895 R H 4902 R H 4903 R H 4904 R 
H 4905 R H 4906 R H 4907 R H 4916 R H 4917 R 
H 4920 R H 4921 R H 4922 R H 4924 R H 4925 R 
H 4926 R H 4927 R H 4937 R H 4938 R H 4939 R 
H 4940 R H 4941 R H 4942 R H 4959 R H 4960 R 
H 4970 R H 4971 GB H 4976 GB H 4979 GB H 4982 R 
H 4983 R H 4986 R H 4991 R H 4992 R H 4995 R 
H 5006 GB H 5009 R H 5010 R H 5011 R H 5012 R 
H 5016 R H 5020 R H 5021 R H 5028 R H 5029 R 
H 5031 R H 5032 R H 5034 R H 5035 CR H 5036 R 
H 5037 R H 5047 R H 5048 R H 5049 GB H 5051 R 
H 5052 R H 5053 GB H 5057 R H 5059 R H 5060 R 
H 5065 R H 5066 R H 5068 R H 5070 R H 5072 CR
H 5073 R H 5074 R H 5075 R H 5077 R H 5081 R 
H 5083 R H 5090 R H 5093 CR H 5094 CR H 5095 CR
H 5098 R H 5099 R H 5100 R H 5103 R H 5104 CR
H 5114 R H 5115 R H 5116 R H 5117 R H 5121 R 
H 5122 R H 5124 R H 5125 R H 5128 R H 5131 R 
H 5132 R H 5137 R H 5145 GB H 5164 R H 5165 R 
H 5167 R H 5168 R H 5169 CR H 5175 R H 5176 R 
H 5183 R H 5184 R H 5187 R H 5188 R H 5189 R 
H 5191 CR H 5192 CR H 5194 R H 5196 CR H 5197 CR
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H 5198 CR H 5202 GB H 5205 R H 5207 R H 5209 R 
H 5212 R H 5213 R H 5214 CR H 5224 R H 5228 CR
H 5229 R H 5230 CR H 5232 R H 5233 R H 5234 R 
H 5235 R H 5236 CR H 5238 R H 5239 R H 5240 R 
H 5241 R H 5242 CR H 5258 R H 5259 R H 5260 R 
H 5261 GB H 5264 R H 5265 R H 5266 R H 5271 CR
H 5273 R H 5274 CR H 5284 R H 5285 R H 5286 R 
H 5287 R H 5288 R H 5289 R H 5290 R H 5294 R 
H 5295 R H 5296 R H 5297 R H 5298 R H 5299 R 
H 5300 R H 5301 CR H 5306 R H 5308 R H 5309 R 
H 5310 R H 5311 R H 5312 R H 5313 R H 5315 CR
H 5316 CR H 5320 R H 5321 R H 5322 R H 5323 R 
H 5324 R H 5325 R H 5327 R H 5331 R H 5332 R 
H 5333 R H 5334 R H 5335 R H 5336 R H 5337 R 
H 5338 R H 5339 R H 5340 R H 5342 R H 5343 R 
H 5345 R H 5346 R H 5347 R H 5348 CR H 5349 R 
H 5350 CR H 5351 R H 5352 R H 5353 R H 5354 R 
H 5355 R H 5357 R H 5358 R H 5359 R H 5360 R 
H 5361 R H 5362 R H 5364 R H 5365 R H 5366 R 
H 5367 R H 5368 CR H 5374 R H 5375 R H 5376 R 
H 5377 R H 5378 R H 5379 R H 5380 R H 5381 R 
H 5382 R H 5384 R H 5385 R H 5387 R H 5388 R 
H 5390 R H 5391 R H 5392 R H 5393 R H 5394 R 
H 5395 R H 5396 R H 5397 R H 5398 R H 5400 CR
H 5401 CR H 5402 CR H 5406 R H 5407 R H 5408 R 
H 5409 R H 5410 R H 5422 R H 5423 R H 5424 R 
H 5425 R H 5426 R H 5427 R H 5430 R H 5431 R 
H 5432 R H 5433 R H 5434 R H 5435 R H 5436 R 
H 5437 R H 5438 R H 5439 R H 5440 R H 5441 R 
H 5442 R H 5443 R H 5445 R H 5446 R H 5447 R 
H 5449 R H 5450 R H 5451 R H 5452 R H 5454 R 
H 5456 R H 5457 R H 5458 R H 5459 R H 5460 R 
H 5461 R H 5462 R H 5463 R H 5468 R H 5469 R 
H 5470 R H 5471 R H 5472 R H 5474 R H 5475 R 
H 5477 R H 5478 R H 5479 R 
       Total bills reported:  918
       Total passed bills:  842
House Committee on Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environmental
Affairs - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Education and Public Works - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Ethics - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Interstate Cooperation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Invitations and Memorial Resolutions - Session 122
(2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Judiciary - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry - Session 122 (2017-
2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Legislative Oversight - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Medical, Military, Public and Municipal Affairs -
Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Operations and Management - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Regulations and Administrative Procedures - Session
122 (2017-2018)
H 3899 JR H 3900 JR H 3901 JR H 3902 JR H 3903 JR
H 3904 JR H 3905 JR H 3906 JR H 3907 JR H 3908 JR
H 3909 JR H 3910 JR H 4131 JR H 4132 JR H 4133 JR
H 4134 JR H 4135 JR H 4136 JR H 4137 JR H 4138 JR
H 4247 JR H 4248 JR H 4249 JR H 4250 JR H 4251 JR
H 4252 JR H 4253 JR H 4254 JR H 4255 JR H 4256 JR
H 4257 JR H 4258 JR H 4259 JR H 4260 JR H 4261 JR
H 4262 JR H 4263 JR H 4264 JR H 4265 JR H 4266 JR
H 4267 JR H 5156 JR H 5157 JR H 5159 JR H 5244 JR
H 5245 JR H 5246 JR H 5247 JR H 5248 JR H 5249 JR
H 5250 JR H 5275 JR H 5276 JR H 5277 JR H 5278 JR
H 5279 JR H 5280 JR H 5281 JR H 5282 JR H 5283 JR
       Total bills reported:   60
       Total passed bills:    5
House Committee on Rules - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Ways and Means - Session 122 (2017-2018)
H 3720 GB H 3721 GB H 3722 GB H 4950 GB H 4951 JR
       Total bills reported:    5
       Total passed bills:    4
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Senate Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources - Session 122
(2017-2018)
S 0841 GB S 1171 JR S 1172 JR
       Total bills reported:    3
       Total passed bills:    1
Senate Committee on Banking and Insurance - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Corrections and Penology - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Education - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0316 JR S 0485 JR S 0486 JR S 0520 JR S 0521 JR
S 0526 JR S 0601 JR S 0602 JR S 0603 JR S 0604 JR
S 1060 JR S 1061 JR S 1062 JR
       Total bills reported:   13
       Total passed bills:    6
Senate Committee on Ethics - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Finance - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0484 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Fish, Game and Forestry - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0421 JR S 0422 JR S 0423 JR S 0689 JR S 0971 JR
S 0972 JR
       Total bills reported:    6
       Total passed bills:    2
Senate Committee on General - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 1135 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Interstate Cooperation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Invitations - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Judiciary - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0681 JR
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Labor, Commerce and Industry - Session 122 (2017-
2018)
S 0326 JR S 0327 JR S 0405 JR S 0543 JR S 0544 JR
S 0590 JR S 0591 JR S 0592 JR S 0593 JR S 0594 JR
S 0595 JR S 0997 JR S 0998 JR S 0999 JR S 1000 JR
S 1001 JR S 1208 JR S 1209 JR S 1210 JR S 1211 JR
S 1212 JR S 1213 JR S 1214 JR S 1215 JR S 1216 JR
       Total bills reported:   25
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Medical Affairs - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0371 JR S 0372 JR S 0373 JR S 0374 JR S 0375 JR
S 0376 JR S 0378 JR S 0453 JR S 0496 JR S 1073 JR
S 1074 JR S 1075 JR S 1076 JR S 1077 JR
       Total bills reported:   14
       Total passed bills:    7
Senate Committee on Operations and Management - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Rules - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
Senate Committee on Transportation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
S 0626 GB
       Total bills reported:    1
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Abbeville Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Aiken Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Allendale Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
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House Committee on Anderson Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Bamberg Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Barnwell Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Beaufort Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Berkeley Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Calhoun Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Charleston Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Cherokee Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Chester Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Chesterfield Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Clarendon Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Colleton Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Darlington Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Dillon Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Dorchester Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Edgefield Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Fairfield Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Florence Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Georgetown Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Greenville Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Greenwood Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Hampton Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Horry Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
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       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Jasper Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Kershaw Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lancaster Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Laurens Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lee Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Lexington Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Marion Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Marlboro Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on McCormick Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Newberry Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Oconee Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Orangeburg Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Pickens Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Richland Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Saluda Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Spartanburg Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Sumter Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Union Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on Williamsburg Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
House Committee on York Delegation - Session 122 (2017-2018)
       Total bills reported:    0
       Total passed bills:    0
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PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S    9 GB   63   42
S   27 GB  194  178
S   28 GB  195  179
S   42 JR    1  100
S   61 GB   64   43
S   67 GB  196  180
S   79 GB  197  181
S  105 GB  138  134
S  107 GB  290  261
S  114 GB   65   44
S  116 GB   66   45
S  131 GB  198  182
S  170 GB  199  183
S  173 GB   67   46
S  176 GB  200  184
S  179 GB  125   95
S  181 GB   25   16
S  185 GB  139  135
S  198 GB    8    2
S  200 GB   46   27
S  213 GB   26   17
S  218 GB    9    3
S  234 GB   68   47
S  250 GB   10    4
S  254 GB   69   48
S  263 GB    5    1
S  271 GB   70   49
S  275 GB   71   50
S  279 GB   52   32
S  289 GB  126   96
S  297 GB  135  131
S  302 GB  201  185
S  315 GB   47   28
S  321 GB   72   51
S  325 GB   73   52
S  334 GB   53   33
S  337 GB  202  186
S  338 JR    3   99
S  340 GB  162  153
S  342 GB   27   18
S  344 GB   28   19
S  345 GB  203  234
S  354 GB   18   10
S  359 GB   48   29
S  365 GB   11    5
S  366 GB   75   93
S  372 JR   29  110
S  374 JR   30  111
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PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  375 JR   31  112
S  376 JR   32  113
S  378 JR   33  114
S  411 GB   76   53
S  415 GB   34   87
S  421 JR   77  116
S  422 JR   78  117
S  443 GB   79   88
S  444 GB   54   34
S  453 JR   35  115
S  456 GB  131  127
S  457 GB    6  102
S  462 GB   80   54
S  463 GB   81   55
S  465 GB   49   30
S  480 GB   82   56
S  485 JR   83  118
S  486 JR   84  119
S  488 GB   85   57
S  496 JR   12  108
S  499 GB  170  159
S  506 GB  204  187
S  530 GB   36   20
S  562 GB   86  106
S  567 GB  205  188
S  568 GB   19  107
S  570 GB   50   31
S  601 JR   87  120
S  602 JR   88  121
S  603 JR   89  122
S  604 JR   90  123
S  617 GB   37   21
S  637 GB   91   58
S  648 GB  206  189
S  651 GB   92   59
S  662 GB  127  280
S  671 JR  207  269
S  680 GB  132  128
S  709 GB  284  256
S  758 GB  208  190
S  796 JR  163  289
S  805 GB  171  160
S  810 GB  209  191
S  812 GB  210  192
S  820 GB  211  193
S  857 GB  212  194
S  862 GB  213  195
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PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  874 GB  214  196
S  877 GB  215  197
S  882 GB  133  129
S  884 GB  140  136
S  885 GB  141  137
S  888 GB  216  198
S  891 GB  217  199
S  913 GB  218  200
S  918 GB  219  201
S  928 GB  220  202
S  933 GB  221  203
S  937 GB  172  161
S  954 JR  285  271
S  955 JR  142  270
S  959 GB  222  204
S 1014 GB  164  154
S 1027 GB  223  205
S 1038 GB  165  155
S 1041 GB  173  162
S 1042 GB  224  206
S 1043 GB  291  265
S 1044 GB  225  207
S 1083 GB  226  208
S 1099 GB  227  209
S 1101 GB  166  156
S 1111 GB  228  210
S 1116 GB  229  274
S 1126 GB  167  276
S 1144 GB  168  157
S 1160 GB  230  273
S 1172 JR  174  285
S 1190 JR  231  272
S 1218 GB  232  277
H 3034 GB   38   22
H 3041 GB   93   60
H 3068 GB  233  235
H 3132 GB   94   61
H 3137 GB   95   62
H 3139 GB  234  236
H 3146 JR  235  267
H 3150 GB   39   15
H 3171 GB   40  101
H 3176 GB   96   63
H 3177 GB  175  163
H 3195 GB  236  237
H 3209 GB  237  254
H 3215 GB   97   64
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
934
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3220 GB   55   35
H 3221 GB   41   23
H 3231 GB   98  105
H 3247 GB   99   89
H 3256 GB  100   65
H 3289 GB  101   66
H 3329 GB  238  238
H 3346 GB   42  104
H 3349 GB   56   41
H 3352 GB  102   67
H 3358 GB   13    6
H 3406 GB  103   68
H 3429 GB  104   69
H 3438 GB   20   11
H 3440 GB  239  239
H 3441 GB   43   24
H 3442 GB  152  144
H 3488 GB  105   70
H 3513 GB  153  145
H 3516 GB   51   40
H 3517 GB   21   12
H 3531 GB   57   86
H 3538 GB   58   36
H 3549 GB  282  252
H 3559 GB   59   37
H 3582 GB   14    7
H 3587 JR   60  125
H 3591 GB  161  152
H 3601 GB  106   71
H 3622 GB  240  240
H 3647 GB  107   90
H 3649 GB  143  138
H 3653 GB  136  132
H 3661 GB   15    8
H 3665 GB  108   72
H 3667 GB  109   73
H 3677 JR    7  126
H 3698 GB  176  164
H 3699 GB  177  165
H 3701 GB  154  146
H 3719 GB  110   74
H 3720 GB  128   97
H 3721 GB  129   98
H 3726 GB   22   13
H 3742 GB  111   75
H 3775 GB  241  241
H 3789 GB  292  262
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
935
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3792 GB   44   25
H 3793 GB   23   14
H 3803 GB   16    9
H 3817 GB  112   76
H 3819 GB  242  242
H 3822 GB  178  166
H 3824 GB  113   91
H 3826 GB  243  243
H 3861 GB  114   77
H 3864 GB  115   78
H 3865 GB  244  244
H 3879 GB   61   38
H 3883 GB   62   39
H 3886 GB  245  245
H 3895 GB  246  246
H 3898 GB  116   79
H 3908 JR   17  109
H 3926 GB  149  143
H 3927 GB  117   80
H 3929 GB  144  139
H 3936 GB   45   26
H 3969 GB  130   94
H 4003 GB  118   92
H 4005 GB  145  140
H 4009 GB  286  257
H 4033 GB  119   81
H 4067 GB   24  103
H 4077 GB  247  247
H 4093 GB  248  292
H 4116 GB  249  211
H 4117 GB  250  212
H 4178 GB  120   82
H 4179 GB  121   83
H 4180 GB  134  130
H 4183 GB  122   84
H 4204 GB  123   85
H 4247 JR  124  124
H 4268 GB  137  133
H 4272 GB  146  278
H 4375 GB  287  258
H 4397 GB  147  281
H 4411 GB  179  167
H 4434 GB  251  213
H 4458 GB  252  214
H 4479 GB  253  215
H 4486 GB  254  248
H 4487 GB  255  216
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
936
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 4488 GB  180  168
H 4592 GB  181  283
H 4600 GB  182  169
H 4601 GB  256  249
H 4612 GB  257  217
H 4628 GB  258  218
H 4644 GB  183  170
H 4654 GB  169  158
H 4655 GB  184  171
H 4656 GB  185  172
H 4657 GB  259  219
H 4672 GB  260  220
H 4673 GB  261  250
H 4675 GB  262  251
H 4676 GB  288  259
H 4683 GB  186  173
H 4698 GB  263  221
H 4704 GB  187  174
H 4705 GB  264  222
H 4715 GB  265  223
H 4727 GB  266  224
H 4729 GB  155  147
H 4795 GB  267  225
H 4799 GB  268  226
H 4807 GB  269  227
H 4827 JR  150  290
H 4832 GB  188  175
H 4858 GB  148  141
H 4868 GB  156  148
H 4869 GB  157  149
H 4870 GB  158  150
H 4875 GB  283  253
H 4913 GB  270  228
H 4931 GB  289  260
H 4935 JR  189  291
H 4946 GB  190  176
H 4950 GB  293  264
H 4951 JR  191  268
H 4962 GB  271  229
H 4968 GB  159  282
H 4973 GB  272  255
H 4977 GB  151  142
H 4980 GB  273  284
H 4981 GB  160  151
H 5038 GB  192  177
H 5042 GB  274  230
H 5063 GB  275  231
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
937
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY BILL NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 5152 GB  276  232
H 5153 GB  277  233
H 5154 JR  278  275
H 5156 JR  279  287
H 5157 JR  193  286
H 5159 JR  280  288
H 5231 GB  294  263
H 5261 GB       
H 5272 GB  281  279





PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S   42 JR    1  100
S  338 JR    3   99
S  263 GB    5    1
S  457 GB    6  102
H 3677 JR    7  126
S  198 GB    8    2
S  218 GB    9    3
S  250 GB   10    4
S  365 GB   11    5
S  496 JR   12  108
H 3358 GB   13    6
H 3582 GB   14    7
H 3661 GB   15    8
H 3803 GB   16    9
H 3908 JR   17  109
S  354 GB   18   10
S  568 GB   19  107
H 3438 GB   20   11
H 3517 GB   21   12
H 3726 GB   22   13
H 3793 GB   23   14
H 4067 GB   24  103
S  181 GB   25   16
S  213 GB   26   17
S  342 GB   27   18
S  344 GB   28   19
S  372 JR   29  110
S  374 JR   30  111
S  375 JR   31  112
S  376 JR   32  113
S  378 JR   33  114
S  415 GB   34   87
S  453 JR   35  115
S  530 GB   36   20
S  617 GB   37   21
H 3034 GB   38   22
H 3150 GB   39   15
H 3171 GB   40  101
H 3221 GB   41   23
H 3346 GB   42  104
H 3441 GB   43   24
H 3792 GB   44   25
H 3936 GB   45   26
S  200 GB   46   27
S  315 GB   47   28
S  359 GB   48   29
S  465 GB   49   30
S  570 GB   50   31
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
940
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3516 GB   51   40
S  279 GB   52   32
S  334 GB   53   33
S  444 GB   54   34
H 3220 GB   55   35
H 3349 GB   56   41
H 3531 GB   57   86
H 3538 GB   58   36
H 3559 GB   59   37
H 3587 JR   60  125
H 3879 GB   61   38
H 3883 GB   62   39
S    9 GB   63   42
S   61 GB   64   43
S  114 GB   65   44
S  116 GB   66   45
S  173 GB   67   46
S  234 GB   68   47
S  254 GB   69   48
S  271 GB   70   49
S  275 GB   71   50
S  321 GB   72   51
S  325 GB   73   52
S  366 GB   75   93
S  411 GB   76   53
S  421 JR   77  116
S  422 JR   78  117
S  443 GB   79   88
S  462 GB   80   54
S  463 GB   81   55
S  480 GB   82   56
S  485 JR   83  118
S  486 JR   84  119
S  488 GB   85   57
S  562 GB   86  106
S  601 JR   87  120
S  602 JR   88  121
S  603 JR   89  122
S  604 JR   90  123
S  637 GB   91   58
S  651 GB   92   59
H 3041 GB   93   60
H 3132 GB   94   61
H 3137 GB   95   62
H 3176 GB   96   63
H 3215 GB   97   64
H 3231 GB   98  105
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
941
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3247 GB   99   89
H 3256 GB  100   65
H 3289 GB  101   66
H 3352 GB  102   67
H 3406 GB  103   68
H 3429 GB  104   69
H 3488 GB  105   70
H 3601 GB  106   71
H 3647 GB  107   90
H 3665 GB  108   72
H 3667 GB  109   73
H 3719 GB  110   74
H 3742 GB  111   75
H 3817 GB  112   76
H 3824 GB  113   91
H 3861 GB  114   77
H 3864 GB  115   78
H 3898 GB  116   79
H 3927 GB  117   80
H 4003 GB  118   92
H 4033 GB  119   81
H 4178 GB  120   82
H 4179 GB  121   83
H 4183 GB  122   84
H 4204 GB  123   85
H 4247 JR  124  124
S  179 GB  125   95
S  289 GB  126   96
S  662 GB  127  280
H 3720 GB  128   97
H 3721 GB  129   98
H 3969 GB  130   94
S  456 GB  131  127
S  680 GB  132  128
S  882 GB  133  129
H 4180 GB  134  130
S  297 GB  135  131
H 3653 GB  136  132
H 4268 GB  137  133
S  105 GB  138  134
S  185 GB  139  135
S  884 GB  140  136
S  885 GB  141  137
S  955 JR  142  270
H 3649 GB  143  138
H 3929 GB  144  139
H 4005 GB  145  140
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
942
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 4272 GB  146  278
H 4397 GB  147  281
H 4858 GB  148  141
H 3926 GB  149  143
H 4827 JR  150  290
H 4977 GB  151  142
H 3442 GB  152  144
H 3513 GB  153  145
H 3701 GB  154  146
H 4729 GB  155  147
H 4868 GB  156  148
H 4869 GB  157  149
H 4870 GB  158  150
H 4968 GB  159  282
H 4981 GB  160  151
H 3591 GB  161  152
S  340 GB  162  153
S  796 JR  163  289
S 1014 GB  164  154
S 1038 GB  165  155
S 1101 GB  166  156
S 1126 GB  167  276
S 1144 GB  168  157
H 4654 GB  169  158
S  499 GB  170  159
S  805 GB  171  160
S  937 GB  172  161
S 1041 GB  173  162
S 1172 JR  174  285
H 3177 GB  175  163
H 3698 GB  176  164
H 3699 GB  177  165
H 3822 GB  178  166
H 4411 GB  179  167
H 4488 GB  180  168
H 4592 GB  181  283
H 4600 GB  182  169
H 4644 GB  183  170
H 4655 GB  184  171
H 4656 GB  185  172
H 4683 GB  186  173
H 4704 GB  187  174
H 4832 GB  188  175
H 4935 JR  189  291
H 4946 GB  190  176
H 4951 JR  191  268
H 5038 GB  192  177
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
943
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 5157 JR  193  286
S   27 GB  194  178
S   28 GB  195  179
S   67 GB  196  180
S   79 GB  197  181
S  131 GB  198  182
S  170 GB  199  183
S  176 GB  200  184
S  302 GB  201  185
S  337 GB  202  186
S  345 GB  203  234
S  506 GB  204  187
S  567 GB  205  188
S  648 GB  206  189
S  671 JR  207  269
S  758 GB  208  190
S  810 GB  209  191
S  812 GB  210  192
S  820 GB  211  193
S  857 GB  212  194
S  862 GB  213  195
S  874 GB  214  196
S  877 GB  215  197
S  888 GB  216  198
S  891 GB  217  199
S  913 GB  218  200
S  918 GB  219  201
S  928 GB  220  202
S  933 GB  221  203
S  959 GB  222  204
S 1027 GB  223  205
S 1042 GB  224  206
S 1044 GB  225  207
S 1083 GB  226  208
S 1099 GB  227  209
S 1111 GB  228  210
S 1116 GB  229  274
S 1160 GB  230  273
S 1190 JR  231  272
S 1218 GB  232  277
H 3068 GB  233  235
H 3139 GB  234  236
H 3146 JR  235  267
H 3195 GB  236  237
H 3209 GB  237  254
H 3329 GB  238  238
H 3440 GB  239  239
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
944
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3622 GB  240  240
H 3775 GB  241  241
H 3819 GB  242  242
H 3826 GB  243  243
H 3865 GB  244  244
H 3886 GB  245  245
H 3895 GB  246  246
H 4077 GB  247  247
H 4093 GB  248  292
H 4116 GB  249  211
H 4117 GB  250  212
H 4434 GB  251  213
H 4458 GB  252  214
H 4479 GB  253  215
H 4486 GB  254  248
H 4487 GB  255  216
H 4601 GB  256  249
H 4612 GB  257  217
H 4628 GB  258  218
H 4657 GB  259  219
H 4672 GB  260  220
H 4673 GB  261  250
H 4675 GB  262  251
H 4698 GB  263  221
H 4705 GB  264  222
H 4715 GB  265  223
H 4727 GB  266  224
H 4795 GB  267  225
H 4799 GB  268  226
H 4807 GB  269  227
H 4913 GB  270  228
H 4962 GB  271  229
H 4973 GB  272  255
H 4980 GB  273  284
H 5042 GB  274  230
H 5063 GB  275  231
H 5152 GB  276  232
H 5153 GB  277  233
H 5154 JR  278  275
H 5156 JR  279  287
H 5159 JR  280  288
H 5272 GB  281  279
H 3549 GB  282  252
H 4875 GB  283  253
S  709 GB  284  256
S  954 JR  285  271
H 4009 GB  286  257
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
945
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY RATIFICATION NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 4375 GB  287  258
H 4676 GB  288  259
H 4931 GB  289  260
S  107 GB  290  261
S 1043 GB  291  265
H 3789 GB  292  262
H 4950 GB  293  264
H 5231 GB  294  263
H 5341 GB  295  266





PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  263 GB    5    1
S  198 GB    8    2
S  218 GB    9    3
S  250 GB   10    4
S  365 GB   11    5
H 3358 GB   13    6
H 3582 GB   14    7
H 3661 GB   15    8
H 3803 GB   16    9
S  354 GB   18   10
H 3438 GB   20   11
H 3517 GB   21   12
H 3726 GB   22   13
H 3793 GB   23   14
H 3150 GB   39   15
S  181 GB   25   16
S  213 GB   26   17
S  342 GB   27   18
S  344 GB   28   19
S  530 GB   36   20
S  617 GB   37   21
H 3034 GB   38   22
H 3221 GB   41   23
H 3441 GB   43   24
H 3792 GB   44   25
H 3936 GB   45   26
S  200 GB   46   27
S  315 GB   47   28
S  359 GB   48   29
S  465 GB   49   30
S  570 GB   50   31
S  279 GB   52   32
S  334 GB   53   33
S  444 GB   54   34
H 3220 GB   55   35
H 3538 GB   58   36
H 3559 GB   59   37
H 3879 GB   61   38
H 3883 GB   62   39
H 3516 GB   51   40
H 3349 GB   56   41
S    9 GB   63   42
S   61 GB   64   43
S  114 GB   65   44
S  116 GB   66   45
S  173 GB   67   46
S  234 GB   68   47
S  254 GB   69   48
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
948
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  271 GB   70   49
S  275 GB   71   50
S  321 GB   72   51
S  325 GB   73   52
S  411 GB   76   53
S  462 GB   80   54
S  463 GB   81   55
S  480 GB   82   56
S  488 GB   85   57
S  637 GB   91   58
S  651 GB   92   59
H 3041 GB   93   60
H 3132 GB   94   61
H 3137 GB   95   62
H 3176 GB   96   63
H 3215 GB   97   64
H 3256 GB  100   65
H 3289 GB  101   66
H 3352 GB  102   67
H 3406 GB  103   68
H 3429 GB  104   69
H 3488 GB  105   70
H 3601 GB  106   71
H 3665 GB  108   72
H 3667 GB  109   73
H 3719 GB  110   74
H 3742 GB  111   75
H 3817 GB  112   76
H 3861 GB  114   77
H 3864 GB  115   78
H 3898 GB  116   79
H 3927 GB  117   80
H 4033 GB  119   81
H 4178 GB  120   82
H 4179 GB  121   83
H 4183 GB  122   84
H 4204 GB  123   85
H 3531 GB   57   86
S  415 GB   34   87
S  443 GB   79   88
H 3247 GB   99   89
H 3647 GB  107   90
H 3824 GB  113   91
H 4003 GB  118   92
S  366 GB   75   93
H 3969 GB  130   94
S  179 GB  125   95
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
949
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  289 GB  126   96
H 3720 GB  128   97
H 3721 GB  129   98
S  338 JR    3   99
S   42 JR    1  100
H 3171 GB   40  101
S  457 GB    6  102
H 4067 GB   24  103
H 3346 GB   42  104
H 3231 GB   98  105
S  562 GB   86  106
S  568 GB   19  107
S  496 JR   12  108
H 3908 JR   17  109
S  372 JR   29  110
S  374 JR   30  111
S  375 JR   31  112
S  376 JR   32  113
S  378 JR   33  114
S  453 JR   35  115
S  421 JR   77  116
S  422 JR   78  117
S  485 JR   83  118
S  486 JR   84  119
S  601 JR   87  120
S  602 JR   88  121
S  603 JR   89  122
S  604 JR   90  123
H 4247 JR  124  124
H 3587 JR   60  125
H 3677 JR    7  126
S  456 GB  131  127
S  680 GB  132  128
S  882 GB  133  129
H 4180 GB  134  130
S  297 GB  135  131
H 3653 GB  136  132
H 4268 GB  137  133
S  105 GB  138  134
S  185 GB  139  135
S  884 GB  140  136
S  885 GB  141  137
H 3649 GB  143  138
H 3929 GB  144  139
H 4005 GB  145  140
H 4858 GB  148  141
H 4977 GB  151  142
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
950
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3926 GB  149  143
H 3442 GB  152  144
H 3513 GB  153  145
H 3701 GB  154  146
H 4729 GB  155  147
H 4868 GB  156  148
H 4869 GB  157  149
H 4870 GB  158  150
H 4981 GB  160  151
H 3591 GB  161  152
S  340 GB  162  153
S 1014 GB  164  154
S 1038 GB  165  155
S 1101 GB  166  156
S 1144 GB  168  157
H 4654 GB  169  158
S  499 GB  170  159
S  805 GB  171  160
S  937 GB  172  161
S 1041 GB  173  162
H 3177 GB  175  163
H 3698 GB  176  164
H 3699 GB  177  165
H 3822 GB  178  166
H 4411 GB  179  167
H 4488 GB  180  168
H 4600 GB  182  169
H 4644 GB  183  170
H 4655 GB  184  171
H 4656 GB  185  172
H 4683 GB  186  173
H 4704 GB  187  174
H 4832 GB  188  175
H 4946 GB  190  176
H 5038 GB  192  177
S   27 GB  194  178
S   28 GB  195  179
S   67 GB  196  180
S   79 GB  197  181
S  131 GB  198  182
S  170 GB  199  183
S  176 GB  200  184
S  302 GB  201  185
S  337 GB  202  186
S  506 GB  204  187
S  567 GB  205  188
S  648 GB  206  189
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
951
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
S  758 GB  208  190
S  810 GB  209  191
S  812 GB  210  192
S  820 GB  211  193
S  857 GB  212  194
S  862 GB  213  195
S  874 GB  214  196
S  877 GB  215  197
S  888 GB  216  198
S  891 GB  217  199
S  913 GB  218  200
S  918 GB  219  201
S  928 GB  220  202
S  933 GB  221  203
S  959 GB  222  204
S 1027 GB  223  205
S 1042 GB  224  206
S 1044 GB  225  207
S 1083 GB  226  208
S 1099 GB  227  209
S 1111 GB  228  210
H 4116 GB  249  211
H 4117 GB  250  212
H 4434 GB  251  213
H 4458 GB  252  214
H 4479 GB  253  215
H 4487 GB  255  216
H 4612 GB  257  217
H 4628 GB  258  218
H 4657 GB  259  219
H 4672 GB  260  220
H 4698 GB  263  221
H 4705 GB  264  222
H 4715 GB  265  223
H 4727 GB  266  224
H 4795 GB  267  225
H 4799 GB  268  226
H 4807 GB  269  227
H 4913 GB  270  228
H 4962 GB  271  229
H 5042 GB  274  230
H 5063 GB  275  231
H 5152 GB  276  232
H 5153 GB  277  233
S  345 GB  203  234
H 3068 GB  233  235
H 3139 GB  234  236
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
952
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 3195 GB  236  237
H 3329 GB  238  238
H 3440 GB  239  239
H 3622 GB  240  240
H 3775 GB  241  241
H 3819 GB  242  242
H 3826 GB  243  243
H 3865 GB  244  244
H 3886 GB  245  245
H 3895 GB  246  246
H 4077 GB  247  247
H 4486 GB  254  248
H 4601 GB  256  249
H 4673 GB  261  250
H 4675 GB  262  251
H 3549 GB  282  252
H 4875 GB  283  253
H 3209 GB  237  254
H 4973 GB  272  255
S  709 GB  284  256
H 4009 GB  286  257
H 4375 GB  287  258
H 4676 GB  288  259
H 4931 GB  289  260
S  107 GB  290  261
H 3789 GB  292  262
H 5231 GB  294  263
H 4950 GB  293  264
S 1043 GB  291  265
H 5341 GB  295  266
H 3146 JR  235  267
H 4951 JR  191  268
S  671 JR  207  269
S  955 JR  142  270
S  954 JR  285  271
S 1190 JR  231  272
S 1160 GB  230  273
S 1116 GB  229  274
H 5154 JR  278  275
S 1126 GB  167  276
S 1218 GB  232  277
H 4272 GB  146  278
H 5272 GB  281  279
S  662 GB  127  280
H 4397 GB  147  281
H 4968 GB  159  282
H 4592 GB  181  283
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
953
PASSED BILLS CROSS-REFERENCED BY ACT NUMBER - SESSION 122 (2017-2018)
   ....BILL... RATIFICATION ACT
NUMBER TYPE NUMBER NUMBER
H 4980 GB  273  284
S 1172 JR  174  285
H 5157 JR  193  286
H 5156 JR  279  287
H 5159 JR  280  288
S  796 JR  163  289
H 4827 JR  150  290
H 4935 JR  189  291
H 4093 GB  248  292
H 5261 GB       
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
954
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